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FACTORY TO YOU
NEW REMINGTON NOISELESS PORTABLE

A DAY
AT LAST! The famous Reming-
ton Noiseless Portable that speaks

in a whisper is available for only

10f£ a day. Here is your opportu-

nity to get a real Remington Noise-

less Portable direct from the fac-

tory. Equipped with all attachments that make
for complete writing equipment. Standard key-

board. Automatic ribbon reverse. Variable line

spacer and all the conveniences of the finest

portable ever built. PLUS the NOISELESS
feature. Act now while this special opportunity

holds good. Send coupon TODAY for details.

YOU DON'T RISK A PENNY
We send you the Remington Noiseless Portable

direct from the factory with 10 days' FREE
trial. If you are not satisfied, send it back. WE
PAY ALL SHIPPING CHARGES.

MONEY
BACK

GUARANTEE

lO-DAY
FREE TRIAL

OFFER

GREATEST TYPEWRITER BARGAIN

IN 10 YEARS

The gem of all portables. Im-
agine a machine that speaks in a
whisper . . . that removes all lim-

itations of time or place. You can
write in a library, a sick room, a
Pullman berth without the
slightest fear of disturbing others.

And in addition to quiet is a bu-

perb performance that literally

makes the words seem to flow

from the machine. Equipped
with all attachments that make
for complete writing equipment,
the Remington Noiseless Port-

able produces manifolding and
stencil cutting of truly excep-

tional character. Furnished in

black with shining chromium
attachments. Mail coupon
today!

FREE
TYPING COURSE
"With your New Remington Noiseless Portable
we will send you—absolutely FREE—a 19-page
course in typing. It teaches the Touch System,
used by all expert typists. It is simply written
and completely illustrated. Instructions are as
simple as A, B, C. Even a child can easily understand this method. A little

study and the average person, child or adult, becomes fascinated. Follow
this course during the 10-Day Trial Period we give you with your type-
writer and you will wonder why you ever took the trouble to write letters

by hand.

MONEY-MAKING OPPORTUNITIES OPEN. Hundreds
of jobs are waiting for people who can type. A typewriter
helps you put your ideas on paper in logical, impressive
form. . .helps you write clear, understandable sales reports,
letters, articles, stories. A Remington Portable has started
many a young man and woman on the road to success.

CLIP COUPON NOW...
Remington Rand Inc., Dept235-i
315 Fourth Ave., New York, N. Y.

Please tell me how I can get a new Remington Noiseless Portable typewriter, plus
FREE Typing Course and Carrying Case, for only 10c a day. Also send me without
obligation, new illustrated catalogue.

Name-—-

FREE
CARRYING CASE
Also under this new Purchase Plan we will send
you FREE with every Remington Noiseless

Portable a special carrying case sturdily built of

3-ply wood. This handsome case is covered with
heavy Du Pont fabric. The top is removed by one motion, leaving the
machine firmly attached to the base. This makes it easy to use your Rem-
ington anywhere—on knees, in chairs, on trains. Don't delay . . . send in the
coupon for complete details!

A GIFT FOR ALL THE FAMILY. If you want a gift for birth-

day, Christmas or graduation . . . one Father, Mother, Sister or Brother will

use and appreciate for years to come . . . give a
Remington Noiseless Portable. We will send a
Remington Noiseless Portable to anyone you
name, and you can still pay for it at only 10fi

a day. Few gifts are so universally pleasing as

a New Remington Noiseless Portable. Write
Voday.

Address-

City

SPECIFICATIONS. Stand-

ard Keyboard'. Finished in glistening

black with chromium attachments.
Takes paper 9.5 inches wide. Writes
lines S.2 inches wide. Standard size,

12 yard ribbon. Makes up to 7 clear,

legible carbons. Back spacer. Full

size platen. Paper fingers, roller type.

Black key cards with white letters.

Double shift key and shift lock.

Right and left carriage release.

Right and left cylinder knobs. Large
cushion rubber feet. Single or double

space adjustment. All themodern fea-

tures plus the satisfaction of NOISE-
LESS operation.

PRINTED IN U. S. A
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She evades

IF ONLY this lovely
^ef c |,arm

girl could stand for-

ever as you see her here—serene, beauti-

ful, goddess-like! But when she smiles—

when lovely lips part and reveal dull

teeth and dingy gums—how quickly and
tragically tlie spell of beauty is broken.

NEVER NEGLECT "PINK TOOTH BRUSH"

It may not seem dangerous— that first

warning "tinge of pink" on your tooth

brush. It may seem trivial, unimportant.

But your dentist will tell you it can be

and has been the prologue to many a

dental tragedy. Remember—"pink tooth

brush" is a distress signal, and only a

distress signal. But when you see it, play

close-ups . . . Dingy teeth and tender

..She ignored the warning of "Pink

safe—see your dentist.The chances are that

it does not mean a serious gum disorder

—but your dentist should make the decision.

Usually, however, it only means gums
that have grown tender and flabby under

our modern soft food menus—gums that

need more exercise, more stimulation—

and as so many dentists will often advise

—gums that need the help of Ipana and
massage.

For Ipana, with massage, is designed

to help benefit your gums as well as clean

your teeth. Rub a little extra Ipana onto

your gums every time you brush your

teeth. Lazy gums awaken. Circulation

gums destroy

Tooth Brush"
stimulates gum tissues.

You'll soon sense a new,

healthy firmness in the gum walls them-

selves.

Ipana Tooth Paste and massage is ap-

proved by many modern dentists, taught

by many modern teachers in classrooms

all over the country. Don't take chances.

Even before you see that "tinge of pink"

on your own tooth brush, even before you
have this first warning of danger—sched-
ule yourself for this modern dental health

routine with Ipana and massage. Don't
risk being a "dental cripple." Change to

Ipana and massage, and help keep your
smile lovely, bright, sparkling—and safer.
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Fawcett's

Tiir Accurate
IHt Colorful

Timely

MAGAZINE

W. H. FAWCETT, Publisher TED MAGEE, Editor

—Fawcett photo by Rhodes

RKO's contract with Margo means divided time

between stage and screen. But for all her split

interests, Margo is likely to become an out-

standing star of Hollywood
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.... A great story by
JOSEPH CONRAD . . .

masterly direction by
ALFRED HITCHCOCK
of "39 Steps" fame . . .

a brilliant cast with
SYLVIA SIDNEY
OSCAR HOMOLKA
JOHN LODER and
DESMOND TESTER

A RiMARKABLE PICTURE THAT
NO ONE CAN AFFORD TO MISS

Coming toyourfavorite theatre

*-A ^mTroduction

LeRoy Trademark Contest

Try for One of These Big Prizes!

Mervyn LeRoy's latest picture for Warners, Three Men on a Horse, features these top

notch players (from the left): Teddy Hart, Joan Blondell, Allen Jenkins, Carol

Hughes, Director LeRoy, Frank McHugh, Edgar Kennedy, Guy Kibbee

Want To Compete in an easy contest
for $500 in prizes? You still have
an opportunity, provided midnight

of December 20, 1936 hasn't passed by the
time you read this offer. But to enter you
must hurry!
The grand prize is $250. Hollywood's

special prize is $50. You may win either
one or both.

Hollywood Magazine, in cooperation
with Mervyn LeRoy, ace director now
turned producer, provides this oppor-
tunity for you to share in this valuable
offer!

There is nothing difficult about the con-
test. All you have to do Is submit an idea
suitable for a trademark symbolical of

Mervyn LeRoy's new production com-
pany!

It is not necessary for you to be an
artist or a draftsman. You don't have to

write anything other than a clear descrip-
tion of your idea. Of course, if you can
illustrate it, you stand a better chance of

not being misunderstood regarding the
conception.
Read the contest rules printed below,

then start picturing trademarks in your
mind. Jot them all down, remembering,
of course, that those you submit must be
original. You cannot hope to win a prize

by copying one already in use.

Here are the rules:

1. The contest closes December 20,

1936. All entries must be in the mail not
later than midnight, December 20, 1936.

2. Any reader is entitled to enter ex-
cept employees and relatives of employees
of Fawcett Publications, Inc., Motion Pic-

ture Publications, Inc., or A Mervyn
LeRoy Production.

3. It is not necessary to submit a draw-
ing of the trademark—you can outline

your idea in words.
4. Do not submit decorated or fanciful

entries.

5. Judges will be Mervyn LeRoy, S.

Charles Einfeld, director of Advertising
and Publicity for Warner Bros., and
Edward Selzer, Publicity Director for

Warner Bros. Studios.

6. Contest closes midnight December
20th, 1936.

7. In case of ties, duplicate prizes will

be awarded.
8. Submit your entry to LeRoy Con-

test Editor, Hollywood Magazine, 7046
Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.

9. Prize winners agree to sign over all

right and title to winning designs and to

accept the prize money as full compensa-
tion for the same. No entries will be re-

turned.

Now get out the pencil and begin jotting

down your trademark ideas. Your entry

may be the winning one.

Accept No Substitutes! Always Insist on the Advertised Brand!



Another GARY COOPER, JEAN ARTHUR Triumph

CICBL B. DeMILLE'S

TL *ptA/NSMAN

Cecil B. DeMille brings you Gary

and Jean in their grandest pic-

ture ... the story of Wild Bill

Hickok and Calamity Jane, the

hardest boiled pair of lovers

who ever rode the plains ... a

glorious romance set against

the whole flaming pageant of

the Old West . . .

"You've got courage enough
to kill a dozen Indians . . .why
haven't you courage enough
to admit you love me?"

"Go ahead. Do your worst.

We'll still be laughing at you.

Laughing at a great chief so

small he'd kill two helpless

persons for spite.

(Advertisement)

When Answering Advertisements, Please Mention January HOLLYWOOD 7

"Save your fire, boys, 'til they

come close and then blast the

varmints. There's got to be

room for white men on these

plains.

"Gentlemen, my name is Wild

Bill Hickok and I think we can

settle everything very . . . very

peacefully.. .unless somebody
wants to deal out of turn."



HOLLYWOOD NEVSREEL

Pickford-Rogers Betrothal

As you are reading this item Mary
Pickford may be packing her bags for

a tour of the Scandanavian countries,

after which she will be married to Charles
"Buddy" Rogers. The long suspected ro-

mance was revealed in Hollywood at an
elaborate tea just before "Buddy" de-
parted on a personal appearance tour.

"Buddy" is due in England shortly for

a command performance at the Annual
King George V. Charity Ball. After that

he will make a film called Radio Parade
of 1937, for a British company. The wed-
ding probably will not take place until

this work is completed, sometime in the
early spring. Their plans were kept
under strictest secrecy until "Buddy"
Rogers' father slipped up and revealed
the betrothal.

Two Favorites Pass

Out of the annals of age came Chic Sale,

beginning his work on the screen years
ago in the evening of life, invariably
playing the role of an aged man although
he himself was young in years. As time
passed by he grew older in fact, younger
in his roles, steadily heading toward Youth
on the screen.
Soon he was to throw aside all make-

up, reveal himself as he really was, a well-
preserved man just bordering on fifty but
looking like forty. He had had a brief

spell of "hard times," but was rejoicing

recently in the signing of contracts that
might quite easily have made him a star.

Pneumonia struck suddenly a fortnight
ago, just as he was preparing to do a series

of feature roles. Before he could get
before a camera he had fought—and lost

—

a battle with death.
The "grand old man" of the screen is

gone without ever having been himself on
the screen. Thousands of people will re-
member him through the years not as the
young man he actually was, but as the

The death of Charles (Chic) Sale ended one of

+h j most unusual careers on the screen. Be-

ginning his screen career in "old man" roles,

he was working back downward through the

years and was about to become a "young man"
on the screen when Death let down the curtain

quaint, querulous, quizzical old soul with
a crick in his back and shaky legs.

Just as the death of Chic Sale shocked
Hollywood so did the passing of Madame
Schumann-Heink bring widespread
mourning. She was rapidly becoming
known as the "grand old lady" of the
screen as well as the music world. Thou-
sands will join us in saying, "Good-bye, to
you both—God speed in the Adventure
ahead."

• •

Hollywood's New Heart Throb

About the most popular male in Holly-
wood in recent weeks is Jack O'Sullivan,

handsome young soldier brother of
Maureen O'Sullivan. Jack, a lieutenant in

the King's Guards in Dublin, came to Hol-
lywood with his mother for a visit with
his famous sister, the recent bride of John
Farrow, a screen writer. No sooner had
Lieutenant Jack set foot in the movie
capital than the girls were speculating
about him. However, he seemed happiest
when he was out with Ginger Rogers.

Gary Plans a Safari

Gary Cooper, who, despite his years in
Hollywood, is still a lover of the great open
spaces, is planning on another big game
hunt in Africa. It will take place some
time next year and on his safari into the
elephant and lion country he will be ac-
companied by his wife, the former Sandra
Shaw, and by Madeleine Carroll and her
husband, Captain Philip Astley.

Sullavan Fools Hollywood

Margaret Sullavan's marriage to Leland
Heyward constituted one of Hollywood's
biggest surprises of the month. Even
close friends felt that Miss Sullavan, if

she might be planning any alliance, would
remarry Director William Wyler whom
she divorced not so long ago. And on
the other hand Heyward's long devotion
to Katharine Hepburn was always re-

garded in the light of a romance rather
than a business association as her mana-
ger. Events such as these make Holly-
wood prophets a bit shaky.

Whither Norma Shearer?

Apparently authentic news reports in-

dicate that Norma Shearer has disposed ot

the 35,000 shares of Lcew's stock held by
her husband, Irving Thalberg, before his

death.

Grace Moore gives a party! Here she is shown telling Harry
Cohn, Columbia studio president, how to play the hand properly!

—Fazvcctt photo by Rhodes

Many guests gathered at Grace's party, including these: Valentin Parera (her

husband), Myrna Loy, Tai Lachman, Boris Lovet-Lorski, Daisy Lukas, Mrs. Adolphe

Zukor, Cary Grant. Mary Pickford and Loretta Young were there, too!



THE PICTURE Come On, Everyone

THE PARTY'S

ON AGAIN!

P RING oui the old... SWING in ihe

new! 1937 comes to town in a blaze

of syncopated merriment asWarner

Bros, go to town with a superlative

new edition of "Gold Diggers". Mirth

and maids and melody. . . lyrics and

laughs and lovely ladies . . . packed

with lavish profusion into a glor-

ious show set to the split-second

tempo of Warner Bros, musicals!

DICK POWELL

JOAN BLONDELL

GOLD DIGGERS OF 1937
VICTOR MOORE • glenda farrell • lee ddcon • osgood perkins • rosalind

MARQUIS • Directed by LLOYD BACON ... A First National Picture with

songs by Harry Warren and Al Dubin, Harold Arlen and E. Y. Yarburg

And "Speaking of the Weather", it's fair and
warmer for everyone concerned when Dick

lets himself go with that grand new love song
the tunesmiths made to order for his lady love!

WaA*K*£/u*"
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SMOOTH, satiny shoulders—lovely

skin "all over"—a radiantly clear,

youthful complexion—men admire them and
modern style demands them.

To be truly lovely, you must rid your skin of
ugly pimples on face and body. And thousands
are doing it, with complete success.

The real cause of disorders resulting in ugly
pimples may be nothing in the world except a
lack of the yeast vitamins B and G. When
these elements are not present in the human
diet in sufficient quantities, the intestinal tract
becomes weak and sluggish. Its function is

badly impaired. Constipation is likely to ensue
and this, in turn, often shows up in pimply skin.

Countless men and women have found that
in such cases, Yeast Foam Tablets work won-
ders. This pure dry yeast supplies vitamins
B and G in abundant quantities and thus
tends to restore the intestinal tract to normal—in those instances of vitamin deficiency. With
the intestinal tract again in healthy function,
pimples should quickly disappear.

Start now. Try Yeast Foam Tablets and
give them the chance to give you the same
welcome relief they have brought to so many
others.

Ask your druggistforYeastFoam
Tablets today—and refuse

substitutes.

Z}hts!
Mail Coupon

for Trial Sample

NORTHWESTERN YEAST CO
1750 N. Ashland Av., Chicago, 111.

Please send FREE TRIAL sample of Yeast
Foam Tablets. (Only 1 sample per family.)

FG 1-37

Name....

Address

City State..

Hollywood Newsreel
(Continued from page eight)

Conference time does not necessarily mean strict business on a studio set. Here's a pleasant

session between Eddie Sutherland (director) in the foreground, and from the left: Bobbie Vernon,

Gladys Swarthout, Frank Chapman (her husband), and Fred MacMurray

These shares represented an important
interest in the company that controls
M-G-M studio and other enterprises. It

is reported that Miss Shearer sold the
stock to English interests for more than
$2,000,000.

Two important questions arise: Does
this mean that Norma Shearer is breaking
all bonds with her past and will quit the
screen? And, are English interests, none
too successful in attempting to gain a spot-
light in the film world, seeking to get a
foothold in American companies? Only
time will answer either question.

Bob Burns Keeps His Head

An all time high in personality is being
set by Bob Burns, the Bazooka lad from
Arkansas. Bob went through plenty of

downs before he finally got up and now
that he's making about $400,000 a year he
refuses to put on a high hat. He is the
easiest of the biggies in Hollywood to sign

for a benefit and he's always on tap when
some charity outfit needs a hand. Around
Paramount studio workers started calling

him Mr. Burns, but they had to change
to Bob to get an answer.

A Touch of Irony

There was an ironical ring to a scene in

Mind Your Own Business at Paramount
not long ago. Property men went out to

get some scrap books to use in a sequence
and they came back with a flock from the
old Christie comedy studio, now being

vacated. The books were loaded with
writeups and pictures of Vera Steadman,
who was once a top comedy star, but who
was playing a bit in the particular scene
in which the scrap books were being used.

Adolphe's Pride and Joy

The elaborate nursery Adolphe Menjou
and Verree Teasdale had built into their
mansion in the Los Feliz hills a year and
a half ago when the stork hovered above
their chimney—and later flew off without
paying them a visit—finally has an occu-
pant, and the suave Adolphe is Holly-
wood's proudest daddy.
Adolphe II, nine and a half months old,

was found in the Evanston (111.) Cradle.
His adoption by the Menjous was legal-
ized by the Chicago courts.

Now Adolphe spends his studio luncheon
periods on Hollywood Boulevard buying
new toys.

Bob Taylor's Privacy Gone!

A Son Comes Home might well be the
title of a story about the rush trip Bob
Taylor took to his old home town of

Beatrice, Neb. He hoped to spend a few
quiet days with the family after finishing

his role opposite Greta Garbo in Camille.

But when he landed, via plane, there was
a turnout of 12,000 persons, all the stores,
schools and public offices were closed for
the occasion, the streets were decorated
with banners bearing his name and he was
escorted home by a parade two miles long

13 Accept No Substitute::! Always Insist on the Advertised Brand!



and having a company of the National
Guard and four bands. That same evening
the governor of Nebraska went to Beatrice

to personally tell Bob how proud his home
state is of his success. Incidentally, those

who have been losing sleep over reports of

a hot and heavy romance with Garbo need
not worry. It was nothing more than a

mild flirtation and is all over now.

Gable's Present to Carole

When Carole Lombard's most recent
birthday rolled around, there was a family
party—and Clark Gable was among those
present. Clark presented her with a sports

bracelet in gold and a pedigreed cocker
spaniel.

They Play in the Snow

If you're coming to Hollywood to visit

your favorite movie stars this winter, be
sure and bring your snow shoes and skiis.

With the promise that the Lake Arrow-
head road will be kept open all winter,
that fashionable Hollywood rendezvous is

promising to' give popular Palm Springs
a run for its money.
Some of your favorites who are ready

for the snow and ice at the mile high
resort, just a short auto run from Holly-
wood, are: Carole Lombard, Clark Gable,
George Brent, Elissa Landi, Bob Taylor,

Jack La Rue, Barbara Stanwyck, Francis
Lederer, June Travis, Duncan Renaldo,
El Brendel, Madge Evans, Margo, Rochelle
Hudson, Cary Grant, Gene Raymond, the
Marx brothers, Marian Marsh and many
others.

Opportunity Knocks

Here's an opportunity for somebody.
The New Universal is looking for a group
of strong and handsome young men to

play soldiers' parts in The Road Back,
Eric Remarque's sequel to his famous All
Quiet on the Western Front. And every-
body remembers what a role in the latter

picture did for Lew Ayres.

That's Hollywood for You!

The most widely publicized romance in
Hollywood today is that of Jeanette Mac-
Donald and Gene Raymond. Now they're
going to be married—now it's postponed

—

now a date is set—and so forth. The only
thing sure is that they are much enam-
oured of each other. They will probably
be married next June, which isn't exactly
tomorrow.

Arliss to Return?

Rumors are floating around Hollywood,
traced to film players recently returned
from London, that George Arliss has not
done so well in his latest screen ventures
abroad and yearns to return to Hollywood
for a picture or two.
When Arliss was here before his con-

tract called for $80,000 per picture; a
town house the rent of which was to be
paid for by said studio; a car and a
chauffeur at his disposal during the term
of his contract and, always, a role for Mrs.
Arliss in every picture—and at better than
just a four figure salary.
Doubtful if that can happen again.

Ma/zce

There's still time to enter HOLD-BOB'S "Search for Talent"
— Still a chance to win a FREE Screen test . . . $50.00 in

cash and an opportunity for a motion picture contract.

THE popular "Search for Talent" sponsored by HOLD-BOBS,
I Walter Wanger Productions, Motion Picture and Screen

Play Magazines, closes December 31, 1936. Don't overlook

this chance—you may be one of the lucky girls for whom
Hollywood is searching.

It's easy to enter. Just fill out the entry blank printed right

on the back of the HOLD-BOB card, attach your photograph

and mail to "Search for Talent Headquarters. Your nearest

HOLD-BOB dealer has full particulars. ..and HOLD-BOBS are sold

everywhere. And remember, when you are buying your card

of HOLD-BOBS you are getting the finest bob pins made—the

favorites of Hollywood—with so many exclusive features such

as: small, round, invisible heads; smooth, round, non-scratch-

ing points; flexible, tapered legs, one side crimped; and colors

to match every shade of hair.

Don't delay—get a card of HOLD-BOBS today.

THE HUMP HAIRPIN MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Sol H. Goldberg, President

1918-36 Prairie Ave., Dept. F-17, Chicago, III.

Straight Style HOLD-BOB

Curved Shape Style

Copyright 1937 by The Hump Hairpin Mfe. Co.

SEARCH FOR TALENT HEADQUARTERS,
1918 Prairie Ave., Chicago, III.

Enter my photograph in the "Search for Talent"

Name

Address

City

Age Height...

..State

Weignt..
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Hollyivood Merry-Go-Round

Ah, for a California winter' In Hollywood it's nice and warm—warm enough that Lily Pons,

doing the "picture without a name" for RKO, seeks the shade of a tree to read a magazine

Style? It doesn't mean a thing when lovely

Margot Grahame goes a-yachting. The pho-
tographer snapped this one at Catalina Island

aboard a nifty schooner

m
What, shorts amid the mountain snows? Rosa-
lind Keith, Columbia starlet, doesn't seem to

mind it a bit! We wouldn't kid you—the deer
is a fake, but Rosalind isn't!

12

Niftiest still of the month! Over on another
mountain peak Mary Alice Rice posed for this

swell photo before breezing down a slope.

Her hair can't look this pretty very long

—Fazccett flwto by Rhodes

Midnight in Palm Springs! With a bright

moon shining overhead, your candid camera-

man snapped this picture of Dick Powell and

Joan Blondell still honeymooning at the ro-

mantic desert oasis!

HOLLYWOOD



Hollywood Merry-Go-Round

Joe Penner (he's on the left, no foolin') played

circus one day recently with Walter Good-
enough, world famous clown

Too much Rocky Mountain hunting for Warner
Baxter! So he's back from Colorado now, limp-

ing around with a broken heel!

Charlie Chaplin and Paulette Goddard were
hurrying away from the preview of Garden of

Allah when we snapped this photo

::

H isn't very often you can catch the stars cutting up—but they're just as human as we are! This

photo shows Charles Lederer, Eddie Sutherland and Loretta Young at Irving Berlin's party

JANUARY, 1937

Gary Cooper and his wife the former Sandra

Shaw, seemed taken aback when the photog-

rapher snapped this one!

13



Our Readers Write
But Ri&ht or Wrong—Our Readers!

She Wins Boyer's Phonograph

Dear Editor:

It just accelerates my pulse reading that fans are

responsible for the recent damage to Margaret Sul-

Iavan's arm, when it was practically all healed. If

this is adoration . . . give me complete obscurity!
Poor Margaret is Europe-bound to rest and mend

th£ arm that ardent fans damaged in their hectic

desire to flaunt admiration.
Is this a civilized country? I think even canni-

bals leave the injured alone. I cannot understand
how fans can emote admiration to the point of
hysteria. Who has forgotten the black mark placed
against movie fans at the late Rudolph Valentino's
funeral? That was unforgivable behavior!

Considering the popularity reaped recently by
Robert Taylor, he had better look out for both his

legs . . . and I'd suggest that they put Shirley
Temple into a cage to protect her from the destruc-
tive and animalistic "adoration" of their fans.

Respectfully yours,
Annette Victorin,

2109 South 58th Avenue, Cicero, 111.

Adjudged the best of many letters en-
tered in the Charles Boyer contest, this

indictment of "fan-mania" by Reader
Annette Victorin brings her the star's own
portable phonograph.—The Editor.

He-Men to Pennsylvania

Dear Editor:

I'm just about convinced that the movie pro-
ducers are trying to glorify our heroes like Zieg-
feld glorified the American girl!

I really admire Franchot Tone and Robert Tay-
lor very much, but like many others, I am becoming
very disgusted with the way in which they were
"made up" to look like boy dolls in motion pic-

tures. Can't something be done to change all this?
I'm making this plea in the hope that in the

future we girls shall see real, masculine heroes in
our pictures—and not contestants for the most beau-
tiful and glamorous actor of 1936-1937.

Yours sincerely,

Kitty Archibald.
2008 State Street, Tarentum, Pa.

With a Zoom and a Thump

f%

A

mi
Aren't they lovely, these comely dancers! You'd hardly know that the gents are really gridiron

stars! Coast conference rules won't let us identify them, except to say they are fighting Trojans

of the University of Southern California, the Far West's outstanding football team. The girls are

Katharine Snell, Larry Lane, Helene Mohler and Paula de Cardo. It's a scene for Paramount's

Rose Bowl

Douglas in The Gorgeous Hussy. Just because he
is a new and popular star, th;:y plop him into every
picture they produce regardless of the fact that

fans tire of seeing too much of any one player!
There are too many Robert Taylor pictures all at

once, and not enough Melvyn Douglas roles. Robert
Taylor went to the top with a "zoom," and will go
down to the bottom of the ladder with a "thump,"
while Melvyn Douglas' journey will be slow but

Sincerely

100 East B

urs.

Sylvia Broida,
1 Avenue, Oil City, Pa.

: Editor:

think Metro-Goldwyn-May.
ake in billing Robert Taylo

r made a serious
ahead of Melvyn

Does Billing Fool the Public?

Why, oh why must Hollywood's publicity de-
partment do it? Of course, I mean Fool The Pub-

What stars do
former's schoon

on a day off! Allan Jones (left) and Clark Gable take an outing aboard the

er, the Arlene. Jones is planning a lengthy voyage across the Pacific when he

can slip away for a vacation

lie! I refer to the billing of that grand picture,

The Gorgeous Hussy. As I have always been under
the impression that the stars' names which were
given top billing are always the principals of the

story, I have been at a loss ever since I saw this

picture to know why Bob Taylor received top billing.

I know there are a lot of pros and cons whenever
this gentleman's name is mentioned. I don't think
it was fair to the real male star of this vehicle,

Lionel Barrymore, or to the public—to bill this

picture in this manner. Everyone knows that "Bob"
is a big drawing card, and that his name is used
whenever possible, but I don't think top billing in

this picture was due him.
I have enjoyed this good-looking ->'Oung- man's

performances in Magnificent Obsession and Small
Town Girl very much. I should like to see more
of him in pictures—but PLEASE don't tire the
public of him by giving him undeserved publicity!

Sincerely yours,

Myrtle Drane,
4616 Painters Street, New Orleans, La.

Miss Joan Crawford really drew "top
billing" in The Gorgeous Hussy, with Mr.
Taylor billed as her co-star. The names
of Lionel Barrymore, Franchot Tone, Mel-
vyn Douglas and James Stewart were also

prominently mentioned. It is not infre-

quent that audiences disagree as to who
is the real drawing card for certain pic-

tures.—The Editor.

He's Back Again!

Dear Editor:

The November issue featuring Jeanette Mac-
Donald as its cover subject was truly lovely. How
about a cover of Claudette Colbert as she appears
in Maid of Salem?

Really, I'm not kidding—my name actually is

—

A. Reeder.

Hollywood Magazine printed in the
November issue (p. 17) a letter from "A.

Reeder, Martinez, Calif." with the fol-

lowing comment: "To Mr. A. Reeder (he's

kidding us with that alias), our thanks."

Hollywood's editor, willing to believe

almost anything, accepts Mr. Reeder's

claim, conscious of the fact that a Holly-

wood real estate firm goes by the name of

Read and Wright, an attorney by the name
of Peacemaker, a Hollywood dentist by
the name of Dr. Kruel.—The Editor.
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Joan Really Real!

Dear Editor:

Is there really such a person as Joan Crawford,
or is she merely a gorgeous shadow of the silver

screen, a figment of the imagination? Can anyone
so lovely, so altogether beautiful and warmly allur-

ing be real?

Miss Crawford has been my favorite actress for
several years, and I have seen every one of her pic-

tures possible. I have never been disappointed in

her portrayals; her vivid characterizations stand
forth as a monument to the little salesgirl, Lucille
LaSeur, who has risen to fame and popularity in the
past few years.

Now that the picture-going public has seen what
an ideal team she and Robert Taylor make, I do
sincerely hope we shall see them together in a
modern film. They were excellently cast in The
Gorgeous Hussy*.

Sincerely yours,
Miss Melva Morsberger,

8 Glenwood Avenue, Catsonville, Md.

Getting Down to Business

Dear Editor:

You done asked f3r it, h^ney chile, now you got
to take it! I'm rarin' to go! It's the Martin per-
son's letter which upset me this way. I'm grateful
for this opportunity to express my opinion—not
only about Joan Crawford, but about all stars.

I think it is a fan's privilege to criticize the stars*
performances on the screen, their clothes, the make-
up they wear—but this privilege should exist only
where it concerns screen appearances.

From the time a star goes home from the studio
until the time when he reports to work again, I

honestly believe it is none of the public's business
what he does! If Joan Crawford wishes to pick
raisins out of bread, that's her business. If Garbo
wishes to be alone

—

that is certainly her own bust-

f Gene Raymond wishes to
aid that's his business, but

As an afterthought-
marry Jeanette MacDi
gosh—I'm glad!

Sincerely,
Shirley Grossman,

1048 North Oakley Boulevard, Chicago, III.

Reader Shirley Grossman's last para-
graph gives light to a universal fact: mar-
riage plans of a star (and other matters)
may be private, but they constitute news.
Properly handled, it is this magazine's
purpose to disseminate such news.—The
Editor.

The Editor Lends an Ear

Dear Editor:

All fan magazines should strive to give their
readers more authentic information, since their sole
purpose is to report the activities of the most highly
specialized, most interesting industry in the world—the movies.

Just as the movies have
have we, the fans. We
simply because they ar
"stupendous," "thunder
sweetest love story ever told.'

appreciated and considered.
stars which are obviously

utgrown infancy, so
longer attend pictures

olorfully advertised as
melodrama" or "the

Candid reviews are
Interviews with the

fabrications; snapshots
purported to illustrate the rollicking night life of
the film folk; manufactured romances; white-washed
divorces—these are far beneath our present day
enlightenment.

Give the producers, the directors, cameramen,
designers, pay-masters and prop boys a chance to
tell us some of the whys and wherefores. Let the
stars express themselves, uncensored, and the ma-
jority will have some worthwhile viewpoints to

Help us bee
than BUNK!

ie acquainted with reality, rathe

Sincerely,
Lilla D. Hudspeth,

2738 Hatcher, Dallas, Texas.

Colorful Comments

Dear Editor:

The motion picture industry has suddenly dis-
covered a better way to make color pictures! It
looks as though color will soon play a large part
in filmdom! Everyone knows this, and nine-tenths
of the people are pleased. That's all very fine, and
I'm glad, too, but I have a point to bring up that
I'll wager the majority of people are forgetting.
What is color really going to do to our stars?

For those of the stars who can handle this new
development—for those who film as well or better
in color than they did in black and white—for them,
let's have color! But for those of our favorites
who do not film well in color—keep them the way

FOR WW?

DARK
BRUNETTE

Try Your Luck - and Be Lucky Ever After

!

The Right Shade of Face Powder Will

Add the Final Touch to Your Personality

All women and girls make up. But plenty of
them need to be made over!

Yes, positively. They're hiding the loveliness

Nature gave them and quenching the vital

spark of personality with a drab, dull, dead
shade of face powder.
What they need is a shade that flatters, that

gives them the young, alive, vivid look that

never fails to attract.

How sure are you that you're using the

right shade of face powder? Even if you think

you're satisfied— there may be another shade

that would create a "you" no one has ever

seen before!

You're An Individual, Not A Type!

Don't be old-fashioned and choose your shade

by type or coloring. You aren't a type. You're

yourself and nobody else. Choose
your shade according to which is

most becoming to you, before your
own mirror. And the only way to do
this intelligently is to try on all five

Basic Shades, one after the other.

So new— so true is this new way
of finding your true shade that I offer

to prove every word at my expense.

I will, therefore, send you all five

shades of my Lady Esther Face
Powder free of charge and obliga-

tion. When you get the five shades, try all five

on. Don't think that your choice must be con-

fined to any one or two shades. As I say, try on
all five. Maybe the very shade you think least

suited to you is really your most becoming,
your most flattering.

Stays On For 4 Hours

When you make the shade test of Lady Esther
Face Powder, I want you to notice, too, how
smooth this face powder is— how evenly it

goes on and how long it holds. By actual test,

you will find this face powder adheres for four

hours or more without getting shiny.

Write today for all five shades of Lady
Esther Face Powder which I offer free. With
the five shades of Lady Esther Face Powder
I will also send you a 7-days' tube of Lady
Esther Face Cream. The coupon brings both
the powder and cream.

(You can paste this on. a penny postcard.) (29) | F R E E
Lady Esther. 2030 Ridge Avenue, Evanston, Illinois.

Please send me by return mail a liberal supply of all fivi

of Lady Esther Face Powder; also

Purpose Face Cream.Esther Fou

hades

7-days' supply of your Lady

Name-

City

(Ifyo '. Lady Esther. Ltd., Tort
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Our Readers Write

HOLLYWOOD HOME

On Hollywood's perfectly appointed

tables, charming in every detail, this

gorgeous Silverware gleams. And,

here is exciting news ! . . . With the

Quantity Saving ($2.50 or more) a 26-

Piece Set, including stainless-blade

Hollow Handle Knives, and a smart fcr

tarnish-proof Chest, can $ I <\ ^Q
be yours for only ... I \J •

1881
iROGERS^
/made BY ONEIDA LTD.

they are. John Gilbert lost out when talkies came
in, and he wasn't the only one. With each favorite

who went with the silent pictures, a little extra en-
joyment went also. We all know that and none of
us wishes it to happen again.

So, HOLLYWOOD, remember the result of
talkies and profit by it. Do not deprive us of ex-

cellent talent and our favorite stars simply because
they do not film well in Technicolor. PLEAS£!

Very truly yours,
Barbara D. Fuller,

1209 Sherwin Avenue, Chicago, 111.

Variety the Spice of Movies?

Dear Editor:

As a regular movie-goer, I like

and then. I find
motion pictures wher
a certain type of role.

Recent months havi

this: Norma Sheare
lady," gives a gloriou:
Colman presents th

rpnse
piquancy, a new delight in

a star, firmly established in

cores in one totally different,

brought striking instances of
er, the screen's "sophisticated

js Juliet; suave, courtly Ronald
cynical, unkempt Sidney Carton

of A Tale of Two Cities; ultra-modern Joan Craw-
ford becomes a gorgeous gal of Andrew Jackson's
day. Most amazing of all to my mind, Spencer
Tracy follows the dramatic intensity of Fury with
the quiet restraint of his Father Tim in San Fran-

It must have taken genuine courage for these
players to attempt roles so radically different from
their usual characterizations—and I say more power
to them—and to others with similar breadth of
vision. They've given us pleasure which would
probably have been less keen had others, perhaps
at first glance better suited to the parts, been the
ones to portray them.

Very truly yours,
Kathleen McKnight,

533 St. Clair Avenue, Grosse Pointe, Mich.

Every star hopes for a change in role
occasionally, and in most cases fear what
is known in Hollywood as "typing." Many
fans learn to know certain stars in certain
roles—and resent their being cast in any-
thing else.—The Editor.

Second Fiddle to Shirley?

Dear Editor:

I have followed Rochelle Hudson's career for a
number of years. About four years ago, everyone
said "Watch Rochelle! She is really going places!"
The same thing is still being said. She does have
talent, ambition and everything required to be a
motion picture star. Why don't the authorities
give her a break ? She receives only minor, sec-
ondary roles, usually playing second fiddle to Irvin
S. Cobb, W. C. Fields, even little Shirley Temple.
Why hold a girl down who so obviously is capable
of doing really great things?

Sincerely yours,
Jean Mohr,

P. O. Box 126, Appleton, Wise.

Backing the Background

Dear Editor:

Have you ever stopped to think what an im-
portant part the skillful musical interpretations and
incidental music plays in the making of a successful
picture?
Many a slow scene can be enlivened by a back-

ground of proper incidental music. Likewise, an
exciting scene can be made even more exciting by
strains of appropriate music accompanying the dia-
logue and actions of the players. A picture without
suitable background seems noticeably lacking!

Hats off to Sid Silvers, Herbert Stothart and all

those other men who add so capably to the success
of a picture.

Yours truly,

Mrs. Thurlow T. Taft,
527 Fifteenth Street, Santa Monica, Calif.

Raising an Eyebrow!

Dear Editor:

I was indeed sorry to hear that Marlene Dietrich,
instead of Merle Oberon. was to be starred in The
Garden of Allah. Dietrich undoubtedly will give
a splendid performance critics credit her with
such—but I'm not so anxious to see the picture as
I should have been had Merle Oberon been chosen

Ann Sheridan, attractive Texas redhead, lilces

her sunshine summer or winter! And if it gels

too warm, she uncoils the garden hose which
forms her bed and takes a shower!

for the role. My reason? Probably the silliest,

most unfounded one which you could imagine. It*s

all a matter of eyebrows!
Somehow, a person having an exaggerated line

instead of a natural eyebrow line always reminds me
of a gum-cracking, frizzy-haired nitwit. Domini,
of the Garden of Allah, is decidedly not that type.

Dietrich isn't really that type either, and I feel
sure she would appeal to many more of our movie-
goers if her eyebrows were natural.

Sincerely.
Marie Thompson,

Firland Sanatorium, Washington, D. C.

Them's Fighting Words

In HOLLYWOOD Magazine I read an artHe
on Gable as a prize-fighter. It stated that Mr. Gable
learned much about the sport and had been offered

How
-as that

of his

550,000.00 to go in the ring with Max B
funny! The reason he didn't take the offer
he didn't want that football moustache
smashed all over his mug.
My advice to Mr. Gable is this: "Before you go

to fighting with Baer or anybody else, see quite a
bit more of Carole Lombard if you want to see her
other than in a hospital!

Harvey Polk,
Menfro, Mo.

Muss 'Em Up, Clark

Dear Editor:

I know I am braving the wrath of a million fem-
inine fans when I write you that I believe Clark
Gable is definitely miscast as a "straight" leading
man. The natural charm of the boy from Cadiz,
Ohio, who has become internationally famous, has
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been gradually polished away in the effort to make
him a matinee idol. His talents are, in my opinion,

confined to hard-boiled roles. Irregardless of how
dapper and suave he attempts to be, he will always

prove a poor substitute for Leslie Howard, Herbert
Marshall or Fredric March.
We want plenty of Gable but let's have him in

the rough!
With best wishes to HOLLYWOOD,

Jean Gove,
5239 Dupont Avenue, North,

Minneapolis, Minn.

Speaking in Superlatives

Dear Editor:

After seeing Romeo and Juliet last evening, I can-

not but sit down and express to Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer my deep appreciation. This masterpiece

which has been thrilling the world for centuries

—

and will undoubtedly live for countless centuries

to come has been so superbly filmed, the charac-

ters so excellently portrayed, the action so real and
its emotions so tender that one feels as though he

were actually living in the time of these ageless

The splendid acting of Norma Shearer, Leslie

Howard, John Barrymore and others must be seen
to be appreciated, and once seen it cannot be for-

gotten!
Forgive me if I speak in superlatives, but one

cannot speak otherwise of such a film!

Sincerely yours,
Katherine Michadovich,

449 West 123rd Street, New York, N. Y.

Keeping One Jump Ahead

Dear Editor :

None of us enjoys being in a crowd which is

"talking over his head." As the conversation at

sometime during the day or evening usually turns

to Hollywood, its stars, pictures and gossip, I make
it a point to be the first one in my home town to

read the new HOLLYWOOD Magazine. I feel

that in keeping up with HOLLYWOOD, I'm
learning all the very latest movieland news.

Yours truly,

Adell Maltby,
Box 74, Desdemona, Texas.

Are Fans Match-Makers?

Dear Editor:

Wouldn't it be nice if the fans could marry *'off"

their favorite film stars as they please? For exam-
ple: Jean Harlow to Clark Gable, William Powell
to Myrna Loy or again to Carole Lombard, Ginger
Rogers to Fred Astaire, Nelson Eddy to Jeanette
MacDonald—and so on down the line. However,
I daresay such an arrangement would hardly appeal
to the stars themselves. Jean Harlow has eyes
only for William Powell, and Myrna Loy loves her
husband, Arthur Hornblow, Jr. That's the way it

goes with all the stars! They never marry their
fans' idea of a perfect husband or wife. Too bad!

Very truly yours.
Lena Mae Northam.

Gibson, N. C. (Route 1)

Miss Northam is undoubtedly right in

assuming that film celebrities would
prefer to choose their own mates. The
majority of fans in all probability would
rather see their favorites really happy
domestically, made possible only by the
culmination of an off-the-screen romance
in marriage. Personal to Lena Mae Nor-
tham: How would you like to have a

stranger write to you and choose Farmer
Green's son for your husband?—The
Editor.

LETTER CONTEST WINNER
Winner of the Gene Raymond Letter

Contest, William C. Parker, Jr., Mart
Building, St. Louis, Mo., will shortly

receive Mr. Raymond's own wrist watch

through the mails. Parker's winning

letter will be printed in the February

Issue of HOLLYWOOD Magazine. Many
other contestants will receive dollar

bills for letters printed on these pages.

Ha

'\

Fred
MacMurray.
co-starred
with Claudette
Colbert in

"Maid of

Salem," Para-
mount Picture. />

\6-

Pat O'Brien,
Warner Bros
star, appear-
ing in "San
Quentin."

5^

"Nl

Ralph
Bellamy,
appearing in

"Lady of New
York," a Co-
lumbia Picture.

:-

George
Raft, currently
appearing in

"Yours for the
Asking."

A NEW
TRAVEL
PICTURE

Starring

* FRED MacMURRAY
* PAT O'BRIEN

* RALPH BELLAMY

* GEORGE RAFT

with VAL-A-PAK
Significant, isn't it,, that when these men of

the films travel, whether it's for a week-end
at Palm Springs or a transcontinental hop,

they keep their wardrobes wrinkle-free

with their personal Val-A-Paks?

Alert to everything that's new and prac-

tical, Hollywood has naturally taken to Val-

A-Pak—the only piece of hand luggage

that actually air-cushions clothes against

wrinkling and mussing.

In the illustration of the open Val-A-Pak

below, you'll get an idea of its roominess

and carrying. capacity. There are separate

compartments for each article of apparel

and regulation hangers for your suits—

everything easily accessible without fum-

bling through the whole bag.

Val-A-Pak comes in a wide range of

prices, leather and fabric models. On sale

at leading department stores, luggage and
men's wear shops. Atlantic Products Cor-

poration, Trenton, New Jersey.

>«M

Jed

VaMfakWARDROB E
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FREE!

Course in

TOUCH TYPEWRITING
and

SHORT HAND
that can be learned at home.

With Every Purchase.

$105.oo Standard

WOODSTOCK
Typewriter

Only $49.50

Factory Remanufaclured for $1.00

down and $1.00 per week for 50

weeks.

FREE ! ! 2 days' trial in your own
home or office.

ORDER TODAY ! While they last!

(Established 20 years)

741 Pruitt Bldg. Chicago

MAIL COUPON NOW
PRUITT
741 PRUITT BLDG., CHICAGO

Please send Woodstock Typewriter as advertised, on
2 days' approval. Enclosed find (S ) down pay-
ment—Balance to be paid at $1.00 per week until full

price of S49.50 is paid. (Cash with order Price §45.00.)

Print Name Plainly

City State

LETTER CONTEST

Win Preston Foster'sTennis Racquets

Preston Foster, already a popular RKO star, adds much to his laurels in the new

picture soon to be released, The Plough and the Stars

Here's a Prize worth trying for! Pres-
ton Foster, the RKO star who will

soon appear in the classic picture,

The Plough and the Stars, offers this

month to some reader of Hollywood Mag-
azine a set of tennis racquets, purchased
by himself just for the lucky winner!
The valuable prize will go to the person

who writes the most interesting and pro-
vocative letter to this magazine. That's
all there is to it—a letter and nothing
more! And if you don't succeed in win-
ning this particular prize, you still stand
a good chance of being one of many
readers who will be paid a dollar apiece
for any letter printed in this magazine.
Hollywood Magazine wants stimulat-

ing, interesting letters for its Our Readers
Write department. And to accomplish
this purpose it lends zest to the competi-
tion by joining with the producers of The
Plough and the Stars in offering prizes.

You will enjoy Preston Foster in this

amazing RKO picture just as much as you
did in The Informer. As a matter of fact,

Plough and the Stars is also a story of the
Irish revolution, but it deals with the
affair with an entirely different outlook,

and is replete with excitement.
Write your letter about anything con-

cerning the film world. Perhaps there is

something—or someone—you would like

particularly to see on the screen. Maybe
you have an honest criticism—good or bad
—of this magazine. Whatever it is that

you want to say, the important thing is to

sit down and write that letter now!

The rules are simple:

1. Write your letter either in pen and
ink or on the typewriter. Legibility, neat-
ness and conciseness count.

2. Make your letter brief. There is no
set length to Hollywood's letters, but the
editor reserves the right to strike out or
edit portions deemed immaterial or un-
necessary. Brief letters, well written, win
more favorable consideration. You can
say it on a penny post card if you wish.

3. Make your letter interesting. Will
it lend itself to comments from the editor?

Are there two sides to what you have to

say? Is it really worth saying? These
are tests that will improve your letter.

4. Address your letter to Hollywood
Magazine, Preston Foster Contest, 7046
Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood, Calif. It

must arrive here not later than Jan-
uary 10.
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Footprints for Time!

Sid Grauman, center, is vexed! He asked Bill

Powell and Myrna Loy to put their footprints

in the cement forecourt of the Chinese Theater.

They came wearing size 14 clown shoes!

After the laughing was over, and while hundreds
of fans looked on, Myrna had her footprint im-

bedded in the concrete sidewalk. For a mo-
ment she thought she was stuck there!

—Fawcett plwtos by Rhodes
Then Bill's turn came! Scorning dignity, he
stretched down on the ground and wrote a note
to Sid in the concrete before making impres-

sions of his hands and his feet

QUICKLY CORRECT THESE

Periplastic not only CONFINES
FIGURE FAULTS

it REMOVES ugly bulges!

if you Do Not ppni ire v,KtUUVX Your Waist and Hips

3 INCHES in 10 DAYS with the PERFOLASTIC GIRDLE
. . . it will cost you nothing !

£jf housands of women owe their

^ slim, youthful figures to Perfo-
^Ls lascic— the quick, safe way to re-

duce! Since so many Perfolastic wearers
reduce more than 3 inches in 10 days, we
believe we are justified in making YOU
this amazing offer. You risk nothing . . .

simply try it for 10 days at our expense.

YOU APPEAR SMALLER AT ONCE!
Look at yourself before you put on

your Perfolastic Girdle and Brassiere—
and afterwards! The difference is amazing.
Bulges are smoothed out and you appear
inches smaller at once. You are so com-
fortable, yet every minute you wear these
Perfolastic garments you are actually
reducing . . . and at hips, thighs, waist
and diaphragm—the spots where surplus
fat first settles.

NO DIET . . . DRUGS ... OR EXERCISES !

No strenuous exercises to wear you out
. . . no dangerous drugs to take . . . and no
diet to reduce face and neck to wrinkled
flabbiness. You do nothing whatever
except watch the inches disappear!

THE SAFE, QUICK METHOD
Every move you make puts your

Perfolastic to work taking off unwanted
inches. The perforations and soft, silky

lining make these Perfolastic garments
delightful to wear next to the body.

"Reduced my hips 9 inches", writes Miss
Healy; "Hips 12 inches smaller", says Miss
Richardson; "Lost 60 pounds with Perfo-
lastic", writes Mrs. Derr; "Formerly wore
a size 42, now I take an 18. I eat every-
thing", writes Mrs. Faust, etc., etc. Why
don't you, too, test Perfolastic?

SEND TODAY FOR 10-DAY FREE TRIAL
OFFER AND SAMPLE OF MATERIAL
H See for yourself the wonder-
ful quality of the material

!

Read the astonishing experi-
ences of prominent women
who have reduced many inches
in a few weeks! You risk
nothing . . . we want you to
make this test yourself at oar
expense . . . Mail the coupon
NOW!

PERFOLASTIC, Inc.
Dept. 71, 41 E. 42nd ST., NEW YORK, N. Y.
Please send me FREE BOOKLET describing

and illustrating the new Perfolastic Girdle and
Diaphragm Reducing Brassiere, also sample of
perforated material and particulars of your

10 DAY FREE TRIAL OFFER!
Name

Address

City_ _State-
Use Coupon orStndName andAddress on Penny Post Card
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Collier

FLORIDA
Hotels

• Dominating the Lovely

Unexploited West Coast

• More to Enjoy—Less to Spend

• 2 Fine Hotels at W. Palm Beach

Beautiful beaches and golf courses

—

wonderful fishing—relaxation without

fuss and feathers —~ the company of

people you WANT to know.—rates that

enable you to enjoy a good, long vaca-

tion—-no wonder the smart winter so-

journer is going to the West Coast.

Hotel Manatee River at Bradenton, a

jewel of a hotel in one of Florida's love-

liest resort centers. In smart Sarasota,

The Hotel Sarasota Terrace, in its lovely

tropic setting, with every interior com-
fort and facility. Beautiful Hotel Char-

lotte Harbor at Punta Gorda, a com-
plete resort.

On the East Coast, The Royal Worth,
West Palm Beach's premiere hotel—

a

beautiful, thoroughly modern resort

hotel, on Lake Worth, with all Palm

Beach to enjoy at HALF the cost.

For Rafes, Reservations or Booklets

Write to Hotels or New York Office,

220 W. 42nd St., Telephone Wise. 7-2000

Hotel Floridan

TAMPA
Hotel Royal Worth

W. PALM BEACH

Hotel Tampa Terrace Useppa Inn

TAMPA USEPPA ISLAND

Hotel Sarasota Terrace Gasparilla Inn

SARASOTA BOCA GRANDE

Hotel Manatee River Hotel Charlotte Harbor
BRADENTON PUNTA GORDA

Hotel Lakeland Terrace Everglades Inn

LAKELAND EVERGLADES

Hotel Dixie Court Rod & Gun Club

W. PALM BEACH EVERGLADES

Flood Tide For
Spencer Tracy

Hollywood, forever whimsical in its

"breaks," is starring an actor who
one year and a half ago was all set

to take a train out of town and forget the
screen!

Spencer Tracy had long been recog-
nized as a good actor. But he had never
been "box office." Behind him were only
mediocre pictures and flops. He was not
a pretty boy. He was not a great lover.

He was a man's man and a character actor
who had spent four years at the old Fox
studios trying to carry on from The Last
Mile, Broadway hit which landed him in
Hollywood.
Now he has reached the top. He is so

good his studio has just given him a new
and more lucrative contract six months
before expiration of his old one! But
behind his climb to the top is a saga of

tragedy and heartbreak, and of a stout
heart which fought through trying times.
Helping to put him over when the going
was toughest was his wife, the former

Libeled Lady elevated permanently Spencer

Tracy to Jean Harlow's star realm, and brought

him a contract renewal far ahead of schedule!

Louise Treadwell of the New York stage.

They are enjoying one of Hollywood's
mythical happy marriages, a bond which
has been triple-sealed by the vicissitudes

of twelve long years.

Blow After Blow

Tracy is the emotional, serious type who
really gets "down in the dumps" when
the breaks come hard. In the early years
it was all struggle. Many is the time he
would have forgotten his first love, the
stage, had not his young bride insisted

that he keep trying. Her willingness to

wear the same dress every day and smile
when she was hungry was the inspiration

which carried him through that incuba-
tion period of his acting career.

He was knocked around from Cincinnati

Coclcy Spencer Tracy! That's the usual im-

pression he gives you, but this startling insight

into the star's career will change that thought!

to Pittsburg to Milwaukee to New York.
When the first baby was coming he did
not have a steady job. Tracy's spirit was
almost broken when he learned for the
first time that his little Johnny, now a
brilliant lad of ten years, was deaf.

He lost his grip for a spell in Milwaukee
when he deserted his calling to sell pianos.

He was saved for the profession by an
offer from his old stock company to return
for a doubled figure.

His powerful portrayal of the Killer

Mears role in The Last Mile on Broadway
in 1930 attracted the attention of Holly-
wood. Fox signed him on six weeks leave

from the Broadway producers to feature

him in Up the River. This comedy riot

won him a long-term contract with
Fox.
He had hated Hollywood at first, until

he saw it as the land of his opportunity.

Now that things were coming his way he
sincerely plunged himself into the busi-

ness of becoming a good actor. Acting in

itself, with the idea of wrapping up the

character and presenting the character

played rather than the ego of the man
playing it, has always been Tracy's goal.

Four Years to Nowhere

There followed a listless quadrennium.
He appeared in big pictures, billed with
such names as Joan Bennett, Jean Har-
low, Sally Eilers, Sidney Fox and El
Brendel. Yet his pictures were charac-
terized as mediocrities or flops. Holly-
wood's encyclopedic publicity machines
passed him by with puny paragraphs. He
was discouraged.
But he had made friends. His good

nature, sincerity and realness had brought
him close to Darryl Zanuck, Walter
Wanger, Frank Borzage and others. He

Accept No Substitutes! Always Insist on the Advertised Brand!



had started Clark Gable on his career by
introducing him to The Last Mile road
company.

Gable's Killer Mears portrayal on foot-

boards in Los Angeles started him in pic-

tures. Now Gable says he would "go to

Hell for Tracy."
And Tracy was a very close friend of

Will Rogers. They worked at the same
studio, lunched together daily, played polo
together. Rogers had once said, "Tracy
is the swellest fellow in Hollywood."
Tracy says today that the biggest thing
he has taken from Hollywood was his

friendship with Will Rogers.

Tempted to Leave

There was much to hold Tracy here, yet
he was tempted to leave. "There must be
some way to crash this town yet," Tracy
was muttering eighteen months ago. There
was.

His brother, Carol, was Spenc's busi-
ness manager. One evening they were
having what Tracy expected to be a
gloomy bull session. He felt more encour-
aged when he learned two other studios
had made offers. The brothers decided
that what was needed must be a change
of location.

After talking it over they decided to
approach Benny Thau, an M-G-M execu-

In Libeled Lady Tracy proves a good comedian,
despite his reputation for straight hard-boiled
roles. You'll pardon ihe informal attire

—

this was just one of the scenes in the picture

that brought the audience close to hysterics

tive. Thau invited them to call on him
that same evening.

In two hours a contract had been drawn
up and signed.
Although the public had not yet paid

to Spencer Tracy the tribute due him for
his acting ability, the players associated
with him in his work were awake to the
potentialities in this man. Myrna Loy
was delighted to have him play in her
Whipsaw; Jean Harlow, who has often
said, "I wish I could act as well as Tracy,"
was overjoyed when she learned he was

[Continued on page 70]

Miss
Ernestine
Lollie -
with her latest

Permanent Wave
by Bernord az Guro,
New York City.

"I found my whole appear-
ance improved after using
Marchand's Golden Hair
Wash," says Miss Ernestine
Lotlie of Vineland, N. J.

WINNER of MARCHAND'S BLONDE-OF-THE-MONTH CON-
TEST for DECEMBER, lovely Miss Lollie admitted many of her

friends commend her attractive appearance. ""They all admire my golden
hair," says Miss Lollie. Blonde or Brunette, you too can gain added popu-
larity. Glorious, sparkling hair will bring you, as it did Miss Lollie, the
admiring compliments of your friends.

BLONDES — If your hair is -dull, faded or streaked, rinse with Marchand's
to bring back bright, sunny lustre of natural blonde hair. Marchand's
Golden Hair Wash keeps your hair always the popular golden shade.

BRUNETTES — You will delight in a lovelier appearance once you rinse

sparkling highlights into your hair with Marchand's. Or if you prefer,

using Marchand's full strength you can completely lighten your hair to a
golden blonde shade.

BLONDES AND BRUNETTES — Worried over unsightly hair on arms

—

and legs? Women everywhere now use Marchand's to make "superfluous'*
hair unnoticeable. Invisible through even sheerest stockings!

Start to benefit from this effective home beauty treatment today. Get a
bottle of Marchand's Golden Hair Wash at any drugstore. Use it on your
hair—your arms and legs— tonight, at home.

Would You, Too, Like to Visit New York- FREE
Full details of Marchand's Blonde - Of-The - Month Contest in your package
ofMarchand's Golden Hair Wash. At your druggist. Or mail coupon below.

MARCHAND
GO LB EN HA I WAS H
ASK YOUR DRUGGIST FOR MARCHAND'S TODAY, OR USE THIS COUPON

MARCHAND'S GOLDEN HAIR WASH, 521 West 23rd St., NEW YORK CITY
Please let me try for myself the SUNNY, GOLDEN EFFECT of Marchand's
Golden Hair Wash. Enclosed 50 cents (use stamps, coin or money order as con-

venient) for a full-sized bottle.

Name

Address ...

City State M. G. 137
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MBU, THE HITS TO WATCH FOR
FROM NOW TO NEW YEAR'S DAY

THE DIONNE QUINTUPLETS
in REUNION

with the year's most important cast: JEAN HERSHOLT, ROCHELLE
HUDSON, HELEN VINSON, SLIM SUMMERVILLE, ROBERT KENT,
Dorothy Peterson, John Qualen. Directed by Norman Taurog

"
BARBARA STANWYCK and JOEL McCREA

m BANJO ON MY KNEE
with Helen Westley, Buddy Ebsen, Walter Brennan, Walter Catlett,

Anthony Martin, Katherine De Mille. Directed by John Cromwell.

WARNER BAXTER and JUNE LANG
in WHITE HUNTER

i with Gail Patrick, Alison Skipworth, Wilfrid Lawson, George
1 Hassell. Directed by Irving Cummings.

CRACK UP
with PETER LORRE, BRIAN DONLEVY, Ralph Morgan, Helen
Wood, Thomas Beck, Kay Linaker, J. Carroll Naish, Lester

Matthews, Duncan Renaldo. Directed by Mai St. Clair.

LAUGHING AT TROUBLE
with JANE DARWELL, Delma Byron, Allan Lane, Sara
Haden, Lois Wilson, Margaret Hamilton, Pert Kelton,

John Carradine. Directed by Frank R. Strayer.

SHIRLEY TEMPLE
in STOWAWAY

with ROBERT YOUNG • ALICE FAYE
Eugene Pallette, Helen Westley, Arthur Treacher,

J. Edward Bromberg, Allan Lane, Astrid Allwyn.

Directed by William A. Seiter.

ONE IN A MILLION
with SONJA HENIE, ADOLPHE MENJOU,
JEAN HERSHOLT, NED SPARKS, DON
AMECHE, RITZ BROTHERS, Arline Judge,

Borrah Minevitch and his Gang, Dixie
Dunbar, Leah Ray, Montagu Love.

Directed by Sidney Lanfield.
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NEWS FLASHES

Why Barrymore
Married Elaine!

Hollywood Has Another Great Prob-
lem off its chest at last.

It took a lot of publicity to do it,

but Caliban finally got his Ariel—or vice

versa.

Things looked pretty black indeed when
Elaine Barrie, after following John Barry -

more to California, finally packed her
things again and returned East with a

stock company intent upon presenting its

special version of Petrified Forest to the
drama-starved world.
On that dismal occasion Elaine, accord-

ing to reporters, flung these words oyer
her fast-disappearing shoulder:
"Phooey on love. I figured it was either

John or my career. I figured I was a

young girl with a future ahead of me.
I figured John was only a silvery sunset."

The "silvery sunset," however, was only
a prelude to a golden dawn. For scarcely

had Elaine presented her talents on the
East coast when John, who had up to this

moment remained discreetly silent, tele-

phoned her and dictated a rush elope-
ment
Just to prove she had been kidding the

reporters, Elaine bolted out of the theatre,

gathered up her fond parents in a bundle,
and hustled to a transcontinental airliner.

Oh, rosy dawn of life! Oh, blessed Cali-

ban!
Arriving in Hollywood, Elaine met

genial John and brooked no delays.

Climbing aboard another airplane they
staged a midnight "elopement" with
Papa and Momma (Louis Jacobs), with
all the publicized secrecy a pliable press
could give them on such short notice. To
their everlasting credit, let it be said that

the journalistic world arose to the de-
mands of the occasion and opened up
hundreds of front pages for a last minute
bulletin.

The Ceremony Takes Place

Down in Yuma they were blended by
the town's "marrying justice," Judge
Earl A. Freeman, who basked and beamed
in the glory of the occasion. Then the
couple climbed aboard a train for Holly-
wood, sat up all night because no sleeping
accommodations were available.

Why did they get married, you ask?
From Elaine's standpoint, a Hollywood
wag offers a neat solution. It wasn't that
Elaine liked Barrie less, but Barrymore!
But seriously, John Barrymore had

plenty of reasons for marrying, even if

he doesn't care to discuss them in detail.

In the first place, for months he has been
lonesome—lost without anyone else in his

home. Not that he has remained in soli-

tude since the failure of his last marriage
—a Barrymore never sulks in a corner.

John, as if denying his advancing age,

moved around with alacrity from coast

to coast. But all the same, he was lone-
some.
Secondly, a man of Barrymore's dis-

position—he is forever revolting against
the established order of things—suggests
the advisability of a balance wheel, which

Just an old fashioned marriage, a la tintype! Elaine and John Barrymore posed for this

startling photo immediately upon arriving in Hollywood after their marriage

Elaine has provided and probably will

continue to provide.
Again, Barrymore is an incurable ro-

manticist. If life should ever cease to

be glamorous to him, if his romantic eyes
should ever stop admiring a beautiful

woman, all would be lost. And Elaine
quite apparently makes his gallant heart

beat faster when she rests her provocative
glance on him.
But back to the circumstances of their

elopement. . . .

Their homecoming was not all it might
have been.
Elaine was still a trifle airsick, but

blushing happily beneath her make-up.
The early morning dawn was far from
rosy, and their reception committee was
a throng of shivering, weary reporters

and cameramen. The train harmoniously
groaned to a stop at the Southern Pacific

station.

Elaine hopped off with a benevolent
smile. Barrymore, forever the actor,

seemed just a trifle uncertain what role

he should assume. He solved it by as-

suming none. His classic nose twitched
against the unromantic atmosphere per-
meating a railroad station. Establishing

a formal note of glumness, he posed for

pictures with the bride and then ran for

the warmth of a spot indoors.

Still the press waited breathlessly for

a great statement to give the world. It

finally came thusly:
"Hah! I put over a fast one, didn't I?"

This was a question which no one cared
to dispute. And then:
"This was all arranged by long distance

telephone (Elaine speaking now) and we
perfected our plans just as soon as John's
divorce from Dolores Costello became
final. When the ceremony finally took
place, everything seemed enveloped in a

rosy haze. My golden dream had come
true! We were married at last!"

Mother Jacobs flashed a triumphant
smile for the press.

"Aren't they darling!" she barely whis-
pered, beaming all the while. "Isn't it so

wonderful they are happy!"
[Continued on page 55]
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INSIDE STORIES

I'm A Fugitive From The Quints!
By

Norman Taurog

(The director of Skippy, Huckleberry
Finn, Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch
and other childhood epics writes a humor-
ous, colorful, interesting story of his ex-
periences with the Dionne Quintuplets
when he directed them recently in Re-
union, a 20th Century-Fox picture.

—

The
Editor.)

Darryl Zanuck said to me on the day
I was boarding a train in Hollywood
bound for the little town of Callen-

dar, Ontario, Canada, and the Dionne
Quintuplets, "Norman, don't try to make
them act. Just photograph what they can
do. That's all I ask of you." And, to

this day I'm not sure whether I detected

a twinkle in his eye or not. At any rate,

he had no need to worry. From the day
I arrived in the little Canadian town. I

was a fugitive from the Quints.
Picture this scene:
Seventeen good men and true—husky,

healthy, two-fisted guys—hiding like

quail behind the bushes that dotted the
grounds of the location in a little Canadian
town.
We were sophisticated, hard-shelled

motion picture men from Hollywood, ac-
customed to all sorts of unusual exper-
iences, and usually caring not a whoop
what happened, come hell and high
water.

But, I'll have to admit we hid behind
the bushes because we were scared!

Scared of what? Well, we were fright-

ened stiff of five little toddling baby girls

who didn't give a whoop who we were nor
why we were there.

Suddenly came a loud "s-s-s-sh!" from
the farthest outpost.

"The Quints are coming!"
Behind our various bushes the rest of

us shushed one another, and endeavored
to keep well hidden. (We were earnestly
trying to get some "shots" of the Dionne
Quintuplets at their natural play.)

"The Quints are coming!" (This call

from the second outpost.)

I crouched with the cameraman behind
the biggest bush from which we hoped to

get our scenes. We hoped and prayed, for
the little minxes had been hard to get.

"The Quints are coming!"
"THE QUINTS ARE COMING!"
"T-H-E Q-U-I-N-T-S A-R-E C-O-M-

I-N-G!''
(

This "shushed" call rising in inflection

until it seemed to roar in one's ears will

stay with me long after the Quints are
grown-up young ladies.

It means only one thing. When the
quints do appear, you've got to work fast

and use every fleeting moment. And you
mustn't upset them in any way.

So, as they came into view, we turned
the cameras loose and shot whatever hap-
pened. And we came back with some
rare stuff!
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It's not all a barrel of fun directing the quints in 20th Century-Fox's new film, Reunion, but

Director Norman Taurog and Actress Dorothy Peterson are having a gay time here with little

Emelie and her toy dog. All the quints are normal, happy youngsters

We have had some very funny experi-
ences making motion pictures, and I have
enjoyed more than my share in the
last decade, possibly because I have
directed more kid pictures than most
directors.

After carefully studying and directing
widely-contrasting childish temperaments
such as Jackie Cooper and Jackie Searle
in Skippy and Sooky, Junior Durkin in

Huckleberry Finn, and a raft of kids

—

Edith Fellows, Virginia Weidler, Car-
menita Johnson, Jimmy Butler and George
Breakston, not to mention Bill Fields'

"mortal enemy," Baby LeRoy—I felt that

I could easily qualify as an expert in child

psychology.

"Live and learn" is a darned good old
adage.
To this day, now that the picture is com-

pleted, I'm not honestly sure whether
I directed the Dionne Quintuplets, or
whether they directed me.
We were hiding behind the bushes that

particular day because we knew that any
one of the five little Canadian princesses
royal might happen to change her mind
in the fraction of a second, disappear

—

and then where would our scene be? We
knew, for example, that we only had one
hour a day to film the Quints, and I can
assure you that every fleeting second was
exceedingly precious to us.

[Continued on page 61]
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Nurses, quintuplets, cameramen and Mr. Taurog (extreme right) line up at playtime and shooting's

ready to start. But not without considerable grief, for these little youngsters are abounding

with mischief! Besides they don't Imow they have become film stars!



DOR
NOLAN

THE 5CREEN5 NEWEST
&M05TGLAMOR0U5 STAR

Brilliant with Beauty! Dazzling with Dances!

Gorgeous with Girls! Looney with Laughter!

Sparkling with Splendor! Tingling with Tunes!

GIANT CAST OF 350!
LOOK WHO'S IN IT!

DORIS NOLAN ......

The new fan topic of the nation! -•'_ ....,.**

GEORGE MURPHY vv!;£%*";
Broadway's greatest dancing star! !!*.••" "C*t*

HUGH HERBERT '}'"'
'[^

GREGORY RATOFF
HENRY ARMETTA '

.
".'.'. j'yX

Filmdom's top comics together for the first ,.„.'
'.'"-:

time in one picture !
;a

GERTRUDE NIESEN '.;

"

Radio's greatest songstress ! i_i

ELLA LOGAN ' '' IfM
Internationally famous radio & night club star! '.;

THE THREE SAILORS
They're nuts to everybody!

PEGGY RYAN
Eleanor Powell's protege and dancer supreme !

GERALD O. SMITH
Where fun is—there he is !

JACK SMART
Famous stage comedian & March of Time star

!

MISCHA AUER
Remember the gorilla man of

"My Man Godfrey"?

CHARLES R. ROGERS, Executive Producer

THE WHOLE WORLD WILL
BE WHISTLING THESE SONGS

"I Feel That Foolish Feeling Coming On"
"There Are No Two Ways About It"

"Blame It On The Rhumba"
«» "Fireman Save My Child"

in "I've Got To be Kissed"

"Top Of The Town"
"Where are you?

"

SONGS AND LYRICS
By Jimmy McHugh and Harold Adamson, th

greatest song hit team in pictures!

STORY AND SCREENPLAY
By three writing Aces: Charles Grayson,

Bob (Academy Prize Winner) Benchley and

Brown Holmes!

DIRECTOR
Walter Lang who gave you "Love Before

Breakfast!"

GOWNS AND SETS

By John Harkrider, illustrious Ziegfeld set and

wardrobe creator!

DANCES
By Gene Snyder, famous director of the New
York Music Hall Rockettes!

LOU BROCK, Associate Producer

THE NEW UNIVERSAL'S GREATEST MUSICAL TRIUMPH!
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Features forJanuary

The ManWho Acts With His Voice!
Most Fascinating-To-Watch thing

about Don Ameche is that amazing
"slow-take" personality of his . . .

It's got Hollywood baffled, because this

sort of personality isn't at all the thing
that's supposed to go with movie stardom.
He's no Clark Gable, or Bob Taylor,

this new screen sensation from the radio
world. He doesn't kayo you with one of

those reach-out-and-smack-you-down
personalities. Roomfuls of people don't
stop talking when he enters. Girls don't
flock around him the moment he appears.

"As a matter of fact," a friend of his

sums him up, "He's the kind of guy you
don't remember meeting the first time . .

."

But then he sneaks up on you. Subtly,
that "slow-take" personality goes to work
and moves in on you. And before you
know it, you're wondering how you ever
got along at all before you'd met him.
Suddenly, you find you like him better
than a dozen or so of the fellows you
thought you were crazy about. You've
become a Don Ameche fan—and you begin
to understand how and why this young
son of an Italian saloonkeeper is going
places in a big way in movies.

In his newest picture, One in o Million, Don
Ameche plays the love interest with Sonja

Henie, famous ice skater

You know him now as the dark-haired
young man in Ramona, or as the young
doctor who nearly ran away with Ladies
in Love, or as a couple of brothers (he
played both roles) in Sins of Man. Or
maybe you just know him as the new
movie find who came out of Darryl
Zanuck's radio loudspeaker one day when
Darryl, that star-finding boss of 20th Cen-
tury-Fox, was hard up for a leading man.
That is, Don's voice came out. But that

was enough. It got him the break he
needed. And now Don is headed for huge
things on the screen. And because you'll

soon be raving about him, if you aren't

already, I'm going to tell you something
about his life—and a lot of other things
about him that you won't read in any of

those other biographies that'll soon be
filling the newspapers and magazines
about him.

As I mentioned, he's the son of a saloon-
keeper. It's characteristic of Don that he
doesn't try to hide the fact. He doesn't
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Presenting to you the young radio personality, Don Ameche, whose overnight

career with 20th Century-Fox has sent him flying to the top in popular appeal

see why he should. "For 38 years, my dad
was the best saloonkeeper in Kenosha,
Wisconsin," says Don, "and no man ever
left his saloon drunk, and that, I think,

gives him one leg on fame."

From a Large Family

Papa and Mama Ameche had eight chil-

dren. Don was one of them. He wasn't
named Don—he was christened Dominick
Felix Ameche. But all that was too much
for his playmates. They cut it down to

"Don." "Don" was easier to say, so "Don"
it became. Right now, the metamorphosis
of the name's being carried to the end of

the cycle by Director Sid Lanfield, who's
bossing Ameche in One in a Million. Sid.

who does nutty things for no reason at

all, is calling him "Donald." . Ameche
doesn't mind. As a matter of fact, he
doesn't mind anything, very much. But
that's getting ahead of the story . . .

Eight children, planning their future
lives, are liable to get a bit confusing.
Don, as a youngster, thought he'd like to

become a lawyer. He studied law a bit,

here and there, but never got very far at

it. He got further in school dramatics,
instead, and one day a player in a stock
company in Madison, Wisconsin, got hurt
and the head of the outfit had to go to the
college drama club for help. He got Don,
who learned the injured actor's role be-
tween lunch and matinee time and made
a hit. That ended young Ameche's law
career and started his professional career
instead.

The Turn in the Road

He had the usual ups and downs of

struggling actors. He did all the usual
things—stuck cardboard soles in his shoes
when the leather wore out, and ate beans
at a nickel a plate for days on end, the
while he aspired. But aspirations didn't

get anywhere until Lady Luck led him
into a place where they were giving radio

auditions. That was the big turning point

in his life.

For the past six years, as a result, you've
been getting acquainted with Don, if

you're any sort of • dial-twiddler at all.

You've heard that baritone of his on the

Grand Hotel program, in Betty and Bob
—and right now, you're hearing it in the
First Nighter broadcasts. Maybe you're

one of the thousands of fans whose fan-

mail has put Don Ameche's name at the

head of the list of radio favorites.

All this time, things were getting

tougher and tougher in Hollywood in the

leading-man situation. Producers were
tearing their hair, looking for new Gables
and Taylors and Flynns. Among them
was Zanuck, who is a radio fan.

One night, Zanuck heard a voice in a

radio program. It hit him hard. It was
Don Ameche's voice. Don's voice has hit

lots of people hard, but all it ever got him
up to then were a lot of fan-letters and a

good radio salary. This time, it got him to

Hollywood.
"If he isn't too bad-looking, we can use

him," said Zanuck. Now, Ameche is no
collar-advertisement, but he's not bad-
looking. Zanuck decided to use him.
Well, you know the rest, already, if you're

a movie fan—and if you're not, you won't
be reading this story about Don any-
way.
Now as for the man Ameche, himself

—

He's not spectacular. A lot of people

are going to have trouble writing about
him, because he isn't what they call "good
copy." He doesn't raise snakes, or go
bathing in neighbors' swimming pools, or

get chased across the nation by an

Ariel, or get divorces or scandals or

things . . .

[Continued on page 68]
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Never has Garbo appeared more lovely than

she does in Camille, her first picture of 1937!

Garbo smiles—and the world smiles with her!



Myrna Loy faces the New
Year with every reason to be

happy! Eminently success-

ful in M-S-M's Libeled

Lady, she Is ready to shoot

at new box office records



And no wonder Binnie Barnes

smiles! The year of 1936 did great things

tor her. Already she has made three pictures for

the new Universal, and she's just getting started!



1

«<5
1

When Olivia de Havilland smiles, her eyes smile with

her. Anthony Adverse and Charge of the Light Bri-

gade are two of her latest triumphs, with more to come!



News Scoop forJanuary

Why Errol Flynn is Fleeing Hollywood

To Some Mortal souls on this earth the
call of the South Sea islands is greater
than any other thing in the world. To

them the Song of the Islands is more than
a beautiful tune, a romantic interlude. It

is a call to adventure in unknown places,

an urge to move restless feet toward the
mystery of antiquity, a willingness to
dare uncharted reefs for the beckoning
things beyond.
Errol Flynn is one of these souls, for-

ever restless, forever in the pursuit of

adventure. For him there is no glamour
in the present, not even in glamorous
Hollywood. The restless, haunting look
you see in his eyes is not from clever
acting. The Errol Flynn of the screen is

Errol himself, a man of the far horizons
who refuses to linger long in one place.

And lately he has heard the call of distant

lands.

Errol was just completing work on
Another Dawn for Warner Brothers when
we talked with him about the mysteries
of Tahiti, and other islands so remote that
they remain nameless to this day.

"I guess the South Seas would lure most
anyone," he told us, pacing up and down
the sound stage floor as the cameraman
worked for new shooting angles. "I don't
think I'm much different from anyone
else. We'd all go down there if we could.
I guess the only difference is that I am
going just as soon as I wind up this pic-
ture."

And there the difference is, as plain a
fact as you could ask for. The lure of big
money as a dashing movie star, the adula-
tion of fans all over the world, the peace-
fulness of serene security—these things
mean nothing at all to Errol Flynn.
You doubt that?
Then consider the facts. Errol has been

in pictures only a brief year. He was
"discovered" while the studio was testing
for the lead in Captain Blood. It needed a
dashing young man full of the spirit of
adventure. Fate gave Errol that particu-
lar screen test, and overnight he became
one of Warner's most triumphant person-
alities.

The studio knew its man all too well. It

In Charge of the Light Brigade Errol Flynn plays another dashing, adventurous role. Finished

with this and two other pictures, Flynn is deserting Hollywood. Read why in this article!

Years of adventure in the South Seas made
Errol Flynn a husky, stalwart adventurer.

He'll stack up nicely with Atlas anytime!

deciphered that faraway look in Flynn's
eyes and sent out an order that might well

have read like this:

"Attention all producers: we have a

marvelous hit in Errol Flynn. But he is

a natural born adventurer who is hard to

hold in one spot. Maybe we can keep him
inside Hollywood for a year, but not much
longer. Do things fast with him."
Of course they didn't send out that exact

order. But it is a fact that Errol, in that

brief year, completed not only his first

picture, but leads in the following master-
pieces: Charge of the Light Brigade, An-
other Dawn and Green Light.

All of these pictures are top notch pro-
ductions. Most stars would consider it

good fortune to do only one of these in a

year. With the exception of Green Light.

all of the films are costume pictures. And
in Green Light Errol plays the role of

a doctor who flees misfortune, battles

spotted fever amid the backwoods rough-
ness of Montana. So you see he is funda-
mentally the adventurous type of man in

all three films.

Captain Blood made such a hit that they
ran it many months longer than usual.
Charge of the Light Brigade's release was
held up for that reason. Last month we
previewed the latter picture. It will make
your masculine or feminine heart pound.
Adventure is here in copious quantities,

and romance too. It is another tremen-
dous Errol Flynn hit. Soon you will be
raving about the picture, and it seems
destined for as long a run as Captain
Blood.
That means only one thing: it will be

many months before both Another Dawn
and Green Light are released to the the-
aters, and it is during these months that
Errol will venture into the South Seas to

[Continued on page 71]
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Hollywood Spotlights

Irene Dunne: A
"Lady" No Longer

Millenniums Come and go in Holly-
wood. Small millenniums, of course,
but eminently important just the

same. This month a shocking millennium
has come for Irene Dunne. One that
pleases her no end. She isn't a lady any-

more . . .

For years, ever since

she made such a tre-

mendous hit in Cimar-
ron, Irene has had to

endure the title of Hol-
lywood's Number One
Lady. That is a pretty
serious responsibility.

Irene has borne it

bravely enough, despite
the fact that she ob-
viously disliked such
an all-inclusive label.

But the producers, in-
stead of helping her shed it, have con-
tinued the tradition on through the years,
clear up to now.
Showboat started out to preserve her

reputation, then faltered and gave Irene
an opportunity to do a blackface number
and a very unsophisticated galavantin'
dance. Partly by contrast to her usually
serene self and partly by way of being
different, lovely Miss Dunne put audiences
the world over into hysterics with this

cute number.
And that's partly what brought about

the millennium.
"After making Showboat, I ran off to

Europe," Irene explained one day while
trying to give an interview and supervise

Film Director

Boleslawslc!

In Theodora Goes Wild
ately drops the "lady'

comedy. You'll be amazed
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Irene Dunne deliber-

pose and turns to

at the contrast

Berry picking may be a thing of beauty if

Douglas it means scratches to be sponged

decorating of her new Holmby Hills man-
sion. "I was a little afraid of that number
—they had never let me do anything ap-
proaching it before in pictures. But just

before I left, Columbia came to me with
plans for producing a film that was sheer
comedy. They called it Theodora Goes
Wild. The thought of losing the reputa-
tion as The Perfect Lady tickled me,
but I was just a little leery of straight

comedy."
Irene suddenly paused in her conversa-

tion to supervise installation of Venetian
blinds in one of the attractive white-
walled rooms of her home. But when she
came back she plunged directly into the
discussion.

"This made me move even faster in the
direction of Europe. The threatening
clouds of war on the Continent looked
like nothing compared to what was in

store for me.
"In Paris I visited with Madame Curie's

daughters, learned something of that great
woman's character by way of preparing
myself for a picture I will do soon.* I

stayed over there just as long as I could,
hoping this comedy idea would blow over
before my return.

"That was a very poor guess. Columbia
was more than ever determined that I

should do Theodora Goes Wild with
Richard Boleslawski directing."

The shuffle dance in Showboat indeed
had proved a boomerang. It brought
about Irene's own personal millennium,
and within a fortnight she was com-
mencing her first assignment as a com-
edienne. It was her job to start out as a

respectable small town girl (in a very
narrow community!) and then turn loose

with a spree in New York.
Irene was not too sure of herself when

she started out. She was lucky in being
given the jovial, round-faced Boleslawski

*As her next serious film Miss Dunne will play
the title role in Madame Curie for Universal. She
considers it one of the greatest opportunities yet
offered her.

pictures, but to Irene Dunne aTid Melvyn

n between shots for Theodora Goes Wild

as her director. Puffing on his under-
slung pipe, Boleslawski would sense a re-

luctance or timidity on the star's part, re-

assure her she could handle the scene.

You can judge her success for yourself

when you see her in the picture. "Sneak"
preview audiences sent in more than

double the usual number of comments by
mail, left the theatre praising her work

A Natural Cut-up

As a matter of fact, there is no good
reason why Irene shouldn't make a first

rate comedienne. In actual life her friends

[Continued otv page 67]

Ouch! You would yell too if Irene Dunne in

a playful mood yanked your hair like this. A
scene typical of Melvyn Douglas' recent film

HOLLYWOOD



Hollywood Spotlights

Florence Rice:
Chip off the Old Block

Florence Rice, besides being beautiful,

is an unusual girl. She is a swell
athlete with a fine sense of sportsman-

ship, something she learned from her
famous father, Grantland Rice. She is

also—and now we're telling a secret—an
ex-champion prize-fighter!

It was at the tender age of eight that

Florence rolled up her sleeves and won
the championship of her class in school.

Let's listen to her own simple confession,

made after due coaxing:
"The fight," smiled the M-G-M player,

"was literally thrust upon me. I came on
the school yard one morning to find a boy
in my class twisting the arm of a little girl

who sat in the same aisle with me. She
was crying, he was scowling and acting
the bully—and I was angry. So angry, I

was challenging him to a fist fight. And
then, before I knew it, some youngster had
scampered across the street to his home
to get his set of boxing gloves.

"From then on there was no chance to

make a graceful exit and I was still furious
enough to fight. The bully put on his

gloves and so did I. Quite a crowd had
gathered around by then, yelling their
encouragement and begging that I step in

and 'sock him one!' The next thing I

knew I was flat on my back, madder than
ever but wondering in a detached way
how I ever would get up. But I kept on
asking myself what Dad would say if he
saw me trying to back out of a tight corner
without fighting. His 'come back smiling'
philosophy worked out then as well as it

ever has since. I got up, swung a girlish

fist that caught Mr. Youngbully right on
the nose.
"The blow was strong enough to bring

tears, a trace of blood for him and the
championship for me. The battle was

Sailing, SailingMW

They can't keep Florence from having a good time—and they don't want to! She's part of

the sparkle around any production unit. Here she is shown with a famous dog actor

over right then and there. I was king pin."
"The paternal influence is as strong as

ever, then?" we ventured.
"Stronger," Florence declared emphat-

ically. "If you can't come back smiling
in this movie game where competition is

so fierce, you might as well stay down
once you're knocked down."

An Honor She Dodges

Referring to the paternal influence.
Florence idolizes her famous Dad and
scorns those who consider newspaper
writing second rate.

She also hates to be known as "Grant-
land Rice's daughter."

"I've been strictly on my own ever since

the night I made my first stage entrance,"
she said soberly. "I've never asked for

help from Dad to further my career, and
he's been kind enough and wise enough
not to offer it; but I did learn the value
of sportsmanship from him and for that
I'm deeply grateful."

"In other words, you practice what he
preaches. Is that it?"

"Precisely that. And it's been rather
hard, too, for girls as a rule don't under-
stand the term 'sportsmanship' in the
same sense that a man does. Most of us
like to purr like kittens and scratch like

cats. Now I'm going to answer your next
question before you have time to ask it

—

strange as it may seem, Dad never en-
[Continued on page 70]

Grable, Foster & Rhodes

Soup's on! Betty Grable prepares the lunch
aboard Preston Foster's power cruiser, Zoa III

Here's Preston down in the engine room, turning

mechanic as the call for dinner echoes his way
Well fed and happy! Eric Rhodes holds his

tongue while Preston and Betty sing a ditty
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Feature forJanuary

Carole Lombard Betrays
Carole Lombard never gave a better

performance in her life than she did
as Irene in My Man Godfrey. It was

an acting job born of feeling, sincerity,

and above all, naturalness. This latter

quality is the most difficult of all to achieve
in any screen performance. But Carole
achieved it by allowing her own person-
ality to come through, as she had never
done before.

She did, literally, betray her real char-
acter to the public.

A close friend of Carole's was once
asked, "What is she really like . . . her
disposition, her character, I mean?"
"Well," answered that friend wryly,

"that all depends on which picture she
happens to be making at the moment."
Even Carole had to laugh when she

heard it, for no one appreciates her own
plasticity more than she does. Usually
she is a different person, at least out-
wardly, with each part that comes along.

No one at Paramount will forget that

phoney accent she used off the screen as

well as on, all during the making of

The Princess Comes Across. Before that,

during the production of Hands Across
the Table, she was strictly the hard-boiled
manicurist all over the lot, even to the
simple little uniform-like dresses she
seemed to get a yen for. And so on and
on, back, back . . . back to Twentieth
Century when Carole for a time (and for

a laugh, if the truth must be known), was
flouncing around just like that movie's
version of a movie star. In fact it was
such an old habit—and such an amusing
one—that when My Man Godfrey rolled

along, and Carole went back and forth,

to and from the studio, without bringing
home any new accents, mannerisms, or
gags, her friends grew alarmed. "What's
the matter? Don't you like your part?
Isn't it a very strong one? You don't seem
very much wrapped up in it!"

"Quite the contrary!" laughed Carole.
"I'm so much wrapped up in it, that there's
nothing left over to bring home!"

Carole Lombard changes personalities with her

screen roles. Here she Is as she looked two
years ago while making a picture for Howard
Hawks—an entirely different personality
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Don't guess twice! This is the madcap Carole
you saw in My Man Godfrey. In this she really

gave herself away! Read this amaiing story!

Similarity to Life

But still no one realized how much
Carole was putting into that part, night
and day, drawing on every clever man-
nerism, every intonation that she had
ever seen and heard in girls of Irene's

type—until the picture was thrown on the
preview screen. Then they marveled and
roared and critics applauded with the
most complimentary adjectives.

But the amazing thing is that in certain
parts of the picture many of Carole's
friends chuckled at the similarity between
the mad harum-scarum Irene and the
equally mad harum-scarum Lombard. Of
course Irene was also very naive, and in

this respect no two girls could be more
different—but in Irene's? lighter, giddier
moments, Carole's friends couldn't help
saying, "If that isn't Carole all over!" (If

that isn't Carole as only her friends know
her, we might add.)

For example, when the theme of the
story was made clear in the first reel

—

Irene was to adopt the Forgotten Man,
Bill Powell, as her protegee— Mitch
Leison, a director whom Carole calls

"Pops," leaned over to his companion,
grinned and chortled, "Get that! Carole
and her protegees . . . she's crawling
with them!"
What Mr. Leison had presented rather

facetiously and with some slight exagger-
ation is nevertheless the truth. Carole
Lombard is always sponsoring somebody
or something. Not so long ago there was
Alex, the little colored boy who had
hitch-hiked all the way from South Caro-
lina to get a job in the movies, but who
had wound up carrying George Raft's

makeup tray instead.

Carole ran into him one day on the lot
took one look at his black shining face, his

very toothsome white grin and started
laughing. Then when she heard his high-
cracked voice, his rich southern dialect.

she took him under sponsorship com-
pletely. She told everyone how funny he
was, went around boosting him for a
movie job, even sent him on dozens of

fake errands to the front office, "So these
movie moguls can see for themselves what
a riot he is." Every morning little Alex
would come to her dressing room door
and always he asked the same thing, "Ya
don't supposin' I could gitcha somethin'
this mawnin', do ya, Miss Lombard?" and
then always when this Lady Bountiful
would speak to him, the very sound of her
voice sent him into the same jitters. He'd
back into all the furniture, fall all over
himself, generally make himself a nui-
sance. But Carole didn't care. She loved
it, laughed at him, talked right back at

him in his own high voice, imitating his
dialect. And in the end she did get him
several good jobs. Alex won the start of

a motion picture career . . . George Raft
lost a makeup boy.

Another Experience

After Alex there was a wardrobe girl

whom Carole helped to open a dress shop
of her own. After the wardrobe girl, there
was her butler Phil, whom Carole urged
out to see the world. Not because he was
a poor butler and she wanted to get rid of

him. Quite the contrary, he was the best

she ever had. But Phil had confided on
one occasion that he wanted to see the
world. It was the desire closest to his
heart, his greatest ambition.
A few months after that Carole heard

of a well-to-do family who wanted a serv-
ant to tour the world with them. She put
the proposition up to Phil and arranged
for him to go. It was a sad parting . . .

Carole would never find another butler
like Phil . . . but youth must be served!

Oh, there were dozens of cases like that.

Carole is always organizing someone else's

life and ambitions . . . seems to take just

as much enthusiasm in the future of others
as she does in her own. Her present pro-

Not husband and wife as they once were, but

leading players in (Jniversal's mad comedy, My
Man Godfrey. It's hard to tell whether Wil-
liam Powell or Carole was the wildest, funniest!

HOLLYWOOD



Herself
tegee is Margaret Tallichet, a very pretty

girl from the south, who won a beauty
contest and was brought to Hollywood to

get into pictures. But, as is the fate of so

many beauty winners, she soon found that

the only job she could get was a secretarial

one. She was lucky, though, in this re-

spect . . . she got her job in the publicity

department of Paramount. Carole saw
her, thought she had great screen possi-

bilities, and arranged for her to study with
the Paramount dramatic coach. Another
Lombard protegee on the way to fulfilling

suppressed desires! IRENE and Carole
are certainly alike on that score.

Again in the picture, if you will recall,

IRENE caused no little disturbance by
riding a cabby's horse into the library one
night. This scene was not an actual part
of the picture, but you heard about it the
morning after. This is something which
no one would ever put beyond Carole.

There are no actual records in the police

department to show that Carole ever did
this identical trick, but her love for the
"furred and feathered folk" did bring her
in close proximity with the Bel Air City
Fathers not so long ago.

Carole's Farming

Carole had just moved into her new Bel
Air home which she decided to call THE
FARM because there was an empty
chicken coop out back, and nailed up a

sign accordingly. Came her birthday and
the colored help in the kitchen, Edmund,
Ellie and Jessie decided, for a laugh, (any-
one who even works for her gets that way
too), that they would give her a rooster
and two hens for a present, named after

themselves. The fowls had big red rib-

bons tied about their necks, and were
cooped up in a box under the breakfast
table when Carole came down. The
rooster crowed, the hens clucked, and at

the same moment three black heads
shouted "Happy Birthday!" from the
kitchen door. Carole screamed with
laughter, told them it was the most won-
derful present that anyone could have
thought of, and that even though they had
been intended as a gag, she was going to

keep them. "I just love them!" she
shouted, "And besides

—
" striking a typi-

cal IRENE pose number six-and-a-half

—

"Comes the revolution and I want to have
eggs in my back yard!" And so three fowl
in search of a coop found one!

It was then that the trouble began. Ed-
mund, the rooster, began crowing early
the next morning—at five-thirty. Carole
knew it was against the law to keep
chickens in swanky Bel Air, so she
promptly got up and invited him in, hoping
to calm him.
But Edmund had to have his crow

anyway, so crowed even more loudly, it

seemed, from the Lombard window sill.

It became quite a problem.
As days went by Carole tried every

which way to divert him. She even tried

having all the other animals in to enter-
tain him. First the two daschunds would
file in sleepily, then the Pekinese, then the
cocker spaniel, then the chickens, then
the cat. They all sat or lolled around
looking very bored while Carole tried to

talk them all into the most cozy quiet.

But it was of no avail; Edmund got so he'd
even crow from the middle of the living

[Continued on page 66]
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Cool beauty—that's Carole Lombard when she pauses long enough to assert her charms for the

camera. But Carole is usually too busy to care just how she looks!
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What They're Shooting

Mirth pictures seemed to predomi-
nate as we made our usual swing
about the studios this month to see

in the making some of the pictures you
shortly will be seeing at your favorite

theatres.

Comedians, we found, were "strutting

their wares" almost as much between
scenes as they did for cameras and record-

ing. For drama, Captains Courageous,
held our interest, and the ice extrava-
ganza that will bring Sonja Henie to the

screen in One in A Million, was a distinct

revelation.

Two of the outstanding comedies we
looked in on are Top of the Town and
College Holiday. Let's look them over:

Top Of The Town

If you can imagine making an important

song and dance picture with nine come-
dians cavorting among the lights, micro-
phone booms and cameras, you have an
idea of conditions in the elaborate sets

that housed the shooting of Universal's

Top of the Town—and a hint of why the

sets were closed against all comers.
It took an act of Providence, or some-

thing, to get us inside the famous Moon-
beam Room set—which was about a block
square in size, and, as you'll notice when
you see the picture, is an artist's idea of

what the world's most ambitious night

club will be twenty-five years from now.
Equipped with everything the most mod-
ern club of that date could have, includ-

ing automatic dodads of all kinds, and
an impressive television recording and
transmitting set, this layout would have
held anyone's undivided atention, if it

hadn't been for the group of comedians
engaged to keep the picture moving at

high speed.
But this gang, led by such sure-fire rib

splitters as Hugh Herbert, Gregory Ratoff,

Henry Armetta and Mischa Auer. and
augmented by the wild stunts of the fa-

mous stage slapstickers, The Three Sail-

ors, would take one's eyes off any spec-
tacle in the world. When they weren't
gagging before the camera, they were
cutting up behind it—and their antics car-

ried them in to other sound stages and all

over the lot.

Production screwiness reached an all-

time height on the Universal lot during
the shooting of My Man Godfrey, but set

workers who served on both pictures

claim that Top of the Town topped even
that hilarious opus when it came to out-
and-out, knock - down - and - drag - out -

comedy, because the range of gags and
horse-play lying between Ratoff's accent,

Herbert's screwy ideas, Ella Logan's mim-
icking and the Three Sailors' clowning in-

cluded everything from mirth to mayhem,
and that one never knew whether to ex-
pect an artistic thrust of wit or a re-

sounding wallop with a barrel stave.

To stand and admire sets, dance rou-
tines or lighting, without your back up
against a wall was inviting disaster when
those gentle wagsters were abroad.

In those sequences when Doris Nolan,
as the somewhat balmy heiress Diana
Borden, stages her "artistic" conception
of what night club entertainment should
be, even the wildest burlesque imaginable
was unable to draw the spotlight from
the ad libbing and ribbing of the picture's

comedians.
During the first days of shooting, some

fear was expressed that the natural rivalry

between such outstanding comedians as

Hugh Herbert and Gregory Ratoff might
create jealousy and tension—but instead

it expressed itself in merciless kidding of

one another.
Hugh Herbert imitated Ratoff's accent

and would steal Gregory's favorite ad-
jectives and slip them into his own lines

Comedians of all nationalities are featured

in Universal's Top of the Town. Here is a

quartet of nine who will make you laugh. Left

to right—Hugh Herbert, Scotch; Gregory
Ratoff, Russian; Henry Armetta, Italian, and

Micha Auer, Hungarian

College Holiday, Paramount's mirth film featuring Jack Benny, Mary Boland, George Burns,

Gracie Allen, Marsha Hunt, Martha Raye, Eleanore Whitney and others, carries much eye appeal

as this dancing pavilion scene indicates. Read about it in this article
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One in a Million is acclaimed as "hot stuff"

despite the fact it is largely made on ice

—

a synthetic "lake" built on the 20th Century-

Fox sound stage. Above are. four prominent

in the cast—Arline Judge, Sonja Henie, ice-

skating star; Don Ameche and Adolphe Menjou

Ratoff, not to be left holding the bag.

adopted Hugh's mannerisms and peculiar

little noises.

Soon everybody on the set was imitat-

ing every one else, with Ella Logan urg-
ing them on. Then came the battle of

nationalities and dialects. Mischa Auer,
on his first appearance on the set, before
definitely being cast to the picture, picked
on Henry Armetta, stealing his manner-
isms and his dialect. Henry became an
Italian version of his friend, Scotch Ella

Logan. Soon so many were imitating one
another that they began to add various
foreign words to their accents until, final-

ly, they formed what they called the Club
of Babel, and each undertook to teach
another his language.
Out of this came a language club in

which all members gave and took lessons.

Armetta taught Italian; Ratoff, Russian;
Gertrude Niesen, Swedish. Hugh Her-
bert was planning to take Chinese from
the Chink comedian of the picture—but
finally gave it up and decided to teach
English to the other members of the club.

George Murphy and Doris Nolan, being
Irish, said that they would be willing to

[Continued on page 60]
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HOLLYWOOD PRODUCTIONS

The Thin Man
Returns

When The Theatre-going public

showered its whole-hearted ac-
claim, plus its shekels, on Thin

Man a year and a half ago, Metro's pro-
ducer, Hunt Stromberg dusted off a chair

for the brilliant Dashiell Hammett, and
put him at work on a follow-up. The
Return of the Thin Man, in its final stages

of filming as this is written, is the result.

Sequels, Hollywood's wise ones will as-

sure you, seldom, if ever, stack up with
their predecessors, but this new Hammett
opus promises to be the exception to the

rule. Not only has the author topped his

earlier effort, but W. S. Van Dyke, the

director, and Myrna Loy and Bill Powell,

the stars, have injected into it an enthu-
siasm that is probably without parallel

in movie-making.
Picking up Powell as Nick Charles,

super-sleuth, and Miss Loy as his screen
wife, Nora, where they were dropped by
the final fadeout of Thin Man—aboard a
transcontinental train en route to their

home in San Francisco—Hammett pilots

them into the midst of a series of fast-

moving events that result in two murders
—mysteries to which Nick uncovers the
key only a moment before he is forced to

shoot down the killer in order to rescue
Nora from death at the madman's hands.

Exteriors for Return of the Thin Man
were actually shot in San Francisco,
where Director "Woody" Van Dyke took
his company of more than 60 principals

and technicians, including the two stars,

Bill and Myrna, Elissa Landi, James
Stewart, Jessie Ralph, Alan Marshal,
Dorothy McNulty and Sam Levine. There
he gave the home-towners a break by
engaging 200 of them as extras.

Embarrassing Moments

Outstanding portrayals by Powell and
Myrna in the original Thin Man stamped
them indelibly in the minds of celluloid

patrons as the silversheet's ideally wedded
[Continued on page 56]

Double photography! Actor James Stewart snaps William Powell, Myrna Loy and Dorothy
McNulty on the set while Photographer Charles Rhodes nabs them all. In filming The
Thin Man Returns, M-G-M keeps a light-hearted feeling predominating among its players

Sam Levine, who recently made his screen

debut, has had more jokes pulled on him dur-

ing the shooting of this picture than anyone
yet to work under Director "Woody" Van Dyke,

M-G-M megaphonist shown seated at the right

Van Dyke must be pulling another fast one,

judging from this merry group! William

Powell, Dorothy McNulty and Jessie Ralph

(with the cane) grin appreciatively. Jimmie
Stewart laughs in the background

The candid cameraman snapped this off guard photo during rehearsals of The Thin Mon Returns.

From the left: Sam Levine, Dorothy McNulty, William Powell and Director Van Dyke
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When the shooting is over the mobbing starts!

It's a daily chore for Powell and Miss Loy to

get through the crowds at closing time. They're

always good-natured over the many delays!
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HOLLYWOOD PRODUCTIONS

Strong Sea Drama
Regenerates "Brat"

M-g-m
budgeted a million dollars to

complete Captains Courageous.
Rudyard Kipling's strong, salty tale

of heroism among the cod fishermen off

the New England coast. It is a masculine
tale of a spoiled brat (Freddie Bartholo-
mew) who falls off a transatlantic liner

to be rescued by a Portuguese cod fisher-

man (Spencer Tracy). New dramatic
possibilities are opened for these stars as

the plot unwinds Bartholomew's regen-
eration under the firm but loving hand of

the simple Portuguese.
Nothing is spared to make this picture

a masterpiece of physical realism. The
studio purchased the Gloucester cod-fish-

ing schooner Spinney and brought her
with her crew through the Canal to Cali-

fornia waters. Now she is the We're Here
of the original Kipling story. For the
annual race between schooners to be the

first in Gloucester with cargo the Mariner
was chartered to be the Jenny Cushman
in the picture.

On January 7. 1936, the We're Here be-
gan accumulating background for this

epic of the sea. Capt. J. M. Hersey and
the original Cape Cod crew who brought
her around last winter spent several
months sailing her between Long Beach
and Coos Bay, Oregon, seeking location

spots for the racing sequence with the

Jenny Cushman. It is hard to find a

stretch of sea where neither pleasure
craft, airplanes, battle cruisers, steamers
or freighters will spoil the view and sound
effects.

Spencer Tracy empties a bail-shovel full of water over Freddie Bartholomew, who falls off the

stern of a liner at sea and is rescued by Tracy to provide the plot of Captains Courageous,

Metro-Soldwyn-Mayer production of Kipling story

Realistic Storm

In Oregon backgrounds were shot of a

brisk storm, so realistic that the company
lost one man overboard. Background
projection on the studio screen will super-
impose Tracy and Bartholomew and the
Captain (Lionel Barrymore) into the
midst of the whistling gale. Director Vic-
tor Fleming, himself an adventurer who
entered pictures only after being an Army
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Aboard the Gloucester fishing schooner, We're Here, challenging the rival Jennie Cushman.
in a race that highlights M-G-M's Captains Courageous. Left to right—Mickey Rooney, Dave
Thursby, John Carradine (behind Thursby) Charley Grapewin, Christian Rub, Lionel Barrymore,

Rogers Gray (in background), Spencer Tracy and Freddie Bartholomew
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Intelligence Officer during the war, is de-
termined that realism down to the small-

est item shall predominate in his picture.

Tremendous technical difficulties have
made production of this sea picture very
trying. Because shooting on the schooner's
interior is virtually impossible due to

cramped space leaving no room for the
camera, the interior of the We're Here
was exactly reproduced in two units on a

studio stage. A railed platform often was
used from which to shoot action on board
while the company was at sea.

To insure realism in the studio sets Olaf
Olsson, member of the original crew, was
made technical adviser and told to insist

on exactitude to the last detail. Now he
likes Hollywood and motion pictures so
well he's importing his wife and three
children from Gloucester and settling

here.

Interior Replica Built

A complete foc'sle and galley replica

was installed on the stage, precise down
to the worn oil-cloth on the V-table
where the crew ate. On the shelves above
the double decker bunks, 12 on a side,

were found everything from concertinas
to shaving mugs. There were storage cup-
boards for food and crockery, copper pans
hanging from hooks above the stove, soap,

mops, brooms, and buckets in their places.

The crew even cooked lunch over the
stove on the set, rather than march down
to the commissary for the noon-day bite.

Both parts of the interior set were bal-
anced on an immense iron ball which
swung within a girdered cup, on the gyro-
scopic principle. A system of levers soon
made possible shifting the set in any di-

rection. When the levers were released
the set settled back on an even keel. The
camera was on a stationary platform,
alongside or above, enabling reproduction

[Continued on page 64]
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Another movie star who suffered by poor direction
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Behind the Scenes

Train Your Dog
the Hollywood Way
Have You Ever sat back in the serene

confines of a darkened movie palace
and marveled at a dog as he went

through his paces on the screen? Won-
dered just how the canine actor was
trained to perform those extraordinary
feats . . . and whether you could teach
your own pet tricks such as you've seen
on countless occasions in picture after

picture? If you are one of this vast num-
ber, then this story is for you.
As in every other department relating

to motion pictures, Hollywood has its own
method of training dogs. This is a very
specialized undertaking and requires a

form of teaching unique in the animal
training world. In picture work, dogs are
not taught routines, as they are for the
stage and circus . . . since every produc-
tion is different they must know the
meaning of innumerable words and
phrases and understand general action at

a single command.
Whenever you see a dog follow close at

the heels of his picture-master . . .

whenever he yawns or scratches or cocks
up one ear in a cute and attentive attitude
. . . you can know each act is the result

of a definite cue which the animal under-
stands. Even when he appears the most
natural, such as jumping up to be petted,

he is following his trainer's signalled
prompting. Every action has been care-
fully worked out beforehand by director
and trainer and the dog responds accord-
ingly.

How To Start In

To learn the secret of training dogs the
Hollywood way we jogged out to the

kennels of Henry East, best known, per-
haps, of all the dog trainers in Hollywood.
For fourteen years he has been making
screen thespians out of '.is canine friends

and many of the dogs you see daily on the

screen—such as Laddie the Collie, Von the

Great Dane, Skippy the Wire-hair and
Corky the Cur—belong to him.

"Before any dog is ready for motion pic-

ture work he must be taught the funda-
mentals commonly known as parlor

tricks," East, a large, good-natured man
with the patience of Job, declared. "Nat-
urally, the same applies to the family pet,

if you want him to acquire a wide reper-

Teaching a dog to yawn on command is not

difficult. It's all in the way you go about it.

Try Mr. East's suggestion in this article

Topsy isn't yawning in this photo—he's singing. But before you go into intricate stuff

like this, be sure your dog knows the elementary rules of conduct explained here
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Your dog can learn to do tricks such as Henry

East illustrates here. The idea here is for the

dog to walk on three legs (see story)

toire of tricks. The first thing your dog
must learn is to answer his master's call.

Then, he should be taught to stand
patiently and indefinitely on a chair or
box. Next, to obey the commands of 'sit

down,' 'lie down' and 'roll over.' Almost
every movement demanded thereafter can
be modified from these fundamentals."

"That's all very well," you say . . . "but
how can I teach my dog some of the more
unusual tricks I've seen movie dogs do on
the screen? How can I train him to limp,

yawn, stretch, scratch and the dozens of

other rather amazing stunts these dumb
actors regularly perform?"
We will tell you some of them, but first

we want to issue a word of caution.

In these days of roaring motor traffic it

is essential that your dog should learn the
fundamental commands. Your only wea-
pons in teaching him should be morsels of

food and occasionally, when he is ob-
viously bad, a very lightly rolled news-
paper. The noise of a newspaper whacking
lightly on a dog will bring him into line

instantly where a beating will only break
his spirit.

Never whip your dog. And never
punish him at all unless he has committed
a very grave sin. A dog cooperates only

with his friend.

Be Sure He Learns These

To get your dog to come to you instantly,

call him over and over again from a dis-

tance, feeding him a morsel each time.

Whether it be this lesson or another, prac-
tice for only a few minutes at a time over
a period of days.
Eventually he will understand you. But

always use the same command word se-

lected for each trick. If you want your
dog to obey your "come" command ex-
clusively, use an unusual word such as

"Attend!" He will learn the association

just as easily, and ignore words such as

"here" or "come."
Don't raise your voice. Avoid making

motions with your hands except at the
[Continued on page 72]
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BEHIND THE SCENES

They Who Lead
Double Lives

Everything changes with time—even
the route to stardom.
It used to be that anyone aspiring to

a movie career felt, "If only I could get

on as an extra some famous director would
see me on the screen for just one im-
pressionable minute and

—

success!" Quite
a few made the grade that way, but now
an increasingly popular route to the top
is via the stand-in road.

This is interesting because stand-ins
are never photographed. But they con-
sider themselves very lucky and as one
of them explained it:

"The contacts we make while working
on a picture are far more valuable than a
fleeting glance of our faces on the screen
out of focus.

"If we show any ability whatever, some
of the directors will let us rehearse the
stars' lines, which gives us a grand op-
portunity to prove that we are potential

stars.

"And if we succeed at rehearsals, the
directors call us for bit parts and if we
make good in them it is just a question of

hard work and a smile from Lady Luck
before we have our own stand-ins."
Another break that a stand-in has over

the extras is that the stand-in work is

much more steady, therefore more lucra-
tive. And another very important and
expensive detail—the wardrobe depart-
ment furnishes them with clothes while
the extras have to supply their own out-
fits.

Resemblance Not Mandatory

A stand-in doesn't necessarily resemble
a star, but should be approximately the
same height. However, this is not essen-
tial. Harry Coinblath stands in for Fred
Astaire, Edward Everett Horton, Bob

Bob WMttaker (left) came to Hollywood and
won a screen job on a street corner. A talent

scout picked him up to become Gene Raymond's
stand-in. This scene was taken during the film-

ing of Lily Pons' new picture, as yet untitled

So amaiingly alike in appearance that it's hard to tell who's which! Edward Arnold, on the
left, looks over a script of his new film, John Meade's Woman, with stand-in William Hoover

Mary Jane Irving, a young lady of

twenty, has naturally blond hair, so when
she stands in for Lily Pons and Janet
Gaynor she has to wear a dark transfor-
mation.
"Baby" Marie Osborne, who was once

a star in her own right, now poses for
Ginger Rogers and when she is working
has to cover her black hair with a red wig.
And of course Harpo Marx's stand-in
must wear a replica of his inimitable wig.
However, some of the stand-ins do bear

a striking resemblance to their stars.

Sonia Day has James Dunn to thank for

her job. He saw her in a drug store wear-
ing dark glasses and went over and spoke
to her, thinking she was Marion Marsh,
with whom he was about to start work on
a picture. Sonia took off her glasses and
showed him his mistake, but instead of

[Continued on page 48]

Adalyn Doyle, above, previously was stand-in

for Katharine Hepburn. She stuck the job out

until she got a chance of her own to act!

Woolsey and Randy Scott, who are all

different heights, but that doesn't worry
Harry. A pair of trick shoes which he
designed himself does the work. His
height is regulated with a lever and can
be raised or lowered for a range of sev-
eral inches.

Victor Sabuni, who stands in for hand-
some Francis Lederer, is shorter than his

star, so he has to have thick wooden soles

and heels to make him taller. He hasn't

fallen down in them yet but it wouldn't
surprise him if he did. Sometimes the

stand-ins are too tall and then they take
off their shoes to make themselves shorter,

because the difference of even an inch or

so can completely throw off the lighting

of a star. It isn't essential for a stand-in to

have the same color or style of hair dress

as the star, for it is simple enough to sub-
stitute a wig.

lhis photo of Miss Hepburn shows the re-

markable resemblance between herself and
Adalyn Doyle, the stand-in who made good
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*. TOPPER'S FILM REVIEWS
HIS HONEST FACE TELLS THE STORY

COME AND GET IT— (Samuel Gold-
*yn)—Presenting his second American

classic of the season, Samuel
Goldwyn uses Edward Arn-
old, Frances Farmer and Joel

McCrea as his nucleus in un-
winding one of the most sat-

[S»^ isfying dramas it has been
our privilege to witness.

Like Dodsworth, this film

earns superlative praise for itself, for the

triumvirate we have already mentioned,

and for others in the cast—Walter Bren-
nan. Andrea Leeds, Mary Christians,

Mary Nash.
Opening with an amazing sequence of

gigantic lumber operations, the picture

reveals the ruthless timber-grabbing tac-

tics which de-forested the midwest at the

turn of the century. But after showing
this series of astonishing logging scenes
which will give you the urge to applaud
loudly, the story veers to the story of

Barney Glasgow (Edward Arnold). Glas-
gow, in love with Lotta, a dance hall

girl (played by Frances Farmer), never-
theless gives her up to marry his rich

employer's daughter as a means of be-
coming Wisconsin's richest citizen. Thirty
years of remorse tempers his greedy na-
ture. Eventually he meets Lotta's daugh-
ter, at which time Frances Farmer enters
the picture again in this role. Beyond this

fateful occasion only the picture itself

should take you.
Arnold himself, placed in a role tailored

to his talents, rises to heights far exceeding
even his Diamond Jim characterization.
But like Walter Huston in Dodsworth,
Arnold must share honors with others
in the cast. Walter Brennan, as his faith-
ful friend, handles a remarkable role with
consistent finesse. Perhaps most astonish-
ing is the work of Frances Farmer, a
recent graduate of the University of

Washington. Her dance hall girl char-
acterization will make the women chat-
ter, make wise men keep discreetly silent.

After handling this with more punch than
even Mr. Goldwyn himself could expect,
she assumes the more demure role of
Lotta's daughter, carries it through with
equal conviction.

If you have never heard the principal
song in Come and Get It, you will want
to know more about the tune. Faced with
the necessity of finding an old ditty
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Mae West and Warren William in a scene
from Go k/esr, Young Man . . . the final

fadeout flicked from a clinch to a clout
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Garden of Allah offers gorgeous Technicolor

which adds even greater depths to Marlene
Dietrich's beauty. She is shown here with

Joseph Schildlcraut, whose role as the poet-

guide proves thoroughly delightful

familiar to veteran ears yet fitting the

mood, the studio was stumped until an
old Yale man sat down and played Aura
Lee, a song he had learned back in the
period depicted. Aura Lee was snatched
up, and will have you humming it when
you leave the theatre.

Most dynamic moment: the fadeout.
with Edward Arnold hammering frenzied-
ly on a dinner gong with tears in his
eyes, shouting lustily, "Come and Get It!"

REUNION— (20th Century-Fox)—Just
as The Country Doctor made a tremendous

hit as the first film presenting
the Dionne quintuplets, so
will Reunion click with the
hearts of American people in

its simplicity, its human qual-
ities, and above all, its five

famous little stars.

The cast of the first picture
featured in Reunion. Jean

is again the country doctor,
Dorothy Peterson the nurse, John Qualen
the father of the quints, and Slim Sum-
merville the constable. Rochelle Hudson.
Robert Kent, Alan Dinehart, Esther
Ralston, Montagu Love and Tom Moore
are others in the cast. But top honors de-
cidedly go to the quints, who have an in-
triguing bag of tricks to display for the
camera.

GARDEN OF ALLAH— (Selznick)—
With subtle, flattering Technicolor handy

to carry the load until the
story takes hold, Garden of

Allah emerges as a beautiful
film forcefully portraying the
struggle of two lost souls
seeking happiness. Slow to

unfold its highly abstract
story, the picture wins con-

tentment from any audience with spec-
tacular color views of the desert coupled
with a moving musical score.

Once the familiar tale reaches the point
of a safari into the desert, technical diffi-

culties smooth out and the two principals.

Marlene Dietrich and Charles Boyer.

is again
Hersholt

promptly win the utmost sympathy of

the audience. Boyer is the monk who
has abandoned his vows of isolation and
silence, only to find happiness a fleeting

thing never to be attained. Miss Die-
trich's unhappiness is not so clearly moti-
vated, but matters little when the two
seek futilely to solve their problems by
marriage.
Technicolor brings out all the gorgeous

beauty of Miss Dietrich, makes her a
vision of utter loveliness. Boyer, who
looks natural enough in color, has greater
opportunity for character delineation and
succeeds in tugging at the emotional
strings of his audience.
Go to the theatre prepared for a story

that deals with mental conflicts rather
than physical, and you will not be dis-
appointed. Gorden of Allah emerges
largely as an intellectual challenge, amply
fulfills its purpose at the climax.
Whether or not you will agree with the

studio's neat adaptation of an old motto—"Allah, be praised!"—you will find the
picture worth your time and money. You
will enjoy Basil Rathbone in a role that
is not villainous, and you will be thor-
oughly impressed with Joseph Schild-
kraut, playing the part of Marlene's amia-
ble guide who occasionally likes to burst
into fits of poetry.

TARZAN ESCAPES — (M-G-M) — If

doctors, specializing in broken bones and
banged heads, find a sudden

^* upturn in business, they
4/^k should suspect the presence
V^^ of Tarzan in the neighbor-

%Z.t) hood. For with the advent
*Cv of this third jungle thriller"

featuring Johnny Weissmul-
ler, there is every probability

that young America will take to the trees

with a spontaneous ee-yah or whatever
it is Tarzan squawks when excited.

Tarzan Escapes attempts to illustrate

the title, succeeds in doing that with the
aid of elephants, monkeys and whatnots.
The story opens with Tarzan and Jane
happy in their jungle home. Come their

white friends in search of them, with a
villain or two to complicate nature's al-
ready complicated situation. The miscel-
laneous items of excitement include Tar-
zan's capture and existence in an iron
cage, his rescue, a creepy, thrilling escape

Irene Dunne and Melvyn Douglas in Theodora
Goes Wild ... as a cutup she's superb, and
maybe just a bit reminiscent of Jean Harlow

now and then . . .
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PREVIEWING THE PICTURES

Two scenes from Come and Get If. Walter Brennan (left) joins in with

Frances Farmer (bar room girl) and Edward Arnold (ambitious timber-

man) in singing Aura Lee. Then the years roll by, and the trio is split

asunder . . . and the vivacious young lady dies . . .

Arnold, now an old man and rich through a philosophy of "come and
get it," meets the daughter of the bar maid (see photo left). His love

for her is shared by his own son, played by Joel McCrea . . . trouble
between the two is inevitable, and comes at a critical moment

scene, gila monsters that live up to their

name, etc.

Maureen O'SuIlivan again handles the

leading lady role with gusto. There is

no doubt this picture will please all Tar-
zan enthusiasts, which if the truth were
known, probably includes most of us
everywhere. So get out the bandages
and splints, because you won't be able to

hold the youngsters down.

THEODORA GOES WILD— (Colum-
bia)—Three major factors—Irene Dunne,

Melvyn Douglas and Cir-
cumstance — stage a three-
cornered battle in Theodora
Goes Wild, a battle that in-

troduces Miss Dunne as a
thorough-going comedienne
and allows Douglas ample
opportunity as her foil. Let's

get the situation first:

Miss Dunne is cast as the inexperienced
young author who has never lived out-
side her staid New England home town,
yet who writes sophisticated, worldly
books of the jazz age type. Visiting New
York, she meets Douglas, an illustrator,

and "goes wild" for a few brief hours.
The young artist, intrigued by her naivete,

follows her to Lynnville and proposes to

free her from home town bondage.
Succeeding in this objective, Douglas

suddenly finds the tables turned when
Irene moves in on New York, seeks to

free him from the domestic entanglements
which have imprisoned him for several
years.

All of this could have been done in a

dramatic vein, but with Director Richard
Boleslawski at the helm, Miss Dunne is

converted into a first rate comedienne
fully capable of providing a distinguished
performance. Humorous moments pre-
vail throughout the picture, with events
almost reaching a slapstick stage at times.
Outstanding in a minor role as Irene's

disapproving aunt is Elisabeth Risdon.
Following the flounderings of Circum-
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stance, Miss Risdon changes to meet each
new emergency, gradually becomes a

defiant liberal ready to stare down the
disapproval of her townsmen. Opposing
her is Spring Byington, leader of the vil-

lage gossip circle. It is a type of rol?

always capably handled by the popular
Miss Byington.
Thurston Hall as the book publisher.

Leona Maricle as Douglas' wife, Frederick
Burton as the governor and Thomas Mit-
chell as the home town editor all enhanc3
the inherent comedy.
We recommend this picture because it

reveals Miss Dunne as a more versatile

artist than anyone suspected, because
Melvyn Douglas likewise garners bushels
of laughs, and—well, just because it's

thoroughly and genuinely funny!
Theodora Goes Wild comes close to a

"hats off" rating, certainly merits your at-

tendance.

WINTERSET — (RKO) — While this

Epic of the Slums may not enjoy the
universal popularity of

lighter first rank pictures, to

more serious minds it will be
a standout picture of the
year.

Stark drama of unshorn
life in the marrow dominates
this story of hatred. It tells

the hatred of a son whose father was
electrocuted for a murder of which he
was innocent. The irony of the gods as

they juggle the characters hopelessly
caught in the rugged living down in the

deep, obscure mire of New York's sub-
tenement hell is the powerful melody of

this story.

Burgess Meredith as the hating son is

splendid. He is a high strung man gnawed
by flaming, concentrated, determined bit-

terness. His rabbit-like eyes and ascetic

face make so much more effective his

portrayal.

Margo has that pretty face. She is a

beautiful rag-doll, a pretty although bed-

raggled flower growing resplendently out
of a cranny of New York's forgotten
depths. From the eyes of the little Margo
shine her glory, for her only make-up
in this strong story are rags and tragedy
Winterset seems less like motion pic-

ture entertainment than a slice of life

in the raw served on a platter of deep
thought and understanding.

A WOMAN REBELS—(RKO)—Faced
with the necessity of triumphing over

an extremely unsatisfactory
story, Katharine Hepburn,
Herbert Marshall, Donald
Crisp and Director Mark
Sandrich struggle with this

film, exploited before release

under the working title of A
Portrait oj a Rebel.

Hepburn's first trial comes as a bud-
ding debutante of Victorian days, during
which period she achieves a feeling of

immaturity largely by nostrilizing too

much. Rebellion comes after too close
supervision of her and her sister (Eliza-

beth Allen) by an unspeakably strict

father (Donald Crisp.)

The film story proves quite inadequate
[Continued on page 57]

IT'S A TREAT
Are you one of the many persons who

have found out how much your enjoyment
of a movie is enhanced if you have read the
Action story from which the movie was
made?
Ask your newsdealer for ROMANTIC

MOVIE STORIES magazine. This maga-
zine publishes the exclusive fiction story of
coming movie hits.

In the big issue now on sale you will thrill

to the fiction stories of CAMILLE, with
Greta Garbo, Robert Taylor; MAID OF
SALEM, with Claudette Colbert, Fred Mac-
Murray; YOU ONLY LIVE ONCE, with
Henry Fonda, Sylvia Sidney.
ROMANTIC MOVIE STORIES is only

ten cents at all newsstands. Gel your copy
today!
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EYEWITNESS PHOTOS » » » » By Charles Rhodes

Still Hollywood's most famous pals! Jean Harlow and Bill Powell were having a con- At Margot Grahame's cocktail party Hollywood got ac-

fdential word or two when Charles Rhodes, our candid cameraman, snapped this picture quainted with the Earl of Warwick. From the left; the

Earl. Miss Grahame, Adrlenne Ames and Bruce Cabot

Really candid! Emerging for an evening's festivities were these par- In this scene we catch Slmone Simon, Pat Paterson and Charles Boyer
sonalities (from the left): an unidentified friend with Manuel Nila of window shopping, of all things. We hope his reflection in the window
Ensenada, Mex., Paulette Goddard, Sally Blane and Norman Foster shows up in print— it's in the photo!
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Dinner for four at a gay night spot on Sunset Strip! Franchot Tone, Paul Muni, What an amazing expression! Jlmmie Stewart posed not
Mrs. Muni and Joan Crawford Tone are the guests. How's the coffee, Joan? at all when we snapped him with Eleanor Powell
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ffifattfat FaultyUnderSkin

the

Starting

Place of

LARGE PORES

LINES

BLACKHEADS

Miss Isabel Parker : "Pood's Cold Cream ends dryness.'

And here's the rousing treatment

that keeps it vigorous . . .

HORRID skin faults are usually under-

skin faults. Blackheads come when
tiny oil glands underneath are overworked,

give off a thick, clogging oil.

Next thing you know, your pores are

looking larger.

Lines around your eyes, mouth are just

your outer skin crinkling, because your

underskin is getting soft and flabby.

But you can stop those cloggings! Bring

fresh life to that faulty underskin

—

Twice a day invigorate your underskin

with a rousingPond's deep-skin treatment.

Pond's Cold Cream contains specially

processed oils which go way down deep

into your pores. Right away it softens dirt

. . . Floats it out . . . and with it the clog-

ging matter from the skin itself. You wipe

it all off. Right away your skin feels

fresher

—

looks brighter.

Now waken glands . . . cells

Now a second application of that same
freshening cold cream! You pat it in

smartly. Feel the circulation stir. This way

Tiny
glands, nerves,
blood vessels make
outer skin good or

bad. When they
function poorly,
faults start.

Miss Mary Augusta Biddle

of the distinguished Philadelphia family: "Every time

I use Pond's Cold Cream. I know my akin is going to

look lovelier. Since using it, 1 haven't had a single

blackhead, my pores seem smaller."

little glands and cells awaken. Fibres are

strengthened. Your underskin is toned,

quickened.

In a short time, your skin is better every

way! Color livelier. Pores smaller. Lines

softened. And those mean little blackheads

and blemishes begin to show up less and

less.

Get a jar of Pond's Cold Cream today.

Begin the simple treatments described

below. In two weeks see your skin growing

lovelier— end all that worrying about ugly

little skin faults.

Remember this treatment

Every night, cleanse with Pond's Cold Cream.

As it brings out the dirt, stale make-up, and

skin secretions— wipe it all off. Now pat in

more cream— briskly. Rouse that failing under-

skin! Set it to work again— for that clear,

smooth, line-free skin you want.

Every morning, and during the day, repeat this

treatment with Pond's Cold Cream. Your skin

comes softer every time. Feels better, looks bet-

ter, and now your powder goes on beautifully.

Keep up these Pond's patting treatments

faithfully. As blackheads soften, take a clean

tissue and press them out. Now blemishes will

stop coming. Soon you will find that the very

places where pores showed largest will he finer

textured.

SPECIAL 9-TREATMENT TUBE
and 3 other Pond's Beauty Aids

POND'S, Dept. 6-CA, Clinton, Conn. Rush special tube
of Pond's Cold Cream, enough for 9 treatments, with
generous samples of 2 other Pond's Creams and 5 differ-

ent shades of Pond's Face Powder. I enclose lot* to cover
postage and packing.

City-
Copyrie-ht. lOHfi, Pond's Extrar-t Company
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Hollywood Charm School—Fashions
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Top: Judith Barrett and Polly Rowles, Universal

players, catch up on some singing. They are

wearing smart college clothes, reproductions of

Lani of Salzburg. Above: Leaving the campus
for a luncheon date Polly wears a black vel-

veteen dress. Judith chooses blue velveteen
with a metallic blouse. Louise Mulligan dresses

46

Dresses—J. W. Robinson Co.

Shoes—Wetherby-Kayser

And So It Is in school as in dress—the

principle of the thing.
L Fundamentally the principles or

laws of dress are as basicly sound as the
foundation of learning. These simple
rules have been handed down through the

ages until today they are so much a part
of our wardrobes that we never take time
to analyze just what these basic dress
principles consist of.

The principles are three in number

—

namely, that the current fashion should
express the feeling and the need of the
hour and activity; that it should never
be conspicuous by its eccentricity, but
always obvious by its discrimination; and
that above all, it should be graceful, com-
fortable and practical. Naturally, the
methods of adopting and adapting these
basic laws of dress must vary with each
season and each successive generation.
Returning to school after the holidays

with trunks full of lovely presents and
hearts full of good cheer, we solemnly
vow to take our wardrobes to task and
learn the first fashion lesson for the year
1937—the definition of the three following
words—REACTION—FEMININITY-
QUALITY.

[Continued on page 73]

Ready for a gala evening are Polly Rowles and
Wister Clark, Universal player. Polly is charm-
ing in wine crepe travola from Louise Mulligan

Polly Rowles poses in the correct attire for that

special party, a treebarlc powder blue crepe,

designed by Louise Mulligan. Her luxurious

female mink coat is from Maurice Gebber



Just a Funny Old Song Everybody Knows

"TX 7"E sing, we sing, we sing of

' ' Lydia Pinkham," so go the

words of an old song known on every

college campus.

Old grads sing it at their class

reunions.

The young people sing it when

they gather around the piano at

home on their college vacations.

And mother, listening, puts her

book aside and joins in the chorus.

"How she saved, she saved, she

saved the human race
—

" remember

the words of the parody?

From laughing young lips that

have never known the twist of pain

it comes with gay abandon. Just a

funny old school song everybody

knows.

But to silver haired mothers who

have run life's gauntlet, to women

who have lain on the rack in childbirth,

known the fiery ordeal of the "change"

— these words bring grateful memories.

To them it is much more than just a

funny song.

Lydia E. Pinkham was a realwoman

The song is a parody. But Lydia E.

Pinkham was a very real person. In fact

hers is one of the best known names in

the history of American women.

She began her work in the light of little

knowledge. Her laboratory was a kitchen.

Her compounding vat an iron kettle on

a New England kitchen stove.

But today her work is being carried on

under the banner of modern science.

And now her product is made in a

great plant occupying six modern fac-

tory buildings.

Not a Patent Medicine

You may be surprised to know that Lydia

E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound is

not a patent medicine.

On the contrary it is a standard pro-

For three generations one woman has told

another how to go "smiling through" with

Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.

It helps Nature tone up the system, thus

lessening the discomforts* which must be

endured, especially during

The Three Ordeals of Woman

/. Passing from girlhood into womanhood.

2. Preparingfor Motherhood.

J. approaching "Middle Age"

afunctional disorders

prietary compounded to aid women in

facing the three major ordeals of

their sex. It is to be found in every

reputable drug store.

We who carry on the work of Lydia

Pinkham do not offer this Vegetable

Compound as a panacea or a cure-all.

We do know it has been tested and

approved by women of three genera-

tions. We do know that a million

women have written to tell us it has

been helpful during the three most

difficult ordeals of their sex: adoles-

cence, motherhood and "middle age."

More than a Million Letters

of Grateful Testimony

Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Com-

pound has been advertised these

many years. But no advertisement

we have ever printed could compare

with the word-of-mouth advertising from

one grateful woman to another.

In our files are more than one million

letters from women in every walk of life

— letters on scented notepaper or on torn

wrapping paper— letters from women
who have known pain and have writ-

ten to us without solicitation to tell

us how helpful Lydia E. Pinkham's

Vegetable Compound has been to

them.

If you are in need of help we can

honestly advise you to give it a fair

trial.

W7

e know what it has done for

others.

We have every reason to believe it

will do the same for you. The Lydia E.

Pinkham Medicine Company, Lynn.

Massachusetts, U. S. A.

One woman tells another how to go "Smiling Through" with

^Z^adui (3. cMnAAamd Vegetable Compound
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They Who Lead Double Lives
(Continued frum iinm- fort? -one)

being embarrassed Mr. Dunn took her
back to the studio, where she has a steady
job as a stand-in for Miss Marsh.
William H. Hoover looks so much like

his star, Edward Arnold, that they are
mistaken for brothers. And just to make
the resemblance complete, Arnold and
Hoover are both left-handed.
Bob Whittaker, who came to Hollywood

on a visit, was spotted by a talent scout
while he was waiting at a street corner
for the light to change, and now his visit

has become permanent while he stands in

for handsome Gene Raymond, who is en-
gaged to Jeanette MacDonald.
Buddy Roosevelt is another stand-in

who looks amazingly like his star, Ronald
Colman. It is surprising, but none of the
stand-ins feel that their resemblance to

famous stars hinders their personal ca-
reers in any way. They logically think
out that clothes and make-up make the
personality.

She Gets Advanced

One example of this is Mary Jo Ellis,

who was Ann Shirley's stand-in. Now.
thanks to Miss Shirley who coached and
helped her, Mary Jo is playing an im-
portant part in Make Way for a Lady, in

which her former star is the leading lady.
Seeing them on the screen together you
would never suspect that Mary Jo was
once Miss Shirley's stand-in.
Adalyn Doyle is another stand-in on

the road to fame unhandicapped by her

d ^

Here's Cary Grant with Ms stand-in, Bob
Johnson. They scarcely look alike, but

the resemblance is close enough to suffice

likeness to a star. A talent scout discov-
ered her while she was working for Kath-
arine Hepburn and signed her up for a
long-term contract. Adalyn is now in

the East being groomed for her screen
debut, while her sister Patsy stands in

for the brilliant Hepburn. Carmen La
Roux, who comes from Durango, Mexico,
the same town as Dolores Del Rio, and
who has been working as the beautiful

Dolores' stand-in, has just signed a con-
tract with Ramon Novarro to appear in

several Mexican pictures which he will

produce.
But not all the stand-ins are looking

forward to a motion picture career.

Kasha, who is Joan Crawford's substi-

tute, spends her spare time writing lyrics

and music and if her latest song, now
being sung and played by Wayne King
and his orchestra, is a success, she will

leave Joan and the movies to devote her
entire time to song-writing.
Slim Talbot who came down out of the

Montana mountains with Gary Cooper to

play cowboy parts in the movies, and
ended up by being Gary's stand-in, is

perfectly happy in the background, just

being with Gary and acting as official

spokesman during interviews.
Rollo Dix is a matinee idol of the stage

who works with Edmund Lowe in pic-
tures while he recuperates in the Cali-
fornia sun from a serious illness. When
fully recovered he hopes to go back to his

first love, the stage.

Shirley's Old Friend

Little Mary Lou Isleib has known Shir-
ley Temple all her life—Shirley's mother
and Mary Lou's mother are old friends—so

SAYMARGE- what*

PIMPLY
SKIN
ALMOST
PUT A
STOP TO
MARGE^
'DATES"

I ALMOST FELL OVER lT°f COUQSE MOT,
WHEN DICK TURNED UP A. SILLY.' DICK
AT THE DAMCE WITH LOUISE.) DOESm't HAVE
IMSTEAD OF YOU. I 1 TO A<5K ME TO

jT -^ EVERYTHING
((W^V DOES ME?

REMEMBER MOW-YOU'VE; OH TRUDY- DO YOU
GOT TO EAT THESE rT REALLY MEAN IT-
YEAST CAKES EVERY I'VE BEEN SO MISERABLE
PAY. THEY'RE GRAND JiGOlMS AROUND LOOKING
PIMPLE CHASERS- ^L^ LIKE THIS
I KNOW -I'VE TRIED

xtfy'TRuDY- IT'S MARGE.
}&/ LISTEN DARLING -
*/ DICK'S ASKED ME TO
'THE dance nextweek-
JH- HUH- JUST LIKE YOU
SAID HE WOULD

-

IT WONDERFUL? A I TOLD
-'~YOU THOSE
YEAST CAKES
WOULD PIX
i THINGS
J~-. UP -J

Accept No Substitutes! Always Insist on the Advertised Brand!



when Shirley became a famous little star

and needed a stand-in Mary Lou, who
has the same features and coloring, was
asked to be her stand-in. Now Shirley
and Mary Lou can be together all day
long.

Bing Crosby and his stand-in, Leo
Lynn, went to college together. As time
passed and Bing and his crooning became
popular he sent for Leo to help him an-
swer his fan mail. And when Bing went
into the movies Leo naturally went with
him. When the question of a stand-in
arose Leo obliged by stepping into the
part.

However, it isn't always so easy to get
the role of a stand-in. Katherine Doyle
(another one of the Doyle sisters) de-
cided she wanted to be an actress like
Barbara Stanwyck, and taking the advice
of her two stand-in sisters, went to Miss
Stanwyck and asked for the job. But
charming Barbara had a stand-in of
whom she was very fond, so she told
Katherine she was sorry, but she would
keep her in mind. Five months later

Katherine was given the job.

And then there is the story of Kathryn
Stanley. She was first brought to Holly-
wood by a talent scout, but for some rea-
son didn't click, so she went back to the
business world. One day she saw Irene
Dunne on the screen and resolved to be
Miss Dunne's stand-in, even if she
couldn't be a star. So she came to Holly-
wood again but still her battle wasn't won.
For three long years she worked as stand-
ins for other stars before she finally was
given the opportunity to work for La
Dunne. She also substitutes for Jane
Wyatt and taught her how to play the

Shirley Temple and her stand-in, Mary Lou Isleib (right), are playmates during their spare

moments. Each enjoys the work she has to do

violin for a part in one of her recent pic-

tures.

A Family Affair

There are two husband and wife teams
among the stand-ins. "Cracker" Hender-
son works for Jack Oakie, and Helen, his

wife, stands in for Mae West and occa-
sionally for Madeleine Carroll. Marilyn
Kingsley, who substitutes for Eleanor
Powell, and Tom Sale for James Stewart,

met while they were working on the
Born to Dance set. They fell in love and
were married just in time to work on the
love scenes in the picture.

The stand-ins apparently come from
everywhere and for a wide variety of

reasons. Helen Parker of Chicago came
to Hollywood after winning a beauty con-
test and now she is working with Ann
Sothern, who recently married Roger
Pryor, that popular orchestra leader from
Chicago.

HAPPENED TO THE gOYfRIEMP UTEIY)
look -there's dick now'
maybe he's coming ini j

mope- didn't even
look this way, marge
VOU OUGHT TO DO

r

SOMETHIN<3 ->
ABOUT

BUT,TRUDY- HOW
CAN I ? YOU KNOW
HOW PRETTY LOUISE
IS -AND JUST LOOK
AT ME WITH ALL.

THESE AWFUL PIMPLES

MARGE- I BET THATS THE WHOLE TROUBLE,
IF YOU GET RID OF THOSE PIMPLES
EVERVTHING WILL BE ALL RIGHT- j

LISTEN, FLEISCHMANN'S YEAST IS r^
WHAT VOU NEED - C'MOM, LET'S ) l

GET SOME NOW.' ,— —>-

GOSH MARGE - YOU SURE DO
LOOK PRETTY -SAY, HOW ~_

ABOUT MAKING A DATE
RIGHT NOW FOR THE j

MOVIES "TOMORROW?

l'D~V_
ADORE TO
- DiCK

DONT 1ET ADOiESCENT TIMpVES
KEEP VOCIII BOV FRIENDS FROM MAKING DATES

PIMPLES often call a halt to good
times for many girls and boys after

the start of adolescence.

At this time, between 13 to 25, im-

portant glands develop and final growth

takes place. The entire body
disturbed. The skin gets

—cceate 7%?s&n
by clearing »kln irritant!

out of the blood
1036, Standard Brands Incorporated

oversensitive. Waste poisons in the

blood irritate this sensitive skin. Pim-
ples pop out.

If you are bothered by adolescent

pimples, do as thousands of others

—

eat Fleischmann's fresh Yeast. It clears

these skin irritants out of the blood.

And then—pimples vanish!

Eat 3 cakes daily—one before

each meal— plain, or in a little

water— until your skin is en-

tirely clear again. Start today!
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fEinininE

HyuiEiiE
don't be-it is so easy, dainty

the ?nou&ui way
There should be no confusion about that intimate
and important subject—feminine hygiene.
Yet how can women avoid worrying about meth-

ods they realize are old-fashioned—open to serious
Question? Do you ask yourself: Must I stick to my messy
and clumsy method? Is it efficient? Do you exclaim:
My method is embarrassing, hateful'. How—where—
can Ifind the ideal methodfor feminine hygiene?
Why iust hope for the answers? Thousands of

happy, enlightened women now enjoy a method
that is modern, safe, effective, and, equally impor-
tant—dainty!
Zonitors, one of the latest developments of mod-

ern science for feminine hygiene, offer a new kind
of suppository that is small, snowy-white and
GREASELESS! While easy to apply and completely
removable with water, Zonitors maintain the long
effective antiseptic contact physicians recommend.
No mixing. No clumsy apparatus. Odorless—and
an ideal deodorant.
Zonitors make use of the world famous Zooite

antiseptic principle favored in medical circles be-
cause of its antiseptic power yet freedom from
"bum" danger to delicate tissues.

Full instructions in package. All IS. and Canadian
druggists. Mail coupon for informative free booklet.

SNOWY WHITE

Each in individual

glass vial

Zonitors, 3458 Chrysler Bldg., N.Y.C Send, in plain
envelope, free booklet, A New Technique in Feminine
Hygiene.

Name

Address.

A ZONITE PRODUCT

YES, I'M GETTING MORE
UN AND REAL PROFIT l -

MODER.N MECHANIX
, HOBBIES AND INVENTIONS j

SHOWED ME HOW!

refers

'"THOUSANDS get more fun and money out
J- of spare time than they ever dreamed possi-
ble, thanks to MODERN MECHANIX HOB-
BIESAND INVENTIONS! Fascinatinghobby
and homecraft departments in every issue ; latest
authoritative stories and pictures of new discov-
eries in science—radio—mechanics—aviation!
Gripping interest from cover to cover. Get new
issue of MODERN MECHANIX HOBBIES
AND INVENTIONS at any newsstand today.

Hitting Hollywood On High

with Hamm Beall

Fred MacMurray likes costume pictures, but when it comes to doing a gavotte in the forests,

life isn't so much fun, even when Claudette Colbert is the lovely dancing partner

Fred MacMurray cheered lustily when
he was informed that he was selected
to play opposite Claudette Colbert in

Maid of Salem. Not so funny to Fred,
however, was the necessity of doing the
fancy gavotte dance in the woodlands
with lovely Claudette. Fred does not love
dancing.
They danced all morning long in a forest

near Santa Cruz before Director Frank
Lloyd decided he had recorded the scene
perfectly. Said MacMurray, perspiration
on his brow: "I felt so damned charming
I couldn't swing my boots."
Replied coy Colbert: "Very true. They

were on my feet most of the time. And I

don't mean I was wearing your boots,

either."

Hollywood's Stars are assured for the
next two years at least of a plethoric
plentitude of malt, vinous and spiritous
liquors; in other words, there'll be no
legal handicaps to their stocking their

cellars with ale, champagne, whiskies and
rare old cognacs.

Nor are the night clubs of the film

capital apt to dim their lights and diminish
crescendo of their crooners and arpeg-
gios of their saxophone players.

The last general election which swept
Franklin Delano Roosevelt back into the
White House for another four years, also

blasted the hopes of professional "prohis"
attempting to foist on hospitable California
a so-called local option law that was in

reality the gateway to prohibition. A
goodly majority thumbed it down with
their little criss cross stamps on the No-
vember ballot.

The gay night spots shuddered and
trembled at another menace that hovered

over them at the same election. Buron
Fitts, district attorney of Los Angeles
County for eight years, was vigorously
opposed by Judge Harlan G. Palmer, bar-
rister and former justice of the peace,
whose major industry for many years has
been publishing the Hollywood Citizen-
News. It must be said that Judge Palmer
with an able crew headed by Harold G.
Swisher, his managing editor, has been
doing a top-hole job of getting out a
well edited, readable interesting journal,

the only metropolitan daily in cinema
center.

Palmer has always campaigned against

the insidious cocktail, the hilarious high-
ball, the wins when it is red, and has con-
scientiously refused to accept liquor ad-
vertising in his paper, although he was
big enough to open the display columns
of his sheet to the Southern California
Business Men's Association, which led the
fight against the blue nose measure.
Had Palmer been elected district attor-

ney, the liberal element feared his first

job would have been to put his own house
in order, namely clamp down with rigid

enforcement of all liquor laws, closing

hours, etc., on the gay white Sunset strip

where stars of the silversheet dine, dance,
sup and make whoopee.
Big shot gamblers who have operated

surreptitiously in de luxe mansions of

Hollywood for a period of years, moving
from spot to spot before the mighty min-
ions of Chief of Police James E. Davis
and Sheriff Eugene W. Biscailuz could
catch up with them, were particularly

worried, for if Judge Palmer has one pet
aversion it is the professional gambler.

Stars have wagered thousands on the

roulette wheels and dice tables of these
roving recondite rendezvous; some have
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won as high as $100,000 in a single night;

others have dropped a like amount. Natu-
rally old John Percentage has taken his

toll of the gross wagers with the final re-
sults in favor of the operators.

One Hollywood gambling baron, Robert
Goldenburg, better known as Bob Goldie,
tried to extend his activities to San Fran-
cisco, but the northern gambling czars re-
sented this and he passed on to another
world under most mysterious circum-
stances.

Note that Walt Disney has received a

potato the exact image of Mickey Mouse.
Hope it was a potato au gratin as that's

Mickey's favorite spud.
If it isn't maybe Mickey will send it to

Eddie Cantor to be used in making Sara-
toga Chips, his first starring vehicle for

20th Century-Fox.

Jack Oakie continues Hollywood's
Public Prankster No. 1. Wonder what
pandemonium would break loose with
Vince Barnett, Hollywood's ace ribber,

Sid Grauman, theatre magnate, who has
for years been leading practical joker, and
Doug Fairbanks, Sr. all assembled on one
picture set? I would not want to predict.

It's Hollywood legend as to what happened
to the senior Fairbanks when he attempted
a jolly bit of a joke on Elinor Glynn.

Hollywood has its heartaches along with
its hilarities.

Twenty years ago Jack Froelich came
here to become chief portrait artist at

Universal City.

He photographed with charm and ar-
tistry the favorites of that day, Dorothy
Phillips, Carmel Myers, Priscilla Dean,
Monroe Salisbury, Harry Carey, Hoot
Gibson, Eric von Stroheim and other early
Universal stars, and after advent of

talking pictures many of the big names
of today starring in Big U productions.
Then came the sell-out to the new Uni-

versal, and quite logically there was a
clean sweep in almost every department.
Jack Froelich was among those swept out.

But Jack, who had come to America as a

[Continued on page 69]

Jack Oakie's in a bad way—the old roekin'

chair's got him! Always the cut-up in any cast,

you can depend on Jack to think up some
new gag. He was doing a picture with Lily

Pons for RKO when this idea struck him

5AVE atFacieiffPuce^

Oven that "Floats in Flame**

Prize Winners at Expositions
and Fairs the country over
praise Kalamazoo Quality,
and "the oven that floats in
flame." Read about this

amazing oven in NEW
catalog.

Mail Coupon Today

for NEW, FREE CATALOG
Write your name in the coupon below for

the bigger, more colorful Kalamazoo
FREE Catalog

—

just out.

Nearly 200 Styles and Sizes

Get FACTORY PRICES for New Coal

and Wood Heaters, Oil Ranges, New
Porcelain Enamel Coal and Wood Ranges,

New Combination Gas, Coal and Wood
Ranges, New Gas Stoves, Furnaces. New
color combinations, new features such

as Copper Reservoirs, Non-Scorch Lids,

Enameled Ovens. Read about the "Oven
That Floats In Flame."

Terms: 18c a Day—Year to Pay
More Bargains than in 20 big stores-

Cash or easy terms—As little as 18c a day

for stoves—A whole year to pay.

30 Days Trial

30 Days Trial in your home to prove

Kalamazoo Quality—24-hour shipments-
Satisfaction guaranteed or money back.

Over 1,000,000 Satisfied Users
Kalamazoo has been in business more than

Y% of a century. Over 1,000,000 satisfied

Kalamazoo customers. Don't select a new
stove anywhere until you see the Kala
mazoo charts that tell you how to judge

stove quality. FREE with Catalog. Mail

elra.i.«™H.«er, coupon now.

KALAMAZOO STOVE COMPANY, Manufacturers

2261 Rochester Avenue, Kalamazoo, Michigan

Warehouses: Utica. N. Y.; Young3town.
Ohio; Reading. Pa.; Springfield. Mass.

FREEO*"^
KALAMAZOO STOVE CO.. Mfrs.
2261 Rochester Ave., Kalamazoo, Ml*.
Dear Sirs: Please send me your FREE CATA-
LOG. Check articles in which you are interested.

Coal and Wood Ranees Coal and
Wood Heaters G Combination Coal,

Wood & Gas Ranees D Furnaces n
OH Ranges Gas Ranees D

Print name plainly

Circulating Heaters

"AKalamazoo,
ts£ls£ Direct to\bu'
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WHAT AN AWFUL
HEADACHE!

• When old-style laxatives fail to bring relief

from the headaches constipation causes—it's

time to turn to FEEN-A-MINT. Because
FEEN-A-MINT is different; it's the delicious

chewing gum laxative, and what a difference

that chewing makes! FEEN-A-MINT acts

gently, yet thoroughly, in the lower bowel—
not in the stomach.

• Your life can be so different when you're

free from the chains of constipation! FEEN-
A-MINT, the modern laxative brings relief so

easily and pleasantly. No griping or upset

stomach. No weakening after-effects. No dis-

turbance of sleep when taken at night. Forget
old-fashioned methodB and join the 16 million

people who have changed to FEEN-A-MINT,
the modern laxative. Write for a free sample

to Dept. M-l, FEEN-A-MINT, Newark, N.J.

FEEN-A-MINT
THE CHEWING-GUM LAXATIVE
IHI i MINtlUS Ill CHIWINCMAKL 111! Oil 1 1 HI NCI

Hollywood Youngstars

By Phyllis Fraser
(A screen actress gone literary)

—Fawcctt photo by Rhodes

Meet the Starlets, selected at the Hollywood Photographers' Frolic. From the left: Helen Burgess,

Rosina Lawrence, Mary Frances GifTord, Kay Hughes (on the floor), Barbara Pepper, Pete Smith

(an honored guest), Helen Wood, Joan Perry, June Travis (on the floor) and Cecilia Parker

oeaer
• The basis of all beauty is

a clean skin. Try this smooth-

er, softer, more penetrating
cream, which removes all

surface dirt and pore secre-

tions. It's pink-tinted, allur-

ingly scented. 50c at dealers

or send for test jar. Enclose
19c for postage and packing.

BOYER, Society Par/umeur
2702 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago. III.

MYSTERY
CLEANSING

CREAM

pnaiiR
I PORTABI
lOcADA

.tflflfe R»mlaftew*UtKl«r»o«*^^^^
F*trth*rw*tgtrt, oic,

Ud <uy tenni on limited supply

only. All br»nd new. up-to-date—

4

row keyboard. FuUy MflrtMi

BRAND NEW
•END NO MONEY -10 Da Trill

Bond for special now liwroture and money-aavint. easy pay PUa '

10 day trial offer. Also •mailft* b*r*»lna in etfjndord tire, rebuilt

Mm iiod.1. on fun B3 offe.TjBIRM. ALLOWANCE - a.
rear old typ»»rittr duri-j* 1M» »!•.

131 W. Monro* St*
'---. A-186, Chlcaie

Special Low Prices

International Typewriter Ce..oe

OLD FACES MADE YOUNG
Look 10 to 15 Years Younger
5 MINUTES a Day Keeps
Wrinkles Away and erases age
lines. This new sensational home
methodSentonTrial—YouRisb
Nothing, Lifts sagging muscles,
fills op hollows. No Cosmetics.

Women, men, all ageB, write
today for thrilling book free and
Facial Analysis Chart Free.

PAULINE PALMER. U?l» Armour Blvd., KansasClry.Mo.

Barbara Pepper, siren of the screen, has
turned authoress, and joined the
rapidly growing list of young star

writers, which now includes Ginger
Rogers, Eric Linden, Gene Raymond, and
Tom Brown. Barbara has just completed
a novel entitled Gabby the Gamin. It's

taken her two years and a half to write
and edit it.

The characters of her book motivate in

an atmosphere not unlike the one that
Barbara herself has lived in. Gabby, a
little waif, the heroine, works in a.

hotel (Barbara's father was manager of

a hotel in Albany for many years),
and then eventually, after many experi-
ences, tries the show business, just as
Barbara did. Barbara tells me that the
heroine is an Anne Shirley character and
she got her inspiration for the book when
she saw Anne's performance in Anne of
Green Gables.
Mrs. Pepper has saved Barbara's writing

from the waste paper basket many times,

when it wasn't going smoothly, by
encouraging her and suggesting little

changes—so when Gabby the Gamin by
Barbara Pepper reaches the book stands,

you'll find these words on the fly leaf:

"Dedicated to my beloved mother, without
her aid this would not have been a book."

Success Stories . . . Florence Lake, Ar-
thur's sister, has never been given a real

break in pictures. Many know her as Edgar
(slow burn) Kennedy's giggling, fast talk-

ing wife in comedies, but few could tell you
her name. So it is with a great deal of
pleasure that we announce she has at last

gotten her well deserved chance by being

signed to play one of Hepburn's spinster

sisters in Quality Street. Here's wishing
you luck, Florence! . . .

Ed Thorgenson since his appearance as

Sports Commentator for Fox Movietone
News has received as many fan letters as

Clark Gable, consequently he's being
brought to the coast to appear in feature

pictures . . . which should make all the

ladies happy.

Robert Taylor has become number one
leading man of the screen and is now re-
ceiving an average of forty thousand let-

ters a month, ten thousand a week, if you
please, and has a contingent of five people
working night and day to keep up with it.

Their headquarters is the home of Bob's
mother, who says she's beginning to feel

exactly like a postmaster. His five helpers
incidentally, sort out the interesting letters

and Bob reads them over in his spare time.

Which should be a tip to you Taylor fans

... if you want to be certain Bob reads
your letter to him ... be sure that it's an
interesting one.

Even as You and I . . . Screen stars have
favorite old clothes they hate to discard.

Owen Davis, Jr., has an old Panama hat

that is shapeless, but still he keeps it, and to

justify himself wears it every once in a while

—and needless to say takes a "ribbing"

every time he does . . . Lew Ayres has a grey

bath robe and slippers that he bought dur-

ing the filming of All Quiet on the Western
Front some ten years ago. He keeps them
for sentimental reasons and even though he
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has many fine robes which he has bought
since, he still wears the grey . . . Anne Shir-

ley has a sweater her mother bought her on
"Dollar Day" almost five years ago. She
says she doesn't hang on to it for any
reason except that she still likes it and wants
it to wear . . , Dick Cromwell has an old
bathing suit he bought w.'th his first pay
check. He never wears it himself but loans

it to his friends who have forgotten to

bring a suit when they come to his home
for swimming . . . Grace Durkin still has
her first party dress. Its slightly antiquated
style keeps her from wearing it, so she pre-

serves it in moth balls.

Pick Ups . . . Warner Brothers is soon
to make another version of Penrod and
Sam ... to my knowledge this is the third

time this has been made in the last ten or
twelve years. The first Ben Alexander
starred in, the next Leon Janney, and now
Billy Mauch is to play the leading role . . .

Before Alice Faye came to Hollywood, and
was just a singer with Rudy Vallee's or-
chestra, she was often told by her friends
that she resembled that little dancing star-

let, Betty Grable, but now that Alice has
been given better breaks and larger roles

than Betty in pictures, people say that

Betty looks like Alice! . . . Movie mothers
have had as many jokes made up about
them as have traveling salesmen, but they
still hold their own in their daughters'
and sons' hearts. Last week at the Cocoa-
nut Grove, Jean Harlow and her mother
were dining with William Powell, and at

another table was June Travis with Dick
Purcell and his mother, while still at an-

Eleanore Whitney and Johnny Downs . .

calls him Duke, he calls her Duchess

other table was Mrs. Jewell, Isabel and
Owen Crump . . . When Ginger Rogers

learned that she was to have her first seri-

ous role in Mother Carey's Chickens she
promptly dyed her hair brown, but the
picture has been postponed and her next
is Stepping Toes . . . which means she

might have to go back to her natural "red"
. . . Margo's favorite pastime is work. She
hasn't had a week off in three years. If

she isn't making a picture, she's in a play.

or studying dancing or music . . . she loves

it and says the more work the better she
likes it, (Margo, if you run out of things to

do speak to my boss, he's a cinch at finding

work for people—especially me! . . .)

(Aside to ye, boss
—

"Honest, I'm only kid-

ding!) . . .

• •

Riddle Me This . . . What blond actress

whose name is constandy linked with that

of an actor, actually dislikes the actor to

such an extent that her friends are worried
over what she might do if she finds out that

it is the actor himself who is planting all

the publicity stories about them?

Cupid Darts . . . Sonja Henie and Tyrone
Power, Jr., are now talking with the same
accent of love . . . Dick Purcell can't decide
between Alice Faye, June Travis and Mary
Brian so he takes them all out ... on alter-

nate nights. Louise Latimer and Erwin
Gelsy, whose marriage we gave you a

scoop on. is a modern one. in other words,
each can go out with whom they please

and when they please, with no questions
asked . . . Eleanore Whitney and Johnny
Downs now call each other Duke and
Duchess . . . Patricia Ellis' romance with
Bert Kalmar, Jr., will bear watching . . .

and Delma Byron and Alan Marshall are a

consistent twosome . . . and if always be-
ing together means anything then Robert
Kent and Astrid Allwyn are having a ro-

mance. . . .

MOST BAD BREATH BEGINS WITH THE TEETH!

Tests prove that 76% of all peo-

ple over the age of 1 7 have bad
breath ! And the same tests prove

that most bad breath comes
from improperly cleaned teeth.

Colgate Dental Cream, because

of its special penetrating foam,
removes the cause—the decay-

ing food deposits in hidden
crevices between teeth which
are the source of most bad
breath, dull, dingy teeth, and
much tooth decay. At the same
time, Colgate's soft, safe polish-
ing agent cleans and brightens
enamel—makes teeth sparkle!

COLGATE
RIBBON DUNTAL CREAM
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The minute you feel a weepy,

sneezy cold coming on, reach for

your Mentholatum jar or tube. It

brings such quick and delightful

relief from the distressing symp-

toms of head colds. A little

Mentholatum applied in each nos-

tril soothes the irritated mucous
membranes, as well as helping to

open the stopped-up nostrils and
check the sneezing.

As an extra precaution also rub

Mentholatum vigorously on the

chest and on the back between the

shoulders at night to stimulate

sluggish circulation, and so you
can breathe its soothing vapors
while you sleep. You will be de-

lighted with the comfort that

Mentholatum gives.

For HEAD COLDS

MENTHOLATUM
I.earn Profitable Profession
in QO days at Home

Salaries
tension _ .

|70 per week bat many prefer to opent
ficea. Large Incomes from Doctors. hospitals, aa&f-

- taiJoma, clubs end private patient* eomo to those
/ ^^^ whoqualify throoa-h oar tralnrajt. Reduc-

ing alone offers rich rewards foraoecJal-

h'awcett photo by Rhodes

This photograph shows a group of younger stars playing CROSS THE SCISSORS, which is de-

scribed for you in this department. It looks as though Paula Stone and Tom Brown (on either

extreme of photo) know all about it, while Henry Willson, Jacqueline Wells and Inei

Courtney are probably wondering how the scissors could be anything BUT crossed! Try it!

tits.
.'1th o

National Collece of Massac* A
Physio • Therapy. 20 N. AsMantf
Avenue, Dept. 161, Chicago, 111.

PHOTO Enlargements
Clear enlargement, traat, full 2L J^.
length or part group, pets or
other subjects made from any pho-
to, anapahotor tintj peat low pric<
of 49c each; 3 for f 1.00. Send as
many photo* as yon desire. Be- l.

torn of original photos guaranteed.

SEND NO MONEY!
Just mall photo with Dams and ad-
dress. In a few days postman will 7,U1|M
deliver beautiful enlargement that &*"***'
will never fade. Pay onlT 4Jc pitta postage or send
60c—3forll.00,andwewi]lpay postage ourselves.

CARVEO FHAMErKtt.„ith theHlbH «««'«•
Quality of onr work we will frame, until farther notice, all pastel col-
ored enlargements FREE. Illustrations of beautifully carved frames
for your choice will be sent with your enlargement. Don't delay. Act
Jew. Mail your Photos today . Write NEW ERA PORTRAIT COMPANY
1 C. HURON STREET. DEPT. 712. CHICAGO. ILLINOIS

Last Month's appeal foi contributions to

this department has not gone un-
"* heard. Stacks of enthusiastic letters

have poured in from those of you who
are "old-enough-to-be-young-enough" to

thoroughly enjoy spending an occasional
evening giving 'way to the urges of your
fun-loving hearts in the playing of parlor
games. Suggestions for the improvement
of these pages of fun have been plentiful

and are sincerely appreciated.

Tickle Your Memory

Have you a good memory? Of course
you have—but have you ever actually
tested it? Invite your friends to partici-

pate. You will need as material for this

game a large cardboard box with a cover
and twenty-five or thirty articles found
in almost every home. These include a
small tin can opener, milk bottle cap, car-
pet tack, coin, flashlight battery, large
cork, small glass, empty spool, pencil,
thimble, teaspoon, large button, key ring,

book of matches, comb, small pocket mir-
ror, door key, eraser, salt shaker—or
anything small enough to fit into the
box.
Arrange this assortment of doo-dads in

the box and pass around the room from
one guest to another. Each person is al-

lowed two minutes in which to inspect the
contents of the box, to note mentally each
article displayed therein. The box is then
covered and placed on a nearby table.

Five minutes is the customary length of

time allowed for the guests to jot down the
memory-eluders.
After the box has been opened and lists

checked, many of those present will be
amazed to learn they remembered perhaps
only one-half of the items contained in the
box. By all means award a prize to the
person with the longest correct list—he
will deserve it!

Admission—One Game

"You have to bring a game—or you can't

get in!" Ginger Rogers warned several of

her friends over the telephone when she
invited them to her Malibu home for a
regular Sunday night get-together. They
evidently believed her, because they
showed up with some very clever games
and tricks. Johnny Green tried to prove,

with Ginger's assistance, that he was a

magician. His most renowned trick, he
insisted, was his ability to leave the room
while we chose an object, return in a

given length of time and tell us what it

was we chose. We were gullible, had to

be shown! Upon his return, Ginger
pointed out objects to him, asking, "Is it

that book?" A definitely negative shake
of his head from Johnny. "Is it that

chair?" "No," said Johnny. "Is it this

desk?" Johnny beamed. "Yes!" he de-
clared.

Andy Devine disillusioned us by point-

ing out that Johnny wasn't really psychic,

because Ginger asked "Is it thatl" until

she came to the correct object—and then
she asked "Is it this?" The idea is to be
able to "get away" with your this and that!

The game Tom Brown suggested was
I'M GOING TO EUROPE AND I'M GO-
ING TO TAKE ... if you've never played
it, try it now.

In this game, one must be careful to

choose something which begins with his

or her initials, otherwise he or she cannot
go. Only a few of us had played it before,

and those who insisted they were taking
the same things we were, couldn't under-
stand why they couldn't go also. Andy
Devine told us he would go to Europe . . .

and he would take an apple and a box of

dominoes. Johnny Green thought that

surely if Andy could go, so could he, if

only he took along some dominoes But for
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Johnny to go he would have to take, for

example, a jewel and a garage. Those in
the "know" continue to name different ob-
jects until everyone catches on.

Hang Nail Descriptions

Despite their well-filled days, Holly-
wood's humorists have found time to think
of a new pastime. They have laughingly
dubbed it, ''Hang Nail Descriptions."
Here are several examples of these new

funbits:

Fred Stone

—

Skippy at sixty; Tom
Brown

—

A discord in an Irish lullaby;

Paula Stone

—

Sparkling burgundy in a
blue glass; Toby Wing

—

Lemon jello with
whip cream; Henry Willson is

—

A green
bean in a fruit salad; Glenda Farrell—
Fresh peaches with a crust; Anita Louise
—A lalique vase figure; Frankie Darro

—

Salt water taffy from Brook; Katharine
Hepburn—A floating cloud with a voice;
George Burns and Gracie Allen—A parrot
with a straight man.
The game has many possibilities because

one, or any number of persons can play it.

Cross The Scissors

One of Paula Stone's favorite games is

Cross the Scissors. She started the game
recently at one of her filmland parties.

The idea of this game is to keep in the
dark as long as possible those who have
never played it before. Seat your guests
in a circle or semi-circle. Then you, as
hostess, pass a pair of scissors to the per-
son to your right; as you pass them, re-
mark, "I am passing these scissors to you
crossed." Hold them very delicately, very
carefully. Be sure that when you pass the

scissors you have your legs crossed. If

you happen to be acrobatically inclined,

you might cross your legs the second time
and say, "I pass these scissors to you
double-crossed." You can also say, "I

pass these scissors to you uncrossed." If

you say this, be sure your legs are not
crossed.

Those in the know will repeat this pro-
cedure until everyone has solved the ques-
tion of just how they are passed.

Sneaking In A Statement

While two persons are out of the room,
the others in the group concoct two rather
absurd statements and write them out on
separate pieces of paper. The two "actors"
in this little "fun-drammer" are recalled
and placed facing each other in the center
of the room. Each is given the piece of
paper with his statement, which he must
not show the other. The two must begin
conversation with the idea of eventually
working up to the absurd statements
handed them, of introducing them into
their chatter without detection.
An example of two ridiculous state-

ments given each person might be: (1)
"Oregon will have a big crop of fleas this

year"; (2) "Limburger cheese grows well
on corn stalks". Each contestant is faced
with the necessity of being funny enough
in his conversation to work in his absurd
sentence without his opponent knowing it.

In order to win, the sentence must be
brought into prominence three separate
times without detection, or to recognize
his opponent's sentence within three
guesses. If one contestant misses on his
third attempt at guessing, the other wins
without further effort.

Why Barrymore
Married Elaine!
(Continued from page twenty-three)

Did Barrymore hear her? It's ques-
tionable. Standing there, more of a Hamlet
in the dawn than a Caliban, he yawned
wearily and muttered:

"I'm sleepy!"
The couple departed forthwith for a few

hours rest. But nightfall, in spite of

Barrymore 's 55 years (she's 21), found
the couple making a gay round of the
night clubs.

Brother Lionel Barrymore did not care

to make a statement for the press.

The Barrymores may not make their

home in the Hightower Road mansion of

Hollywood fame. It was this home that

Dolores Costello Barrymore was occupy-
ing when the divorce suit changed the
setup. She moved out, and ever since the
place has been a ghost of its former self.

What will they do?
Well, one of the intriguing things about

John Barrymore is his unpredictability.
Independent and deliberately irresponsi-
ble on occasions, he has a deep-seated
love for fooling everybody on the slightest

pretext. This marriage is a good example.
But, if you care to take their present

plans to heart, they will go on the stags
together in the spring. Just now Barry-
more is in demand at M-G-M, and must
complete his work there before he will

be free to do as he pleases.

And if he pleases when spring comes
around again, he will follow his present
desire to go on the stage with Elaine.

Jl.lay safe...take the

doctor's judgment about laxatives

YOU CHOOSE your family doctor

because you have confidence in

him. He will never take chances where
your welfare is concerned. Even with a
little thing like a laxative, doctors

have a definite set of standards which
guide them in their choice. Before they

will give a laxative their approval, it

must meet their requirements on these

specific points:

The doctor says that a laxative

should be : Dependable . . . Mild
Thorough . . . Time-tested.

The doctor says that a laxative
should not: Over-act ... Form a
habit . . . Cause stomach pains . .

.

Nauseate, or upset the digestion.

Now, here's a fact that's significant
—Ex-Lax checks on each of these

specifications. Not merely on two or
three. But on all these points.

No wonder so many physicians use

Ex-Lax in their own families. No
wonder millions of careful mothers

give it to their children with perfect

confidence. No wonder that Ex-Lax is

used by more people than any other

laxative in the world.

Your first trial of Ex-Lax will be a

pleasant experience. For Ex-Lax is

mild and gentle. It is thoroughly effec-

tive. It does not over-act. It does not

disturb the digestion.

Everyone likes Ex-Lax — particu-

larly the youngsters. It tastes just like

delicious chocolate. At all drug stores

in 10c and 25c sizes. Or write for free

sample to Ex-Lax, Dept. FG 17, Box
170, Times-Plaza Sta., Brooklyn, N. Y.

When Nature forgets— remember

EX-LAX
THE ORIGINAL CHOCOLATED LAXATIVE
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Tastes like candy!

• At last! A new SAFE way
to get rid of reducible FAT.
by 'jatiiiL: sensibly, exercis-
ing moderately, and following
the pleasant SLENDRETS
Food Method and r< -

NO DANGEROUS DRUGS!
Positively no dinitrophenol.
Not laxative. No tlivroid.

J , SLENDRETS Wafers are de

J^. Iicious, too— taste just like

f^ ^^ candy. NTow there's no need
^^_^B to "starve" when reducing!

LOST 17 POUNDS IN 4 WEEKS!
• Miss Annn Goodrow, Thompsonville, Conn.,
writes: "I reduced 17 lbs. in I weeks! Left my
flesh firm. No discomfort." Another lady (Texas

)

writes: "Lost l»i lbs. after taking 1 box und n

linlf. I cannnt praiv,- SLENDRETS enough."
Mrs. L. R. O'Connell, Springfield, Mass., writes:
"Lost L8 lbs to date, -I lbs. the first week. I look
years younger!"

ACT ON THIS OFFER TODAY!
• Don't give FAT another day's start! But be-

sure you reduce the safe Food Method way.
Don't use drills! At druc: stores, or—Send $1
for generous-supply package of S4 SLENDRKTS :

$5 for 6 packages. (Currency. Money Order,
Stamps or C.O.D. ) Sent in plain wrapper.

Scientific Medicinal Products, Inc. Dept. Fl 37
Russ Building, San Francisco, Calif.
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The Thin Man Returns

Poor
fEnglish

How much is it costing you
in wasted opportunity?

Every day your associates are judging you — by what yon
Bay and how you say it! Hazy ideas, ili-chosen words halt-
ing sentences, crude, slovenly speech-these mark a man as
loose in thinking. Thoughts clear-cut, words that give
true shape and color, sentences aflame with power and
originality—these are the things that proclaim ability, thatwm for their users swift advancement. Stop apologizing
for poor English — it's inexcusable! In the quiet of your
home— with LaSalle's help— you can learn to speak and
write with real distinction, learn to make the words you utter
and the letters you compose stamp vou as educated, cultured,
a power to reckon with in the business world. Complete
details in an attractive 32-page book, "Effective Business
English sent you free upon request. Ask for it TODAY,
USalle Extension University, Dept. 1 30-BE, Chicago

f Continued from page thirty-seven)

couple—branded them so deeply, in fact,

that half of America's populace today
gazes at them as both reel and real-life's

No. 1 matrimonially-blessed pair, exist-

ence of one Arthur (recent bridegroom)
Hornblow, notwithstanding. Take that

incident in the St. Francis Hotel in 'Frisco

as an example:
The Return of the Thin Man unit is lined

up before the hotel desk, registering and
drawing their room assignments. The
clerk hands Powell the pen, watches him
sign, then suggests:

"You might as well register for your
wife, too, Mr. Powell!"
"My wife!" exclaims Bill.

"Yes! Miss Loy is with you. is she not?"
Powell was still blushing under the

jibes of his fellow-players a few days
afterward, when, working on location out-
side a San Francisco night club, he was
sought out by a frail little woman whose
age had bettered the proverbial "two score
and ten" mark, and taken to task for hav-
ing permitted Myrna to slip past his heart.

"I always looked upon you as the man
who got the girl until Miss Loy up and
married Mr. Hornblow," she told him.
"That was one of the greatest disappoint-
ments I ever had!"
There's always fun aplenty on the Van

Dyke talkie sets, with the director himself
as the chief prankster, and this picture is

no exception, despite the fact that Woody
is unable to hide a nervousness caused by
the loud-napping of stork wings above
his Bel-Air abode. Already the daddy of
a husky one-year-old son. he's hoping
that the next one will be a girl.

Both Bill and Myrna. victims of so many
of Van Dyke's off-stage gags during the
making of the Thin Man, cut loose a sigh
of relief as they caught the twinkle in the
director's eyes when he rested them on
Sam Levine, a newcomer to Hollywood,
who is cast as Lieut. Abrams in the cur-
rent vehicle. Sam, they guessed, had
been selected to bear the brunt of
"Woody's" unbounded sense of humor, and
right they were.

Calling Levine, who will be remem-
bered for his shining characterization of
Patsy in the Broadway production of

Three Men on a Horse, to one side, he led
him off to the portable dressing-rooms of
Bill and Myrna.

"Pretty nice, eh?" inquired the director
as Sam's orbs opened wide at the elegance
and comfort of the interiors. "All im-
portant players have them. How would
you like one?"

"Say, that's swell of you, Mr. Van
Dyke!" beamed Sam.

The Joke is Sprung

Two days later, Levine's portable was
unveiled in the presence of the assembled
mob. There it was—his own private dress-
ing-room right on the edge of the set. And
his name painted on it in gold letters, too!

"But where's the door, Mr. Van Dyke?"
asked Levine, puzzled.

"Right down there," explained Woody,
pointing to an opening barely large
enough for the actor to enter on hands
and knees!

Came the afternoon when Sam confided
to the director that he had been in the
film capital three months, and hadn't yet
seen the really interesting sights.

"Have dinner with me tonight, and I'll

show you the town," volunteered Van

Dyke. Then, turning to James Stewart,
who was standing nearby, he invited,

"Want to come along, Jimmy?"
The megaphonist, whose vim, vigor and

vitality actually equals his capacity for

tricks, led the pair on a fast and furious
tour of the late spots that lasted until

the dawning.
Van Dyke was back on the set early,

showing no traces of the strenuous night.

Not so with Levine and Stewart, who were
present in body, but not in spirit. Be-
tween scenes, the latter fell asleep in his

chair. When he awoke he found hanging
about his neck and draped across his

dress-shirt front a fifteen-inch sign, in-

scribed, "Please do not disturb!"

With the coast football season at its

height and Van Dyke a rabid fan, gridiron
chatter occupied many of the players'

leisure moments. Finally, Levine, who
had never witnessed a gridiron contest,

became intrigued.

"What's the biggest game of the year
out here?" he wanted to know.
"The Agua Caliente Aggie-Tijuana

Tech battle," replied Van Dyke, launch-
ing into a "build-up."

"Well, I'd sure like to see that one," en-
thused Levine.

"Tell you what, Sam," shot back Woody,
"the tickets are pretty scarce for that one,

but if you can dig up a pair, I'll pay for

them and take you along. Incidentally, I

won't need you tomorrow, so you'll have
all day to line them up!"

It wasn't until after Levine had put in

seven hours canvassing the ticket agen-
cies of Los Angeles, Hollywood and Bev-
erly Hills that he discovered the Agua
Caliente and Tijuana teams were merely
the brain-children of Van Dyke.

Sam Gets Even

But that old saw about the worm turn-
ing holds as true on the flicker lots as
anywhere else.

Shortly after Van Dyke so graciously
presented Levine with a dog-house for a
dressing-room. Bill and Myrna primed
Sam for a bit of revenge, the latter laying

the foundation when he complained to

them of the high cost of eating in the
studio commissary.

"Don't tell me you've been paying for

your meals in the commissary!" said
Myrna, registering great surprise. "Didn't
you know that the stars and featured
players dine there free of charge!"

"No one told me!" moaned Sam.
"That's a shame," cut in Bill. "All you

have to do is sign your director's name to

the check for anything you want, either

in the commissary or the studio barber
shop!"

"Yes," added Myrna, "and just have
your tips included on the checks, too!"

For the ensuing week, Sam breakfasted,
lunched and dined daily—and he's no light

eater, either—at Van Dyke's expense be-
fore the bills were presented to the
chagrined Woody. Meanwhile, Sam had
been having the barbers give him the

works, also at Woody's expense!
Harry Albiez, for twelve years Van

Dyke's prop man, is hailed in and about
Cinematown as the world's champion cof-
fee brewer, so the morning cup on the
Van Dyke sets has long since become an
established rite. And Bill Powell, be it

known, truly enjoys an after-breakfast
sip.
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Previewing the
Pictures
(Continued from i>aj?e forty-three)

unless you are a thorough -going Hepburn
fan. Nevertheless there are spots in the
picture which grip the audience, espe-
cially women. And Hepburn, on the
verge of becoming a sombre tragedy
through circumstance, rallies to avoid
such a pitfall in a picture that is already
too drab.

GO WEST, YOUNG MAN— (Major-
Paramount)—It is grossly unfair to the

producers to talk too much
about any Mae West picture,

for the essence of her pro-
ductions is a series of typical

wisecracks that either are or
aren't funny. In Go West,
Young Man the Westian per-
siflage clicks off at a merry

rate, garners a fair share of chuckles
from the audience.
Warren William, acting as Mae's press

agent in the film story, faces the arduous
job of keeping her away from the men.
Inevitably William himself falls for the
buxom actress. In the preview version,
the film ends with a clinch between the
two.

Latest reports are that the picture has
been pulled back in the studio for a more
typical ending—with Mae swinging a fast

punch to the jaw in the closing scene.
You won't know the final decision until
you see the picture. Randolph Scott.

Alice Brady and Lyle Talbot are among
those forming a high calibre supporting
cast.

ROSE BOWL — (Paramount) — This
one can be classed neither as a football

or college picture. There is

a smattering of both. How-
ever there is a little romance,
football and Benny Baker's
comedy. The story is about
two small town boys who
make good playing football
in college. Larry Crabbe goes

to a large school on the west coast and
Tom Brown goes to a small school in th3
east. Both teams go through their re-
spective seasons without a defeat and
eventually meet in the New Year's Day
game at the Rose Bowl.
During the course of the picture there

is love interest through rivalry between
Tom and Larry over Eleanore Whitney.

NIGHT WAITRESS— (RKO)—Months
ago young Golda Draper came to Los

Angeles from Idaho in search
of a job as a waitress. Not,
she explained, because she
wanted that sort of a career,
but because she wanted to

write a book called Night
Waitress. She found a job
awaiting her at a popular

cafe near the stately University of South-
ern California. Among her regular cus-
tomers were Trojan students and a few
business men, one lawyer in particular.
The attorney became a disturbing in-

fluence. One night the cafe proprietor
ordered Waitress Draper to refuse the
man further service. Next night the at-
torney returned with a gun, shot the
waitress in the back. Faced with a long
convalescence in the hospital after a
period of critical illness, Miss Draper
began writing her book, soon sold the

[Continued on page 64]

BY WIVES
AND MOTHERS
This All-Veqetable Relief for

Constipation
^ELIZABETH M CKENNAI

HAVE just discovered a really won-
derful constipation relief . . . but I

must admit that my new discovery has
been a household word to hundreds of
thousands of women for many, many
years!

When bowels are sluggish, clogged and
unable to dispose normally of food waste
. . . poisons invariably spread throughout
the system, and lead to nervousness, list-

lessness, headaches, bad complexion and
so many other troubles.
Of course, most of us realize that

modern living conditions are so strenuous
that outside assistance in eliminating
waste is frequently necessary. But we
must be so very careful about the kind of

help we give.

Now, NR Tablets (Nature's Remedy)
have certainly proved to be a good, safe,

sensible way to relieve constipation. NR
tablets are entirely different from other
kinds of laxative. You'll notice the amaz-
ing difference in action the first time you
try them. So gentle and easy . . . yet so
very thorough. This is because Nature's

Remedy is made up of a perfect blend of

the most effective vegetable laxative ele-
ments. NR's are not harsh or habit-form-
ing. They are not artificial . . . they're
natural and give gentle stimulation to the
bowels so that you get an easy, refreshing,

natural movement.
The morning after you take your first

NR tablet . . . you'll wake up feeling

more refreshed and rested and vigorous
than you have in a long while. And you'll

find that continued occasional use of Na-
ture's Remedy will tone up the intestinal

tract ... to normal, regular functioning.
You'll be glad to know that this mar-

velous Nature's Remedy, the standby of
millions, is not expensive! You can buy it

at any drug store

for only 25c. M} •]

FREE:
tcrmrit'ul Six-o'-.I..r 1:):!7 Calendar-Thermometer. Also
amples of NR and Turns. Send stainn fur fai-kin^ >i: d
..-i/m-i- to A. H. Lewis Co., Desk 90^33 St. Louis. Mo.

LEARN TO PLAY

PIANO
BY EAR*

NO NOTE READING-NO SCALE PLAYING

urn a tunc—You have TALENT.

New Kind of
Uillllil >n

Dry. Cleans! Sells itself!
REVOLUTIONARY invention banishes old-style
clothes brushes forever. Never anything like it!

Secret chemical plus uuiqui
Keeps clothing spic-and-ypi
hats drapes, window shade:
Furniture,

Iced.
~
alls

;s, upholstered
Saves cleaning bills. Low '

a sight. Agents cleaning upt
riste

writes No oblin-atiun. '.Set dotails. Be*
first-send iny'cwr nawTODA Y!
KRISTEL MFG. CO. Dept. 2711, Akron, Ohi(

DON'T WAIT FOR A COLD
DO THESE THREE THINGS:

O

f=?2-

Breathe correctly . . . Luden's menthol vapor helps

clear the nasal passages.

Protect your throat . . . Luden's balanced ingredients

moisten the membrane of the throat.

Build up your Alkaline Reserve . . . Luden's Alkaline Factor helps you
do this—many doctors say it's important in fighting a cold.

IiU MJ E N S MENTHOL COUGH DROPS 5.^'

he.pb.lanc.vou. ALKALINE RESERVE
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Diamonds Diamonds

RINGS 'except No. 34) ofSOLID 14-K YELLOW orWHITE COLD

NEWEST WATCHES

'Flylne Hleh' Woddlne Ring
Ensemble. Solid 14-K Yr-
low or white Gold. S37.SO.

no. 26 si.00 a Week

Inlah. 529.75.
No. 20S si.oo a Week

MAN'S ELGIN

B leather strap: 16-J'. -

525
>6 SI.OO a Week

Use the LOFTIS CREDIT SYSTEM. Order direct

from illustrations, or send for FREE CATALOG

SEND *l°° WITH COUPON
I enclose S1.00 DOWN PAYMENT o

b or Sine)

for which I agree to pay S on terms of PER WEEK.

IOFTIS 3XNoState
ln

t
Ihjewelry co. LhicaaoJ/i. m

EPT.
n

STOP Your Rupture
Why suffer with that rapture? Learn
about my Appliance for reducible rup- lAfAKPIACl
ture. Automatic air cushion assists Na- f I Ul I ICOa
ture to close the opening—has relieved
thousands of men, women and children. No obno:cioo6 springs
or hard pads. No salves or plasters. Sent on trial to prove
it. Beware of imitations. Never sold in stores. Write today
for confidential information sent free in plain envelope.
Brooks Company, 139-B State Street Marshall, Michigan

NEW RELIEF

FROM DISTRESS OF

50RIASIS
A new scientific advancement, named ntnal, brings

•£*• new hope to psoriasis sufferers everywhere! ninal
contains a special penetrating ingredient—discovered
by a physician who was tormented for 20 years with
psoriasis, ninal penetrates the lesions—removes scales
and crusts. Relieves distress. Helps clear skin remark-
ably! Will not stain garments and bed-clothes or inter-
fere with activities. Offered on a three-week trial basis
with money-back guarantee. Send coupon today.

FREE BOOKLET
DRAILE CLINIC. 209 S. State St., Dept. 12-A, Chicago
Please mail, without obligation, a free booklet about

Psoriasis and NINAL—with results of actual cases.

Name Town.

Address Stale .

.
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Weight gaining was Karen Morley's greatest problem—until she reversed the rules and

made a startling discovery which has brought her new health and beauty. Beloved Enemy
is Karen's latest picture for Samuel Goldwyn

L . 'xnn enion

In
My Notebook I had jotted down such
words as "streamlined" and "ultra so-
phisticated"—words to be used in de-

scribing Karen Morley whom I had come
to interview on the set of Beloved Enemy
at the Samuel Goldwyn Studio. But the
words simply didn't fit the smiling girl

who emerged from Miss Morley's dressing
room.
Karen herself supplied a new descrip-

tion. "Yes," she said with humorous
pride. "I have gained fifteen pounds
and am now fat and jolly and full of
jokes."

Fat she was not—unless those lithesome
curves could be called fat. But jolly she
surely was—and certainly she had never
looked lovelier. Her eyes sparkled with
health and her skin glowed with rosy
color.

"All my life I have been called 'skinny,'
"

Karen said. "The kind of girl people are
always stuffing with food or bundling up
in wraps and mufflers.

"I discovered," she went on, "that hun-
dreds of other girls are worrying about
being too thin—really an amazing number.
So much attention is given to reducing,
that the plight of the too-thin girl is over-
looked.

"Naturally I tried all kinds of diets and

Karen takes her sunbaths on the beach at Palos

Verdes, where she lives with her husband,

director Charles Vidor, and small son
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every idea for weight gaining that anyone
would suggest. I even tried the banana
diet that worked wonders for Gary
Cooper. I stuffed down bananas morning,
night and noon—and nothing happened
except that I soon came to loathe the sight

of them." Karen smiled with amusement
at this recollection.

"Because I was afraid exercise would
make me even thinner," she continued, "I

shunned tennis and golf and everything
else outside of my studio work that would
cost me an ounce of energy.
"Then some months ago I moved to

Palos Verdes and, tempted by the lovely

stretch of beach which was my front yard,

I decided to forget all about diets and
afternoon naps. No matter how thin I

got, for once in my life I would swim and
play tennis, eat what I wanted to and
when I wanted to!

"After a few weeks of this hedonistic
existence, people began telling me I had
never looked better, and I finally mustered
enough courage to step on the scales. For
the first time in years, I had gained!

"I did make certain discoveries aside

from the fact that exercise and fresh air

will do more for the thin girl than all the
pampering in the world," Karen said.

"I had always been encouraged to take
naps during the day with the result that

I wasn't sleepy when I went to bed. When
I stopped napping, I started sleeping at

night, from eight to nine hours, and felt

much more rested in the morning.
"I found, too, that I can eat a great deal

more food if it is served in small, dainty
portions with a note of color. I love what
men call 'tea-room food'—a little dab of

this and a little dab of that."

But Thin Or Curvaceous, Karen Morley
understands the secret of attraction.

All of us have seen the theory work out in

practice, but never had I heard it voiced
more concisely than by Miss Morley.

Said Karen, "If a woman isn't pretty,

acting attractive will fool people into

thinking
'

she is. Unrelenting attention to

detail, perfect grooming and perfect make-
up will pass for beauty ninety-nine times
out of a hundred.
"Changing one's appearance is most

easily accomplished by changing the style

of hah' dress. Because my face is long
and thin, I wear my hair fluffy to give my
face width. And to keep it fluffy, my hair
must be washed twice a week.
"The proper application of powder,

rouge and lipstick can work marvelous
transformations. No longer is the art of

make-up a secret hocus-pocus of the
actress. Any girl who will take the trouble
to experiment in the placement of rouge
and lipstick can minimize her facial de-
fects."

Karen's first role in pictures was that of

[Continued on page 63]

PERSONAL BEAUTY SERVICE

Write Ann Vernon regarding your
beauty problems. She will be glad to

serve you personally concerning the
skin, hair and figure. Don't hesitate

to ask for trade names to help you in

selecting beauty aids. Address Miss
Ann Vernon, HOLLYWOOD
Magazine, 1501 Broadway, New York
City. Be sure to enclose a stamped,
self-addressed envelope for her reply.

There is no other requirement.

TO STARDOM

|
ON MERIT

y nV COLLEGE INN

ADRIENNE AMES, Lovely
Screen Star says:
"The successful dinner in-

cludes College Inn Soup."

r\ Vou, too, can serve your family

these marvelous rsoups so popular

in Hollywood, where fine living has

reached its highest point. It's really

true that these fine soups, with their

unusual, home-made flavor, actually

cost you less than you now pay for

ordinary, ready-to-serve soups. Give

your family a real "Soup Thrill"—

order College Inn from your grocer

today.

COLLEGE INN FOOD PRODUCTS CO.

Division of Hotel Sherman Co.

CHICAGO

CORA SUE COLLINS says:
"I just love College Inn Soups

""

Appearing in

"FOUR MARRIED MEN"

—

Paramount

S9SJS
"TREATINE" is a Doctor's prescription and
a nationally known throat preparation, intend-

I ed to relieve irritations of the throat, so com-
' mon in conditions known as sore throat and
tonsillitis. "TREATINE" is soothing to the

tonsils and assists nature in over-coming such condition-:.

Send no money—Just name and address, we will send full size

treatment. Pay postman $1.00 plus a few cents postage when
received. Guaranteed. Don't fail to try "TREATINE."
TREATINE LABORATORIES, INC., Columbus, 0., U.S.A.

ISjEpgniZEEAlso BARGAIN
.EXTRAWGIVEN

2 BUNDLES

5YARDS EXTRA

lg. Latest assorted Colors. Newest
erns (or dresses. Our finest quality.

(SEND NO MONEY ^KV.w'S
'ery charge. 20 yard bundle $1.29

/ postage paid, money with order, Satislac-

'J
EASTERN'TEXTILE COMPANY

K Dept. A-14, Greenfield, Mass.

'g/Tockel Radio
Operates Without
Tubes, Batteries or

Electric Connections
d g e t
IKH'lii't.

or purse. NEW
MODEL weighs only
2 ozs. as sliown inACTUAL photo!

Smaller than a cigarette
package! Separates ami

beautiful clear tone. Range
50 milfs-MLTII GREATEK i

ns—no static or noise! Nothing to w<
part—will last for years.

der good
out—only one moving part—will last for
( ItYSTALS to adjust. " Ha- NEW TYPE sen:
and hi-efficiency design—ENTIRELY NEW!! Not iu ue uuu-
fused with cheap imitations. Tunes I.rum least band and
POLICE and AIKI'l A\'L CALLS! NOT A TOY, but an un-
usual practical radio—a sensation everywhere—a delight to

anyone everyway. Comes in several beautiful colors (state
yours). ABSOLUTELY COMPLETE ready to listen with
midget phone and instructions to use in hotels, offices,

autos. trains, camps, at home in bed, on bicycles, on sea or
wherever you may be. TAKES ONLY A SECOND TO CON-
NF.CT-no messy hookups. THOUSANDS OF _ SATISFIED
OWNERS—many renorf wonderful service
THE WORLD! THESE ARE FACTS!
one with vou always and be assured ot many
hours of entertainment AT NO COST! Can be
mslmI by ANYONE—even a child! Send only
SI. <)0—pav noslman balance or send S2.H0
(M. O., Cash. Check). WE PAY PosTAi W,.
GUARANTEED. A most unusual value.
TINYTONE RADIO CO., F-l, Kearney. Nebr.

ALL PARTS OF

the profession that pays**
Accountants command big in- ing knowledge unnecessary

—

come. Thousands needed, we prepare you from ground
About 14,000 Certified Public up . Our training is personally
AcC0

«
n
r^

tS
Mr.Jfcn w "y Siven bV staff of experienced

earn S3 ,000 to 5520,000. We tram % r, ;
, , T

you thoroughly at home in your C " P "
A

:
s " Low cost-easy

spare time for C. P. A. examina- terms - Wrlte now for valuable

tions or executive accounting 64-page book free, "Accounting,

positions. Previous bookkeep- the Profession That Pays."

LASALLE EXTENSION UNIVERSITY
Dept. 130-H Chicago, Illinois
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CENTENARY TIN
^jdqwqysTea

INA HANDSOME CADDY TIN

• In celebration of its 100th year

Ridgways offers you the CEX-
T K.VARY TIX—a special blend
of fine orange pekoe tea. Packed
in a substantial tin with a hinged
cover, making an excellent tea

caddy. Handsomely colored and
illustrated, a very tasteful and
useful Christmas gift. On sale at

the better stores, write for price

list to RIDGWAYS, Inc., 230
West Street, N. Y. C.

Blondes,Browns!

rp
*

Wash Sunlight Into

Your Hair with New
Shampoo and Rinse!
Bring out the full radiant ^
loveliness of blonde or W
brown hair with New <*.

Blondex. the Shampoo and :»*
Special Golden Rinse that :

washes it 2 to 4 shades '^^
lighter and brings out the \
natural lustrous golden
sheen, the alluring highlights that can make hair so
attractive. New Blondex keeps hair and scalp
healthy and is absolutely safe, for it contains no
harsh bleaches or dyes. Try it today. The new
combination package SHAMPOO WITH FREE
RINSE—now also in 10c size at all stores

im-.m'WM THE BLOND +H AIR

WAKE UP YOUR
LIVER BILE-

Without Calomel—And You'll Jump Out
of Bed in the Morning Rarin' to Go

The liver should pour out two pounds of liquid
bile into your bowels daily. If this bile is not
flowing- freely, your food doesn't digest. It just
decays in the bowels. Gas bloats up your stomach.
You get constipated. Your whole system is poi-
soned and you feel sour, sunk and the world
looks punk.

Laxatives are only makeshifts. A mere bowel
movement doesn't get at the cause. It takes those
good, old Carter's Little Liver Pills to get these
two pounds of bile flowing freely and make you
feel "up and up." Harmless, gentle, yet amazing
in making bile flow freely. Ask for Carter's Little
Liver Pills by name. Stubbornly refuse anything
else. 25c at all drug stores. © 11135. c. M. Co.
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What They're Shooting
(Continued from piise tliirt j -six)

give the comedians lessons in wit and
humor.
We'd like to tell something of the really

amazing sets used in this picture, such as

the Coral Cove night club which is com-
pletely surrounded by tanks of swimming
fish—and of the amazing, original orches-
tras and musical numbers which are the
brain children of Lou Brock, the same
producer who put on Flying Down To
Rio and made Ginger Rogers and Fred
Astaire the talk of the country over night.

But we really didn't have much time to

see them—as the company's playful come-
dians were in full bloom the day we man-
aged to get in, and we didn't dare turn
our back to them, even if we had wanted
to—which we did not. So, if you want to

know what really went on in front of the
camera, you'll just naturally have to pay
the price of admission to do it, as all our
time was spent watching what was going
on off stage.

One In A Million

A million-dollar ice-skating extrava-
ganza produced in a land where it never
snows and where zero weather is some-
thing that seems unreal when read about
in newspaper headlines!
That is One in a Million, in which Twen-

tieth Century-Fox debuts the ice-skating
queen and winter Olympics champion,
Sonja Henie, in her own element.
To do it the studio had to build a rink

of 12.000 square feet on a sound stage.
Under it ten and a half miles of one and
a quarter inch pipe has been laid to freeze
and keep frozen the tons of water on the
lake-like basin. It took three days to
freeze the rink.

With this rink and Sonja Henie, Darryl
Zanuck, dynamic and irrepressible vice-
president in charge of all Twentieth Cen-
tury-Fox production, is able to accom-
plish the ultimate in creative ballet art
... to transfer rhythmical dance steps to
the one perfect medium, ice.

The slight but inevitable jerky inter-
ruptions of the dance while changing
steps is eliminated. Ice-dancing gives the
perfect illusion of flow and rhythm. And
Sonja, figure-skating champion of the
world, has studied ballet in London under
the famous Russian, Madame Karsavin.
She has been acclaimed by critics for
translating the Dying Swan dance into a
dance on ice-skates.
But it was not as easy as that. Sonja

had to train her own chorus. Enough
heat-pampered Southern Californians
knew how to skate, all right, but only a
dozen of the hundreds of skaters turning
out for chorus parts could keep in time
with the music.
Feeling that rhythm is inherent in a

person whereas ice-skating can be taught,
Sonja and Jack Haskell, noted dance di-
rector, turned to regular film chorus
dancers. Sonja became her own ballet
master for the nonce and spent two hours
daily training her eighty chorines to skate.
In five weeks they became experts.

It is 94 deg. hot outside. We are on
the set, in the air-conditioned sound stage,
gratified that it is 45 deg. where we are,
with the skaters only competing with 32
deg. Sonja is doing "The Moonlight
Waltz" with a chorus of 42 beauties in
pink costumes trimmed with ermine, and
42 boys. The costumes cost $425 each,
while Henie enters with a beautiful cape
which it took ten hand-beaders a week to

make. The ten-yards-long robe made of

iris and sequins and bordered with ermine
is carried in train by six pageboy skaters.

The cape is insured for $5000.
They do the long, graceful sweeps of

the waltz to the perfect tuning by Lew
Pollack and Sidney D. Mitchell. It is the
first time we have ever seen such a thing
on skates—a very original idea executed
in a manner which is fitting tribute to the
venturesomeness of Zanuck. After the
dancing, with not a scuffle to invade the
music, Henie does some of those thrilling

speed-tricks of hers.

No woman skater is skillful enough, so
she has to have a male stand-in for the
skating scenes. He is Bert Clark, skating
teacher and once ice-skating champion of

Canada. He is Miss Henie's height 5' 2"

and at 117 pounds outweighs her only by
seven. He has to do stunning speeds at

times and stop suddenly at definite points
to enable cameramen to focus.
The ice rink is respectively made the

center of an idyllic lake in a small Swiss
village; of a fashionable St. Moritz resort;
of the ice stadium where the 1936 Winter
Olympics were held at Garmisch-Parten-
kirchen; and of Madison Square Garden,
New York. The carpenters are kept busy
changing the surroundings. Ice-skating
is definitely the action center of the pic-
ture.

But the skating is surrounded with
comedy furnished by Adolphe Menjou as
head of a troupe of entertainers including
Arline Judge, Dixie Dunbar, Leah Ray,
and the sensational three Ritz Brothers.
Don Ameche, the newspaper reporter,

furnished the love interest with Henie.

College Holiday

On location with Paramount's College
Holiday troupe we found that comedians
can sometimes be even funnier off stage
than when before the camera. And plenty
of fireworks is kept exploding by the
combination of Martha Raye, Jack Benny,
George Burns and Gracie Allen and Mary
Boland all cooperating to make the same
picture.

It is a Paramount musical comedy ex-
travaganza, probably the best yet with
five major sets and enough expensive ma-
terials to be a bigger picture than Big
Broadcast oj 1937. Although it is the
fourth of Paramount's annual collegiate

comedies, it is unique among college sto-
ries. Only the first scenes have to do with
education, and for probably the first time
in such a yarn there is no football.

But there is plenty of rah-rah. It starts

with Marsha Hunt, one of Paramount's
younger honeys, dancing with Leif Erik-
son at the college ball before learning
her father is about to lose his Southern
California hotel. The script calls for
Marsha to slap Leif's face when he steals

a kiss. She did, alright, whopping him so
hard he had to retire from the shooting
for a couple of days until his face resumed
its normal color. The hilarity really gets

under way when Mary Boland, cuckoo
faddist who is backing the efforts of a
health cultist, encounters Jack Benny,
wrapped in sheets. He is fleeing through
the woods after dispossession as manager
of the hotel. She, of course, thinks he
also is a cultist so enlists his aid in a fan-
tastic scheme to attempt eugenic mating,
using college boys and girls as guinea pigs

in the experiment. But we won't tell you
the details of the resulting mixup here.
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Fm A Fugitive From The Quints
(Continued from page twenty-four)

Why didn't I take them sternly in hand,

you ask, as I would be wont to do with
some of my Hollywood children when they

wouldn't do what they were told?

For the simple reason that the Dionne
Quintuplets are not as other children.

They are the "sweethearts of the world."

Marie, Annette, Cecile, Yvonne and
Emelie are far too precious in value to the

world to be "bossed" at this time by any
one individual.

But, from the viewpoint of a motion pic-

ture director, this "set-up" is one tough
job. As an average man and father, as

well as a motion picture director, I looked
forward with the keenest anticipation to

actually seeing and knowing the Dionne
Quintuplets—in person. (I look upon
them as the Eighth Wonder of the world.)

And, now that it is all over, I can truth-

fully say that it was an even more re-

markable experience than I had dreamed.
But, my friends, as a job it was full of

headaches.
I thought I knew almost everything

there was to know about kids.

I knew all the answers!
Directing children humanly, antici-

pating their every whim, expectation of

problem, sympathizing and understanding
them—it was duck-soup to me.
In short, I was ready for the Dionne

Quintuplets.
Or, at least, I thought I was ready for

them.
In a way, one might say that they took

me in charge the very moment I arrived
on the scene at the hospital where they
reside on the outskirts of the little town
of Callander, Ontario, Canada.
The Dionne Quintuplets have been

looked at, and they have looked at hun-
dreds of thousands of people in their short
lives. Not only are they better known to

the world than any children that have ever
lived, but they have been seen by more
human beings. Curious, intensely inter-

ested tourists come from all over the civil-

ized world, just to see the Quints. Think
of it!

Yet they have more privacy than Greta
Garbo, or, the Rajah of a fabulously
wealthy Indian province.
Limited to an hour a day, I must admit

that we were terrifically handicapped in
"shooting" scenes with the Quints. Never
having been disciplined, it was only
natural that the little minxes did exactly
as they pleased. If I particularly wanted
the entire group in a scene, invariably one
would have nothing to do with the idea,

and by the time I might get the recalci-

trant one persuaded, Doctor Dafoe would
walk in, pull out his watch and say,
"That's all for today, boys."
My oral persuasive powers were limited,

too, as I speedily discovered that the
Quints didn't care much for my alleged
French, nor for my lullabies.

Finally, I gave up directing them. One
day I discovered that, like Baby LeRoy,
they liked to pull off my glasses and throw
them on the floor.

Or, my watch did just as well. And,
they liked to tweak Jean Hersholt's mus-
tache. Immediately I acquired all sorts
of "prop" glasses and watches, but poor
Jean had to 'wear his own mustache.
Even though I couldn't appeal to their

sense of discipline et cetera, the fact that
they reacted to the normal mischievous
kid spirits saved the day.
From the time I discovered this, I let

From Hollywood to Callander, Canada, came
these stars to make the second Dionne quintup-

let picture: Rochelle Hudson, Jean Hersholt

and Dorothy Peterson

the Dionne Quints "direct" me. They had
their own way, we got the picture and we
all had a lot of fun.

Usually the joke was on me, but in the

end, it was worth it.

Getting Them to Bed

Only once did I out-smart them. It was
necessary to get a scene of them all going
to bed together. The Quints have a very
amusing habit of all racing for their beds
simultaneously and plunging into them hit

or miss.

But, when they were supposed to quiet
down and go to sleep, up they jumped, and
away. I tore my hair frantically over this

scene. It seemed impossible to get until

I suddenly remembered that we were
trying to film this scene in the late

morning, after they had enjoyed a full

night's sleep. They were wide awake, full

of fire, and they didn't want to even pre-
tend to go to sleep. So, I simply waited
until the hour for their nap for my hour
of "shooting"—and that was that.

However, they got me in the end.

Doctor Dafoe permitted the installation of

a new wading pool for the Quints. A scene
of them all wading would be cute. I

should have known better. While trying

to lure them all in at the same time, Marie,

the clown of the troupe, decided that she

wanted me to get in, too.

Off came the Taurog shoes and stock-

ings, to the amusement of the crew and
the nurses. But, that was only the start.

The rest of the Quints caught on immed-
iately.

I HAD TO SIT DOWN IN THE POOL!
Picture the scene of a rotund, erstwhile

dignified director sitting in a wading pool

while five delighted little girls gleefully

poured water down his back!

We couldn't "shoot" with me in the

scene.

At the moment I had the Quints per-

suaded to play in the pool by themselves,

while I made movies, Doctor Dafoe
popped in to announce:

"Sorry, boys, time's up. No more pic-

tures!"

The next day the weather turned cold,

and "we never did get the scene.

This is one of the many reasons why I

am a fugitive from the Quints!
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IT'S FUN LEARNING
MUSIC THIS QUICK WAY
in your own home—no teacher

^ es! There's a way of learning music other
than spending years of study and practice. Re-
member, more than 700,000 men and women have
already studied this modern, simple method!
Learning music this modern V. S. School of
Music Way is easy—fascinating—like playing a
game.
You learn right in your own home—without a

teacher, in your spare time at an average cost of
only a few cents a day. First you are told what to
do—then a picture shows you how to do it—then
you do it yourself and hear it. You learn real
tunes from the start.

Free Booklet and Demonstration Lesson

Decide now to play your favorite instrument.
Send for the Free Booklet and Free Demonsti
lesson explaining this method in detail. Mention
your favorite instrument. Instruments supplied
when needed—cash or credit. U. S. School of
Music, 361 Brunswick Bldg., New York City.

"
2oz.Brtli

LMyAotilhemm.

.00 plus

postage

linger, nq scent ._.
GIFT BOX .ipppjn far more ex-
pensive THAN Price we ask. Col-
ored FOLDER of other model*
FREE. MAIL CASH or MONEY
ORDER TODAY (or SI. 10. SAT-
ISFACTION GUARANTEED.

LUCONE CO., Dcpt. H 16
621 Broadway, New York. N. Y.

DO YOU HOPE FOR A CAREER

MOTION PICTURES
RADIO OR THE THEATRE?

OPPORTUNITIES NOW FOR NEW FACES
AND NEW TALENT. TELL US ABOUT YOUR-
SELF OR YOUR CHILD. ENCLOSE SMALL
PHOTOGRAPH.

"STARS OF TOMORROW"
SUITE JOOl—PARAMOUNT BI.DG.,

1501 BROADWAY—NEW YORK CITY

RELIEF FROM

PSORIASIS
with

DCRmOIL

Generous trial size

25c stamps or coin

Dermoil has been used by thou-
sands of men and women
throughout the country to secure
relief from the effects of this
ugly. stubborn. embarrassing
scaly skin disease often mistaken
for eczema. Apply it externally.
Non-staining. Grateful users re-

port the scales have cone, the red patches gradually dis-
appeared and their skin became clear again after years
of suffering with scaly patches. Dermoil is backed by a
positive agreement to give chronic sufferers definite benefit
in two weeks time or money is refunded. Beautifully
illustrated boob on psoriasis and Dermoil FREE. Trial
bottle and amazing PROOF OF RESULTS 25c to those
who send in druggists name and address. Prove it yourself
no matter how long you have suffered or what you have
tried.

LAKE LABORATORIES
Box 6, Northwestern Stan'an, D<pL. F-15 Detroit, Michigan
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Movie Crossword Puzzle

Test Your Film Knowledge!
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HORIZONTAL VERTICAL
Adolphe Menjou is one
Private

Sing, Baby Sing.

Makes a hit in Hearts Divided.
John Beal played this title role.

Feminine lead in The Harvester (ink.).

A game of cards.

An ex-Mrs. Gilbert.
MatcmeUe.— Iceberg.

Ann Bolyn in Henry the Eighth.
The Law in Hands.
Comedian in The Country Doctor.
Mrs. Arthur Hornhlow.

of the 0=arks.
Mrs. Haydon in Seven Keys to Baldpate.
President of the Motion Picture Relief Fund
for the fourth time.

and Forever.
Jack Holt and John King vie for her favor
in Crash Donovan.
Star of The Girl from Maudalay.
Anna Sten made this film.

Jewel thief in Here Comes Trouble.
He directed Hearts in Bondage.
A sailor.

Moroni is often called this.

The Garden of .

A white one goes with a Top Hat.
Sacred word of the Brahmins.
Middle name of a child actress.
Plays character role in Sutter's Gold.
Ladv Ashley's husband.
Anna Held.
Handsome leading man from Filley, Nebraska.

Madame starred Elissa Landi.
He has a part in The Preview Murder Mys-
tery.

24.
26.
28.
30.

32.

34.

35.

36.

38.
39.

40.

Gather together.

Jane Peters.
Moses in The Ten Commandments (init.)'

for the Lamps of China.
The Black .

Brian Donlevy's girl-friend.

English ingenue.
Author of The Garden Murder Case (init.).

Jinxy in Don't Get Personal.

He appears with America's Brat.

Author of Cavalcade.
Once Hollywood's best dressed woman.
Title of a player appearing in Palm Springs.

He has been married to the same girl ten

years.
Hasten.
Lillian in Champagne Charlie.

last name is Malo.
Neither.
Woody Dyke.
Sepia player in King of Burlesque.
Highest paid male star.

It Happened :— Night.
Part of the last name of The Widow from
Monte Carlo.
He was once a professional wrestler.

Hitch Hike Lady.
She has the world's finest doll house.
Mickey Mouse's papa.
Player whose picture on a magazine cover
won her a chance in films.

The uigolo in My Man Godfrey.
The Man Who Reclaimed His —

.

Southern New England (abbr.).

The Seeing -

Come and Get .

The crook in Counterfeit (init.).

(Solution on page 66)
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Karen Morley's Beauty Quest
(Continued from page fifty-nine)

Lliane in Garbo's Inspiration and it was
from Greta Garbo herself that Karen
learned an eye make-up trick which she
still uses. This is how it's done:
With an eyebrow pencil draw a fine line

the full length of the upper lid as close as
possible to the upper lashes. Extend this

line down at the outer corner of the lid

about an eighth of an inch—and not more
than a quarter of an inch. Then starting

from the center of the lower lashes draw
a line to meet the line drawn down from
the upper lid. This forms a tiny triangle

at the outer corner of the eye and makes
the eye itself appear much larger and
longer. The penciled lines should be softly

blended with the fingertips to avoid any
suggestion of harshness. Mascara is then
applied to the upper lashes.

Hollywood Is Fast gaining a reputation
of authority on cosmetics as well as

on fashion. And from the many letters I

receive asking for the names of prepara-
tions used by motion picture players, it

would seem that girls now look to their

favorite stars to guide them to new beauty
as well as new styles.

Duart's Creme of Milk answers the three-

way demands of an all purpose face cream

Creme of Milk is one of the recently
offered beauty aids to merit the stamp of

star approval. This all-purpose cream
manufactured by Duart brings us in de-
lightful modern guise one of the oldest
known skin beautifiers—the oils present
in milk or cream. These rich oils serve
as a lubricant to the skin and make Creme
of Milk effective as a night cream and
powder base as well as an excellent
cleanser. A two-ounce jar costs 50 cents
and the five-ounce jar, one dollar.

Combining the natural color tones of

their dry type rouge with the permanency
of their cream type, the Hudnut Company
are now offering the new Gemey Moist
Rouge. It is blended on the cheeks with
the cushion tip of the finger and there it

stays until removed with cold cream or
soap and water. A companion to the
Gemey Moist Rouge is the Gemey Nu-
Slide Lipstick, a new formula in a new
container. Both rouge and lipstick come
in a galaxy of enticing shades and the
price is 75 cents each.
Everyone loves a bargain—and a bar-

gain in eye beauty is that tricky little

gadget called the Winx Eyelash Comb and
Mascara Applicator. It accomplishes four
distinct operations with one fell swoop

—

and what more could one ask of any
gadget priced at only 10 cents! The comb-
applicator is curved to the shape of the
eyelid and is used by spreading a thin line

of Winx Creamy Mascara along the center
of the tiny teeth and then pushing upward
through the lashes. The mascara is evenly
applied, the lashes curled upward, with
each lash separated and all excess mascara
removed. As if that weren't enough, the

Winx Creamy Mascara, in four shades, lends

a silky, natural beauty to the eyelashes

combing actually helps to stimulate the
growth of the lashes. Winx Creamy Mas-
cara comes in four shades—black, blue,

brown and green—and the price is 10 cents

for the small size or 50 cents for large size

tube.

Do you perspire in the wintertime?
That question probably sounds pretty silly

to those of you hugging the radiator these

cold nights. But that's just the trouble

—

you do hug the radiator and you do per-
spire even though it may be imperceptible

to you, storing up offensive odors and
underarm stains in woolen dresses and
proudly knit sweaters. So if you don't

want to be unknowingly cheated of your
right to daintiness, use a non-perspirant
as regularly as you would in the balmy
days of summer.
Taboo (and isn't that a descriptive

name?) is a new cream non-perspirant
put up in a white jar with rose cap and
label. It will give you the necessary year
'round protection and is simplicity itself

to use. Just apply it with the fingertips

and rub in gently until it disappears, the
amount depending on the effect desired.

Like any other non-perspirant it should
not, of course, be used for twenty-four
hours following the use of a depilatory.

Last Minute Christmas Note! If you
happen to be scurrying about for that ons
more Christmas gift, don't overlook Wris-
ley's Bath Superbe Set. This is a grand
value at $1 to delight a girl or woman of

any age. There are two huge bars of soap
and large box of dusting powder with its

own downy puff, attractively packed in

pink and gold gift carton. Available in

Jasmine, Gardenia and Rose.
Gifts of beauty are the answer to all

Protect personal daintiness the year 'round

with Taboo, new cream non-perspirant

sorts of Christmas problems. You can find

at the cosmetic counter gifts for mother,
sister, girl friend or sweetheart, all smartly
packaged in gay holiday boxes. Best of all,

the price range is so great that you may
select a remembrance to fit the fattest or

the slimmest purse. Perfumes, powder,
creams, manicure kits are just a few of the

items which will prove infallible gift

choices.

THINK A MOMENT !

Keep tabs on yourself. Establish regu-
lar habits of elimination. Most doc-
tors agree this is for your own
well-being.

Ifmore than one day goes by, take an
Olive Tablet just as an aid to Nature.

You'll find Olive Tablets excellent
for this purpose. Mild, gentle, the
formula of an eminent Ohio physician,
they are used in thousands ofhomes as
a standard proprietary.

Keep them on your bathroom shelf
and caution the whole family to use
them the night before the second day.
Three sizes, 15 (f,30fj,60fi. All druggists.

0w?fa
THE LAXATIVE.

OF BEAUTIFUL WOMEN

YOU, TOO, CAN EARN $30

A WEEK
ncy E-

.ild have been
Left with two little

j

children to support
. . . not much money
to depend upon . . .

unable to leave the

children to work In

shop or office—even
if she could have been
sure of getting a job!

Yet, today Mrs. E— :

is making $30 a week i

as a C. S. N- gradu- '

ate and plans to es-
tablish a rest home for convalescents! Those magic
letters "C. S. N." are responsible for her success.

The; stand for:

CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING
This school for 3S years has been training men and
women. 18 to GO. at home and in their spare time,

for the dignified, well-paid profession of nursing.

The course is endorsed by physicians. Complete
nurse's equipment is included. Lessons clear and
concise. Easy Tuition Payments. Be one of the hun-
dreds of men and women earning $25 to $35 a week
as trained practical nurses. High school education
not required. Best of all, you can earn while learn-
ing! Mrs. A. B. R. earned three times the cost of

the course while studying. Doctors say C. S- N.
graduates make their best practical nurses. Send
coupon today and learn how you can become self-

supporting as a nurse.

C H fCAG SWOO L F~N U

R

sTn 6
Dept. 81, 100 E. Ohio Street, Chicago, III.

Plca>e send free booklet and 32 sample lesson
pages.

Name

City State Age
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Guaranteed
51025? Model

NOW Only
SAA9Q Cash~~— or

On Easy Terms
SMALL CARRYING

CHARGE

10 Day Trial

No Money Down
Positively the greatest bnr-^^^S^fcTjJ/^^JFljIlvr
uatn ever offered. A genuine ^SJSSSS^Z- ... - I
full slzod $102.50 oiTice model re-^*U^ GUARANTEED
finished Underwent! No. 5 for only $-14.90 (cash) or on easy
terms. Has up-to-date Improvements Including standard
l-imv keyboard. nacksparer. automatic ribbon renT-c. shift-
loch hey, 2-coior ribbon, etc. The perfect all purpose typo-

Cnninletely rebuil t and FULLY GUARANTEED.
Money Back Guarantee

Send coupon for in-day Trial
—if you decide to keep it pay
only $3.00 a month until
$19.90 (term price! [a paid.

learn Touch Typewriting
Complete (Home Study)
Cmirso of the famous
Van Saul Speed Tvpe-
urlUiiv: System—fully
Illustrated.

u. ui'
oiror.

durln

Limited offe -art at

INTERNATIONAL TYPEWRITER EXCHANGE
231 West Monroe St.. Chicayo, III., Dcpt. 186
Send Underwood No. 5 [P. Q. B. ChieaKoi ot once foi
lu -days' trial. If 1 am not perfectly

it express collect, if I keep It I will pay $3.00 1

paid S49.00 (term price) "in full.ntll I hav
For quick shipment on Won

-ARe
UP.lt.

o

GAG£A$ft®@tft
AND MAKE DIG MONEY!

cartoon. Get In this new fl'c

wn bOSfl! My 50 I

1000 illustration
how. Markets included—only

or its kind in the
no. All for
e Drawl rut Set if you act at
Stamp brings free details.

MOON GAG-CARTOON SCHOOL
amount Bldg. Fall Ci

$25°

Wis

You Can Regain Perfect Speech, if you

STAMMER
Send today for beautifully Illustrated book entitled
"DON'T STAMMER." which describes the HoKue
Unit Method for the scientific correction of stammer-
ing and stuttering. Method successfully used at
Boguo Institute for 3t"> years—since 1901. Endorsed
by physicians. Full information concerning correc-
tion of stammering sent free. No obligation.
Benlamln K. Bogus, Dept. 712, Circle Tower, Indianapolis. Indiana

ASTHMA -SINUS
HAY FEVER-BRONCHITIS-CATARRH

Widely known specialist of 30 years experi-
ence, former chief Ear, Nose, Throat Clinic.
Mt. Sinai Hospital, N. Y.. for 14 years,
now offers his formulas for home use.
Write for free trial medicine today. De-
scribe your ailment fully. Send 10c to de-
fray cost of packing and mailing, or write
for free literature. D. Friedman. M. D..

IFREE TRIAXl^sX^°e
?.',

B2-

WRIST WATCHE
_ GIVEN for distributing 16 boxes
EOSEBED Salve or Cold Belief
'LEXE ointment at 25o ea. Order 8
) of Eosebud or Tholene on trial.

ROSEBUD PERFUME CO, Bx.39, Woodsboro, Maryland,

4^

Strong Sea Drama
Regenerates Brat
< Continued from page thirty-eight)

of turbulent sea effects on a studio stage.

The bunks were in twelve six-foot sec-

tions, any of which could be removed so

the camera could shoot in from that angle.

Captain Courageous is a technician's mas-
terpiece, with Olaf Olsson supervising to

insure authenticity in the last detail. And
even the sharpest eye cannot differentiate

between the M-G-M set of We're Here's
interior and that of the gaunt and gallant

old fishing schooner We're Here vaca-
tioning five miles off the coast of Cali-
fornia.

M-G-M tried shipping codfish across
America in refrigerated freight cars but
they died in the temperature-regulated
salt water. When brought down from the
North Pacific they died entering the warm
zone. The problem of getting live codfish

to southern waters could not be solved,

so rubber ones were made. Looking as
real as life, they even gave the proper
sound effect when pitch-forked on to the
deck. At the expense of $500 the property
department produced one with a winding
spring which would flop around on deck.

Brief Film Guide

TO THESE, TOPPER WAVES
HIS HAT:

Charge of the Light Brigade— (Warners)
—Errol Flynn, Olivia de Havilland, Patric
Knowles, C. Henry Gordon. Rousing and
adventurous.

Libeled Lady— (M-G-M)—Four stars:

Jean Harlow, William Powell, Spencer
Tracy, Myrna Loy. It is high class, rough
and tumble comedy.
Gay Desperado— (Pickf ord-Lasky)—

Something entirely different in the musi-
cal line. Features Nino Martini, Leo Car-
rillo, Ida Lupino.
Romeo and Juliet— (M-G-M)—Shakes-

peare's most famous bit of hack writing,
superbly improved by the presence of

Norma Shearer and great cast.

Dodsworth— (Goldwyn) —You'll rave
about this one. Walter Huston grabs top
honors, closely followed by Mary Astor,
Ruth Chatterton.

GOOD ENTERTAINMENT:

Give Me Your Heart— (Warners)—

A

Kay Francis picture to make the women
sob. And how the ladies will sniffle!

My Man Godfrey— (Universal)—Just
about tops in comedy, with Carole Lom-
bard and William Powell.
Swing Time—(RKO)—Fred Astaire and

Ginger Rogers continue along the melody
lanes with a vengeance.

Big Broadcast of 1937— (Paramount)—
Not quite up to its predecessors, but satis-

factory in most respects. Jack Benny.
Ramona— (20th Century)—Can be

recommended for its beautiful color treat-

ment and a model of Technicolor treat-

ment as it should be.

Sing, Baby, Sing— (20th Century)—If

you haven't seen Adolphe Menjou and
gang in this comedy, look it up at the
nearest neighborhood theatre.

Cain and Mabel— (Warners)—If you
like Marion Davies or Clark Gable, this

picture might prove entertaining.

Previewing the
Pictures
(Continued from page fifty-seven)

original story to RKO. Now she is busy
writing another book based on the trial

of the attorney who was convicted.
Night Waitress comes to the screen as

moderate entertainment. Margot
Grahame is cast as the waitress at a
waterfront cafe on probation after pre-
vious trouble. She is drawn into a gold
theft by circumstance, and knows the
location of the hidden treasure. Fleeing
aboard a boat with Gordon Jones, playing
the role of a genial smuggler, she attempts
to straighten out the situation.
Both Miss Grahame and Mr. Jones

handle satisfactorily enough whatever
the picture demands of them.

WE WHO ARE ABOUT TO DIE—
(RKO)—This picture deserves merit for

the realism and authenticity
which is its k e y-n o t e
throughout. Written by
David Lamson while he
awaited execution, it depicts
the horrors and extreme sus-
pense endured by those in
"condemned row." Touches

We Who Are About to Die is obviously
greatly Actionized, but brings to the screen
very impressively the physical as well as
the mental cruelty of prison life. John
Beal, Preston Foster, Ann Dvorak are
starred.

LOVE ON THE RUN — (M-G-M)—
Metro's "storm troops" move into the

scene again, and as in Libeled
Lady, they take full control
of the situation with a bar-
rage of laughs. Picture
Franchot Tone and Clark
Gable as rival Europeon cor-
respondents for American
newspapers, and Joan

Crawford as the million-heiress who
hates all reporters. With this premise
you have a good start on a rollicking
yarn, bound to click regardless of illogi-

cal situations. When Gable, suppressing
his own identity, helps Joan flee from
the rival reporter, an obvious day of reck-
oning is in the offing. The adventures
that follow are funny and fully satisfy-

ing.

Joan Crawford is given an excellent
opportunity to reveal her loveliness as

well as have a strong hand in the comedy.
Gable's antics are screamingly funny, yet
he is hard pressed by Tone throughout
the picture.

BORN TO DANCE—(M-G-M)—One
of the several wonders of the screen is

Eleanor Powell, whose scin-

tillating feet can tap an aver-
age audience into a trance
without the slightest effort.

Miss Powell succeeds in doing
just exactly that in Born to

Dance, Metro's latest and
musical show.

Besides Miss Powell's dancing, there
is a bevy of entertainment — gorgeous
stage settings that will make you fairly

gasp with astonishment, a very accepta-
ble story and a fine supporting cast.

Never miserly with names, M-G-M brings
such personalities into the picture as

James Stewart, Una Merkel, Frances
Langford, Alan Dinehart, Virginia Bruce,
Raymond Walburn, Buddy Ebsen.

Accept No Substitutes! Always Insist on the Advertised Brand!



BEHIND THE SCENES

Six Steps to a Film Contract!
Mary Blake, who has just received a *

coveted contract from Columbia, shows

step by step what she went through!

Begin with the photo at the right

George Light, assistant casting director, shows Notning ventured, nothing gained! So Mary
interest in her appl.cation

B l al<e tries fhe casting off!ce

Casting Chief Bobby Mayo phones for a screen

test, and Mary's on her way!

Signed to a contract, Mary is sent to Publicist

Hank Arnold. He'll tell the world about her!

Now it's up to John Wallace to give Mary her

best screen appearance. On goes the make-up

In front of the portrait camera, Mary gets ad-

vice from Whitey Schafer on posing. And
she's ready tor her career!

Glistens With a New Health Sheen
After An Accent Shampoo

Try it FREE
Give your hair a chance to add life and
luster to your personality!
You can have lovely, glistening hair . . .

hair that will take and hold the smart,
alluring modern coiffures. You need only
bring back its youthful vitality by regular
use of ACCENT — the new and different
Castile shampoo for dry hair.
You've never used a shampoo that left

your hair so silky, soft and pliable. No
other is so rich in pure, nourishing Olive
oil — the first pressing of the choicest, ripe
Kuropean olives. ACCENT is mild; safe
. . . delicate enough for a baby's skin, yet

cleansing and vitalizing.
Hair dried out by harsh soaps and

severe wave treatments glows with
new softness and healthy fresh-
ness after even me trial. Regular
use brings sparkling radiance as
ACCENT aids Nature in restoring
normality to hair fibers and scalp
cells exhausted by alkali, soaps,
baking heat and strong sunlight.

Try just oneACCENT Shampoo! Send the coupon—NOW!
Huntington Laboratories, Inc., Dept. llo
Huntington, Indiana.
Please send FREE trial I>ottle of ACCENT, your new
Castile Shampoo. (Enclosed is 10c for handling and
postage.)

Name

Train for a Fine Hotel Position
Graduates earning substantial salaries
Good positions for trained men and women
in hotel, restaurant and institutional field.

Qualify in 4' months—learn on real hotel
equipment. Placement Serrice FREE
of extra charge. New day classes start

Jan.. Feb.. Sept.. Oct. Catalog FREE!
LEWIS HOTELTRAINING SCHOOLS
Division RPA-9898 Washington. D. C.

FREE FOR ASTHMA
DURING WINTER

If you suffer with those horrible at-

tacks of Asthma when it is cold and
damp; if raw, Wintry winds make you
choke as if each gasp for breath was
the very last; if restful sleep is impossi-

ble because of the struggle to breathe;

if you feel the disease is slowly wear-

ing your life away, don't fail to send

at once to the Frontier Asthma Co.

for a free trial of a remarkable method.

No matter where you live or whether
you have any faith in any remedy un-
der the Sun, send for this free trial. If

you have suffered for a lifetime and
tried everything you could learn of

without relief; even if you are utter-

ly discouraged, do not abandon hope

but send today for this free trial.

It will cost you nothing. Address:

Frontier Asthma Co., 1-B Frontier Bldg.

462 Niagara St., Buffalo, N. Y.
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im Hotel Hostess
INOWr-and'earninga m

splendid salary"
Mrs. Charlotte Palmer
Hotel Hostess, Secures

Position, Though Without
Precious Hotel Experience

flt "Disgusted with my work,
with no future possibilities

and not even Rood pay, I

welcomed the opportunity
to prepare for the hotel

and institutional field, at

home in leisure time,

h Lewis Training,
after graduating

ured a position as
Hotel Hostess, inci

my salary about $75. To
ie wanting to pet out of the rut into real suc-

ccss I sav enroll in Lewis Schools.'*

Stop Into u Well-Paid Hotel Position

Good positions from coast t I men and
ivoraen In hotel, clut>. lurani and Institu-

tional Held. Hundred holding wall-

paid positions '

Housekeepers, H -r-. ;cs anil :•:• oilier dlftYrent f
:

i Living often Included. Previous expei

proved unnccc tary. Li n I graduate . both young and
mature, winning succi G hool education,

plus Louis Training, qualifies you at home In leisure

time. FHEE Booh gives full.detnlls about this fascinat-

ing Hold i how you arc reentered, PHEE of

extra eo t, in tho Lewis National Placement Service.

Mall coupon NOW.

OPPORTUNITY COUPON
Lewis Hotel Training Schools.
Sta. PA-9851. Washington. D. C.
Send me tho Free Book. "Your Big Opportunity."

I without obligation, and details as to how to Qualify I

I for a well-paid position. I

Address '
I I

City State I
'--_____ m --_._________-___.
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SECRETARIES, STENOGRAPHERS
and TYPISTS—Become An Expert

STENOTYPIST
Stenotypists win today's preferred
jobs and better pay. Stenotype's
machine speed, accuracyand ease
make your work faster, better,
easier—and you get the credit-
Executives welcome this ma-
chine way of taking dictation—faster"*

than any man can talk. Stenotypy is easy*"
to learn— easy to write— easy to read. We train
you thoroughly at home in your spare time — at low
cost and on easy terms. Write for interesting, free
booklet, "Stenotypy, the New Profession," describ-
ing the many opportunities in Stenotypy and telling
how you may master it successfully.

THE STENOTYPE COMPANY
Dapt. 130ST 4101 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago, III.

Don't Sleep
on Lett Side,
Crowds Heart

GAS PRESSURE MAY CAUSE DISCOMFORT.
RIGHT SIDE BEST.

If you toss in bed and can't sleep on right side,

try Adlerika. Just ONE dose relieves stomach GAS
pressing on heart so you sleep soundly.

Adlerika acts on BOTH upper and lower bowels

and brings out poisonous wastes you would never

believe were in your system. This material may have

poisoned you for months and caused GAS, sour

stomach, headache or nervousness.

Dr. H. L. Shoub. New York, reports: "In
addition to intestinal cleansing, Adlerika
greatly reduces bacteria and colon bacilli."

Mrs. Jas. Filler: "Gas on my stomach was so

bad I could not eat or sleep. Even my heart seemed
to hurt. The first dose of Adlerika brought me
relief. Now I eat as I wish, sleep fine and never

felt better."

Give your bowels a REAL cleansing with Adlerika

and see how good you feel. Just ONE dose relieves

GAS and constipation. At all Leading Druggists.

For SPECIAL TRIAL SIZE send

Carole Lombard Betrays Herself

TRIAL 10c, coin or stamps, to AdlerikaOFFER Dipt. 109, St. Paul, Mil

< Continued from page thirty-five)

room rug. It was really very discourag-
ing.

Then came a note from the City Fathers
saying that she'd have to get rid of Ed-
mund and his chickens . . . the neighbors
were complaining. Carole cried a little

about it, but civilization is civilization, and
the three had to go. She gave them to a
friend in the country, but came back with
two baby ducks in their place.

The ducks don't quack yet so they're
safe for a while. Still they don't take the
place of Edmund, Ellie and Jessie. Every
now and then Carole pays them a Sunday
visit . . . and now she's talking quite seri-

ously of building a ranch in the valley,

"So I can have my friends, my real friends
with me!" Yep, a little animal-goofy, just

like IRENE.

Gifts for No Reason at All

The end of the picture, however, in

which IRENE carries coals to Newcastle

—

in the form of large baskets of food to

GODFREY who runs a night club and
whose larder is very well stocked, thank
you—really bore the greatest resemblance
of all to Carole's own antics.

In fact people who know her and to
whom she has brought gifts—and that in-
cludes practically everyone in Hollywood
—simply couldn't get «over the familiar
feeling that scene gave them. As though
it were actually one from Carole's life . . .

for to put it simply, Carole is this kind of

girl: if you happen to mention that you
like gardenias, Carole will send you some
—not two, but dozens and dozens! She is

also the kind of girl, who, upon going to
the mountains for a week's rest and re-
treat, returns with bushel basketsful of
pine cones for everybody. Such is her
natural generosity. She loves pine cones
to burn in her fireplace, but wouldn't
think of having pine cones for her fire-

place without also supplying pine cones
for her mother's fireplace, for her friends'
fireplace, for her cameraman's fireplace,

for her make-up girl's fireplace, and so on
down the list. For days after a Lombard
trip to the mountains the air over Holly-
wood is filled with the fragrance of the
forest primeval, the murmuring pines and
the hemlocks!
And so it goes . . . bundles and baskets

and gifts . . . they are as much a part of
her as her grand laugh and her scintillat-

ing manner. To her, holidays have no sig-
nificance except as gift-giving days, and
with this thought in view she insists on
celebrating all of them . . . even Wash-
ington's Day, Valentine's Day, Columbus
Day, and down to even the state holidays.
Whoever is lucky enough to be dining at
THE FARM on one of these evenings al-
ways gets a present.
Nor does Carole ever go shopping for

herself without bringing something home
for someone. Just recently she told
Fieldsie, her friend and secretary, that she
thought we'd run down town and buy a
hat. She was gone three hours and came
back loaded with packages. "What kind
of a hat did you get?" Fieldsie wanted to

know. Carole looked blank. "Gee, I for-
got ft. But look, Fieldsie, I got a cute blue
mirror for your room . . . thought it would
look nice with your blue curtains. Oh!
and wait until you see what I bought for
the menagerie. Look! Smell! Perfumed
flea powder! Isn't that marvelous!
"And. look, the cutest sleeping baskets

for each of them. Come on! Let's see

how they like them. And, oh, wait till you
see what I brought Ellie. She'll die!

She'll just die! I got it because she was
so sweet about baking all those cakes I

took on the set last week!"
Never a thought for the hat she didn't

buy—which is typical of Carole.

SI12 Loves to Pretend

Another very real Carole trick which
Carole betrayed in her portrayal of Irene
is her very keen delight in pretending.
Irene only played possum on the couch in

that one scene when she grew hysterical
and had to be entertained by the monkey-
shines of Mischa Auer, but the real life

Carole is always thus fooling her friends,

End just to make monkeys out of them
too. Particularly on the telephone.
Ring Carole's and what would seem to

be a Filipino houseboy answers. "Mhs'e
Lombard no home. Missie Lombard go
kill somebody today mebbe. You give me
message. Well, I don't know, she say she
have to shoot today. Oh, pictures? Well,
I don't know, mebbe, yes, mebbee. She
say mebbee they shoot late tonight. Well,
you give me message ... I tell heem. Ha!
I fooled you, didn't I?" The Lombard
voice comes down an octave or two and
her wild laugh ripples over the wire at

you.
Or maybe another time it's the voice of

a Swedish cook. Or sometimes it's a very
lifelike imitation of Ellie, who usually
answers the phone, and sometimes it is

Ellie and you think it's only Carole kid-
ding and then it's all very confusing, and
you don't know who you're talking to and
finally you give up and bang the receiver
down. And a minute later Carole is on
the phone: "Ha! we fooled you, didn't

we?" and you don't know whether she
did, or Ellie did, and it's still very con-
fusing. Mad, in fact, very mad . . . much
like the household of which IRENE was a
member.
Lovable madcap clown . . . enthusiastic

about everybody, everything ... as vola-
tile and changeable as the elements . . .

not the worldly sophisticate that we have
sometimes been led to believe she is in

some of her pictures. She doesn't even
talk like a high-fallutin' movie star with
the usual "Oh, deahs!" and "You don't say
so's!" With little-girl grimaces Carole
goes around Hollywood saying, "Yah, yah,
yah!" and " 'ello, naow!" This is CarcZa
as we have seldom seen her.
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Irene Dunne: A "Lady " No Longer
(Continued from page thirty-two)

know her as something of a cut-up. Al-
though she seldom attends parties or gives

them, she has many an informal evening
in her home, and when among her in-

timates avoids entirely the somewhat
austere lady title that has been foisted

upon her. Her pantomime is best when
she turns to comedy. It has been a parlor

tradition for years around the homes of

Hollywood.
Irene is a living comedy herself when

you get her to talking about this new
dwelling of hers on the hills overlooking
the sea. Having harbored a desire for

years to furnish her own home, Irene set

about it a few weeks ago and now wishes
she had never considered the matter.

A Hectic Existence

Her existence for days and weeks was
a maze of carpenter's tools, decorator's

paints and houseman's hammers. She has
looked at pictures on the walls to the point

that she sees them in the night. Carpets
and tapestries have resolved themselves
into an indiscriminate splash of blues,

rusts and whatnots.
While we were visiting her she took us

into the dining room, showed two portraits

made for the studio on rush orders by
Miss Jerry Mulligan, a young Los Angeles
artist. Both of them were adequate studio

poster jobs, not intended for much more.
Irene was tempted to hang one of them,
but she wasn't sure. We advised her to

do it, then told her to ask an expert. (And
haven't heard the outcome of the matter
yet.)

An "Ancient" Garden

She took us into the garden. It looked
like it had been there not less than a year.

We said so.

The grass was green and thick.

The shrubbery was a mass of flowers.

The hedge was six feet high and per-
fect—except in one spot.

Irene arched her delicate brows, waved
at the hedge.

"That hedge is a problem," she said. "It

Informality was the keynote to Irene Dunne's
latest picture—and it delighted her beyond
words. Underneath that calm exterior is a

rollicking spirit!

r-r.^

A fashion expert talks with one of the best

dressed women in Hollywood! Sally Martin,

HOLLYWOOD'S fashion editor, visits Miss

Dunne on the set

has been there as long as the garden and
grass. About three months, I'd say. But
we can't make it grow in that one spot.

Everything we put there is sort of—aller-

gic—to the soil. The hedge, in its own
way, sniffles and wheezes, then gives up
the struggle. I don't know what to do
about it. Why, even a mathematician
would be at sixes and sevens."
The doghouse is on the patio. For Irene,

when Dr. Griffin, her husband, is away,
feels a measure of reassurance with the
dog close by. He is a bounding police dog
who treats guests cordially enough, but
stares insolently if not malevolently at

utter strangers. His allegiance is totally

to Miss Dunne and her personal maid. All
others are courteously endured or forcibly
rejected. The dog is all right.

Among Famous Neighbors

This is the home of a beautiful star, amid
other homes equally inviting despite a
comparative solitude. Her next door
neighbor is Raquel Torres, and next to her
is the magnificent home built by Claudette
Colbert just before her marriage to Dr.
Pressman. Here, in Holmby Hills, they
dwell in the rather vain hope of attaining
obscurity, a star's most precious posses-
sion.

Irene hopes, as autumn slips away into

a California winter, to have her home
completely decorated. Sometimes she
thinks this hope is doomed to be never
totally fulfilled. So many things have been
delayed or done wrong.
But you can be sure that when the job

is finally finished, it will have been a good
one, done in utterly fine taste. It will be
a home friends will love to visit, to sit

beside the fireplace and reminisce while
the flames flicker shadows into the room
and lend little crackles to the conversa-
tion.

When that moment is attained, Irene
Dunne will be a happy woman.

What

Do You Do with
Your Little Finger?

— when you pick up a glass or cup? . . . You know from
watching others that charm and poise can be destroyed
instantly by the misuse of hands. And by the same
token, the correct use of your hands can become a tre-
mendous social and business asset. Great actresses
accomplish much of their poise by proper hand action.
The makers of Frostilla—the famous skin lotion that

keeps hands, face and body smooth and lovely—asked
Margery Wilson, the international authority on charm
and poise, to tell

• how to hold a cigarette
• how to pick up cards
• how to shake hands
• and how to make hands behave to the

best advantage on all occasions
Margery "Wilson gives the authoritative answers to
these and other questions in an illustrated booklet on
How to Use Your Hands Correctly. Although this
booklet is priced at 50c, we have arranged to present
it without charge to Frostilla users in the United States
and Canada until May 30th, 1937.

Just mail the front of a 35c, 50c or $1.00 Frostilla
Fragrant Lotion box (or two fronts from
10csizes)and your copy will be sentFREE. L,
_ W. p°ise\
"FROSTILLA"
456 Gray Street, Elm ira, N. Y.

Enclosed is Frostilla box front—there- i^
fore send me my copy of Margery |=i||
Wilson's book on hands.

Name~

Address.-

City.

ace "BrokenOuf?"
Relieve the soreness and aid heal-
ing by washing daily with Resinol

Soap and freely applying*

Sample Free. Resinol, Dept.2-A,BaIto.Md.

HENRY FONDA'S
Unique SOCIETY
MARRIAGE/

. . . startled the film and society worlds.

We'll guarantee you never in your life

read about a courtship like this! January

SCREEN BOOK tells you all about it

Blonde Dynamite—that's Jean Arthur, who's as

hard to handle as T. N. T. This story is an ex-

citing and amusing revelation

Adventure in an Insane Asylum tells of a famous
girl star's night of horror

These are but a few of the inside stories and
gossip that crams the pages of January

SCREEN BGDK
NOW ON
SALE

IO
When Answering Advertisements, Please Mention January HOLLYWOOD
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Look and
Feel like

a New
Person

!

*5heLOST
>6 lbs

• Don't let controllable FAT rob you of happi-
ness! Live sensibly, and trv RE-DUCE-OIDS,
used by thousands. RE-DUCE-OIDS are not an
experiment, they have been sold by druggists for

22 years. Pleasant, easy to take. READ WHAT
THESE WOMEN WRITE:
• Miss D. Lawrence. 210H E. Grand Blvd., De-
troit, writes: "I lost 36 lbs., after trying many
other methods, yet I did not have to deprive my-
self of normal, strengthening food." Mrs. W. B.
Smith of Lvons Station. Pa., writes: "I reduced
34 lbs., 5 lbs. the first week I I never felt better
in my life!" Mrs. G. Ryer, Graduate Nurse, Day-
ton, 0., writes: "Lost 17 Ihs. Most satisfactory
results!" Mrs. P. Tyler, Crandon, Wis., writes:
"I lost 68 lbs. Feel like a new woman!"
IMPORTANT: RE -DUCE - OIDS positively DO
NOT contain dinitrophenol.

FAT GOES. ..OR MONEY BACK
• Your money back in full if you are not de*
lighted with results. You are the judge. Sold by
leading druggists and department stores every-
where— or if your dealer is out, send $2 for 1

package; or $5 for 3 packages, direct to us. Cur-
rency, Money Order or Stamps. (10c fee must
accompany C.O.D. orders only.) Plain wrapper,
no embarrassment.

American Medicinal Products. Inc. Dept. F371
746 Sansome Street, San Francisco, Calif.

Send me packages of RE-DUCE-OIDS.
for which I enclose payment, on your Money-
Buck Offer.

City State..

IJ'.l'ii'MI!lrf
NEWEST FAD!fc
Just
favorite photo or]
snapshot, wol
transfer it onto
this beautiful 25c extra*

Onyx-like ring. Lasts a lifetime. Send strip
of paper for ring size. Pay postman plus few
cents postage. If you send 75c we pay post-
age. Thousands were sold for S3. Agents
make big money simply showing ring.

Dept. 35, Photo Ring Shop, |4I6 Eastern Ave. Cin'ti. 0.

"^ FREE CIGARETTE
EARN UP TO S95 WEEKLY

Introducing NEW WAY TO SMOKE. Wo furn
you Free Cicniettos. Ask any man to have a Free
Smoke. Hand him LIGHTED CigarcrLa from Beau-
tiful pocket-size "Macic Case." Just touch button.
Presto! Out comes LIGHTED Cigarette auto-
rnati.'nlly. y batteries or electricity. Get
Magic Case for 15 days' trial at our risk.
State favorite brand cigarettes.

MAGIC CASE MFRS., Dept. A-9814234 Cozens Ave.. St. Louis. Mo.

>#©:v*t WAIT'
UNTIL IT'S TOO LATE!

Baldness and thin hair can't be corrected if you
wait until it's tco late! START NOW! Use
Marvel Scalp Salve for Dandruff and dry or oily
scalp. This remarkable, pure salve assures you
healthy hair. Used and approved by thousands of
men and women. Trial Size: 25c. Regular Size: SI.
MARVEL MFG. CO.. Dept. SU-I, 1803 Cornaga
Ave.. Far Rockaway, N. Y.

NoJokeTo Be Deaf
-Every deaf person knows that—
Mr. Way made himself hear his watch tick after
.being deaf for twenty-five years, with his Arti-
fficial Ear Drums. He wore them day and ni^ht.
.They stopped his head
noises. Theyare invisible
andcomfortable.nowirea I

or batteries. Write for
TRUE STORY. Ala
booklet on Deafness.

THE WAY COMPANY
77-J Hofmaan Bids. Detroit. Michigan

A rtificiaXEoxDrum

The Man Who Acts With His Voice!
(Continued from page twenty-six)

He's a quiet, serious lad, who has inher-
ited a lot of Italian characteristics from his

dad. He likes to go home, after his day's

work is done, and get into some comfort-
able things and go sit on the porch. He'd
rather get some pals and play ten-cent-
limit poker than dress up in tails and
knock the femmes at the Trocadero for a

row of heartbeats. As a matter of fact, he
isn't at all interested in girls—-he's got the
greatest one in the world all to himself.

Anyway, he says so, and that's all that

matters to Don.
Her name is Honore. It used to be

Honore Prendergast, but it's Honore
Ameche, now. He first met her in Du-
buque, when Father Sheehy, pastor of the
Church of the Nativity there, introduced
them. Don was living there then, working
at one of those early odd-jobs of his—he
doesn't quite remember whether it was
the time he was cement-bag-lifter-on-
trucks, or on the city gang that was
rounding square street corners, or a
puddler in a road gang, or when he was
working in a mattress factory—he's held
all those jobs, among others. But he does
remember that that was where he first met
Honore. They liked each other, but that
was all that came of it, then.

Six years later, a friend of his in Chi-
cago, where Don had become a radio star,

introduced him to a girl, who was making
a name for herself as a dietician. It was
Honore Prendergast again. Two months
later, they went to Dubuque together, and
Father Sheehy married them. Now Hon-
ore's no longer a dietician—except, maybe,
for Don Ameche, Junior, who's three years
old, and Ronald, who isn't a year old, yet.
Don (papa, I mean) won't let Honore
dietish for him—he likes chicken caccia-
tore, and beer, and lots of spaghetti, and
wine, too well. And things like that aren't
tolerated by dieticians.

Nevertheless, as Mrs. Honore Ameche,
Don is utterly crazy about her. To him,
she's the most important thing in the
world—oh, next to Don and Ronald,
maybe. Among the traits he inherited
from his dad is that fierce, all-consuming
family pride that is a marked characteris-
tic of the Italian people.

Migration to the Valley

For his dad and mother—they're both
still alive—Don has purchased a place out
in San Fernando Valley, a score of miles
from Hollywood, where they can live in
peace and comfort and even luxury. Don
was living in Beverly Hills, then. He'd
heard that's where movie stars are sup-
posed to live.

But he liked San Fernando Valley so
much after he'd established his parents
there, that he bought a nine-acre place of

his own. It's got a nice house, some
orange trees, and a tennis court. It gives
lots of room for the two kids, for Honore,
and for Don himself to do one of the things
he loves to do most—sleep in the sun. He
does it out there, whenever the studio lets

him have the time.

Get excited? Never! That is one Italian

characteristic Don Ameche never did in-

herit. He takes life as it comes, is happy
over his good fortune, and plans to make
the most of it. Temperament is a word
that doesn't even mean anything to

him. He's the easiest-to-handle new star

they've ever known in Hollywood, say
those who have to work with him. No

For three years "Sheila," a beautiful Irish set-

ter, has been Don Ameche's constant compan-
ion. That's because they both are home lovers

matter what he's told to do, he does it with
a smile.

That smile, by the way, is one of his two
greatest assets. The other is his voice.

The voice is the greater of the two. It is

that voice that makes Don Ameche.
You see, it's his voice that he acts with.

And there, by the way, is the first mani-
festation of a new trend in movies. The
talkies have learned that an actor can act
almost entirely with his voice, if he knows
how—and so they're just beginning to

import from the radio dramatic actors, in-

stead of singers, crooners. Don Ameche,
you know, is no radio crooner—he is one
of radio's foremost dramatic stars.

A Versatile Voice

To achieve that, he had to learn to do
with his voice alone, all the things that

other actors, who are seen by their audi-
ences, do with their hands, their move-
ments, their faces. All Don could project,

over the mike, was that voice—they
couldn't see his gestures, or facial expres-
sions.

And so, in six years of steadily in-
creasing radio fame, he learned to use that

voice for every emotion, every effect he
wanted to put over. And it was that voice-
expertness that challenged Zanuck that

day, from the radio. And today, when
you next see Don Ameche in a screen-
feature, try this trick-

Close your eyes. Stop looking at him,
and just listen to him for awhile. And
you'll find out that you can follow the
action of the scenario just as perfectly,

through Don Ameche's vocal wizardry, as

though you were watching with both eyes!

That is a new kind of acting for Holly-
wood—and it's a gift from radio to movies,
since movies have learned not to battle

against radio, but to play ball with it.

Incidentally, I may tell you, here, that
one of Hollywood's veteran sound-mixers,
who has heard most of the stars of the
screen and radio, said the other night,

after sitting at the dials through an
Ameche broadcast, that Don's voice is the

Accept No Substitutes! Always Insist on the Advertised Brand!



most perfect microphone voice he has ever
heard, in or out of Hollywood.
But I started to tell you about Don's

rmile, didn't I? That smile is a magic
thing. In repose, Don's face is just a face

—not strikingly good-looking, not out of

the ordinary enough to make you turn for

a second look. But when he smiles—.'

Then an amazing change comes over
that face. No longer is it ordinary. It

becomes a reflection of a warmth, of a hap-
piness, of a human love, of an inner fire

that is unquenchable. It is then that you
see, visually, the Ameche that is destined

to become famous. It is in that smile, as

in the voice, that the "slow-take" Ameche
personality is most manifest. It is when
he smiles and speaks to you that Ameche
begins to capture you.

They All Like Him
It's not a "prop smile," this one of

Ameche's. It isn't a thing learned from
standing before a mirror and trying out
this kind of smile or that—as other actors
have to do. It isn't a studied smile at all

—

it's just Don Ameche's smile. Behind
it lies that which makes Don Ameche
want to know, when he meets a person,
how that person's family is getting along,

how the world is treating him. Here again
is no forced, affected heartiness. It's just

natural. The gang on the studio stages
Hke Ameche. He chins with them by the
hour—about ordinary things like their

babies, their wives, their automobiles,
their little problems and worries, their

little happinesses and hopes.
"I don't know why or how it is, but I

get talking with Ameche," a set worker
told me the other day, "and before I know
it, Fm pouring out my heart's secrets to

him. The other guys around here tell me
the same thing."

Tve yet to hear anyone say an unkind
word about Don. That's strange, in Holly-
wood, where the hammers ring louder, too

often, than praise. Maybe, as Don be-
comes more famous, the anvil chorus will

begin. But from all the scores of men and
women who have met him, and who work
with him day in and day out, I've heard
nothing but admiration, praise, liking for

this young Italian lad.

Yet, he doesn't go around asking their

friendship. He's no party-hound; you
won't see him at the night clubs, and the
whoop-te-do affairs of Hollywood. His
intimates are, for the most part, the radio
crowd. Don is still too new in movies, and
too much of a veteran of the broadcasting
studios, to change his crowd so easily.

Perpetual Open House

At home, he and Honore don't throw big
parties. But you can always find open
house there, if you've met Don. He likes

to have acquaintances drop in. He likes

to talk with them. And there's always a
glass of wine, or some cold beer.

Hobbies, he has none—unless it's his

family. Of them, he'll talk by the hour.
Strange as it may seem after six years in
that radio field where music dominates in
all its forms, Don Ameche can't play a
single musical instrument! He has no
superstitions, can't think of any pet aver-
sions or likes—except, maybe, Lily of the
Valley perfume!
He has no aspirations for great wealth,

merely as such. What he wants it for

—

well, the answer came when they gave him
one of those publicity questionnaires to

fill out, when he first went to work at

20th-Fox. He came to the question:
What is your greatest ambition? Unhesi-
tatingly, he wrote:
"To take care of my family."
He's doing it.

There was one other question on that
questionnaire that drew an answer that's

indicative of Don Ameche. The question
is: "What is your favorite type of girl?"
Don wrote: "My wife."

Hitting Hollywood on High
iContinned from png:e fifty-one)

Russian immigrant boy after service in
the Czar's army, couldn't understand
methods of American business, and
brooded himself into the mood that ended
in a suicide's passport to the great un-
known.

Eugene Stark a few years ago was man-
ager of the Hillcrest Country Club where
major picture producers played their
eighteen holes and threw their parties.
He was so popular and efficient that Joseph
M. Schenck, then head of United Artists,

suggested he take over the post of man-
aging director of the Roosevelt, leading
hostelry of the flicker village.

Happily he did so, made it almost over-
night the rendezvous of the stars, brought
in name bands like George Olsen, Irving
Aaronson, and others, and built the
Roosevelt Blossom Room into an out-
standing success.

Chiefs of police, fire chiefs, district at-
torneys, sheriffs and even the lieutenant
governor of California made the Roosevelt
their playground and Hollywood head-
quarters because they loved little Gene.
At this writing he is in the San Diego

county jail, convicted of arson, a crime
of which all except the San Diego jury
that convicted him, believe him innocent.

Famous folks in Hollywood rallied to

his support, wrote scores of character let-

ters, and even traveled the 250 miles to
and from San Diego to testify for him.

In his possession were honorary badges
from the Los Angeles police and fire de-
partment, indicating the esteem in which
he was held by Angeleno guardians of
public safety.

But since he came from Hollywood, sup-
posed sin center of the universe, and was
not 100 per cent Aryan, and had the
temerity to invade a sector other than his

own to open a restaurant during world's
fair year, a jury of his peers, all San
Diegans of course, convicted him of setting

fire to the little cafe which was to have
been his sole means of livelihood.

Best bets for 1937:

Errol Flynn for the popularity
strides he will make as result of The
Charge of the Light Brigade.
Frances Farmer for her dual role in

Come and Get It.

Martha Raye, who looks to me like

the possible logical successor to the
late Mabel Normand. And there's a
touch of Marie Dressier in her antics

as well.

MUSCULAR

RHEUMATIC

PAIN
At takes more than "just a salve" to draw
it out. It takes a "counter-irritant"! And
that's what good old Musterole is — sooth-
ing, warming, penetrating and helpful in

drawing out local congestion and pain when
rubbed on the sore, aching spots.

Muscular lumbago, soreness and stiffness

generally yield promptly to this treatment,
and with continued application, blessed
relief usually follows.

Even better results than the old-fashioned
mustard plaster. Used by millions for 25
years. Recommended by many doctors and
nurses. All druggists. In three strengths:

Regular Strength, Children's (mild), and
Extra Strong, 40i! each.

V O I C E
200% Improvement Guaranteed

We build, strengthen the vocal organs—
— ~t with, singing^ it»sons—but by fundamentally
sound and s titiciilly

speaking voice at leaet
nderfnl voice book—sent free. Learn V. I i V y. n
now have the voice you want. No literature

|
sent to anyone under 17 unless signed by oarent.

PERFECT VOICE INSTITUTE, Studio 1SS1
64 E. Lake St., Chicago

"^Scratching
///RELIEVE ITCHING In One Minute.

Even the most stubborn itching of eczema, blotches,
pimples, athlete's foot, rashes and other skin erup-
tions, quickly yields to Dr. Dennis* cooling, antisep-
tic, liquid D. D. D. PRESCRIPTION. Its gentle oils

soothe the irritated skin. Clear, greaseless and stain-
less—dries fast. Stops the most intense itching in-
stantly. A 35c trial bottle, at drug stores, proves it

—

or money back. Ask for D. D. D. PRESCRIPTION,

MANY NEVER
SUSPECTCAUSE
OF BACKACHES

This Old Treatment Often
Brings Happy Relief

Many sufferers relieve nagging backache quickly,
once they discover that the real cause of their trouble
may be tired kidneys.
The kidneys are Nature's chief way of taking the

excess acids and waste out of the blood. Most people']
pass about 3 pints a day or about 3 pounds of waste.

Frequent or scanty passages with smarting and
burning shows there may be something wrong with
your kidneys or bladder.
An excess of acids or poisons in your blood, when

due to functional kidney disorders, may be the cause
of nagging backache, rheumatic pains, lumbago, leg
pains, loss of pep and energy, getting up nights,
swelling, pufnness under the eyes, headaches and
dizziness.

Don't wait! Ask your druggist for Doan's Pills,
used successfully by millions for over 40 years. They
give happy relief and will help the 15 miles of kidney
tubes flush out poisonous waste from your blood.
Get Doan's Pills.
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^^CURLER

CURLER
' USED BY THE

y STARS"

tvcly.

1/ BETTY GRABlE. RKQ PUytr

OF EVERY 100

who want soft, lovely, flattering curls

use Hollywood Rapid Dry Curlers,

For many curls or just a few... more

women use Hollywood Curlers than

nearly all other brands put together.

You'll know why when you try the

"Curler used by the Stars?

Don't accept imitations .

.

. be

sure you buy Hollywood Curlers.

3 for 10c AT 5c AND 10c STORES- NOTION COUNTERS

CATARRH and SINUS
CHART- FREE

Guaranteed Relief or No Pay. Stop hawking—
etuffed-up nose—bad breath—Sinus Irritation—
phlegm-filled throat. Send Pogt Card or letter
for New Troatmont Chart and Money-Back Offer.
40,000 Druggists sell Hall'9 Catarrh Medicine.

63rd year in business. . . Write today I

F.J.CHENEY & CO. DepL 221. TOLEDO, O.

ftvnmiw
You fret one—Tour friends cot on-

—

without cost. Let us give you the de-
talls of this amazing Time Teller. Also
It can pay you bis money by showing
others hmv to obtain without cost.

Nothing tn buy or sell! Write fast.

GARDEN CITY NOVELTY CO.
4372-C Ravenswood Ave., Chicago, III.

IF I Send YOU
THIS FINE SUIT-
Will You Wear It and Show It to Friends?
I need a reliable man in voar town to wear a fine, made-
to-measure. nlI-w<..A| DEMONSTRATING SUlT-advcr-
tise my famous clothinc—and take orders. Yon can maks
up to $12.00 in a day. My line contains over 150 qnaJity
woolens, all sensational values and guaranteed. Yoa
don't need experience or money. I supply everything
required. FREE of extra cost. Write me today for FREE
details. W. Z. GIBSON, Dept.N639 Chicago, Illinois.

1000 LAUGHS! "G,TT,N ' ,N
THE MOVIES'

JUST OUT—the funniest booh ever written about HOI

-

LYWOOD and the MOVIES. Fully illustrated with 39
Side-splitting CARTOONS. Read how LEM WHII.LIKENS
"outslickers" the movie "slickers." Good clean fun.
Selling fast! Makes excellent gift! Order NOW!
SEND S1.00

M0DERNCRAFT PUBLISHERS(CO. D. $1.22) If
outside U.S.A. pay
$1.00 plus charges.

it.H-1 6141 Franklin

Hollywood, Calif.

Government Jobs
Start $1260 to $2100 a Year

MEN—WOMEN. Many 1937 ap-
pointments. Common education usu-
ally sufficient. Write today sure, for
free 32-page book, with list of posi-
tions and particulars telling how to

get them.

FRANKLIN INSTITUTE
Dept. S262, Rochester, N. Y.

Florence Rice, Chip Off the
Old Block
(Continued from page thirty-three)

couraged me to play games when I was
young; but he did insist that whatever
game I did play, to play it fairly and with
good sportsmanship. I used to sit beside
him while he talked by the hour on this

theme and it gradually became a part of

my life ... I can take it."

"How's the missed putt, Florence?"
Jimmy Stewart, the up-and-coming
M-G-M star, asked the question as he
passed by.

"Well," we said, "how is the missed
putt?"

Jimmy Stewart Tattles

Jimmy must have heard us, for he
stopped and came back.

"Like the good sport she is," Jimmy ex-
plained, "Florence wouldn't tell about it

—and if she did, she would tell it right.

She came up to the eighteenth hole a few
days ago, got on the green in two and her
first putt stopped not more than six inches
from the cup. It meant a swell trophy if

she sunk it, and the putt was so easy
her opponents conceded. But Florence
wouldn't pick up her ball. Instead, she
elected to putt out—and may I never dig
another divot if she didn't miss! And I

didn't see her break her putter in two or
howl to high heavens about her bad luck
like most men would do—she just took it

in stride, smiled and said 'you win.'

"

"You said you could take it," we went
on after Jimmy left. "As a matter of cold
fact, you don't look as though you've been
knocked down many times since you won
the grade school boxing championship.
And even if you have, the road ahead
looks pretty smooth, what with M-G-M
getting ready to boost you still higher up
the screen ladder."

"I've had my share of black eyes," she
smiled. "And I expect many more. Not
in the literal sense of the word, but they
hurt just as bad . .

."

"A girl with good looks . .
."

Florence cut the inference right in two.
"There's too much clamor about glamour
these days," she retorted. "If you don't

believe it, how about Fontaine, Garbo,
Cornell, Hayes—they've never won any
beauty contests, but look where they are."

What Florence was trying to tell us in

her own charming and modest way was
that, despite her beauty, her stage back-
ground, her talents, she was climbing the

ladder the hard way—by study, work, and
a willingness to take the bumps and the
knocks and come back smiling for more.
The old paternal influence again.

Getting back to sports, the young
M-G-M star plays a driving game of

tennis, likes golf, enjoys contract bridge,

dancing, and lately has gone in for Knock-
knock, Hollywood's latest funny brain-

teaser.

She governs herself according to the

rule of the three "B's"—Be fair, Be
natural and Behave yourself. She has a
consuming curiosity about everything.
Not the snoopy, peek-in-the-corner
variety, but the reportorial curiosity in-

herited from her father.

But here is something! Her private
hobby, of which she is very proud, but
inordinately modest, is poetry. So far as
our survey has taken us, she is the only
girl in pictures who writes verse. And by
verse we mean lines that are accepted by
literary critics as being very first-class

indeed. Her favorite stage play is Cyrano
de Bergerac. Among the best screen
actresses she includes Margaret Sullavan
and Norma Shearer. Paul Muni and
Walter Huston rank high on her list of
actors.

Note to Grantland Rice: Your lovely,

talented daughter, Florence, has just

finished Sworn Enemy for M-G-M and is

doing very well in pictures, thank you.

She now plans on "doing" you in golf

when you come out here next December.
That terrible trimming you gave her two
years ago still rankles in her mind. While
it's practically none of our business, right

now she is shooting that old golf ball in

the low eighties—and on a standard course
and from the back tees.

You know the old saying—a tip in time
may save the first nine.

Flood Tide for Tracy
( Continued from page twenty-one)

to be in Riff Raff with her. She then stated
she could think of no one opposite whom
she would rather play.

Then it happened. The studio had cast
him opposite Sylvia Sidney in one of those
Class B pictures all studios pass around to

fill in the double billings. Not costly and
not elaborate, the picture was one from
which little was expected.
But in Fury Spencer Tracy blossomed

forth in all his glory. His stunning, pow-
erful portrayal of a man victimized by
mob rule made this picture a smash hit.

No question about it; Spencer Tracy was
made.

It was clinched with San Francisco. In
this box office record-breaker he was co-
starred with Clark Gable and Jeanette
MacDonald. As ruffian, comedian and
strong man he had battled his way to the
top. Now in a sanctified role he almost

stole a major picture from two stars. In
the future he was to reach stardom in his

own right.

Next he appeared in Libeled Lady, the
sophisticated comedy hit. Now he is

starring in Captains Courageous, Rudyard
Kipling story of Gloucester fishermen,
and classed as one of the biggest pictures

of the year. His first picture on the new
contract which Metro gave him six months
ahead of time will be They Gave Him a
Gun. In this he will, for the first time, star

in his own right.

The stony, adversity-lined road to star-

dom has been traversed. With his new
hobby of yachting, the new ranch he is

farming with Mrs. Tracy, and the delight

he gets out of his two growing children,

Spencer Tracy opens his era as a top-rank
star. Yet he almost left Hollywood, a
failure, eighteen months ago!
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Why Errol Flynn is Fleeing
(Continued from page thirty-one)

Here's Errol Flynn in a scene from Green Light, due for spring release. The faithful

dog is an important character in the film adaptation of Lloyd C. Douglas
1

famous book

get some of that restlessness out of his

system.

Something to Think About

Warner Brothers might well worry
about this trip. Why? Because, Errol
Flynn being what he is, might decide
never to return to Hollywood and motion
picture fame. Just like that—with a cool
snap of his fingers. But he will come
back. Warners are sure of that. They
gave him a good reason for returning from
the land of beyond.
Several months ago Errol joined Faw-

cett Writer William Ulman, Jr., in writing
a story on some of the actor's personal
adventures before he became a star. The
title of that picture is The White Rajah.
The idea came about during a lazy week-
end in Palm Springs when Ulman was
visiting Flynn, gathering material for a
series of stories for Movie Classic.

Out there in the desert the two remi-
nisced together. Errol talked about a pic-
ture he would like to do, a picture full of

the nostalgia of the South Seas, of thrilling

incidents from his own life.

"Why don't we get together and turn
that story into a scenario?" Ulman asked
Errol after several hours discussion.

It was a deal. They worked it out, and
sold the opus to Warners for a princely
sum. And that's why the studio is sure
that Flynn will come back!
Flynn 's itinerary is the kind you love to

speculate about. He will take the last

scheduled steamer run to Tahiti and em-
bark from there. (After this trip all regu-
lar ships will dispense with making Tahiti
a port of call, there not being enough bus-
iness to make it worth while.)

What he will do in Tahiti is still as much
a mystery to Errol as to anyone else. How
he will leave Tahiti for other islands is a
matter for fate and time to decide.

But by and by a tramp steamer, a fishing
schooner, or some wandering ship will
drop anchor off the dreamy shores of
Tahiti, and Flynn will find his time to
move has come.
While restlessness is perhaps a prime

factor in luring Errol away, he has a
couple of real objectives in his Odyssey.
Among the countless islands of the South

Seas mandated to Japan is one particular
lump of land that catches his fancy. He
calls it The Lost Island, although of

course it technically is nothing of the
sort.

On this strange Lost Island, Japan is

said to have secret fortifications. And
Nippon is usually extremely reluctant to

allow visitors within the sacred precincts.

Nevertheless the intrepid Flynn will visit

that island shortly, with the official per-
mission of high Japanese dignitaries. And
all because Errol, in one of his previous
advtntures, developed a close friendship
with a son of one of these influential

officials.

A Lost World

What Errol wants to see is not any secret
military outpost, but to delve into the
mysteries of a lost civilization which once
flourished on the isle. Here, under the
perpetual shade of dense palm groves, are
the ruins of another era, said to rival even
the mystical Mayan ruins of Central
America.
That spells adventure to Errol. He is

taking with him a 16 mm. camera with a

supply of natural color film. When he
returns he hopes to have adequate proof
of another Yesterday in human existence.

From the Lost Island the actor will

swing down to the East Indies, a familiar
sight to him, for it was here that he had
some of his most exciting adventures
before he climbed the heights of Holly-
wood.

This country is the background of his

White Rajah story. So somewhere along
the line he will pick up a professional

cameraman likewise afflicted with wan-
derlust, and film familiar scenes as a basis

for the actual production. Didn't we tell

you there was a good reason for Errol to

come back to Hollywood?
Yes, Errol will come back, even if it

wouldn't surprise anyone that he didn't.

He will make White Rajah and perhaps
by then he will be willing to settle down
for awhile. One cannot make any accu-
rate predictions regarding his future.
Errol is forever independent. And he
loves the region "down under," where he
had his first mad adventures with life.

USING THE SAME
COSMETICS YOU USE TODAY!
When rouge or lipstick looks too heavy or un-

even ... or powder shows ... or lashes are too

dark ... 9 times out of 10 it's because the light

threw shadows as you applied your makeup. Sad
but true . . . one defect in makeup spoils your
entire appearance.

THE SECRET OF HOLLYWOOD STARS
Emerge tomorrow . . . glamorously perfecl! Fol-

low the stars. . . use Hollywood Malceup Mirror.

The non-glare light clearly reflects your features

withoul shadows, permitting natural, uniform

makeup. The optical magnifying mirror makes
possible true line work on brows, lashes, eye
shadows and lips.. Thrill at the flawless profes-

sional beauty you are hiding today. At leading

stores everywhere. An ideal gift.

De luxe model
illustrated . . .

Solid walnut and
golden metal inlay
... with automatic
cosmetic $050
drawer ... O
Utility model %\.9S

AMERICAN AUTOMATIC DEVICES CO.
530 Throop Street, Chicago, III.

r No Dangling Phones to Bother With.
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Take it with you — listen to music, sports
" end all .radio entertainment whenever yoo
want it. No batteries, tubes or electrical
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J EASY TO USE - WORKS IMMEDIATELY
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[broadcast band. Has high grade rectifier. Costs
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years. Tuning control is the only moving part.
Nothing to adjust. Comes complete with
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get it. Have radio entertainment with you always. Pay postman
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Brown. Black. White. Blue) . An ideal gift. Amaze your friends.
Little Giant Radio Co., 3959 Lincoln Ave. Pept. 203, Chicago

DEAFNESS IS MISERY
Many people with defective hearing and
Head Noises enjoy Conversation. Movies.
Church and Radio, because they use
Leonard Invisible Ear Drums which
resemble Tiny Megaphones fitting

in the Ear entirely out of sight.

No wires, batteries or head piece.

They arc inexpensive. 'Write for
booklet and sworn statement of £)/?#*/
the inventor who was himself deaf.

A. 0. LEONARD. Inc., Suite 161, 70 5th Ave., New York

LIGHTEN YOUR HAIR
WITHOUT PEROXIDE
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- . . to ANY shade you desire
- . . SAFELY in 5 to 15 minutes
Careful fastidious women avoid the 1

of peroxide because peroxide makes h
brittle. Lechler's Instantaneous H
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ark. This Is the only preparation that -'-

the scalp. No more dark roots. Used
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Training Your Dog the Hollywood Way
< Continued from page forty)

start. Then you will never need to in the

future.

When you see a dog running into the
street, your pet-loving heart flops and you
wish you could shout "stop!" and have
him obey. It's easy, once your dog has
learned to rush to your side on com-
mand.
Stake your dog out on a 20 foot rope.

Stand 30 feet away and call him. Just as
he reaches the end of the rope, tell him
"stop." If he doesn't, the rope will halt his

progress. In a few lessons the rope can
be eliminated and he will freeze in his
tracks on command. It may save your
dog's life to know this order.

One other command is essential for his
safety. "Heel." Upon this order he walks
on your left side, his nose close to your
hand. This trick may be taught by a little

patient practice, telling him to "heel" each
time he is close to the proper spot. Hold
your index finger down at him until he
has learned to obey implicitly. Later the
command itself will suffice. Vary it with
an occasional "all right" which releases
him to gallop off by himself.

Limitation of space, of course, prohibits
our explaining the methods behind all the
complicated movie tricks, but some of the
most interesting we'll let Mr. East discuss
in detail.

Let's start off with stretching.

"This lesson is taught by observing the
dog's natural action, and then giving him
the cue for it. When your dog stretches
after a nap, say 'Stretch!' as he performs
this action. Give him a bit of food and
say, 'That's right . . . Stretch!' He will

probably look at you in a bewildered way,
not knowing what he has done to warrant
such consideration.
"Continue to watch closely for another

stretch. When he stretches again, repeat
'Stretch!' Feed, pet and show him that
you're pleased. Don't reprimand him if

he fails.

"After giving him this cue for a few
days, say 'Stretch!' when he is not inclined
to stretch naturally. If he stretches, re-
ward him. If he does not you will have
to continue to catch him in a few more
natural stretches. He will learn soon what
you want him to do.

"Yawning can be taught in the same
manner. When your pet yawns naturally,
give him the cue, 'Yawn!' Feed and en-
courage him by petting until he yawns on
command.

"If he doesn't get your meaning in this

way, you can aid him by pressing on each
side of the mouth until it opens. Then,
cue him, 'Yawn!' Should it be necessary
to press his mouth to teach him this lesson,

you'll find that very little pressure is

needed.
"He will instinctively open it if you

press lightly and very shortly will be
yawning upon command."

Some Movie Dogs

Mutt, who appeared with Marion Davies
throughout Peg o' My Heart, was espe-
cially adept in this trick. It is amusingly
recalled that the star learned of Mutt's
ability along this line early in the filming
of the production and fiendishly would
cue the dog to yawn in front of her lead-
ing man right in the midst of an emo-
tional scene. Yawns being the contagious
quantity that they invariably are, the
actor would ruin the scene by submitting
to the urge.
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Do you remember William Powell's
Wire-hair Terrier in The Thin Man? That
was Skippy, as shameless a young gentle-
man as ever poked his nose into anybody's
business, but in the picture he was called

upon time and again to register the very
reverse. His hang-dog expression was
one of the most humorous touches in the
entire film.

Now, how could he be ordered to look
this way? Easy. And you can teach your
dog to assume the same shamed appear-
ance, just as Mr. East trained Skippy.

"Calling your dog to you, stop him a
few feet away and order him to 'Put your
head down.' A little tap over his nose is

sufficient to convey your meaning. Of
course, the tap will be eliminated as soon
as he learns to lower his head when told

to do so.

"After he knows this lesson thoroughly,

you can combine 'Shame!' with 'Put your
head down!' You can then say, 'Put your
head down!—Shame!' and gradually re-
duce the order merely to 'Shame!'

"

It's truly amazing how pathetic your
dog will look as he maintains this pose,

and, of course, his feelings won't be hurt
because the word Shame will simply in-
dicate putting down his head. But be sure
you never say it as an honest criticism or
he might forever have a guilty conscience.

Teaching Him To Scratch

Would you like to be able to order your
dog to chase a flea when no flea is present?

In other words,
scratch himself

J# upon your com-
mand? Here's how
you do it.

"Put a snap-
style clothes-pin
on your dog just

behind the shoul-
der. It isn't neces-

A well-behaved dog sary to clip it onto
won't scratch unless the flesh so that

he's told to, and will the dog will be un-
quickly learn what comfortable,
you are talking Catch only a few
about. It pays to hairs together so
talk his language! they'll pull a little.

"Have your dog
on a three-foot leash. Let him wander
around, or sit, within the radius of the

length of your leash. Do not let him feel

that you're trying to get his attention for

any particular reason. When he scratches

at the clothes-pin, feed, pet and encourage
him as you say, "That's it!—Scratch!'

"Repeat with the clothes-pin for the

next few days; then tell him, 'Scratch!'

without the aid of the clothes-pin. Even-
tually, he will scratch at the mere utter-

ance of the word. But you mustn't try to

rush him."
In The Return oj Peter Grimra, with

Lionel Barrymore, a beautiful Collie

enacted one of the pivotal roles. If you
caught the picture, the memory of Laddie
undoubtedly still lingers with you.

On two different occasions Laddie was
required to limp, holding one foot in the
air. In fact. Laddie, though only a young-
ster, played an old dog—a character part,

no less!—and acted as would any dog of

venerable years. Instead of working with
his customary zip, he walked and moved
slowly, got up and stretched lazily and
gave every appearance of an older canine.
His performance was a splendid illustra-

tion of how intelligent training prepares

a dog to take over any role. But to
explain the technique involved to teach
a dog to walk on three legs, simulat-
ing lameness. . . . You will probably
want your dog to learn this act, because
it's an effective showing-off lesson for the
home-dog trainer to exhibit to his friends.

"Tie one end of the training leash
around the dog's front leg, just above the
paw. Tie the other end of the leash to the
dog's collar. Work close to him. Back
slowly as you coax him to 'Come on!

—

Walk on three legs!'

"Pull him along very slowly with the
leash which is attached to the collar. Keep
his foot off the ground with the other end
of the leash as he walks hesitating toward
you.
"For the first week, the lesson should not

be given without the aid of the cord.
After that, you should try it without the
cord by saying, 'Walk on three legs!' and
tapping his foot when he tries to use it.

You can add, 'Keep it up!' and Ah! Ah!'
if he tries to place it on the ground.

He Will Gradually Learn

"If it is still difficult for him to walk on
three legs, use the leash a little longer.
Reward him if he takes only a step or two
on three legs without the aid of the cord.
When he learns to walk on three legs,

you can send him to a distant spot and
tell him to Hold it!—Walk on three legs!

—Come on!—Walk on three legs!' If he
tries to put his foot on the ground, antici-
pate him with 'Ah! Ah!—Keep it up!'

"

Closely allied to this trick is a dog
raising his paw and holding it in his
mouth. And your dog can always win a
laugh if he knows how to do this.

"Place one of his paws in his mouth and
say, 'Hold your paw!' If the position is

entirely easy for him—some dogs aren't

built for this feat and if the position is un-
comfortable or awkward let the lesson be
abandoned immediately—teach him then
to pick up his paw from a standing posi-
tion by saying, 'Pick up your paw!' and
showing him what you mean. Combine
the two movements and add, 'Hold it!'

after he has the paw in his mouth."
Of course, in all probability your dog

will never be called upon to do more than
perform for you and your friends . . . but
what may be taught a canine actor has
never been more strikingly presented than
in the portrayal of Lightning in the title

role of White Fang.
Lightning had to approach the prostrate

form of Michael Whalen as he lay upon
the snow. Cautiously, he advanced, stiff

legged, and sniffed gingerly, hastily re-

treated a dozen paces, halted and slowly
returned to the actor. Bending over him,
he licked his face, breathed into the un-
conscious man's mouth to keep kindled
the spark of life and finally lay down by
his side, as though to protect him from the
arctic cold. What was so wonderful about
this feat was the fact that the action was
continuous and the dog acted solely upon
the signalled directions of his trainer . . .

yet he followed through without a hitch

and required only a few rehearsals.

If you would have your dog well-

trained, train your dog the Hollywood
way. Forget trick-routine and concen-

trate upon your pet obeying your cues in-

stantly and completely, regardless of order

or sequence. Then you'll have a dog that

youll be more than ever proud of and that

might go on the screen.



Hollyivood Fashions
(Continued from page forty-six)

First REACTION—the desire to make
our classmates sit up and take notice.

What fun it is to walk into the class-

room and find all eyes turned our way!
How to achieve this type reaction you
ask? It is very simple. Reaction is, as

the dictionary puts it, an action induced
by vital resistance to some other action.

Therefore, if fashion decrees puffed
sleeves, try wearing sleeves of a more
simple nature or if a dress is all black use
a vivid touch of color as trimming or

accessory. Reaction then may be ex-
plained as something unexpected and out
of the ordinary—a surprise.

FEMININITY—we all know. Particu-
larly in a school where students of both
sexes work and play together the femi-
nine quality is called for. Why dress in

Studying in the library is just a part of the daily

routine. Polly is proud of her navy blue vel-

veteen two piece dress. Judith wears wine

crepe with applique of beige and blue. Louise

Mulligan dresses. The girls wear smart Laird-

Schober kidskin shoes

mannish attire to emulate the male spe-
cies, when this year above all others offers

girls a chance to display their feminine
charms? Fashion has reverted to the
puffed sleeve, tight waisted, full skirted
era of our grandmothers affording us the
same weapons of quaintness and femi-
ninity of dress as when grandma flitted

through the rosj' hue of school, parties
and puppy love.

QUALITY—last but not least. This
word stands for excellence of character
and individuality, two most important
attributes and ones that will take you far
in work, play or fashion. Quality in dress
is essential. If you can only have a few
gowns pay more and buy good ones. An
expensive frock will last longer, hold up
under the strain of wearing and do more
for you from a fashion angle.

For th» classroom Polly chooses a green wool
with contrasting trim while Judith dresses in

grey with heart shaped buttons. Reproductions

of Lanz of Salzburg

It's Love Again is a good name for this dinner

gown designed by Louise Mulligan and worn

by Polly Rowles for her date with Wister Clark

If you wantall jre

[ u

• Beauiy siandards, personal charm and trie ait of

feminine allure depend on slender, graceful,
youthful lines. Do you want to reduce; wear smart
gowns; find beauiy and invite romance?
Weight Controls are small capsules, containing

no dinitrophenol, no thyroid or other harmful in-

gredients. They increase metabolism and assist
nature lo banish excess flesh. One box of Weight
Controls will last eight weeks. Letters from users
tell us that the average weight lost by taking one
box of Weight Controls, according to instructions,
is 15 pounds. MAIL THE COUPON

"Weight Controls, Inc., Pept. F-137,
33 West 47th St., New York, N. Y.

Enclosed find $5. Please send one box of
Weight Controls, postage paid.
Send one box of Weight Controls C.O.D.
I will pay postman §5 (plus 23<? postage).

H
Address

Citv

MR. MRS. OR MIS s

=

I State i
'.:.::.: niniii?oreigr orders, cash in advance mil :::::::S

BACKACHES
CAUSED BY

MOTHERHOOD

le

When Answering Advertisements, Please Mention January HOLLYWOOD

Those months before baby comes
put such a strain on mother's mus-
cles, she frequently suffers for years.

Allcock's Porous Plasters do won-
ders for such backaches. They draw

1(1 i\IP^O the blood to the painful spot

—

IV AV——'"i whether it be on the back, sides,

arms or shoulder. This has a warm, stimu-
lating' effect, and the pain soon vanishes. It takes
only 2 seconds to put on an Allcock's Porous
Plaster, and it feels as good as a $2 massage.

Over 5 million people have used Allcock's, the
original porous plaster. Don't take any plaster
but Allcock's. It bringrs quickest relief. Lasts
longer. Easy to apply and remove. 2 5$ at druggists.
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HOLLYWOOD STAR GLEAMS

THE secrecy surrounding the mak-

ing of"Cam ille" with Greta Garbo
and Bob Taylor is no more nor

less than usual. That means the curtain

of privacy is complete, with no outsiders

allowed on the sets without a personal

okay from M-G-M's Number One man,
Louis B. Mayer.

This privacy has served to revive the

annual rumors that Garbo is in love

with her leading man. And not much
can be said about such stories, for no

one of the journalistic world is able to

invade the sacred circle and see. I

think she still prefers George Brent

—

but it's a guess.

Over at a rival studio the other day
I picked up a clever anecdote which,

Bob Taylor and Greta Sarbo stroll before the

camera. Is it love with them, or does she still

prefer George Brent?

regardless of its veracity, serves to

prove how adequately M-G-M guards

the portals to Garbo's private world.

Bob Taylor had been missing for days
(so the story goes) and Mr. Mayer him-

self was getting thoroughly upset over

his absence. A search for the popular

young actor was about to be organized

when the following telegram was laid

on the tycoon's desk:

DEAR MR. MAYER THE CURTAIN
OF PRIVACY SURROUNDING CA-
MILLE SET IS ONE OF MOST AMAZ-
ING AND THOROUGH THINGS
EVER DONE IN HOLLYWOOD STOP
YOU WILL RECALL I VISITED YOU
DAYS AGO AND PROCURED PASS

74

ALLOWING ME TO GO ON SET TO
ASSUME DUTIES OF LEADING MAN
STOP I NEGLECTED HOWEVER TO
SECURE PERMIT FROM YOU AL-
LOWING ME ALSO TO LEAVE SET
WHEN DAYS WORK WAS COM-
PLETED STOP HAVE BEEN HERE
THREE DAYS WITHOUT FOOD BE-

ING UNABLE TO CONVINCE AU-
THORITIES I HAVE ANY RIGHT TO
LEAVE STOP AM GETTING TRIFLE
WEARY OF THE PLACE STOP WILL
YOU PLEASE SEE WHAT CAN BE

DONE TO RESCUE ME LONG
ENOUGH FOR A SQUARE MEAL
INTERROGATION MARK THANKS

BOB TAYLOR

Venturing out to Grand Central Air

Terminal a few days ago to wish bon

voyage to HOLLYWOOD'S publisher,

W. H. Fawcett, I witnessed an incident

which appeals strongly to my sense of

humor.

Mr. Fawcett and his wife were talking

to Wallace Beery, a fellow passenger

going east aboard a giant American
Airlines plane. As the three stood near

the open door of the plane, I noticed a

small film company shooting a "quickie"

a few feet away. The picture had no

particular stars, and is of no particular

significance except that the director

walked over to us and said,

"Would you please step back out of

the line of the camera? We want to

keep the background clear."

Beery grinned good naturedly and
moved back. The film executive didn't

know he had eliminated one of Holly-

wood's biggest stars from the scene!

Every time I see a double feature at

a theatre I have a feeling of being

"gypped." Not so much of money, as

of time. To see one good film I usually

have to sit through a bad one, unless I

time my arrival carefully.

The producers don't like dual bills,

nor do the exhibitors. But they insist

that competition has forced them into

showing two films for the price of one.

It is economically infeasible to exhibit

two super-films on one program, so we
must take what they offer, or beg them
to do away with one of the pictures.

Studios are trying to solve the prob-

lem by making better—and much longer

—features. For the past several months

you have seen a growing tendency to

let a picture run 100 minutes instead of

70 if it's worth the extra footage. This

policy will continue until the effect on

double bills is learned. Few of us want

to see 200 minutes of pictures at one

sitting!

The studios—unintentionally, of course

—are doing another thing to discour-

age dual showings. They are making a

class of competitive pictures that are

so bad people razz them openly. The

fad to hoot the poor products has

grown by leaps and bounds. Some
shows are actually patronized for the

sole purpose of ridiculing the current

attractions.

Sooner or later the double show idea

will have to be abandoned. I hope it

will suffer an earlv demise.

Wallace Beery with Publisher W. H. Fawcett

and Mrs. Fawcett ... a film director pushed

the famous star aside . . .

Out watching Universal's "Top of the

Town" in production a fortnight ago, I

saw more bad "breaks" on that one set

than I have come across in many a moon.

Scene after scene was spoiled.

Two Chinese swordsmen were battling

furiously when one of their swords broke

in two. The scene was re-shot. A short

time later Hugh Herbert tried to eat a

fried egg in front of the camera, dis-

covered in the middle of the scene that

the egg was stuck to the plate. Another

"take" was required.

Other small disasters: doors wouldn't

open, self-starters wouldn't start. But

for all their trouble, Universal officials

have reason to believe that "Top of the

Town" will be one of their best films of

the year.

—Ted Magee, Editor.
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Solid Mascara, Black,

Brown or Blue, in bril-

liant metal vanity. 75c

I Good Housekeeping

1

CreamMoscara.Blue,
lack or Brown,

with brush in dainty
zipper bag. 75c

Eyebrow Eye Shado
Pencil. Black, Blue, Blue-Gr<
Brown, Blue. Brown, Gree

Violet.

1HE romantic charm of beautiful eyes can be yours instantly—with a few

simple brush strokes of Maybelline. Darken your lashes into long, luxuriant

fringe with harmless, tear-proof, non-smarting Maybelline. Not beady,

waxy or gummy. Applies smoothly, gives a soft, silky, natural appearance,
and tends to make the lashes curl.

Use the smooth Maybelline Eyebrow Pencil and the creamy Eye Shadow

—

in shades to harmonize with your Maybelline Mascara.

Maybelline Solid or Cream Mascara, 75c everywhere. Generous introduc-

tory sizes of all Maybelline Eye Beauty Aids, obtainable at all 10c stores.

1 0,000,000 discri mi noting women now use Maybelline. Discover for your-

self—TODAY—this simple way to more enchanting beauty!

The World's Largest Selling Eye Beauty Aids
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Win Fred MacMurray's Candid Camera
DARING THE GODS OF DEATH



Do as the South Seas

enchantress does

TATTOO YOUR LIPS

The New TATTOO gives them exciting South Sea red

that's transparent, pasteless, highly indelible . . yet keeps

lips moist, shimmering, smooth . . actually softens them!

* * *

Stolen from the bewitching little South Seas maiden was the idea of

permanent, pasteless, transparent lip color; lasting, loyal stain for lips

instead of temporary, "pasty," fickle coating! Now this same enchantress

has revealed her way of keeping lips soft, smooth, luscious and moistly

shimmering too. • We offer it to you as the New Tattoo ... an entirely

new kind of indelible lipstick . . . the only lipstick that can give your lips

the irresistible witchery of transparent, pasteless, South Sea color . . . the

only lipstick containing the magic ingredient that will make your lips

sparkle like the moon-path o'er an iridescent tropical sea ... at the same

time keeping your lips youthfully smooth, wrinkle-free . . . caressingly soft.

Tattoo your lips . . . with the New Tattoo! One dollar everywhere.

FIVE SHADES EXOTIC NATURAL PASTEL HAWAIIAN



Finger Wave, Manicure and Facial

yet she overlooks tender, ailing gums

How often such neglect leads

to real dental tragedies...

help keep your gums healthy

with Ipana and Massage.

She'll sit by the hour for the latest

finger wave, spend dollar after dol-

lar on beauty aids, and fret and worry

over the first sign of a skin blemish.

But her friends and even strangers sel-

dom notice these things. They only see

her smile— a disappointing smile—

a

smile that is dull, dingy and unsightly—

a smile that shocks instead of thrills!

Yet her smile still could be attractive

—with teeth sparkling, white and bril-

liant. But not until she does something

about her tender, ailing gums—not un-

til she knows the meaning of that warn-

ing tinge of "pink" on her tooth brush.

Heed that Tinge of "Pink"

When you see that tinge of "pink" on

your tooth brush—go to your dentist.

You may not be in for serious trouble—

but let him decide. More than likely,

however, he will lay the blame to our

modern menus—to the soft foods that

rob our gums of necessary work. And

usually he will suggest more work for

those lazy, tender gums and the healthy

stimulation of Ipana and massage.

If he does, start with Ipana and mas-

sage today. Use it faithfully. Massage a

little Ipana onto your gums every time

you brush your teeth. Gradually you'll

notice a new life and firmness as circu-

lation quickens in the gums.

Then with whiter teeth, healthier

gums, how appealing your smile will

be ; how brilliant, sparkling. Start with

Ipana Tooth Paste and massage today,

and help make your smile the lovely,

attractive thing it ou»ht to be.

a good tooth paste,

like a good dentist,

is never a luxury.

IPANA
When Answering Advertisements, Please Mention February HOLLYWOOD



The fragrance of

her camelias intoxi-

cated his senses . . .

"Crush me in your arms

until the breath is gone

from my body!"

She had known many kinds of

love, but bis kisses filled her with

longings she had never felt be-

fore... The glamorous Garbo —
handsome Robert Taylor — to-

gether in a love story that will

awaken your innermost emotions

with its soul-stabbing drama!

/?/M/Llt
tvith LIONEL BARRYMORE
ELIZABETH ALLAN . JESSIE RALPH
HENRY DANIELL . LENORE ULRIC

LAURA HOPE CREWS
A Metro • Goldwyn - Mayer Picture, based on play and novel
"La Dame aux Camelias" ( Lady of the Camelias ) by Alexandre

Dumas. Directed by George Cukor

Accept No Substitutes! Always Insist on the Advertised Bra^jd!
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Lovely Irene Dunne is adding new effulgence

+0 her stardom by what critics hail as a capital

performance in Theodora Goes Wild. She

proves her versatility by "no lady" role
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• Splitting headaches made me feel miser-
able. I can't tell you how I was suffering!
I knew the trouble all too well — consti-

pation, a clogged-up condition. I'd
heard FEEN-A-M INT well spoken of. So
I stopped at the drug store on the way
home, got a box of FEEN-A-MINT, and
chewed a tablet before going to bed.

1
i.-WT 'J^mmmmM mm the

MINUTE WAY!
Three ml
of chewing

' the

• FEEN-A-MINT
is the modern laxa-

tive that comes in

delicious mint-fla-

vored chewing gum.
Chew a tablet for 3

minutes, or longer, for its pleasant taste.

The chewing, according to scientific re-

search, helps make FEEN-A-MINT more
thorough— more dependable and reliable.

• Next morning—headache gone— full of
life and pep again ! All accomplished so
easily too. No griping or nausea. Try
FEEN-A-MINT the next time you
have a headache caused by constipation.

Learn why this laxative is a favorite with
16 million people
-young and old.

Hollywood Newsreel

Slightly hiithe

—Fawcctt Photo by Rhodes

Of course, it may have been a funny story that stirred the smiles of Gloria Swanson, Fredric

March and John Barrymore during a dance at the Cocoanut Grove. Then again, perhaps

Gloria and Fredric are just congratulating Caliban

Lottie Pickford Passes

Into The Midst Of joyful preparation by
Mary Pickford and Buddy Rogers for their

forthcoming marriage a pall of sadness fell

shortly before the Yuletide, when Lottie
Pickford was stricken with a heart attack.

With the passing of the erstwhile screen
celebrity, "America's Sweetheart" is the
only member of her immediate family still

living. Mary's mother and brother, Jack,
both died in recent years.

Irene Dunne a Mother!

Irene Dunne is starring in a new real
life drama! She hopes her newest role

—

that of a mother—will continue until she is

as old as some of the parts she has played
in pictures. Christmas was especially
happy for Miss Dunne and her dentist
husband, Dr. Francis Griffin, because of
the arrival in Hollywood of an 11-
months'-old daughter, adopted through
the aid of a baby specialist in New York.
Thus, Irene's new daughter differs some-
what from many other babies adopted by
film celebrities in that she did not come
from Evanston's famous Cradle.

Flaming Dentist Put Out

Craig Reynolds, Warner Brothers actor,

and one of Hollywood's favorite boy-
friends, saved his dentist from severe
burns this month—which might have
been a "turning the other cheek" policy!

At any rate, the doc was hurting him
considerably when a gas burner caught
the M.D.'s apron on fire and Craig
promptly threw him to the floor smother-
ing the flames.

"It was a pleasure," Reynolds laughed
when the Doc thanked him. "A lot of

people would enjoy a chance at knocking
their dentist down about that stage of

dentistry!"

"Firing the Furness"

The Betty Furness-Alan Lane ro-
mance is now as cold as a landlord's
heart. But no one's hurt, we guess, be-
cause there's a certain dark and attrac-

tive gentleman in New York who gave
Betty thirteen new charms for her brace-
let and a grand rush when she was East
recently; and Alan has been going places
with Anita Louise a lot.

It's a shame to keep you in the dark
about the identity of the gentleman who's
"firing the Furness."

And Now Dolores Sings

The Month's All-time high for poise

goes to Dolores Del Rio, who as honor
guest at the Cocoanut Grove on Old
Mexico Night, was called upon to say a

few words. Exquisite in a white evening
gown, Dolores arose and asked the or-

[Continued on page 8]

Before Superior Judge Fletcher Bowron in Los

Angeles Carole Lombard forever drops the

name of Jane Peters and makes her film-

glorified moniker her legal name as well

Accept No Substitutes! Always Insist on the Advertised Brand!



The Screen Brings America's

INVISIBLE TERROR Right Out Into the Open

\\

BLACK 1EGI0N
//

DEATH TOI
SQUEALERS!
That's the law of this devil cult—the body and soul

pledge made by every man who for thirty pieces

of silver buys the privilege of killing his neighbor!

Leave it to Warner Bros, to be the first to bring to

the screen the whole savage, terrible behind-the-

scenes story of these Midnight Marauders of the

Midwest ! All of it—every bullet-riddled paragraph

—

hurled across the screen with the dramatic fury of

another "G-Men" or "I Am A Fugitive".

To producers, to director and to a great cast—bril-

liantly headed by Humphrey Bogart in a role even

more intensely dynamic than his "Killer" of "Petri-

fied Forest"—alike are due the plaudits of a million

fans for making this thrilling indictment of the

world below the underworld this month's tops in

cinema excitement!

BLACK UGIONOATH i

In the name of heaven and hell,

"he Powers of.ight ant**

tirain, my body ana my

to executing the orders of

t

mVsuP
eriors.^^f«no

ic/and will submit to*

the tortures, man can mfhj|

and suffer the most hornble

t ^ath rather than revea a

I single word of tins, my oath...

THE PICTURE OF THE MONTH
HUMPHREY BOGART
DICK FORAN • ERIN O'BRIEN-MOORE

ANN SHERIDAN -Helen Flint -Joseph

Sawyer-Addison Richards-Eddie Acuff

Directed by ARCHIE MAYO

When Answering Advertisements, Please Mention February HOLLYWOOD



DON TBE ADROOP!

• Do YOU know the difference between a
"Droop" and a glamour girl? Nine times
out of ten it's her eyes! And glamourous
eyes are easy to have. . . ;ustslipyour lashes
into KURLASH, and in 50 seconds they'll be
curled back in an entrancing sweep. Kur-
LASH is that handy little beauty necessity
that curls your lashes without heat, cosmet-
ics, or practice. $1 at all good stores.

.' / ) Vl'l
" /IF * The worst k' n<1 of

''Droop" is the one
ho is a "Beetling

Droop," with heavy, sinister eyebrows, or
a fringe of unwanted hair ruining her hair-

line. But you don't have to be one! Use
Tweezette, that clever little automatic
gadget for painlessly removing unwanted
eyebrow and face hairs. $1 everywhere.

• But curling and grooming aren't enough.
You must color those sweeping lashes. Lash-
PaC is your purse-size mascara in a. neat
lipstick shape, with a tiny brush, all ready
to use, popping out of the other end. Comes
in brown, blue,
Only $1.

MAIL THIS TODAY
To: Jane Heath, Dept. F-2,
The Kurlash Company, Rochester, N.Y.
The Kurlash Company of Canada, at Toronto, 3

Please send me, free, your booklet on eye
beauty, and a personal coloring plan for my
complexion.

Eyes Hair Complexion
Nc
Address
Citu Slate

I pie se print plainly)

Our Readers Write
But Right or Wrong—Our Readers!

You'll hear this music from coast to coast before long! Gene Raymond, Lily Pons and Mischa

Auer do a scene for RKO's That Girl from Paris. Doesn'4 Mischa look exceptionally soulful?

He Wins a Watch!

Dear Editor:
The most interesting thing about Hollywood, to

me, is the lives of the stars—the real life of those
who portray the lasting sweetness of love and ro-

mance, bringing the blessedness of hearts attuned to
love and happiness to us; yet in their own life is so
much of unhappincss, undeserved. It must be
poignantly bitter, indeed, to play such roles, and
in the ending find only shattered romance in their

own hearts.
So many of them do that—they reach the heights—then plunge down to the bottom. I've thought

of Mary and Doug—the Bannisters Gables—Mary
Astor—Bushman—and hundreds of others. Cer-
tainly they have suffered the most poignant bitter-

ness a human knows, yet they have brought happi-
ness and joy to us so often!

If they are indiscreet—if they get talked about

—

if they lose out like humans often do let's not be
quitters on them! To me they are still the same.
We have no right to say what they shall do in their
private life. If they fail—try to come back—-let's

give them a hand, a big one! If they err, let's still

love them—and be right in there cheering when they
do try to make the climb again!
And Gene don't dodge love oc put it off! If

the right one comes along—why, go to town! And—when you do here's hoping you a million years
of happiness!
What do you say, fellows and girls? Can't we

be big enough to stick to them when they're fading?—and if some day Clark, Joan, Gene or Jean or
any of them—are pictured in their attempt to Come
Back—well, aren't we still going to mob that box
office for a very good reason—don't we want to see
them do it! Y—e s-s-s! That's the stuff! !

With very best wishes to the Stars' best Maga-
zine, HOLLYWOOD, and for the happiness and
success of each of them, I am,

Sincerely,
William C. Parker, Jr..

207 Mart Building, St. Louis, Mo.

As announced in last month s Holly-
wood, William Parker, Jr., "will receive
Gene Raymond's own wrist watch for this

prize-winning letter of the month. Many
other contestants in the Gene Raymond
contest will receive checks of $1.00 apiece
for letters suggested in these columns.

—

The Editor.

has been honored with the Academy Award, her
studio would try its ut:nost to see that she be given
only the most carefully chosen stories in which to

be starred. Of course, I refer to Bette Davis.
After her brilliant performance in Dangerous,

it Is unfair that her ability be absolutely wasted in

such inferior pictures as The Golden Arrow and,
more recently. Satan Met a Lady! Pictures of that

caliber should be used as tests for up-and-coming
young starlets, but certainly not for ACADEMY
AWARD WINNERS!

Leslie Ruth Hirschfeld.
10828 Hampden Ave., Cleveland, Ohio.

With Bette's return from England, her
studio will in all probability accede to the

many requests of the blonde actress' fans

that she be given more advantageous roles.

—The Editor.

Claudette Preferred Sans Bangs

Dear Editor:
Yes, I have a pet peeve who hasn't?

I have been waiting and hoping to see Claudette
Colbert's forehead. I admire this actress tremen-
dously and shall continue to see her pictures even
though she continues wearing these atrocious bangs.
Is there a reason? Will she ever make a picture
without them?

Mrs. Rose Hurchell,

P. O. Box 844, El Reno, Okla.

Claudette's fans will be interested to

learn that she is now making Maid of
Salem, in which she will appear minus her
famous bangs. This decision was made
because foreheads were not covered in

this manner in the seventeenth century,

the period portrayed in the picture. Direc-
tors attach a great deal of importance to

even so unimportant an issue.—The Editor.

Fans are Growing Up

Better Breaks for Bette

Dear Editor:
I'm good and

right to be! On<
ngry, and I believe I have every
would think that after an actress

Dear Editor:
How soon will screen magazines in general come

to the realization that the public is all fed up on the

life and loves of the stars—what they eat and what
they wear?

Features which are sensible and which smack of
truth rather than the overdone and outmoded inter-

views (which the stars usually censor) are what the

[Continued on page 60]
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There she sat . . .

TENSE. ..SILENT...WATCHIN'

(r,he most vividly emotional

role in the entire career of this

great dramatic star you love!

. . . Not even in "The Dark

Angel" nor in "These Three"

did she approach the excite-

ment and power of this never-

to-be-forgotten role . . .

X
r

V.

SAMUEL GOLDWYN^*^

MERLE OBERON
BRIAN AHERNE

in

th

HENRY STEPHENSON • JEROME COWAN
DAVID NIVEN • KAREN MORLEY

Directed by H. C. POTTER

RELEASED THRU UNITED ARTISTS
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S- WHO WANT
MART. MODERN

HAIRDRESS !

Lovely Miss Madelyn Jones of Salley, So.

Carolina was the September winner in the

nation-wide"Search for Talent"sponsored

by HOLD BOBS. She receives a tree screen

test, $50.00 in cash and an opportunity to

make her screen debut in a WalterWanger

Production at United Artists Studio.

HOLD-BOBS have won for themselves

highest favor among thousands of

lovely girls who realize how important a

beautifully-arranged coiffure is to their

personality and appearance. HOLD-BOBS

are not only the favorites of Hollywood-
they're' tops'among bob pins, everywhere/

As attractive, young women discover

what HOLD-BOBS will do to improve their

appearance, they are insisting upon

HOLD-BOBS, the only bob pin with the pat-

ented, exclusive features: small, round,

invisible heads; smooth, round, points;

flexible, tapered legs, one side crimped;

and colors to match all shades of hair

. . . Use HOLD-BOBS once and you'll use

them always.

THE HUMP HAIRPIN MFG. CO.
Sol H. Goldberg. President

1918-36 Prairie Ave., Dept. F-27, Chicago, 111.

HOLD-BOB

^-Look for the name HOLD-BOBS, if

It is your guarantee of the

finest possible bob pin and

a lovely coiffure. Sold

everywhere— just ask

for them by name . . . / /n,£«,aS'

[HI

r~\ r7>

O

Hollywood Productions

Corralin£ the World Indoors!

Henry Fonda and Sylvia Sidney at their honeymoon supper in You Only Live Once, would seem
to be giving deep consideration to what the future holds for their romantic associations

That Amazing Hollywood custom of

bringing the mountain to Mahomet
seems to be gaining in popularity.

More and more the studios create natural
settings within the huge buildings called

sound stages instead of traveling to loca-
tion sites far and near.

A notable recent example of this prac-
tice, which enables producers to formulate
a definite schedule and stick to it through
their ability to control sound, lighting and
weather in out-of-door sequences filmed
indoors, was You Only Live Once, a Walter
Wanger production starring Sylvia Sidney
and Henry Fonda.
Although probably 50 per cent of the

action takes place out of doors, the unit
left the United Artists studio for only a
few short scenes, and spent most of its

seven weeks' actual camera work on
sound stages. Forests, mountains, deserts
came into being through the miracle of
Alexander Toluboff's modern set con-
struction. Rain, wind, fog. sunshine were
on tap at a moment's notice. Nature's
whims, the old bugaboo of location scenes,
could be laughed at.

Particular importance attaches to You
Only hive Once, in the Hollywood scheme
of things, not only because it is conceived
on a grand scale, but because it is Walter
Wanger's first production under his new
long-term releasing arrangement with
United Artists. As the curtain-raiser on
a series of big pictures for the season's
program, the creator of Trail of the Lone-
some Pine, Private Worlds, The Moon's
Our Home and other hits, in the language
of Hollywood, "shot the works" in making
You Only Live Once.
An original story by Gene Towne and

Graham Baker, the direction was intrusted
to Fritz Lang, whose Fury introduced him
to Hollywood. A Viennese, and probably
the most colorful megaphonist to arrive

from Europe in the last fifteen years, he

won world fame with M, Metropolis and
other continental hits before transferring
his talents to America.
Miss Sidney, who co-starred in Fury

and who more than any other Hollywood
personality appreciated the brilliant, driv-
ing force of Lang, tipped off Fonda, Barton
MacLane, William Gargan, Jean Dixon
and other principals at the start of the
picture, when the director called them all

together, read the script and acted out
each part himself, that they "hadn't seen
anything yet."

They hadn't. Miss Sidney wasn't sur-
prised when Lang persuaded her to run
up and down a flight of stairs several times
so she would be naturally out of breath

[Continued on page 52]

he perfect bob pin for.
the modern hairdressl

Copyright 1937 by Tbe Hamp Hairpin Mfg. Co.
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Tense drama in which Henry Fonda uses the

prison doctor, Jerome Cowan as a shield to

escape on the eve of his scheduled execution
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$2,000,000 is the rumored sum Columbia spent to film the fanciful

magnificence of this world-famous book. This gorgeous reproduction

of the lamasery of Shangri-La (above) seems to confirm this estimate.

Capra Captures Top Screen

Honors With

LOST HORIZON
By RUSSELL PATTERSON

' 1 JHAT man Capra has clone it again! And when I say "again" I don't mean that his new
-* Columbia picture is just as good as "Mr Deeds", "It Happened One Night", etc. I mean

it's better! "Lost Horizon" is so magnificent artistically and so gripping dramatically that it

stands practically alone on my private and unofficial recommended list for the month. I know

you've heard about this famous James Hilton best-seller and its unique story of a secret

romantic paradise on the roof of the world. So I don't have to tell you what a stupendous job

it was to reproduce this fabulous Oriental "hideout" on the screen, and to portray the amazing

romance that takes place within its walls. But Columbia, Capra and Colman have done it—

done it so superbly that for my money "Lost Horizon" is going to be one of those talked-

about pictures that everybody just has to see. The star role is the best thing I've seen Ronald

Colman do, and the supporting efforts of Edward Everett Horton, Margo, H. B Warner,

Jane Wyatt and thousands of others, plus Robert Riskin's exciting adaptation, all go to make

"Lost Horizon" a big picture in every sense of the word. I'm telling you — don't miss it!

PRISONER in a barbaric para-

dise, Conway is torn between
the bonds of civilization and I

M

• H wo) two yean in the making

• the cad numberi 1150

• Two complete tewm were erettetf

h»t the production

• One «et alone took 130 men two

j mmm %
DEATH waits outside the mys-
tery plane grounded in a secret

corner of the earth froni\

KIDNAPING an unknown lover
(Ronald Colman) from the
other side of the earth, Sondra
\(Jane Wyatt) imprisons him
tin her fabulous Oriental "hide-
lout" on the roof of the world.



HERE'S SPECIAL WORK
OFFERING YOU

LETTER CONTEST

Win Fred MacMurray's
Candid Camera!

,

'

A
NWEEK

\t and all of your own Dresses

FREE of a penny cost

No Experience or

Investment Needed
This offer Is open lo all women—
single or married—who need money
and are ambitious enough to accept

this easy way to get it. You ju-t

represent the world's leading dress-

making plant—Fashion Frocks,

and ilion the gorgeous new 1'j37

spring dresses to Friends and
neighbors. It is Intcrcsiinc, pleas-
ant work because all women love
to look at the smart new dress
styles and will be s lad to give you
their orders—especially when you
save them real money. You can
earn up to S23, and even more.
In a week (or yourself, besides you
con get your own dresses without a
penny of cost, to wear and demon-
strate. Send no money. Just mall
coupon for amazing free offer.

126 LOVELIEST

<V?DRESSES/f
low as J mm mmm

Fashion Frocks styles this new
Spring Season are more ex-
quisite than ever. They are
last minute styles direct from
fashion headquarters in Paris
and Hollywood, and are worn and ap-
proved by some of the best dressed
Movie Stars. Fashion Frocks are na-
tionally advertised in all the big
women's magazines and are endorsed by
leading Fashion Editors. They are
never sold in stores, but by authorized
representatives only.

New Home Plan Starts You
No House-to-House Work
Get details of our Special Plan
that enables you to get started
easily and quickly, without can-
vassing house-to-house. We will
help you build up a successful, per-
manent dress business—working full or
spare time—that pays you a good
gular income

Send Free Coupon
Mail coupon at once for
this marvelous free oppor-
tunity. Get the whole story
how you can make up to S23

' more in a week and get
yo dre of
any cost. No obligate
and no money necessary.
Rush coupon today.

FASHION FROCKS, INC.
Dept.PP-225, Cincinnati, Ohio

Fashion Frocks, Inc.
Dept. PP-225, Cincinnati, 0.

Tell me how I can represent
Fashion Frocks—make up to
-?23 in in a week and get
sample dresses free to wear.

AMPLE
DRESSES VOU
CAN WEAR

" OF ANY
COST

etuCn&mowu
futtvuUS

COUPON

Address

Citr State

I

Fred MacMurray, whose latest film is Champagne Walii, offers his candid camera to

the writer of the best letter on anything related to motion pictures and sent to

HOLLYWOOD Magazine before February 10. Better write today while there's still time!

Would You Like to make pictures
with Fred MacMurray's own candid
camera? That's the prize that

awaits some alert letter writer who sub-
mits the best letter to the editor of Holly-
wood Magazine this month. Read the
rules carefully and then join in the con-
test. Even should you not win the main
prize, there is the incentive of gaining a
crisp dollar bill if your letter is deemed
worthy of being published in Hollywood
Magazine.

_ This magazine is offering the candid
camera to inspire its readers to write
stimulating and concise letters about any-
thing related to motion pictures and their
making. Is there something you would
like to see on the screen, or in this maga-
zine, that has not been suggested before?
Perhaps you may have some comment to

make about your favorite star—or an
actor or actress you don't like. Whatever
it is, put it on paper and send it in.

Hollywood is anxious to know what is

in the minds of its readers.

Remember, the best letter received will
win Fred MacMurray's candid camera,
and all other letters published will bring
dollar bills to writers. Fred MacMurray,
Paramount Studio and the editor join in

14 Accept No Substitutes! Always Insist on the Advertised Brand!

offering this month's prize as a means of
improving the general quality of letters

submitted.

Here are the rules:

1. Write your letter either with pen
and ink, or on the typewriter. Legibility,

neatness and conciseness count.

2. Make your letter brief. There is no
set limit to the length of Hollywood's
letters, but the editor reserves the right

to strike out portions deemed unneces-
sary. Brief letters win more favorable
consideration.

3. Your letter must be interesting. Will
it lend itself to comment from the editor?

Are there two sides to what you have to

say? Is it really worth saying? These
are tests that will improve your letter.

4. The editorial staff of this magazine
will act as judges and its decision will be
final.

5. In case of ties duplicate prizes will

be awarded.

6. Address your letter to Hollywood
Magazine, Dept. FM, 7046 Hollywood
Blvd., Hollywood, Calif. It must arrive
here not later than February 10. No re-
turn correspondence can be attempted.



OLD MONEY
7J

We Pmr The World's HighestPrices

EACH

Amazing Profits
For Those Who Know

OLD MONEY!

Big Cash Premiums
For Hundreds of Coins

Now Circulating

There are literally thousands of old coins

and bills that we want at once and for

which we will pay big cash premiums.
Many of these coins are now passing from hand to hand in circulation. Today or tomorrow
a valuable coinmay come into your possession. Watch your change.Know what to look for.

Don't sell your coins, encased postage stamps, or paper money to any other dealer
until you have first seen the prices that we will pay for them.

WE WILL PAY FOR 1909 CENTS UP TO $10.00 EACH
1S60 Cents $50.00—Cents of 1 861, 1864, 1865, 1869, 1870, 1881, 1S90 $20.00 each—Half Cents $250.00

—Large Copper Cents $2000.00—Flying Eagle Cents $20.00—Half Dimes $150.00—20c pieces

$100.00—25c before 1873, $300.00—50c before~1879, $750.00—Silver Dollars before 1S74, $2500.00

—Trade Dollars $250.00—Gold Dollars $1000.00—?2.50 Gold Pieces before 1876, $600.00—
23.00 Gold Pieces $1000.00—$5 Gold Pieces before 18S8, $5000.00—310 Gold Pieces before 1908,

$150.00—Commemorative Half Dollars $60.00—Commemorative Gold Coins $115.00.

PAPER MONEY—Fractional Currency 526.00—Confederate Bills $15.00
Encased Postage Stamps $12.00

FOREIG|N COINS— Certain Copper or Silver Coins $15.00

Ip**j|j|l Gold Coins, $150.00, etc.

^'/ :.l!!L^ Don't Wait! Send Dime for World's Largest 10c Complete Illustrated Catalog

\ Address your envelope to:

ROMANO'S COIN SHOP
Dept 161 Nantasket, Mass.

£fc

^»

4-

ii\
CUT FILL OUT AND MAIL TODAY !

Yv^

I

ROMANO'S COIN SHOP, Dept. 161

Nantasket, Mass.

Gentlemen: Please send me your large illustrated

complete catalog for which I enclose 10c in cash care-

fully wrapped.

NAME ....

ADDRESS
(Please Print Plainly)

i'iii
;: iy-iWavj'i-: --;

>'-^'
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Hollyivood Spotlights

Eleanore Whitney:
She's On Her Toes

By
Richard Murray

IN
The Best Hollywood tradition,

Eleanore Whitney's story should be
that of the poor but beautiful young

girl who, overnight, soared from rags to

riches, from obscurity to adulation. Then
the film colony could properly label her
as Cinderella, 1937 edition, and promptly
dismiss her from its mind. The cinema
citadel can never rest easily, you know,
until each newcomer has been properly
tagged and classified and filed away for

future reference. But Miss Whitney is

not the one to be dismissed lightly, if at

all. She definitely refuses to fit into a

groove. In fact, she is in a very fair way
of becoming a ninety-seven pound menace
to Hollywood's peace of mind.
She is both young enough and pretty

enough to carry on the time hallowed
Cinderella motif. But behind her are too
many years of struggle, too many aching
hours of rehearsal, for her to qualify as a
sister in the Order of the Glass Slipper.

Eleanore won't even compromise to the
extent of becoming a "glamour girl." And
—here, my friends, is heresy!—not once
has she even admitted to those familiar

yearnings to get away from it all! To
Hollywood, Eleanore is its youngest
enigma. And by far its cutest one.

You'll pardon me while I take a sweep-
ing bow. To me, at least, the unpredict-
able Whitney is no unfathomable mystery.
You see, I happened to know her before
she came to the celluloid coast. And I can

Heralded as "ninety-seven pounds of menace to Hollywood's peace of mind," Eleanore Whitney
is forging ahead in a fashion that even those in the know characterize as unpredictable

Eleanore Whitney and Johnny Downs may be
drinking a toast to romance; then again it

may be just an attempt to keep cool during

a warm California day. The story tells all!

16

tell you sincerely that this young lady,

whom critics have described as Eleanor
Powell's only competition, is strictly the
McCoy! The circumstances of our meeting
may bear repeating.

I'd just arrived in Chicago for a business
conference with Rudy Vallee who was
playing a theatre engagement there. It

was as hot as only Chicago can be hot in
mid-August. Even in Rudy's air-condi-
tioned dressing room, the atmosphere was
stifling. I tried to catch a nap as Rudy
shaved before the dressing room mirror.
Suddenly there was a staccato burst of

tapping from across the hall. It sounded
like some dancer warming up with a time-
step, I decided gloomily. The tapping per-
sisted. After a full ten minutes, such
energy was, to say the least, definitely

annoying. I got up and opened the door
and looked out. I looked again, then

closed the door softly. "You've been
holding out on me," I said. "Since when
have you carried a tap dancer in the

show?"
Vallee glanced at me in the mirror.

"Her? That's Eleanore Whitney. She's

pretty good." He wiped the lather from
his face and started to slide into a shirt.

I looked at him. Rudy Vallee was never

a soft touch for tap dancers as a part of

his stage unit. He didn't have to tell me
that she must be better than "pretty

good."
I caught her act at the next performance.

She did two routines and took three cur-
tain calls. She looked very cute as she
twirled and tapped her way across the

stage. In her tiny, white skirt and sweater
she looked about fourteen. After the show
Rudy introduced me to Eleanore and her
mother. I took another good look at her
and said, "You know, you really ought to

be in pictures! And no sales talk!"

She grinned as she started to remove her
make-up. "Thanks," she said blithely.

"I'm going to be—I hope. I'm on my way
to the coast now for a Paramount picture."

And she was. So when the Whitneys
arrived in Hollywood, I was their self-

appointed guide.
I took Eleanore to her first dance here,

her first picture, the first stage show. I

saw the rushes of her first picture with
her. Helped them find an apartment.

Eleanore wasn't interested in going out a

great deal nor in meeting "the right

people." Not that she didn't have plenty

of chances. All she wanted to do was con-
centrate on her screen debut. I lived only

a few blocks away and almost every night
[Continued on page 46]
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"Reduced My Hips 9 Inches" Says Miss Healy
• "I am so enthusiastic about the wonderful
results from my Perfolastic Girdle. It seems
almost impossible that my hips have been
reduced 9 inches without the slightest diet".— Miss Jean Healy, 299 Park Ave., New York

IF YOU 00 HOT^^ LEAST

3»NCHES
0fs

£j& ATI***'

\0D**S

// W/// cost you nothincj

Thousands of attractive women owe
lovely* slender figures to Perfolastic

!

BECAUSE we receive enthusiastic letters from
women all over the country in every mail . . . be-

cause we find that most Perfolastic wearers reduce

their waist and hips more than 3 inches in ten days

* . . we know we are justified in making YOU this

amazing offer. We are upheld by the experience of

not one but thousands of women. The letters

below are but a few examples chosen at random.

Massage -like action reduces quickly 1
.

You need not diet or deny yourself the good things

of life. You need take no dangerous drugs or tiring

exercises. You appear inches smaller the minute
you step into your Perfolastic, and then comfort-
ably,, quickly. . .without effort on your part . . . the

massage - like action actually reduces you at just

those spots where excess fat first accumulates.

Read these amazing unsolicited letters

!

"LOST 60 POUNDS"
" I have reduced my
waist 9 inches, my hips
8 inches and lost 60
pounds! I can't thank
Perfolastic enough."

Mrs. W. P. Derr,

Omaha, ~Heb.

"A GIRDLE I LIKE"
"I neverowned a girdle
I liked so much. And
\ reduced 26 pounds "

Mns Either Marshall,
ValUjo, Cahf.

"6 INCHES FROM HIPS"
"I lost 6 inches from
my hips, 4 inches from
my waist and 20 lbs."

Mrs. J.J. Thomas,
Ntw Castle, Pa.

"HIPS 12 INCHES SMALLER"
"I just can't praise your girdle enough. My hips
are 12 inches smaller."

Miss Zella Richardson, Scottdale, Pa.

"LOST 49 POUNDS"
"Since wearing my Perfolastic I have lost 49
pounds. I wore a size 40 dress and now wear size
36." Mtss Mildred DuBois, Newark, N. J.

"REDUCED FROM SIZE
42 TO SIZE 18"

"I used to wear a size
42 dress and now I

wear an 18! I eat
everything."

Mrs. Essie Faust
Minneapolis, Minn.

"REDUCED6'rlNCHES"
''Lost 20 pounds, re-
duced hips 6'r inches
and waist 5 inches. I

should be lost without
Perfolastic"

Mrs. I. C Thompwn.
Denver, Colo.

"SMALLER AT ONCE"
*'I immediatelybecame
3 inches smaller in the
hips when first fitted."

Miss Ouida Browne,
Briarcliff Manor, N. Y.

cerpts froit
:ited letter;

it h are gen

'REDUCED FROM 43 TO 34'; INCHES!"
My hips measured 43 inches. I was advised to

r Perfolascic after a serious operation and now
my hips are only 341; inches!

Miss Btllte Brian, La Grange, Ky.

"LOST 47 POUNDS"
"When I first got your girdle my hips measured 5 1

inches and I weighed 2 15 pounds. Now I measure
42 inches and weigh 168 pounds."

Mrs. E M. Riggins. Memphis. Tenn.

Surely you would like to test the

PERFOLASTIC GIRDLE and BRASSIERE
. . . for 10 days without cost !

You cannot afford to miss this chance to prove to
yourself the quick reducing qualities of Perfolastic !

Because we are so sure you will be thrilled with the
results, we want you to test it for 10 days at our
expense. Note how delightful
the soft, silky lining feels nexr
to the body . . . hear the ad-
miring comments of friends.

SEND FOR FREE BOOKLET!
Let us send you a sample of
material and FREE illustrated

booklet, giving description of
garments, details of our 10-

day trial offer and many amaz-
ing letters from Perfolastic
wearers. Mail coupon today !

PERFOLASTIC, INC.
Dept. 72, 41 E 42nd St.. New York City

Please send me FREE BOOKLET describing
and illustrating the new Perfolastic Girdle
and Uplift Brassiere, also sample of perfo-
rated material and particulars of your

10 DAY FREE TRIAL OFFER !

Name...

Addies

City
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TO regain lost weight is a simple matter

when certain bodilj functions are re-

stored to normal.

Of foremost importance is the stimula-

tion of digestive juices in the stomach to

make better use of the food you eat. . .and

restoration of lowered red-blood-cells to

turn the digested food into firm flesh. S.S.S.

Tonic does just this.

S.S.S. Tonic whets the appetite. Foods

taste better. . .natural digestive juices are

stimulated and finally the very food you

eat is of more body value. A very impor-

tant step back to health.

Forget about underweight worries if you

are deficient in stomach digestive juices and

red-blood-cells . . . just take S.S.S. Tonic

immediately before each meal. Shortly you

will be delighted with the way you will feel

. . .your friends will compliment you on the

way you will look.

S.S.S,Tonic is especially designed to build

sturdy health. . .its remarkable value is time

tried and scientificallyproven. . .that's why
it makes you feel like yourself again.

At all drugstores in two convenient sizes.

The large size at a saving in price. There is

no substitute for this time tested remedy.

No ethical druggist will suggest something

"just as good." <g s.s.s. Co .

Eyewitness Photos » » By Charles Rhodes

Lionel Barrymore, Loretta Young and James Gleason as they appeared on the Lux Radio Hour.

Mr. Barrymore was pinch-hitter for Cecil B. DeMille as master of ceremonies, while Miss Young
and Mr. Gleason played roles in Polly of the Circus, the offering in presentation that evening

James Cagney takes time out from his return

opus, Great Guy, to inspect an addition to his

Chow's family. There are "black sheep" here

Apparently it's kissing time with the Oakies.

Here I caught the Paramount prankster smack-

ing his "pigeon" at the Zukor Anniversary

Where's Dr. Joel Pressman? Oh, he's too camera-shy to stay near his glamorous wife, Claudette

I Colbert, when photographers hover as they did at the Zukor Silver Anniversary dinner held at the

Trocadero in Hollywood. Scores of film great gathered to pay homage to Paramount's founder

Accept No Substitutes! Always Insist on the Advertised Brand!



NATURE IS STINGY WITH TOOTH ENAMEL

THIS BEAUTIFUL ENAMEL . . ONCE WORN AWAY. .

NEVER GROWS BACK- NEVER /

^usEOFlR
H»r

T„.iint ciiUM M tt«

BECAUSE OF IRIU* •
•

BECAUSE OF IR1UW-
D

...» ,„,« no pms and

Pepsodent tones u? I™*
saliva.

motes tin-tUVU

Pepsodent atone
among

Tooth Pastes
contains

1RIVJM

6 safe.
CLtufs-fr PEPSODENT TOOTH PASTE

IT ALONE CONTAINS IRIUM

Protect precious enamel.
Once lost, it's gone for-

ever. Be safe and win
flashing new luster with

absolute security!

Nature restores skin, hair, nails—but never

tooth enamel. Those precious surfaces,

once worn away, are gone forever. Beauty

goes with them . . . decay attacks teeth . .

.

the days ofenchanting young teeth are over.

Guard those precious surfaces! Now
science brings you the utterly safe tooth

paste. One that cleans by an entirely new
principle. That uses no chalk or grit or

harsh abrasive.

Pepsodent alone contains IRIUM
Pepsodent containing IRIUM brings flashing

luster to teeth— cleans them immaculately—
freshens mouth—stimulates gums and free flow-

ing saliva—yet does so with the safest action ever

known in tooth pastes.

Because irium— the thrilling new dental

ingredient—removes film without scouring or

scraping. It lifts the clinging plaque off teeth

and washes it gently away. It leaves the enamel
surfaces spotlessly clean— then polishes them to a

brilliant luster you never even saw before!

It's an amazing advance in tooth beauty and

safety. In just a few days your teeth sparkle with

alluring brilliance that everyone notices. Buy a

tube of Pepsodent containing irium. Begin now
to use this new method that brings flashing

luster to your teeth with absolute safety.

, NEVV HIGH P01.ISH



GIVE ME YOUR MEASURE

AND I'LL PROVE

IN THE FIRST 7 DAYS

YOU (AN HAVE

A BODY

LIKE MINE!
•* — - -

No other Physical jg
Instructor in the
World has ever

DARED make
such an offer!

I'LL give you
PROOF in

7 days
that I can

turn you,

too, into a man of might and
muscle. Right in the first

week you will see and feel the

improvements ! Then I con-

tinue to re-build, renew and
"overhaul" your body. Soon
you are the proud owner of a
powerful build like mine.
People will notice the ruddy
glow of health in your face,

the sparkle in your clear eyes,

the breadth of your shoulders.

You will be the fellow who
will walk off with the prettiest

girl and the best job. Mail
coupon below for a FREE
copy of my new book. It re-

veals the secrets that changed]
me from a 97*-pound weakling
into a huskv who won the
title of "The World's Most]
Perfectly Developed Ma

Are you underweight? 1*11,

add pounds where needed 1

Are you fat in spots? I'll

pare you down to fight-^

ing trim

!

And I'll also give you rugged health that banishes
constipation, pimples, skin blotches and similar con-

ditions that rob you of the good things of life!

I haven't any need for contraptions that may
strain your heart and other vital organs. I don't

dose you or doctor you. Dynamic-Tension is all

I need. It's the natural, tested method for devel-

oping real men inside and out.

48-Page Book FREE
Tells all about my method

and what it has done to

make big-muscled men out

of run-down specimens.
Shows, from actual photos,
how I develop my pupils to

my own perfectly balanced
proportions. My system can
do the same for you, too.

Don't keep being only
half of the man you CAN
be! Put your name and
address on the coupon, or
a post-card, and mail it to-

dav. CHARLES ATLAS,
Dept. 94P, 115 East 23rd
Street, New York, N. Y.

Actual
photo

showing
how

CHARLES
ATLAS
ooks

TODAY

Big Silver Cup Be-

ing Given Away
This valuable solid
sterling silver cup

inches high. I will
award it to my pupil
who makes the most
improvement within
the next 3 months.
Therefore, no matter

ments may be now.
you have
cha i thi;

CHARLES ATLAS, Dept. 94P,
115 East 23rd Street, New York, N. Y.

1 want the proof that your system of Dynamic-Tension
will make a new man of me—give me a healthy, husky
body and big muscle development. Send me your free
book. "Everlasting Health and Strength."

(Please print or write plainly)

City
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A coiffure with a purpose

—

worn by Joan Perry in

Columbia's Counterfeit Lady,

and designed by Helen Hunt,

who is a member of the Mo-
tion Picture Hairstylists Guild

Every Curl Has a meaning all its own
when arranged by Helen Hunt, the
alert young woman in charge of

Columbia's hairdressing department. Into

her slim hands falls the responsibility of

creating hairdresses—dozens of them—for

such famous stars as Grace Moore, Dolores
Del Rio and Jean Arthur.
And these hairdresses must express not

only the mode of the moment but must
meet every facial requirement of the in-

dividual. Long faces are made round,
plump cheeks made slender, high fore-
heads shortened—all without sacrificing an
iota of chic.

The attractive new coiffure which Helen
designed for Joan Perry, appearing in

Counterfeit Lady, is an excellent example
of the manner in which she adroitly adapts
the current style to personal needs. Chat-

ting with Helen in her immaculate domain
of glistening basins and electric dryers, we
discussed the tricks of her trade.

"Miss Perry has a slim face with narrow,
rounded brow," Helen said, "so no matter
what type of hairdress is designed for her
we try to give additional width at the
temples with loose waves and curls.

"For this coif, Miss Perry's hair is cut
shoulder length across the back and in

tiers at the sides of her face. When dressed,

the tiers form a circlet of curls around the
head which gives the necessary width to

the face. The long bob also fills in the
space from shoulder to jawline and is most
flattering to a girl of Miss Perry's slender

type.

"The curls at the sides and top of the

head," Helen explained, "are made on
[Co?iti?iued 07i page 67]

/

A long bob and horizontal

neckline are combined to

enhance Joan Perry's beauty

Accept No Substitutes! Always Insist on the Advertised Brand

Reason enough for Joan to

turn her head—a sleek golden
crown with circlet of curls

Soft finger curls at the

temples and over the ears

give width to Joan's face
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Pretty, popular—on

top of the w©Hd—the girls who
guard against Cosmetic Skin

I USE ROUGE AND
POWDER, BUT I NEVER
LET THEM CHOKE MY
PORES. I REMOVE THEM
THOROUGHLY WITH

Lux Toilet Soap

YOUNG THINGS have a way of
knowing what's what in beauty

care. Thousands of them every-

where are keeping skin exquisite

—

guarding against Cosmetic Skin

—

with Lux Toilet Soap.

The ACTIVE lather of this fine

soap sinks deep, carries away from
the pores every trace of dust, dirt,

stale cosmetics. No dangerous pore
choking—no risk of the tiny blem-
ishes and enlarged pores that mean
Cosmetic Skin!

You can use all the cosmetics you
wish ! But before you put on fresh

make-up—ALWAYS before you go

to bed, use Lux Toilet Soap. Keep
your skin clear—smooth

—

youn£
You'll find it pays!

DONT RISK
COSMETIC SKIN-
DULLNESS.TINY
BLEMISHES,

ENLARGED PORES

!

IORE7TA ytil/NG- Star of the 20th Century-

Fox Production "Love Is News"

When Answering Advertisements, Please Mention February HOLLYWOOD 21



Hollywood

's

"Friends Comment on the Loveliness of My Appear-

ance," says Miss Olga Lofgren, College Park, Maryland.

ATTRACTIVE Miss Lofgren, chosen MARCHAND BLONDE-OF-
l THE-MONTH for JANUARY, is typical of the many young

women who daily become more attractive and popular with soft, lustrous
sunny hair. Whether blonde or brunette, you, too, can win the admiring
compliments of your friends. How? Develop fully your one natural
charm. Have bright lustrous hair

!

BLONDES—To have your hair truly golden, soft and evenly brighter,
rinse with Marchand's Golden Hair Wash. Restores sunny lustre to

dull, faded or streaked hair. Keeps your hair soft and golden.

BRUNETTES— With Marchand's you can add delicate glowing highlights
that bring out the full lustrous beauty of your dark hair. Or— using
Marchand's full strength, you, too, can lighten and keep your hair a
lovely golden blonde shade that looks naturally yours.

BLONDES AND BRUNETTES— Are you risking "superfluous" hair removal?
Now use Marchand's to make unnoticeable all "superfluous" hair on arms,
legs or face. Keep your body soft and smooth with Marchand's. And
have all "superfluous" hair soft, invisible through even sheerest stockings

!

Start this single effective home beauty treatment today. Get your bottle
of Marchand's Golden Hair Wash at any drugstore. Use Marchand's
yourself, tonight, at home.

Win FREE Visit to New York!
See details inside your package of Marchand's Golden Hair Wash at

your druggist's. Or use coupon Now!

MARCHAND,
OLDEN HAIR WASH

; ASK YOUR DRUGGIST FOR MARCHAND'S TODAY, OR USE THIS COUPON
\ MARCHAND'S GOLDEN HAIR WASH, 521 West 23rd St., NEW YORK CITY

Please let me try for myself the SUNNY, GOLDEN EFFECT of Marchand's
E Golden Hair Wash. Enclosed 50 cents (use stamps, coin or money order as con-

{ venient) for a full-sized bottle.
i

j Name

> Address

! City State F .

J

During the swank premiere of Lloyds of London

at the Carthay Circle, Charles Rhodes caught

Gene Markey and Joan Bennett walking down
the poinsettia-lined "pathway of the stars"

protegee of Paul Powell who, as an out-
standing director in the silent days, dis-

covered Colleen Moore. Paul has fore-

sworn the megaphone in favor of his first

love, journalism, and at present is manag-
ing editor of a Pasadena newspaper.
However, he was on hand in his quiet

and unobtrusive way at the Troc to in-

troduce Nadja Ostrovska to a host of old

cinema friends. He met her in England
several years ago and coaxed her into

pictures, featuring her in several of his

British productions.

That Dudley Menagerie

Dust Off Ye olde silver lovin' cup
for Doris Dudley, Hollywood's newest
twinkle in actresses and swell "copy"
girls. Everything Doris does is news!
At this moment she wins the cup for

her miscellaneous pets—a pair of Chi-
huahuas named Yes and No, a house-
broken goat, named The Jeep, a mountain
lion, two cats and five dogs. The
menagerie lives in harmony in the Dud-
ley's backyard in Santa Monica—but she's

hunting a better home for them in the
country. At this writing, she's expecting
a kangaroo to join the "family." A
friend's sending it from Australia. That's
the trouble, she says, every time a friend
goes traveling they remember her with
gift pets.

• •

Kids Eat on La Rue

On Thanksgiving Day, Jack La Rue,
who runs a restaurant when he isn't busy
working before the cameras, went out and
got a flock of poor kids and saw to it

that they ate heartily.

Accept No Substitutes! Always Insist on the Advertised Brand!



Newsreel

Dixon Steps Outl

Lee Dixon Is the latest lad to have
Hollywood agog. He was with Rudy
Vallee for a long time and tried his best
to get into pictures, but he was always
turned down cold. Then Warner Bros,

put him into Gold Diggers of 1937, and
he did such a sensational job of dancing
that they are touting as Fred Astaire's

rival.

Chaplin, Goddard Burn

When Randolph Churchill, son of

Winston Churchill, British diplomat,
came to Hollywood recently, he said he
knew that Charles Chaplin and Paulette
Goddard were married. Chaplin and the
girl friend did a terrific burn up and
issued a flock of denials. The fact is,

however, that all of Hollywood agrees
with Churchill and any announcement
that the pair is married would now be
like a new issue of an old book.

Harpo Insures Harp

Harpo Marx Has a $12,000 harp. Some
bad boys heard of its value and conspired
to steal it. However, the word was passed
along to Harpo by some underworld ad-
mirers and now the $12,000 harp is in

a vault and anybody who steals the harp
will have a hard time selling it for more
than fifty dollars.

Even Mae's Feet Praised

Whom Would You say has the most
perfect feet in Hollywood? Well, nine

chances out of ten, you are wrong. That
honor goes to Mae West and the authority

for the statement is Emilie Rigadoux,
sculptor, who made a cast of Mae's feet.

They are size 4-B!

Garbo a Slacker?

Great Garbo, who has never been
known to attend a Hollywood party, gave
the folks a start when she showed up at an
affair held by Virginia Faulkner, the nov-
elist. And the funny thing about it was
that Garbo came in slacks!

Coast Guard Calls Foster

Preston Foster has been playing in

Coast Patrol at RKO-Radio and has made
a hit with Coast Guard Commander
Rosenthal, who has been acting as tech-
nical advisor. As a result, Foster has
been invited by the Coast Guard to cruise
into the Arctic aboard the cutter Tahoe
next summer. He is now busy arranging
his shooting schedule at the studio so that
he can leave on June 1.

I

A GIRL CAN'T BE TOO CAREFUL

. . . AND THE LOVELIER WAY TO

AVOID OFFENDING IS A

BATH WITH PERFUMED

CASHMERE BOUQUET SOAP!

A
y

odor. So, before
yo 6^ wlth

KEEPS COMPLEXIONS LOVELY, TOO!

Cashmere Bouquet's lather is so gentle

and caressing, yet it goes right dowu
into each pore and removes every bit

of dirt and cosmetics . . . makes your
skin radiantly clear, alluringly smooth.

No wonder fastidious women every-

where now use nothing but this pure, i

creamy-white soap for both the face and \^

bath. Why don't you use it too?

!

2- THEN Yon A-

How much « »f of3fending ,k too, with (vL ?f y°"'n
"^er-Jike ££*«* Bouquet's
,nS «8*tlyKTe " « linger-

~p -ts on!;v;tt
a

e ?

,ove,y

O

•***.

' ONLY IOr at oil drug,

department, and ten-cent store*

THE ARISTOCRAT OF ALL FINE SOAPS
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THE GIRL IN A MILLION GLORIFYING
THE SHOW IN A MILLION!

A revelalion in entertainment!

Scene upon scene of beauty

and splendorl

Glittering with luminaries from five

show-worlds I

Romance and fun! Melody and

drama I

AND SOMETHING EXHIL
RATINGLY NEW AND EXCITING

TO THRILL YOUI...

j&vJ 1^*'

-r>
i
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100 glamorous girls dancing on skates

in dazzling ice-revels of breath-taking

beauty!

One/oa
Million

introducing to the screen

the lovely queen of the silvery skates!

SONJA HENIE

ADOLPHE MENJOU

JEAN HERSHOLT
NED SPARKS

DON AMECHE

RITZ BROTHERS
ARLINE JUDGE

BORRAH MINEVITCH
and his gang

DIXIE DUNBAR
LEAH RAY

SHIRLEY DEANE
Directed by Sidney Lanfield

Associate Producer Raymond Griffith

You've never seen anything like it before! And ifyou live to

be a million . . . you'll never see anything like it again!

Accept No Substitutes! Always Insist on the Advertised Brand!

yf:

'#*' " 1937'S

SPECTACUL
MUSICAL SMA

SONGS YOU'LL REM
AS THE HITS OF THE YEAR !

"One in a Million" "Who
Afraid of Love?" "The Moon-

it Waltz" "We're Back

•-*«,

DARRYL F

ZANUCK
in charge of

production



Now it can be told

The Truth About Rudy And Fay

!

Fay
Webb Vallee lay dying in a Santa

Monica hospital. Three thousand miles
away, one of the country's greatest

radio programs was in rehearsal. Its con-
ductor, a brisk, efficient young dynamo,
was making his final time check when re-

porters entered the studio. Then, for the
first time, Rudy Vallee was told of the real

condition of his estranged wife. He
dropped his baton and walked away from
the stand, his face pale and shaken.
A newshawk halted him at the door.

Did Rudy have anything he wanted to

say? Rudy looked past him, nodded slowly.

"I've always loved her," he said simply.
"I always will."

Behind those simple words rests a story
that is without parallel. A story that fic-

tion editors would say was impossible; a

story that ended unhappily—something no
good story should do. I happen to know
the circumstances; know that once again,

life has proven itself more fantastic, more
tragic, than the wildest fiction. You see,

Rudy Vallee happens to be my best friend.

Fay Webb Vallee, whose love of excitement,

lights and gaiety found no solace in the type

of life "the Vagabond Lover" had to lead

The next evening Rudy was told of Fay's
death. At that moment he was at the
French Casino, New York's gayest night
club, preparing to go on with the stage
show. Only a few days before he had con-
tracted to appear there. It was because
of that obligation that Rudy was not al-

ready en route to California when Fay
passed into the land from which there
can be no return. Newspapers told you
how he turned away and, sobbing, thrust
his way past the autograph seekers. Alone
he went to his bachelor apartment over-
looking the East River.
What he thought as he sat there alone

in those long hours before the dawn is

something that will never be known.
Rudy's New England heritage prevents his

displaying his deepest emotions even to

his most intimate friends. You'll know
him a long, long time before you under-
stand the true depths of his nature. Only
some one who has been close to him could
even faintly realize what he must have
felt that night.

Rudy Vallee's heart is heavy since the curtain

was drawn on the romance that friends

say should never have brought matrimony

That death should take the girl who had
been his wife was hardly believable. Fay
Webb had a capacity for love of life that
is given to few women. That vital charm
was much of the secret of the personality
that attracted Rudy to her. It had been
seven years since they first met. He was
in the first flush of his great success; a
young man still in his twenties, eager, the
world before him. He had come to Holly-
wood to make his first picture.
Mutual friends had introduced him to

Fay. Her exotic beauty stirred him at

once. In a few weeks he was completely,
irrevocably in love. It was Fay who saw
him off at the train when he returned to

the East. She cried then and said she was
afraid that Rudy would forget her. For-
get her for the lovely and beautiful young
women who had already been attracted by
his success and dominant personality.
Practically no one in the cinema citadel

thought they would marry. But Rudy
didn't forget; he never does.

A few months later Fay followed him
East and they quietly slipped away to a
sleepy little New Jersey town and were
married. Immediately there was a deluge
of publicity. The nation's vagabond lover
had finally found his "dream girl." That
phrase was something that Rudy naturally
disliked; disliked it quite as intensely as

being labeled "the vagabond lover." They
were never alone. Once he said to me:
"We might have been happy—if I hadn't
been Rudy Vallee."

By that he meant only that if he and
Fay had been permitted to lead the nor-
mal life of any newlyweds, that final,

heartbreaking parting would have been
avoided. Both he and Fay were madly in

love; it was the final touch to his career.

Rudy is essentially a lonely personality;

By DICK ENGLISH
Vallee's Close Friend

his work gives him little time for friends
or pleasure. Now happiness was com-
plete. He had someone to share the fruits

of his success. He said then, "A man
doesn't seek fame nor money nor success
for himself. That would be selfish. You
want someone to give it to; someone to be
proud and happy over your good fortune."
But Rudy Vallee was news! And any-

thing his young wife said, or did, or wore,
was news too. There was no chance for

the privacies that are so cherished by
young lovers. It was like a never-ending
dress parade. Eventually Fay became ill

and went to the coast to recuperate. Im-
mediately there were rumors of divorce;

rumors that crept into print. That would
have been a great story, you see

—
"Vaga-

bond Lover Loses Dream Girl!" His own
success was proving one of the major
handicaps to Fay's and Rudy's marriage.
Even Fay's return to New York and

their lovely apartment in Central Park
West, could not halt those flying tongues.

Again she suffered a relapse and was

After their first separation Rudy and Fay were

reunited briefly. They are shown here as she

came to him at a Cleveland theatre in 1932

forced to return to Santa Monica. That
too was promptly recorded in the press.

Rudy's absence from her bedside was
commented upon, the inference left to the
reader.

No man that I have ever known—bar
none—works half as hard as Rudy Vallee.

I know, too. As his western representa-
tive, I've lived with him while he made
two pictures. Seventeen-hour work days
are the rule rather than the exception.

Not fifteen minutes of his day does he
have that may go unaccounted for. His
work, his career, the very living of half a

hundred people necessitated his being in

New York. Fay understood that. Didn't
she return to her husband as soon as she
could?
A word about Fay's recurrent illness.

Even as a high school girl she had been
subject to nervous ailments. She had
much of the same fatal, exotic charm, as

Barbara La Marr; was victim to the same
neurotic ills. She was young, loved life.

[Continued on page 61]
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SON RUGS

4 blend

oj exquisite colors that adds beauty to any type of room setting.

C^/^>^ oAmerica's Greatest
Money-Saving RUG BOOK

"VJO matter where you live, mail the coupon or

a penny postcard for this beautiful new cata-

log, showing Olson Rugs in model rooms in colors.

Learn how you can bring your home up-to-date

inexpensively with luxurious Olson Reversible

Broadloom Rugs.

Save More Than Ever by Sending
Your Old Rugs, Carpets, Clothing
No ordinary, thin, one-sided rug can give you the

durability, or feeling of soft, quiet luxury, that you get

from firmly woven, full-bodied, Ohon Reversible Rugs.

No other low-priced rugs offer so many advantages.

By the Olson Patented Process we merge

and reclaim the valuable wool in all kinds of old rugs,

carpets and wool clothing. We shred, sterilize, and treat

to give fresh lustre and resiliency, bleach, add a liberal

amount of virgin rugged wool—then re-spin, re-dye and
re-weave into beautiful new rugs in

—

Glorious New Colors, Patterns—lovely,

authentic Early American designs—Persian and Chinese

Masterpieces—smart Modern Texture Patterns—fash-

ionable new Plain and Two-Tone colors.

We Have
No

t

Any Special Size Rug You Want to fit

any room,, stair or hall. Satisfaction

Guaranteed or Money Back.

It's All So Easy. Just roll up
your materials, tie with rope (no wrap-
ping necessary) and 'PHONE the Rail-
way Express to call at your door, or
ship by freight

—

at our expense. See
catalog.

1
66 Pages of Rugs

and Model Rooms
in Actual Colors

OLSON RUG CO.
Our
63rd
Year ^*7 eW^a? ^# 1^ %V ^M \»J %•* o Agents

CHICAGO • NEW YORK • SAN FRANCISCO
2800 N. CRAWFORD AVE., CHICAGO, ILL., DEPT. A-8

Mai! this Coupon
or Penny Postal fo

OLSON RUG CO., Dept. A-S
2800 N. Crawford Ave., Chicago, 111.

YES, send me free and postpaid your new Rug
Book in colors and low thrift-time prices.

Town

1937 6ls(



Hollywood Spotlights

Myrna Loy's Hand Carved Career!
Myrna Loy is a sculptress. She is also

a painter. And she can play the

piano. As a dancer she has few
equals and still fewer superiors in all

Hollywood. Which gives you a few ideas

of her talents outside the field of acting,

where any comment would be super-
fluous.

But Myrna's greatest piece of sculptur-

ing has not been in the field of marble or

plaster. It has been in the shaping of her
own life and career to the point where she

stands out as the envy of other women
the world over. The Loy she has moulded
in the flesh will remain a monument to

the determination of a little girl, from the

cattle plains of Montana, who early in life

promised herself to make good in Holly-
wood and who fulfilled that promise to

the very letter.

When you see her in After the Thin Man
or in Parnell, her two latest films for

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, you will not be
viewing a child of destiny. You will be
seeing a great actress created through her
own efforts and spirit.

Let's look back over the years and see

how all this has happened. It is interest-

ing and not a little bit inspiring. Perhaps
there is a formula which will help others
mould their own careers and then fight

through the maze of entanglements which
seem to be a necessary part in any battle

for success.

The record shows that a Myrna Williams
came into the world at Helena, Montana,
about 31 years ago. "Myrna Williams?"
you ask. Yes, Myrna Williams. Her family

was a typical American one, with the tang
of Scotland's heather fields in its ancestry.

Down the street, a few doors, lived another
family, named Cooper. A son, Gary, was

Here is Myrna Loy (right) with her husband,

Arthur Hornblow, Jr., end Sharon Lynne as

seen by cameraman at a Hollywood preview

Charming Myrna Loy as she appears today

after a decade of transition from half-caste to

the ultimate of modern sophistication. Out
of the chrysalis of past effort she emerges

the envy of many women the world over

destined to achieve great fame in the
cinema, but in those days he was just a

little shaver playing tag with the other
kids in the same block.

The fact that Gary Cooper lived in the

same block has absolutely nothing to do
with this story. It is merely an interesting

commentary. It is doubtful if either Gary
or Myrna can remember the other and in

Hollywood they have had nothing more
than a nodding friendship. All of which
helps to prove that the world is a strange

place, after all.

Modeling Came First

When the mother was widowed, she
decided that she would go to California

with her two children, Myrna and David.
That was how Myrna Williams happened
to become a model. All by accident, but
undoubtedly it had much to do with hei

future.

Venice is a beach suburb of Los Angeles.
[Continued on page 70]

It is a far cry from the Myrna Loy of a

dozen years ago, when she was cast as an

Oriental, to the glamorous film star of 1937
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Feature for February

Daring the Gods
Floods, Fires, Strikes, lynchings, war

—

all news! And at every turn of the
camera's crank a life is risked to bring

you that news in pictures. Newsreel men
brave untold hazards, day in and day out,

in order to put Mr. and Mrs. Public on the
scenes of action.

Newsreel cameramen have always been
colorful, romantic figures and everyone
knows that their lives are full of thrills,

but not everyone realizes the actual dan-
gers these "Gods of Death" encounter.
When we sit back in our comfortable seats

in heat-regulated, air-conditioned thea-
tres and thrill to the latest news of the
world as it unfolds before our very eyes,

little do we realize the terrific dangers that

the newsreel men frequently face while
obtaining those "shots." What is a little

danger in comparison to all the grandeur,
the pomp and ceremony, and the real

drama that these men see, you say? Why,
the very earth has no bounds for them.

Marked By Anxiety

Still, the cameramen will tell you a
different story. They will tell you that

their lives contain much anxiety, uncer-
tainty, and no end of tragedy. The men
never know where their next assignment
is going to be and, having sent one in,

wonder if it will make the next issue and
if editors will put their seal of approval
on it as having screen value. Theirs is a

game where one gets assignments, tough
or pleasant, with only one thought—to get

the picture. Tragedy often enters, and it is

a newsreel cameraman's job to risk

his life, if necessary, to cover his assign-
ment.
Can you recall how a few months ago

a colored man in Owensboro. Ky., accused
and convicted of attacking and murdering
a white woman, was hanged. The public
hanging, a social event such as had never
been experienced in that vicinity before,

brought out a mob of twenty thousand
persons who swarmed around and over the
gallows and, in spite of the police, stripped

the clothing from the prisoner while his

body was still suspended through the
trap? A score of cameramen had arrived
early and had set up their equipment for

shooting. Many were grinding away at

their cameras when suddenly a violent

mob leader screamed out against the

newsreelers. Then like an avenging jury

the mob turned on them, bellowing blas-

phemy and grasping at the men's clothing

and cameras. Had not a large number of

policemen been on the scene to protect

the cameramen stark tragedy might have
been enacted. As it was the men were
lucky to escape with only torn clothing,

minor injuries and smashed equipment.

Two Lose Lives

Ever see pictures of the annual caribou

migration way up in the Yukon country?
Recently such pictures cost the lives of

two young cameramen. Such was the

result of a horde of maddened bulls as

they came rushing onto the men. It was
a miracle that, of the quintet of newsreel
men on hand, three escaped with their

cameras and enough film to bring the news
flash to every theatregoer in the land.

A short time ago the picture snatchers

got a real thrill at Catalina Island, off the
Southern California coast, as a construc-
tion crew was blasting a ledge in the
mountain side high above the Pacific in

order to run the highway along the ocean
instead of winding for a distance around
a precipice. Their cameras were set to

catch the movement and dislodgement of

the mountain. About three hundred feet

out in the water adjacent to the site of

the blast a large rock lifted itself fifteen

feet out of the water. It was an ideal

set-up to shoot from; so a couple of

cameramen selected it while another

When racing cars crash everyone seeks cover

except the newsreel man. Here are three his

camera caught in an Ascot speedway spill
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Carrying the camera into battle line! Mervyn
Freeman, Universal Newsreel cameraman, here

shown with forces of the Japanese in China

journeyed up the coast to get a side angle.

A fourth man was anchored in a skiff in

the ocean directly in front of the blast.

When the dynamite was touched off after

a warning, the cameras began to click.

The earth shook, and the mountain side

lifted and slid into the ocean. Tons upon
tons of rock went down, causing huge
waves. The four cameramen were caught
in a tidal wave and it looked like they
had shot their last picture as they
struggled frantically in the heaving
waters. By a miracle, however, they all

came through and the cameras, too, were
salvaged. The exposed film in the per-
fectly airtight and light-proof magazines,
which proved to be water-tight also, was
developed, and the audiences that wit-

Bullet-proof vests and gas masks give newsreel

cameramen a modicum of protection during

the heat of the longshoremen's strike in San

Francisco after national guardsmen take a hand

nessed the picture marveled at the shots
with no knowledge of the attendant near-
tragic circumstances.
Mervyn Freeman, ace-cameraman for

Universal News, tells how he escaped
death at the battle of Chapei-Chenju
during the Sino-Japanese War of 1932.

"In order to obtain the necessary pictures

for Universal," he said, "I attached myself
to the 36th Infantry, Japanese Imperial
Army, at Shanghai Then I employed M.
Tomano, a Japanese interpreter, and
headed for the firing line at North Kiang-
wan, China. At Chapei-Chenju we ran
into some real war. Lucky for me that I

had aligned myself with the Japanese for

at this point luck was theirs. I armed
myself with a helmet, pistol, canteen, and,
with my camera strapped across my back,
went to battle with them. The Japanese
opened , the attack from the air and after

several hours of heavy bombardment put
the Chinese to rout. Then they charged
on the Chinese lines. Here the fun began
for me. What a story and what a scoop!
If only I could get it!

"But, believe you me, it was plenty
ticklish out there running wild with a

bulky camera in that No Man's Land,
where life meant less than nothing. Nor
did I have the protection of our dear old

Stars and Stripes! I was fortunate to have
the protection of the Japanese flag. And
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of Death!

- .-/// photos by Mcvvyit Freeman

had I not carried one on my camera at all

times it would have been smashed to

pieces. That made it government property,

and hence sacred to the soldiers. Of
course, I remained somewhat in the back-
ground, but when we were nearing the

trenches the Chinese cut loose with every-
thing they had. Five soldiers dropped
dead right in my path. But it wasn't long
until I was over the top and inside a

Chinese trench. Once inside I crawled up
as high as I dared and ground away at

my camera with Chinese and Japanese
bullets whistling over me.

Camel Goes Berserk

"But the narrowest escape I ever had
was right in Los Angeles County at Ken
Maynard's ranch, last August, when a

camel which was attached to a plow took
a violent exception to being portrayed in

such an uncamel-like and undignified
task. The camel, on seeing my camera,
rushed at me with all the berserk violence
of his species. The result was a twenty-
two day rest—if you can call it a rest

—

for yours truly in a hospital.

"Another occasion I'll not forget was
back in 1934, in San Francisco, when I was
covering the longshoreman's strike. This
time I was working with the police under
the protection of the national guardsmen.
We were wearing bullet proof vests and
gas masks and were routing strikers from
behind box cars. The strikers began
throwing bricks at us. Then the fun was
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on—the strikers throwing clubs and stones,

the police using tear gas bombs. We had
a pretty wild time but I guess a lot of

cameramen have gone through the same
experience without the protection we had.
Even those fellows that went with Byrd
to the South Pole didn't live in any bed of

roses."

During the recent trouble in Cuba.
Joseph Gibson suffered four bullet wounds
in his legs. Standing in the thick of the
fighting down there in Havana, Joe's legs

caught a row of machine bullets as he
cranked his camera for Universal. That
was tough luck for Joe, and tougher still

in view of the fact that he had to lose a

grand picture of the revolution, but such
is the reward of a newsreeler!

Certainly there is no deadly monotony
in the life of a cameraman. One day he
may be the honored guest of distinguished
people, who courteously put at his service
every facility for making his job easy,

while the next day's job is done in spite

of continuous threats and attempts to

mob him, and smash his camera and,
sometimes, ends with a police escort out
of town and a clever smuggling out of his

exposed film.

Swing on High Perch

Sound Technician Warren McGrath and
Cameraman Jim Seeback tell of thrills

(and what thrills) as they left good old

Mother Earth in a little basket-like cage
which was swiftly raised to a high level

over the Golden Gate bridge in San Fran-
cisco. From there they made their pre-

The newsreel cameraman keeps cranking in

face of disaster—in this case a camel goes
berserk sending Mervyn Freeman to the hospital

carious way up a spidery ladder to a sort

of skeleton framework known as a

"creeper truss." Then, like expert steel

workers, these men scaled the uppermost
parts of the framework, taking their

equipment with them. However, before
climbing to the top mast, arrangements
had been made to have them hoisted on a

small platform which was attached to the

top of the tower by a series of cables that

carried them heavenward. Imagine the

thrills they had as they looked down—far

down—from that tiny skip high in the air.

Imagine the cold feet, leaping hearts, and
dry throats those fellows had when they

heard faint cries from the tower, scream-
ing that their guide rope was hanging
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limply from their skip. Boy, oh boy, what
a sight! But then that's the life of the
newsreel and sound men. Every day with
them brings thrills and spills with no
certainty as to the morrow.

Dye-Squirting Guns

Captain Herford Tynes Cowling of the
National Archives, Wasliington, D. C.
tells an interesting story of his filming the
Maharajah of Kashmir at a celebration.

The Maharajah had invited only his best

friends, and everyone was dressed in

white. The guests spent the afternoon in

horse-play, throwing vari-colored dyes on
each other with squirt guns, but when the
camera began to record their actions the
Maharajah and a number of his guests
decided to turn their squirt guns in the
direction of the camera. Maybe that was
fun but Captain Cowling wasn't so sure
about it.

For months newsreel cameramen found
death close to them in bringing you close-
ups of gripping encounters among the
Loyalists and rebels in war-torn Spain. It

never is a question of whether they will

come through alive, but to get out and film

whatever rival armies put on in the way
of plain and fancy fighting. They see
scenes that chill the blood and sear the
soul, and bring them to you in picture
news—if they get out alive.

The same was true of the conflict in

Ethiopia when II Duce and Haille Selassie

pitted their respective armies in desperate
conflict. The newsreel cameraman never
knows when a bullet may find its resting
place in his body while he cranks his

camera to record martian struggles.

Withal, they come through most times as

if some charm rules their destinies.

And, mind you, adventures like these
are not unusual in the hectic lives of the
cameramen. No question, they are the
unsung heroes of movieland, and though
their days may be filled with zip, dash and
go, they are likewise filled with heart
throbs and chaos. With them each day
is a day of wonderment; wonderment as

to where they will go next, wonderment
as to what they may encounter and won-
derment as to whether they will return to

their loved ones. You may gamble that

newsreel cameramen tackle every job with
real enthusiasm—not because it's all in a

day's work—but because, well, it's part

of the make-up of these fellows to get the
most out of the old box no matter what's
in front of it.

Hip, Hip. Hippopotamus! If getting a good
closeup of a wild beast demands going aboard,
that becomes part of a newsreel man's duty
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Keeping That Hollywood Figure!

Stand erect, arms a* sides and feet together. At count or / raise arms

from sides to shoulder level. At same time, raise right leg, toe pointed,

as high as possible to the side. At count of 2 return to original position.

At count of 3 raise arms to shoulder level and bring left leg to side as

high as possible. At count of 4 bring legs back to original position

Five "Ounces Of Prevention" exercises are illustrated here by
Anne Shirley, RKO-Radio star. Eighteen-year-old Anne
(who weighs all of 105 pounds) operates on the wise principle

that staying slim is easier than reducing.
Therefore she has adopted a short gymnastic routine, exercises

designed with an eye to developing poise, erect posture, a supple,

graceful body, as well as a slim one.

But—if you find yourself sharing Ann's enthusiasm observe
carefully the following "do's" and "don't's":

1. This routine is a strenuous one and should be "worked
into" gradually. Otherwise you will achieve a stiff body instead

of a supple one. Never exercise for an extended period the first

day—or even the first week. Begin with five minutes for the
whole routine and work up to fifteen.

2. Perform the exercises with precision. Make each move-
ment clear cut. When it says "return to original position" do so

—

snappily. Don't slide limply from one position to the next.

3. Exercise in a cool room. Unless it is winter and blowing a

gale, open a window. Don't expose yourself and catch cold.

4. Don't forget that strenuous exercise under improper condi-
tions does more harm than good.

Retaining svelte lines is a much sought goal by many of your
favorite film actresses. Letting poundage pile up while enjoying
weight-producing foods, or by inactivity, often demands very
rigorous means to return to normalcy. Hence, moderate exercise,

habitually taken becomes an easier means of keeping the weight
at any desired figure than the strenuous regimen demanded when
one must lose excess avoirdupois quickly to meet the require-

ments of a role before an all-seeing camera.

Kneel on left knee, right leg extended forward resting on heel, body
erect. Raise arms from sides to shoulder level. At count of 1 turn

body at waist, touching right hand to right toe. At count of 2 return

to original position. At count of 3 turn body at waist, touching left

hand to right toe. At count of 4 return to original position. Repeat

several times. Repeat exercise, kneeling on right knee, left leg extended

Facing down, raise body from mat by both arms and legs, arms slightly

forward, feet back. At count of 1 raise right leg from floor, up and

back. Point toe and do not bend knee. At count of 2 return to

original position. At count of 3 raise left leg from floor, up and back.

At count of 4 return to position

Lie face down on mat, feet together. Place hands under chest and

raise upper part of body from mat the extent of the arms. At count of 1

—using the feet as a pivot—raise right arm up and out, turning the

body. At count of 2 return to original position. At count of 3 repeat

with left arm, turning body opposite. At count of 4 return to position
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Lie on back on mat, feet together on floor, toes pointed, arms close

at sides. At count of 1 raise the right leg to vertical position, at

same time swinging right arm up and over head. At count of 2 return

to original position. At count of 3 repeat with left leg and arm.

At count of 4 return to original position
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Cary Grant (above) welcomes Director Edward N. Buzzell on Interlude

set to wish Robert Riskin luck on his first directorial assignment. Pat

West, character actor, listens in. Below, Grace Moore welcomes her

husband, Valentin Parera, who looks in to see how Grant makes love

Grace Moore relaxes on the sidelines with her director, Robert Riskin,

ace scenarist who is broadening his scope in the screen world. Below,

Pat West's bald head looms large as Cary Grant and Edward N. Buzzell

(right) smile at something said by someone West has put in eclipse

Grace Moore's Voice wings a melody
through the sound stage.

"Even the heavens applaud you!"
The "skies"—somewhere in the top of

a Columbia sound stage—open to deluge
Miss Moore as she sings a love song to

Cary Grant and the birds in a secluded
wooded nook. Thus Cary praises Miss
Moore after exhibiting contempt for her
in the early reels of Interlude.

It was a brilliant, hot afternoon as we
walked through the sound stage door and
into dripping woods to see Robert Riskin
filming one of the more interesting scenes
of his first directorial assignment—Grace
Moore's new vehicle—for which he also

wrote the screen play.

To those who are confident that all opera
stars are temperamental, let it be said that
Grace Moore proved in the rain sequence
that she "can take it" without complaint,
and be assured that when in the rain scene
you see her rise quickly from a roadster
seat and quaver "o-o-h, it's wet," there

was no make believe about it. Tempera-
ment is said to be the one thing with which
Riskin has not had to deal in making his

initial flight as a director, ably abetted by
Henry Lachman.
Miss Moore has been given excellent

vocal material- that promises to thrill her
fans. Jerome Kern and Dorothy Fields
have given her a grand array of modern
musical numbers, while the more classical

portions of the picture music came from
the pens of Schubert and Puccini.
Miss Moore is cast as an Australian

opera star in America under a limited

passport. She basks in the false atten-

tions of a trio of sycophants. Her only
honest emotion is her affection for the\ old

maestro responsible for her success. His
ambition to stage a magnificent song fes-

tival with her as the star is periled by the

fact that her passport is to expire. She
goes to Mexico to re-enter under a quota,

but this promises delay beyond the time
for the festival.

Marriage to an American would solve
the problem, and Cary Grant, who has no
use for false human qualities such as he
sees embodied in the diva, finally, for a
consideration, offers to take part in a
marriage of convenience.

Grant's resolve weakens, they meet
again, he severely criticizes the type of

persons who worship at her shrine and
then takes her into the woods where she
can sing to a real audience—the birds.

Here it must be admitted Riskin found
the birds much more temperamental than
his diva-star. Lack of word from Grant
on the night of the festival nearly wrecks
the performance because the opera star

has come to believe that one man's love
eclipses that of an army of sycophants.
Every effort has been made to insure

this Grace Moore vehicle of surpassing
any of her previous screen offerings. Grant
is a type of leading man new to Moore
pictures. As a two-fisted, hard-drinking

[Continued on page 43]
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She Takes The Rap For Thrills!
By

William K. Gibbs

Did You See Barbara Stanwyck hurtle

over a cliff in Lost Lady?
Did you see Ruth Chatterton throw

herself in front of a truck in Journal of a
Crime, or dodge falling walls in Frisco

Jenny?
Did you see Sally Eilers make a daring

parachute jump in Central Airport?
Did you see Josephine Hutchinson take

a terrific beating with a whip in Mountain
Justice?
You did? No, you—you saw Mary

Wiggins, a Dixie girl who is Hollywood's
most famous double.
Mary Wiggins is just the type of girl

you, and you, and you would look at and
say: "you ought to be in pictures." She
is, but she is unsung. All those big words
that go with making big stars bigger right-

fully belong to the little southern girl who
has been defying death for ten years with-
out a scratch—almost.

She didn't start out to be a double for

fair favorites of filmdom. One W. H.
"Bill" Rice, who has given the carnival

world many spectacular acts, found Mary
in her home town of Tampa, Fla., in 1926.

when she was a high school student, with

a flair for diving.

Dives Way to Top

Her first work was diving off a 35-foot

platform at a St. Louis exposition.

Gradually she worked her way upward,
adding 10 feet to her dives until she got to

the top—about 70 feet.

When there seemed no further heights

to scale in diving, Mary Wiggins added
thrills by setting herself afire at the top

of a 70-foot ladder, and diving into a

6-foot tank with flaming gasoline on its

surface.

The only thing that bothers Mary in the

fire dive is the itch. She wears long woolen

No, this is not a comet, but a human torch! The flaming arc is made by Mary Wiggins,
Hollywood's No. I "thrill girl," diving from a lofty ladder into a 6-foot-deep-tank, the

surface of which is ablaze with burning gasoline like the garment she is wearing. It's a hit!

Mere's Mary Wiggins, beautiful enough to

be given movie camera closeups, but who is

only seen in long shots doubling in danger
for feminine stars. She's favorite with many
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underwear under the mechanics' overalls

which are soaked with gasoline and then
ignited just before the dive. The heat
from the fire makes the woolen undies
itch her skin.

Like most girls, when she first reached
the film capital she began casting about
for work in front of the camera and al-

though she has found much of it, she never
is in the billing.

Mary will swim the deepest ocean or
scale the highest mountain for any femi-

nine star—if the paycheck is sufficient.

Since her debut as a stunt girl, she has
perfected and expanded her repertoire

until now she lists as successful endeavors
such things as wing walking, parachute
jumping, changing from auto to plane or
speedboat to plane; balloon ascensions,

escaping from locked mail sack under
water, playing water polo in speed boat,

driving motorcycle through walls or burn-
ing buildings, 600-foot slide-for-life while

[Continued on page 63]
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Making Love By The Stars!
There Are Twelve types of husbands,

roughly speaking, corresponding to

the twelve signs of the zodiac. And
since each has his own special character-

istics he has to be treated in a special way.
To hold her mate a woman cannot fight

the stars that influence him. Once she

knows what they signify, it's as if she held

the key to marital happiness in her hand.

By judging your husband from the types

of Hollywood celebrities revealed in this

article you may be able to possess that

key . . .

Supposing you were married to a man
born under the sign of Capricorn (Dec. 23

to Jan. 20) , like CARY GRANT. The first

thing is to make sure he has some place in

the house that belongs to him alone—be-
cause he has tremendous need of solitude

occasionally. He's apt to live in a world
apart and sometimes, of course, it becomes
necessary to make these Capricorns face

reality. Unless they're handled intelli-

gently they crawl into a shell and stay

there! But set a goal in front of them and
they'll come out of it. Show them how
valuable you are and they'll tear up the

earth to make you happy. I've known
many a Capricorn man who had to be
jogged awake before he realized he was
in love—but once awakened he makes a

tender, considerate and reliable husband.

Intense Love Nature

Aquarius men are those bora between
Jan. 31 and Feb. 19. CLARK GABLE and
RONALD COLMAN are two exceptionally

good examples of this type. Coyness and
little feminine tricks have no appeal for

them whatever. They see through them
too quickly. Wonderful sense of percep-
tion these fellows have. They succeed in

life where others fail because of it. They
have the most intense and fixed love
nature of any of the signs but it's best to

appeal to them as a friend, not emotion-
ally. They make dependable mates if you
do that. Don't expect a man like Gable
or Colman to react to sentiment or a ro-

mantic setting, because he won't do it.

That's why sentimental women frequently
find an Aquarius husband a little un-
satisfactory. Stand by him. Know how
to be his pal and make your role of sweet-
heart secondary . . . and you won't have
any trouble keeping him.

"My husband is a darling," a young
married woman said recently, "but I'm
losing him. I don't know why. I have
plenty of money for the two of us and I've

been trying to make him give up his work."

. . . She was almost in tears. . . .

"Does he belong to the Pisces House

—

that is, does his birthday come between
February 20 and March 21?" I questioned.
She admitted that it did. "That's the an-
swer," I explained. "No man likes to feel

he is dependent on a woman, naturally, but
with a Pisces man it's almost an obsession.

He can't bear to feel he's taking anything
from anyone. Even though he does lack
self-confidence and there are plenty of

times when his ambition needs stimu-
lating, it has to be done in a subtle way.
Don't let him be aware you're doing it.

Go home and make him feel he's the rock
of Gibraltar and that you are depending on
him. Whenever he begins feeling that peo-
ple and fate are against him—and he feels

that way often—jerk him out of the mood.
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Is strong for palship

Ronald Colman was born under the same sign

as Clark Gable. Feminine trickery has no

appeal for this type. They are nature lovers

Scorpio men, like Dick Powell, have the grit

to climb the heights—if they have the right

incentive! And incentive depends on the

women they love! They are rulers of the earth

Buoy him up; that is the most important
duty of a Pisces man's wife!"

The last I heard of my young friend, she

and her husband were on a second honey-
moon. . . .

GEORGE BRENT belongs to this House
of Pisces. Oddly enough, as George him-
self has confessed, it was only when he
mastered that feeling of people and fate

being against him that he reached his real

success. Actually they have it in them
to be the most popular people alive, the

men of this House. But they are terribly

in need of a woman's faith in them. . . .

In World of Ideas

A very nice person who's something of

a Galahad . . . chivalrous, easily charmed
by the little things his wife does . . . that

is the Aries husband (March 22 to April

20). And WARNER BAXTER is one of

the outstanding prototypes of his sign.

You'll find him always looking forward,

never backward. He's impulsive, full of

new changes and plans. He lives in a

world of ideas. His mission in life, like

that of all Aries gentlemen, is to inspire

and lead. They have tremendous insight,

particularly with those in whom they're

most interested. So don't try to conceal

anything from them! Deceit is the surest

way of killing their love. But the surest

way of retaining it is to make your Aries

husband proud of you. Make yourself

popular with his friends, especially his

men friends, See that you're up to the

last word in dress and manner and topics

of the day. And don't argue. An opin-

ionated wife who likes eternally to dis-

pute a question quenches the flame in him
very fast indeed! Another item to re-

member—he likes to have his family up
and doing so don't enjoy poor health.

Unlike Mr. Aries, Mr. Taurus (April 21

to May 21) is not so keen about showing
off his wife. He believes very strongly

that the woman's place is in the home and
in family life. You'll do well not to let

his friends like you too much because he's

jealous. Just enough to thrill a girl's

\Continued on page 54]
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XICO

Lauchter, Romance And music make Mexico what it is, a country vibrant with
warmth and color. And because of this, the small city of Ensenada with

* its quaint old country atmosphere and its modern, comfortable hotel,

situated on the water's edge, has become the playground for Hollywood stars

who seek relaxation far away from the grinding of cameras and hurry and
bustle of studio activities.

What is worn at this Mexican coast resort is the question uppermost in

feminine minds. It is expertly answered by two charming Universal stars,

Binnie Barnes who just completed work on Three Smart Girls, and Gloria
Stuart whose latest opus for Universal was Girl on the Front Page. Binnie
and Gloria along with other Hollywood luminaries were found vacationing
by a prying cameraman whose duty is to bring readers the latest news from
screenland's fashion center.

At present it might be hard to realize the sun will be shining soon again
but we have a hunch that winter will end in the near future, so it is safe
to proceed with plans, at least, for printed silks, billowing chiffons and bathing
suits. These last items, by the way, are getting gayer and gayer, and cleverer
and cleverer. So many different things accompany them, such as shorts and
jackets like those worn by Mary Astor; trousers and capes as preferred by
Madge Evans; wrap-around beach shawls, and whatnots, to say nothing of

Binnie Barnes is ready for a swim
in a pareo made from an imported

Oriental cotton print. She wears

a short oil silk coat in a delight-

ful shade of orange. Her bamboo
matting hat is appliqued with

matching flowers. Outfit shown

came from Kahala Importing Co.

Gloria Stuart spends a leisurely day
attired in a sports outfit of Mexican
inspiration. A backless dress of

sage green novelty cotton is cov-

ered by a short bolero jacket. Skirt

and jacket are deeply fringed. A
large Mexican sombrero adds at-

mosphere. This stunning outfit de-

signed by Marjorie Montgomery
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Palaka cloth straight from Hawaii make
these twin beach coats with amusing

bamboo pockets worn over neat Catalina

swim suits. Hats of bamboo matting are

trimmed in the blue and white checked

material from the Kahala Importing Co.
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Hollywood Charm School—Fashions
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a bathing suit being an integral part of any number of evening gowns!
Of course! And why not? You get hot and tired dancing, so at inter-

mission you nonchalantly fling yourself out of wisps of tulle and chiffon,

spangles and satin and dive off the deep end into phosphorescent waters
that wipe worry and weariness from body and mind.
The choicest materials for these evening-gown-bathing-suits are

water-proof satin, cellophane and the sheerest silk wool. After drying
arms and legs, slip on a pair of cobwebby stockings and slide into the
chiffons and sequins and lo, you are ready for the next dance, rejuvenated
and bright as a pre-Depression dollar.

Whether you visit Mexico, Florida or points south, why don't you follow
the styles set by Hollywood screen stars and wear: A gay colored ban-
dana or large Mexican sombrero? Mexican sandals? Printed percale for
evening? Fresh flowers in your hair with a pareo? A satin bathing suit

printed with the alphabet? Checked Palaka cloth (from Hawaii) beach
coats with amusing straw pockets? Woven raffia belts and headbands?
A polka dot sunbonnet to match your playsuit? The new short beach
dress or long beach coat? A sunsuit made from Celanese's new mask
fabric with a short black taffeta beach coat? Oil silk beach coats in a
delightful orange shade? The men? They'll love it!

Marjorie Montgomery designed these

practical play outfits. Binnie chooses

blue and white striped shorts topped
by a white linen dress while Gloria

prefers red and white polka dot. Note
the sunbonnet with cape attached
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White linen with huge flowers in bright blue

and rust make this charming resort frock. Raffia

flowers are tucked in at the waistline and

used to trim the large white linen hat. Hat
and dress designed by Marjorie Montgomery

Cotton evening gowns are essential for resort

wear. Gloria's dress is an old fashion printed

percale in yellow with a brief quilted jacket.

Binnie wears white waffle pique patterned in

gayly colored flowers. Gowns by Patricia Perkins

Photos by Ray Jones
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CLEANS TEETH
Firm, handsome teeth depend
upon two things—cleaning them
thoroughly and keeping gums
healthy. Even if teeth look white
the tooth paste you are using may
provide only half the care you
need. Forhan's ends this half-way
care. It whitens teeth and

—

SAVES GUMS
Forhan'3 was developed by an
eminent dental surgeon especially
to give you double protection.
When you brush your teeth, mas-
sage your gums, too, with
Forhan's, rubbing it in gently
with the fingers. Note how it

stimulates your gums, how it

leaves in your mouth a clean,
fresh feeling! Forhan's costs no
more than most ordinary tooth
pastes. Try a tube today.

Also sold in Canada.

NEWS WHILE IT'S FRESH
For red hot news of the stars buy HOLLY-

WOOD Magazine. Gel the real inside fact* of
Hollywood straight from the Editor's desk in the
heart of filmland.

TASTE LIKE CANDY
The Sensational

MCCOY'S
Cod Liver Oil Tablets
Ca»cfc Foil of Vitamiaz "A'

Hare remarkably helped max
aod girls, men and women, v

Put On
Firm
•» l*wO Starting Todm
1 *« T *.„. J, Take 2 McCoy's Cod
J TO / rouaas Liver Oil Tablets after

Quickly each meal. 60c and
$1 size—all Druggists

p——SEND FOR MIC SAMPLE—•"*
^j McCoy'i, 644 S. WollJ 8t., Chicagowj Dept. 32

| Address

J
City State...

Rush Free Sample or McCoy's Cod
Liver Oil Tablets to

Name

Movie Crossivord Puzzle

There're Film Names Hidden Here!
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VERTICAL HORIZONTAL

A bundle. 1. Exclamation of contempt.

foaiteUatloarf. * 1. Dodo lo CAIJi AMI MABEL,
A furiner plltlnUDI blonde.

The children arc in 111(111 WIND 0VK1I

Featured player in TOO MANY parents. 1.1. Leading lady in satan met a lady.

Array officer ubbi t.
14. Melody.

Greek letter. in. Winged.

rl„.,. 17. To exist.

Stir of GHKAT CIV. IK. An artress (lull.. I.

Region. 19. Pertaining to horses.
Nhknaoie of i sophisticated star.

Crony.
2". Co-ilai of ROMEO AND JULIET.
23. Sl.r of LOST HORIZON.

Within.
2.",. 1 pon.

Small nail.
:!>;. Period of time.

Correlative it either. in. Musical note.

Level. 23. Frozen vapor.

Indefinite article. 32. She's In PICCADILLY JIM.
Musical Dote,

31. Spup wool.
A state (abbr...

He's In CHAMPAGNE WALTZ 38. Only actress in THE GAY DESPERADO.
39. You saw him In MY AMERICAN' WIFE.

Shabby. 40. Plural ending.

Former child aclrc.s. 42. Steamer Krupp In SWORN ENEMY.
Sun cod. 4.1. You law her In THE DEVIL'S SQUADRON
New Te. lament (abbr. >. 44.
Fellow of the Itoyal Society (abbr.). 4.-i. Hawaiian wreath.
Pls-pen.

47.

Muslral note.
48. Neat.

Type measure. 40. Scotch cap.

Sour. .12. She's the wife of Bruce Cabot.

Always. 54. Y'ou saw him in LIBELED LADY.
Pronoun. 56. She dances and sings in SING BABY SING.
Leading lady of FURY. 57. The same (abbr.)
\ tate [abbr.). 59. To weary.
Star of POPPY.

60. Sloth.

Ue popularized mammy songs.
61. His last name is also the name of a tree.

He directed HEARTS IX BONDAGE. She's In NOBODY'S FOOL.

Image. 60. Paradise.

Roman ruler. 7IJ. From.
Beery. Jr. 72. Dad.

Star of THE PLAINSMAN. 73.
You saw him in STRAIGHT FROM THE 7i
SHOULDER.
Kind of cart.

75. She keeps a diary'.

She's starred in WALKING OX AIR.
. i. You saw her in STAR FOR A NIGHT.

Fellow of the Society of Antiquaries (aljbr.
I

78. She's starred in TO MARY"—WITH LOVE.
Seed covering. 79. He made you laugh in OUB RELATIONS.
Transpose (abbr. t. SO. Cunning.
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%^ucePores. ..<s^lines

MlSS Kathleen Williams: "A Pond's Cold Cream treatment makes my akin

feel wonderful—just so fresh and invigorated. It smooths out little lines."

\oU'RE TWENTY... you're twenty-

five . . . you're thirty or more!

The years slip by quietly enough.

The things that tell it to the world are

— little lines and— a gradual coarsen-

ing of the skin's very texture.

Coarse pores and ugly, deepening

lines do more to add years to your face

than any other skin faults.What causes

them ? How can you ward them off?

A Faulty Underskin—

Both come from a faulty underskin.

Pores grow larger when tiny oil glands

underneath get clogged . . . Lines form

when fibres underneath sag, lose their tone.

To keep these little glands and fibres

functioning properly, you must invigorate

that underskin. You can—with regular

Pond's deep-skin treatments.

Pond's Cold Cream contains specially

processed oils. It goes deep into the pores,

clears them ofmake-up, dirt, clogging oils.

Then you pat more cold cream in briskly.

You feel the circulation waken. Your skin

tingles with new vigor.

THE

modern young aristocrat, nays

it's easy tu have a lovely skin

in spite of sports and a whirl-

ing London season. "I have

learned that Pond's is the

best way to avoid lines,

roughness, or coarse pores.*'

Day and night— this thor-

ough cleansing and rousing

with Pond's Cold Cream.

Soon cloggings cease. Pores

actually reduce. Under tis-

sues are toned, and lines

smooth out. You look years younger

Day and night—this simple care

Here's the simple -treatment that hun-

dreds of women follow, because it does

more than cleanse their skin:

—

Every night, pat on Pond's Cold Cream to

soften and release deep-lodged dirt and make-

up. Wipe it all off. At once your skin looks

clearer! Now rouse your underskin. Pat in

more cream

—

briskly. The circulation stirs.

Glands waken. Tissues are invigorated.

Every morning (and before make-up) repeat

. .. Your skin is smooth for powder— fresh, vital

looking. Your whole face is brighter, younger!

WITH THISMMNG
mmsm

TREATMENT

Age sign*

begin here

Under your skin ne
• .. -./-rive clan05 *

blood vSsf fibres.
b
Whcn thcy.funct,on

poorly.age signsstart.

4Ufc:><»

Start in at once to give your skin this in-

vigorating daily care. Get a jar today. Or,

send the coupon below. It brings you a special

9-treatment tube of Pond's Cold Cream.

SPECIAL 9-TREATMENT TUBE
and 3 other Pond's Beauty Aids

POND'S, Dept. 6-CB, Clinton, Conn.

Rush special tube of Pond's Cold Cteam, enough for 9
treatments, with generous samples of 2 other Pond's
Creams and 5 different shades of Pond's Face Powder.
I enclose lof to cover postage and packing.

Name.

Street

City_
Copjrijrht. ]93f>, Pond'e Extract Company

When Answering Advertisements, Please Mention February HOLLYWOOD 37



TOPPER'S FILM REVIEWS
HIS HONEST FACE TELLS THE STORY

AFTER THE THIN MAN— (M-G-M)—
With William Powell and Myma both

at their suave best, plus an
entire cast that troupes to the
hilt. After the Thin Man car-
ries on where The Thin Man
left off, and does it in a way
that will make you more than
ever sold on the Powell -Loy
team, even though you gasp

at the surprise twist at the fadeout. Given
a scintillating story, plus superb direction
by Woody Van Dyke, killings, blackmail,
netherworld against high society and a
better cloaking of the killer's identity than
in any previous film of this kind, the world
and his wife promise to wear well-beaten
paths to cinema box-offices to see this

one.

Powell and Myrna Loy return from a

honeymoon to their San Francisco home
and are immediately faced with solving
the mysterious death of a cousin's philan-
dering and generally obnoxious husband,
who proposed to give up his young wife
to a former suitor for $25,000. Suspicion
is directed at almost everyone in the cast
except Powell and Miss Loy. Elissa Landi,
the neglected wife, Joseph Calleia, night
club manager, Dorothy McNulty, mercen-
ary entertainer who has been alert for

the dead rounder's money, Paul Fix, the

Keenly dramatic is 20th Century-Foi's Lloyds

of London. Here are Madeleine Carroll and
Tyrone Power, focal points of love interest

entertainer's secret husband, George
Zucco, a psychiatrist, William Law, a sin-

ister Chinese tongman, and others are in-

volved. Miss Landi's relatives, led by the
testy Jessie Ralph, join with Powell in

trying to clear the family name and also

bring about exposure of the killer.

James Stewart, as the young social lion,

who lost Elissa Landi to the bounder,
played by Alan Marshall, has a fat role

which he handles to perfection.

GOLD DIGGERS OF 1937— (Warners)
—One of the better musicals in which

catchy tunes, smart lines,

spectacular dance ensembles,
a novel plot, with an occas-
ional incongruity blend to

make pleasing entertainment
for those who like their film

fare on a lavish scale. While
Dick Powell and Joan

Blondell come in for stellar billing, per-
formances by Glenda Farrell, Victor
Moore, Lee Dixon, Osgood Perkins,
Charles D. Brown and Rosalind Marquis
are such that each has a fat role in which
they lend much to the picture.

When a troupe of all-but-stranded
chorus girls are put on the same train with
conventioning insurance salesmen, things
are bound to happen. Add two gambling
members of a theatrical producing trium-
virate to the crowd and you have the be-
ginning of Gold Diggers of 1937. Dick
Powell falls for Joan Blondell, one of the
chorus girls, and sends her to his boss as

a secretary. Osgood Perkins, one of the
crooked theatrical men, has a yen for

another chorus girl, Glenda Farrell.

The two theatrical men, having squan-
dered company funds, hit on a plan of in-

suring the decrepit third, played by Victor
Moore. Powell writes the policy for a

wouldntmmME
READ how
PIMPLES
ALMOST
RUINED

TINA'S DATE
FOR THE
PROM

MES MARVELOUS; 'SM't WE TOO THRILUNGy WHY-I-VES HE
LOOKING... KAND HE'S ASKED ME cf did ask me -but

, / DOWN FOR THE PROM
' NEXT MONTH-OH,TNA
YOU'RE GOING, TOO,
AREN'T VOU - WITH

STAN?

1
i-i dont think

1 can go now -
iVe got to be

HOME

OH AUNT KATE,
DO YOU KNOW
HOW TO GET
RIP OF PIMPLES

WELL-I HAVEN T BEEN A
NURSE 20 VEARS FOR
NOTHING. FLEISCHMANN'S
yEAST IS WHAT YOU N6EO
CHILO. EAT 3 CAKES
EVER/ OAV- AND THOSE

, PIMPLES WILL CLEAR UP
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million, then sets out to keep Moore alive

so his income from premiums may last

and make it possible for him to marry
Miss Blondell, now an insurance firm sec-
retary. Miss Farrell, as the tool of Perkins
and Osgood, proceeds to set a fast pace for

the insured Moore, who, under the watch-
ful eye of Powell, seems likely to live

longer than his two associates plan, and
their exposure is imminent.
How Powell, Miss Blondell and Miss

Farrell, who finds she's falling in love with
the man she set out to speed toward death,
bring about exposure of the crooked pro-
ducing duo excites interest.

The screen's perfect "married couple"! William

Powell and Myrna Loy will get under your skin

aga in in After the Thin Mon. Presented

in a style you will not soon forget

SHE BEAT US TO IT!

Topping Topper, Miss Eve Lawton, of
San Francisco, caught a sneak preview of
The Lost Horizon, but wouldn't let Topper
get scooped. She says:

"I've just seen the screen version of
James Hilton's grand novel. The Lost Hori-
zon and I pronounce it a genuine master-
piece. In direct contrast with the usual per-
version made by the cinema super-minds
when transcribing a great book for the pic-
tures, this time the boys have really cap-
tured all the amazing suspense and mysticism
that one felt on reading the book itself.

Moreover, although I have never been one
to go into a dither over any movie hero,
however good, I am forced to concede that
Ronald Colman is at once a handsome brute
and a splendid actor."

LLOYDS OF LONDON— (20th Cen-
tury-Fox)—One of the foremost dramatic

pictures of the year, its merit
will stand sturdily among the
tops in a season of outstanding
productions. Having the sub-
stance and quality to excite
strong word-of-mouth com-
ment, plus a generous share
of inviting names, it is richly

romantic and powerfully emotional. One
suspects that the writers and producers
took some liberties with actual history in

creating the story of Lloyds of London,
but none will mind that.

There is sweep and magnitude in this

historic romance, but magnitude is not
permitted to overshadow the intimate,

warmly-projected human affairs of lovers

and schemers, patriots and poltroons,

whose interwoven dramas shape the main

narrative. The picture is off to an immed-
iate heart appeal in the boyish adventure
of Freddie Bartholomew and Douglas
Scott, the latter as the Nelson boy destined
to be the hero of Trafalgar.

Tyrone Power, the grown-up counter-
part of Bartholomew, becomes the domin-
ating factor in Lloyds. He gives a mag-
nificent performance, displaying every-
thing essential to gain screen idolatry. The
beautiful Madeleine Carroll scores in a
vital impersonation of an English aristo-

crat.

Sir Guy Standing is stalwart in the role

of Lloyds' founder. Virginia Field does
creditable work as the waitress.

You'll find Gold Diggers of 1937 scintillating

entertainment and Dick Powell and Joan

Blondell are shown as much in love on the

screen as they are in real life. Don't miss it

TOCOME- if he saw me NOW^)
Yl

' SAY-THATS^ FUNNY- SHE
WAS KEEN ABOUT GOING

I KNOW — WONDER Vs/HAT
HAPPENED ?

V

tina's acting awfully
]

queer lately- she's l
just DROPPED OUT OF M
EVERYTHING , rrTTT

>fi J&/ IT'S STAN'S MOTHER,
J&S TINA -HE'S COMING

HOME THIS WEEK-
END. She wants
, YOU FOR _^-'

SUPPER
SATURDAY^/

;
ON MOTHER I CANT GO-
NOT POSSIBLY- TELL
HER I'M S-SORRX

B-BUT- |

'

^r^i
MP/SLA
V /vm >o

GEE, Tina -am I

GLAD YOU CHANGED
/YOUR MIND AND

/CAME -y'KNOW,yOU
GET PRETTIER EVERY

STAN,
YOU
MAKE
THE

OH DONT I LOVE
AUNT KATE
FOR GETTING
ME TO EAT

THOSE YEAST

DON'T LET ADOLESCENT PIMPLES
WRECK YOUR BIG "DATES"

PIMPLES cause countless girlsand
boys to miss out on good times.

They are very common after the start

of adolescence, from about 13 to 25.

^At this time, important glands de-

velop and final growth takes

-cCeabS mzs&k
by clearing skin Irritants

out of the blood
r Copyright. I9t6. Standard Brands Incorporated
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place. Disturbances occur in the body.
The skin gets oversensitive. Waste
poisons in the blood irritate this sen-

sitive skin—pimples appear.

Fleischmann's Yeast clears these

skin irritants out of the blood. Pim-
ples go ! Eat 3 cakes daily,

one about Vz hour before

meals— plain, or in a little

water—until skin is entire-

ly clear. Start now!
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HERE 5 THE

TO RELIEVE

MIDINDIGESTION
HEARTBURN. ..GAS...

SOUR STOMACH

Carry VMS-Get Relief

5 to 30 Minutes QUICKER

HERE'S real scientific acid indigestion
relief done up in a 10c. "vest-pocket"

roll of tasty little mints. No wonder n

have adopted the sensible carry Tunis idea,

to be sure of getting thorough, quick relief

from today's unexpected attacks of heart-

burn, sour stomach or gas. Turns arc pleas-

ant-tasting . . . just like candy ... so handy
to carry in pocket or purse. And contain no
harsh alkalies. No chance for dangerous
orcr-alkalization of your stomach. Just
enough of Turns' antacid compound is re-

leased to correct your stomach acidity . . .

the remainder passing un-rcleased from your
system. Only 10c a roll—even cheaper in

the 25c, three-roll ECONOMY PACK. At
all drug stores. Carry Turns.

3tee TUMS
V H. LEWIS COMPANY, St. Louis, Mo.

FOR THE j
TUMMY **"

HANDY TO CARRY

Ideal

for

Christmas
use

Ridgways Centenary Tea in its handsome colorful caddy tin (hinged cover)
is splendid for holiday use. Makes a fine gift, inexpensive, attractive and in
very excellent taste. And what could be more practical than a full pound
of delicious superior quality orange pekoe tea. blended by the world's largest
sellers of quality tea—Ridgways. This beautifully illustrated tin was pro-
duced this year by the House of Ridgways in celebration of the 100th year
since its founding. It is also timely in view of the forthcoming Coronation.

Obtainable at the better grocery and Dept. Stores or send $1.25 (check or
money order) to Ridgways Inc. 230 West St.. New York, and a 1 lb. Centenary
Tin will be sent you, all charges paid.

Ridgways Teas
ORANGE LABEL (10c SIZE) • GOLD LABEL • H.M.B. • 5 O'CLOCK

Champagne Welti. Paramount's silver jubilee

picture, brings you Gladys Swarthout in lilting

song and Fred MacMurray as a {an band leader

CHAMPAGNE WALTZ— (Paramount)
Hailed as Adolph Zukor's Silver Jubilee

picture, Champagne Waltz is

about as sparkling as a

schooner of yesterday's beer.

One might expect much of

such a title; more of advance
notices, but the finished effort

is disappointing. Gladys
Swarthout again proves her

singing ability. Fred MacMurray plays a

jazz band leader convincingly, Jack Oakie,
as MacMurray's manager, and Herman
Bing as a Vienna dance hall owner, pro-
vide the comedy moments, and Velos and
Yolanda offer two smart terpsichorean
numbers.

THE PLAINSMAN — (Paramount) —
The dramatic highlights of Western Amer-

ican history are presented on
^m a monumental scale in this

\% picture of strong men who
/f*^" battle overwhelming odds to
L ^ win a wild country from wild

vSl/ men. Against the stirring

HF background of Indian mas-
sacres is woven an intimate

tale of human love.

Gary Cooper as the lanky, hardy, dead-
eye Wild Bill Hickok, attains a height it

will be hard for him to reach again. Jean
Arthur as that rootin', tootin', cussin'

female, Calamity Jane, deserves tre-

mendous acclaim.

RAINBOW ON THE RIVER— (Prin-
cipal Productions)—You'll cry, you'll

laugh, and you'll like Bobby
Breen as he sings his way into

your heart while portraying
the heartbreak of a Confed-
erate orphan lad trying to win
the love of Yankee forebears.

Bobby's gestures sometimes
get a bit tiring but his luscious

voice is inspiring. He has a good vehicle
that offers him fine opportunities to show
his histrionic ability. You may rest as-
sured that there will be tears in every
audience, particularly in sequences where
his Southern mammy, ably portrayed by
Louise Beavers of Imitation of Life fame,
ii, torn between love of the orphan lad she
loves so dearly and the decision to let the
boy go to his "quality folks" in New York.

40 Accept No Substitutes! Always Insist on the Advertised Brand!



GREAT GUY— (Grand National) —
Those who have been waiting to see how

Jimmy Cagney's comeback
picture will measure up to

past screen efforts of the fiery

Irishman will not be disap-
pointed, for he's surely a
"great guy" in Great Guy.
Tongue-in-the cheek critics

have been rather unsure that
after his court battle over contracts he
would emerge without some setback.

The picture is a meaty one in which
Cagney, pinch-hitting for a super-honest
city weights and measures department
head, who has been purposely injured in

a framed auto crash, carries on in such
legitimate fashion that he has the mayor,
ward-heelers and big politicians on a

limb. Then comes the boomerang that

brings Jimmy out on top and the men who
would besmirch him are punished. His
romance with Mae Clarke is of the on-
again-off-again-Finnegan variety, mostly
because his work strikes at the reputation
of her boss, whom she thinks a model of

virtue in the business world. When
Cagney proves the contrary, Mae clinches

with Jimmy and happiness rules.

WITH LOVE AND KISSES— (Melody)
—A light story of an Arkansas country

boy, who has a flair for

writing popular songs, meets
city gal, goes to big city and
gets into trouble with gang-
sters. Pinky Tomlin and Toby
Wing carry the leads. Tomlin
takes his cow to New York.
The highlights of the picture

come when the cow makes a New York
apartment her home and when Tomlin
meets Toby's drunk brother, Arthur
Houseman. Houseman and the cow steal

the picture as far as performance goes.

Pinky makes a convincing country boy.

Others in the cast are Kane Richman,
Russell Hopton, Jerry Bergen and others.

THREE SMART GIRLS— (Universal)

-^This is one you should not miss, if only
to see if Deanna Durbin, 13-

year-old singing prodigy, is

as good as advance notices.

With a ready-made radio

following gained by appear-
ances on the Cantor airings,

this girl clicks well in her first

picture in which she shares
the feminine lead with two other girls

—

Nan Grey and Barbara Read. Apparently
Universal has made a smart move in

recognizing the limitations of early teen
age, and thus gained a high-class film that

might not have been so good had
they focused the entire feminine attention

on little Deanna. Binnie Barnes, Charles
Winninger, Alice Brady and Ray Milland
have important adult roles.

THRILLS FOR YOU
Add to your own enjoyment of new

movies by knowing the complete fiction

story of each film before it is shown in any
theatre.

It's easy, just discover for yourself the
magazine Romantic Movie Stories. This
magazine prints the complete and exclusive

fiction stories of new movies (illustrated

with actual scenes from the productions)
before the film is shown anywhere.

In the February issue now on sale you
will find: Interlude, starring Grace Moore
and Cary Grant; After the Thin Man, with
William Powell and Myrna Loy; Love is

News, with Loretta Young and Tyrone
Power. Ten complete movie stories and
you'll thrill to them all. Get your copy of
Romantic Movie Stories today.

When Pores Become Clogged They Become Little

"Dirt Pockets" and Produce Blackheads, Enlarged

Pores, Muddy Skin and Other Blemishes!

When you do not cleanse your skin properly,

every pore becomes a tiny "dirt pocket." The
dirt keeps on accumulating and the pore be-

comes larger and larger and blackheads and

muddy skin and other blemishes follow.

"But," you say, "it is impossible for 'dirt

pockets' to form in my skin. I clean my skin

every morning and every night." But, are

you sure you really cleanse your skin, or do

you only go through the motions?

Surface Cleansing Not Enough

Some methods, as much faith as you have in

them, only give your skin a "lick-and-a-prom-

ise." They don't "houseclean" your skin, which

is what is necessary.

What you want is deep cleansing! Many
methods only "clean off" the skin. They do

not clean it out! Any good housekeeper knows
the difference.

What you want is a cream that does

more than "grease" the surface of your

skin.You want a cream thatpenetrates the

pores! Such a cream, distinctly, is Lady

Esther Face Cream. It is a cream that

gets below the surface— into the pores.

Dissolves the Waxy Dirt

Gently and soothingly, it penetrates the

tiny openings. There, it goes to work on

the accumulated waxy dirt. It breaks up this grimy

dirt— dissolves it— and makes it easilyremov-

able. All the dirt comes out, not just part of it!

As Lady Esther Face Cream cleanses the skin,

it also lubricates it. It resupplies the skin with

a fine oil that overcomes dryness and scaly

patches and keeps the skin soft and smooth.

So smooth, in fact, does it make the skin, that

the skin takes powder perfectly without any

preliminary "greasing."

Definite Results!

Lady Esther Face Cream will be found to be
definitely efficient in the care of your skin. It

will solve many of the complexion problems

you now have.

But let a free trial prove this to you. Just

send me your name and address and by return

mail I'll send you a 7-days' tube. Then, see for

yourself the difference it makes in your skin.

With the tube of cream, I'll also send you
all five shades ofmy Lady Esther Face Powder.

Clip the coupon now.

FREE(You canpaste this on a pennypostcard.) (30)

Lady Esther, 2030 Ridge Ave., Evanston, 111.

Please send me by return mail your T-daya' supply of

Lady Esther Four -Purpose Face Cream; aleo all five shades

of your Face Powder.

City State „_
(Ifyou livtin Canada, write Lady Esther, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.)
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KILL KIDNEY ACIDS
Win Back Pep,

Clear Your Skin,

i Look Younger.

Women Need Help More Often Than Men
When ai Mi md poIm stimulate In youi I

lose your vitality ami youi 'kin becomei raane otnl cloudy

—you nrtually feel ami look yean olilrr than you ir.

Ami what l- ffO»e. runetlonal Kidney ill-order* may cuu<e

ii
i lerloui allinenl . .iurh an Gel Una Up Nlghl

Pain*, Lumbago, Swollen Jolnli, Uheu-
Dlulncii, nark circle. Cndar Byta. Bead-

olie-t. Frequent Cold*. HunilnK. smarting. Iichlnn. and

Acidity.
The only way your body r»n clean out the Add*, potions,

;.i'd toxin* from your blood l* throunh the funrtlnn of 9

million tiny, delicate tubei or filter* In ycur Kldneyi
tired or ilow dawn heacuie rt func-

tional disorders, the aeldi and noltoni imimnlitr and
Portuna tely, it i- new eaay i«

help stimulate Ihe diuretic «<-rlnn of the Kldn.-v- with *

lex (pronounced Sl»s-Trx>. which
ihlo at nil dniB itnrea.

Doctors Praise Cystex
Knight, of Camden. Stm Jersey, recently

wrote: "When Kidney- don't fune-

t lun properly and fall to properly

off the waits matter strained
from the blood, achej develop In the

cnuselea nnd joint*, the appetite

ileep Is disturbed, and the

I* generally run-down and
iih lowered vitality. Cyitex

llent pre<ertptlon to help
Lhll condition. It %tuU

flclal action almost Immedi-
ately, yet contain* no harmful or

Injurious Ingredient c. I consider

j prescription which men and
women In »ll walk J of life shouldDr. G. B. Knlobt

rtclal In the treatment of functional Kldnej dli-

ordera." And Dr, T. 3. Bwtelll. ftmoui Docl • Burgeon,
and Scientist, of London, lays: "Cyslei i onfl of the flne-t

i haw ever known in my medical practice ioj

doctor Will for It* definite ben. lit . In th«

treatment of many functional Kidney and Dllddi I dli-

order*. It Is safe and btnnleaa."

World-Wide Success
Cystex Is not an experiment, but i> a proren

31 different oountrlei ihrouichout (he world. It ti prepared
with »elentlnr accuracy and In accordance with I

requirement* of the Unlt< peniatory and the
United Stain Pharmacopoeia, «n<i because n i» Intended
specially for functional Kidney and Bladd
1- iwift. lift and iure in action.

Guaranteed To Work
Qyitci i» offered to all iufferer> from functional Kidney

and Bladder disorders under an unlimited guarantee, I'm

It to the test. See what It ctin do in your own particular

case. It must brine you a neu i nergy and
vitality In 43 hours— It mu»t make you look and feel yean
younger and work to your entire *uti»fartton in 8 days or

you merely return the empty package and your money I*

refunded In full. You are the icle and final Judge of

your own .-at Is fact I on. Cystex co*ts only 3c a dose at all

druggists, and as the guarantee fully, you

should not take chances wlih cheap. Inferior, or Irritating

drug! or with nested. .Ask your drucgUt for guaranteed
Cystex 'pronounced Slss-Tex) today.

STEP BEHIND THE SCENES
To read HOLLYWOOD Magazine is to E limp.«

the real Hollywood. Always look for the fact

magazine when you are looking for lively film news.

•MM&MMMii
AT nOME IN* TOUR SPARE TIME
under personal mpervUlon of the famous
cartoonist NORMAN MARSH creator of

"DAN DUNN" oppeariiu: every day In

big papers. Success — Fame — Real Money
may be Yours when you leam Marsh's easy

simple methods and secrets. Send name and six cents

—

stamp-: ,T coin— for details of MARSH'S Personal course.

ACT TODAY! MARSH CARTOON SCHOOL
Chicago Dally News Bldg., DopL B-2, Chicago. III.

NqJoke To Be Deaf
* -Everydcil person knowa that-

I Mr. Way made himself hear his watch tick after
being deaf fortwenty-6ve years, with hiaArti*

; jbl jficialEar Drums. He wore them day and niaht.
.They Btopped his head r-
noises. They are Invisible
and comfortable,no wires
or batteries. Write for
TRUE STORY. Also

-^S k bookletonDeafness. ArtificialBarDrum
THE WAY COMPANY

774 Hafmuo Bids. Detroit. Mlcbhru

MEN WANTED to WEAR
SUITS and

j roanafactnrcr wants ambitions man in every
. city to wear all woo), made-to-measure euita as democ-
i atratara. and earn money showing to friends and taking

. orders. Sample suits FREE of extra cost] Your
^ choice of over 150 woolena. No experience needed.

l start spare time. FREE! Write today for actual
noroiw-Pize samples and details of amazing FREE

SUIT and Money Makint' pian. Send no money.
> PioneorTailoi

cy X
rina Co., Dopt.Pt239, Chicago, 111

W«™!*i
Opens Up Stepped-Up Note

ARZE
NASAL

The Great New Head-Cold Fighter [j

Fights
Head Colds
Makes Breathing Easy £n£l^t

FREE ENTIRELY FREE
Send No Money-Nothing to Bury—No Obligation*

Here is a special advertising offer made solely for
the purpose of acquainting you with the remark-
able action of this great new head-cold-fighter, a
test bottle of which will be sent on receipt of the
coupon. Don't delay. Be sure to take advantage
of thia sensational Free Special Offer at once. No
letter needed. Send only your name and address
on the coupon, and mail today.

SEND NO MONEY- ONLY YOUR NAME

For Free Sample write name
and address plainly and send
to ARZEN, 544 S. Wells
Street, Chicago, Dept. 52.

Brief Film Guide

TO THESE, TOPPER WAVES
HIS HAT:

Charge of the Light Brigade— (Warners)
—Errol Flynn, Olivia de Havilland, Patric
Knowles, C. Henry Gordon. Rousing and
adventurous.

Libeled Lady— (M-G-M) —Four stars:

Jean Harlow, William Powell, Spencer
Tracy, Myrna Loy. It is high class, rough
and tumble comedy.

Gay Desperado— (Pickf ord-Lasky)—
Something entirely different in the musi-
cal line. Features Nino Martini, Leo Car-
rillo, Ida Lupino.

Romeo and Juliet— (M-G-M)—Shakes-
peare's most famous bit of hack writing,

superbly improved by the presence of

Norma Shearer and great cast.

Dodsworth— (Goldwyn) — You'll rave
about this one. Walter Huston grabs top
honors, closely followed by Mary Astor,

Ruth Chatterton.

Come and Get It— (Goldwyn)—Edward
Arnold, Frances Farmer, Joel McCrea and
Walter Brennan. Dynamic, satisfying
drama.

Winterset— (RKO)—Burgess Meredith,

Eduardo Ciannelli, Edward Ellis, Paul
Guilfoyle, Maurice Moscovitch and Margo.
Gripping drama exceptionally done.

GOOD ENTERTAINMENT:

My Man Godfrey— (Universal) — Just

about tops in comedy, with Carole Lom-
bard and William Powell.

Big Broadcast of 1937— (Paramount)—
Not quite up to its predecessors, but satis-

factory in most respects. Jack Benny.

Ramona— (20th Century)—Can be rec-

ommended for its beautiful color treat-

ment and a model of Technicolor treat-

ment as it should be.

Sing, Baby, Sing— (20th Century)—If

you haven't seen Adolphe Menjou and
gang in this comedy, look it up at the

nearest neighborhood theatre.

Reunion — (20th Century-Fox) — The
Dionne quintuplets score again with Jean
Hersholt, Dorothy Peterson, Slim Sum-
merville, Alan Dinehart and Rochelle

Hudson. Human story that clicks.

Garden of Allah— (Selznick)—Spectac-
ular color and moving musical score lend

appeal to story having Marlene Dietrich,

Charles Boyer and Basil Rathbone in

stellar roles.

Tarzan Escapes— (M-G-M) — Johnny
Weissmuller and Maureen O'Sullivan
score again in jungle thriller.

Theodora Goes Wild — (Columbia)—
Irene Dunne turns comedienne with a

capital C Melvyn Douglas in telling por-
trayal. By all means see it.

Love on the Run— (M-G-M)—Clark
Gable, Franchot Tone and Joan Crawford.
Rollicking yarn that holds interest.

Born to Dance— (M-G-M)—Eleanor
Powell will tap you into a trance while
James Stewart, Una Merkel, Frances
Langford, Alan Dinehart, Virginia Bruce
and Buddy Ebsen keep you amused in a

nautical romance.
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Hollywood Productions
I Continued from paj?e thirty-one)

Preparing for a closeup. Here Grace Moore
awaits Robert Riskin's call of "Camera!" on

the Interlude set. The slate indicates the scene
and "take." The microphone is seen above

American artist, he scoffs at flatterers, and
gives the songbird an analysis of herself
that is the direct antithesis of what all

others voice.

Aline MacMahon, Henry Stephenson,
Catherine Doucet, Edgar Kennedy and
Luis Alberni lend much to the qualities
of Interlude as entertaining screen fare.

The Mexican sequences of Interlude
give Miss Moore opportunity for several
songs during a Latin festival, in the course
of which Grant stages a realistic fight with
two hecklers of the diva. Grant's actions
show him a paradox, insulting the singing
artist one moment by drawing her picture
without a face—saying he draws only that

which he sees and hers is a complete
blank—then going into fisticuffs when un-
appreciative listeners to her songs inter-
rupt her singing.

The road to romance in Interlude is a

rough one from the start, but the vehicle
gives Grace Moore and Cary Grant fine

opportunity to express their respective

abilities—advantages they never for a
moment overlook.

MOVIELAND TOUR
A 1937 Movieland Tour more glorious

and more thrilling than the splendid movie-

land tours of 1935 and 1936! That is the

answer of Fawcett Publications to repeated

demands from hundreds of enthusiastic

readers who took advantage of the successful

Movieland tours of the two preceding

Take this chance to visit Hollywood! See

the stars you read about. Talk to the famed
personalities you see in pictures. Go through

their splendid homes.

Among preparations to make 1937 the

banner year of movie tours, there will be

two tours this summer. Watch for full de-

tails in next month's issue of this magazine.

flfllAZinG

DO YOU REALLY BELIEVE THIS LINIT

AD, IT SAYS LINIT MAKES YOUR
SKIN FEEL LIKE VELVET INSTANTLY 1 '

<4&B("'IT ALSO SAYS YOU CAN
FIRST TRY IT OUT ON

YOUR HANDS. 1 '

FOLLOW THE INSTRUCTIONSy
LET ME JOIN
IN ON THIS'

1

-& Merely dissolve some LINIT in your basin

wafer, wash your hands as usual and, after dry-

ing, feel your skin., soft and smooth as velvet.

FOOLING! LINIT IS MARVELOUS-
IE FOR. A LINIT 8EAUTY BATH

FROM NOW ON |" .

AND FEEL MY HANDS,

EVA, JUST LIKE A
ROSE PETAL ,V

'AND LOOK HERE ON THE PACKAGE
SAYS LINIT IS WONDERFUL FOR
DAINTY UNDERTHINGS!"

/ _. "FINE, I'LL TRY
IT LATER, FOR
RESTORING—^w LUSTRE TO

#£^ Tmy lingerie'

"A
Pm

Ike-

liniT IS ALSO un€XC€l±€D
FOR Fin€ lflUflTJCRinG
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FEmininE

HyGiEHE
if your method is moae/ui

Why add to the problems of life by 'worrying about
old-fashioned or embarrassing methods of femi-

nine hygiene? If you doubt the effectiveness of your
method, or if you consider it messy, greasy, and
hateful, here is news that you will welcome.

Thousands of happy, enlightened women now
enjoy a method that is modern, safe, effective, and,

equally important—dainty'.

Zonitors offer a new kind of suppository that is

small, snowy-white and GREASELESS! While easy

to apply and completely removable with water.

Zonitors maintain the long effective antiseptic con-

tact physicians recommend. No mixing- No clumsy

apparatus. Odorless—and an ideal deodorant.

Zonitors make use of the world famous Zonite

antiseptic principle favored in medical circles be-

cause of its antiseptic power yet freedom from
"burn" danger to delicate tissues.

Full instructions in package. All V. S. and Cana-
dian druggists. Mail coupon for informative free

booklet.

SNOWY WHITE

Eoch in individual

glass vial

FEMININE HYGIENE 3^
GREASELESS

Zonitors, 3470 Chrysler BIdg., N.V.C. Send, hi plain
envelope, free booklet, A New Technique in Feminine
Hygiene.

Same

Address

A ZONITE PRODUCT

Personal to Fat Girls!— now you can siim
down your face and figure without strict dieting
or back-breaking exercises. Just eat sensibly and
take 4 Marmola Prescription Tablets a day until
you have lost enough fat— then stop.
Marmola Prescription Tablets contain the same

element prescribed by most doctors in treating
their fat patients. Millions of people are using
them with success. Don't let others think you
have no spunk and that your will-power is as
flabby as your flesh. Start with Marmola today
and win the slender lovely figure rightfully yours.

BEHIND THE SCENES

Taking Risks in Hollywood!

Lloyds of London was born in a coffee shop!

This scene from the 20th Century-Fox film of

that title shows bell in upper left corner, which

was rung once when an insured ship had met
disaster; twice for favorable news reports

With Lloyds of London reaching the
screen to tell how this most unusual
of insurance firms came into being

interest is stimulated in the strange guar-
antees written by Lloyds and others on
film productions and those who work in

pictures. Lloyds takes almost any gamble
—against your money. They'll "bet"
almost any money a thing will, or will

NOT happen—if you pay the premium,
which sometimes is too high to make in-

suring practical.

Lloyds will insure a film producer
against a possible "flop," but the cost
makes cinema makers rely mostly on their

own judgment as to what material will be
box office.

The average premium charged by
Lloyds to the studios, in insuring start

against injury or death during the produc-
tion of a motion picture, is 50 cents per
$100 worth of insurance per person. A
star's value is assessed by Lloyds by taking
the entire estimated cost of the finished
picture. For example, in insuring Ruth
Chatterton during the making of Dods-
worth. Samuel Goldwyn took out a mil-
lion-dollar policy. Walter Huston, Mary
Astor, Paul Lukas, William Wyler, the
director, and Odette Myrtil has equal
"protection," which meant $5,000 pre-
miums on each.

The stars have to undergo rigid physi-
cal examination before Lloyds write a
policy covering a picture role. This makes
it essential that stars keep fit, else a
coveted role might be denied them. Lloyds
will insure a rather bad risk, but the pre-
mium would make a producer shy.

Lloyds' insurance covers film produc-
tions in two ways—partial loss or total

loss. This means that if a star becomes
ill and the company cannot "shoot around"

It is essential that players keep fit in order to be
covered by a Lloyds policy, as was Mary Astor
in Dodsworth. Riding helped her achieve this

him or her, Lloyds stand the cost of the
delay, which might run $15,000 to $20,000
or more per day. In case of death of a

star and the entire picture so far made
had to be junked, Lloyds would assume
the loss. Easily replaceable persons in a
cast cannot be insured.

Lloyds' estimators are picture wise.

They must see the budget and make sure
a million-dollar picture is a million-dollar
picture. Preparation for the insurance
examinations are often as rigorous as
training for a boxing match. It took
Edward Arnold six weeks to get in trim
for his million-dollar examination for

Come and Get It. Six weeks of arduous
boxing, riding, golfing, walking, running
and swimming—plus foregoing of rich
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foods—took off excess avoirdupois, which
otherwise might have made him a poor
risk.

No picture can be insured with Lloyds
for more than a million, regardless of what
the film costs. Insurance becomes effec-

tive only when a player actually begins
appearing before the camera in the initial

scene shot.

Hollywood probably is the source of

more unusual insurance protection than
any other similar area in the world. Film
folk can, and do, insure almost anything.
Beautiful legs, nimble fingers, dimples,
hair, even Ben Turpin's strabismus, and
the shock of twins, triplets—even quin-
tuplets—are and have been "covered" by
insurance at one time or another in and
around Hollywood.

Corpses Insured Too

In passing, it might be revealed that

corpses have been insured. So have false

teeth and human embryos.
Shirley Temple recently was insured by

Lloyds on a $25,000 accident policy.

Nothing really newsy about that, but if

you were to read the policy you would find

that America's No. 1 juvenile star "must
not go to war, fly in an airplane, or be
killed or injured while intoxicated"—if

the beneficiary is to collect on Shirley's

protection.

One of the first of these unusual policy
yarns to emanate from Hollywood con-
cerned the former custard pie catcher

—

Ben Turpin. Ben's cocked eyes were a
film asset and he wanted protection
against their going straight again. Many
tales were told of this famous policy

—

some quoted a million-dollar policy, others
claimed it was only a publicity's man's
brain storm. The truth was:
Turpin had his strabismic affliction in-

sured for $25,000, but here's the gag—the
policy covered only two days in 1921, from
noon, November 19 to noon of November
21. The premium was $106.18—a bargain
when one considers the publicity it

brought to Turpin.
Last summer Merle Armitage, Los

Angeles impresario, took out a $10,000
policy covering the two-day appearance
in Hollywood of Leopold Stokowski and
his Philadelphia Symphony Orchestra.
Armitage went to much expense in ar-
ranging for the Stokowski musical treat
and had anything happened to prevent the
orchestra concerts, Armitage would have

[Continued on page 58]

THE RIGHT AND
WRONG ABOUT

COLDS!
Facts It Will Pay You to Know!

'"pHE "Common Cold" is the scourge
-*- of our civilization.

Every year it takes more in lives and

health and expense than any other ail-

ment to which we're subject.

The sad part of it is that much of the

misery caused by colds is due to care-

lessness or ignorance in treating colds.

A cold, as your doctor will tell you, is

an internal infection caused by a virus or

germ. In other words, regardless of the

locality of the symptoms, a cold is some-

thing lodged within the system.

Everything but the Right Thing!

The failure of many people to recog-

nize the true nature of a cold results in

much mistreatment of colds. More often

than not, people do everything but the

right thing in the treatment of a cold.

They employ externals of all kinds

when it's obvious that you've got to get

at a cold from the inside. They swallow

all kinds ofpreparations which, for seven

months of the year, are good for every-

thing but colds and which suddenly be-

come "also good for colds" when the

cold weather sets in.

Many of these methods are good as far

as they go—but they don't go far enough!

They don't treat a cold internally and

thereby get at the infection in the system.

The result often is that a cold progresses

to the point where "complications" set

in and it becomes a serious matter.

What a Cold Calls for

It's obvious that a cold calls, first of all,

for a cold treatment!A preparation that's

good for all kinds of different ailments

can't be equally good for colds.

A cold, furthermore, calls for inter-

nal treatment. An infection within the

system must be got at from the inside.

Grove's Laxative Bromo Quinine tab-

lets supply reliable treatment.

First of all, Bromo Quinine tablets are

cold tableti ! They are made for colds and

only colds. They are not a "cure -all" or a

preparation only incidentally good for

colds.

Secondly, Bromo Quinine tablets are

internal treatment. They work within

you and they do four important things.

Four Important Effects

They open the bowels, an acknowl-

edgedly wise step in treating a cold.

They combat the infection in the

system.

They relieve the headache and fever.

They tone the system and help fortify

against further attack.

This is the fourfold effect you want

for the treatment of a cold and in Bromo
Quinine you get it in the form of a

single tablet.

Safe as Well as Effective

Grove's Laxative Bromo Quinine tab-

lets impose no penalty for their use.They

contain nothing harmful and are safe to

take. Their dependability is proven by

over 40 years of use.

Bromo Quinine tablets now come
sugar-coated as well as plain. The sugar-

coated tablets are exactly the same as the

regular except that they are coated with

sugar for palatability.

Every drug store in America sells

Grove's Bromo Quinine tablets. Let them

be your first thought in case ofa cold.

Ask for, and demand, Grove's Bromo
Quinine tablets! The few pennies' cost

may save you a lot in worry, suspense

and expense.

Before Edward Arnold could be insured for

his role in Come and Get It, he had +0 train

off some twenty pounds within a few weeks

RADIO NOTE: Listen to Gabriel Heatter review the newt. Mutual Broadcasting
System, every Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday evening. 7:45 to 8:00 EST
on some stations. 9:00 to 9:15 EST on others. Consult your newspaper for time listing.
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Her mother taught her

Years ago her mother taught her the
importance of regular elimination.

Ever since she can remember, there
has been a box of Olive Tablets on the
bathroom shelf just as a reminder not
to let more than one day go by with-
out doing something to assist Nature.

Originally the formula of an Ohio
physician. Dr. Edwards, Olive Tablets
are now widely recognized as a stand-
ard proprietary.

Mild and gentle in their action, one
little pellet is usually all you need to

take to get desired results. Thousands
of women have made Olive Tablets
their favorite laxative. Three sizes:

15fi, 30(f, 60<(. All druggists.

DR. COWARDS'

TNE LAXATIVE
Or BEAUTIFUL WOMEN

CONFIDENCE
FOUNDED * I

UPON THREE

GENERATIONS

OE USE

rROM grandmother to mother ... to daughter

—Boro-Pheno-Form has been handed down as an
easier, safer method of marriage hygiene. Today,
this forty-six year old preparation is widely pre-

ferred by modern wives because it requires nc
water, mixing or measuring— yet it has the same
special function as powerful liquid germicides. A
dainty suppository is complete in itself. No clanger

of "over-dose" or "under- «. —

^

dose." Soothing and odor- ]b Uiofro'*
less...At all drug stores. J/r.J'ierreS

BORO-PHENO-FORM
Dr. Pierre Giemkal Cb., Dept. 1 0-B

iftz N. Franklin St., Chicago, III. fl/vl^
Please send me a trial package of ^"
Boro-Pheno-Form and enlightening booklet. I enclose xoc
to >* refunded when I purchase a regular-size package.

Address .
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She's On Her Toes
(Continued from nnKe Hlxteen)

the phone would ring with an invitation to

come over and lose some more pennies
playing rummy. With her mother and
sister, Ruth, we played four handed
rummy until I never wanted to look
another deck of cards in the face.

Twelve Months; Six Pictures

Now, talking to her in the living room
of her lovely new apartment with its

modern furniture and its white walls, it

seems a long time ago. But her twelve
months and six pictures in Hollywood
haven't changed Eleanore's original out-
look on this business of being famous.

"This is treason!" I said. "You've been
here a year now and you haven't even
been linked in a front page romance.
You're a great disappointment to me,
Eleanore!"
She grinned at this ribbing. The Whitney

has a sense of humor that is as modern as

tomorrow's styles. She looked beyond me,
wistfully, a far-away look in her eye. "In
fact," she admitted thoughtfully, "the first

seven months I was here I didn't even have
a date!"

I sat bolt upright. "What?" I demanded
furiously. "What was I doing? Serving
as a stand-in for the younger generation?"
Eleanore looked at me doubtfully.

"That's right," she conceded grudgingly.
"If we count you . .

."

Mrs. Whitney looked up wearily from
her magazine. "If you two are going to

start that again—!"

I pointed an accusing finger at her
daughter who, attired in blue chenille

lounging pajamas, was lounging most
effectively against the divan. "I'll leave
it to you, Mrs. Whitney! Who showed
Eleanore the town? Who warned her
against these fiends in producers' clothing?
Who bought her malted milks in Holly-
wood and chocolate sodas in Chicago?"
Eleanore shook her auburn head. "It's

all right, dear," she assured her mother.
"He's always that way when it rains."

I lit my pipe and withdrew into a mantle
of wounded dignity. I withdrew, that is,

until Eleanore said in a loud stage whisper,
"Don't look now, folks, but he's being
masterful!"

"Listen, Whitney." I said coldly. "I come

^ v^

What better valentine

Eleanore Whitney, who
her way up the ladder

than the delectable

rapidly is tapping

to cinema stardom?

Rumors have been rife that Tom Brown has

been trying to get the inside track on Eleanore
Whitney's affections. Eleanore looks surprised!

out here in a pouring rain. I expose my-
self to a cold, maybe even pneumonia!
And what happens? You're late! And
when you do come in you haven't any
make-up on and your hair's all stringy!"

"It was not stringy!" she said indig-
nantly. "And what's more, since when
have you had the right to consider your-
self company?"

I glowered at her. "Do we get along
with this interview or don't we? What
would your public say to this flippancy?"

"Ah! My Public!"

She rolled her eyes in mock tragedy.
"Ah, my public!" Suddenly she leaned
back against the divan, curling her legs

turk fashion, beneath her. Her tiny face
was suddenly as serious as a moment
before it had been mischievous. "Kidding
aside, Dick, what is there to tell you that

you don't already know? You were the
first person I knew in Hollywood. You
know who and what I like . .

."

I shook my head. "That's not enough,
Eleanore. How do you like Hollywood?
What're you getting out of it? Are you
happy? Do you get a kick out of being
successful?"

She picked up the bouillon cup from the
tray beside her and sipped it thoughtfully.
While Eleanore is very frank—almost too
much so—she isn't given to committing
herself until she's sure just what she
wants to say. Once said, she'll stick to it

through thick and thin.

Her forte is a determination that, at

first, seems incongruous with her tiny
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features and twinkling feet. But when
you know her background, how she earned
her screen success the hard way, you're
not so surprised at the level head on this

nineteen-year-old. I remember when she
was making her first picture, Millions in

the Air. She'd sprained her ankle so badly
while practicing a new dance routine that
I'd had to take her to the Hollywood Hos-
pital that night to have her foot taped and
bandaged. She could hardly walk when
she left the emergency dressing room.
Yet the next day she did that difficult

routine three times before the cameras.
I know, you see. I was on the sidelines

with her mother, wondering as she was,
just how long Eleanore could hold up.
Eleanore glanced up from her cup;

looked out at the driving rain that beat
against the French windows on this quiet
Sunday afternoon. "I don't know just how
I do feel about Hollywood," she admitted
finally.

Grateful for Good Fortune

"I've had a lot of good fortune here. I'm
grateful for that. But you never seem to

get to really know anyone. Know what
they're like underneath, I mean. One
thing I have gained here. That's a feeling
of security. To be able to save my money,
to put it into annuities, to look out for the
future." She grinned suddenly.

"I sound like I was eighty! But after
trouping in vaudeville, trying to get a start

—it's mighty nice to have a little sense of

security!"

I nodded. Eleanore made her stage
debut when she was eight. At ten she
was a familiar attraction in the theatres
of Cleveland, her home town. When she
was eleven, a local stage manager, im-
pressed with her ability, asked Bill Robin-
sen, the greatest tap dancer of them all,

to watch the little girl's routines. That
ebony gentleman was so impressed that
he agreed to coach Eleanore personally.

Whenever Bill Robinson played Cleveland,
you could find Eleanore and her mother
backstage, waiting for the precious mo-
ments he could spare to rehearse his
protege.

Two years later she was on the road
with Rae Samuels, the Blue Streak of
Vaudeville. For three years she toured
the country, playing every city on the
Orpheum circuit as a member of Miss
Samuels' act. Eleanore's mother, with
her husband and younger daughter to

care for, couldn't accompany her on the
load. Many nights the kid cried herself
to sleep because of homesickness and
loneliness for those she loved best.

So now you'll understand why security
and a home seem so good to this little girl

of the dancing feet and the large, luminous
eyes. She hasn't always had them.

I said to her then, "If you feel that way
—the desire to be safe and secure—maybe
that's why you've never fallen in love."

Security in Romance

She nodded a little. "I'd want security
in romance like anything else. It isn't

too much to ask, is it? One marriage is

enough! When I do get married, it'll be to

a man older than myself. At least I hope
it will! I don't think I've ever really cared
for any boy who was just about my age.
Not even school girl crushes! That's one
thing I've never liked very much out here.
Reading in the papers all about who has a
'crush' on whom! Why, they keep linking
your name with fellows you don't even
know, let alone go out with!"
She crinkled her nose with distaste as

she mentioned that. Since she's been in
Hollywood her dates have been almost

rVU^

OF ALL ITS TERRORS
AMAZING NEW FREDERICS WIRELESS PERMANENT

USES NO HARMFUL CHEMICAL HEAT- NO INTENSE

ELECTRICAL HEAT-NO HAIR-PULLING WIRES

I^OR YEARS women have shrunk from the terrors
" of Chemical Heat— from the discomforts of elec-

trical machines with heavy hair-pulling gadgets.
But all this is a nightmare of the past. Frederics
Wireless Wave has robbed permanent waving of all

its terrors. Today, feather-light, pre-heated alumi-
num wavers are put on to cool off—not heat up.
Quickly — magically — comfortably — your straight

hair is coaxed into beautiful, soft, lustrous waves

—

so alluring—so enduring and so easy to manage that
you will think you really have naturally curly hair.

Send your name and address to E. Frederics, Inc.,

235-247 East 45th Street, New York City and
we will rush you the names of Frederics

Franchise Shopowners in' your neighborhood
who are qualified and equipped to give the
new Frederics Wireless Permanent.

Make certain that FredericsVita-Tonic
orVitronMagic Shield are used on your
hair when getting a Frederics Wireless
Permanent (see illustrations above).
Avoid substitutes. Sample wrapper,
for identification, will be sent Free.

-fireJ("Treoorics
vita to

n

ita^/ynnoH

0)(fi£L£SS

E. FREDERICS, Inc. Dept. 9A88
235-247 East 45th St.

New York City

Kindly send me a list ofsalons in my neighbor-
hood who give Frederics Wireless Permanent*.

Name.

Address

.

City
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Don't

neglect your

CHILD'S
COLD

Do/on' t let chest colda or croupy coughs go

untreated. Rub Children's Musterole on
child's throat end chest at once. This milder
form of regular Musterole penetrates,
warms, and stimulates local circulation.

Floods the bronchial tubes with its soothing,

relieving vapors. Musterole brings relief

naturally because it's a "counter-irritant"
—NOT just a salve. Recommended by many
doctors and nurses. Three kinds: Regular
Strength, Children's (mild), /^5£=N
and Extra Strong, 4lty each. Gr l—J.JJ

CHILDREN'S

MILD

PHOTO^semc^i
Cirnr enlargement, boat, foil

length or part group, pets or—*-«» m«de *- -

SEND NO MONEY!
Jut mail photo
drain. In . f«

d«IWorb«ftut>
will nev«r fad-.
Wc-8for*l.QO,

BEAUnFULLYCDCFlToaeqoaintyoo i» xl4 i„ Ch«.CARVCO FRAMErKttiwIthth.lirtJH »l K ! IBCHM
Quality of oar work wo will fr»rnt», ontil further notice, nn [lutd col-

CftTvvd f rurtea
Quality
ortxl wnu
for your choice will be »*nt with your *nl»r>[eTmrnt. Don't drUy . Art
now. Mftll^.urFhjiUwtrxifty.WHtflNCW ERA PORTRAIT COMPANY
11 E. HURON STREET, OEPT.

lUoatratlooa of beautifully carved
with your *n IBr*mm rut. Oon't drl

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

BeYour Own
MUSIC {%
Teacher
Learn at Home j.

by wonderful improved B^fe
method. Simple as A,
B. C.—a child can
learn it. Your lessons
consist of real selec-
tions instead of tire-

some exercises. When
you finish one of these
delightfully easy les-
sons, you've added a new "piece" to your list. You
read real notes, too—no "numbers" or trick music.
Method is so thorough that manv of our 700.000
students are band and orchestra LEADERS.

PLAY BY
NOTE

Piano Guitar
Violin Saxophone
Organ Mandolin
Cornet Ukulele
Trombone Harp
Piccolo Clarinet
Flute 'Cello
Hawaiian steel

Guitar
Trumpet

Piano Accordion
Italian and Ger-
man Accordion

Voice and Speech
Culture

Harmony and
Composition

Drums and Traps
Banjo (Plectrum.

5-String or
Tenor)

Be Popular
Kverythinc Is in print and pic-
tures. First you are told what to
do. Then a picture shows you how
to do It. Then you do It yourself
and hear It. In a few short months
you become an excellent musician—the life of every party:

Free Book and
Demonstration Lesson

You may quickly become a tine
player through the U. S. School
home study method. Write at onre
for our illustrated Free Book and
Free Demonstration Lesson. Please
mention your favorite instrument.
No obligation. Instruments sup-
plied when needed, cash or credit.

U. S. SCHOOL OF MUSIC
362 Brunswick Building
New York City. N. Y.

entirely confined to Robert Taylor, Johnny
Downs and Bob Howard, son of a west
coast auto magnate. Not one has been a
romance in the accepted sense of the word.
She's liked them all, enjoyed being in their

company—and that's that.

If I know Eleanore, she'll never really

fall for any man until she meets some
fellow who is hard to get. She's had to

work too hard to achieve what she's

wanted. And, following her psychology,
what isn't hard to earn isn't much fun
having to this young lady. She hopes to

marry before she's twenty-four. And
when she does . . . goodbye to the career
and the silver screen!

"Not that I'm looking for romance," she
added hastily. "You'd never find it that

way. I'm just like every other girl. I

imagine. We all think about getting

married some time. And when the real

thing comes along, I'll know it."

Real Benefactor

There is one dramatic story behind
Eleanore Whitney's success that has never
been told. I'm privileged to tell it here
on the condition that the man's name isn't

used. "You know why?" she said. "After
Walter Winchell mentioned his helping
me, the poor man was overrun with other
people. I owe so very much to him that

the very least I can do is follow his wishes
and keep his name a secret."

There is, in Cleveland, a middle-aged
gentleman whose kindly benevolences
have helped more than one boy and girl

on the high road to success. The owner of

a large department store, his greatest in-

terest has always been in aiding young-
sters, giving them advantages that he
never enjoyed. Eleanore Whitney's career
can be said to have started the day that

this man first saw her dance.
You may remember Benny Friedman,

the University of Michigan All-American
quarterback. He was sent to college by
this quiet benefactor. There are any
number of crippled children who are
walking today because of operations for

which this gentleman paid. His charities

are as widespread as they are little known.
He met Eleanore and her mother soon
after she made her first bow from the
stage.

He was impressed with the tiny girl's

ability and said so. More important, he
wanted to do something about it. He in-
sisted on seeing that Eleanore had the
finest professional teachers that Cleveland
and New York could provide. Her school-
ing was largely paid for by this man. To
this day, his kindly, wise counsel has
guided almost every step of Eleanore's
career.

Prince Behind Scene

Only recently she wrote him, asking
how she might repay his generosity. His
reply was indicative of the man. He would,
he said, receive all the repayment he
wanted by watching Eleanore's success
and happiness; by the fine things she could
do now for her own family. When Holly-
wood learns of this background to her
career, the cinema citadel will be more
certain than ever that she should be
labeled as Hollywood's latest Cinderella!
That Eleanore enjoys her work in pic-

tures, I know. Currently she is playing
with Jack Benny in College Holiday and
it seems like old home week to her. For
over a year she traveled with Jack and
Mary Livingstone as a member of their

stage unit. That was just prior to her being
signed by Rudy Vallee and screen tested
for the part that was to bring her to Holly-
wood.

Many Happy Women Now Say

(Pronounced PAR-hO-JEN)

•TABLETS*
MAKE

FEMININE HYGIENE
Simple
Quick
Easy

Dependable Porlogen requires no applicators or

other ecwtforlet. Tin- eauy-to-iise tablet atone li

sufficient Harm legs, non-caustic, wren Helens, odor-
Ims, Twelve (ablets in glass mniuiiwr cost only

one dollar. UnrTt he-iiaie to a** your
rirujtsM for Parlourn Tablet*. If his
Hipplj ihould be temporarily ex-

hiuitetl. write ill i»r free sample.

*>

10
AND CHEMICAL CO *V_3V

<20 S. Sixth St.. Minneapolis, Minn. Dent. 262

y
ar
Jr NERVES ON EDGE?

IF your day begins with

backache, headache or

periodic pains with

nerves on edge, irrita-

bility and discomforts

associated with func-

tional disturbances, you

need the tonic effect of

Dr. Pierce's Favorite
Prescription, which has

for nearly seventy years
been helping women in every state in the

Union. Your favorite druggist can supply
you with this old reliable vegetable tonic

which increases the appetite, thereby
strengthening the body. Women every-
where praise it.

Buy now ! New size, tablets 50 cents.

Write to Dr. Pierce's Clinic, Buffalo,

N. Y. for free medical advice.

BEFORE HAIR AFTER

Killed Permanently
From face, body or arms with
maximum speed by simple
Electrolysis device. Will not
harm the slcla. Guaranteed to
remove hair permanently or
money refunded. Endorsed by
physicians. Price $1.95. pusl-
F>ald or sent C.O.D. Complete
nstructlons enclosed.

CANFIEL0 ELECTROLYSIS CO.. 1819 Broadway. N.Y. C.

SAFE
BECAUSE

ITS

EASIEST

TO CLEAN

•

ASK

YOUR

DOCTOR
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Doggone Clever!

BBKSral
Retrieving arrows is the bane of every archer's

aim-perfecting activity, but Evalyn Knapp has

solved the problem when she sets up a target

on the beach. The dog exhibits interest

N
1H*

West Basin, Evalyn's sea-going pointer, so

named because of the yacht anchorage where
the actress moors her cutter, alertly watches

as she aims at an invisible surfside target

The retriever brings back the arrow, having been
trained to be as careful of the shafts as he

would in bringing back a quail with feathers

unruffled. Remarkable fellows, these pointers!

YOU NEED THE 3-WAY PROTECTION

THAT ONLY KOTEX OFFERS!

special, soft, downy cotton to prevent chafing and irritation. Thus
Wondersoft Kotex provides lasting comfort and freedom. But sides
only are cushioned—the center surface is free to absorb.

CAN FAIL The filler of Kotex is actually 5 TIMES more
absorbent than cotton. A special "Equalizer" center guides mois-

ture evenly the whole length of the pad. Gives "body" but not

bulk — prevents twisting and roping.

WH ll ! w 11U If The rounded ends of Kotex are flattened and
tapered to provide absolute invisibility. Even the sheerest dress, the
closest-fitting gown, reveals no tell-tale lines or wrinkles.

3 TYPES OF KOTEX ALL AT THE SAME LOW PRICE - Regular,
Junior, and Super — for different women, different days.

WONDERSOFT KOTEX
When Answering Advertisements, Please Mention February HOLLYWOOD

A SANITARY NAPKIN
made from Cellucorton (not cotton)
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ft Hollywood Young Stars

GRAY HAIR
By Phyllis Fraser
(Our Star Society Editor)

• Safely, quickly

—

and at home—you
can overcome the
handicap of gray,
faded or streaked
hair. With a 6mali
brush and Browna-
tone, you can impart
a rich, natural-
appcaring shade of
blonde, brown or
black. Used and ap-
proved for over
twenty-five years by
American women
everywhere. Millions
of bottles sold is your
assurance of satisfac-
tion. Retain your
youthful charm

—

<M^^^"

LOOK 10 YEARS YOUNGER
Brownatone is dependable—guaranteed abso-
lutely harmless for tinting gray hair. Active
coloring agent is purely vegetable. Cannot af-

fect waving of hair. Is economical and lasting

—

will not wash out. Brownatnne imparts a nch,
beautiful shade with amazing speed. Simply
"touch-up" as new gray hair appears. Easy to
apply. Just brush or comb it in. Shades "Blonde
to Medium Brown" and "Dark Brown to Black"
cover every need.

Brownatone is only
50c at drug or toilet

counters everywhere

—

always on a money-
back guarantee—or
send for test bottle.

In thii gam* you do something that means a song. Seated, left to right, Paul Guilfoyle, Barbara

Pepper, Anne Shirley, Phyllis Fraser, Jackie Coogan. Standing, Bill Corson. Jane Hamilton,

Katharine Marlowe, Allen Curtis. Betty Grable is dancing

%
The Kenton Ph. Co.
275 Brownatone Bldg.
Covington. Kentucky
Please send test bottle
BROWNATONE. andin- "fU^U nn
to rest ins booklet. Enclosed w*n UK
is a 3c stamp to cover, partly, cost of packing

State shade wanted

iling.

Name

Address.

City

BROWNATONE
_TINTS GRAY HAIR SAFELY_

HOW SILK HOSIE...
WITH £t*£a*iZ& jerAiUttqtii

- HALF YEAR
MAKE UP TO 532.00 IN A WEEK

TAKING ORDERS
Ford Cars Given as Bonus. Send name
with hose size and favorite shade for offer
of your own hosiery FREE as extra bonus.
Sensational profit details and startling;
outfit offer. Work full or spare time.
Everybody a prospect. Get immediate cash
earnings. Be like Grace \V liber, who re-
ported $.17.10 earned In 9 hours, or Chas.
Mills who earned S120.00 in one week.
Both received new cars as bonus. Act
uuick! WILKNIT HOSIERY CO.
Box 2A9 Midway Greenfield. Ohio.
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Last Minute Newt: Pinky Tomlin and
Toby Wing'» engagement haj been an-

nounced, but when I asked Pinky about

it at Ida Lupino's cocktail party, he said

that they weren't in any rush and probably
wouldn't get married for a year or more
. . . Dick Foran and Claudia Morgan,
Ralph's daughter, are planning a merger
. . . The newlyweds, Anne Nagel and Ross

Alexander, take their dachshund with them
to night clubs and let it run around the

floor . . . Anita Colby, told me when I

questioned her, that she and Walter Kane
would not marry . . . but they are still being
seen in all the late spots together . . . Anne
Shirley and Owen Davis, Jr., have called

off their romance.

It's a toss up whether the Hollywood
younger set is getting Scottish, or if their

lust for a new game has caused them to

find a use for their ancient phonograph
records. Whatever the case may be, Anne
Shirley at a recent Capehart party passed
paper and pencils out to her guests and
told them to number the records, one, two,

etc., as she played them and to guess what
they were. Betty Grable won the prize for

knowing the most old timers and when
Anne served an ice cream cake that was
decorated with a chocolate record, for re-

freshments, Diana Gibson asked Betty if

she knew the name of that one, too, and
Betty told her, "Yes, that it was commonly
known as 'Food.'

"

Success Stories . . . Phyllis Dobson,
who recently won the title of Miss Cali-
fornia, has just been signed to a long-term
contract by the New Universal ... I

wonder if they remember that she was
under contract to that studio two years

ago under the name of Phyllis Ludwig
and at a considerably lower salary, and
that they let her go?
Anne Sheridan, who gave such a grand

performance in Fighting Youth and then
for some unknown reason went without
work for more than a year and a half, is

making up for lost time now by working
in two pictures at once, with another
waiting for her at Warner Brothers.

The saying goes that everyone during
their life time writes either a poem, a story

—or a song. Snooping on this theory we
found that any number of our younger set

had written poems, so from time to time

—

if you enjoy them, we're going to publish

some on these pages. The first is by Anne
Shirley. She wrote it while working in

Make Way for a Lady, her latest starring

vehicle. In many scenes of the picture it

shows her writing in a diary and during
the filming rather than just scribble some-
thing—she made up the following:

I live in the movie town,
Where directors and stars reside,

Where flowers never turn brown,
And there's a roaring ocean tide.

Maureen O'Sullivan's mother, who came
from Ireland to visit Maureen and her
husband, John Farrow, proved to the sat-

isfaction of all Maureen's dinner guests at

a recent gathering that she had psychic
powers. Mrs. O'Sullivan told everyone
things about themselves that they declared

no one else knew . . . which made Alan
Mowbray ask Maureen how she got away
with things when she was a child . . . and
Maureen's answer was—that she didn't . . .

Accept No Substitutes! Always Insist on the Advertised Brand!



Pick Ups . . . When Vinton Haworth
was a boy he learned how to make minia-
ture boats at the Smithsonian Institution

where he worked after school . . . it's

now his hobby and he's made two small
ships complete in every detail . . . Colleen

Moore saw the one he gave to Ginger
Rogers and asked him to build one for the
nautical library of her famous Doll House
. . . Vin says when he finishes it—it will

be only one inch wide, but that it will be
an authentic copy of a large boat . . .

Olivia De Havilland gets a kick out of

telling people, when they exclaim about
the loveliness of her hair in pictures, that

she wears a wig . . . The house that Lela

and Ginger Rogers are building is on top

of one of Hollywood's highest hills, and
when it's finished they're going to hold
open house for a week . . . Rochelle

Hudson is now smoking her cigarettes

through a long, ivory holder . . . Anita
Louise proved herself the good sport that

she is, at a party when someone spilled a
cup of coffee on her dr^ss she was wearing
for the first time, she immediately spilled

some more to show them that it didn't

matter . . . Paula and Carol Stone are
going to have their own private wings in

the house Fred is building for his family

—

each wing will have its own kitchen,
breakfast nook, reception room and bed-
room . . . Johnny Downs' favorite pas-
time is making candid camera shots of all

his friends and then pasting them in a
large album and having each one write
something under his or her picture . . .

Cupid Darts . . . When Sue Carol and
Howard Wilson took the wedding vows
only two other people witnessed the cere-
mony and they were Henry Willson—who
introduced them, and Dixie Crosby, Sue's

best friend . . . later however at Ena
Gregory's reception for them all their well
wishers were present to throw rice . . .

one chap took his shoes off to throw but
decided against it when he realized he
might have to go home in his stocking
feet . . . Alan Lane wants to make Betty
Furness his Mrs., but Betty can't make up
her mind.

This is a joyous moment for Tom Brown and
his father and mother, Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Brown—Breaking ground for their new home

/
r>~

**"»>.

k'oetd .hv professional models.

• Manufacturer's Note:—Inferior prod-
ucts, sold as kelp and malt preparations

—in imitation of the genuine Seedol Kelpa-
malt are being offered as substitutes. The
Kelpamalt Company will reward for in-

formation covering any case where an
imitation product has heen represented as

the original Seedol Kelpamalt. Don't his

fooled. Demand genuine Seedol Kelpamalt
Tablets. They are easily assimilated, do
not upset stomach nor injure teeth. Results
Kliaranteed or money back.

SPECIAL FREE OFFER
Write today for faseir

i Red Blood. Mir.
era! contents of Food and their effects
on the human body. New facts about
NATURAL IODINE. Standard weight
and measurement charts. Daily menus
for weight building. Absolutely free.
No obligation. Kelpamalt Co., Dept.
1089. 27-33 West 20th St.. New York
City.

THOUSANDS OF

NATURALLY
SKINNY"

LWEAK.RUNDOWN.NERVOUS]

FOLKS HAVE MADE THIS

AMAZING DISCOVERY/

How Amazing New
Sea Plant Concentrate
from Pacific Ocean,
by Feeding IODINE-
STARVED GLANDS,
has Quickly Renewed
Energy, Built Glorious
NEW STRENGTH for
Thousands. Gains of
5 to 25 Lbs. Reported
Regularly!

Here's new hope and encouragement for thousands of thin.

tired, weak, worn-out, haggard- looking men and women
whose energy and strength have been sapped by overwork

and worry, who are nervous, irritable, always half-sick and
ailing. Science has at last placed Us finger on what i^

often one of the principal causes of this dangerous, rundown condition—
IODINE-STARVED GLANDS. When these glands don't work properly.

all the food In the world can't help you. It just Isn't turned into flesh.

The result is you stay skinny, rundown, ailing.

The most important gland—the one which actually controls body weight am!

strength building—needs a definite ration of iodine all the time—NATt RAD
ASSIMILABLE IODINE—not to he confused with chemical Iodides which

often prove toxic. Only when the system gets an adequate supply of iodine

can you regulate metabolism—the body's process of converting digested food

into' firm flesh, new strength and energy.
To "ct this vital mineral in convenient, concentrated and assimilable form,

take Seedol "Kelpamalt—now recognized as the world's richest source of thi-

preeious substance,

Make This Test!

Make this test with Seedol Kelpamalt.
First weigh yourself and see how long

yon can work or how far you can walk
without tiring. Then take 3 Seedol
Kelpamalt Tablets with each meal for

1 week and again weigh yourself and
notice how much longer you can work
without tiring, how much farther you

can walk. Notice bow much better you
feel, sleep and eat. Watch flattering

extra pounds appear in place of scrawny
hollows.

Money-Back Guarantee
If you are not absolutely satisfied with
the results or even the first week, the

trial is free and your money will he
refunded. Seedol Kelpamalt costs but
little to use. Your own doctor will
approve this way. 1(10 Jumbo size

Seedol Kelpamalt Tablets—four to five

times the size of ordinary tablets

—

cost but a few cents a day to use. Get
Seedol Kelpamalt today. Seedol Kelpa-
malt Is sold at all good drug stores. If

your dealer has not yet received his

supply, send 51.00 for special introduc-

tory size bottle of b"5 tablets to the
address below.

3 Steps In the
Building of
Good Solid
Flesh, Rich
Blood , New
Strength

1. Ordinary food enters stora-
aohand is nail i.M !\ di^esU'd

2. Digestion completed in in-
testines and flesh and
Strength-building mat.Tin 1

absorbed In blood stream.
3. Metabolism, when regulated.

by glands kept healthy with
- -should

or al

SEEDOL

Kelpamalt;^
THERE IS A THOUSAND DOLLARS COMING!

Here's a chance for you to win a big cash prize in the easiest contest ever offered.

Watch for complete details of this amazing offer in March HOLLYWOOD Magazine.
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Monpy that slips *o easily through your [ * AL
nngcrd nuiy hold hidden rlche* (or you I * ijr »
... If you know what to look for In the ^*, # >

chansrc you Ret. Thousands of old coin* »-
and f)lll» arc in dally circulation, many
of thpm w.irth big cash Promlums, we
pay hitrhem ea»h value. Learn our prlCM ©•
fore you noil your old coins, enca»eU atanipt,

or p«|kt money to anybodyl

"SMALL CHANCE" May Hold The / y
Secret of Sudden Wealth I

Today or tomorrow, some valuable nir* coin
may oome into your banda. Don't let It Blip

by unnoticed ... it may be worth 100 tlme>
its fnee value, or even more! But you murt
know wlmt to look for. You muni be able, to
recognixo your cood luck, before you can ca»n
In upon 111

$2000.00 for lcl S4000.00 for $1.00!

We nay "P to $10.00 each for 1000 cento.
•2000.00 for larse copper eenla. » 1300 for
certain Cold Dollar*. Iture paper money, (on-
fedentc Bill*, etc. may be worth SIS to 8351
Other common colna may pay hlBh caih preml-
umil

BIG CASH PREMIUMS
for hundreds of coins
now In circulation.

DIMF.H BEFORE 1B05 aUSO
LIBERTY HEAD NICKELS
BEFORE 1014 8300

INDIAN HEAD CENTS. 1864-69 »100
NTS 527 5

LARGE COPPER CENTS 62000
HALF DIMES 8173
20c PIECE $130
23c PIECE 830O
30c PIECE -_-61000
SILVER DOLLARS »4000
TRADE DOLLARS 6300
GOLD DOLLARS 81300
82.SO GOLD PIECES 830O
83.00 GOLD PIECES 82000
8S GOLD PIECES 86000
810 GOLD PD3CES 8130
COLONIAL coins 8300
FOREIGN COINS 8165
820 GOLD PIECES 8500
COMMEM. HALF DOLLARS 860

All Foreign Currencies—

Get Our Big Illustrated 1937 Book
Today

Don't wait. Get our BIB Coin Book. Telia
what we pay for old and rare coins, eneaaed
Klampt. cold And paper money, both foreign
and U. S. SEND 15c TODAY for Coin Book
before you sen-l your old cotna. Wo do not
accept your old coins from those who do not
hnve our price l»ook. Juat write name and
address, enclose 15c, and MAIL COUPON NOW:

4

nnnonnL
COIR CORPORRTIOn

S*rTn?f?e*d. «*»«. ****' (*°0) MA,L THIS COUPON!

Please send BIr Illustrated 1937 Coin Book by return '

mall. I enclose 15c (colni carefully wrapped. (Please I

print plainly').

Name :
J

Address ... . |

City State |

SWOT.""
1
" TV.rttacW"'"'

»tU.-*-5£a«>--i

<3fan*>..

NAM6
ADDRESS'

The World Indoors!
(Continued front pnjee twelve)

when she dashed into a room for an emo-
tional close-up scene. Fonda was sur-
prised, however, when the be-monocled
stickler for realism dashed a pail of ice

water over him to make him go into a

bona fide shiver in a rainstorm sequence.
"Hank" started to protest, but the cameras
started rolling and, like a real trouper, he
played through the scene.
Nothing is real if it isn't natural, insisted

Lang—and how could Fonda appear be-
drenched and battling his way through the

wet and cold unless he felt that way?
Likewise, when Fonda and Guinn "Big
Boy" Williams were supposed to engage in

a ferocious fight in a hospital ward, it was
rumored Lang told Fonda that Williams
said he didn't believe Fonda "could take
it." Anyway, the scrap was a pip while
it lasted. Screen fans will remember the
battle Fonda and Fred MacMurray staged
in The Trail of the Lonesome Pine, in

which Miss Sidney also appeared.

Despite this hard work of being realistic,

the whole troupe managed to have a pretty

good time during the shooting of the pic-

ture. One day, Fonda decided to have a
laugh at Lang's expense. So he walked
on the set with his pockets laden with corn

cob pipes, which he passed around to the

entire crew. When the director arrived,

all were puffing merrily on their pipes

—

which smelled so badly Lang offered to

buy each of them a new one if they only
would quit smoking the corn cobs*.

Another day Sylvia nearly drove Henry
frantic by telling him her maid had heard
a radio broadcast on which the announcer
had stated Fonda was the star of a certain

picture, which was so bad all Hollywood
has been talking about it.

And the entire troupe almost forgot

about work the day Doris Dudley ap-
peared on the set with a five-weeks-old
lion cub, which she presented to Lang.
Doris, incidentally, visited the set fre-
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quently in addition to being seen in

numerous night spots with Lang.
More than forty different sets, a record

number at United Artists, were designed
by Alexander Toluboff and constructed on
eight stages and on the back lot for You
Only Live Once. One, covering several
acres and reproducing the buildings,
towers and recreation yard of an Ameri-
can prison, sprawled into another studio,

the Educational lot, adjoining United
Artists. For fog scenes the entire set was
covered with canvas and quantities of a

special mineral oil vaporized and forced
through compressors. Tons of cracked ice

scattered on the ground kept the fog from
rising too rapidly.

Taking the mountain to Mahomet! This spa-

cious prison was built on the studio lot for

the Goldwyn production You Only Live Once

Miss Sidney and Fonda climbed moun-
tains, waded swamps and battled desert
sand without leaving the studio. From
the stars' and technicians' standpoint,
working under hundreds of blazing lights,

it was more arduous than the real thing.
Toward the end of the picture Miss Sidney
stumbled down a mountainside on stage 6
and tore a ligament in her right knee.
Among the hundreds of atmospheric

players engaged for You Only Liue Once
were several old-time silent picture
favorites, including Harry Myers and
Florence Turner. Both were stars in their

day, but the whirligig of Hollywood has
forced them into the extra ranks. Iron-
ically, Myers was one of Henry Fonda's
boyhood screen idols.

The youngest member of the cast gave
the director a taste of real temperament.
Maurice Black, Jr., aged twenty-three
days, yelled at Lang, Miss Sidney and
Fonda, ruined several scenes, and had the

whole studio catering to him. Like other
actors of his age, he boasted a nurse,

welfare worker and private car that de-
livered him right to the door of the
nursery which California law says must
be provided on the set. Maurice could be
in the studio only two hours a day, on the
set under the lights only a total of twenty
minutes, and only thirty seconds at a time.

Charles "Chic" Sale did his final role in

You Only Live Once. A few days after

the noted comedian had completed a

characterization in which he played him-
self, minus the chin whiskers and make-
up of his usual hick portrayal, and before

the picture was completed, he was stricken

with the illness that caused his death.

You Only Live Once typifies the extent
to which film producers have freed them-
selves of the necessity for far-flung loca-
tions. Art directors and studio artisans
are capable of creating almost anything
needed in the way of sets.

So natural do they fabricate nature that
even the most fastidious fan seldom can
detect the synthetic from the real.

Quite often synthetic nature goes into

the finished film finer and more eye ap-
pealing than would be true were the action
to take place in the actual handiwork of
nature. This is true because "corraling
the world indoors" permits of better
lighting and the absence of extraneous
sounds common to outdoor shooting.

Comfort between scenes? Sylvia Sidney and
Barton MacLane seem satisfied with a high

stool and a box on which to take relaxation

WHAT A LUCKY BRIAK
THAT TOOTHACHE WAS!
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MOST BAD BREATH BEGINS WITH THE TEETH!

Tests prove that 76% of all peo-

ple over the age of 1 7 have bad

breath ! And the same tests prove

that most bad breath comes
from improperly cleaned teeth.

Colgate Dental Cream, because

of its special penetrating foam,

removes the cause—the decay-

ing food deposits in hidden
crevices between teeth which
are the source of most bad
breath, dull, dingy teeth, and
much tooth decay. At the same
time, Colgate's soft, safe polish-

ing agent cleans and brightens
enamel—makes teeth sparkle!
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Read Free Offer!
Visible Pimples and Blackheads. Freckles, Ugly Large

Pores and Surface Wrinkles Disappear!

It is all explained in a new free treatise called
"BEAUTIFUL NEW SKIN IN 3 DAYS" which is being
mailed absolutely free to readers of this magazine. So
worry no more over your humiliating skin and complexion
or signs of aging if your outer skin looks soiled and worn.
Write to MAKVO BEAUTY LABORATORIES. Dept.
36T-Z. No. 1T00 Broadway. New York. N. Y., and you will
receive this new treatise by return mail in plain wrapper,
postpaid and absolutely free. If pleaded teli friends-

Love by the Stars
(Continued from pn»rr thirty-three)

heart! The natural conquerors, persons
of the strongest will power, are born in this

Taurus sign. Which is why such famous
young men as GARY COOPER, BING
CROSBY and HENRY FONDA have
swept everything before them and gone
straight to the top. They have more vital-

ity than any other type so keep them busy
and interested.

As husbands these chaps are solid, prac-
tical and substantial but never expect
much in the way of compliments from
them; they are not given to such things.

They have an innate desire for children
to carry on their name, for a homestead
in which they can take root. Bing Crosby
built a twenty-three room Colonial home-
stead out in the North Hollywood district

and he asserted, "I hope Dixie and I never
have to move from here. I'd like to hang
up my coat and stay awhile!" That's typi-

cal of the Taurian husband. Some wives
resent their reserve, their complete mat-
ter-of-factness. But a wise one doesn't

rely on it too much because sometimes a

Taurian swings into exciting action—and
then look out!

Gemini Men Twins

If you want lots of excitement, however,
if you want to be kept on the "qui vive"
night and day, marry a Gemini man (May
22 to June 21)! Because you'll be mar-
ried to twins, you see. . . . Versatile, bril-

liant, changing from one mood to another
so quickly that you'll begin to wonder

^m

Leo men, like Gene Raymond, silently try to

make ideals become realities. Love, peace
and harmony. They're safe on a pedestal
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lumber cut- to-fit, read; to erect. i'aint, glass, hardware.
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We pay the Freight. 1'lans furnished—al*o complete liulW-

Infl Instructions. No wonder our customer* write u* that
ive nr< i them 30^ to-lrtTr. compared with builders' prices.

Easy terms—8 years lo pay.
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-
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Write for your catalog today.
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D«pt. 1672 Bay City. Michigan
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External use.
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Essential Mineral Elements of Human Body
$1.00 per package-One month's treatment.

Your drugpist may not carry V. O., but he can
easily get it from his wholesaler. Refuse sub-
stitutes, if offered. We will mail you a package,

postpaid on receipt of $1.00.

THEO. NOEL COMPANY
320 So. Franklin St., Chicago, U. S. A.

DEAF?
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You may haar Ilka normal again!
Amazing now Instrument roloasei doal

from misery and embarrassment
The Goditcnd, new Scientific, Electrical Hearing Aid, Is

guaranteed to give you same strain-free power to hear a*

instruments selling for $50, $75, $100. and more. PRICED
AT ONLY $19.75, complete! Racked by $1000.00 Money-
Hark Guarantee. Now you may enjoy sermons from back
of chureh, lectures, conversations, radios, movies. Complete
with Microphone. Ratteries. and TWO AppllanceB for

BONE or AIR CONDUCTION, both for lefts than the usual
price of only ONE. Music and words heard distinctly from
all directions, at close range or from distances. No distor-
tion—no head noises. Instrument 1* lightweight, easily con-
cealed in clothing, no more noticeable than pair of glasses.

Write quick for FREE DETAILS, sent in plain envelope.

GODSEND COMPANY, Dept. R-423,
37BS Beechmont. CINCINNATI, OHIO

Would You Like to b*

JH5 Happily (Harried

f^^—

_ Thackeray said "Menare help-
^ ~K le3s in the hands of women

9* who really know how to handle

V^v^^l them." Any woman or girl of
r* 2 ordinary intelligence, beauti-
V H fulorplain.hasthecharmwith-

& ti> j *n **er t° attract and fascinate
,£r iE*l men. You can learn how to de-

-- - velop and use those natural
charms from "Fascinating

Womanhood", an unusual book which shows how
womenattractmen by usingthe simple laws of men's
pyschology. Married or single, this knowledge will
help you. Don't let love and romance pass you by.
Send us only 10c and we will send you the booklet
entitled ''Secrets of Fascinating Womanhood", an
interesting synopsis of the revelations in "Fascin-
ating Womanhood". Sent in plain wrapper.
PSYCHOLOGY PRESS, Dept. 42-B, St. Louis, Mo.
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Impulsive, living in the world of ideas, that's

the Aries man of which Warner Baxter is

a good example. They resent those who argue

which is your husband! ROBERT
MONTGOMERY is a member of this

House and he has all the amazing genius
and adaptability of the sign. It's quite
natural that Robert has a dozen hobbies to

indulge in besides his profession—for he
loves diversity. All Geminis do. They're
one of the most delightful types of people
to live with but a wife must understand
their unexpectedness and sudden digres-
sions. She has to fit in with their changing
moods, to be soothing. You cannot always
understand a Gemini husband and don't
try to. Leave him to work things out in

his own way and avoid worrying him
with petty anxieties if you want to keep
him well and happy. A Gemini man
seldom grows up and while he has the
appeal of a young boy he must be treated
with the same understanding and toler-

ance.
The House of Cancer (June 22 to July

23) rules family life to a great degree. So
you can depend upon it that with a hus-
band such as NELSON EDDY would be,
your domestic circle would be wonder-
fully safe. Make it as attractive as you
can. Fill in the "homey touches." When
Nelson does fall in love it will be enduring
and remarkably self-sacrificing. All he
needs is to be surrounded by loving sym-
pathy and approval. And since all persons
of this House are hyper-sensitive, don't
try to direct them or dictate to them. A
girl would find Nelson a fanciful, roman-
tic and imaginative mate with a craving
for change and adventure. She'd do well
to cater to it—and not to worry about that
craving. Because underneath the appar-
ent restlessness is great perserverance.

If you long for little attentions and the
sweet nothings that mean so much in many
a woman's life, marry a Leo gentleman

FLORIDA

CALIFORNIA

THE COST: Lowest of all!

THE REWARD: A grand trip,

scenic enjoyment, glowing health!

• Make this winter stand out from the cheerless, chilly ones

of other years. Acquire a radiant sun tan on the warm sands of

Florida, the Gulf Coast or California. Do it on the most

modest income, at little more cost than staying home!

The trip, in a smooth-rolling, cheerfully-warmed Greyhound
coach will cost about one-third as much as driving a small

private auto—far less than any other type of transportation. It

will take you over glamorous highways, south into the sun-

shine zone— allow up to six months at your destination

—

bring you back over a different scenic route, at a saving of
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Greyhound agent in your city— or mail the coupon today.
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• Psychologists say that she is an idealist and cl

out the world ofiralitics.". . . Many women
would also like to "shut out" the everyday reality of

rough, red, coarse skin that housework and weather

inflicts «r»n t
" could, by using the famous

tencr—ITALIAN BALM.
1 [ere is a genuinely inexpensive preparation. Composed

of 10 scientifically selected, scientifically pure ingredients.

. the preferred skin protector of the

-naihcj&siesi- ration of

its kind today in thousands of communities all

America. . . . Non-
Balm a week's

tri.d—at no expense. Send for 1 KLE bottle.
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ItalianBalm
THE ORIGINAL SKIN SOFTENER
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CAMPANA SALES CO.
2902 Lincoln Highway, Batavia. 111.
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bottle 1- REE and postpaid.

City
In Car ad*. Camt>ana. Ltd.
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FP2902 Caledonia Road. Toronto

WHY CORNS COME
BACK BIGGER, UGLIER
unless removed ROOT and ALL

Amazing New
Method Removes

Corn for Good!

Vv/ HEN you danger-W ously cut or pare a
corn at home, you merely trim the surface. The root
remains imbedded in the toe. Soon the corn comes
back bigger, more painful than ever. That's why
millions of people are discarding these old-fash-
ioned methods and now use this new easy double-
action Blue-Jay method. The pain stops instantly
by removing the pressure, then that entire corn lifts
out root and all in three short days (exceptionally
stubborn cases may require a second application).
Blue-Jay is a modern medicated tiny plaster. Easy
to use, invisible. Get Blue-Jay today.

FREE OFFER: We will be glad to send one Blue-
Jay absolutely free to anyone who has a corn, to
prove that it ends pain instantly, removes the corn
completely. Just sendjour name and address to
Bauer & Black, Dept.B-67. 2500 South Dearborn
Street, Chicago, 111. Act quickly before this trial
offer expires. Write today.
* A plus of dead cells root-like in form ami position. If
tefl :..-•• serve as focal point fur r-ntrtved d^eiupiaent.

(July 24 to August 24) . . . Like WILLIAM
POWELL, GENE RAYMOND or ROBERT
TAYLOR. They're warm-hearted, gen-
erous, and like to express their love in

some little thoughtfulness. It's quite

safe to put them on a small pedestal and
to let them know you've put them there.

These men silently and quietly try to

make ideals realities. They understand
the joy of living and mean to have their

fill of it. Leo is more thorough than other

signs and is a stickler for details. He also

jumps at conclusions too fast and has very
little sense of moderation!

Feminine Wiles Taboo

The gentlemen of Virgo (August 24 to

September 23) are not so romantic as the

Cancers and Leos. They are more intel-

lectual than emotional and if their wives
are not too temperamental, they're very
excellent husbands. Feminine wiles do
not interest them; genuine feminine
sweetness does—as FREDRIC MARCH
and FRED MAC MURRAY could vouch
for. They're very constructive, they make
the most of any condition they are placed
in. But don't try to get them to change
or break up their little habits of life! Take
a Virgo as you find him, send him out on a

hunting or fishing trip every now and then,

see that such things as his pipes and ties

remain in the same place he put them

—

and the trouble of your married life will

be practically nil.

Now with a member of the Libra House-
hold (September 24 to October 23) . . . har-
mony is the main essential. Nothing ex-
cites or annoys them more than to have
to give reasons for their actions;—because
; Libra has to weigh everything in his own
particular manner and can seldom explain
it. He acts through intuition. GEORGE
RAFT is a distinct Libra—and you'll find

him acting on his hunches every time.

The wives of men like George are fortu-
nate for they make gay, social husbands

—

only see to it that Mr. Libra has wise and
tactful guidance or he's apt to become a
beloved vagabond!

Very Good or Very Bad

JOHN BOLES and DICK POWELL
come under the Scorpio sign. (October 24
to November 22) . Books could be written
about them. Some of the greatest people
in history have been born in this sign, but
their natures are complicated, often para-
doxical. Your Scorpio man is either very
good or very bad and it usually depends
on the woman he loves which he turns out

to be . . .They have the grit and backbone
to climb the heights—if they have the right
incentive. They are the rulers of the earth
with a tremendous capacity for work.
They are capable of great attachment—but
the Scorpio man doesn't say everything he
thinks.

Sagittarius (November 23 to December
22) governs the out-and-out idealists of

the world— of whom DOUGLAS
FAIRBANKS, JR., is one. Yet there's a
practical purpose behind every dream.
Very quick-witted, they make friends

easily and are very loyal to them. If the
Sagittarian can find a -woman who under-
stands him he makes a devoted and appre-
ciative husband. The one thing he won't
stand is petty restriction. The one thing
that really angers him is duplicity, any-
thing hidden and secretive. He's not as
demonstrative as Mr. Aries, yet he has an
expressive nature. And it's well for a
woman to remember this: if he fails to

hold the object of his love, it often embit-
ters his entire life . . .

how to Remove
Leg or Arm Hair A

IN 3 MINUTES

Without Danger of Coarser

or Stubbier New Growth

there you eo. everyone is talking

about or using De Miracle. Its vogue

seema to have started when
known that this marvelous discovery made

;. to Bet rid of leg or arm
hair, without dancer of luster, coarser

<>t Btubbiei new cmwth.
Xo Razor—just dampen liair witb

D« Miracle and then rinse hair away
n Itb water. It leaves the skin as smooth,

i, .in ':
i

,i- it baby's. Leaves
no dark hair stubble and does not make
bail crow faster, coarser, or stubbier.

Try it today.

Satisfaction Guaranteed op Monoy Refunded
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$1.00 Size W M \* Now S133
At All Drug and Department Stores

REDUCE BY
SAFE, QUICK, EASY

SL I MMETS
No diet, no exercise, no expensive mas-
logc—jual a simple prescription ih.it

contains no thyroid nor dinitrophenot.
If you do not lose 8 pounds of reduci-

ble fat with the first box, your money
back! Don't put up with ugly ^

bulges of fat! Take safe SLIMMETS
and make yout husband fall in love
Wltb you all over n^ain.

90 SLIMMET Tablets 51.00.
Send Cash, Check or M. O. today; or

C. O. D. (plus postage).

No Canadian Orders
SLIMMET CO., Dept. FW-1
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Pimples Kill Romance
Many shattered romances may be

traced directly to ugly skin blemishes.

Why tolerate itchy pimples, eczema,
angry red blotches or other disfigure-

ments resulting from external causes
when you can get quick relief from
soothing Peterson's Ointment? 35c at

your druggists. Money refunded if one
application does not delight you. Won-
derful also to soothe irritated and in-

flamed feet and cracks between toes.

Free sample, Peterson Ointment Co.,

Dept. K102, Buffalo, N. Y.

VOICE
100% Improvemeat Guaranteed

We brjfld. strengthen the vocal organs—
w( tintA mxneino i««*on*—bnt by fundamentally
jcund mad scientifically correct nlent exercise* . .

I and absolutely guarantee to improve any sinirioff

r BTjeakinp voice at Uast 100% . . . Write lor
ooderfoi voice book—BeDt free. Learn WHY yoa
m dow have the voice- yoa want. No literature

;nt to anyone under 17 unless signed by oar eat.

PERFECT VOICE INSTITUTE, Studio 1582
64 E. Lake St.. Chicago

r^GRAYHAIR
Remedy is Made at Home
You can now make at home a better gray hair remedy
than you can buy, by following this simple recipe: To
half pint of water add one ounce bay rum, a small box
ofBarbo Compound and one-fourth ounce of glycerine.

Any druggist can put this up or you can mix it yourself

at very little cost. Apply to the hair twice a week
until the desired shade is obtained.

Barbo imparts color to streaked, faded
or gray hair, makes it soft and glossy and
takes years off your looks.
It will not color scalp,
is not sticky or greasy
and does not rub off.
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Zukor' s Silver

Jubilee!

Paramount's Silver Jubilee in honor of

Adolph Zukor this month is being
celebrated 'round the world. The

celebration marks twenty-five years of

growth of the motion picture industry
from a Penny Arcade in Fourteenth Street,

New York, to the present mammoth or-
ganization of Paramount Pictures, Inc.

It was in 1912 that Mr. Zukor brought
the first feature length film to America

—

Sarah Bernhardt's Quee?i Elisabeth—and
the showing of this picture in the old
Powers Theatre in Chicago paved the way
for subsequent films to be accepted as
dignified entertainment. Up to this time
the motion picture was held in contempt
and was looked down upon by actors, by
the public at large and particularly by
stage producers.
Following the success of Queen Eliza-

beth, Famous Players Film Company was
founded in 1913 and production started in

a studio at 213 West 26th Street, New
York. During the next two years its out-
standing successes were The Prisoner of
Zenda with James K. Hackett, and Mary
Pickford's first picture, The Good Little

Devil. Mary had 'worked in films prior to

that time but she personally was unknown
to the public, being referred to in billing

as the Biograph girl. Famous Players was
the first company to recognize the value
of the star system.
September 11, 1915 Adolph Zukor re-

ceived a blow from fate that began as a

Present-day film notables gather to honor Adolph Zukor on his 25th anniversary in pictures.

Left to right in photo are—Cary Grant, Mitchell Leisen, Mrs. Barner Balaban, Lloyd Nolan,

Stanton Griffis, Fred MacMurray, Marsha Hunt, Mr. Zukor, Bob Burns and Randolph Scott

tragedy and ended perhaps as a comedy.
The old studio was burned to the ground
and in the ruins was a safe in which re-
posed the assets of Famous Players—film.

In those days the insurance companies
looked upon film with great suspicion,
therefore the film was not insured. Mr.
Zukor and his aides waited at the scene of

the fire all night. With daylight they were
able to penetrate the ruins and search for
the safe. When it was opened it was found

that none of the film had been scorched.
Immediately the company leased Dur-

land's abandoned riding academy in Fifty-
sixth Street. It remained in this eastern
location until 1920 when the Astoria, Long
Island Studios were built, but in the mean-
time Mr. Zukor came to Hollywood and in

1916 rented the Fiction Studios in Holly-
wood and signed Mary Pickford to the
first spectacular million-dollar-a-year
motion picture contract.

"A COLDw

Be doubly careful about the laxative you take

!

ONE of the first questions the doctor

asks when you have a cold is—
"Are your bowels regular?" Doctors

know how important a laxative is in

the treatment of colds. They know also

the importance of choosing the right

laxative at this time.

Before they will give any laxative

their approval, doctors make doubly

sure that it measures up to their own
specifications. Read these specifica-

tions. They are important— not only

during the "cold season," but all the

year 'round.

The doctor says that a laxative

should be: Dependable . . . Mild . .

.

Thorough . . . Time-tested.

The doctor says that a laxative

should not: Over-act . . . Form a

habit . . . Cause stomach pains . . .

Nauseate, or upset the digestion.

Ex-Lax meets every one of these

demands so fairly that many doctors

use it for their own families. And mil-

lions of other families, too, trust it so

completely that they have made Ex-Lax

the most widely used laxative in the

whole wide world.

One trial of Ex-Lax will tell you
why its use is so universal ... It is thor-

ough. But it is gentle... It is effective.

But it is mild ... It brings welcome
relief—without stomach pains or

nausea. That's why it's such a favorite,

not only of the grown-ups but of the

youngsters, too. And, just to make it

even more pleasant, Ex-Lax tastes

exactly like delicious chocolate. ..At

all drug stores in 10c and 25c sizes.

When Nature forgets
— remember

EX-LAX
THE ORIGINAL CHOCOLATED LAXATIVE
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ARE YOU a victim of Piles? Th< n you know what
-Buffering is. Pilc&wil] do more to make you miwr-

able and pull you down physically and mentally than
almost any other ailment.

Real relief for the pain of Piles is to be had today
in Puzo Ointment. Pa zo does more than 'Tad
It actually placates thi m. It ^ivvsalmobt instant relief
from the pain and itching.

Pazo is unusually effective becauseit is threefold in
effect. First.il isaoofAtrt^.whirii relievespain an<

l. it 18 lubricating,'* hichsoftena hard parts
and makes passage) which
tends to reduce swollen partsand check bleeding.

PROVE ITI
Pazo cornea in tubes fitted ^"ith ppcein! Pile Pipe,

which ! bigh up in the rectum.
It also now comes in Buppository form. Those who
prefer suppositories will find Pai

ctory. AM drug stores sell b
Tubes and Pazo Suppositories, hut a free trial tube
will lie Bent on request. Just mail coupon anil « nclose

oin or stamps) to help cover coat of
i

and poe

r
i MAIL!Grove Laboratories, Inc.

Depc. 71-F,St. Louis, Mo.

Gentlemen: Please send trial tube Pazo. I enclose
10c to help cover packing and mailing.

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY STATE.
This offer is pood only in V. S. and Canada. Cana-
dian residents may write H. R. MadiU <£ Co., Si
Wellington Street, West, Toronto, Ont.

Sensational

Yours for

^

Sent on

lOOAY/AffTRlAL
Money
Back

GuaranteePositively the greatest bargain
ever offered. Think of it-a gen-
nine, standard, full-sized rennished Lnderwood No. 5 at far
below i 2 niic.'s original price. The outstanding value of
all times. Has up-to-date improvements including standard
4-row keyboard, back spacer—automatic ribbon reverse, 2-
color ribiton. etc. The perf^t all purpose typewriter at
slashed price and easiest terms. Fully guaranteed.

LIMITED OFFER— ACT AT ONCE!
Special price slashing literature
in colors sent on request. Simply
send name and address at once

—

get full description also 10 day
Free Trial—no money down offer
without obligation. Limited sup-
ply. Act at once. Avoid dis-

FREE—Complete 9-lesson Home-
Study Course in Touch Typewrit-
ing System included with each
typewriter.

INTERNATIONAL TYPEWRITER EXCHANGE
231 W. Monroe St., Dept. 218, Chicago, III.
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PORTABLES
Brand new 1937
Featherweight model
at special low price
and easy terms—10
day trial.

Taking Risks
(Continued from page t'4irty-fivo>

been reimbursed for advance expenses.
Rated as cne of the largest insurance

policies ever written is that covering the
San Francisco-Oakland Bay bridge. This
$35,000,000 policy exhausted the insurance
resources of American companies and
part of the risk had to be underwritten in

Europe. On the other hand, Boulder Dam
was not insured. This was because it was
a governmental project.

In 1935 public attention was focused on
the $5,000,000 glass casting, carried across

the continent by special train and even-
tually to become a 200-inch telescope
mirror for use in a Southern California

observatory. You may rest assured it was
handled with the utmost care, but should
anything happen to it during the life of

the policy, the underwriters will have to

write a check for $5,000,000.

Parachutes often are insured—against

fire and theft but not against failure to

open. It is said the parachute manufac-
turers will give a new chute for any that
fail to open, if the user should need it

Bodies of dead Chinese, outward bound
from Los Angeles harbor to their native
land, usually are insured. It seems that
the relatives of a deceased Chinese do not
get a single yen of his estate unless the
dead man's body is buried in the land of

his birth. To obviate any slip-up in the
inheritance proceedings the corpse is in-
sured against the hazards of an ocean
voyage.
When a Los Angeles scientist, who has

been making a collection of human em-
bryos over a long period, took his exhibit

wn% ty^
1^M%L^u
U IB 3

—

tf£ ™ j3K&-~s
1
1

§>

m^W
-> w w

Freddie Bartholomew and Douglas Scott, who
play important roles in Lloyds of London, 20th
Century-Fox production showing how famous
British insurance firm had its origin

^/Tocket Radio

MODEL >

; Without

ACTUAL photo!
Smaller than a clipirctto
package! Separates and

Operate
Tubes, Butteries or

Electric Connection!!
Amazing mldsct

In pocki-t
; e. NEW
eiphs only

11 hiaii* villi
Range i

S—MUCH GREATER un-
j—no Static or noise! Nothing to wear
vtng part—will last for years. NO

CRYSTALS to adjust. Has NEW TYPE sensitive rectlfiur
and hi-vtliclency design—ENTIRELY NEW!! Not to be con-
riiM-il with clu-;ip i nutations. Tunc-. broadcast Imnd and)
POLICE and AIRPLANE CALLS! NOT A TOY. but an un-
usual practical radio—a sensation everywhere—a delight to
anyone everyway. Comes In several beautiful colors (state
yours). ABSOLUTELY COMPLETE ready to listen with
midget phone and Instructions to use In hotels, offices,
nutos, trains, camps, at home in bed, on bicycles, on sea or

.. >.,u rwy be. TAKES ONLY A SECOND TO CON-
NT.CT—no messy hookups. THOUSANDS OF SATISFIED
OWNERS—many re 1 wonderful service In ALL PARTS OP
THE WORLD! THESE ARE FACTS! Carry fone with you always and be assured of many
lioura of entertainment AT NO COST! Can be
u*c<l by ANYONE—even a child! Semi only
SI.00—pav pustman balance or send S2.BQ
.M. «... Cr.sii, Cluck*. WE PAY 1'iis I'AGL.
(M'MtANTEED. A most unusual value.
TINYTONE RADIO CO., F-2. Kearney, Nebr.

DR. WALTER'S
Quick Reducing Garments (or

Any Part of the Body

.. _Jender nnklos con
li.-ul iiiHiii'dlalt-ly with
Waller's I-'.ummws .Ankle..: i .- ; i

.
.i :: i..ve

i

veins, improves shape

14 Inch Special Anklo
S3.00pr.

ch SUK-kints S6.75 pr.
. ,.ii Ankleta S3.SO pr.

Pi. lift llrii.ssivre S3.2S
iced up back] 54.50

S«-m| cln part of li

p .

order—no auh. Write for

_S3.50

OR. JEAHNE (F.C.J WALTER, 383 Filth tn., H.t.
S^SO

Learn to Draw
' ^ It ,_ ISiiome an artist

***> SHJSMAX* i>r.„tkal in. thnrl—rlBht
nt home In your in. time. Learn Commercial Art.
Designing. Cartooning. Trained artlsla tarn i^j. $75, $125
a week. Bis FREE BOOK U'll« all about thi« 1

method of leaminK to draw an<! Klrea detail, of liiy Com-
mercial Artilt'a Outllt given students. Mall postcard now.
No obligation. .Slate age.

STUDIO SC2. WASHINGTON SCHOOL OF ART
IM5-I5th St.. N. W. Washington. D. C.

LEARN TO PLAY

PIANO
BY EAR*

R€ADIKG-H0 SCALE PLAYING
H you can whittle, teg, or hum a tune—You have TALENT.
L*f • popular R.dio Pianltt tram your fvand. lo play Piano
by Ear. TEN LESSON METHOD tent poitpa'd for 51.00
or pay U. S. Poitman 51.00 ptul pottage. Nothing more
to buy. Sa'ljfecllon atlured—or yeur money refunded.
PUre Accordion ban chartt included Free. Order now'
• MAJOR KORD, Dept. F23, DEL RIO, TEXAS

WITHOUT
GLASSES
the natural:

(EYESIGHT SYSTEM Gives

Your Eyes a New Deal
If you wear glasses, or think you should, our
FOUR MONTHS' TRIAL OFFER—containing
the inspiring story of glasses discarded for/

Nearsight, Farsight, Astigmatism, Old Age
Sight, Eyestrain, Weak Eyes, Eye Muscle
Trouble, Etc., as told by USERS AT HOME
of this Revolutionary System—will be mailed
FREE upon request.

NATURAL EYESIGHT INSTITUTE, Inc.'

Dept. 72-A, Los Angeles, Calif.

Accept No Substitutes! Always Insist on the Advertised Brand!



to the San Biego fair, he insured the lot

of twenty-six for $10,000. They were in-

sured separately, one pair of twins being
valued at $1,100 and the others ranging
from $100 to $500.

One Southern California duck fancier

took out insurance against his ducks laying

eggs that would produce ducklings of an
inferior quality.

Almost every corner druggist has a
policy tucked away that protects him in

case a prescription is faultily compounded.
The drug clerk may be an expert, but he's

human, and humans err at times, so the
druggist has an error eraser in the form
of an insurance policy.

Pachyderm Policy

A Los Angeles collector of miniature
elephants carries a big policy on the tiny

pachyderms. A Beverly Hills collector

of ink wells is similarly insured. Policies

for large amounts almost always cover
famed collections of paintings and other

art. Colleen Moore's $435,000 doll house
that took nine years to make, is protected

by a policy.

Wild animals in the California Zoological

Gardens, of Los Angeles, are insured.

Policies cover damage to the animals
themselves from fire, flood and disease,

and, if they get playful and start dining

on or shredding the person of a tourist or

resident, those things are covered, too.

Barber poles have been insured against

removal by pranksters who have a yen for

them as frat house decorations. College

rowing shells are insured against break-
age. The University of California at Los
Angeles not long ago collected $500 when

a woman driver rammed a shell as it was
being carried on a trailer.

A considerable number of "play insur-
ance" policies are written in Hollywood.
These policies protect the holder from in-
jury while playing golf, hunting, sailing

or fishing. One of the rare kinds of policies

written in Los Angeles covered injury to

a coupe-chasing dog. Most cars could
pass the pup and be totally ignored, but

Ruth Chatterton is a venturesome individual.

She likes aviation but rest assured she was
"grounded" during her work on Dodsworth

let a coupe slink over the horizon and he
would be off in a flash. The owner thought
that dangerous, so he took out insurance
to make sure no coupe "bit" his dog.

Occasional kidnaping policies are writ-
ten but the rates are high for those who
really might be victims. Others seldom
need such protection. It is difficult for a
race driver to get insurance for himself,
but he can insure his speed chariot. Un-
derwriters figure it is relatively easy to
replace an accordion-pleated auto, but not
a mangled driver.

Radium Covered Too

All radium in most localities is insured.
Being extremely valuable, it comes in
small quantities, so small in fact, that
sometimes a patient inadvertently walks
away with the tiny tube container, or it is

thrown out with a cast-off bandage. When
such things occur, the insurance under-
writer swings into action, the California
Institute of Technology electroscope that
"finds" lost radium is put into use and the
bit of valuable metal almost always is re-
covered.
This special radium-finding "eye" pokes

into wastebaskets; even has been known
to have been taken to the city dump heap
in searching for this most valuable of
metals. In that instance the lost radium
was recovered after having gone through
the intense heat of the incinerator. Good
thing radium is indestructible!

From the foregoing you may imagine

—

and not be far wrong—that when bigger,
better, and more novel insurance policies

are written, Hollywood will have a hand
in them.

HAVEN'T you come in often

from the crisp, cold air and felt

your skin all dry and flaky?

Impossible to put powder on.

Those little flaky bits catch your
powder in horrid little clumps.

You can change all that—in no time at

all. Change that flaky "feel" of your skin

to a slipping touch under your fingers—with
just one application! See your skin so smooth
you can put make-up on with joy!

How can this be?

A dermatologist explains

It's a special kind of cream that works this

quick transformation. A keratolytic cream
(Vanishing Cream). This is how a distin-

guished dermatologist explains it:

"A keratolytic cream has the ability to
melt aivay dry, dead cells clinging to the sur-

face of the skin. It does this the instant it

touches the skin. This brings the new, young
cells into view at once—smooth and soft."

That's how Pond's
Vanishing Cream
can smooth away
skin roughnesses so

quickly. Use it two
ways:

For powder base—
Right after cleans-

ing, put on a film of Pond's Vanishing
Cream. It gives your skin a wonderful

smoothness. Powder and rouge go on softly.

Stay for hours.

For overnight—To give your skin lasting

softness, apply Pond's Vanishing Cream
after your nightly cleansing. Leave it on.

It won't smear. As you sleep, your skin

gets softer.

How skin roughens. Dead, dried-
out particles on top scuff loose, catch

powder. You can melt them off!

8-PieCe Pond's, Dept. 6-VB. Clinton, Conn.
_ _ Rush 8-piece package containing

Package special tube of Pond's Vanishing
Cream, generous samples of 2 other

Pond's Creams and 5 different shades of Pond's Face
Powder. I enclose lOj! for postage and packing.

Name,

Street_

City_
Copyright, 1936, Pond's Extract Company
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BECOME AN EXPERT
IN ACCOUNTING

The demand for skilled bookkeepers and accountants—men and women who really know their business— is un-
ceasing. Business is in constant need of expert rccordinc
and interpretation of matters relating to Auditing, Cost
Accounting. Business Law, Organization, Management,
Finance. Men and women who prove their qualiticationa
are rapidly promoted to responsible positions—earn real
salaries. The range is from $2,000 to $10,000 a year—even
to higher income-figures.

Send for Free Book—
^Accountancy, the Profession that Pays* 9

Why let others walk away with the better jobs when
in your home and in spare time you can equip yourself
for a splendid future In this profitable profession?

Preliminary knowledge of bookkeeping is unncces-ary.
Our free book fully explains how we train you from the
ground up. according to your individual needs. Low cost;
easy terms. ....
The facts about LaSallc training in Accountancy and

the opportunities in this highly profitable field are clearly
outlined in a 64-page book which LaSalle will send you
free. If you have the urge and the will to increase your
income, clip and mail the coupon NOW.

LaSalle Extension University
Dept. 230-HR Chicago
I would welcome details of your sjlar:

increasing plan, together with copy ol

"Accountancy, the Profession that
Pays," all without obligation.

Higher Accountancy
Other LaSalle Opportunities:

If more interested in one of the
fields below, clu- L:k and mail now.

D Business Management
Business Correspondence

D Modern Salesmanship p Law_DC(jrcc of LL. B.
D Expert Bookkeeping G Business English
D C P. A, Coaching D Effective Speaking

Name

Present Position

Address

Relieves
TEETHING
PAINS
within \

1MINUTE.

WWHEN your baby suffers from teeth-

ing pains, just rub a few drops of Dr.
Hand's Teething Lotion on the sore,

tender, little gums and the pain will

be relieved in one minute.

Dr. Hand's Teething Lotion is the
prescription of a famous baby spe-
cialist, contains no narcotics and has
been used by mothers for over fifty

years. One bottle is usually enough for
one baby for the entire teething period.

JUST RUB IT ON THE GUMS

DR.HANDS
Teething lotion

BuxDT'Band'sfromyQUTdrvggist today

Our Readers Write
(Continued from page ten)

public wants. Fans are not so simple as they used
to be and do not fall for press-agented biographies
any longer.

Phil Perkins,

273 Genesee Park Drive, Syracuse, N. Y.

Her Question, Our Answer

Dear Editor:
Is your magazine dedicated to the continuance of

Hollywood ballyhoo, or is it going to give us the
truth about filmland?

I have not been a reader long enough to decide
for myself, but at present I doubt whether a single

magazine in America tells the whole truth about
film favorites.

I'm hooting at hooey—and hope it won't be at

you
Madeleine Johnson,

New York City.

Hollywood Magazine makes every at-

tempt to separate publicity matter and
exaggerated untruths from the real facts

of filmland. The editor, however, does
not consider this license to print destruc-
tive, detrimental material bordering on
back-fence gossip or worse. Hollywood's
glamour we hope to pass on to you cor-
rectly, yet colorfully.—The Editor.

Pretty Please, Mr. Editor

Dear Editor:
These arc, in part, your exact words: "Many

more letters will have to cross the editor's desk be-
fore he is convinced that the public as a whole now
demands natural color photographs of men on the
covers of HOLLYWOOD Magazines."
On Monday last I went to a nearby drug store to

buy a magazine (not a film publication) which I

thought might have arrived. It hadn't. However,
a few days later it came in and I bought the last

one. Clark Gable graced the front cover!
It would probably be a good idea to alternate the

covers—having an actress' picture one month, an
actor's the next. A few suggestions for early cover
subjects would be, Robert Taylor, Nelson Eddy,
Clark Gable, Errol Flynn and John Howard.

PLEASE, Mr. Editor, don't make us wait too long
before you are convinced that this is the right thing
to do! It is!

Jade Green,
General Delivery, Vallejo, Calif.

• •
Dear Editor:

I am a constant reader of your magazine and I
think it's every bit of perfect! However, one little

thing I might suggest. Please give us Jack Oakie,
Fred MacMurray and other male stars on the
HOLLYWOOD cover occasionally instead of fem-
inine players. We girls would like to cut out these
pictures and save them.

I sincerely hope you will get enough demands for
these covers so that we girls can have pictures of our
"heart throbs." It would be thrilling!

Zelma White,
Wichita, Kans.

Hollywood's editor, heeding the scores
of requests from readers for men on its

covers, probably will make this experi-
ment as quickly as a popular subject can
be photographed in natural color. By the
circulation reports of the issue carrying
an actor's picture, will the editor judge
the success of the venture. Hence, news
stand buyers will determine future pol-
icies.—The Editor.

Stars in Person for a Nickel?

Dear Editor:

In my opinion, HOLLYWOOD Magazine, with
absolutely no exception, is TOPS! I challenge any
of those who have sent in raps about this magazine
to name any other film magazine which gives as
much for one little five-cent piece! HOLLYWOOD
is different. There is such a wealth of material,
such a variety from which to choose one's reading.
The crossword puzzles and Lamp Post Portraits are
delightful!

Those who give HOLLYWOOD knocks un-
doubtedly expect to get the stars—in person—for a
nickel!

Myrlene Butler,
284 North 2 Street, Provo, Utah.

Blondes ?

Browns?

HAIR
TOO

1
Lighten 2-3-4

Shades With One
New Swedish
Shampoo and
Rinse—No

Dye Nor Bleach

Blondes I Browns! Chest-
nuts! Redheads! Here's
pood news! No longer need
you sacrifice the admiration,
the alluring appeal and

popularity that go with naturally soft, eolden-toned light

hair. Willi New Blondes, the fascinating new Swedish
Shampoo-Rinse, a singlo shampoo, followed with the New
Blondes Special Rinse (supplied free), will lighten your
hair 2 to 4 shades—at a cost of but a few cents. Safely,

too. New Blondex brings out the full lustrous natural
color and the shimmering highlights that your hair used
lo have, without dye or bleach. Gone is the dull, drab,
oil and dust darkened color that makes you look old. Get
ISIondcx today. New combination package, shampoo with
free rloso. now also In a l«e size at all stores.

V^BLOHDZX SH££%t^ZE

OLD FACES
MADE

YOUNG!

YOU can look lO to 15 Years Younger. 5 Minutes
a day Keeps Wrinkles Away. This new sensational
home methodof Facial Rejuvenation Sent on Trial— You
Risk Nothing. HelpB to correct ape lines, hollow cheeks,
and preserves youthful contour of face and neck. No cos-
metics. Women, men, all apes, write for thrilling Book and
Facial Analysis Chart, both sent FREE in plain wrapper.

PAULINE PALMER. 1421 tt Armour BUd..KansasCHv.Mo.

Tibrays, Shirtings, Crepes, etc
":an goods direct from us at a big

Latest assorted Colors. Newest
> for dresses. Our finest quality.

(SEND NO MONEY ^,rS

Jeastern textile company
Dept. B-14, Greenfield, Mass.

BACKACHES
MEED
WARMTH

Thousands who suffered from backaches, muscle

pains and chest congestion, now find genuine re-

lief in an ALLCOCK'S POROUS PLANTER.
It's simply wonderful for muscle pains of rheu-

matism, neuritis, arthritis, sciatica, lumbago. It

draws the Wood to the painful spot and fives a

glow of warmth that makes you feel good right

away. Make sure you get ALLOOOK b, tne

original. No other porous plaster goes on ana

comes off as easily—or does as much good.

25f at druggists.

New Perfume!-
SUBTLE, alluring, enticing. Sells regu-

larly for $12.00 an ounce. Made from
the essence of flowers. Exquisite!

A single drop lasts a week! It is:—

"Temptation"
To pay for postage and handling, enclose

only 10c silver or 12c stamps. (Est. 1872)

Free Trial Bottle
— Paul Rieger, 387 Davis Si., San Francisco—-J
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The Truth About Rudy And Fay!
(Continued from pase twenty-five)

It was already taking a toll of

her none-too-strong constitu-

tion. Rest she must have. And
where better than her own
home in California could she
have found it?

There was but one flaw in

their happiness. And that was
rapidly becoming a large one

—

incompatibility. Their back-
grounds were too dissimilar to

make for lasting happiness.
Rudy has always remained, at

heart, the small town boy who
came and conquered the na-
tion's greatest city. His idea

of marriage was a quiet home,
a wife, children. Fay, on the
other hand, had grown up in

Hollywood, was one of the
cinema colony's favored daugh-
ters.

She liked excitement, lights,

never ending gaiety. To Rudy those same
bright lights were but part of his business
—the business of being a radio, stage and
screen star. That was why he'd built that

lovely lodge in Maine. It was a retreat,

a haven of refuge from the constant ex-
citement of New York.

In the early summer of 1933 they quietly

separated and Fay returned once more to

her home. This I know—as Rudy said at

the time of her death—he asked her not
once, but several times, to return to him.

Vallee

dream
ived i

—Fa-.i'cett Photo by Rhodes

s Folly!" The fourteen-room mansion Rudy built for his

girl," in the Bel-Air section, but which never has been
i and is now for sale. Its vacancy saddend Vallee

But by now Fay was certain that they
could never enjoy a happy marital life.

Two young people, vitally alive, they had
found that their own strong wills pulled
them in divergent directions, to different

destinies. And already Fay was becom-
ing more and more subject to the attacks
that were ultimately to cause her death.

Back in New York Rudy plunged
harder than ever into his work. He em-
ployed more than fifty people, the de-
pression was at its height and he felt that

only his best efforts would en-
able him to maintain his staff,

those people who were and still

are, entirely dependent upon
his remaining at the top. How
lonely he was only his friends
know. His loneliness was
shrouded in the steady upgrade
of his career; the extra hours
that he concentrated on his
program, his recordings. It was
his only solace; the only one
that he knew.
Eventually divorce papers

were filed and the air was soon
filled with recriminations,
charges and counter charges.
Both were bitter, hurt that the
love by which they had set

such store, had failed them.
Even so, their intimates would
not have been surprised at a
reconciliation. Almost all of

the sensational, unpleasant elements had
been a product of too much publicity, of

bickerings between rival attorneys. Many
of us thought then—if Rudy and Fay were
ever to meet each other alone—just for a
few minutes. . . . But they were never
to meet again.

When Rudy came to Hollywood for his

last picture, Sweet Music, we went one
day to the honeymoon house he had
bought for his bride. Located in the ex-
clusive Bel-Air section and built at a cost

ALL I CAN SAY IS YOU'RE -v

NOT THE SWEETHEART )

I MARRIED ! _^
DORIS, WHEN YOU

LIVED HOME-WHEN BILL

WAS COURTING YOU-
YOU ALWAYS USED
LIFEBUOY. ARE YOU
USING IT NOW?

OH, I SWITCH

AROUND! WHY?

DEAR, YOU VE GOT TO USE
LIFEBUOY REGULARLY, IF

YOU'RE GOING TO KEEP
DAINTY! NO OTHER WELL-
KNOWN TOILET SOAP HAS

..ITS SPECIAL INGREDIENT
THAT STOPS "B.O."

AND,ANOTHER THING— BETTER
NOT DO ANY SWITCHING IF YOU

PRIZE YOUR COMPLEXION !

A REGULAR LIFEBUOY USER WINS LASTING HAPPINESS

DARLING, I ALWAYS WANT SHE THINKS-
YOU CLOSE TO ME !

Enjoy regular protection!

Remember—warm rooms, heavy clothing

. increase danger of offending with"B.O."

... Bathe regularly with Lifebuoy. And use it for

your complexion, too.

"Patch" tests on the

skins of hundreds of
women prove it's over

20% milder than many
so-called "beauty" and
"baby" soaps.

, ,^>—

Z

5"
.
Appnrei

by Good Housekeeping Bureau
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$200 MyFirst
Week

• • • Now in

myOWN
Business.
T.. A. Eagles took in $200

his firstweefc. Harry Hill says:'*Paid for home with
$86 first day." Another lette

says, "Made $70 in 13 hours." Many others make
$125 to $200 per week. Thousands earning quick,

easy profits. Electricity does the work. Finisbe

ruRS like new, on customer's floor. Hundreds of

customers in your vicinity and nearby t

EASY TERMS
Inexpensive equipment. Pay part down

—

monthly. No shop m
i Inited States Government and Stat-

el System. Manufactured since 1918
—every machine guaranteed.

FREE BOOK
Send today (no obliRation) for booklet
illustrating Rug-Washer and telling

how you can cam large profits ^^-
at prices below other methods; tjSft^
how you can build a perma- ^-Hl hBw
nent year-around busi- __ f jji ^J^ii-
ness; and how you can ^
pay on easy terms.
fenjoy a larger income.
Write today— NOW.
VONSCHRADER MFG. CO.

172 PI., Racine, Wis.

SITfJ
Look and
Feel like

a New
Person

!

SheLOST
£6 lbs

• Don't let controllable FAT rob you of happi-

ness! Live sensibly, and try RE-DUCE-OIDS.
used by thousands. RE-DUCE-OIDS are not an
experiment, they have been sold by druggists for

22 vears. Pleasant, easy to take. READ WHAT
THESE WOMEN WRITE:
• Miss D. Lawrence. 2103 E. Grand Blvd., De-
troit, writes: "I lost 36 lbs., after trying many
other methods, yet I did not have to deprive my-
self of normal, strengthening food." Mrs. W. B.
Smith of Lyons Station, Pa., writes: "I reduced
34 lbs.. 5 lbs. the first week ! I never felt better
in my life!" Mrs. G. Ryer, Graduate Nurse, Day-
ton, O., writes: "Lost 47 lbs. Most satisfactory
results!" Mrs. P. Tyler, Crandon, Wis., writes:
"I lost 68 lbs. Feel like a new woman!"
IMPORTANT: RE-DUCE-OIDS positively DO
NOT contain dinitrophenol.

FAT GOES... OR MONEY BACK
• Your money back in full if you are not de-
lighted with results. You are the judge. Sold by
leading druggists and department stores every-
where—or if your dealer is out, send $2 for 1
package: or $5 for 3 packages, direct to us. Cur-
rency, Money Order or Stamps. (10c fee must
accompany C.O.D. orders only.) Plain wrapper,
no embarrassment.

American Medicinal Products, Inc. Dept. F372
746 Sansome Street, San Francisco, Calif.

Send me packages of RE-DUCE-OIDS,
for which I enclose payment, on your Money-
Back Offer.

Name _

Address

City State

of almost a hundred thousand dollars, it

has never been occupied. We went into
the silent mansion. There was a huge,
beamed ceiling room that was to have
been the ballroom. Three little balconies
overlooked the room. It was the sort of a

room, the kind of a home that Fay would
love.

We walked through each of the fourteen
rooms, rooms that had never been fur-
nished in a house that would never be
lived in. As we left Rudy lifted his hat.

"That," he said, "is for Vallee's folly."

I looked at him. "The house?" I asked
questioningly.

He smiled a little, his face suddenly
tired. "Not just the house, Dick. Every-
thing."

I think that then, more than ever be-
fore, did I realize just how much Fay
Webb had meant to Rudy Vallee.

From time to time you read that Rudy
was seen here and there with dark, exotic-

women—all of whom, if reports could be
believed, looked like his estranged wife.

They did. To Rudy. Fay's type of beauty
was the ideal. But never did you hear
of either Rudy or Fay considering another
marriage.

Father Understood

As Fay's father heard of Rudy's remark
when he was informed of the crisis—his

simple. "I've always loved her!"—Chief
Webb nodded slowly. The past was for-

gotten now between these two men. drawn
together by the approaching death of the
one they both loved. Her father said then,

"That's right. And Fay always loved him,
too." He turned heavily back to the room
where his daughter was waging her val-
iant but hopeless fight against the relent-

less scythe. Only seven months before
Fay's mother had died.

Even more tragic was the funeral at

which Fay's favorite aunt was stricken

with a heart attack and died in the very
chapel from which Fay was being buried.
Only his contracts had prevented Rudy's
coming to the coast for the services.

There is bitter irony in this love story
of Rudy Vallee. A man whose fan mail
from feminine admirers has totalled into

millions of letters; one whose voice has
been called "the most romantic of our
times." he could find only tragedy when
he sought love himself. There have been
so many beautiful and intelligent women
he has known. Yet not one of them could
ever stir his devotion. And when he did
fall in love. . . .

"Wasn't in Cards"

"I guess it just wasn't in the cards," he
once said. "None of us can ever have
everything he wants. But it's tough to

lose the one thing you wanted most!"
The day after Fay' death Rudy's air

show was on the air as usual. But, for the
second time in six years, Rudy was absent.
To one who has known them both, the

story of Fay's and Rudy's love has always
been one that can never be completely
analyzed. They were as dissimilar as
night and day. They had few mutual in-
terests or friends. There were no common
ties between them. Their one bond was
their love. But they were meant for that
alone and not for matrimony. Yet even
the incompatibility that shattered their

marriage could not completely quench
their love.

I think that the one thing that made Fay
happiest in her final dark hour was when
that young man, three thousand miles
away said simply, "I've always loved Fay.
I always will."

RELIEF FROM

PSORIASIS
with

DCRmOIL

Generous trial size

25c stamps or coin

Dermoil lias been used by thou-
sands of men anil women
throughout the country to secure
relief from the effects of this

ukI.v. stubborn, embarrassing
scaly skin disease often \

.i Apply it externally.
Non-staining. Grateful users rc-

one. the red patrhc- KiiiiluiiUy dls-
! and ili< ir kin became clear ai;aln after years

with scaly patches. Dermoil is backed by a
positive agreement io nlve chronic sufferers definite benefit
in two nceka time or money Is refunded. Iii-autifully
Illustrated book on n-oriasis and Dermoil FREE. Tr.al

PK00F OF RESULTS 25c to lho»e
name and address. Prove It yourself

no matter how long you have suffered or what you have

LAKE LABORATORIES
Box 6, Northweslcrn Staiisn, Dtpl. F-16 Delroii. Michigan

SOOTHING
"The TONSILS

'TREATINE" Is a Doctor's prescription and
i nationally known throat preparation, intend-
ed to relieve Irritations of the tlirout, so com-
mon In conditions known as sore throat and
tonsillitis. "TBEAT1NE" Is soothing to the

tonsils and nssUts nature in over-cominc such conditions.
Send no money—Just name mi<l address, we will send full size

treatment. Pay postman $1.00 plus a few cents postage when
received. Guaranteed. Don't fail to try "TREATINE,"
TREATINE LABORATORIES, INC., Columbus. 0.. U.S.A.

SaveYourFeet
;n all else fails end your surTcr-

ng with the flexible "no metal"

Hccfncr Arch Support Co., 451 Commercial Bide LouUville, Ky.

IF YOU HAVE

GRAY HAIR
and DON'T LIKE a
MESSY MIXTURE....

then write today for my

FREE TRIAL BOTTLE
As a Hair Color Specialist with forty years' European
American experience, I am proud of my Color Imparter

for Grayness. Use it like a hair tonic. Wonderfully
GOOD for the 6calp and dandruff; it can't leave

stains. As you use it, the gray hair becomes a darf-.er,

more youthful color. I want to convince you by sending

my free trial bottle and book te Hing All About Gray Hair.

ARTHUR RHODES, Hair Color Expert, Dept.36 LOWELL, MASS.

sp.ire time.
i experience necessary,
ufficient. Many earn while
t "Opportunities in Modern

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF PHOTOGRAPHY
3601 Michigan Ave. Oept. 2232, Chicago, llhnoi*

THERE IS A THOUSAND
DOLLARS COMING!

Here's a chance for you to win a big cash

prize in the easiest contest ever offered. Watch
for complete details of this amazing offer in

March HOLLYWOOD Magazine.

I WANT YOU
Work for "Uncle Sam"

Start SI 260 to $2100 a year

MEN—WOMEN. Common Educa-
tion usually sufficient. Many 1937 ap-
pointments. Short hours. Write today
sure for free 32-page book, with list

of positions and full particulars tell-

ing how to get them.

FRANKLIN INSTITUTE
Dept. T262 Rochester, N. Y.
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She Takes The Rap For Thrills

!

(Continued from pngre thirty-two)
—

hanging by teeth, piloting

plane or car blind-folded. In
fact, no stunt is too compli-
cated for Mary if she has time
to take the precautions she
thinks necessary.

Perhaps one of the most
thrilling episodes in her spec-
tacular career was driving one
of the locomotives that were
put into a head-on crash for

the Brockton, Mass., fair in the

fall of 1933. The sponsors in-

sisted that Mary have a regular
engineer aboard for the start.

The plans were rehearsed. The
throttle was to be opened wide
and the engine to be held by
the air brake until the signal

was given for the start. The
engineer given her was so fearful he would
not get off the locomotive in time he forgot

his cues. He held the engine with the

brake but forgot to open the throttle. At
the signal he released the air and jumped,
but the engine did not start. Mary had
to start it herself, and she stayed aboard
until less than an engine length separated
the on-rushing locomotives. Then she
jumped, but not until the sponsors added
a few gray hairs to their heads.

For eight years Mary did whatever
studios asked her to do for such feminine
film folk as Marceline Day, Madge

Another of Mary Wiggins' light occupations Is crashing

through board walls. Sometimes the walls are ablaze, loo!

Mary has to pick out a few slivers after such stunts,

Bellamy, Mary Duncan, Mildred Harris,

Dorothy Revere, Clara Bow, Lois Moran,
Katherine Crawford, Bebe Daniels, Norma
Shearer, Marlene Dietrich, Eleanor
Boardman, Lupe Velez, Barbara
Stanwyck, Ruth Chatterton, Sally Eilers,

and others; then in 1934 she broke her
back.

A Brush with Death

Just what a stunter might expect, you
say? Well, it so happens that Mary was
not stunting when that happened. Back

home in Tampa, after eight

years of defying death, Mary
was vacationing and went
swimming in a river where she
learned to swim as a kid. She
forgot how deep the water was
and proceeded to do a half-

Gainor and hit bottom. At first,

she did not know her back was
broken. In fact, she drove from
Tampa to Hollywood while in

that condition and the pain be-
came so intense she was given
an X-ray here and it was found
the vertebrae cracked in the
Tampa dive had been so aggra-
vated by the cross-country
drive that she had to be put in

a cast and quit work for a year.

While Mary Wiggins has
been hiding her abilities under the names
of various big picture names, she has seen
numerous girls forge from the extra ranks
to top billing in pictures, yet she never has
felt the urge for such prosaic professions

as film acting. When she first did a stunt
for Sennett, Sally Eilers and Carole
Lombard were in the same picture as
bathing beauties. She finds her keenest
pleasure in doing the things others cannot
do, or because their necks are too valuable,
are not permitted to do.

She'll scale and leap from crag to crag,

or do an esthetic dance on any mountain

a motorcycle
Occasionally

but that's all
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"3 have REDUCED
MY WAIST 3 INCHES
WITH THE WEIL BELT!"

Wear the WEIL BELT for
10 days at our expense!
YOU will appear many

inches slimmer at once
and in ten days if your waist
line is not 3 inches smaller,
it won't cost you a cent.
"I reduced 8 inches". . .writes
Geo. Bailey. "Lost 50 lbs,"
writes W. T. Anderson. . . .

Hundreds of similar letters.

IF YOU DO NOT
REDUCE your WAIST
3 INCHES in 10 DAYS

...it will cost you nothing !

You will be completely
comfortable as this
amazing reducing belt
gently but persistently
eliminates fat with every
move! It gives you an

b erect athletic carriage . .

.

. . . supports abdominal
walls .. .keeps digestive
organs in place . . . and
with loss of burdensome
fat comes increased pip
and greater endurance.

Send n;imo and address for illus-
trated folder and full details of
10 DAY FREE TRIAL OFFER!

THE WEIL COMPANY
07l Hill St.. New Haven. Conn.

SEND FOR TEN DAT FREE TRIAL OFFER!

NO DRUGS. DIETS

OR EXERCISES

•
SUPPORTS FALLEN
ABDOMINAL
MUSCLES *

LIGHTEN YOUR HAIR
WITHOUT PEROXIDE

. to ANY shade you desire
SAFELY in 5 to 15 minutes

.ireful fastidious women avoid the use

• ik: FA I

nent waves and
lark. T .

lightens the scalp. N'o more dark roots,
by famous beauties, stage and i

^;:

look. Beneficial to pei
ned hair. Lighten* blonde ha I

i the only preparation that al S
ma-

1
FREE ff„A°'

LECHLER LABORATORIES. Inc.
5S0 Broadway Dept B) New York. N.Y.

PROTECTS
fat

COIf FURE
UH-til

DDN-R-CRP
Form-Fitting

Wave Protector

• SMARTER TO WEAR
• BETTER PROTECTION

FOR YOUR WAVE

Look neat and trim while

you protect your wave!

Don-a-Caps fit snugly and

becomingly. They're sold

'round the world. Millions

of users prove they have no

equal. Insist on the Original!

Special model at
Ten Cent Stores only.

At Stores and Beauty Shops every-

where. IF not obtainable, write . . .

Dona Manufacturing Co
SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA
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you mention (if you pay the carfare).
She has averaged 100 pictures a year since
she hit Hollywood, and while some of the
demands made called for spending con-
siderable time, others have been over in
a jiffy, with a fat check as payment.

A Busman's Holiday

When picture producers can't find tough
enough jobs for the comely beauty of the
stunting world, she takes a holiday and
goes out to fairs and carnivals, doing her
fire dives and crashing motorcycles
through burning barriers by way of a
vacation.

Mary says that for those who want to

do "something different" there is nothing
quite like a high rating as a stunt artist

in Hollywood. While there are several
hundred girls who do one kind or another
of film stunts, there are only eight who
rise to meet any emergency, and Mary
Wiggins is one of those eight. She's too
modest to say if she heads that eight, but
when one looks at her record and finds the
wide range of thrills in which she has
t;.ken part—unscathed— it isn't hard to

vision her at the top of the trade.

In one of Norma Shearer's pictures she
was asked to do a 45-foot dive. Mary
wanted $50. The director—maybe he was
Scotch and thrifty—offered her a dollar a

foot. Mary made the dive six times and
collected about S300. which burned the
production heads no end. They could
have had her for $50.

Beautiful of face and perfect of figure,

Wiggins is not at all the type so
often described as "athletic." She has
none of the supposed brawn and over-
developed muscular_ appearance. She is

dainty, intelligent, well educated, pie..

of voice and eloquent in conversation ex-
cept when she tries to tell one about the
chances she has taken. To adopt a politi-

cal phrase: "Let's take a look at the
record," it would seem there is nothing of
which Tampa's Mary Wiggins is afraid.
and yet there is iust one thing—A MOUSE!

Film Styles Pace
Will Hollywood usurp the fashion

throne shared by Paris and New
York? The answer to that question

is found in the selection by the

Associated Apparel Manufacturers

of Sally Martin, fashion editor of

Fawcett Publications, Inc., to choose

from among famed film studio de-

signers creations to highlight the

association's spring style show at the

Los Angeles Biltmore in mid-Jan-

uary.

Heretofore only clothes created by

wholesale designers have been given

display at the style functions, but this

year's show, sponsored by Fawcett

magazines, sets a new vogue. Miss

Martin, long recognized as an expert

stylist, both in America and Europe,

contends Hollywood is the logical

style center of the world. The film

studios have imported the world's

outstanding stylists and now the

fashions they design for film lumi-

naries promise to become a more
definite influence on trends in mil-

ady's garb.

FREE FOR ASTHMA
DURING WINTER

If you suffer with those horrible at-

tacks of Asthma when it is cold and
damp; if raw, Wintry winds make you
choke as if each gasp for breath was
the very last; if restful sleep is impossi-

ble because of the struggle to breathe;

if you feel the disease is slowly wear-
ing your life away, don't fail to send

at once to the Frontier Asthma Co.

for a free trial of a remarkable method.
No matter where you live or whether
you have any faith in any remedy un-
der the Sun, send for this free trial. If

you have suffered for a lifetime and
tried everything you could learn of

without relief; even if you are utter-
ly discouraged, do not abandon hope
but send today for this free trial.

It will cost you nothing. Address:
Frontier Asthma Co., 1-B Frontier 31dg.

462 Niagara St., Buffalo, N. Y.

GIVEN

GIVEN
WRIST
WATCH
or BIG CASH
COMMISSION

SEND NO MONEY-Send
ime and address. f.AIXKSI GIRLS! Latent shapi

orane.nl with metal bracclet-Beautliul dcsigr
l*t»d cue— Adormbk-! GIVE away FREE l-iv colored art pi
nth oar famous WHITE CLOVKIilNE SALVE (for baron,
hap*, etc.) at 25c a box (with picture free) and remit per no

rellablo-37tbitches—We abook. Oth. _ _..

fa.-t«.*llrr. R-- drat in v,,,.r (.-.wn-Sund for ordi . „.
WILSON CHEM.CO., Dept. 50 »S.TYRONE. PA,in!

NOT ALL BEAUTIFUL
VOICES ARE GOD-GIVEN
MO often It Is Ihe divinely inspired DETERMINATION to

rfect the sift that accounts for the rich beauty
.i to helpof the

nastor in this Inspiration. Mrs method
of developing both *[>caking and singing voices (without the

'. lessons] has been bo successful that
he jruarantees improvement—or there is no cost for his
simple Instructions. Scores have found his Perfect Voice
System the stepping stone to fame and fortune in opera,
radio, concert stage and public speaking. His 120-page
book, fully illustrated, will be sent free to anyone Interested
in developing a beautiful and magnetic voice for sinking or
speaking. Just send a postcard with your name and address

IF YOU AGREE TO SHOW THEM TO FRIENDS
=v I'LL SEND YOU 3 ACTUAL SAMPLES

ri:f.n^;.Q]awii;i::»;n
. And Show You How To Earn Up To $22 In A Week

.V «\nan. individual lengths to ht all customer?. Lowest
K SSkpriees.Writefor2actaal ample * r friends.
IV. \Vi Send no money. AMERICAN SILK HOSIERY MILLS,w >^ Dept. l-61. Indianapolis. Ind.

*** FREE CIGARETTE
EARN UP TO S95 WEEKLY

Introducing NEW WAY TO SMOKE. We fumtsn
you Free Cigarettes. Ask any man to have a Free
Smoke. Hand him LIGHTED Cigarette from Beau-
u.ui pocket-size "Magic Case." Just touch button
Presto! Out comes LIGHTED Cigarette auto-
matically. No batteries or electricity. Get
-Magic Case for 15 days' trial at our risk,
state favorite brand cigarettes.
._,. MAGIC CASE IY1FRS.. Dept. B-9814234 Cozens Ave., St. Louis, Mo.

ANY PHOTO ENLARGED

C
Size Sx 10 inches
or smaller rf desi
Same price for fall length
or bast form, groups, land-
scapes, pet animals, etc.
or enlargements of anj
part of group picture. Safe
return of original photo _
guaranteed. 3 for £1,00
SEND NO MONEYifSR
(any size) and within a week yon will receivi
your beautiful enlargement, guaranteed fade

i 47c plos postage — or send 49<
pay postage. Big 16x20

47
nth order :

;ch enlargement sent C. 0. £>. 7H.
; pay posind SOc and *

offer now. Send your photos toda-

STANDARD ART STUDIOS
104 S. Jefferson St. Dept. 227-B CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
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^wHb Hitting Hollywood On High with Hamm Beall

You Can Hurl the words
Ananias or Sapphira at

those who still continue to

refer to motion pictures as
being in their infancy. Choose
the former or latter Biblical

term according to the sex of

the moron who makes such
senile utterance.

Whoever heard of a twenty-
five year old infant?

Have you ever seen one »f
so many summers riding a
kiddie car, gurgling over a
bottle of lacteal fluid, or writing
letters to Santa Claus in late

December?
Adolph Zukor was honored

by all Hollywood recently with
a banquet at the Trocadero,
celebrating the silver anniver-
sary of the founding of Para-
mount Pictures.
Even Marguerite Clark, out-

standing Famous Players star of the silent

days, who long since abandoned her career
for a happy marriage, came to Hollywood
from New Orleans to honor Mr. Zukor.
At the speakers' table to emphasize to

the assembled 600 Hollywood notables
what the little Napoleon of the movies had
meant by his steadfast perseverance to

the ideals with which he started on the

' ' ^Mk%^'j

Hamm Bea

Ad
Gertrude Neisen, and

olph Zukor Silver Jubilee

Craig
dinner

Reynolds, snapped

at the Trocadero

flicker industry were Joseph M. Schenck,
Louis B. Mayer, Darryl F. Zanuck, Jesse
L. Lasky, Frank Lloyd, veteran director,

Georgie Jessel, toastmaster, and others.

Such stars as Bob Burns, Martha Raye,
Jack Benny, Burns and Allen, the Ritz

brothers, Gertrude Neisen, Irving Berlin,

Tony Martin and others contributed the
greatest show ever staged.

Every notable star from
Harold Lloyd to the newest
European importation was
there, along with scores of di-
rectors, writers, executive pro-
ducers and technicians as-
sembled by the Academy of
Motion Picture Arts and
Sciences. Christopher Dunphy,
Paramount publicity chieftain,

and Donald Gledhill, of the
academy, may well take bows
for success of the arrange-
ments.

Do you know that Robert
Taylor has a confidante whom
he seeks out any time he feels

his fan mail and press notices
may make him swell-headed?
It's Ida Koverman, Louis B.
Mayer's confidential super-

secretary and one of the most brainy and
popular women in Hollywood. She told

me about it at the big party Gene Ray-
mond threw not long ago in his Bel-Air
home, a simple little intimate dinner with
only about 300 of the best of us there. It

was my good fortune to sit at the same
table with Ida, and she told me that en-
tirely of his own seeking Bob Taylor has

at the

S WEEKS AGO HE SAID-SHE S TOO

KINNY!
#/

NEW DISCOVERYgivesTHOUSANDS F

10 to 25 LBS.— in a few weeks!
IF you seem "bora to he skinny"—if you've tried everything to
gain weight but with no success

—

here's a new scientific discovery
that has given thousands of happy
people just the pounds and rounded
curves they wanted—and so quickly
they were amazedl
Not only has this new easy treat-

ment brought solid, naturally at-
tractive flesh, but also normally
lovely color, new pep and charm,
loads of friends and popularity.

New body-
building discovery

Scientists recently discoverd that
thousand-, of people are thin and run-
down for the single reason that they
do not get enough Vitamin B and
iron in their daily food. Without
these vital elements you may lack
appetite, and not get the most body-
building good out of what you eat.

Now, one of the richest known
sources of Vitamin B is cultured ale
yeast. By a new process the finest

imported cultured ale yeast is now
concentrated 7 times, making it 7
times more powerful. Then it is com-
bined with 3 kinds of iron, pasteur-
ized whole yeast and other valuable
ingredients in pleasant little tablets
known as Ironized Yeast tablets.

If you, too, need these vital ele-
ments to aid in building you up. get
these new Ironized Yeast tablets
from your druggist today. Note how

quickly they increase your appetite
and help you get more benefit from
the body-building foods that are so
essential. Then, day after day. watch
flat chest develop and skinny limbs
round out to natural attractiveness.
See better color and natural beauty
come to your cheeks. Soon you feel
like an entirely different person,
with, new charm, new personality.

Money-back
guarantee

[No matter how skinny and rundown
you may be from lack of sufficient
Vitamin B and iron, these new "7-
power" Ironized Yeast tablets .should
aid in building you up in just a few
weeks, as they have helped thou-
sands. If not delighted with the
benefits of the very first package,
money back instantly.

Special FREE offer
To start thousands building up their
health right away, we make this ab-
solutely FREE offer. Purchase a
package of lionized Yeast tablets at
once, cut out the seal on the box
and mail it to us with a clipping of
this paragraph. We will send you a
fascinating new book on health.
"NewFacts About Your Body," Re-
member, results with the very first

package—or money refunded. At all

druggists. Ironized Yeast Co., Inc.,

Dept. 2S2, Atlanta, Ga. POScd by professional modete
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Did Gray Hair
Rob Them of $95 a Week?

G'

Now Comb Away Gray This Easy Way
J.RAY hair is risky. It screams: "You .re

gcning old!" To end gray hair handicaps all

yon now have to do is comh it once a d

several days with a few
sprinkled on your comb, and afterwards regularly

once or twice a v. bair looking

nice. Kolor-Bak is a solution for artificially

ing gray hair that imparl I
charm and

y hair worries. Grayness disap]

within a week or two and
gradual and so perfect that their fri

hair and no one

knew they did a thing to it.

Make This Trial Test
Will you ' king a single

cent? Then, k'o to your d

our guarantee that it must ni.'ike you le.ik 10 ;

I far more attractive or wc will pay
back your money.
cprp "i Ott-Tt \k 1' in .hi i

'

I
rnr-i-

I

I I

.\N'I> POSTPAID KUBAK Sh«

MANY FOLKS NOW SAY THE

NEW PE-RU-NA*
The Great Afeiv Cold'

Fighter Often

Wins Fight
With a Cold

DRUGGISTS
By Helping to Build Up
Cold-FightingResistance „

r—SEND FOR FREE SAMPLE- —| ^
For free sample bottle of The NEW i.\V^
PERUNA. address PERUNA. 544MSA]
S. Wells St., Chicago, III. Dept. 152

SECRETARIES, STENOGRAPHERS
and TYPISTS—Become An Expert

STENOTYPIST
Stenotypists win today's preferred
jobs and better pay. Stenotype's
machine speed, accuracyand ease
make your work faster, better,
easier—and you get the credit-
Executives welcome this ma-
chine way of taking dictation—faster
than any man can talk. Stenotypy is easy*"
to leam— easy to write— easy to read. We train
you thoroughly at home in your spare time— at low
cost and on easy terms. Write for interesting, free
booklet, "Stenotypy, the New Profession," describ-
ing the many opportunities in Stenotypy and telling
how you may master it successfully.

THE STENOTYPE COMPANY
Dept. 230ST 4101 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago, III.

oeuer
• You will like the velvety

feel and clinging softness of

this superfine powder that

stays on longer . . . Allur-

ingly scented . . . Newest
Paris shades . . . 50c at deal-

ers or mail 10c for purse
size (specifying shade) to

BOYER, Society Parfumeur
2702 S.Wabash Ave., Chicago, III.
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FACE
OWDER

HEATHER ANGEL

The fascinating allure of henna-
hair has long been recog-

nized by stars of screen and stage.

i ly safe and to obtain

ju--t the desired shade, always jn-

pon genuine Hopkins Rajah
Brand Egyptian Henna.

J. L. Hopkins S: Co., Dept. H,
220 Broadway, New York

HOPKINS
RAJAH BRAND

EGYPTIAN
HENNA

Hjaflw

Hamm Beall listens intently while Harold Lloyd

tells one of his newest gags to the tricky-

togged telephone temptress at the Troc

asked her to serve as his personal conceit

mentor, and tell him whenever she no-
ticed his cranium was beginning to expand.

Things I'm looking forward to during 1937:

A lot of swell musicals done in ultra-

moderne style.

Revival of some of the great old dramas
steryear.

Re-mnke of more of the successful epics

of the silent days.
Plenty of fast moving sophisticated

comedies with daring dialogue yet with
good old belly laughs that are belly laughs
in anybody's language.
Walter Disney's first full length feature

Snow White and the Seven Dwarjs.

Things I'm positively dreading for 1937:

Continuance of the double bill menace.
Newsreels with the same old unveiling

of town pumps, daisy chains at Vassar or
wherever the female chain gang operates,

politicians being made Indian princesses,

princes and what have you?
Importation of more foreign stars who

will flop badly after a tremendous Ameri-
can build up.
Comedies that are not to be laughed at.

Bigger and better income taxes.

Crossword Puzzle Solution

SfrdiyAf rtaul.ir fr»turrsl Cfu
HtW They can be yoo

lir. Stuttrr itrrnd. of University 01
iL'tii face, by fa.

cnn. Polyclinic method..
Uni h.fjrty Nil.*.. Wutrui!ln« I ar ,

. Sl*ni ..f Ag...
clc. ar. nil quickly coiroctod. Low

•y.ini! ftteonttruefion." (mailed
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GIVEN for ilixtrihutinc 16 boxes

ROSEBUD Salve or Cold Itoliol
THOIiENEotntmi at at 25oea. Order8
boxus o£ Boaebud or Tholenu on trial.

KOSEBDD PERFUME CO, E<.39. Woodsboro, Maryland.

&m
Remo

KILLTHE HAIR ROOT

w
\:

the hair permanently,
ly at home, following r*

The Mahler Method posftl

r

safely, prl-
at home, following simple directions.

Method positively prevents the
; :i;::nn. The delightful

relief will brinjr happiness, freedom of mind
and greater success.
Backed by 35 years of successful use all

over the world. Send 6c in stamps TODAY
tlustratcd Booklet, "How to Remove

_.'lluous Hair Forever."
D.J. MAHLER CO., Dept. 56B, Providence, R.I.

Learn Profitable Profession
in QO days at Home

Salaries of Men and Women id the fascinating pro-

\ fesslon of Swedish Massage ran as bitch as $40 to
$70 per week but many prefer to open their own of-
fices. Large incomes from Doctors, hospitals, aanl-

l, clubs and private patients come to those
boqoalify through ot

/

nta c
_ training. Redac-

ffers rich rewards for special-
ists. Anatomy charts and supplies are
given with oar course. Write for details

National College of Massage &
Physio • Therapy. 20 N. Ashland
Avenue, Dept. 261, Chicago, 111.

GIANT
FROGS

Start Backyard! We Buy!
Breeder may lay 10,000

EGGS YEARLY. Frogs sell
up to S5 doK. Millions used
yearly. Easy to ship. Start

backyard expand with increase. Men

doing. Send for free frog book.
American Frog Canning Co.,
Dept. 154-B, New Orleans, La.

Old LegTrouble
Easy to Use Viscose Home Method. Heals
many old leg sores caused by leg conges-
tion, varicose veins, swollen legs and in-
juries or no cost for trial if it fails to

show results in 10 days. Describe the
cause of your trouble and get a FREE
BOOK.

Dr. F. G. Clason Viscose Co.
140 N. Dearborn St., Chicago, III.

Accept No Substitutes! Always Insist on the Advertised Brand!



Smart Headwork
(Continued from page twenty)

round curlers so that they will stand away
from the face. Across the
back the hair is rolled s

~

around the finger and A\ f
pinned flat to the head I

For hair beauty fry

Accent Castile Sham-
poo which has a base

of pure olive

with bobby pins. These flat curls lie close
to the neck and help to preserve the
contour."

If you do your own hair, flat pin curls

may be a bit difficult to achieve on the
back of your head. Practically the same
effect can be had with your favorite
curlers if you will take care to wrap the
hair a little more loosely in the back than
at the sides.

For Picture Work," Helen continued,
"it is necessary for the players to have

long bobs so that their hair can be ar-
ranged in a variety of styles. Occasionally
one of the stars vacationing abroad will
have her hair cut short because it happens
to be the vogue in Paris or London. But
she pays the penalty when she gets back
to Hollywood by having to wear false hair

Kent Massage-
Shampoo Brush

does double duty
in promoting
a healthy scalp

pieces for picture work. Extremely short
hair is seldom attractive either on the
screen or off unless the features are of the
fine, chiseled type, or unless worn by an
older woman who looks smart with severe
hair lines."

Helen pointed out that the neck can also

be made to appear shorter or longer by
the cut of one's dress. For this object
lesson, Miss Perry obligingly posed in two
gowns of contrasting necklines while
wearing the same coiffure. The horizontal
neckline of the dinner dress with high
cowl front, shown in the smaller photos,
shortens the neck; while the drop shoulder
decolletage of the evening gown appears
to lengthen the neck. Because her throat
is naturally slender, Miss Perry breaks

Ulhen Winter's Kiss

Take the right step to relieve the discomfort of chapped lips

or chapped hands right now. Use Mentholatum. Its cooling,

soothing ingredients are medicinal and therefore not only give

relief and comfort but also promote proper healing of the skin

so as to leave it smooth and healthy.

For CHAPPED LIPS use

STEP BEHIND THE SCENES
To read HOLLYWOOD Magazine is to glimpse the real Hollywood. Always look for the

fact magazine when you are looking for lively film news.

Se/tef

NO
/none'

iD^^
V SPECIAL BRADLEY'S FAMOUS

SUPER -QUALITY
C A I CI ENGINEER'S WATCH3/1LC • NOW ONLY $2.97

ACCURACY guaranteed by lOO-year-old-million
dollar factory. Solid Gold effect case, guaranteed

25 years. It has a handsome locomotive crown, time-
keeper dial, railroad back. Compare with a $20 watch.

SFND NO MftNFY vvhen your vvatcl1 arrives pay
JClllS HU MU11CI p0Stman $2.97 (plus postage).
Examine watch carefully. Your money back if not amazed
at the value. If you order at once, you can get a second
watch for only SI more. Sell it to a friend for S3. 07 regular
price and your own will cost you nothing! No string to tliu
offer, no catch in it! But you must act AT ONCE during
tlii- special Expansion Sale. Send coupon or postal today!
FREE knife and chain to match with every watch!

BRADLEY. 392A. NEWTON, MASS.
yCCI Ship one R. R. model watch at S2.97.
/ L.O! ship two R. R. watches for total $3.97.
I will pay on a !• i' i v;i

[^ _ No Ui jii^ _mo^e to pay. Money back
.Icii-hted. I RISK NOTHING.

I Address

When Answering Advertisements, Please Mention February HOLLYWOOD 67



I'm Hotel Hostess
NOW-and'earninga n

splendid salary
Belt,, Godwin. Un-
employed and Incx'
pertenced In Hotel Work.
Wins Position as Hostess
of Beautiful Hotel.

*'I didn't know which
urn. I was out

of wi rk, dis

unhappy. Then I rc:<d

the I., v.i

and mailed the

Their i" 1 k .it

rKeu. I realized that here
erythlnB I was

salary.
cuniti. — ami i

Now T am Hoatesa of this 300-room hotel, ami enjoying my
work. The lull

problem.

Step Into a Well-Paid Hotel Position

womi ii In hot. 'I. <

tlonal n.-M Hi
lintel Mai

i

Lewla Eradu nil mature.
i: plus Lewi

Tralnlnc. •ni.illi;

Hook ulirea full detail! almut Ihl field, anil

i

I

country thn i lent wlili thi

SOW.
LEWIS HOTEL TRAINING SCHOOLS. Sta. PB-9SS7. Wutonsioo. D. C

OPPORTUNITY COUPON
I Lfiwh Hotfll Training Schools.
I S(n. pb-')857. Washington, D. c.
I Send mr Free Book.
a ObhnntiOn. jnrf rlntai

Lglty^^................ ......Stale
|

FAST—QUICK
DIRECT ACTION OF

TURPO
The Wonderful New Cold-Chaser

Relieves
that Cold
Just rub Turpo freely on
throat. ctjL'^t. forehead,
temples and outside of nose. AT ALL
also a little Turpo in each nrj*frrKT«
uo>tril before retiruigat night.

UKUiiijis i *

. SEND FOR FREE SAMPLE .

I Wr itp name and address m.i.nivl

I
—

* send to Turpo. S44 S. Wells

I

J
Street. Chicago, Dept. 42

WAKE UP YOUR
LIVER BILE-

Without Calomel—And You'll Jump Out
of Bed in the Morning Rarin' to Go

The liver should pour out two pounds of liquid
bile into your bowels daily. If this bile is not
flowing freely, your food doesn't digest. It just
decays in the bowels. Gas bloats up your stomach.
You get constipated. Your whole system is poi-
soned and you feel sour, sunk and the world
looks punk.

Laxatives are only makeshifts. A mere bowel
movement doesn't get at the cause. It takes those
pood, old Carter's Little Liver Pills to get these
two pounds of bile flowing freely and make you
feel "up and up." Harmless, gentle, yet amazing
in making bile flow freely. Ask for Carter's Little
Liver Pills by name. Stubbornly refuse anything

5c at all drug stores. © 1935. ,\ m m.

"COLLIER" a name to rely

011 when von visit FLORIDA iSI
J _/-4B / tv

On the West Coast—beautiful resort

hotels at Bradenton, Sarasota, Punta
Gorda, Useppa Island and Boca
Grande—fine hotels in Tampa and far

down in Everglades—9 in all along the

golden Gulf Coast. A hotel in Lake-
land in the lovely lake and citrus re-

gion. On the east Coast, 2 charming
hostelries at West Palm Beach. 12 in

all covering the best of Florida.

For the sponsmen golf, tennis, bathing,
quail-shooting, lake and salt water fishing.
every out-door sport that has made Florida
world-famous. For those who seek the smart
society of people of culture and congenial
ideas. For motorists, for leisure-seekers, for
season residents or two-week vacationists . . .

Collier Florida Hotels provide a warm and
friendly Florida welcome! . . . and moderate,
dependable rates.

HOTEL MANATEE RIVER. Bradenton
HOTEL SARASOTA TERRACE, Sarasota

USEPPA INN. Useppa Island

EVERGLADES INN, Everglades

HOTEL FLORIDAN, Tampa
HOTEL TAMPA TERRACE. Tampa

HOTEL ROYAL WORTH, West Palm Beach
HOTEL DIXIE COURT, Wesr Palm Beach
HOTEL LAKELAND TERRACE. Lakeland

HOTEL CHARLOTTE HARBOR,
Punta Gorda

ROD & GUN CLUB, Everglades

GASPARILLA INN, Boca Grande

Wire reservations collect to hotels or write for
booklet or apply to Travel Agents. For information
on all. address Collier Florida Hotels. Tampa.
Florida, or New York Ofice. 220 West 42 St.
Telephone Wisconsin 7-2000.

this long line with a shoulder strap of

gardenias. Any upstanding ornament
worn at the shoulder will do the same
trick for you.
The next time you complain about the

necessity of having your hair washed once
a week, remember that the stars submit
to a shampoo every morning!
Irene Dunne was one player who re-

neged at this routine—but only for a while.
Once Helen had coaxed her into trying
the daily sudsing before her hair was
dressed. Miss Dunne was delighted with
the new beauty of her hair and its screened
effect.

In Brushing The hair of

charges, Helen, like all fine

isn't deterred by a fresh wave
the hair just as vig-
orously after the
shampoo and wave
as before.

"In fact," Helen
said, "I brush out
everything I have
put in and then

her famous
hairdressers,

. She brushes

Ha los of cur s are

qu |[|y mat e with the

clever new Pro -Curler

re-do the waves and curls with a tail

comb. This brushing leaves the hair soft

and lustrous and removes entirely the 'set'

look of a new wave."
A tail comb, in case you are not familiar

with the name, is the comb with long,

pointed handle at one end used by pro-
fessional hairdressers in making finger

curls. The hair is swirled around the
finger with the handle or "tail" of the
comb and then slipped intact from the
finger.

So great is the interest in hair ornaments
that no girl dares show her head in the
evening any more without a flower or clip

decorating her topknot. And now, if you
follow the style introduced by Grace
Moore, you'll soon be wearing a bird in

your hair!

Miss Moore, who recently returned from
Europe to resume work at Columbia
Studios, brought with her a collection of

tiny, feathered birds of various hues.
They are worn singly, perched in her hair,

and selected to match her gown of the
evening.

Marian Marsh favors the new flower
ornaments made of bright colored cello-

phane. They have a fragile, crystal-like

appearance but Marian says they are
amazingly durable.

Styling Your Hair to the current pom-
padour trend will be ever so much

simpler if you have a good permanent
wave to start with. Even hair that has
a natural tendency to curl perks up in

appearance with a permanent in the ends.

The added strength is needed for the new
upsweeping headlines.

Unfortunately, many girls have little

knowledge about the various types of per-
manent waving methods. Too often they
fail to specify a brand name and simply
trust to luck that the one selected by the
operator will result in lustrous waves

—

minus the harsh, brittle ends caused by
inferior waving solutions. When you get
your next permanent, be sure to ask for

a nationally known systam as a guarantee
of dependable results.

68 Accept No Substitutes! Always Insist on the Advertised Brand!



To protect their patrons against substi-

tution, the Duart Manufacturing Company
packages its permanent wave pads in in-

dividually sealed cartons. And when you
ask for a Duart, you know that's what
you're getting when you see the operator
break the red-starred seal of the package.
The Duart Permanent Wave, you'll be in-

terested to know, is endorsed by the
Motion Picture Hairstylists Guild.
The new Accent Castile Shampoo put

out by the Huntington Laboratories is a
find for girls who appreciate the benefits

of pure olive oil to hair and scalp. Accent
has an unusually high percentage volume
of this cherished content to make your
hair shimmer with new life and health.

Dry hair especially will respond grate-
fully to its beneficial oils. A six ounce
bottle, enough for six or eight shampoos,
costs 50 cents.

If You Hesitate to wash your own hair
because you don't have sufficient

strength in your fingers to massage your
scalp thoroughly, then you'll be pleased
to know about the Kent Massage-Shampoo
Brush, designed for just such limp-
fingered gals as yourself. This little brush
has a slightly domed back with knob on
the top to fit securely in your palm and
provide a good grip even when your hands
are covered with suds. The resilient

bristles exercise and stimulate the scalp
while loosening dust particles and dead
cuticle—and are equally effective for a

dry massage as for a shampoo. The brush
is a gem of competency at $2.

Just when it seemed that every method
of manufacturing ringlets had been
thought of, along comes a clever new de-
vice for making the hair go 'round and
'round and come out a curl. It's called the
Pro-Curler and looks like a toy shotgun
—with every shot a curl! There is a clamp
on the side of the curler which holds the
end of the hair while it is rolled up to the
head and secured by a bobby pin, pre-
viously inserted at one end. The curler
is then withdrawn and you go on to the
next strand of hair. Since the bobby pin
is invisible when the curl is pinned to the
head, you will be presentable enough even
while the curls are drying, to meet your
best beau. With two packs of bob pins
the Pro-Curler is priced at $1.

Ruling the waves is an easy matter if

you put your hair to bed in a Dona-Cap.
You may toss and turn but your wave will
lie docilely undisturbed in its snugly
fitting protector. There are ever so many
style Dona-Caps from which to choose

—

chin bands with snaps, chin ties and
turban models—that you are sure to find
one entirely comfortable. And then you
can go to sleep with the blissful thought
that in the morning your center part will
still be a center part and that your bias
wave will still be a bias wave! Dona-
Caps, which are made of net, are priced
at 25 cents and 50 cents.

PERSONAL BEAUTY SERVICE

Write Ann Vernon, our b eauty expert,

regarding your problems of si in, hair

and figure. Th s service is fr ee, and

your letter will be answered n strict

confidence. Address Miss Ann Vernon,

HOLLYWOOD vlagazine, 1501 Broad-

way, New York City. K ndly enclose

stamped (3 cent U. S. stamp) envelope

for reply.

PIMPLES?
BADSK

For Real Beauty—
You Must Have Soft

Alluring- Skin

. « Free Front Pimples

SMOOTH, satiny skin—a radiantly

clear, youthful complexion—men
admire them and modern style demands
them.

To be truly lovely, you must rid your
skin of ugly pimples on face and body.
And thousands are doing it, with com-
plete success.

The real cause of disorders resulting

in ugly pimples may be nothing in the

world except a lack of the j'east vitamins
B and G. When these elements are not
present in the human diet in sufficient

quantities, the intestinal tract becomes
weak and sluggish. Its function is badly
impaired. Constipation is likely to ensue
and this, in turn, often shows up in

pimply skin.

Countless men and women have found
that in such cases, Yeast Foam Tablets

work wonders. This pure dry yeast sup-
plies vitamins B and G in abundant
quantities and thus tends to restore the

intestinal tract to normal—in those in-

YEAST FOAM
TABLETS

stances of vitamin deficiency. With the

intestinal tract again in healthy function,

pimples should quickly disappear.

NERVES?
Vitamin B, known as the anti-neuritic
vitamin, is absolutely necessary to soimd,
steady nerves. Lack of enough vitamin B
causes polyneuritis—the inflammation
of many nerves. Yeast Foam Tablets, so

rich in the B factor, prevent and correct

nervous conditions caused by vitamin B
deficiency.

Unlike ordinary yeast, Yeast Foam Tablets
are pasteurized and hence cannot cause gas or
fermentation. They are easy to swallow and

most people relish their
clean, nut-like taste. They
keep, too. Start now. Try
Yeast Foam Tablets and
give them the chance to give
you the same welcome relief

they have brought to so
many others.

1 Mail Coupon for Trial Sample•
NORTHWESTERN YEAST CO.
1750 N. Ashland Av„ Chicago, 111.

Please send FREE TRIAL sample of Yeast
Foam Tablets. (Only 1 sample per family.)

FG 2-37

City State.

ASTHMA
k£M

BRONCHIAL
SUFFERING

RELIEVED FOR THOUSANDS
Wain's Compound, a proven, eft'ective Home Treatment has brousht prompt
blessed relu-t to thousands suffering from torturing attacks of Bronchial Asthma
and Bronchial Coughs and enabled them to breathe freely, easily, and sleep
soundly. Guaranteed absolutely FREE from liabit forming droits, opiates, nar- „, „ ., » t^tt7.
eotics. No matter how Ions you have suffered or how many remedies you have bleeps AOUtlaly ISVVY !
tried without results. ACCEPT this generous 8-day Trial Offer RIGHT NOW "I suffered 14 years with terrible
ana prove the value of Wain's Compound to yourself WITHOUT RISK, attacksof BronchialAsthma." wrote

FREE!ACCEPT8-DAY TRIAL OFFERSJ'-&^£^.^wi™
BOOK'wain's Laboratory, inc."

""—"—

—

-"——-— .thing without relief. After usins

*nr\ /\reci>|r>ent. a-2 46S7 Hollywood Blvd.. Los Angeles, Cal. ™y first bottle of Wains Com-
nrtu UI-rtK'srort me -±mlT ;,.,„mH s.Hiv Trial Offer. Also FREE Illus-l!»"mtK l uqt li,ie a new Person.

Mft ff Itrated Ifi-page hook "Good News For Bronchial A«thm:i and.Got rid of my awful wheezing and
i» * IrfiBronchial Cough Sufferers" WITHOUT COST OR OBLIGATIOxN.lnow sleep soundly all night long."

/aiioam' lOther users write. "I haven't had
tOUrOll|NTanie (Please PrinHlan attack since taking Wain's"

RIGHT NOWUddress City |"F™m ,he flrst dose J sot reIie

"No attack now in a year.'

When Answering Advertisements, Please Mention February HOLLYWOOD 69



HOW TO OFTEN

LOSE FAT
7 to 62 POUNDS QUICKLY

Without Thyroid Extract, Dlnitro-

phcnol. Hot Baths, Starvation
Dieting, or Enforced Exercising—

>

SoYou Can ImproveYour Figure
and Get to Feeling Better

DELICIOUS AND REFRESHING

GERMANIA

Figure as Slim,
Lovely, Graceful

as a Model's

No Money—Just Your Name
For free packettcs send namo and
address to Qermanla Tea Co., 644
S. Wells St., Chicago, III.. Dept. 42

- ^^
MOTHER OF THREE

EARNS $32- $35 A WEEK
• "Thanks to Chicago School of Nuhs-

ing, I have been able to support my three chil-
dren and keep my home together." writes Mrs.
A. E., Waterbury, Conn. And Mrs. E. Is only
one of thousands of men and women wbo have
found that C.S.N, training opens the way to a
well-paid dignified profession!

C.S.N.-trained practical nurses all over the
country are earning as much as S25 to $35 a
week in private practice, in hospitals and
sanitariums. Others, like Miss C. H.. own nurs-
ing-homes. This easy-to-understand course, suc-
cessful for 37 years and endorsed by physicians—enables men and women IS to 60 to prepare
themselves at home and in their spare time, for
any type of practical nursing. Best of all. it is

possible to earn while learning—Mrs. F. McEL
took her first case before completing the 7 th
lesson and earned S400 in three months!

High school not necessary. Complete nurse's
equipment included. Easy tuition payments.

Decide now to send for "Splendid Oppoe-
tdnities ix Nursing," which shows you how
you can win success as a nurse!

CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING
Dept. 82, 100 East Ohio Street. Chicago. III.

Please send booklet and 16 sample lesson pages.

Name

City State.

Excess fat it
- iused

nhicb inter!. lnwly'8

natural r*«u-
i mLt.ibolisra.

Consequently it often lakes that
l: MA-

NIA " - .lhnk
I, and

tlmt pit

GERMANIA HERB TEA,

•

whatever you want, exceptine
much starchy foods or fatty y

and those trouble-

makinc intestinal toxins or

fat and improve the appearance of your tlturc.

Don't dehv! Get your package oj GERMAXIA
ORANGE PEKOE TEA and GERMAMA HERB
TEA at any Food, Drug or Department Store

today. Satisfaction is guaranteed or money back.

Like all other small communities, it is

very proud of its high school. Out in front
of the school there is a statue which
represents the Physical, the Mental and
the Spiritual. The sculptor had an easy
time finding an athlete to pose for the
Physical. He found someone who could
pose for the Mental, but finding a model
for the Spiritual was a task. Myrna
Williams, for the first time in her life,

stepped out to help herself. She readily

understood the honor and distinction of

being chosen as the ideal Spiritual type.

And when this demure little high school
girl stood before him, the great man who
was shaping the model for the statue knew
that here was his ideal.

But Myrna imposed one condition. And
a strange one it was, considering that she
realized the honor of her selection. She
demanded that if she posed, her true

identity be kept secret!

That was the beginning of a strange
policy which Myrna has always pursued.
She doesn't mind being talked about, pro-
fessionally, that is, but she is loathe to talk

about herself. Quite a contrast from many
other queens of the screen!

In high school, the little girl from Mon-
tana was principally interested in the arts.

Somewhere, among the old class files,

there can still be found those early draw-
ings, those early mouldings. And the

music rooms must still echo the tunes of

the piano as she diligently practiced.

After Venice High School, there were
the days in the Westlake School for
Girls, a fashionable institution patronized
largely by society families. Then Myrna
Williams stepped out to face the world.
Always adept at dancing, she now
realized, for the first time, that mere wish-
ing would not break down the walls be-
tween desire and accomplishment. If

Myrna were to be a dancer, she wanted
to be a great one. So she sought out Ruth
St. Denis, one of the great dancers of the
times and who was then conducting
classes at her school in Los Angeles. The
price came high, but the results were what
Myrna wanted. After an hour's lesson,

she would practice by the day to get full

value out of it.

Dances in Prologue

In those days. Hollywood was just be-
coming the city of glamour that it now is.

Sid Grauman, the great showman, had
only recently left the downtown area of
Los Angeles and opened Grauman's
Egyptian Theatre in Hollywood. Now a
second run house, it is only a reminder
of the days when it was the best, and be-
cause of its exotic Egyptian setting, some-
thing of a sensation and a mecca for

tourists. It was really the beginning of
the glamorous Hollywood which is now
known around the world.

Sid Grauman had at that time intro-

duced the prologue, something entirely

new in the motion picture theatre. It con-
sisted of an elaborately staged show that

tied into the theme of the picture being
shown. Dancers were used in liberal

numbers.
When she considered herself sufficiently

trained, Myrna Williams went to the

theatre, rapped on the stage door and
landed a job in the chorus. It was a tough
job as jobs go. Grauman is a severe task

master. When a chorus dances for

Grauman, it dances to perfection. That is

ITCH
.. . STOPPED IN ONE MINUTE...
Arc you tormented with the itching tortures of eczema,

athlete's foot, eruptions, or other skin afflic-

For quick andhnppyrelief.usecoolinc.nntisop-

tic,li.iuid d.d.d. Prescription, its centlc oils soothe

the irritated skin. Clear, greaselees and stainless—dries

fast. Stops the most intense itching instantly. A 35c

trial bottle, at drug stores, proves it—or money back.

NEURITIS
To relieve the torturing pain of Neuritis. Rheumatism,

Neuralgia or Lumbago in 9 minutes, get the Doctor's

Prescription NURITO. Absolutely safe. No opiates,

no narcotics. Does the work quickly—must relievo

your pain in 'nine minutes or money back at Drug-

gist 's. Dou't suffer. Use guaranteed NURITO loday.

GARDEN BEAUTY BOOK FREE
Kellogg's big, new Garden
Beauty Book, packed with

amazirg flower and rock

garden bargains, latest and

best novelties, all your old

favorites. Write for your FREE COPY at once!

R M. KELLOGG CO., Bo»3255, THREE RIVERS, MICH.

CATARRH and SINUS
CHART- FREE

Guaranteed Relief or No Pay. Stop hawklne—
Btuffed-up nose—bad breath—Sinus irritation

—

phlegm -filled throat. Send Post Card or letter
for Now Treatment Chart and Money-Back Offer.

4u,uuu Druggists sell Hall's Catarrh Medicine.
63rd yt-nr »n buaineaa. . . Write todayl

F.J.CHENEY & CO. Dept 222, TOLEDO.O.

STOP Your Rupture
Why Buffer with that rupture? Learn
about my Appliance for reducible rup- UUf) 1*1*1PQ'
ture. Automatic air cushion assists Na- IIUI I Ivvi
ture to close the opening— has relieved
thousands of men, women and children. No obnoxiooe springs
or hard pads. No salves or plasters. Sent on trial to prove
it. Beware of imitations. Never sold in stores. Write today
for confidential information sent free in plain envelope.

Brooks Company, 139-6 State Street, Marshall, Michigan

This Beautiful Lifelike

hlJhMill.'H
iNEWE.ST SEN
1 TION!

apshot 'ji- photo
land we'll repro-
" duce It In this

onyx-
like rinjr.
Indt-structible!
Waterproof!

[
Enclose strip of paper for ring size.

«u muNtr:

48c
Hand-tinted
25c extra)
1'ay post-

a few cents [,i,sl.ii.-c-. If vou st-nd 48c
ostace. PHOTO MOVETTE RING CO..

, 626 Vine Street, Cincinnati. Ohio.

NEWS WHILE IT'S FRESH

For red hot news of the stars buy HOLLY-

WOOD Magazine. Get the real inside facts

of Hollywood straight from the editor's desk

in the heart of filmland.

THIS MONTH
YOU WOULD HAVE TO APPLY ORDINARY MASCARA

60 TIMES... BUT—
"HADl/ rVCCrrDARK-EYES

'EYELASH DARKENER

ONLY ONCE!
One application lasts

4 to 5 weeks.

$1 at all good Drug and Department Stores.

"Dark-Eves". Dept. 30-B
412 Orleans St.. Chicago. 111.

I enclose 25c (coin or stamps) for generous
trial package of "Dark-Eyes" and directions.

X.:7nf Town
Address Slate
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Myrna Loy's transition from a dancing girl

in a Sid Srauman prologue to the feminine

star of Alter the Thin Man, is a gap such

as very few of her sex ever have bridged

how he became the Ziegfeld of the wes».
Myrna's particular type of beauty had

attracted the attention of Henry Waxman,
a famed photographer. He photographed
her many times and then introduced her to
Natacha Rambova, the wife of Rudolph
Valentino. Myrna Williams knew this was
the opportunity she had long awaited.
And Natacha Rambova saw in the little

dancing girl from Grauman's Egyptian
theatre chorus that spark of greatness that
would later flower into stardom and in-
trigue audiences the world over.

If Myrna Williams was anxious for a
chance at the movies, Natacha Rambova
was more anxious to help her get that
chance. She saw to it that Myrna was
given a big part in What Price Beauty.
That picture, as many will remember,

was a great failure, so pronounced that it

is still talked about within the studios.
But it was Myrna Williams' long-awaited,
long-planned start. And she made the
best of it. If the picture was a failure,

Myrna wasn't. Other studios heard about
her and her exotic charm. They wanted
her for their pictures. Almost over night,
she was in demand.

In Exotic Roles

She was always given an oriental, or
exotic part. She was Chinese, Javanese,
Japanese, Hindu, Gypsy and Egyptian in
one picture after the other. That was all

right at the start. She changed her name
from Williams to Loy and affected long
lashes, slanting eyebrows. Every move-
ment of her body had that sensitive swing.
Her clothes had a touch of the mysterious
Far East. It was rumored that she was a

?*0\£Cr/flGaSHOJO£
I HAVE TO WORK TONIGHT

AND MY PAINS HAVE COME
ON SO HARD THAT MY EVES
ARE CROSSED. __
WHAT A BREAK.' )

WHAT A BREAK
YOU MET ME.
HERE, TAKE

THIS, DRINK.
SOME WATER,
AND FORGET
THE TIME
OF MONTH.

MODERN women no longer give-in

to periodic pain.. It's old-fashioned to

suffer in silence, because there is now
a reliable remedy for such suffering.

Some women who have always had
the hardest time are relieved by Midol.
Many who use Midol do not feel one

twinge of pain, or even a moment's
discomfort during the entire period.

Don't let the calendar regulate your
activities! Don't "favor yourself" or

"save yourself" certain days of every

month! Keep going, and keep comfort-
able— with the aid of Midol. These
tablets provide a proven means for

the relief of such pain, so why endure
suffering Midol might spare you?

Midol's relief is so swift, you may
think it is a narcotic. It's not. And its

relief is prolonged ; two tablets see you
through your worst day.

You can get Midol in a trim little

aluminum case at any drug store. Then
you may enjoy a new freedom!

TDANCEn AT
O M E

BEGtmYs "or "ADVANCED TAP I"

or BALLROOM COURSE §1
_. _ ' with S2 order—your choice one
FT E E. pair dancing taps or latest "Top" w w Hat" exhibition dance. Dept. N.

BILLY TRUEKEART ^iRAKf TeES""

COLDS STRIKE!
when you're OUT-OF-BALANCE
Because many medical authorities say that an
acid condition ... a lowering of your alkaline

balance ... is often the cause of colds, Luden's

"now contain a natural Alkaline Factor which
helps balance your alkaline reserve. They also

soothe your throat; help clear your head.

V YTnVAI'Cfe MENTHOL COUGH DROPS 5^'

*""™7ALKALINE RESERVE
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Eating y_/|

• MANY FAT PEOPLE endure all sorts of heart-

breaking experiences, when (if they only knew
it) their type of PAT can bo reduced. Perhaps
you are one of these people I If so. why go on
day after day. when others are finding it so easy
to lose this fat?
These happy people have discovered the new,
SAFE Food' Method, SLENDRETS! No danger-
ous dinitrophenol. no thyroid ... in fact, NO
DRUGS whatsoever! SLENDRETS are not laxa-

tive. Best of all, they look and taste just like

delicious candy! "Why not try this SAFE and
pleasant Food Method! It costs so little.

READ HOW OTHERS LOST FAT:
"'I reduced 18 lbs., look 10 years youncer."
writes Mrs. Sims. Iowa. "Can now wear stylish

3," writes Mrs. Sanda. of Pennsylvania.
"86 lbs. of fat rone. Never telt better," writes
L. A.. New York. Miss Goodrow of Connecticut
writes: "I reduced 17 lbs. in 1 weeksl No dis-

comfort, and they left my flesh firm and solid."

ACT ON THIS OFFER TODAY!
Don't give FAT another day's start . . . but be
sure you reduce the safe- SI.F.NDRETS Food
Method Way. Don't use drugs! At drus or dep't
stores, or, send $1 for package
containing 84 SLENDRETS. Or. $5 for 6 pack-
ages, Currency, Money Order, or Stamps. (En-
close payment. Or send 10c tee on C-O.D. orders.)
Sent in plain wrapper.

Scientific Medicinal Products Co. Dept. F237
Russ Bldg., San Francisco, Calif.

Please send me
The $1 package containing S4 SLENDRETS

D 6 packages of SLEXDRETS for $5
(Be sure payment is enclosed)

Xame „

Address

City State „..«

ON APPROVAL!
\VE DEFT you to tell this

rins from one I

$300.00 1 To prove it I

we'll send it on f' : .

down. If you do not think
it the most exquisite niece
of jewelry you ever owned:
if your friends do not marvel
at the slorious brilliance of
the magnificent facsimile
diamond, return it and we
will refund your money.
Wear 10 days at our risk.
Compare with $50 rings: if

delighted. continue pay-
ments of $1.50 monthly till

the total balance of Sfi.00 is paid. Ring shipped Postage
fully paid to your door by return mail. Rush 25c in
stamps or coin to

MATL COUPON NOW
BRADLEY. Dept. 392. NEWTON. MASS.
Here's 25c. RUSH My Ring Today.

Name

She likes to read fan letters! Olivia de
Havilland never fails to see what her countless

friends have to suggest through the mails!

half caste. Tutored by seasoned experts in

the line of publicity, she said nothing. And
the less she said, the more the wags be-
lieved the concoctions of their own minds.

Success, like the distances between
planets, is all a matter of relativity.

When she was kicking and skipping in

Grauman's Egyptian Theatre chorus, she
would have thought her success as an
exotic portrayer of oriental roles the very
top in accomplishment. Now it was
different. It seemed so easy and so natural.

She looked to the even higher stratas of

film recognition. She was now only a
featured player. She wanted star billing

r.nd she made up her mind she would
get it.

.Myrna argued with producers, directors,
casting directors and other executives.
She tried to tell them she had dramatic
talents. But, no, she was too valuable as
the half-caste. They kept putting her off,

dodging the issue. Myrna Loy wouldn't
let them dodge it. She was determined.

Concentrated on Career

And what about her private life? Early
in the struggle, Myrna Loy realized that it

would be a hard enough struggle if she
concentrated on her career. She realized
that love affairs would be an encum-
brance. Being more of an artistically
minded person, she didn't mind missing
the night life of Hollywood. In books, at
the piano, on the tennis court or the bridle
paths, she found her relaxation. Once,
early in her career, her name was linked
with that of Barry Norton. Pursuing her
tight-lipped policy, she didn't bother
making denials. The rumors died a natural
death. Then, when she made The
Barbarian, it was reported she might
marry Ramon Novarro, who shared star
honors with her.
Then when she reached the top, right

after her success in The Thin Man, she
met the man she could love. And, having
attained her professional goal, having
made her mark in life, she let loose the
emotional strings. The marriage was
something of an elopement, but it wasn't
a surprise to Hollywood. She had known
Arthur Hornblow, Jr., for three years and
for a year before that eventful trip to
Ensenada, Mexico, their friends had
known, cf their deep interest in one
another.

It would seem that just as she carved
and moulded her highly successful profes-
sional career, Myrna Loy has also guided
her private life to the ultimately happy
and lasting goal—that of contented home
and family life.

I Carry the Torch

for Dick Powell

. . . by

When Dick Powell married Joan

Blondell he broke a woman's heart.

But he didn't know that. She tells her

own astonishingly frank story in Feb-

ruary SCREEN BOOK. Don't miss it!

A Talent Scout Is Looking For You!

It may mean stardom to you to find out how

talent scouts work. For the first time this is

revealed—in February SCREEN BOOK. There's

a lot of new and exciting gossip and stories about

film famous in the new SCREEN BOOK.

NOW ON^^fc^SALE . .

1
10

Himi'MH'
, Sells on SightEnds Drudgery

AMAZING NEW WALL CLEANER. Rcrolntion-
In- t.li.1- !'. 1>- li •.-krinini'

No dirtv raps—no sticky
iti hfind:i. No more tlan-

dirt like
i"-norn

(rerous rteplaiM'
magic t r..

clean window
v, ithool work. 6
proved by Coc

d walla. Al.-so

i-d furnftnro, ^*
VM\' ,' Ap- ^

tint; Institute!

TS'WANTED.

SAMPLE OFFER:; ',": :

locality who write*. No .,)
I

y KRISTEE MFG. CO., 2712 Bar St, Akron, 0.

ri-k

details. Be first—sendin your

You Can Regain Perfect Speech, if you

STAMMER
Send today for beautifully Illustrated book entitled

"DON'T STAMMER."' which describes the Bogue
Unit Method for the scientific correction of stammer-
ing and stuttering. Method successfully used at

Bosue Institute for 30 years—since 1901. Endorsed
by phy3lclan3. Full Information concerning correc-

tion of stammering sent free. No obligation.

Ben lam [n N. Bogue, Dept. 713. Circle Twer, Indianapolis. Indiana

HAPPY RELIEF^
FROM PAINFUL
BACKACHE

Caused by Tired Kidneys
Many of those gnawing, nagging, painful backaches

people blame on colds or strains are often caused by
tired kidneys—and may be relieved when treated
in the right way.
The kidneys are Nature's chief way of taking ex-

cess acids and poisonous waste out of the blood. Most
people pass about 3 pints a day or about 3 pounds
of waste.

If the 15 miles of kidney tubes and filters don't
work well, poisonous waste matter stays in the blood.
These poisons may start nagging backaches, rheu-
matic pains, lumbago, leg pains, loss of pep and en-
ergy, getting up nights, swelling, puffiness tinder the
eyes, headaches and dizziness.

Don't wait! Ask your druggist for Doan's Pills,

used successfully by millions for over 40 years. They
give happy relief and will help the 15 miles of kidney
tubes flush out poisonous waste from the blood.
Get Doan's Pills.
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She Got *400°-°

for a Half Dollar

Mrs. Dowty of
Texas.soldB.Ma-o
Mehl one-half
dollar for UOO.OQ.

I Will Pay CASH
for OLD COINS,

Bills and Stamps
There are single pennies that sell for

$100.00. There are nickels worth many
dollars— dimes, quarters, half dollars

and dollars on which big cash premi-
ums are paid. Each year a fortune
is offered by collectors for rare coins

and stamps for their collections.

The prices paid are amazing.

It Pays to PostYourself
on the Big Values of Old

Coins and Stamps
Knowing about coins pays. Andrew
Henry, of Idaho, was paid $900 for

a half dollar, received in change. A val-

uable old coin may come into your pos-
session or you may have one now and
not know it. Post yourself.

HUGE PREMIUMS for
OLD STAMPS

Some old stamps bring big premiums.
An old 10c stamp, found in an old bas-
ket, was recently sold for $10,000.
There may be valuable stamps on some
of your old letters. It will pay you to
know how to recognize them.

Let Me Send You My Big
Illustrated Coin Folder—
It will open your eyes!

Use the Coupon Below
Send the coupon below and 4 cents for
my Large Illustrated Coin and Stamp
Folder and further particulars'.
WRITE TODAY forthis eye-opening,
valuable wealth of information on the
profits that have been made from old
money. No obligation on your part.

You have nothing to lose— everything
to gain. Itmay meanmuch profittoyou.

I PAID $200
to J.D.Martinof Virginia for Just One Copper Cent
"Please acceptmy thanks for your check for $200.00 in pay-
ment for the copper cent I sent you. I appreciate the inter-

est you have given this transaction. It's a pleasure to do busi-
ness with a firm that handles matters as you do. I wish to
assure you it will be a pleasure to me to tell all my friends
of your wonderful offer for old coins." Julian D. Martin,Va.

Post yourself ! It pays ! I paid Mr Manning, New
York, $2,500.00 for a single silver dollar. Mrs. G. F.
Adams, Ohio, received $740.00 for some old coins. I

paid W. F. Wilharm, of Pennsylvania, $13,500.00 for
his rare coins. I paid J. T. Neville, of North Dakota,
$200.00 for a $10 bill he picked up in circulation. Mr.
Mehl paid $1,000.00 to Mr. Brownlee, of Georgia, for
one old coin. Mr. Brownlee, in his letter to Mr. Mehl,
says :

' 'Your letter received with the check for $1 , 000
enclosed. I liketodeal with such men as you andhope
you continue buying coins for a long time." In the
last thirty-six years I have paid hundreds of others
handsome premiums for old bills and coins.

All Kinds of Old Coins, Medals,
Bills and Stamps Wanted

$1.00 to $1,000 paid for certain old cents, nickels, dimes,
quarters, etc. Right now I will pay $50.00 for 1913
Liberty Head nickels (not buffalo), $100.00 for 1894 dimes
("S" Mint), $8.00 for 1853 quarters (no arrows), $10.00
for 1866 quarters (no motto), $200.00 each for 1884 and
1885 Silver Trade Dollars, etc., etc.

I Have Been Buying OLD MONEY for 36 Years
Any bank in Fort Worth or Dun & Bradstreets will
testify as to my responsibility. My volume of busi-
ness, built on fair and prompt dealings for 36 years,
is such that I own and occupy my own building de-
voted to my coin business. You will find every repre-
sentation I make to be true and not exaggerated. It
will pay you to do business with me.

B • IyI/%X flit til L UviecLt MmwutvJu (v. of Jexas

.

405 Mehl Building • FORT WORTH, TEXAS,

$200 FOR A PENNY
I paid Julian D.Martin $200.00 for
one old Copper Cent of the year
1793. There are numerous other
Cents worth large sums in every-
day circulation,

$50 FOR A NICKEL
As proof that coins do not have
to be old to be valuable, James
House, Mobile, Ala., received
$50.00 from me for a 1913 Lib-
erty Head Nickel (not buffalo)

.

This coin is just one of many
thousands of premium piecesfor
which I am looking.

$100 FOR A DIME
Another comparatively recent
coin for which I will pay a big
premium is the 1894 "S" Mint
Dime. I offer $100 for any of these
coins sent me in good condition.

$150 for a QUARTER
There are many Quarters
worth large sums. For in-

stance. I offer $150 for 1827
Quarters. There are Quar-
ters of !other years for which
I will pay up to $100.

$400 FOR A HALF
DOLLAR

There are a great number of
Half Dollars of many differ-

ent years I am seeking and
for which I will pay large
sums. I paid Mrs. Dowty of
Texas, $400.00 for just one
Half Dollar.

$1,000 FOR ONE
DOLLAR

There are many Silver Dol-
lar's for which I am look-
ing. There are Silver dol-

lars of different years
that command big prices.
Forexample.Mr.Manning
of N. Y. was paid $25<>n.(>0

for just one single dollar,

Largest Rare Coin Company in the U. S. A. Established 36 Years.

FILL OUT and MAIL NOW
—and GET Large Coin Folder!

B. MAX MEHL, 405 Mehl Bidg.,
FORT WORTH, TEXAS

Dear Mr. Mehl:—Please send me your Large Illus-

trated Coin and Stamp Folder and further parti-

culars, for which I enclose 4 cents.

Name-

Address.

City _State_
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HOLLYWOOD STAR GLEAMS

WHO is the most glamorous woman in Hollywood?
I have had some letters recently asking me that ques-

tion—not who is the most glamorous woman on the

screen—but in real life, before the camera.
That's asking a lot. Glamojr is not a static quality. A

woman's personality changes with her roles if she is a good
actress. Take Barbara Stanwyck, for instance. I have seen

her at times before the camera when she seemed the most
glamorous thing on earth. Then again, I have seen her

when glamour is not supposed to be in her make-up. She

fills the bill admirably in either case.

At M-G-M the other day Joan Crawford was doing a

scene for "The Last of Mrs. Cheney." As usual she had
her phonograph pouring forth music to create a mood. Joan
was dressed in fluffy black formal. A fashion expert wouldn't

describe it that way,

but it doesn't matter.

She had a half hour of

rest before the cameras
would be ready. So
Joan strolled among
the people on the set

with a friendly smile,

and displayed sheer

glamour if I ever saw
it radiating from a

woman! Just then I

would probably have
nominated her. But

glamour is such a

changing thing. . . .

Jean Harlow has

plenty of it. So does
Claudette Colbert, yet
of a different sort.

Katharine Hepburn has

never seemed glamor-
ous to me. She strikes

me more as a capable
actress who doesn't
want to project glam-
our or anything else

to the public. And as an actress she qualifies for her place
in the sun.

Over at 20th Century-Fox I caught wind of an amusing
situation. They were getting ready for the world premiere
of "Lloyds of London." Nearly every one of importance
in Hollywood was invited to be present.

Someone thought it would be a good idea for Freddie
Bartholomew to escort a certain young actress (not Shirley

Temple) to the affair. From a publicity point of view this

would have been excellent promotion material. The rumor
is that Freddie's aunt approved the stunt and so did the
little girl's adult guardians. The newspapermen were about
to announce triumphantly this little stunt just as Freddie was
finally consulted.

"What, go with her?" he exclaimed suddenly. "I am
dreadfully sorry, but I am afraid it can't be arranged. You
see, I wouldn't think of going anywhere with her. And that

is final."

This, from a precocious young actor who leans to the
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Freddie Bartholomew waves to ad-
mirers lining the star-studded path

to the premiere of Lloyds of London.
His aunt and mentor, Miss Millycent

Bartholomew is shown with him

gentlemanly side under most circumstances, constituted an

overwhelming defeat for the proponents of the idea.

Freddie showed up at the premiere (Carthay Circle theatre)

with his -aunt and other oldsters. He sat in the first row
balcony, and was a little gentleman as usual. He seemed
totally uninterested in his own role, but exclaimed over the

remainder of the picture.

OuWde the theatre more than thirty huge spotlights flared

across the night skies, luring thousands of curious people

to the scene. The streets looked like a football field with

bleachers lining the curbs. It was quite something. . . .

Our next scene is the Cocoanut Grove, where genial Jan
Garber is presiding
with his swell dance
band. A bunch of foot-

ball players from Texas

A. & M. were having

the time of their lives

taking in the sights.

Over at one table

was Anne Shirley and
Hollywood's actress-

columnist, Phyllis Fraser,

with their escorts. The

gridiron heroes asked

the girls to dance.
When they complied,

the Lone Star state

boys were thrilled no

end.

Several times they

approached Anna
Sten's table and asked

for dances, but she re-

fused them graciously.

Still they persisted, un-

daunted by the fact

that she was dancing

not at all during the

evening. Finally, toward midnight, she gave in.

"All right," she replied, "I'll dance with you. But wait

until I put on my shoes."

This may be Hollywood, but dogs will bark here just as

well as in your home town!

I suspect that Ginger Rogers was just a little rueful over

those romance rumors linking her with Bob Taylor. You
needn't believe them, for here is what happened.
One Sunday afternoon Ginger was invited to be an extra

guest at a night club that evening with a party of six couples.

Taylor was invited quite without premeditation, and he came
alone because Barbara Stanwyck was out of town.

Ginger and Bob met for the first time at the Troc, visited

casually and danced during the evening. Came the dawn
and the columnists had them romancing together!

Of course Ginger must have been embarrassed. She and
Barbara work at the same studio and are good friends. But

what could she do about it? Not a thing, except to find

consolation in a clear conscience.

—Ted Magee, Editor.

Anne Shirley and her escort, Joe
Rivltin, seem to have their interest

focused on something besides dancing

as the candid camera sees them
at the Ambassador Cocoanut Grove—Faaicctt Photos by Rhodes



TRY SPIED COOKING WITH

HORMEL

SEE MIRIAM HOPKINS IN "A WOMAN'S TOUCH." AN ALEXANDER

KORDA PRODUCTION. RELEASED THROUGH UNITED ARTISTS.

Enjoy this original dinner that popular Miriam Hopkins suggests.

1011 VALUABLE PRIZES

IN NEW CONTEST

FIRSTPRIZE

FREE TRIP TO
HOLLYWOOD
OR $500.00 IN CASH

TRY THESE new recipes. They're tvpieal
of SPEED COOKING—the art of using

soup to make good things to eat in a hurry.
Hormel Soup, of course. For only Hormei

Soups, with their true beef stock, have the
richness, the flavor, the substance you need
in speed cooking.

Try Hormel Vegetable-Beef Soup in this
good beef pie; tryHormel Cream of Mushroom
Soup in an Asparagus Mushroom Rabbit.
Use soup to stretch the leftovers, to make
thrift dishes go further..

And don't miss this big chance to win one
of the 1,011 prizes in this brand new contest!

READ HOW EASILY YOU CAN WIN
Enter this big new contest. The winner gets:
A free trip and vacation in glorious Hollywood
(or $500)! Visit a big moving picture studio,
dine with Miriam Hopkins herself!

5 Second Prizes—beautiful Benrus Wrist
Watches for men or women, worth $45 each-
5 Third Prizes—new de luxe Toastmaster
Hospitality Tray Sets with toaster, worth
$23.50. 1,011 other prizes: lovely handmade
luncheon setsin gay peasant colors, one apiece
to a thousand women.
Here's what you do: Write one sentence

—

25 words or less—on "Why I like Hormel
Soup best." Send this sentence and a label
from one can of any Hormel Soup (or a fac-
simile) to Contest Department C, George A.
Hormel & Co., Austin, Minn. All entries must
be postmarked before midnight February 15,
1937.

That's all you have to do. The 1 Oil best
reasons, in the opinion of the j udges appointed
by Hormel, will win the prizes. Judges' de-
cisions will be final. In case of tie, duplicate
prizes will be awarded. Winners will be noti-
fied as soon as possible after contest closes.

All entries become the property of Hormel
and will not be returned. Contest not open
to Hormel employees or members of their
families. Don't delay—mail your entry now!

•VEGETABLE-BEEF PIE

Quickly made with
Hormel Vegetable-Beef Soup

Blend 2 tbsp. butter with 2 tbsp.

flour. Add 1 can Hormel Vegetable-

Beef Soup. If you have a cupful of

leftovers (diced meat, carrots, peas

or potatoes), pop them in, too. Cook
arid stir until slightly thick. Pour in

a pie plate and cover with a crust of

Bisquick dough, cut in rounds or

triangles. Bake in hot oven (450° F.)

15 minutes until brown.
There you are— a richly flavored meat pie! It's a

triumph for that new art—SPEED COOKING!

(_^ft6oS?&r? /C5lo7%tv:7% As&

•ASPARAGUS MUSHROOM RABBIT
Quickly I

Hormel Cream of Mushroom Soup

Make a sauce with 3 tbsp. melted

butter, 5 tbsp. flour, 1% cups Hormel
Cream of Mushroom Soup. When
thick and smooth, add 1 package

Creamed Old English Cheese,
shredded, and stir until blended.

Season and serve on hot, buttered

asparagus tips. Garnish each portion

with strips of pimiento—a feast for

the eye, a festival-food for your

tongue ! Try this new taste sensation today ! (It's extra

good for after-bridge or theater spreads!)

HORM&1

inctTAaiE-B.*

soup.

Go to the grocer who
displays Horme /Soups.

There you' 11 get. . .free

. . . the menu and rec-

ipes for the Miriam
Hopkins Speed-Cooked
Dinner, and other as-

sistance which * may
help you win a prize.
Tell him if you win he
wins the same prize
you do. He will keep
Hormel Soup on dis-

play and aid you in
preparing your entry

HORMEL SOUPS
CREAM OF MUSHROOM • NOODLE • CREAM OF TOMATO -VEGETABLE-BEEF • ONION • VEGETABLE • PEA- BEAN (Tomato Btetonne) • CHICKEN BROTH • CONSOMME MADRILENE

TED IN U. S. A
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HOLD HIM TOMIGHT-

with HOLLYWOOD'S thrilling

NEW BEAUTY SECRETS
True it is that beauty's business is to charm!
Then be what he wants you to be—be what you
want to be—lovely—fresh—young—vibrant! Let
Hollywood Mask Matched Make-up work its

glorious magic, as no other make-up can — be-
cause Hollywood Mask is matched make-up keyed
to your most important complexion factor—your
natural skin type.

Listen, Blonde head, Brownette, Brunette,
Redhead— beauty experts and America's most
discriminating women agree on these make-up
rules:

—

1—Powder, rouge and lipstick should be color
keyed to the most important complexion fea-
ture—the skin.

2—Powder, rouge and lipstick should accent your
natural type of beauty.

3—Powder, rouge and lipstick color shades must
not clash—must harmonize for natural ap-
pearance.

4—A facial such as the exciting new Hollywood
Mask is vital to intelligent skin care.

All over America women have turned to Holly-
wood Mask's new blending secrets, new balanced
color ingredients. Here is matched make-up for

gloriously natural-appearing loveliness.

Try Hollywood Mask make-up TODAY! Ob-
tainable at drug and department stores. Intro-

ductory sizes at 5 and 10 cent stores.

f*A

AVOID WRINKLES, LARGE PORES
Skin must be healthy to be lovely. Don't
resign yourself to wrinkles, blackheads,
large pores. Let Hollywood Mask Facial
stimulate underskin tissues. Purge pores
of dirt, rancid oils. Spread it on. Rinse it

ofT—-and behold! Skin looks fresh, clear,

glowing. Large tube SI. Trial 10c.

FOR NATURAL COLOR HARMONY—
THIS NEW CLINGING ROUGE

So important—that your rouge accent
your individual type. Blends evenly.
Glows through powder to give youthful
effect of natural healthy color. Try
Hollywood Mask Rouge.
Peachbloom, Poppy, Raspberry,

Orange. Large size 50c, Purse size 10c.

LIPSTICK MUST MATCH ROUGE-F0R
TRUE NATURAL HARMONY

Transform lips into a luscious tanta-
lizing red with Hollywood Mask Lip-
stick. Flatters you most because
matched to your special rouge. Indelible.

Keeps lips soft — prevents chapping.
Lasts out many more kisses.

Light, Medium, Dark, Orange, Rasp-
berry. Extra size 55c. Trial size 10c.

END "PLASTER -0F-PARIS" MADE UP LOOK

Now— powder which won't show- because glor-

iously flattering shades complement your indivi-

dual color skin type. Stays and stays and STA YS
on — hours longer. "Twice-a-day" powder.

Rachelle, Creole, Brunette, Peach, Natural,

Blanche, Suntan. Large size 75c. Purse size 10c.

•
Check below a list of your favorite matching
shades of powder, rouge, lipstick. Try the re-

freshing new facial. See how much more Holly-

wood Mask matched make-up can do for you!

Mail NOW.

Hollywood Mask, Inc., Dept. 437, Hollywood, Cal.

Send purse size cosmetics I have Powder DHollywow
checked. I enclose 10c for each as Rachelle

Mask
checked to cover packaging and .

mailing. QCreole Lipstick

D Brunette OLight

DPeach Medium
Name QNatural DDark

D Blanche dOrange

DSuntan DRaspberry

Street

Rouge

DOrange DRaspberry

City State DPoppy QPeachbkwj



NATURE IS STINGY WITH TOOTH ENAMEL
This Beautiful Enamel, Once Worn Away, Never Grows Back.. NEVER.!

Protect precious enamel . .

.

win flashing new luster

and Be Safe . . . change to

Pepsodent Tooth Paste
containing IRIUM!

Nature is lavish in restoring skin, hair, nails.

But She's terribly stingy with tooth enamel.

Once you allow it to be injured, or you per-

mit film to start its deadly decay, enamel can

never grow back— never.

That is why the discovery of irium has

caused such a sensation in the dentifrice world.

The flashing new luster it brings with safety

is causing new thousands every day to change
to Pepsodent, the only tooth paste containing

IRIUM.

Acts on new principle

Instead of acting on enamel with scrub-hard

friction, Pepsodent containing irjum softens the

tough film that forms and glues itself on teeth

and gums. Then gently lifts and floats it away
polishes the enamel to a brilliant sparkle

you have never even seen before—-and imparts

a new, firm, refreshed feeling to the gums.

You get a new taste-thrill out of eating,

drinking, smoking! And bad breath caused

by film on teeth which ordinary tooth pastes

fail to remove completely— is no longer a

worry to you! For the first time you know
what cleanliness of mouth, teeth and gums
really means

!

Be safe every day of your life! Get results

always hoped for but never experienced with

a dentifrice—and get them with safety ! Change
to Pepsodent Tooth Paste containing irium.

Pgftsadcmt

• All Pepsodent now on
sale contains irium.

When Answering Advertisements, Please Mention March HOLLYWOOD



THE MOST Powerful LOVE STORY EVER FILMED!
...Of a Patriot Who Lost a Country When He Found aWoman
You thought "San Francisco" was exciting —
hut wait! You'll be thrilled to your finger-tips

when this mighty drama conies thundering
from the screen. A fiery romance with your two
favorite stars ! . . .CLARK GABLE—courageous,
masterful leader of a fighting nation ._, « s

MYRNA LOY-the bewitching beauty in whose
arms he forgot the pain of leadership . . .

Answering the call of millions of picture-

goers M-G-M has brought them together in

the most dramatic heart-stabbing love story

of our time!

CLARK GABLE • MYRNA LOY
INPARNELL

A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer production based on the great

stage play that thrilled Broadway for months, with
EDNA MAY OLIVER, BILLIE BURKE, and a great

M-G-M cast. Directed and produced by John Stahl.

Accept No Substitutes! Always Insist on the Advertised Brand!
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• Don't tell vie about old-fashioned lax-

atives ! While I wasted time on them, my
constipation got worse. My breath was
offensive. Nightmares ruined my sleep.

Even the sight of food made me sick. My
complexion? Well, let's not go into that!

Then I did myself a big favor by taking

my druggist's tip. "Try FEEN-A-MINT,"
he said, "it's different!"

• When FEEN-A-MINT frees accumu-
lated wastes, life is brighter at once. Con-
stipation's bilious headaches go. Natural
appetite returns. A cleared intestine helps
bring back the natural joy of youth, the
normal sleep of childhood. Why not put
yourselfin this thrilling picture ? FEEN-A-
MINT tastes so good, acts so differently

!

MINUTE WAY!
Three minutes

off chewing
moke the

One of the big differ-

ences of delicious, mint-
flavored FEEN-A-MINT

is in the 3 minutes of chew-
ing. Scientists agree this helps makeFEEN-
A-MINT so dependable—so satisfactory.

Its benefits work g-r-a-d-u-a-1-l-y in the
lower bowel—not in the stomach. No grip-
ing or nausea. No break in sleep. The
favorite laxative of 16 million users. Eco-
nomical, too ! Write for free sample to
Dept. M-6, FEEN-A-MINT,
Newark, New
Jersey.

Hollywood Newsreel

Filmland has a new rendezvous—the Cinnabar—which made its debut at the Hollywood Plaza

Hotel early in December. Here is a group Charles Rhodes caught at the opening, left to

right, Betty Furness, Lee Tracy, Florence Lake and Ted Magee, new editor of Screen Book

Peeking At Picture Folk

One Might Conclude that the Caliban-
Ariel romance is true love, measured by
that "never-runs-smoothly" yardstick.
John Barrymore and Elaine divide head-
lines between heart throbs and discord . . .

Carole Lombard, rated Hollywood's best-
dressed, no more than had that title than
she was cast as a second-rate cabaret en-
tertainer by Paramount in Swing High,
Swing Low . . . Bette Davis finds her re-
turn to the Warner fold fraught with sev-
eral exciting "low-lady" roles that promise
to make her Female Menace No. 1 . . .

Martha Raye says things are happening
too fast for her in 1937. First she lost

sixteen pounds, then she announced her
engagement to Jerry Hopper, Paramount
music department worker, thirdly she be-
came an aunt when the wife of her
eighteen-year-old brother, Buddy, gave
birth to a baby ... Oh boy! . . . RKO is

angling to bring real romance into reel

prominence when Barbara Stanwyck
starts making A Love Like That. Yes,
you're right, Robert Taylor is sought to

play opposite Barbara . . . The young
sailor who tried to extort $5,000 from
Ginger Rogers under threat of death, drew
a five-year sentence in San Quentin . . .

Some folks in the little Northern Cali-
fornia town of Shasta City seem to re-
member a girl who once lived in their

midst as "the spittin' image" of Simone
Simon. Of course, the girl they knew
didn't have a French accent. Most of

them would be willing to bet a few shekels
the girl they knew and Simone are la

meme chose.

Filipinos Favor Blondes

Slishtly
higher in Canada

Blonde Film Actresses are favored in

the Philippines. Such is the word brought
to Hollywood by Dr. Hilaro Camino
Moncade, who, during the crusade for

Philippine independence, spent many
years in America. He says Jean Harlow,
Ginger Rogers and Carole Lombard are
tops with cinema fans in the insular

commonwealth. Hollywood studios feted
the gentleman from Cebu, P. I., during his

visit. The Tagalogs, Visayans and Illo-

canos rate Dick Powell, William Powell
and Clark Gable very high, the visitor

said.

Early Studios Relive
•

Once Again The studios where D. W.
Griffith made his first great picture, The
Birth of a Nation, is to take a commanding
position in Hollywood's picture activities.

The old Majestic-Reliance plant, also

known as the Fine Arts Studios, and more
lately as the Talisman Studios, now has
come under the control of Maurice
Gebber, financed by English capital. He
is reconstructing the plant into an ultra-
modern production center for rental film

producers. The Gish sisters, Mae Marsh,
Bessie Love and a host of others climbed
to fame at the old Sunset and Virgil loca-
tion. Gebber was the originator of Screen
Snapshots and was Valentino's first

manager.

Good Dialectician

Fay Wray is a dialectician par excel-
lence. She has the voices and manner of

speech of each one in her household down
so that when folks phone she may answer
in the voice of the maid, secretary, or

baby's nurse. When Fay's sense of humor
gets the best of her, the little knack can
become most confusing to callers. She
confides, however, that it's a "defense"
accomplishment for her own inability to

recognize voices over the phone.

"Uncle Carl" Vies

That Grand Old Man of the indepen-
dents, Carl Laemmle, Sr., has decided not
to let Adolph Zukor take all the spotlight

'with his Silver Jubilee. "Uncle Carl," as
[Continued on page 8]
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THE INSIDE STORY OF
"MAID OF SALEM"

By FRANK LLOYD
(Director of "Cavalcade"", "The Sea Haw}(\

"Mutiny on the Bounty")

.Naturally, ever since "Mutiny on

the Bounty" swept the country, I've

been on the lookout for another yarn

with the same sweep and power to bring

to the screen. I wanted a story with

plenty of drama and with plenty of

chance for me to direct big out of doors,

scenes, the kind I get the most kick out of,

» Well, to make a long story short, I

found just such a yarn . . ."Maid of

Salem". Here is the story of a young girl

and a young lad who have the nerve to

fight off a whole town of fanatics who
try to break up their love ... a story

with the same drive and surge of

"Mutiny". For here love and courage

face the fanatic venom of a whole mob

of Captain Blighs.

» But finding a story is only half a di-

rector's battle. The next thing was to

find stars able to play the parts. I had

recently directed Claudette Colbert in

"Under Two Flags" and knew what she

could do in a highly emotional part.

Fortunately, I was able to cast her as the

stout-hearted little "Maid of Salem". A
hero? I needed a swashbuckling, hard-

boiled lad who could carve his way with

a cutlass through an armed mob, with a

grin on his face ... I found him. Fred

MacMurray, I honestly believe, does as

fine a job in this picture as any of the

heroes ofmy bigadventure pictures. The
girls are going to say it's Fred's swellest

part.

» Last but not least a producer-director

has j;ot to have freedom to make a pic-

ture his own way. I, personally, want

my pictures absolutely authentic. If it's

an historical picture, I want my history

correct. Well, let me say, right here and

now, Paramount has made this, my first

picture for their company, the easiest I

have ever worked on. For they have told

me to spare no expense to make "Maid

of Salem" the most authentic, the most

powerful of my productions. So I think

when you see "Maid of Salem" you will

agree with me that it tops them all for

sheer entertainment.

Fran^ Lloyd looking for a new screen yarn.

Fran\ Lloyd on the set with Claudette Colbert as

the cameras start cran\ing for "Maid of Salem"

Claudette Colbert in her greatest part,

as theyoung 7\[ew England girl who dares

the wrath of a whole countryside for the

love of her dashing Southern hero .

A typical Lloyd action scene, a bunch of hard-boiled vagabonds

pitting their strength against the courage of one tough lad and his

stout sword arm .

When Answering Advertisements, Please Mention March HOLLYWOOD

Fred MacMurray in his first big historical role since "The Texas

Rangers", as a swashbuckling Southern gentleman who can carve his

way through any mob with his good sword . , (Advertisement)



Jessie
MATTHEWS

in her dancing-est
musical picture

HEAD OVER
HEELS m LOVE
With two new dashing
leading men. Songs by
Gordon and Revel. You
just can't afford to miss it.

Coming to your favorite theatre

Production

Hollywood Newsreel
< Continued from page six)

we go to press, is planning to celebrate his
seventieth birthday with an "open house"
at his Benedict Canyon estate in Beverly
Hills.

La Bennett's Plans

Constance Bennett closed her beauti-
ful white Holmby Hills house and flew to
New York for an indefinite stay. Whis-
perers say when she returns to Hollywood
her plans to step into the exclusive ranks
as a woman motion picture producer, will
have been completed.

Nervy Hitch-Hiker

Brian Donlevy reports the nerviest
hitch-hiker on record. Donlevy picked
the lad up on Beverly Boulevard and
immediately was asked if he had time to
turn around and take him three miles in
the opposite direction. When Brian asked,
"If that's the idea, why weren't you
standing on the other side of the street?"
the kid piped, " 'Cause there weren't so
many cars going in that direction, mister."

Another Shows Nerve

Donald Woods deserves our sympathy
for the month's nerviest "caller." A lad
arrived at his house late on an afternoon,
knocked at the back door, told the cook
he was Don's cousin from Wisconsin, and
with neither Mrs. Woods or Don at home
to verify it, the cook asked him in. No
sooner had she done so than the front
doorbell rang and she left the kitchen to

answer it. When she returned a few
moments later, the caller had packed a
lunch and "vamoosed"—notably with a
chicken from the refrigerator, a loaf of

bread and pie from the pantry and, to top
it all, three pairs of Don's socks from the
clothesline!

Mae's High Salary

Something Of a High in the matter of
wages was recorded recently by none
other than Mae West.
Miss West received $300,000 flat for her

starring role in Go West, Young Man, and
the picture was in production exactly 42
days. That means well over $7,000 per
day and you can figure out, on an eight-
hour day basis, what it netted per hour,
per minute, per second.
A generous slice of that money will go

to Uncle Sam.
Now Marlene Dietrich is demanding

$300,000 a picture, but Mae got hers. No
decision on Dietrich.

"Doug" vs. Marlene

London Cinema Writeks indulge in a
jolly bit of chatter once in a while and
latterly they have been cooking up a
romance between Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.,

and Marlene Dietrich, solely, it seems,

because Doug, Jr., has been squiring her
to first nights and clubs.

What they forgot to mention was that
Rudolph Sieber, Marlene's husband, was
always a third in the party.
However, Marlene is returning to this

country to do her chores at Paramount,
and simultaneously, it was printed that

Doug, Jr., was coming back to America.
Obviously the press assumed that he

was following Marlene.
Truth is that Doug, Jr., has intended,

for a long time, to make a picture or two
in Hollywood. Further, and for the last

time, let it be written that Marlene
[Continued on page 18]

—Fazvcett Photo by Rhodes
With a shift in editors in the Hollywood offices of Fawcett Publications, some 300 members
of the press and studio publicity personnel attended a cocktail party given by W. H. Fawcett,
publisher, and Harry Hammond Bea II, managing editor, at the Hollywood-Roosevelt Hotel,

to introduce editors in new capacities—E. J. Smithson, former editor of Movie Classic and
now assistant managing editor; Llewellyn Miller, new editor of Screen Play; Ted Magee, new
editor of Screen Book, and William K. Gibbs, executive editor of HOLLYWOOD (shown above
at right) with Mary McGuire, Warner Bros.' contract player, and Roy Randolph, prominent

dance director, who emceed some of the entertainment for the affair
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Salute a stunning new
musical joyride pro-?;

duced with all the smart-?

ness and variety and zest,

Warner Bros, are famed for!]

...A grand all-round show
J

...new dances...new song

hits . . . and girls galore! A
|

side-splitting story as new
as the New Year! .'„ .with I

a star cast of favorites!

willing and able to either

sing it or swing it! This riot

of rhythm and fun easily takes^

the screen honors of the month.

READY
UIILLinC

<JB B LE
Ray Enright directed...Bobby Connolly

arranged the dance ensembles . . . And
Johnny Mercer and Richard Whiting
wrote the 3 song hits —"Too Marvelous

for Words", "Sentimental and Melan-

choly", and "Just a Quiet Evening''.^
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new, fashionable

hairdresses need

HOLD-BOBS

Charming Louise Kaye Karchmer of
Cfi/cogo was the October winner in the

nation-wide "Search for Talent" sponsored

by HOLD-BOBS. She receives a free screen

teslt $50.00 in cash, and an opportunity to

moke her screen debut in aWalterWonger
Production at United Artists Studio.

THERE'S no difficulty in preserving the

smart beauty of the new hairdresses

— not if HOLD-BOBS ore used! For hold-

BOBS really do more than ordinary bob
pins can do. That's why Hollywood has

named HOLD-BOBS its favorite bob pin

ond that's why beautiful women every-

where refuse to dress their hair without

HOLD-BOBS. Only HOLD-BOBS have these

exclusive features: small, invisible heads;

smooth, round, non-scratching points;

flexible, tapered legs, one side crimped;

and colors to match all shades of hair.

Ask for a card of HOLD-BOBS today . .

.

and swing compliments your way by
keeping your coiffure always neat and
beautiful.

THE HUMP HAIRPIN MFG. CO.
Sol H. Goldberg, President

1918-36 Prairie Ave., Dept. F-37, Chicago, 111.

Stroight Style HOLD-BOB

Y^SMALL, INVISIBLE HEADS>

jfc-Look for the name HOLD-BOBS. M'

It is your guarantee of the -ft

finest possible bob pin and

a lovely coiffure. Sold

everywhere— just ask

for them by name . . . '^'S^-S^v

Our Readers Write
But Right or Wrong—Our Readers!

Typing a song with the feet! Here is something you will see in Ready, Willing and Able,

Warner Brothers' big musical. Ruby Keeler and Lee Dixon dance on the keys of a huge
typewriter, while the upraised le—er—limbs of chorus girls respond and there flows forth

a typed tune that promises to be on millions of tongues during 1937

She Wins Taylor Prize

Dear Editor:
Things that are beginning to bore me in pictures:
1. A Rogers-Astaire picture with the same iden-

tical plot, and almost the same cast. Their first pic-

tures were delightful, and I saw some of them the
second time, but after all. one likes to see a different
story occasionally, even if their dancing is marvelous.
Frankly, their last picture was quite disappointing.

2. Why can't some of our stars leave off this

"awsk" and "cawn't" business? For instance, Binnie
Barnes doesn't seem quite the type to broaden her
A's so promiscuously.

3. Rochelle Hudson is very sweet and lovely,
but must she open her mouth in that twisting way
she has, to express deep emotion?

4. Valiant is the Word for Carrie was superb!
If only Wesley Ruggles had endeavored to put a
little feeling into the acting of his attractive young
erstwhile wife. Even in the most emotional scenes,
she portrayed no more feeling than I would have
in selecting a pair of hose.

5. Stuart Erwin was perfect in his role in

Pigskin Parade. Incidentally, I enjoyed that homely
small town picture, more than any I have seen
lately, and I see plenty of them, but there is no
reason for putting him in anything quite so stupid
and boresome as the All American Chump. That
name would be much more fitting to some of the
Hollywood executives, who persist in putting out
such abominable pictures. Surely, they can find
better stories than that.

6. Another thing that continues to be a source
of amazement to me is why these same producers
insist on putting a young, attractive boy like Robert
Taylor, opposite a leading lady who is from five to
fifteen years older than he. Robert Taylor per-
sonifies our clean, attractive American youth. Why
then should he be given a role that is years too
mature, and one which only an experienced,
seasoned actor could put over? If he can hold his
own opposite Garbo, who is much older, and who
has been years in the business of acting, he can
play any part.

7. What I should like to see, is Robert Taylor
teamed with lovely Virginia Bruce in a real love
story. Not one of these light, frothy millionaire
comedies, but depicting the troubles and happiness
of a married or single couple.

Mrs. W. D. Holden,
14th and State Sts., Bellingham, Wash.

Congratulations to Mrs. W. D. Holden,
of Bellingham, Wash., to whom goes the
Robert Taylor monogrammed traveling
case awarded for the best letter received
in the contest conducted in Hollywood
Magazine for December.—The Editor.

[he perfect bob pin for.
the modern hairdressl

Copyright 1937 by The Hump Hairpin Mfg. Co.
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Plea for Happy Ending
Dear Editor:

Personally, I'm all for the happy endings for
pictures. Yes, I know—I'll probably be deluged
with protests and arguments in re: Art, realism,

et cetera—but when I (and a couple of million
others) go to the movies, I go for relaxation and
enjoyment. And I can't say that I get either when
I leave the theatre feeling sorry for the hero or
heroine, or suspended in mid-air when the story

suddenly ends, and all you can do is wonder if it

will turn out all right. There seems to be a ten-

dency toward the latter recently, as witness Imitation

of Life, Anthony Adverse, Craig's Wife and dozens
of others.

For this reason, I enjoy pictures like Theodora
Goes Wild, Libeled Lady and the like. Who cares
if they're not artistic masterpieces? Them as wants
can have, but I'll take happiness every time!

Mrs. H. McClendon,
110 Cornell, Albuquerque, N. Mex.

Just what fans in general think about
unhappy endings should find expression
during the coming year because several

major productions will show film favorites

cut down by the Grim Reaper.—The
Editor.

• •

Battered Bugle Appeals
Dear Editor:

Fade-out shots have long followed conventional
lines, and a lot of good movies have failed to leave

a favorable impression due to the last few sequences.
I, for one, will never forget the last shot in The

Road to Glory. Just a battered bugle laying in the

mud, but it was so very effective and touching, that

it stole the show from three great stars.

Lloyd Byers,
Columbia Hotel, Moorhead, Minn.

What Price Beauty?
Dear Editor:

Each time I go near a beauty parlor and see the
many young women engaged in making Mrs. Jones
more attractive to her husband, and Miss Brown
more appealing to her fiance, I wonder if these busy
young ladies ever stop to think that they owe their

jobs to the Joan Crawfords, Jean Harlows and
Norma Shearers of the screen. How many women
do not come out from a Crawford picture conscious
that they need a new permanent, or a manicure?

[Continued on page 55]



,*\OUSLy, MAGNIFICENTLY
AA

T/6f same mad-cap, riotous

spirit that set "My Man
Godfrey" apart from any

other picture makes this spec-

tacularmusicalDIFFERENT

from anything you've ever

seen! It tops them all!

Giant cast! . . Sparkling person-

alities! . . Seven songs by that

never-miss hit team, McHugh

and Adamson! . . Breath-

catching gowns! . . Fun, frivol-

ity, frenzy! . . Music, mad-wag-

gery, mirth and magnificence !

THE NEW UNIVERSAL PRESENTS

TOP OF THE TOWN
With a glittering galaxy of stage, screen and radio favorites including:

Doris Nolan • George Murphy • Hugh Herbert • Gregory Ratoff • Gertrude Niesen • Ella

Logan • Henry Armetta • Ray Mayer • Mischa Auer • The Three Sailors » Peggy Ryan

Gerald Oliver Smith • Jack Smart • Claude Gillingwater • Ernest Cossart

Directed by Ralph Murphy 'Associate Producer Lou Brock \

CHARLES R. ROGERS, Executive Producer

THE SCREEN HAS NEVER SEEN ANYTHING LIKE IT!

When Answering Advertisements, Please Mention March HOLLYWOOD 11



HERE'S SPECIAL WORK
OFFERING YOU* ••

A
NWEEK

and all of your own Dresses

FREE of a penny cost

No Experience or

Investment Needed
This offer is open to all women—
single or married—who need money
and are ambitious enough to accept

this easy way to set it. You just

represent the world's leading dress-

making plant—Fashion Frocks.

and BllOW the gorgeous new 1£)37

spring dresses to friends and
neighbors. It is Interesting, pleas-
ant work because all women love
to look at the emart new dress
styles and will be glad to give you
their orders—especially when

i a-

' i 1 1

you

a

up

_ .vithout *

ienny of cost, to wear and demon
trate. Send no money. Just mat
oupon for amazing free offer.

^126 LOVELIEST

many as
low as

Fashion Frocks styles this new
Spring Season are more ex-
quisite than ever. They are
last minute styles direct from
fashion headquarters in Paris
and Hollywood, and are worn and ap-
proved by some of the best dressed
Morie Stars, Fashion Frocks are na-
tionally advertised in all the big
women's magazines and are endorsed by
leading Fashion Editors. They are
never sold in stores, but by authorized
representatives only.

No House-to-House
Canvassing Necessary

Get details of our Special Plan
that enables you to get started
easily and quickly, without can-
vassing house-to-house. We will
help you build up a successful, per-
manent dress business—working full or
spare time—that pays you a good
regular income.

Send Free Coupon
Mail coupon at once for
this marvelous free oppor
tunity. Get the whole story
how you can make up to $23
or more in a week and get
your own dresses free of
any cost. No obligation
and no money necessary.
Rush coupon today,

FASHION FROCKS, INC.
Dept. RR-225. Cincinnati, Ohio

S^E
Sample

DRESSES YOU
CAN WEAR

ree ssr

mw
COUPON

Fashion Frocks, Inc.

Oept. RR-225, Cincinnati, 0.

Tell me how I can represent
Fashion Frocks—make up to
$23.00 in a week and get
sample dresses free to wear. I wear Size

Name

Address

City State

Hollywood's Charm School

(yiolivicoocl d/tJeaiiiv (2yJ)riejs
c c J

by iJ-inn ^l/ernon

Margot Grahame, glamorous Britisher under contract to RKO Studios, is one of screen-

land's true beauties, off-screen or on. You'll see her soon in Michael Strogoff

Olivia de Havilland is the first of the
younger stars to adopt the Joan of

Arc coiffure, which is the newest
trend predicted by Hollywood hairstylists.

The hair is worn in a long bob, either
straight or in loose waves, and turned
under at the ends in a single smooth roll.

The hairdress is equally good with or
without bangs, depending on the shape of

the face.

• Irene Dunne, when she takes her end-
of-the-day tub, covers her face with
cream because she finds the steam opens
the pores and permits the cream to pene-
trate. There is a supply of tissues handy
to remove excess cream while bathing.
Irene is also enthusiastic about the wash
cloths made like mitts which French
women use. A supply to fit your own hands
can easily be made of soft terry-cloth.

• Constance Bennett says her tapering
fingertips are the result of a daily
massage in warm oil. The oil softens the
cuticle, and while in this pliable state, the
fingertips can be coaxed into slenderness
by stroking lengthwise at the sides of the
nails.

• Presto chango! From coral to rust and
then to vermilion and wine reds is the
morning-to-dusk color scheme for finger-

nails of the cinema stars who cleverly tint

their nails to complement their costumes.
These lightning changes of nail polish

require a safe and reliable polish remover
to keep the nails in perfect condition (it's

not polish but harsh acetone removers that

cause dry, brittle nails) . A non-drying
polish remover containing beneficial oils

is now offered as a companion to the oily

cuticle remover of a famous manufacturer.
The oils of these mild-mannered prepara-
tions nourish the cuticle and nails and
keep them smooth and healthy no matter
how frequently the nails are redone. The
price is 35 cents each. Want the name?

• Joan Crawford has discarded all her
pumps and slippers and now wears only
open-toed sandals, ranging from flat heels

to very high. Joan favors rust toned polish

for her pedicure, or matches toenails to

fingernails in a vivid hue for evening.

• Ann Dvorak believes any girl can brush
her way to beauty and uses a dozen
brushes daily to prove it. There is a hair-

brush for those fifty valuable strokes night

and morning. A tiny stiff brush for

brushing the lashes up and down for a
minute or two before applying make-up,
to keep them smooth and glossy. A com-

[Continued on page 71]
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USSgfbs*
His "passport bride*' sicks the
Mexican gendarmes on Cary Grant

Grace's husband-
in - name - only
takes his marriage
too serio

GRACE MOORE
Heads Hit List in New Song-Filled Triumph,

"When You're In Love"

The "Whis-
tling Boy"
number is

a delight-
ful novelty

TWO thousand dollars for a husband!

That's the fee Louise Fuller, famed opera

star, paid a total stranger to marry her And
that's the start of one of the most scintillat-

ing, side-splitting romances I've ever laughed

through — Grace Moore's stunning new hit,

"When You're In Love", with Cary Grant

Of course, any film of Grace's is aces with

me. But "When You're In Love" is even sev-

eral notches better, to my way of thinking,

than "One Night of Love" or "The King

Steps Out"
The star who started a new style in song-

films hits somenewvocal
highs in music numbers
by Jerome Kern and
Dorothy Fields, which
include the soon-to-be-y

(.famous "Our Song"
The cast is loaded for /

('comedy with such nota-

bles as Cary Grant, Aline ;

MacMahon, Luis AI-
berni, Henry Stephen-

By RUSSELL
PATTERSON

son, Catherine Doucet, and Thomas Mitchell.

Robert Riskin, as I've already hinted,

delivered a fun-packed, fast-moving screen

play, and followed it up with the smartest

kind of direction, in collaboration with Harry
Lachman. And Columbia Pictures have
treated their talented star to an elaborate

production that hits scenic highspots from
New York to Mexico.

You can say I said that Grace Moore in

"When You're In Love" is my favorite

amusement of the month. It's way out in

front of the February hit parade.
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FREDERICS offers the most important
beauty discovery since the advent of
the curling iron—a Wireless Perma-

nent Wave. Produces Permanently beauti-
ful waves—INSTANTLY—IS V 11 K \ LLY—
without intense Eleetrieal Heat—without
harsh Chemical Heat—without hair-
pulling wires — without any discomfort.
Sounds unbelievable — impossible — but
it's true.

Send your name and address toDep.TF.
E. Frederics, Inc., 235-2-17 East 45th Street,

New York City
—for a list of
Authorized
Frederics Salons
who give Fred-
erics "Vita Tonic
and Yitroa
Wireless Perma-
nents. We will also
Bend you sample
Vita Tonic and
Yitron Magic
Shield WirelessWrap-
pers to take with you
when going for your
FredericsPermanent.
Make sure that only
these Genuine Fred-
erics Wrappers are
used on your hair.

For a natural wave—a permanently beautiful—soft,

lasting wave,demand a FredericsH7
irelessPermanent

~fi*@elei*ics
VITA-TOHIC^«WITROH

WIRELESS

They're Off at Santa Anita!

-Fazccett Photos by Rhodes

They're off at Santa Anita! And filmdom's race horse owners and those who only try to

pick winners are flocking to the million-dollar plant a few miles from Hollywood. Just how

popular racing is in California is attested by the great banks of motor cars parked beyond

the paddock where enthusiasts get close-ups of fine horseflesh

Helen Vinson and her husband, Fred Perry,

check over the program to see which horses

they like for the next race. Fred thinks it's

a "racquet" and no doubt Helen agrees with him

It looks as if Oliver Hardy had picked a

money horse, but then a fellow's luck is bound

to be good once in a while. Hal Roach, his

film boss, is a Santa Anita executive, too

Al Jolson seems highly pleased as he watches

his choice round the turn, but wifey, Ruby

Keeler, looks a bit puzzled. Evidently she didn't

rely on Al's ability as a picker

Honeymooners at a horse race. Gail Patrick

and her new husband, Bob Cobb, of Brown

Derby fame, are watching 'em run at Santa

Anita. Happy? You guess

14 Accept No Substitutes! Always Insist on the Advertised Brand!
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THROUGH THE DAY USE TANGEE...WATCH THE BLUSH-ROSE
SHADE OF YOUTH APPEAR 'S*±~

• Tangee's magic Color Change Prin-

ciple gives your lips the soft, natural

glow of youth. Orange in the stick,

Tangee changes on your lips to the one

shade of blush-rose most becoming to

you. Paris says, "A painted look is not

in keeping with fashions of today."

Tangee isn't paint and cannot give you

a "painted look".

Use Tangee Rouge, too, for it also

contains the magic Color Change Prin-

ciple . . . gives you natural beauty. It

brings youthful color to your cheeks.

THROUGH THE NIGHT . . TANGEE LIPSTICK'S SPECIAL
CREAM BASE SOFTENS AND PROTECTS YOUR LIPS

• Tangee your lips before you go to

bed. Tangee Natural Lipstick's spe-

cial cream base protects and soothes,

keeps lips from chapping, drying.

Doesn't come off on bed linens. Awake

with smooth, softly tinted lips instead

of a faded "morning look". Do not con-

fuse Tangee with ordinary cosmetics

you must remove at bedtime.

Try Tangee. Two sizes, 39tf and $1.10.

Or send the coupon below for Tangee's

24-Hour Miracle Make-Up Set.

T|

World's Most Famous Lipstick

ENDS THAT PAINTED LOOK

beware of substitutes ! There is only one
Tangee—don t let anyone switch you. Be sure to

ask for tangee natural. If you prefer more
color for evening wear, ask for Tangee Theatrical.

"24-HOUR MIRACLE MAKE-UP SET"
The Geokge W. Luft Company F-37
417 Filth Avenue, New York City

Rush "24-Hour Miracle Make-Up Set" of miniature Tangee
Lipstick. Rouge Compact. Creme Rouge, Face Powder. I enclose

lOc" (stamps or coin). (150 in Canada).

Po"d
k

er

S
Desfred D Flesh D Rac,,el D L!Sht Rachel

$@ ADDKESS-
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\^J ^\1LX ' Movie Crossword Puzzle

!

lQf\y Test Your Film Knowledge!

Ed.lh Fcllo-.-Poiomo.nl S

Home Made
i^Jce Cream!

Just mention HOME-MADE Ice Cream
— and see young eyes sparkle and

chubby mouths water! There's nothing

youngsters love so much as the whole-

some nourishing ice cream that's made
right at home . . . that they themselves

can help to make!

Give your children the same delicious

treat you enjoyed as a little girl. Today
it's so easy! You'll be amazed when you

see how fast the new 1937 Freezers

freeze. These modern freezers take only

ten minutes to freeze enough delicious

ice cream for the whole family!

"Have a party" for the children— they

enjoy it. Pure, wholesome home-made
ice cream builds growing bodies. Your

hardware dealer will show you the latest

freezers. Both hand and electric style

are very inexpensive.

BUY A FREEZER
at your

HARDWARE OR DEPARTMENT
STORE

24.

26.

29.

30.

31.

33.

36.

39.

41.

43.

44.

45.

46.

47.

49.

50.

52.

54.
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ACROSS

Mary Pickford's fiance. 1.

He has lead in The Plough and the Stars. 2.

Movie trailers, etc. (abbr.). 3.

Part of Frank Shield's tennis equipment. 4.

Couldn't Have Happened. 6.

The Case of the Black . ' •

Initials of Mrs. Xorntan Foster. 8.

The Rex Bell ranch is in this state. 9.

Nickname of actor who portrayed Old Hutch. 11.

Edward Xugent (init.).

You saw him in The Gay Desperado. 14.

Jean Hersholt portrayed one in Reunion

(abbr.). 15.

Mrs. Eddie Cantor.

19 Across was born on this date in April. lo*

Initials of English star who portrayed 17.

Rembrandt. —
State in which Ann Sothern was born (abbr.).

Ramona. 24.Claire Brey was Marda

Pronoun used in Biblical films.

Mickey Rooney is one.

First word of many movie titles.

Revolt the Zombies.

Dixie Dunbar's birthplace (abbr.).

Mr. Aherne's initials.

He was Dodszvorth.

Here Comes .

Miss Nagel's initials.

Term used by directors to indicate scene is

over.

Bruce Cabot's native state (abbr.).

That bazooka player.

The talkative Tracy.

Whose role was that o£ Theodora

Goes Wild?

Garbo's leading man in Camille.

Theodora

DOWN
She plays opposite Muni in The Good Earth.

Jane Withers comes from this state (abbr.).

Star of Come and Get It.

Initials of Marlene Dietrich's husband.

Love the Run.

Character actor whose first name is Charles.

Initials of late Miss Todd.

First name of 55 Across.

Michael Whalen was born in this state

(abbr.).

I.iH Damita was born on this date in Sep-

tember.

Richard Cromwell was born in this state

(abbr.).

in a Crowd.

His last name is Silvers.

Henry Fonda is Margaret Sullavan's

husband.

Fred MacMurray's birthplace (abbr.).

Cain Mabel.

The King Steps .

They made Ben Turpin famous (sing.).

English actor who was Romeo.

Activity which movie cameras photograph.

Initials of heroine of White Hunter.

Mrs. Allan Jones.

You saw her in Come and Get It.

Popular term for constant movie goer.

Kind of lights used on film sets.

What players do while cameras grind.

His last name is Lyon.

Give This Night.

Barry Norton (init.).

Can This Dixie?

Matcrnclle was a French film.

Initials of one generally paired with Cecilia
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She has if...

amfgoodsense, ioo

Cuh/detteColbert
STAR OF PARAMOUNT'S

"Maid of Salem"

She keeps her complexion
exquisite—guards against

Cosmetic Skin—with this

simple care . . •

USE COSMETICS? Of course I do," says

lovely Claudette Colbert. "But I always

use Lux Toilet Soap!"

9 out of 10 other lovely screen stars use this

famous soap. Lux Toilet Soap guards against

Cosmetic Skin— enlarged pores, tiny blemishes.

Its ACTIVE lather goes deep into the pores,

thoroughly removes dust, dirt, stale cosmetics.

Use Lux Toilet Soap before you renew make-
up during the day, ALWAYS before you go to

bed. "Soft, smooth skin is very important to

charm!" says Claudette Colbert.

When Answering Advertisements, Please Mention March HOLLYWOOD 17



"7 Keep My Hair Soft and Golden with Marchand's Golden

Hair Wash/' says Miss Madeleine Frick, of Norfolk, Va.

TYPICAL of the many girls who have become more popular with sunny,
golden hair. Miss Frick was chosen February winner of MARCHAND'S

BLONDE-OF-THE-MONTH Contest. Says Miss Frick, "My whole appearance
is fresher — brighter — since I use Marchand's Golden Hair Wash."

You, too, now can gain this popularity. Rinse your hair with Marchand's
Golden Hair Wash, and yourself have sunny hair friends admire.

BLONDES— Is dull, faded or streaked hair robbing you of the youthful, lively

charm blonde hair can give? Enjoy a more fascinating appearance now. To
keep your hair bright and golden always rinse with Marchand's.

BRUNETTES — To add an alluring lustrous sheen to your hair just rinse with
Marchand's. You will be -amazed at the improvement in your whole appear-
ance. Or if you wish, using Marchand's full strength you can lighten your hair

to any golden shade and become an appealing blonde.

BLONDES AND BRUNETTES — Use Marchand's also to make "superfluous"
hair on arms, legs or face unnoticeable. Keep dainty and alluring all oyer with
Marchand's. Start today! Get a bottle of Marchand's Golden Hair Wash at

any drug store. Use it tonight, at home.

WANT TO WIN A FREE VISIT TO NEW YORK?
For details see folder inside your package of Marchand's Golden Hair Wash.
Ask your druggist. Or use coupon below.

MARCHAND"'
r O L D E.N HAIR W A

ASK YOUR DRUGGIST FOR MARCHAND'S TODAY, OR USE THIS COUPON

MARCHAND'S GOLDEN HAIR WASH, 521 West 23rd St., NEW YORK CITY
Please let me try for myself the SUNNY, GOLDEN EFFECT of Marchand's
Golden Hair Wash. Enclosed 50 cents (use stamps, coin or money order as con-
venient) for a full-sized bottle.

Name .

Address

City ...State f. p. 337

Hollywood Newsreel
(Continue*! from img'e eight)

"Now I lay me—," but why go on when you
know what Sybil Jason, Warner Bros.' starlet,

is saying just before she hops into bed. Snipper,

her Scottie, seems a bit less religious. Come
on, pup, close those eyes, this is a prayer

Dietrich and her husband are very much
in love and their devotion to Maria, their

little girl, is mutual.

Private Number?

Believe It Or Not, a private telephone
number that but four people in Hollywood
knew was announced to the entire nation
a few weeks ago.

If you saw Go West, Young Man, you
may remember that Warren William, ar-
guing with Mae West in the picture, grabs
a telephone and asks for a certain number
in Hollywood.

Well, that was actually the number of

Mae's private phone in her Ravenswood
Apartment home.
But you need not try calling her up. The

number was hurriedly changed the day
after the picture was previewed.

Filmites Seek Big Purse

With All The past hullabaloo about
Hollywood filmites having entered horses
in the big Santa Anita handicap, the actual

entry list, recently published, disclosed

but four horses entered by filmdom's
elect.

William Le Baron, Joe E. Brown, Bing
Crosby and Carmen Pantages, wife of

John Considine, producer, are the only
ones who actually have horses entered in

the big $100,000 handicap.
Raoul Walsh, director, has sent a horse

from England to enter the Derby, too.

He Kissed Garbo

Greta Garbo, during the making of

Camille, drove into the Metro studio in

her car and as she alighted John
Barrymore, who was standing near talking

to a director, walked toward her car,

helped her out and greeted her by
throwing his arms around her and kissing

her.

Garbo took it in stride, laughed a bit

and then walked to her dressing room
and—locked the door.
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because of the 3-way

protection of Kotex

o CANTCHAFl The sides of Kotex

are cushioned in a special, soft, downy cotton to prevent chafing

and irritation. Thus Wondersoft Kotex provides lasting comfort

and freedom. But sides only are cushioned — the center surface

is free to absorb.

e CAHIfAIL The filler of Kotex

actually 5 TIME S more absorbent than cotton. A special

"Equalizer" center guides moisture evenly the whole length of the

pad. Gives "body' but not bulk— prevents twisting and roping.

© DANTSHOWThe rounded ends of

Kotex are flattened and tapered to provide absolute invisibil-

ity. Even the sheerest dress, the closest-fitting gown, reveals

no tell-tale lines or wrinkles.

3 TYPES OF KOTEX ALL AT THE SAME LOW PRICE—
Regular, Junior, and Super— for different women, different days.

WONDERSOFT KOTEX
A SANITARY NAPKIN
made from Cellucotton (not cotton)
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good news for

people

LT is now common
knowledge that the three foremost things

in restoring lost weight are food. . .diges-

tive juices. . .and red-blood-cells.

Digestive juices of the stomach make use

of the food you eat . . . red-blood-cells aid in

turning the digested food into firm flesh.

S.S.S. Tonic is of great benefit in both.

S.S.S. Tonic whets the appetite. Foods
taste better. . .natural digestive juices are

stimulated and finally the very food you
eat is of more body value. A very impor-
tant step back to health.

"(Forget about underweight worries it you
are deficient in stomach digestive juices

and red-blood-cells. . .just take S.S.S. Tonic
immediately before each meal. Shortly you
will be delighted with the way you will

feel... your friends will compliment you
on the way you will look.

S.S.S. Tonic is especially designed to build

sturdy health. . .its remarkable value is

time tried and scientifically proven. . .that's

why it makes you feel like yourself again.

At all drug stores in two convenient sizes. The
large size at a saving in price. There is no substi-

tute for this time tested remedy. No ethical drug-
gist will suggest something "just as good."

Hollywood Youngstars

By Phyllis Fraser
(A Telling Actress)

—Fawcctt Photo by Rhodes
One of those intimate little affairs for which Hollywood is famous was the party given by
Gene Raymond for his best girl—Jeanet+e MacDonald. Of the 300 or more who attended,

here is an eating group—Fredric March, Glenda Farrell, James Stewart and Anita Louise.

The latter two met for the' first time at this party and now they are meeting often

VINTON HAWORTH has given
Hollywood another embarrassing
moment to add to our ever growing

list. During the filming of That Girl From
Paris, Vin, the director, and the prop boy
were sitting around talking while the
cameras were lining up for the next scene
when one of them noticed an attractive

girl entering the stage, and commented on
it. They all looked at her, agreed she was
very pretty, and resumed their conversa-
tion only to be interrupted by the girl

asking Vin if she could speak to him for
a moment.
He said, "Certainly!" and excused him-

self. As they walked away the girl asked,
"do you remember me?" "Well," VLn
admitted, "your face does seem familiar,

but I can't recall your name." "It's

Florence Haworth," she said, "and I'm
your ex-wife." To say that Vin was very
embarrassed is putting it mildly!

The Andy Devine's are expecting an-
other bit of Devineness at their home . . .

Eleanor Whitney was in the middle of a
cafe fight recently and had to be carried
out because she got hysterical . . . Paula
Stone is busy shopping for baby pens . . .

for her baby Dane pup that Dennis Moore
gave her for Christmas . . . Carlyle Moore,
Jr., and Bert Kalmar, Jr., get together and
exchange stories about their experiences
and when they've finished make the other
guess which is true.

Success Stories . . . Bill Corson, new
RKO player, lived in Hollywood for

years, but failed to get even a peek in at

the studios. Finally in desperation he so-
journed to New York, where a talent scout

saw him and immediately gained for him
a movie contract. You'll soon see him in
Coast Patrol.

Lee Bowman, young Paramount player,
who looks like Fredric March, says all his

good luck is coming at once. Within a
month he met Anne Shirley and started
taking her out and was assigned an im-
portant role in Internes Can't Take
Money.

The poem this month is contributed by
Barbara Pepper, siren of the screen. I asked
her to write a poem and she handed me
one of the loveliest I've ever read. Un-
fortunately it was too long for these pages,
so she wrote us a shorter one. If you like

it write Barbara in care of the RKO stu-
dios and tell her, because writing is one
of her burning ambitions.

HOLLYWOOD BOULEVARD
by

Barbara Pepper

Hollywood Boulevard is like any
other street,

It's tawdry, and noisy, and not very
neat,

But its name and its fortune so easily

came,
Because it is trod by stars of great

fame.

Boys and girls the world over, hold
hands in the theatre. Some stars in Holly-
wood do, and others don't. On the "do"
list are Paula Stone and Dennis Moore, and
the newlyweds, Grace Durkin and Bill

Henry. Robert Taylor and Barbara Stan-

wyck, whose romance keeps gossipers in a

Accept No Substitutes! Always Insist on the Advertised Brand!
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constant dither, saying, "it's on—or it's

off!", don't hold hands during a show, but
sit with their hands clasped in their laps

. . . Incidentally Bob does quite a bit of

jiggling in his seat, but no one bothers to

glare at him, when they find out who he
is . . . Johnny Downs and Cecilia Parker
are another couple on the "don't" list, but
perhaps it's because they are both in love

with someone else.

Pickups: . . . Eric Linden can be de-
pended upon to give a fine performance
in any picture he appears in, but can't be
depended upon ever to keep a social en-
gagement . . . Eleanore Whitney recently
made a trip to Chicago and when she re-

turned had a diamond ring on her left

hand and led everyone to believe she was
engaged, until finally the story was picked
up by all the papers, then Eleanore quickly
denied it, and said she couldn't understand
where the rumor started. Really,
Eleanore? . . . Jack Dunn, the English ice

skater, has been under contract to Uni-
versal for eight months and has yet to

work in a picture. Recently, he hurried
around to his friends and invited them all

to visit him on the set during the filming

of Hippodrome. They all accepted and
asked when they might come. "Well,"
Jack said, "I'm going to start work in

about three months ... I just found out
today." . . . Who said the English haven't
a sense of humor? . . . Bert Kalmar Jr.

who by profession is an actor, drew pic-
tures of his friends for Christmas gifts that

almost speak to you from the canvas, they
are so good . . . The whole younger set,

has taken a game called Tripoly to their

hearts and can be found playing it nearly
every night around someone's fire place

. . . John Howard Payne has been given a
nickname by his acquaintances . . . notice
I didn't say friends, which we can't print

here . . . they say he earned it because
since his success in Dodsworth. his hats
are too small to fit his head.

-Fawcett Photo by Rhodes
Anne Shirley and Paula Stone drink a toast
to their host, Gene Raymond, who was too
busy to be photographed while hosting his

party to Jeanette MacDonald. His portrait
was a pinch-hitter for Gene h
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During Colds adopt the

KLEENEX
HABIT
in your office!

• When sniffles start, put aside handkerchiefs

and adopt the Kleenex Habit! It saves noses,

saves money and reduces handkerchief wash-

ing. Kleenex Tissues tend to retain germs,

thus check colds from spreading to others.

Simply use each tissue just once— then des-

troy, germs and all.

Once you have Kleenex handy in your

desk, you'll find the Kleenex Habit makes
many tasks far easier—jusr as it does at home!

Keep Kleenex in Every Room.
Save Steps— Time — Money

To remove face creams and cos-
metics . . . To apply powder,
rouge . . . To dust and polish . .

.

For the baby. ..And in the car—
to wipe hands, windshield and

greasy spots.

So uaste! So mess.'

Pull a tissue — the
next one pops up

ready for use !

KLEENEX
A disposable tissue made of

Cellucotton (not cotton)

Hollywood Stars flash meteorically
into the sky, twinkle momentarily,
then dip into the all-enfolding arms

of obscurity. But a rock which stands
against the floodtide of all-obliterating

time is Sid Grauman, star-maker of

Hollywood. With his magic eye the
creator of many a career, he stands age-
lessly, watching them come and watching
them go.

When the stars are at the dazzling
acme of their circuits they come to Sid
Grauman's show palace, the Chinese
Theatre on Hollywood Boulevard. There
they press their hand and footprints and
write their names into a square of soggy
cement. It hardens, and they have left

their stamp on cold concrete. There it

will stand, testifying to the memory of

one-time greatness, after displacement by
the movie idols of tomorrow.
Who is this movieland maestro who

many years ago as a young man marched
into Hollywood and found there an infant

industry, known at that time (by any who
knew about it) as the nickelodeon indus-
try'' Come with the writer and lunch
with Sid Grauman in his present home,
the Ambassador Hotel, and discover who
this man is.

Age is tucked invisibly away behind
the youthful smile of this wiry little man,
who will slap you on the back be you
great or small. And if on your day he is

in a particularly chipper mood you had
best be on guard, for Hollywood's skilled

and noted practical jokers include not one
who has ever outsmarted Sid Grauman.
Graying hair depletes not one whit the
dynamic energy or the impression of
freshness which dominates Sir Sid, whose
voice can get through the private secre-
tary of any big name in Hollywood and
command the immediate attention of the
mite or mogul who Sid then hails by his

first name.
When Sid Grauman was a boy he dem-

onstrated the two predominant charac-
teristics which were to make him Holly-
wood's greatest showman. His love of
color and adventure sent him to Alaska
with the gold rush. His lightning-quick
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Al Jolson, who worked for Sid Grauman on

the stage for $60 a week years ago, puts

his hands and feet in the soft cement at

Grauman's Chinese Theatre forecourt, while

Sir Sid looks on and Jean Kloessner, Holly-

wood's only velvet-smocked cement finisher,

shows Al how it's done

business acumen led him to sell San Fran-
cisco newspapers for $1 each while others
strained their backs prospecting.
The show business claimed its own

when Grauman returned to the Golden
Gate. He joined his father, D. J. Grauman,
as co-operator of a dime vaudeville house.
Tragedy is the proved manufacturer of

greatness. Cruel blows of fate constitute

the mill from which mighty careers are
ground. Grauman and son were flattened

by the catastrophe of 1906. But the San
Francisco earthquake started two modern
colossuses. One was the new San Fran-
cisco. The other was Sid Grauman, master
showman.
With the fire still burning, the Graumans

pitched a tent on a rented lot on Fillmore
Street. With cataclysmic ruins piled high
everywhere to mock the ghost of old San
Francisco, that city's gallant population
forgot its woes by filing into this im-
provised tent theatre. Its advertised at-

traction reflected true Grauman show-
manship.

"In here nothing will fall on you in case

of an earthquake."

+
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This scarcely needs explanation, except to point out that Mary Pickford "made her mark" in

the Chinese Theatre forecourt as one of the first to be so honored, shortly after Sid Grauman
opened the film theatre showplace of Hollywood. More than half of the cement squares in

the forecourt now hold prints of the famous of filmdom
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In this debris-surrounded canvas Sid
made his debut as a star-maker. His first

star was an unknown youth named
Al Jolson, who performed at $60 a week
for a half-year. "Even then," Grauman
tells, "Jolson was a great artist. San
Francisco acclaimed him the greatest in

the world. He is a natural in pictures, too."

Later in an auto show on the same spot
Al Jolson was paid $25,000 for one week
of personal appearances.
Joe E. Brown, opening his career as a

headliner at the theatre of the Graumans,
was even in that day very sensational.

Grauman calls him "a really schooled per-
former with exceptional versatility. He
was dancer, acrobat, bare-back rider, and
comedian." The wide-mouthed one styled
that show-house where his blazing career
was ignited "the boiler factory" because it

featured seventeen shows daily. Before
each show he would say, "Let's put in
another rivet."

Another Grauman product later to

ascend to Hollywood's peak of cinema
fame was Jesse L. Lasky, co-founder of

Paramount Pictures and long a leading
producer of leading motion picture epics.

With his sister, Lasky did an act which
brought in $60 a week between them. The
Laskys had an express wagon full of

musical instruments and dressed as
Russian Hussars.
One week a magician was among the

acts played at the Grauman 'Frisco the-
atre. It seems his feminine "stooge"

—

only they did not call them "stooges" in
that day—had deserted him. He needed
a good looking miss to hold the hat from
which he extracted rabbits and to hand
him his paraphernalia of legerdemain, so
the junior Grauman started scouting for
one. A girl named Bessie Allen applied
for the job and was hired. A night or so
later she whispered in the Grauman ear
that her sister needed work, and why not
make the magic turn almost super-colossal
by having two girls work with the disciple

of the black arts. Grauman agreed and
the other Allen girl's name was Grace.
The Gracie Allen of Burns and Allen
radio and screen fame today.
The Grauman enterprise, pere et fils,

migrated to San Jose and opened the
memorable Grauman's Unique Theatre.
Sid had his eye cocked for a singer for

[Continued on page 60]

Joe E. Brown wishes Sid Grauman success "with

all my sole," as he fixes his prints in the
Chinese Theatre forecourt, with Jean Kloessner

as artistic director of the activity
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THE LOVE STORY WHICH CHANGED THE DESTINY OF AN

EMPIRE! THE PICTURE THE WORLD IS WAITING FOR!

. . . Direct from its sensational $2.00

runs in Hollywood and New York!
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The critics agree ...its ringing TWICE
for you

!

"Hittraction!" cheers Walter Winchell!

"Huzzahs for 'Lloyds'!" shouts N. Y. Sun !

"Exciting as a bugle ca!l!"applaudsTi me:

SIR GUY STANDING -TYRONE POWER
C. Aubrey Smith • Virginia Field

AND A MAMMOTH CAST
Directed by Henry King

Associate Producer Kennetfi Macgowan

Darryi F. Zanuck
In Charge of Productionin i_,narge 01 rroducnon
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Behind the News

How Fate Tricked Ross Alexander!

For a Full memory-strewn
year Ross Alexander was the
judge, the spectator—and the

prize—in the strangest race that

ever was run under the gleaming
lights of Hollywood. It was a race
between stardom and boredom—
boredom not of the simple kind,

but the utter, futile mental weari-
ness of a man who was tired of life.

The race waxed hot against the
gleam of Hollywood's Aurora, and
came to an end in the darkness of

a hay loft far from the film town's
glitter. Armed with a small
calibre revolver, Ross Alexander
left Anne Nagel, his second wife,

sitting in the parlor of their ranch
home, and strode out into the
darkness. He chose the dark and
lonely way of suicide rather than
the bright road of film success. A
single shot in the temple brought
the end.

Why Fatal Decision!

Why did Alexander kill himself
in the barn of his Encino ranch?
He left no note to prove conjectures, but
knowledge of the last year of his brief life

suggests an answer that stirs no argument.
Turn the calendar back with us to

December 6, 1935. Alexander then was
living with his first wife, Aleta Freile, on
Woodrow Wilson Drive in the Hollywood
Hills overlooking the town.
On that date Alexander rushed to the

phone, sent a hurry call to the homicide
squad of the police department. Officers

sirened through the streets, arrived at the
actor's home to find the prostrate form of

his wife in the yard, fatally shot.

There is no doubt that Ross was broken-
hearted. He had no explanation for the

apparent suicide. He had heard a shot,

An Introvert who looxe

Alexander In this pose

even less tangible than

J too long Into the way of

would seem to be dwelling

the smoke that rises from r

No longer will Anne Nagel, his bride of three

months, wave a greeting to Hollywood's "lone

wolf mystery man" at the gate to their palatial

ranch home near Encino, Calif.
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and had found her dying when he ran out-
side. Friends assumed there might have
been a lover's quarrel that had brought
pretty Aleta the thought of suicide.

Aleta's father, Dr. William Freile, of

Jersey City, N. J., came west upon receiv-
ing word of the tragedy and demanded a
thorough investigation by the coroner. A
week after her death an official suicide

verdict was returned.
Prominent friends of the family in New

Jersey were still unsatisfied, however, and
a new investigation was made. When the
report was filed it upheld the findings of

the previous investigation.

For weeks to come Alexander appeared
profoundly depressed, but he threw him-
self harder than ever into his work at

Warner Brothers studio.

He had many acquaintances but not in-
timates. He was friendly and cheerful
with everyone on the set while making a
picture. Some people thought of him as
the most light-hearted person on the job.

But they only knew him as an actor.

When twilight would come to Holly-
wood Ross Alexander became a lone wolf.

He would wander away in the dark, often
to spend his evenings out of sight of his

fellow men. When he did appear around
them, his lifted glass was not so much a
gay cocktail as it was a toast to a memory
tugging at his heart.

Melancholy Gradually Lifts

The ensuing weeks gradually lifted the
weight of the melancholy Alexander had
felt. He got bigger, more important roles

at the studio. Rumors were already float-

ing around that one day soon Ross would
be starred in films.

Then, after completing several films,

Ross was cast with Anne Nagle in Here
Comes Carter. That was last summer. In
September they eloped to Yuma, Ariz.,

and were married.
This event opened a new phase of his

remarkable career. Warner Brothers went
into production with the musical film,

Ready, Willing and Able. Alexander was
to be given equal billing with Ruby
Keeler. Critics on the whole felt that he

was heading toward great achieve-
ments.
The studio kept Alexander so

busy that he and his bride found
it impossible to go on a honey-
moon. His closer friends (all of

whom took a greater interest in

him than he did in them) hoped
that his second marriage would
bring an end to the despondency
he had been showing. Their
hopes, however, were to be in

vain.

Never Mixed Much

The young couple occasionally
bobbed up at night in some supper
club where they would have a few
cocktails, then disappear as quietly

as they appeared.
At their ranch home they had

many forms of amusement handy
—a swimming pool, a badminton

life, Ross court and a volley ball court. But
on things the gay younger set of Hollywood
is cigaret seldom gladdened the shady courts

of the ranch.
On December 6, unknown to

most people, Ross Alexander made the
first move to indicate stardom had lost the

race to boredom. It was the first anni-
versary of Aleta's suicide. On that date
he ordered his butler-chauffeur, Cornelius
Stevenson, to bring him his pistol.

Stevenson, fearing Alexander was again
overcome by grief, refused to give up the

gun. They struggled while Alexander
attempted to insert three shells in the re-

volver. Finally the actor became calm.
During Christmas vacation his parents,

Mr. and Mrs. Alexander Ross Smith, of

Rochester, N. Y., came to visit the young
married couple. Ross appeared to have
overcome the moroseness he had shown

[Continued on page 77]

The brief romance of Ross Alexander and Anne
Nagel budded and blossomed when they played

together before the cameras for the first time

in Warner Bros.' Here Comes Carter
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Behind the News

Luise Rainer Goes Internationale!

Iuise Rainer, the Viennese girl Holly-
wood ceased trying to figure out long

-J ago. surprised the prophets, even her
own studio, by becoming Mrs. Clifford

Odets right after the holidays as this issue

of Hollywood Magazine was being readied
for the press. Those supposed to be in

the know at Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, and
others who set themselves up as prophets
in the private affairs of screen celebrities,

sensed and insisted that when Luise took
a vacation in New York after finishing

months of work in Good Earth, she was
to meet a mysterious European admirer
with whom her name often had been
linked and then decide whether she would
marry and leave the screen.

Ever since Luise Rainer, as a sixteen-
year-old girl, stepped on to a bare Dus-
seldorf stage for her first audition, she has
done as she pleases when she wants to

and does not reason why. No one in

Hollywood ever knew much about Luise
because she doesn't know herself, if one
is to believe fairly well-grounded reports.

Thus when she headed for Gotham, those
who did feel the young Viennese actress

was unsettled in America, waited and lis-

tened for weeks for some word that would
bear out their prognostications. They had
heard of one great love during her early
stage success in Europe, a romance cut
short by death. There were rumors of

another that followed before she came to

Hollywood and soared to film renown via

her first picture, Escapade, later in The
Great Ziegfeld.

Keeps Actions Veiled

But no word, romantic or otherwise,
came. Rumors were rife that she never
went to New York at all, but after weeks
of silence, she came back, suffering from
a throat infection. Paler, slighter, per-
haps more soulful than the tawny-haired,
bright-eyed, whimsical Luise they had
known, she came back laughing at what
some styled a mystery vacation.

She speaks freely enough with inti-

mates, but she can't see why, being a mo-
tion picture actress qualifies one to deal
out advice, opinions and personal experi-
ences. She was queried about the vaca-
tion. Said she went to New York, saw
shows, visited the Group Theatre, even
joined the latter's dancing class. She did
mention that her escort to theatres and
other places had been Clifford Odets, the
author of Communist plays, whose Awake
and Smg rocketed him from extreme
poverty to success in Manhattan less than
two years ago and who found Hollywood
then eager for his services.

Met Odets on Set

She met Odets when he came on The
Great Ziegjeld set during the time he was
doing the script for The General Died at

Dawn. Theirs seemed just a casual ac-
quaintance, but apparently something
happened while they were together in

New York to light the fires of romance.
From New York Luise went to Con-

necticut where she took a house and began
a long-deserved rest after her arduous
work in Good Earth. When reporters
pierced the veil of her secrecy, she fled

the house and in so doing caught a cold
that brought on the throat infection, which
put her in a New York hospital. After a
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week there sans improvement, she boarded
a plane for California, against advice of

her physician.
The trip was a nightmare. Stabs of

pain came with increasing frequency and
the passengers, all men, expressed sym-
pathy for the "poor little foreign girl."

Some gave up their seats in the plane that
she might lie down and rest. At Kansas
City they begged her to leave the plane,

but she was adamant in her refusal and
she was met at a Los Angeles airport by
an ambulance.
Again Hollywood was abashed. Had

Luise Rainer married while away? Where
was the man? When she had recovered
sufficiently to be questioned Luise said:

"All those rumors are nonsense. I am
not married. I did not go to New York
to make any romantic decision. I am glad
to be back in my quiet home, this time
to rest."

Perhaps until Luise Rainer and
Clifford Odets went to the Los Angeles
County Hall of Records to get a marriage
license, this girl that puzzled Hollywood
could not honestly have told them she
would marry. Even the studio did not
know their intention until newshawks
phoned to say application for a license had
been made. Then, a public wedding was
on the taboo list. There would be only
a civil ceremony at her Brentwood home,
with only two witnesses—Lewis Milestone
and his wife—Luise decreed.

\Continued on page 73]

With sangfroid comparable to that with which

she might have announced she had just ac-

quired a new chapeau, Luise Rainer (above)

told studio attaches she and Clifford Odets
(below) playwright, had taken out a license

to marry. Even those supposed to be in the

know about the Viennese were surprised
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1,000 DOLLARS IN CASH AWARDS

CHOOSE YOUR FAVORITE STAR!
How Would You like to get $15 a word

for telling why your favorite film

star appeals to you? This amount,
perhaps more, is to be paid the winner
of first prize in our SCREEN STAR
POPULARITY CONTEST. One thousand
dollars will be distributed in an effort to

discover who deserves top rating in the
screen world.
America's No. 1 star designation is a

coveted goal among screen celebrities.

How best to arrive at who should wear
such a crown brought forth many sugges-
tions. It was decided that you, and you,
and you will elect the screen's No. 1 fav-
orite—and ONE THOUSAND DOLLARS
IN CASH will be paid for that effort.

Voters are asked to ballot FOR THE
PLAYER THEY LIKE BEST, not for
the PLAYER THEY THINK MOST
POPULAR. When the ballots have been
counted the world will know who really
IS the most popular player on the screen,
because he or she will be chosen by those
who are the life and blood of the box
offices—the reader fans of the world.
There may be a landslide for someone

not now in the BIG NAME CLASS! The
aggregate vote is expected to be a reliable
indication of what player the picture fans
admire most—not because of big adver-
tising campaigns put behind him or her.
but because the chosen favorite has "that
something" which makes their work ring
true.

NEVER HAS THERE BEEN A MORE
SIMPLE CONTEST! All you have to do
is fill in the ballot provided for you on
this page and mail it to: SCREEN STAR
POPULARITY CONTEST EDITOR,
7046-H Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood.
Calif. When you fill out the ballot the
judges ask that you tell—IN TWENTY
WORDS OR LESS—why you have se-
lected the player you like best. For
example:

"I vote for because he
gives sincerity to every role he plays."

"I cast my ballot for

PRIZES

$1,000 n C ssh

64 Big Prizes

First Prize $300
Second Prize 200
Third Priie 100

Fourth Priie 50

Fifth Prizes:

Ten Prizes of 10

Sixth Prizes:

Fifty Prizes of . 5

because by action and word she makes
the picture as real as life."

Of course, the foregoing quotations are
only examples and must not be used.
And now about the ONE THOUSAND

DOLLARS in prizes!

Awards will be made those contestants
supplying the best and most novel reasons
for voting as they do. In no case may
your reasons exceed twenty words. You
may be able to express your preference
in less than twenty words, in which case,

should you win first prize the payment
will be more than $15 per word.
THE ENTRY CHOSEN AS THE BEST

will be awarded the $300 prize, regardless
of the final standing of player to which it

refers. The second best reason given for

favoring any player will take the second
prize of $200. The third best expression
will take the third prize of $100, and so

on down through the list until SIXTY-
FOUR PRIZES have been awarded.
Why not send your ballot in right now?

Vote for the film player you like best,

and tell why you like him or her to the
exclusion of all others. Be original in

expressing your preference, but REMEM-
BER, YOUR CHANCES OF WINNING
WILL NOT BE ENHANCED BY SEND-
ING IN AN ELABORATE ENTRY.
The contest will close April 1, 1937, and

no entries postmarked after that date will

fContinued on page 56]

Warner Baxter

Send this ballot to:

Screen Star Popularity Contest,

7046-H Hollywood Blvd.,

Hollywood, California.

Send this ballot today. It may elect

your favorite player No. I Star, and

win $300 for you.

Of all actresses and actors appearing in motion pictures, I prefer:

(Name only one player)

Now tell in twenty words or less why you voted for the above-named player.

My name is
'.

Street No. City.. State.
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The Wise Wives of Hollywood!
There Are No set and definite rules in

the Hollywood marriage game. All
the winning wives, the ones who have

beaten the odds of the game and who have
preserved their happiness, their homes and
their husbands, have made their own rules

to fit their own individual cases. Each
one has worked out her problems in her
own way.
Take, for instance, the cases of the two

record-holders for long-time marriages,
Lucille Gleason and Via Hersholt. Re-
cently the Gleasons celebrated the thir-

tieth anniversary of their wedding, while
the Hersholts proudly boast of twenty -five

years of married happiness. But, aside
from their records in endurance, these two
marriages have nothing else in common.
Their success has been achieved by two
widely differing methods.

Long in Cooperation

Lucille Gleason has always been, and is

today, an actress, writer and director. She
was on the stage when she met and
married her Jimmy and she has worked
with him almost constantly ever since.

They have written, directed and ap-
peared together in many stage plays and
pictures.

They have built their fame and fortune
together, working side by side. Today
they still work together, not often- in the
same pictures but in the same business and
in the same town. Their happiness is

based primarily on a mutual interest in

their work. They have shared their leisure,

too. They like people and gaiety and
parties so they have enjoyed the same
friends and the same fun. By continuing
through the years to be Jimmy's co-
worker, his closest business associate, his

most valued adviser, Lucille has kept her
marriage perfect and complete.
On the other hand, Via Hersholt has

played no part in Jean's work or his pro-
fessional interests. She met the young
Danish actor when he came to this country
years ago with a company of fellow actors

to represent Denmark at the San Fran-
cisco World's Fair. From the day of their

marriage, the American-born Via has been
the homemaker, the wife, the mother and
the careful keeper of the household budget
in lean days and in the full, rich ones
of the later years. The Copenhagen-
born Jean has been the worker, the pro-
vider.

Really Lives Two Lives

"I have really lived two lives, Jean's and
my own," Via said once, "but always,
Jean's has come first."

That is the secret of Via's success. She
has lived her own personal, feminine life,

found her own pleasures in women friends,

luncheons, afternoon parties, while Jean
was busy at the studio. Then his leisure

hours have belonged entirely to him, have
been devoted to his interests, his friends,

his collections of rare books, his amateur
printing, his parties where the delicious

foods of his homeland are served in

the colorful taproom of their home.
The Hersholt home life centers around

Jean. Via has insisted upon that.

"I have far more leisure time than
Jean," she explained, "so I can do the

things I enjoy without interfering with
his pleasures. Then, when we are to-

gether, his wishes receive first considera-
tion. That is only fair and just."

Via Hersholt's formula for marriage

Here's happiness personified! Wallace and Rita Beery have cemented their love more closely

through the tie represented by little Carol Anne. Mrs. Beery devotes her time to mothering

"the apple of Wally's eye" and Wally too. And out of all this is born better understanding

success is the one generally followed by
the wiser wives of Hollywood, changed,
of course, to fit their own needs and con-
ditions. And, strangely enough, or per-
haps not so strangely, most of the success-
ful wives have been professional women,
actresses or business women, who have
given up their own careers to devote their

entire time and energy to the success and
happiness of the men whom they have
married. Via Hersholt, Phyllis Astaire,

True Foster, Marcelite Boles are among
the few exceptions to this rule.

But one and all, ex-actresses or just

plain girls, they have found their own and
their husbands' happiness by quietly

adapting themselves and their lives to the
wishes and lives of their husbands.

Phyllis Astaire was a young widow with
a small child when she met the dancing
Fred, who was then one of the brightest
stars on Broadway. She knew nothing of

working conditions or of theatrical life.

She had been a sheltered, carefully

guarded girl, a popular debutante and a

shielded wife. But when she married a

man from a different world, a man who
had practically grown up in the theatre

and whose way of life was entirely

different from the one to which she was
accustomed, she immediately changed her
life to suit his. After Fred's overwhelming
success in The Gay Divorcee, they estab-
lished a permanent home in Hollywood
and Phyllis entered whole-heartedly into

[Continued on page 57]

Robert Montgomery and his wife, Elizabeth,

who gave up a career on the stage to devote

herself to Bob and their children. She is de-

clared to be particularly shy of cameras

When Phyllis Astaire and the dancing Fred

were married she had to learn a new life, the

theatre as distinguished from the daily routine

of being one of society's top debutantes
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Paradox in

Personality!

To See The glamorous, magnificent
womanhood of Doris Nolan in person
or on the screen is to see a plum of

full and ripened maturity. Suave expe-
rience and full background sparkle from
her eyes and lips and are electric in her
conversation. She seems to have lived,

say, about twenty-six years crammed full

of interesting life.

But Doris is a personality of twenty-six
with a birth certificate of twenty. Right
you are, this dazzling siren of the screen
is only a baby in years. In fact, being
under-age she had to have her contract
validated in court to make it legal. You
ask, how does she do it?

Immediately you wonder. Is it extremely
adroit use of make-up which gives her
this ripened appearance? Perhaps she has
had to struggle bitterly to help support
her family for the last five years. Or has
she constantly associated with older
people?

Becoming Big Name

You are off on the wrong track. This
twenty-year-old beauty who is elegantly
elaborating the modern screen trend
toward witty sophistication with a rippling
under-current of glamour enjoys a ma-
turity with no flukes attached. Proving
how genuine it is, she is becoming one of

'he biggest names in Hollywood by her
work out on the New Universal Studio lot.

It is not that all this is crusting her in

dignity. Far from it. She is attired in

slacks, talking to the writer as we sprawl
informally on the lawn before her cottage
on the studio lot. We get an idea of why
she can scintillate with such sparkling
maturity at an age when most girls are
giggling and twittering.

Captivating Doris Nolan fla

Me Town reaches the scree

searching their dictionaries

shes brilliantly on the film horiion and when Universale Top of

n the former Broadway stage star promises to set cinema fans

for superlatives with which to describe this girl-woman paradox

It's study hour for Doris Nolan,

high-tempered and says what she

She can be

thinks when
glamorous, musical, tragic or funny; is Irish,

she thinks it. There is none more free, more
untrammeled in all Hollywood's far-flung motion picture colony
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"In my girlhood I had a strong tendency
to be an introvert," she tells. "I deter-
mined to overcome that, to outgrow my
shell and make friends and do things.

Hence I became a deliberate mixture of

the introvert and the extrovert."
Talking cold turkey with Doris, we find

she is very much of a real person. There
is no exterior pretense which creates false

impressions. She is untemperamental and
bears an outstanding sense of humor.
Laughing so heartily she disarms you, she
says the dimple in her chin is a line of

determination. "It means I am deter-
mined to succeed in life," she smilingly
remarked.

Just when it seems that we have before
us a rock-ribbed member of the intelli-

gentsia, she roars out loud. It is a laugh,

unrestrained and hearty, vigorous as a
Texas cyclone.

Has No Inhibitions

There is no more free, more untram-
meled person in Hollywood. That is

neither from an irrepressible childishness

in one so young or because of a desire to

let off steam from pressure of her picture
work. She does things which seem screwy
simply because she has no inhibitions

[Continued on page 50]
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No" Girl In "Yes" Town!
The Word "no" is in the dictionary,

to be sure. Yet it is little used in

Hollywood. Great numbers of words
have been written about the "yes" people
in the motion picture industry. And it

isn't all a gag. There is a great deal of

truth in the saying that this person or that

person yessed his or her way to fame and
success. People who do not agree and
aren't afraid to say so usually end up
holding the bag—and an empty bag at that.

Frances Farmer is the exception. And
a mighty talented, beautiful exception, we
might add. Unlike the many rebels who
make good front page newspaper copy by
their peculiar tactics, she cares little for

consequence. She is a woman of strong
convictions, mentally and physically

equipped to fight for what she thinks
right. Temperamentally, she is a combina-
tion of Greta Garbo, Katharine Hepburn
and Margaret Sullavan. Physically, she
has an attractiveness and a personality all

her own. In the matter of acting talent,

she bids fair to stand alone atop a pedestal
surrounded by admiring throngs from the
nations of the earth.

In the short period of little more than
a year, this girl, through her work in four
pictures, has earned the coveted right to

star billing. Hollywood may begrudge it

to her, for Hollywood has a way of looking
askance at strangers, but Hollywood also

has a way of preferring the dividends that
can be paid by performers who enjoy the
public favor. And anyone who saw her
marvelous performance in dual roles in

Come and Get It and who later listened to

the comments of theatre patrons as they
departed can little doubt the full measure
of her newly earned popularity.

Frances is conscious of her new found
success and she has her own ideas on why
it has happened.
"The old timers," she says, "have had

it long enough out here. They got along
all right at the start, pioneered and all

that sort of thing, but your audience

Of strong convictions, mentally and physically equipped to fight for what she thinks is right,

Frances Farmer has been called a composite of Garbo, Hepburn and Sullavan. Physically

attractive and exhibiting ability in acting, she earned the right to star billing via four films
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One of the few times Frances Farmer i»

known to have said "Yes" wasn't in Holly-

wood, but in Yuma, Ariz., where she became
the marital partner of Glenn "Lief" Eriksor

psychology is changing, you know. People
are demanding more and more intelligent

presentations nowadays. It's really not
hard, when you think everything out for

yourself before you do it."

With the public acclaim which has been
hers, with the comforts and luxuries which
result from the emoluments of motion
picture success, one would think that she
would be completely happy in her new
work. With most girls, it would be so

But Frances Farmer is not like most girls

She is a person unto herself and she isn't

entirely happy in Hollywood. She does
not consider her present station any par-
ticular accomplishment. What she wants
is to be a great stage actress. That may
come later. Indeed, it probably will come
later, because Miss Farmer is a very de-
termined girl. She is constantly studying,

working to reach that goal.

Why This Rebellion?

Why this rebellion? Why this discon-

tent? The question is a logical one. But
it cannot be answered in a few words. One
has to go back into a lifetime, searching

bare the facts of youth that plot the course

of adult mentality.
Frances Farmer comes from a typical

American family. Her father, E. M
Farmer, is an attorney at law, practicing

in Seattle. Dabbling a bit in politics, hav-
ing varied business interests, being one
who enjoys his home life, he is what you
would call the average lawyer. Her mother
is the ideal housekeeper and home maker
Thus it will be seen that the early life of

Frances Farmer differed little from the

early home life of a million other girls in

the United States.

But as the years of adolescence blos-

somed into womanhood, as the mind de-

veloped from the dreams of childhood to

the mature reasoning of an adult, Frances

[Continued on page 64]
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Hollywood Is Just a State of Mind

!

Hollywood Is A paradox; an anomaly;
an enigma; a contradiction.

It is the best known spot on earth

to very many peoples—yet it has no real

existence, no entity, no actuality.

No authoritative atlas gives it place on
its plates, and no gazette has it officially

listed as a civic being.
It has a fine stone postoffice building,

but it is not a Post Office—only a branch
station—and it has no postmark of its

own.
Yet a letter addressed to "Hollywood.

California," will arrive from any part of

the globe, inevitably, accurately, and with-
out delay.

It is not on any railroad and has no
depot, though it has agents for most of

the main traveled arteries, who sell tickets

to every corner of the land.

It has neither harbor nor shipping, but

you may buy there passage on any of

the seven seas; on any ship that floats.

It has neither air line nor airport, but
its denizens use the airways more freely

and oftener than any other known group.
It has no civic government of its own.

yet it has a police station and a fire de-
partment.
There is no Hollywood bank in exis-

tence, but banking is very heavy, though
only through branches of outside financial

institutions.

It boasts no great retail establishments
under its own aegis, but many of the
largest Los Angeles shops maintain ex-
tensive stores there, and do a very satis-

factory business.
It is the entertainment center for the

cinema world, but few of the night clubs,

cafes, hotels and the like, that intrigue,

are inside its purlieus.

Thirty-six years ago the heart of Hollywood
no paving. Ranches thrived where now there

as the cinema was during its infancy. Its m
below, which is pra

It is the "home" of the motion picture,

but nearly all the largest studios are far

from its haunts.
Stars of the silver screen make it head-

quarters, but most of them live elsewhere
—in Beverly Hills, over the "pass" in San
Fernando valley, at Malibu. other than
within Hollywood's nebulous boundaries.

In so many words. Hollywood just

"isn't"—except as a state of mind.
Physically and civically, Hollywood is

part and parcel of Los Angeles. It is a

district, a vicinity, of the great city that

Hollywood Boulevard as it looks today. Grauman's Chinese Theatre is shown in the immediate
left and between that and the flagged building is the low, rambling Hollywood Hotel, which was

the first in Hollywood, though not so expansive as today
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looked like this! It had a street car line, but

are busy marts of trade. Then it was as silent

itamorphosis is clearly evident in the illustration

ctically the same area

sprawls from the mountains to the sea
and covers more area than any other
municipality in the world.

Its very boundaries are undefined. If

a person craves that distinction, he may
—and does—claim Hollywood as his habi-
tat, though he lives miles away from its

original site. So many do!

Still and all, there is a Hollywood. You
sense it after you leave downtown Los
Angeles and reach Hollywood Boulevard,
anywhere between Western Avenue and
points west. Or Sunset Boulevard like-

wise.

Nothing tangible gives you evidence of

its being—nothing official, one might bet-

ter say. Every detail of Los Angeles'
usual city life is in view, and familiar

—the same sort of homes and people; the

same names on shops; the same trolley

cars and the same congestion of traffic.

You can't spot a dividing line.

But there is something in the very
atmosphere that places you at once. It

is different. How, depends upon your
own mental slant. But it is there. You
know you have "gone Hollywood," even
if you are convinced beyond cavil that

there is no such place.

But there is something—intangible, in-

articulate, intransigent—that still clings

about the heart of Hollywood that dates

it. brands it, identifies it. It seems in-

delible, ineradicable. Other towns, now
the homes of the bigger studios, do not
have it. But Hollywood inherited it from
the beginnings of movie life there, and
has never wholly lost it, though much of

cinema activity has departed from its

erstwhile confines.

For, by and large, there was once a

real, existent town of Hollywood, though
as such it never, even for a day, was the

actual capital of the screen world, or the

locale of a picture. I know; I lived there.

Yes. Hollywood was, once upon a time,

a real city—a municipal actuality. It had
a genuine city government, with all its

accessories and expenses. It had defined

legal boundaries. It had a post office

that functioned independently. It had a

[Continued on page 40]
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Even in December; It's MAY-time for May
For Over Fifty Years she has been an

actress—but she is less of the actress-

world and more of "real folks" than
anyone we know. Few people can under-
stand it. Muzzy May, as she is known to

all those who love her—and they are

scores—was sitting in a rocking chair,

knitting, on the Mission Inn lawn not long

ago, when a small girl began circling

around her. Her finger thoughtfully be-
tween her teeth, the little girl finally found
boldness enough to inquire in a tiny voice.

"Are you May Robson?"
"Yes, I am, dear," said May. clicking

away. The little girl came still closer.

"Are you May Robson, the actress"!"

Again May informed her that she was.
"Well!" said the little girl shaking her
head amazedly, "Why don't you act then?"
That's what we mean when we say that

few people, even children, can understand
it. Her naturalness, her sweet old-lady
ways—they are like those of your grand-
mothers, or the writer's; she is not the ex-
travagantly mannered grand old dame of

the theatre you might expect her to be
. . . just a simple woman, a simple neigh-
bor, a simple friend, never too important
to find time and interest for others.

Trailer Boys Win Visit

There were those two extra boys she
met on a set recently. They told her about
the second-hand trailer they had bought
to live in and May was all interest at once
—how novel and practical! She'd love to

come visit them! And that's precisely what
she did. On a Sunday afternoon she went
to have tea with the boys in their trailer,

anchored at a twenty-five-cent parking
lot. This is the sort of thing that she's

always doing. No interest, no person, is

too trivial for her attention.

It was twenty-six years ago that May
Robson first went out of her way to do a

good deed—and that deed has brought her
so much pleasure throughout the years
that it has become a habit. It was during
one of the busiest years of her career. She
was playing the title role in Tish and pre-
paring to take it on tour—one-night stands

mostly. She knew these one-night stands.

Beloved May Robson, known to her hundreds of friends as Muzzy May, smiles happily at her

fans as her pet dog, Mitii, eyes them too. Her newest role is in Woman in Distress, for

Columbia, scene of her great triumph, Lady for a Day. While she's been "in distress" at

times in her career, those days are so far back that her memory of them is particularly dim

how lonely and difficult they were, and
rather than take just a maid with her this

time, she wanted someone who would also

Madcap May, they called her when May
Robson' posed for this portrait study of a

curly-haired, sparkling-eyed lass in the early

days of her career when fame seemed far away
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When this picture was made more than fifty

years ago, even May Robson never visualized

the saga of success that she would write in

the entertainment fields of stage and screen

be her companion. A young woman,
Lillian Harmer, tall, thin, weighing
scarcely a hundred pounds, applied for

the job.

"I took one look at her and I knew she'd

never do." There was a look in May
Robson's eyes that went back those

twenty-six years, as she recalled that

meeting. "She was too frail; she'd never
stand the strain of those one-night stands,

and I told her so. Then she begged me for

a trial—just for a month's trial. She told

me about her baby; her husband was dead
—she had to have a job. But if I weren't
pleased with her, after a month, I could
dismiss her, and there would be no tears,

no hard feelings. That was twenty-six
years ago . . . we're still together." May
chuckled softly, "Lillian's still on trial!

The wonderful thing is that she's a big

strapping, healthy woman now—well and
happy, and successful. But you've seen
her, I guess—she does a lot of work in pic-

tures.

Companion's Chance Conies

"It was odd how she turned actress. We
had been on the road about a year with
Tish when the girl who was playing the

part of Aggie was taken sick. I heard of it

only four hours before the evening per-

[Continued on page 62]
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Green Light Flares

To Emotional Heights

Errol Flynn climbed upon a huge
boulder, the perpendicular face of

which rose sheer from the crystal

clear waters of Sherwood Lake forty -odd
feet below him. His sharp eyes, trained by
many years of a precarious catch-as-
catch-can existence in the South Seas,

pierced by glassy surface, seeking any pos-
sible jagged outcropping rocks that might
rip open a human form or crush a skull

like an eggshell.

He turned to the assistant director. Lew
Borzage, who stood behind him with a
group of curious technicians.

"We move over to the other side of the
lake now, don't we?" the bronzed, six-

foot-one Irishman inquired.

Borzage nodded. "The next set-up is

just above the dam," he replied.

"How far as the crow flies?" Flynn idly

wondered.
"Or perhaps I should say as the fish

swims."

Puzzles Borzage

Borzage scratched his chin. "Well, I'm
not sure, but I should judge it to be about
a mile and a quarter."
"And how far by automobile?"
"Fourteen and a half miles of slow

driving."

The corners of Flynn 's mouth crinkled
into the twisted grin that has won him
countless of admirers among audiences
who saw his first two motion pictures.

Captain Blood and The Charge of the Light
Brigade.
"Take my clothes around, and I'll beat

you there," he said and, stripping quickly
down to a pair of skin-tight athletic shorts,

he proceeded to launch himself into a
graceful arc that ended in a scarcely per-
ceptible splash as his slender body knifed
the water.
Flynn did not beat the technical crew

Errol Flynn (left) and Walter Abel flirt with

peril when they conduct experiments to find

a vaccine deterrent for spotted fever, the

motivation for Green Light
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Tension is keen at Errol Flynn's life is threatened while seeking a spotted fever serum in

Green Light. Walter Abel, his associate, urges him to buck up as Margaret Sullavan, a nurse;

Anita Louise, who loves Flynn, and Henry O'Neill, a doctor who shirked his duty, gaze anxiously

of picture to which Flynn had become ac-
customed. For one thing it placed him in

civilian clothes for the first time in his

screen career. He portrays Dr. Newell
Paige, spectacular young protege of one
of the nation's most prominent surgeons.
The filming of Green Light was not

without thrills. Certainly an atmosphere
of extreme tension overhung the troupe
the first time the representative of the
Federal Experimental Laboratory at

Hamilton, Montana, brought on the set a

jar full of wood-ticks, the tiny pests

that carry the dreaded Rocky Mountain
Spotted fever. Every member of the com-
pany, Director Borzage, Flynn, Anita
Louise, Margaret Lindsay, Walter Abel,

Henry O'Neill and Sir Cedric Hardwicke,
the titled English character actor, in ad-
dition to the entire technical crew as a

safeguard had received immunizing in-

jections.

Insects Important

Those same tiny insects were extremely
important factors in converting Dr.
Douglas' novel into screen entertainment.
Around them revolves the gripping cli-

mactic sequence of the production—the

sequence in which Flynn, dishonored in

his profession because he has shouldered
the blame for a fatal operation performed
by his surgical superior, Henry O'Neill,

develops the Rocky Mountain Spotted
fever vaccine in a rough, abandoned farm-
house on Boone Mountain, Montana.

Real live ticks were used in the se-

quence under the supervision of the lab-

oratory man, who counted them after each
scene to make sure none had escaped.

Flynn permitted a tick to crawl on his

arm supposedly to bite him when he
reached the point of testing his vaccine.

It took Warner a full two years to con-
vert Green Light into Celluloid.

Actually the photographing of the story

[Continued on page 78]
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Errol Flynn finally is to come to the screen

in civilian clothes in Green Light. Here he

is with Anita Louise and Sylvia, a dog that

weathers spotted fever in the film

of Warner Bros. Cosmopolitan's Green
Light to the opposite side of the lake, but
he touched the shore less than a minute
after Frank Borzage, the director, and his

brother and assistant, Lew, scrambled
from their automobile.
"We had to skid around corners to do

it," the assistant confessed as he glanced
at his watch and noted that the drive had
taken thirty-two minutes.
The incident was typical of the Irish

soldier-of-fortune who turned quite by
accident from a life of adventure below
the equator to the simpler but, in his case,

scarcely less fascinating existence of acting.

Green Light was decidedly a new type
of picture for Flynn; new, that is, by
comparison with the swashbuckling char-
acter he portrayed in Captain Blood and
the daring Captain Geoffrey Vickers of

The Charge of the Light Brigade.
Adapted from Lloyd Douglas' best-sell-

ing novel of the same name, Green Light
is a tense emotional drama, a sharp depar-
ture from the spectacular adventure type
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Battle of Wits on the Cheyney Front!
William Powell, properly sideburned

and with servile pose, walked onto

Stage Eleven bowing pleasantly to

everybody.
"Good morning, Madam," he greeted

Joan Crawford.
"Good day to you, Sir," he bowed to

Robert Montgomery.
Montgomery took an extra draw on his

pipe, surveyed Powell up and down—his

sideburns, his meticulous store-purchased
butler's suit.

"Had I known you were going to play

Little Lord Fauntleroy, I would have worn
a bib for my wardrobe!" said Montgomery.
And the Battle of Wits was on, to con-

tinue for several weeks during the filming

of The Last of Mrs. Cheyney and with such
other inimitable mimes as Frank Morgan,
Nigel Bruce, Benita Hume, Ralph Forbes,
Jessie Ralph, Aileen Pringle and Phyllis

Claire wielding a barb of banter as oc-
casional competition.

Smart English Comedy

The smart English comedy from the

facile pen of Frederick Lonsdale was dis-

tinctive in many other ways. It made a

butler of Powell, who is so closely iden-

tified with detectives and lawyer roles,

and divorced him from his many lovely

screen wives. It returned Joan Crawford
to conservatism, both in characterization

and fashion. In it, she appears as smart
instead of sensational, distinctive instead

of eccentric, graciously sophisticated in-

stead of brittlely flamboyant.

Joan Crawford as Mrs. Cheyney in The Last

of Mrs. Cheyney, admonishes William Powell,

who plays the butler role: "You shouldn't

have come here until I gave the word"

Robert Montgomery, playing the detective

role in The Losf of Mrs. Cheyney, reminds
Joan Crawford, playing the name role, that

he is in love with Mrs. Cheyney

"The 1937 Joan Crawford, who makes
her new bow in The Last of Mrs.
Cheyney," Adrian, M-G-M's fashion dic-
tator, predicts, "will become the new
person who typifies the things for which
women strive. While the earlier type of

womanhood she portrayed was obviously
dramatic, the new Joan Crawford will

become intangibly dramatic."

"She should play more conservative
roles, as she does in her new picture,"

commented a technician on the set. "Her
unusual talents should not be confined to

freakish interpretations on the screen.

They are more adaptable to level-headed
portrayals."

While conservatism on the screen is

preached for Miss Crawford, there is no
conservatism on Stage Eleven.

A one-day visit on the sound stage is

sufficient to prove it.

Settings Palatial

The scene is the stately exterior of the

Duchess of Ebley's English mansion with
its surrounding gardens, hedges, paths,

terrace and ornate fishpond. The director

has squeezed his corpulent personage into

a canvas chair to scan his leather-bound
script. The electricians on their high

perches and in the rafters are tinker-

ing with the huge lights. Cameraman
George Folsey is bossing his assistants

around.
Montgomery and Nigel Bruce are lazing

near the pool, watching two overalled
[Continued on page 75]

"My dear Mrs. Cheyney—you are a godsend!" Benita Hume thus compliments Joan Crawford (center) in a scene from The Lasf of Mrs.

Cheyney, with Nigel Bruce and Robert Montgomery on the left, and Frank Morgan and Ralph Forbes on the right. When you read the

story you will see that this group of sterling players had rare fun in making this Metro-Soldwyn-Mayer production
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Feature for March

Putting on the Dog!

Whenever You Have Seen a cute dog
on the screen, the chances are that

you have said, or at least thought:
"I'll bet Rover would be good in pictures,

if he just had a chance. He knows a lot

of tricks and he'll do whatever I tell him
to do."

But before you pawn the family joois

to buy Rover a dog ticket to Hollywood,
remember this: Knowing a lot of tricks

is one thing. Performing them before a
camera is another. If you brought Rover
to a studio to try to get him a job, the first

thing the casting director would want to

know is: "Will Rover take a cue?"
A picture dog has to be able to do what-

ever is asked of him with only a few re-
hearsals, and since the sound track of a
picture records everything that is said
while a scene is being made, the dog must
be able to work with silent signals or
"cues" from his trainer. For example, he
must know that a certain gesture of the
hand means "bring in the morning paper"
or "roll over and play dead."
Your Rover may be able to do a lot of

tricks at home. But transplant him to a
new environment where there are bright
lights and strange people and, unless he is

a very unusual dog, the chances are that
he will become confused and frightened
and will refuse to do his tricks. That is

why studio casting directors prefer to use
animals that have been trained for picture
work.
Occasionally, however, a dog with no

picture training gets a break. Take
Tuffy, the dog that played with Wally
Beery in Old Hutch.
Tuffy belonged to an old sheep herder

who lived up in the mountains. One day
the sheep herder was badly injured. He
explained things to Tuffy and told him
that he would have to be boss for awhile.
He showed Tuffy how to pick up a

This little wirehair, whose real name is Skippy,

has been going places and doing things since

he "personified" Mr. Asta in The Thin Man
and After the Thin Man. His film master and
mistress—William Powell and Myrna Loy

—

think he's great. He tikes them, too
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basket and carry it in his mouth. Then
he wrote a note and put it in the basket
and sent the dog over the trail for medi-
cine and groceries. The sheep herder was
confined to his bed for many weeks. Dur-
ing that time he and Tuffy worked out
a lot of tricks. The dog learned to identify

forty-five different objects and to go and
get any of them for his master, on signal.

In fact, Tuffy displayed such marked in-

telligence his master decided that he ought
to be in the movies. So, as soon as the
sheep herder recovered from his injury,

he and Tuffy hitch-hiked to Hollywood.
Jack Hinds, who has charge of the ani-

mal casting department at M-G-M, gave
Tuffy his first chance. And Tuffy
made good. Before he goes into a scene
the old sheep herder explains to Tuffy
just what he is supposed to do. The dog
listens intently.

"Now do you think you can do that?"
the sheep herder asks.

"Woof, woof," barks Tuffy, and wags
his tail.

The sheep herder then gives him his

cues for the action. The dog has a re-

rContinued on page 791

n
"One Take Corky" was a bit careless about
his parentage but his film reputation is un-

tarnished. Here he's going for a stroll with

Irene Dunne and Melvyn Douglas during the

making of Theodora Goes Wild

A few months ago Kiwi was marked for the gas chamber and an ignominious death in the

Los Angeles dog pound. Then two boys made an eleventh-hour rescue, put him in a home-
movie they were making. You'll see him in Pete Smith's Wanted—A Master, and his new

contract puts him in stellar company as indicated by the bulletin board

HOLLYWOOD
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EYEWITNESS PHOTOS » » » By Charles Rhodes

The usually spic and span Clark Sable goes mid-Victorian in his raiment for the name role

in Parnell, M-G-M's film version of the life of the Irish patriot. Even those pearl-topped button
shoes have to be kept bright and shining, necessitating a daily trip to the studio barber shop

Mrs. Clark Gable was found in company of

David Niven, Merle Oberon's erstwhile heart

interest, when the candid camera went looking

about the exclusive Turf Club at Santa Anita

Jack Benny and the two Livingston girls—that's Mary, his wife, on the left—joined the host

of cinema and radio celebrities who gathered at the Ambassador Cocoanut Grove for the

opening of Ben Bernie's orchestra
• m

•

*

f 1
« z.

1 §
'

Wouldn't you like to know what provoked this

merriment in the Cantor family7 Here are

Eddie and Ida as seen at the opening of Ben
Bernie's orchestra

That laugh of Eddie and Ida must be conta-
gious for here you see Al Jolson—can it be
he's smiling WITH a rival comedian?—as he

dances with Ruby Keeler

Here is Esther Muir with hubby, Sam Coslow,

noted songwriter, at the Bernie opening. Miss

Muir will be hostess next summer at a cocktail

party for one Fawcett Movieland Tour group
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Movieland Tours

See Hollywood
Stars and Studios!

Have You Ever wondered how pictures

are really made? You must have
desired to go through one of the

homes of the stars in Hollywood. How
do the stars live, where do they play,

when do they work? Just what is this

most famous place in the modern world,

Hollywood, really like, anyway?
Hollywood Magazine knows how curi-

ous you all really are about these things

and has therefore arranged for you to see
the inside Hollywood and find out what it

is all about. You'll have to hurry to get

he chance, though, because from all ad-
vance indications a much greater number
r>f applications will swamp the reservation
list than the third annual Fawcett Movie-
land Tours can handle.

All you have to do is to sign up for either

of the Fawcett Publications' two summer
Movieland Tours and Hollywood Maga-
zine will do the rest. You probably think
<uch a glamorous vacation is available only

to the ultra-rich, but actually it is yours
for little more than the cost of a round
trip ticket to and from California!

And what a vacation! Starting your
two-weeks' vacation in Chicago, you
whisk through the silvery beauty of Min-

, _ V

*
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Here are a few of those who attended the hou

1936 Fawcett Movieland Tour festivities. Miss

Similar parties will be available to those

nesota's 10,000 lakes, the natural wonders
of the Rainier National Park, the regality

of the Rockies, the green wonderland of

I want the scene where he kisses her!
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se party at Paula Stone's home as part of the

Stone and Basil Rathbone are shown in center,

'ho register tor the 1937 Movieland Tours

Seattle and the great Pacific Northwest.
San Francisco and its eerie Chinatown,
and then—HOLLYWOOD! The stars in-

vite you to dine and dance with them, to

watch them at work in the studios, to be
their guests at intimate parties in their

homes.
Applications are already pouring in for

the two large expeditions organized this

year in response to demand created by the
stirring success of Movieland Tours in

1935 and 1936. A special train has been
chartered for each journey.

You can select whichever tour date is

most convenient for your vacation. Identi-

cal party plans in Hollywood have been
arranged for both transcontinental parties.

The first tour will leave Chicago July 11,

the second August 8.

Across the wonderland of the American
west you will speed through some of the
world's most stupendous scenery. Then
when you reach the film capital you will

go to one of the city's finest hotels, there to

be housed with the whole party. The first

day has been set aside for any delights

you may privately pursue. At your dis-

posal are Catalina Island, mountain-
nestled Lake Arrowhead, San Diego and
Coronado, the numerous beaches, or per-

haps friends and relatives you may desire

to visit.

Evening will bring the round of Holly-
wood's sparkling night life, and offers you
some of the most famous pleasure spots in

the world. Romantic Cocoanut Grove and
scores of other glamorous night clubs will

give you ample opportunity to wine, dine

and dance with your favorite stars.

The following day will open with a tour

through Paramount Studios. Here pic-

tures will be seen in the making, and your
favorite stars will lunch with you in the

studio commissary. Later technical de-

tails of the movie camera, how sound is

reproduced, construction of sets, these and
other phases of movie making will be re-

vealed. \Covtinued on page 68]
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Hollywood Charm School—Fashions

71
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OF All The places we want to feel at home, none is more important

than—home! To most people the task of being at home, at

home, is no problem. It's a relief. But to the Hollywood star.

subject as she is to incessant entertaining, unexpected visits and hurry
studio calls, the business of being at home combines the agility of a

fireman with the eternal poise of a tea garden hostess.

Karen Morley in addition to being a popular and busy screen star

is also a wife and a mother. Her home must be a home, not a stuffy

show place for the inquisitive.

It must bespeak comfort and because it's fun to be comfortable
Karen has chosen a wardrobe that fits the warmth and comfort of

her own home.
If Karen isn't playing tennis or riding, she's using up the surplus

energy playing with her two-year-old son, affectionately called Mike.
They romp and play on the sand all day.
Both she and her husband, Charles

Vidor, love the remoteness of their home,
and its distance from the social duties in

Hollywood. They keep a tiny apartment
in town when the rare urge to dress up
and do the night clubs comes upon them.
The home situated high on a bluff over-

looking the ocean is a reproduction of an
Italian castle with huge iron gates that

"swing open for guests. Upon entering the
home and removing coats formality ends.

Friends walk down hundreds of steps

leading to the beach and find themselves

Karen dons this aquamarine jersey dress for sportswear.

A lacquered zipper in the same shade as the dress

provides a novel fastening down the front of the dress

MARCH, 1937

Karen Morley never looked more lovely than

in this white chiffon gown cut on princess lines.

Groups of pink roses decorate the full sleeves

confronted with a barbecue pit upon
which tender, juicy steaks are broiling!

That is the sum and substance of the
Morley brand of entertaining and inci-

dentally the guests come back time and
time again. Many an evening Karen has
an old fashioned fish fry and the host and
hostess spend the morning catching their

own fish.

Outfits which are smart in appearance
yet comfortable, informal and practical

grace her closets. Any one of them will

stand the scrutiny of interviewers and at

the same time allow her the freedom and
ease to which she, as a "home body" is en-
titled.

Living in a home on high cliffs overlook-
ing the wide expanse of the Pacific, Karen,

quite naturally, is impelled to go for an occasional swim in the ocean.
Where the ordinary individual may slip on some comfortable suit, senti-

mentally held over from several years back, the screen star must make her
personal appearances in garments that reflect her glamour.
Here again Karen has solved the problem of style and answered the call of

comfort by choosing a bathing suit in which a young lady may actually swim,
play volley ball on the beach and still look stunning to fans, who set high the

standards of their favorites.

Karen's choice is a white two-piece suit consisting of brassiere and trunks
Over her suit the star wears a brown and white striped flannel beach coat when
some protection from the sun or wind is needed.
Another outfit Karen has selected for style and comfort is a play suit with one

of the new beach coats in black and white linen to wear over it for the occasion

that demands legs be covered. The suit is of white sharkskin with pearl buttons
[Continued on page 42]
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Karen is comfortably and smartly

attired in a two-piece suit of white

knitted wool. She will be seen next

in the Emanuel Cohen production

Happiness Preferred



Hollywood Is Just a State of Mind!

Brilliant Teeth-Healthy Gums

with this Double Protection

Your teeth may look clean and white,
even though your gums are soft and

spongy. That's the insidious thing about
half-way dental care. Forhan's Tooth
Paste, created by an eminent dental sur-
geon, provides the double protection every-
one needs. It does both vital jobs

—

cleans
teeth and safeguards gums.
After brushing your teeth, massage

your gums, too, with Forhan's, just as
dentists advise. Note how it stimulates
the gums, how clean and fresh your mouth
feels! Soon you can see the difference.

Forhan's costs no more than most ordi-

nary tooth pastes, and the big new tube
saves you money. Buy Forhan's today,
and e7td half-way care once for all. Also
sold in Canada.

FORMULA OF R. J. FORHAN, D.D.S.

Forhan's
{CLEANS TEETH
SAVES GUMS

DOES
BOTH JOBS

Learn Profitable Profession
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postmark of its own, and a place in the
postal guide, and on maps and in gaz-
eteers. It had a history, and a purpose
in being. And if it hadn't been for lack
of one essential need, it might have had
all these things yet, even as does Beverly
Hills, its very near neighbor, the home
of so many of its cinema stars. It might
actually have been the cinema capital

in truth, instead of being only the fictional

one.

But because of that need—water— ob-
tainable no other way, when the need
was dire, Hollywood permitted the octo-
pus of Los Angeles to extend its tentacles

northwest and embrace it. That was
years ago. Ergo, ever since, Hollywood
has been only that state of mind inade-
quately defined herein. Perhaps, with
its world-fame, Hollywood is now sorry

that it ever listened to the siren song of

its big neighbor. Possibly it wishes that

it had not sold its unknown birthright

for a mess of municipal pottage, as it

were, but had borne the ills it wotted of.

and not sought a bourne from which
there was no returning—sought death for

its own self in the Nirvana of municipal
gargantuan greatness. Who can say, since

now Hollywood has no voice of its own
anyhow, and is dumb civically, even if

vocally it talks to the world?

What of Early Hollywood?

What, then, of that other—that real

Hollywood of long ago? What was it

like? Why did it eliminate itself? Would
it have been better off had it maintained
its individuality?

Or would it have been for all time just

another small town fringed on the skirts

of Our Lady of the Angels—struggling,

fighting, copying; basking in the shadow
of greatness that it might share only
vicariously?

Let's lift the curtains of the past and
glimpse the Hollywood of three decades
or so ago, before the glory (or blight)

of the cinema gave it a fame yet stole

its body and soul after it had civically

died anyhow, of its own volition.

Hollywood was founded as a residen-
tial settlement of small ranches about
1887, by one H. H. Wilcox and his wife.

Here is An air view of Hollywood's teeming
center. Cahuenga Boulevard bisects the view

from left to right, with Hollywood Boulevard

and Vine Street in the very center of the tall

buildings. This lone in 1901, is shown below

because they liked the beauty of its lie,

and the sweep of country down from
Cahuenga Pass to the valley below. It

grew very slowly. There was no reason for

its being save the loveliness of its site and
surroundings, and the desire of some few
folk for a quiet home place near enough
to the—then minor metropolis for fairly

easy access in those horse and buggy days.

Its original, tenuous boundaries enclosed
about 4% square miles of land.

There was much country between the

new community and the city—miles of

it. Another settlement, Colegrove, also

intervened. Ever hear of that place? Yet,

there, a few big studios still flourish, in-

stead of in Hollywood itself—the last of

the original crop, as it might be said.

From its day of birth till 1903, Holly-
wood was without form, and void. In

that era, most of Southern California was
strictly rural. But after the turn of the
century, the land began to fill up, and
definite governmental units became ad-
visable. So Hollywood became a city all

[Continued on page 53]
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Hollywood Boulevard at Cahuenga in 1901. The boulevard, then known as Prospect Avenue,
is glimpsed beyond the rows of orange trees. The immediate foreground is about where the

Brown Derby, the new Cinnabar, and other bright spots of Hollywood are centered today
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M with Pond'. Cold Cream.'

To keep skin young looking

— learn how lo invigorate

your UNDER SKIN

Hard to believe— but those little

lines that look as if they'd been

creased into your skin from the out-

side, actually begin underneath!

First, hundreds of little cells, fibres

and blood vessels underneath begin

to function poorly. Then, the under

tissues sag. That's what makes your

outside skin fall into creases.

The same way with dull, dry skin!

It's little oil glands underneath that

function faultily— and rob your out-

side skin of the oil it needs to keep

it supple, young looking.

But think!—-You can invigorate

those failing under tissues! You can

start those faulty oil glands func-

daughter of Mr*. Henry Latrobe Roosevelt ofWashing,
ton, D. C, Bays: "A treatment with Pond's Cold Cream
whisks away tired lines—and tones my skin.*'

tioning busily again. That's why you

need not be discouraged when lines

and skin dryness begin.

Start to rouse your underskin with

Pond's "deep-skin" treatments. Soon

you'll see lines smoothing out, skin

getting supple, young looking again.

Every night, pat Pond's Cold Cream into

your skin. Its specially processed fine oils

go deep, loosen dirt and make-up. Wipe
it all off. Now the rousing treatment

—

more Pond's Cold Cream briskly patted

in. Feel the blood tingling! Your skin is

glowing . . . softer. Feels toned already!

You are waking up that underskin.

Every morning, and during the day, re-

peat. Your skin is smooth for powder.

Do this regularly. Soon tissues grow
firm again. Lines fade out. Your skin is

smooth—supple. It looks years younger!

SPECIAL 9-TREATMENT TUBE
and 3 other Pond's Beauty A ids

POND'S, Dept. 6-CC. Clinton, Conn.

Rush special tube of Pond's Cold Cream, enough for 9
treatments, with generous samples of 2 other Pond's
Creams and 5 different shades of Pond's Face Powder,
I enclose loi to cover postage and packing.

Name.

Street„

City
Copyright, 1937, Pond'B Extract Company
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NEWYOUNG GIRL'S

TANGEE POWDER

Ordinary powders tend See how Tangee's clear

to coat skin, coarsen smoothness gives skin
Its texture, make It old a dull surface with
and "powdery " looking. a youthful underglow.

Like Tangee Lipstick, Tango* Face Powder
has tho famous Color Change Principle

that gives your skin natural radiance of

youfh . . .Tangee Face Powder seems to

light your skin from within. It matches
your own skin tones, gives your face a
lovely underglow of youth. Blended
scientifically, Tangee ends shine . . .

clings for hours. You use less of Tangee
because of its light texture . . . it's eco-

nomical. Try Tangee. In two sizes, 55<?

and $1.10. Or, send the coupon for new
"Two-Shade Sampler" that will bring
you lovelier, more youthful looking skin.

New 2-Sbidt Sampler- 2 Weeks' Supply of Powder

The George W. Luft Company 137
in Fifth Avenue. New York City
Please rush new 2-Shade Tangee Face Pow-
der Sampler. I enclose 10c (stamps or coin)
(15C in Canada) , . . Send sampler checked:
Sampler slG Sampler s2 C Sampler S3
Contains Contains Contains
Flesh and Rachel and Flesh and
Rachel Light Rachel Light Rachel

Name

Address .

City

(Plea*. Print)

State

how to Remove
Leg or Arm Hair

IN 3 MINUTES

Without Danger of Coarser

or Stubbier New Growth
Everywhere you go, everyone is talking

about or using De Miracle. Its vogue

seems to have started when it became
known that this marvelous discovery made
it simple and easy to get rid of leg or arm
hair, without danger of faster, coarser

or stubbier new growth-
No Razor—just dampen hair with

De Miracle and then rinse hair away
with water. It leaves the skin as smooth,
soft and hair-free as a baby's. Leaves
no dark hair stubble and does not make
hair grow faster, coarser, or stubbier.

Try it today.

Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money Refunded

DcjIliraeK
Special Now ££^ ** S2.00 Slie

$1.00 Size W#*» NowS1.33
At All Drug and Department Stores

Hollywood Fashions
I Continued from nnffre thirty-nine I

Karen wears this play suit of white sharkskin

topped by a form-fitting coat of black and white

print linen for protection from sun and wind

Equally as smart for resort or home wear is

this ribbed wool slack outfit in navy blue.

The short sleeve blouse is striped in white

down the front of the blouse and on the
pockets of the short trousers. The turn
down collar is neatly stitched and well
tailored.

The coat is fitted at the waist with wide
gores at the bottom. It is held in at the
waist with one huge white pearl button.
The short sleeves are shirred into the
shoulder line to give freedom.
Other clothes pictured offer the same

essence of smartness and individuality as

those described. Pattern after this charm-
ing star if you want to unlock the secret

to good taste and revel in the fun of being
comfortable.

• •

An item of fashion interest, particularly
for the girls who plan marriage this year,

is that in this day and age of platinum and
diamonds Karen wears an old fashioned
wedding ring of gold, very wide. Mr.
Vidor has the mate which he always wears.
He recently gave her a solid gold bracelet

and choker made of huge links to go with
the ring.
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//THE WHISPERING CAMPAIGN THAT NEVER STOPPEDa

It was some sixty years ago that the

word began to spread

—

"It's not true that we women were'

meant to suffer— that our lives must

be rilled with pain!"

They were passing on the news of

Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Com-

pound. Brewed first for the relief of

her own family, it had proved of

marvelous benefit. Neighbors had be-

gun asking for it. Whispers of its effec-

tiveness had spread through the town,

to neighboring cities

—

For 6 1 years this whispering cam-

paign has carried on. Today the

Compound is known wherever hu-

mans dwell, because one woman tells

another how it helps

them go "smiling

through." Mother

tells daughter, friend

tells friend in every

walk of life that now

the ordeals ofwoman-

hood need no longer

spell suffering and

exhaustion.

The Lydia E. Pink-

ham's Vegetable

For three generations one woman
has told another how to go "smil-

ing through" with Lydia E. Pink-

ham's Vegetable Compound. It

helps Nature tone up the system,

thus lessening the discomforts*

which must be endured, especially

during

The Three Ordeals

oi Woman

/. Passing from girlhood into

womanhood.

2. Preparingfor Motherhood.

J. Approaching ''Middle Age.
1 '

Afunctional disorders

Compound that you buy today is

made in a great laboratory composed

of six modern buildings. The use of

scientific develop-

ments have multi-

plied its medicinal

value seven times. Its

value is evidenced by

the thousands of let-

ters of heartfelt

thanks that continu-

ously pour in.

Might it not help

you, also, to go "smil-

ing through"?

One woman tells another how to go "Smiling Through" with

^ZiaOai O- c=^iAAam^ Vegetable Compound
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w TOPPER'S FILM REVIEWS
HIS HONEST FACE TELLS THE STORY ^

CAMILLE— (M-G-M)—The grand,
old tear-welling favorite of several gen-

erations is resuscitated in its

^* most imposing form to garner
\m^ more tribute of feminine

f^^L tears—possibly a few of the

y /~V) less-hardened male film fans

[©>/ —with the glamorous aid of
*1 Greta Garbo and Robert

Taylor. That this outmoded
museum piece of sentimentality would
draw by its story merits is doubtful, but
with the box office magic of the Garbo -

Taylor combination it promises to be
irresistible.

Several times Garbo's performance rises

to emotional power and expressiveness
above anything she has done before. The
death scene is grimly stark, yet not sordid
in the old tradition. Garbo has changed
her appearance oddly. She smiles often,

and except for her voice she is almost
a new Garbo. Taylor, as Armand, will

warmly please his many admirers. He is

a manly, handsome and ardent lover.

Some of the love scenes are of high tem-
perature. Lionel Barrymore, when he
pleads with Camille to give up his son.
offers a particularly moving performance.
Henry Daniell is distinguished as the
ruthlessly possessive baron. Lenore Ulric

Lily Pons, Gene Raymond and Jack Oakie seen

in a sequence of That Girl From Porh, in which

the dark-eyed diva is starred with Raymond in

the romantic spot opposite and the inimitable

Oakie providing comedy

as Camille's red-light rival, and Jessie
Ralph and Laura Hope Crews score com-
pellingly. No matter how many Camille's
you have seen, don't miss Garbo and
Taylor in a fine portrayal.

GOD'S COUNTRY AND THE WOMAN
— (Warners)—Done in Technicolor and

filmed largely in the Pacific

Northwest, this James Oliver
Curwood story that last was
filmed in 1916, comes to life

in a fashion that is best de-
scribed as gorgeous. George
Brent heads the cast and gives

a two-fisted performance.
There is battle in the air every minute,

the strife originating between Beverly
Roberts, who inherited the Barton lum-
bering operations from her father, and the

rival Russet camp, jointly owned by Brent
and his brother, played by Robert Barrat.

Brent is the brash, playboy brother, who
is shipped to camp to cure him of worth-
lessness. He gets into the rival camp and
can't get out. While masquerading he
falls in love with Beverly Roberts, and
when he is unmasked, she turns against
him. Later he finds that his brother is

barring Miss Roberts' logs from coming
down the tidewater, in fact, has caused a

jam by derailing a logging train into the
raging torrent. Brent hurries to the jam
site, stirs a hand-to-hand battle between
lumberjacks of the rival camps, and then,

at the risk of his life, dynamites the log

jam, nearly loses his life but wins the girl.
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BELOVED ENEMY— (Goldwyn) — A
story of Irish rebellion at its most feverish

tempo. Brian Aherne, secret

leader of the recalcitrants, is

the subject of an intensive

search by members of the in-

telligence corps. On occasions
he is in their hands, even ad-
mits his identity, but those
who would capture the pa-

triot cannot conceive of his being so auda-

Brian Aherne and Merle Oberon make BeloYed

Enemy, a story of Irish rebellion against British

oppression, a film teeming with revolt and
romance that grips the imagination

cious as to confess his real name. Henry
Stephenson, a British peer is sent to Ire-

land, accompanied by his daughter, Merle
Oberon, to survey the situation for the

British cabinet. She meets Aherne and a
romance develops through the tragedy of

the revolution, which involves Aherne's
betrayal by the girl and his later victory

for moderation in settling the political

war, although he knows the compromise he
makes for the sake of peace will bring
his own death at the hands of radicals.

THAT GIRL FROM PARIS—(RKO)—
Fine blending of singing and comedy, in

which Lily Pons soars to new
heights as a screen celebrity.

The story is the same as

Street Girl, one of the first

talkers to be made by RKO
and with Betty Compson in

the role now essayed by Miss
Pons. Jack Oakie strolls away

with the comedy honors, much the same
as he did when he appeared in the earlier

version, which was far less musical. Gene
Raymond is believably sincere as the ro-

mantic band leader, giving one of his best

performances to date, while Herman Bing
is a panic as a roadhouse owner. Miss
Pons is shown as a French opera star run-
ning away from a loveless marriage. She
stows away on a New York bound ship

and is befriended by Raymond, a jazz

band leader, and his three companions.
They all get into a jam with the immigra-
tion agents. They escape, win a roadhouse
engagement, go to jail and eventually to

the Metropolitan.

BLACK LEGION— (Warners)—Stark
melodrama built around the horrifying

activities of Michigan's ter-

ror band, albeit, no commu-
nity is named, yet the title

ties it definitely with the news
sensation of early 1936.

Humphrey Bogart's film sta-

ture rises to new heights for

his compelling and heart-
stirring portrayal of the leading character.

Robert Taylor's promise of devotion to Greta

Garbo in Camille stirs in her a resolve to ex-

change a gold-digging existence with many men
for a real romance with just one

Aroundwith MEAnymore/^
\whatvl we do

go tothe movies
OR WHAT -

, OH VES - LETS-
; THERE'9 A

L WHY CAMT THEY
' ASK ME, TOO —

D-tEY NEVER USED
TO LEAVE ME OUT
LIKE THIS -MAYBE

'S THESE
•IMPLES v-

"

HELLO, PITA - BACK
HOME SO SOON? I
THOUGHT YOU'D BE
OFF TO THE MOVIES, -

OR -

jM-MOTHER I C-CANT BEAR IT

ANY LONGER -MY F-FACE LOOKS
SO AWFUL THE G- GIRLS
V DONT ASK ME ANYWHERE
"\ - P- PLEASE C-CAN'T I

S-STOP S-SCHOOL-
-»—, -OH - PLEASE...
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TOE VWH LOOKED BEFORE

I took Fleischmsnn's
Yeast. I couldn't bear to

have people look at my
pimply face."

—skin clear. "It is won-
derful the way Fleisch-

mann's Yeast got rid of

my pimples," she says.

When Answering Advertisements, Please Mention March HOLLYWOOD

CLEARS UPADOLESCENT PIMPLES
AFTER the start of adolescence, from

j\. about 13 to 25, or even longer, im-
portant glands develop and final growth
takes place. The entire body is disturbed.

The skin, especially, gets oversensitive.

Waste poisons in the blood irritate this

sensitive skin. Pimples break out.

Fleischmann's fresh Yeast clears these
skin irritants out of the blood. Then

—

with the cause removed— the pimples go!

Just eat 3 cakes daily—a cake

about l
/z hour before each meal

—plain, or in a little water, until

your skin clears. Start now I

Copyright, 1937. Standard Brands Incorporated
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I Couldn't Even

Tell My Doctor the

Torture 1Suffered!"

WHAT agony Piles! What they impose in

pain, in mental distress, in loss of per-

sonal efficiency!

The sad part about this affliction is that, on
account of the delicacy of the subject, many
hesitate to seek relief. Yet there is nothing
more liable to serious outcome than a bad case

of Piles
REAL TREATMENT

Real treatment for the relief of distress due to
Piles is to be had today in Pazo Ointment. Pazo
almost instantly stops the pain and itching. It

is effective because it is threefold in effect.

First, Pazo is soothing, which tends to relieve

sore and inflamed parts. Second, it is lubricat-

ing, which tends to soften hard parts and also
to make passage easy. Third, it is astringent,

which tends to reduce swollen parts.

Pazo is put up in Collapsible Tubes with spe-
cial Pile Pipe, which is perforated.The perforat-

ed Pile Pipe makes it easy for you to apply the
Ointment high up in the rectum where it can
reach and thoroughly cover the affected parts.

REAL COMFORT
Pazo is now also put up in suppository form. Those
who prefer suppositories will find Pazo the most satis-

factory. All drug scores sell Pazo-in-Tubes and Pazo
Suppositories, but a trial tube will be sent on request.
Just mail coupon and enclose 10c (coin or stamps) to
help cover packing and postage.

MAIL!i Grove Laboratories, Inc.

[
Dept. 28-F, St. Louis, Mo.

I Gentlemen: Please send me trial tube Pazo. I en-
I close 1 Oc to help cover packing and postage.

I NAME

J
ADDRESS — '-

J
crry_ STATE
This offer is good in U. S. and Canada. Canadian
residents may «Tite H. R. Madill & Co.. 6i Welling-
ton St.. West, Toronto. Ont.

FOR MANY CURLS...OR jtt

Symbolic of Goc/'s Country and the Woman is

this picturesque shot of Beverly Roberts against

a background of Mount Rainier, a Washington
lake and towering conifers of the Northwest

Motivated by a desire to rid Americans of

the foreigners who take their jobs, Bogart
and his fellow machine shop workers join

the Black Legion, take the oath from
which there is no turning back. Night-
riding, black-shrouded figures burn, pil-

lage, beat and murder when occasion
seems to demand.
Family devotion withers under the all-

engulfing demands of the legion. Bogart,
his wife, Erin O'Brien-Moore, and their

little son, Dickie Jones, are poor but happy
until Bogart joins the legion. This love fal-

ters; a blow from Bogart rends his home;
his erstwhile pal, played by Dick Foran
is shot down by the black menace; Bogart
is captured, forced into perjury to save
the legion heads, but balks when he takes
the stand and his confession sends a score
of ringleaders to prison for life.

COLLEGE HOLIDAY— (Paramount)—
Light, fast, musical mix-up, aimed low

for mass appeal but with a
strong battery of names,
topped by Jack Benny, ably
abetted by George Burns,
Gracie Allen, Mary Boland,
Martha Ftaye, Lief Erickson,
Eleanore Whitney, Johnny
Downs and the California

Collegians. Genial absurdities, ridiculous
gags and popular songs make up for story

lack. The "turns" of the players crowd
each other at a dizzying pace. The story

is about a hotel that Jack Benny, part
owner, sees facing failure. Mary Boland,
wealthy leader of a eugenic cult, holds a
mortgage on the hotel. Benny, in a for-

lorn hope of saving the hotel, makes it a
rendezvous for prize physical specimens
of both sexes from various colleges. Miss
Boland and her Greek-minded stooge take
charge and undertake to pair off the "in-

mates" on eugenic principles with the

/Oft curls thol core* w'rtli

the bngM touch of beouty, your
favorites o\the> screen dress their

hoir with "the-mirleri used by the

stars'.' Millions of women follow this

Hollywood beauty hint.. -and so

more Hollywood Curlers are used
in homes everywhere than all other

curlers put together- Try this star

magic on your hair . . . tonightll

8* sure to ask for them by name.

3 FOR 10c AT Sc AND 10c STORES, NOTION COUNTERS

HOLLYWOOD
&^CURLER

l>
(/i

Pocket Radio
Operates Without

Tubes, Batteries or

Electric Connection*
Amazing midget
radio fits in pocket
or purie. NEW
MODEL weighs only
3 oza. as shown InACTUAL photo!

Smaller than a cigarette
package! Sepan '

all i vlth
beautiful clear tone. Ranuc to

50 mlfes—MUCH GREATER un-

der good conditions—no atatlc or nolael Nothing to wcbt
out—only one moving part—will last for years. NO
CRYSTALS to adjust. Has NEW TYPE sensitive rectifier

and hl-cfflclcncy design—ENTIRELY NEW!! Not to be con-

fused with cheap Im tuitions. Tunes broadcast band and
POLICE and AIRPLANE CALLS! NOT A TOY, out™ U P'
ufiual practical radio—a sensation everywhere—a delight to

anyone everyway. Comes In several beautiful colors (state

your^j. ABSOLUTELY COMPLETE ready to listen with
midget phono and Instructions to use In hotels, offices,

autos, trains, camps, at home In bed, on blcyclea. on sea or
Hhcrcver you may be. TAKES ONLY A SECOND TO CON-
NFCT-no messy hookups. THOUSANDS OF SATISFIED
OWNERS—many report wonderful service In ALL PARTS OF
THE WORLD! THESE ARE FACTS! Carry
one with you always and be assured of many
hours of entertainment AT NO COST! Can be
used by ANYONE—even a child! Send only
81.00—pay postman balance or send S2.9D
<M. O.. Cash, Check). WE PAY POSTAGE.
GV\RANTEED. A moat unusual value.
TINYTONK RADIO CO., F-3. Kearney, Nebr.

Don't Sleep
on Left Side,
Crowds Heart

GAS PRESSURE MAY CAUSE DISCOMFORT
RIGHT SIDE BEST

If you toss in bed and can't sleep on right side,

try Adlerika. Just ONE dose relieves stomach GAS
pressing, on heart so you sleep soundly.

Adlerika acts on BOTH upper and lower bowels

and tarings out poisonous wastes you would never

believe were in your system. This materiat may have

poisoned you for months and caused GAS, sour

stomach, headache or nervousness.

Dr. H. L. Shoub, Nety York, reports: "In
addition to intestinal cleansing, Adlerika
greatly reduces bacteria and colon bacilli.'*

Mrs. Jas. Filler: "Gas on my stomach was so

bad I could not eat or sleep. Even my heart seemed

to hurt. The first dose of Adlerika brought me
relief. Now I eat as I wish, sleep fine and never

felt better."

Give your bowels a REAL cleansing with Adlerika

and see how good you feel. Just ONE dose relieves

GAS and constipation. At all Leading Druggists.

PKI*F Special Trial Size of Adlerika! ntl' mailed FREE to anv adult.m^"- Write Dept. 163,

ADLERIKA • ST. PAUL, MINN.
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psychic aid of the professor's daughter,
Grade Allen. Nuf sed!

STOLEN HOLIDAY— (Warners)—Dip-
ping into the Stavsky pawnshop scandal

for plot, Stolen Holiday tells

the love story of Kay Francis
first as a model and later as

owner of a swank Parisian
modiste's shop, and Claude
Rains, a modern Ponzi, who
first befriends Miss Francis,

then sets her up in business,

and then, when arrest threatens, attempts
to hide behind her respectability. She is

forced into a marriage with Rains after

she has become enmeshed in a romance
with an Englishman she meets while at

Geneva on a "stolen holiday." Even the

marriage fails to save Rains, and he goes
into seclusion to escape arrest. Kay de-
cides she owes him something, goes to him,
is trailed by the law, and when Rains
steps from his hideout (he says to think

about his decision with reference to their

marriage, but really because he has seen
his hideout surrounded) he is shot down.
Kay is forced to seal her lips and let the
law call it a suicide.

This picture is clothed with regal at-

mosphere and the styles depicted in Kay's
Parisian shop will set feminine film goers
in a dither. Miss Frances never looked
lovelier than she does in Stolen Holi-
day. She gives a fine performance, and
Rains also turns in a portrayal that will

lift him farther up the ladder of renown.
Ian Hunter as the other half of the "stolen

holiday" is convincing, and admirable sup-
port is provided by Alison Skipworth,
Alexander D'Arcy and Frank Reicher.

THE PLOUGH AND THE STARS—
(RKO)—An artistic successor to The In-

former, discriminating pic-
turegoers will hail this as a
compelling work of art, but
its boxoffice appeal, by and
large, is a matter of conjec-
ture. Given an emotional
content of high voltage, plus
fine performances by

Barbara Stanwyck and Preston Foster,
this is a masterpiece pictorially. Lighting
is somber and poetic. Dublin's streets
fairly palpitate with the tragedy of futile

slaughter that so quickly ended the first

Irish rebellion. Foster is an officer of the
rebels and his devotion to the cause tears
him from Miss Stanwyck, the wife whose
selfish love and mounting fears inspire her
hysterical battle to keep him out of fight-
ing. It is the age old struggle between
love and duty. In the end, at the risk of

his life, he returns to her but only to warn

FANS ATTENTION!
With the issue of Romantic Movie Stories

magazine now on sale the name of the maga-
zine is changed to Movie Story Magazine.
In spite of 34 additional pages (bringing
this magazine to 106 pages), the price re-
mains ten cents.

Movie Story will continue to publish the
complete and exclusive fiction stories of the
best of the coming movies, each story illus-
trated with scenes from the productions.

Fictionized in the big March issue (now
on sale) are Maytime, starring Jeanette
MacDonald and Nelson Eddy; The Last of
Mrs. Cheyney, starring Joan Crawford; His-
tory is Made at Night, featuring Jean Arthur
and Charles Boyer, and that super road
show, Romeo and Juliet with Norma Shearer
and Leslie Howard. Ten complete stories
in all.

Ask your newsdealer for Movie Story
Magazine. Read your movies first for a real

thrill, then see them and enjoy the
more.

Switching face powders may do

you an injustice—Make you look years older than you really are!

How to find your most becoming face powder
must not assume that because you are a blonde
or a brunette or a redhead that you must use a

certain shade. Any artist or make-up expert

will tell you that.

You may be a blonde and yet have a very dark
or olive skin; or a brunette and have a very
light skin; or vice versa.

What you want to do is NOT match your
skin, but improve your appearance. You want,

NOT a matching shade, but aflattering shade.

I Say "Try," not "Buy"
In my five shades I provide the most becoming
one for you. What it is neither I, nor anyone
else, can tell you in advance. You must try on
all five shades.

But I don't ask you to go into a store and buy
all five shades of Lady Esther Face Powder. No,
indeed! I say: "Here, take all the five shades
of my face powder and try them all on ! Let
your own eyes tell you which is your most
becoming shade."

Today!
Decide today to make this telling face powder
test. Mail the coupon below and by return mail

you'll receive all five shades of Lady Esther
Face Powder. Try on all five shades.

Notice that one shade will instantly declare it-

selfthe one for you. Notice, too, how smooth my
face powder is,how long it stays on and how well

it prevents shine. One test will tell you volumes!
The coupon below waits your mailing

!

Do you try one face powder this month and an-

other the next? Do you choose face powder
because this girl or that uses it? What may look

good on one girl may look bad on another.

Hit-or-miss methods of selecting your face

powder, or your shade of face powder, put you
at a great disadvantage. It means you have one
complexion one day and another the next. It

calls attention to your make-up all the time.

If the shade you happen to choose is the

wrong one, it makes you look years older than

you really are. What you want, first of all, is

the right kind of face powder. Secondly, the

right shade.

No. 1. The Right Kind

of Face Powder
A face powder must be soft. It must be smooth
— absolutely smooth. Only a smooth powder
will go on evenly and blend perfectly.

Only a smooth powder will act as a blotter

on the skin. It is the blotter-like qualities of

face powder that absorb excessive oil and per-

spiration and prevent shine.

Lady Esther Face Powder is soft—extremely

soft and smooth. It contains no rough or sharp

particles whatever. This you can prove by my
famous "bite test."

Because it is so smooth, Lady Esther Face

Powder goes on evenly and blends perfectly.

It also acts as a blotter on the skin.

It absorbs the excessive oil and
perspiration that causes that hated

shine.

No. 2. The Right Shade

First, the right powder— then the

right shade!
There is only one way to tell which

is your most becoming shade and that

is to try on all five basic shades. You

(To. paste this on a penny postcard.) (31) I

Lady Esther, 2030 Ridge Avenue, Evanston, Illinois

Please send me by return mall a liberal supply

shades of Lady Esther Face Powder: also s purse-

s

your Lady Esther Four-Purpose Face Cream

FREE

City_ -Stale-

{Ifyou live in Canada, i i Lady Esther, Ltd. . Toronto. Ont.)
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eeping tops;

Think! Has more than one day gone
by without adequate elimination?

If so, take Olive Tablets before you
turn out the bathroom light tonight.

Prescribed for years by an Ohio
physician, Olive Tablets are now one
of America's best known proprieta-

ries—famous because they are so mild
and gentle.

Keep a supply always on hand.
Remind the whole family to think of
them on the second day. Three sizes:

15^, 30p, 60?— at all druggists.

Ml. IDWARDS

THE LAXATIVE
OF BEAUTIFUL WOMEN

$200 MyFirrf
Week

• • • Now in

myOWN
Business.
L. A. Eagles took in $200

his firstweek. Harry Hill says: "Paid for home with
Rug-Washer. Earned $S6 first day." Another letter

says, "Made $70 in 13 hours." Many others make
$125 to S200 per week. Thousands earning quick,

easy profits. Electricity does the work. Finishes
rugs like new, on customer's floor. Hundreds of

customers in vour vicinity and nearbv towns

EASY TERMS
Inexpensive equipment. Pay part down

—

balance monthly. No shop necessary. Used
by the United States Government and Stat-
ler Hotel System. Manufactured since 1918

J

—every machine guaranteed.

FREE BOOK
Send today (no obligation) for booklet
illustrating Rug-Washer and telling

how you can earn large profits

at prices below other methods,
how you can build a perma-
nent year-around busi-

ness; and how you can
pay on easy terms.
Enjoy a larger income.
Write today—NOW.
VON SCHRADER MFG. CO.

173 PI., Racine, Wis.

Stark melodrama that runs through every toot of

Black Legion Is exemplified In this scene in

which the hooded clan makes sure the victim,

Dick Foran, is dead. Charles Hallon unmasks

to listen for a heartbeat, if any

her that the rebellion must go on. Una
O'Connor, Bonita Granville, Erin O'Brien-
Moore, Cyril McLaglen, Wesley Barry and
others do sterling work in their various
roles.

GREEN LIGHT— (Cosmopolitan)—
Dignified acid forceful treatment of the

theme of spiritual power as

a way of life is presented in

Green Light, which gives you
Errol Flynn in ' his first ci-

vilian clothes role. Flynn's
stock should soar appreci-
ably when his fans see him
in this masterly depiction of

the power of spirit to triumph over ad-
versity and the master of unbridled pas-
sions in matters close to life—and death.

Flynn, a young surgeon, is wrongfully
accused in the death of a woman patient
when an older doctor, played by Henry
O'Neill, hasn't the courage to take the
blame. Flynn resigns. Fate puts in

Flynn's path the daughter of the woman
who died on the operating table. The girl,

Anita Louise, loves Flynn, who has been
introduced under another name by the
nurse, Margaret Lindsay, who loves
Flynn and saw the fatal slip of O'Neill that
caused the patient to die. A minister,
played by Sir Cecil Hardwicke, whose phi-
losophy is love against hatred, helps to
smooth the path for all. Flynn eventually
joins Walter Abel, a former hospital asso-
ciate, in a search for a vaccine, or serum
to combat spotted fever in a certain Mon-
tana district. He nearly loses his life, but
eventually wins love, respect and a better
grasp of human frailties through spiritual
uplift.

CRACK-UP— (20th Century-Fox)—
Here is a bizarre spy melodrama with an

aviation angle. The story is

involved, never seems to get

^Jk J" going, and the sudden and

^^^ tragic death for all but one
^sl of the leading characters
<^ leaves one gasping unless

drowsiness born of a slow-
moving vehicle should lull

him into a state bordering on unconscious-
ness before the film is half unreeled. Peter
Lorre plays another of his fantastic roles.

With him is that rising young player,
i

Brian Donlevy, as an ace pilot.

Did Gray Hair
Rob Them of $95 a Week?

Now Comb Away Gray This Easy Way
GRAY hair is risky. It screams: "You arc

getting old!" To end gray hair handicaps all

you now have to do is comb it once a day for

several days with a few drops of Kolor-Bak
sprinkled on your comb, and afterwards regularly

once or twice a week to keep your hair looking
nice. Kolor-Bak is a solution for artificially color-

ing gray hair that imparts color and charm and
abolishes gray hair worries. Grayness disappears
within a week or two and users report the change
is so gradual and so perfect that their friends

forget they ever had a gray hair and no one
knew they did a thing to it.

Make This Trial Test
Will you test Kolor-Bak without risking a single

cent? Then, go to your drug or department store

today and get a bottle of Kolor-Bak. Test it under
our guarantee that it must make you look 10 years
younger and far more attractive or we will pay
back your money.
1 FRFF iiuv a l)0ttl ° nf KOLOR-BAK today and send
I

ntfc- top flap of rarton to Vnlted Remedies, Dept. I

| 33, 5-14 So. Wells Street, Chicago—and receive FREE I

AND POSTPAID a oCc bos of KUHAK Shampoo.

Can Old Faces

Look Young Again?
PAULINE PALMER telle how you can make old faces

new free^ book is explained

1_ thia sensational home
^ method. Already 75,-

000 men and women
have written for this
thrilling new book.
It illustrates with

photographs an easy
home method of facial
rejuvenation to help
correct wrinkles, dou-
ble chin, shrunken
cheeks and other
marks of age without

the use of cosmetics, straps or beauty parlor aids.
This book, together with a Facial Analysis Chart

Bent absolutely FREE in plain wrapper by writing
PAULINE PALMER, l«IC Armour Bled., Kansas City, Mo.
WRITE BEFORE SUPPLY IS EXHAUSTED.

[LOOK!' A *25o:orT\NDW WE CAN MAKE
CHECK FOR) THE DOWN ><«»«
THAT OLD f PAYMENT /= ~|
I»s#>coin Ion a new

\W^O?^GHE
.

5
I P^C£?^

We guarantee to Pay World's Highest Prices,
Large Cents up to $2000.00 each, 1909 Cents
$10.00. 1860 Cents $50.00, 1890 Cent S20.00, 1913
Libertv Head Nickel $350.00, 25c before 1916
S300.00, 50c before 1916 $750.00. Other 50c before
1936 $60.00. Gold Coins $5000.00, Lincoln Cents
before 1932, Half Cents, Half Dimes, Foreign
Coins, Paper Money and Thousands of Others to

$2500.00 each. Know What Your Coins Worth,
Send Dime For World's Largest 10c Complete
Illustrated Catalogue.
Romano Coin Shop. Dept. 186, Nantasket. Mass.

RELIEVED. ...ITCHING STOPPED
For quick relief from itching of eczema, rashes, pim-
ples, athlete's foot, scales and other skin eruptions,
apply Dr. Dennis' cooling, antiseptic, liquid D. D. D.
Prescription. Greaseless and stainless—dries fast.

Stops the most intense itching instantly. A 35c trial

bottle, at drug stores, proves it—or money back.

D.D.D. PAeAcAl&tZovi,
Accept No Substitutes! Always Insist on the Advertised Brand!



Brief Film Guide

TO THESE, TOPPER WAVES
HIS HAT:

Romeo and Juliet— (M-G-M)—Shakes-
peare's most famous bit of hack writing,

superbly improved by the presence of

Norma Shearer and great cast.

Dodsworth— (Goldwyn)—You'll rave
about this one. Walter Huston grabs top
honors, closely followed by Mary Astor,

Ruth Chatterton.

Come and Get It— (Goldwyn)—Edward
Arnold, Frances Farmer, Joel McCrea and
Walter Brennan. Dynamic, satisfying

drama.

Winterset— (RKO)—Burgess Meredith,
Eduardo Ciannelli, Edward Ellis, Paul
Guilfoyle, Maurice Moscovitch and Margo.
Gripping drama exceptionally done.

The Plainsman— (Paramount) — Gary
Cooper, Jean Arthur, James Ellison and
Helen Burgess. Epic drama built around
lives of Buffalo Bill and Wild Bill Hickok.

\

GOOD ENTERTAINMENT

After the Thin Man— (M - G - M) —
William Powell, Myrna Loy, Elissa Landi,
Joseph Calleia, Dorothy McNulty, James
Stewart and Alan Marshall. Suavitv plus
in mystery yarn that keeps you laughing
and guessing.

Gold Diggers of 1937— (Warners)—
Dick Powell, Joan Blondell, Victor Moore,
Glenda Farrell, Lee Dixon, Osgood Per-
kins and Charles D. Brown. Extravaganza
with catchy songs and novel plot.

Lloyds of London— (20th Century-Fox)
—Tyrone Power, Madeleine Carroll,
Freddie Bartholomew, Sir Guy Standing
and Virginia Field. Romance and drama
woven into history of insurance firm.

Rainbow on the River— (Principal) —
Bobby Breen, Alan Mowbray, Benita
Hume, May Robson and Louise Beavers.
Human story of an unwanted orphan.

Tarzan Escapes— (M-G-M) — Johnny
Weissmuller and Maureen O'Sullivan
score again in jungle thriller.

Theodora Goes Wild — (Columbia) —
Irene Dunne turns comedienne with a

capital C. Melvyn Douglas in telling por-
trayal. By all means see it.

Love on the Run— (M-G-M) — Clark
Gable, Franchot Tone and Joan Crawford.
Rollicking yarn that holds interest.

Born to Dance— (M-G-M) — Eleanor
Powell will tap you into a trance while
James Stewart, Una Merkel, Frances
Langford, Alan Dinehart, Virginia Bruce
and Buddy Ebsen keep you amused in a

nautical romance.

• "Good grief, Mr. Giraffe, what a perfectly terrific rash you've

got! You're broken out all over, even on your tail. And your neck's a
sight! When a person has so much neck, it must be awful!"

• "/ can remember when I used to have rashes . . . Boy, did I itch

!

In those days before we had Johnson's Baby Powder, there were

times when I felt like jumping right out of my skin!"

• "But take a look at me now! Not a rash or a chafe anywhere since

we've been using that soft, downy Johnson's. You try it—and see if

it doesn't knock the spots off you, too!"

• "Feel a pinch of my Johnson's—isn't it smooth and

slick? Not a bit gritty like some powders. It keeps my
skin as fine as silk!". . . That's the best protection

against skin infections, Mothers! And Johnson's Baby

Powder is made of the finest Italian talc ...no orris-

root. Always keep Johnson's Baby Soap, Baby Cream

and Baby Oil in your «JX*«^°4Xv*OVV
>•

(J NSW BRUNSWICK (J NEW JERSEYbaby's bath-basket, too!
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Janice Jarratt, in Universale TOP OF THE TOWN

O Your hair may look dull, but it

isn't . . . its brilliance is just hidden

under a film that most shampoos
leave on the hair and ordinary rins-

ing can never remove. That's why
Hollywood Stars always use Duart

Hair Rinse after every shampoo.
Would it be thrilling fun to see how
Duart Rinse will bring out the true

shining beauty of your own hair?

DUHRT
HAIR RINSE

SEND 10c FOR A FULL 2-RINSE PACKAGE. SELECT

SHADES BELOW. NOT A DYE- NOT A BLEACH.

Duart Sales Co.. 785 Market St.. San Francisco

10 cents enclosed for shade of rinse marked. Please
send it at once

—

Henna Black Medium
Brown

Dark
Brown

r—i /-u 4. D Golden D White or r-i *-** j
Chestnut LJ

Brown
U

Glsy D §f
ld

',

Brown Platinum
Blonde

Titian Titian Q Light
Reddish Reddish Ash Golden
Brown Blonde Blonde Blonde

Nome

Address .

Cily

50

.Stale.. .12

Paradox in Personality!
(Continued from page thirty)

Being intelligently unconventional, she

feels, "Why shouldn't I do the things I

want to do? It's my life, isn't it?

"For example," she says, "I get great

pleasure in making noise. I sometimes
scream just to listen to my screams." Have
you ever heard a person, probably your
best girl, say "Oh, I could just scream"?
Instead of saying that, Doris up and does it.

She dates her screaming from the time

it saved her life. Doris is one of those

bold Irish characters who can't pass up a

dare. She always plunges into the adven-
turous and thrilling for the sheer wallop
of it When she was a kid of four years,

another neighborhood breadsnatcher
dared her to eat a fire-works sulphur
snake. She ate it, and the shrieks im-
mediately following were shrill enough to

summon a doctor in time to pump out her
stomach and save her life.

To show what kind of a girl Doris really

is, we must hear how she achieved star-

dom. She didn't waltz gently into the

endearing arms of fame. Only a year ago
she had made one unsuccessful invasion

of Hollywood and had to drive her mother
and her dog back to New York City in a

puddle-jumper of ancient vintage. She
had on a blouse and a pair of slacks at the

time of that inglorious departure, when
she determined she would never again
enter the movie capital until stage success
led movie moguls to demand her.

She had come to Hollywood on a six-

months contract with the former Fox
studios, made after her performance in

the stage play, His Majesty, Christopher
Bean, shortly after her graduation from a

New York high school in 1933. During
that half-year she had the opportunity to

do absolutely nothing in pictures.

Stage Work Wins

She did one thing for herself, though.
As the feminine lead in Daughter of Cain
at a small Hollywood community play-
house she attracted the eye of Al H.
Woods, New York stage producer, who
told her that if she would come to him in

New York she could have a part in The
Night of January 16th.

After her flivver hegira back to the big
city this unspoiled young beauty won the
lead in January 16th, going over with such
a wow that every studio in Hollywood
began clamoring for her. The lure of the
cinema proved too much even for her
memory of the six months of floundering,
so she came back to Hollywood, and this

time to stardom.
A place in the film constellation has not

inflated Doris' head to a balloon-like
status. Far from it. The studios have
doubles for all big stars, to do dangerous
assignments and avoid possible injury or
even inconvenience to the big names. In
the super-musical extravaganza Top of
the Town there is a scene where Doris'

stand-in was ordered to make a forty-five

foot leap from a fire-ravaged building into

a net held by Hugh Herbert, Gregory
Ratoff, Henry Armetta and George
Murphy.
Would this glamorous Hollywood star

stand aside and treat someone else to such
a special thrill? Not on your life! The
director and the technicians pleaded. They
stormed. They threatened. Doris held
firm and declared she would do it, or else.

With the comedians who held the net

Surfboard time at the beach. Here Doris

Nolan, who mixes plenty of exercise with her

histrionics, is contemplating a dip in the sea

for the scene shuddering in fear, she
calmly made the leap. The director in-

formed her she would have to do it half a

dozen times to make a perfect shot.

"O. K.," she said, and did it half a dozen
times.

This is just like Doris, a young lady who
is as natural as a wild tree or a wave
rolling in from the sea. She would rather

go to a boxing match than to one of Holly-
wood's elaborate parties. Perhaps her
favorite diversion is to sit home and read
a good book, "to improve my mind," she
says.

Part of this realness in Doris takes ex-
pression in her Irish temper. "I can re-
member one terribly funny incident," she
relates, then laughs and laughs. "During
a play in which I was acting there was a
publicity man who constantly bothered
me to pose for 'gag shots.' Finally, bull-

dog tenacity and all, he sought me in my
dressing room. I lost no time seizing the
chair I had been sitting in and hurling it

at him." Her eyes twinkle as she adds.

"He bothered me no more."
Her rapidly-flaring temper always cools

as quickly as it comes. "Then I laugh at
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whatever antics my rage inspired," she

smiles.

Getting Doris out to a formal gathering

is a real accomplishment. Even when she

goes, she refuses to stiffen. Her feeling

about conceited persons who are always
"putting on the dog" is quite strong.

"Maybe I better not say the word, though,"

she says.

As a girl she used to put on her brother's

dirtiest sweater and go bicycling. Now
this has grown into her beloved sport of

horseback riding. She leans back on her
hands, shakes her blonde tresses and looks

at the tree tops as she says, "Riding is to

me the most glorious fun in the world."
Another sport she prefers to Hollywood's
famous parties is just lazily lounging.

Have you ever played Hell? It is Doris
Nolan's favorite game. In case you don't
know, it is a form of double solitaire. Doris
prefers it because "it's called Hell even in

polite circles and you can scream your
lungs out when you play it. That's some-
thing."

Doris has a delightful hobby which
sometimes puts her on the spot. She in-

variably bursts out singing Christmas
carols, many of which she makes up while
warbling. She has sold more than a
hundred poems and songs, and has also

written numerous essays and short pieces
to express her thoughts on people and
things. Her weakness for Christmas carols

she ascribes to sentimentality.
Once in New York she waltzed down

Broadway singing one of her own favorite
Christmas carols to herself. A crowd as-
sembled when a policeman stopped her.

She protested her right to sing what and
where she wanted to.

Promise Wins Reprieve

The law's minion let her go on her
promise to refrain from further carolings.

"That was the first time in my life I was
repressed," she states.

What about the marital intentions of

this luminous beauty who has Holly-
wood's masculine eyes blazing? "Not for

five years," she insists, stating that she
will try hard to build a career before she
considers wedlock.
"Furthermore, no man could live with

me." At this she whoops her loudest
laugh. But she means it, for before
making such an alliance she intends to get

her diploma from the School of Experi-
ence. While she is studying in that, the
only college she would consider, she seeks
men for their intelligence and ability to

carry a fascinating conversation rather
than for their good looks or their romantic
possibilities.

"Of course, if I met the man," she stated

in answer to a question, "I would forget
these ideas and do what any other woman
would." Even in that case she does not
intend to drop her career. A life of per-
sonal accomplishment, to her, need not be
cut short by wedlock.
Only a superior man, stronger and more

dominant than she, will be able to win the
hand whose backing in beauty and class

has caused many Hollywood masculine
hearts to surge more vigorously. "But if

he tried to repress or unreasonably dom-
inate me," she asserted, kiddingly, lapsing

into slang, "I'd sock him on the puss."

Watch Doris Nolan. She is Irish and
high-tempered and will say what she
thinks when she thinks it. A hard worker,
she is determined to succeed because she
loves the motion picture art. She can be
glamorous, musical, tragic or funny before

the camera. Those who know in Holly-
wood will tell you that although la Nolan
is a sprout in years, she's tops in pictures.

/DRY HAIR \

MAY HAVE HAD PRETTY HAIR SiE"

MARY ASTOR
. . . starring in the Columbia

production "LADY FROM
NOWHERE." Her beautiful

coiffure styled by Perc West-

more,famed Hollywood cosmet-

ician and hairstylist.

LEARN HOW TO AVOID
THE COMMON PERMANENT WAVE FAULTS

KINKY WAVES, DRY HAIR, FRIZZY ENDS

Why trust the beauty of your hair to luck

or even the most expert guesswork? It isn't

necessary any longer, for Duart's new
AUTOMATIC METHOD has made per-

manent waving a science. Each Duart

waver contains an unseen patented device

that aulomatically creates a perfectly formed

wave in every curl . . . waves of such a soft

naturalness that human skill can never

equal them.

This is why Duart is the only method en-

dorsed by Perc Westmore, Hollywood's

world famed Hairstylist . . . why also, Duart

SEND FOR DUART'S
HOLLYWOOD BOOK OF BEAUTY
Pages of smart screen-tested hair-

styles and other new Hollywood
Beauty secrets. Use Coupon—en-
close 10c for postage and wrapping.

waves are the choice of the Hollywood

stars and why Duart is featured in more

than 100 Hollywood Beauty Salons.

To make sure your hair is waved with these

sensational new AUTOMATIC WAVERS,
be sure to tell your operator you want a

"TWO-TWELVE" wave, she'll know what

you mean. PRICE of a Duart Wave will

vary according to the artistic skill and

reputation of the hairdresser you select.

D1IHRT
PERMANENT WAVES

Duart, 785 Market St., San Francisco, California

Enclosed please find 10 cents for my copy of

DUART'S HOLLYWOOD BOOK OF BEAUTY

Name..

City..

DUART WAVES ARE THE CHOICE OF THE HOLLYWOOD STARS
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FOR
CHEST
COLDS

Diistressing cold in chest or throat should
never be neglected. It generally eases up
quickly when soothing, warming Musterole
is applied.

Better than a mustard plaster, Musterole
gets action because it's NOT just a salve.

It's a "counter-irritant"— stimulating,

penetrating, and helpful in drawing out local

congestion and pain.

Used by millions for 25 years. Recom-
mended by many doctors and nurses. All
druggists. In 3 strengths: Regular Strength,
Children's (mild), and Extra Strong, 40c each.

HOLLYWOOD'S LATEST CRAZE

H Beautiful Permanent

at home for only . . .

SO LASTING AND SO INEXPENSIVE
Lovely screen scars are all agog about MOVIE-WAVE ... the

new discovery of a famous Hollywood manufacturer who
upplving the studios with beauty products fothis been •

many year

Bug

Now i[ is no longer necessary to pay from S-1.00

to $10.00 for a Permanent Wave, with the

bother of going to a beaut)- parlor and the

risk of burning and discoloring the hair.

MOVIE-WAVE creates a beautiful, lustrous

permanent without heat or electricity.

Screen favorites, society leaders, and women
all over the country are glowing with en-

thusiasm about their beautiful MOVIE-
WAVE Permanents— like L. B., who writes:

"Words cannot express my thanks for the

best permanent wave I have ever had. My
hair is so much softer, more natural-looking."

ESPECIALLY GOOD FOR
BLEACHED AND DYED HAIR

MOVIE-WAVE will wave hair of all types and ages. It is

ABSOLUTELY GUARANTEED not to harm healthy hair

or scalp. You don't need any equipment — everything neces-

sary for a lovely, long-lasting permanent, with soft waves
and enchanting ringlet ends, is contained in the one compact
MOVIE-WAVE Kit — for only Sl.OO!

Available at many leading Department Stores.

If your local Department Store cannot supply you with the

first and only permanent Movie-Wave— DON'T DELAY!
— write us immediately, enclosing $1-00. Movie Wave will

be sent to you direct from Hollywood postpaid.

MOVIE COSMETICS COMPANY
655 No. Arden Blvd. Hollywood. California Suite 101

Nickel Handicap!

INTEREST—One nickel, three pennies and a

key! Stuart Erwin has just got to find out

about that horse on which he staked his "all"

ACTION— "I've gotta use precision in dialing

this number because that's my last nickel. . . .

See, I hope that nag didn't forget to run!"

SUSPENSE— "I'll

hafta, but this buzzing

nuts. Wonder if th

If I

me

ear that nickel out

my ear is driving

sure thing won!"

CLIMAX—"Oh, boy! Can I pick 'em? A
hundred to one, didia say? I should-a put

on a thousand instead of a measley hundred!"

Many Nappy Women Now Say

PAIRMI°©°<DEN
( Pronounced PAR-hO-JEN

)

•TABLETS*
MAKE

FEMININE HYGIENE
Simple
Quick
Easy

Dependable Pariouen requires no applicators ot

other accessories. Tliu easy-to-use tablet alone It

sufficient. Harmless, non-caustic, sreaseless, odor-
It-,.. Twelve tableta In trluss container cost onlj

one dollar. Don't hesitate to ask your
drux^Ut for Pariouci] Tablets. If his

uppl) should be temporarily ex-
hausted. Wiltc us for free sample.

AMERICAN DRUG
AND CHEMICAL CO.

S. Sixth St., Minneapolis,

oeuer MYSTERY
CLEANSING

CREAM

• The basis of all beauty is

a clean skin. Try this smooth-
er, softer, more penetrating
cream, which removes all

surface dirt and pore secre- ".

tions. It's pink-tinted, allur- •',

ingly scented. 50c at dealers [*

or send for test jar. Enclose eleano
10c for postage and packing.

BOYER, Society Pazlumeur
2702 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, III.

CSHair
< OFF
Unloved

Face
Lips
Chin

I once looked like this. Ugly hair
on face. ..unloved. ..discouraged.
Nothing helped. Depilatories.

waxes, liquids. . .even razorB failed. Then I dis-
covered a simple, painless, inexpensive method. It
worked 1 Thousands have won beauty and love with
theBecret. MyFREE Book,"How to OvercomeSuper-
fluous Hair." explains the method and proves actual
success. Mailed in plain envelope. Aleo trial offer.

No obligation. Write Mile.Annette Lanzette,P.O.Box
4040, Merchandise Mart, Dept. 31s, Chicago.

«« METAL ARTSCO.Uc FACTORY G8-R0CHESTER.N.Y

Knitting Yarns
Direct from Manufacturer

WHOLESALE PRICES
Mall Orders Promptly Filled

IOOO Samples Free
PICKWICK YARNS, Stamford, Conn., Desk 71
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Hollywood is Just a
State of Mind!

(Continued from pace forty)

to itself. That was when its area was
fixed and bounded.

It wasn't much of a place. It had about
700 inhabitants, all told, and the vote
on incorporation was 88 to 78. It was
pretty well isolated. One or two rambling
roads connected it with the city.

The new town's main stem was not
called Hollywood Boulevard then; it was
Prospect Avenue. It was unpaved; in

summer it was oiled to keep down the
profuse dust, and in winter it was a quag-
mire. Sunset, lined with over-arching
pepper trees, was a slumbrous residence
street a few blocks south. On the avenue
were some spacious residences—those of

Whitley, Wilcox, Beveridge, Hurd, Bart-
lett, being most notable. The Stern
orange grove had a good home in it; part
of the grove still lives as a memorial to

its founder. A few small stores catered
to local trade in primitive fashion; sev-
eral diminutive churches administered
to the communal spiritual welfare and
the town was very proud of its sole high
school, one two-story building.

There wasn't a theatre in the place, nor
a club nor a saloon. One hotel—The
Hollywood—the east end only of that very
prominent hostelry now so central

—

served all the needs of the wayfarer, and
at that was mostly given over to family
life. Now and then were decorous dances
there, and on some Sunday evenings,
Carrie Jacobs Bond, then unknown to
much fame, played and sang her homey
songs in the lobby for the entertainment
of the guests. Folks rose early, for the
trip to business in the city was long and
arduous, and .they retired early, for there
was little else to do.

As early-day residents or visitors
trekked back to homes or inn, they always
stopped at the front door, took down the
inevitable feather duster that was hang-
ing at the knob, and carefully dusted
off their shoes before they stepped over
the sill! It was an old Hollywood cus-
tom—not to say an odd one. But very
saving on carpets.

A slow-going community? It was—but
a very prosperous one. One of the big
citrus centers of the Southland; that and
market gardening were the almost ex-
clusive industries, though sheep roved the
hills. These very industries were the in-
herent cause of Hollywood's elimination
as a city, however, and the greater they
became, the more inevitable the doom
they faced.
You see, citrus growing demands a lot

of water, and so does the raising of garden
truck. Also, the more householders, the
greater the requirements in the same
field. As Hollywood's production rose,
and as population grew, and the long,
hot summers made still heavier demands
upon the rather primitive water supply
available at best, it became increasingly
inevitable that provision be made for
added water, or the town would perish.
Los Angeles generously offered to

share its wealth with its neighbors. But
only on condition that they amalgamate
with it. Otherwise, stay out and dry up.
Hollywood listened to the Lorelei song;

heeded the call to "come on in; the water's
fine," and in 1910, leaped from freedom
and a brief municipal existence of seven
years into the lap of the Queen of the

TO€Y USED TO CAU. HER ....
ALWAYS TIRED-OUT, RUNDOWN AND
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THE WAY TOAF01LIES GIRL FIGURE /"
AND EVERYONE IS IN LOVE
WITH HER NOW/
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housands of WEAK, RUNDOWN, TIRED-OUT
SKINNY Folks Have Made This Amazing Discovery!

Get Kelpamalt's Natural Iodine into Your Blood and Glands

—

Then . . . These Results Quick or Your Money Back
Improved Appetite, Better Digestion, 5
Extra New Lbs., Clearer Skin,
Sounder Sleep, New Strength,

Energy and Endurance
If you are weak, skinny and rundown—If you go around
always tired out, irritable, easily upset, the chances are
your blood Is thin, pale and watery, and lacks the nourish-
ment needed to build up your strength, endurance, and the
solid pounds of new flesh you need to feel right. Science
has at last got right down and found one of the very
frequent causes of these conditions, and explains a new,
quick way to correct them.

Food and medicines often can't help you much. The
average person usually eats enough of the right kind of

food to sustain the body. The real trouble is assimilation—the body's process of converting digested food into firm
flesh, pep and energy. Tiny hidden glands control this
body building process—glands which must have a regular
ration of natural plant iodine all the time. The simplest
and quickest way to get this precious needed substance is

Seedol Kelpamalt. the astonishing new mineral concentrate
from the sea, which has been found to be many times
richer in natural iodine than oysters.

Try Seedol Kelpamalt for one week. See if, like thousands
of others, you don't feel better, sleep better, eat better,
and add at least 3 to 5 husky new lbs. the first week. If
you don't the trial is free. It costs you nothing. Your
own doctor will approve this way. 100 Jumbo size Seedol
Kelpamalt Tablets—four to five times the size of ordinary
tablets—cost but a few cents a day to use. Get Seedol
Kelpamalt today. Seedol Kelpamalt is sold at all good drug

stores. If your dealer has not yet received his supply,
send $1-00 for special introductory size bottle of 65 tablets
to the address below.

• Manufacturer's Note:—Inferior products, sold as kelp
and malt preparations— in Imitation of the genuine

Seedol Kelpamalt—are being offered as substitutes. The
Kelpamalt Company will reward for information covering
any case where an imitation product has been represented
as the original Seedol Kelpamalt. Don't be fooled. Demand
genuine Seedol Kelpamalt Tablets. They are easily as-
similated, do not upset stomach nor injure teeth. Results
guaranteed or money back.

SPECIAL FREE OFFER
Write torlav for fascinating instructive 50-page booklet
on How to Build Strength. Energy and Add Lbs.
Quickly. Mineral Orients oi Food and their Effects on
the Unman Ilod.v. New facts about NATURAL KUHNF.
Mandard weight and measurement charts. Dally Menus
fur weight building Absolutely free. No oblij-vauun.
kelpamalt Co., Dept. 1113, 27 West 20th St.. New
York City.

NAME

STREET

CITY ...

SEEDOL

Kelpamalt^£
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Angels, where she has remained a favored
child ever since. She went wet, in other
words, and she went out of civic existence
at the same time.

But not out of mind—or vocabulary.
The populace still used the old familiar

name to designate the locality that origi-

nally bore it. The trolleys carried it on
their signs—and still do. The boulevard
adopted it, instead of Prospect. The
former townsite and much contiguous
territory clung to the mellifluous and
well liked name, and does so till this day.
But it has no official, civic or legal status

whatever, and hasn't had since 1910.

Now, it is generally believed that Los
Angeles absorbed Hollywood as the result

of the latter becoming the cinema cen-
ter. This is all wrong. Not a movie had
ever been made in Hollywood during all

its official Life, but the big city had had
studios for years. Los Angeles was the

capital of the movies in real fact, and
seemed destined forever to be so.

Perhaps, however, the metropolis did

not sufficiently appreciate the cinema.
Too many could not see what value there

was to a community in an industry that

was simply making shadow shapes flit

by on a canvas in a nickelodeon. It was
all so childish; so puerile. The participants
in the filming were only tolerated; the
old gag about the boarding house sign:

"No dogs or actors wanted" was far more
truth than fiction. The city was zoned,
and only in certain out of the way sec-

tions could the huge but hideous studios

rear their ugly heads. Hospitality toward
them and all their ilk was nil, and hos-
tility was usual.

So it was that in 1911, when the Horsley
brothers were enroute to the coast to

establish their own plant, they learned
from a fellow traveler that irf what had
been Hollywood was a virgin field—about
the only one left—for their purpose. Di-
rectly from their train they drove out
there, looked over the land, liked it. So
they established Hollywood's first movie
studio, in the old Blondeau tavern and
stable at Sunset Boulevard and Gower
Streets. They rented it; they were offered
the entire block for $1.25 a front foot,

but had been warned by others to "beware
of Los Angeles land slickers," and they
didn't purchase!

That, good people, was the beginning of

the cinema industry in Hollywood. Only,
it was no longer the town of Hollywood;
that died the year the movies came to it.

Now in actuality the main factors of the
picture industry no longer are to be found
within the erstwhile "capital" or its origi-

nal limits, and never were. Some of their

former headquarters still stand, gaunt and
vacant; still others make up "poverty
row;" mechanical and technical plants and
costume and wardrobe housings. But as

a picture producing center, what was so
briefly actually Hollywood has faded al-

most from import. Just to keep the record
clear: No movie was ever made in the
town of Hollywood, for it was part of Los
Angeles before the first studio came to it.

So—There is no such place as Holly-
wood. It is only a state of mind. It is

merely a generic term for an indefinite

locale—an entity that has neither shape,

boundaries, form nor substance. Con-
cretely, it simply "isn't."

But whoever thinks of pictures without
coupling them with Hollywood?
Whoever speaks of the movies without

also talking of Hollywood?
Whoever imagines that there can or

could or will or would be a cinema with-
out Hollywood as its locale and its capital'
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The Great Ntw Head-Cold Fighter

Fights
Head Colds
Mikci Breathing Easy

SO
FREE ENTIRELY FREE

S«nd No Money-Nothing to Buy—No Obligation*

Here is a special advertising offer made solely for
the purpoHo of acyuuintiuw you with the reniark-
afoltj action of this treat new hcad*cold-tiehier, a
I, i b ittlfl ol which will be sent on receipt of the
couboD, Don't delay. Be Bare to take advantane
Of Oils wensational l*ree Special Offor at once. .No

letter nodded. Send only your name and address
"ii the coupon, and mall today.

SEND NO MONEY-ONLY YOUR NAME

For Free Sample write name
and address plainly and send
to ARZEN, 544 S. Wells

Street, Chicago, Dept. 53

Here is a quick, safe and
approved method. With a

small orush and BROWNATONE you just tint those
streaks or patches of j?ray to lustrous shades of blonde,
brown or black. Easy to prove by applying a little of
this famous tint to a lock of hair. Cannot affect wav-
ing of hair. Over twenty-three years success. Guaran-
teed harmless. Active coloring agent is purely vegetable.

If BROWNATONE does not give your gray.
streaked or faded hair alluring, rich, youthful.appear-
ing color, your money back. Only 50c. At drug and
touet counters everywhere.

antecd
CU, OliVe'l" h

.vlthout ho.,.-..

lor ai ion* 3* a HALF YEAR or

Dlaced FREE of charge. Earn)n«s ..<... o«. * .......

day. Grace WilL-cr earned SJ7.1.
1 9 hours. Fords Riven producers

-. penny card for "•"
St-nd

.'quick starting sample

WILKNIT HOSIERY COMPANY
Box 3A9 Midway

ELD, OHIONBox 3A9
QREENFI

-^*^g-- >
REDUCE

BY SAFE, QUICK, EASY
SLIMMET METHOD

Don't resort to diets and strenuous ex-

ercises that sap your energy 1 Take off

superficial fat by a N. Y. Doctor's safe

SLIMMET METHOD. If you are

not thrilled with results after two
weeks, if you do not feel better and
more energetic with the loss of excess

fat, it will cost you nothing. Contains .^
no thyroid, no dinitrophenol. Abso- ' \
lutely harmless!

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE!
90 SLIMMET TABLETS . . $1.00.
Send Cash, Check or M. O. today: or
C. O. D. {plus postage).

No Canadian Orders
SLIMMET CO., Dept. FW-2

853 Seventh Ave., N. Y. C.

Accept No Substitutes! Always Insist on the Advertised Brand!



Our Readers Write
(Continued from pu^e ten)

June Home (right) daughter of Cleo Ridgeley,

who 20 years ago rode a horse across the con-

tinent in a film publicity stunt, is shown about

to embark on a plane trip to key cities of

the nation with the huge invitation for buyers

to attend the Associated Apparel Manufac-
turers' fashion show at the Los Angeles Biltmore

in mid-January. Sally Martin, left, style editor

of Fawcett Publications, was chosen to select

film-studio-designed fashions for the exhibit

How many girls, after hearing their Henry or
Tommy admire Norma Shearer's latest coiffure, do
not hurry next day to their favorite hairdresser to
have their hair fixed the same way?

Dozens and dozens of orchids to the beautiful
Hollywood stars who have done so much for
millions outside the studios.

Shirley Martin,
514 So. Seventh Ave., Mount Vernon, N. Y.

Stickler for Realism

Dear Editor:
Swing Time was a sensation, but I have on

ment to make in regard to it.

Why do the directors insist on orchestral .

paniment in certain scenes, such as the wintry scene
in which Ginger Rogers and Fred As t aire sang
A Fine Romance? They could have gotten along
beautifully without it.

To my estimation, this ornamental accompani-
ment, especially in out-of-door scenes such as the
one mentioned above, makes the scenes less realistic

while we "movie goers" wish them to be just as
true to life as possible.

I'm sure other fans will agree with me in this
regard.

Faye M. Brown,
Battle Creek, Iowa.

Too Good?

Dear Editor:
Why can't Shirley Temple portray a naughty girl

for a change? It seems too unreal to see her, pic-
ture after picture, as a good little girl.

Why can't we see her as a mean child, who neither
sings or dances?

She'd gain even more popularity than she has
now, I assure you. Readers—how about your
opinion?

Olive Anderson,
114 W. Cameron St., Hanford, Calif.

With so many juveniles playing "prob-
lem children" on the screen 20th Century-
Fox thinks it might set a fine example for
fans of tender years to see one little girl
who is always good.—The Editor.

m IDEA SOTSO IN PMS

WHY MYRNA-IVE BEEN TAKING
UNIT BEAUTV BATHS FOR. YEARS
IT MAKES YOUR SKIN FEEL LIKE
VELVET INSTANTLY-"

"WELL, IT WOULD BE
A NEW THRILL TO ME!'

FURTHERMORE,WE HAVE SUCH
HARD WATER, AND LINIT HAS
MADE IT FEEL SO SMOOTH-."

IT SOUNDS TOO
GOOD TO BE TRUE 1

'

IS IT EXPENSIVE?
I ALWAYS USE
BATH SALTS."

DONTSMILE.MYRNA-
LINITCOSTS BUT A
FRACTION OF BftTH

SALTS."

SKIN SPECIALISTS m.

RECOMMEND STARCH
FROM CORN TO SOOTHE
THE TENDER. SKIN OF
BABIES.''

# STARCH FROM CORN IS THE MAIN
INGREDIENT OF LINIT.

1U
-Barf***?

iiniT ISfllSO un€X«lL€t>
TOR Fin€ lAlinDCRiriG
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• "Yes—it does overcome chapping more
quickly than anything I ever used before,"
report 97 8 lO'o of hundreds of Italian Balm
users, recently surveyed from coast-to-coast.

"But you must emphasize more in your ad-
vertising that it PREVENTS chapping, too!"
many of them add. And, of course, it does.

Furthermore, 92 9/10^ of these same women
state that Italian Balm costs less to use than
anything they ever tried.

Don't take anybody's word, however, for the
true merit of this famous Skin Softener. Send
for a FREE Vanity bottle. Use it on your
hands, lips, face and body. Then you be the

judge. Mail the coupon today.

ItalianBalm
THE ORIGINAL SKIN SOFTENER

&
Name. .

Address.

CAMPAXA SALES CO.
2903 Lincoln Highway, Batavia, 111.

Gentlemen: I have never tried

Italian Balm. Plcnse send me
Vanity bottle FREE and postpaid.

Citv State
I In Canadn. Campana. Ltd., KC2903Caledonia Road. Toronto

NOW Only
$4 412

Cash

On Easy Terms

SMALL CARRYING
CHARGE

10 Day Trial

No Money Down
Positively the greatest bar- ^^fiP^J2f^^ Fully
gain ever offered. A genuine ^^bjr&B^r i •>. UT '-.»

full sized $102.50 office model re- ^^ «UAKAHTttD
finished Underwood No. 5 for only $44.90 (cash) or on easy

terms. Has up-to-date improvements Including standard
4-ro\v Keyboard, bacfespaeer. automatic rihuon reverse, shift-

lock key. 2-color ribbon, etc. The perfect all purpose type-

writer. Completely rebuil t and FULLY GUARANTEED.

Money Back Guarantee
Send coupon for in-day Trial
—if you decide to keep it pay
only S3. 00 a month until

S49.90 (term price) is paid.
Limited offer—act at once.

Learn Touch Typewriting
Complete (Home Sturiv
Course of the' famous
Van Sont Speed Type-
writing System—fully
illustrated, easily
learned, eiven during
this offer.

INTERNATIONAL TYPEWRITER EXCHANGE
231 West Monroe St.. Chicago. 111., Dept. 31
Send Underwood No. 5 (F. O. B. Chicago"
10-days' trial. If I am not perfectly ~*— It expre: ; collect. If I keep it I

nth until I liave paid S49.90 (ten
For quick shipment give references .

tlsfied I can re-
,111 pay S3, OO .'.

price! in full.

-State J__ |

Choose Your Favorite
Star!

(Continued from pace twenty-eight)

be accepted. When the ballots have been
counted a new star may rise on the hori-
zon.

Now read the following rules very care-
fully. There's money here, EASY MONEY!

Contest Rules

1. To enter this contest it is only neces-
sary to name your favorite screen player
(man or woman) on the coupon published
for that purpose, and tell why in twenty
words, or less, you voted for this star.

2. Prizes will be awarded those con-
testants supplying the best and most novel
reasons (in twenty words or less) for

voting as they did, regardless of final

standing of their choice after all votes are
counted. The entry chosen as the best

by the judges will receive the $300 first

prize; the second best entry will receive
the $200 prize, etc. In case of ties, dupli-
cate prizes for the amount named will be
awarded tying contestants.

3. Contestants may enter and thus vote
for their favorite, as many times as they
desire, but each entry must be printed,

written or typed on a ballot coupon as

published in this magazine.
4. Editors of Fawcett Publications and

Motion Picture Publications are judges in

this contest and their decisions shall be
final. No correspondence will be entered
into regarding entries in this contest.

Entries will not be returned.
5. No employes of Fawcett Publica-

tions, or Motion Picture Publications, or
members of their families, are eligible to

compete.
6. This contest will close April 1, 1937.

Entries postmarked later than that date
will not be considered. Elaborate and
bulky entries are discouraged. As prizes
are to be awarded for reasons given for

voting for your favorite screen player,
your chances of winning will not be en-
hanced by sending in an elaborate entry.

7. After you have filled out the coupon,
send it by mail to SCREEN STAR
POPULARITY CONTEST, 7046-H, Holly-
wood Boulevard, Hollywood, Calif. You
may paste your entry blank on the back
of a postcard, or send it in an envelope,
first class mail. It is not necessary to

accompany your ballot with a letter.
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TODAY NEW TRUTHS
MODERN WOMEN ARE KNOWN/
Send today for lllufltratod „ . .....Gm | iy * »^. No longer need discnmin-

*A 3J liiHjj9 acing women hesitate in se-

„.., , „ leamg the proper techniqueWomen b Secnts inmodern£minine hygiene.
Profusely illustrated with Rescarch has shown doctors

^lafn
W?o^B

Wr
a

»S how when and ^topre-
CERTANECO. Inc.. Dept. scribe for this\aU[important
72. 1212 West WrmhinRton function. C-ERlANh metts
Blvd.. Loa Angolea, Calif, the requirements preferred

by doctors and thousands of
women everywhere because CERTANE is acurctcly

compounded to serve the identical purpose of strong,

caustic antiseptics — without their danger and uncer-

tainty. CERTANE is safe and dependable to use ai.d

easy to apply. It rapidly spreads an antiseptic film, re-

maining in effective contact for many hours. No fuss,

no bother, no worry of overdosage because CERTANE
ANTISEPTIC JELLY, with the new Ever-Safe Meas-
uring Applicator, is complete in itself. Originally cre-

ated to meet the requirements of critical Hollywood,
CERTANE is now on sale at drug stores everywhere.

CFRTflif! E
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Darling- !I didn't
know you. could

DRR
MANY WOMEN EARN
MONEY IN SPARE TIM
Make 820. 835, 850 a week I

your spare time by lenrnlne to
DRAW AT HOME. Our nlmpic. prac-
tical method make It fun to learn
DESIGNING. Illustratlnc and Cartoon-
log-

Enjoy Your Own Income
Ambitious women And Art fascinating
anrl profitable by designing wall paper,
textiles, greeting cards, etc. Write
tor FREE BOOK. "Art for Pleasure
nd Profit." State anc.

STUDIO 963 WASHINGTON
SCHOOL OF ART

1 1 15-lSlh St. N.W. Washington.". C.

GRAY and FADED HAIR
RESTORED TO ITS NATURAL SOFT
LUSTROUS BEAUTY

A tint of the finest medicinal oil,

perfectly safe and easy to apply.
Is not an external coating, but

penetrates the hair, shampoos,
checks dandruff and strengthens
the hair. Will not rub or wash
off, stain the scalp or interfere
with permanent waves. Tinting
completed in 30 minutes. Beau-
ticians claim that DYER-ALL is

the finest hair-tinting preparation
they have ever used. State color
desired and enclose clip of hair with $1.00. Money
back guarantee.

GRANDE-DYER INSTITUTE
Dept. 4 1482 Broadway, New York City

PHOTO Enlargements
Clear enlargement, bust, full ^Cf^)?
length or part group, pets or
other subjects made from any phr
to, snapshot or tintype at low pric.
of 49c each; 8 for 11.00. Send oa
many photos as you desire. Re-,
torn of original photos guaranteed

SEND NO MONEY!
Just mall photo with came and ad- _
dresa. In a few days postman will 9 fsffilOO
deliver boautiful enlargement that +* * "
will never fade. Pay only 49c plus postage
&0c-3forJl.U0.aud wewillpay postageouj

CARVED FRAMErKttSwith the HIGH " * " lncn*
quality of oar work we will frame, until farther notice, all pastel col-
ored enlargements FREE. Illustrations of beautifully carved frames
for your choice will be sent with yoar enlargement. Don't delay. Act
now. MaJlyoarPhotoa today Write NEW ERA PORTRAIT COMPANY
11 E. HURON STREET, DEPT. 716 CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
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Wise Wives
(Continued from pmre twenty-nine)

the social activities of Fred's friends. In-
stead of trying to change Fred's life to fit

her own, she learned to follow the dictates
of the erratic, ever-changing scheme of a
motion picture actor's life.

Fred doesn't care for big parties or
public social affairs. So the Astaires live
quietly in their lovely Beverly Hills home,
entertaining and being entertained by a
small circle of close and congenial friends.
Fred enjoys tennis matches and football
games, so Phyllis goes with him and enjoys
them too. Only rarely does she visit the
studio and never does she try to interfere
in Fred's work. That's his job. Hers is to
look after their home and to take care of
their two children.

Follows Fixed Plans

True Foster follows a similar plan and
it has worked beautifully for ten years.
She and Preston Foster were childhood
sweethearts. After they were married
they embarked on the great adventure in
New York with exactly fifty dollars in
their financial fund. True worked side-
by-side with Preston, helping him to build
a career, first on the stage and then in
pictures.

Marcelite Boles is another non-profes-
sional wife who has grown up with her
husband and his career. She and John
were married when he was beginning his
professional life. She has worked and
schemed to advance his career, always
putting her own interests in second place.
She has built her entire life around John
and their home and their two daughters.
Winifred Bryson Baxter was a well-

known stage personality when she married
Warner. Soon after the wedding she gave
up her own career to become the silent
partner in Warner's rapid strides toward
success. She is literally and truly his
"severest critic and best friend." He de-
pends upon her clear perspective and her
excellent judgment, born of her own years
of experience. During the making of a
Baxter picture, Warner and Winifred work
together in the evenings, rehearsing and
studying Warner's dialogue and action for
the next day's scenes. At a moment's no-
tice, Winifred will cancel her own plans to

Florence Eldridge believes one career in a
family is enough. So she quit the stage when
she became Mrs. Fredric March. Here they
ere seen with Kay Johnson (right) Intently

watching a film colony tennis match

the FELLOWS
NEVER LOOKED AT HER

. . . until she found a way to

ADD 11 POUNDS QUICK!

Never had a date when she was
thin. Now everybody remarks about
her improvement in looks, and she

has all the dates she wants!
"T KNOW what tt is to be skinny, pale and dull-eyed.
1 The fellows never look at you and the whole world

Is cold and blue. I tried everything- but nothing did
any good until I got Ironized Yeast tablets. Soon I felt
a lot peppier and stronger, my skin got smooth and in
just 4 weeks I gained eleven pounds. Everybody says
how pretty I've gotten and I have all the dates I want
and have a grand time."

—

Ella Craig, Lancaster, S. C.

Thousands gain 10 to 25 lbs.
Skinny, friendless girls who never could gain an
ounce, have easily gained 10 to 25 pounds, normally
rounded curves, this new easy way—in just a few
weeks ! What is more, this new discovery has given
them naturally clear skin and lovely color,' new pep,
new friends and popularity.
Scientists recently discovered that thousands of peo-

ple are thin and rundown for the single reason that
they do not get enough Vitamin B and iron in their
daily food. Without these vital elements you may lack
appetite and not get the most body-building good out
of what you eat.

Now one of the richest known sources of Vitamin B
is cultured ale yeast. By a new process the finest
Imported cultured ale yeast is now concentrated 7
times, making it 7 times more powerful. Then it is

combined with 3 kinds of blood-building iron, pasteurized
whole yeast and other valuable ingredients in pleasant little

tablets, known as Ironized Yeast tablets.

If you, too, need these vital elements to aid in building
you up, get these new "7-power" Ironized Yeast tablets from,
your druggist today. Note how quickly they increase your
appetite and help you get more benefit from the body-build-

ing foods that are so essential. Then,
day after day, watch flat chest develop
and skinny limbs round out to natural
attractiveness. See bettercolor and nat-
ural beauty come to your cheeks. Soon
you feel like an entirely different per-
son, with new charm, new personality.

Money-back guarantee
No matter how skinny and rundown
you may be from lack of sufficient
Vitamin B and iron, try these new
Ironized Yeast tablets just a short
time. See if they don't aid in building
you up in Just a few weeks, as they
have helped thousands. If not delight-
ed with the benefits of the very first

package, money back instantly.

Special FREE offer!
To start thousands building up their health right
away, we make this absolutely FREE offer. Pur-
chase a package of Ironized Yeast tablets at once,
cut out the seal on the box and mall it to us
with a clipping of this paragraph. We will send
you a fascinating new book on health. "New
Facts About Your Body." Remember, results with
the very first package—or money refunded. At all
druggists. Ironized Yeast Co., Inc., Dept. 283,
Atlanta, Ga.

THIN MEN
Thousands of skin-
ny, tired, pepless
men who former-
ly lacked sufficient
Vitamin B and
iron have changed
In a few weeks to
naturally develop-
ed "he-men" with
new pep and nor-
mal good looks,
with these pleas-
ant little Ironized
Yeast tablets.
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PREVENT
BLACKHEADS

Sensational Beautifier Refines Skin

Women nil over the country who formerly were
miserable over a skin belnden with blackheads,
whiteheads, large pores and other skin faults, are
now enthusiastic about a new beautifier.

This remarkable preparation, which contains
oxygen, penetrates into the mouths of the pores
and prevents the formation of fatty blackhnuls.

When the oxygen frees the pores of disfiguring
dirt and grease, the skin resumes its natural.
clean appearance. It becomes soft and smooth to
the touch.

The name of this new beautifier Is Dioxogen
Cream. It is the only preparation in the world con-
taining Dioxogen. and is approved by Good House-
keeping Bureau.

Prove to yourself that you too can have a skin
fro..- from blackheads, open pores and other skin
faults. Dioxogen Cream is not
drying and benefits any type of
skin to which it is applied. 50d
and $1 jars at dept. stores and
high class drug stores.

DIOXOGEN
CREAM

LOSE TAT
Controllable rA I

OHIO NURSE/

lost 47 lbs.

-TellsHow

\ Read

What
'Yfc Others¥ Write

• Do you envy slender
women ? Why Bit back
when many others
have found new joy
in living after freeing
themselves from con-
trollable fat . . . Read
what Mrs. Gladysse
Ryer, Registered
Nurse, of Dayton,
Ohio, writes: "I had
been overweight since
1926 and was getting
heavier. Then I tried
RE-DUCE-OIDS and
lost 47 lbs.! Though
I lost all this fat, my skin is firm and smooth."
Miss L. R. Schulze, Jackson, Mich., reduced 50
lbs,, and adds : "Never felt better." Mrs. J.
Fulfs, Honey Creek, Iowa, writes: "Lost 34 lbs.

They are pleasant to take."

IMPORTANT! . . . Positively NO DINITROPHENOL
Genuine RE-DUCE-OIDS have been sold by lead-
ing druggists and department stores for 22 years.

FAT GOES... OR MONEY BACK!
Your money back in full if not delighted . . . you
are the judge. No risk, so don't delay, fat is

dangerous! Sold at leading drug and department
stores everywhere. If your dealer is out, he can
get RE-DUCE-OIDS quickly—ask him to order
from his wholesaler.

Here are Joel McCrea and Frances Dee at

a theatrical premiere. Frances practically for-

sook the screen to live on a ranch and rear

a family, but she may stage a comeback if

it doesn't interfere with marital happiness

join Warner on one of the between-picture
motor or fishing trips which he enjoys.
She also understands and encourages his

desire to go away occasionally with his
good friends, Bill Powell and Ronald
Colman, for exclusively male hunting
jaunts.

• Rita Beery, the beautiful blonde wife
of Wallace, was a bit player, beginning a
promising career in pictures, when she
met Wally on the Robin Hood set, where
Wally was playing the burly Richard, the
Lion Hearted. Their courtship was brief

and ardent. Without a qualm of regret
Rita gave up her own ambitions and settled
down to being just a wife. She has left

no stone unturned to make her marriage
a success.

Although her heart turns flipflops with
fear when Wally sets forth on one of his

transcontinental airplane dashes, Rita
never makes the faintest objection. Shs
spends long weeks with him in their cabin
built on an island in a clear blue lake in

the High Sierras. When Wally wanted
children, Rita, whose greatest regret has
been that they have no youngsters of their

own, agreed eagerly to the adoption of

little Carol Anne, who is the apple of
Wally's eye. Happily and wholeheartedly
Rita devoted her time and energy to the
mothering and rearing of the small baby
girl.

The dark-haired Bella Muni, like Rita
Beery, gave up a promising career to share
Paul Muni's life and work. She and Paul
live an almost hermit-like existence on
their small ranch in the San Fernando
Valley near Hollywood. They rarely ap-
pear in public places and their friends
form a small, closed circle. The city-born
Bella has developed an absorbing interest

in soil culture and intensified ranching
and shares Paul's enthusiasm in their agri-

cultural experiments. Her most vital in-

DOMJ CUT CUTICLES
SmartNewCosmetic Beautifies

Nails While It Softens Cuticle

This clever new preparation re-

moves tough, dead curicle

without scissors, and at the

same time keeps nails flexible

and easy to shape. It brings out
their natural beauty. It is a cuticle remover, a

cuticle oil and a stain remover, all in one.

You may not have time for long, expensive

manicures, but with Manicare yon simply brush

your fingertips a minute a day, to keep nails

nice. No hangnails or brittleness. 35^atdruggi,u.

mnniCriRE^*

A Farmer Boy
ONE of the best

known medical
men in the United
States was Dr. R. V.
i'ierce of Buffalo, New
York, who was born on
a farm in Pa. He noted
daily in his medical
career that many of his

prescriptions prepared
from routs, barks, and herbs, such as his "Favorite

ription," produced astonishing results.

He early founded a Clinic and Hospital in

Buffalo, N. V. Advice by letter is free.

For young girls growing into womanhood, for
women in middle life going through the menopause,
or those who surfer from backache, headache,
nervousness and discomforts associated with func-
tional disturbances. Dr. Pierce's Favorite Pre-
scription is just the vegetable tonic needed. ll

stimulates the appetite. Buy now!
Xew size, tabs. 50c, liquid $1.00 and $1.35.

Young Men and Women

—

STENOTYPY
The Better Way to Better Jobs

t

Stenotypy — machine-typed
shorthand— offers unusual op-
portunities for better jobs now
and larger success all your life.

This machine that types faster than
any one can talk is now used in nine
out of ten conventions, in thousands of
outstanding offices, and increasingly in court rooms*.
Its machine speed, accuracy and ease win promotions
and salary raises in secretarial and reporting jobs,

and open up executive opportunities. Now, in your
spare time and at low cost, you can raise yourself
above the competition of the crowd. Get full detailsL

Ask for interesting, illustrated, free booklet, "Steno-
typy. the New Profession." Write Dept 330-ST.

THE STENOTYPE COMPANY
4101 South Michigan Avenue Chicago, Illinois

, MANY FOLKS NOW SAY THE

. NEW PE-RU-NA

J

£ The Great New Cold-
Fighter Often

I Wins Fight
\ With a Cold
£ By Helping to Build Up
£ Cold-Fighting Resistance
£ p—SEND FOR FREE SAMPLE-—, <S

V/Z/A For free sample bottle of The NEW l^^jS"l PERUNA. address PERUNA, S44 I""™

AT ALL
DRUGGISTS <a

-I 3

S. Wells St.. Chicago, III. Dept. 153
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terest in life is Paul's work. When he is

preparing for a role in a picture, Paul
thinks, dreams, talks and studies the
character for weeks. And Bella thinks,

dreams, talks and studies it with him.
Before he began work in Louis Pasteur,
Bella and he read countless volumes de-
scribing the life of the great Pasteur.
Before Good Earth, the Munis lived for a
time with a colony of Chinese farmers,
while Paul absorbed their language and
customs and habits.

Elizabeth Allen, too, was a successful
young actress on Broadway when she met
and married the promising young actor,

Robert Montgomery. When Bob received
an offer to go to Hollywood with the first

talking pictures, Betty gave up her career
and went with him to California where she
has devoted herself to Bob and his home
and his children. For a long time Betty
refused even to be photographed, ex-
plaining that it was Bob's career and that

she was content to remain in the back-
ground. Although she finally removed
the ban on pictures, she still maintains her
quiet inconspicuousness and rarely goes
to the studio.

She has encouraged Bob in his athletic

sports which he enjoys, tennis, golf and
polo. She has shared his desire for an
eastern farm and a rural life.

Like Betty and Bella and the others,

Florence Eldridge March gave up a suc-
cessful theatrical and picture career to

play second fiddle to Fred in his. Florence
was already well established in Hollywood
when Fred made his first California ap-
pearance in the Los Angeles stage produc-
tion of The Royal Family. He immediately
attracted the attention of the motion pic-
ture producers and was signed for the
leading role in the picturization of the
play.

As soon as Fred was firmly entrenched
in Hollywood, Florence retired from the
screen and stage.

Lead Full, Rich Lives

The Marches live a full, rich, well-bal-
anced life. Florence has her home and
her two adopted children and her many
friends to fill the days when Fred is busy.
She and Fred both enjoy gay parties and
they are numbered among Hollywood's
most popular people. Never has Florence
regretted her retirement from professional

life.

"Housekeeping, wifehood and mother-
hood are a big enough career for any one
woman," she says, smiling.

Dixie Lee Crosby says the same thing.

She, too, sacrificed her own professional
career to become the wife of the crooning
Bing and the mother of his three sons.

Only once did Dixie feel the urge to return
to the screen. But one film was enough.
Gladly She went back to her domesticity
and Bing and the babies. Like Frances
Dee, who is devoting her life to Joel
McCrea and their children, Dixie believes
that happiness and contentment are more
important than all the stardoms and fame
in the world.
There you have the secret of Holly-

wood's happiest marriages. The success-
ful wives are the ones who have made
marriage a job, a career, a profession in

itself, who have worked at it with un-
selfish energy, who have given it thought
and careful attention.
Other wives may drift in and out of

marriage, while they build fame and
success for themselves, but Hollywood's
wise wives are content. Each knows she
has something more priceless than fame

—

happiness, a home and a husband she
loves.

No

FOR HER!

RCHIDS from the one and only man! The girl

never lived who didn't thrill at the thought.

But there's one girl who can never have this thrill — for men
avoid her.

She is the girl who is careless about herself; who has allowed

the disagreeable odor of underarm perspiration to cut her off

from good friends and good times.

What a pity it is! Doubly so, since perspiration odor is so easy

to avoid. With Mum!
Quick to use; lasts all day. Just half a minute is all you need

to use this dainty deodorant cream. Then you're safe for the

whole day!

Harmless to clothing. Another thing you'll like — use Mum
any time, even after you re dressed. For it's harmless to clothing.

Soothing to skin. It's soothing to the skin, too— so soothing

you can use it right after shaving your underarms.

Doesn't interfere with natural perspiration. Mum, you know,
doesn't prevent perspiration. But it does prevent every trace of

perspiration odor. And how important that is!

Don't let this personal fault come between you and the popu-

larity you ought to have. Depend upon the daily Mum habit!

Bristol-Myers Co., 630 Fifth Ave., New York.

MUM
ANOTHER WAY
MUM HELPS is

on sanitary nap-
kins. Use it for this

and you'll never
have to worry about
this cause of un-
pleasantness.

takes the odor out of perspiration
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O matter what part of Florida you're planning to visit . .

.

no matter how much orhow little you'replanning to spend
the one name to remember! The Collier'COLLIER

chain of hotels . . . strateg-

ically located, handsomely
equipped, serviced in the
most modern hotel tradition

and operated under one all-

embracing,responsible man-
agement . . . vi ill completely
.satisfy your wants, modest
or elaborate as thej may be.

Si ( era! of Florida's lending

resort lintels are included . .

.

in her most celebrated golf

and li-liiug centers ... as

well as a number of fine all-

year houses for overnight

stops or extended slaj -.

For sportsmen, for niotor-

i-i~, for leisure-seekers, for

season residents ortwo-week
vacationists . . . Collier

hotels provide a warm and
friendly Florida welcome!

MINIMUM HATES
Depending on htitol nrlmetl:

American Plan ... ST. MOand up.

European Plan »2.50,l3.50,»4«ndnp.

Apply UTRAVEL AGENT or address

individual hotel managers ot

Florida Coast llotrh. 221' Wat *2nd v..

New York City. TcL Wisconsin 7-2000.

HOTEL MAXATEE RIVER. TSradenton HOTEL SARASOTA TERRACE. Sarasota
HOTEL LAKELAND TERRACE, Lakeland HOTEL FLORLDAN TampaHOTEL TAMPA TERRACE. Tampa. . . < IIARLOTTE HARBOR HOTEL. Punta Gorda
USEPPA INN'. Dscppa Island GASPARILLA IMN. Boca Grande
i:\ i:iu;i.mm:s Run and Gl \ CLUB, Everglades EVERGLADES INN. Everglades
hotel l>ixie court. West P;lUu Beach . . HOTEL ROYAL WORTH. West Palm Bead)

COLLIER FLORIDA COAST HOTELS

WE defy you to tell these mairmficent. new, absolutely
accurate 1937 model wrist watches from others costing:

S20.00 to 530.001 Guaranteed by 100-vear-old, million-dollar
FACTORY! SEND ONLY 25 CENTS to cover cost of pack-
ing, shipping, etc. Money back if not delighted. Pav only S3
monthly till total balance of §6 is paid. (Total price only
$6.25.) Nothing more to pay. No red tape. Unconditional
monev back guarantee. Watch shipped same day. Both, strap
and link bracelet included FREE with either watch. We
take all the risk. Send for your watch TODAY !

« _ __ MAIL COUPON NOW — « - -
BRADLEY, Dept. 393A. Newton, MASS.
Here's 25 cents. Rush mv Watch and FREE wrist strap
and link bracelet, by RETURN MAIL. I risk nothing.

Name

f'or'vritrht 193" Bradle

TASTE LIKE CANDY
The Sensational

MCCOY'S
Cod Liver Oil Tablets
CAock Full of Vitamins "A" aid "

PutO
Firm
*• JlCSJtt Starting Todaj
r> *« 1 p....^c Take 2 McCoy's Cod
i TO / rounes Liver Oil Tablets after

Quickly each meaL 60c and
' $1 size—all Druggists

P"~SEND FOR FREE SAMPLE—
r
| McCoy's, 544 S. Wells St., Chicago

.
I

Dept. 33
! Rush Free Sample of McCoy's Cod
I Liver Oil Tablets to

Name „ „

j Address

I City State

Star Midas
(Continued from iiiik'c twenty-three)

the colored slides. A German waiter in a
restaurant came up to him and said, "Mr.
Grauman, that fat fella has a great bari-
tone voice." He was Roscoe Arbuckle,
noted in the Santa Clara county seat for

his exploit of carrying 12 mugs of beer in

one hand.
Arbuckle was told, "bring your music

to my theatre." Sid gave him a job
singing songs illustrated with colored
slides, paying him $1 per night plus tips

and dinner at the beer hall. After watching
Fatty Arbuckle eat once, the master show-
manship which has made Grauman great

came to the fore.

He made a deal with the owner of a

Greek restaurant whereby Arbuckle
would be treated to a free dinner in the
eatery's show-window. A sign there would
advertise "see him at Grauman's Unique
theatre tonight." The Arbuckle gastro-
nomical capacity was banked upon to give

the Greek his share of advertisement.
It was a bonanza both for Sid and the

restauranteur. Crowds jammed in front

of the cafe to watch this Gargantua devour
his huge meals. Unable to get standing
room for the show outside, they crammed
the interior and made the Greek proprietor

rich. Arbuckle's fame spread like the

wind and the San Jose show-house was
stampeded at night for a view of this

human colossus with a dinosaur's appe-
tite. His singing was good too.

Some years later Joseph Schenck was
paying the corpulent comedian $5,000

weekly to make the film world laugh.

Having already started many future

Hollywood stars rolling on their constella-

tion careers, Grauman was interested in

this center of a rising industry, the future

of which he was far-sighted enough to see.

The young showman boarded the band-
wagon of destiny and took a troupe of

one hundred to Los Angeles to present his

opus, Midnight on the Ba.rba.ry Coast.

Twenty years ago, financially backed by
his father, he designed and opened the

then elaborate Grauman's Million Dollar

Theatre. All the wise guys pooh-ed that

the venture would flop.

Here Grauman initiated a practice which
has solidified the careers of many popular
favorites. Sid sponsored the first personal

appearances, bringing out the vita.1 im-
portance and far-ranging effect of directly

introducing to theatre fans performers
whose antics on the silver sheet induced
such thrills and emotional reactions.

When Sid and his father had been enter-

taining in San Francisco one of their acts

was by the woman later to be Mrs. Frank
Borzage teamed with a Lillian Golliver.

One day in the lobby of the Million Dollar

Grauman met this Lillian Golliver again.

She had married and her little family was
now down-and-out. With her was her
little waif, Jackie Coogan.

Sir Sid patted the four-year-old and
asked, "What can he do?"
"Do The Shooting of Dan McCrew for

Mr. Grauman," requested the mother.
He did it so perfectly that Grauman and

his mother were lost in the rapture of his

performance. Next he did Kid's Last Fight.

They were so engrossed that when the

little act was finished Jackie, his mother,

. and his discoverer were astounded at a

huge crowd which was now applauding
thunderously.
Believing the youngster sensational, Sir

Sid lost no time taking him to the lobby
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of the Alexandria Hotel to see Charlie
Chaplin. His antics drew a huge mass of

spectators. Commenting on the crowd,
Grauman hazarded, "the kid's great."

Chaplin immediately followed: "The
Kid! That will be my next picture's title.

I'll use little Coogan."
It was at his Egyptian and Chinese

theatres in Hollywood that Sid Grauman
brought his prologues to their highest
pitch. For The Ten Commandments he
staged The Last Supper. Two full-sized

locomotives were brought to the center of

the stage under full steam for The Iro?i

Horse.
His most spectacular was undoubtedly

The Covered Wagon, for which he brought
100 Arapahoe and Shoshone Indians to

Hollywood. When they expressed a desire

to live out in the open he built them an
Indian village in the outskirts of Holly-
wood.
To bolster this he decided to stage an

Indian wedding. Borrowing Hoot Gibson's

$25,000 horse, he got Marion Davies to

present it to the groom. But after the

event he could not wrest the equine from
the redskin. Sid explained it was merely
a publicity stunt. The Indian resolutely

replied, "me want horse."

It cost Grauman $250 to placate the
Indian.
Grauman, who discovered so many

stars, is and has been an intimate friend

of Hollywood's outstanding stars and pro-
ducers. Among the hands and footprints

stamped for posterity in the concrete fore-

court of the palatial Chinese Theatre
are those of Mary Pickford, Douglas
Fairbanks, Norma Talmadge, Norma
Shearer, Bill Hart, Harold Lloyd, Tom
Mix, Pola Negri, Gloria Swanson,
Constance Talmadge, Janet Gaynor,
Marion Davies, Bebe Daniels, Ann
Harding, Jean Harlow, Diana Wynyard,
Marlene Dietrich, Jackie Cooper, Jeanette
MacDonald, Maurice Chevalier, the Marx
Brothers, Wallace Beery, Marie Dressier,

Shirley Temple, Myrna Loy and William
Powell.
Sid Grauman is the star-Midas of Holly-

wood. As Midas of old saw everything
he touched turn to gold, Sid Grauman's
touch has deftly created stars. To them
the fanfare, the headline and the spot-

light; the fleeting glory and the sting of

oblivion. To him the master's hand and
the touch of genius, the creative twist

and the mastery of entertainment which
will give him immortality in the Valhalla

of showmen.

The Mauch twins, featured in Warner's Prince

and fhe Pauper, are so much alike either can

take the other's part. Here you see Bobby

as the prince, and Billy as the pauper, at least

they whispered to the burro that's the truth

of the matter

KEEPS TEETH WHITE MOUTH HEALTHY

^>heaffirherMofherssmile

DENTYNE WAKES UP LAZY MOUTHS

...PEPS UP HALF-HEARTED SMILES.

You may still have your mother's charm-

ing natural smile. But today's soft

foods may rob you of the fine healthy

teeth and gums, the natural, easy

smile of her generation, with its hard

foods that gave the mouth the exercise

it needed. You can keep that mouth-

happy smile the way other smart

moderns are doing it . . . by chewing

Dentyne. Its special consistency helps

keep the teeth white, stimulate and

harden the gums. And it gives those

smile-muscles the workout they need

to bring out the smiles.

A FLAVOR THAT MAKES CHEWING

A REAL PLEASURE. Dentyne has a

grown-up, educated taste that holds

its flavor. It gives a substantial

satisfaction that stays satisfying . . .

as long as you chew. And it's all

wrapped up in a package sensibly

flat . . . exclusive with Dentyne . . .

to fit snugly into your pocket or

pocketbook.

DENTYNE
DELICIOUS CHEWING GUM
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Which Ink Would You
Rather Spill onYour Rug?
Make up your mind right now that ink will

be spilled on your rug sooner or later. It hap-
pens in every home. So unless you pour your
old ink down the drain and get Washable
Quin/;, your rugs are in constant danger of

being ruined.

The Parker Pen Company spent 568,000 to

develop this revolutionary new ink that washes
from hands, clothes and rugs without trace

when soap and water are promptly used. Not
only isQuinit the safest ink for home and school,

but also it does what no other ink can do: It

cleans a pen as it writes—a Parker Pen or any
other—because it contains a secret harmless
ingredient that dissolves sediment left by pen-
clogging inks. Also, Quitik dries 31% faster On
Paper, yet will not dry in a pen. It dries by
penetration, not by evaporation. Always rich,

brilliant—never watery.

Parker Qmnk is made two ways

—

Washable
and Permanent. The Permanent is for ever-

lasting records—will not fade or wash out. But
for home and school, get Washable QuihA
today at any store selling ink. 15c, 25c and up.

Q
rarkcr w

Yiiiik
Made by The Parker Pen Co., Janesville, W/t

NAME
ADDRESS.
CITY

HOW I WANTED TO WEAR SHEER
HOSE and SHORT SLEEVES but

couldn't BECAUSE OF • • •

PSORIASIS
^r (^Quotation from our case record file) V
Have yoD. too, been unable to dress as yon wanted to

because of psoriasis? Then learn about Siroil—a prep-
aration for removing the scales and crusts caused by
thiB disease- A booklet containing the story of Siroil,

together with complete case records, will be mailed
you free on request. Quotation above i a from a psoriasis

sufferer who, after using Siroil for only a short time,

was able to wear sheer hose and short sleeves for the
first time since childhood- This is only ODe of many actual

cases. Get the facts on Siroil. Sold on a satisfaction or
money back guarantee.

Siroil Laboratories, Inc. Dcplf-37

1214 Griswold Street— Detroit, Michigan

Please send me your booklet on Psoriasis
and Siroil—Sixth Edition.

It's MAY-time
(Continued from page thirty-three)

formance and I was frantic. We had no
understudy and there were no actresses
in the town whom I could call upon. Then
suddenly it occurred to me that Lillian

could play it. Of course, she hit the ceil-

ing when I told her—she was scared to

death and she kept on saying, 'Please, May,
I'll do anything in the world for you but
don't ask me to act! I couldn't! I know
I couldn't! I'll faint!' But she didn't faint

and she didn't have stage fright. I coached
her all afternoon and that night she went
on and was a success. She was so good
in the part that she continued in it until

the end of the run. After that I wouldn't
take a part in any play that didn't have a
part in if for her. But how loyal she was!
I used to beg her to make acting her main
career and to give up this other work that

she was doing for me. But she wouldn't
hear of it. She said her job with me came
first. And I guess it does to this day. She
could do many more parts in pictures now.
except that she won't accept one unless
she's sure that I won't need her."

And since loyalty is only as great as the
person who inspires it . . . now you may
better understand the kind of person May
Robson is!

Named By Program Error

But not only does she personally win
every one who comes into close contact
with her—for audiences too, she has al-
ways had that same kind of magnet-
appeal. For fifty-four years she has been
one of the most beloved figures on stage
and screen. Her career began in the sum-
mer of 1883. She was Mary Robinson then,
but her first part was unimportant, so
unimportant that they did not even bother
to get her right name on the program and
she was listed, wrongly, as May Robson.
An old trouper suggested that it was a
good luck omen, and that she should take
the name for her own. Something else
happened in connection with that first per-
formance to forever distinguish it in May's
memory book. "In those days we didn't
have dress rehearsals as we know them
now. Today costumes are as important as
lines and there are usually many dress re-
hearsals, but costumes were never planned
then and no one knew what anyone was
wearing until that one dress rehearsal be-
fore the play opened. I played the part
of a chambermaid. I came to the theatre
that night, wearing old clothes, borrowed
from the janitor's wife, carrying a mop
and pail, and made up to look as horrible
as possible. I had spent a lot of time on
my make-up; I was very proud of it; and
as it turned out I received the grandest
compliment anyone could pay me. The
rehearsal had started, but I didn't know it.

I wanted something from the other side
of the stage so I ambled across to get it.

Then suddenly I heard Charles Frohman
shouting from out front: 'Tell that woman
with the pail to get out and stay out. We're
working here!' When he discovered that

I was a member of the cast, and not the
theatre's scrub woman, he was delighted

and from that day on spread the word that

I was one of the theatre's finest character
women.
But you can't always live on reputa-

tion, and even with so fortuitous a begin-
ning occasionally there were low spots

during the Robson career.

Finally, however, her break came and

Honeymoon
<" Day*Aqain

i\ ALL-VEGETABLE

PjJ CORRECTIVE

Makes Them
Feel So Alive

POLKS just cant
•*• believe what an

amazing difference there is in the way they feel

after using a natural, all-vegetable laxative
that really cleanses their system the way na-
ture intended. But all around you people, mil-
lions of them, knowhow Nature's Remedy (NR
Tablets) rids them of draggy headaches, colds,
upset stomach, when caused by sluggish bowels.
See for yourself. Know what it means to use a
purely vegetable laxative. See how gently and
naturally it works, leaving you feeling refreshed
and alive. Get a box
of NRs—25 tablets mjt]
only 25 cents at any
drugstore.

I TO-NIGHT
kTOMORROW AIRICHT

.
H.-il B0C-16,Rt Loni". Mo,

FAST—QUICK
DIRECT ACTION OF

TURPO
The Wonderful New Cold-Chaser

Relieves
that Cold
Just rub Turpo freely on
throat, cbest. forehead,

and outside of nose. AT ALL
little Turpo in each

d< tri! before retiring at night.
DRUGGISTS

I WpM
END FOR FREE SAMPLE

Ite name and address plainly!

.

-land send to Turpo. 544 S. Wellsl.
Street, Chicago, Dept. 43

^.GRAYHAIR
Remedy is Made at Home
You can now make at home a better gray hair remedy
than you can buy, by following this simple recipe:

To half pint ofwateradd one ounce bay rum, a small

box of Barbo Compound and one-fourth ounce of

glycerine. Any druggist can put this up or you can
mix it yourself at very little cost.

Apply to the hair rwice a week until

the desired shade is obtained.

Barbo imparts color to streaked,

faded or gray hair, makes it

soft and glossy and takes years

off your looks. It will not

color the scalp, is not sticky or

greasy and does not rub off.

^POCKET RADIO
MUSIC spoRTS EHT0nMW»EICT

y

BEAUTIFUL CLEAR TONE
DIRECT FROM POCKET RADIO

Afloneunit—just lice the big seta, but v
only 6 oz. Carry it with yon. Nothing to adjust.
No batteries, tubes, or electric socket c

flections required.
Costs Nothing to Operate! Guaranteed!

*

Bringa in stations with fine tone quality. Tunes
broadcast band. Accurately made, precisels
assembled, rigidly tested, assures excel-
lent performance. Shoald last for years. 1

Toning knob is the only moving part. Comes I

with easy instructions for use in camps, office, picnics, borne,
bed. etc. Listen to music, sports, prize fights, radio enter-
tainment, etc. Thousands of Cathedral" Radios have been Bold all
over the United States and foreign countries.

<Tnin Nfl MONTY 1 You should be delighted with the enjoyabledLnU nil rnUntl ! ^jo entertainment that you get oat of
the **Cathedral" — the radio that combines performance and eco-
nomy. Get yours today. Pay postman on arrival only $2.99 and post-
age or send S2.99 iwe pay postage*. Order now. Make* an ideal gift.
Little Giant Radio Co, P39S9 Lincoln Ave. Dept. 204, Chicago

sighs I
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for years she went from one success to

another. They are all chronicled in her
scrap book ... 22 volumes in all, so you
can imagine that there were quite a num-
ber of them.
Her real movie debut came years later

of course. She appeared in many early

silents, but she had her biggest success

in Lady For a Day. made at Columbia
in 1933.

Incidentally, that not only played an im-
portant part in her career, but it boosted
the careers of everyone connected with it.

There was Jean Parker, and Walter
Connolly, both newcomers to the screen.

And there was the new director-writer

team behind it, Frank Capra and Bob
Riskin, who from that moment on rose

rapidly to fame.
It was a turning point for the studio

too. It made so much money that for

the first time Columbia was encouraged
to compete with the bigger studios in

making Class A pictures. Recently when
May went back to Columbia to make
Woman in Distress, and saw a brand
new dressing room building on the lot,

she smiled happily and said, "It makes
me so proud to think that my picture

helped build that building!" And this

again shows her deep sentimentality.

Naturally it is difficult to tell even the
highlights of her career—a career that has
lasted over half a century—in one brief

story.

And it's difficult too, to tell of the
woman, over a period of seventy-three
years, but at least the woman is pretty
completely revealed in her philosophy of

life. It's an amazing philosophy, amazing
in its sincerity and amazing in its brief-

ness.
"I just try to be as those who love me

think I am," she says simply. And with
so many loving her, you can imagine that
that's quite a large order. But there have
never been any complaints—and there
never will be!

Hugh Herbert is a fireman in Universale Top
of the Town. He's top of the town known as

Studio City, also, for it is here that Hugh
is known as Mayor Herbert

m sob %

Enjoy gorgeous
mountain scenery

JOi si N UAL

Hot News! We're making; plans for the Third Annual
Hollywood Tour, and it looks as though it would be
the most thrilling, exciting trip we've ever arranged.

This is the kind of vacation money alone could
never buy. As a member of the Hollywood Tour, you
see and do things no ordinary traveler could hope
for. Fawcett Movie Magazines sponsoring; these tours,

make it possible for you to see the real Hollywood —
see movies being made, meet the stars, visit their play
spots and night clubs—go right along and have fun
in the same way and in the same places they do.

You travel in luxurious style on private trains;

enjoy bridge tournaments, gay parties at big hotels,

special sight seeing trips along the way. Through the
Bad Lands, the Rockies, Mt. Rainier, on to Seattle,

Frisco and the Golden Gate — then Hollywood, and
glamorous days and nights with the stars

!

A glorious two weeks' trip costs amazingly little.

You pay a flat sum which includes everything —
transportation, meals, hotels, entertainment. All
travel details looked after for you.

Two Movieland Tours are planned — one leaving

Chicago, July 11th, one August 8th.You have a choice

of departure dates. Want more
details? Fill in and mail coupon
below.

W. F. Hagemann, Fawcett Publications, Inc.

360 N. Michigan Avenue, Chicago, 111.

Please send me free booklet describing

your Hollywood Tours.

Name

Address —
City

Slate-
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Tm Hotel Hostess
N0W~andearninga

splendid sa'/ary"
Xva Sheppard, Seamstress,
Without Experience, Be-
comes Hostess of Beautiful

Hotel.

"Til—and itlll a seamstress!
I u;i- dUcouri
MtUOed v. itii my po-ltlon and
earnings. Then 1 answered a

i menl and re-

ceived their bi ok. H<
everything I wanted—good
pay, faselnatinc work, Bi I

of all. both youne and mature
bad equal opportunities. I en-
roiled. Si hi, ] was House*
keoper-Hostt is of a luautlful

i were
a help. Instead of a handicap.

All due to Lewis Leisure-Time, Hume Study Training."

STEP INK) A WELL-PAID HOTEL POSITION
men and

n in hotel, club, steamship, n
I of our graduate now holding nrell-

-

i 55 other different type.* of

Living often Inch oui experience

Lewis graduates, both young and

winning success. Good grade school education,

plu U I Training, qualifies you at home In leisure

time. I IN i: B Am full details about this fasclnat-
! REE of

th< Lewi National Placement Service,

upon NOW.

OPPORTUNITY COUPON
I Lewis Hotel Training Schools,

I Sta. PC-9858. Washington, D. C.

J Send me the Free Book. "Your Big Opportunity." I
without obligation, and details as to how to qualify I

I for a well-paid position. |

I
I Name I
•

I Address
I

, City State |

*-* two of nature's best aids

to clear, smooth skin.

"No" Girl In "Yes" Town!
(Continued from page thirty-.me)

MANY skin authorities urge thorough soap

and water cleansing, at least once a

day, as an essential to real skin beauty. But

the soap must be carefully selected to suit

various types of skin, and Resinol Soap is

preferred in many homes. Free from harsh,

drying qualities, it gives a soft lather, pleas-

ing even to tender skin, and leaves the pores

deeply cleansed and refreshed.

Before applying Resinol Ointment to relieve

the itching an soreness of pimply spots, a

local rash or common skin outbreak, bathe

the parts with Resinol Soap and v/arm water.

It helps the soothing Resinol medication to

act more effectively and promote healing.

All druggists sell Resinol Ointment and

Soap. Why not begin this skin care today?
Sample of each with literature on request.

Write to Resinol, Dept. 2-S, Baltimore, Md.

Resinol
O intment and Soap

changed. While other girls were thinking
of party dresses and parties, of dates with
good-looking, young high school lads,

Frances was too busy reading to be dis-
turbed. That was during the depression,
if you will remember that we had such
a thing a few years back. It was a great
time for one with a socially inclined mind
to get a start in the art of thinking. The
newspapers were full of distressing news,
every block in every city had its own
story of poverty and privation, joblessness

was the order of the day. Only a few years
before there had been such happiness.
There were no sheriffs putting people out
of houses. The newspapers carried only
good news. The jobless man was un-
known. A person capable of deep think-
ing, even a very young person, couldn't

help but notice the difference.

Earns 'Kay Through School

By this time Frances Farmer was start-

ing her college career at the University of

Washington. . She wanted to help, so she
earned her way through school. Working
at different jobs, she still had time to keep
up with the trend of current events. She
still could burn the midnight oil over the
books on sociology and correlated works
on history and economics. She could find

time for all this, but there was no time
for sorority invitations, for the frivolous

parties that are a part and parcel of al-

most every college career.

Just when Frances decided to become an
actress is not clear. Such decisions are

not usually of the minute variety. They
are the kind that start with a very small
seed and grow slowly, usually over a long
period of years. Yet, when she entered
the University of Washington, she knew
in her own mind that she would be an
actress. Not a movie actress! Such a
thing was farthest from her mind. She
could think only of a life on the legitimate
stage, with great portrayals that would
live down through time, as the portrayals
of Bernhardt, Duse, and other great artists

have lived. She knew this would take
study. Yet it fitted so well into the things
she liked to read. The drama was so closely

allied to life itself, and life in that day
was one great big drama.
The Farmer girl worked in a cafe. She

ushered in a theatre. She tutored less

diligent students. She coached student
players in dramatic work. She acted in

unimportant radio plays on small stations.

And, as if this were not enough, she got
her own practical experience taking part
in the campus Little Theatre productions.

Problem Quickly Solved

What to do after graduation was a prob-
lem that was quickly solved. Frances was
dead set on getting to New York to em-
bark upon her stage career. Her family
was just as dead set against such a move.
They gave her neither encouragement nor
help, feeling that it would be best for her
to stay close to the family fireside in
Seattle.

Like many young college students of

the day. Frances read the radical news-
papers. Somehow they are almost in-
variably found on a campus. One such
Seattle paper was conducting an essay
contest to determine the- Most Marriage-

Frances Farmer and her mother, Mrs. Lillian V.

Farmer, who came to Hollywood to see her

daughter after the former had climbed from
a young college graduate to film renown all

in a few months of activity before the camera

able Girl in the Slate oj Washington. The
prize was a trip to Moscow, with all ex-
penses paid. With little effort, Frances
Farmer won the contest and with the
transportation tickets and her incidental

expense money in her purse, she told her
family that she was leaving. There were
plenty of misgivings. The departure wasn't
a particularly happy one. The family, in

short, did not approve. Frances went any-
how.

Speaks of Scoffers

"There are always the scoffers," Frances
smiles in remembrance of her departure
from the home town. "Not only my
parents and an aunt of mine, but some
other people in Seattle tried to steer me
from taking a singing job in a string of

Seattle cafes, andwhen I left Seattle to take
advantage of an opportunity to see Europe,
they fought against that too."

The trip to Moscow was really a stepping
stone on the road to New York and Holly-
wood. It was a devious route, to be sure,

but New York was the place she most
wanted to be and if she had to go there
via Russia and the other countries of

Europe, that was okay, too. Also, this trip

would give her a chance to study the Rus-
sian theatre, then so much under discus-
sion, and to look into the progress of

drama in the older countries across the

ocean. Yet,' as the trains of Europe plunged
her from one country to another, her mind
was always busy with thoughts of the op-
portunities awaiting her on Broadway.
The principal reason that Frances

Farmer is in pictures today is that she
made no secret of her stage ambitions. She
could talk of her plans by the hour and
to any audience. That was how, on ship-
board en route to the United States from
Europe, she made the acquaintance of

someone who was fascinated by her de-
termination. This person was so fasci-

nated, in fact, that he arranged an ap-
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pointment for her to meet Shepard Traube,
the Broadway theatrical producer.

It just so happened that at that particu-
lar time there was practically nothing
doing in legitimate production. But
Traube, like the shrewd theatrical man he
is reputed to be, could see in this earnest
young woman the flair of genius which
more recently has come to life in a big way
in Samuel Goldwyn's Come and Get It.

He saw here not only a very beautiful

young female, but a woman of fine mental
caliber, a woman destined to stand out
from the crowd. And people of such in-
dividualistic traits and makings are a
treasure which only a man of great
theatrical experience can really appre-
ciate.

Traube didn't want to see this promising
young woman go back to Seattle, and pos-
sibly to oblivion. He wanted to see her do
something in keeping with her talents. So
he argued with her about the desirability

of trying pictures. Frances Farmer didn't

like that. Her heart was set on the stage.

Yet with the stage practically deserted
there was only one thing to do. She fol-

lowed Traube's advice.

And, accompanied by the sage theatrical

producer, she called at the big Paramount
building on Broadway between Forty-
third and Forty-fourth streets, the same
building, incidentally, in which this maga-
zine has its New York offices. They went
to the suite which houses the eastern
talent scouts, those canny gentlemen who
look hither and yon for faces that have a
mass appeal, for figures that can intrigue

the audiences of the world, for voices that

have that something that other voices do

not have. This critical audience of ex-
perts sensed what Traube had sensed.
They wanted her to take a screen test.

What would most girls have said to such
a proposal? Well, Frances Farmer said:

"No!" Not to be arrogant, you must under-
stand, but because she felt that she wasn't
ready. She knew that this was a mo-
mentous time in her life. She was at a
crossroads and to make a mistake now
might ruin the lifetime she had so care-
fully and so hopefully planned. To miss
now might be to lose everything. She
told the talent scouts she would take the
screen test, but at a future date.

Then she plunged into what athletes
describe as a period of intensive training.

She studied technical angles and dramatic
portrayal. She brushed up on her diction
and on other phases of dramatic work.
When she was ready, she asked for her
test script. They handed her one of the
most difficult episodes in The Lake. To
most people, that would have been a seri-

ous blow. The Lake is notoriously a very
hard piece to master. You will remember
what happened to Katharine Hepburn
when she risked appearing in it on the
stage. The whole show flopped and Katy
rushed back to Hollywood.
The test made, she twiddled her thumbs

while the sun rose and set over Manhat-
tan a number of times. Then, after a month
of anxious waiting word came. She had
been accepted. Paramount wanted her
name on a long term contract. On her
twenty-first birthday, on September 19,

1935, to be exact, she signed and started

for Hollywood, with its magic maze of

make-believe.

And now comes a strange part of her
story. This is the part that reveals some of
Hollywood's peculiarities and makes you
wonder just why studios do things as they
do. Frances Farmer thought, quite natu-
rally, that she would go right to work. She
was being paid each week and she wanted
to earn that money. She's that kind of a
girl. But for a month she wasn't even
handed a script. Then somebody else was
staking a reputation on a film test and she
was used for that. More tests followed.
She began to call herself the "test girl."

But it was beyond being a joke. She was
really concerned about her future.

Then came her first real film break. She
was allowed to make her debut in an un-
important part in an unimportant picture
titled Too Many Parents. The unimpor-
tant part gave the studio big wigs a chance
to see what she could do and her days of

inactivity came to a sudden end. She
grabbed off the lead in Border Flight, then
plunged headlong into the coveted role

opposite Bing Crosby as the heroine of

Rhythm On The Range.
But it was in Come and Get It that she

really made the audiences of the world
Farmer conscious. That picture was mads
by Goldwyn, who borrowed her from
Paramount. It isn't likely that she will be
loaned out for some time to come, because
Paramount will keep her busy on its own
pictures. At the moment she is playing
opposite George Bancroft in a picture
tentatively titled Doctor's Diary.

The studios of Hollywood, for reasons
which are obvious, like to have their

popular young players stay unmarried as
long as possible. In some cases, anti-
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MOST BAD BREATH
Tests prove that 76% of all peo-

ple over the age of 17 have bad

breath ! And the same tests prove

that most bad breath comes
from improperly cleaned teeth.

Colgate Dental Cream, because

of its special penetrating foam,

removes the cause— the decay-

BEGINS WITH THE TEETH!

ing food deposits in hidden

crevices between teeth which
are the source of most bad

breath, dull, dingy teeth, and
much tooth decay. At the same
time, Colgate's soft, safe polish-

ing agent cleans and brightens

enamel—makes teeth sparkle!

COLGATE
RIBBON DENTAL CREAM
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marriage clauses are written into the con-
tracts. It is a safe bet that the studio
wanted Frances Farmer to remain unmar-
ried. But, here again, her individualism
triumphed over hardened business pre-
cepts.

While being coached in Paramount's
dramatic school, she was teamed with a
handsome young fellow named Lief Erik-
son. They enjoyed their work together
and soon they were being linked in a ro-
mantic way by the columnists who record
such matters. Then came a motor trip to

Yuma. Arizona, and they were married.
To say that they lead a quiet life

wouldn't be telling the truth. Frances,
when she has hours away from the studio,

likes to read. As in her younger years,

she goes in for heavy literature, with a
heavy leaning towards sociological sub-
jects.

All is not peaches and cream between
the studio and Miss Farmer. The studio
is accustomed to having its players do
what they are told. Miss Farmer isn't used
to being bossed. She absolutely refuses
to pose for those bathing suit pictures or
any other pictures in poses she doesn't
like. She insists that her lines be written
in a manner that will make it possible for

her to deliver them the natural way. She
shuns advice about what she should or
should not do when away from the studio.
It is the usual thing for a young player
to accept such advice. But, then, Frances
Farmer isn't usual. That's why they refer
to her in the film colony as "Hollywood's
No Girl."

Frances Farmer has raised a ban on bathing

garb pictures. Here is one made before

she rated so high as Hollywood's "No" girl
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Dark Secrets of Gaining Glamour!
By Frances Kellum

rT""HE Old Hollywood Philosopher says,

"Look chic by day, glamorous byx
night!"

But just what is the secret of Glamour
after-five? It's then you want that Special
Look. The girl who looks fascinating

under brilliant dance floor lights as well
as across a candle-lit table for two is the
winner every time. But how does she
do it?

For instance, when Merle Oberon at-

tends a party she is dressed interestingly

and in perfect taste.

Merle Oberon's Recipe

In other words, Merle's recipe for glam-
orous after-five dressing is: Wear the
color and pictorial style that you like and
that suits you best at home.
Wear white when you go formal (if it's

becoming).
Wear black for restaurant dining and

dancing. (But she combines it, as a rule,

with a white top.)

For a Glamorous Make-up, she believes
that the color should be brighter and
lighter than you use during the day, and
that smooth make-up rests on a smooth
foundation cream!

'"Of course," said Merle, "the first thing
is to relax if it's only for five minutes
before you start getting dressed in the
evening. Relax completely. Everybody is

Merle Oberon contends that if you wish to

have a young, provocative mouth, use of the

new Vermilion lipstick is highly essential as a

part of your make-up

so busy these days they've almost for-

gotten how. But the best way to do it is

to lie down and consciously relax each
muscle until you feel that every bit of
tenseness has left you. Begin by letting

the hands go limp, the arms, and then the
head and back. Relax mentally too. For

those five minutes drop all thoughts

—

even gay ones! They can excite you and
make you grow tense again.
"And if you feel especially tired, try

putting pads of cotton dipped in a witch
hazel solution on your eyes. That will
give them a fresh, lively look in no time.

"It's only after you've rested that you
are ready for your make-up and can really
do justice to it."

Yes, Glamour depends on sparkle—and
sparkle depends on relaxation.

Five Points of Glamour

There are five points to Glamour, says
Max Factor. And each one is very im-
portant.

A fresh, clear complexion.
A soft, well-blended make-up that har-

monizes exactly with the tones of your
skin.

A smart hairdress.
A good posture and a graceful walk.
A buoyant spirit.

Personally, I don't think any make-up in

the world is soft and well-blended when
it's applied directly to the skin. It needs
a foundation cream! That's one of the
biggest glamour secrets we have ever
learned from the screen stars

—

they have
always used a foundation in their picture
roles. And Max Factor, make-up wizard
of Hollywood, considers it just as im-
portant for other women for their street

make-up—and as one of their "dark
secrets!"

How the doctor chooses

from hundreds of laxatives

MOST of us recall, with gratitude,

some crisis in our lives when the

doctor's vigilance and skill proved price-

less beyond words. But many of us forget

that the doctor is equally on guard in

minor matters of health.

Consider a laxative, for example. It

may be news to you that the doctor has

a definite set of standards which a laxa-

tive must meet before he will approve

it. Check the specifications listed below.

How many of them will your own laxa-

tive meet?

The doctor says that a laxative should

be: Dependable . . . Mild . . . Thorough
. . . Time-tested.

The doctor says that a laxative should

not: Over-act . . . Form a habit . . . Cause
stomach pains . . . Nauseate, or upset the

digestion.

Ex-Lax checks on every point listed

above. Meets the doctor's demands of a

laxative fairly and fully. No wonder so

many doctors use Ex-Lax in their own
homes, for their own families. In fact,

Ex-Lax has made so many millions of

friends, that it is the most widely used
laxative in the world.

Convince yourself of the facts. Try
Ex-Lax. You'll find that it is mild . . . that

it is thorough. You'll discover that it does

not bring on stomach pains or nausea. On
the contrary, the easy comfortable action

of Ex-Lax will leave you with a pleasant

sense of freshness and well-being.

Children, particularly, are benefited

by Ex-Lax. Like the older folks, they

enjoy its delicious chocolate taste. At
all drug stores in 10c and 25c sizes. Or
write for a free sample to Ex-Lax, Dept.

FG 37, P. 0. Box 170, Times-Plaza Sta-

tion, Brooklyn, N. Y.

When Nature forgets- remember

EX-LAX
THE ORIGINAL CHOCOLATED LAXATIVE
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Pot't In vrolettional model.

You Keep the Brilliance, Lustre and
Loveliness this New Shampoo Gives

Hair—FOR A WHOLE WEEK!
Ends Dull, Bciween-Shampoo Look!

A single wash with this .imaging new type shampoo
instantly removes the dull, dingy, oil and dust-laden
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SHAMPOOED" look all week. Done in a few
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mering radiance that usual!) comes Only in child-
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find New Blondcx leaves their hair 2 to 4 shades
lighter—soft, not hard or brittle. Start Mew
Blondex today. Contains no harsh bleaches or dves.
New combination package, SHAMPOO WITH
1-KEE RINSE, now also in a 10c size at all stores.
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Joke To Be Deaf
—Every deaf person knows that—
"dr. Way made hinwlftn-ar his watch tick after
•eingdeaf for twenty-five years, with hi.n Arti-
ficial Eur Drums. He wore them day and nitfht.

'

f
They stopped his head
noises. They are invisible
andcomfortable.no wires
or batteries. Write for
TRUE STORY. Also
booklet on Deafness. ArtificialEarDrum
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THE WAY COMPANY
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TO the perplexed woman seeking to do away
with the bother of measuring and mixing

solutions, we suggest Boro-Pheno-Form. This
forty-six year old product is widely preferred
for Marriage Hygiene because it needs no water
or accessories for its use. Each dainty supposi-
tory is complete in itself. No danger of "over-
dose" or "underdose." v
Soothing, harmless. odor- [) r Di f^rrf*'*;
less. At all drug stores. y
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BORO-PHENO-FORM
A Try it now. Just send 10c and

coupon for generous Trial Package.

l~Dr Pierre Chemical Co.. Dept. 10-C
| 162 NT

. Franklin St.. Chicago. 111.

I Please send me a Trial Package of
| Boro-Phexo-Form and Enlightening Booklet. I i

| close 10c to help cover cost.

I Name

Address,

City

Rouge should be shaded away to a mere
nothing if you want to keep the proper
mystery about you. No girl has an ounce
of glamour with hectic red rings on her
cheeks' As for lipstick, don't draw in

your mouth with a sharp, downward line,

curve it. And if you want a young, pro-
vocative mouth, just use that new Ver-
milion lipstick!

As for the eyes—don't forget there's

more actual glamour in eye-shadow and a

little eyelash make-up than Helen of Troy
ever knew existed!

As the final touch to your make-up put
a little perfume back of each ear. Not the
clear, flower scent you use during the day
but a shadowy fragrance that is exotic.

And be careful not to dab powder on your
nose the last thing. If you've used a skin

freshener (or an astringent if your skin is

oily) and powdered well once, you should
not have to powder again until much later

in the evening.

GOOD NEWS!
Members of the Moviel.ind Tour the

onnu.il HOLLYWOOD Magazine summer
pilRrini.TKe lo the movie capita]—have been
invited this year to inspect the hmous Max
FactOf Make-up Studio located in the heart
of Hollywood. Special souvenirs will be
given lo members of the parts, and each
will meet Mr. Factor personally. All ihis

in addition to the entertainment features

thai include cocktail parties, a studio
luncheon, a preview and 8 studio tour.

Movieland Tours
(Continued from page thirty-eight]

During late afternoon a cocktail and
swimming party will be held at the
palatial home of James Gleason for mem-
bers of the first tour personnel, and a
similar party will be given at Esther Muir's
home for the second tour group.
For the evening you will return to the

Paramount Studios where you will be
shown what is done to a picture to apply
the final touches before it is released—you
will see a studio preview of a major film

production before it is cut and edited for

the last time ere it goes out for the screens
of the world. All this entertainment is

included in the initial cost of the tour.

More details will be published in the
April Hollywood Magazine. We can pub-
lish only the highlights, so if you wish
more complete information write for the
free illustrated booklet containing all the
details, complete itinerary and the sur-
prisingly low costs.

Use the coupon below.

ii

Mr. W\ F. Hagemann. Western Manager,
Fawcett Publications. Inc..

360 North Michigan Boulevard,
Chicago, Illinois

Without obligation on my part, send me
your complete, illustrated booklet describing
the Movieland Tours.

I enclose 5 Please enter my reser-

vation for persons, to insure a place

for us on tour No

(A deposit of $5 per person will hold
your reservation. Please specify whether for
tour No. 1. to leave Chicago July 11, or
tour No. 2, to leave Chicago August 8-)

Name

City State
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element prescribed by most doctors in treating
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them with success. Don't let others think you
have no spunk and that your will-power is as
flabby as your flesh. Start with Marmola today
and win the slender lovely figure rightfully yours.
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and we'll
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You Can Regain Perfect Speech, If you

STAMMER
Send today for beautifully Illustrated book entitled
"DON'T STAMMER." which describes the Eogue
Unit Method for the scientific correction of stammer-
ing and stuttering. Method successfully used at

Eogue Institute for 36 years—since 1901. Endorsed
by physicians. Full information concerning correc-
tion of stammering sent free. No obligation.

Benjamin N. Bogue, Dept. 714. Circle Tc*er, ndianapolis, Indiana
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Shrine Fezzes
By Hamm Beall

Your Hollywood Correspondent not
long ago, as the photo on this page
will bear witness, was accorded a

privilege that probably thousands of femi-
nine film fans would have sold their

chances of playing an alto harp in St.

Peter's Celestial Orchestra to enjoy,
namely being photographed with Robert
Taylor right on a set at Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer's monumental movie manufactory
at Culver City, a southwesterly suburb of
Hollywood.

It was my first meeting with the reign-
ing masculine favorite of 1936 and 1937
despite the fact that thousands of letters

had reached my desk as managing editor
of this cinema chronicle, each and every
epistle exuding enthusiasm over the
charm and Thespic achievements of the
young Pomona College graduate, whose
Armand to Garbo's Camille probably is

giving even Alexander Dumas a thrill re-
gardless of the destination to which he was
delivered by Charon, chief ferryman of

the River Styx.

If the reader, the reader's father, hus-
band, brother or son happens to be a
Mason, it will be appreciated that when I

took Judge Clyde I. Webster, of Detroit,

Imperial Potentate of the Shrine of North
America to M-G-M, your humble scribe

was armed with an open sesame of potency

Corner Bob Taylor On Set!

Hamm Beall escorts Judge Clyde I. Webster,
of Detroit, Imperial Potentate of Shrine, to

M-G-M studios to meet Robert Taylor

equal to that used to obtain entrance to

the cave of Ali Baba and the Forty Thieves.
"The wife would never forgive me if she

heard I came to Hollywood and did not
meet Bob Taylor," the head man of the
crimson-fezzed nobles whispered in my
ear as soon as he heard that Jean Harlow

and Taylor were starting The Man in Pos-
session, and when Lawrence Cobb, poten-
tate of Al Malaikah temple, learned that
Woody Van Dyke was directing the pic-
ture that Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., made
famous as a stage play, the Los Angeles
Shrine chieftain started the party in a bee
line for Stage 6. Woody received the
ancient Arabic ritual of the Shrine a few
months ago and when his potentate ap-
pears it's just a case of dropping every-
thing else and concentrating on a certain
amount of Grade A salaams.
Woody was most gracious and so was

Bob, particularly when he found out that
I, too, was an old Pomona College student,
if you use the word student advisedly. Of
course, the fact that I was a Fawcett editor
did not mitigate against me.
Jean Harlow was not scheduled for the

scenes shot that day, but had just paid a
social visit to the set a few minutes before,
and Hugh Caldwell, past potentate of Nile
Temple, Seattle, was rather disappointed.

Bob was in a swank bathrobe and had
just been catching the very devil from his
father and brother for having disgraced
the British family name by serving a sen-
tence in an English reformatory. This
angle, and the fact that later on in the
story he has a job as a bailiff to take pos-
session over attached property, particu-
larly interested the Shrine national leader,

for it was in line with the legal lore asso-
ciated with Judge Webster's courtroom in
the motor metropolis.

A

...Then Make-up's Smart

ASWELL TIME in the out of doors is no
reason for a skin all scuffed and flaky

looking for your swanky evening date.

There^s a simple way popular girls know

—

to get rid of all those little flaky bits that

spoil skin for make-up. A special kind of

cream that actually melts off horrid "powder
catchers"'— in just one application!

7^ SMOOTH l"* A secoMP

Mrs. William
Mellon, Jr.

L.

Vani
powd,
and
fresh.

oighl.

"After Pond'a
«hing Cream,
r goes on evenly

stays looking
I use it over-

too, after cleans-

Here's how a distinguished der-

matologist explains it:

"Exposure hastens the drying out of sur-

face skin cells. They shrink, scuff loose.

The skin feels harsh. These particles can be

melted away instantly with a keratolytic

cream (Vanishing Cream). Then the smooth,

underlying cells appear."

See this for yourself—with Pond's Van-
ishing Cream.

Before make-up — Right after cleansing

put on a f'm of Pond's Vanishing Cream.

It smooths away every flaky bit. Now pow-

der and rouge go on evenly. Stay for hours.

Overnight—Apply Pond's Vanishing Cream
after your nightly cleansing. Leave it on.

\s you sleep, your skin gets softer.

1;

''™- :
'

GS| Why skin feels "flaky"

gglg Dead cells on the top

|i§= of your skin are dried
'"^ out by exposure,

flake oft. You can
melt them smooth.

8-PieCe Pond's. Dept. 6-VC, Clinton, Conn.
_ ,

Rush 8-piece package containing

PaCKaOG special tube of Pond's Vanishing
Cream, generous samples of 2 other

Pond's Creams, and 5 different shades of Pond's Face
Powder.

Namc_

StreeL

City_
Copyright. 1937, Ponds Extract Company
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LOVELY TO LOOK AT

(ULLL&C

Those bands you admire
(or envy > mosl . very
pn bably owe their beauty
to a clear, golden lotion

—Chamberlain's. A won-
deri ill beauty treatment
for hands, arms and skin,

it helps protect and re-

because it

satinisees. And, this clear, golden liquid lotion

will alsi i> not sticky,
dries with such convenient quickness. At all

toilet goods counters.

Ml Chnmbcrloli
. Inc.

i

end fr> niir lotion.

(GOOD ONLY IN U. S.)

I

; ;
w

I

Chamberlain's Lotion

IHl^f30DEEE1
HOW TO OFTEN

LOSE FAT
7 to 62 POUNDS QUICKLY

Without Thyroid Extroct, Dlnltro-
phenol. Hot Baths, Starvation
Dieting, or Enforced Exercising—
SoVou Can Improve Your Figure

and Get to Feeling Better

DELICIOUS AND REFRESHING

GERMANIA

Figure as Slim,
Lovely, Graceful

as a Model's

For f"ee packettes send name and
address to Germania Tea Co., 544
S. Wells St., Chicago, III., Dept. 43

It seems that Bob was a Phi Delta Theta
at the University of Nebraska, but since
that fraternity had no chapter at Pomona,
where only locals are now permitted, fol-

lowing his transfer there he lived in the
men's dormitory until graduating in 1933.

We talked to Joel McCrea, another
Pomona lad, who has gone far in the films.

Joel, by the way, was most active as a
Sigma Tau, a frat of which the writer is

proud to have been a founder member,
and to which credit has been done by
Relman Morrin, who pounding a mean
typewriter, chronicles Hollywood events
for the Associated Press in the daily papers
of the nation.

Knowing the story of The Man in Pos-
session as well as I do, for when Sid
Grauman presented Duggie Fairbanks in

this stage play I happened to be Sir

Sidney's publicity chief, I wouldn't say it

would be Bob Taylor's supreme achieve-
ment, but fans will find their fair-haired

favorite in a breezy, lovable role that won't
be hard to take.

And while we're on the subject of

Shriners you may be interested to know
that the biggest shots in the film capital

wear that scimitar and crescent pin you
see in lapels so often.

If Harold Lloyd does not rob a bank or
take a Hershey chocolate bar away from a
crying baby in the next two years, that

four eyed comic and producer will become
Illustrious Potentate of Al Malaikah
temple. Al Malaikah is the Arabic
nomenclature for the 14,000 vermilion
turbaned nobles congregating in Southern
California under Potentate Lawrence
Cobb's leadership.

Clark Gable and Dick Powell are both
active members, and those ace producers,
Louis B. Mayer and Jack L. Warner have
furnished talent galore in the past to make
successes of conclaves on the coast. Carl
Laemmle, Sr., almost passed out when
riding a rough and rowdy camel in a "hot

foot'' ceremonial. Tom Mix has always
been loyal to the order, and there are
scores of other executives and lesser ex-
ecutives who take their fun on the "play-
ground of Freemasonry."

Excess fat is freqtlently caused
by faulty elimination of poisons
which interfere with the body's
natural weight and energy regu-
lating processes called metabolism.

Consequently it often takes that
delicious and refreshing GERMA-
NIA Orange Pekoe Tea you drink
15 minutes before each meal, and
that pleasant tasting, purely vege-
table GERMANIA HERB TEA.
you drink with one or two meals
each day, together with eating
whatever you want, excepting
much starchy foods or fatty meats
to get your energy on the increase and those trouble-
making intestinal toxins or poisons on the decrease, so
you can quickly lose those pounds of unnatural excess
fat and improve the appearance of your figure.

Don't delay! Get your package of GERMANIA
ORANGE PEKOE TEA and GERMANIA HERB
TEA at any Food, Drug or Department Store
today. Satisfaction is guaranteed or money back,

j

No Money—Just Your Name

Hitting Hollywood On High

Things I've enjoyed recently:

Watching the stars watch the races from
the clubhouse at Hal Roach's Santa Anita
track.

The work of Dorothy Lamour in Jungle
Princess.

The natural acting of Ray Milland in re-
cent releases. There's a lad who's going
places.

The complimentary comment of usually
hard-boiled Variety magazine pointing
out that the Fawcett Screen Publications,
one of which is Hollywood, are setting a
new pace in the film magazine field. Thank
you, Mr. Silverman, Mr. Ungar, Mr.
McHenry.
The star nights John Barton Browne is

staging at the Ambassador's Cocoanut
Grove.

The fashion show Sally Martin, our style

editor, staged for the Associated Apparel
Manufacturers at the Biltmore Bowl.

The Fawcett Fizz Jack Marsh, head bar-
tender for Al Levy's Tavern, created to

honor our editors and writers.

Seeing the thrill autograph seekers get
out of the John Hancocks the stars place
in their albums as they come out of the
famous Brown Derby restaurants.

A romance of the film capital

no reader should miss

Hollywood
Love Thief

(a star confesses)

begins with all its

glamour and intrigue

IN

SCREEN BOOK
for APRIL

Order your copy now at your

favorite newsstand

MANY NEVER
SUSPECTCAUSE
OF BACKACHES

This Old Treatment Often
Brings Happy Relief

Many sufferers relieve naming backache quickly,
once they discover that the real cause of their trouble
may be tired kidneys.
The kidneys arc Nature's chief way of taking the

excess acids and waste out of the blood. Most people

!

pass about 3 pints a day or about 3 pounds 01 waste.
Frequent or scanty passages with smarting and

burning shows there may be something wrong with
your kidneys or bladder.
An excess of acids or poisons in your blood, when

due to functional kidney disorders, may be the cause
of nagging backache, rheumatic pains, lumbago, leg
pains, loss of pep and energy, getting up nights,
swelling, puffiness under the eyes, headaches and
dizziness.

Don't wait! Ask your druggist for Doan's Pills,

used successfully by millions for over 40 years. They
give happy relief and will help the 15 miles of kidney
tubes flush out poisonous waste from your blood.
Get Doan's Pills.

PSORIASIS
The symptoms of this skin disease are inflammation and

reddish, dry flat papules or patches, covered with Bilvery

scales and crusts. Send for free information about

Dermatin No. 1 and 2, and you'll see why thousands of

psoriasis sufferers "rave" ahout this discovery. In $S%
of all cases, doctors have found Dermatin No. 1 and No. 2

successful.

Dept. 3, VALLEY LABORATORIES, Spring Valley, N. Y.

MOTION PICTURE STUDIOS

Se

£ade NEED ST0RIESg|H?
y

Double features have created golden opportunities for new
writers with new ideas. IF you can write—send 3c stamp
for folder on '"B" picture requirements.

AUTHORS EXCHANGE
P. O. Box: 1069, Hollywood, Cal.

Accept No Substitutes! Always Insist on the Advertised Brand!



Hollywood Beauty Briefs
( Continued from page twelve)

plexion brush and fingernail

brush to keep skin and nails

immaculate, and a soft rab-
bit's hair brush to shoo
away extra powder after

makeup is applied. And, of

course, the tooth brushes
which she uses several times
a day, in addition to special

clothes brushes for hats,

furs and suede.

rm
• Movie Capital Clean-Up!
Nothing to do with the Hays
Office moral code, but ex-
citing news to the girl whose
skin is sluggish and inclined
to coarse pores and black-
heads! If you will send a
letter of inquiry you may
have the name of a new
granular soap preparation
designed especially for dull
or blemished skin. To give your face a stimulating
and corrective cleansing, sprinkle the soap grains
from the convenient shaker-container into the palm
of your hand, moisten with water and work into

the skin with the fingertips. A soft protective film

of delicate powder remains on the skin after the face has been rinsed and
dried. These soap grains are priced at one dollar.

• Glenda Farrell has a new idea about wielding the eyebrow pencil.

Everyone should have two, says Glenda, a black one and a brown one and

instead of being pointed they should be narrow and blunt at the ends.
The brown one is used to outline the brow first, and then the black.

Blondes should let the brown tone predominate and brunettes should
reverse the procedure.

• Anne Shirley, too young for sophisticated eyeshadow, adds a touch of

white vaseline or a drop of oil to her lids to give that luminous appearance.

Jeanette MacDonald is a firm believer in exercise to keep the eyes
sparkling and strong. Every morning she puts
her eyes through their paces of five time3 to

the right, five times left, five times describing
a circle and then reverse.

^
A familiar feminine

habit — made effec-

tive by the quality

of fhe face powder
used

• A good cry! You'll see
things in a new light if after

a flood of tears you treat

your orbs to a soothing eye
bath. Returning clearness

to tear-reddened or dust-
irritated eyes is the benign
and sole purpose of a re-
freshing lotion which comes
in a convenient dropper-
stopper bottle . . . and the
name is yours for the asking.

The wise girl, however,
won't wait for an emergency
but will use the lotion daily

to relieve eyestrain and re-
move dust particles in keep-
ing her eyes healthy and
clear. The price is 60 cents.

OAAxiin,

YQUR BOSS IS HANDSOME

.0. BUT HE

*ry

NEVER EVEN

SEES ME

r

p* JNOW JUST A

tf
v

Nr,
pBIT OF WINX

I £ MASCARA . . .

0M ,*-
i NOTICE HOW IT

"j\ BLENDS SO

w >% * /> l\ NATURALLY
/ I WITH WINX

sw
* V

'

.
-J|

EYE SHADOW

1"^- v^\

YOU JUST LEAVE EVERYTHING TO
YOUR "AUNT" WENDY.- ) > J '>,

3UT WENDy.
YOU KNOW
I'M COLORLESS

I CAN HARDLY BELIEVE

IT'S ME!

7 '"

WINX 3-QOayeBlentl
Colors either blend or clash. In

make-up, this means "naturalness"

or that harsh "made-up" look. To

eliminate any appearance of

hardness particularly around the

eyes, WiNX has made its colors to

blend 3 ways. 1. With com-

plexion. 2. With eyes. 3. With

each other. For example, WINX
Blue Mascara blends perfectly

with WiNX Blue Eye Shadow or

Eyebrow Pencil. Likewise, its

tonal values are so balanced as to

make it complementary to all

olher WINX colors. Thus, WINX
gives you the secret of "natural"

eye make-up.

IT'S amazing the way WINX mascara transforms the appearance of

eyes. One moment—just attractive eyes. The next—an exotic,

glamourous glance that stirs the emotions—the glance that men

adore . . . and women envy. WINX truly glorifies the eyes. Makes
lashes seem long, silky and shadowy as dusk. Keeps them soft, too.

So try this harmless mascarc today. In three balanced shades

(Blue . Black . Brown) and in three convenient forms ("Cake . Liquid

Creamy}. On sale at department, drug and 5 and 10 cent stores.

QjUJZ, $£XUAjI^ij2As$^

MISS GRAY... YOUR EYES,

WELL THEY £&&,
DISTURB ME...

YOU'RE FIRED' ^7 '

OH! INDEED i

w

.

... SO YOU SEE, DARLING. YOU'LL
HAVE TO MARRY ME'

(TO HERSELF) WENDY'S THE DARLING!
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Profits

Plans for
Management

BECOME AN EXPERT
IN ACCOUNTING

The demand for skilled bookkeepers and accountants—men and women who really know their business— in un-
1 Bi

' i id constant need of expert recording
and interpretation of matters relating to Auditing, Cost
Accounting. Business Law, Orgam mint,
i in ince. Men and women who prove their qualifications
an.- rapidly promoted to j le positions—earn

J liTLinjie is from 52,000 to $10.00U a year—cwn
to higher income-figures.

Send for Free Book—
&Accountancyi the Profession that Pays*'
Why let othci

i walk away with the better jobs when
in your home and En spare time you can equip yourself
lor a Bpicndid future in this profitable

i bookkeeping «

' 'nr free i ok lullv explains how we train you from the
ground Up, according to your individual needs. Low cost;

I Ue facts about LaSalle training in Accountancy and
the opportunities in tins highly pro!

1 in a 64-page b.>..k which LaSalle will send you
urge and the will to increase your

. clip and mail the coupon N< »W.

LaSalle Extension University
Dept. 330-HR, Chicago
I would welcome details of your sola
tucreasmn plan, together with copv (

"Accountancy, the Profession th.t

Pays," ail without obligation.

Higher Accountancy
Other LaSalle Opportunities:

If more Interested in one of tl:

iields below, check and mail now.
Business Management

L Business Correspondence
D Modern Salesmanship n t —- t» * *7T
a Expert Bookkeeping g ^StiSS&mff'
D C. P. A. Coaching D Effective Siarukiofi

Name

Present Position.

Address

>r>r»»HHHWW«1«m«1H\4

Pun I Sizes

Shin ^

i
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ROSE PETAL
Pimples aTe usually
caused by germs in the
skin and consequently re-
quire a penetrating, anti-

septic external treatment.
Laxatives—Yeast and In-
ternal Treatment are
sometimes ineffective.

It often tabes NAC.
Tolatized Sulphur Cream
you rub on at bedtime
and NAC Prescription
Powder that you use
during the day, to get
the skin, cleared up
quickly.

"NAC Has the Knack
of Quickly Clearing the
Skin." Don't delay. Get
your NAC today. Satis-
faction Is Guaranteed or
Money Back.

„NAC Cream $So$1.00
**AC Prescription Powder

I

55c-?1.00
At All Drug and Dtrpt. Stores fiO^)

» SEND FOR FREE SAMPLE
For a free sample of NAC Prescription
Powder (CRachelle HXatural) write

—

NAC, Dept. 133 Winnetka, III.

«<

• A local make-up wizard offers these
valuable tips on "nose" make-up if that
appendage isn't all it should be. If your
nose is too long, pluck the eyebrows away
from it and by widening the space between
the brows you'll give an optical illusion
of shortening the nose. For a concave
nose, powder the top or bridge with a
light powder and the sides with a dark
powder. Eyeshadow artfully placed at
the inside corners of the eyes will also
shade the nose and make it appear
straighter. If the nose is too prominent
and the chin recedes, powder the chin
more heavily and add a trace of rouge to
bring it forward.

• Clap hands! Something to cheer about
is a skin softening lotion which prevents
chapping. Especially recommended to
keep hands smooth and white, it is just
as beneficial for face, arms and elbows
and may be used effectively as a powder
base. Quickly absorbed by the skin, this

lotion has a hundred and one beauty-
giving uses. The price is one dollar for
a generous deluxe bottle. Want the name?

• Jean Muir. who has a fine-textured
white skin, takes a weekly bath in warm
scented mineral oil. Once a week she
spreads the oil over her entire body and
leaves it there until the skin absorbs all

that it will. After the oil has had a chance
to penetrate. Jean wipes it off with a soft

cloth and gives herself a vigorous rub-
down with a Turkish towel.

• Betty Furness. the gal who keeps
Hollywood intrigued with her unique hats,

is equally ingenious in devising hair orna-
ments for gala occasions. Atop a black
tulle mantilla she wears a bunch of cello-

phane flowers of multiple hue which look
like Florentine glass and pick up the color
of the gown she is wearing. Betty also

flaunts for evening wear four white birds
with spreading wings which look as if a
covey of doves had settled on her hair.

• All-color release! Harmony is the key-
note of the powder, rouge and lipstick

offered by a famous Hollywood manu-
facturer of beauty aids. Select your rouge,
and you have only to refer to the color
chart to find lipstick and powder to har-
monize in exact color tones. These
cosmetics are widely used by the screen
stars who know the value of artfully
blended make-up for street and evening
wear. If you want the name, write a letter

describing your coloring, and specific

shades of powder, rouge and lipstick will

be recommended for you. Powder and
lipstick are one dollar, rouge 50 cents.

For product names write Ann Vernon,
Hollywood Magazine, 1501 Broadway,
New York City, enclosing stamped en-
velope for reply.

PERSONAL BEAUTY SERVICE

Ann Vernon, our beauty expert, will answer
free of charge your questions regarding the

care of skin, hair and figure. Or if you wish, she

will give you the names of cosmetics and tricks

of make-up used by the screen stars which may
be applied to your own use.

This is a personal, confidential service, the
only requirement being that you enclose a

stamped envelope for reply.

Address Ann Vernon, HOLLYWOOD Maga-
zine, 1501 Broadway, New York City. Please
don't forget the stamped envelope (3-cent
U. S. postage) return envelope!

AMAZING NEW
BeautiniKind s.a

creates nuiTfwsnufrm"-*
GETS HOT OR COLD WITHOUT
ELECTRICITY OR CHEMICALS

New! Nothing else like It any-

1

where. Brings beauty from within! I

Women, men 18 to SO. Beautywand |
rolla gently over face and neck.
Used with our " Beautywand '*

Vitamized Oil (contains Vita-
mins E and F), Rivea new life

to tissues underneath the skfn.l
Stimulates natural circulation. Aids I

dry or oily skin. In 10 days you are I

amazed! You need only hot or cold I

water. Take your beauty treatment!
in 5 minutes, daily, anywhere, a
time. Simple and easy to use. La;
indefinitely. Don't delay .Ordernowl I

PDFP Trio ' Size Bcautywz
rntt OH. Full fnstructio
Also, Pamphlet "Nature's Facts!
On Beauty," with every order.

SEND NO MONEY -FULLY GUARANTEED
Pay postman only 81.00 and few cents postage or send only
Jl.OU.we pavpnxtNtfo. UsefnrlOdiivs. Return if not satisfied.

MODERNE LABORATORIES, INC.
ISO North Wjckcr Drive, Dept. 1201 , Chicago, U. S. A.

ON APPROVAL
Wo defy you to tell this ring
from one costing $300,001 To
prove it to you, we'll Bend It on
tor 25 cents to covet coal of

shipping, packing, etc. Con-
tinue payments of Sl.fil'i a
month tin Die total balance nf

SO is paid. M you do nol think
it iin. 1 ni.i-i exquisite rn ce of

Jewelry you evot owned ; if your
friends do nut marvel a1 the

loi inn-; brilliance of the mai -

nlflccnt full carat rai

diamond, roturn ti and we will
p fund

i

w car at our risk. Ring shipped by return
mall, no lago pn paid Ru h 25 cents in itnmps ot ruin to:

BRADLEY, DEPT. 393B, NEWTON. MASS.

[o3co—the stainless corn salve—1 easy
1 pleasant to use. No knife, plaster ,

oi soaking necessary. Removes
i—relieves bunions, and Ingrowing toe-

At druggists, .lar 30c.

Write for Free Sample.
THE MOSS CO., Dopt. F 3-7, Rochester. N. Y.

CORNS VANISH!
DEAFNESS IS MISERY

Many people with defective hearing and
Head Noises enjoy Conversation. Movies.
Church and Radio, because they use

Leonard Invisible Ear Drums which
resemble Tiny Megaphones Stting

in the Ear entirely out of sight.

No wires, batteries or head piece.

They are inexpensive. Write for
booklet and sworn statement of DftyM
the invemofwho was himself deaf.

A. 0. LEONARD, Inc., Suite 161, 70 5th Ave., New York

KILLTHE HAIR ROOT
V Remove the hair permanently, safely, pri-

vately at homo, following simple directions.
The Mahler Method positively prevents the
hair from growing again. The delightful

lief will bring happiness, freedom of mindm iter
Backed by 35 years of su
over the world. Send 6c ii

Booklet, "I

D.J. MAHLER CO., Dept. S6C, Providence, R.I.

:cessfuJ use all
stamps TODAY

low to Remove

YOUR FflCG CHATIG€D
aig/it regular feature
new beauty/ They cai
Stolter (grad. of Un

fa
3 Vienna Polyclinic methods.
lapely Nosei-, Protruding Ears,
:eLip9. Wrinkles, Signeof Age,
. are all quickly corrected. Low
Write or call for Free Booklet

cial Reconstruction," (mailed

GIANT
FROGS
New Industry! Good

Market. Pleasant, outdoor
work. A small pond is all you

eed, to start, expand with in-
Easy to ship. We Buy! Men

&. Women starting In every state.
See what others are already doing.
Free book explains our offer. Write

American Frog Canninq Co.
Dept. 16S-C. New Orleans. La.

Accept No Substitutes! Always Insist on the Advertised Brand!



Luise Rainer Goes Internationale

!

< Continued from pase twenty-seven)

Luise, it is said, lives on her impulses.

But it goes deeper than that. Intuition is

the word. Essentially, she is a child of

nature, highly sensitive. Her feelings are
delicately attuned to all that goes on about
her, and she is rarely wrong in her esti-

mate of people and situations.

"Follow nature, and you cannot go very
wrong," she declares.

To those wary of "acts" pulled by so
many of the glamorous actresses from
abroad, her mode of living has often

evoked a hint of suspicion.

"What is this business of shyness?" they
asked. "Wasn't she on the stage abroad?"
The answer is simple enough. Luise

Rainer is genuinely shy because in her
own estimation she is not important. She
stays away from night clubs and popular
resorts because she is not at home there,

and doesn't relish the idea of going some-
where to be on display, instead of for en-
joyment. She is not "exclusive," but eager
for friends, companionship and under-
standing. There is nothing of the "tem-
peramental" star about her. Living as
close to nature as she does, she has a deep
understanding of fundamental things. And
yet, there is a phase of her personality that

is almost child-like. This is responsible
for the "madcap" escapades which have
become a part of the legend that sur-
rounds her. Like her trip to Mexico, that

Luise Rainer, as O-lan, wife of Wong Lund, the

farmer in Good Earth, does a bit of laundering

in the best approved Chinese custom

grand California morning when she told
her maid she would take a run down to
the ocean before breakfast. Only to re-
turn two days later, to find them in tears,

ready to notify the police.

It was a nice sunny day. The beach had
stretched ahead temptingly for miles.

Never having been down that way, she
drove along to see how far the road fol-

lowed the ocean. It ran for a long way,
in fact to Laguna, which is over sixty
miles. She forgot about breakfast, it was
so glorious riding in the early morning,
top down, with Johnny (her beloved
Scotty) beside her. She passed a nice
little cove with no one around. Luise
took off her sandals, rolled up her slacks,
and she and Johnny went wading. Here
was fun! More fun than she had known
since coming to America.
There must be more fun, farther along.

She wondered what town lay beyond. She
wouldn't use a map, because exploring
was more fun. Hours later, she arrived
in San Diego, tired and hungry. There
were mobs of people in the streets. Crowds
eating hot dogs. Buildings filled with ex-
hibits. The San Diego Fair was in full
swing. The smell of pop com and hot dogs
and onions tingled in her nostrils. She
and Johnny should have dinner. And
they did, with all the fixings! She was
handed the check. The thought of money
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hadn't occurred to her before. It hap-
pened that she had ten dollars. That was
plenty, and she didn't have to go home
yet. She would spend the night away
from home. The servants wouldn't worry
too much, she hoped.
A tired little girl in rumpled dark blue

slacks with a dog under her arm, found
an auto camp down by the sea. One dollar

a night. Twenty-five cents extra for bed
linen. Luise asked where she was. Only
a few miles from the Mexican border. An-
other country! She must see it. There
was still nearly eight dollars in her purse,
enough for gas and food. And she had
washed out her blouse and underthings
in the washbowl at the auto camp, though
she had nothing to "make them flat.''

Thank goodness, there was a comb in her
purse. Across the border she went. No
questions are asked when you leave the

country. After a day of exploring, she de-
cided to go back to the same little camp
to spend the night on her way home.
Then started the complications.

She was stopped by officials at the bor-

der, who asked if she were an American
citizen.

"What is it you mean?" she asked, dark
eyes wide with amazement. "I live in

America, yes."

But her accent was against her, and
she was taken out of line for questioning,

where she found to her consternation that

she had left her quota certificate at home.
Would they believe her? Not on your
life. Border officials have to be tough.

And they can think of more questions in

five minutes than the average fellow in a

lifetime.

Her Looks Belie

Luise looked like a poor little Mexican
girl. Her clothes were mussy, her hair

tousled, and she was tanned brown as

a berry. In her best English, she tried to

explain she was an actress, and worked
for M-G-M. Wry smiles were her only
answer. They had seen movie stars, all

right, but they had glamour, big cars,

swell clothes. They didn't even listen to

her when she begged that they call the
studio for her identification. More officers

gathered and talked so fast that little

Luise. huddled in a corner with Johnny
in her lap, could not understand them.
Then Johnny growled. That was a sign.

"Perhaps we had better hold her for in-

vestigation," she heard them say. Then she
got an idea. Ads for her current picture
were in the magazines, and she would
show them one to prove her case. Under
escort she went out to purchase a maga-
zine, and brought it back for proof.
There are other escapades of Rainer.

Like the time she went to Santa Barbara
to visit friends. Finding them away, she
slipped in a window, rearranged the fur-
niture, and slipped back to Hollywood
without a word. For days they lived in

deadly fear of burglars, until she broke
down and confessed.

And so she goes on her way, living ac-
cording to her own whimsical pattern.
She listens to her beloved music, goes for
long walks through the countryside sur-
rounding her home. Mixes her own food
concoctions, according to what she feels

should be put in them, disregards regu-
lation clothes and make-up, with the ex-
ception of lipstick, and moves about in

the circle of her few intimate friends.

And while Odets is doing the story
for Castles in Spain, in the offices of

Walter Wanger, Luise probably will be
building "castles in Spain" of her own pat-
tern, but now including a husband.
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Battle of Wits on the Gheyney Front!
(Continued from page thirty-five

»

workers skimming scum from the water.
"I say, Bobby," quizzes Bruce, "what

would you call the duties of those two
chaps?"
Montgomery watched the scum-scoop-

ing a moment.
"I would say, my dear chappy, that they

are an inanimate League of Decency," was
Montgomery's parry of wit.
The roseate Englishman wriggled his

eyebrows at Montgomery, arose from his

chair and sought other fields for conver-
sation. He met Miss Crawford emerging
from her dressing room.
"Cheerio, Joan," he greeted her. "I saw

your husband, Franchot, last night and he
appeared quite white . .

."

Montgomery Retorts

"Oh, yes," came a voice from behind his
back. "It's a law for Americans to marry
whites."

It was Montgomery, still stalking Bruce.
Montgomery scrutinized Miss Crawford,

discovered the snug little black hat on her
head, surmounted by three little black
pom-poms. •

"What a lovely hat," he complimented
her. "Looks like a Palm Springs sunset."

The work of preparing the stage, the
props, the lights and the camera continued.
Time still remained for the Battle of Wits
on Stage Eleven.
Powell was walking toward Miss

Crawford.

"I'm afraid you're mistaken—this is my room!"
Thus Frank Morgan argues with Joan Crawford
in a scene from Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's The

Lasf of Mrs. Cheyney

"You haven't seen your new dressing
room, Bill," she reminded him. Let me
show it to you."
Powell cautiously peeked in. It was

furnished in the loveliest Louis VI style,

gaudy plush furnishings, dazzling drapes,
maukish paintings, a bowl of flowers and
a sewing basket. Powell took another
look, then confessed:
"H-m-m, either I must speak with a

cockney lisp in this picture—or abdicate."

Frank Morgan was in a corner of the

set, confiding quietly to Benita Hume.
"Heaven knows, I've always wanted to

be a tragedian and that's why I am a
comedian. The difficulty with the tragedian
is that he wants to live his baleful roles

in private life as well as on the stage or
screen. He has been in the habit of

snarling all day into the camera and when
he arrives home he continues to snarl at

his wife and she . .
."

Director Bellows

"Children!" the director bellowed. "This
is no kindergarten. We are paid to work,
to make the world laugh and cry. Let's

go to work!"
The scene revealed all the principals

seated on the terrace around the break-
fast table, nibbling little sausages. Miss
Crawford has just been unmasked as an
American adventuress who, posing as a

wealthy widow, had attempted to steal

the duchess' pearls. Powell, too, has been
unmasked by the clever amateur detective
work of Montgomery, and he stands at her
side.

"Off-stage—quiet!" the director shouted.
Montgomery moved into the scene,

moving a chair under Miss Crawford.
"Won't you have a chair?" he asked.
"Thank you," she replied haughtily.

She sat down. "As Charles was born a

gentleman, mayn't he sit down as well?"
"Of course," Montgomery apologized.

"Take a seat, Charles."
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"No, thank you, Dilling," Powell replied.
Montgomery again turned to Miss

Crawford.
"I'll be brief, Mrs. Cheyney. The posi-

tion is as follows: you have acknowledged
frankly that in accepting Lord Ebley's . . .

Oh, Gosh . .
."

He had "blown" his line, criticizing him-
self: "What's the matter with me?"

"Courage, my dear." Powell chided him.
"Nerves, you know."
The director moved in to offer some

fatherly advice:
"Please, children, don't lose the good

spirit. The scene is charming. So please
have a good time . . . Quiet! GO!"
Montgomery went back to the be-

ginning. The scene continued faultlessly

to the end. They rehearsed it again, and
then the director called for a "take."

Make-up artists moved in to dab powder
on the famous faces. Hairdressers ad-
vanced, toyed with the tresses, retreated.

But Montgomery had disappeared. A few
moments later he returned, passing toast

and little sausages around to the other
players.

Nigel Bruce, too, had moved out of the

setting. He wrapped an arm around Miss
Crawford's shoulder and started to yodel.

Somebody called "Ralph!"

Run Around for Forbes

Ralph Forbes scurried around the set,

attempting to respond to the call, but
nobody wanted him.
"By Jove!" he exclaimed. "Three Ralphs

on this set—it's driving me crazy!"
"Only two Ralphs," Cameraman Folsey

corrected him. "We fired one yesterday."
Bruce, too, was in a dither.

"Hereafter. I write my own lines.

They're much funnier."

"But you have no lines in this scene,
Nigel," Powell reminded Bruce.

"I know," Bruce sighed. "That's why
they're not funny,"
The director looked around the stage at

his stampeding flock of thespian chicks.

Montgomery and Morgan had settled

down to a card game they called "Clunk."
Joan Crawford had sat herself upon a dais

to be painted in oils by the portrait artist,

Azaida Newman. Phyllis Claire and Benita
Hume had sought a secluded bench to

play a game of backgammon.
The troubled director recalled other in-

cidents involving a wholesale family of

talent. There was the scene in which he
had so many difficulties with Frank
Morgan. In it, seated beside the fishpond,
Miss Crawford was called upon to remove
Frank's shoes. Frank had spoiled six

scenes with hysterical outbursts of laugh-
ter before the director sought the reason.

Morgan Apologizes

"I'm so sorry," Frank admitted. "I'm
afraid you'll have to—ah—re-rewrite the
scene . . . I'm so—uh—ticklish on my left

instep."

And another scene on the promenade
deck of an ocean liner. Called into the
scene, Morgan shook his shoulders, threw
out his chest, puckered his bushy brows
and turned to Montgomery and Miss
Crawford when—
"Blowie! BAM!—six deafening blasts

rocked the stage in the midst of the scene.
"Oh—MY!—Gosh!" Morgan screamed.

"Who did that?"
In Montgomery's hand, Frank saw a

smoking 45-calibre horse-pistol, supplied
by the prop man to scare Morgan.
Then there was that scene . . . But why

go on?
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How Fate Tricked
Ross Alexander!

< Continued from page twenty-six)

Much of the time when Ross Alexander was
not busy at the studios he spent living a life

in the open at his ten-acre ranch home near

Encino, Calif.

earlier in the month. He and Miss Nagel,
just after the parents left for the east,

made plans for a trip to New York within
a few days.

On the day of his death he had appeared
quite happy to the servants in his home.
He had helped Anne dismantle their

Christmas tree during the day—they had
kept it up until the pine needles began
to fall to the floor. Humming to himself,
Ross had done sundry small things around
the house during the day. In the after-

noon they sat in the parlor of the ranch
home, Anne knitting and Ross telling her
his plans for their belated honeymoon. As
the day drew toward an end he strummed
on a guitar which had been given him for
Christmas, and sang gay songs which be-
lied the things that were in his heart.

On Great Adventure

Then, when twilight brought the end of
another day, Ross took a flashlight and a
gun, and walked to the barn 400 feet from
the house. A few minutes later a servant
found his prostrate form in the hay loft.

Ross Alexander died with the last gray
wisp of daylight.

Did the death of his first wife, then,
bring on the melancholy which doomed
him to suicide?

Partly, but not entirely. On the screen
Ross Alexander was a gay comedian more
than anything else. But like many an-
other comedian, he seldom exhibited that
flashing humor in real life.

Hewas an introvert who looked too long
into the why of life, instead of joining
with it He had always been of the lone
wolf type. His many friends were largely
only cordial acquaintances, never sharing
the brooding thoughts of his mind. He
was probably already on the path to

lisaster when Aleta speeded her way into

"ternity and left a trail open which was
llready too easy for him to follow.

"Nothing brings quicker
relief when my throat is

rough and scratchy than
Luden's. They're so sooth-
ing and pleasant !

"

"Luden's menthol vapor
clears my nasal passages-
helpsme breathe correctly
through my nose—and so
protect my throat.**

'• Luden*s now contain an
Alkaline Factor to help
build up your alkaline re-
serve—and that's just
what the doctor ordered!"

5t LUDEN'S couchdrops HELP YOU DO ALL 3

M SKIN?
For Real Beauty—

You Must Have Soft

Alluring Skin

. . . Free From Pimples

Cmooth, satiny skin—a radi-

antly clear, youthful complexion

—men admire them and modern style

demands them.

To be truly lovely, you must rid

your skin of ugly pimples on face and
body. And thousands are doing it, with

complete success.

The real cause of disorders result-

ing in ugly pimples may be nothing in

the world except a lack of the yeast

vitamins B and G. When these elements

are not present in the human diet in suf-

ficient quantities, the intestinal tract be-

comes weak and sluggish. Its function is

badly impaired. Constipation is likely to

ensue and this, in turn, often shows up in

pimply skin.

Countless men and ivomen have
found that in such cases, Yeast
Foam Tablets work wonders. This

pure dry yeast supplies vitamins

B and G in abundant quantities

YEAST FOAM
TABLETS

You'll Like the Taste!

and thus tends to restore the intestinal

tract to normal—in those instances of

vitamin deficiency. With the intestinal

tract again in healthy function, pimples

should quickly disappear.

Unlike ordinary yeast. Yeast
Foam Tablets are pasteurized and hence
cannot cause gas or fermentation. They
are easy to swallow and most people

relish their clean, nut-like taste. They
keep, too. Start now. Try Yeast Foam
Tablets and give them the chance to give

you the same welcome relief they have
brought to so many others.

jIVERVES ? Vitamin B, known as the

anti-neuritic vitamin, is absolutely necessary

to sound, steady nerves. Lack of enough vita-

min B causes polyneuritis—the inflamma-

tion of many nerves. Yeast Foam Tablets, so

rich in the B factor, -prevent and

correct nervous conditions caused

by vitamin B deficiency.

•Mail Coupon for Trial Sample•
NORTHWESTERN YEAST CO.
1750 N. Ashland Ave., Chicago, 111.

Please send FREE TRIAL sample of Yeast
Foam Tablets. (Only 1 sample per family.)

Fa 3-37

Name

Address

Citij Static
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OLD Ru gs, Clothing

to the OLSON FACTORY"
Learn how you, too, can have finer
ru^s and save Half. Mail Coupon or
lc Postal for big color book of Amer-
ica's Fit ced Rugs. De-
scribes how we shred, sterilise and
reclaim the cood materials, merge,
bleach, rcspin, redyc and reweave
into luxurious New two-sided tubs.

ANY SPECIAL SIZE YOU WANT
Just phone the Railway Express to
call at your door for your material,
or ship Freight

—

our expense. Satis-

faction Kuaranteed, C2nd year. Praise
from editors, women everywhere.
You ii Beware agents.

OLSON RUG CO.
CHICAGO NEW YORK SAN FRANCISCO '.

Mail to S800 N. Crowfoid Ave, Chicago, Depl A-5*
J

Yes, moil FREE, your r>i"» page, money-savina ,

Book in colors, "Beautiful New Kugs from Old.

REVERSIBLE
Dou ble W ear

66 EARLY
AMERICAN
and Oriental
masterpieces,
modern de-
signs, solid

.1

I

©
1936
ORC

1937 GOVERNMENT JOBS

Start $1260 toS^lOOa Year
MEN—WOMEN. Common Education
u-tully •

I hours. Many
Security appointments. Write

Immcdlal 32-paso book.

with list o! positions and full par-
ticulars telling how to get them.

FRANKLIN INSTITUTE
Dept. W-262, Rochester, N.Y.

HERE'S HOW I LEARNED

TO PLAY THE PIANO

WITHOUT A TEACHER

WTook only spare
time at home
easy as A-B-C

"ja.f'Y FRIENDS are astonished when they hear me play
-i~*- the piano, for only a short time ago I didn't know one
note from another. Yet here I am. playing the popular song
hits at sight, having the time of my life, with more date3
and invitations to parties than ever before. All because
I answered an advertisement that told about an amazingly
easy way to learn music at home—and offered a free
demonstration lesson to prove anyone could do it

Over 700,000 people had enrolled for this remarkable
method, so I decided I'd try it, too. And am I glad I
did! The lessons were a revelation—they made music as

simple as A-B-C. It was really fun to learn and now I
get more satisfaction out of playing the piano than from
anything else I have ever done.

FREE BOOK AND DEMONSTRATION LESSON
This story is typical. You, too, should be able to learn

music at home this easy, fasci-
nating way. Send for Free Book
and Free Demonstration Lesson.
No cost, no obligation. Write
today, mentioning the instrument
you'd like to play. Instruments
supplied when needed, cash or
credit. Address:

U.S. SCHOOL OF MUSIC

LEARN TO PLAY
BY NOTE

Piano Guitar
Violin Saxophone
Organ Mandolin

Tenor Banjo
Hawaiian Guitar
Piano Accordion
Or Any Other
S Instrument

363 Brunswick Building

New York, N. Y.

Green Light
(Continued from page thirty-four)

required about two months, but long be-
fore a camera unwound an inch of cel-

luloid the studio was concerned with pre-
paring the novel for screening.

Dr. Douglas, who left his pulpit In a
Los Angeles church to spread his sermons
to a much wider audience through his

novels, described somewhat casually the
bitter struggle Dr. Paige and his associate,

Dr. John Stafford, played by Abel, and
others before them had waged to develop
a vaccine that would immunize humans
against spotted fever.

In a few words he told of the death and
desolation left in the wake of the epidemic.
To photograph those same experiments,

to picture that same desolation, however,
was considerably more involved than
merely describing them.
To begin with, immediately after pur-

chasing the novel Warner Brothers put
research experts to work on it. They
learned that the old farmhouse where
thousands of wood-ticks had been dis-
sected in the fight to control the epidemic,
still stands on Boone Mountain.

Reproduced on Ranch

From these photographs an exact repro-
duction subsequently was built on the
Warner studio ranch at Calabasas. An
interior was constructed on a sound stage.
Pictures also were taken at various other

points of interest in the Bitter Root valley.

Numerous abandoned farmhouses and
many new places, built since the discovery
of spotted fever vaccine in 1924, were
photographed. Lakes, rivers, dams, were
captured on Celluloid. So, too, were sev-
eral small villages throughout the region.
Then the studio, through its location de-

partment, set out to duplicate the Southern
California scenes photographed in far off

Montana.
Agents found in Sherwood Lake an ap-

proximately exact duplicate of a lake in
the Bitter Root valley. Even the required
dam was there.

A great cathedral was built for Sir
Cedric Hardwicke, who was imported by
Warners from London to play the part
of the clerical philosopher, Dean Harcourt.
A huge Gothic interior was built on a
sound stage, completely filling it. An
exterior of the same edifice rose on the
studio back lot.

In GreewLight Dr. Douglas wrote in a
dog character named Sylvia. The dog,
the pet and constant companion of Flynn,
toward the end of the story dies of spotted
fever induced by the bite of a wood-tick.
Immediately following the announce-

ment by Warner Brothers that they would
film the story a flood of letters descended
upon the studio, pleading that Sylvia be
allowed to live in the screen drama. The
letters, written by readers of the novel,
had not ceased when the last scene of the
picture was filmed.

Apparently the readers of Dr. Douglas'
book had not resented the dog's death in
the novel, or at least they failed to give
voice to their resentment. Such was not
the case with the film version, however.
The fans didn't want Sylvia to die and
they were going to do all they could about
it.

How well they succeeded is illustrated
by the fact that, in accordance with the
decision of Director Frank Borzage, Sylvia
survives in the picture.—Francis Heacock.

WAKE UP YOUR
LIVER BILE-

Without Calomel—And You'll Jump Out
of Bed in the Morning Rarin' to Go

The liver should pour out two pounds of liquid

bile into your bowels daily. If this bile is not
flowing freely, your food doesn't digest. It just
decays in the bowels. Gas bloats up your stomach.
You get constipated. Your whole system is poi-
soned and you feel sour, sunk and the world
looks punk.

Laxatives are only makeshifts. A mere bowel
movement doesn't get at the cause. It takes those
good, old Carter's Little Liver Pills to get these
two pounds of bile flowing freely and make you
feel "up and up." Harmless, gentle, yet amazing
in making bile flow freely. Ask for Carter's Little

Liver Pills by name. Stubbornly refuse anything
else. 25c at all drug stores* © 1935, C. M. Co.

»»> For the fi rst with

the latest sensations

from Hollywood, read

SCREEN PLAY
every month

EDITED BV
LLEWELLYN MILLER
. . . the best informed

woman in th<i picture

colony on film activities

LOLA A. SHARP, INDIANA NURSE NOW SAYS:

Drinking 1 Glass or

Orange Juice
Mixed with X Tablespoon ol

Q BONKORA
2 times a day and eating
her fill of the delicious
foods as shown in the
Bonkora package made het

LOSE 108 LBS.
gB UGLY-FAT

She lost 6 in. off vaist.

.i|(4 in. off hips and 6 in. off

\
J

bust. She lost avoidable
j' Ii reducible overweight and
t^JJ regularized elimination.

SEND FOR FREE SAMPLI
and copy of Lola Sharp's letter.

Address Bon Kora, 544 S. Wells
St., Chicago, Illinois. Dept. 133

Kidneys Need Oil?
Curb Night Disturbances

This Safe Way
When the genito-urinary passages become in-

flamed, you may suffer from a burning sensation.
Your sleep is broken. Backaches, pains and stiff-

ness trouble you.

Santalwood oil is known the world over, for the
help it brings to these inflamed passages. It re-
lieves. It soothes. It cleanses. If you want to get
the real East Indian santalwood oil in easy-to-
take capsules, get SANTAL MIDY from your
druggist. SANTAL MIDY is the most famous
santalwood oil preparation.

Don't take cheap remedies for your kidneys and
bladder. SANTAL MIDY capsules are what you
want because they bring results.
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Putting On The Dog!
(Continued from nase thirty-six)

markable memory and can be depended
upon to carry out his instructions. There
is nothing temperamental about Tuffy.

He will play a gentleman dog or a lady

dog—whatever the script calls for. In

Old Hutch he was supposed to be a lady

dog.

Dogs are like people. Some are smarter
than others. Some dogs are born to be
stars and others are apparently born to be
just dogs. Any trainer who has handled
them usually can tell whether an animal
is a potential star or just a cute dog.

Skippy, the adorable little wire-haired
terrier who skyrocketed into movie fame
when he appeared with Myrna Loy and
William Powell in The Thin Man, was dis-

covered in a pet shop in Ocean Park, Cal.

His bright little face caught the attention

of Henry East who has been training dogs
for many years. East had been looking
for a wire-haired terrier that he could
train for picture work. It is difficult to

train a wire-hair for this work as they are •

so nervous and high strung that they sel-

dom can resist chasing any moving object
that attracts their attention. But Skippy,
East decided, was star material. The dog
was less than three months old when East
bought him. In one month he had learned
to sit up, lie down, to speak, and to come
when called. He learned so fast and was
so dependable that when he was a year old

he began his picture career. He was put

Very, very doggy, swanlsy and what-have-you

is the studio "bungalow" provided for Mr. Asta
during the time he lent his talent to After

the Thin Man. His real home has class, too

in a few pictures just for "atmosphere"
and he was so cute that he was signed up
for The Thin Man to play the role of
Mr. Asta.
Mr. East had noticed that whenever

Skippy's ears itched he had a funny little

habit of putting his head down on the
ground and walking around in a circle
with his hind legs upraised. He decided to
make a trick out of it, thinking that it

might some time be good for a laugh.
Every time Skippy put his head down to
scratch his ears, East would shout, "That's
right, Skippy, go crazy!" Soon the dog
associated the command with the action
and when the signal was given he would
"go crazy."

During the making of The Thin Man
the director wanted some bit of action
which would show what the dog thought
of a hectic party going on in the living
room. They decided to use the "going
crazy" trick. Skippy was told to go to the
door and look out at the party, then run
under the bed and go crazy. He was so
cute that the gag got one of the biggest
laughs in the picture. In fact, Skippy
made such a personal hit in that picture
that when the sequel, After the Thin Man,
was made he was one of the first "actors"
to be engaged, and he was given three
times as much footage as he had in the
original film.

When Skippy does a scene well he is

This Hollywood make-up...

A Powder Secret

Your skin will look young
andlovelywhen touched by
the magic of Max Factor's

Powder in your color har-

mony shade . . . One dollar.

l/lykat well d Jia tcat uani
1

?

Hollywood's make-up, originated by Max
Factor,make-up genius of Filmland,will do wonder-
ful things for you. It will "discover" beauty in your
face that you didn't know was there. ..it will individ-

ualize that beauty, make you interesting, different!

The secret is color harmony shades to dramatize

your type.You will find that Max Factor's Powder in

your color harmony shade will enliven your skin with
youthful radiancc.the Rougewill add a lifelike color

to your cheeks...the Lipstick will accent your lips with
an alluring color that lasts indefinitely. Try Holly-

wood's make-up, and note the amazing difference.

Rouge Magic
Max Factor's color harmony
Rouge imparts a natural,

radiant color to your cheeks

...blends smoothly and even-

ly .. . does not look "hard"
in any light .... Fifty cents.

A New Lip Make-Up
Max Factor's Super-Indelible

Lips tick in your colorharmony
shade will accent the appeal of
your lips. Moisture-proof... it

withstands every close-up test.

One dollar. .....

FRANCES DEE in "SOULS AT SEA
SHIRLEY ROSS «W MARTHA
RAYE in "WA1KIK.I WEDDING"

: mmi for Powder, Rouge

Max Tacit

NEW PARAMOUNT PICTURES
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EVERY month sees more women
accepting the peace and comfort of

Midol! It's old-fashioned 1<> suffer

periodic pain, because there is i

reliable relief for such suffering.
- ie women who have always had

the hardest time are relieved 1>Y Midol.

Main who use Midol do not feel cue

twinge of pain, or even a moment's
discomfort during the entire period.

Don't let the calendar regulate your
activities! Don't "favor yourself" or

"save yourself" on certain days of

every month! Keep going, and keep
comfortable— with the aid of Midol.

I hi se tablets provide a proven means
for the relief of such pain, so why en-

dure suffering Midol might spare you?
Midol's relief is so swift, you may

think it is a narcotic. It's not. Its

principal ingredient has often been

pn scribed by specialists.

You can get Midol in a trim alu-

minum case at any drug store. Two
tablets should see you through your
worst day.

CATARRH »»> SINUS
CHART- FREE

Guaranteed Relief or No Pay. Stop hawking

—

stuffed-up nose—bad breath—Sinus irritation

—

phlegm -filled throat. Send Post Card or letter
for New Treatment Chart and Money-Back Offer.
40,000 Druggists sell Hall's Catarrh Medicine.

63rd year in business. . .Write todav!
F.J.CHENEY & CO. Dept 223, TOLEDO, O.

STOP Your Rupture
Why suffer with that rupture? Learn
about my Appliance for reducible rup- WAHH|A^|
ture. Automatic air cushion assists Na- WWwl I IvWi
ture to close the opening—has relieved
thousands of men, women and children. No obnoxious springs
or hard pads. No salves or plasters. Sent on trial to prove
it. Beware of imitations. Never sold in stores. Write today
for confidential information sent free in plain envelope.

Brooks Company, 139-fi State Street, Marshall, Michigan

CHAINS^
amo KNIFE

FREE!
GOLD BONDGUARANTEE

BRADLEY S FAMOUS SUPER-QUALITY
1937 ENGINEERS R.R.WATCH
ON APPROVAL!

ACCURACY guaranteed by a 100-year-old
•^•million dollar FACTORY. Solid Gold

effect case,guaranteed 2 5 years. Handsome
locomotive model crown, time-keeper dial,

railroad back. Compare with a S20 watch.
SEND ONLY 25c to show good faith, continue
mon thly payments of S2.00 each until total balance
of $4.00 is paid. If you do not think it the richest
and best looking watch you ever saw under $20.00
yourmoney will be returned.No strings to this offer.
But you must act AT ONCE during this special
Expansion Sale. Send coupon today! FREE knife
and chain to match with every watch

!

' BRADLEY, 393C. NEWTON, MASS.©I Here's 2o cents. Ship Engineers Watch, Knife and Chain

jj^y. "by return) mail, postage prepaid ! I RISK NOTHING 1
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Tuffy hitch-hilied to Hollywood to get himself

a film job. Of course, he had some assistance

from his sheep herder owner, but with Wally
Beery in Old Hutch, and in other films, he

has justified his owner's confidence in his ability

rewarded by being allowed to chew his

i ubber mouse which he adores. When the
scene called for him to be very attentive
to what Bill Powell had to say, Powell
put the mouse in his pocket and let Skippy
know that it was there. And Skippy has
so much expression in his face that he
gave the appearance of understanding
every word Powell said.

When Skippy is working on a picture,

Mr. East, or one of his assistant trainers,

accompanies the dog to the studio. They
travel in a sedan and drive right up to the
sound stage. The trainer also acts as a

pseudo-nursemaid and sees to it that the
people on the set don't feed Skippy things
he shouldn't eat, and also that they don't
make too much fuss over him and tire

him out. Between scenes Skippy and the
trainer go out and sit in the sedan. They
have a radio in the car and Skippy listens

to the music or takes a little snooze on his

cushion.
Henry East has about forty dogs that

work in pictures. When the dogs are at

home they live in a long, Spanish-type
shed. Each dog has a room of his own
with a bunk for him to sleep on. The
rooms are air-cooled in summer and
heated in winter and each room has a full

length glass door so that the dogs can see
what is going on outside. Each morning
the dogs are taken out for exercise and a
long run. Then they are given breakfast,

and are combed and brushed so that their

coats will be nice and shiny.

Another one of Mr. East's dogs that has
made a name for himself in pictures is

Corky. Corky's father was probably a
traveling man and his mother one of those
girls who couldn't say no—which makes
Corky just plain mutt, but a very smart
one. He will yawn, stretch, sneeze or

bark, on cue. One of his recent pictures

was Theodora Goes Wild. In that picture

there was a scene where Corky accom-
panied Melvyn Douglas into the house.
The action called for Douglas to pause on
the threshold and wipe his feet on the mat.
The director thought it would be cute to

have Corky imitate Douglas, and wipe his

feet. It was a new trick and everybody
supposed it would require hours to get the

"take." The company was dismissed for

lunch and told not to hurry back. But
Corky fooled them. He learned the trick
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in about ten minutes and by the time the
company returned from lunch the scene
was already shot. They promptly christ-

ened the dog "One-Take Corky."
Everyone remembers Strongheart, who

won international fame by his work in

silent pictures. His grandson, Lightning,
is now a dog star. Perhaps his most re-
markable role was that of an "eye-dog"
in which he had to lead a blind man.
Lightning had never worked in one of the
harnesses used by eye-dogs until he was
signed up for the picture. Usually it takes
three or four months to train a dog to lead
a blind man. Lightning learned in three
weeks. A special trainer came to Holly-
wood from the Seeing-Eye School in New
Jersey where the German shepherd dogs
are trained for real work with the blind.

With his assistance, Lightning's master,
Earl Johnson, taught the dog how to guide
a blind man through street traffic, to stop

at curbs, and to turn right or left when
occasion demanded. It was the first time
a dog had ever played such a role on the
screen.

Dog Has "Stand-In"

When Lightning gets a call for a picture
he goes with his master for an "interview"
with the director. If he is chosen for the
part, a contract is drawn setting forth his

salary and the length of time he is to work.
When his picture work begins, Lightning
goes to the studio in his own private

dressing room, a portable dog house on
wheels, which is loaded on a truck. He is

accompanied by another German shepherd
dog called Gary who acts as his "stand-in."

Gary is used by the cameraman to get his

focus and lights in position. This saves
Lightning from getting too tired or too hot
from exposure under the bright lights.

When everything is in readiness, Lightning
steps in and does the scene.

In private life, Lightning has a beautiful
mate. Silver Queen, and he is the proud
father of Lightning, Jr. The puppy has
already started his kindergarten training,

in preparation for picture work later

on.

Lightning lives at Toluca Lake where
many of the other movie stars live. His
kennel is carpeted with cedar shavings
which make a nice soft bed and also keep
the fleas away. Naturally, Lightning
would be considerably embarrassed if he
had to stop in the middle of a scene and
scratch because of a flea.

Hollywood is famous for its Cinderella
stories but there is none more delightful
than the story of Kiwi, a canine "Cinder-
ella," who has just stepped from alley to

affluence. Kiwi was a pathetic little pooch
that had been picked up on the street and
put into the dog pound. Nobody seemed
to want Kiwi and he was just about to be
"put out" when Fate stepped in and took
a hand. Two young boys, Arthur Ornitz
and Gunther von Fritsch, visited the
pound and saw Kiwi. They decided that
he was just the kind of a dog they wanted
for a home-made movie they were making
and so they adopted him. Kiwi was so

delighted to have a pair of masters that he
gave his all to them. When the home-
made movie was completed Pete Smith,
the movie commentator, happened to see
it. He was so impressed with the dog's
ability that he put both the dog and the
boys under contract. You'll see the dog
in Pete's new picture, Wanted—a Master.
The story is based upon Kiwi's own life

with a rags-to-riches motivation. Kiwi
has now gone Hollywood in a big way. He
sleeps on a satin cushion, just like a real
movie star. Putting on the dog, we calls it.

{~1S TOlGll FROM THE SOUTH SEAS MAIDEN,

THE SECRET OF HER STRANGE ENCHANTMENT. . .

TATTOO FOR LIPS, INSTEAD OF PASTY COATING

Qole

TATTOO YOUR LIPS

The New TATTOO gives lips excit-

ing South Sea redness that's trans- §

parent, pasteless, highly indelible

... yet makes them moist, lustrous,

smcoth, soft. . . endlessly yielding!

Luscious South Sea-ish stain that replaces
pasty lipstick, arch-enemy of blissful ad-
venture . . . that's the New Tattoo. Moist
and shimmering, it appears on lips . .

.

ever so tempting . . . but so clearly trans-

parent its charm has a realness that doesn't suffer
when adoring eyes come closer. And how his

heart will pound at the touch of lips so smooth
... so caressingly soft! A magic ingredient con-
tained in the New Tattoo actually makes lips

just that soft. Yes,it really does. Tattoo your lips!

THE NEW

TATTOO
CORAL • EXOTIC • NATURAL

PASTEL • HAWAIIAN

BUSY HOUSEWIFE EARNS

400
Mrs.F-McE. (Tenna.)
thought it was t<m good
to be true when she
read that Chicago
School of Nursing stu-
dents were often able
to earn $25 a week
while learning prac-
tical nursing. How-
ever, she sent for the
booklet offered in the *»

advertisement and after much careful thought de-
cided to enroll. Before she had completed the sev-
enth lesson she was able to accept her first case—in
three months she had earned $400!
Think of the things you could do with $4001

CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING
can train you, as it has trained thousands of men
and women, at home and in your spare time, for the
dignified, well-paid profession of Nursing. Course is

endorsed by physicians. 38th year. Lessons are simple
and easy to understand. High school education not

necessary. Complete nurse's equipment included.

Easy tuition payments. Decide today that you will

he one of the many men and women, IS to GO, earn-
ing $25 to $35 a week as trained practical nurses!

Send the coupon for interesting booklet and sample
lesson pages. Learn how you can win success, new
friends, happiness—as a nurse.

CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING
Dept. 83. 100 East Ohio Street, Chicago, Ml.

Please send free booklet and 32 sample lesson pages.

Name

City...

Lustrous Color for

FADED
HAIR
/ Test Bottle \

VfreeJ
Have ever-youthful looking hair this

SAFE way. Clear liquid is combed through
hair. Gray goes— streaks disappear. Color
wanted comes: black, brown, auburn,
blonde. Nothing to wash or rub off on
clothing. Hair stays fluffy— takes wave or
curl. Get full-sized bottle from druggist on
money-back guarantee. Or mail coupon for

Free Test.

FREE TEST~We send complete Test
Package Free. Snip off a lock of hair. Test it first

this safe way. No risk. No expense. 3,000,00©

women have received this test. Mail coupon.

r—MARY T.GOLDMAN-—

i

30-22 Goldman BIdg., St. Paul, Minn.

Name

Street

City ;,

Color of your hair? .
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HOLLYWOOD STAR GLEAMS

DID you ever get corn flakes in your

hair just after you have liberally

doused it with pomade? I have

—and I don't recommend the expe-

rience to anyone else. The corn flakes

blend into a sort of glue, and then it's

just too bad!

I had my strange experience during

a blizzard on Sound Stage 19 at

Warner's. They were making a scene

for Slim, Pat O'Brien's new saga of

electrical engineering. The scene we
witnessed was stark tragedy, for Pat

was supposed to be accidentally elec-

trocuted during the height of a bliz-

zard as he was doing emergency work

on a high tension line.

The whole interior of the stage was
built to represent a power substation.

The gigantic transformers and other

electrical apparatus gave a weird fu-

turistic effect. All around us were huge
wind machines, and the floor was al-

ready banked with snow.

That's where the corn flakes came
in. They bleach the stuff and make
a high grade "snow" thereby.

So here we were, in the midst of a

Ninety feet in the air just before the cornflake

blizzard hit Henry Fonda and Pat O'Brien in

Slim, Warners' saga of beaucoup amperes and
high voltage. It's a hot story in a cold setting

blizzard while the January thermometer
outside ranged in the high 70's.

"Close the doors!" someone shouted

to the outer guard. Warning bells

rang, but not for quiet. The wind

machines would make too much noise

for sound effects. Voices would be
dubbed in later.

Then the deluge began. From chutes

in the ceiling corn flakes shot down-
ward in bushel lots, accounting, perhaps,

for the high price of the commodity
at current quotations.

When the wind machines caught
those flakes and hurled them at us, we
shut our eyes and pulled our coats up
around our faces. It was as real a storm

as I could ask for. The cameras swung
into action, filmed great flashes of light

as the high voltage short-circuited.

This was the scene intended as the film

demise of poor Pat O'Brien. But a few
moments later he ate a hearty lunch,

digging corn flakes out of his ears.

It's interesting to hear about those

flakes. After the storm they are swept

up and used over again at a later date.

Eventually they become too dirty, and
then water is added, whereupon they

make first class slush. Except that they

stick like glue and ruin your clothes,

just as they grow troublesome on damp
scalps.

Over on another set Fernand Gravet,

the great French star, was doing the

last scene in The King and the Chorus
Girl, with Joan Blondell. The king

marries the girl at the finish, and
strangely enough, Gravet looks like the

Duke of Windsor, only better. In case

you wonder, this production was

planned long before the English crisis

loomed.

Gravet looks to me like a great bet

as an American film star. His English

is good, his manners better. Mervyn
LeRoy has him under a seven-year con-

tract—a deal he won't regret.

We have just finished counting the

flurry of votes in our December poll

of the first ten stars as you, our readers,

rate them. This poll we admit is not

accurate enough nor complete enough
to be thoroughly official. It was in-

tended to be a guide for the editor

in deciding on the stories you like. I

recommend you cast your vote in our

$ 1 ,000 contest not only by way of trying

for a prize, but in helping your own
favorite player run up a big total.

When his face is in repose Fernand Gravet

looks almost as much like the Duke of Windsor
as does the former king of England. But how
can he keep his face in repose when he has

just finished a nuptial ceremony with Joan

Blondell in The King and the Chorus Girl!

We promised you the results of the

December poll, and here they are.

Ready? Go!
I. Bob Taylor; 2. Clark Gable;

3. Joan Crawford; 4. Nelson Eddy;

5. Barbara Stanwyck; 6. Claudette

Colbert; 7. Dick Powell; 8. Fred

MacMurray; 9. Jean Harlow;

10. Ginger Rogers. Ten others trailed

not far behind in the following order:

Norma Shearer, Bing Crosby, Shirley

Temple, William Powell, Franchot Tone,

Carole Lombard, Simone Simon,

Jeanette MacDonald, Irene Dunne, and

Fred Astaire.

Compare these results with your own

rating. Or with the box office leaders

of 1935: Shirley Temple, Will Rogers,

Clark Gable, Astaire-Rogers team,

Joan Crawford, Claudette Colbert,

Dick Powell, Wallace Beery, Joe E.

Brown, and James Cagney.

And what will this current year bring

us in the line of big name stars? I'll

offer my guess to match any you've

got: Bob Taylor will be the top film

personality; Clark Gable, Claudette

Colbert, Fred MacMurray and Jean

Harlow will be close to the front. Errol

Flynn will become one of the biggest.

Joe E. Brown, Jimmy Cagney and per-

haps Simone Simon will have difficulties.

All of the studios will be looking for

promising young blood, but most of

them will be disappointed. You can't

find a Bob Taylor without a lot of

searchinq! ,_„y _TED MAGEE,
Editorial Director.



*^ WHEN SHE GOT RID OF "MIDDLE-AGE" SKIN

^1
(Yesl It threatens even girls in their twenties'.!

BUT HE USED TO
TELEPHONE EVERY

DAY .... AND
IT'S BEEN THREE
WEEKS NOW !

IF I WERE YOU, LOIS.

I'D GOTO A GOOD
BEAUTY SPECIAUST

AND FIND OUT WHY
YOUR SKIN LOOKS

SO OLD LATELY 1

LOIS SEES EMILE, FAMOUS
NEW YORK BEAUTY EXPERT

YES, EVEN GIRLS IN THEIR EARLY TWENTIES

CAN HAVE "MIDDLE-AGE - SKIN . . .5KIN THAT'S

TOO DRY.AND BEGINNING TO LOOK UFELESS

AND COARSE-TEXTURED. I SUGGEST THAT

YOU CHANGE TO PALMOUVE SOAP ....

WHY EMILE RECOM-
MENDS PALMOLIVE
SOAP TO OVERCOME
"MIDDLE-AGE" SKIN I

"Palmolive is made with Olive Oil,

a leal beauty aid. And its Olive Oil

makes PalmoUve's lather gentler,

mote soothing . . . gives it a special

protective quality all its own. Thus
Palmolive does more than just

cleanse. It protects your skin against

the loss of those precious natural

oils which feed and nourish it . . .

that's why Palmolive keeps your

complexion soft, smooth and young!"

-$**+&-
21 EAST MTH STREET, NEW YORK CITY

4 WEEKS LATER

—

SWEETHEARTS AGAIN
THANKS TO PALMOLIVE!

How Palmolive, made with Olive Oil, prevents

dry, lifeless, old-looking skin

DON'T think you're sate from
"Middle -Age" Skin just be-

cause you are young! For beauty

experts warn that this ugly condi-

tion threatens even girls in their

twenties. So be on your guard
against the first sign of dryness,

coarse-texture... the symptoms of

"Middle-Age" Skin!

Use Palmolive regularly. For

Palmolive, made with Olive Oil,

does more than just cleanse! Its

gentle protective lather prevents

your skin from becoming dry, life-

less, old-looking . . . keeps your

complexion soft, smooth and young

Does the soap you are using give

you this same protection? Do you
know what ingredients go into it?

Are you sure it is as pure, as gentle

and safe as Palmolive?

You know that Palmolive is made
only from real beauty aids ... a

secret and unique blend of sooth-

ing Olive and Palm Oils. That's

why Palmolive, more than any
other soap, promises to keep your

complexion young and lovely

through the years! Why not start

using Palmolive Soap—today?

What a beauty lesson there isforyou in thefact that Dr. Dafoe

chose Palmolive exclusively for the Dionne Quins! If thisfine

beauty soap, made with Olive Oil, is safest and gentlest for

their tender skin, isn't it safestfor your complexion, too?

MADE WITH
OLIVE OIL TO KEEP

COMPLEXIONS YOUNG
AND LOVELY

TED IN U. S. A
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Rochelle Hudson
featured in

"Woman Wite*'
a 20th Century
Fox Production.

O ALLURING, so expressive is the love-light in your eyes when you darken your lashes

into long, luxurious, silky fringe with a few simple brush strokes of Maybelline.

Ravishing Rochelle Hudson uses Maybelline to reveal the exquisite natural beauty of her

eyes which has endeared her to millions. Give your eyes the chance to express you. Choose

the famous Maybelline Solid form Mascara—or the glorious new Cream form Mascara, which

is so easy to use without water. Harmless, tear-proof, non-smarting. Never beady or theatri-

cal looking. Tends to make lashes curl.

Use the smooth Maybelline Eyebrow Pencil and Creamy Maybelline Eye Shadow in flatter-

ing shades that harmonize with your Maybelline Mascara.

At toilet goods counters everywhere. Generous purse sizes at all 10c stores.

Try Maybelline TODAY— discover why 10,000.000 beauty-wise women prefer this simple

way to lovelier beauty of eyes.

y

J
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CAROLE LOMBARD
-; Photographed from life
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WHY EMIL RECOM-
MENDS PALMOLIVE
SOAP TO OVERCOME
MIDDLE-AGE SKIN I

"Palmolive is made with Olive Oil,

a real beauty aid. And Olive Oil

makes Palmolivc's lather gentler,

more soothing . . . gives it a iptctai

protecfixt quality all its own Thus
Palmolivc docs more than just

cleanse. It protects your skin against

the loss ot those precious natural

oils which feed and nourish it . . .

that's why Palmolivc keeps your
complexion soft, smooth and young !"

sUtM^^

ORCHIDS FROM
TOM, AGAIN !

/

-

m

YES! ISNT IT WONDERFUL

HOW DIFFERENT HES BEEN

SINCE PALMOLIVE HELPED

ME GET RIO OF THAT UGLY,

DRY, 'MIDDLE-AGE* SKIN!

\ *

How Palmolive, made wi

dry, lifeless, old

th Olive Oil, prevents

-looking skin

DOES your complexion show
even a hint of dryness, dull-

ness, coarse-texture? Then watch

out, famous beauty experts warn.

For these are the symptoms of a

condition which adds years to even

a young girl's appearance . . . ugly,

heart-breaking "middle-age" skin!

Use Palmolive regularly, these

same beauty experts advise. For

Palmolive, made with Olive Oil,

does more than just cleanse! Its

gentle protective lather prevents

your skin from becoming dry, life-

less, old-looking . . . keeps your

complexion soft, smooth and young!

Does the soap you are using give

you this same protection? Do you
know what ingredients go into it?

Are you sure it is as pure, as gentle

and safe as Palmolive?

You know that Palmolive is made
only from real beauty aids ... a

secret and unique blend of sooth-

ing Olive and Palm Oils. That's

why Palmolive, more than any
other soap, promises to keep your
complexion young and lovely

through the years! Why not start

using Palmolive Soap—today?

CHOSEN EXCLUSIVELY

FOR THE DIONNE QUINSI

What a beauty lesson there isforyou in thefact that Dr. Dafoe
chose Palmolive exclusively for the Dionne Quins: 1/ thisfine

beauty soap, made with Olive Oil, is safest and gentlest for
thetr tender skin, isn't it safestfor your complexion, too?

MADE WITH
OLIVE OIL TO KEEP

COMPLEXIONS YOUNG
AND LOVELY



Lovely lashes demand her attention

but not a second for her tender gums

How often such neglect leads

to real dental tragedies . .

.

give your gums the benefit

of Ipana and Massage.

IET her labor over her lashes until she

* is late for the show... let her spend

time and money on her favorite brands

of cosmetics and cold cream. But will

someone please tell her about her dull,

dingy smile—a smile that distorts a face

even as beautiful as hers?

Yet she coidd have—can have—teeth
that sparkle with brilliant whiteness...

a smile both good-looking and lovely to

look at. But not until she knows the

meaning of that tinge of "pink" on her

tooth brush— knows it and does some-

thing about it!

Never Ignore "Pink Tooth Brush"

"Pink tooth brush" is a distress signal.

When you see it—see your dentist. Usu-

ally, however, it only means gums that

have grown tender because of our mod-

ern soft foods—gums that need more

work—and, as your dentist will so often

advise, gums that need the stimulating

help of Ipana Tooth Paste and massage.

For Ipana with massage is designed to

help benefit your gums as well as clean

your teeth. Rub a little extra Ipana on

your gums every time you brush your

teeth. Those lazy gums quicken as new
circulation wakens in the tissues. The
gum walls themselves gain new health,

new firmness.

Play safe. Even before you see that

tinge of "pink," schedule yourself for

this modern dental health routine as

one sensible and effective way to help

the health of your teeth and gums. Your

smile will be brighter, more attractive

and appealing—and safer!

a good tooth paste,

like a good dentist,

is never a luxury.

IPANA
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ONE OF THE GREAT PICTURES OF ALL TIME!

A Metro-

Goldwyn -Mayer
Picture Directed by
VICTOR FLEMING

Accept No Substitutes! Always Insist on the Advertised Brand!
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TANGEE FOR
Eyewitness Photos » By Charles Rhodes

Tangee Lipstick's special cream
base keeps lips soft all night...

Always apply Tangee at bedtime
...3<K and $1.10. Or send coupon
below for Tangee's special offer.

• BEWARE OF SUBSTITUTES! There is

•ne Tangee— don't let anyom
V .u,re to ask for TANGEE NATI R \\ .

If you prefer more color for evening near, a±k

for Tangee Theatrical.

Painted Tangee

T|

World's Most Famous Lipstick

AN5C5
ENDS THAT PAINTED LOOK

"24-HOUR MIRACLE MAKE-UP SET"
The George W. Luft Co.. 417 Fifth Ave., N. Y. C.
Rush "24-Hour Miracle Make-Up Set" of mini-

ature Tangee Lipstick, Rouge Compact, Creme
Rouge, Face Powder. I enclose 10< (stamps or
coin). (15<! in Canada.)
Check Shade of r-i Fi esn n Rachel n ^isht
Powder Desired LJ -tlesn U Kacnel U Rachel

Name

Address-

City

*P^1
H'**"' ^JX

B. »v '.ya

^V^5

^^
* ^^1

m^^ :..

WLl ESS i

Josephine Hutchinson, Ben Bernie and Binnie Barnes do a smiling act for the camera as Eyewitness

Rhodes looks in on a gathering of film folic at the Hotel Ambassador's Cocoanut Grove where
Bernie is playing a musical engagement evenings while making a picture at 20th Century-Fox

during the daytime

Mr. and Mrs. Chester Morris caught during

their exit from a Hollywood theatre.
Can those smiles be for you, or a carry-

over from what they have just witnessed?

Una Merkel and her husband, Ronald Burla,

pause for the candid camera when they

were discovered taking in a stage play

at the Los Angeles Biltmore Theatre

Three hearts that beat as one! Alan
Dinehart and his wife, Mozelle Britton, are

decidedly that way about their young son,

Mason, Alan Dinehart II—little but, oh my!

A barn dance was the theme of Hal Roach's

birthday party that brought out the Who's
Who of filmdom. Here Cary Grant (left)

and Sally Eilers are congratulating Roach

Accept No Substitutes! Always Insist on the Advertised Brand!



"Listen/ Carole, till you've heard Old

Maestro MacMurray play '1 Hear a Call

to Arms'. . . you jus! haven't lived . . .

"

"Arrest him, gendarme! Si, senor dis-

turbing la peace with sis instrumento

more hot playing an si senor quick, start a

revolution! It"

CAROLE LOMBARD
FRED MacMURRAY

"5W/NG HfOH
SW/NO LOW"
u.^Charies Butterworth* Jean Dixon
Dorothy Lamour* Harvey Stephens

Directed by Mitchell Lei sen

A Paramount Picture

how to play the hot

trumpet in Panama
in /i easy lessons

T

"Okay, Fred. You're wonderful all right.

I never heard sweeter notes. But cut it out,

will you, before you break, rny heart."

(Advertisement)

When Answering Advertisements, Please Mention April HOLLYWOOD



Don't be a fade-out!
SAYS

• Do YOU always seem to fade into the
background when some more glamourous
girl arrives? Don't let her get away with
it! A woman's most expressive feature is

always her eyes ... so play yours up! A
carelul touch of Siiadette on the outside
corners of your eyelids is absolutely imper-
ceptible in daylight, but how it docs bring
out the natural color ofyour eyes! Siiadette
offers 12 subtle tints, with gold and silver for

evening. 75c. /^^F^N

• Bit be sure you let your lashes do their
part to put you in the foreground. Darken
them mysteriously with Lashtint compact
mascara. It comes in a purse-size little case
with a sponge compartment so you can
whisk it out ready to use at any moment.
And it insures even, natural applications.
Black, brown, blue or green to choose
from. $1. /^SF^

C^ AjiA

aw
• Most important of all! Kurlash, to curl
eyelashes so that eyes look bigger, brighter,
more glamourous! Just slip your lashes into
Kurlash, a neat little gadget that, in 30
seconds, has your lashes curled for all day

—

without heat, cosmetics or practice. $1.

MAIL THIS TODAY
To: Jane Heath, Dcpt. F-4
The Kurlash Company, Rochester, N. Y.
The Kurlash Company of Canada, at Toronto, 3

Please send me, free, your booklet on eye
beauty, and a personal coloring plan for my
complexion.

Eyej Hair Complexion

Name
Address_

City Slate.
(Please print plainly)

Movie Crossword Puzzle

Discover Film Names Hidden Here!
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ACROSS
Co-star of Cain and Mabel.
What Astaire dances to.

Principal personage in a picture.

Elisabeth Bergner stars in As You It.

Ramon's initials.

Birthplace of Fredric March (abbr.).

Sonja Henie performs on this.

Tutta Rolf (init.).

Early to .

The fishing instructor in Libeled Lady.
Roach.

Blackton Gregory in Adventure in Matt*

hattan,

Olivia de Havilland was born on this date in

July.

You saw Fred Stone in Grand .

This is reserved for you at some movie
theaters.

Food for cowboys' mounts.
Whose role was that of Mabel in Cain mid
Mabel?
Color of Ann Dvorak's eyes.

His last name is Martin.

Whose starring vehicle is Go West, Young
Man?

Gregory is Director Rogell's ex-wife.

Movie prices are cheapest before this time of

day.

Frankie Johnnie.

First name of 1 Across.

Cora Collins.

Initials of James Gleason's son.

Birthplace of Shirley Temple (abbr.).

Sins of .

Initials of one who was De Lawd in The
Green Pastures.

Her last name is Haden.
It covers the ground in some winter scenes.

Charlie Chan in person.

Feminine lead in Pennies from Heaven.

tlu+ion on

DOWN
Star of Camille.

Benita's initials.

He had lead in Murder With Pictures.

First name of Mr. Blore.

Little rodents such as Minnie and Mickey.

Popular term for stringed instrument played
by Cliff Edwards.
Initials of feminine lead in Without Orders.

Descriptive of Shirley Temple's golden locks.

Greta Nissen was born here in Norway.
Three — Ghosts.

Fox Movietone .

(Soli

36.

37.

39.

41.

42.

45.

47.

49.

51.

pa

You see them in naval sequences.

Her first name is Frances.

James Stewart was born here in Pennsylvania,
Native abode in a Tarzan film.

Most stars are known by these other than their

own.
This little actress comes from South Africa.

First name of director formerly wed to Patsy
Ruth Miller.

Canadian province where Mary Pickford was
born (abbr.).

Road .

One of many hues shown in technicolor.

They are worn for identification by players
in football films (abbr.).

Under Spell is a musical film.

The girl in Winterset.
Remember — Hall?
What heroine throws around neck of hero.

First name of Mr. Hamilton (poss.).

One of pasteboards used by Magician Fred
Keating.

She was known as the "boop-a-doop" girl.

This Be Dixie?
Month in which Jack Oakie was born /abbr.).

Initials of Adrienne Ames ex-husband who
married Raquel Torres.

Mr. Abel's initials.

ge 61)

Accept No Substitutes! Always Insist on the Advertised Brand!



HAIL HIS ROYAL HIGH (DE HO) NESS!
Filmdom crowns a new king of romance! ... as an international idol

comes to the screen in the mirth-packed story of a democratic ex-King

on a rollicking hunt for a Queen of Hearts to share his throne of love!

.<&4

.m> V
mi

_ v

***-

See a real French re-

vue with the world's J

loveliest mademoi-

selles singing those

reigning hits of the air f -

by Werner R.Heymann

and Ted Koehler

"FOR YOU"

"ON THE RUE DE LA PAIX"

When Answering Advertisements, Please Mention April HOLLYWOOD
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CA^DO IT BETTER

with HOLD-BOBS

Beautiful Jeanne Whitney of Duluth,

Minnesota was winner of the Novem-

ber "Search for Talent" sponsored by

HOLD-BOSS. She receives o FREE screen

fesf, $50.00 in cash, and an oppor-

tunity to make her screen debut in a

Walter Wanger Production at United

Artists Studio.

3£cLOLLYWOOD'S most glam-

orous stars depend on HOLD-BOBS for

their perfect coiffures! HOLD-BOBS will

bring Hollywood perfection to your hair-

dress, too! Unlike ordinary bob pins,

HOLD-BOBS will keep your hairdress neat

and beautiful for hours longer because

of these exclusive features: small,round,

invisible heads; smooth, round points; and

flexible, tapered legs, one side crimped.

And HOLD-BOBS come in harmonizing col-

ors to match all shades of hair.

That's why— if you use HOLD-BOBS
once—you'll use them always. Ask for

HOLD-BOBS by name.

THE HUMP HAIRPIN MFG. CO.
Sol H. Goldberg, President

1918-36 Prairie Ave., Dept. F-47, Chicago, HI.

•yr^ SMALL, INVISIBLE HEADSv^

l^z^~ Curved Shape Style

^Look for the name HOLD-BOBS.

It is your guarantee of the

fines! possible bob pin and

a lovely coiffure. Sold

everywhere— just ask /

for them by name ... I /o/sn

7TS
T
4-
/he perfect bob pin for.
^ the modern hairdress!

Our Readers Write
But Right or Wrong—Our Readers

!

3 Af

Fragile beauty of fragrant lilies, plus the piquancy of Frances Langford, here seen placing

a spray of blossoms at the feet of the Holy Virgin and Child, bring to mind Easter Sunday

She Wins Tennis Racquets

Just a word in defense of the "movies 1
* as regards

their influence on our youngsters of today. The
prevailing opinion seems to be that the love and
gangster plots of so many of the present day films
are harmful.
On the contrary, the screen rarely, if ever, por-

trays a gangster as a desirable person but rather
as a despicable fellow who rides high for a while
but invariably lets himself in for a mean fall ere
the story' ends. As for the so-called "love pictures,'*
firstly, I hardly think the average child's mind has
the capacity to absorb enough of the significance of
the love interest in a picture for it to become dam-
aging and, secondly, to the normal child possessing
a healthy mind such incidents are soon forgotten
with the next wild 'n' woolly Western or Pop-Eye
sequence.

Moreover, I think the most wonderful thing that
has happened in this age for school children
and adults is the revival of the classics and the
immortal characters of history and literature through
the medium of the screen.

I say more power to the motion picture industry
and more such splendid performances as Tale of
Two Cities, David Copperfield, Mary of Scotland*
et cetera!

Enthusiastically,

Miss Dorothy L. Devaney

13 Myrtle Street, Maiden, Mass,

Congratulations to Miss Dorothy L.
Devaney. The influence of modern films

on young America is a moot question.
There probably are many who will agree
with her that young minds will not be
particularly hurt by love scenes and gang-
ster pictures, the latter too few to be of

much moment.—The Editor.

An Orchid For Ruth

I admire those players who attempt roles that
are radically dilTerent from their usual character-
izations.

And in this respect I would like to make my
personal nomination for the outstanding piece of
professional courage exhibited during 1936. The
palm goes to Ruth Chatterton for her fine work in

Dodsworth.
Playing the part of a vain, selfish wife, a part

that probably received scant sympathy from the
fans. Miss Chatterton proved that she is a true
artist. She played her part so well that the acting
of Walter Huston and Mary Astor was doubly effec-
tive. Miss Katharine Osgood

1019 47th Street, Emeryville, Calif.

A fine performance, even of a despicable
character, adds to a player's stature and
Miss Chatterton's work in Dodsworth is

but another gem in her long list of worthy
screen characterizations.—The Editor.

A Plea For Frankness

Is the price of frankness so high that no one
dare take a chance upon it?

When a woman reporter for the film colony takes

it upon herself to describe a certain actress the ad-
jectives flow freely—all of them trite—most of them
insincere!
No one person could possibly be beautiful,

divine, lovable, generous, sweet, intelligent, re-

served, humble, a kitchen sweetheart, a devoted
wife, a loyal mother, and a brilliant conversation-
alist. If the description read, "She's pretty, but
intelligent enough so that she turns her prettiness
into something beautiful"—well—more people
would follow up the description.

Mrs. H. J. Ringler,
2818 Norwood St., Cuyahoga Falls, O.

[Continued on page 79]
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BOYER-ARTHU
HISTORY IS MADE AT NIGHT
with LEO CARRILLO and colin clive

Directed by FRANK BORZAGE
Original Story by Gene Towne and Graham Baker

Released thru UNITED ARTISTS
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,A RAVISHING REVOLUTION in SCREEN REVELRY?
Startlingly New! Daringly Different! Screamingly Funny!

The Biggest Stars of Tomorrow in the Picture of Today!

THE NEW UNIVERSAL'S

is

4*

Busy With Entertainment!

George Murphy Doris Nolan

Hugh Herbert • Gregory Ratoff

Gertrude Niesen • Ella Logan

Henry Armetta • Ray Mayer
MischaAuer • The Three Sailors

Peggy Ryan • Gerald Oliver

Smith • Jack Smart • Claude

Gillingwater • Ernest Cossart

LOU BROCK
Associate Producer

RALPH MURPHY
Director
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,
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Gl*»-Sl

Songs You'll RaveAbout!

"I Feel That Foolish Feeling

Coming On" • "There Are

No Two Ways About It"

"Blame It On The Rhumba"

Fireman Save My Child

"I've Got To Be Kissed"

"Top Of The Town"
' Where AreYou? 'Jamboree"

CHARLES



Hollywood Newsreel
WILLIAM K. GIBBS — COMMENTATOR

Should The Handsome Robert Taylor
sock Garbo, Joan Crawford, Jean
Hc.-low or some other of his leading

women on the jaw, would his film stock
rise? No small number of cinema fol-

lowers believe such action would boost his

rating, if we may judge from many letters

coming to the editor's desk be-moaning
the fact that Taylor's handsome-hero roles
are becoming just a wee bit tiring. Many
of these letter writers urge that some-
thing be done to show Bob either getting
a bit "mussed up" himself, or playing a
role in which he is not always the circum-
spect handsome hero.
Perhaps the "lady-socking" cycle that

was begun by Jimmy Cagney with Mae
Clarke as his target has run its race and
been put away as cinema history, but
during its vogue Clark Gable hung a hay-
maker on Jean Harlow, Robert Young
knocked out dainty Evelyn Venable, Gary
Cooper socked Madeleine Carroll and Joel
McCrea punched Frances Farmer, the
latter two instances having been within
the last year.
While Gable and others who have dealt

telling blows to women stars now shy such
potent action, one such episode might not
hurt Taylor's following. In fact, letters

from fans indicate a keen desire on their
part to see the new cinema comet go
berserk in some fashion. If their wishes
are gratified there's likely to be strong
bidding for the privilege of being Taylor's
first—and maybe ONLY target.

Something new in airplane elopements
for film notables made Mary Astor the
bride of Manuel Del Campo, member of
an old aristocratic Mexican family that in
recent years has suffered financial re-
verses. In the middle of the night the pair
flew from Hollywood to Yuma, were
quickly married, then dashed to Mexicali,
where Del Campo took a plane for Mexico
City where his father had died 24 hours
before—and Miss Astor flew back to her
picture work in Hollywood.

Elaine "Ariel" Barrymore, who said
she gave up her marital life with John
Barrymore for a stage career, must have
cringed a bit when a critic in San Fran-
cisco described her performance at the
opening of The Return of Hannibal, thus:
"She looks like Salome and acts like
salami."

While Hollywood romances usually
bud and blossom quickly—sometimes
wither and die as rapidly—Gene Raymond
and Jeanette MacDonald are setting some-
thing of a record in the other direction.
Jeanette has selected June 17 for the
nuptials and it is whispered that the only
reason so many months elapsed between
announcing the engagement and the mar-
riage is because Gene proposed at the
wrong time of the year. Jeanette just
couldn't forego being a June bride.

Luise Rainer and Clifford Odets have
pulled a Fannie Hurst in their marital
relations and those who do not understand

Piggy-back on a movie set! Janet Gaynor
and Fredric March, co-stars in A Star is

Born, Indulge in a little off-stage by-play

between scenes of this Selznick picture

such arrangements are chattering that all

is not well with the star of The Good
Earth and the writer of Communist plays.

They have their own separate domiciles.

It is said that this arrangement was made
so that Odets, while working on his scripts,

can concentrate without worrying about
his wife, and when Luise is working in a

picture, she can remain in her own home
to concentrate on her work. Why Luise
left for New York within three weeks after
their marriage is something that has many
tongues wagging.

What Extremes divide "A" and "B"
pictures? Roughly, the ratio is as four
years to two weeks. That barnacle on the
bottom of picture producing—the quickie
—often is made in a fortnight and too fre-
quently is a waste of time. At the other
swing of the film pendulum are such pic-
tures as The Good Earth, Lost Horizon.
and Ben Hur of the silent days. The Good
Earth was purchased by Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer in 1932 and first shots were made
in China in the fall of 1933. It was pre-
miered in Hollywood near the end of
January and those who have seen it will

understand why it took so long to put
into celluloid. Never has there been a
picture that has taken such seven-league-
boots strides in technical skill, not for-
getting the opening of the Red Sea in
De Mille's Ten Commandments, or the
unforgettable land rush in Cimarron. The
scourge of famine, the rioters' frenzy in
looting just for the lust of possession, the
avalanche of locusts that sweeps the earth
as clean of vegetation as the proverbial
new broom, these and other highlights of

this picture give mute testimony of the
time and work necessary to bring such
action to the screen. Lost Horizon, bought
in March, 1935, started camera action
after a full year of research and
reached the screen. The final version of
Ben Hur required two years for the
making. It is such spectacles as these that
make one wonder if the "quickie" B-pic-
ture is not a rather useless thing.

[Co?iti?iuerI on page 14]

—Favucett Photo by Rhodes

At the moment this candid camera picture was made these two screen celebrities had their

minds focused far from films. Bing Crosby and Joe E. Brown are shown here at Santa Anita

where they both entered horses for the l936-'37 meet. At Bing's left is one of his jockeys

13
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WHEN YOU NEED
IT MOST!

HICKORY
^anltaxu Melt

Enjoy complete comfortand

peace of mind in Hickory's

newestLastex Sanitary Belt.

Permanently woven-to-

shape on the loom; fits your

figure perfectly. Easy

stretch Lastex banishes

binding. Boilable—dur-

able—economical.

1 The "Marvelox" grip is

tiny, lightweight, unobtru-

sive. Adjusts instantly, is

permanently secure. Ask

for Number 1325, illustrat-

ed, at your favorite Notions

Counter. Other Hickory

SanitaryBelts—35candup.

If you don't find Number

1325 at your dealer's send

us 50c with his name and

we'll supplyyou. State size:

small, medium, or large.

Address 1143 West Con-

gress Street, Chicago, HI.

. S T E I N & COMPANY
CHICAGO • NEW YORK • TORONTO

As This Is Written the Academy of
Motion Picture Arts and Sciences is in
the throes of selecting worthies for per-
formance awards. In the course of dis-
cussion the conversation veered to Garbo's
work in Camille, and the concensus was
that she be given consideration. There
is one "fly in the ointment." however.
When the Academy holds its Awards
Dinner, the winners must be present, or
usually have been, to accept the honor
and what goes with it. If Garbo won,
who could get the award to her? Perhaps
one of Uncle Sam's postmen might get it

as far as the Garbo door. Since Garbo
has proved herself a fine actress, the veil

of secrecy seems useless.

Safety In Numbers

Ginger Rogers believes there's safety in

numbers, apparently. Some of her num-
bers lately have been Jimmy Stewart, Phil
Huston and Johnny Green. Well, that's

one way of proving she's not serious about
anyone.

Carole "Sulky" Minded

It Sounds Like a gag, but Carole
Lombard is really serious about acquiring
a sulky to go with the horse that was Clark
Gable's Christmas gift to her.

A Hymn For Him

Joan Blondell's young son, Norman,
has his own ideas about what constitutes
a good hymn. Joan took him to Sunday

School for the first time recently, and he
was slightly bored until the singing began.
Then, right in the middle of a hymn,
Norman decided to liven things up a
bit and burst out with stepfather Dick
Powell's song, Thanks a Million.

Hopkins-Litvak Romance

Their Friends Won't be surprised if the
Miriam Hopkins-Anatole Litvak romance
leads to marriage. He's the director of

her picture, Escadrille, which, by the
way, is his first American effort. His pre-
vious work has been done in France,
although Litvak himself is a Russian. Got
that straight?

Romances Wear Well

M-G-M Certainly Deserves a prize of
some kind for long-standing romances.
In a town where you report so-and-so
going around with somebody and before
you can get it in print, so-and-so has a
new boy friend, it's a relief to turn to the
Culver City lot. Just look at their stars

who haven't wavered romantically for
ever so long.

There's Clark Gable, whose idyll with
Carole Lombard is just as sweet as it

ever was; William Powell and Jean
Harlow still seeing each other to the
exclusion of all others; the Robert Taylor-
Barbara Stanwyck friendship; Jeanette
MacDonald's romance with Gene
Raymond; the blissful harmony that exists

between Irene Hervey and her husband,
Allan Jones, and the very happy marriage
of Myrna Loy and Arthur Hornblow, Jr.,

just to mention a few.
[Continued on page 16]
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—Fawcett Photo by Rhodes
When Dr. Hilario Camino Moncado

:
leading exponent of Philippine independence, visited

Hollywood recently, he was guest of honor at the Ambassador Cocoanut Grove at a party
sponsored by Harry Hammond Beall, managing editor of this magazine. Left to right, Basil

Rathbone, Glenda Farrell, Mr. Beall and Dr. Moncado
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SE SOLO CURLERS AND WAVE CLI PS

CAROLE LOMBARD AND FRED
MAC MURRAY AS THEY APPEAR
IN THE PARAMOUNT PICTURE,
"SWING HIGH SWING LOW"

Men do notice lovely hair. In any gathering,

you're sure to find it's the girl with flattering

hair that causes fluttering hearts.

The beautiful curls and waves that you've often

longingly admired . . . secretly desired can be

made quickly—easily in your own home. Do
what millions of beautiful women are doing

daily. Use SOLO Curlers and Wave Clips.

Just moisten your hair, insert the SOLO Curl-

ers and Wave Clips. That's all! SOLO does

the rest. Help yourself to greater loveliness.

Say "SOLO" at the notions counter to-day . . .

and you'll say "Thanks a million" to-morrow.

Sold by all leading Department Stores, Dry Goods, and 5 Si 10 Cent Stores

SOLO RED TOP CURLERS

5C Each

JUNIOR TYPE \ «
SOLO WAVE CLIPS

5 for IOC 5C Each

There are SOLO Curlers and Wavers in every type and every size.
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TO OWN

HOME OF
GRACIOUS

Yes, it's thrilling to have this gorgeous silver-

ware on your table—and there's an addi-

tional thrill in knowing that Gladys Swarthout

and other Hollywood Stars, choose this same

lovely silverware. Ask your dealer to sho\

you a Service for Six, with Mirror Stainless

Blade, Hollow Handle Knives, in a handsome

Tarnish-Proof Chest . . at only . . $14.75

SAMPLE . OFFER

C&ROGERS©
MADE BvoneiDfl LTD.

Hollywood Newsreel
(Continued from pase fourteen)

One amazing thing about the Anita Louise-

George Brent romance is the fact that though
they both had worlced on the Warner lot for

years they never had met until recently. When
they did it is said you almost could hear some-

thing click. As hand-holders they look happy

Bill Hart Comeback

William S. "Bill" Hart has finally come
out of retirement from his famous ranch
at Saugus and made a picture.

You'll be seeing it on the screen soon.
It's a short, called Cinema Circus, and Bill

is his old self in it and bearing his years
well. Bill does a little roping and riding,

the sort you have craved to see him in

again, you old timers.

Be on the lookout for it.

Is History Repeating?

Though Close Friends of the couple say
there is absolutely no reason for news-
paper stories anent a split-up of Joan
Crawford and Franchot Tone, the boys
and girls who gather the gossip news of

the colony just cannot forget that, up to

the last minute of the last day that Joan
and Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., decided to

separate Joan denied and denied and
again denied the rumors.

Shirley Aping Okayed

Mrs. George Temple, mother of Shirley,

lost out in her effort to prevent Jane
Withers, on her personal appearance tour,

from giving her famous imitation of

Shirley.

Whether it was for or against orders

the fact remains that Jane did the imita-

tion and put plenty on the ball in so doing.

Eleanor Powell a Mother

Here Is One you might figure out in
your spare moments. Eleanor Powell of

Bom to Dance fame admits to 23 as her
age. Also admits she has a 12-year-old
daughter.
Of course the child is an adopted one.

Eleanor is not married but intimates say
she will be in the near future for Eleanor
is expected to marry a famous Hollywood
director who is mad about her.

Which may call for new adoption papers.

Falcon Lair On Block

Falcon Lair, the beautiful estate of

Rudolph Valentino, on which he expended
more than $150,000, was recently placed
under the- auctioneers' hammer and was
sold to the highest bidder.

The exact bid was $17,500.

Nuptials Forecast

When And If Gregory La Cava, famous
director, becomes a free man he will

marry, they say, Doris Nolan, the new-
comer to the screen from the stage.

Miss Nolan is going places on the screen,

only handicapped by too much resem-
blance to Carole Lombard.

Maybe With Mirrors

The Late Will Rogers used to say that

"all I know is what I read in the papers,"

but that is sometimes very confusing. For
example, on one day recently a trade paper
had Neil Hamilton in Rome to negotiate

a picture deal; another paper the same day
had Neil creating quite a furore at Miami
Beach, Florida, dashing about in his

Chinese auto, and also the same day a

scribbler had Neil window shopping on
Hollywood Boulevard.

Eleanor Hits Back

Eleanor Holm, of Olympic fame, and
very good in a couple of pictures she

appeared in, is a sly bit of a gal. Making
personal appearances, she sings. And
what do you think is the title of the song
she has selected?

The Champagne Waltz—no less.

How's everything, Mr. Brundage?

Jadaan Carries On

Admirers Of the late Rudolph Valentino,

and there are yet legions of them, might

be interested in this item.

In his famous picture, The Sheik,

Valentino rode a beautiful Arabian horse,

Jadaan.
Jadaan, now more than 20 years old,

appears in The Garden oj Allah and is

ridden by Marlene Dietrich.

Formerly owned by Kellogg, cereal

tycoon, Jadaan and others in the Kellogg

stables were gifted to the University of

[Continued on page 58]
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.

Why waste that high-powered brushing? Your teeth won't really

sparkle unless you use the right tooth paste , too!

BECAUSE or ^ t»jTir

Cnanae to

PEPSODENT
TOOTH PASTE

IRIUM
Gently removes film . . . wins
flashing new luster ... makes
daily brushing extra effective!

Are you one of the Disappointed Scrub-

Hards who brush faithfully day after day—
yet still have dingy, film-stained teeth? . . „

Then here's news for you. Now proper

brushing gets results— in teeth that sparkle

with natural brilliance!

New Pepsodent ingredient ends

disappointment

IRIUM—the remarkable new ingredient con-

tained only in Pepsodent— steps up cleans-

ing efficiency and provides smooth washing

action instead of hard abrasion, irium makes

Pepsodent a wonderful tooth paste. One
that tesponds instantly toyourbtush— pen-

etrates between teeth — speedily loosens

dingy film and floats it away like_magic.

It's an amazing advance in tooth hygiene!

You clean your teeth quicker, easier. Your
brushing is useful. Your teeth quickly win

that glowing luster that everyone notices.

If you would have beautiful teeth, remem-

ber that proper brushing is only half the

formula. The other half is Pepsodent Tooth

Paste containing irium. Try it. The days of

Scrub- Hard Disappointment will be over!

CLn^s 1* PEPSODENT TOOTH PASTE

IT ALONE CONTAINS IRIU
^mm^ v- toiH paste.
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All Ptpscdenr now on sale
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THIS FLAVOR
IS TOPS"

You're right, daughter—
I've been partial to Bee-

man's for yearsl It's so

delicious and fresh-tasting

—thatcleverair-tight pack-

age keeps it fresh as the

day it was made. And I like

that bit of tang! Beeman's

actually perks me up— it's

a real help to digestion,

too, you know— makes a

person feel mighty good!"

Beeman's
AIDS DIGESTION...
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.
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Where There Is music, gayety and
laughter in the film capital, there
you will see the red -gold head of

Anne Shirley. At eighteen, Anne is just
as popular with the younger set in Holly-
wood as she is with the thousands of boys
and girls who admire her beauty and per-
sonality on the screen.

It was at Anne's age that the mothers of
the present generation first pinned up
their hair and went off to dances with
slipper bags dangling over their arms.
And wherever a girl went in those days,
a chaperone was sure to follow, to keep
one wary eye on the clock and the other
on the "young folks."

Stuffy conventions and slipper bags
have been relegated to the limbo of for-
gotten things, but in the matter of beauty
and fashions, the girl in her teens today
faces many of the same problems her
mother did. She is miserable at being
referred to as a "little girl"—yet nothing
makes her more painfully self-conscious

than to appear overdressed in a gown or
make-up suitable only for the sophis-

ticated woman.
Anne Shirley is a charming example of

eighteen at its loveliest, due largely to

the skill with which she bridges the gap
between girlhood and womanhood. That
is why I was sure her views on the subject

T)
cautv

Early io Bed is the rule of Anne Shirley

while working in a picture. You'll see her

next in She Sang for Her Supper—R K O

of beauty would interest all the young
readers of Hollywood Magazine.
While Anne and I chatted in the living

room of her cheery home, Anne's mother
was kept busy taking phone calls for her
popular daughter. No, Anne couldn't
come to the phone now; Anne was giving
an interview! If I hadn't been confident
that all her friends would call back later,

I should have felt very much like a blight
on young romance.
Like most girls of her age, Anne has a

dozen and one ways of combing her hair,

which is cut in a shoulder-length bob.
"Sometimes I part my hair on the side,

sometimes in the middle," she told me,
"and one week I wear bangs and the next

IS Accept No Substitutes! Always Insist on the Advertised Brand!



week I comb my hair straight back off my
forehead. With one hairdress I like flat,

thin bangs, and with another I wear a
fluffy bunch of curls on top of my head
—very fancy! Today I have it combed
straight back because I am going to Palm
Springs this afternoon and I don't like a
lot of hair around my face when I play
tennis or swim.
"Once in a while I make a circular part

around the top of my head and braid this

top hair down to one side. On the end of

the braid I wear a small ribbon bow. It

looks rather cute," she said. Who could
doubt it!

"I never wear waves in my hair though."
Anne said, "and prefer to curl the ends
myself. Even if I have my hair done at

a beauty parlor, I usually comb it all out
after I get home and curl the ends over
in my own way. When I am working, I

frequently put my hair up on curlers or
bob pins at night; but when I am home
between pictures I put it up during the
day and tie a scarf or bandanna around
my head while my hair is drying.

"After a shampoo, the hairdresser rubs
oil into my scalp while my hair is still

wet. I have this done because my scalp
is inclined to be dry and it also gives a
sheen to the hair. One thing I do regu-
larly is to give my hair a good brushing
every night before going to bed."

It's Never too early to acquire the habit
of brushing the hair at least once a

day. No matter how many clever hair-
dresses a girl may devise, her hair will be
attractive only if it is clean and lustrous

and shining with health. If you have
special problems such as dandruff or ex-
cessively oily hair, write me a letter and
I'll be glad to recommend special treat-

ments for your needs.
With the many inexpensive and efficient

curling gadgets on the market today, no
girl need feel abused if she cannot afford

to have her hair dressed at a beauty
parlor. Most of the younger stars in

Hollywood, including Anne, wear the top
of their hair unwaved with the ends
arranged in a circlet of fluffy curls.

One of the trickiest of these curling
devices looks much like a short pencil
with rubber tip and is so easy to use you
will wonder why it was never thought of

before. To make a curl, you slip the ends
of the hair through a slot in the side of
the "pencil," roll the hair up tight to the
head, and fasten it in place with a bob
pin. The curler is then withdrawn and
you pick up another strand of hair to

make the next curl. When in place, the
[Continued on page 67]

PERSONAL BEAUTY SERVICE

Write Ann Vernon, our beauty

expert, regarding your problems

of skin, hair and figure. This

service is free, and your letter

will be answered in strict confi-

dence. Address Miss Ann Ver-

non, HOLLYWOOD Magazine,

1501 Broadway, New York City.

Kindly enclose stamped (3 cent

U. S. stamp) envelope for reply.
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MARVELOUS FOR
COMPLEXIONS, TOO!

Use this pure, creamy-white soap
for both your face and bath.

Cashmere Bouquet's lather, is so

gentle and caressing. Yet it gets

down into each pore— removes
every bit of dirt and cosmetics.

Your skin grows clearer, softer

. . . more radiant and alluring! NOW ONLY

THE ARISTOCRAT OF ALL FINE
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Heavy date..

..but look at

her Nose

!
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KLEENEX
HABIT

saves noses

during colds!
• Nothing more tragic than a sore nose dur-

ing a cold—nothing more soothing than the

Kleenex Habit! It saves noses, saves money
as it reduces handkerchief washing. So put

aside your handkerchiefs and use Kleenex

Tissues the instant sniffles start. Because
Kleenex tends to retain germs it checks the

spread of colds through the family. You use

each tissue once— then destroy, germs and all.

Keep Kleenex in Every Room.
Save Steps— Time—Money

To remove face creams and cos-
v
-.i metics . . . To apply powder,

rouge . . . To dust and polish . .

.

For the baby ...And in the car-
ta wipe hands, windshield and

greasy spots.

AT
e waste! No mess!

Pull a tissue — the

next one pops up
ready for use!

KLEENEX
A disposable tissue made of Cellueotton (not cotton)

Hollywood Young Stars

By Phyllis Fraser
(Our Stellar Scout)

That Anne Shirley-Owen Davis, Jr., romance that seemed to have cooled off recently

is reported right back in the warm and getting warmer class. If their heart interest

is as keen as their evident interest in a tennis match here, anything can happen

Warren Hull didn't know what he
was letting himself in for when he
playfully patted Jean Muir on the

back as he came up behind her in a hall

at Warner Brothers Studio. For Jean
started screaming and running. Warren,
amazed and embarrassed at this turn of

events, started running after her because
he didn't know what else to do. Every-
one stuck their heads out of their office

doors when they heard the commotion and
looked with wonderment at the screaming
Jean and the chasing Warren.
Soon a crowd gathered around them and

Warren, with a very red face, said,

"Honest, all I did was pat her on the back."
They all gave him disgusted and disbe-
lieving looks and turned away. "Jean,"
Warren asked, when they'd gone, "what
on earth made you do that?" "Oh, I don't

know," answered Jean, "I thought it

would be very funny." And it was.
Even as You And I . . . many of the

younger set only play one tune on the
piano. Betty Grable's number (she laugh-
ingly tells you it took her two lessons to
learn—and now she only plays three bars
of it) is Lovely to hook At. When Anne
Shirley sits down to a piano—after many
pauses you hear Auf Wiedersehen. Caryle
Moore, Jr.'s piano number is the Song of
India, and Leon Janney plays the chords
of Good Evening Friends.

One of the saddest stories in our town
concerns a young actress who is making
five hundred dollars a week, or more, and
should be happy and having fun but is

actually one of the most miserable persons .

alive, and all because of her mother. In

this story she will remain nameless, for

if her mother should read this she'd think
her daughter had been complaining, which
she hasn't. I learned of her troubles
through a different source.

The girl is the mother's sole support, but
is treated like she was a burden that the
mother had to bear. Sometimes she doesn't
speak to the daughter for days at a time
and when she finally breaks her silence

it's usually to reprimand her. She con-
stantly tells the daughter how ugly she
is compared to other girls. The actress

is very much in love with a young chap,
so the mother won't allow him in the
house. If the girl makes a date to go some
place with the younger set and a producer
or director calls and asks her to go out,

her mother sees to it that the other date
is canceled and that she goes out with the
influential man.
The mother gives the girl very little

spending money, but rents a house beyond
their means, and has bought so much ex-
pensive furniture that the girl is knee
deep in debt. The girl is under age and
consequently can't do anything about it.

Not that she would anyway, for in spite

of it all she loves her mother and tries to

do everything she can for her. It's only
the people who see the girl come to work
crying because of something her mother
has said or done to her that resent it.

Who said a movie star's life was rosy?

The poem this month is contributed by
Leon Janney, well known juvenile actor.

He was sitting in our den talking to Anne
Shirley, Bert Kalmar, Jr., and Don Barry,

when I called to him and asked him to
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write a verse for this column. He did. It

strikes me very funny as Leon was at one
time a child actor, which is the subject of

his poem.

Child actors are all considered quite

cute,

Their faces and antics are their claim
to repute.

But when they mature, though they
dance and they sing,

Living down their child fame, is a
heluva thing.

Pick Ups . . . Ross Alexander's death has
brought sadness to this village, but most
of the pity is for his widow, Anne Nagel,
who has been so brave. The irony of it

is that if Ross had lived only two months
longer the "suicide clause'' in his life in-

surance would have expired and Anne
would have collected $35,000, but as it is

she received nothing and has many of his

old debts to pay . . . Tom Brown is at last

building the home he's dreamed of for so
long . . . Dick Cromwell is back in our
midst after appearing in a New York play
and making a picture in England. His
friends, according to reports, are trying
to pair him off romantically with Mary
Carlisle, but I wouldn't take too much
stock in that if I were you, for she and
Dick have been friends, and only friends,

for years . . . Joan Fontanne, Olivia De
Havilland's sister, has an English accent
and Olivia hasn't.

Riddle Me This . . . What actor who, is

married, constantly trifles on his wife?
When he takes someone out, however, he
fails to tell them that he's married. One
night he forgot to remove his wedding
band and was so flustered when the girl

asked what he was doing with that kind
of a ring.

What young actor who is seen with so
many different actresses in many different
places, usually arranges a foursome and
then goes home early and leaves the other
chap with the whole check?

Virginia Weidler, Paramount starlet, is'cast as

an immigrant in Souls at Sea. Here she seems to

be doing a pretty good job of kitchen-policing

CREATE A

WITH A NEW POWDER SHADE!
A New Face Powder Shade May Give You

a New Personality—a New Glamour— a New Charm!

By ^Zadbj (ZtdAfA.

You know what color in clothes can do for

you. One color puts you out like a light. An-
other makes you look and feel your best.

But no color in clothes has half as much
effect on your personality as your face powder
shade. For this becomes a real flesh-and-

blood part of you.

Yet thousands of women and girls are actu-

ally wearing the wrong shade of face powder.

Every morning they commit beauty-suicide,

right in front of their own mirrors. They
quench their personality, destroy what ought

to be their glamour and charm—with a dull,

drab, dead shade of face powder

!

Far better, I say, to use no powder at all, than

to bury yourself alive under such a disguise!

Use the Magic of Color!

Yet for each of these girls and women— for

you, too—there is a right shade of face pow-

der. It won't subtract from your beauty. Nor
will it leave you just as you were. No!
This right shade will add the magic of

living, glowing color. It will flatter

you, glorify you, create right before

your eyes a new "you" that you never

dreamed you could be!

The reason you haven't found this

right shade long ago is probably be-

cause you've been choosing accord-

ing to your "type"—a blonde should

wear this, a brunette that. This is all

wrong! You aren't a type. You're yourself.

And how lovely that self can be—how vivid,

alive and alight— you'll never know till you
try on all five of my basic shades in Lady
Esther Face Powder.

See for Yourself!

To let you prove this to yourself, I will send

you all five shades of my Lady Esther Face

Powder free of cost.

When you have tried all five shades and have

discovered the one that was made just for you,

you will be instantly aware of many things.

You will see a new glow, a new warmth in your
skin. You will see a new beauty in your face, in

line as well as color. You will see a new radi-

ance about your entire person.

Write today for all five shades ofLady Esther

Face Powder. Your mere request on the cou-

pon below brings them to you postpaid and

free. With the five shades of Lady Esther Face

Powder, I will also send you a purse-size tube

of Lady Esther Face Cream.The coupon brings

both the powder and cream.

1 {You can paste this on a penny postcard) (32) FREE
1 Lady Esther, 2030 Ridge Avenue, Evanston, Illinois

I Please send me by return mail a liberal supply of all five shades

I of Lady Esther Face Powder; also a purse-size tube of your Lady ;

• Esther Four-Purpose Face Cream. *

• A ddress !

• City Srsit* I

* (Ifyou live in Canada, write Lady Esther, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.)
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,000 In Cash Awards

lam tops again

-because Ifeel andlook,

likemyoldselfoncemore

"How did I do it?

"I just reasoned sensibly."

YOU just can't be happy and enjoy life

"hen in a run-down condition. J'

health and poor looks won't let you.

Fortunately, straight thinking tells us
that vitality and pep are produced by en-
ergy created from within... so is the skin

beautified and made clear from within.

How natural it is then to turn to the

foree which makes all this possible. . .those

precious red-blood-cells.

Quito often these cells are reduced in

number or in strength. Even a common
cold kills those cells in great numbers.
Worry, overwork and undue strain take
their toll. Sickness literally burns them up.
Improper diet retards the development of
new cells.

Science has solved this problem in S.S.S.

Tonic because it helps you regain your
blood si rength within a short space of time.

Its action is cumulative and lasting. -

S.S.S. Tonic whets the appetite. Foods
taste better. ..natural digestive juices are
stimulated and finally the very food you
eat is of more body value. A very impor-
tant step back to health.

You, too, will want to take S.S.S. Tonic
because of deficient stomach digestive

juices and red-blood-cells to restore lost

weight. . .to regain energy. . .to strengthen
nerves. . .and add glow to your skin.

f Be 'tops' again with more vitality...

more pep ... a clear skin by taking the
S.S.S. Tonic treatment. Shortly you will be
delighted with the way you will feel...

your friends will compliment you on the
way you will look.

S.S.S. Tonic is especially designed to build
sturdy health ... its remarkable value is

time tried and scientifically proven. . .that's

why it makes you feel like yourself again.

At all drug stores in two convenient sizes. The
large size at a saving in price. There is no substi-
tute for this time tested remedy. No ethical drug-
gist will suggest something "just as good."

i& S.S.S. Co.

Choose Your Favorite Star!

PRIZES

$1,000 in Cash
64 Big Prizes

First Prize $300
Second Prize 200
Third Prize 100

Fourth Prize 50
Fifth Prize:

Ten Prizes of 10

Sixth Prize:

Fifty Prizes of 5

You Still Have time to write those 20
words of special value that may win
our SCREEN STAR POPULARITY

CONTEST, but if you want to share in the
$1,000 to be distributed in an effort to

discover who deserves top rating in the
screen world, your entry will have to have
a postmark during March, for the contest
closes April 1.

Selection of America's No. 1 film fa-

vorite is in your hands and to learn who in

the minds of filmgoers heads the list ONE
THOUSAND DOLLARS IN CASH will be
paid. There never has been a more simple
contest. All you have to do is ballot FOR
THE PLAYER YOU LIKE BEST, not for

the ONE YOU THINK THE MOST POP-
ULAR. When the ballots, now pouring in

and those to come, are counted, the world
will know who really IS the most popular
player on the screen. The final tabula-
tion will be a true cross-section of fan
reaction because the winner—man or
woman—will have gained that distinction
through the ballot of those who are the
life blood of the box offices—the reader
fans of the world.
None can foresee who will be named the

top choice. It may be someone not now
in the BIG NAME CLASS. The winner
will be chosen on the basis of individual
favor, not because of expensive adver-
tising campaigns put behind him or her,

but because the man or woman has "that
something" which makes his or her work
register better than any other.

The requirements for balloting are
simple. Use the ballot provided for you
in this magazine, NAME YOUR FA-
VORITE, tell in TWENTY WORDS OR
LESS why you prefer your selection and
then mail your ballot to SCREEN STAR
POPULARITY CONTEST EDITOR,
7046-H Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood,
Calif.

For example you might say: "I vote
for because he or she gives sin-

cerity to every role played." Of course,

that quotation cannot be used, but the
most cleverly worded reason advanced by
a contestant will take the capital prize of

$300. The final standing of the player to

which the best reason applies will have
no bearing in awarding prize.

The second best reason advanced for

voting someone a favorite will take the
second prize of $200. The third best ex-
pression will win a $100 prize and so on
down through the list until SIXTY-FOUR
PRIZES have been awarded.

"*&k:

Shirley Temple

*«Ufe

Clark Sable

Remember, elaborate entries will not
enhance your chance of winning. Clever-
ness of expression will be the basis for
judging the entries.

Read the following rules carefully, then
go out to win some of this EASY MONEY.
If you can give your reason for your vote
in 15 words and it should win first prize

it would represent $20 a word. Rather
good pay for a bit of your effort. Everyone
who enters will be interested to learn who
is America's No. 1 screen favorite meas-
ured by the fans' yardstick. Be sure you
have some part in it,

CONTEST RULES

1. To enter this contest it is only neces-
sary to name your favorite screen player
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(man or woman) on the coupon published

for that purpose, and tell why in twenty
words, or less, you voted for this star.

2. Prizes will be awarded those con-
testants supplying the best and most novel

reasons (in twenty words or less) for

voting as they did, regardless of final

standing of their choice after all votes are

counted. The entry chosen as the best

by the judges will receive the $300 first

prize; the second best entry will receive

the $200 prize, etc. In case of ties, dupli-

cate prizes for the amount named will be
awarded tying contestants.

3. Contestants may enter and thus vote

for their favorite, as many times as they
desire, but each entry must be printed,

written or typed on a ballot coupon as

published in this magazine.
4. Editors of Fawcett Publications and

Motion Picture Publications are judges in

this contest and their decisions shall be
final. No correspondence will be entered

into regarding entries in this contest.

Entries will not be returned.

5. No employes of Fawcett Publica-
tions, or Motion Picture Publications, or
members of their families, are eligible to

compete.
6. This contest will close April 1, 1937.

Entries postmarked later than that date

will not be considered. Elaborate and
bulky entries are discouraged. As prizes

are to be awarded for reasons given for

voting for your favorite screen player,

your chances of winning will not be en-
hanced by sending in an elaborate entry.

7. After you have filled out the coupon,
send it by mail to SCREEN STAR
POPULARITY CONTEST, 7046-H, Holly-

wood Boulevard, Hollywood, Calif. You
may paste your entry blank on the back
of a postcard, or send it in an envelope,

first class mail. It is not necessary to

accompany your ballot with a letter.

Send this ballot to:

Screen Star Popularity Contest,

7046-H Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood.

California.

Send this ballot today. It may elect

your favorite player No. I Star, and

win $300 for you.

Of all actresses and actors appearing in

motion pictures, 1 prefer:

(Name only one player]

Now tell in twenty words or less why

you voted for the above-named player.

My name is

Street No

City State

Enjoy gorgeous
mountain scenery

JOfN THE THIRD ANNUAL

&uA
Would you like to see Hollywood "inside and out"?

See and meet the stars? Visit their homes and the

big studios?

You are invited to enjoy these rare pleasures with

Fawcett Publications. We are taking two tour parties

to Hollywood. The first leaves Chicago July 11; the

second on August 8.

Plan your vacation to fit these dates. Two weeks

on a traveling '"house party"' with us 'will give you a

perfectly grand vacation. We circle the West on

the Burlington, Northern Pacific, Southern Pacific,

Union Pacific and the Royal Gorge Route. We see

all of the Pacific Coast—not just California alone,

but Washington, Oregon and California— all three!

In Hollywood, gates will open to welcome you, if

you can join us. Send for our free folder describing

the trip. Read it over. Decide for yourself. No obliga-

tion on your part whatsoever. Ask questions, please.

The very low cost from your home city for the com-

plete two weeks vacation trip will

surprise you.

Tour Manager, Fawcett Publications, Inc.

360 N. Michigan Avenue, Chicago, 111.

Please send me free booklet describing

your Hollywood Tours.

Name

Address

City

State-
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Without

Cost— Test,

For 1 Week,

This New
Sea-Plant

Iodine!

Thousands of Thin,
Sickly, Tired-out
Folks Report Kelp-
amalt, New Min-
eral Concentrate,
Adds Extra Lbs., New
Strength and Energy

the First Week!

Crosby Saves Chinese Babies!

It" you nre weak, skinny
and rundown— if

J
around always tired, nerv-

: itable, easily upst t,

the chances are youi
is thin, pale and watery
and probably lack^ the 1

ary to

build up your strength, en-

durance and the solid

. you need to feel

Science has at last

pot right down to what is

tly the real *

with tlie.se conditions and
- a new quick way

which has brought relief to

thousands.

average person
ith of the right Mud
to sustain the body.

Frequently the real trouble is

.

or converting dl rested food into
firm flesh. pep and energy. Tiny
bidden elands control thl

building
I

: which
require a re ulnr ration of io-

dlnc i not the ordinary. I

cal Iodine, which may .

toxic, but the Iodine that is

in tiny quantities in
spinach, lettuce, etc.) On© of

: lest and quicke
I

to pet an adequate supply of this

precious needed substance is Kelpamalt
—the astonishing new minor:;] ,

trate from the sea. In addition to io-

dine, Kelpamalt contributes to the sup-
ply of other vital minerals necessary to

aid digestion, building of soitn I

good blood and proper elimination. By
thus aiding digestion ami assl

you are able to get more good out of

the food you eat.

Satisfactory Results Or No Cost

!

Try Seedol Kelpamalt for one week.
See if. like thousands of others, you
don't feel better, sleep better, eat bet-
ter, and add at least 3 to 5 husky new
lbs. the first week. If you don't, tl

trial is free. It costs you nothin;
Tour own Doctor will approve this wa:
Get Seedol Kelpamalt today. It costs|
but a few cents a day to use and is

sold at all good drug stores,

SEEDOL i by
prof' sstulta! modelmm - 2ECUUL

KelpamaltZ^
SPECIAL FREE OFFER

Write today for fascinating, instructive 50-page book on
How to Build Weight. Strength and Energy Quickly.
Mineral Contents of Food and their effects on the Human
Body. New facts about Iodine. Weight and Measurement
charts, daily menus, etc. Absolutely free. No obligation.
Seedol Kelpamalt Co., Deot. 1133, 27-33 West 20th St.,

New York City.

Bing C'osby surveys some fan mail the

stamps from which are saved and sent to

China to save the lives of Chinese girl babies

That Title Isn't entirely true. It's

Bing's fans who save the lives of

Chinese baby girls. They don't know
it, of course, but they've saved hundreds
of tiny lives over the last six years. Bing
receives on the average of 15,000 fan let-

ters a week. Each letter helps save a new-
born girl from being drowned in a river

or left for the rats to devour.
Yesterday, for instance, you may have

written Bing a note of appreciation. That
makes you a life saver. And if you are a
regular correspondent you may be re-
sponsible for some of the faces that look
at you from this page.
In China, in those remote sections where

life is bitterly hard, a baby girl is abso-
lutely valueless. She is never wanted. No
sooner is she born than her parents push
the little head under water, or leave her
for the rats to finish. Better that than to
let her starve. And precious rice cannot
be wasted on a sex that isn't helpful in

the struggle of life.

But for a hundred years the Jesuits have
had an organization in China fighting this

social curse. Known as The Association
of the Holy Childhood, they have salvaged
a countless number of these unwanted
baby girls. The association buys them from
their parents, feeds and keeps them in

their various missions scattered through-
out China.
The way they finance this humanitarian

project sounds ridiculous. But remember,
this is China. Human life may be cheap
but even peasants have aesthetic souls.

They love beauty, and beauty, to them, is

largely a question of color. So the asso-
ciation buys these new born babies with
stamps.

It makes no difference that the stamps
have been used. They can be used again
to decorate screens and the various baga-
telles that peasants sometimes make and
sell. The stamps, at least, have value

—

the poor infants none.

In the United States, the Mission Stamp
Bureau, Mount St. Michael's, Spokane,

It is groups such as the one above that are

given life through the many fans who write

Bing Crosby letters. Lower photo shows one
little Chinese girl who might never have
known life except for the stamps off fan mail

Wash., collects the stamps in this part of

the world to forward to China. Bing has
been sending it all of his stamps for six

years. He has a staff that handles his let-

ters, clips off the stamps and sends them
on. The average has been fifteen thou-
sand a week.
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ROBERT CUMMINGS

When There's An Academy Award
for Nerve, Robert Cummings will

have to be considered . . . for Bob's
the only lad ever to hoax his way into the
theatre and, through natural ability, into
a Paramount contract . . . Joplin, Mo.,
boy . . . son of Dr. C. C. Cummings,
pioneer settler . . . puny as a youngster,
Dr. Cummings had the boy placed under
Joe Becker, physical conditioner and
former trainer for Jack Dempsey . . .

Joe did his work well . . .

At 16, Bob won the Tri-State 50-yard
junior swimming championship with a
mark close to Weismueller's . . . proud
Joplin wanted to send him to Olympics
but dad intervened . . . summers Bob
spent with his uncle punching cows at
Salida, Okla . . . learned to take it . . .

Back to school, jerking sodas for spare
cash with, which to buy third interest in
airplane . . . heap of a thing . . . cracked
up one day with another of trio at con-
trols . . . Bob not present . . . finis avia-
tion . . . Bob all set for mining engineer's
career until winning leading role in Philip
Barrie's The Youngest . . . senior class
play . . . then something snapped in Bob
. . . the boy slipped on greasepaint, in-
curring nasty brooding for theatre . . .

said goodbye to the folks and his pals in-
cluding John Beal to enter Drury College,
Springfield . . .

Tried Pittsburgh State Teachers' Col-
lege for year ... no go . . . heard of
scenic engineering course at Carnegie
Tech . . . closest thing to a theatrical
school his father would hear of . . . en-
rolled and supremely happy . . . given
chance in freshman play, The Three Mus-
keteers

. . . Chester Wallace, director,
delighted . . . Bob said, "Write it to dad,"
and to make sure it was strong enough
praise, Bob dictated the letter . . . next
to Academy of Dramatic Arts, New York
... in seventh heaven, winning three
parts in school's training theatre . . . de-
cided to skip last two-year course to try
his wings ... no one wanted to see them
work . . . became errand boy for "Hap"
Ward's theatrical agency . . . noted pro-
ducers' preference for young British
juveniles

. . . decided on a long chance
. . . borrowed $400 from parents . . .

their last money . . . dad close victim of
collapse and heart disease. . . steerage to
Scotland for Bob . . .

[Continued on page 76]

QUICKLY CORRECT THESE

Perfolastic not only CONFINES
FIGURE FAULTS

it REMOVES ugly bulges I

REDUCEIf YOU Do Not .

/our Waist and Hips

3 INCHES in 10 DAYS with the PERFOLASTIC GIRDLE

CjM ' housands of women owe their

^ slim, youthful figures to Perfo-
^*S lastic— the quick, safe way to re-

duce! Since so many Perfolastic wearers
reduce more than 3 inches in 10 days, we
believe we are justified in making YOU
this amazing offer. You risk nothing . . .

simply try it for 10 days at our expense.

You Appear Smaller at Once!
Q Look at yourself before you put on
your Perfolastic Girdle and Brassiere—
and afterwards! Bulges are smoothed out
and you appear inches smaller at once.You
are so comfortable, yet every minute you
wear these Perfolastic garments the gentle
pressure and massage-like action are
actually reducing hips, thighs, waist and
diaphragm — at just the spots where
the disfiguring fat first accumulates.

No Diet . . . Drugs ... or Exercises!
No strenuous exercises to wear you out

. . . no dangerous drugs to take and no
diet to reduce face and neck to wrinkled
flabbiness. You do nothing whatever
except watch the inches disappear!

The Safe, Quick Method
Every move you make puts your

Perfolastic to work taking off unwanted
inches. The perforations and soft, silky

lining make these Perfolastic garments
delightful to wear next to the body.

it will cost you nothing !

"Reduced my hips 9 inches", writes Miss
Healy; "Hips 12 inches smaller", says Miss
Richardson; "Lost 60 pounds with Perfo-
lastic", writes Mrs. Derr; "Formerly wore
a size 42, now I take an 18. I eat every-
thing", writes Mrs. Faust, etc., etc. Why
don't you, too, test Perfolastic?

Send Today for 10-Day FREE Trial

Offer and Sample of Material

H See for yourself the wonder-
ful quality of the material!
Head the astonishing experi-
ences of prominent women
who have reduced many inches
in a few weeks! You risk
nothing . . . we want you to
make this test yourself at our
expense . . . Mail the coupon
NOW!

PERFOLASTIC, Inc.
Dept. 74, 41 E. 42nd ST., NEW YORK, N. V.
Please send me FREE BOOKLET describing

and illustrating the new Perfolastic Girdle and
Diaphragm Reducing Brassiere, also sample of
perforated material and particulars of your

10 DAY FREE TRIAL OFFER!

Name

Address.

City. _State^
Use Coupon orSendName andAddress on PennyPost Card
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news
• • • when, this romantic trio

make their new kind of love!

Sweethearts who might as well

live in glass houses . . . their kisses

crash the headlines and their >"'

nights of romance sell "Extras"

in the morning ! When they thrill

. . . the world thrills with them . .

.

and so will you !— especially over

Tyrone Power, the new star sen-

sation of "Lloyds of London" in

a role even more sensational

!
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JEAN
ARTHUR

Glamorously clad for

her romantic role in

History Is Made At

Night, Jean is quite the

antithesis of her recent

depiction of Calamity

Jane in The Plainsman



^K''*"*

JEAN HARLOW
AND

ROBERT TAYLOR

Hr Rumors say the reel

romance of this pair in

Won In Possession is

real, but the truth is Bob
is true to his Barbara

L and Jean to her Bill jf



-

MYRNA LOY
AND

CLARK GABLE

b£

Evidently revolt-torn

Ireland exemplified in

Pome//, with Clark
at the fiery patriot
of Erin, was not up-

permost in Myrna's
mind while romancing



JANE
WYATT
Her newest film since

Loit Horizon will be
Luckiest Girl In The
World for her home stu-

dio—Universal. Won-
der if she hears music?



FRED
MACMURRAY
The versatile Fred will

be seen and heard
blowing silver notes

from a trumpet when
you witness Paramount's

Swing High, Swing Low



— —

amorous Bette—

n

The Gateman's hand trembled as he lifted the receiver of his

telephone to call the front office. Dilated with shock, his eyes
followed the big car that carried a little bandage-swathed figure

down the lot.

"Bette Davis has been horribly hurt!" he croaked into the mouth-
piece.

Those words were the raw material for several fine nervous
collapses in various parts of the Warner Brothers lot. Miss Davis
was right in the middle of shooting Marked Woman. A short delay
would mean the loss of thousands of dollars to the studio. A serious

accident to the star might mean that a fortune in film would have
to be scrapped.
The big car drew up before the door of Hal Wallis, Associate

Executive in charge of Production. Watchers breathed sighs of

relief when they saw that Miss Davis could walk, but they shud-
dered when they saw her face—or what portions of it showed under
the heavy weight of bandages. Both of her eyes seemed swollen,

and about to turn black. A brown abrasion promised days of dis-

figurement for one cheek. A bloody wound was indicated under
the white gauze on the other. And her nose! Surely it must be
broken to rate such a mountain of cotton and adhesive tape!

Hal Wallis is not a heartless man, but he took one look at the
pitiful figure before him, and burst Into a roar of laughter! Could
he be having hysterics, wondered the shaken by-standers. Strong
men sometimes react in surprising fashions to disaster.

Wallis laughed and laughed, but his amusement was completely
light-hearted.

"Okay!" he roared. "You get your way ... all except that broken
nose . . . you can't have that. But if you can stand the rest of it,

we can!"
A little stiff grimace of echoing amusement was all that the star

could manage in the confining gauze.

"Why don't you like the broken nose?" she demanded. "I think
it's a wonderful broken nose."

"It's just too much of a good thing," said Wallis, relapsing into

another series of chuckles. "Try it without, and you'll see."

"And he was right," Bette Davis said over the luncheon table a
few days later. "I look quite convincingly beaten up without a nose
bandage. I look AWFUL! I look perfectly FRIGHTFUL! You
must see the make-up tests. They are WONDERFUL! You never
saw anybody looking worse than I do!"
Her description of her appalling make-up was tinged with genuine

delight.

"You see," she explained, "if you really care about acting, you
don't care a thing about looking pretty all of the time—it just isn't

important And this is such a marvelous opportunity for realism.

In Marked Woman I play a dance hall hostess. In the first part of

the picture, she has plenty of chances to look attractive. Then she
defies the gangsters who control the night club business, and she
gets brutally beaten up. She has enough on the gang, so that they
are afraid of her, and when they go after her, they stop at nothing.

One of her lines is, "They jumped on me . . . they kicked me in

the face . .
.!"

Miss Davis let that sentence have its full effect while she buttered
a roll.

"I never have been kicked in the face, myself," she said, "but my
imagination tells me that I would get a good deal more than con-
cussion. Perc Westmore is a grand make-up artist, and he thought
he was doing me a favor by putting on a becoming bandage. It was
a very becoming turban-like affair, rather nunlike, plenty of mascara
and eye make-up. So I argued and argued, and they kept saying,

'But, look, Miss Davis, remember that you are the star of this picture,

and people don't want to see you all banged up!
"

She shrugged her shoulders, and a twinkle came into her eyes.

"So you know what I did? I had a morning off, just before the
big hospital scene. Lloyd Bacon, the director, believes in realism
just as much as I do, so he knew what I had in mind, but not another
soul knew.

"I went down town to Dr. Noyes. 'Look,' I said to him. 'Will you
fix me up so that they would admit me in a hurry to any emergency
ward? "

Dr. Noyes fell in with the plan enthusiastically, for Miss Davis'
pleasure in an unusual make-up is contagious.

First he built a lop-sided hunk of bandage out over one ear. It

was anchored by a band that cut slant-wise across her forehead,
pulling one eye slightly out of shape.
"This is where you got kicked," he said, and painted an angry

looking bruise on one cheek bone.
"Wouldn't my teeth cut my lip?" asked the star.

"Certainly would!" agreed Dr. Noyes, and pulled one side of her
mouth down in an angry red line.

"The very first thing that would get broken in a really competent
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Marked Woman
Feature for April

Still photos of Bette as she appeared in the film right after a beating were

frowned upon by her studio, so here she is after she has partially recovered,

still wearing a facial dressing and carrying her bruised arm in a sling

beating-up would be her nose, wouldn't it?" asked Miss Davis.

"Can't I have a broken nose?"
"Why not?" said Dr. Noyes, and got out the splints. "And

wouldn't you have to have a bad cut on your hand ... as if

you had reached up to save your face when you saw the knife?"

So he put on a mitt of bandage, and threw in a sling for good
measure.
"And the scar he put on my cheek was wonderful!" this most

remarkable of stars beamed at the memory. "Do you know
what he used? Undertaker's wax! You know how there is a
sort of ridge on a scar when they first take out the stitches?

And how it is all inflamed and drawn? Well, he started by
building up that ridge, smoothing it into my cheek. Then he
painted it. I don't believe a better scar ever has been seen than
that one!"
The conspirators took all morning. When neither one of them

could think of another injury to add, Miss Davis sighed with
pleasure. The session with Dr. Noyes had been purely experi-
mental on her part, but when she saw the result, she reached a

quick decision.

"I'm not going to take this off!" she announced. I'm going to

the studio right now, and show them."
In her sense of achievement, she did not stop to realize what

a shock her appearance would be.

"I wouldn't have done it deliberately," she said. "But it worked
out all right and, though that broken nose bandage was very
effective, it really was too much.

"Dr. Noyes had fixed me up to look convincing, but after

Perc Westmore had finished fixing me up so that all of those
injuries would photograph, you never saw such a face! It's

grand!"
"What will you fans think when they see it?"

She leaned forward earnestly. "They'll like it. I know they'll

like it. Because it has a look of reality about it. Everybody will

know that it is a make-up, of course. But it has the effect of

being real, and it gives the part just that much more effective-

ness. Awful things happen in this world. Marked Woman is

a story of what could happen to one girl who was just a little bit

too smart for her own good. My conviction is that the people
who like my pictures also like realism. And it seems much
more important to me to play a real character than just a nicely
made-up face.

Eduardo Ciannelli, who plays the vice lord in Marked Woman, is the underworld fiend who administers the terrific

beating to Bette Davis. It is this rough treatment that she felt demanded realism even at the sacrifice of glamour
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Hollywood Spotlights

Meet Filmland's
Newest King!

Unless We Miss our guess, Hollywood
will have to include among its "cer-
tain people of screen importance''

one Fernand Mertens Gravet, the hand-
some continental film star imported last

October by Director Mervyn LeRoy for

the lead in The King and the Chorus Girl

recently completed at the Warner Bros,
studios.

No little credit attaches to LeRoy for his

capture of this idol of the European stage
and scieen. For five years, and in as

many different languages. Gravet had been
voicing an emphatic "no" to representa-
tives from Paramount. Universal, Radio,
and Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer who implored
him to sign his name to a Hollywood con-
tract.

Director LeRoy, noted for the great
speed he exercises in taking old man Time
by the forelock, saw Gravet in a French
picture last summer while in London and
decided to skip over to Paris to talk con-
tract with the European star. Arriving in

Paris, LeRoy learned that Gravet was en-
tertaining friends at a private party. The
American producer, with a tight grip on
the aforesaid forelock, managed to receive
an invitation to the same party and within
two hours a movie contract was signed,

sealed and delivered—but only after

LeRoy not only had promised, but guar-
anteed the following provisos: Gravet was
to star in American pictures; each of these
pictures was to be produced and person-
ally directed by LeRoy; and. finally, once
Gravet was in Hollywood, he would im-
mediately begin his first picture.

Gravet, who is as canny as a Scot and
knows how to strike a bargain, laughs
when he reviews the speed and efficienc>

that greeted his arrival in Hollywood.
Director LeRoy more than kept his guar-
antees.

"Mr. LeRoy more than met my de-
mands," he explained. "He made a test of

me the first day on the Warner lot. The
following day I was having wardrobe fit-

tings. The third day was devoted to dia-
logue and photographic tests. The follow-
ing day I met Joan Blondell who was to

co-star with me. And on the fifth day I

began the first scene for The King and the
Chorus Girl. I thought I knew something
about picture making, having worked in

30 foreign films, but I'm still gasping in

amazement over the American method,
which, I hasten to add. is far superior to

Europe. But not only that," Gravet went
on, "it was a delightful surprise to find
everyone on the set—from the director
down to the grips—so eager to make The
King and the Chorus Girl a success.
Warner Bros, studios was really home to

me after that first day."
A warm, friendly, affable chap, this

Fernand Gravet promises to take the
cinema world by storm when his first

picture is released. He looks, talks, and
acts more American than European and is

a "regular guy" if you care to take the
word of the hard-boiled props, grips, elec-
tricians and extras on the Warner lot.
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Here you see a romance team that promises to find a place at or near the top of your film-favorite

lilt—Fernand Gravet and Joan Blondell in The King and the Chorus Girl

Gravet was born in Brussels, Belgium,
on Christmas Day, 1908. He was educated
at St. Paul's School at Hammersmith,
England, as was his father. From 1917 to

1919 he was in the British navy as a Marine
Cadet. After the Armistice he returned to

Brussels and took over from his father,

now ill, most of the managerial work con-
nected with the Galleries St. Hubert.
About this time Gravet's mother was win-
ning acclaim as a character actress and a

few months later young Gravet joined her
stock company in a tour that embraced
all the European countries, not to mention
Turkey, Egypt and South America. In

addition to being baggage master and
transportation chief he found time to ap-
pear on the stage in small bits. Before
long the bits grew into real parts and, al-

though he didn't know it then, he was
headed for America.
A Ripley touch is added to Gravet's life

at this point. His father began his stage

career with Doris Keane in Romance.
Gravet's real stage debut was also in

Romance with Mile. Soria at the Athene
theatre in Paris in 1922. From 1922 to

1930 he appeared in more than 30 plays

in the French capital.

His stage career was cut short in 1924

when he was called to the Belgian colors

to serve his required two years in the

army. One year of this service was spent

in the cavalry and the second in the bal-

loon corps acting as an observer for artil-

lery maneuvers. Back to Paris, then, to

resume his stage career, he met and mar-
ried the Parisian stage star, Jane Renourdt,
with whom he co-starred for the following

three years.

Gravet's introduction to pictures was at

the UFA studios in Berlin. Eager to know
more about this new field of entertainment
he got a job as cameraman after the pic-

ture was finished and followed that up
[Continued on page 74]
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perturbable
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composure
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her expressiv
brows drawn together in pain. "1

been manhandled," the stately lady
in injured tones, "but I never got m
I was just as well groomed after a

as before it began. You should s(

now!"
The scene of her disaster was an

ating room on the sound stage.

Dumont, who answers to Mrs. Upjc
A Day at the Races, is a flutterir

ciety woman afflicted by hypocho
Groucho, ever in the lady's pay fc

thing or another, acts as her pe
physician—which should explains
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"They put me in an operating c

said Miss Dumont. "Harpo worke
lever. He hauled me up in the mos
heard-of position. My legs!" Miss D 1

rolled her eyes in agony at the m.
and bit her lip in woe.
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And believe me, when I say th
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I was shocked.
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.rt Taylor greets his mother, Mrs. Ruth

h, on arrival of his plane at Lincoln, Neb..

oute to their old home, Beatrice, Neb.
homecoming set the town topsy-turvy

ering. By telephone she contacted
hbors in her block and pleaded for
help. Would all of them except the
farthest from her house be sure to

off their porchlights—if for any
>n they had been burning? They con-
d. The neighbors farthest from her
would leave their light burning.

>r would think it was hers, then that

y would invite him in, explain, and
member bring him to her house by
of the alley.

. Looked Hopeless

e vigil was long, at times it looked
.ess, but when Taylor halted his car
mt of the house where the porch light

burning, the crowd in front of the
house suspected nothing. The plans
ed with precision until lights came on
e girl's house, then newshawks be-
curious, and when Bob and the girl

to sneak to his car—again by way
e alley—there were too many pairs
irious eyes to evade.
;ey made a wild dash for Bob's car.

the girl, now very distracted, entered
wrong car, while the "mob" sur-
lded Taylor. Fast talking and prom-
of pictures the next day gave him

[Continued on page 64]
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It's The Animal In Them

Marian Marsh takes a quick nap while the

movie dog, Corky, keeps his eyes open for

intruders. You'll see them in WAen's Your
Birthday? Joe E. Brown's new starring vehicle

Lots of persons would relish sitting on the lap

of Betty Jane Rhodes, young contract player

for Universal, but Martha (left) and Jackie,

cub screen performers do not seem impressed

If you've never seen a dream walking, looka.

looka! Charlie Ruggles shows you the correct

garb for a birds-and-bees editor in his picture,

Mind Your Own Business. The cat is not

a prop, but one of Charlie's many pets

Carole Lombard has more than a dozen pets,

outstanding among which are Edmund, the gen-
tleman af the left, and Jessie, as flashy a

bird as ever graced the home of a film star

William Powell's St. Bernard puppy gets a

hug from Judith Barrett, who was featured

in Universale Flying Hostess. He seems to

be saying "have a heart." but maybe that's

iust a "puppy love" look he's flashing
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Behind the Scenes

Love Flames in Another Dawn

!

The Late Laird Doyle made a trip

around the world several months be-
fore he was killed in an airplane acci-

dent last November. One of the side trips

he took was a journey to the Arabian
desert.

He rose before dawn one morning to

catch a glimpse of the sunrise on the shift-

ing desert sands.
Like many others before him and many

who will follow him, Doyle was enthralled
by the beauty of desert and the eastern
heavens as the huge flaming disc climbed
over the horizon. The sky was a riot of

color like an artist's palette. The sun
threw long shadows in the hollows behind
the sand dunes and highlighted the wind-
rippled mounds with shafts of gold.

"Another dawn," the scenarist whis-
pered to himself. "And what a glorious
one."
At that moment a fast airplane with the

wing-markings of England's Royal Air
Force winged across the sky and disap-
peared from sight as it headed straight

into the flaming ball of fire on the eastern
horizon.

Doyle, himself an amateur pilot, won-
dered at the mission of the flyer overhead.
"What a way to go out of this life," he

thought. "Into the rising sun, never to re-
turn."

Months later in Hollywood the memory
of that thrilling sunrise and the airplane

overhead returned to Doyle and there
evolved in his thoughts the skeleton of

an idea that was eventually to result in

an original screen play that brought im-
mediate and enthusiastic comment from
all who read it.

Executives of Warner Bros. -First

National studios quickly laid plans to

throw every resource of the organization
behind the production.

Casting the picture, which Doyle had
whimsically entitled Another Dawn, was a

simple matter for the three leading roles

seemed to have been written for no others
than Kay Francis, Errol Flynn and Ian

Hunter.
The woman—a beautiful American still

in love with her aviator-fiance who had
perished in a plane crash.

The two men—Colonel John Wister.
commander of a British military post in

Iraq, and his subordinate, Captain Denny
Roark, a devil-may-care, adventure-lov-
ing Irishman. Flynn, just as adventure-
some in real life as was Doyle's movie
character, suited the role of Roark ideally.

Hunter was equally well fitted for the part

of Wister.

The choice of a director was almost as

simple. William Dieterle, who has directed

such successes as The Story oj Louis
Pasteur, A Midsummer Night's Dream,
White Angel, and dozens of others, was the
man. His sympathetic understanding of

Kay Francis and Errol Flynn find fleeting love

in Another Dawn. Duty males Flynn forget

romance when the lives of many are at stake

Kay Francis and Ian Hunter, two sides of a love triangle in Warner Bros.' Another Dawn, provide
keen interest in this story of thrilling army post life in Arabia. Their marital life is periled for a

time by the engaging lirrol Flynn
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human emotions together with his brilliant

talent for handling action scenes made him
the ideal choice.

Into the principal roles went Frieda
Inescort as Grace Roark, Denny's sister;

Herbert Mundin as Wilkins, Col. Wister's
comical valet; George Regas as Achaben,
the Arab leader who is constantly warring
with the British on the other side of the
border; Clyde Cook, Billy Bevan and hun-
dreds of others as English soldiers.

Settings for the production, built under
the supervision of Art Director Robert M.
Haas, covered many acres.

Out at the Warner Brothers ranch near
Calabasas, Haas erected a military garri-

son. It spread over an area of nearly
twelve acres. Many buildings sprawled
within the circular walls and each of these
was duplicated for interiors on studio
sound stages.

Another stage was devoted entirely to

a tropical garden, wherein was photo-
graphed one of the most romantic love
scenes—from the standpoint of the studio

at least—in many months.
Almost everybody in the Warner Bros.-

First National plant discovered some
reason why they must visit stage No. 1

when they learned that Flynn and Miss
Francis were enacting a love scene in the
garden setting. The press of traffic through
the stage became so heavy finally that

policemen were stationed at either door
with instructions to permit no one but
members of the cast and crew of the pic-
ture to enter.

The order stood until the scene, re-

quiring two and one-half days to photo-
graph, was finished.

Another interesting sidelight on the

[Continued on page 75]
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Inside Stories

A New Perspective on
By Harrison Forman

Author of "Through Forbidden Tibet"
Member of the Explorer's Club

Because Harrison Forman is one of the few white men
who have penetrated Tibet and lived there for long periods,

he was chosen as technical director for Lost Horizon. Having
brought some 2,000 photographs out of Tibet on his most
recent visit, these formed the bases for correct costuming,

set-building and customs of native life as shown in the film.

Mr. Forman wrote this story exclusively for HOLLYWOOD
Magazine on the eve of a brief lecture tour that began as

Lost Horizon was completed. Early spring will find him back
in Tibet—land of no civil law, strange peoples and a religion

that makes mental development of first importance.—The
Editor.

Harrison Forman

Lost Horizon

Without pictures such as this of native Tibetan

warriors, costuming and make-up in Lost Hori-

zon, would have been largely guess-work

So Many Oriental background pictures
have been made in Hollywood that
producers think little about costum-

ing, props, and technical details until
almost ready for shooting. Then, a routine
call to Central Casting for so many
Oriental types and another to Western
Costume Company to outfit these with
wardrobe and props—and all is supposed
to be set for the cameras on Stage Six at
nine the next morning.
Thus it was that, while Columbia had

spent nearly two years in preparing the
script of Lost Horizon, little or nothing had
been accomplished in the matter of re-
search. So when Frank Capra at last an-
nounced that he was ready to shoot, the
studio suddenly learned from Central
Casting that there were no Tibetans regis-
tered in their files—nor any to be located.
And Western Costume Company, which
had long boasted that it could outfit any
character from a prehistoric caveman to

a Buck Rogers, had to admit it was
stumped when it came to Tibet—nor had
it much idea of what a Tibetan costume
really looked like.

And that was where my trunks and
boxes of Things Tibetan, notebooks and
collection of more than 2,000 exclusive
photographs obtained on my several ex-
peditions to this Forbidden Land, became
of invaluable importance for research on
the picture, when I was signed as technical

director. Particularly, my pictures.

There's an old Chinese proverb that,

"One picture is worth ten thousand
words." Literally thousands of enlarge-
ments were made from my negatives.

These I filed according to subjects. From
then on my job became immeasurably
simplified.

And so, when the hair-dressers, for ex-
ample, came to me with a question of what
a Tibetan coiffure looked like, I might
have spent hours explaining in careful

detail that the Tibetan women wear their

hair in 108 braids, the braids reaching
down to the small of the back, and at-

tached to their ends being a heavy rec-
tangle of cloth, extending to the ankles and
liberally studded with ornaments of coral,

amber, turquoise, etc.

[Continued on page 72]

Significant of the 108 chapters in the Tibetan

Bible, women of Tibet wear their hair in 108

braids, attached to which are ornaments of

silver, gold, coral, amber and turquoise

Looks like Ronald Colman was giving a singing lesson in Lost Horizon! You will observe that

even the children wore authentic costumes—little boys with pigtails and ornaments—little girls

with 108 braids like their elders

This photo of a Tibetan warrior, with pigtail

wound around forehead and fastened over

temple with silver ornament, and with rosary

of 108 beads, plus charm box helped guide

costuming of Lost Horizon
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HOLLYWOOD PRODUCTIONS

Michael Strogoff
Defies Tartars

The Tartars are riding!

For three hundred years this dread
cry, ringing across the steppes of

Russia, meant the coming of war. For
three hundred years it meant a country-
side red in the light of burning grain
fields, flaming village and fortified town;
it meant peasants fleeing for their lives.

For three hundred years this cry was
enough to set the Tsar's soldiers riding
eastward to repulse an invader whose
advance was marked by torture, pillage,

bloodshed and red war.
Today, after years of peace, the cry

again rings out—the Tartars are riding!

Once more red pillage is left in the wake

Although his name is unknown to American
film and stage audiences, Anton Walbrook.
who is starred in Michael Strogoff, is one
of the reigning stage idols of Europe

of a horde of bearded men in peaked fur
caps and tunics, mounted on horses as
wild as their riders. Once more flames
leap up from wheatfield and town, while
peasants flee in terror. Once more the
troops of the Tsar ride east.

But—tradition seems to have lost con-
trol of this twentieth century Tartar raid.

Today bearded Mongol chieftains and
grim -faced Russian officers take orders
from a single "general," a clean-shaven,
blue-eyed American who, disreputable
hat pushed to the back of his head, hands
stuffed in his pockets, orders up "battle,

murder and sudden death" in a conversa-
tional tone of voice.

For the first time in history, the eyes
and ears of a Russian-Tartar war are not
officers at lookouts and spies in the enemy
camp, but a mass of mechanical equip-
ment in a tangle of cable, attended by
nonchalant gentlemen in shirtsleeves.

Hollywood, it seems, has lifted a few
battle-torn pages from the history of

Russia for its newest adventure story

—

Michael Strogoff.
[Continued on page 77]
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Fierce battle scenes between loyal troops of the tsar and the wild Tartars for the possession of

an outlying and isolated Russian fortress are highlights of Michael Sfrogoff. Colorful action

shots such a this lend thrills to the RKO film

Barbaric splendor marks many of the scenes in Michael Strogoff. This is one of the lavish

spectacle scenes from the production which stars Anton Walbrook, famed Viennese actor, who
is shown standing in the middle of the mammoth stairway
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TINKLE, TINKLE
LITTLE STAR!

Tinkle, tinkle little star

Out in Hollywood so far

Calls to lovers o'er the sea

—

More profits for A. T. and T.

"H
E

i •

*1
f$t
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ELLO," said a pleasant male voice, "is

this Mavis Moore? Well, this is Clark
Gable."

"Oh, yeah?" said Mavis (our pseudonym for

a famous movie queen). "That's what they all

say." Disbelief was in her voice and mind.
These kidders.

"No kidding," said Clark, by way of reading
her thoughts. "How often do I have to call you
before you recognize my voice?"

And Mavis Moore isn't the only one who
shows disbelief when Clark calls. He has the

most unfortunate identity in the world in this

respect. Too many plain American citizens

have used his name in vain over the phone
by way of bantering with the lady friend. "This
is Clark Gable," has become a by-word for

kidding, and there's nothing the M-G-M star can
do about it.

Clark Gable is only one of many movie stars

[Continued on page 56]
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Hollywood Charm

This shimmering fabric is pale pink slipper

satin designed in a romantic princess

silhouette. There is no waistline and the

low decolletage is relieved by wide straps

•indtime for cu 'V
c

Most Enchanting season of the year is spring. Life begins, the

world is new. Flowers, trees and humans shed the drab garb
of winter. It is time for new thoughts and new clothes.

Usually the tailored suit is the first item in our wardrobes to be
rejuvenated. Why? Because this popular costume is just the thing
to wear with a smart fur neckpiece when old Sol bursts forth.

Mary Carlisle, whom you will see soon in the Paramount produc-
tion, Tightwad, shows how chic a suit becomes when the winter
blouse is discarded for one of frilly white lawn. Mary's suit is of

grey blue herringbone twill. She fastens her blouse at the neckline
with a large rhinestone pin set with blue stones and chooses a blue
hat, shoes and bag.

Next in the star's wardrobe comes a two-piece model of black
crepe. Black remains a high fashion favorite this spring in Holly-
wood. The youthful tunic is piped in white and topped by a white
collar and tiny rhinestone buttons which are further accents to

spring. A well dressed girl pays particular attention to accessories
which is evidenced by Mary's smart hat in black and white. The
hat follows the favored high crown effect and features a pointed brim
jutting out over the right eye. The brim is faced with white crepe
and a double pom-pom of white feathers is its only decoration.
Afternoon suits are most important to screen stars who must be

Brown Is Hollywood's most popular new
shade for evening. Mary wears this so-

phisticated taffeta evening frock with a
new version of the halter decolletage

Navy blue crepe roma faced in

bright red taffeta fashions this

new length late afternoon frock

pictured on Mary Carlisle

Rose colored crepe and gold thread embroidery
is chosen by Mary for this spring evening gown
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School^Fashions

L

dressed to the minute on all occasions. Mary, who has quite a reputation

for "fashion firsts" among the younger players in Hollywood, wears an
afternoon suit of black crepe with blue and silver trimmings. Over the

dress goes a jacket of the blue and silver, in solid fabric, and Mary's hat
is a charming complement of shining black straw with a high crown
trimmed in bright blue grosgrain ribbon which ends in a jaunty bow.
For spring a new length for late afternoon dresses has been decreed

by filmland's fashion dictators. Mary selects a flattering model of navy
blue crepe roma with the longer skirt dipping in a flaring line in back.
Both the hemline and short flared sleeves are faced with bright red
taffeta which shows through the eyelet embroidered border. The bodice
of the frock is draped in soft folds and finished with a bow of the material.
Mary's hat is a chic straw with bright red trimming.

Taffeta is always a forerunner of spring and this year brown is Holly-
wood's most popular new shade for evening. Mary proves it by choosing
this sophisticated taffeta evening frock with a new version of the halter
decolletage. A double rhinestone ring holds the narrow straps of brown
taffeta at the neckline and the skirt sweeps backward with fullness
supplied by inverted godets. A flattering bertha of brown maline,
sprinkled with gold sequins, may be worn around the shoulders or as a
headdress after the modern whim.

[Continued on page 63]

Mary Carlisle, appearing in the Para-

mount production Tlghfwad, chooses this two-

piece black crepe model piped in white

Suits again predominate and Mary
selects one in grey blue herringbone

twill accompanied by a blouse of

frilly white lawn. Suit by Macintosh

HATS BY JACQUELINE DUVAL

DRESSES BY CONNIE FOSTER SHOP

An afternoon suit of black crepe with
blue and silver trimming is important
for spring. Over the dress goes a jacket
of the blue and silver in solid fabric
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YOU'LL

LIKE

Hitting HollywoodonHigh withHamm Beall

"fju^
i

LASTEX FOUNDATIONS

e^tuletl vi

HICKORY
Princess chic, exquisitely

fashioned of two-way stretch

Lastex, gives you all the com-
fort you want and the perfect

control you need. Its exclusive

feature—the double-knit panel

across hips and tummy—trims

and slims your silhouette to

the moment's mode.
To be fair to both your ward-

robe and yourself, you should
have all three. The All-in-One
for Formal, the Girdle for About-
Town, and the Pantie for Sports-

wear.

YOU'LL WANT ALL THREE
BECAUSE YOU NEED THEM
$7.50 for the Set of Three. May
be had separately, of course.

FOUNDATION: Perfect uplift bra. Side
bust control. Streamlined back. $3.50

GIRDLE: Shrewd censor of unruly
curves $2.00

PANTIE: Streamlines your hips. $2.00

A. STEIN & COMPANY
CHICAGO • NEW YORK • TORONTO

Hamm Beall, managing editor of HOLLYWOOD Magazine, who served as volunteer publicity

chairman for the Shrine Flood Relief Benefit in Hollywood, shows trained cockatoos to Ginger
Rogers as she awaits her turn to appear on the program

Activities of Federal agents in the east

on trail of the white slave traffic
k have caused two of Hollywood's

most outstanding purveyors of pleasure

to abandon Mrs. Warren's Profession.

Each lady for many years maintained
establishments virtually in the heart of

Hollywood and Beverly Hills where
charming "hostesses" were always avail-

able. Both are said to have amassed con-
siderable fortunes, and realizing that fed-
eral raps are harder to beat than police

court citations, chose to fold up at least

until the smoke blows over.

The same mayor that rules Los Angeles
is headman in Hollywood, and with a May
election due, word has been passed down
the line that every law must be strictly

observed, so there'll be little liquor linger-
ing after the two o'clock closing hour in

the night spots.

In this column a few issues ago I men-
tioned how chary the stars were getting
about appearing for benefits because of
the bloomers that had been pulled where
the charity received nothing, and even a
deficit occurred.
But when the flood relief call was

sounded, the biggest names in Hollywood
volunteered their services, particularly for
the benefit staged by Al Malaikah temple
of the Shrine, where approximately $12,000
was raised. Potentate Lawrence Cobb and
his nobles paid all expenses from the
temple's own treasury, so that every dime
the stars lured in, went to alleviate suffer-
ing in the stricken districts.

Harold Lloyd, high in Shrine circles, not
only acted as star contact officer in secur-
ing Hollywood talent, but when Ginger
Rogers auctioned off a doll, and the auc-
tioneer indicated that a kiss from the
titian-topped dancing star would be
thrown in for good measure, the bespec-

tacled comic from a top gallery bid $400
and then thrilled an audience of 8,000 by
coming down on the stage, handing over
the money for the doll, and claiming then
and there his osculatory bonus. Inciden-
tally Harold outbid Cary Grant, Ginger's
escort, by $50, and wiseacres wondered
what Jimmy Stewart, Ginger's steady of

the moment, would say when he heard
about the carryin's on.

Dick Powell and Joan Blondell, Clark
Gable and Carole Lombard, Don Ameche
and Loretta Young, Irvin S. Cobb, May
Robson, Edward Arnold, George Burns
and Gracie Allen, David Niven, Robert
Montgomery, Eleanor Powell, Monte Blue,
Bill Robinson and a host of other stars

broke all other engagements to show up
for the knights of the scimitar and cres-

cent.

The year 1937 seems to be given over to

celebrating anniversaries. First Adolph
Zukor was honored for the silver jubilee

of the founding of Paramount, then Carl
Laemmle came along with his 70th birth-

day celebration. Both brought out heavy
turnouts of stars of yesterday, today and
tomorrow. The next festivity should be
that honoring Al Levy, Hollywood's ven-
erable dean of resteurateurs, who has been
serving picture people ever since Col. W.
N. Selig brought his first troupe to Eden-
dale, almost 30 years ago.

Al, well past his allotted three score
years and ten, has as his partners Bill

Simon, husband of Fanchon of Fanchon
and Marco fame, whose prologue shows
have played picture houses across the con-
tinent and back again many times; Mike
Lyman, who used to entertain Mack
Sennett, Roscoe Arbuckle, Tom Ince,

William S. Hart, and a host of other film-

land folks with his drolleries at the old
[Continued on page 51]
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Don't let

Blackheads . . Large

Pores . . Blemishes

I your looks!

Fight them with rousing

UNDER SKIN treatment

MEN get the difference at a

glance! Blackheads, blemishes,

even coarse pores make the prettiest

girl into a "plain Jane."

Well, you don't have to be plain!

Those little faults that dot your

skin are easy to reach. They start just

u nderneathl

Begin today to use the rousing Pond's

deep-skin treatment. It tones up faulty

oil glands -chief cause of blackheads and

blemishes. Livens circulation. Invigorates

the under tissues, so your outer skin will

be clear . . . fine textured . . . flawless!

The fresh unspoiled skin that makes
people say "Pretty girl."

Do this twice daily . . . Here's the

simple Pond's treatment hundreds of

Miss Virginia Harris »ays:"I'v.

liulir hateful blackheads ami blen

Pond's Cold Cream. It keeps pores

women follow. It's easy to do.

Every night, cleansewith Pond's Cold Cream.
As it brings out the dirt, stale make-up and

skin secretions, wipe it all off. Now pat.

in more cream'

—

briskly. Rouse that faulty

underskin! Set it to work again— for that

clear, smooth, unblemished skin you want.

Every morning, and during the day, repeat

this treatment with Pond's Cold Cream.

Your skin comes sorter every time. Feels

better, looks better, and powder goes on

beautifully.

granddaughter of Ihe late C. OLIVER ISELIN :

"I depend entirely upon Pond's Cold Cream to

keep my skin clean, smooth, and free from skin
faults. I use it night aud day. It's indispensable."

Do this regularly. As blackheads soften,

take a clean tissue and press them out.

Now blemishes will stop coming. And the

places where pores showed largest will be

finer textured.

SPECIAL 9-TREATMENT TUBE
and 3 other Pond's Beauty Aids

POND'S, Dept. 6-CD, Clinton, Conn.
Rush special tube of I'ond's Cold Cream, enough for 9
treatments, with generous samples of 1 other Pond's
Creams and ; different shades of Pond's Face Powder.
I enclose lot for posrage and packing.

Name .

City.
y37. Pond's Extract Company
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TOPPER'S FILM REVIEWS
HIS HONEST FACE TELLS THE STORY

THE GOOD EARTH— (M-G-M)—Ma-
jestic in its sweep, startling in its magni-

tude, The Good Earth is a

*# picture that stimulates the
\M. mind, but never touches the

T^Zy). heart. Without any inten-
se
/*Jj tion of punning, it is the most
[Sy earthy film colossal ever to
» reach the screen. Reasons

why it took so long to film,

io much money to produce, will be ap-
parent to anyone who sees it. Paul Muni
as Wong and Luise Rainer as O-lan
give never-to-be-forgotten performances.
Their work is in a tempo that gives the
ultimate of meaning to that old Chinese
axiom

—
"one picture is worth 10,000

words"—for the dialog might be said to
be almost monosyllabic. The picture is

well under way and O-lan has become a
mother more than once before she speaks
more than a dozen words consecutively.
The Good Earth is nearer sheer panto-
mime than anything since the screen
found its voice.

Since it required several hundred pages
for Pearl Buck to tell her saga of China,
any attempt to give more than highlights

here would be impossible. It is safe to say
that in the scenes of famine, sheer
drudgery of those who would wrest a
living from the good earth, the maniacal

Luise Rainer and Charley Grapewin give

capital performances in The Good Earth.

They are seen here in the cottage se-

quence of the Pearl Buck story of China

frenzy of hordes looting when revolution
breaks, and in the depiction of locust
swarms that blacken the sky and devas-
tate everything before them as they sweep
down on vegetation, a pace is set that will

be hard ever to duplicate, let alone excel.
Walter Connolly as Wang's uncle, and

Charlie Grapewin as the father of Wang
provide most of the soupcon of humor in-
jected into the picture. Tilly Losch as the
dancing damsel who becomes Wang's
second wife, and Jessie Ralph give fine

performances, but Muni and Miss Rainer
eclipse all with unforgettable portrayals.

MAID OF SALEM — (Paramount) —
Those who are wont to prate about their

Puritan ancestors will feel

less like mentioning that sup-
posed blue blood when they
see Maid of Salem. The dis-

torted, fanatical minds of un-
yielding religionists are laid

bare and the realism that

clothes the hangings of sup-
posed witches lives up to all the seething
hysteria exemplified in more modern
lynchings.

Claudette Colbert gives a new type of

portrayal, her castigation of the elders and
the judiciary for flaming hatred against

so-called witchcraft being highly dra-

GSCSQSD
5 ©30D33 §Dq^g (feDuD

ESMSm\mw
a Good

IT WOULD COST YOU *5 EACH PRIVATE LESSON TO LEARN

THESE STEPS IN ARTHUR MURRAY5 NEW YORK STUDIO

4WEEKS LATER IT FIXED

I'LL SAY/

look dad. i've pasted) ]

vour face
IN THE LAST LABEL. -I Li, Ul

can't wait to set tmat
arthur murray dance

1 book.myi'molad
*£ * RITA so"T ME TO '

top*9 ^ EAT YEAST /
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matic. There is a large and capable

cast, with Fred MacMurray a swash-
buckling fugitive from Virginia "justice."

Outstanding in the supporting cast are

Harvey Stephens, as the doctor; Gale
Sondergaard as his wife; Louise Dresser

as Miss Colbert's aunt; Edward Ellis as

Elder Goode, a part that belies his charac-
ter name; Beulah Bondi, his wife, and
their two children—Virginia Weidler and
Bonita Granville. Little Miss Granville

gives another of her child neurotic roles

that is outstanding.
Sterling Holloway as a cow herder.

William Farnum and. Henry Kolker as

court justices, and many others do sterling

work to make Maid of Salem a highly in-

teresting portrayal of so-called witchcraft

days in New England. The picture leaves

one feeling that those who would kill the

witches are more fanatical than those they

seek to destroy.

READY, WILLING AND ABLE—
(Warners)—Here is bright musicomedy

with satisfying story, lilting

tunes, snappy footwork, nifty

gags and plenty of fun. Much
sparkling comedy of varied
nature is woven into the pic-

ture by the large cast that

makes up in performance for

any lack of big name draws.
Ross Alexander in this, his final screen

effort, gives a performance that is top-
notch in every respect. His Too Marvelous
for Words, capably sung with Ruby Keeler
as the inspiration, is best described by the
title of the song, which is the big produc-
tion number of the picture that irises out

Fred MacMurray and Claudette Colbert as

they appear in Paramount's story oi New
England witchcraft days, Moid of Salem

with Miss Keeler and Lee Dixon dancing
out the rhythm on the keyboard of a giant
typewriter, with the black silk encased
nether limbs of the chorus acting as keys
to type out the words of the song as

Alexander sings them.
Alexander and Dixon find Addison

Richards, a film executive, ready to angel
their show to the tune of $50,000 if a

certain English singer can be gotten to

play the lead. Miss Keeler, who bears the
same name as the English diva, is mistaken
for the real singer by an avid artists'

manager, Allen Jenkins. Being anxious
for a stage career, Miss Keeler, who dances
well but cannot sing, tries to carry through
but lack of ability to sing exposes her.
halts rehearsals of the show, embitters
Alexander and gives his backers a chance
to grab his show for themselves. The
much-sought English singer (Winifred
Shaw) comes to New York and rather than
be exposed as Allen Jenkins' partner in

a trained seal act consents to appear in

Alexander's show. Hugh O'Connell. Mis?
Keeler's ninny suitor, kicks through with
cash to finance the show, the day is saved
and Alexander and Ruby fall in love.

WINGS OF THE MORNING — (New
World)—Quite the most appealing Eng-

lish-made picture to reach
the American screens, this all

TechnLolor production wins
attention for sheer beauty,
plus fine story and capable
acting. Although Henry
Fonda is the only name in it

well known to American aud-
Annabella, a lovely Latin who

. dual role, is so captivating that

some enterprising American producer no
doubt will bring her to Hollywood ere
many moons pass.

The colorful beauty of the countryside

in England and Ireland brought "oh's and
ah's" from preview visitors and Ireland's

lences,

plays

to Clear up your Skin! Make yourself

SALLYS

PIMPLES

RUINED

HER
GOOD
TIMES
UNTIL

I II IMM
OH SALLY, THATST
SILLY. ISN'T IT J
- RITA? ^J

\wm
NO IT ISNT. HICKIES SPOIL
EVERYTHING. I KNOW. I

HAD 'EM UNTIL I BEGAN
EATING FLEISCHMANN'S
YEAST. TRY IT SALLY -
F YOU EAT * CAKES EVSJY

DAY AND STICK TO rT- I'M

SURE nr^£4£VX

GET THIS FREE FLEISCHMANN
DANCE CARD FROM YOUR GROCER

It's easy to become a good dancer
with the help of this exciting new
book by ARTHUR MURRAY!
Learn the newest popular steps

. . . how to lead . . . how to follow

smoothly! Diagrams . . . photo-

graphs make every point clear.

Remember—this book is NOT
FOR SALE. The way to get a

copy is to save Fleischmann Yeast

Labels. Paste these on the
FLEISCHMANN DANCE
CARD you get from your grocer.

NEXT
DAY

IVUANT3CAKES h
OF FLEISCHMANN'S !

YEAST- OH.WHATfe
THIS?

METHATS THE FLEISCHMANN
DANCE CARD THAT TELLS

HOW TO SET A COPY OF
ARTHUR MURRAY 5 NEW

DANCE BOOK r=d

Send it in 1—the book is yours!

// your grocer has no Dance
Cards, you can still get the book
by sending the 81 labels in an en-

velope, or pasting them on a piece

of paper. Be sure to enclose your
name and address. Mail labels to

Fleischmann's Yeast, 701 Wash-
ington St., New York City. (This

offer good until August 31. 1937.'

(Details of securing Dance Book differ slightly

in states West of Denver and in Canada, see

newspapers or ask your local grocer.)

"Eat it regularly," says Dr. R. E. Lee, famous

physician, "and Fleischmann's Yeast will

help clear up ADOLESCENT PIMPLES."

• After the start of adolescence—from about
13 to 25—important glands develop and final

growth takes place. The whole system is dis-

turbed. The skin gets extra sensitive. Waste
poisons in the blood irritate this sensi-

tive skin. Pimples break out!
Fleischmann's fresh Yeast is helpful In

clearing up a pimply skin because it clears

these skin irritants out of the blood. Eat 3

cakes every day—a cake about % hour before
each meal—plain, or in a little water.

Copyright, 1037. Standard Brands Incorporated
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TAKE HO CHAMCES

with Va
WavToothPostes^

Give teeth the Double
Protection they need

IF you are now using an ordinary tooth
paste, your teeth may be white and

sparkling; but unless your gums arc
sound and healthy, you are running the
risk of serious dental trouble.

Forhan's Tooth Paste was developed
by an eminent dental surgeon to do both
vital jobs

—

clean teeth and safeguard
gums.
End half-way care today by adopting

this simple method: Brush your teeth
with Forhan's, then massage a little into

the gums, just as dentists advise. Note
how it stimulates the gums, how fresh
and clean the whole mouth feels! Buy
Forhan's today. The big, new tube saves
you money. Also sold in Canada.

FORMULA OP R. J. FORHAN, D.D S

Forhan's
po£S fCLEANS TEETH

TOw^oBs|gAVES GUMS

CATARRH- siNUS
CHART- FREE

Guaranteed Relief or No Pay. Stop hawking—
stuffed-up nose—bad breath—Sinus irritation

—

phlegm - filled throat. Sand Post Card or Ittttr
for Now Treatment Chart and Money-Back Offer.
40,000 Druggists sell Hall's Catarrh Medicine.

63rd year in business. . . Write today!
F.J.CHENEY & CO. Dipt 224, TOLEDO, O.

1^^ ( I. . „„i tIO»< L" _„ v-owf
.fZ's our «•""-- ;„.Ute>o«t>

rBEE.e«<:h'
n *

JS..

Ruby Keeler and Lee Di«on stepping off

one of the hit numbers in Ready, Willing

and Able, titled You're Too Marvelous
for Words — a capital production number

Lakes of Killarney and the million

gathered for the running of the English
Derby, plus the race itself all in color,

bolster a story that in itself is highly
sufficient.

The story hinges around the supposed
curse of a noble marrying a gypsy girl.

Death overtakes him quickly and the
bride, Annabella, is shorn of her rights
and goes to Spain, to reappear fifty years
later intent on winning the Derby that
she may give her great granddaughter
(Annabella again) money for a dowry to

a Spanish don she is to wed. Unwittingly
Annabella trades the prospective Derby
winner to Henry Fonda for six old plugs.
At the time she has just escaped the
Spanish revolution by posing as a boy and
many complications arise as she is forced
to spend a night in a hayloft with Fonda
as she attempts to reverse the horse trade.
There is much humor, many heart

throbs and keen dramatic action before
the course of love smooths out for
Annabella and Fonda, with the Derby-
winning as the pivotal motivation.

YOl ONLY LIVE ONCE— (Wanger)—
Dramatic, but because it glorifies a young

criminal. Henry Fonda, it

lacks the usual conception of

justice, albeit Fonda was
wrongly accused, yet com-
mitted murder to escape
prison. Following this, he
and Sylvia Sidney indulge in

a brief romance that ends
when they both are shot down as they
attempt to cross the international border.
Barton MacLane, as the public de-

fender who strives to free Fonda—moti-
vated partly by his own love for Miss
Sidney, who can see none but Fonda, gives
a fine performance. Jean Dixon as Miss
Sidney's sister, William Gargan as the
prison chaplain who gives his life in an
attempt to stem Fonda's daring escape,
Guinn Williams as the death-watch guard
and Warren Hymer, as the goof-trusty,
give creditable portrayals.

Fonda is a three-time loser, then is sent

up for a fourth time, but for a crime he
did not commit. He elects to escape rather
than go to the chair. Although a pardon
has come at the eleventh hour, he does

Corns Come Back Bigger, Uglier

- unless removed Root* and All

# Don't uke chances by paring corns at home.
Corns come back bigger, uglier, more painful than
ever, unless removed Root and All. End that corn for

good with this new, double-action Blue-Jay method.
Pain stops instantly, by removing the pressure. Then
the corn lifts out. Root and All in 3 short days. (Ex-

ceptionally stubborn cases may require a second
application.) Blue-Jay is a tiny, modern, scientific

corn plaster, held snugly in place by Wet-Pruf ad-

hesive. Try this Blue-Jay method now*

BLUE-JAY
BAUER I BLACK

SCIENTIFIC CORN PLASTERS
•A plus of (lead colls rnot-llkc In form and position. If

left may serve as focal point for renewed development.

7/iefarGRAY HAIR
REMEDY IS MADE AT HOME
VOU can now make at home a bet-

ter gray hair remedy than you can
buy. by following' this simple recipe:

To half pint of water add one ounce
bay rum, a small box of Barbo Com-
pound and one-fourth ounce of glyc-
erine. Any druggist can put this up
or you can mix it yourself at very
little cost. Apply to the hair twice
a week until the desired shade is ob-
tained. Barbo imparts color to
streaked, faded or gray hair, makes
it soft and glossy and takes yeara off

your looks. It will not color the scalp, is not
sticky or greasy and does not rub off. Do not be
handicapped by gray hair now when it is so econom-
ical and easy to get rid of it in your own home.

. . Jig
bat weighs only 6 oz.

1 Pits pocket easily.
' Take it with yon.
Nothing to adjust. No
batteriea.tubee.or elec-
tric socket connections

required. Tuning knob Is the only moving part.

Coats Nothing to Operate! Guaranteed!
Brines in stations with fine tone quai ity.Tones
broadcast band. Accurately made, precisely
assembled, rigidly tested, assures excellent
performance. Should last for years. Conies
complete with built-in phone, with easy in-
structions for ose in camps, office, picnics.
home, bod. etc. Listen to music, sports, radio
entertainment, etc. The "Little Giant" is

guaranteed—all ready to connect and tune in,
TboosandB in use. An ideal gift.

SEND NO MONEY! SSafflKS? JSSfS
delight you! Combines performance and econ-
omy. .Get yours today. Pay pontman on
arrival only $2.99 and postage or send $2.99
(wd pay postage). Order now.
Little Giant Radio Co., 3959 Lincoln Ave., Dent. 205 Chlcaeo

pleased with i

every respect. 1

recommend the
Little Giant to any
prospective pur-
chaser whowishes
just such a little

radio for personal
use. It coats noth-
ing to operate . . .

Have tried it aoJ
it works splendid.
Received Midget
Radio and I am
pleased. Kindly

(Letters on File).

LEARN TO PLAY

PIANO
BY EAR'

N0T£ READING-NO SCALE PLAYING
H you can whistle, ting, or hum a tunc—You have TALENT.
L*t a popular Radio Pianiit Iraln your hand) to play Piano
by £*f. TEN LESSON METHOD writ pcitpaid (or J 1.00,
or pay U. S. Poifman (1.00 plut poitage. Nothing more
to buy. Satisfaction atiured—or your money refunded.
rWa Accordion ban ch.irti "mctudotf Frio. Order no«!

MAJOR KOKD, DepL F25. DEL RIO. TEXAS
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Henry Fonda and Sylvia Sidney provide

gripping moments in You Only Live Once,
a story in which crime and prison make
the road to romance anything but easy

not know it and shoots down Gargan as
he tries to tell him he is free. Follows
a furtive romance in which his and the
girl's baby is born, then left with MacLean
and Miss Dixon as Fonda and Miss Sidney
break for a foreign land and—death to-
gether from the law's bullets.

MAMA STEPS OUT—(M-G-M)—And
the audience snoozes on! A slapstick

version of the 'American-
family-vacations - in - Europe"

^Jk ^ theme. Alice Brady is the
^j^K culture -seeking wife who

n^I steps out, and walks into a
*^

trio of trouble-makers. Guy
Kibbee plays the worm-turn-
ing husband, and Betty

Furness is the marriageable daughter, in

love with Stanley Morney (a handsome
crooner from the family's home town.)
The cast is great but the plot's a flop.

A DOCTOR'S DIARY— (Schulberg)—
A strong indictment of so-called ethics

and money-grubbing as ap-
plied to the medical profes-
sion. Of greater importance
than the story itself is the in-
troduction of a new name to

pictures in the leading role.

He is John Trent, but he had
another name when he was

discovered by Schulberg while acting as
ace pilot for a transcontinental airline.

While comparisons are never popular, it

is safe to say that Trent bears a striking
resemblance to Richard Barthelmess. He
handles his role with much more finesse
than usually is expected of a newcomer
in a fat role. His impersonation of a drunk
—difficult for an experienced actor—is

one of the outstanding sequences so far
as he is concerned.
Trent is cast as the resident physician

in a hospital where Sidney Blackmer as
chief surgeon, and Charles A. Waldron as
the hospital head give monied patients and
those who endow the hospital first call.

One woman dies because of a tardy opera-
tion; a boy musical prodigy loses the use
of an arm that a speedy operation might
have saved. Trent and a nurse, Helen
Burgess, fight the ethics-bound superiors
and are kicked out. To develop an in-

LITTLE "COAL MINES"
IN YOUR SKIN!

THAT'S WHAT BLACKHEADS REALLY ARE!
Here's How to Deal with Them

B>'^CttOAj Cdt&&L
Those little black specks that keep showing
up in your skin— do you know what they
really are?

They're nothing more than little "coal
mines" in your skin

!

They're imbedded dirt— dirt that has found
its way deeply into your pores.

This dirt isn't easily removed, as you know,
or you wouldn't have blackheads.

Like Black Little Candles In Your Skin

This dirt is stiff and waxy. It's a combination of

fatty waste from the body, dust, soot and dead
skin cells.

It forms little plugs or wedges in your pores
that stop them up and make them larger and
larger.

It's the blackened tops of these wedges that

you see as blackheads.

These waxy wedges must be dissolved to be
removed. That's the only correct and scientific

way to deal with them. You can't just moisten
them. You can't just loosen them. They must
actually be dissolved.

When dissolved, they can be removed with a

simple wiping of the face which is the right

way! When you try to squeeze them out or

steam them out, you do more harm than good.
You destroy delicate skin tissue and make tiny

scars in your skin. Not only that, you make the

pores still larger so they can collect still more dirt.

Dissolves Waxy Dirt

Lady Esther Face Cream deals with this waxy
dirt in the scientific way.

It softens it— dissolves it. It makes
it so soft that a very light wiping of

your skin takes it off.

There is no taxing of your skin, no
stretching of your pores.

When your pores are completely
cleansed of the plugging matter,
blackheads automatically disappear.

Mso your pores automatically come

down in size. Responding to Nature, they reduce

themselves to their original, invisible smallnets.

I'll Pay for a Test!

Let me prove to you the soundness of the Lady
Esther Face Cream method. Just mail me your
name and address and I'll send you a purse-

size tube of Lady Esther Face Cream postpaid

and free.

To hasten results, use up the whole tube at

one time. Put on one application of the cream
after another. Leave on each application for 5

minutes before removing. The whole job will

only take 15 minutes.

Notice how soft your skin is after this cleans-

ing. That shows you are softening the dirt

within the pores— dirt that has probably been

there for months or longer.

As you continue the daily use of Lady Esther

Face Cream, you make this waxy dirt softer

and softer and more and more of it comes out.

Finally, your pores are relieved of their long-

standing burden.

Clean Pores Become Small

As you relieve the pores, they come down in

size. They become smaller and smaller each

day, until they have regained their original

smallness and you no longer can see them with

the naked eye.You can almost see the improve-

ment taking place in your skin.

Act Now!
But start proving this to yourself at my ex-

pense. Mail coupon today for your free purse-

size tube of Lady Esther Face Cream.

(You can paste this on a penny postcard) (32)

Lady Esther, 2030 Ridge Avenue, Evanston, Illinois

FREE

Pie
Esther Fo.

Powder.

ie send i

•-Purposi

ie by rem
Face Crea ; also all five- shad<

tube of Lady
sofvourFace

City—
dfy in Canada, write Lady Esther, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.)
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SKIN LOOK YOUNG?

S TANGEE POWDER
SEE

UNDERGLOW APPEARSOFT

Ordinary powders often See how Tanuee Pow-
coat skin with a "pow- der smooths your skin
dery look", coarsen dulls without coatlnp.
pores, accentuate lines. gives a youthful glow

Tangoe Face Powder contains lami fa-

mous color change principle at Tangeo
lipstick . . . Walch Its magic bring youthful

boauly to your skin .. .Powder with new
Tangee and see a soft underglow ap
pear . . . works like Tangee Lipstick to

match your own natural skin tones.

Watch shine go. Then comes clear,

youthful color. Blended scientifically,

Tangee clings for hours, yet never cakes
or blotches. Because you use less, it is

economical. Try Tangee. In two sizes,

55<" and $1.10. Or, tear out the coupon
below for new "Two-Shade Sampler"
— dedicated to a lovelier, youthful skin.

H«* i-Slu"1 S,mpl.t-J*^'^""
,Powd,r

Luf-r Compaq"*,

ttTFifth Avenue New *°* ^.ace Pow-
"L*. rush new 2-bhadeTanEee

n|i ^ ^^Please rush new «*™^
j (stamps or coin

der Sampler. I
f"^ ^^ sampler checked_

Thk_Geobob W.^^^York City

;had
ose

(15*
™''6n"aA^-m *SL- sampler #3 D

ssr g& ss-
Rachel

|

Name---

Addrc*-

City
Slate

Blondesland
"Browns'too!
NEW 7. DAY
SHAMPOO Gives
Your Hair New
Brilliance/ Lustre,

Loveliness— F O R
A WHOLE WEEKl
Ends That Dull. Dingy
Between-Shampoo Look,!

A single wash with tilts

amazing new type shampoo
instantly removes the dull,
dingy, oil and dust-laden
Sim that leaves hair lifeless, mouse-colored and "old" look-
ing, and enables you to keep that "JUST SHAMPOOED"
look all week. Pone in a few mintues and at a
cost of but a few pennies. New Blondes gives your hair
that glorious, natural, shimmering radianre that usually
comes only in childhood. Blondes, browns and chestnuts
invariably find New Blondex leaves their hair 2 to 4 shades
lighter—soft, not hard or brittle. Start New Blondei
today. Contains no harsh bleaches or dyes. New combina-
tion package. SHAMPOO WITH FREE RINSE, now also
in n 10c size at ail stores.

T^BLONDEX SH
F
A
o
M
R
p2SSE

fantile paralysis serum which he began at

the hospital, Trent swallows his pride and
returns. There is a trial for malpractice
brought by the mother of the musical
prodigy, played by Ra Hould, and Trent
is shot by the lad's mother while in the
witness chair. He and Miss Burgess marry
in the final reel and surgical skill gives
back to the boy musician the use of his

ON THE AVENUE— (20th Century-
Fox)—There are scintillating moments in

this musical film and too
many drab ones to keep the
bright spots from becoming
obscure in a brief review.
Much is made of the fact that
Irving Berlin provided the
six song numbers that punc-
tuate the episodes. The newer

generation that is swing-minded may rave
about them, but generations that learned
to love Berlin music during the score or
more of years since he quit the Alexan-
der's Rag- time Band type for the more
lasting, ballad classification, will find most
of his latest tunes hard to accept.

Dick Powell is hardly up to his usual
standard, whereas Alice Faye is seen to

better advantage than heretofore. Made-
leine Carroll's rather icy beauty fits ad-
mirably into the thin plot. George Barbier.
as her blustering rich father, gives a fine

characterization. Alan Mowbray as a
frigid explorer is adequate, Cora
Witherspoon, as Miss Carroll's cult-addict
aunt, provides many laughs, while the
mad Ritz Brothers do a near-repetition of

what they did in several other pictures
made under the same banner.
This is a back -stage story drawn against

a Park Avenue setting. Powell and Miss
Fay burlesque the activities of "the richest
girl in the world," and her father—exem-
plified by Miss Carroll and Barbier.
Barbier would sue for the insult, his
daughter tries blows in Powell's face, then
the lure of romance. Jealous Miss Faye
defies Powell's revamping of the bur-
lesque, making it even worse than before.
Miss Carroll buys the show, humiliates
Powell; is about to wed Mowbray when
Miss Fay confesses she is to blame for

the second insult to the social father and
daughter. Mowbray is left at the altar and
Powell wins a society wife.

OUTCAST— (Major) — With Lewis
Stone, Karen Morley and Warren William

giving performances of a high
order, Outcast has been lifted

out of mediocrity into some-
thing that movie fans will

regard as satisfying screen
entertainment. The plot,

familiar in one form or an-
other, by now, to most movie

audiences, deals with a rising physician
who has been acquitted of the murder of

his friend's wife, and is subsequently
driven into the obscurity of a small town
by the friend who believes the physician
guilty. But many dramatic touches, as

new as they are vivid, have been added to

the oft-told story so that, under Robert
Florey's skillful direction Outcast becomes
a compelling, smooth-running bit of lens

legerdemain.

HOW TO GET THE MOST OUT
OF MOVIES

For full enjoyment of motion pictures,
see the sure tire formula presented on page
52 of this issue. Turn the page now and
read for yourself.

If you like to draw, test your sense of de-

sign, color, proportion, etc., with our

Art Ability Test. Get a frank opinion,

free, as to whether your talent is worth

developing.

Publishers and advertisers spend millions

yearly for illustrations. Design and color

influence the sale of most things we buy.

Industry needs artists. Girls earn as much

as men. Many Federal trained artists earn-

ing from S1 ,000 to $5,000 yearly. Many
famous artists contributed exclusive il-

lustrated lessons to our courses. If you

have talent train it at home. This

may be your surest way to success.

Courses sold on easy monthly payments.

Get free Art Test and Book describing

opportunities in art. State age and occu-

pation. Write today.

FEDERAL SCHOOLS, Inc.
4467 Federal Schools Building

Minneapolis, Minnesota

SENSATIONAL
LOLA A. SHARP, INDIANA NURSE NOW SAYS:

Drinking 1 Glass of

I Orange Juice
Mixed with 1 Tibl«spoon ol

C BONKORA
2 times a day and eatina
her fill of the delicious
foods as shown in the
Bonkora packace made her

LOSE 108 LBS
UGLY FAT

She lost 6 in. off waist.
4 in. off hips and in. off

bust She lost avoidable
..reducible overweiEht and
JJ regularized elimination.

SEND FOR FREE SAMPll_
and copy of Lola Sharp'i letter.

Address Bon Kora, 644 8. Wells
St., Chicago, Illinois. Dept. U4

Do This For

BLACKHEADS
They Fall Right Out!
BLACKHEADS persist because

they are literally trapped in

your slunl Locked there by a film

of sluggish, surface skin! You
can't wash them away! But you
can release them !GoldenPeacock
Bleach Creme will lift away
the film of coarsened surface
skin—dissolving it in tiny invisi-

ble particles. Blackheads are released. They flake

away, fall out! Surface pimples, too—in fact, all

blemishes in the surface skin! You discover your own
finer skin—smooth, utterly clear, alluringly white I

All in just 5 days! Discover Golden Peacock Bleach
Creme! At drug and department stores—or send

50c to Golden Peacock Inc., Paris, Tenn.

No Joke To Be deaf

50 Accept No Substitutes! Always Insist on the Advertised Brand!

—Ever? deaf person knowi that—
Mr. Way made himself hear his watch tick after
beintf deaf for twenty-five years,with his Arti-" urns. Hewore them dayand rriffht.

jd his head
noiseB. They are invisible
andcomfortable.no wires
or batteries. Write for
TRUE STORY. Also
booklet on Deafness.

THE WAY COMPANY
I Hofminr TUdv D*trt



Hitting Hollywood
On High

(Continued from pn^e forty-four)

Vernon Country Club years ago; and Abe
Lyman, Manhattan band master of radio
fame. Jack Marsh, Hollywood's most
famous barkeep, is already concocting the
Al Levy Jubilee cocktail.

Perhaps by the time you read this, Agua
Caliente, the famous Mexican playground
of the stars, approximately 150 miles from
Hollywood may once again be teeming
with activity. President Cardenas of the
southern republic who legislated the
famous hotel, spa, and casino out of busi-
ness when he banned gambling, seems to

be weakening in his aversion to the games
of chance.
Playa Ensenada, about sixty miles south

of Tia Juana, has been running all the
popular games for some time in the casino
that forms a part of the picturesque re-
sort hotel.

Not long ago James N. Crofton, who was
Wirt G. Bowman's partner when Caliente
opened, took over the old San Diego cafe
in Tia Juana, a couple of miles east of

Caliente. Calling it El Nuevo Foreign
Club, he is offering roulette, birdcage,
craps, blackjack, and other hazards.
Rumors here are that Baron Long, who

operates two of California's largest hotels,

the Biltmore in Los Angeles, and U. S.

Grant in San Diego and who was a major
partner when Caliente closed, has con-
cluded negotiations with the Mexico City
government to reopen the playground of

the stars on the same lavish scale as be-
fore. Re-opening of the race track at

Caliente is also freely predicted in sport-
ing circles. If all this happens here will

be the ideal spot to see your favorite stars

at play over week-ends.
Why this change of heart by Mexico's

chief executive?
As the Mexicanos say Dios sabe.

Best performances seen recently:
Luise Rainer in The Good Earth.
Hugh Herbert in Sing Me a Love Song.

W*hile Hamm Beall showed cockatoos to

Ginger Rogers, Harold Lloyd awaited his turn,

collected a kiss from Ginger. For the kiss

and the doll he is holding, Lloyd paid a

price of $400, check payable to flood relief

tw me

M'XWMi with

/

Lovely women everywhere have enjoyed the soft,

satiny smooth skin the Linit Beauty Bath imparts.

There is both beauty and soothing body refresh-

ment in a Linit bath. Dissolve half a package or

more in a tub ofwarm water. Bathe with your favor-

ite soap. You will be amazed that so luxurious a

bath can be so simply prepared and so economical.

THE BATHWAY TO
A SOFT. SMOOTH SKIN
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No longer do you have to take

your choice of a lipstick that was perma-

nent or one that would keep your lips soft

and youthful. Duart's Crerae of Milk Lip-

stick is both permanent and softening.

NEW CALIFORNIA COLORS
According to yourcomplexion,choose one

of the four glamorous new California

shades.WINE for brunettes with dark skin,

SPANISH for medium brunettes,DESERT
FLAME for blondes, and a thrilling new
shade to wear at night under bright lights

-CINEMA. . . also for those who wish a

shade just a little darker than DESERT
FLAME.

DUART
creme of milk
LIPSTICK

SEND FOR AND TRY THE GENEROUS 25c SIZE

LARGE REGULAR SIZE Si
At ail Drug and Department Stores

Mark your shade—Mail Coupon

Duart, 785 Market St., San Francisco, California

Enclosed is 25c (stamps or coin). Please seed
me the shade of lipstick marked below

D Wine Spanish D Desert Flame D Cinema

Name

Address

City State 13

Most widely published publicity pic-
ture:

Jean Harlow kissing Senator Reynolds.

And just as Mary Pickford abandons
production in Hollywood to go to Europe
and marry Buddy Rogers, Douglas Fair-
banks is in our midst once more, this time
to collaborate with Samuel Goldwyn in
producing The Adventures oj Marco Polo.

As an old time film publicist myself, I

am intrigued to find out that the govern-
ment has at least one man on its payroll
to send out press releases concerning mo-
tion pictures.

Hits this desk with almost weekly regu-
larity a release of varied mimeographed
items on sea-foam green paper, carrying
the names of Daniel C. Roper, secretary,
Department of Commerce; Alexander V.
Dye, director, Bureau of Foreign and
Domestic Commerce; and N. D. Golden,
chief, Motion Picture Section, Electrical

Division.
Showing considerable thought in prepa-

ration, a collection of releases selected at

random advise us to advise our readers
that:

Press criticism of pictures is now for-

bidden in Germany, where a licensed "art
reporter" may describe and analyze a film,

but that any judicial comment must be
withheld.
The year of 1936 was the best for pic-

tures since 1929 financially, with approxi-
mately 500 pictures produced at a cost of

$135,000,000, an increase of $10,000,000 over
1935, and that 88,000,000 persons attended
theatres weekly, an average checkup
showed.
French film producers are displeased

because so many films in the Gallic tongue
are being created by Teutonic impresarios
in Hitlerland.
American made movies still dominate

the Chinese motion picture market despite
strenuous efforts by European film man-
ufacturers to muscle in.

ENJOY NEW FILMS

How much more enjoyable a motion

picture is when it has been made from

some novel or story you have read!

You can get this added enjoyment from

every motion picture you see if you read

the fiction stories of new movies in

MOVIE STORY MAGAZINE before

seeing the motion picture.

This magazine (now on sale si your

newsdealer's) is the only ten-cent maga-

zine printing exclusive fiction stories of

coming movies. Included in the big

April issue are Seventh Heaven, starring

Simone Simon; Parnell, with Clark Gable

and Myrna Loy; Internes Can't Take

Money, with Barbara Stanwyck and Joel

McCrea. Ten big fiction stories in all.

Ask your newsdealer for MOVIE STORY

MAGAZINE. 10c at all newsstands.

Many Happy Women Now Say

PA0&°O°<M»EN
( Pronounced PAR-I-O-JEN

)

•TABLETS*
MAKE

FEMININE HYGIENE
Simple
Quick
Easy

UuLieinlalile Pttrlutfen requires no appllvatura or

other accessories. The ea3y-to-use tablet alone Is

sufficient. Harmless, non-caustic, greaseless, odor-
less. Twelve tablets In glass container coat only
one dollar. Don't lie.il tate to ask your
drucniit for 1'arlonen Tablets. If hl3
ui'i'iy should be temporarily ex-
hausted, write us Tor free sample.

AMERICAN DRUG
AND CHEMICAL CO.

•120 S. Sixth St.. Minneapolis, Min

A/sw ap/yunrtdfaunuJla

wffy

»
REMOVES

FRECKLES
WHILE YOUSLEEP
Whether you have a few freck-
les or many, fade tliem out * • f
quickly and sently while you V*'
sleep.* Get a jar of Nadinola
Freckle Cream today and apply at bedtime. Day by
day skin becomes clearer, fresher. Usually freckles
disappear in S to 10 days. So do other blemishes.
Nadinola Freckle Cream is guaranteed by a famous
laboratory with 36 years' experience in this type of
skin treatment. Only 60c at drugand toilet counters

;

10c size at Ten Cent Stores. • Or send a dime for trial
package to NADINOLA. Dept. 134, Paris, Tenn.

NADIN01A TAiehk&uam

Hair
OFF Bis

I once bad ugly hair on my face and

HdDDV' chin i i was unloved . . discour-
•"ft*J * ased. Tried depilatories, waxes, liquids

. . . even razors. Nothing was satisfactory. Then I dis-
covered a simple, painless, inexpensive method. It
worked \ Thousands have won beauty, love, happiness
with thesecret. My FREE Book, "How to Overcome
Superfluous Hair,* explains the method and proves
actual success.M ailed in plain envelope. Also trial offer.
No obligation. Write Mile. Annette Lanzelle, P. O.
Box 4040, Merchandise Mart, Dept. 319, Chicago.

PHOTO*izw^
49

Clear enlargement, bust, full
VWLif

length or part group, peta or
1 —ubjecta made from any pho-

3^$|CB»

_j tit sin?. Bo-
1

turn of original photod guaranteed.

SEND NO MONEY!
Jaat mail photo with name and ad-
dress. In a few days postman will
deliver beautiful enlargement that
wil) never fade. Poy only 49c plan postage o
50c—3 for $1.00, and wo wil lpay postage ourselves.

duality of oar work we will frame, until further notice, all pastel col-
ored onJ&rfrementa FREE. Illustrations of beautifully carved frames
for your choice will be nunt with your enlargement. Don't delay. Act
Bow. Mall your 1'hotoB today. Write NEW ERA PORTRAIT COMPANY
11 E. HURON STREET, DEPT. 719

,
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
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Let's Have Dinner
MERLE OBERON glamorous star of Goldwyn's BELOVED ENEMY

'Wake up! We're hungry!" In dog language

Rex and Reggie do a thorough job of arous-

ing their master, Jimmy Blakeley, as he naps

comfortably in a reclining chair on the back

lawn of his Westwood home

Then comes the reward as Jimmy gives his

two impatient canine pets some of the deli-

cacies that tickle their palates. Will Jimmy
go back and continue his snooze so rudely

interrupted by Rex and Reggie?

No! Recipients of favors should reciprocate

and Rex and Reggie repay Jimmy for his kind-

ness, repay him in the only way they know
—a romp in which they seem to have Jimmy

down, but liking it

• DUART'S PERMANENT WAVING
METHOD is the only one approved and

endorsed by the MOTION PICTURE HAIR-
STYLISTS GUILD. This Guild is an organi-

zation of all the experthairdressers employed
in Hollywood Motion Picture Studios. The
Guild is responsible for the beauty care of
every lovely star on the screen.

HOLLYWOOD
STARS simply can't afford to take

chances with the beauty of their hair.

And there is no reason why you

should take chances with your hair

either. But now, more than ever be-

fore, be on guard when you choose

your permanent wave. Beware of

trick methods of heating the hair.

Remember that nearly every lovely

star you see on the screen depends

on Duart to guard the beauty of her

hair. Just ask your operator for a

Duart "TWO-TWELVE" wave,
she'll know what you mean. Duart

Waves cost no more than others, the

price depends on the artistic skill of

the hairdresser you select.

DUHRT
PERMANENT WAVES

SEND FOR DUART'S
HOLLYWOOD BOOK OF BEAUTY
Pages of smart screen-tested hair-

styles and other new Hollywood
Beauty secrets. Use Coupon—en-
close 10c for postage and wrapping.

DUART, 785 Market St., San Francisco, California

Enclosed please find 10 cents for my copy of

DUART'S HOLLYWOOD BOOK OF BEAUTY

Name —

City^ State-

TUNE IN • JOHN NESBITT'S "PASSING PARADE" NBC RED NETWORK
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/ THIS BEAUTY SAYS :

c?t£ aayaevy"

Do you keep tabs on yourself? Most
physicians agree that regular habits

of elimination and proper diet are

best for health and beauty.

If more than one day goes by, give

Nature gentle aid by taking Olive
Tablets. Originating as the formula
of a practicing physician, it has be-

come one of America's best known
proprietaries.

Keep a supply of Olive Tablets al-

ways on the bathroom shelf as a re-

minder to the whole family not to let

more than one day go by. Three sizes

— 1 5p— 30c—60p—At all druggists.

DR. EDWARDS

THE LAXATIVE
OF BEAUTIFUL WOMEN

/feres
a Queer Way

to Learn Music/
VO teacher—no monotonous exercises or confusinc de-

tails. Just a simple, easy, home-study method. Takes
only a few minutes—averages only a Tew cents—a day. No
"grind" or hard work. Every step is clear as crystal

—

simple as A-B-C throughout. You'll be surprised at your
own rapid progress. From the start you are learning real

tunes by note. Quickly learn to

play "jazz" or classical selections

—

right at home in your spare time.

Free Book and
Demonstration Lesson

Don't be a wallflower. Send for Free
Booklet and Free > Demonstrating
Lesson. These explain our wonder-
ful home study method fully and
show you how easily and nuickly you
can learn to play at little expense.
Mention your favorite instrument.
Write NOW. Instruments supplied
when needed, cash or credit.

U. S. SCHOOL OF MUSIC
364 Brunswick Bldg.. New York City

Pick Your Course
Piana Guitar

n Saxophone
n Mandolin

Cornet Ukulele

Pice >to Clarinet
Flute "Cello
Ha wdiian Steel

Guitar
Trumpet
io Accordion
talian and

Gerr >an Accordion
Voic ! and Speech

Culture
H rmony and

Drurns and Traps

Brief Film Guide

TO THESE, TOPPER WAVES
HIS HAT:

Camille— (M-G-M)—Greta Garbo,
Robert Taylor, Lionel Barrymore, Henry
Daniell, Jessie Ralph and Laura Hope
Crews. Dumas' tear-welling favorite done
at its best.

Winterset— (RKO)—Burgess Meredith.
Eduardo Ciannelli, Edward Ellis, Paul
Guilfoyle, Maurice Moscovitch and Margo.
Gripping drama exceptionally done.

The Plainsman— (Paramount) — Gary-

Cooper, Jean Arthur, James Ellison and
Helen Burgess. Epic drama built around
lives of Buffalo Bill and Wild Bill Hickok.

GOOD ENTERTAINMENT

God's Country and the Woman

—

(Warners)—George Brent, Beverly
Roberts, Robert Barrat, plus Technicolor,

bring old Curwood story to life in fashion

best described as glorious.

Beloved Enemy— ( G o 1 d w y n )—Merle
Oberon, Brian Aherne, Henry Stephenson
and a big cast portray convincingly stellar

characters in Irish revolt.

That Girl From Paris— (RKO)—Lily

Pons, Jack Oakie, Gene Raymond and
Herman Bing. Capital entertainment set

to music.

College Holiday — (Paramount) — Jack
Benny, George Burns, Gracie Allen, Mary
Boland, Martha Raye and Eleanore
Whitney. Rollicking nonsense with beau-
coup music.

Stolen Holiday — (Warners) — Kay
Francis, Claude Rains and Ian Hunter.
Interesting story based on French pawn-
shop scandal.

Green Light— (Warners)—Errol Flynn,
Anita Louise, Margaret Lindsay, Henry
O'Neill and Sir Cecil Hardwicke. Spiritual

power applied to every-day life.

After the Thin Man — (M - G - M) —
William Powell, Myrna Loy, Elissa Landi,
Joseph Calleia, Dorothy McNulty, James
Stewart and Alan Marshall. Suavity plus

in mystery yarn that keeps you laughing
and guessing.

Gold Diggers of 1937

—

(Warners)—
Dick Fowell, Joan Blondeli, Victor Moore,
Glenda Farrell, Lee Dixon, Osgood Per-
kins and Charles D. Brown. Extravaganza
with catchy songs and novel plot.

Lloyds of London— (20th Century-Fox)
—Tyrone Power, Madeleine Carroll,
Freddie Bartholomew. Sir Guy Standing
and Virginia Field. Romance and drama
woven into history of insurance firm.

Rainbow on the River — (Principal) —
Bobby Breen, Alan Mowbray, Benita
Hume, May Robson and Louise Beavers.
Human story of an unwanted orphan.

Born to Dance — (M-G-M) — Eleanor
Powell will tap you into a trance while
James Stewart, Una Merkel, Frances
Langford, Alan Dinehart, Virginia Bruce
and Buddy Ebsen keep you amused ii a

nautical romance.

FOR MANY CURLS...OR jtt
^81

/OR curls rhof

the brigrV touch of b*o<rfy, your

favoritei o\lhe scro*fl dress their

hoir with "ihe mir/ers used by the

stars!' Millions or women follow this

Hollywood beauty hint... and so

more Hollywood Curlers are used

in homes everywhere than all other

curlers put together. Try this star

magic on your hair . . . tonightlt

Be sure to ask for them by name.

3 FOR lOe AT 5c AND 10c STORES, NOTION COUNTERS

HOLLYWOOD
g*&rCURLER

j MANY FOLKS NOW SAY THE

[ NEW PE-RU-NA
^ The Great Hmw Cold-
z. Fighter Often

I Wins Fight

I With a Cold
By Helping to Build Up

i Cold-FlgMlngReaiatance

!>

' —SEND FOR FREE SAMPLEy P "atnu roK FREE SAMPLE- «-i >s

2/jjJ. ' For free sample bottle or The NEW iia\^^^™| PERUNA, address PERUNA, 644!
,S. Wells 8t., Chicago, III. Oept. I 5-lJ

Darling-! I didn't
know you could

MANY WOMEN EARN
MONEY IN SPARE TIM
Make S20. S35, S50 a week i

Sour spare time by learning t

RAW AT HOME. Our simple, p:

tlcal methods make it fun to le

DESIGNING. Illustrating and Cartoon-
tng.

Enjoy Your Own Income
Ambitious women find Art fascinating
and profitable by designing wallpaper,
textiles, greeting cards, etc. write
for FREE BOOK. "Artfor Pleasure
and Profit." State age.

STUDIO 964 WASHINGTON
SCHOOL OF ART

1115 15tfSt N.W.Washlnslor D.C.

IF YOU HAVE

GRAY HAIR
and DON'T LIKE a
MESSY MIXTURE....

then write today for my

FREE TRIAL BOTTLE
As a Hair Color Specialist with forty years' European
American experience, I am proud of my Color Imparter

for Grayness. Use it like a hair tonic Wonderfully
GOOD for the scalp and dandruff; it can't leave

stains. As you use it, the gray hair becomes a darker,

more youthful color, I want to convince you by sending

my free trial bottleand book telling AH About Sray Hair.

ARTHUR RHObES, Hair Color Expert, Dept. 36 , LOWELL, MASS,
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Juvenile Generosity

Mutual admirers of each other's talents Deanna

Durbin, petite prima donna of Universal Studios,

is teaching Peggy Ryan, tap-dancing sensation

in Top of the Town, how to hit "high C," while

—

—in reciprocation, the toe-trained Peggy in-

structs the star of Three Smart Girls in some of

the intricacies that must be mastered to make
the sensational songbird a competent tap dancer

Then the diminutive pair indulges in some out-

door sport that helps them hold their studio rec-

ognition as all-American girls. Peggy caddies
for Deanna while the latter hits a high one

*OA Mother/
/VE LOST
MY
JOB.'

THE job she needs so badly. The job she

worked so hard to get. And what makes it

even worse, the job which she is so well qualified to fill!

The tragic part of it is that she doesn't know why she

lost it. For employers will never tell a girl the real reason

when it is a personal fault of hers.

Underarm perspiration odor is an annoyance men will

not tolerate in a girl, either in business or in social life.

And why should they, when it is so easy to avoid —
with Mum!

Quick and easy to use. Half a minute is all it takes to

use Mum. A quick fingertipful under each arm — and
you're safe for the whole busy day.

Harmless fo clothing. You can use Mum any time, you
know— after dressing, just as well as before. For it's per-

fectly harmless to clothing.

Soothing to skin. It's soothing to the skin, too. You can
shave your underarms and use Mum at once.

Doesn't prevent natural perspiration. And another im-
portant thing — Mum doesn't interfere with the natural

perspiration itself. Its work is to prevent the ugly odor of

perspiration.

Remember, a fresh daintiness of person, free from the

slightest trace of odor, is something without which no girl

can hope to succeed. Make sure of it with Mum! Bristol-

Myers Co., 630 Fifth Ave., New York.

LET MUM HELP YOU IN THIS, TOO. Use Mum
on sanitary napkins and enjoy relief from
worry about offending.

MUM TAKES THE ODOR OUT OF PERSPIRATION
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DON'T
NEGLECT
A COLD

Distressing chest colds and minor throat,

irritations should never be neglected. They
usually respond to the application of good
old Musterole. Musterole brings relief

naturally because it's a "counter-irritant,"
NOT just a salve. It penetrates end stim-

ulates surface circulation, helps to draw out
local congestion and pain. Recommended
by many doctors and nurses— used by
millions for 25 years. Three kinds: Regular
Strength, Children's (mild), and Extra
Strong, 40(5 each. /jS

—-.
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THE NEW
FRENCH
WAY

QUICKLY CLEARS
THE SKIN

No Laxatives— No Yeast
NoHarmfulInternalDrugs

Pimples are usually caused by germs in the

skin and consequently require a penetrating,

antiseptic external treatment. Internal treat-

ments are frequently ineffective. It often takes

NAC, Volatized Sulphur Cream you rub on

at bedtime and NAC Prescription Powder that

you use during the day, to get the skin cleared

up quickly.
t?AC Cream SBc-Sl .00

\
"NAC Has the Knack of

NAC Prescription Pou-der Quickly Clearinfl the Skin."
BSc-fl.OO Don't delay. Get your NAC

At All Drug and Dept. Stov
PtiTBc Sizes 20a r J

SEND FOR FREE SAMPLE
For a free sample of NAC Prescription
Powder (CRaohelle Natural) write

—

NAC. Dept. 164, Wlnnetka, II!.

No matter how priy, faded, streaked
your hair 1b now. It will soon possess
agalD beautiful lasting color hv the use
or our new discovery SHAMPO-
KOLOR. Shampoos and color* tho
hair at tho urns tlmo. No experience
necessary. Takes a few minutes only. Will not nib off.
r>«i«-a orn v hnir close to scaln. Can be P»^manefit waved

Free Booklet. Valllfny Products Inc., Dept. 19-A, 254 WJ1 St., N.Y.C.

Tinkle, Tinkle, Little
Star!

(Continued from pnice forty-one I

who is afflicted with telephonitis, a malady
which means both profits and headaches
for the dial-and-buzz business. Janet
Gaynor likes nothing better than to talk

over the phone. It is her greatest indoor
sport, and Janet without a telephone is

like an auto without a horn.
Shirley Temple, even at her young age,

is learning to use the telephone, and love
it. Call her house and Shirley herself is

apt to answer you back. She's quick on
the trigger when the bell starts ringing.

Hollywood and Beverly Hills have per-
haps a tenth of all the Los Angeles phone
area population. Yet 48.7 of the telephone
company's overseas and shore-to-ship
business in this area came from these two
film communities the last year.

The stars seem chiefly interested in

phoning London. That's because a lot of

them have been making occasional pic-

tures on the other side of the Atlantic.

Next heaviest concentration of foreign
calls was in Honolulu. These calls were
almost always personal chats, except for

an occasional irate producer howling for

his wandering star to rush home. Paris
ranked third in overseas buzzing. Other
busy lines ran to Manila, Berlin, Buenos
Aires and Brisbane, Australia.

Riding on a ship in mid-Atlantic is no
barrier to those afflicted with phonitis.

Not at all, especially on the mighty Europa
where the stars talked to both shores with-
out the slightest qualms. Second and third

honors went to the steamers Normandie
and Queen Mary respectively.

So whether the phone calls be merely
neighborly chats or world-spanning con-
versations, the phone company does a tre-

mendous rush business with the stars.

That's the profit side of the picture.

Now for the headaches.
Practically none of the stars will allow

their phone numbers to be put in the
directory. It ought to be a pretty well
known fact that these numbers are confi-

dential, yet information girls are con-
stantly besieged—and berated—with re-

quests for such numbers.
And another thing. A star's confidential

number doesn't remain in the dark for

long. Within a few days or weeks he will

suddenly find to his amazement that sales-

men have gained their goal by hook or
what, and are calling him with heraldings
of "special offers." So he vents his rage
on the phone company and demands an-
other private number. Such requests
mean a flurry of book keeping activities

and technical rearrangements, but the
company rushes them right through.

For a star to change his number at least

eight times in one year is about the aver-
age, phone company officials estimate.

(Jean Harlow is reported to have changed
hers seven times in two months, much to

the consternation of people who really

needed to contact her.)

Incidentally, members of a star's family
frequently are embarrassed when one of

them changes the number without notify-

ing the others, and those not in on the
secret are unable to communicate with
their own homes.
The Beverly Hills exchange manager re-

cites a case of two girl roommates. One
went on movie location and the other de-
cided it would be a good time for them
to move So she packed the trunks, found

SENSATIONAL
HOW TO OFTEN

LOSE FAT
7 to 62 POUNDS QUICKLY

Without Thyroid Extract, Dlnltro-
phonol. Hot Baths, Starvation
Dieting, or Enforced Exercising—
SoVouCmn Improve Your figure

and Get to Foaling Better

DELICIOUS AND REFRESHING

GERMANIA

Excess fat i3 frequently caused
by faulty elimination of poisons
which interfere with the body's
natural weight and energy regu*

lating processes called metabolism.

Consequently it often takes that
delicious and refreshing GERMA-
NIA Orange Pekoe Tea you drink
15 minutes before eacli meal, and
that pleasant tasting, purely vege-

table GERMANIA HERB TEA,
you drink with one or two meals
each day, together with eating
whatever you want, excepting
much starchy foods or fatty meats
to got your energy on the Increase and thoBe trouble-
making intestinal toxins or poisons on the decrease, so
you can quickly lose those pounds of unnatural excess
fat and improve the appearance of your figure.

Don't delay! Get your package of GERMANIA
ORANGE PEKOE TEA and GERMANIA HERB
TEA at any Food, Drug or Department Store

today. Satisfaction is guaranteed or money back.

Figure ai 811m,
Lovoly, Graceful

at a Model's

i...'.miHiati!H*imag
No Money—dust Your Name

For free paokettei end name and
addreti to German la Tea Co., 544
8. Wells St., Ohleago, III.. Dept. 44

ACCOUNTING
JL \Jhc profession thatpays

Accountants command big income.
Thousands needed. About 14,000
Certified Public Accountants in
U. S. Many earn $3,000 to $20,000.
We train you thoroughly at home
in your spare time for C. P. A. ex-
aminations or executive accounting
positions. Previous bookkeeping
knowledge unnecessary—we pre-
pare you from ground up. Our train-
ing is personally given by staff of
experienced C. P. A.'s. Low cost-
easy terms. Write now for valuable
64-page book, "Accountancy, the
Profession That Pays," free.

LASALLE EXTENSION UNIVERSITY
Theschoolt)uu/uutr<H7>almerl.S60C.P.A.'s

Dept. 430-H Chicago

this

book
free/

GIRLS AND BOYS I SEND NO MONEVI

GIVEN SEND
NO MONEY]

girls' AND BOYS' ^^"^—~ Send Name and Address

MICKEY MOUSE WRIST WATCH!
with Chrome Finish Case and metal bracelet as shown. Or
Big Cash Commission -YOURS for Simply Giving Away
FREE Big Colored Pictures with oar Well Known WHITE
CLOVERINE SALVE used for burns, chaps, sores, etc.,

easily sold to friends at 25c a box (with picture FREE) ~
remitting per catalog. SPECIAL—Choice of 40
turning only 83. Our 42nd year. Be First.
fnr SiiIvp. WILSON CHEM, CO., IN" "

ifts for re-
.vrite today

Dept. 50-K, Tyrone. Pa.
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a new location, and obtained a confidential

number. When her friend returned from
location she found an empty apartment
and no way of locating her home.
This was not a rare case, but just one

of many similar things that are always
happening. And the phone company, de-
spite a keen sympathy, is helpless because
it is required to keep such numbers confi-

dential, once they are designated that way.
The constant fight of stars to stave off

unknown persons often brings embarrass-
ing consequences. Not so long ago a group
of sorority girls, having obtained a femme
star's number by some mysterious means,
tried to call her long distance clear across
the country.
The star did not appreciate the full

honor that was being conferred on her
and would not talk to the group. As a re-

sult the affair hit the front lines of the
newspapers and there was no choice. She
called the girls up and chatted amiably.
Nonetheless, this was a bad break for

the actress. If she announced an open
policy of talking to anyone who cared to

pay long distance toll charges, she would
be mobbed with all kinds of irresponsible

calls. Right of privacy is something all

stars want more than anything else—and
can't have, no matter how much they de-
serve it.

Incidentally, Mae West gave away her
private number in a very unusual way not
long ago. In the picture Go West Young
Man she called a phone number, and had
to give her own. Instead of using a fake
number she gave the actual confidential

one.

When the picture was released Mae's
phone rang constantly until she rushed
through an order for the phone company
to do something! That's the story of Holly-
wood and its telephonitis, its headaches
and its profits.

And it's a paradox that the stars can't

get along without their telephones, yet
can't get along with them!

If Frances Farmer (above) can repeat the

hit she made with Edward Arnold in a pre-

vious picture, she should become a full-

fledged star in RKO's production, The Toast

of New York. Mr. Arnold is betting she will!
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HotySWINGS TO
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Pcuila£to+ie
Appearing in "The
Eleventh Hour"
a Chesterfield

Production.

£tf

CREPE SOLES
V_-omfortable, non-slip and airily ven-
tilated by DUNDEER'S unique hand-
lacing! Other smart models for active
and spectator sports at leading shoe
stores ... or write for name of near-
est dealer. Dundeer Department,
International Shoe Company, 1509
Washington Ave., Saint Louis.

Crepe Sole;

all white
or broivn
andtvhite

Look Young!
FREE Book
Tells How

No Cosmetics, No Massage, No Straps

Men! Women! Beauty ex- £f^^^ Send at
pert tells in thrilling: book sent ^^^^^fc Once!
free how you can easily erase * - .

wrinkles, "crow's feet", hollow ' ^ ^*»>
f*

cheeks, double chin and other
marks of age.

5 minutes a dauinyonr
own home by an easy method of
Facial Exercise that any one can
do. The method is fully explained
with photographs in a hew sensational
book sent free upon request in plain
wrapper. PAULINE PALMER.
1421 D Armour Blvd., Kansas City, Ho.
Write before supply is exhausted.

Nam?.

City
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. State

Hollywood Newsreel
I Continued from imue Ml\4eent

California at Lns Angeles for breeding
purposes.

Sobriety Test

Bob Burns has a suggestion for the
police in the matter of a sobriety test.

Instead of making the suspect walk a
straight line, etc., Bob suggests that they
force the guy to sing a chorus of Typical
Tropical Night from the current Mae West
picture.

Kay's Thrift Note

Interviewed Recently, the beautiful
Kay Francis softly admitted that she had
driven a moderate-priced car for months.
Kay said she did not believe in "keeping
up with the Jones's" in the matter of

buying high priced cars. Likewise said
she did not believe in spending money
foolishly.

Just a bit over a year ago, Kay threw
a barn dance at one of the swank
nighteries. It cost her plenty for the
night's frolic.

t'f

A
f 6

These two beautiful young ballet dancers

unfortunately must remain unidentified except

that you'll see them in RKO's Stepping Toes

HOW MY

DISCOMFORTS WERE RELIEVED"
This quotation from one of the thou-
sands of enthusiastic letters we have
received— tells of the gratification of
Siroil users. Through Siroil men and
women in all walks of life have rid them-
selves of the ugly scales and crusts of
psoriasis. Siroil has enabled many wom-
en to wear sheer hose and short sleeved
dresses again without embarrassment.
Does not st.iin clothing or bed linen. If

you are a psoriasis sufferer, try Siroil.

It is sold on a money-back guarantee.

AT ALL DRUG STORES
SIROIL LABORATORIES, INC DETROIT, MICH.

AVOID SUBSTITUTES

FOR WOMEN OR MEN
Alio hides larfe joints, keeps shoes shapely. RELIEVES PRES-
SURE ON BUNION. You can't be well dressed If your SHOES
ARE UNSIGHTLY. Ask your Shoe dealer, Druggist or Oept.
store: or write for free trial offer. Established over 30 years.

Fischer Manufactu ring Company
EE£) Milwaukee, f~"

^* BEA CARTOONIST
\ '?£Sat home in tour spare time

uniler personal :rupervision of Uie famous
cartoonist NORMAN MARSH creator of

"DAN DUNN" appearing every day In

blc papers. Success — Fame — Real Money
may be Yours when you learn Marsh's easy

* simple methods and secrets. Send name and six cents-
stamps cr coin— for details of MARSH'S Personal course.

ACT TODAY! MARSH CARTOON SCHOOL
Chlcseo Dally News Blda.. Dept.D-2. Chicago, III.

KILL THE HAIR ROOT
VRemove the hair permanently, safely, prl-
^ivately at home, following simple directions.

The Mahler Method positively prevents the
hair from errmving a^ain. The deliRhtful
relief will brlnK happiness, freedom of mind
and ^renter success. - ,.

Backed by 35 years of successful use all

over the world. Send Sc in stamps TODAY
for illustrated Booklet, "How to Remove
Superfluous Hair Forever."
D J. MAHLER CO.. Oept.SSD, Providence. R.I
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But she reaped more than that in return
publicity so, perhaps the party was an
investment.

Claude+te To Adopt Baby?

Anent Many Printed stories to the effect

that Claudette Colbert and her medico
husband were warring and might separate
comes a newer angle, and one that close
friends of the couple insist is true—that
Claudette and her hubby have made
application to the famous Cradle in
Evanston to adopt a child.

Form your own conclusions.

• •

Chatterton-Lang Wooing

Ruth Chatterton, who has taken many
chances as an aviatrix, is going to take
another chance in the matrimonial handi-
cap, they say.

Ruth and Fritz Lang, Continental direc-
tor, are really very much that way and
don't hide it.

"Ham To Hamburger"

Francis X. Bushman, of silent screen
days fame, has not lost his sense of humor,
even though the lean days are upon him.
Bushman operates a lunch stand close

by the Twentieth Century film lot.

"From ham to hamburger in a few
years," is the way F. X. explains it.

"He-Moan He-Moan"

Over On The Metro lot a well known
actor invariably complains about the roles
for which he is cast. At times he actually
whines about his failure to get bigger and
better parts.

So, when his name is submitted to a
director these days the memorandum
carries the notation: "Joe Doakes—pro-
nounced He-Moan He-Moan."

An unusual pose of Wayne Morris, who plays

the leading role in Warner Brothers' pugilistic

picture, Kid Galahad, a film that promises

action with Wayne in the middle of it

7 REASONS WHY
* Rich red blood, necessary to nourish and
*•• build up every part of the body is espe-

cially promoted where more iron. is needed.

O Hearty, healthy appetite enabling you to™ enjoy plenty of good body-building food
is assured those who specifically need
Vitamin B.

O [Needed aid in getting ALL the flesh-build-
**" ing good out of your food is supplied '

wnere Vitamin B is deficient.

A Nerves depleted by an inadequate supply
" of Vitamin B, are strengthened by the
help of this special nerve-aiding vitamin.

C Unsightly skin eruptions resulting from
Vitamin B deficiency are corrected and
natural beauty restored in a short time.

£ Body growth, development and increase in
weight are Quickly promoted where they

have been retarded by Vitamin B shortage.

7 New energy, strength and pep that lead
* " to popularity are quickly given to thousands

who need both Vitamin B and iron.

Posed by professional models]

NEW "7-POWER" YEAST TABLETS

GIVE THOUSANDS 10 TO 25 LBS.

—in a few weeks!
THOUSANDS of skinny people who never could

gain before have quickly put on pounds of solid,

naturally attractive flesh with these new "7-power"
Ironized Yeast tablets. Not only that, but they've
gained naturally lovely color, new pep, new friends
and popularity

—

in almost no time!

Scientists recently discovered that hosts of people
are thin and rundown for the single reason that
they do not get enough Vitamin B and iron in their

daily food. Without these vital elements you may
lack appetite, and not get the most body-building
good out of what you eat.

Now one of the richest known sources of this

marvelous Vitamin B is cultured ale yeast. By a
new process the finest imported cultured ale yeast
is now concentrated 7 times, making it 7 tunes

more powerful. Then it is combined with 3 kinds
of iron, pasteurized whole yeast and other valuable
ingredients in pleasant little tablets.

If you, too, need these vital elements to aid in

building you up, get these new "7-power" Ironized
Teast tablets from your druggist today. Note how
quickly they increase your appetite and help you
get more benefit from the body-building foods that
are so essential. Then day after day watch flat

chest develop and skinny limbs round out to natural
attractiveness. See better color and natural beauty
come to your cheeks. Soon you feel like an entirely
different person, with new charm, new personality.

Money-back guarantee
No matter how skinny and rundown you may be from lack of

enough Vitamin B and iron, try these new Ironized Yeast tablets

just a short time, and note the marvelous change. See if they
don't aid in building you up in a few weeks, as they hare helped
thousands of others. If you are not delighted with the benefits

of the very first package, money back instantly.

Special FREE offer!
To start thousands building up their health right away, we make
this FBEE offer. Purchase a package of Ironized Teast tablets at

once, cut out seal on box and mail it to us with a clipping

of this paragraph. We will send you a fascinating new book
on health, "New Facts About Your Body." Bemember. results

with very first package—or money refunded. At all druggists.

Ironized Yeast Co.. Inc., Dept. 2S4, Atlanta, Ga,
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WHERE THE^pS WINX
THE RE'S 7\Orrr7sC>s?%<^e.—

Eyes that men adore! Eyes that say "come
hither, I'm a girl you'd love to know b-

. . . these are eyes that have been made lovely

by WINX eye beautificrs.

It is so easy to use WINX Mascara, and it

makes your lashes long, dark and luxuriant in a

charming natural way. WINX comes in solid,

creamy or liquid form— it is harmless, non-
smarting and tcarproof.

Try the other WINX wonder-workers too!

V.'INX Eyebrow Pencil instantly bcautific:

or uneven eyebrows; makes them graceful and
expressive. A touch of WINX Eye Shadow,
Scntly applied to the eyelids, intensifies the

color of your eyes, giving them a new and
glamorous sparkle.

Start today to make your eyes more fascinat-

ing! You will find WINX eye beautificrs in

drug, department and 5 and 10 cent stores.

YOU, TOO, CAN EARN $30

A WEEK
Nancy E *s story
»; uto have been yours 1

Left with two little

children to support
. . . not much money
to depend upon . . .

unable to leave the
children to work in
shop or office—even
3f she could have been
sure of jrettins a job!
Yet. today Mrs. E
is making $30 a week
as a C. S. N. gradu-
ate and plans to es-
tablish a rest home for convalescents! Those magic
letters "C. S. N." are responsible (or her success.
Tliej stand for:

CHICAGO SCH00L0FNURSING
This school for 38 years has been training men and
women, IS to (30. at home and in their spare time, for

the dignified, well-paid profession of nursing. The
course is endorsed by physicians. Complete nurse's
equipment is included. Lessons clear and concise. Easy
Tuition Payments. Be one of the hundreds of men and
women earning $25 to $35 a week as trained practical
nurses. High school education not required. Best of all.

you can earn while learning! Mrs. A. B. B. earned
three times the cost of the course while studying.
I>octors say C. fe. N. graduates make their best prac-
tical nurses. Send coupon today and learn how you can
become self-supporting as a nurse.

cmcago'school 5 f"n"u rs in"

g"

Dept. 84, 100 E. Ohio Street, Chicago, III.

Please send free booklet and 16 sample lesson pases.

Rome

cat.
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Time was when Aileen Pringle was one of

the top names at Metro-Goldwyn-rvlayer.

Remember her in Elinor Glyn's Three
Weeks? Her star receded and now she is

doing a small part in The Last of Mrs. Cheyney

Genealogist Stumped

, Age..

Accept No

A Genealogist rather surprised June
Lang a few days since by offering her, for
a price, the genealogy of the Lang family
and accompanying coat of arms.

All very swanky. But June did not
invest for the very good reason that her
real name is Vladsak. Lang is her screen
name.
June does not especially care about

carrying around someone else's family
tree.

Shuns Fat Offer

Anna Sten must have what it takes.
Just recently La Sten turned down an

offer of $2,500 per week to appear at a
famous New York night spot.

Caliban Upset

John Barrymore is not seemingly half
so concerned over his latest marital
troubles as he is over the fact that John
Gielgud. by giving 101 straight perform-
ances of Hamlet in New York recently,
eclipsed the record for continuous per-
formances of the Shakespearean tragedy
which Barrymore held for years.

Incidentally Gielgud comes from a
royal family too, for his great aunt was
the famous Shakespearean actress, Ellen
Terry.

Rogers Family Shuns Fox Lot

The Decision Of Mary Rogers, daughter
of the beloved Will, to return to the stage
and give up a picture career, despite she

Did Gray Hair
Rob Them of $95 a Week?

USE /

Now Comb Away Gray This Easy Way
GRAY hair is risky. It screams: "You are

getting old!** To end gray hair handicaps all

you now have to do is comb it once a day for

several days with a few drops of Kolor-Bak
sprinkled on your comb, and afterwards regularly
once or twice a week to keep your hair looking
nice. Kolor-Bak is a solution for artificially color-

ing gray hair that imparts color and charm and
abolishes gray hair worries. Grayness disappears
within a week or two and users report the change
is so gradual and so perfect that their friends

forget they ever had a gray hair and no one
knew they did a thing to it.

Make This Trial Test
Will you test Kolor-Bak without risking a single

cent? Then, go to your drug or department store

today and get a bottle of Kolor-Bak. Test it under
our guarantee that it must make you look 10 years
younger and far more attractive or we will pay
back your money.
CpppBuy a bottle of KOT-OR-BAK today and send

I rntL tnp (lap of carton to United Remedies, Dcpi I

I !i so. Wella Street. Chicago—and receive I-hi:k |
ASD I'OSTl'AID a oUc box of KL'UAK .Shampoo.

Pimples Kill Romance
Many shattered romances may be

traced directly to ugly skin blemishes.

Why tolerate itchy pimples, eczema,
angry red blotches or other disfigure-

ments resulting from external causes
when you can get quick relief from
soothing Peterson's Ointment? 35c at

your druggists. Money refunded if one
application does not delight you. Won-
derful also to soothe irritated and in-

flamed feet and cracks between toes.

Free sample, Peterson Ointment Co.,

Dept. K102, Buffalo, N. Y.

liMirl
REMOVED Permanently.
With electric needle. Why pay $2 or $3 per
reatment? Treat yourself. No more painful

than plucking hair. Cannot injure skin if in-
structions are followed. Kills the root or money
refunded. $2 prepaid or C.O.I), plus postage.

D. ELECTRIC CO., Dept. F-3, Ruxton, Md.

FREE PHOTOGRAPH
Of your favorite MOVIE STAR with

every order of $1.00.
BEAUTIFUL AUTOGRAPHED

PHOTOGRAPHS
2 for S .25 23 for 52.00
5 for .50 35 for 3.00

11 f. r l.OO 59 for 5.00
All the latest Stars and Poses. S'end

for your favorites.

Hollywood Screen Exchange
Drawer 1150. Dept. C

PAULA STONE HOLLYWOOD, CALIF., U. S. A.

On Approval
defy you to tell this

from one costing S300! To
prove it to you we'll send it

on for 25 cents to cover pos-
tage, packing, etc. If you do
not think it the most ex-
quisite piece of jewelry you
ever owned; if your friends
do not marvel at the glorious
brilliance of the magnificent,
full carat facsimile diamond
return it and we will refund
your money. Wear at our
risk. Pay two monthly S2

payments (total S4). Ring shipped in rich Gift Case, postage
fully paid to your door by RETURN MAIL. Rush 25 cents in

stamps or coin to

NEWTON, MASS.BRADLEY, Dept. 394
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No, Gloria Stuart Is not going to the dogs,

she's just getting acquainted with two of her

fellow players in Universale new picture, Girl

Overboard

had a lucrative contract at Twentieth
Century, was prompted, her friends say,
by the fact that she just could not carry
on. The lot where her father had worked
so long brought too many memories to
her.
And none of the family has ever visited

the lot other than to gather up some of
Will's belongings.

How Close Television?

Television Must Finally be just around
the corner, judging from the fact that Mae
West, no less, recently was tendered a
lucrative contract to sign for a series of
television broadcasts.

• •

Time Marches On

A Theatrical Paper of a few years back
cites the work of a Texas girl, beautiful
too, who was an adept with the lariat.

She was known as Texas Binnie Barnes.
Binnie Barnes plays sophisticated roles

for the cinema these days and she's plenty
good.

Crossword Puzzle Solution
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G RE Y HO U N D

WELCOME AS SPRING
are these luxurious new coaches

—and lowest of all low fares!

PRINCIPAL GREYHOUND
INFORMATION OFFICES

Cleveland, O. . . E. 9th & Superior

Philadelphia, Pa. . Broad St. Station

New York City . . . 245 W. 50th St.

Chicago, III 12th 8, Wabash
San Francisco, Cal., PineS. Battery Sts.

Ft. Worth, Tex. . 905 Commerce St.

Charleston, W. Va
1100 Kanawha Volley Bldg.

Minneapolis, Minn.,509 Sixth Ave., N.
Boston, Mass. ... . . 222 Boylston St.

Washington, D. C
1403 New York Ave., N. W.

Detroit, Mich
. . Washington Blvd. at Grand River

St. Louis, Mo. BroadwayiDel mar Blvd.

Memphis, Tenn . . . . 146 Union Ave.

New Orleans, La. 400 N. Rampart St.

Cincinnati, O. . . . 630 Walnut St.

Lexington, Ky. . . 801 N. Limestone

Richmond, Va. . . 412 E. Broad St.

Windsor, Ont. . 1004 Security Bldg.

London, England
A. B. Reynoldson . 49 Leadenhall St.
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IT IS natural for a Greyhound advertisement to

talk about Spring— because only Greyhound
travel, following the great main highways, is chummy
with the first green flush of the new season—familiar

with bursting buds, fresh furrows, early song birds.

But that's not all! Welcome as bright skies are the

amazing new Super-Coaches now operated by Grey-

hound throughout America. Passengers say that they

are utterly above comparison, for smooth riding, deep-

cushioned comfort, freedom from vibration and noise.

You'd think that such modern and costly equipment
would mean higher fares. To the contrary, no Spring in

travel history has seen such low ticket cost per mile!

A Smooth, Relaxed

Ride— in the New
Super-Coach

Cozy armchairs adjust to 4

positions— soft light glows

from frosted tubing— ample,

controlled heat for cold days.

in locked compartments.

BRIGHT NEW PICTORIAL B00KLET,"THIS AMAZING AMERICA"- FREE

Mail this coupon to nearest Greyhounc
pictorial booklet showing 140 strong!
Title, "This Amazing America"— and i

gested routes, and any other travel i

motion office (listed above) for entertaining
unbelievable places throughout America.]

; up to its name! If you want low rates, sug-

ation, jot down name of place you wish to

I
belo

Name

Address .
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"ITS FUN TO

LOOK YOUNGER\
AGAIN/'' %j

..and so easy

tc Safety 2iat

GRAY HAIR
Now, without any risk, you can tint those streaks or
patches of gray or faded hair to lustrous shades of
blonde, brown or black. A small brush and Browna-
tone does it. Prove it—by applying a little of this
famous tint to a lock of your own hair.

Used and approved—for over twenty-four years by
thousands of women. BROWNATONE is safe. Guar-
anteed harmless for tinting gray hair. Active coloring
agent is purely vegetable. Cannot affect waving of
hair. Is economical and lasting—will not wash out.
Simply retouch as the new gray appears. Imparts
rich, beautiful color with amazing speed. Just brush
or comb it in. Shades: "Blonde to Medium Brown"
and "Dark Brown to Black" cover every need.
BROWNATONE is only 50c—at all drug and

toilet counters—always on a money-back guarantee.

Ten Years of
Manhandling

(Continued from page thirty-five)

wet clothes were put in a suitcase and
taken from the set forthwith.

"I had two dresses for the change, and
one was drying on the set. I had no idea
that any of my other things would be
dried there. Then I heard the assistant
director call for a property man.
"And a voice across the set yelled, 'He's

pressing Miss Dumont's undies!' I was
never so humiliated. I dashed out of my
dressing room, and snatched the iron away
from him.

" 111 take care of that, young man,' I

said. It was really a dreadful situation
and the poor fellow looked so confused.
He was innocent. But behind it I sensed
that the Marx boys had been at work
again."

What makes Miss Dumont's plight as

humorous off screen as on, is that she is

really the sedate lady you see on the
screen.

As the wife of John Moller, Jr., a
wealthy and high official in a large sugar
concern, she enjoyed a prominent position

in society, which made her regal manner
quite authentic. She had married after

being well launched on a theatrical career.

After her husband's death, she returned
to the stage, not through necessity, but
because of a longing to do something
besides attend teas and grace drawing
rooms.
She joined the Marxes for the stage

version of Coeoanuts in 1926, and has
been with them off and on for ten years.

In addition to appearing on the stage with
these zanies, she has traveled to London
on a special tour and is now at M-G-M
making her fifth picture with them.

In discussing "the boys," Miss Dumont,

TASTE LIKE CANDY

*\

The Sensational

MCCOY'S
Cod Liver Oil Tablets'
Cdock full of VJroralni "A" Old "0'

Put On
Firm
» MISSn Start!

3 »« 7 P„„„,l< Take - Ml '
''' -1

3 to 7 Pounds Livi-r «

>

Quickly «»ch meal. 60c and^ * $1 mzc-jII Druggist!

P™—SEND FOR FREE SAMPLE'
McCoy't. 644 S. Wells St., Chicago
Dept. S4
Rush Free Sample of McCoy's Cod
Liver Oil Tablets to

!^
I Name

Address

City !. State..

I

Be Sure to Read

HOW JEAN BEAT THE HARLOW JINX

In HOLLYWOOD for May

BABY coming?
See your doctor regularly. A*k
him a) i Hygeio Bottles and
Nipples. These wide mouth
bol tie are easily cleaned.

Nipple is easily kept
germ Dree. Don't take

chances. These are

safest . . .

ASK YOUR
DOCTOR!
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—Fazucett Photo by Rhodes

Hiding behind the beard is Paul Muni as he
paused with his wife before the microphone
at the Hollywood premiere of The Good Earth.

The beard is for a role he is playing in a new
picture

Accept No Substitutes! Always Insist on the Advertised Brand!

nrm
MEM MID WOMEN TO MANE ¥S <3Z5£ '5 WEEK

Introducing Hose Guaranteed 4 to 8 Months
tAI:M.Si;s ;IAKT AT ONCE! Brand new Ford given pro-
, \„r. !,< •-. *iuaranleed;to wear from 4 tol
month-," without hJl«w snaffBori mi or replaced FREE. Biffrepeal!
cale*. GraceWIIber, Iowa, earned $37.10 in 9 hours and r

3 new caw; Charles Milla. Minn., earned $120.00 in one
—^ek and received 2 new cars* -*» -

given an wiuub.
ird

^X
»e eize. Rash name on penny can
nple tmtjit.dclatia. ACTNOWI

WILKNIT HOSIERY CO.

Old LegTrouble
Easy to Use Viscose Home Method. Heals
many old leg sores caused by leg conges-
tion, varicose veins, swollen legs and in-

juries or no cost for trial if it fails to

Show results in 10 days. Describe the

cause of your trouble and get a FREE
BOOK.

Dr. F. G. Clason Viscose Co.
140 N. Dearborn St., Chicago, III.

ITCH
STOPPED IN ONE MINUTE.,

Are you tormented with the itching tortures of eczema,

rashes, athlete's foot, eruptions, or other skin afflic-

tions? For quirk and happy relief, use cooling, antisep-

tie.liquidD.D.D.PRESCRIPTION.Itsgentleoilssoothe

the irritated skin. Clear, greaseless and stainless—dries

fast. Stops the most intense itching instantly. A 35c

trial bottle, at drug stores, proves it—or money back.



Mucha fun on da beach! Henry Armetta,
Universal comedian, seen with Mrs. Armetta
during a holiday at the beach after finishing

work in Top of the Town

whose dignity is matched by an engaging
cordiality and real warmth, says:

"It hasn't been easy to school myself not
to laugh at their mad antics. I have never
overcome the fear of breaking down,
although it doesn't bother me so much of
late. With the three of them running
wild, as they do in almost every perform-
ance, it's a case of always being on the
alert, on the screen and off," she declared.

"It is not so much what they do or what
they say aloud that matters—it's their
sotto voce sallies, which the audience
never gets.

"With Groucho one must be always on
guard. He is always better when working
spontaneously, and he ad libs constantly.

He is held down some on the screen, but
even then, he runs wild."

In spite of the "anything can happen"
character of her work with the Marxes,
Miss Dumont really enjoys it. Her status
with "the boys" is that of dignified sister

and naughty brothers. She sees little of
them when not working, but by phone,
or one way or another, their paths are
seldom separate.

With her association, or identification

with the comedians, Miss Dumont, whose
playing straight is a feat which calls for

more talent than one would imagine, has
only one complaint. That is when people
refer to her as a "stooge."

Mary Hill.

Hollywood Charm
School

(Continued from page forty-tliree)

Rose colored crepe is chosen by the star

for another evening gown which follows
the new "no waistline" silhouette. A
charming highlight is supplied by gold
thread embroidery outlining the bodice
and a series of tiny gold leaves which
seem to have fallen from the leafy motif
of the embroidery. The skirt is cut cir-

cular and sweeps the floor in a train.

What would we moderns do without
slipper satin? Mary chooses it for one
of her new spring evening gowns which
she declares to be her favorite. The
shimmering fabric is pale pink slipper
satin designed in a most romantic princess
silhouette.

s\fljijytK- u.
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QUEST... is completely effective

ON SANITARY NAPKINS
• Why take chances now that complete

protection is so easily obtainable? The
makers of Kotex bring you a new deodor-

ant powder named Quest that positively de-

stroys all types of napkin and body odors!

Quest is utterly effective. Even on sani-

tary napkins it makes personal daintiness

a realiry. It prevents perspiration offense;

assures all-day-long body freshness, yet it

does not irritate the skin or

clog the pores.

Try Quest today, for the per-

sonal daintiness every woman
treasures. Use this cool, sooth-

ing powder on sanitary napkins. Also
after the bath, under arms and for foot

comfort. Quest is unscented, which means
it can't interfere with the fragrance of

lovely perfume.

And, surprising as it may seem, Quest

costs no more than other kinds . . . only

35c for the large two-ounce can at your

favorite drug counter. Buy it today.

FOR PERSONAL DAINTINESS
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0Arc your hands coLir-i- to touch? Unsightly lu the Lye?

Does your skin fcclliki

Try u^ing Italian Balm—a justly famous, rich and

i

reading skin softener—and see bow quickly your

skin becomes I smooth in texture.

Italian Balm is recognized, from coast to coast, as

being one of the gut • tperuive skin

i ver invented. In one of the nation's large

cities recently, on independent survey of homes n

nheard oJ endorsement: Italian lialm was in the

homes of better than 50% of all thi .y such

preparation; in better than three times as many homes
<t,m.

Non-sticky. Quick-drying. Approved by Good House-

keeping. Send fur a FREE Vanity bottle t>

Ga,mfixi tut*

ItalianBalm
THE ORIGINAL SKIN SOFTENER&

Name

CAM PAX A SALES CO.
2904 Lincoln Highway, Bulavia, III.

Gentlemen: I have never tried

Italian Balm. Please send mc Vanity
bottle FREE and jjostjxiid.

Cily
In Canada, CamDana, Ltd.FP-20

Statt
^Caledonia Koad. 'lorontu

NOW Only
%A A90 Cash

On Easy Terms

SMALL CARRYING
CHARGE

10 Day Trial

No Money Down
Positively the greate
yain ever offered, a s«i i^^Vi-*
full sized S102.50 office model re- ^1^ GUARANTEED
finished Underwood No. 5 for only $44.90 (cash) or on easy

terms. Has up-to-date improvements including standard
4-row keyboard, backspaces automatic ribbon reverse, shift-

lock fcev, '2-color riijbon, etc. The perfect all purpose type-
writer.* Completely rebui lt and FULLY GUARANTEED.

Money Back Guarantee
Send coupon for 10-day Trial—if you decide to keep it pay
only S3. 00 a month until

S49.90 (term price) is paid.
Limited offer—act at once.

Learn Touch Typewriting
Complete (Home Study)
Course of the faiin-ns
V'.-tn Stint Speed Type-
writ m;; System—fully
illustrated, easily
1". itned. given during
this offer.

INTERNATIONAL TYPEWRITER EXCHANGE
231 West Monroe St., Chicago, 111., Dept. 418
St-nd Underwood No. 5 (F. O. B. Chicago) at once fo
10-davs' trial. If I am not perfectly satisfied I can re
turn it exr.re** clk-ct. If I keep it I will pay S3.OO ;

month until I have paid S49.90 (term price) in full
_ ~ ick shipment give references —

Kamt
Addr.

-Age

Bob Taylor Keeps a

Secret Date
(Continued from pase thirty-six)

temporary freedom, but only for a brief

time. Anywhere they went in Lincoln
Taylor was recognized and the pair

quickly became the center of a milling
mass of people. Finally, in sheer despera-
tion, Taylor and the girl got into his car,

eluded the throng and drove to Crete, a
small village where Taylor went to Doane
College.

Here they were able to go into a
restaurant and have a talk, reviewing
their former days when they worked to-
gether at a Nebraska radio station where
Bob was a soloist.

Back in Beatrice they are beginning to

reckon time as before or after Bob Taylor's
first homecoming. The home folks have
hardly become used to the name pictures
gave to their favored son. To many of

them he still is "Arlington" and perhaps
always will be. "Spangler," the first name
his parents gave him. and "Brugh." the
family name don't seem to stick in the
minds of hometown folks like "Arlington,"
which was their favorite title fo

young man the world now calls Robert
Taylor.
Long before Taylor reached Beatrice by

motor from Lincoln where he debarked
from a California plane, loud speakers in

the public square blared forth information
' on the progress of his ride from Lincoln

to his birthplace.

The town's dry goods stores were sold
out of bunting before all the lamp posts
were decorated.

Fair Sex Eager

Among those who came out to get a
glimpse of Arlington were women drag-
ging tiny tots; many who had known him
in high school, or who had had kin in his
class; beauty operators who had done his
mother's hair; school girls who "wondered
if he were as good looking off the screen
as on."

Beatrice put on her best bib and tucker
to welcome home her boy and gave the
man of the moment a day that for real

activity and speed would make his hardest
studio day seem actual play. From the
time the parade swung into action with
Taylor as its focal point, until he dashed
away from Lincoln to keep a date with a

girl friend, he found time to lunch with
his mother, Mrs. Ruth Brugh, and his
grandmother, Mrs. A. L. Stanhope; also

an aunt and cousin; address an afternoon
assembly at the new high school, visit his

former high school building now used as
an engine room; drive past the "old swim-
min' hole," and the home where he once
lived in Beatrice.

The house, a small brick cottage a few
blocks from the center of town, has since
been sold and now is occupied by a family,

well known, if for no other reason,

as "the folks who live in Robert
Taylor's home."
Taylor made two appearances at a

theater he had helped to open some years
ago by playing a cello in the orchestra
pit.

A reception and dance concluded the
celebration, with all of Beatrice's girls

vying for the opportunity of dancing with
the honor guest.
Those who got the opportunity plied him

with questions anent the studios. He is

/T/ ***m

HEWSECRETOFWLNBL EYES
WINS THOUSANDS! Will he see red veins. .

.

clear, bright whiles? Thousands use EYE-GENE
in dear eyes in seconds after late hours, overin-

dulgence. Eyes look larger, more lustrous. New scicn-

. [inula: si.-iiiil.ss. safe; money back if it fails.

At all drug and department stores; also 5 & 10c stores.

EYE-GENE
HAPPY RELIEF
FROM PAINFUL
BACKACHE

Caused by Tired Kidneys
Many of those gnav.-inp, naRging, painful backaches

people blame on colds or strains are often caused by
tired kidneys—and may be relieved when treated
in the right way.
The kidneys are Nature's chief way of taking ex-

cess acids and poisonous waste out of the blood. Most
le pass about 3 pints a day or about 3 pounds

of waste.
If the IS miles of kidney tubes and filters don't

work well, poisonous waste matter stays in the blood.
These poisons may start nagging backaches, rheu-
matic pains, lumbago, leg pains, loss of pep and en-
ergy, getting up nights, swelling, puiEness under the
eyes, headaches and dizziness.

Don't wait! Ask your druggist for Doan'a Pills,

used successfully by millions for over 40 years. They
give happy relief and will help the 15 miles of kidney
tubes flush out poisonous waste from the blood.
Get Doan's Pills.

^/rocket Radio
ss. Wireless, tf *) QQ
Radio $Z.33

Complete Postpaid

ml.li
lily 2

» t radio
Re-

,vlth-U.'lllllNS

:autiful tone—no
static or interference—noth-
Inc to ADJUST or wear out.
it., iil. I l:i-l I'.r yoarsj EN-

-> TIRELY NEW DESIGN. Not to
lie ronl'uspi] with cheap so called

"Pocket Radios". NOT A TOY.
Tunes police anil airplane calls also!
atinn of the year! Absolutely com-
s for use in hotels, offices, autos,
^ on boats, etc. TAKES ONLY A

\.i mii-v-v I kiip 1- to any I'UiT.'iit

whatsoever. THOUSANDS OF SATISFIED OWNERS r

v...n-lerful service in ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD* ™
ARE FACTS. Anv color furnished (state yours).
US«d I y ANYONE V

""

N'Xrt'T.

-<l! .-1- No
TINYTONE RADIO CORP.,

THESE
Can be

nly SI. 00. pay
, check). Guar-

Kearney, Nebr.

KISSABLE LIPS
"Woman's Irresistible Appeal"
You can have Youthful Lips—Soft, Smooth and

Alluring. Send for our daintily perfumed ointment

including professional advice on the care of the

lips. 50 cents Postpaid.

The Nora Dolan Co., 130 Laurie St., Duluth, Minn.

Learn Profitable Profession
in QO days at Home

Salaries of Men and Women in the fascinating pro-

\ fessioo of Swedish Massage run aa niirh as $40 lo
\ $70 per week but many prefer to open their own of-

*v j
ficee. Large incomes from Doctors, hospitals, eani-

£,,: / tariums, clnbs and private patients come to those
who qualify through our training. Reduc-

" log alone offers rich rewards for enecial*
' 'its. Write for FREE Anatomy charts

nd booklet of photographs of grad-

/ uates. National College of Massage &
Physio - Therapy, 20 N. Ashlai '

Avenue, Dept. 461, Chicago, 111.
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SateYearFeet
fc
When all else fails end your suffer-

l with the flexible "no metal"

Louisville, Ky.Heefner Arch Support Co., 452 Commercia



said to have parried nicely when out and-
out answers would have hit any
sore spot.

He particularly shied at such questions
as "who is your favorite star?"
Bob voiced the opinion that his best per-

formance was in His Brother's Wife. The
fact that Barbara Stanwyck was his foil

in that film was suggested as a possible
reason for his decision, but Taylor laughed
off the inference. He magnanimously
credited his rise in popularity to the stars
with whom he has been cast, adding: "I

can honestly say that I have never worked
with any actress who hasn't made the job
a pleasure."

Thr Start

From three lines and a whistle in Handy
Andij with Will Rogers in 1933, to the fat

role of Armand in Camille opposite Garbo
-—all in three years—is tops in film fame
speed, but Taylor glibly explains it by
saying: "anybody new who's going up gets
talked about a lot."

He foresees a day when the Taylor trend
may wane. Then, he says, he might try
producing, but not directing. He thinks
the latter would "drive me crazy." Some
one in Beatrice got curious about his plans
for marriage and put the question point
blank. And here is the reply:

"If the bug gets me I'll probably get
married. If it doesn't, I won't."
"What about Barbara?"
"You guess," Taylor parried. And there

you have the answer right from Bob
Taylor himself.

Lamour! Toujour! Glamour! As a color-

ful singer in a Panama City cafe, Dorothy
Lamour lures the love of MacMurray away
from Carole Lombard in Paramount's
new production, Swing High, Swing Low

Wi

^ --

"All My Friends Tell Me How Nice I Look (since I've

been using Marchand's)", says Grace Holiday, Corington,Ky.

PICTURED above is charming Miss Holiday, MARCHAND'S
BLONDE-OF-THE-MONTH Contest winner for March. A most

popular girl in Covington, all agree Miss Holiday would be popular
anywhere.

She is lovely, is she not? And a great part of her loveliness she will tell

you, is due to Marchand's. Only with Marchand's Golden Hair Wash
can you obtain the naturally soft, golden hair which so freshens and
brightens your -whole appearance.

BLONDES— It's easy to have your hair the popular golden shade. Rinse
dark, faded or streaked hair with Marchand's Golden Hair Wash. Keeps
your hair sunny, bright and lustrous.

BRUNETTES — Sparkling hair brightens your whole appearance. Add
glowing highlights to your hair with Marchand's. Or, using Marchand's
full strength, you can obtain naturally golden blonde hair.

BLONDES AND BRUNETTES — To have soft, smooth arms and legs you
do not have to risk "superfluous" hair removal. Women everywhere now
use Marchand's Golden Hair Wash to make "superfluous" hair unnotice-

able. Invisible even through sheerest stockings

!

Start using Marchand's Golden Hair Wash for beautiful hair— for

smooth arms and legs — Today. Buy a bottle now at your druggist's.

WANT TO WIN A FREE VISIT TO NEW YORK?
For details see folder inside your package of Marchand's Golden Hair
Wash. Ask your druggist. Or use coupon below.

MARCHANBT
G O L D E N ; HAIi W AS H
ASK YOUR DRUGGIST FOR MARCHAND'S TODAY, OR USE THIS COUPON

MARCHAND'S GOLDEN HAIR WASH, 521 West 23rd St., NEW YORK CITY
Please let me try for myself the SUNNY, GOLDEN EFFECT of Marchand's
Golden Hair Wash. Enclosed 50 cents (use stamps, coin or money order as con-
venient) for a full-sized bottle.

Name

City State — P. P. 437
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A natural look of luxuriant,

silky beauty for your lashes

PINAUD'S IMPROVED

SIX-TWELVE CREAMY MASCARA
PREPARED IN FRANCE

At last...everything yon want in a mascara!

Extra creaminess to make lashes look i-ilky.

heavy and long.. .and natural-looking, not

"made-up". Permanent! Runproof, Bmudge-

proof. Apply with or without /^-jlt^n
water. Black, brown, bine, green, vjr'is.'sr^y

I it that r\rra eoucA oflovalineu

PINAUD'S SIX-TWELVE EYE SHADOW
PINAUD'S SIX-TWELVE EYEBROW PENCIL

" PIMAUD

oeaer
FACE

*

ii \\ hi it

NO DRUGS. DIETS

OR EXERCISES

•
SUPPORTS FALLEN
ABDOMINAL
MUSCLES

Movieland Tours

• You will like the velvety-

feel and clinging softness of

this superfine powder that

stays on longer . . . Allur-

ingly scented . . . Newest
Paris shades . . . 50c at deal- ..

. . ,,. , HEATHER ANCEL
ers or mail 10c lor purse /:;»'«« .«•<* <'«,

size (specifying shade) to ^Sfi^fe^-
BOYER, Society Parfumeur
9702 S. Wobosh Ave.. Chicago, III.

U REDUCED
WAIST 8 INCHES
WITH THE WEIL BELT"

. . . writes George Bailey

Wear the WEIL BELT for

10 days at our expense!

YOU will appear many
inches slimmer at once

and in ten days if your waist
line is not 3 inches smaller.
it won't cost you a cent.
*'I reduced 8 inches". . .writes
Geo. Bailey, "Lost 50 lbs,"
writes W. T. Anderson. . . .

Hundreds of similar letters.

IF YOU DO NOT
REDUCE your WAIST
3 INCHES in 10 DAYS

...it will cost you nothing !

You will be completely
comfortable as this
amazing reducing belc

. gently but persistently
eliminates fat with every

" move! It gives you an
erect athletic carriage . .

.

M ...supports abdominal
w walls . . .keeps digestive

.. / organs in place . . . and
with loss of burdensome
fat comes increased pep

y and greater endurance.
Send name and address for illus-

trated folder and full details of
10 DAY FREE TRIAL OFFER!

THE WEIL COMPANY
674, Hill St., New Haven, Conn.

SEND FOR TEN DAY FREE TRIAL OFFER!

Studio Gates Open To You!

Here is where members of the first Movieland Tour will be entertained at a cocktail party

by James Gleason, who is shown with Mrs. Gleason and their son, Russell, beside the swimming
pool of their home. It is a palatial setting that will linger long in the minds of those who are

fortunate enough to be numbered in this gathering

Here They Come, the Movieland Tour-
ists of 1937! A fortnight of the most
glamorous vacationing in a lifetime

climaxed by a personally escorted tour

through every angle of the world's most
romantic city, Hollywood!

If you haven't made your reservations

Fawcett Publications, Inc.,

360 North Michigan Boulevard,

Chicago, Illinois

Without obligation on my part,

send me your complete, illustrated

booklet describing the Movieland

Tours.

I enclose $ Please enter

my reservation for per-

sons, to insure a place for us on

Tour No

(A deposit of $5 per person will

hold your reservation. Please

specify whether for Tour No. 1,

to leave Chicago July II, or

Tour No. 2, to leave Chicago
August 8.)

Name

Address

City State

yet, remember that only $5 reserves your
place among the select company of fans
who for a price the same as railroad fare
and expenses for any transcontinental trip

will be given a round trip through the
American West and be taken behind the
scenes of the Hollywood studios, which
many of the world's most famous and
wealthy tourists have sought, in vain, to

crash.

To join this elaborate party just mail
your reservation and Hollywood will do
the rest. Through the Bad Lands, the
Rockies, the marvelous Mt. Rainier Na-
tional Park, Seattle and the great Pacific

Northwest, historic old San Francisco

—

then Hollywood and a slice of the private
life and work of the stars.

On this soul-satisfying trip will await
you such breaks as luxurious travel on
private trains, special service de luxe en
route, sight-seeing trips on the way, bridge
tournaments and gay parties at big hotels,

and then a few days of what you have
always yearned for--mingling with your
favorite screen idols.

The first tour will leave Chicago July 11,

the second August 8. Identical party plans
have been arranged for both transconti-

nental house parties, so only your
convenience need dictate your choice of

the most apropos date for your vaca-
tion.

Right to the door of the palatial Clark
Hotel your taxi will escort you from the

train. The Clark Hotel is in the heart of

the downtown shopping and theatrical

district close to the famous Pershing

Square, Los Angeles' best known metro-
politan park, directly opposite the Pacific

Electric depot. It is famed for its excel-

lent cuisine.

[Continued on page 71]
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Sub-Deb Beauty
(Continued froni page nineteen)

bob pins are invisible and the hair looks

as if it had just been dressed. In fact,

you'll even be willing to answer the door-
bell while your curls are drying. The
price is only ten
cents for kit of

curler and fifteen

bob pins. I'll be
glad to send you
the name upon
request.
On meeting

Anne Shirley,
one notices first

her bright hair,

then her un-

Sub-deb complex-
ions are better for

lots of scrubbing

with soap and brush

blemished skin and fresh complexion.
Plenty of outdoor exercise and scrupulous
cleanliness do more than a little bit in

keeping her skin in perfect condition.

On the subject of cleanliness, Anne
said:

"I first rub a cleansing cream all over
my face and neck and then wipe it off

with a tissue. This removes the surface

The enthusiasm of youth

shouldn't but often does,

mean too much powder

dirt and helps to soften the skin. Then I

wash my face with soap and water and
a complexion brush. After rinsing the
soap off with warm water I finish with
cold water in a quick splash."

That final dash of cold water with which
Anne finishes her facial cleansing routine
contracts the pores, stimulates circulation

and brings a glow to the skin.

In Choosing a complexion
brush for your own use

be sure that the bristles

are soft and re-
silient and that the
brush is shaped so

that you can hold
it securely in your
hand — two good
reasons why I am
enthusiastic about
a brush, priced at

one dollar, with a
gayly colored back
to match your
bathroom acces-

Curls for Miss Teen-

Age are easy to

achieve with special

curling gadget

sories. The brush is egg-shaped to fit

snugly in your palm and the bristles are
rounded on the ends so there is no danger
of scratching or irritating sensitive skin.
Would you like to have the name? For
most effective cleansing, remember to
work the brush in a circular movement
upward over the face.

Every girl adores sweet-smelling soap

NOW- NO BAD BREATH
behind his SPARKLING SMILE

MOST BAD BREATH BEGINS WITH THE TEETH!

Tests prove that 76% of all peo-

ple over the age of 17 have bad
breath! Andthesametestsprove
that most bad breath comes
from improperly cleaned teeth.

Colgate Dental Cream, because

of its special penetrating foam,

removes the cause—the decay-

ing food deposits in hidden
crevices between teeth which
are the source of most bad
breath, dull, dingy teeth, and
much tooth decay. At the same
time, Colgate's soft, safe polish-

ing agent cleans and brightens

enamel—makes teeth sparkle!

COLGATE
RIBBON DENTAL CREAM
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PREVENT
BLACKHEADS

Sensational Beautifier Refines Skin

Women all unl ry who formerrj
. ble over a skin beladen with
heads, large pores and other skin faull

now enthusiastic about a new beautifier.

;i i k libit- preparation, which contain-)

Oxygen, penetrates into the mouths of thi

and prevents the formation of fatty blackheads.

When thi ih.- ports of disfifruring
dirt and grease, the sk natural,
clean appearance. It becomes soft and smoo
the touch.

The name of this new beautifier is Dioxogen
Cream. It i^ t ht- only preparation in th<

taining Dioxogen, and is approved by Goo*] J]

Provt* to yourself that you too can have a skin
fret- from blackhej a other skin
faults. Dioxogen ' Iream is not

^

drying and benefits any type of £*^ j
skin to which it is applied. .".0(i i^T
and SI jara at dept. stores and
high class drug stoics.

DIOXOGEN
CREAM

Relieves
TEETHING
PAINS |within \

1MINUTE

WWHEN your baby suffers from teeth-
ing pains, just rub a few drops of Dr.
Hand's Teething Lotion on the sore,
tender, little gums and the pain will
be relieved in one minute.

Dr. Hand's Teething Lotion is the
prescription of a famous baby spe-
cialist, contains no narcotics and has
been used by mothers for over fifty

years. One bottle is usually enough for
one baby for the entire teething period.

JUST RUB IT ON THE GUMS

DR.HANDS
Teething Lotion

and with the advent of floral perfumes
this spring, flower-scented soaps are des-
tined for greater popularity than ever.
One that has proved a favorite for many
years is scented with a bouquet of seven-
teen flowers and makes bathing an orgy
of fragrance.

It will prove an economical choice,
too, because the soap is of the
long-lived "hard" type that creates a rich
lather but doesn't grow mushy in hot
water. The cost per bar is only a few
cents. Want the name?
The time to guard against lines and

wrinkles is when a girl is in her teens.
Wrinkles appear in later life because
the skin gradually loses its natural oils

through exposure or harsh cleansing
methods, causing it to dry and shrivel

into tiny lines. If a girl will replace
these natural oils with an emollient
or lubricating cream bejore any lines

appear, she can prolong the youthful
bloom of her skin for many, many
years.

nufacturers are now recognizing the
need for an all-purpose cream which coin-
bines the merits of both a cleanser and an
emollient. Such a cream, containing an
abundance of Vitamin D. has been de-
veloped along scientific principles by one
of our most favorably known cosmetic
houses. Vitamin D is that precious
element so renowned as a body builder
and present in youthful skin. This fine-

textured cream is daintily fragrant and
conies packaged in attractive pink and
white jars at $1 and $2. A stamped,
addressed envelope will bring you
the name.

It is a failing of many young girls to
go overboard in the matter of cosmetics.
Anne Shirley wisely confines her "acting"
and the artifices of make-up to her studio
work.

Off-screen, the keynote of her beauty
and charm is naturalness.
"During the day I use only a little

powder and lipstick." Anne said, "but at

night I add a touch of rouge to my make-
up and rub a drop or two of oil on my
eyelashes to make them look silky. The
oil also helps to make the lashes grow."
Poems are never composed to the girl

with a shiny nose, and a box of face
powder has a rightful place of honor on
every dressing table. However, the young
girl should use powder sparingly and not

The prize fights on Tuesday nights find George
Raft and his favorite pipe, not to forget

Virginia Pine, who is still his best gal

try to hide her face behind a mask of it.

Dancing and strenuous outdoor sports
demand a powder that will cling for hours
and one that does not mix with the
natural moisture of the skin to cause ugly
streaks or pastiness. I'll be pleased to

send you the name of a moisture-proof
face powder worthy of the claim, priced
at 55c per box.

It is a fine grained powder and comes
in live flattering shades "lovely to look
at and delightful to know."
No beauty article would be complete

(and my conscience would trouble me for

weeks) unless a word about personal
daintiness was included. The battle

against perspiration odor goes on and on
and a girl can't afford to be off guard
against this foe to beauty and popularity

even for a few minutes. A warm tub bath
at night, a shower in the morning and the

regular use of a deodorant is the only

reliable route to good grooming. Easily

applied is a dainty deodorizing cream that

removes all odor and, what's more, stops

perspiration instantly. There is no waiting
for the cream to dry and it can be used
at any time without irritation to the skin

or harm to your most delicate party frock.

The price is 39c and if you are interested

I'll be pleased to send you the name.
For ?!<imes oj products send stamped

addressed envelope to Ann Vernon,
Hollywood Magazine, 1501 Broadway,
New York City.

r'**. -#J

Deanna Durbin, Universale sensational young songstress, being interviewed (left) by an editor

2,350 miles away. She stands beside a wirephoto device in the Times Building in Los Angeles;

(right) as her picture is transmitted to his newspaper in Florida
BuyDr. Hand'sfrom yourdruggut today
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Hollywood's Latest in Modes

An evening gown of beige tulle sprinkled with

gold stars designed by Edith Head was worn

by lovely Marsha Hunt at Associated Apparel
Manufacturers' style revue

Euzene Frinlc wears an evening ensemble of

slipper satin and sable while Suzanne Karen

{right) poses in pale pink chiffon. Sally Martin

selected these dresses designed for Jean Arthur
to wear in History Is Made At Night

Negligee of tea rose chiffon over matching satin

trimmed in ostrich was designed for Jean
Harlow to wear in Libeled Lady. It is worn here

by June Home in the Fawcett Publications-

sponsored style show

vv hat doctors tell you

to look for in a laxative • •

SOMETIMES a simple little question put

to your doctor will reveal how thor-

oughly he guards your health— even in

minor matters.

Just take the question of laxatives, for

instance. You may be surprised to learn

that doctors are deeply concerned about
this subject. So much so, in fact, that be-

fore they will give any laxative their ap-

proval, that laxative must meet their own
strict specifications.

Read the following requirements. And
ask yourself, ''Does my laxative qualify

on every point?"

The doctor says that a laxative should be:
Dependable . . . Mild . . . Thorough . . .

Time-tested.

The doctor says that a laxative should
not: Over-act . . . Form a habit . . . Cause
stomach pains . . . Nauseate, or upset the
digestion.

Now— remember this! Ex-Lax meets
every one of these demands . . . meets them
so fairly that many doctors use it in their

own homes, for their own families

!

Ex-Lax is intended to help, not interfere

with Nature. That is why you'll find it so

mild and gentle. Ex-Lax does not over-act.

It does not "force" or cause stomach
pains. Its easy, comfortable action leaves

you feeling better—looking better—with a

greater zest for enjoying life.

Children, of course, find such action es-

pecially beneficial. For the requirements

laid down by the doctor are doubly im-

portant to a child.

And Ex-Lax is a real pleasure to take. It

tastes just like delicious chocolate. Once
you try it you will be through with nasty,

druggy-tasting cathartics for good. ... At
all drug stores— 10c and 25c. If you pre-

fer to try Ex-Lax at our expense, write for

free sample to Ex-Lax, Dept. FG47, Box
170, Times-Plaza Sta., Brooklyn, N. Y.

When Nature forgets—remember

EX-LAX
THE ORIGINAL CHOCOLATED LAXATIVE
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PROTECTS
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DON-fl-CHP
Form-Fitting

Wave Protector

SMARTER TO WEAR
• BETTER PROTECTION

FOR YOUR WAVE

Look neat and trim while

you protect your wave!

Don-a-Caps fit snugly and

becomingly. They're sold

'round the world. Millions

of users prove they have no

equal. Insist on the Original!

Spec:, I model af
Ten Cent Stores only.

At Stores and Beauty Shops every-

where. If not obtainable, write . . . DON-A-BAN 50c

Dona Manufacturing Co
SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA

Why Film Renown Fades Quickly

Evidently this Japanese Spaniel, eating break-

fast with Basil Rathbone during the actor's

stay in England to malce a picture with Ann
Harding, does not agree with most film tans

that this sterling English actor is a menace.
He's the opposite too. Lower photo shows

Basil Rathbone in the less pleasing half of a

dual role he plays in Love From a Stranger

Studying The History of the stage in

any of its various periods always
brings to light vast numbers whose

bid for popular favor lasted a lifetime if

they so chose. Many from inauspicious
beginnings forged ahead with their star-
doms gaining more and more effulgence
through the ripeness of their experience.
Analyze screen history in the same light

and what does one find? This significant

fact: Of those who were top-notch box
office names on the silent screen at the
time films found their voice, there are less

than twenty-five who now rate stellar

billing and salaries in the major brackets
today.
Producers will lay the blame at the door

of a fickle public and toss off the answer:
"the public demands youth in its films."

In a measure that may be true, but those
score or more of persons who rated high
in the days of silents and still rate stellar

billing rather belie that glib answer.
Basil Rathbone. who has recently re-

turned from making a picture in England,
thinks he has the solution. In months to

come he believes he will have proven his

solution in a case than which there could
be none closer—himself.

"I firmly believe the reason screen play-
ers do not hold the limelight longer than a
few years is because they are typed." said

Rathbone as he explained his role in
Love From a Stranger, which he made op-
posite Ann Harding in England, and which
will be his first in films in which he has
played other than "a man you love to

hate."
"The stage actor of experience nearly

always gets the opportunity to try the
whole gamut of emotions as exemplified in

the theater—farce, comedy, strong drama
and tragedy. He differs from the screen
player, who, when he or she has scored
heavily in one type of role, is kept con-
tinually doing that sort of thing until the
public tires of seeing the self-same beauty
and glamour of a woman celebrity, or the

handsome romantic man, who never gets
'mussed up' or typifies that other side of

life to which all flesh is heir."

Rathbone asserts that just as folk tire

easily of being confined to a mono diet to

appease an appetite, so do they tire of film
players who unfortunately get typed in
their first successes and are not allowed to

show other abilities, if any, by producers
who have vast amounts of money tied up
in them. He thinks if the screen player
were given wider latitude in the parts
played, each, with few exceptions, might
prove assets to their producers twice or
three times as long as history shows they
have done.
He points to cases where players have

not only retained but enhanced their fol-

lowing over a long period. How popular
would William Powell be today were he
still doing the Philo Vance type of detec-
tive yarns? It's a far cry from the days
when Wallace Beery played Swedish serv-
ant girl parts. Numerous other examples
might be pointed out, were it necessary.

How different the Clark Gable of today
from the woman-slapper of his early

screen days.
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"Perhaps," says Rathbone, "producers
may be pardoned to some degree for their
reluctance to let players who entered the
entertainment world only by way of the
screen to try roles on which they would
have to gamble on a long shot. With most
stage actors coming to the screen it should
be different, though it seldom is. The stage
actor may have played everything from
comedy to tragedy before his film debut,
but he or she seldom gets much wider
forms of film expression than those who
never had anything but screen training."

When Love From a Stranger, current in
London, reaches the American screens, it

will bring a Basil Rathbone different from
any the screen heretofore has known. For
the first half of the film he will be a man
the audiences like so well they will be
silently insisting that Ann Harding accept
him as her screen husband. He plays a
pawn of the war—a likeable person quite
the antithesis of individuals he has por-
trayed in his American films. In the latter

half of the film there is a shocking surprise
that best be left unexplained or the film

might lose some of its lure. Suffice it to

say that Ann Harding, usually the strong
mental type, goes utterly to pieces when
that surprise, written into the story by
Frances Marion and directed by Rowland
V. Lee, comes.
Naturally Rathbone is avidly watching

to see what this picture will do in the way
of convincing Hollywood producers that
menaces are not his only forte. If it works
out as he expects it will, it will be harder
than ever to unsell Basil Rathbone on his

contention that typing has done more to

curtail the productive years of screen
celebrities than any other one thing.

Movieland Tours
(Continued from pag'e sixty-six)

On Sunday, the day you arrive, you will
have a free morning and will spend the
afternoon touring Hollywood. A cocktail
party at 5: 30 has been arranged for at the
home of Basil Rathbone. That night
Movieland Tour guests will be treated to
a full program at Grauman's Chinese
Theatre.

Hollywood will take you through Para-
mount studio Monday morning. You will
see pictures made on the home lot of
Claudette Colbert, Carole Lombard, Fred
MacMurray, Martha Raye, Bob Burns and
Bing Crosby. Here Gary Cooper and Jean
Arthur made The Plainsman. Here Jack
Benny, Burns and Allen, Johnny Downs
and Eleanore Whitney and hundreds of
skilled performers make the pictures
which thrill you.
You will see sound made. You will see

how sets are constructed. To you will be
revealed the secrets of various precautions
taken by the studio to insure perfection in

picture art. Then you will lunch with the
stars in Paramount's commissary. That
afternoon you will adjourn to the home of

James Gleason for a second delightful

cocktail party.

You will see a picture in its first preview
on Monday night as special guests of

Paramount studios. Final editing of the
flicker will be importantly influenced by
your reaction to the film in that first pres-
entation.

Similar plans prevail for the second
tour, with only these changes. On
Sunday afternoon there will be a cock-
tail party at the home of Edward Everett
Horton and on Monday afternoon another
cocktail party at the Fay Wray home.
On Tuesday morning (both tours) a

visit to famous Max Factor Make-up
Studios has been arranged with souvenirs
presented to each guest. On Tuesday
night guests are invited to a night club
supper dance at the Wilshire Bowl. This
famous rendezvous of the stars fringes

Hollywood and Beverly Hills and the
fashionable Wilshire district. Film celeb-
rities will be there on the reception com-
mittee.

After these pleasure-loaded hours in
which you share the lives of the Holly-
wood stars you will have a pleasurable
trip home via Las Vegas, Salt Lake City
and Colorado Springs.
Bigger and grander in every way than

the phenomenally successful tours of 1935
and 1936 will be the 1937 Movieland Tours,
about which full information may be
gained by writing for the free illustrated

booklet containing complete information
about the 1937 expedition.

Do not delay! To insure your place
among the rapidly disappearing reserva-
tions, send in $5 per person now to reserve
a ticket on the excursion. Remember,
wait and you are lost!

AFTER A DAY in the open—how does

_T"\_ your skin feel when you start to freshen

up for the evening?

All dry and "tight"—Your powder
"catches". . . looks splotchy . . . uneven.

There's a quick answer to that. A special

cream melts all that harsh surface roughness

Mrs. F. Grover
Cleveland

"After a long ride

has made my skin

feel dry and tight.

Pond's Vanishing
Cream makes it soft

and smooth again. 1 '

into supple smoothness. Does it in just one
application.

How melting softens ... A distinguished

dermatologist explains:
—"Exposure hastens

. the natural drying out of cells on the surface

of the skin, causing the familiar dry and
c
tight" feeling. A keratolytic cream (Vanish-

ing Cream) melts off these dead cells

—

reveals the soft, young cells beneath. Then
skin feels soft and smooth instantly."

That is why Pond's Vanishing Cream is so

popular now with all active outdoor girls.

For powder base—A film of Pond's Van-
ishing Cream smooths flakiness away. Make-
up goes on perfectly. Stays.

For overnight— Apply Pond's Vanishing

Cream after cleansing. Not greasy. It won't

smear. In the morning your skin is soft, fresh.

For protection— Before long hours out of

doors, put on Pond's Vanishing Cream.

Your skin won't rough up!

8-Piece p°n
u
d
:
s ' ?<*« 6-mcim.on &>„„.

Rush 8-piece package containing

PQCkGCIG 8PeciaI ll,be of Pond's Vaniehin,

Pond's Cre
Powder. I .

Cream, generous samples of 2 other
is and 5 different shades of Pond's Face
lose 10c for postage and packing.

City_
Copyright, 1937, Pond's Extract Company
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W1L L YOU PLEASE BE MINE?

„U TO TREAT YOU FINE!

vNCE, LOVE, IF

toiibni COMES . . .

DARLING, Wll

|
GUARANTEI

FOR INSTANCE, L---. -

HEARTBURN COMES ..-

,.u OFFER YOU MY ROLL OF TUMS!

\W\'//y^

YOU'LL LOVE THIS

TASTKUIZT
FOR ACID INDIGESTION

"\\/IlY WAIT for relief when you're troubled
Tr with heartburn, sour stomach, gas? Keep
your relief right with vou always, for unex-
pected emergencies. Carry Tunis . . . like mil-
lions now do! Tunis are pleasant-tasting . . .

only 10c .. . yet they give relief that is scien-
tific, thorough. Contain no harsh alkalies . . .

cannot over-alkalize your stomach. Just enough
antacid compound to correct your stomach
acidity is released . . . remainder passing un-
rcleased from your system. For quick relief
. . . Carry Tunis. 10c at any drug store, or the
3-roll ECONOMY PACK for 25c.

TUMS
TUMS ARE ^*^
ANTACID . . lm£SP
NOTALAXATIVE J 3

l-Krr "'""'
'

- Tum-_.

FOR THE TUMMY

face BrokenOutf
VY/HlLE properly treating the underlying
** cause of these disfiguring little spots,

resulting from various conditions, you can
relieve the itchy, burning soreness and help

your slcin by using an ointment with an oily

base that will keep the medication in con-

tact with the pimply spots.

For more than 40 years, people have used

Resinol Ointment to fill this need. Applied
every night—left on all night—it does a

world of good. It soothes the irritation and
aids healing. Also, it treats the oil ducts
where many surface pimples start.

Washing first with Resinol Soap quickens
the pleasing results. It is thoroughly cleans-

ing and leaves the skin soft and refreshed.

Use it daily.

Get Resinol Ointment and Soap today
from any druggist. For free sample, write

Resinol, Dept. 2-C, Baltimore, Md.

Resinol
Ointment and Soap

A New Perspective on Lost Horizon
(Continued from oagre thirty-nine)

A high-priced huddle is pictured herewith, as Pat O'Brien, Margaret Lindsay and Henry Fonda
confer with Dialogue Director Gene Lewis, and Director Ray Enright, in white cap, on scenes

for Warner Bros.-First National's Slim

Instead, all I did was to reach for my file

and take out a dozen or so pictures on
headdresses—full shots, medium shots,
close-ups, front, side and rear views. Also,
groups of women, showing little variations
in ornamentations. Also, a group of
women in a hair-braiding operation—shot
from a half dozen or more angles. Also . . .

So, too, when the wardrobe department
came to me for costume details. Not only
did they have my original, authentic cos-
tumes for study, but I gave them a fist-

ful! of pictures showing how Tibetan cos-
tumes were worn, how they draped, and
what minor accessories were necessary for
embellishment.
The props department, for example, used

my original tea sets: and my pictures of
Tibetan groups drinking tea showed how
the beverage was prepared and the par-
ticular way in which the tea bowls were
handled.
The construction department built as

background for the Shangri-La village a
reproduction of the eight, twenty-foot
high, chortens which I had photographed
in Kum Bum Lamasery. {Chortens are
mausoleums for the ashes of departed
sainted lamas. They look like giant chess-
men.) Full shots, angle shots, and close-
up details, made the authentic duplication
of these Tibetan shrines a comparatively
easy matter.
Across an artificial river a full size

Tibetan bridge was built of massive logs.

Again, batches of my pictures were used
to guide the construction.
"What was the village life like? What

did an ordinary street scene look like?
Well, here are some pictures of a smithy.
Some more of a potter, a wood-carver. A
shepherd driving a flock of sheep through
the streets to a corral for shearing. Men
with loads of hay on their backs. Yaks
(we used Highland cattle for these) with
bales of wool. And donkeys with buckets
of water.

Natives strolled along laughing and
talking or sat in little groups gossiping.

Some of the men were bare to the waist,
having allowed the loose-fitting garments
to drop from their shoulders with the
sleeves tied at the waist-line in the
Tibetan fashion. And their pig-tails were
wound about their foreheads and fastened
with a coral-studded ornament over the
left temple.
The women were quite picturesque with

their wigs of 108 braids (suggested by the
108 volumes of the Kan-djur—the Tibetan
''Bible" or "Canon") draping gracefully
down over their shoulders and backs,
while around their necks hung beaded
necklaces, rosaries and ornate charm-
boxes.

My pictures served well, too, in the cast-

ing of natives. It had been planned before
I came on the job merely to send in an
order to Central Casting for so many
Orientals—Chinese, principally. Tibet is

in Asia, adjacent to China; and why worry
about the lack of Tibetans when around
Hollywood there were certainly plenty of

Chinese extras available? Surely there
should be little difference between Tibet-
ans and Chinese.
But just because Mexico is adjacent to

the United States is no reason why Mex-
icans might be cast for typical Americans
in an American locale picture. And a
composite of many dozens of my Tibetan
portrait photos quickly indicated a type
as distinctly different from the typical

Chinese as a Mexican is from a Yankee.
So, then, the problem of casting Tibetan

"natives."

Hundreds of Oriental types were
brought in—Chinese, Japanese, Filipinos,

Hawaiians, even Eskimos. From these I

reluctantly selected a few here and a few
there as the best to be had.

Then I had a hunch. I was well aware
that books had been written upon the

probability that the American Indians

were descendants from Mongolswhowan-
dered northward from their desert homes
across Siberia and the Bering Straits and
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down through what is today Canada, the
United States, Mexico, etc.

And, personally, I have done quite a bit

of research in the matter of tracing the
origins of the American Indian back still

further than to the Mongols—to the
Tibetan nomadic tribes, the parent stock
of the Mongols.
The call went out for American Indians

and I was agreeably surprised by the turn-
out. Features, pigmentation, average
heights, physiques and even temperaments
were just what I wanted. Unfortunately,
however, there were too few American
Indians available in Hollywood and it was
necessary to send down to the Pala Indian
Reservation in San Diego county for

others. When we eventually got them into

Tibetan costumes, believe me, they looked
as if they really belonged in those gar-
ments.

And I Was amazed to note the ease with
which these Indians repeated and

learned Tibetan phrases which I had given
them as lines in the script. They seemed
to have no difficulty at all in doing this,

with perfect nicety in inflections.

There was one important scene where
the giant plane, in which the five whites
have been kidnaped by the mysterious
Oriental pilot, comes down for a re-fueling
somewhere in China, and is attacked by a
band of cut-throat bandits. For this scene,
of course, we used only Chinese.

Now, with all the many Chinese pictures
that have been produced in Hollywood,
one would think that there'd be plenty of

Chinese coolie costumes available in the
racks of, for example, a big costuming

house like the Western Costume Company.
The coolie outfit is a very simple affair.

It consists merely of a pair of short, wide-
legged pantaloons, and a simple shirt

—

made of the cheapest cotton cloth at the

cost of a comparatively few cents per
garment.
And the cut of the costume is extremely

simple—but the floppy, wide trouser-legs

are a particularly distinguishing feature.

Yet, in all the literally hundreds upon
hundreds of so-called coolie costumes on
the racks at Western Costume Company
I could find not a single pair of pants with
wide legs. For some unknown reason they
were cut on a model of western slacks.

We were to shoot this scene out on the
Mojave Desert, 150-odd miles from Holly-
wood. Five hundred Chinese extras, and
coolie costumes for them which had been
ordered by telephone were sent out the
night before. That next morning when
they lined up for my inspection my heart
sank.

They were Chinese all right, but were
those supposed to be coolie costumes?
The wardrobe department figuratively

shrugged its shoulders and passed the buck
to Western. Western passed it right back
and said, in effect, "well, why didn't you
tell us exactly what you wanted and we'd
have made them up for you especially

—

over night, if that urgently required."

I had a huddle with Frank Capra, the
director. "These are supposed to be a
ragged band of bandits, are they not?"
"Yes," he replied. "And you want me to

make them look like that, don't you?"
"Sure, do anything you want with them,

just so they get rid of that costume-party
look they now have."
"Okay," I said. I turned away and

called out, "Has anyone a pocket-knife?"
A pocket-knife was produced, and I set

to work. Catching this fellow's sleeve I
ripped it half way to the elbow—and told
him to let the ripped ends dangle. I did
the same to his pants -legs—and something
like that to every one of the extras. Then,
for good measure, I had them literally roll
through a puddle of mud, or splatter it all

over themselves.

The Wardrobe department employes
nearly had kittens—for they knew that

this meant the costumes would now have
to be purchased, instead of merely rented.
And to get a bit more realism out of this

bunch, I called for the barber and ordered
the heads shaved, a la Coolie Chinese, of
as many of the extras who considered a
double check and stipulated guarantee as
sufficient inducement.
And, by golly, when I got through with

these operations, and then stuck dirks in
their girdles, swords in their hands and
rifles over their shoulders, they really
looked like the most villainous bunch of
throat-slitters you ever hoped not to meet.

Credit for all of this must, of course,
eventually gravitate to director Frank
Capra. For it was his insistence upon
authenticity throughout the p i c t u r e

—

wherever practical and reasonable, of
course—that enabled me to carry through
many ideas that another less-thorough
director might have shrugged away as "not
essential" or "nobody'd know the differ-

ence anyhow."

Margaret Lindsay, Warner Bros. Star appearing opposite Errol Flynn and Anita Louise in Warner Bros.- Cosmopolitan Picture "Green Light"
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Our new economy train

to Los Angeles
The Californhn (Chicagt

i ioldcn State Route) has I

from the start. Th)
economy meals in the diner (BREAK-

FAST 25c. LUNCHEON 30c, DINNER
35c i, free pillow service, stewardess, lux-

urious chair cars, improved tourist sleeping

cars, completely air - conditioned, special

- hair car for women and children.

LOWEST FARES! Only $34.50 from
t 'alifoima in chair cars; $5". 35

round trip. Slightly higher in tourist keep-
ing cars.

FOR FOLDER describing the .

write O. 1'. B I 1AV-4, 310
So. Michigan Avenue, Chicago.

Southern Pacific
Four ScEyic Roi />•- ro California

DISH"]
LLIAMot I

'"A MAN'S DISH
», So^4 WARREN WILLIAM o

[BREAST-O'CHICKEN

TUNA FISH *

WARREN WILLIAM

TUNA is a non-fattening energy food,

satisfying and nourishing. Most men like
it in a hot dish, such as a loaf, souffle or
pie. Use the Brand the Stars prefer . . .

and you will never be disappointed.

Crispy Tuna Casserole
J con BREAST-O'-CH ICKEN Tuna 4 tbsp. fat

1 three oz. pkg. potato chips 4 tbsp. flour

'z cup mushrooms, sliced Few grains pepper
2}i cups milk

Heat fat, add Hour and pepper, mixing well. Add milk
oradually and cook, stirring constantly until thick.

Shied BREAST-O'-CHICKEN tuna and crush potato
chips. Combine all ingredients, saving out a few
potato chips to sprinkle on top Pour into a greased
casserole, sprinkle with remaining potato chips. Bake

Filmland's New King
(Continued from nnjere thtrty-fonr)

Fernand Gravet shied Hollywood for a long

time because he did not get a bid that insured

what he wanted

—

stellar billing, quick action

and an opportunity to prove himself. He got

all these and more from Mervyn LeRoy in The

King and Me C/iorus Girl

;<fter a few months of intensive camera
study with a job as film cutter. During
the years that followed he shuttled back
and forth across Europe busier than the

proverbial little bee making French and
German versions of American films. And
so to Hollywood in 1936 to star in The

and the Churns Girl, the first picture

of the newly organized Mervyn LeRoy
Productions. And when we say "star" we
mean star—unless we miss our guess and
five will get you ten if you think we have,
being just that certain that this European
importation has found a place for himself
in that "certain people of screen impor-
tance" class.

Adding a few more lines to the Gravet
sketch. He has a fine baritone voice, car-
ries 150 pounds on his 5-foot, 11-inch
frame. He's a good dancer, an expert
swordsman, and rides like a centaur. His
chief hobby is the designing and making of

historical hats, uniforms, boots, and tin

soldiers. He has more than 500 hats re-
producing the chapeau of all the French
campaigns. With the hats go 20,000 tin

soldiers of all European nations and in

his Paris home he takes delight in enter-
taining his visitors by reproducing much
of the Battle of Waterloo. His authority
and knowledge on period costumes is

recognized by the French Museum of

History.
He prefers the English language,

which he speaks perfectly, in preference
to the German. Italian, Belgium and
French which he speaks with the fluency
of a native.

Gravet is utterly devoid of professional
smiles, smirks, and tricks.

"I*m sorry, now that my commitments
in Europe compel me to return," he says.

"Hollywood already is home to me.
And, unless we miss our guess, you'll be

anxious for his return, too, after you see
The King and the Chorus Girl.

It's that kind of a picture—and Fernand
Mertens Gravet is THAT kind of a
fellow.

Hollywood selects
the cast for

"gone with the wind"
"Who will pl.iv the role of Rhett Butler in

the Screen version of Gotn- With tin- Hind?

Who will play Sc.irleti O'Hara? Who will

play M. !.im. .' You will want to read the

complete story of Hollywood's casting of

tin-, talked of picture in

SCREEN BOOK
APRIL
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bet i if nl art photog-
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J. DIMITRI. ART PHOTOCH*Utrllle
4U8 M.inhjttjn Av.-., New York, N. V.

—You'll bo
RAPHER, Dept. 4A,

STOP Your Rupture

Worries!
Why suffer with that rupture? Learn
about my Appliance for reducible rup-
ture. Automatic air cushion assists Na-
ture to close the opening— has relieved
thousands of men, women and children. Noobnoxiouo springs
or hard pads. No salves or plasters. Sent on trial to prove
It. Beware of Imitations. Never Bold in stores. Write today
for confidential information sent free in plain envelope.

Brooks Company, 139-B State Street, Marshall, Michigan

GIANT
FROGS
START AT HOME!

te. See
c. Free

AMERICAN FROG CANNING
CO.

Dept. 166-D New Orleans. La.

This Beautilu l Litelike

IJihiTIL'h
NEWEST SENS
TIONI Scnrj ;.n\

snapshot or nhntc
and we'll renro-

in this

nv muiNtr:

59ctiful onyx-
like ring.
Indestructible
Waterproof!

[ Enclose strip of paper for ring s

m plus a few c&nts postage. If you send 59c
pay postage. PHOTO MOVETTE RING CO..

"Dept. F6, 626 Vine Street, Cincinnati, ""

(Hand-tinted
25c extra)
Pay post-

Ohio
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Easy Terms &M• Only 10c a Day «
Save over J-2 on all Btandard office

models. Also"portables al reduced prices.

SEND NO MONEY
AH late models completely refinished like
brand new FULLY GUARANTEED.
Big free calaloe sbowe actual machines
in full colors. Lowest prices. Send at o

Free course In typing Included.

International Typewriter Exch., Depu A4i8r"'**laa**
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Love Flames in Another Dawn

!

(Continued from page thirty-eight)

garden setting was
the difficulty the
studio encountered
in "dressing" it. One
hundred and twenty
tropical ferns of the

tree variety—theen-
tire supply of green-
houses in Los An-
geles andHollywood
—were rented for

the set. Before their

owners would per-
mit them to be sub-
jected to withering
studio lights, how-
ever, the ferns had
to be insured for a
total of $15,000.

Nearly half the
picture was made on
location, more than
a week being spent
shooting exteriors in

the garrison set,

while scenes depict-

ing border skir-

mishes between
British troops and
Arabs required an-
other two weeks in

Errol Flynn (in foreground) and remnant of his company fighting Arabs in Another Dawn, to

regain water that has been blocked from entering British military post near Iraq. Tense

and gripping drama unfolds in desert waste

the sand hills west
of Yuma, Ariz.

A company of 150
made the trek to

Yuma, where a host
of physical obstacles
had to be sur-
mounted before a
camera could turn.
The site chosen by

Dieterle for the
battle scenes lay
about two miles off

a main highway
across shifting sand
dunes over which
only tractors could
travel. An advance
construction crew
put down a plank
roadway to the lo-

cation camp, built
sand sleighs for
moving equipment
from one site to an-
other and generally
prepared things for

the arrival of the

company proper.

It was a marvel-
ously well done job.

SHORTCUT TO BEAUTY

cw.« A SCREEN STAR
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Iiti Hotel Hostess
i\OyN~andearninga w

splendid salary"
Mrs. Charlotte Palmer,
Hold Hostess, Secures

Position, Though Without
Previous Hotel Experience

"Disgusted with my work,
with no future possibilities

and not even good pay, I

welcomed the opportunity
to prepare for the hotel

and institutional field, at
home in leisure time,

through Lewis Training.

I

Shortly after graduating
I secured a position as

|
Hotel Hostess, increasing
my salary about $75. To

anyone wanting to get out of the rut into real suc-

cess I say enroll in Lewis Schools."

Step Into a \Tell-Paid Hotel Position

Good positions from coast to coast for trains i men and
women in hotel, club, steamship, restaurant anil institu-

tional field. Hundreds of our graduates now holding well-

paid positions as Managers. Assistant Managers. Stewards.
Housekeepers, Hostesses and 55 other different types of

positions. Liring often included. Previous experience
proved unnecessary. Lewis graduates, both young and
mature, winning success. Good grade school edui

plus Lewis Training, qualifies you at home in leisure

time. FREE Boob gives full details about this fascinat-

ing field, and explains how you are registered. FREE of

extra cost, in the Lewis National Placement Service.

JIail coupon NOW.

OPPORTUNITY COUPON
Lewis Hotel Training Schools, I
Sta. PE-9851, Washington. D. C. I
Send me the Free Book, "Your Big Opportunity." |
without obligation, and details as to how to qualify
for a well-paid position.

Lamp Post Portraits
(Continued from page twenty-live)

Followed a solid month of absorbing
English habits, names, manners when Bob
jogged about the country on a motorbike
he bought for $35, finally to sell for $37.50
. . . lonesome . . . thoughts on sick father
. . . hoping against hope his plan would
work . . . money nearly gone . . . the
great gamble at hand . . . decided to

change his name . . . Robert Cummings
became "Blade Stanhope Conway" . . .

'"son of distinguished British family and
owner, through inheritance, of fictitious

Harrogate Repertory Theatre . . . young-
est actor, author, director-manager in
England at liberty" . . .

This phoney information sent in formal
letters to 73 American producers with
note that "Blade Stanhope Conway"
might be reached at certain New York
address in near future . . . steerage to

America with few dollars left . . . greeted
by flock of wires, letters from producers
seeking early audience . . . bowed into

Charles Hopkins' ollice where before he
couldn't get to outer office . . . cast im-
mediately in Galsworthy's The Roof,
playing The Honorable Reggie Fanny . . .

production delayed by scenic problems
. . . parents in dire need . . . Bob (or

rather, "Blade") hungry himself . . .

forced to poo-poo idea of salary to keep
in character . . . two-week delay . . . his
one English suit frayed at edges . . .

sought for John Emerson's Cherries Are
Ripe . . . goes into rehearsal with latter

vehicle with $125 a week, $25 increase
over Hopkins' price promised . . . but no
contract . . . Hopkins ready for produc-
tion . . . meets Bob's salary and deal set

. . . badly frightened "English juvenile"

. . . hoping friends won't see him and
give gag away . . . Roof runs 8 weeks
. . . Bob gets good notices and pulls

parents out of financial hole . . . dad
lives to see son's success . . . dies . . .

radio jobs including a spot on the Coliers'

hour . . . confides hoax to Margaret Keis,

Academy classmate, and suggests same for
her . . . Margaret duplicates his English
jaunt, emerging the very English "Mar-
garet Lindsay" and as such winning a
Universal contract . . .

Bob into Earl Carroll's Vanities . . .

straight man to Milton Berle . . . five

weeks in New York . . . months on the
road . . . still building with good notices
dancing, acting . . . back to New York for
Charles Hopkins' Strange Orchestra which
ran exactly one night—good notices for

Bob's song, Happiness Pie, which he
wrote . . . month later into the Follies

with Willie Howard, Fannie Brice and
Vivian Janis . . .

Strain of playing part of Englishman
starts telling on the lad . . . finally breaks
down, telling Follies publicity man all . . .

show world electrified . . . headlines
about '"Boy Who Duped Producers" . . .

Bob afraid to face ones he had duped . . .

but they take it right way and more
cordial than ever . . . laughs all around
. . . Follies stays a year in New York.
Paramount scouts "catch" him while

playing at the Biltmore theatre, Los
Angeles, but reject him as '"too English"
. . . Bob back to New York with Follies

... no work . . . taking wife, mother
and wife's mother, Bob off for Hollywood
in a station wagon . . . gets settled in

Beverly Hills . . . looks for work but
nothing doing . . . $100 left and four
mouths to feed ... he finally clicks.

Always "Tired"
THEN, too, periodic pains drag her down

and wreck her vitality. Many women
suffering from headache, backache, nerv-
ousness and weakness, due to functional
disturbances, as well as the prospective
mother who has loss of appetite, and the
woman of middle age, should try that
vegetable tonic favorably known for near-
ly 70 years as Dr. Pierce's Favorite Pre-
scription. Buy now! Tablets, 50 cents.

LIGHTEN YOUR HAIR
the NEW CREAM WAY

or as Much as You
t— Salely- Quickly!
a Drug-Store Liquid
Light nlni Hair LtghUnsr

liquid preparation! . v
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ill . root! it ml scalp
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LCCHLER LABORATORIES. INC.
560 Bro.idw.iv (Dopt. B.) New York. N. Y.

Help Your Kidneys
with real santalwood oil

When the passages of kidneys and bladder be-
come irritated, you frequently suffer a burning
sensation. Sleep is shattered. Backaches, leg stiff-

ness and other troubles cause distress.

East Indian santalwood may be a little more
costly than other medicines, but it "does the
work." It soothes and relieves. It helps Nature
to overcome the condition.

• In SANTAL MIDY capsules you find only
East Indian santalwood. No cheap fake oils. No
drastic diuretic drugs. SANTAL MIDY is known
throughout the entire world for its effectiveness.
Easy-to-take capsules. Insist that the druggist gives
you genuine SANTAL MIDY Capsules. Accept
nothing else.

DEAFNESS IS MISERY
Many people with defective hearing and
Head Noises enjoy Conversation. Movies.
Church and Rariio, because they use

Leonard I a visible Ear Drums which
resemble Tiny Megaphones fitting

Jn the Ear entirely out of sight.

No wires, batteries or head piece.

They are inexpensive. Write for

booklet and sworn statement of Qp(j*4
the inventor who was himself deaf.

LEONARD, Inc., Suite 161, 70 5th Ave., New York

/Anklf REMOVED WITH
CUKNj castor oil^^T llllW PREPARATION

Say goodbye to risky razors, and corn-pads. A
new* liquid NOXACORN relieves pain and formg
a thin protecting film over the corn. Then the
corn (or callus) loosens and comes out with ease.
Absolutely safe. Contains six ingredients»includ-
ing camphor, iodine, castor oil. 35(f bottle save3
untold misery. Druggists P -*. l^f'WTT'r'ni
refund money if it fails. k^^U£aLU2UlaUl

NOSES
ALL KINDS
RESHAPED

by DR. RADIX'S New Plastic Methods? Tour features

can be changed: OUTSTANDING EARS CORRECTED:
face lifting; lips rebuilt: lines, wrinkles, blemishes and
scars removed. Reduced fees. Illustrated booklet free.

DR. RADIN. 1482 Broadway, Dept. F.4, New for* City
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Michael Strogoff Defies Tartars
(Continued from page forty)

To be strictly accurate (dull business,
accuracy, but some people insist upon it)

,

Michael Strogoff is really more fiction than
feet Jules Verne wrote the book and Mr.
Verne, as you know, looked his facts

square in the eye and proceeded to make
spectacular fiction of them. (Remember
his Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the
Sea and Around the World in Eighty Days,
written long before the days of sub-
marines and airplanes?)
For Michael Strogoff, Verne turned to

history and invented a great Tartar in-
vasion occurring supposedly at the time
he wrote—1870—though actually there
had been no Tartar scare worth men-
tioning for three hundred years.
Verne's story, and the film, recount the

hair-raising adventures of Strogoff, a
trusted officer of the Tsar, sent with mili-
tary despatches through 2,500 miles of
enemy country to reach a Russian army.
Betrayed by a beautiful woman spy, he is

raptured by the Tartars. Because he
failed to get through the lines, the
Russians are defeated. The Tartar chief-
tain orders young Strogoff blinded, after

which gentle attention he is to be set free.

The sentence is carried out, but—well,

there's the little matter of a string of
pearls, a woman and a good rousing fight

before the affair is finished. Which is all

you're going to learn from us.

Anton Walbroolc and Elizabeth Allan have the

romantic leads in Michael Strogoff, RKO's pic-

turization of Jules Verne's famed story of a Rus-

sian courier who braves much peril to save for

his tsar a far-flung outpost besieged by Tartars

When RKO bought the rights to this

story, they acquired a few other things
along with it—among them a star and a

The star is Anton Walbrook, a young
Viennese actor well-known in Europe on
both stage and screen. This is the third
time Mr. Walbrook has played the part of
Mr. Strogoff on the screen, probably an
all-time record. Mr. Walbrook really
doesn't mind. They've switched lan-
guages on him each time—first time
in German, second time in French, and
currently in English—which leaves him
with very few dull moments.
As to the war, two epic battles between

the Tsarist troops and the Tartar hordes
provide the spectacular highlights of the
picture. Realizing the importance of these
scenes, Producer Pandro Berman and
Director George Nicholls, Jr., went
shopping for authenticity. What they
wanted was bigger and better battles.

Hollywood has shot some exciting war
scenes involving a few hundred troops, but
what these two young men needed was
War!
They found it in the original production

of Michael Strogoff—battle scenes made
with an army, horse and foot. Here is the
story:

With the cooperation of the Bulgarian
government, more than 10,000 troops, the
pick of the infantry and cavalry divisions

of the Bulgarian army, were chosen to

work in these scenes. Ten camera crews
were sent into Bulgaria as the spring

MRS. SMITH OFFERS SYMPATHY AND A WEALTH OF WISDOM

OH, MRS. SMITH,

I FEEL SO ACHY
AND TIRED
ALL OVER

!

POOR DEAR! SHES
AILING SO MUCH OF
THE TIME. IF ONLY
SHE WERE AS
HEALTHY AS YOUR
BILL AND ANNA!

fa
%m

OURS WERENT ALWAYS SO
HEALTHY! THEY USED TO PICK

UPAS MANY GERMS AS MARY!
THEN OUR DOCTOR POINTED
OUT WHAT TERRIBLE GERM
CARRIERS HANDS ARE

HE SAID TO HAVE THEM
WASH THEIR HANDS

OFTEN ER_ ALWAYS BEFORE
MEALS_WITH LIFEBUOY
HEALTH SOAP. IT REMOVES
GERMS AS WELL
AS THE DIRT

lifebuoy! WHY,
THATS THE SOAP
THAT STOPS

V,

B.0."_

INDEED
I'LL TRY IT I

SIX MONTHS LATER
fD HARDLY RECOGNIZE MARY !

SHE'S SO FULL OF LIFE,

SO HEALTHY-LOOKING!

THANKS TO YOUR
ADVICE ABOUT

LIFEBUOY WERE
ALL HEALTHIER!

Free—to mothers!

AWASH-UP CHART and a school-size cake of Lifebuoy for each of
your children, under 12 years of age, is awaiting your request!

Send it in today. You'll find—as millions of other mothers have found
—that the Chart makes hand-washing a grand game, plenty of fun for

the children. Each child keeps his own hand-washing score—for four

whole weeks! At the end of that time, clean hands have become a habit

...And what a healthy habit!— Did you know
germs of 27 different diseases may be spread by
hands? . . . And did you know that Lifebuoy's

purifying lather removes germs as well as dirt?

Make Lifebuoy a family habit, too. It's grand

for bath and complexion ... It stops "B. O.". . ,_It

does wonders for the skin.

Send foryour Charts and school-size Lifebuoy to

Lever Brothers Co., Dept. 924, Cambridge, Mass.
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• USABLE SPACE • ACCESSIBILITY
EXCLUSIVELY IN

ELECTRIC REFRIGERATORS

DEADLINE'S NEAR!
Your blp opportunity to win one of the SI,000

cash prizes ends April 1. Turn to page 22 now
and mail your entry while there is still time. Don't
fail to vote for your favorite star!

Tint away the

STREAKS
ofGRAY

(Test Bottle FREE)
Have ever-youthful looking hair this

SAFE way. Merely combing clear liquid

through hair brings desired color: black,

brown, auburn, blonde. Gray goes—streaks

disappear. No fear of washing or rubbing

off on garments. Hair stays soft, fluffy.

Takes wave or curl. Ask druggist for full-

sized bottle on money-back guarantee.

,
Insist on Mary T. Goldman's.
Or test it Free.

FREE TEST ~ We send
complete test package Free. Snip
off a lock of hair . . .Test it first

this safe way. No risk. No ex-
pense. 3,000,000 women have
received this test. Mail coupon.

!— MARY T. GOLDMAN—
3021 Goldman Bldg., St. Paul. Minn.

I
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I

I

I

Color of your hair? I

Name.

Street.

City... .State.

manoeuvres of the army were being com-
pleted. Under command of their own
generals, costumed to fit the demands of
the picture, the regiments spent more than
four weeks going through the tactical

manoeuvres called for by the story, while
the cameras recorded the stirring charges
and attacks.

But the fun and games involved in the
production of Michael Strogoff didn't end
with a little thing like a war. Back in
Hollywood they were struggling with
a big thing—whiskers! It seems that
Russians in 1870, and Tartars in any year,
went in for whiskers. The despairing
casting office discovered that every mem-
ber of the cast (barring Margot Grahame
as the beautiful spy and Elizabeth Allan
as the equally beautiful Russian refugee!)

had to have whiskers. Mr. Walbrook
obligingly grew a moustache for the
occasion, and Akim Tamiroff, in his role

of Tartar chieftain, acquired a beautiful
oriental whisker that was his pride and
joy. But—where to find hundreds of
whiskered extras? Of course, you can
whisker 'em. but did you ever try at-
taching assorted moustaches, beards and
sideburns to a couple of hundred men
every morning before breakfast? No?
Well, you can see why Michael Strogoff
was field day in Hollywood for every man
who could boast a real beard!

Another interesting, if slightly more
solemn, problem was the filming of the
"river of fire" scenes. Russian towns, fre-

quently built on rivers, were made of the
only available material—wood—and as a
result were highly inflammable. So, when
the Tartars wanted to destroy such a city

—and they frequently did—they retired a
safe distance up stream, poured the river

full of crude oil, lighted it and let nature
take its course. When this "river of fire"

reached the city, the riverside houses
burst into flame, the fire spread and there
was nothing the inhabitants could do but
get out. And beyond the walls the
Tartars were waiting—politely but firmly.

Medieval version of the famous choice
between the devil and the deep sea!

To film this scene, a lake 500 feet square
was built in the San Fernando Valley
north of Hollywood. Sections of an
ancient Siberian city, particularly the
approaches to the palace, were built.

Hundreds of barrels of crude oil were
poured onto the lake and set alight. Unlike
the Russians, however, RKO built twelve-
foot fire walls around the lake and pro-
vided two companies of fire fighters to

guard against any spread of the flames.
The resultant film packs something in

the way of thrills.

Probably the most fascinated observer
of these scenic effects, so casually pro-
duced by technicians to whom nothing is

impossible, was the star of the picture,
Anton Walbrook. To Mr. Walbrook, born
and trained in Europe, America in general
and Hollywood in particular is in line for
election to the post of eighth wonder of
the world. He was amazed at the way
technicians built sets overnight, scared to

death of American traffic, surprised to
discover that American working people
can afford cars and homes, and really
astonished to see people drink coffee with
cream with their meals.
But the thing that surprised him most

was movies—not the making of movies
but the fact that everyone goes to movies.
"Even in Hollywood, where they work all

day making films, they go to see them in
the evening," he said in astonishment.
"Now in Europe . .

."

Now, tut, Mr. Walbrook. Don't you
dare start that.

[REDVJi
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Reduce!
by Safe, Quick, Easy
Slimmet Method

If you do not reduce at least 10
pounds in i weeks by the slimmet
Method, H will cost you nothingl No
Mi. i

i renuou : exercises or expen-
sive massage! Don't resign yourself
to ugly bulges of excess fui, iu=«

weight thl? sensible way, am) regain
your allure.

THEABSOLUTELYSAFEWAY
Ho not accept any substitutes for tills

New York doctor's harmless Slimmet
Method. The simple presci li a con-
tains n» thyroid, no dinitrouhenul or
oilier hai mful drug. Overweight not
only nun-, your beauty lint may '»*>

actually dangerous as Insurance com-
panies know. Gel iiJ of that ui:ly

superficial ut NOW!
BOTH MEN and WOMEN AMAZED

"Reduced from
Hi I

!30
Mr. H. S.

180 aunda
vttec-

,-U iiw ... i have ion 31 i»
'** S. B. "Loal 20 pound* and have

W*l l '* ;y llul P*D'" Mrs. A. G.

TESTITATOUREXPENSE
MMi the coupon i idayl If" you !<

,,..|,i. , ,ii it.'. i l in i-iMin.l , iii l w
l.v Hi,' .sltiuiii.'i M.-lhod, yuur in

will bo refunded without iiuob
Scot C. »>. D. or send Si.uo <

chf-k or money order.

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
immcts Co., Dopt. FW3

8S3 7th Ave, New York.
Send 00 Slimmet Tablet*.
n I i-llrl - t imi.

n I will |.;iv postmnn S1.00 on arrival
It I ilo not lose at least |U pounds In <

weokn, or am In i. you will
return my 91.00 without question.
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FOR 70 YEARS thousands suffering from
asthmatic paroxysms have depended upon

Dr. Schumann's ASTHMADOR. . .druggists

throughout the world have recommended and
sold it as a quick and dependable aid to relief.

You, too, should experience the same beneficial

results. Try it now! Ask your druggist for Scruff*

mann's ASTHMADOR — in powder, cigar-

ette or pipe -mixture form. Or send for FREE
supply of all three. R. SCHIFFMANN CO.,
Los Angeles, California. Dept. I

Kidneys Must

Clean Out Acids
Your body cleans out Acids and poisonous wastes in

your blood thru U million tiny, delicate Kidney lubes or

filters, but beware of cheap, drastic, irritating drugs. If

funrtional Kidney or Bladder disorders make you suffer

from Getting Up Nights, Nervousness, Leg Pains. Back-
ache, Circles Under Eyes, Dizziness, Rheumatic Pains.

Acidity, Burning, Smarting or Itching, don't take chances.

Get the Doctor's guaranteed prescription called Cystex.

$10,000.00 deposited with Bank of America. Los Angeles,

Calif., guarantees Cystes must bring new vitality in 48
hours and make you feel yeara younger in one week or

money back on return of empty package. Telephone your
druggist for guaranteed Cystex (Siss-tex) today.

Want A.
U.S. GOVERNMENT
^ JOB

START $1260 to $2100 YEAR

Education

Mail Coupi
Today Sun

/ FRANKLIN INSTITUTE
' Dept. A262, Rochester. N. Y.

Sirs: Bush without charge, f 1 > 32-
pa^e hook with list of U. S. Govern-

nent Jobs obtainable (2) Tell me how
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Our Readers Write
(Continued from i>nge ten)

Hollywood endeavors to keep its col-

umns free of such statements as are crit-

icized by Mrs. Ringler. Perhaps by exam-
ple it may do its bit toward a remedy,

—

The Editor.

Merited Praise

When I saw Irene Dunne in Back Street, I praised

her to the skies. Her characterization after she
learned of the death of her lover was perfect. Then
I saw her in Show Boat. Again I felt her talent

knew no limits. Now that I've seen her in Theodora
Goes Wild—well—words fail me. She is the most
versatile actress on the screen. Not only can she
portray the young ingenue, but the old mother as

well, and, to top it all, how she can sing. Each
picture I have seen her in could not have been
Dunne better.

Miss Lule Nethaway
458 W. 7th St., Wahoo, Nebr.

Not many of Hollywood's upper-bracket
players get opportunity to give such proof
of versatility as has Irene Dunne. Too
many players are "typed," but Irene
Dunne is one player who refuses to be
placed in that category.—The Editor.

Inane Lyrics Irk

The French have a proverb which is translated
into English something like, "What is not worth
saying is sung." Bing Crosby's song, Pennies from
Heaven demonstrates the proverb's truth.

Imagine Joe E. Brown with long golden curls!

Thai he wears 'em nonchalantly is evidenced
by some of his own hirsute adornment showing

at the forehead line. Harry Beaumont, his

director on When's Your Birthday, doesn't

seem to be falling for Joe's girlishness

I do not name this as an isolated offender but as
the best current example of the drivel too prevalent
in the musical type of picture. It is time the movie
industry woke up to the fact that its audiences are
not comprised wholly of children and morons.

Let me make it clear that I enjoy inanity where it

is supported by beautiful music or where, as in
Wahoo and The Music Goes Round and Round,
it is clever enough, but it must always have a re-

deeming prop of some kind.
Mr. Frank F. Taylor

112 N. Travis, Seguin, Texas.

Age Vs. Romance

Why don't newspapers and magazines let Buddy
Rogers and Mary Pickford have their romance like

ordinary people? Just because Mary happens to

be older than Buddy, the write-ups about their
romance and engagement more or less have insin-
uating remarks on that particular subject. People
never think anything of it even if a man is twenty
or more years older than a woman, but when it's

the other way around they just seem to glory in
making remarks about it.

In the case of John Barrymore and Elaine Barrie
they even took comical pictures (as printed in your
January issue). They dared to do so, while Mary
had to be sure she looked nice, so as to keep people
from remarking on how old she looks, or this and
that. I do wish they were left alone, because love
is love regardless of age. Isn't that true?

Cleo Jowe
2005 W. 7th St., Los Angeles, Calif.

Re-Runs Requested

It seems that every institution or establishment
under the sun has a week devoted to it—to wit,

"Fire Week," "Druggist Week," "Bakers* Week"
and so on. Now why not devote, not one week but
one day out of each week, to the re-showing of pic-
tures which, once great popular hits, are now
moulding in oblivion on some out-of-the-way shelf?

SOFT SMOOTH SKIN IftdtOyftMiff

MILK-OILS
make an Amazing New Kind of

Face Creme

® Nothing has ever duplicated the

marvelous beautifying effects of
milk on the skin. But here at last is

anew face cream,actuallymadefrom
genuine milk-oils. It brings you all

the famous beauty giving qualities

hidden in the super-fine oils found
only in fresh,wriolesome dairy milk.

Milk-oils sinkdown into thepores
and tissues ofyour skin so fast you
can stand before your mirror and
watch this creme disappear. This
unusualpowerofpenetration cleans-
es, softens and smooths your skin

with astonishing speed. Sounds un-
believable, doesn't it! But it's true,

because milk-oils aremade by glands,

nature'sownway—similar to theway
the oils ofyour own skin are made.
MILK-OILS offer you the creme

youhavealways looked for buthave
never found. So now try Creme of
Milk, the truly all-purpose creme.
Use it mornings and nights—to
cleanse, to soften and smooth—to
refine coarse pores—to tone up the
tissues and form a perfect powder
base.Use itonhands andelbows too!

TUNE IN -JOHN NESBITT'S "PASSING PARADE" NBC RED NETWORK
A NEW KIND OF RADIO PROGRAM FOR A NEW KIND OF FACE CREME

SEND FOR TRIAL JAR IOC DUART, 785 Market St., San Francisco, Calif.

I enclose (10c) for which please send me 1 special trial JAR.

DUART'S
MERLE OBERON
Glamorous Star ofSamuel
Goldwyn's BELOVED ENEMY

Creme of Milk A*hm_
ALL-PURPOSE FACE CREME City
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a name to rely on when yon visit

IFEL(MenEDi\
NO matter what part of Florida you're planning to visit . .

.

no matter how much orhow littleyon'replanning to spend
•• • "' ' 'I I II l{" i, tin- one n.11110 to remember! The Collier
chain of lioti-N . . . strateg-

ically located, handsomely
equipped, serviced in the
most modern hotel t r.idi t i. >n

and operated under one all-

embracing,responsible man-
agement . . . will compli-d'lv

satisfy your wants, modest
or elaborate .i- thej ma] be.

Scver;il of Florida's leading

resorthotels are included ...

in her most celebrated ;. 'If

and li^liinj; centers . . . ;i~

well as a number of li n>- .ill-

year bouses for overnight
stops or extended Btaj -.

For sportsmen, for motor-
ists, lor leisure kir-, for

Beasonresidents ortwo-week
vacation i- 1 a . . . * lollicr

hotels provide i warm and
friendly Florida welcome!

MINIMUM HATES
DrjH'ntliin; on Imtt Itrlected:

American Tlnn 87. 110.,,, ! op.

European Plan $2.SO, $3.50, $1 an J u|>.

Apply loTR \.\¥l. AGENT oraddrta
individual hotel managers or
Flori.i.J I /_W
i\,„ York I... TcL Wlxorw* 7-2000. *&
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•• HOTEL SARASOTA TERRACE. SarasotaHOTEL LAKELAND l-ikcland liinil, KI<n:lDW Tamna

gSEHi
'
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V
V.

1 ':. TERRACE, Tampa.. . CHARLOTTE HARBOR BOTELTPuniUS-EPPA INN. I rti'!»n:l Island <.; \SP \UI1.1. \ IW Roc-i flr'indrtEVERGLADES ROD and ia N CLTJB, rvcrgladrs EVERGLAD] 3 IN'N I--vcriiiadMHOTEL DIXIE COURT. West Palm Beach . . HOTEL ROYAL WORTH; WolPalm Beach

COLLIER FLORIDA COAST HOTELS

1. Cannot irritate skin.
"

cannot rot dresses. I

2. No waiting to dry. "^

3. Can be used right after shaving.

4. Stops perspiration 1 to 3 days.
Prevents under-arm odor. A white,
greaseless, vanishing cream.

ARRID

Personal to Fat Girls!- Now you can Snm
down your face and figure without strict dieting
or back-breaking exercises. Just eat sensibly and
take 4 Marmola Prescription Tablets a day until
you have lost enough fat— then stop.
"» Marmola Prescription Tablets contain the same
element prescribed by most doctors in treating
their fat patients. Millions of people are using
them with success. Don't let others think yoa
have no spunk and that your will-power is as
flabby as your flesh. Start with Marmola today
and win the slender lovely figure rightfully yours.

- «
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Cuties by the pound— 160 or more pounds to

be exact—were required for RKO's Robber
Barons. Here are two whose avoirdupois seemed
to fill not only the bill, but the dancing

shorts as well. Sturdy? eh, wot?

Let's say, for example* that one week our theatres
would show The Hunchback of Notre Dame, one
day only. This could be followed, next week, by
The Ten Commandments, and so on ad infinitum.
In this way the old favorites would be made acces-
sible, not only to those who applauded them when
they were new, but also to those of us too young to
remember them clearly. I think an old picture, of
tried appeal, would be a far better drawing card than
some of the third-rate pictures so often shown at
theatres on their odd day.

Mr. Lloyd W. Maffit
Oakville, Iowa.

Some theater managers have found
showing old-time films at intervals highly
remunerative. Requests from regular
patrons in any city for such showings no
doubt would bring a ready response.

—

The Editor.

Air Appearances Backed

Is it good policy for movie stars to go on the
radio? Yes! It is living sound. It is a test of
versatility—even without the visual aid of looks of
any kind, for the test of acting is in the voice rather
than the appearance.

I confess I never thoroughly liked Jean Harlow.
To me she didn't "ring true,'* her emotions were
stagy dramatics. In Red Dust and Hold Your Man
—Jean was grand—but it remained for her radio
play, Madame Sans Gene, to win me over com-
pletely. Jean has a truly marvelous radio presence,
wonderful diction—I hung on every word. It was
all-around perfection to me.

Miss Leontine Brennan
2369 N. Villere St., New Orleans, La.

Several chain air programs originating
in Hollywood present outstanding players
each week. This would seem to prove
that producers and players like the plan.
—The Editor.
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WAKE UP YOUR
LIVER BILE-

Without Calomel—And You'll Jump Out

of Bed in the Morning Rarin' to Go
The liver should pom- out two pounds of liquid

bile into your bowels daily. If this bile is not
flowing freely, your food doesn't digest. It just

decays in the bowels. Gas bloats up your stomach.
You get constipated. Your whole system is poi-

soned and you feel sour, sunk and the world
looks punk.
o Laxatives are only makeshifts. A mere bowel
movement doesn't get at the cause. It takes those
good, old Carter's Little Liver Pills to get these

two pounds of bile flowing freely and make you
feel "up and up." Harmless, gentle, yet amazing
in making bile flow freely. Ask for Carter's Little

Liver Pills by name. Stubbornly refuse anything

else. 25c at all drug store* © 1935, C. M. Co.

BLEMISHES!
/7/ff NOW INSTANTLY

MASKED .'?

Birthmarks, Pimples, Liver Spots,

Freckles, Bruises, Circles Under Eyes \ x~ ;

and other unsightly spots amazingly
masked with DERMALURE, the ideal

make-up base. Applied in a min-
ute—lasts all day. Waterproof.
Blends perfectly. Light. Medium,
Brunette and Sun Tan. $1 at drug/
counters. Purse size at all 10-cent|
stores. Write for "The Secret of I
Perfect Make-Up." For TRIAL!
SIZE, mention shadeandsend 10c*

DERMALURE'
Facial Transformation Winnetka, Illinois

ou Can Regain Perfect Speech, If you

STAMMER
Send today for beautifully Illustrated book entitled

"DON'T STAMMER," which describes the Bogue
Unit Method for the scientific correction of stammer-
ing and stuttering. Method successfully used at

Eogue Institute for 36 years—since 1901. Endorsed
by physicians. Full information concerning correc-

tion of stammering sent free. No obligation.

Benjamin N. Bogue, Dspt. 715, Circle Tower, Indianapolis, Indiana

BEFORE HAIR AFTER

- .-£/ Killed Permanently
From face, body or arms withmaximum speed by simple
Electrolysis device. Will not
hiuin the skin. Gii.inirueo.l to
remove hair permanently ormoney refunded. Endorsed Dy
physicians. Price $1.95, post-
paid or sent C.O.D. Complete
instructions enclosed. 853 Amsterdam Aw.

International Oist. &. Mnfg Co., New York City

«* METAL ARTS C0,1MC FACTORY G8-R0CHESTEOY

j
WITHOUT

|

GLASSES!
THE NATURAL

EYESIGHT SYSTEM Gives

Your Eyes a New Deal
If you wear glasses, or think you should, our
FOUR MONTHS' TRIAL OFFER—containing
the inspiring story of glasses discarded for
Nearsight. Farsight, Astigmatism, Old Age
Sight, Eyestrain, Weak Eyes, Eye Muscle
Trouble, Etc., as told by USERS AT HOME
of this Revolutionary System—will be mailed
FREE upon request.

NATURAL EYESIGHT INSTITUTE, Inc.

Oept. 74-A, Los Angeles, Calif.

Movies Are A Mirror

It is through the movies that we fans have learned
to conduct ourselves in a more refined, reserved and
pleasant manner. The movies are a mirror to us.

They reflect our own selves thinly guised in the garb
of an actor or actress. They show us how ridiculous

we appear wheri, we become angry. They show us
how foolish out vanity, pomposity and deceit- They
let us see how distasteful we appear when we put
into action selfish schemes. They do all this and
yet when we speak of the movies we talk of them
as but a pleasant place to spend a few idle hours.
I wonder how many of us realize the debt we owe
Hollywood?

Noel Neuman
3321 Garland Ave., Richmond, Va.

Enjoyment of pictures is enhanced in

the same degree than one can see him or
herself reacting as does the hero or heroine
of the film. Most writers, producers and
directors are motivated by a desire to

shape their pictures so that they have
appeal either through the mind or the
heart.—The Editor.

Gilding The Lilies

The art of make-up. I wonder how many of us
have ever stopped to think just how essential this

factor is? What would the movie actors and
actresses really look like without the help of creams,
powders, lotions, etc.? What wondfcs it has done
for our beloved Joan Crawford, the sweet Margaret
Sullavan, the exotic Dietrich, the petite Lily Pons,
the delightful Carole Lombard!

I, for one, would never enter a movie house were
I to know that these few and many others were to
appear as they really are. Their acting may play
a large part in the opinion of the audience, but

—

as for the Art of Make-Up—LONG MAY IT
REIGN!

Miss Edythe Ttirkin
3559 W. Doitglas Blvd., Chicago, 111.

Selling Coming Films

"We don't care whether or not you enjoy the
picture we're showing tonight, but there is a picture
you can't afford to miss. It's coming next week!
And the week after, there's a wow of a picture!
And as for the picture we're showing next month—well, we honestly don't see how you can possibly
wait a month to see it. And just to give you a real
thrill, we've cut out the comedy, and the news reel,
and we're going to show you some great scenes from
these future wonders."

Well, after seeing the film that is being shown,
I may not be surprised that the manager is taking
so much of my time to prove that he can make good
bookings. But I'm out to see an enjoyable show on
that particular evening, and it annoys me to be told
what a wonderful time I can have if I wait two
weeks longer.
To put it bluntly, I think the movie houses are

taking away too much of my entertainment to sell
future pictures.

Movie houses should restrict their commercials
just as radio stations restrict theirs.

Miss Bertha F. Clissold
9031 Ft. Hamilton Parkway, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Trailers—the film giving you highlights
of coming attractions—are not put on
your local screen to take up your time,
but rather to acquaint you with what you
may see at some future date. Perhaps it

would be better to spend a few minutes
to determine if you wish to see a picture
than to spend your money and an hour
or more of your time on a film you would
not care particularly to see.—The Editor.

He Forgot His Soda!

The article about Don Ameche in your January
issue of HOLLYWOOD sold the magazine to me.
Walking into the corner drug store, planning to buy
a soda, the swell photo of Merle Oberon on the
cover of your magazine caught my eye. Picking
this magazine up and glancing through it I saw
several pictures of Don Ameche. Pausing at these
pictures, to my delight I found an article about him,
also. Giving the clerk a nickel, I walked out of
the store, forgetting about the soda I had planned
to buy.

This promising newcomer to the screen rates first

on my list of favorite stars.

Miss Betty Raymond
1484 Lincoln Ave., Lakewood, O.

{J^yfym^sav

"A l ilm Actress"

can't take chances

with MOTHS"
One Spraying Mothproofs a Whole Year

Your clothes are just as important to you.
Now get rid of moth dangers as movie stars
do. Spray with Larvex today.

Spraying with Larvex is the complete safe-
guard advised by scientists and used by manu-
facturers of costly woolens. It penetrates to
the very center of every woolen fibre. Moths
starve to death rather than eat the fabric.

Odorless, stainless, Larvex does away with
the clothes storage problem, too, for one

Larvex spraying lasts a full 12
months.

Spray with Larvex today and
forget the moth problem this year!

| Mothproof with

_LARVEX
JsMSks==^rind be sure

Mosco is a stainless corn
and pleasant to use. Remove
callouses, relieves bunions an

No knife, plaster
aking necessary. Jar 30c.

PASTE COUPON ON POSTAL OR MAIL IN ENVELOPE
The Moss Co., Rochester, N. Y.

Send Free Sample To: (Prin

Name

Street

City & State F4-7
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HOLLYWOOD STAR GLEAMS

FLOODS in Louisville, Kentucky, apparently should bear

no relation to the appearance of HOLLYWOOD Mag-
azine on your news stand, yet the Ohio River is our iron-

clad alibi for late publication last month.

To help prevent such an occurrence with this issue, your

correspondent climbed aboard an American Airliner when
the deadline approached and flew two-thirds of the way
across the country from Hollywood to put the magazine

"to bed" in the huge plant of the C. T. Dearing Printing

Company, here in Louisville.

By the time I reached Louisville the flood had gone on by,

but looking down on the lower Mississippi from our big air-

liner, one could graphically see every detail of the inun-

dation below Mem-
phis where the crest

was just arriving.

I don't know which

looked the worst—
hundreds of homes
under water in the far

south, or thousands of

homes abandoned as

heaps of junk in Louis-

ville.

Many of the em-
ployes at our printing

plants lost their homes
and all their personal

possessions in the

flood, but that didn't

keep them from work-

ing day and night
when electric power
was finally restored
and the presses began
to grind again. It was
this superb display of

keeping-your-chin-up

which makes possible

the prompt publica-

tion of this issue. Gen-
eral Manager W. G.
Simpson and his entire staff certainly have our deepest
gratitude.

she gets the trophy or not, it is still something that Irene

/on the recognition in a role she did not want to play.

Academy Insult No. I, to my mind, was the nomination of

Maria Ouspenskaya as one of the best supporting actresses

of the year, for her work in Dodsworth. The insult is not to

her, but to Mary Astor in the same cast. These awards are

supposed to be on a basis of acting merit, not court no-

toriety. Miss Astor should be comforted by the thought

that thousands of fans around the country thought her per-

formance in this picture ranked almost as high as Huston's.

Gale Sondergaard's supporting role in Anthony Adverse
entitles her to full consideration. Paramount rated her so

high in that Warner Brothers picture that it promptly signed

her to a long term

contract. I don't like

to harp back on Come
and Get It too often,

but someone seemed
to have overlooked

the sensational work

done by Frances
Farmer in a dual role.

Maybe the Academy
will get around to

recognizing her in its

graybeard days of the

future.

Stepping off the stage of Stepping
Sandrich (left) get acquainted with

Watch the work of

Anton Walbrook,
RKO's importation

from the Viennese
stage. Before long

you will see him in

Michael Strogoff, and

it should make him im-

mediately an Ameri-

7oes, Ginger Rogers and Director Mark Can favorite. Be-

Anton Walbrook, famous Viennese actor tween Walbrook and

Fernand Gravet, it

looks like a big year for foreign stars in America.

By the time this article appears the Academy of Motion
Picture Arts and Sciences will be dishing out its annual Award
of Merit honors. Honored actor will be either Gary Cooper,
Walter Huston, Paul Muni, William Powell or Spencer Tracy.

Number One actress of the year will be selected from Irene

Dunne, Gladys George, Carole Lombard, Luise Rainer and
Norma Shearer.

I have never found myself in exact agreement with the

Academy's selections. If I had to choose from this group,
I would be inclined to select Walter Huston for his fine work
in Dodsworth. He was marvelous in the title role. But right

alongside of him was Edward Arnold in Come and Get It.

Since both of these were Samuel Goldwyn productions, the

Academy obviously intended to pass one of them up.

Norma Shearer's performance in Romeo and Juliet prob-
ably entitles her to the high honor among the ladies. Per-

sonally I liked Irene Dunne as a comedienne, and whether

S2

These things interest me: Bob Taylor has given the

psychology department of Stanford University a grant-in-

aid scholarship of $250 annually to help students studying

the psychology of the theatre . . . Marlene Dietrich made
a total of $450,000 from the British film, Knight Without

Armor, but a big part of it went to pay taxes . . . Pat

O'Brien is taking no chances; he has already enrolled his one-

year-old son in Notre Dame, effective after 1950 . . .

Hollywood's eight thousand pound actress is dead—she's

Jennie, the elephant . . . Belie Davis is busy trying to

regain the I 8 pounds she lost during that London court battle

... I won't quote the name of the child star who, when
asked if he said his prayers three times a day, replied, "No,

only at night. 1 can take care of myself in the daytime" . . .

Ben Bernie is in the doghouse ... or at least he shares his

studio dressing room v/ith nine favorite pooches when he

feels like it. —TED MAGEE



11 FROM THE SOUTH SEAS MAIDEN,

THE SECRET OF HER STRANGE ENCHANTMENT

...TATTOO FOR LIPS, INSTEAD OF PASTY COATING

TATTOO YOUR LIPS!

The New TATTOO gives lips exciting South

Sea redness that's transparent, pasteless,

highly indelible . . . yet makes them moist,

lustrous, smooth, soft. .. endlessly yielding!

Luscious South Sea-ish stain that replaces pasty

lipstick, arch-enemy of blissful adventure . . . that's

the New Tattoo. Moist and shimmering, it appears

on lips . . . ever so tempting . . . but so clearly transparent

its charm has a realness that doesn't suffer when adoring

eyes come closer. And how his heart will pound at the

touch of lips so smooth ... so caressingly soft ! A magic

ingredient contained in the New Tattoo actually makes

lips just that soft. Yes, it really does. Tattoo your lips !

FIVE EXCITING SOUTH SEA REDS
No. i has an exciting orangish pink
cast. Rather light. Ravishing on
blondes and titian blondes. It is

called "coral."

No. 3 is a medium shade. A true,

rich blood red that will be an
asset to any brunette. It is called

"natural."

No. 2 is an exotic, new shade, bril- No. 4 changes hue when applied to

liant yet transparent Somehow we the lips. Gives an unusually trans-

just cannot find the right words to parent richness and warmth. Called

describe it. It is called "exotic." "pastel."

No. 5 has the rich intensity of Hawaii's most gor-

geous flower . . . the wild Hibiscus. It's vivid, very

vivid, yet has a lovely softness. Called "Hawaiian."

tattoo is one dollar everywhere

INTED IN U. S. A
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need this throat protection too/
. . . That only a light smoke offers

The stars of the radio have to protect

their throats—naturally. But keep in

mind that your throat is just as im-

portant to you ... be sure you have a

light smoke. You can be sure Luckies

are a light smoke because the exclusive

process, "It's Toasted", expels certain

natural impurities harsh to the delicate

tissues of your throat. So follow the

stars to a clear throat! Choose Luckies.

OF RICH, RIPE-BODIED
TOBACCO-"IT'S TOASTED"
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.HOLLYWOOD! The ever-critical — the master authority on

beauty— has its very own secret for flawless charm !— A secret

you now may share. All types go to make up Hollywood's group

of glamorous screen sirens. Yet each is a picture of cameo love-

liness. To see them is to adore them! Each vital type— whether

Titian, Brunette, or Blonde — owes her radiant beauty to the

intimate secret of make-up keyed to her individual coloring!

NOW—with Hollywood mask Matched Make-up—you may
achieve the same devastating results. For the velvet-textured

Powder of HOLLYWOOD mask accents the skin-tones; the soft,

glowing Rouge merges with shade of skin; and the

Lipstick, matching the Rouge, leaves lips ripe, tanta-

lizing — lips that promise to give — and to take! And
all three, keyed to your individual coloring.

Underneath it all, the knowledge that the skin is

baby-fresh and revitalized with the Hollywood mask Facial.

Follow the Hollywood method, just as a screen star. Let your

mirror reflect a new, ravishing you. You'll be vibrant! Re-made!

Luscious! Ready to undermine hearts of men the world over.

You'll find poise and assurance, too, in knowing you've

properly stressed inner beauty, by make-up that accents your

own color tones.

Don't delay glorification! Awaken your sleeping beauty with

HOLLYWOOD mask Matched Make-up. Ask today for your own
shades at your favorite cosmetic counter.

Avoid Blackheads-
Clogged Pores

Purge tiny dirt - ridden pores-

Cleanse the base of the face!

Strengthen and feed under-skin
tissues with HOLLYWOOD
MASK Facial. Large Tube $1.00
Purse Size 10c.

uxxxt
MASK
FOR INTIMATE BEAUTY

HOLLYWOOD

Start your beauty adventure now! If your store hasn't HOLL
WOOD MASK as yet, check your shades below, for generous i

troductory treatment- Be sure to include HOLLYWOOD MAS
Facial— the base of new loveliness.

Acquire Bloom

of Youth

Bestows glowing blush on
cheeks. Merges with skin

tones and blends with pow-
der. Plays up to eyes and
hair. Peachbloom, Poppy,

Raspberry, Orange. Large

Size 50c. Purse Size 10c.

HOLLYWOOD MASK. Inc., Dept. 250, Hollywood, Calif.

J enclose 10c for each purse-size cosmetic checked.

Alluring Companion to Rouge

Have rich, red, taunting lips ! —
Come-hitherish, soft— that stay soft

through an evening of kisses. Light,
Medium, Dark, Orange, Raspberry.

Extra Size 55c. Purse Size 10c.

Escape "Flour-Barrel" Look

Heavenly new powder reveals true

skin-tone; clings longer. Harmonizes

with cheeks and lips. Soft, subtle,

natural! Rachelle, Creole, Brunette,

Peach, Natural, Blanche, Suntan.

Large Size 75c. Purse Size 10c.

Street-

City
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She evades close-ups... Dingy teeth and tender gums destroy her

charm ... She ignored the warning of "PINK TOOTH BRUSH"

That chance meeting— what it has

done for thousands of girls. That first

glance—what it has done to thousands of

men. Even before a word is spoken—an
opinion is formed, an impression made.

And then—she smiles! What a triumph
if that smile is lovely, winning, captivat-

ing. But if it reveals dull teeth and dingy

gums, how quickly the spell is broken-
how swiftl j'the glamorous moment is lost.

NEVER NEGLECT "PINK TOOTH BRUSH"

Play sale—protect your smile! If your tooth

brush has flashed that warning tinge of

"pink"—see your dentist. For "pink tooth

brush" is a signal of distress from your

gums. It may be the first sign of serious

gum disorders—it is emphatically some-

thing that should not be left to chance.

Don't take chances. You may not be in

for serious trouble—but your dentist should

decide. Usually, however, the verdict will

be "just another case of lazy, under-

worked gums—gums robbed of exercise

by our present-day soft and fibreless

foods."They need more work, more stim-

ulation—and as so many dentists frankly

suggest—the stimulating help of Ipana

and massage. For Ipana is a double-duty

tooth paste that not only keeps teeth

white and sparkling but, with massage,

helps gums stay firm and healthier. Rub
a little extra Ipana on your gums every

time you brush your teeth. Circulation

quickens.Gums become firmer.Your teeth

sparkle with a whiter, brighter look.

Change to Ipana and massage today

—help safeguard yourself from troubles

of the gums. Regular use of Ipana with

massage will do much to keep your teeth

brighter—your gums healthier.Keep your

smile a winning smile—lovely, captivating!

LISTEN TO "Town Hall Tonight," starring Fred
Allen. Every Wednesday, N.B.C. Red Net-
work, 9 P. M„ E. S. T.

i . c mossa9e

i* Y°or *
,ue

hor*ecare
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How Bob loves — and how
Jean loves it!. ..It's a merry

mad farce in the M-G-M
"Libeled Lady" manner—
which means high-powered

romance mixed in with the

laughs !...Here's the merri-

est of Springtime pictures!

Bob is assigned by the sheriff to guard

Jean's personal property ...that's when
the fun begins!

He masquerades as her butler, so her

high-toned society friends won't sus-

pect she's flat broke...

Who should Jean's honor-guest be but

Bob's Fortune-hunting brother, who
thinks Jean is an heiress!

Bob's the boy to clear up complica-

tions— so he becomes Jean's personal

property, Item No. 1

ROBERT

HARLOW- TAYLOR

with Reginald Owen
A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Piclur Produced by John W. Considine

Directed by W. S . VA N DYKE
The Hit-Director of "After the Thin Man"

"Sen Francisco" and others

Accept No Substitutes! Always Insist on the Advertised Brand!
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—Longzi'&rth Portrait

Veda Ann Borg, shapely young Warner Bros,

player, is but one of several talented beauties
appearing in support of the dynamic Dick
Powell in his latest song-film, The Singing
Marine. From the stage this flame-haired young
miss has more than a good chance of becoming
an important cinema somebody during the
current season according to her sponsors

Specially posed for Holly-
wood Magazine by Carol
Hughes, Warner Bros, player

, E.J.SMITHSON,
Editor
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• Constipation got me down so badly that I was
mean to the very people I liked best. I just

couldn't help it. Certain laxatives were so re-

pulsive that I hated to take them. I hadn't yet

learned how to avoid out-of-date "dosing." Then
I found out something I'll always remember.

• In desperation I con-

sulted mv druggist. He
advised FEEN-A-MINT.
"It's different!" he said. I

tried it— found it tasted just like delicious chew-
ing gum. Thanks to KEEN -A- MINT, life be-
came so different. All of me felt better at once.
Exit sickish Seeling, headache, "blues." I sang
with joy to see the color in my cheeks. My
mirror whispered—"You're yourself again!"

• Now life is so different for this girl, just as
it is for over 16 million other FEEN -A-MINT
users. FEEN-A-MINT is thorough, satisfying.

The chewing is what helps make it so wonder-
fully dependable. Acts gently in the lower bowel,
not in the stomach. No griping, no nausea. Not
habit-forming. Economical. Delicious flavor and
dependability make it the favorite at all ages.
Sample free. Write Dept. M-9. FEEN-A-MINT,
Newark, N. J.

Eyewitness Photos « « By Charles Rhodes
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The Bennys and the Joneses—Jack, Mary, Alan

and Irene. The Fawcett cameraman caught

them in a huddle during a little plain and

fancy recreation at a Hollywood night club

When the Ohio River brought necessity for aid

to stricken sufferers, Hollywood did its bit.

One phase was a golf tournament. Here you

see Walter Hagen, Dick Arlen, Alan Hale,

Constance Bennett and Bing Crosby

Among the film notables at the Academy
Award banquet held at the Biltmore Hotel

were Hollywood's popular romantic couple

—

Tyrone Power and Sonia Henie

Virginia Bruce has many boy friends but few

steadies. She is seen arriving at the Gershwin

Concert at the Los Angeles Philharmonic ac-

companied by Cesar RomeroSlightly higher in Canada

Accept No Substitutes! Always Insist on the Advertised Brand!

Charles Boyer and his wife, Pat Paterson, were

among many filmites who turned out to wish

Leslie Howard well when he opened his Los

Angeles engagement in Hamlet



YOU SAID A fflGMMfH,

WEDDING' IS SOJfa PARTY.

WA1K1KI
says

'Girls, until you've seen Bing make love to Shirley the way
they do on the beach at Waikiki, oh . . . boy . . . you ain't

seen nothing. And Bob Burns is no slouch as a Hawaiian

lover himself. Why he has me so excited I actually sing

Hawaiian. And, speaking of singing . . . wait'li you hear

Bing and Shirley croon those new Rainger and Robin dit-

ties . . .'Sweet Is the Word For You'. . .'Blue Hawaii'. . .'In

A Little Hula Heaven'. .
. 'Okleahao' and 'Sweet Leilani'.

.Yeah, man...'Waikiki Wedding' is some party... and how!'S

//
WAIKIKI WEDDINGS* bing crosby • bob burns • martha raye
SHIRLEY ROSS • George Barbier • A Paramount Picture directed by Frank Turtle

When Answering Advertisements, Please Mention May HOLLYWOOD
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WATCH TANGEE'S Color Change Principle bring

your lips glowing freshness of youth. Tangee

isn't paint, can't give a "painted look". From

orange in the stick it changes on your lips to soft

blush-rose. Paris says, "Paint is out of harmony

with today's fashions". Also use Tangee Rouge

for cheeks and achieve perfect color symphony.

SEE HOW Tangee Lipstick's special cream base

soothes and softens lips while you sleep... Use

Tangee Lipstick at bedtime ... it is one cosmetic

that need not be removed at night. Tangee

doesn't rub off, and never smears bed linens.

Try Tangee: 39 and $1.10. Or send the coupon

below forTangee's 24-Hour Miracle Make-Up Set.

TA N G E E

BEWARE OF SUBSTITUTES! There is fmlu r,nr 7— don't let anyone witch you. Br sure tn ask for tangeb
natural. I! vou prefer more color lor evening ic-ar, ask for
Tangee Theatrical.

Tl
Worlds Most Famous Lipstick

ENDS THAT PAINTED LOOK

."MIRACLE MAKE-UP SET"
The George W. Luft Co., 417 Fifth Ave.. N. Y. C.

Please rush "Miracle Mate-Up Set" of sample
Tangee Lipstick, Rouge Compact, Creme Rouse.
Face Powder. I enclose 10£ (stamps or coin).
(15<J in Canada.)
Check Shade of rn pjesh n Rachel R Li^ht
Powder Desired "-1 LJ <-> Rachel

Name_

Addres.

Shirley's Favorite Comics
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Shirley Temple, good little girl of the movies,

admits that those tough little youngsters of the

comic sheets—the Katzenjammer Kids, please

her most

By P. C. MORAXTTE

There Is Somethinc significant in
Shirley Temple's taste concerning the
comic strips in the newspaper Sunday

supplements.
When I asked Shirley what particular

feature appealed to her, the eight-year -

old cinema star replied, "Oh, I like the
Katzenjammer Kids very much."
"Are they your favorites?' again I

queried.

"Uh-huh," she nodded, her curls splash-
ing gold about her head.
This was a surprise to me. For a survey

I made disclosed the fact that out of ten
children in my neighborhood, ranging in

age from six to eleven, not one picked the
Katzenjammer Kids as first choice. Not
that they did not like this particular strip,

but simply that they happened to prefer
other features, like Skippy, Flash Gordon,
Ella Cinders, Peter Rabbit, Mickey Mouse,
Popeye. The Gumps, and others.

Of course Shirley admitted that she
loves Tarzan also and sometimes prays for
him before she goes to sleep—that is, when
Tarzan is in a very precarious situation.

But this only shows that her imagination,
like the imagination of all children about
her age, absorbs the spirit of adventure
and invests the story heroes with realism.
And also, she does not want to miss
Dinglehoofer und His Dog, Mickey Mouse,
Orphan Annie, Bringing Up Father, Tim
Tyler's Luck, Henry, Always Belittlin',

and others.

"But can you understand the Katzen-
jammer Kids?" again I asked her.
"Oh. yes, I can," she said without hesi-

tation, her eyes sparkling with enthusiasm.
"I know Hans and Fritz."

She knows Hans and Fritz! Why, it

takes experience to know Hans and Fritz.

These two famous comic-strip characters
are constantly devising the most outrage-
ously clever plots to annoy their Father,
the Captain, and most of the time they get
away with it. Invariably they are either
in trouble themselves or making troubles
for others. But underlying the obvious
comedy of their pranks there is a current
of adult philosophy.
"Can you understand the words in the

Katzenjammer Kids?" I asked Shirley, be-
lieving that her enjoyment must be con-
fined to the mere pictures.

"Oh, yes," she answered promptly, "the
way they are written."

"But," I commented, "they are such
queer words and often so mixed up."

"I can understand them and read them,
though," she declared, leaning against the
couch beside me.
"How do you like the wordings in the

Katzenjammer Kids?" I asked them.
"Oh, I don't understand them many

times," said a ten-year-old boy. "But I

sure understand the pictures and like the
Kids, too."

"I don't read the words, because they're

hard," said another, a girl of ten. "I just

look at the pictures because they are

funny. I like Tim Tyler best."

"The words ain't right," commented an-
other.

"Yeah, they ain't so good," was another
remark.
"Oh, yes," said an eleven-year-old girl,

"I can understand some of the words.
Sometimes all of them, because mother
explains them to me."
These answers may not be typical. The

training and environment of these chil-

dren may account for the response I got

from them and thus make comparison be-
tween them and Shirley Temple some-
what unfair. At any rate, ask your own
child how he or she likes the words in the
Katzenjammer Kids cartoons. The reply
will provide you a basis for comparison
between the intelligence of your kid and
that of America's little sweetheart, Shirley

Temple.

Accept No Substitutes! Always Insist on the Advertised Brand!



IN ONE THRILL-PACKED NIGHT
YOU'LL LIVE THE ADVENTURES OF A LI

Produced on a Massive Scale

1000's in the Cast... 3 Years

in Preparation ... 7 Months

to Film in the World's Great-

est Motion Picture Studios

BQBBY-THE PRINCE BILLY -THE PAUPER
When Answering Advertisements, Please Mention May HOLLYWOOD
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HOLD-BOBS
. . . ~tfte. SJuyieJt

Winsome Ruth Lucille Brink of St. Louis,

Mo. was winner in the December

"Search for Talent" sponsored by

HOID-BOBS. She receives a FREE screen

test, $50.00 in cash, and on oppor-

tunity to make her screen debut in a

Walter Wanger Production at United

Artists Studios.

CxHE sleek, sculptured lines

of today's smart coiffures . . . delightful

to look at and easy to do! The secret?

HOLD-BOBS! These bob pins . . . the

favorites of Hollywood where a perfect

hairdress is so necessary for a beauti-

ful appearance . . . are unlike any other

bob pin. Their exclusive, patented fea-

tures insuring a smart, distinctive hair-

dress, are: small, round, invisible heads

smooth, round, non-scratching points

flexible, tapered legs, one side crimped

and colors to match all shades of hair.

With HOLD- BOBS you'll never see

why your hair stays beautifully in place.

But you'll know the reason your friends

compliment your new hairdress! Ask for

HOLD-BOBS at your favorite store.

You'll find these bob pins everywhere.

THE HUMP HAIRPIN MFG. CO.
Sol H. Goldberg, President

1918-36 Prairie Ave., Dept. F-57, Chicago, 111.

Straight Style HOID-BOB

f^SMALL, INVISIBLE HEADSv

C^^ Curved Shape Style ^^^

T^-Look for the name HOLD-BOBS.

It is your guarantee of the *
finest possible bob pin and

a lovely coiffure. Sold

everywhere— just ask

for them by name ... JO:£li

"fin

he perfect bob pin for.
the modern hairdress!

Copyright 1937 by The Hump Hairpin Mfg. Co.

Our Readers Write
But Right or Wrong—Our Readers!

He Wins Candid Camera

Dear Editor:
I am a boy of thirteen years. To the people

who say that movies influence children. I say don't
let them ro to that kind. I know that they make
pictures in Hollywood thai children should not
see, but why do the parents let their children
them?

If more pictures like The Devil is a Sissy, Dj>id
Copperficld, etc., were made. America would have
more future better

I join the ranks that would like men on the
cover of your magazine. How about a full page
picture of Freddie Bartholomew?

Thomas Tichenor,
1515 Hayes St., Nashville, Tcnn.

With all the hue and cry about films

injuring the morals of youth, it is re-
freshing to find one youngster who puts
the blame, if any, where it belongs—on

those who permit them to see questionable
films. This proves one boy is candid in

his reactions and Fred MacMurray's
candid camera goes to him as a prize.

—

The Editor.

Puzzles All But Producers

Dear Editor:
I'm fairly good at working crossword puzzles

or fitting together jig-saw puzzles, but here is a
puzzle that has me going in circles. Why must an
otherwise good scene in a musical picture be ruined
by music from an unseen orchestra?

Hollywood's Cinderella Girl — Margaret

Tallichet—was a stenographer when It was

found she had charms far too great for a

business office so she was given a part by

David Selznick in A Star Is Born, A bright

future for her is forecast. What think you?

In Pennies From Heaven, Bing Crosby sings at

back doo s and along city streets, accompanied by
an orchestra. In Born to Dance, sailors on a sub-
marine do a number with orchestra accompaniment,
while the boat is under water.

I think when a singer needs musical accompani-
ment the scene should be written so the orchestra

shows. We hear it, why not let us see it?

Thanks to the editorial staff for the fine material

they give us in HOLLYWOOD Magazine. We
never miss an issue.

Selma McMullen,
1446 N. Eighth St., Springfield, 111.

It looks as if you will have to subscribe
to the idea that always "there's music in

the air." You must admit, however, that

most voices are a bit lacking when singing

without accompaniment.—The Editor.

What Price Television?

Dear Editor:
I wonder if the motion picture industry is aware

that it will soon face the biggest problem it has
ever faced in its short and hysterical history. I refer

to television.

Will the television-movie be forced to sink to

that level? Will that mean the end of Mae West
[Continued on page 611
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D1ITR1CH DOTVA
Ai k sk MIGHT WITHOUT \\M\
the night—hand m hand—heart to heart .Looking into eacli other s heart'—to hnd

•—together. . . _T aang danger—snaring ad- eacli other. . . All through the night.— arm

venture— together... xursued oy hatreds in arm—escaping together ... J. omorrow

and passions—lost amid perils too great held their destiny... JLonight held their love

Directed by JACQUES FEYDER • By James Hilton, famous Author of "Lost Horizon" • Released thru United Artists

When Answering Advertisements, Please Mention May HOLLYWOOD 11



PREVIEWS

ROCHELLE HUDSONlt
APPIAIING IN

"WOMAN WISE"
A 30TM CI

THE SERVICE OF THE STARS

Shore the thrill she thrills to, when

Hollywood's guests exclaim over her table,

gleaming and rich with its gorgeous silver-

s-are. You can delight in a Service for Six,

ith such usually expensive niceties as

the Mirror Stainless Blade, Hollow Handle

Knives, in a Tarnish-Proof Chest, at $14.75

1881

C^ROGERS^
made BYonemn ltd.

The intense Interest shown by Jeanette MacDonald. Nelson Eddy and Director Robert Z. Leonard
in the filming of scenes from Maytime will bo shared by everyone who has the pleasure of seeing it

As Refreshing As a cool spring

breeze scented by appleblos-

soms, Maytime comes to give

the most discriminating picture fans

two of the most enjoyable hours ever

spent in a movie theatre. Whether
you are a music lover or not doesn't

matter, Maylime will give you a "lift''

and send you on your way humming
and, coming in the middle of a season

which has brought more tense, stark

dramatic realism than any other

cinema year, Maytime is a rare enter-

tainment delight and a balanced, fas-

cinating show for every member of

every family.

Besides presenting just about the

finest musical selection any tune film

has yet given us, Maylime comes
pretty close to swinging the beautiful

Jeanette MacDonald into the very top

position among our celluloid song-

birds. Most assuredly no other screen

artiste has ever looked so beautiful or

sung with such musical perfection in

the same film. And, with Nelson Eddy
in excellent voice and gay spirits

throughout the production there is

little wonder why this popular duo is

daily winning world-wide applause.

To those who thought that Naughty
Marietta was "tops" among the

screen's romantic musicals let us say

right here that Maytime begins where

Naughty Marietta ended.

After a quarter century of daily

participation in motion picture making

and presentation it is not this re-

viewer's custom to "gush" over any

picture but Maytime cannot be ap-

proached in any ordinary manner. An
exceptional job of recording and mu-
sical creation this new tune-film es-

tablishing a new high in artistic setting

and sympathetic direction. Robert Z.

Leonard may well take bows for his

hand in bringing this subject to such

brilliant success for he has handled

every situation with tender emotion,

well measured tempo and directorial

finesse. Without such truly great stars

as Miss MacDonald and Mr. Eddy, Mr.

Leonard's picture would have been

outstanding but with these splendid

singers ably supported by John Barry-

more, Herman Bing, Tom Brown,

Lynn Carver and the others you will

find it rare treat indeed. Herbert

Stothart's musical score and a screen

play written in record time by 25-

year-old Noel Langley, are worthy of

the enthusiastic compliments Holly-

wood's technically minded have given

them.

Without theatricalism Maytime ful-

fills every promise made for it and

proves how really fine screen enter-

tainment can be.

Musical highlights—An operatic ver-

sion of Tschaikowsky's Fifth Symphony,

"Noblesse Oblige" from "Les Hugenots",

excerpts from "The Love Death" from

"Tristan and Isolde" and "The Last Rose

of Summer"; Romberg's classical "Sweet-

hearts" and a delightful parody in which

Miss MacDonald and Mr. Eddy really "go

to town."

[Continued on page 42]
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Hollywood Newsreel

Will Constance Bennett make
Topper, the Hal Roach feature in

which she now is appearing, her
swansong to the screen? They do say
that Connie has her eye on producing

—

maybe she will take over the vacancy in

United Artists when Mary Pickford severs

her connection there. Connie has the cash
and the urge to be a producer.

Page Frank Buck

Clark Gable is credited with capturing
a cub mountain lion while hunting in the
Kalibab Forest in Northern Arizona just

after finishing his role in Parnell. His
companion on the hunting trip was Dr.
Franklyn Thorpe, erstwhile mate of Mary
Astor. Screenland is wondering if Clark
may not give that cub to Carole Lombard
—just to even up the score for some of

the odd gifts she has sent to him.

From the inner confines of a technical
department at M-G-M comes a story con-
cerning Good Earth. The yarn may clear

up the only critical comment of the pic-
ture, undeniably the class opus of 1937,

and a picture which no producer of Holly-
wood expects to be topped during the year.

The criticism was that Paul Muni, in

later episodes of the film, was more Paul
Muni than he was Wang—more occidental
than oriental. This is explained as Muni's
makeup and action was strictly according
to the wishes of Irving Thalberg so long
as Thalberg was at the helm. Thalberg's
passing is said to have brought a distinct

change in Muni's characterization. Be-
lieve it or not, that's what one in the know
insists is true.

Vic Dishes it Out

If you missed hearing Victor McLaglen
on Bing Crosby's air program, you muffed
some smart repartee. Bing gave Vic a
flowery introduction, cited his film suc-
cesses, including the Academy award, and
then asked Vic what he was working in
at the moment.
"Wee Willie Winkie," Vic answered in

his best cockney. "I'm supporting Shirley
Temple."
"Seems odd," said Bing, "that you, an

Academy award winner, should be sup-
porting Shirley."

"Well, you see I've been in pictures only
16 years," said Vic, "while Shirley has
been in films all her life."

It may be a trifle late to be talking
about the Ohio-Mississippi Valley floods,

but there are one or two tales of film
player relief that you should know. One
Hollywood actress, who was among the
first to respond to the Red Cross call, wrote
a check for $1,000 and did not pose for
publicity pictures. The girl is Ruby
Keeler. To the same subscription list

was added the name of the tap-dance king
—Bill Robinson—who gave $500 and ap-
peared on every benefit given in the film

—Fatacctt Photo by Rhodes

Gloria Swanson, soon to return to films, is

shown with Chester Morris at Hollywood's

swankiest social event, the Screen Actors' Guild

ball. Glimpse the new hairdress

colony for flood sufferers. By contrast, a
matinee idol of the screen and radio, and
we don't mean Bing Crosby, almost had to

be roped and tied before coming across.

He finally did, with tears falling on his

$200 check, those in the know report.

Four Star Final

At one of the Hollywood night spots

Jack Oakie was at a table with some
friends when a film star, who is not ex-
actly a shrinking violet, butted in and
began to tell what a knockout his forth-

coming starring vehicle was going to be.

"I'm sure to get four stars," be gloated.
(

As he moved on Oakie said:

"If that bird ever gets four stars it will

be when someone hits him on the head
with a bottle."

Build-up Flops

That build-up of rivalry between Shirley
Temple and Jane Withers, under contract
to the same studio, was a floppo, and has
been frowned upon by the studio heads.

It originated when a producer wanted
to make a picture with Shirley and Mrs.
Temple no like.

The producer was peeved no end and
ordered a build-up on the Withers kid.

The thing got out of bounds but every-
thing is okay now.
The kids will have to fight it out on the

screen where it should always have been.

Kid Star "Finds"

And speaking of "kid" stars, and there
seems to be a deluge of them these days,

Deanna Durbin's case has a parallel with
that of Shirley Temple. Although under
a contract with another studio it was
Paramount that launched La Temple on
her way to fame in Little Miss Marker.
Deanna Durbin was under contract for

weeks at a major studio and, they do say,

at $30 per week. She was used only in a
short.

Then Universal launched her in Three
Smart Girls and now look at her.

That romance, between Martha Raye
and Jerry Hooper, and it really was love

while it lasted, is as cold as an agent's

heart.

Martha's mother confided to friends in

the early stages of the romance that she
would break it up.
Though the engagement is definitely off,

[Continued on page 14]

Bob Burns, Martha Raye and Bing Crosby sure do things to the home of the hula as you

will find when Waikiki Wedding, their newest Paramount opus, reaches the screen
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AUen-A is 1937's important fashion news for

surf, pool, and beach. Flare skirts were pop-

ular at all winter resorts, both in fancy knit-

ted fabrics and woven prints.

• Designed by Trebitsch. stylishly tailored from
fine woolens knitted in Allen-A mills, every mod-
el is actually swim-tested and truly "See-Worthy."
Spring-needJe knitting affords extra elasticity

which assures perfect lit and longer wear. In all

the new roughweaves and plain ribs — S2.50 to

S8.50

Write tor descriptive circular and dealer's name.

Mxi-A
SWIM SUITS

Martha and Jerry are still very much that

way about each other and in the near
future, when Martha reaches the age
where she can decide for herself, the en-
gagement may be on again.

Something Wrong

That story of the chap named Robert
Taylor, who got much publicity in the

press by claiming that the name, his real

one too, caused him annoyance from
people who mistook him for the screen
idol, nave Hollywood a good laugh.

A newspaper picture of the chap, passed
around the Brown Derby caused Mack
Killer Grey, George Raft's Man Friday to

remark:
"How come? That guy is a double for

Jimmy Gleason, not Robert Taylor."

Double-Double

Paramount is importing a French star

from whom it expects much.
Her name is Swana Wanda.
Hope she meets Simone Simon on her

arrival.

Why Myrna Knits

Broadway columnists, in Hollywood,
seem content with Myrna Loy's explana-
tion that the sweater she is knitting on
the set is for a friend's expected arrival

and does not mean she, personally, is ex-
pecting a blessed event.

They might have gotten some place if

they asked Myrna if she was shopping at
The Cradle in Evanston, planning to adopt
a child when her new home is completed.
You're welcome to the tip.

Time Marches On!

Humphrey Bogart, fast coming star with
Warner Brothers, and Bob Burns, "The
Bazooka Tooter" each now in the big
money, should hold a little reunion on the
old Fox lot in Hollywood. Both were
there for months and no producer or
director would give them a break.
Time surely marches on!

Love That Lasts

Suggestion to the Motion Picture Acad-
emy of Arts and Sciences.
Why not a special award, next year, to

the film couple who, by their happy mar-
ried life, have set an example to others.

Our nomination, Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Lloyd, who recently celebrated the 14th
year of wedded life.

Unposted Father

An independent producer with a Napo-
leonic complex, (aren't they all?) was lec-

turing his kid, just about to graduate, on
his seemingly low marks.
"Aw, nuts!" was all the kid would an-

swer to the lecture his pappy was giving
him.
"Why do you answer me that way?"

queried the father.

[Continued on page 16]

KENOSHA WISCONSIN
If you don't believe that Jack Oakie has his feet in radio—AND HOW!—Here he is as

president of Oakie College, giving his class some pointers on the curriculum to be followed.

That's some feat, Oakie cracks!
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The pal that sat be-

side him in the plane

that spattered death

was in love with

the woman he called

his own.

miRinm hophihs

THE WOMAN I LOVE
with LOUIS HAYWARD
Colin Clive • Elizabeth Risdon

Owen Davis, Jr. • Sterling Holloway

Directed by ANATOLE LITVAK

RKO RADIO
PICTURE

Produced by

A t 8 E RT LEWIS

Gloriously lifting two great stars to new greatness!
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uend
hour
OLD
RUGS
CLOTHING
Write for America's Greatest
Money Saving Rug Cataloo;
CG pages of beautiful Olson
Rugs in model rooms, all in
actual colors. Describes

—

Patented Olson Process
of reclaiming the valuable
materials in old carpets,
rugs, wool clothing: how we
shred, sterilize, merge, pick-
er, card, comb, bleach, spin,
dye and reweave into deep
textured, firmly woven, full

bodied, seamless,

REVERSIBLE RUGS
— that can be used on both
sides. Tu'icethe wear. Dou-
ble the luxuiy, 'A less cost.

Choice of 66 Early Amer-
ican, Oriental and Modern
designs, Plaids, solid colors,

tweedy mixtures, ovals.

ANY Size You Want
—to fit any room—sizes you
can't get elsewhere.

IT'S SO EASY-Just 'PHONE
the Railway Express to call at P^S
your door for material, or ship k% J :

Freight—at our expense.

You risk nothing. Satisfaction
guaranteed. • Our 6od year,
[Beware agents. Order direct. J

BOOK IN COLOR
Mail Coupo?i or lc Postal

OLSON RUG CO.
CHICAGO NEW YORK SAN FRANCISCO
Mai Ito 2800 N. Crawford Ave., Chicago, Dept. A-8
YES, send me FREE aad postpaid, your money-
saving book ''Beautiful New Rugs from Old."

Nanu\—

Addtess .

Tnirm

. ©
193a

—Fawcett Photo by Rhodes

Just in case you wouldn't know, this M Mr. and
Mrs. Clifford Odets, nee Luise Rainer, and wor-
shipping a,t their feet is .their "bowed" Scottie

"Because," said the kid, "I was just
reading where Napoleon was 42nd in his
graduating class and you are always tell-

ing what a great guy he was."

Understatement?

Under the heading of understatement
should come the recent remar-ks of Sonja
Henie anent her romance with Tyrone
Power.

"Nothing to it,'' Sonja told reporters.
"Just a bit of publicity we both agreed to."

Romance Denied

It would seem, the columnists let their
imaginations get the best of them when
reporting a romance between Anita Louise
and George Brent. At any rate, George
says there's nothing but friendship be-
tween them and when ke does marry, his
bride will be a non-professional with no
income of h'er own, and w'ill have to de-
pend solely on him. Which certainly
leaves the talented Anita out!

He does say, however, that Anita is one
of the two good women friends he has in
Hollywood, the other being Greta Garbo,
you'll be interested to hear.

Busman's Holiday

The prince and the- pauper—beg pardon
—Billy and Bobby Mauch, aren't content
with just making pictures at the studio.

Ever since Director William Keighley gave
the twins a motion-picture camera last.

Christmas, the youngsters have spent their

spare time shooting pictures at home.
They've organized a company called

"Good Pictures Inc." with their dog as
the star, and manage to get unusual
camera angles with lamps fashioned out
of tin cans, which give the feeling of a
real set.

No Elopement tor Jean

When Jean Muir's New York critic-

admirer, Richard Watts, Jr., was in Holly-
wood recently, there were rumors that

he and Jean would elope to Yuma and be
married. But Jean denied she'd do any-
thing of the sort, insisting she's too much
of an actress to elope. When she marries,

she admits she wants to put on a big show.
Jean also denies that she and Watts will

marry at all, but her friends say it cer-
tainly doesn't look like that to them, so
don't be surprised if she does become Mrs.
Watts not too long from now.

Wayne Shies Make-up

John Wayne is one of the few actors

who looks as well on the screen without
make-up as with it. The studio powers-
that-be know that now, but it took a be-
fore and after test to convince them when
Wayne first petitioned them to let him
omit the g-rease paint at the beginning of

.California Straight Ahead. Now he wears
no make-up throughout the picture, to the
envy of the rest of the males of the cast.

Foran Outrides Cowboys

Dick Foran, who stars in Western pic-

tures, never rode a horse in his life until

he came to Hollywood a few years ago.

Now he's one of the finest riders in the
West, and has shown up the real cowboys
in his pictures on several occasions.

Merit for Progress

Kay Francis, who used to be secretary
to Mrs. Alfred Vanderbilt, and at one time
for the wife of Governor Pinchot of Penn-
sylvania, recently received a scroll from
the NeW York Club of Secretaries be-
cause they consider she's progressed fur-
ther from being a secretary than anyone
else.

[Continued on page 51]
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'EVAVtS tells you how
to protect

Daintiness

You girls who want to be pop- •* *

ular— remember this: No man I

can resist the charm of perfect £

daintiness. The least fault
J

against it spoils romance.

HAVE you ever thought before

of what this lovely screen star

says? The charm that's most appeal-

ing of all—perfect daintiness from

head to toe—is a charm within the

reach of any girl.

A regular Lux Toilet Soap beauty

bath will leave you refreshed—skin

sweet—pores freed of hidden traces

of stale perspiration by ACTIVE
lather. Your skin will have a delicate,

clinging fragrance that makes peo-

ple want to be near you-—even if

they don't know why!

Try the simple, inexpensive way
Bette Davis has chosen to make sure

of daintiness. She is one of many
screen stars, famous the world over,

who use gentle Lux Toilet Soap.
You're sure to find it works for you.

n5t delightful
way IWnow

" The eas.est, most
deug ^

:

""»"ToX'

9 out of 10 screen stars use

this gentle soap with ACTIVE
lather. You can keep your

skin soft and smooth the

easy Hollywood way.
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'Maid of Salem"

Home Made
<J/ce Ciream
Do you remember? ... It was

one of the highlights of childhood:

What a thrill when Mother dips

out the first spoonful! Just like the

art of cake-baking—those simple

recipes Grandmother used to

make Ice Cream are today the

most wholesome for growing chil-

dren. And for mothers, too, who
find ordinary "frozen desserts" too

rich and fattening.

Make some Ice Cream for dinner

tonight! Give the family a treat!

Your dealer is showing the latest

models of freezers!

&PARTV n

BUY A FREEZER
at i/aur

HARDWARE OR DEPARTMENT
STORE

Hollywood Charm School

Beautiful Loretta Young
reveals the secrets of

feminine fascination

tl A Charming Girl"—those are words
/\ which never fail to challenge the

interest of men and the attention

of women.
I had heard the compliment applied so

often to Loretta Young that wild horses
couldn't have kept me from accepting an
invitation to visit her on the set of Cafe
Metropole at the 20th Century-Fox studio.

I was going to find out, first hand, about
all this vaunted charm!
When I arrived, Loretta was rehearsing

a street scene with Tyrone Power, Jr.,

strolling slowly up and down a stretch of
pavement as a camera crane moved ahead
to pick up the action. It was pretty
obvious that this was work combined with
pleasure. I couldn't believe that all those
smiles were for art's sake alone!

Even at a distance, Loretta's eyes ap-
peared amazingly large and blue against
her brown screen make-up. Her costume
was a dream of chic. Full-length cape,
dress and hat, all made of soft tan suede,
with two floating panels of brown chiffon

extending from her hat to the bottom of

her cape in back.
How much of charm, I wondered, could

in every case be attributed to beauty of
face, figure and costuming? Loretta her-
self supplied the answer as we chatted
between scenes a few minutes later.

"It is difficult to define charm," she said,

"and yet it is certainly a girl's greatest
asset. I should say that charm was a
combination of physical attractiveness
and personality. No matter what her
ambitions in life, a girl must first impress
someone with her appearance and then
with her personality and that someone is

usually a man.

Loretta believes in that well-scrubbed look as

an adjunct of feminine charm

"An unattractive first impression may
ruin her chances of getting any farther."

If physical attractiveness was a good
half of charm, then what was to be the
salvation of homely girls, I asked.
"Physical attractiveness," Loretta said,

"does not mean beauty in the sense of

perfect features or perfect figure. But, to

me, it does mean complete femininity in

appearance, dress and manner. The more
feminine a girl is, the more likely she is

to be attractive to men.
"The foremost characteristic of fem-

ininity is daintiness. Spotless clothing,

soft clean hair, a clear skin, carefully
manicured nails, fragrance of perfume

—

those are the things which suggest
femininity and they are the things which

[Continued on page 22]
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NO USE, MISS Sbta£--M&&/f
No matter how hard you brush, your teeth won't really

sparkle unless you use the right tooth paste.

PEPSODENT
TOOTH PASTE

IRIUM
. The modern way to

remove film and win flashing

new luster on teeth

• Attention Scrub-Hards! A thrilling new
dental discovery now makes your brushing

thoroughly effective !\t steps up the cleaning

power of tooth paste—removes dingy film

and helps polish your teeth to a sparkling

luster you never thought possible!

irium — the remarkable new ingredient

contained only in Pepsodent— ends Scrub-

Hard disappointment. It obsolete! the harsh

abrasion of older methods — provides a

smooth, gentle washing action that speedily

loosens clinging film and floats it away like

magic. Now proper brushing gets results

—in teeth that shine with natural brilliance.

Completes the formula, for beautiful teeth

If you would have beautiful teeth, remem-
ber that proper brushing is only half the

formula.The other half is Pepsodent Tooth
Paste containing irium. This modern den-

tifrice responds instantly to your brush —
penetrates berween teeth— cleans and pol-

ishes enamel surfaces in a way that shows

up old-fashioned methods.

Your teeth will stay bright and feel

clean much longer after using Pepsodent

Tooth Paste containing irium. Try it today!

PgTisaqgJii-

All Pepsodent now <

contains irium.
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KLEENEX
HABIT

saves towels from

make-up stains

• Now that Kleenex Tissues cost so little,

there's really no excuse for staining towels

with make-up. The Kleenex Habit saves em-

barrassment, saves towels, saves money!

Yes, here's a safer, better way to remove

face creams and cosmetics. Kleenex is so

soothing that irritation is practically impos-

sible. Yet beauty experts will tell you it ab-

sorbs grease and dirt from deep down in the

pores. Also remember the Kleenex Habit to

blend rouge and eye-shadow, to shape and

blot lipstick, to wipe away mascara and ex-

cess nail polish.

Keep Kleenex
Save Steps-

For handkerc
colds To d
In the kitchet
. . . And kee].

wipe hands,

in Every Room.
—Time

—

Money
hief use during
ust and polish
t . . . For the baby
» in the car— to
windshield and
greasy spots.

No waste/No mess.'

Pull a tissue — the

next one pops up
readyfor use!

KLEENEX
A iisposable tissue made of Cellucotton (not cotton)

Hollywood Yoimgstars

By Phyllis Fraser
(Our Inquiring Actress)

Waiters for a day at the Assistance League in Hollywood! Left to right—Craig Reynolds, Donald
Woods and John Warburton look as if Anita Louise would get SOME service, when and if she

makes up her mind about food

ALTHOUGH I've been very busy work-
l ing in a picture with Frankie Darro

and Kane Richmond I've been keeping
my ears open and here is the result of

this month's sleuthing.

Frankie Darro and Jimmy Garland,
Judy's older sister have been going to-
gether for three and a half years, but she
said that she had no idea when they would
get married. At least not for two more
years. On the door of Pinky Tomlin's
dressing room at the Conn Studio is pen-
ciled in large letters, "Pinky, sweet, will

you be my heart?—bring Willie too."

Wonder if Toby Wing had anything to do
with it—or could it have been Coy P03

—

who is Pinky's manager and loves to pull
gags on him? Dixie Dunbar has been
among the missing in Hollywood . . . she
went to the hospital to have her tonsils re-
moved and didn't tell anyone where she
would be . . . her reason for keeping her
hospital visit a secret is very funny. I'll

tell you when I see you. Goodbye for
now—I have to go and emote.

PHIL.

Even As You and I . . . Movie stars de-
spite their wealth and position, long for
something. For instance, Ginger Rogers
all of her life has wanted to mix drinks at
a real soda fountain. She's going to get
her wish too, though she won't know it

until she moves into the new house she's
building—unless she reads this, for her
mother as a surprise is having a little soda
fountain, complete in every detail, in-
stalled in the play room of their house for
Ginger to mix sodas and make banana
splits, etc., for her friends.

I called Johnny Downs and asked him
to write a poem for us this month, and
received the following from him:

Dear Phyllis

—

While I'm pondering how to use Glover's
mange shampoo, I see directions on one
side for dogs—and on the other for humans
(I can't quite make up my mind as yet)

,

I thought I might as well dash off a little

poem for you. It goes thus:

I'm awfully tired and weary tonight;
I've practiced for hours; I look a sight!

I hope this isn't a tale of woe,
But acting is hard—you ought to

know.
Just make me an offer to get out of

this game.
Do you think I'd accept? Well, you're

insane!

And thata' is thata'. I suppose Long-
fellow turned over in his grave.

Best to you
from
JOHNNY.

Prcfcups . . . Stanley Smith whom you
probably remember seeing opposite Nancy
Carroll and Clara Bow a few years ago, is

back in Hollywood after a long absence.
He just inherited a great deal of money,
but that hasn't kept the movie producers
from making him offers to appear in the
movies again. Here's a wish that they suc-
ceed. . . . Jane Wyatt's bundle from Heaven
is expected momentarily . . . Paula Stone
gave Johnny Downs, Ben Alexander and
Anne Shirley as well as her other guests a
treat by running some childhood films at

her home that the three appeared in . . .
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How they've changed! . . . Carlyle Moore,
Jr.'s play room and bar at his home is

decorated as a French dugout, and he has
so many guns, all with interesting back-
grounds, that if he wanted to he could
have a small revolution and furnish all the
firearms.

• •

Riddle Me This: What actress, who
loves to gamble and though she never
plays for high stakes, fails to pay off when
she loses—and it isn't because she can't

afford to?

What actress borrowed some wearing
apparel from another actress and prom-
ised to bring it back the next day and
hasn't returned it yet. The lending actress

wouldn't mind if the borrowing actress
needed it to keep up appearance, but she
doesn't for she makes as much per week
as the generous actress.

Cupid Darts . . . Cupid played havoc
with romances this month . . . Alan Curtis

and Drusilla Dunn have written finish to

their short lived engagement and now
Alan is spending all his spare time with
Constance Worth, new RKO player . . .

Pinky Tomlin and Toby Wing are another
couple to call off their wedding plans . . .

and since June Lang and Vic Orsatti de-
cided to put an end to their engagement
Tom Brown is calling all over town trying
to get June's telephone number . . . Phil
Houston hasn't eyes for anyone but Olivia
de Havilland, whom he met while calling
for her sister Joan Fontaine . . . Dick Foran
told me at a party that as soon as Claudia
Morgan arrived in Hollywood that they
were going to altar it . . . and then the
same night he told ie he was only kid-
ding . . . but we couldn't be sure of that
laststatement . . . Donald Barry presumably
gave Joy Hodges, vocalist at one of the
night spots, a star sapphire engagement
ring ... he didn't, but he says he'd like
too . . . Jack Powell, Universal's newly dis-
covered "scat" singer has a secret yen for
Ida Lupir.o, but we fear it's for naught,
because she and Louis Hayward are as
devoted as ever . . .

Farvcctt Photo by Rhodes
When Singer Rogers came out of a Hollywood
night spot with Alfred Gwyn Vanderbilt, Candid
Cameraman Rhodes was right on hand to show

you how they looked

i
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GMITIIER

swim suits

Lou can't Sag . .

.

can't Slump with

Gantner Floating Bra! This amazing

patented inner bra controls, divides

and raises your bust by inches ... cap-

turing a beautiful, modern Empire

line! Gantner Floating Bra makes

other suits look and feel obsolete!

If you ivear a bra in a format you need
Floating Bra on the beach! (At smarter

shops everywhere ! Write for style book.)

GANTNER & MATTERN CO., Dept. F

San Francisco Mdse. Mart, Chicago 1410 Bdwy.,N.Y.

Makers ofAmerica's Finest Swim Suits

Hollywood Charm
School

< Continued from patce eighteen)

any girl can have no matter whether she
is homely or pretty. I believe they are
also the things that a man subconsciously
looks for in a wife or, for that matter, a
secretary."
And right she was. A girl with oily,

unkept hair or crumpled dress might have
the soul of an angel and yet she would
stir up few romantic thoughts and seldom
create a desire to know her better.

"f don't mean that a girl should con-
stantly have a compact or mirror in front

of her nose," Loretta continued. "Primping
always makes a man irritable. A girl

should be so well turned out after she
leaves her own dressing table that

primping is unnecessary.
"Neither do I mean that a girl should

be dressed in a lot of frills and furbelows
to express femininity. Simple costumes
are always in good taste. Even tailored

clothes can be essentially feminine when
relieved with a
colorful scarf and
trim gloves.

"I believe that
her hair has more
to do with a girl's

couraging or more useless than a hair-

brush that mats and flattens out like an
old broom the minute a little pressure is

put on it. Another thing, investing in a

cheap brush is false economy; to get a
superior brush you will have to pay for

it. I'll be glad to send you the name of

a brush, priced at four dollars; which is

worth every penny of that amount. The
bristles are extra long and firm, yet
flexible, and the handle provides a perfect

grip.

In brushing the hair, bend forward and
let your hair fall over your face. Then
brush up from the back of your hairline

over the top of your head. This exercises
the tiny muscles at the sides of each hair

shaft. Then take small strands and brush
up from the scalp, so that the brush
sweeps through each strand the full

length of the hair. Wipe the brush with
a towel after using and wash it frequently.

If all this brushing sounds like a lot of

work, here's news about a shampoo that

is a real time-saver. It is a liquid that
works into a beautiful rich lather in about
one minute's time and requires only one
rinsing to leave your hair as shiny and
clean as a new penny. With this quick-

action shampoo,
which is priced
at $1 for a large

bottle, there is no
excuse for not
shampooing the

eep curls

shampoo a

Perfume your wrists

for more feminine

charm

appearance than any other
feature. Above all, it should
be clean and fragrant
and becomingly arranged,
whether it conforms to the
newest style or not. My own
hair is extremely soft and
persists in slipping down
when I try an intricate

hairdress. So, for the most
part, I wear it in loose
waves with the ends curled.

To keep it in condition, I

brush it every day, a good
fifty strokes, and have it

washed once a week."
I have rarely discovered a head of soft,

glossy hair that didn't have a background
of persistent brushing. Brushing not
only removes dust and scalp excretions
but stimulates circulation and distributes

the natural oils to give the hair a soft

luster. There is scarcely one abnormal
scalp or hair condition that cannot be
alleviated by brushing. And don't let

anyone tell you that brushing isn't just

as beneficial to oily hair as it is to dry!

I
Believe There Are two reasons why
many girls shirk this beauty rite

—

either they do not have a proper brush
or they don't know how to brush their

hair to get the desired results.

Select a brush with long resilient

bristles that will penetrate to the scalp

and that will withstand constant use and
washing. There is nothing more dis-

gleaming with

nd hair brush

Movie stars know the

glamour of mascared
shes

hair once a week or oftener.

Want the name? Girl

smokers especially should
guard against "tobacco hair"

by frequent washing.

Asked Loretta if she be-
lieved all the caustic

comments men made about
tinted fingernails.

"Heavens, no!" she
laughed. "Tinted fingernails

are essentially feminine and
men always feel that they
have to say something
clever about a girl's vani-

ties, particularly something that catches

their attention. Personally, I prefer the

lighter, more natural tones in polish,

although I frequently see girls wearing
vivid polish that I admire with their

costumes."
The ingenuity of polish manufacturers

in creating luscious shades to harmonize
with every conceivable color combina-
tion has brought to girls an inexpensive
means of dramatizing even the simplest

costume. The smartest polishes seen in the
picture colony have an "off" shade with a
particularly feminine quality and blend
nicely with a variety of colors. Three of

these "misty" shades in polish, ranging
from beige to cherry, have recently been
added to the line of a famous manufac-
turer and you may have the trade name
upon request. Not the least attractive

feature of this polish is its durable quality,
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plus the fact that it will not thicken in

the bottle but can be used to the last

brushful. The price is 20 cents.

Although screen players must subject
their skin to heavy screen make-up day
after day, paradoxically enough, they in-

variably have skin that is flawless. Loretta

had a theory about this.

She said, "I have noticed that my skin

is never better than when I have just

finished making a picture. I believe this

is due to the fact that the oil in the screen

make-up protects and softens the skin

during the day, while the unusual amount
of scrubbing I give my skin at night to

remove the make-up, stimulates circula-

tion and cleanses the skin with extra

thoroughness. I use both cream and soap

and believe the most important factor in

keeping a young skin in good condition

is absolute cleanliness."

Certainly a lovely skin cannot be over-

rated as an adjunct to femininity. To
keep your skin at its best, it must be
thoroughly cleansed for clearness and
lubricated for softness. One way of ac-

complishing this is offered in a delightful,

snowy-white all-purpose cream you
should know about. One of the best of

the fluffy, whipped types of all-purpose

cream to come to my attention, it has a

cool, lemony tang and leaves no greasy

residue on the skin after cleansing, and
proves an excellent emollient for night-

time use. To bring this excellent product
within the reach of many more girls, its

manufacturer has recently introduced
jars in new sizes at a great reduction in

price. Do you want the name? Prices are
65c for 2% ounce jar and $1.25 for 7 ounce
jar.

For the feminine type girl who prefers
a warm, luxurious tub to the more mas-
culine shower, I have news! There is a

new bath crystal on the market that
softens and scents the water and creates

a thick, sparkling blanket of soapless
bubbles over the top of the tub. Easing
your weary bones into this steam-heated
snowbank will make you feel exactly like

a pampered princess. You can use your
favorite soap as usual and the crystals will

not leave a ring on the tub. Packaged in
two sizes, at 30c and $1.25. Want the

Like Every true fern, Loretta adores per-
' fumes, although she uses them spar-

ingly and only on her throat and the lobes
of her ears. A drop or two is sufficient

for one application, as a hint of perfume
is twice as tantalizing as a flagrant frag-
rance.
One famous house of perfumes has two

gorgeous scents which they appropriately
describe as "naughty" and "nice." If you
are feeling young and romantic and wish
to inspire thoughts of Lohengrin's Wed-
ding March, you are definitely in the mood
for the latter. But if you feel daring, a
trifle reckless and altogether glamorous,
the "naughty" perfume will give you a
send-off that is hard to beat. The "nice"
perfume is priced at $5.50 the ounce and
the "naughty" at $6.00 (probably because
we always pay more for our sins). Do
you want the name?

I can't resist mentioning, too, the new
spring shade of lipstick introduced by the

manufacturers of the perfumes. It has a
yellowish rose cast which is stunning in

bright sunlight. The lipstick comes in sev-
eral other shades, of course, and is justly

famous for its creamy quality. The price

is $1.25.

Hollywood in presenting women at their

[Continued on page 53]
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mazing facts are reveaied

in the straightforward state-

ment of ingredients which

are imprinted on these sci-

entifically-correct DONA
RAY cosmetics. Now you
can be absolutely certain of

your cosmetics. No danger-

ous chemicals— no harmful

impurities— no useless

materials in DONA RAY.
Everything that goes into

DONA RAY Products is pur-

poseful, tested, safe!

FREE! V/tlUASLE COSMETIC
SECRETS TOU SHOULD KNOW!

Would you like to read a

gay and daring booklet

called "THEMOON IS MADE
OF GREEN CHEESE"—which
tells the inside story of cos-

metics? It's free! Simply

write to . . .

DONA RAY, Raymonds, Inc.

Dept. 57 • Saint Paul, Minn.

L

When Answering Advertisements, Please Mention

At last—famous cosmetic formulas brought out into

the open— by DONA RAY! You, charming lady,

have a right to know what you put on your face. And

to this end, DONA RAY puts a list of her ingredients

on every label.

The truth will out — and here it is! Because your

beautician knows the chemistry of cosmetics and be-

cause she understands your skin, she can explain the

usefulness of the various ingredients listed on the label.

For this reason, DONA RAY Cosmetics are sold only in

beauty parlors.

DONA RAY Products are honest aids to loveliness.

They are as pure as they are beneficial. You will find

that they do exactly what they claim to do — enhance

your charm! Ask your beauty operator to tell you about

DONA RAY!

ri\ "—-~! DONA RAY, Raymonds, Inc.

*&' W Dcpt- 57 - Saint Paul' Min

'"V"
1 « Send me FREE a copy of "The Moon is

^rt \ V |l -Made of Green Cheese" which reveals
™ valuable cosmetic secrets.

Name
Address

City State
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Movieland Tours

"You are

good company now"
"

—

how •well I re-

call the clays and
long eveningswhen
I felt tired-out and
looked it."

FADED... with a sad look-ins skin... no
pop! Millions have experienced such a

sadsituation. . .you may have to face it, too.

Overwork . . . worry . . . limine strain . . .

colds and other human ills often take their

toll of the precious red cells of the blood.

Hence a run-down condition...a weakened
body. ..a poor complexion.

If you are so unfortunate, no longer do
you need to worry, as to how you may
regain strength ... firm flesh. . .restore a
natural glow to your skin. Simply take a
tablespoonful of S.S.S. Tonic immediately
before each meal... and forthwith, within
a shorter spaee of time than you probably
realize, those weakened red-blood-cells will

become healthier and richer.

S.S.S. Tonic whets the appetite. Foods
taste better. . .natural digestive juices are
stimulated and finally the very food you
eat is of more body value. A very impor-
tant step back to health.

Be good to your skin from within and
your skin will be good to you. Enjoy more
pep...more vigor... by taking the S.S.S.

Tonic treatment. Shortly you will be de-

lighted with the way you will feel. ..your
friends will compliment you on the way
you will look.

S.S.S. Tonic is especially designed to build

sturdyhealth its remarkable value is time
tried and scientifically proven that 's why
it makes you feel like yourself again.

At all drug stores in two convenient sizes.

The large size at a saving in price. There is

no substitute for this time tested Temedy.

No ethical druggist will suggest something
"j ust as good." @ s.S.S. Co.

Last year members of the Movieland Tour parties were given many a close-up of the

stars. Here are a few being given autographs by Anne Shirley and Johnny Downs

See Hollywood in Close-ups

Two Weeks Of glamorous travel and
full coverage of inside Hollywood
await you all for the price of a trans-

continental round trip rail journey, with
all arrangements completed for Fawcett
Publications' Movieland Tours of 1937.

Only $5 will reserve your place on this

tour of the American West and the
miracles and marvels of Hollywood which
many of America's wealthiest and most
influential tourists have sought, in vain,

to crash. If you have not made your
reservations, .you better •hurry.
Mail in your reservations for a spot on

this splendid party and Hollywood will

do the rest. Through the Bad Lands, the
Rockies, the breath-taking Mt. Rainier
National Park, Seattle and the great
Pacific Northwest, historic old San Fran-
cisco—then Hollywood and your share of

the private life and work of the stars!

This luscious vacation offers such de-
lights as luxurious travel on private

trains, special service de luxe en "route,

sight-seeing trips on the way, bridge
tournaments and gay parties at big hotels,

and then a few days of what you have
always yearned for—mingling with your
favorite screen idols.

The first tour leaves Chicago July 11,

the second August 8. Identical party

plans have been arranged for "both trans-

continental house parties, -so only your
own convenience need dictate your choice

of the most satisfactory date for your
vacation.
Your special train, plus a .taxi, will

bring you right to the door of Clark Hotel,

one of Los Angeles most modern hos-

telries, famed for its excellent cuisine.

In the center of the shopping and theatre
district of downtown Los Angeles and
directly across the street from the Pacific

Electric Depot from which the Big Red
cars will interurban you rapidly to all

the best known playspots of glamorous
Southern California, the Clark Hotel is

also near famous Pershing Square, Los
Angeles' best known metropolitan park.

A tour of Hollywood on Sunday after-

noon will take you past the famed night
clubs and pleasure spots of the entertain-

ment capital, and through the swank
residential districts inhabited by the stars.

Late the same afternoon you will be feted

at a cocktail party at Basil Rathbone's

beautiful home.
At Grauman's Chinese Theatre, world's

most famous showhouse where Sid
Grauman staged his internationally cele-

brated premieres, you will be guests that

night at a top-rank feature program.
A tour through Paramount studios,

home lot of Claudette Colbert, Carole
Lombard, Fred MacMurray, Bing Crosby,

Jack Benny, George Burns and Gracie
Allen and many other outstanding stars,

will be taken Monday morning with a

first-hand insight into the art of making
pictures. You will see the cameras in

action, be introduced to the intimate

•secrets of directorial precision in guidance

of players on the sets, observe how sound
is recorded, and bo made acquainted with

every phase of picture making. Following

the tour will be luncheon with the stars

in the Paramount commissary.
James Gleason will" be your host at a
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second cocktail party that afternoon.

Monday night you will attend a special

studio preview in the Paramount projec-

tion room.
How stars are made-up to resemble the

characters they portray in pictures will

be revealed to you Tuesday morning when
you tour the Max Factor studio. Every
visitor will be given a souvenir of the oc-
casion.

That last night in Wilshire Bowl, play-
spot fringing the swank Hollywood-
Beverly Hills-Wilshire-Labrea residential

area, you will attend a final get-together

party. Film celebrities will be on hand
at this favorite night playground of the
stars to serve on the reception committee
of the Movieland Tours night club supper
dance.

Identical plans prevail for the second
tour, except that cocktail parties for the
August trip will be at the Edward Everett
Horton home on Sunday afternoon and
the Fay Wray home on Monday afternoon.

A galaxy of filmland greats will be in

attendance at these two cocktail parties

and members of the tour will have not
only the opportunity of obtaining auto-
graphs, but what is better still, the plea-
sure of meeting and chatting with their

favorite stars. Edward Everett Horton and
Fay Wray are known throughout the
movie colony as two of the most enter-
taining personalities in Hollywood, and
Movieland Tour guests are due for one of

the most delightful events of the entire

schedule of entertainment.
You can mark these cocktail parties

down as something very special!

More complete details about the 1937
Movieland Tours, which are being groomed
to be bigger and better than the sensa-
tional tours of 1935 and 1936, may be had
by writing for the free illustrated booklet.
Better still, promptly send in your $5

per person to reserve places for the tour.

To insure obtaining one of the rapidly
dwindling supply of available reserva-
tions, you must act without delay!

Fawcett Publications, Inc.,

360 North Michigan Boulevard,

Chicago, Illinois

Without obligation on my part,

send me your complete, illustrated

booklet describing the Movieland
Tours.

I enclose $ Please enter

my reservation for per-

sons, to insure a place for us on

Tour No

(A deposit of $5 per person will

hold your reservation. Please

specify whether for Tour No. I

,

to leave Chicago July II, or

Tour No. 2, to leave Chicago
August 8.)

Name

Address

City State
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It seems almost impossible c

have been reduced 9 inches
slightest diet."—Miss Jean Healy, 299
Park Avenue, New York.

Thousands of attractive women owe
lovely,slender figures lo Perfolastic 1

TDECAUSE we receive enthusiastic let-

•"^ters from women all over the country
in every mail . . . because we find that

most Perfolastic wearers reduce more than
3 inches in ten days . . . we believe we are
justified in making YOU this amazing
offer. We are upheld by the experience
of not one but thousands of women. The
statements reproduced here are but a few
representative examples chosen at ran»
dom from their astonishing letters.

No Diet, Drugs or Exercise

You need not diet or deny yourself the
good things of life. You need take no
dangerous drugs or tiring exercises. You
are absolutely SAFE when you wear the
Perfolastic Girdle and Brassiere.

Appear Smaller At Once
You appear inches smaller the minute
you step into your Perfolastic and then
quickly, comfortably . . . without effort

on your part . . . the massage-like action
and gentle pressure take off the unwanted

inches at hips, waist,
thighs and diaphragm ...

the spots where fat first

accumulates.
"REDUCED FROM SIZE 42 TO

SIZE 18"

; dr "|tflj "I wore size 42 and now I

«_««ls. fHi wear an 18! I eat everything."
/nv.f\ Mrs. Essie Faust.

r~"~i*s'-iLjL,
'

ill
Minneapolis, Minn.

"REDUCED t lA INCHES"
"Lost 20pounds, reduced hips
6 l

/i inches and waist 5 inches."

Mrs. I. C. Thompson. Denver, Colo.

"SMALLER AT ONCE"
mmediately became 3

nches smaller in the hips
hen first fitted."

Miss Oitida Browne,
Briarchff Manor, N. Y.

"LOST 60 POUNDS"
"I reduced my waist 9 inches,
my hips 8 inches and have lost
60 pounds !"

Mrs. W. P. Derr, Omaha, Neb.

"A GIRDLE I LIKE"

"I never owned a girdle I liked
so much. I reduced 26 lbs."

Miss Esther Marshall,
Valleio, Calif.

"6 INCHES FROM HIPS"

"I lost 6 inches from my hips,
4 inches from my waist and
20 lbs." Mrs. J. J. Thomas,

New Castle, Pa.

"HIPS 12 INCHES SMALLER"
"I just can't praise your girdle enough. My hips
are 12 inches smaller."

Miss Zella Richardson, Scotldale, Pa.

"LOST 49 POUNDS"
"Since wearing my Perfolastic I have lost 49
pounds^I wore a size 40 dress and now wear size

36." Miss Mildred DuBois, Newark, N. J.

"REDUCED FROM 43 TO 34H INCHES!"
"My hips measured 43 inches. I was advised to
wear Perfolastic after a serious operation and now
my hips are only 34 '2 inches!"

Miss Btllie Brian, ha Grange, Ky.

Surely you would like to test the

PERFOLASTIC GIRDLE and BRASSIERE
... (or 10 days without cost!

You cannot afford to miss this chance to prove to
yourself the quick reducing qualities of Perfolastic !

Because we are so sure you will be thrilled with the
results, we want you to test it for 10 days at our
expense. Note how delightful
the soft, silky lining feels next
to the body . . . hear the ad-
miring comments of friends.
Let us send you a sample of
material and FREE illustrated
bookler, giving description of
garments, details of our 10-

day trial offer and many amaz-
ing letters from Perfolastic
wearers. Mail coupon today !

The excerpts from
unsolicited letters
herewith are gen-
ii ine and are
quoted with full

permission of the
writers.

Notary Public

PERFOLASTIC, INC.
Dept. 75, 41 E. 42nd St.. New York City

Please send me FREE BOOKLET describing
and illustrating the new Perfolastic Girdle
and Uplift Brassiere, also sample of perfo-
rated material and particulars of your

10 DAY FREE TRIAL OFFER !

Nam e _,

Address-

City Stale...
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This was heaven

— to make one

man her life... her

love . . . her world!

SIMONE SIMON
. . . emerging as the screen's

greatest star ... in the role

she was horn to play!

and

JAMES STEWART

Sevenm

,

HEWED
with

JEAN HERSHOLT • GREGORY
RATOFF • Gale Sondergaard

J.Edward Bromberg • John Qualen
!

Victor Kilian • Thomas Beck

Sig Rumann • Mady Christians .

Directed by Henry King

Associate Producer Raymond Griffith

Adapted from the stage ploy "Seventh

Heaven" • produced and directed by

John Golden # written by Austin Strong

Accept No Substitutes! Always Insist on the Advertised Brand!



Feature for May

Madeleine's Castle in Spain
By JOSEPHINE BAKER

Some Months Ago a slender, blonde English girl sat in a depot
at on the Spanish border with a look of determina-
tion on her face. The depot was in more or less of an uproar.

Excitable French voices mingled with the softer sibilants of

equally excited demands in Spanish. Refugees from Spain were
coming out of that country. Some few hardy souls were intent

upon getting into Spain for various purposes of their own.
Officials shrugged their shoulders and looked worried and

helpless over the young English woman's determination to enter

the strife-torn territory. They noted that she was exceptionally
lovely, but they did not recognize her as Madeleine Carroll, the
screen star, in her quiet traveling clothes. To them, she was
just another of the mad English who always are going to extra-
ordinary places at the most extraordinary times, and with the
most baffling calm.

Madeleine Carroll had made up her mind, however, and she
was determined to see exactly what was happening to her castle

on the serene coast of the Mediterranean. So she sat calm but
adamant in the depot, waiting for the train to pull in.

Among the others waiting was a young man whose eyes re-
turned to her again and again with a look of interest and concern.
Madeleine Carroll is even more strikingly beautiful off the screen
than on. She is used to being stared at, and she is used to avoiding
glances of strange young men. She turned on a perceptible chill,

and kept her eyes pointedly fixed upon the colorfully dressed
natives.

The young man finally made up his mind.
"I beg your pardon for speaking to you, but this is no time to

wait for formal introductions," he began. "You are going into
Spain?"

"Yes," said Miss Carroll, pleasantly, distantly.

"Please let me advise you very strongly not to go."
"Thank you," said Miss Carroll, graciously but with finality.

"May I ask where you are going?"

Turning on allure

Here you see her

is something Madeleine Carroll does to perfection in whatever film she appears,

in a fetching pose that holds attention, to say the least. Paradoxically, her next

picture is titled Caslle in Spain

Every castle should have a queen, just as every

queen should possess a castle. Admirers of

Madeleine Carroll see her as a queen of beauty,

and she does own a castle

"I have a castle on the Mediterranean.
It's no where near the fighting. I am a

British citizen. There is no reason why
I should have any trouble, though it is

very nice of you to be concerned."
"I don't doubt that you may get through

without any real danger," persisted the
stranger. "But you will regret it to the
end of your days, if you go through this

country now. I'm a reporter. I've been
through, and I know that you will see
sights that will make it impossible for you
ever to enjoy your castle again. Please
think it over."

[Continued on page 77]
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y Jean Is malting a new bid for fame In which histrionic

ecedence over the hydra-headed sex elements that once
stocks in trade. Gone is the platinum tresses, carefully

d are the svelte curves, but her charms still sing

By Mark Dowling

28

One Year Ago Jean Harlow made me a promise.
"There'll be no more bombshells for me—if I can possibly
prevent them."

She added softly, "Once and for all. I'm going to smash the
Harlow jinx."

Then Jean explained how she has kept that promise, avoiding
headlines and sensational events for one year. She also explained
what she meant by the Harlow jinx—a sort of destiny for

attracting trouble.

"As a little girl, playing with my friends on a rainy day. I was
always the one who fell in the mud puddle. And the first time
a boy ever tried to kiss me— I was seven, I think, or maybe six—
I reached back one arm and socked him. Socked so hard," she
grinned ruefully, "that when he ducked, I gave myself a bloody
nose.
"At boarding school," she added. "I remember being singled

out for questioning whenever some minor prank was committed,
though as a matter of fact I was pretty darned serious about my
studies and general conduct."
As she grew to womanhood, an amazing destiny of adventure

and misfortune followed Jean, with an avalanche of headline
and notoriety at every climax of her tempestuous life.

"I used to be sorry," she told me. "I used to be afraid. I

wondered why things always happened to me.
"Then suddenly I realized that being sorry is dodging life, not

living it. It's when you say, instead. I'm going to think thi.»

through, and get to the bottom of it!' that your problems begin
to solve themselves.

"That's the slogan I adopted when I made the promise," Jean
explained. "It works! I hate to think of the headlines that might
have smeared my name all over the papers if I hadn't stopped to

think things out—and made myself, really, the master instead
of the tool of my own destiny!"
Right now, Jean told us, reporters are telephoning her intimate

friends both day and night, hounding them with questions
regarding Jean's rumored romance with Bob Taylor.
Members of the cast of Personal Property have been forced

to disconnect their phones to avoid the hammering questions of

Hollywood's three-hundred-odd reporters, syndicate writers,
columnists and radio chatterers.

"Is it true that Bob Taylor has lunch every day in Harlow's
dressing room?"

"Did Bill Powell visit the Personal Property set yesterday and
stage a fist fight with Bob Taylor over Jean?"
"Are Harlow and Taylor really planning to elope to Washington

together?"
Once all this might have upset Jean to the point of uttering

frantic and useless denials. Now she thinks things through

—

and says nothing.
She told me, sitting before the mirror in her miniature portable

dressing room, "I've learned, you see, that it isn't enough just

to be right in your own mind. You have to plan so that other
people know you're right, too. So now I avoid even the slightest

chance of arousing gossip.

"The studio had planned to send Bob and me to Washington
to the Inaugural Ball. It had been arranged for us to go on the
same train, with a party of other players and press representa-
tives. Harmless enough, wasn't it? But I asked them to change
the schedule and let me go by a later train to dodge even the
merest possibility of reading about 'a new romance for Harlow.'

"

Such caution and forethought may seem exaggerated, but it's

just a single instance of the way Jean has learned to handle
situations that might have been dynamite.
As for Bill Powell's feelings, he made the perfect answer to a

well-known correspondent who had written that he sent a daily

box of gardenias to Jean on the set—to keep her from forgetting
him despite the presence of the handsome Bob.
While we were chatting, a box of gardenias did arrive for

Jean—the first Bill had sent her during the production. The
card read, wittily, "Just living tip to my press notices . .

."

Jean's mother told me: "Jean has only gone out in the evening
three times in the last nine months. As soon as a production is

over, she goes out of town. Not to flashy places like Palm Springs
or Santa Barbara, but to some fairly quiet place like Arrowhead
where she can really rest, ride, read or hike. She hasn't been to

Santa Anita once this season—and she only went twice last year.

She sold the big house and has moved into a smaller and less

pretentious one. She never goes to parties. She really lives

such a prosaic life for a girl of her age that I often urge her to

HOLLYWOOD



The Harlow Jinx
go out and have fun. The answer is always the same, "Then, if

there's any trouble, it'll be laid at my door.' . . . And perhaps
she's right."

So if you've pictured Hollywood's most romantic couple, Bill

Powell and Jean Harlow, dashing to night clubs, throwing huge
parties, or visiting the newest bars, you're wrong—you and a
couple of hundred columnists!
They may still print stories about Jean and Bill dancing at

the Troc until the early hours and they may even tell you the
details of Jean's evening gown—but the way Jean and Bill really
spend an evening together is much more amusing and unexpected.
"Sometimes," Jean told me, "after we've both worked late, we'll

have dinner in my dressing room on trays. Barbara Brown, my
friend and stand-in, joins us. My colored maid serves. I won't
have any make-up on and I'll be munching away at the vegetables
and other healthy things I try to eat during pictures.

"Every now and then, I'll mutter something pretty glum about
my work—a bit of business I'm having difficulty with. Bill gives
a grunt of sympathy. He won't be spruced up, either, and the
debonair Mr. Powell you know on the screen will have vanished
completely.

"After dinner, he may mutter, 'G'night,' and leave without
another word. I understand perfectly—friendship and com-
panionship is sometimes great enough to rise above petty gal-
lantries and politeness."

Jean laughed at the unromantic picture she had drawn. Then
she added seriously, "Honestly, I love the quiet and comfort I've

enjoyed recently. Through planning it that way. I've had so
much of the other, that there's a thrill in the very uneventfulness
of my recent life. It's given me time to catch my breath—to

catch up with myself.
"Before, things happened so fast that I hadn't time to evaluate

or to plan. All I could do was to pull myself together and gasp,
'Here I am—what do we do next?'

"

[Continued on page 65]

Jean blossomed forth ever more alluring as she pursued her screen climb
for Metro-Soldwyn-Mayer. No opportunity was overlooked to accen-
tuate sex as personified by the No. I platinum blonde. The stigma

became a jinx that followed her during her early career

MAY. 1937

Here's the Jean Harlow you saw in Hell's Angels, when sex and Jean be-

came synonymous. Would those who know her on the screen today
recognize Jean were she to go back to those early days of her film career,

when she was chosen as the lure in Howard Hughes' sky opus?
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Feature for May

Secrets of a

Hollywood Doctor
In this frank and revealing interview,

a well-known Neuro - Psychiatrist

explains why Hollywood weds and

unweds

as told to

William Hamilton Cline

Why Does Hollywood wed and unwed
so often? Why do stars and lesser

lights switch partners almost over
night, and for what appears to be the least

provocation? Why is it that some seem-
ingly happy couples go along for years,

being held ud as models to the world, only
suddenly to part and take on new marital
relations with others? Why cannot ties

be maintained in screenland? Why do
the obligations, the give-and-take, the
live-and-let-live of normal marriage seem
impossible in the film colony?

Is the reason biological, psychological,
or otherwise?
Much has been written and much has

been voiced in the search for reasons.
Some who have delved into the subject
and set themselves up as "in the know."
have gone on record that the atmosphere
of the cinema makes for irresponsibility in

wedlock; that the playing of parts that
impose infidelity, divorce, sirenic influ-

ences and the like, induces similar feelings
in actuality; that rival aspirations induce
rivalry in home life and inspire jealousy,
disagreement and a smashup. A few even
hold that one weds and divorces often
just "to keep up with Joneses.
Followers of film folk often have ex-

pressed wonder about such shattered
unions as that of Ginger Rogers and Lew
Ayers; of Virginia Bruce and Jack Gilbert;
of Claudette Colbert and Norman Foster;
of Ann Harding and Harry Bannister, of
William Powell and Carole Lombard.
These and many others appeared happy
in marriage momentarily, then something
happened.
Because doctors often know more about

people that the people themselves, one

such professional in Hollywood who num-
bers many screen folk in his clientele, was
asked to tell what physiological and bio-
logical reasons attached to the frequency
with which screen folk play with that

thing called love. For special reasons, this

doctor must remain anonymous.
"Sex impulses play no small part in

hasty unions of screen celebrities," said

the doctor. "California's 'gin marriage law'
may work out well for people of means too
moderate to permit of chartered airplanes

to rush them to Yuma, or Las Vegas, or
some other out-of-state Gretna Green.
"Many screen actresses to be vital on the

screen must be equally vital physically;

their emotional structure is such that in-
tense love-making in films leaves a feeling
of defeat when the make-believe is fin-

ished. Few men and women in other pro-
fessions have the unsought opportunity
of love-making to different members of

the opposite sex every few weeks. Of
course, comparisons are odious, particu-
larly between one's husband or wife and
another man or woman, but it is only
human for a seemingly happily-married
actor or actress to make at least mental
comparisons between those to whom they
are wed and others to whom they must
make synthetic love seem real.

"Emotional responses set the mind to

wondering if he or she is getting out of

marriage all that he or she should, or
could. If the lure of a new-found toy is

sufficient to eclipse the old, it is almost
certain the new will take command."

"Is it not possible that marriage can be
sufficiently sacred that the ties will be
respected?" the doctor was asked.

"Yes." he replied, "else there would be

no lasting marriages in filmdom. I believe
a careful survey will show that men and
women who play what we might call non-
emotional roles stay married longer than
those who are called upon to make their

film romances rather hot to handle.
"I know of some screen unions that have

wrecked because one member of the
marital team desired children while the
other did not. Sometimes such fruitful

-

ness is not possible. I would not say that

the latter reason is why so many screen
folk are adopting children; the reason for

that rather lies in the fact that where the
woman is a high-money player, taking
time out for motherhood is a rather ex-
pensive thing, mayhap even costing up to

a quarter of a million dollars, to say noth-
ing of possible slumps in screen popularity
that might ensue while they were off the
screen.

"In the final analysis I should say that

hasty marriages in the film colony as well
as in other walks of life break up for the
very reason of their inspiration—sex

—

which is always an unsafe foundation for

any lasting marital happiness. Crashes
of other romances that reach marriage
after sane consideration, insofar as I have
been able to discern, are caused by the
man or woman, who, as the bee flits from
flower to flower, flits from one foil to an-
other in their screen work and sooner or
later finds what he or she thinks is a
sweeter flower than the one they possess."
So much for the biological side. Looking

on the psychological side of the ledger.

Dr. Ross Moore, who has given thirty

years to diagnosing disturbances of the
nervous system, was approached. For 15

rContinned on page 79]
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Feature for May

Real vs. Reel Detectives
By

JACKSON PARKS

Those Movie Detectives, wisecracking
wags who conquer crime with quip
and jest, a double scotch and soda in

one hand, a beautiful dame on the sideline:

what does a real detective think of them
and their infallible methods?

Well, your Hollywood correspondent
figured that this question was bound to

come up sooner or later. Bright and early

one fine morning he decided that it was
better sooner than later. No sooner had
the decision been reached than he was
astride his favorite charger and was soon
galloping up the front steps of the Los
Angeles ajuntamiento, which is how we
California Spaniards refer to the city hall,

provided no one stops us in time.

There we called on Captain Bert Wallis.

head of the homicide squad of the Los
Angeles police department, and a sure-
enough detective, who delves into an
average of 85 murder cases a year and has
been doing this for some years. You see,

Los Angeles is a big city, with a western
heritage of quick trigger work, and mur-
der is almost commonplace, what with an
average of one almost every four days.

I tossed the question right on to Captain
Wallis' desk.

"Bert," I said; I call him Bert because
having been a police reporter around Los
Angeles I feel I should call as many police-

men as possible by their first names. "I

know you're something of a movie fan,

at any rate you see as many pictures as

you can find time for, what do you think
of these movie detectives, Nick Charles of

the Thin Man series, as played by William
Powell; Warner Oland and his Charlie
Chan: James Gleason as Inspector Oscar
Piper in Murder On a Honeymoon, Murder
On the Blackboard, Murder On the Bridle
Path, and The Plot Thickens, and what do
you thing of Bulldog Drummond, Philo
Vance, Nero Wolfe, K-7 and Perry Mason?
The captain blew a large mouthful of

reflective pipe smoke in my direction.

Being British-born, the captain would, of

course, smoke a pipe. In appearance he
is the typical beefeater British, heavy set,

tweedy, but in speech and thinking he is

The head of the Los Angeles homicide squad thinks Nick Charles, typified by William Powell in

The Thin Man and After the Thin Man, could teach his men how to dress well and to gain a certain

amount of amusement from smart cracks, otherwise, well

—

typically American. His six years in

Scotland Yard seemed to have made little

impression on his accent.
The last of the pipe smoke was drifting

lazily ceilingward, the captain had looked
me over carefully as if wondering just

what trick there was to the question, and

Inspector Oscar Piper, typified by James
Sleason in the Stuart Palmer mystery stories,

gets a real cop's goat because he always shows
up regular peace officers
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Here is Charlie Chan (Warner Oland) in the

depths of one of his mental deductions. His

slow methods it is said would not do in cases

demanding modern-day speed

then he emitted a sound that to my trained

reportorial ear, sounded suspiciously like

"HOOEY!"
"Did you say 'hooey,' Captain?" I ven-

tured politely, thinking this might have
been the wrong day to drag in this ques-
tion.

"Oh, no, no, indeed," said the Captain,
"if I did it had nothing to do with your
question, I was thinking of something
else." He laughed and settled back com-
fortably in his chair as if he were antici-

pating enjoyment of what was to come.
"Captain, if you had a chance to put

any one of these screen detectives on your
squad, whom would you take?" The
captain has a staff of 30 men, who special-

ize in the investigation of violent death
within the city limits of Los Angeles,
which means an area of 440 square miles.

"Well," the captain answered, "I believe
I'd take Bill Powell. He's a mighty fine

fellow to have around, with his wise-
cracking and his jokes. And the boys
could pick up a few points in snappy
dressing. You've got to hand it to this

fellow, Powell, he sure knows how to wear
clothes.

"He could show some of my boys how to

wear tails. Lots of the boys have tuxedos,
and some of them do a lot of work in those
fancy togs, but I don't think there's a

single full-dress outfit on the squad. The
[Continued on page 74]
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Hollywood Charm School Fashions

iminier

Printed Materials have invaded Hollywood. A large

vogue is flower designs on black or navy blue founda-
tions; not conventional hothouse flowers, but the flowers

of the fields in a riotous array of color. Around the clock
from morning till night one finds these materials made
into all sorts of dresses, from those worn for sports occa-
sions to the more formal ones, elegant enough for any
affair.

Printed satins march to the fore and are approved by
Hollywood film stars made into informal cocktail en-
sembles and dinner gowns. This luscious fabric is gayly
chic in a dress seen on Loretta Young made with train,

long sleeves and daring decolletage that descends in a V
to the waistline in back.
Dresses for garden parties, racing events and polo, made

I'lwto by Alien Uuru

Above: Lynn Gilbert soon to be

seen in the forthcoming Universal

production The Srones Cry Out se-

lects this print for her own wardrobe.

White flowers with red and blue

centers are strewn over a black back-

ground. A black suede belt adds a

sporty touch. Right: Marching in

"springtime" is Polly Rowles, Uni-

versal player, wearing this multi-

color flower print. The cut features

a high Empire waistline and tiny puff

sleeves to harmoniie with the swing

skirt. Polly's next for Universal is

Wings Over Honolulu. Dresses from

Murray Goldstein
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Hollywood Charm School Fashions

I allv v// Lartiiy

different for each occasion, nevertheless, sport the inde-
fatigable flowered prints. The above functions call for

clothes skillfully cut and either made with a short bolero
or a matching cape adjoined to pleated or gathered ruffles.

A seductive summer outfit, the choice of Fay Wray,
Columbia star, is made in white crepe printed in large
red flowers. The short jacket is bordered in a band of

red made with long tight sleeves that form mittens.
The ever popular ensemble transforms itself into a great

variation of pleasing and interesting styles. A very clever
outfit is one worn by Constance Bennett who is considered
by many as Hollywood's best dress star. Her costume
boasts a sleeveless coat with side opening. Another crea-
tion in Connie's summer wardrobe opens down the back
to the waistline—an original and extremely smart idea.

Photo by Victor Haveman

Photo by Alien Bttrii

Above: Emily Lane appearing in the

Universal film Breezing Home wears

this print with tiny wild flowers form-

ing casual bouquets on a black

background. The high draped neck-

line characterizes many of this
season's prints. From Murray Gold-

stein. Left: Dolores Del Rio goes

gay in a beach coat of bright red

and white print. The coat is girdled

at the waist in white. Dolores' last

picture for Columbia was Dev/7's

Playground
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HOLLYWOOD PRODUCTIONS

WAR ACES MIX LOVE AND FLYING

This unusual shot shows activity around tha camera while The Woman I

Love company was on location at Point Magu, northwest of Hollywood,
for the aviation sequences of this gripping story of French aerial warfare

The candid camera caught this unusual pose of Paul Muni, starred with

Miriam Hopkins in The Woman I Love, while he was talking with Sacha
Lawrence, translator of the story originally written in French as fscooV/7/e

Director Anatol Litvak (left) looks on as Louis Hayward and Wally
Albright rehearse a scene from The Woman I Love, and in which the lad

plays Hayward's brother. This is Litvak's first American film

Miriam Hopkins appears particularly amused as she is shown an amusing

magazine between takes of The Woman I Love, while half of her love

interest—Louis Hayward—looks on

Yes, the French did a bit of sky fighting in the World War, too!

Not that you'd know it from all air-war pictures that have
reached the screen heretofore because previous films based

on war aces have dealt exclusively with American and British
fliers.

Comes RKO with The Woman I Love, (filmed in France under
the title of Escadrille) and dealing with that early group of fliers

in France—a personnel that was made up of many nationalities
and which wrote the initial pages of aviation in war. In this the
work of two-man observation ships that in the World War days
combined everything from artillery spotting and general observa-
tion duties to attacking enemy balloons and planes and ground-
strafing enemy troops, form the highlights previously accorded
to the work of pursuit and fighting planes in screen warfare.
How the pilot and observer-gunner of such planes formed an

undying friendship that the French termed equipage, is interest-
ingly revealed in The Woman I Love, this phase playing an im-
portant part in the plot.

The author, Joseph Kessel, himself an observer in the French
air service during the war, insists that the facts and incidents of
the story are taken from life.

Anatol Litvak, one of Europe's most noted directors, makes
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his American directorial debut in this film for which he had con-
structed an authentic French setting and atmosphere. These in-

clude the interior of a Parisian home, theatres, night clubs and
cafes of Paris, the escadrille's quarters and flying field at Jonchery,
a French railway station, a large chateau and a war-time hospital.

The Woman I Love introduces an innovation to American screen
audiences with its background music, said by musical critics to

mark a new high in interpretive orchestration for the screen.

The story in a nutshell shows the surging romance of a woman
(Miriam Hopkins), a husband (Paul Muni), whom she respects

but never has learned to love, and a youth, (Louis Hayward),
whose flaming enthusiasms entangle her lonely heart. Then,
not knowing they love the same woman, the husband and youth
form an equipage—a pilot-and-observer team of undying friend-

ship. Here the drama of the story soars to tremendous heights.

Even more dramatic than the crashes and bullet deaths of war
fliers are moments such as when young Hayward discovers the
woman he loves is the wife of a flier he not only admires for his

courage as a pilot but for his inherent qualities; the exposure to

Muni of his wife's love affair, and Muni's decision to blot from
his mind the interlude when the woman he loved shared her love
with another.

HOLLYWOOD



Feature for May

Ralph Never Boosts Bellamy
By HERBERT M. BAUS

< < x tothing Ever Happens to me," suavely replied Ralph Bellamy to

I \ your reporter's query about exciting anecdotes in his life.

^ His blue eyes sparkling friendship, Bellamy is the perfect

gentleman as he sits in his cream-colored and tastefully furnished
dressing room on the Columbia lot between scenes of Weather or No,
smoking a pipe and discussing everything he can think of except Ralph
Bellamy. His friends describe his modesty by labeling him the master
of understatement.
Outside of three hair-raising rendezvous with death, a career from

pauperism to movie fame and fortune, and innumerable thrilling minor
adventures, nothing has ever happened to Ralph Bellamy.
Quietly he talks along until suddenly from being lulled by the music

of his voice we who are listening discover he is reminiscing over an
experience which would leave most of us with our teeth rattling.

"Well, perhaps my most interesting time was the morning Lois Moran
and I were being taxied in a small studio bus to location in the San
Fernando mountains near Chatsworth," Ralph relates. "We were being
driven down the mountain to a nestled valley for the day's shooting.

"It occurred to me that the driver was getting careless and letting

the car gain too much momentum for safety. Down, down we went,
ever gaining speed and with the springs screaming every time we went
around a curve. Except for the ruts which held the wheels in place,

we would surely have flown right off the road.
"As we roared down into the location area everybody fled from our

path. I suddenly realized we were headed straight for a row of flimsy
cabins back of which was a sheer drop of several hundred feet. Pre-
viously we had refrained from back-seat driving but now I yelled at

the driver. He didn't even nod his head in reply."
Ralph sits very calmly telling the rest of this story. Tells how he

lurched over the front seat, grabbed the wheel and was about to swerve
the car sideways in an almost hopeless effort to deflect its course before

It almost never happens that you see Ralph Bellamy in a clinch when one of his films fades out,

but here you see him with Ida Lupino in about as near to demonstrative affection as you ever will

find him—unless he and the producer should do an about face in casting him for cinema portrayals
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With poise and sincerity Ralph Bellamy will tell all and sundry

that nothing ever happens to him, although those who have fol-

lowed his life are ready to attest otherwise

they shot over that cliff to a gory death
below. Fortunately the car rammed into

the low-hanging branch of an oak tree

and stopped dead.
The driver's door opened convulsively

from the shock, the driver falling out of

his seat onto his head. He had been
paralyzed from a sudden stroke which
had caused him to lose control way up on
the mountain. Very shortly after that

last terrifying ride, he lapsed into death.

"And so we were chauffeured by a dead
man who almost took us into the next
kingdom with him," mildly concluded
Bellamy. "Evidently it just wasn't our
time."
Another narrow escape Bellamy had

was while making Below the Sea, co-
starring with Fay Wray. A deep sea
diving bell was to be sunk with Fay Wray
shown struggling in it under the deep.
Miss Wray requested a test immersion
before she went down in that bell, and
in his gallant way Bellamy volunteered to

make the trial.

Just as he was about to taunt fate by
stepping into the gadget, a property man,
a good friend of his, walked by quickly
whispering, "Don't get in that thing before
it's been down once," all in one breath.

Ralph reconsidered and demanded it be
sunk with no one in it first.

"It was kind of lucky for me, I guess,

that that man gave a warning. The bell

was let down into the water, the winch to

which it was attached jammed for forty-

five minutes and when the bell was
drawn back up it was filled to the brim
with water."
The gods were kind to Ralph Bellamy

even in the never-to-be-forgotten stock
days before motion pictures knew his

charm. "Melvyn Douglas and I were
driving from Chicago to Evansville,
Indiana, for a winter's engagement. We

[Continued on page 641
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Feature for May

Holly w Uncle

www
If there's anything of smug
happiness in Marlene

Dietrich's appearance perhaps

It is because she doesn't have

to pay Uncle Sam so much as

id.4ne blonde on the right

When Mae West cast that

"come up and see me some-

time" loolt at UncU Samuel he

went right up and t<*ok her for

a quarter million

boy called "Cal" cal

A little^/" / V;
led toof-

Bob Burns, the Arkansas ruminator,
Marlene Dietrich must have a Duifch Uncle.
You remember Universal's Un« OfH.

And while Uncles are more or less preval
there is one old gentleman who Unks them a"
than the one and only Uncle Sam!/ / /
Sometimes Uncle Sam reaches for a switch when one of his

star-eyed boys or girls displeases him, but sfe a rule he is well
beloved by all, from doll-like little Shirley Temple to our own
Mary Pickford. / 7
Just how much of an Uncle is thayfersmd old gentleman who

struts about the pages of our newspapers in candy-striped
trousers? That is, in what measure do'es he influence the lives

of those of the screen? /

We'll just skip over the Home Ovfaiers Loan and the PWA
(Hollywood has Venetian shades on7

its poor house) and dive
right into the maelstrom of do re mi fa sol.

For a long time there were some of those in Hollywood who
thought an income tax lien was something to lean against . . .

let's just take a front seat on the steps of the Federal building and
watch a real drama of reel people.
Uncle Sam puts on his spectacles and glances at his ledgers.

Sighting a cold, blue eye along a/straight, hard-knuckled finger,
Hollywood's Uncle Shylock suspects that some» scores of those
in filmdom didn't do their figuring correctly.

"Take a letter," Uncle Shy orders.
Then, a few weeks later he says, "take another letter," talking,

of course, to one of his efficient '(and how) bookkeepers.
Then later, if nothing happens: "Take one more letter."

When nothing happens then, one of those armrests or liens,

which empowers an officer to go out and take anything the
unhappy niece or nephew possesses, is brought out and filed.

Then the parade starts.

Let's just glance at the liens filed last year. Is Uncle
Sam partial? No. Is he impartial? Yes. Therefore,
none escapes? Right!

In these days, 100 such liens in a week are not unusual
some of ttrediJ^rShuge sums, tut Uncle has been in
the business long^eTrewgh to^Bfl tolerant and usually
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d offftrs a^wmpromise if the circumstances justify

it. And in this, he is somewhat different than in the old days.

Seven years ago they would talk indictments and not liens

For instance^Tom Mix inibis rush days paid more than a million

dollars to the" government invdisputed taxes, interest and
penalties. \^ >i^v \ \.And Richard Dix and many others paid upward of $100,000 in

similar assessments^ \ \ \
Many a sweet young thing who had suddenly come into big

money and paid everything bat her income tax, had sleepless

nights with the haunting spectenof prison gates over her.

But although many were indicted, Uncle Sam determined to

his own satisfaction that it was the so-called income tax advisers

of those days who were to blame and after sending one or two
to prison, permitted the galaxy of stars who were haled into

court to make adjustments and the indictments were dis-

missed.
It was Federal Judge Paul J. McCormick who analyzed the

situation in the trial of charges against a leading male star

with the remark: "We know by experience that actors are poor
bookkeepers and must leave these matters to others." And the
disposition of that case has acted as more or less of a precedent
in dealing with subsequent cases.

Since then, taxes have assumed a more prominent part in our
national life. The public has been made income tax conscious.
Truly, more than ever, the old wheeze about death and taxes is

true. \ i

(

"How much did you have left last year after paving your
taxes?"
. Now there is a question.

If one knows what his fellow artist made last year, it is easy to

determine what was left after the federal govemmjent and the
.State of California passed the hat.

I And since Uncle Sam decided to tell all and publish
x>y 1 the gross income of the wage earners in the higher

y' brackets, everybody knows everyone's business.
Naturally when Uncle Sam became a tattle-tale, the

_"„ tongues of Hollywood began to wag.HANNERS [Continuf~
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How They Look When They Eat

A. Edward Sutherland, director and best boy friend of Loretta Young, goes Jack Oakie opens up to accept a frankfurter from the hand of Paula Stone,

after a fruit cocktail with relish, while Loretta seems more than amused while Anne Shirley busies herself with blending a sandwich and a smile

Be careful there, Gene Lockhart! Remember
the throat has lesser capacity than the mouth

—

and that's some load to put on one little fork

Lew Ayres seems to be casting a furtive glance
while Eleanore Whitney starts to treat her

stomach with a tasty morsel of nourishment

Gadzooks! So they eat with

wood, too! Here is a sword
tying a group in Warner Bros.

knives in Holly-

'Swallower horri-

Mountain Justice

While Myrna Loy balances a tidbit on her fork, her hubby, Arthur Ice cream and cake for four—during an interim in pictures. Left to right

—

Hornblow, Jr., seems to be enjoying 'the taste by induction—maybe we Norman MacLeod, director, Norman Blackburn, Bing Crosby, Edith Fellows

better call it happy anticipation
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Hollywood Spotlights

When Mowbray Window-Shopped for Food!
By

Raymond Cardwell

A Streak Of lightning, a crash of

thunder, and one of New York's
sudden showers was drenching

Times Square. I ducked into a doorway.
It was the doorway of a rather swanky

restaurant, flanked on either side by show
windows containing specimens of leading
items on the menu. A tantalizing aroma
of good things to eat floated out through
an open transom above the door.
Glancing around I discovered I was not

alone. Back in one corner, seemingly
entranced by the food in the window and
oblivious to all else, stood a disreputable
looking individual. I could see only his
back and part of one side but that was
enough to cause me to shudder.
From under a weather-beaten hat

flowed untrimmed, uncombed hair, long
enough to all but cover a neck that needed
washing. Several days' growth of beard
bristled on his cheek. Absence of a top-
coat exposed a suit which showed plainly
that it was doing pajama duty in addition
to its daytime service. It was wrinkled
the way a suit becomes after the man
wearing it curls up on a park bench as
much as he can in a vain effort to keep
warm. Between his frayed trouser cuffs
and what were once shoes, an inch or two
of sockless ankles showed.

After a hasty appraisal of him I thought
it best to find shelter in another doorway.
I started to go but just then the down-
pour became a veritable cloudburst and
I decided to take my chances where I was.
taking care to put as much distance as

possible between the man and myself.

Quiet Voice Interrupts

Speculating as to how soon the shower
might let up, I was interrupted when a
quiet voice, with cultured British accent.
said:

"How are you, Cardwell, old boy?"
I looked out to the rain-swept sidewalk.

Nobody there. I turned to the restaurant
door. Nobody there. Then I noticed my
doorway companion. He was facing me
and smiling. Arid through the disguising
handiwork of adversity, I recognized my
good friend, Alan Mowbray.
Not so long before, the situation had

been the reverse and it had been I who
had reached the end of the rope and
slipped off. Alan and I had been working
together in stock and when the company
closed, I experienced difficulty in finding
another job. He was more fortunate and
when he learned I was broke, he un-
hesitatingly gave me a generous sum,
sufficient to see me through. Before I was
able to repay him, our paths parted until

a shower of rain brought us together again
in the same doorway.

I handed Alan the money I owed him
but he hesitated before accepting it.

"'Maybe you can't afford to give it all

to me," he said, "and anyway, all I need
is enough to get out to Long Island I
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—Fazucett Photo by Rhodci
Though circumstances have changed, Alan
vlowbray is still the impulsive, happy-
go-lucky individual he ever has been, a

fact attested by his wife, shown here
with him at a Hollywood social gathering

An unusual character study of Alan Mowbray
as he might have looked when the author

of this story found him rather "down on

his uppers" during a low point in his career

think I can get a chauffeur job out there."

"It's O. K.," I said. "Take the full

amount. I just got in off the road yester-
day and I'm leaving again tonight."

We talked until the rain halted, then
shook hands and parted once again.

A few weeks later I received a letter
from Alan. Was he chauffeuring on Long
Island? He was not! He had Broadway
rocking with laughter over his perform-
ance in The Sport of Kings.

The foregoing occurred only a few brief
years ago.

One afternoon last week I walked across
a spacious lawn to the front door of a
magnificent residence in Beverly Hills and
rang the bell. I was admitted by a servant
who ushered me through a luxuriously
appointed drawing room and into the den
where Alan Mowbray, my host, lounged
comfortably before a blazing fire, blowing
smoke rings to amuse his five-year-old
daughter, Patricia.

Alan has come a long way since that
rainy afternoon in New York, financially

as well as geographically.

To his fans who know him only on the
screen, Mowbray appears to be the typical
polished Englishman. In reality he is the

\Continued on page 67]
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HOLLYWOOD SPOTLIGHTS

Daddy is a Sissy!
By MARION COOPER

IF
You Were a father, with a son called,

let us say, Junior, who saw you
go around doublecrossing your best

friends and acting like an all-around heel,

how would you explain THOSE KINDS
OF FACTS OF LIFE to him?

I was discussing the problem with the
Editor and complaining about how people
are always coming out of shows and
raving about the leading man, and sighing
that isn't his family lucky. But no one,
I remarked indignantly, ever gives a hoot
about the home life of the villain in the
piece. How, for instance, does Mr. Heavy
explain to Junior that no matter if Daddy
did shoot a man in the back in his last

picture, Junior must still behave himself
and, in addition, must respect his father?

I got worked up over the problem, being
a great little worrier, and finally the
Editor said, "I think you've got some-
thing there that will interest our readers.
Go get me a story on how Chester Morris'
home life is serene at last since he stopped
playing 'bad' roles, and how grateful he
is for the change, because of the kiddies."
So I went to see Chester in his lovely

Beverly Hills home, and I had a long talk

with him, and I didn't get the story.

"You should have come to see me about
three years ago," Chester said, "right
before we allowed Brooks to see me on
the screen for the first time." He shud-
dered a little at the memory. "Brooks
was five then, Cynthia just three, and Sue
(Mrs. Morris) and I had decided the time
had come to tell the children that daddy
played bad men on the screen.
"Cynthia could still be kept from the

movies, but Brooks was crazy about them
and wanted to see me. So I thought I

might as well get it over with. But let

me tell you, I went into a cold sweat when
I realized that they might be still too
young to understand it was only play-
acting. And just suppose Cynthia, wide-
eyed and trusting, should put her little

hand in mine and inquire, 'Why do you
play bad men, daddy?' What could I

honestly answer," Chester grinned, "ex-
cept, "The producers seem to think daddy's
just the type, darling.'

"No wonder I had nightmares."
No wonder, indeed!
So, with heavy hearts and all kinds of

forebodings, Mama and Papa Morris took
their son to see his father on the screen.

It seemed to Chester as he sat watching
the picture that the part was really
wickeder than he had thought, and with
visions of losing his son forever, he
squirmed down into his seat and was
afraid to meet Brooks' eyes.

So what happened? Was Brooks
shocked? Did he cringe away from
Daddy in terror, and hold tightly, to his

mother's arm?
He did not! A new look of respect and

admiration came into his eyes, and he
said, "Gee, Dad, you're keen." Only one
break did he make during the showing
of the film, and that was when Chester,
trying to make a getaway, was in danger
from a hidden car. Then little Brooks
shouted, "Daddy, daddy, here they come!"

MAY, 1937

Brooks loots a bit bored and Cynthia—can that be a wry face she's put on?—hardly reflect the

smile their daddy, Chester Morris, is flashing. Maybe if Chester looked more like some of the
hard guys he depicts on the screen, his heirs wouldn't feel he had "gone sissy" on them

And the people around them howled.
"From that time on, I was a hero to the

children," Chester said, smiling at my
disappointment. "A real he-man."

That's how things stood then. Chester
Morris was a menace to the fans and a
hero to his own children. They ate it up.
Whenever possible, the screech of sirens,

the bark of machine guns, the groans of

the dying, came over the Morris radio.

All was serene.

Last year their nurse took Brooks and
Cynthia to see their favorite actor in

Three Godfathers, in which Chester was a
tough guy to end all tough guys. They
went early in the afternoon. Came four
o'clock, and no children. Five o'clock,

and still no patter of little feet. Then it

was six o'clock, and the Morrises were
frankly worried. They thought of traffic

accidents, and kidnapers, and a lot of

things. Chester phoned the theatre.

Finally he got the nurse, who explained
the children had already seen the picture
three times and she didn't see how she'd
ever get them to leave. Daddy finally

went after them himself.
Then Chester reformed. There were

pictures like Counterfeit in which he
turned out to be a good guy at the end.
And in his new Columbia picture,

I Promise to Pay, he's the victim of a gang
himself.

"Surely," said I, getting a strangle hold
on my slipping story, "it makes things
pleasanter for you, having the children
see you on the right side of the law?"

"That's what you think," Chester
moaned, thereby dashing my last hopes.

[Continued on page 69]
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NEVER reveals a SECRET

J_iIKE the daisies, "Sis"

won't tell. In fact, she'll intiigue

you and others by giving you

the slimmest, smoothest Spring-

time silhouette ever. And the

joy of it is— there's not a seam

to show beneath your sheerest

gown. Just perfect control.1

Two-way stretch Lastex, of

course! With self-edged bottom

to prevent sliding. The most sen-

sible thing you could do is to own
the Set of Three—Foundation for

Formals, Girdle for About-Town

and the Pantie for Sportswear.

YOU'LL WANT ALL THREE
BECAUSE YOU NEED THEM
$12 and up for the Set oi Three.

May be had separately, of course.

FOUNDATION: Perfect uplift bra. Side

bust control. Streamlined back. $5.00

GIRDLE: Layflat hose supporters. $3.50

and $4.00

PANTIE: Streamlines your hips. $3.50

and $4.00
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ACROSS DOWN

comedies.

1. She's a Paramount star.

7. Children perform in Our -

8. Descriptive of films awarded 4 stars by critics.

10. Warren but not William.

12. Remember Norma Shearer in A Free ?

14. .-lunr Minnie in Polo Joe.

15. — For The Asking.

18. Descriptive of films shown at previews.

20. Mrs. Charles Laughton.

22. To travel as did Sally Eilers in Without

Orders.

23. DeMille is famous for his tub scenes.

24. Article used in French films.

25. Initials of one of famous Barrymore brothers.

27. Pedro Cordoba.

28. Musical note.

29. Lanky comedian in Can This Be Dixie?

30. Sound made by M-G-M'S Leo.

31. Owen Moore (init.).

33. Charlc Chan the Race Track.

35. Sidney Blackmer comes from Salisbury in

this state (abbr.).

36. Pola Negri (init.).

37. Bing Crosby's native state (abbr.).

39. The Man Lived Twice.

41. His first name is Lumsden.
43. You do this to watch movies in comfort.

44. American pioneer recently portrayed by George

O'Brien.

46. She was Libeled Lady.

47. This tells when film was produced.

49. Color of some horses used in westerns.

51. Frances Farmer had a dual in Come
and Get It.

53. Birthplace of Walter Abel (abbr.).

54. Glamorous German star.

is latest film of 54

State in which many movie stars reside (abbr.).

You — Live Once.

Lillian Gish (init.).

Mr. Gwenn's initials.

You saw her in Hideaway Girl.

Victor Jory and Sally O'Neil had leads in

Tough to Kill.

Whose role was that of McHugh's boss in

Three Men on a Horse?
Neleta in Anthony Adverse.
Hardigan in Ycllmvstone.

Month in which Ginger Rogers was born.

Sing Again.
Little girl who often portrays brats.

North Nome.
Roland's initials.

Feminine dancing star

The Garden of

Across.

Where those Mack Sennett bathing beauties

performed.

Part of bridle used in guiding cowboys'

mounts.

Rudi Stern in Ladies in Love.

1 Across stars in of Salem.

This "must go on.'"

Louis Da
Love Letters of a

Initials of Swede famous for his Chinese

portrayals.

The Girl the Front Page.

First name of 10 Down.
Lugosi.

Poetic name for Maureen O' Sullivan's native

land.

A brother of 31 Across.

1 Across starred in It Happened Night.

Esther Ralston (init.).

Qive Your Heart.

40
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/HEN BRITAIN s great pag-

eant takes place, the

beauty of her high-born

women will play no small part in that

pageantry.

Over and above their beauty of line

and feature, the world will pay tribute to

the fragile, transparent beauty of their

exquisitely cared for skins.

Could you ask these high-born beauties

how they care for their delicate skins,

you would be impressed by the number

who simply answer
—

"Pond's."

Duchesses, Countesses, Viscountesses,

Ladies are among those who say they

guard their skins' beauty with Pond's.

Pond's is the largest selling cream in

England and in all the dominions!

Here is the method English and Ameri-
can beauties use:

Every night, smooth on Pond's Cold
Cream. As it softens and releases dirt,

stale make-up and skin secretions— wipe

them all off. Now pat in more Pond's Cold

Cream

—

briskly, till the circulation stirs.

Your skin feels invigorated and freshened.

Every morning— (and before make-up) re-

peat . . . Your skin is smooth for powder
— fresh, vital looking!

Send for SPECIAL 9-TREATMENT TUBE

and 3 other Pond's Beauty Aids

POND'S, Dept. o-CE. Clinton, Conn.
Rush special tube of Pond's Cold Cream. eiiouKh for

treatments, with generous samples of 2 other Pond's
Creams and 5 different shades of Pond's Face Powder.
1 enclose lOji to cover postage and packing.

Name

Street—

City—
Copyright, 1 ya 7. Pond's Extract Company
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Topper's Film Reviews
(Continued from pnfce twelve)

LOST HORIZON— (Columbia)—Wit-
nessing Frank Capra's stirring film version

of James Hilton's fantasy

leaves one with a feeling such
as Moses must have expe-
rienced when he was given a

glimpse of "the promised
land." Students of meta-
physics, attracted because of

the supposed Tibetan setting

and characters typifying lamas, or

"masters" as they are frequently referred

to, will come away dissatisfied because
of the luxuriance and glamour with which
the lamasary and its people are invested.

Breath-taking adventures happen to a

mixed company of ordinary folk kidnaped
in a plane and carried off only to crash

in snowy wastes and then struggle over
precipitous paths into a hidden valley of

lush tropical growth where the finest of

everything the world has to offer becomes
the setting for a new world order that is

to take over when the conflicts of present
civilization have washed the human slate

clean.

Hilton has outdone the imaginative
gymnastics of Jules Verne, but has pro-
vided a vehicle in which Ronald Colman
is seen at his notable best Others who
are lifted from a mundane world and set

down in this modern Utopia are John
Howard, an earthy-minded brother of

Colman; a frightened fossil hunter played
by Edward Everett Horton; a fugitive

Ronald Colman, in ioif Horiion, oiperionces

a strange adventure, in a world apart, with the

lovely Jene WyaM, who awaits him in the

Utopian Shangri-La

American promoter essayed by Thomas
Mitchell, and a girl tuberculosis victim
living on borrowed time—Isabel Jewell.
When rescued and transplanted into the

Tibetan lamasary' they contact H. B.

Warner as the lama, Chang; two girls

orphaned by the terrific odds that must
be fought to enter Tibet—Jane Wyatt and

Margo, and Sam Jaffe, the high lama who
founded this Utopia more than two cen-
turies previously. The high lama dies

and puts on Colman the responsibility for

continuing Shangri-La, this tropical gem
set in ice. Colman finds love for Jane
Wyatt, while his brother becomes en-
amored of Margo, a Russian girl who looks

20 but is actually in her fifties. Colman's
brother and Margo would escape and they
convince Colman he should go with them.
An avalanche buries the guiding party,

Margo turns into a hag once outside of

Utopia, and dies along with all the others
except Colman who returns to Shangri-
La, drawn by a supposed metaphysical

lure mixed with romance bom of Jane
Wyatt, and the world never knows exactly

what happened to Colman who was
destined for high honors politically in his

native England.

KING AND THE CHORUS GIRL—
(Warners)—It will be difficult for you to

keep the Duke of Windsor
and Mrs. Wally Simpson out
of your mind when you see
this Mervyn LeRoy film,

primarily because Femand
Gravet, new importation
from France, so often looks
like Edward, Prince of Wales,

in his younger days, and secondly, because
there is a hinted parallel between a rich
but indolent ex-king in love with an

HERES YOUR CHANCE!
Let ARTHUR MURRAY, World's

Most Famous Dancing Instructor,

teach you the New Dance Steps

IT WOULD COST »5 EACH PRIVATE LESSON TO LEARN THESE
v STEPS IN ARTHUR MURRAYS NEW YORK STUDIO..

4
WEEKS
LATER

PES
SENOS
HER

RLLEO-M

CARD
FORTHE
ARTHUR
MURRAY
DANCE
BOOK

VOU LOOK IT
KID-AN'SAY
THOSE YEAST
CAKES SURE
FIXED YOUR

FACE UP FINE
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American girl, and the romance that

rocked the British throne. Even if there
is no connection, the film is "timely."

Gravet, who boasts that he hasn't seen
the sun in years, goes on brandy binges
that last long, despite efforts of his two
mentors

—

Duchess Anna, played by Mary
Nash, and Count Humbert, portrayed by
Edward Everett Horton. To relieve the
ex-king's boredom in one of his sobering
moments, he is taken to the Folies Bergere,

where Joan Blondell, a coryphee, catches

his eye. Romance germinates, has many
a tough hurdle before the ex-king, by a
ruse of his mentors, is advised that the
chorus girl has just been "working for a
fee" to curtail his drinking. But the ex-
king is wiser than he is given credit for,

senses that Joan really loves him, charters

an ocean liner on which Joan is fleeing to

America, and there is a marriage at sea

with just the liner's help as the wedding
party. We won't tell you the tag, but it

packs a wallop.

WHEN YOU'RE 1IV LOVE— (Colum-
bia)—Grace Moore and Cary Grant touch

the heart and stir the soul in

When You're in hove, a
nicely-paced story directed
with finesse. Miss Moore
again proves herself a capable
actress as well as a song-bird
of the highest rating. While
the story deals with an opera

star, you are likely to find yourself
wishing there were more occasions for

Miss Moore to give of her vocal talents.

There are but six songs and these range
from Cab Calloway's Minnie the Moocher
to Schubert's Serenade and including a bit

Fernand Gravet gives a telling performance in

his first American picture, The King and fhe

Chorus Girl, in which Joan Blondell plays

opposite

of In the Gloaming, plus The Whistling
Boy, a number that tugs at the heart as
Miss Moore sings it to scores of tots

gathered in her rehearsal hall, and Our
Song, a Jerome Kern number that high-
lights the production.
Cary Grant does a capable job as a

wandering artist, who turns up at both
opportune and inopportune moments in
Miss Moore's life, joins her in a marriage
of convenience when it appears the only
way to overcome immigration restrictions

while she waits for a quota number
in Mexico, then falls in and out of love

with her so often that it keeps one
guessing right down to the final fadeout
as to how this road to romance will finish.

Like many celebrities, Miss Moore is

surrounded by sycophants who bask in
the reflection of her glory—leeches highly
resented by Grant, who would lift the
diva from a rather vacuous existence into
something he thinks is real. Gradually
she sees things his way, but not until she
nearly has lost the man she once hated
for his bluntness but later learned to

love. You must see When You're in Love.

MARKED WOMAN— (Warners)

—

Stark drama of the underworld, paced to

hold interest, and directed
with finesse. Bette Davis lets

the pendulum swing to the
opposite extreme of glamour
for the sequence in which
she is brutally beaten—and
LOOKS the part. Despite the
usual blurb at the beginning

that calls attention to the fact that if

characters seem counterparts of real flesh

and blood persons it is only a coincidence,
most of those who see this film cannot
help but liken it to the infamous "Lucky"
Lucciano case in New York, wherein a
vice lord was sent to prison when "clip

joint" girls got courage enough to testify

against him.
Eduardo Ciannelli, as Johnny Vanning,

is even more despicable than in Winterset,
as he rules the fleshpots of Manhattan.
Bette Davis, Lola Lane, Isabel Jewell,
Rosalind Marquis and Mayo Methot carry
their respective "hostess" roles as if "to
the manner born," while Humphrey
Bogart gives a sterling portrayal as the

to Clear Up Your Skin ! Male

fl
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CAM'T BEAR IT-
S-SONS HOME

I»
AW- DON'T BE A NITWIT, PEG
LISTEN, MAYBE SHE'S RlQHT
WHY DON'T YOU TRY YEAST ?
THEY SAY ITS REALLY SWELL
HOW IT CHASES PIMPLES

NEXT DAY
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SET BUSY- YOU'RE '
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THESE YEAST CAKES
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YOUR HAND?

BE SURE TO ASK YOUR GROCER FOR THIS

FLEISCHMANN DANCE CARD— IT'S FREE

Swing into it, boys and girls!

Don't miss this chance to get

ARTHUR MURRAY'S excit-

ing book of DANCE LESSONS.
Learn the latest steps! Pictures,

diagrams make every step easy!

You can't buy this book! The
ONLY WAY to secure one is by
saving labels from Fleischmann
Yeast Cakes! Ask your grocer

for a FREE Fleischmann Dance
Card— paste the yeast labels

on. Send it in.

IfyourgrocerhasnoDanceCards,

you can get the book if you
paste 81 labels on a piece of

paper, or mail them, in an en-

velope, with your name and
address to Fleischmann 's Yeast,

701 Washington Street, New
York City. (This offer holds

good until August 31st, 1937.)

(Details of securing Dance Book differ sligh

ly in states West of Denver and in Canad:
see newspapers or ask your local grocer.)

GEE, PEG- IT'S PRETTY NIFTY
IT'S A FLEISCHMANN DANCE
CARD, SEE -AN' IF YOU SAVE
YEAST LABELS, PASTE "EM
ON IT. AN' SEND IT IN -YOU
SET A SWELL NEW DANCE
BOOK BY ARTHUR <
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"Keep it up faithfully," says Dr. R. E.

Lee, well-known physician, "and

Fleischmann's Yeast will help clear

up ADOLESCENT PIMPLES . . ."

% After the start of adolescence—from about
13 to 25, important glands develop and final

growth takeB place. This disturbs the whole
system. The skin gets very sensitive. Waste poi-

sons in the blood irritate this sensitive skin.

Pimples break out!

Fleischmann's Yeast has proved a great help

in clearing up a pimply skin. It clears these skin

irritants out of the blood. Eat 3 cakes every day—
plain, or in a little water, a cake about % hour
before each meal.

Copyright, 1037, Standard Brands Incorporated
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Your System Can
Actually Starve

at a Banquet
If it Isn't ^. v_

Getting the Minerals that Enable
You to USE FOOD! A Big

Appetite Doesn't Prevent

"MAL-
NOURISHMENT"
Thousands Report Corrections of Such
Deficiencies By Using Kelpamalt, Rich
Mineral Concentrate From the Sea . .

Gains of 5 to 15 Lbs. in Few Weeks . . .
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similable iron, copper, cal-
cium pho
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the supply of vital minerals
needed for digestion and as-
similation. Most important
is lu'I|i:ui]j|i'. natural tudlne

I not the chemical liquid
Kind). It Is Iodine, scien-
tists say, that Is so vitally
Important to the health and proper functioning of blood,
liver and elands. Kelpamalt is richer in Iodine than
oysters, hitherto considered the best source.

Try Kelpamalt for a single week. Thousands report they
are amazed at the Improvement Kelpamalt has brought
them. Gains of 5 to 15 lbs. in a few weeks are not un-
common: new strength, new energy, better digestion and
elimination. They eat better, sleep better, and almost In-
variably say they now feel fine. Your own doctor will
approve this way. 100 Jumbo size Seedol Kelpamalt Tab-
lets—four to live times the size of ordinary tablets—cost
but a few cents a day to use. Get Seedol Kelpamalt today.
Seedol Kelpamalt Is sold at all good drug stores. If your
dealer has not yet received his supply, send SI. 00 for
special introductory size bottle of 65 tablets to the address
below.
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SPECIAL FREE OFFER
Write today for fascinating instructive 50-page booklet
on Mow Thousands Have Built Strength. Energy and
Added Lbs. Quickly. Mineral contents of Food and
their effect on the human body. New Facts aboutNATURAL IODINE. Standard weight and measurement
charts. Daily menus for weight building. Absolutely

- Dept. 1176,

assistant district attorney who brings
about the downfall of Ciannelli, when
Bette Davis and the other "hostesses"
turn state's evidence after Ciannelli has
brought about the death of Bette's inno-
cent little sister, played by Jane Bryan.
Although the story is sordid, Director

Lloyd has handled it with discretion. The
"tag" is a fine touch of artistry in which
Bette Davis and her four co-workers in

sin are swallowed up in a fog as they
emerge from the courtroom where the
vice lord and his henchmen have just been
sentenced to long terms in Sing Sing.

LAST OF MRS. CHEYNEY— (MGM)
—Refurbished by modern dialogue and

peopled by a flock of
M-G-M's top names, this

Fredric Lonsdale play, last

done in films by Norma
Shearer, holds interest and
Joan Crawford as the "lady
raffles" vies for attention with
such sterling foils as William

Powell, Robert Montgomery, Frank
Morgan, Ralph Graves and Benita Hume.
There is sparkle to the lines, finesse in

the portrayals. There is a feeling, how-
ever, that William Powell, in the butler
role, is given too little to do for one of

his accomplishments.

Grace Moore singing The Whistling Boy for a

group of youngsters in When You're in Love,

Columbia picture in which Cary Grant shares

honors

JOHN MEADE'S WOMAN— (Schul-
berg)—Might that comes from money is

the outstanding thing exem-
plified in this picture. The
story is loosely knit and
never very convincing, al-

though there is sterling
acting by Edward Arnold
and moments of similar
repute provided by George

Bancroft, Gail Patrick, Sidney Blackmer
and others.

Heralded as the screen debut of

Francine Larrimore, Broadway stage star,

the choice of role for her is unwise. To
this reviewer she never seems the pro-
totype of the girl she plays. Cast as a
farm girl who goes to the city after rural
life has been unkind, she becomes wise
too quickly to be convincing.
The ruthless Arnold, lumber baron, is

blamed for denuding the nation of its

trees, something his timber operator,
George Bancroft, decries. For no ap-
parent reason, Arnold swings his attention
from forests to wheat fields. Gail Patrick
is about to marry Arnold for his money,
though her heart belongs to Sidney

Blackmer. In spite, Arnold leaves her at
the altar and marries Miss Larrimore,
whom he has picked up on the street.

Learning he has married her to spite Miss
Patrick, rather than for love of her. Miss
Larrimore quits him, goes back to the
wheat country from which she came,
becomes a rural Joan of Arc to lead an
aroused farming populace against farm-
grabbing by Arnold and his henchmen,
who have bought up mortgages. Nature
steps in with dust storms to frustrate
Arnold as well as the ranchers. In the
battle against farm seizure Arnold is shot
and when he appears at death's door, Miss
Larrimore's love for him flares anew and
he, seeing the error of his ways, repents
as recovery approaches.

Bette Davis is shown with the brand of a vice

lord on her cheek as she appears in Marked
Woman, with Humphrey Bogart as a district

attorney

LOVE IS NEWS— (20th Century-Fox)
—Here is a fast-moving yarn that

weaves the destinies of a
reporter and a girl of great
wealth. Even though the
theme is rather far-fetched
and the reactions of editors

and others in the newspaper
profession are exaggerated as

are practically all newspaper
film stories, most filmgoers will find this

piece entertaining—more entertaining if

they do not know the inside workings of

a newspaper plant.

Tyrone Power turns in a good per-
formance as the scribe, whose baring of

the foibles of a rich girl, kicks back and
leads to many complications. Loretta
Young plays the rich girl with a free-

and-easy grace that gives you a new
Loretta. Don Ameche is the too-explosive
city editor. There is a large cast of sup-
porting players, chief among whom are
Slim Summerville, Dudley Digges, Walter
Catlett, Jane Darwell, Stepin Fetchit and
Julius Tannen.

THAT I MAY LIVE— (20th Century-
Fox) — A slow-moving picture that

glorifies an ex-convict, whom
circumstances keep from
going straight, but who helps
the law to grab the real

culprits who forced him to

continue in crime when he
wanted to turn to the right.

Robert Kent and Rochelle
Hudson, ex-convict and waitress, carry
the romance of the yarn, while J. Edward
Bromberg is the Good Samaritan who
helps Kent and Miss Hudson to trap three
gang leaders—Jack LaRue, Frank Conroy
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and Fred Kelsey—and thus clear Kent's
name.

WHEN'S YOUR BIRTHDAY?—
(David Loew)—Joe E. Brown's first pic-

ture under his new contract
is built around humorous
incidents in lives lived ac-
cording to the pattern of

astrology. While the yarn is

thin in spots, there are many
laugh moments, although this

reviewer does not feel this

film measures up to the best Brown has
done heretofore. Brown is shown as a
man who would go to any ends to achieve
knowledge of astrology, and then, having
learned the science, proceeds to put it to

practical use. Chronologically this blights

a romance with a social climber, brings
him into disrepute as a blundering waiter,

leads him into difficulty as a fortune teller

at a midway concession, and ends with
near defeat when he is forced into a prize

fight when his aspects are adverse.
Suzanne Kaaren does capable work as

the society girl who would marry Brown
and she later is displaced in his affections

by Marian Marsh. Fred Keating lends
laughs with bits of magic and as barker
for Brown's fortune-telling concession on
the midway. Maude Eburne and Edgar
Kennedy as the parents of Miss Kaaren
are entertaining and provide numerous
uproarious moments. The high spot of

the opus comes when Brown, forced to

take the place of the Salvadore Killer in

meeting the middleweight champion,
because his backers have bet their all on
a plug who hasn't a chance, finds himself
in the ring with the champ minutes before

the moon enters the right sign to bring
success, but he hangs on until the right

aspects come to change a vapid mouse
into a charging and victorious lion.

CALL IT A DAY—(Warners)—
Warner Brothers deserve a bow for the

excellent manner in which this studio has
transferred the stage play Call It a Day
to the screen. It is the best comedy fare

that movie fans will witness in many a
month and is heartily recommended to

those who enjoy comedy at its very best.

The plot centers around, the Hilton family
whose placid ways of life are suddenly
interrupted by love affairs that tie every
member of the family into bundles of

jittery nerves. Fortunately for all con-
cerned—and this includes the audience

—

all misunderstandings are ironed out and
the family resumes the even tenor of its

ways. Ian Hunter as the father, Freida
Inescort as the wife, Olivia de Havilland,
Bonita Granville and Peter Willes as the
children contribute outstanding perform-
ances. Alice Brady as Muriel West, and
Roland Young, as her brother, have parts

tb~' its them like the proverbial T and
these two finished artists practically steal

the show.
P. S. Don't ever call yourself a movie

fan if you miss this one!

NANCY STEELE IS MISSING— (20th
Century-Fox)—From the time McLaglen
appears in the picture with the stolen baby
of the man he hated, down through the

long years of imprisonment and up until

the time he decides to make amends for

his crime, McLaglen translates to the
Screen a characterization that will leave
its imprint on fans for some time to come.
Walter Connolly, as the girl's father,

June Lang as the kidnaped girl, Peter
Lorre as the prison buddy of McLaglen,
and Robert Kent as the girl's sweetheart
contribute brilliant performances.

Here's
The Thrilling New

Shampoo
Everyone Is Raving About

NOT SOAP—NOT OIL . . Makes Hair Shine Like Silk!

It's no wonder women everywhere are
raving about this amazing, new liquid
shampoo—no wonder one trial converts
them for life! For it gives your hair a
thrilling new gleam. Yes, actually trans-
forms dull, average-looking hair into a
brilliant, glistening halo—with a single

application.

Look at the girl above. See what a dif-

ference it makes when you use it. So try it

soon—see how beautiful your hair really

can be.

Just how this unusual shampoo works
these miracles is a new scientific secret.

It isn't oil, it isn't soap— it isn't any-
thing you've heard of before. Scientists

have brought us something brand-new;
a shampoo so different that they've pat-
ented the process by which it is made.
You simply wet your hair, shake on a
few drops and instantly you get a glori-

ous, billowy lather, 5 times more lather
than soap in hardest water. Lather so
neutral—being neither acid nor alkaline

—that it is ideal for either oily or dry
hair. You rub it briskly into the hair,

rinse thoroughly—and you're through.

"What?" you say, "no special rinses;

no vinegar, lemon or after-rinses to 'cut'

the lather?" No— they are not necessary
—just a thorough dousing in clear water!
That's the marvelous part. Drene can-
not leave unrinsable film on hair to cover

up natural lustre as ordinary shampoos
do. Your hair is left radiant, silky, smooth

.

Even dull, bleached or dyed hair be-
comes more brilliant, more natural look-
ing after a Drene shampoo.

More amazing, embarrassing flakes of
dandruff disappear with a single wash-
ing, leaving the scalp scrupulously clean.

Tested and approved by Good House-
keeping Bureau. Women who have used
it for months rave about the beauty and
health their hair possesses — and have
found its thorough cleansing is the quick-
est, best way to a healthy head of hair.

Your scalp can really nourish the hair
properly when cleansed the Drene way,
which simply calls for one or two sham-
poos a week with Drene, and a few min-
utes of scalp massage and brushing of
the hair. Then it glows with new life and
lustre.

Procter & Gamble make this marvel.
Only half a tablespoonful for a perfect
shampoo. The most economical, beauti-
fying shampoo you have ever used. Try
Drene. The large size costs less per sham-
poo. Get Drene at all drug, department
and 10c stores. Or send your name and
address to Drene, Dept. FW, Box 828,
Cincinnati, Ohio, and the makers will

send you a bottle of Drene (enough for
two shampoos) absolutely free to try!

TradiMurk Rbj. U. S. Pat Off.
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Women NJe Smart

Don't be victims of old-fashioned

prudery and stupidity

CONSULT DOCTOR IF IN DOUBT

Unusual Women of Hollywood

FEMININE

HYGIENE

EXPLAINED

1. Happy and fortunate is the married woman who
finds the right answer to this grave problem. . Happy
when she lives withoutfear . ..Prevents that agonizing

worry which upsets so many marriages. ..Fortunate

in beingfret from dangerous germs!

2. Fear and ignorance are unnecessary- Medical re-

search now bring you dainty, snow white suppositor-

ies for Feminine Hygiene. Smart women appreciate

the convenience and safety of Zonitors. For Zonitors

embody the famous ZON/TE ANT/SEPTIC PRIN-
CIPLE. They kill dangerous germs, yet are free from

"burn danger" to delicate tissues.

3. Zonitors are safe and easy to use . . . greaselcss.

snow white suppositories, each in a sanitary glass vial

... no clumsy apparatus . . . completely deodorizing.

Easy to remove with plain water. Instructions in

package. All U. S. and Canadian druggists.

FREE— Booklet containing latest medical in-

formation. Write to Zonite Products Corp.. 554 New
Brunswick, N. J.

IN 12

INDIVIDUAL
CLASS VIALS

REAL LIFE STORY

&ki
TIRED ALL
THE TIME

SHE TOLD HIM
WHAT TO DO

FEELS LIKENEW!
THANKS TO CLEVER WIFE..

tJE wasn't himself. Had too many restless
A -*• nights, too many tired days. Seemed to
lose his ambition. But his clever wife was too
smart to let this go on. She insisted that he
try Nature's Remedy (NR Tablets) and he
found out what a surprising difference it made
to use a laxative of entirely vegetable origin.
He didn't mind taking NRs at all. they were
so gentle, and non-habit forming. They simply
made him feel like

a new man. Get a
25c box at any
drugstore today.

TONIGHT
OMORROW ALRICHT

"T T AVE ^
r
° u Nothing to say. Nathalie

I—I de Fedenko?" the grim-visaged
Russian officer demanded of the

silent woman defiantly facing him. her
back to a blood-spattered stone wall. "I

have orders ... if you speak of Captain
Cromie's papers, you will be spared."

"I know nothing," replied the woman,
coldly, turning her dark eyes steadily upon
the firing squad lined up in formation only
a_few paces distant.

"Very well." The officer returned to his

position at the side of his men and drew
his sword. The soldiers levelled their

rifles.

The scene of this awesome spectacle was
the courtyard of the great Moscow prison,

back in 1917. Damp morning mists filled

the air. Nathalie de Fedenko, Russian
aristocrat and member of the Second
Women's Battalion of Death, was about to

be executed because she would not divulge

the whereabouts of certain important
papers in connection with the murder of

Captain Cromie, British Naval Attache.

FREE
Beautiful Six -color 1937 Calendar-Thermometer. Also
samples of NR and Turns. Send etamp for packing and

a postage to A. H.Lewis Co.. Desk 90E-15' St. Louis. Mo.

Florence Gill CLUCKS for a living. She nevei

resents being called a "hen," for imitating such

fowls and other barnyard denizens has earned

her a lucrative livelihood on screen and in radio.

They call her a "cluck" and she likes clucking

"Dozidat! . . . Wait!" The command, in

Russian, rang out, just as the officer was
on the point of ordering his men to fire.

Then . . .

"Return Nathalie de Fedenko to her
cell."

Those were hazardous days for this

noblewoman. Not once, but three times,
did she undergo this harrowing experi-
ence. The courage she displayed then,
however, since has been reflected in her
work in Hollywood. For Nathalie de
Fedenko is Natalie Bucknall, head of the
research department at Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer, a woman who through sheer force

of personality and "push" organized what
is far and away the finest bureau of its

kind in the west.
Hollywood is a town of unusual women.

Nathalie Bucknall three times looked death

in the eye defiantly. She faced a Russian

firing squad that many times. Fate spared her.

She now heads M-G-M's research department

Among its celebrated gentry you'll find

many whose backgrounds rival even
Natalie Bucknall's . . . but none of these
"pasts" are any more singular than the
duties entrusted to a certain group of

Hollywood women, drawn from every
walk of life.

There's lone Reed, for example, who
risks her life almost daily "doubling" for

the stars in dangerous stunts. Patsy
O'Byrne, whose legs—but seldom her face

—graces many and many a picture. Alice
Doll, who specializes in screaming for the
various stars. And Florence Gill, the best

"clucker" in all these United States of

ours.

Upon Natalie Bucknall's very able head
rests the full responsibility of every pic-

ture produced by her company emerging
from the studio absolutely correct in every
detail.

One of the most important figures in her
own or any other organization, she must
work hand in glove with every phase of

the production, from its earliest inception

to the day it finally shows in a theatre.

Every department even remotely con-
nected with that picture contacts her be-
fore it makes a move.
The writer calls upon her for general

information on the period, customs and
locale of his story . . . the art director

needs general architectural details for the

sets. The costume designers who create

the clothes for the cast want pictures

showing the type of dress in the particular

locale or period in which the story is laid,

and both the hair-dressing and make-up
departments must have very complete
data for their respective efforts.

Then, to her go the casting department,
for "type" suggestions, and representatives

from the drafting, property, paint and
plaster departments. In short, Miss
Bucknall must supervise every detail to

be used or even considered for the picture.

She must have at her instant disposal any
information in any field that might be de-
sired on any subject. Few women in the

world are granted such responsibility.
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As you may have gathered from the
opening paragraphs her earlier life reads
like the most fascinating fiction. She lived
through the Russian and Bolshevik Revo-
lutions of 1917 and 1918 and was im-
prisoned by the revolutionists. Only
through a miracle did she escape death
from those three firing squads mentioned.

In 1918, she left Russia for England but
returned on a special mission for the
British government, with the result that

the king awarded her the Order of the
British Empire. -Only two other foreign-
born women have received this honor.

This, then, is the very unusual person-
ality to whom Metro-Goldwyn has as-

signed directorship of its research depart-
ment. An inveterate traveler, close ob-
server, student of customs and languages
and endowed with a photographic memory,
one can conceive of no person better
equipped to fulfill her position.

Requiring skill of quite a different order,

Patsy O'Byrne agrees with the sage who
voiced "you can't have everything." Nature

endowed her with what she calls "the

homeliest face in the world," but com-

pensated by giving her filmdom's shapeliest

legs. You see them often; Patsy seldom

lone Reed stands at the head of her unique
profession. She is known as a stunt

woman, one of those unsung heroines of

the films.

Often when the script calls for the star

to perform some perilous act, the studio

—

providing the star is a woman—summons
lone, who combines a blonde beauty with
a slender figure that might be the envy of

any leading lady. Regardless of what the

stunt may be, for what bit of action she is

to double for the player, she undertakes
the job with quiet efficiency. Her liveli-

hood depends upon her ability along these
lines.

You've seen her in such pictures as

Peter Ibbetson, The Glass Key, Last Days
oj Pompeii, Tarzan Escapes and The
Jungle Princess—to mention but a few of

her appearances, doubling for the fem-
inine stars of those productions. But never
once were you aware of her presence.
In silent picture days, lone was a

western star in her own right. She starred
[Continued on page 54]
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DO YOU USE
THE RIGHT SHADE OF

FACE POWDER?
Beige

Face Powder

Made Her

Look Like

This!

Rachel Made
Her Look

Like This! MT
By

It's amazing the number of women who use
the wrong shade of face powder.

It's still more amazingwhat it does to them!
As any artist or make-up expert will tell

you, the wrong shade of face powder will

change your appearance altogether. It will

make you look years older than you really are.

A Common Mistake

The great trouble is that women choose their

face powdershades on thewrong basis. They try

to match "type." This is a mistake because you
are not a "type," but an individual. You may be
a brunette and still have a very light skin or

any one of a number of different tones between
light and dark. The same holds true ifyou are

a blonde or redhead.

There is only one way to choose your shade
of face powder and that is by trying on all ten

basic shades. Maybe the shade you think least

suited to you is your most becoming and flatter-

ing. Thousands of women have been surprised.

The Test That Tells!

I want you to see if you are using the right

shade of face powder or whether you should be
using some other shade. So, I offer you all ten

shades of Lady Esther Face Powder to try on,

free of charge.

Try on each of the ten shades as if you had
never used face powder before. Maybe you'll

make a great discovery for yourself. Maybe
you'll find a shade that will completely
"youthify" your appearance.

Mail the coupon today for the ten shades of

Lady Esther Face Powder which will settle

once and for all whether you are using the right

shade or not.

i voote this on a penny naalcard) (33) FREE
Lady Esther, Ltd., 2030 Ridge Ave., Evanston, 111.

Please send me by return mail a liberal supply c

ten shades of Lady Esther Face Powder; also a pi

size tube of your Lady Esther Four-Purpose Face Cn

Name

City-

(t/vou live in Canada, write Lady father. Ltd , Toronto. Ont.)
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SMARTEST SHOE
Featherlight, hand-laced DUN-
DEERS are playtime favorites every-
where! See the exciting new models
for active and spectator sports at
leading shoe stores or write for name
of nearest dealer. Dundeer Depart-
ment, International Shoe Company.
1509 Washington Ave., Saint Louis.

Snap Sandal
with change-
able tongues
in colors.

Would You Like to be
& Happily (Harried

^^^J*£i^^_ Thackeray said "Menarehelp-Ml'i fll less in the hands of women
BL^ I I who really know how to handle

jGSl them." Any woman or girl of
t>Tj ordinary intelligence, beauti-

~ ^ ?kw fu ^ or P^aiD'hasthecharmwith-^A ^ ^PtjP in her to attract and fascinate

WMi -1 men. You can learn how to de-
HH^^At' . - w velop and use those natural

charms from "Fascinating
Womanhood", an unusual book which shows how
women attractmen by using the simple laws ofmen's
pyschology. Married or single, this knowledge will
help you. Don't let love and romance pass yon by.
Send us only 10c and we will send you the booklet
entitled "Secrets of Fascinating Womanhood", an
interesting synopsis of the revelations in "Fascin-
ating Womanhood". Sent in plain wrapper.
PSYCHOLOGY PRESS, Dept. 42-E, St. Louis, Mo.

Wouldn't YOU
LIKE to KNOW
What Hollywood is planning

for Your Entertainment in

the Months to Come

By RUTH CLAYTON

Allan Jones, who has suffered from too

little demand upon his fine voice and
pleasing personality since his hit in

Showboat, is promised his best screen

opportunity to date in The Firefly, with

Jeanette MacDonald. If Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer will only let this handsome young
tenor star in The Student Prince of
Heidelberg, after that you'll see a very
deserving star shoot up to the top rank of

popularity. Jones has just finished his

second Marx Brothers film, A Day at the

Races.

Leopold Stokowski. whose leadership
of the Philadelphia Philharmonic brought
that group of musicians into front rank
among the symphonies of the world, is

working with Deanna Durbin in One
Hundred Men and a Girl with unusual
enthusiasm, which will assist this brilliant

14-year-old Universal star no little in

maintaining the fast pace established in

her first filmplay, Three Smart Girls. With
the "One hundred men" the pick of Holly-
wood's musical talent, under Stokowski's
able direction "the Girl" should have sup-
port few singers, of any age, have ever
been offered.

Edward Arnold and Jean Arthur, who
appeared together in Diamond Jim, are
to be co-starred by Paramount in Easy
Living . . . Lou Gehrig, swat king of base-
ball, will share stellar honors with
Richard Arlen in The Trail Blazers ac-
cording to Sol Lesser's latest announce-
ment . . . Victor Moore and Beulah Bondi,
those competent stage and screen vet-
erans are to have the leads in RKO's Make
Way jor Tomorrow which Leo McCarey
is to direct . . . Mrs. Natalie Kalmus, guid-
ing genius of Technicolor, is planning to

photograph King George's coronation in

color, not only for newsreels but for a

feature film to which the British govern-
ment is said to be lending unusual co-
operation.

Jeanette MacOonald's marriage to Gene
Raymond is set for June 17 and Holly-
woodians are making a mad scramble for
bids to what promises to be the most colorful
wedding ceremony in the bridal month.

Walter Wanger was quick to buy the
screen rights to Clarence Budington Kel-
land's recent magazine story, "Stand-In,"

which has to do with movies and those
who make them, and Leslie Howard may
play one of the leads . . . Academy prize
winner Paul Muni is planning on a three-

months' trip to either Europe or the Orient
this summer, which means that with The
Story of Emile Zola for Warner Brothers
and The Woman I Love for RKO sched-

//FRECKLES
*^ Send for this true story of a freckled

face girl's life. Learn how her akin freckled
easily— how her homely freckles made
her self-conscious and miserable at four-
teen— how she gave up hope of ever
being popular socially, until one day she
saw a Stillman's ad.

She purchased a jar of Stillman's
Freckle Cream. Used it nightly. Her ugly

embarrassing freckles
soon disappeared, leav-
ing her skin dear, soft
and beautiful.

It's a real experience
that will bring hope to
you too, reprinted word
for word in
our booklet
"Good-bye
Freckles."

Oooibf*

10
SENO COUPON
OR POST CARDh££ BOOKLET

THE STILLMAN COMPANY
Box 106 Aurora, 111., U. S. A.
Name
Address M m

Stillman's
FRECKLE CREAM

ON APPROVAL
YOUR CHOICE
Magnificent,
new, absolutely

j

accurate 1937 |

models. Gu;
antced by 100 I

year old million
|

dollar factory.

Money bnck If I

not delighted— I

Send 2." cents E

now—Pay '£ monthly S3 payments (total $fi). Notblnu
more to pay. No red tape. Watch nhlpped at once. Money
back after 10 days free trial If not delighted. We take
all the rltk. Send 2,1 cents stamps or coins to
BRADLEY, Dept 3S5-E. NEWTON. MASS.

T^POCKET RADIO
MUSIC

sp0BT5 tHTWTMHttW

AJl one umt-Jaitliie the bljrseta.bat weljka J

only oi. flta pocket easily. TakaltwitbJ
too. Notbiwr to adjust. No batteries, tnbea, f
ca* elect No socket connections required. 14a* J

lasTknobU tho only moving- part.
>Operatel Gu

_ ri lb fine too* Quality .Tanea L
broaacaat band. Accurately made, precisely 1
aasamnlnrl. rigidly tested, easures excellent I

parformaaee. Should list for years. Cornea I

complete with built-in phone with easy Inotruc- I

tions for one In camps, office, picnics, home, I

beA. etc. Lin ten to moslc, sports, radio enterbxlmnentate, Tfca
"Cathedral" Pocket Radio UAB^LUTELi^UARANTKEi4 - all
reedy to connect and tanefn. Thoasands in nee. An Ideal fl-ut-
SEND HO MONEY! Its enjoyable radio entertainment ahoold deBghi
yoo.1 Combines performance and economy . Get yours today. Pay
Doetman on arrival |2 99 and coetaee or send (2.99 (we par POatagaK
Utile Clant Radio Co., 1 1 66 Dtvaraoy Pky.,Dapt. 20S, Chicago

ff* CLEAR-LOOKING

SKIN/77/7
EVERYONE!

New Cream Hides Blemishes
M"0 longer need a conspicuous blemish
*^ cause you embarrassment! Now you
can Instantly conceal a Birthmark,
Scar, Burn, Bruise, Pimples, Freckles.
Dark Circles Under Eyes or any skin
discoloration with "Hide-it". Won't
rub off, peel or crack. Perspiration or
water won't affect It. Lasts all day
-ar-r*) w ajt until removed. 91

rllirf jPtaflT etDept .and DrugHIUC flsv Stores. 10c size at

RIDES BLEMISHES Ten Cent Stores.

TRJALciarh.MmnerCo..66GSt.ClairSt.,Dept ia_» Chleaso
I enclose 10c (Canada 15c)/or"Hlde-it." QCream DStick
Check sbade: D Light Medium DBrunette D SunTan
Name Town
Address State
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uled for the screens this summer their

brilliant male star feels he can now enjoy
the rest he has planned for a good long
time.

Samuel Goldwyn will shortly present
Edgar Bergen, famous ventriloquist and
Charlie McCarthy, his dummy, in films.

Bergen and McCarthy have created no
little admiration by their consistently

funny patter on Rudy Vallee's air pro-
grams.

Joan de Havilland, sister of that sparkling
young Warner star, Olivia de Havilland,
has signed a long term contract
with RKO . . . That versatile young Belgian
star, Fernand Gravet, will return to Holly-
wood in September and be co-starred in

a Mervyn LeRoy musical with Ethel Mer-
man, now Broadwaying in Cole Porter's

Red, Hot and Blue. Max Gordon, Broad-
way impresario, George Jessel and
Rodgers and Hart, the celebrated tune-
smiths, will assist LeRoy in preparing this

picture designed to put Gravet in the spot
formerly occupied by Chevalier.

Gregory LaCava, who made such a swell

job of directing and producing My Man
Godfrey (after a six months rest) will direct

Stage Door for RKO. Onslow Stevens,

who appeared opposite Margaret Sullavan
in the Broadway stage version, is back in

Hollywood to play in it, and other members
of the stage cast may follow. Miss Sullavan
will not return to Hollywood for some
months as she is retiring from the stage to

await the arrival of Dr. Stork and in the

fall is scheduled to rejoin the stage com-
pany on tour.

Oscar Straus, Viennese composer, who
wrote The Chocolate Soldier but is no re-

lation to the other Vienna's waltz kings,

is in Hollywood to write the music for

Bobby Breen's next Sol Lesser picture,

Make a Wish. His tunes for One Hour
With You, written for Chevalier, are still

heard daily on radio and numbered
among the best of the tune-film era.

After winning the Academy 1936 acting

prize Luise Rainer was given a new Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer contract, and she may im-

personate Sarah Bernhardt or Eleanora
Duse in a picture next season. Meanwhile
The Emperor's Candlesticks is an immedi-
ate assignment for her and Once There
Was a Lady is a fall possibility.

A Puzzle for Fools, dealing with a sud-
den death in a sanitarium, is slated for

early production at RKO . . . After a
desert vacation Bette Davis will star in

That Certain Woman, which Edmund
Goulding is writing and will direct. Bette
has had very few days to herself since

returning from her English sojourn last

October . . . James Cagney's next will be
Hot Oil at Grand National and Victor
Schertzinger is soon to produce and direct

his original story, When I'm With You
. . . John Trent, former airplane transport
pilot, now being groomed for stardom by
B. P. Schulberg, will have the lead in

The Ascending Dragon written by
Frederick Jackson, author of The Bishop
Misbehaves.

[Continued on page 72]

• "Look! See what she's got in her pocket. ..her baby! Isn't he lucky
—always going riding! Of course, he must rub up and down a bit

when she jumps. I'll bet his seat gets chafed!"

• "Know what to do for that, Mrs. Kangaroo? I'll tell you— just

sprinkle him good with soft, slick Johnson's Baby Powder. It makes
any baby feel great! Let me put some on him—Vll be very careful."'

• "There! ... Doesn't he feel nice—doesn't he smell nice?... And no
more rashes or chafes or prickly heat for him. He'll be so good you
can put him in your pocket and forget him!"

• "Feel my Johnson's Baby Powder—isn't it lovely and downy
and soft ? Never gritty like some powders. It keeps a haby,

s skin

just perfect!" And that, Mothers, is the surest protection against

skin infections! Johnson's Baby Powder is made of the finest

Italian talc—no orris-root. Babies need Johnson's Baby Soap,

Baby Cream and Baby Oil, too!

(j NEW BRUNSWICK (J NEW JERSEY
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2purpose

LIPSTICK

Merle Oberon
BEAUTIFUL STAR OT
SAMUEL COLDWYN'S

Beloved Enemy

Want a lipstick that's permanent?

. . . keeps your lips soft too?

Then here is the lipstick for

you . . . Duart Creme of Milk Lipstick is

both permanent and softening. The color

stays on but your lips cannot be parched,

cracked or dried out. With this new kind
of lipstick they will stay smooth and
youthfully moist all day long.

COLOR YOUR LIPS
WITH ROMANTIC CALIFORNIA SHADES

WINE is a dark vibrant color taken from
the shimmering depths ofburgundy wine.

For brunettes with dark skin.

SPANISH is a daring red styled for the

complexion of a flashing senorita.

DESERT FLAME is a brilliant youthful

color for blondes, inspired by the flaming

rays of sunset on the desert.

CINEMA is a new shade styled in Holly-

wood especially for wear at night under
artificial light, or for medium complexions.

SEND FOR AND TRY THE GENEROUS 25c SIZE

LARGE REGULAR SIZE $ 1

At all Drug and Department Scores

Mark your shade—Mail Coupon

Duart, 785 Market St., San Francisco, California

Enclosed is 25c (scamps or coin'. Please send
me che shade of lipstick marked below

D Wine Spanish Desert Flame Cinema

Name -

Brief Film Guide

TO THESE, TOPPER WAVES HIS HAT:

Good Earth— (M-G-M)—Luise Rainer,
Paul Muni, Charles Grapewin, Walter
Connolly, Jessie Ralph. Its concept
staggers the mind but does little to the
heart.

Ready, Willing and Able— (Warners)—
Ruby Keeler, Lee Dixon, Ross Alexander,
Hugh O'Connell, Addison Richards and
Allen Jenkins. Lilting tunes, snappy
footwork and nifty gags.

Camille— (M-G-M) —Greta Garbo,
Robert Taylor, Lionel Barrymore, Henry
Daniell, Jessie Ralph and Laura Hope
Crews. Dumas' tear-welling favorite done
at its best.

Winterset—(RKO)—Burgess Meredith,
Eduardo Ciannelli, Edward Ellis, Paul
Guilfoyle, Maurice Moscovitch and Margo.
Gripping drama exceptionally done.

The Plainsman — (Paramount) — Gary
Cooper, Jean Arthur, James Ellison and
Helen Burgess. Epic drama built around
lives of Buffalo Bill and Wild Bill Hickok.

God's Country and the Woman —
(Warners) — George Brent, Beverly
Roberts, Robert Barrat, plus Technicolor,
bring old Curwood story to life in fashion
best described as glorious.

After the Thin Man— (M-G-M) —
William Powell, Myrna Loy, Elissa Landi,
Joseph Calleia, Dorothy McNulty, James
Stewart and Alan Marshall. Suavity plus
in mystery yarn that keeps you laughing
and guessing.

Maid of Salem — (Paramount) —
Claudette Colbert, Fred MacMurray,
Harvey Stephens, Gale Sondergaard,
Edward Ellis, Bonita Granville, Virginia
Weidler, William Farnum and Henry
Kolker. Witchcraft versus fanatical re-
ligionists.

Wings of the Morning— (New World)—
Henry Fonda, Annabella, John McCor-
rnack and a big English cast. In Techni-
color. Best picture to come out of

England.

Beloved Enemy — (Goldwyn) — Merle
Oberon, Brian Aherne, Henry Stephenson
and a big cast portray convincingly stellar

characters in Irish revolt.

That Girl From Paris—(RKO)—Lily
Pons, Jack Oakie, Gene Raymond and
Herman Bing. Capital entertainment set

to music.

College Holiday— (Paramount) —Jack
Benny, George Burns, Gracie Allen, Mary
Boland, Martha Raye and Eleanore
Whitney. Rollicking nonsense with beau-
coup music.

Stolen Holiday — (Warners) — Kay
Francis, Claude Rains and Ian Hunter.
Interesting story based on French pawn-
shop scandal.

Green Light— (Warners)—Errol Flynn,
Anita Louise, Margaret Lindsay, Henry
O'Neill and Sir Cedric Hardwicke.
Spiritual power applied to every-day life.

Address

City

50

Crooner Bing Crosby goes Hawaiian in his forth-coming picture, Waikiki Wedding—and who
wouldn't after a look at hula hula gals resting on his knees?
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Hollywood Newsreel
(Continued from page sixteen)

Criticism Undeserved

So Much Was written, recently, anent
the family difficulties of Robert Taylor,

it seems that about every writer who
commented on the trouble failed to ar-

rive at the real solution of the difficulty

which was—that, until very recently,

Taylor's salary was very small, just about
enough to care for himself and mother and
a few close relatives.

Robert Taylor is a mighty fine chap
and this recent adverse publicity was
cruelly unfair to him.

Open Wide, Please

Have You Noticed a recent fad among
the top line gals in pictures, from a
camera standpoint?

If not give a look and you will note that

90 per cent of them are photographed
with their mouths wide open and very
attractive, too.

Wonder if that very attractive picture

of Mrs. Wally Simpson, widely exploited,

started the fad?

Columbia's captivating Viennese beauty, Luli

Deste, makes her English-speaking debut in

Thunder in the City, with Edward G. Robinson

Blow Some Our Way!

The Representative of a famous ciga-

rette was in Hollywood lining up stars,

both sexes, for endorsements of the afore-

said product.
Especially did the chap wish to get the

endorsement of a famous feminine star.

The approach was made through the

star's agent.

The agent told the star that her endorse-
ment would bring a check for $5,000.

Asked if that was agreeable the star

said:

"For $5,000 I'll even agree to learn to

smoke,"

OLIVIA de HAVILLAND in Warner's "CALL IT A DAY

On every motion picture screen you

see beautiful Duart permanent waves

. . . worn by Hollywood's loveliest

stars. Proving, once and for all, that

when beautiful hair is a necessity,

Duart waves are the one* and only

choice. Remember, to ask for a Duart

"TWO-TWELVE'' wave . . . same

as the stars get . . . your hairdresser

will understand. Price depends on

the artistic skill of the hairdresser

you select.

DIMRT
PERMANENT WAVES

SEND FOR DUART'S
HOLLYWOOD BOOK OF BEAUTY
Pages of smart screen-tested hair-

styles and other new Hollywood
Beauty secrets. Use Coupon—en-

close 10c for postage and wrapping.

DUART, 785 Market St., San Francisco, California

Enclosed please find 10 cents for my copy of

DUARTS HOLLYWOOD BOOK OF BEAUTY

Name

Addrtss^

City-

TUNE IN • JOHN NESBITT'S "PASSING PARADE" NBC RED NETWORK
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"I must be sure

my wardrobe is safe

from MOTHS"
YOUR clothes are just as important to you.

Now get rid of moth dangers as movie stars

do. Spray with Larvex today.

Spraying with Larvex is the complete safe-

guard advised by scientists and used by manu-
facturers of costly woolens. It penetrates to the
very center of every woolen fibre. Moths starve

to death rather than eat the fabric.

Odorless, stainless, Larvex does away with

the clothes storage problem, too, for one
Larvex spraying lasts a full 12

months.
Spray with Larvex today and

forget the moth problem this year!

55 Mothproof with

LARVEX
ind be sure

Blondesland
Browns too!

A Day at the Races

The Windup of the racing season at

Santa Anita found Hollywood with plenty
of Racing Widows. Meaning that all the
gals who got fleeting publicity from the

columnists and chatterers by doing the
night clubs with top racing moguls are
on the prowl again. The best they got was
a meal or two, a dance or two and one
of those:

"It was nice to meet you. Goo-bye."

But Eventually, We Hope

That Sudden Departure from Holly-
wood of Mary Livingstone, who headed
for New York to recover from a threat-

ened nervous breakdown, started the

usual rumors but not any of them of

marital discord.

Intimate friends insist that Mary has a

yen for screen work but no offers.

Doing Breujsters Millions with Hubby
Jack Benny on a coast to coast broadcast
was expected to start stomething but noth-
ing happened.

the late Thelma Todd and Dan Topping
wealthy socialite and expected to be the

new hubby of Arline Judge, was a loud
laugh to the ringsiders at the club where
it took place.

Just another Hollywood brawl with no
blows struck.

Wrong Again

Hollywood Was Almost certain that

there would be a reconciliation between
Adrienne Ames and Bruce Cabot but it

has failed miserably.
During the trial separation Bruce and

Adrienne went every place together but
the idea did not jell.

Adrienne is now going about with
Tommy Lee, owner of a radio chain and
her friends scent a real romance.

Not for Nat, Surely!

Nat Pendleton, former wrestler who
usually plays tough guys in pictures, has

He's in good hands! The baby colt being petted by lovely Jane Wyatt, was born during the

production of Lost Horizon. He was christened "Chang" after H. B. Warner's role in that picture

G v • tl Cupid Tip-off
ive Your Hair That r "

uh'iiLle or brown hair,

ami Special Golden Ki
lighter and brings out
the alluring highlights
.Vow Blondes costs but
lutely safe. Contains
regularly, it keeps your
gleaming with lustrous
New combination packa
now al'O in a new 10c s

ichter Natural "Spun-
Gold" Look With
This New Shampoo
and Rinse— 3
Shades Lighter
in 15 Minutes
Without Harsh
Bleaches or Dyes.
Here at last is an easy
way to bring out the
full radiant loveliness of

Try New Blondes, the Shampoo
se that washes it 2 to 4 shades

the natural lustrous golden sheen.
that can make hair so attractive.
a few pennies to use and is abso-
no harsh bleaches or dyes. Used
ealp and hair healthy and lovely.
highlights. Get Blondes today.
e. shampoo with FREE RINSE.
le—at all stores.

T^BLONDEX JE^S^MS

Eleanor Powell is said to have been
mightily peeved over the rumor that a
coast musical director was her devoted
attendant.

Miss Powell is only interested in her
screen work but when she does find time
to do a little romancing you can discard
the names of all others mentioned and
just make up your mind that a top di-

rector will be Number One in her love
life.

Hollywood Night Life

That Widely exploited night club brawl
between Pat DeCiccio. once husband of

acquired a valet. Said valet sits on the

set and, at the command of the master,

combs the latter's hair, brings him a glass

of tea to sip and also turns the paper as

the master reads.

When this routine is on Clark Gable
usually leaves the set to go in a corner

and have a good laugh.

Real—Not Reel—Estate

In The Near future sightseeing busses

out of Hollywood will be pointing out rows
of houses close to the Fox Studios and the

guide will explain that they are owned by
Shirley Temple.
Meaning that a new section called Bev-

[Co?itt7iued on page 57]
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Charm School
itintied from page twenty-three)

most feminine and alluring always em-
phasizes long, swooping lashes in close

shots—and the effect is equally devas-
tating in real life. Even though your
lashes have never taken it upon them-
selves to grow beyond a quarter of an
inch, you can add immeasurably to their

come-hitherish quality with a touch of

mascara. The trick is to get a natural,

delicately tinted effect.

A boon to the movies is the cream type
mascara which requires no water and has
just the proper consistency to give the
lashes a luxurious silkiness. One reliable

brand comes in a small tube with its own
tiny brush applicator, housed in a clever
little zipper bag for carrying in the purse.
The price is 75c for blue, black or brown.
If you have blue eyes, don't overlook the
possibilities of the blue mascara which
gives a jeweled effect. For devotees of

the solid mascara, the same company
offers this type in a metal vanity in the
same colors and at the same price. If in-

terested, you may have the name upon
request.
For product names send stamped, self-

addressed envelope to Ann Vernon,
Hollywood Magazine, 1 501 Broadway,
New York City.

WHAT IS YOUR TYPE?
Write Ann Vernon, Hollywood's

beauty expert, describing your facial

characteristics. She will prescribe cor-

rect make-up and hair styles to make the

most of your type. She will also advise

you on problems of skin care or the pur-

chase of cosmetics. Just send stamped,
self-addressed envelope to Ann Vernon,

HOLLYWOOD Magazine, 1501 Broad-

way, New York City.

Bobby Breen, nine-year-old screen veteran, in-

troduces newcomer Lou Gehrig to a motion pic-

ture camera. Gehrig, iron man of the New York
Yankees, recently signed a contract with Prin-

cipal Productions to appear in The Trail Blazers

New.. .. NON-GREASY CREAM

DEODORANT VANISHES COMPLETELY,

STOPS PERSPIRATION INSTANTLY!

NOW at last there is a non-greasy

cream deodorant that does every-

thing you want a deodorant to do.

The new Odorono lee never messes

up your clothes because it is absolute-

ly not greasy. It is made on an en-

tirely new principle. Just pat it on,

and it disappears like a fine vanish-

ing cream. No fuss or bother.

You will find its light, melting tex-

ture entirely different—delightfully

cooling and refreshing on your skin.

And it leaves no telltale odor to be-

tray you. Its own fresh, clean odor

of pure alcohol disappears at once.

And Odorono Ice, instead of just

covering up perspiration odor tempo-

rarily, gently stops it for 1 to 3 days.

Your armpit is really clean— grease-

free, perspiration-free.

Odorono Ice is so easy to use, so

dainty and yet so completely effec-

tive that 80 per cent of the women
who have tried it prefer it to any other

deodorant they have ever used! Try
it. You will be delighted ! Buy a jar of

the new Odorono Ice tomorrow— 35yi

at all Toilet-Goods Departments.

SEND 101 FOR INTRODUCTORY JAR

ODO-RO-NO
NON-
GREASY

RUTH MILLER, The Odorono Co., Inc.

Dept. S-A-7. 191 Hudson St., New York City

(In Cunada, address P. O. Box 4SiO, Montreal)

I.enclose 10^ to cover cost of postage and pack-

ing for generous introductory' jar of Odorono Ice.

Na

Address_

City
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thru th. MOFFAT TUNNEL
or vitth, ROYAL GORGE

• Travel through the scenic splendor of
the Colorado Rockies on your way to Cali-

fornia this summer. Choose either of two
glorious daylight routes—one through the

famous 6-mile Moffat Tunnel far below the

snowy summit of the Continental Divide:
the other, through the spectacular Royal
Gorge and over towering mountains via

Tennessee Pass.

Ride in luxurious, air-conditioned comfort.
Enjoy this year's many economy features.

Unusually low vacation fares— economy
meals as low as 90f a day served in

coaches, chair and tourist cars— free
pillows for coach passengers.

ROUND TRIP FARES TO CALIFORNIA
f Exclusive 0/ sleeper/arc/ From Si. Louis— Chicago

For Standard Pullman travel . . . $81.30 $86.00
For Tourist Pullman travel .... 6880
For Coach or Chair Car travel . . 54.35 57.J5

Correspondingly low/aresfrom all other places

Go to California over either of these magic
daylight routes. From Chicago, the new
12-CAR DENVER ZEPHYR takes you to
Denver, just overnight, allowing a full

sightseeing day in Denver with no loss of
time en route. Thence, through the
Rockies—not around them, to the Pacific

Coast. Or, convenient"through" Pullman
service from Chicago is provided by the
ARISTOCRAT or the OVERLAND EXPRESS.
From St. Louis, the COLORADO LIMITED.

BURLINGTON ROUTE
1449 Burlington Bids., Chicago, 111.

DENVER & RIO GRANDE WESTERN R. R.

234 Equitable Bldg., Denver, Colo.

WESTERN PACIFIC R. R.

917 Mills Bldg., San Francisco, Cal.

MAIL THIS C0UPOH TO ANT OF THE ABOVE OFFICES

Please send me, without cost, illustrated
booklets and full information about a trip to
California via the "Daylight Scenic Routes."

Name

Address

City State

Unusual Women of

Hollywood
on 1 in m-ij from puicr 'ortj-itf »cn(

in more than fifty films; then, with the

entry of talking pictures, started to double
for all the big stars of the screen. Few
days pass now that a studio doesn't hail

her to take some star's place in falling off

1 a horse, being caught in an avalanche,
falling down stairs or any equally jeop-
ardizing feat. Her pay check often amounts
to sizeable proportions, but she stands a

fair chance, too, of breaking her pretty

neck whenever she works.
Every star has her own stand-in, and

prominent in this field is Ginger Rogers'.

Old-time movie fans will recall in Marie
Osborne the famous child star, Baby Marie
Osborne, who was the Shirley Temple of

her day.
A stand-in. should the term be un-

familiar to you, is one of the same height,

figure and coloring as the star, who stands
before the camera in place of the star for

the purpose of being properly lighted and
focussed. When the scene is ready to be
"shot," the star then steps in, fresh and
unfatigued.
Marie is considered one of the foremost

stand-ins, because of her previous screen
experience. She understands posture and
takes direction from the cameraman easily

and quickly. To occupy a position of this

kind any girl must be responsive to the
cameraman's orders. Not infrequently a
good stand-in will win an acting job for

herself.

Whenever an animal picture is to be
made, Madame Olga Celeste generally is

called upon to render her services as

trainer. Olga, who hails from Sweden and
is acknowledged one of the most expert
animal women in the world, has been as-
sociated with motion pictures for twenty-
five years and in days gone by doubled
for such actresses as Kathleen Williams
and Pearl White whenever those serial

queens appeared in any exciting or
perilous scene with wild beasts.
At home, Olga may be found fondling a

baby tiger or leopard. At the California
Zoological Gardens, formerly the Selig Zoo
of Los Angeles, it's a ten to one cinch
she'll be in the cage of some ferocious lion

or panther, teaching him tricks. Midnight,
one of the most dangerous black leopards
in captivity, is her especial charge and

Poor f
English/

How much is it costing you
in wasted opportunity?

Every day yoar associates are judging you — by what yoo
•ay and how ypo say it! Hazy ideas, ill-chosen words. halt-
Ins sentences, crude, slovenly apt-eon— these mark a roan as
loose in thinking. Thoughts clear-cut, words that give
true shape and color, sentences aflame with power and
originality—these are the things that proclaim ability, that
win for their users swift advancement. Stop apologizing
for poor English — it's inexcusable I In the quiet of your
home— with LaSalle's help — you can learn to speak and
write with real distinction, learn tomake the words you utter
and the letters you compose stamp you as educated, cultured,
power to reckon with in the business world. Completa

details in an attractive 32-page book, "Effective Businesa
English," sent you free upon request. Ask for it TODAY,
USalle Extension University, Dept. 530-BE, Chicage

Filmland's most expert erochet-beader, Artie

McCarty (right), works with lightning-like

rapidity. Beside her is Ruth Boggess arranging

a sequined gown In the RKO wardrobe unit

WATCH OUT-Pla, safe

with this new, easy method
• Home paring merely affects the surface of *

corn, and it means the risk of serious infection.

That's why millions of people everywhere are

using the new Blue-Jay medicated plaster. By
removing the pressure, all pain is relieved quickly.

Then in 3 days the entire corn lifts out. Root and

All (exceptionally stubborn cases may require a

second application ). 2 5 1 for a package of 6—at all

druggists.

BLUE-JAY
BAUIR l BLACK

SCIENTIFIC CORN PLASTERS

'A plug of dead cells rout-like la form and position. If

it ft may serve a* focal pulnt for renewed development.

VV7E defy you to tell this
** magnificent new

ring from one costing
$300.00. To prove it we'll
send it by return mail.

ON APPROVAL
You will be thrilled with the
fiery. flashing, FULL CARAT
facsimile diamond. Hichly de-
signed mounting of lifetime
sterling in the charm und
rich gleam of lifetime plati-
num. WE TRUST YOU. Only
2 easy monthly 83 payments,
(total $6) nothing more to pay. No references needed

—

immediate shipment. Simply Bend 25 cents to cover postage,
packing, etc.

J
1938 Hollywood extra thin and daintv WRIST

| WATCH. Jewelled for ACCURACY! Yours
'ithout one cent of coat when you pay for

ibis exquisite ring. Simply send 25 cents TO-DAY J Your
order shipped bv RETURN MAIL!
Cold Standard Watch Co. Dept. 39SA, Newton, MASS.

PHOTO Enlargement!
Clear enlargement, boat, full

length or part group, pets <

other subjects made from any ph'
to, anapdhotor tintype at low pric
of 49c each; 3 for $1.00. Send as
many obotos as you desire. Re- _
tarn of original photos gTiaxant«*d.

SEND NO MONEY!
Jast mall photo with name and ad.
dress. In a few days postman will
deli ver beautiful enlargement that
will never fade. Pay only 49c pins postage
60c—3for$1.00,anawowtllpaj postage oursel7eB,

BEAUTIFULLY CDCFfToacqaalnt yon
'

Xlx i4»inche*CARVED FRAMEl" Kfcfc.with the HIGH "* ** IOCIIM
Quality of our work we will frame, until farther notice, all pastel col-

li E. HURON STREET,

SUFFERERS
FROM

TUTD€RmOIL
Dcrmoil is beinjj used by thousands of rr.cn and *

secure relief from the effects of this ugly shin disease
jften mistaken for eczema. Apply It externally. Does not
stain. Grateful users, often after years of suffering, report
tiie scales have gone, the red patches gradually disappeared
and their skin became clear again. Derm oil is backed by
an agreement to give definite benefit in 2 weeks or money is

refunded without question. Beautiful book on Psoriasis and
Dcrmoil Free, or send 25c for generous trial bottle and
amazing proof of results. Give druggist's name and ad-
dress. Your name not mentioned. Prove it yourself no
matter how long you have suffered or what you have tried.
Don't delay. Write Today. LAKE LABORATORIES. Box 6,
Northwestern Station. Dept. F-lB. Detroit, Mich.
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whatever he knows is the result of her
patient instruction.

Midnight once attacked her and she was
rushed to the hospital more dead than
alive. Three months later, the albino of

the leopard family welcomed her back
with affectionate hissing, but much as she
likes him Olga watches him like a hawk.
In the studio, with her animals, she spends
all her time quieting them and putting

them through their paces.

Although the name of Patsy O'Byrne
means nothing to the public, and the

studios she's as well-known as their most
glamorous stars. For Patsy possesses the
most shapely limbs in Hollywood and fre-

quently donates her legs for a picture.

Sometimes she doubles the legs of a

star, but more often the use of her under-
pins is required for a close-up, or a scene
in which a beautiful pair of legs intrigues

the attention of the male star of the film.

When she turns, the hero gets a shock . . .

and so does the audience. Patsy's face

probably is the most unbeauteous in the

whole of studioland! Even she admits to

Hollywood's homeliest features. But
there are compensations . . .

Along the same lines, Dorothy Dillon is

famous for her hands. For inserts, show-
ing the hands, she has doubled for such
favorites as Norma Talmadge, Joan
Crawford, Gloria S w a n s o n, Norma
Shearer, Madge Evans, Greta Garbo and
many others.

Don't think for an instant, however, that

all these actresses need to have their hands
doubled, that their own aren't presentable.
Dorothy gets these calls to take their

places because the task of posing for hand
pictures is an arduous one, and there is no
need for stars to tire themselves when an
expert may be used just as effectively.

Dorothy, with her filbert-shaped nails and
gently-tapering fingers, naturally is a

valuable asset to any studio.

Do you recall Bette Davis screaming in

Special Agent"! Well, that wasn't Bette.

at all. Bette can't scream convincingly.

The screamer was a little girl named Alice

Doll.

Margaret Lindsay isn't the best screamer
in the world, either, nor are quite a num-
ber of other prominent actresses. Conse-
quently, Alice has a job. The human
throat being the delicate organ it is, no
studio will risk its high -salaried players
ruining their voices by screaming, and
even if the actress were willing to take
a chance the studio isn't.

Alice benefits by this practice. Her
throat seems to stand up well under the

strain of oft-repeated screeching for some
of the most famous stars in Hollywood.
and while her's isn't a job she's called upon
to perform every day in the week there
are times when her screaming ability is

of inestimable value.

As a script girl for James Cruze.
Dorothy Arzner envisoned for herself the
goal of directorship. From script, she
went into the cutting department, where
her talents were recognized as among the

most promising on the Paramount lot.

Finally, she won her coveted spot and im-
mediately began directing brilliantly and
with a rare sense of values.

Today, Dorothy Arzner, still in her
thirties, is the only woman director in

Hollywood.
John Barrymore once said of Julie

Herron . . . "She is the one set-dresser in

Hollywood who knows where to put fur-

niture on a set so that it belongs, who ar-
ranges sets on which I don't have to fight

the furniture when I go through a scene!"

High praise, indeed . . . but Miss Herron,
an attractive woman in her late thirties.

THIS WINDOW SHADE

15 IT LINEN ?

NEW CLOPAY Jkitcm
*3 OU¥ OF 4 MISTOOK IT FOR &oitltf CLOTH

WINDOW
SHADE

Now Replace All Your Shabby Window
Shades . . . BUY 10 FOR THE PRICE OF ONE
* Here's startling proof that you need

no longer pay high prices to get

beautyand dignified appearance in win-
dow shades. A remarkable new process

called ' 'Lintone' 'now gives toCLOPAY
fibre shades the actual appearance ofgen-
uine linen ! In actual test3 out of 4 seeing

a new CLOPAY LINTONE beside a
$1.50 shade only four feetaway thought
the LINTONE was the cloth shade!

_

If no one can see any difference in

the looks, why pay the big difference

in price? Millions of women have found

that CLOPAY 15c shades wear as well

as cloth shades. Now they look as well,

too. A 15c LINTONE will never crack,

ravel or pinhole. It will soil no quicker
than the costliest shade and when it

does you can afford to change at once
—always have spic and span shades at

a cost you will hardly notice. See the
CLOPAYLINTONES,15c (rollers 10c ad-

ditional) now in all "5 and 10"and most
neighborhood stores. Write for FREE
SAMPLES of material. The CLOPAY
CORP., 1 325 Dayton St., Cincinnati, O.

New
ProcessJfirifone CLOPAY,^

WINDOW SHADE \7
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* Lotrly motion pKturc fUf
appearing in "Reunion." a j

20th CentuQf-Fox Production C

HHOLLYWOOD'S LATEST CRAZE

R Beautiful Permanent

at home for only . . .

SO LASTING AND SO INEXPENSIVE
Lovely screen stars are all agog about MOVIE-
WAVE. ..the new discovery of a famous Hollywood
manufacturer who has been supplying the studios
with benuty products for many years. Now it is no
longer necessary to pay from $4.00 to $10.00 fori
^^^^t^LWk permanent Wave, without the bother

dH^Xs of going to a beauty parlor. MOVIE-VlM^S WAVE creates a beautiful, lustrous

\M/^^^^ permanent without hc-it cr electricity.

^3

Screen favorites, society leaders, and women
ill over the country ire glowing with en-

thusiasm ibout (heir beautiful MOVIE-
WAVE Permanent* — like L. B.. who writes:

"Words cannot express my thanks for the

best permanent wave I have e%er had. My
Ti so much softer, more natural -looking."

ESPECIALLY GOOD FOR
BLEACHED AND DYED HAIR

MOVIE-WAVE will wave hair of ill r>pes and iges. It is

ABSOLUTELY GUARANTEED not to hirm healthy hair

or scalp. You don't need any equipment — everything neces-

sary for a lovely, long-lasting permanent, with soft waves

and enchanting ringlet ends, is contained in the one compact
MOVIE-WAVE Kit — for only SI 00!

Available at many leading Department Stortl.

If youi local Department Store cannot supply you with the

first and only permanent Movie-Wave— DONT DELAY!
— write us immediately, enclosing $1.00. Movie Wne mill

be sent to you direct from Holl)^ood postpiid.

MOVIE COSMETICS COMPANY
655 No. Ardcn Blvd. Holli-aood, California Suiit 105

GRAY
HAIR

L- M_ takes on new color

(FREE Test Shows Way)

No matter whether yout hair is all gray of
only streaked with gray, you can transform
it with new radiance. And it is so easy.

Merely comb Mary T. Goldman's clear,

water-white liquid through your hair. Gray
strands take on new color: black, brown,
auburn, blonde. Will not wash or rub
off on clothing Hair stays soft, lustrous
— takes wave or curl. This
way SAFE. Sold on money-
back guarantee at drug and
department stores everywhere.

Test it FREE ~We send Test
Package. Apply to single lock snip-
ped from hair. Set: results first. No
risk. No expense. Just mail coupon,

. MARY T.GOLDMAN™

1

3042 Goldman Bldg., St. Paul, Minn.

Name

Street

City

Colot of your hair?

.

.State.

often mistaken for an actress because of
her beauty, is the outstanding set-dresser
in the industry.
Set-dressing is an art little known to

the public. But in the studios it is one
of the vital elements of a production. "A
well-dressed set is half the battle," is a
Hollywood creed. As Samuel Goldwyn's
chief interior decorator, Julie Herron has
been responsible for all the furnishings of
this producer's pictures during the past
few years and can tastefully plan any set
detailed to her.

Has the thought ever occurred to you
that the beaded and be-sequined gowns
worn by your favorites on the screen
might all be hand-done? Yet, every
pearl, rhinestone, sequin, bead or pailette
must be individually stitched by a highly-
specialized group of workers.
Most expert of this small group of

crochet-beaders. Artie McCarty, works
with lightning rapidity. She is in charge
of this form of work in the Radio ward-
robe department and under her direction
many of the gorgeous gowns of Roberta
were turned out. One gown made for
Roberta was fashioned entirely of tiny
steel beads. Six headers worked for seven
days to complete this frock alone, using
about 250,000 beads to finish the creation.
Her fame has spread, and other studios
constantly ask for her services.

Florence Gill "clucks" for a living. Just
that. If any barnyard sound effects, such
as a hen clucking or a rooster crowing,
are needed for a cartoon or feature pic-
ture, Miss Gill, an English actress now
devoting most of her time to perfecting
herself in impersonating denizens of the
farm, acquits herself with distinction.

In Every Night at Eight, she offered a
clucking song in a radio station that
stopped the show. Since then, she has
received many calls to display her tech-
nique and often is asked to appear at

benefits. Hers is one of the oddest of all

Cinemaland's strange accomplishments.
Where else but in Hollywood could you
find so many unusual women in so many
unusual occupations?

During a spell o-f California's "unusual

weather, Maxine Jennings and Jane Hamilton
puddle along on the pictured Liliputian stilts

Crooked Spines ^
Made Straight

about the house

GREATLY BENEFITED
OR ENTIRELY CURED
Au Elderly Lady, all bent
over, was straightened
wonderfully. A Grateful
Father writes his daughter
had a bad curvature, yet
was completely straight-
ened. A Man helpless,
unable to stand or walk,
was riding horseback and
playing tennis within a
year. A Little Child,
paralyzed, was playing

3 weeks. A Doctor, confined
to a wheel chair for 8 years, was walking in 3
months time. Thousands of sufferers have
found relief, benefit or cure through thePHILO HURT METHOD. Over fifty-nine
thousand cases in the past 30 years.

30 DAYS' TRIAL
)}'

* w
>!! Prove its value in your own case. The

Philo Burt Appliance is liRnt in
weight and comfortable to Wear—entirely different from the old,
torturing, plaster-casts, leather
and celluloid jackets or steel
braces. Every afflicted person
with a weakened, injured,
diseased or deformed spine
owes it to himself to in-
vestigate. Doctors recom-
mend it, and the price
within reach of all.

Send for Information
If you will describe your case
It will aid us In giving you
definite information at once.

PHILO BURT CO.
134-17 Odd Ftiiowi Temple

Jjmcuown, New York

^Scratching
>-rTiRELIEVE ITCHING SKIN Qukkly
Even the most stubborn itching of eczema, blotches,
pimples, athlete's foot, rashes and other externally
caused elrin eruptions, quickly yields to cooling, anti-
septic, liquid D.D.D. PRESCRIPTION. Dr. Dennis*
original formula. Greaseless and Btainless. Soothes the
irritation and quickly stops the most intense itching.
A 35c trial bottle, at all drug Btores, proves it— or
your money back. Ask for D.D.D. PRESCRIPTION.

tt§' E"T Term, «S• Only 10c a Day **
Bare over 4 on all standard office

modela. Also portables ,1 reduced ptlctt.

UNO NO MONET

Vz Price

International Typewriter Exch., o«t. A
'

Thli 3. autlful Lifelike

IJ!MM;I1:H
[ NEWEST 9ENSA- SEND
1TIONI Send any NO MONEY!
I snapshot or Dhoto
land we'll repro-
' duce It Id thli

tlful onyx-
like ring.
IndeBtruct ible ! (Hand-t i nted
Waterproof: 25c extra)

Enclose strip of paper far ring size. Pay post-
i plus a few cents postage. If you send 48c

postage. PHOTO MOVETTE RING CO..
626 —DeplrFr

IU MOFIEYI

48c

Vine Street. Cincinnati, Ohlt

Relieve

Pain In Few

MinutesNEURITIS
To relieve the torturing pain of Neuritis. Rheu-
matism, Neuralgia or Lumbago in few minutes,
get NURITO. the Doctor's formula. No opiates,
no narcotics. Does the work quickly—must relieve
worst pain to your satisfaction in few minutes or
money back at Druggist's. Don't suffer. Get
trustworthy NURITO today on this guarantee.

0,AHT
FROGS
START AT HOME!

s small pond to begin.
Expand with the increase.
WE BUY! E a s y to ship.

Other markets waiting. Men
& Women are starting In every
state. See what others already
doing. Free frog book explain*
offer in detail.

AMERICAN FROG CANNING CO.
Dept. 166.E. New Orleans. La.
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Hollywood Newsreel
(Continued from piiKe fifty-two)

erly Green is in the process of building
and with money Shirley is taking out of

her little bank, a mere quarter of a million,

by the way.
Shirley's father, George Temple, has left

his job as manager of a branch bank to

guard his daughter's interests in the in-

vestment.

Cutting Expenses

Bing Crosby, among his many other in-

vestments, race horses, golf courses and
the like recently attended the boxing
matches at the Hollywood Stadium and
became interested in a light heavyweight
named George Turner.
So Bing bought the chapes contract.

Turner did not do so well in the ring
after Bing bought him and those big chaps

Latest of the film romances is that of Jean
Harlow and Robert Taylor, teamed for the

first time in M-G-M's hilarious comedy-drama,
Personal Property

eat plenty, more expensive to feed than
horses as Bing could very well tell.

Anyway Bing found a way out to reduce
the overhead.
The fighter works in Bing's pictures as

an extra and he's on his own in the matter
of bed, board and extras.

Now if Bing would make a horse opera
and use some of the hay burners that he
ran at Santa Anita that would be economy
too.

Going Places!

Speaking About "comebacks" in pic-
tures brings to mind Humphrey Bogart,
who will play the coveted lead in Dead
End and who is in demand on loan by
several studios.

[Continued on page 59

1

YOU'RE a pretty girl, Mary, and
you're smart about most things. But

you re just a bit stupid about yourself.

You love a good time—but you sel-

dom have one. Evening after evening

you sit at home alone.

You've met several grand men who
seemed interested at first. They took

you out once

—

and that was that.

WAKE UP, MARY!
• • •

There are so many pretty Marys in the

world who never seem to sense the real

reason for their aloneness.

In this smart modern age, it's against

the code for a girl (or a man, either) to

carry the repellent odor of underarm
perspiration on clothing and person.

It's a fault which never fails to carry

its own punishment—unpopularity. And
justly. For it is a fault which can be over-

come in just half a minute—with Mum!
No bother to use Mum. Just smooth a

bit of Mum under each arm — and slip

into your dress without a minute lost. No
waiting for it to dry: no rinsing off.

Use it any time; harmless to clothing. If

you forget to use Mum before you dress,

just use it afterwards. Mum is the only

deodorant which holds the Textile Ap-
proval Seal of the American Institute of

Laundering as being harmless to fabrics.

Soothing and cooling to skin. You'll love

this about Mum— you can shave your
underarms and use it at once. Even the

most delicate skin won't mind!

Effective all day long. Mum never lets

you down. Its protection lasts, no matter
how strenuous your day or evening.

Does not prevent natural perspiration.

Mum just prevents the objectionable part
of perspiration— the unpleasant odor —
and not the natural perspiration itself.

Don't let neglect cheat you of good
times which you were meant to have.
The daily Mum habit will keep you safe!

Bristol-Myers Co., 630 Fifth Ave., N. Y.

USE MUM ON
SANITARY NAPKINS

Know what com-
plete freedom
from doubt and
fear of this cause
of unpleasantness
can really mean.

MUM TAKES THE ODOR OUT OF PERSPIRATION
When Answering Advertisements, Please Mention May HOLLYWOOD 57



New, natural-looking beauty to

make conquests for your eyes!

PINAUD'S IMPROVED

SIX-TWELVE CREAMY MASCARA
PREPARED IN FRANCE

It duplicates Nature's most generous beautv
gifts! Makes lashes look naturally silky,

heavy and long. Permanent! Smudgeproof
Black. Brown, Blue and Green. ^<S^E>.
Apply with or without water. Gv 'CJI"*;;)

Complete your Eye make-up with

PINAUD'S SIX-TWELVE EYE SHADOW
PINAUD'S SIX-TWELVE EYEBROW PENCIL

PINAUD

Woman 85 Who

Never Looked Old
If you are beginning to show slt,-n» of age.

listen to the secrets of the woin.ui S5 who
never looked old.

Pauline Palmer has for years been writing
articles and telling women how to erase
wrinkles and other marks of age without
cosmetics. Only 5 minutes a day In their own
home by an easy method of facial rejuvenation
that anyone can do.
Her secrets fully explained with photo-

graphs in a thrilling book sent free together
with a Facial Analysis Chart also free to
men or women by writing to Pauline Palmer.
H-.'li: Armour Blvd., Kansas City, Missouri.
Write before supply Is exhausted. — *dr

Sensational

Guaranteed
s 102 so Model

NOW Only
$4 4?? Cash

Fully
GUARANTEED

On Easy Terms

SMALL CARRYING
CHARGE

10 Day Trial

No Money Down
Positively the Kreatest bar-
gain ever ottered. A genuine
full sized $102.50 office model
finished Undenvood No. 5 for only S44.9U (cash) or on easy

terms. Has up-to-date Improvements Including standard
4-row keyboard, backspaces automatic ribbon reverse, shift-

lock bey. 2-coIor ribbon, etc. The perfect all purpose type-
writer. Completely rebuil t and FULLY GUARANTEED.

Money Back Guarantee
Send coupon for In-day Trial
—if you decide to beep it pay
only S3. mi a month until

J40.90 (term price) is paid.
Limited offer—act at once.

Learn Touch Typewriting
Complete iHome Study)
Course of 1 tie famous
Van Sant Speed Type-
writing Sy ;tem— fully
Illustrated. easily
Learned. gi en riurlnj*
this offer.

INTERNATIONAL TYPEWRITER EXCHANGE
231 West Monroe St., Chicago, 111., Dept. 518
Send Underwood No. 5 <F. O. B. Chicago) at on> _

10-days' trial. If I am not perfectly satisfied I can re-
turn it express collect. If I keep it I will pav S3.00 a
month until I have paid S49.90 (term price! in full.

n
For

Town ... Z Illlitate "111 11" |

Hollywood's Uncle
I Continued from inme thirty-six)

At first blush a lot of folks were plenty
mad. Reading in the press that so and
so made $50,000 more than you wasn't
conducive to harmony. In fact, you were
about to make tracks to the front office

and holler "robber."

But you didn't. Why? That is the
laugh. You got to figuring—well, the
more she makes the more she has to pay,
and finally you figure out that you made
just about as much as she did.

Take Mae West (vou might as well,

Uncle Sam did) . She earned $480,000 last

year. But the "Big Boy" went up to see
the buxom star and when he left he took
about a quarter of a million. Then the
little boy (his friends call him Cal.) went
up and saw Mae and he came down with
some $60,000. As a result Mae had a mere
$170,000 left to take care of herself and
her retinue.

Now Marlene Dietrich probably was
vexed when she saw that Mae grossed
$112,000 more in 1936 than she did (as set

out in those published figures of earnings)

.

But after the glamorous German actress

paid off she found Mae had only about
$29,000 more left than she did.

In the lower brackets, while the differ-

ence is not so pronounced and startling,

it is nevertheless substantial and an
efficient healing balm to the lesser

grossers.

What will be the effect of this enlight-

enment? Surely taxes will go no lower.
Surely taxes for the greatest earners will

increase.

Perhaps next year or within five years
the one who earns a half million in a

year will have no more left than the one
who earns $50,000.

That situation is more than possible.

It is nearly a certainty unless those in-

come tax mathematicians figure out a
remedy.
All right. What is to happen? To some

degree it already has happened. Several
stars and high salaried featured players
have refused point blank to make more
than four pictures a year. In fact more
than two have declined to make more
than three pictures. And some of the
wealthiest, the so-called producing stars,

won't make more than one photoplay.
"Give me a good story, expeVt direction

and a large budget and I'll make one
picture a year for $100,000," a star will

say if he or she hasn't said it by this time.

"No, I won't make three pictures for

$300,000. Why should I? The govern-
ment will take most of it and one or even
two of the productions might be bad and
hurt ME."
Of course, contracts already in force

and with one, two or three years more to

run, will place the star in a more or less

"have to do it" position, but then it may
not.

Because the producers also have to pay
taxes. Of course, corporation taxes differ

from individual taxes. But if you think
they are going to be less, stop thinking,

these government folks coldly aver. Be-
cause taxes have become the greatest
equalizer in this modern world of ours.

But behind those critical glances of the
government men, there's a warmth of

feeling for Hollywood.
Because the film industry has long

been one of the chief contributors to the
Treasury.

Fat Girl Laughs
and Grows Slim

Without Starvation Diets, or Back -Breaking,

Bending and Rolling Exercises.

Here's a way to get rid of ugly fat that works
hand in hand with Nature. Millions of people
are losing millions of pounds of flabby flesh

and getting back slender figures, without the need
of starvation diets or back-breaking exercises.

Medical science has discovered that one of the
causes of too much fat lies in a little gland.
Doctors correct this condition by feeding this

little gland the substance it lacks— and Mar-
mola Prescription Tablets are based on this same
method. Millions are using them with success.
They are prepared by a famous medical labora-
tory. Their formula is published in every pack*
age so you know what you are taking.
So don't waste time and money with starva-

tion diets or back-breaking exercises. Go to your
druggist today and get a box of Marmola. Try
this simple, easy way to get rid of excess fat.

J?

AMP LOOMW YEARS /OUNCiR

• At home—quickly and safely

you can tint those streaks of

gray tolustrousshadesof blonde,

brown or black. A small brush
and BROWNATONE does it. Guaranteed harmless
Active coloring agent is purely vegetable. Cannot
affect waving of hair. Economical and lasting—will

not wash out. Imparts rich, beautiful color with amaz-
ing speed. Easy to prove by tinting a lock of your
own hair. BROWNATONE is only 50c—at all drug or

toilet counters—always on a money-back guarantee.

Help Kidneys
Clean Out Poisonous Acids

Your Kidneys contain 9 million tiny tubes or

filters which may be endangered by neglect or
drastic, irritating drugs. Be careful. If func-

tional Kidney or Bladder disorders make you suffer

from Getting Up Nights. Nervousness. Loss of

Pep. Leg Pains, Rheumatic Pains, Dizziness.

Circles Under Eyes, Neuralgia, Acidity, Burning.
Smarting or Itching, don't take chances. Get the

doctor's guaranteed prescription Cystex, the most
modern advanced treatment for these troubles.

$10,000.00 deposited with Bank of America. Los
Angeles, California, guarantees that Cystex must
bring new vitality in 48 hours and make you feel

years younger in one week or money hack on return

of empty package. Telephone your druggist for

guaranteed Cystex fSiss-Tex) today.
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Hollywood Newsreel
(Continued from pnge fifty-seven)

A few years ago Bogart had a contract
at a major studio and was in Hollywood
the better part of a year without getting
a break.
Can you name any picture he appeared

in during that period? Neither can we!

Cocktail Hour

Milton Berle of Community Sing fame
is in Hollywood to broadcast from the
coast and to make a picture.
The day after his arrival he learned

something new in the way of a joke—on
him.
His manager widely advertised that a

Margaret Tallichet, Selznick International

actress, won a long term contract after her

debut in A Star is Born. She is shown here

doing one of her favorite exercises to keep slim

cocktail party would be thrown for the
press and especially for radio editors to
meet Berle and his company.
More than 200 showed up at the party.

Exactly 10 of the press.

Every one was thirsty and the bar bill

ran high. Very few of them met Berle.
They were too busy.

Finale

A burlesque house in Los Angeles had
a happy thought recently in advertising
their strip tease girls.

With "See-Moan See-Moan" in mind,
evidently, they placarded the town with
posters and the biggest type was the name
of their extravaganza. It read "See-More
See-More,"

Wrong Shade Toivder can Hide Half

Your Beauty—Try My Glorious New Face Powder—FREE!

©eaxTTIarlam:

Do you look years older than you need to

—

just because you are using the wrong shade
of face powder?
Don't be fooled any longer with the out-

landish old notion that you are a "type" and
that you are condemned to use only a certain

"shade-name" of face powder. This is a "skin
game" where you are bound to lose—because
dozens of "Rachel" powders are different from
each other in actual color, make different

tones of your skin jump out. The same is true

of "Natural", "Brunette" and other shades of

face powder, all are different in color. No one
can say what shade of face powder YOU
should use for the loveliest, most enchanting
effect. You must discover this for yourself.

How can you be sureoi finding the one face

powder which ends that sallow.older, powdery,
"false face" look

—

How to Tell Which Is Right

First, forget all about "types." You are more
than a mere "type." You're an individual and i

you want to make people remember you as an FREE
individual. So sit down before your mirror *-

and test all five new shades of my LOVELY
LADY Face Powder

—

see for yourself which
reveals that individual YOU most delight-

fully, most charmingly.

Artist, colorist, cosmetician tests prove that

the five basic shades of my face powder cover

every complexion color need—because all five

shades haveBALMITE which blendLOVELY
LADY'S beautiful, soft color tones more har-

moniously, more flatteringly with the tones of
your skin. BALMITE ends harsh, raw powder
colors that clash with skin-color tones.

Stays on 3 to 5 Hours

BUT you will discover that one shade of my
face powder above all others is most becom-
ing to you. You'll recognize which shade this

is as soon as you try them all—before your
mirror, where your face powder stands or falls.

Test All 5 Shades at My Expense

See which skin tones you should emphasize—
which makes you most attractive, youngest.

Make the comparison that really proves which

one face powder shade you should use— sit

before your mirror and test them. I'll supply

you with generous vanity size samplers of all

five shades free. Just send me the coupon now.

Sincerely,

cXjsv-eaal/ cJ^acUy^

57LOVELY LADY
605 Washington Blvd., Chicago, III.

Please send free by return mail generous vanity size

samplers of all five shades of LOVELY LADY Face
Powder. Include a week's supply of LOVELY LADY
All Purpose Face Cream FREE.

Name ••••

Street

City State

Paste this on a postcard or enclose 8n envelope



Music in the air—romance in your eyes. Tell him with your eyes—for beautiful eyes may

say what lips dare not. The charm of alluring eyes can be yours— instantly, easily, with

just a few simple touches of Maybelline Mascara — to make your lashes appear naturally

long, dark and luxuriant.

No longer need you deny yourself the use of make-up for your most important beauty

feature— your eyes. You can avoid that hard, "made-up" look that ordinary mascaras

give by using either the new Maybelline Cream-form Mascara, or the popular Maybelline

Solid-form Mascara—both give the soft natural appearance of long, dark, curling lashes.

At cosmetic counters everywhere.

Loveliness demands— eyebrows softly, gracefully, expressively formed. For this, use

the largest-selling, smoothest-marking Eyebrow Pencil in the world— by Maybelline.

Complete loveliness demands— the final, exquisite touch of eyelids softly shaded

with a subtle, harmonizing tint of Maybelline Eye Shadow — it means so much to the

color and sparkle of your eyes.

Generous purse sizes of all Maybelline Eye Beauty Aids at 10c stores. The preference

of more than 11,000,000 discriminating women the world over.

; Solid-
form Mascara, in

brilliant gold vanitv—
Black. Brown, Blue.
75c. Refills 35c

Mabelline Cn
form Mascara, with
brush in dainty zipper
bag. Black, Brown,
Blue. 75c.

Maybelline smooth-
marking Eyebrow
Pencil. Black,
Brown, Blue.

Mavbellii
Shadow. Blu
Blue-Gray, Brow
Green or Viole

SELLING EYE BEAUTY AIDS

It Seems That Dixie Dunbar is going
after Betty Furness' crazy hat laurels.

She appeared at the Vendome recently

wearing a plantation sombrero—so big
you could scarcely see Dixie under it. It's

white panama, with a high peaked crown,
all crushed in and it sports a bright red
band. The maitre d'hotel took one look
at it, and though Dixie was alone, led her
at once to a table for three.

New Romance

Among The New Romances is that of

Rochelle Hudson and Jack La Rue. It's

one of the few times that Jack has been
cast as a hero and not as a villain. They
met when Jack saw Rochelle coming out
of a movie in the rain, and offered her his

coat while she sprinted for her car.

Picture Prospect

Thomas Mitchell, the New York stage
actor, who makes such a hit as the law-
fleeing financier in The Lost Horizon, is

known around town as a Deferred De-
butante. The reason? He was brought
out here almost a year ago for his role

in Lost Horizon which has only just now
been released. In the meantime he made
two other pictures in which he had smaller
parts, so extracted promises from all his

friends not to count these two perform-
ances and to wait for his real debut in

the Colman picture. Hence the title, and
now everyone is calling him D. B. The
initials will probably stick.

Bon Mot

Latest Witticism of Jane Withers, over-
heard on the Boulevard: Jane and her
mother were window shopping and gaz-

ing at several twin sweater sets displayed.

Said Jane, "Gee, Mama, I just love

double deckers . . . could I have one?"

[Continued on page 73]

The King's jesters must be a bit discon-

certed at the gesture of boredom by Bobby

Mauch. He gives a royal performance as

Edward VI in Warner's Prince and the Pauper
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Our Readers Write
(Continued from page ten)

pictures, because Grandma would be offended
(maybe), and the end of a good Garbo passion
scene, because it wouldn't be fit for Willy? Will
the television-movies, trying to offend no one, give
us cute little Sunday-school things instead of the
What Price Glory Scarface Camille pictures that,

though they might have offended some timid souls,

was darn good entertainment for the rest of us?
David N. Lewis,

1023 Lincoln Ave. E. E-, Pittsburgh, Pa.

When television gets into the homes
those putting it through the ether will

have to provide what the public wants,
or television likely will be put on the
taboo list of many—which will defeat it,

or make it measure up to good taste.

—

The Editor.

Here's a Prophecy

Dear Editor:
The days of big musical comedies in the picture

world are numbered. They last too long; their
plots are too sketchy; their towering spiral stair-

ways make you dizzy.

Pictures like One in a Million will be remem-
bered and popular much longer than more elaborate
musical comedies. It's surprising but true, that

most audiences like lots of sense, clean humor and
dressed girls in pictures. Only pictures like this
will live to a ripe old age.
You will probably quote Joe Penner, when you

read this and say, "the woman's crazy!" As a

:\

June Travis, whose father Is a Chicago baseball

official, goes in for sports and the "net" result

is an appealing picture of the young Warner
Bros.' featured player, who is rapidly climbing

to cinema renown

He hasn't many comforts— but I'm plenty envious of one thing that old Eskimo
has! He enjoys good teeth!.. .His teeth are kept strong and healthy, as Na-
ture intended, by exercise on the tough chewy foods of primitive man's diet.

Even Eskimos when they change to soft, civilized foods, find that their

teeth and gums suffer from too little wholesome exercise.

DENTYNE HELPS KEEP TEETH

STRONGER, WHITER! We civil-

ized folk find Dentyne a won-

derful, natural aid to mouth

health. Its specially firm con-

sistency invites more vigorous

chewing, gives teeth and gums

healthful exercise. It works

in Nature's own way to help

you keep your

mouth healthy,

gums pink and

HELPS KEEP
TEETH WHITE

DENTYNE
CHEWING G U M

firm, teeth sound and white!

LOADED WITH DELICIOUS
FLAVOR! —Just taste Dentyne

for yourself — that fragrant

pink rectangle is loaded with

mellow, spicy flavor! And
notice the flat package (ex-

clusive Dentyne feature) —
made to park so neatly

and handily in

your pocket or

purse.

HELPS KEEP TEETH WHITE

MOUTH HEALTHY

DENTYNE
DELICIOUS CHEWING GUM
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1DINX
"A girl's best friend is

her eyes . . . and her eyes' best friend

is WINX." For WINX Mascara darkens

your lashes—makes them look twice as

long and twice as beautiful. It gives

your eyes allure in a lovely natural

way. Always ask for WINX—solid,

creamy, or liquid—because WINX
Mascara is absolutely harmless, non-

smarting and tearproof.

Use the other WINX Eye Beautifiers

too! WINX Eyebrow Pencil makes

scraggly eyebrows graceful and fas-

cinating. And a touch of WINX Eye

Shadow on your eyelids intensifies the

color of your eyes. This very day—make

your eyes look lovelier with WINX!
In economical large sizes at drug and

department stores,- liberal puree sizes

at all 10c stores.

QjLfJZ, fyj2XudlffU2SlA~--s

afcS&fe

/p u\
the smartest girls with the

loveliest curls . . . use Hollywood Rapid

Dry Curlers. You can enhance your

beauty, too, in this easy way. Whatever

style of curl you like . . .whether a few

large ones or many little close ones...

make them simply, quickly, right at

home, with "the Curlers used by the

Stars"'. . . Insist on Hollywood Curlers.

3 for 10c at 5c and 10c STORES-NOTION COUNTERS

sporting proposition however, bury this letter *ome
place, mark the spot with an X, and in about two
years dig it up and see what you will see.

Mrs. Chris Weiher,
107 E. Pearl St.. Wapakoneta. O.

Two years is a long time to wait but
when one is as confident of the outcome
as is Mrs. Weiher, the time will pass
quickly.—The Editor.

Burlesque, Blatant, Brazen!

Dear Editor:

Let's have some light themes, more comedies
and more music. Why not try giving the burlesque,
the blatant and the bra/en a rest for a while.

Give us some pleasant and cultured voices, like

Grace Moore's, for instance, or similar to those
characters in One Man's Family .

Let's bring back the art of classic conversation

and taboo the slang. Let's have a little more
courtesy, conviviality and cordiality employed.
Wouldn't it be better to curb the emotional pace a

little?

Surely real life provides something besides
screaming police siren* , the jazz whirl of youth,
the turbulent chaos of sex and (he comet flight of
the fugitive.

W. G. Lederer,
Box 240, Warren. Pa.

What the public pays—and pays well to

see—is likely to be the screen fare always.
Reel life and real life are often far apart
and good films, like good people, die

young.—The Editor.

Interesting if Impractical

Dear Editor:

This has happened all too often in musicals.
The publicity department announces a hit. One

million dollars bu been spent on a current produc-
tion, music by .i famous composer, one hundred
gorgeous girls, and an all-star cist. After the

preview, it is pronounced a tremendous success. But
why shouldn't it be. with the best of everything it

could only he the best.

1 im waiting for a publicity department to an*
nounce a production with practically unknown but
clever talent, music by a not famous but good
composer, minimum budget, and with only ten
gorgeous girls. This would give the producer a

chance- to call on his ingenuity and intelligence.

I am hoping he will give us a background of tene-

ments instead of mirrors and the ten gorgeous girls

dressed as newsboys instead of being sequin
adorned.

Marie Van Deusen,
3433 Bellefontainc, Kansas City, Mo.

Triangles Tire

Dear Editor:
We are a picture-going family of three at this

time I might say it is our only dissipation. We
pursue "the pitcher"!

Our opinion is—make them worthwhile give
us good entertainment, romance without the ever
present triangle, or, at least, not so much triangle.

Give us one good picture, newsreel, child's short,
and now and again a good sports reel . . . but,
whatever you do, don't give us the best picture in

town, a gorgeous thing like Garden of Allah, with
a murder picture to send us home with the creeps.

Jeannette H. Caldwell,
6024 Chabot Road, Oakland, Calif.

Making up programs for film theatres
is no easy task. The exhibitor hopes, by
his choice, to give the program a suffic-

iently broad appeal to interest the greatest
number.—The Editor.

Liquor Sequences Rapped

Dear Editor:
While we're being candid—how about this load

of free advertising the liquor industry is getting at

present in our movies? The favorite expression
seems to be, "that calls for a drink," and the
favorite rendezvous is a glorified cocktail bar where
we are given the edifying sigh: of the sweet little

heroine showing her familiarity with whisky sours,

Many Happy Women Now Say

( Pronounced PAR-I-O-JEN

)

•TABLETS*
MAKE

FEMININE HYGIENE
Simple
Quick
Easy

Dependable Parlocen requires no applicators or

other neotssorlts. The easy-to-use tablet alone is

nt. Harmless, non-eau>tic. ureaseless, odor-

li Twelve tablets In glass container cost only
one dollar. Don't hesitate to a>k your
druggist for Parlogcn Tablets. If his

Bupply should be temporarily ex

haustedi write us for free sample.

AMERICAN DRUG
ANO CHEMICAL CO.

420 S. Sixth St.. Mi

Vou Can Regain Perfect Speech, Ifyou

STAMMER
Send today for beautifully Illustrated book entitled

DON'l STAMMER," which describes the Bobub
Dnil Method for the scientific correction of etammer-
liu: and stuttering. Method successfully usetj at

Institute for 36 years—since 1901. Endorsed
by physicians. Full Information concerning correc-

tion of stammering sent free. No obligation.

Benjamin N. Boeue, Oept. 716. Circle Tower, Indianapolis, Indiana

FREE PHOTOGRAPH
Of your favorite MOVIE STAR with

every order of £1.00.
BEAUTIFUL AUTOGRAPHED

PHOTOGRAPHS
2 for S .25 19 for S2.00
a for .50 29 for 3.00
9 for l.OO SO for S.OO

All the latent Slats and Poses. &end
for your favorites.

Hollywood Screen Exchange
Drawer 1150. Dept. C

PAULA stone HOLLYWOOD. CALIF., U. S. A,

^Af\rb-klC REMOVED WITH
CAlKNj CASTOR OIL^^^HI « *» PREPARATION
Say goodbye to risky razors, and corn-pads. A
new liquid NOXACORN relieves pain and forms
a thin protecting film over the corn. Then the
corn (or callus) loosens and comes out with ease.
Absolutely safe. Contains six 3ngredients»includ-
ing camphor, iodine, castor oil. 35(i bottle saves
untold misery. Druggists
refund money if it fails. ^NOXACORN

Our Booklet

"CRASHING HOLLYWOOD"
tells Movie ambitious persons just what their chances
would be in the Cinema City. Leads you over the path
you'd have to travel. Money back if not satisfied.

Send one dollar for your copy today.

EMMETT P. GARDNER
p. o. Box 2263 Dept. A Hollywood. Calif.

ON APPROVAL
SET with fiery, flashing, full

carat facsimile diamond.
Yours by RETURN MAIL,
to wear at our risk! If you
think it as brilliant and beau-
tiful as any £300.00 ring, pay
2 monthly $2 payments (total

. * We trust you. Sendonly
25cents for postage, packing,
etc. Your ring in rich Gift
case shipped by return
mail, all postage paid. No
charge for credit! Money
back guaranteed. You risk

nothing! Srate whether for

lady or gentleman.

BRADLEY, Dept. 395, NEWTON, MASS.
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straights, old fashioneds, manhattans, etc., for all

the world like any old soak.
Of course, it's all very modern and very ritzy

and very attractive to our young folks, but there
are still a few mothers who object to having their

sons and daughters become post-graduates of the
art of screen drinking.

Mildred A. Bradley,
Box 62, Sheldonville, Mass.

Typing Finds Convert

Dear Editor:

Should actors and actresses be typed? Or should
they change their roles with each new picture, in

order to display their versatility?

My opinion is that, having early found what
general sort of role they excel in, they should
develop and perfect themselves in that type.

It is most annoying to me to have an actor switch
indiscriminately from hero to villain. Or for an
actress to play tragedy and comedy interchangeably.

For them to juggle their types with such reckless
abandon spoils the realism (turning it to mere
reelism) that I have unconsciously built up around
the stars I see.

I like to depend on the fact that when I go
star-gazing I'll find my constellations in their usual
niches in the film firmament!

With every good wish for the continued success
of HOLLYWOOD and to its up-to-the-minute
editor.

Ruth Whitehill,
Farley Road, Los Gatos, Calif.

Few players like to get in the groove
ordinarily called "typing." Most of them
feel that their expression merits a wider
scope than most producers give them.

—

The Editor.

Surcease from Suffering

Dear Editor:

I am a nurse. My hours are spent in heart-

rending work—accidents, pain, horror and—some-
times death. At the end of the day I am exhausted,
both mentally and physically.
My only form of amusement is the movies.

There I can forget the sorrows of the day. There
I can go back into history with The Thin Man,
and thrill to Rose Marie.
A rested and refreshed mind—a new outlook on

life—both of these priceless possessions are ob-
tained for a ticket of admission to a movie.

Because I am refreshed I can carry on. Hospital
tradition (like that of the theatre) is never slighted.

I salute the motion picture industry. It may
have its faults—but its virtues overcome all else.

Mrs. F. I. Grange.
Ansonia Apts., 73rd 8C Broadway,

New York City.

Censorship Too Stiff

Dear Editor:

I really do believe that even the censors are
mistaken when they do not permit at least a little

"roughness" (not necessarily sexiness) in pictures.
After all, most of us, even as little children, come
up against a certain amount of badness in other
people. Some of us see very little of it and others
get a good deal more than their share—but the
whole story is that those same young children will
not "go wrong" on account of their contacts with
that amount of badness, nor will true-to-life motion
pictures make them go bad—unless they are headed
in that direction anyway.

It is human nature for people to see bad in what
they can't enjoy themselves—therefore they or-
ganize to suppress such badness in order to
['protect" the rest of the world from it. And,
incidentally, by such actions they turn more people
against their cause than they save. People dislike
having their morals governed by what their neigh-
bors think, and the sooner the busy-bodies realize
this the faster their drive for good, clean, whole-
some living will progress.

Richard Huntington,
1327 Bryan Ave., Salt Lake City, Utah.

So long as pictures are made "that ol'

debbil censorship" is likely to offend more
film fans than it saves from what a few
would have one believe is not proper for
them to see and hear.—The Editor.

IF WOMEN KNEW
WHAT MEN THINK

SHE'S AH UMAN^
SCARECROW— J
GOSH WHAT A J

FIGURE \rJ

YOU SKINNY GIRLS!
THOUSANDS HAVE GAINED

IOto20 POUNDS
THIS QUICK WAY

MEN may not talk, but they show (by keeping
away) what they think of skinny, rundown

women. Yet today there's no excuse in thousands
of cases for remaining thin, scrawny and friend-

less. Thousands of women have gained 10 to 20
pounds in just a few weeks, with these new
"7-power" Ironized Yeast tablets.

Not only have they gained normal attractive curves,
but also naturally clear skin and lovely color, new pep,
and all the new friends, popularity and good times that
go with these.

New body-building discovery
Tour doctor will tell you that the single reason why
thousands are thin and rundown is that they don't get
enough Vitamin B and iron in their daily food. Without
these vital elements you may lack appetite and not get
the most body-building good out of what you eat. You
get both these vital elements, the vitamin highly con-
centrated, in these pleasant little Ironized Yeast tablets.

They're made from one of the richest known sources
of Vitamin B, imported cultured ale yeast. By a new
process it's concentrated 7 times, made 7 times more pow-
erful. Then it's combined "with 3 kinds of iron, pasteur-
ized whole yeast and other ingredients in small tablets.

If you, too. need these elements to aid in building you
up, get these new "7-power" Ironized Yeast tablets
from your druggist today. Note how quickly they in-
crease your appetite and help you get more benefit from
the body-building foods that are so essential. Then day
after day watch flat chest develop and skinny limbs
round out to natural attractiveness. See better color
and natural beauty come. Soon you feel like a different
person, with new charm, new personality.

Money-back guarantee
No matter how skinny and rundown you may be from
lack of enough Vitamin B and iron, try these new
Ironized Yeast tablets just a short time and note the
wonderful change. See if they don't aid in building you
up in just a few weeks, as they have helped thousands.
If not delighted with the results of the very first pack-
age, money back instantly.

Special FREE Offer!
To start thousands building up their health right away, we make this

FREE offer. Purchase a package of Ironized Yeast tablets at once, cut
out seal on box and mail to us with clipping of this paragraph. We
will send you a fascinating new book on health, "New Facts About
Your Body." Remember, results with very first package—or money re-

funded. At all druggists. Ironized Yeast Co., Inc., Dept. 285, Atlanta, Ga.
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You Need Never Again Suffer From

CORNS

Zino-pad relieves pain— Medicated Disk safely
Prevents corns, sore toes removes corn

Use Dr. Scholl's Zino-pads and you need
never again suffer from corns, sore toes,

callouses or bunions. They instantly re-

lieve pain and stop the cause— shoe fric-

tion and pressure; soothing
and healing.

Protect sensitive toes with
these thin, cushioning pads
and you'll stop corns before
they can develop and have
no more discomfort from
new or tight shoes.

Apply Dr. SchoU's Zino-pads
with the separate Medicated Disks,

included in every box, and your
corns or callouses lift out. No
other method does all these things
for you.

Dr. Sertoli's Zino-pads are thin,
velvety-soft, waterproof. Don't
stick to stocking or come off in the
bath. Easy to apply. Sizes for
( orns, ( allouses, Bunions and
Note turns between the toes. Cost
but a trifle. Sold everywhere.

D-rScholls
Zino-pads

Tm Hotel Hostess
IN0W-andearning a

^plendid salary"
Betty Godnin. Unem-
ployed dud Inexperi-
enced in Hotel Work,
Wins Position jj Hos-
tess of Beautiful Hotel.

"I didn't know which
,vas ou1

of work, disci

unhappy. Then I read
the Lewi

.liletl the
coupon. Their book ar-
i h .!. 1 :

., llz i tli.it h( re

I ivas

seeking—fascinal li

a tood position, line

salary, splendid oppor-— and I enrolled.
Now I urn Hostess of thi? "f>o-room hotel, and
work. The dull gray skies have cleared !- Pis Leisure-
time, Home Study Training happily answered mj problem."

Step Into a Well-Paid Hotel Position
Good positions from coast to coast for trained men and
women in hotel, club, steamship, restaurant and institu-
tional Held. Hundreds of our graduates making good as
Hotel Managers, Assistant Managers, Stewards, House-
keepers, Hostesses and 55 other different types of positions.
Living often included. Previous experience proved un-
necessary. Lewis graduates, both young and mature,
winning success. Good grade school education, plus Lewis
Training, qualifies you at home, in leisure time. FREE
Book sires full details about this fascinating field, and
explains how you are registered. FREE of extra cost, in
the Lewis National Placement Service, which covers the
country through special arrangement with the more than
23.000 Western Tnion offices. Mail Coupon NOW.
LEWIS HOTEL TRAINING SCHOOLS, Sta. PG-9857, Washington, D. C

OPPORTUNITY COUPON
J Lewis Hotel Training Schools.

I
Sta. PG-9857, Washington, D. C.

m Send me Free Book. "Your Big Oppo

Ralph Never Boosts
Bellamy

(Continued from page thirty-live)

City State

were driving a swanky Model T puddle-
jumper of the time over Indiana's most
up-to-date gravel roads.

"Our rattler was capable of some speed
at that, and we were pushing her to the
floorboard. We had gained a momentum
of about fifty-five when we loomed upon
a lumbering truck. With no ado we pro-
ceeded to attempt to pass it, succeeded in

just getting by, but instead of sailing right

on we careened madly, went into a wild
skid on the gravel, and the car jumped
completely over a ditch beside the road,

and dumped us unceremoniously into a

plowed field."

Bellamy cannot see how death spared
them then. Not one car in a million would
have avoided the truck, then made the
ditch, and spared them by throwing them
onto a soft, newly-plowed field.

"Whew, we managed to get the car back
across the ditch and 1*11 be darned if it

didn't drive us right on through to Evans-
ville," laughed Ralph.
The same kindly fate which has fended

off death in so many pinches has studded
Ralph's career with lesser breaks, bringing
him to where he is today. Running away
from home when he was just a kid to get
the start he craved on the stage, he got
his first motion picture break long ago.

In 1919 he was at Balboa Beach, swank
resort of the time, bell-hopping in a
splendid hotel. Miss Louise Lovely, a
Garbo of her time, had just come off loca-
tion. As gracious then as he is now, the
well-bred youth offered to shine her shoes.
When she learned of his ambition to act
she arranged for him to get a small part
in her picture. Wings of the Morning.
Many times in the early stages of

his career Bellamy was on the verge
of starvation. But eventually h i s

lean days were over. He got his chance
on Broadway and a choice of motion pic-
ture contracts the day after his play,
Roadside, opened. He's been going strong
ever since.

With Charlie Farrell he recently pur-
chased half a hundred desert acres in Palm
Springs. Deciding to erect a tennis court,
they began to charge admission to the
friends who wanted to use the court as
much as they did. There were more friends
than the court could accommodate. They
had to expand, and the first thing they
knew they were in it more than $100,000
for a shower, clubroom, numerous courts,
and other accessories. Now the venture
has become the famous Racquet Club, has
most of the movie colony for members,
and is making money hand over fist.

"Oh, I almost forgot to tell you," stated
Ralph as we were preparing to leave.

"I had a couple of tiffs with the weather
which could have been unfortunate. Dur-
ing the New Year's flood of 1934, Catherine,
my wife, and I were driving home from a
party up in the hills. Suddenly a tre-
mendous wall of water and debris swept
down on us, turned the car over and
bogged us in four feet of muck. We didn't

get out until morning. We looked terrible!"

Ralph's apologetic goodby seemed to

express a regret that he wasn't better
copy

—
"but I warned you, nothing ever

happens to me. Maybe it's just as well,

though," he climaxed, "I have certainly

enjoyed the quiet life."

Have You Ever Wondered How The

Movie Stars Wear Smart, Clinging

Gowns, At Certain Periods?

SANI-VOG makes it pos-

sible ! No pins, belts or
buckles to bulge— molds
i

i
1

1
.. ctly to the figure,

adapting itself t<< every
change of posture. It is

i of finest moisture
proofed -ilk and soft cool

net—easy to launder and
requires no ironfng.
Once yi u knon S Wi-VOG
you' i! never he m Ithout It.

i ii tin ee !' -small,

medium and large, .lust pin
a dOllui IM! to . lie

oi papi i togetlK i iviili

your name and ad-
iti '

.mil your hip
men -inr and your
SANI-VOG will be
mailed you promptly,
postage prepaid, wiih
the understanding thai
ii it i- not all mul
even moi e than we

(fOl nrv will

be cheerfully refunded.

Address. Dcpt. 304.

THE SANI-VOG CORPN..
G253 Hollywood Blvd.. Hollywood, California.

ON APPROVAL
\Y E 'i' r. ' u t i thla ring
vv from one coating $300! To
I

I io you, we'll send it at
our risk. You will be delighted
M llli ll- manly netting In the

i
.'in of natural

...I
i you v. Hi bo thrilled with

the rich beauty of the fiery.

Da; bins . full caral facsimile
dl md—looks like a million
dollar* "i prosperity! Simply

r packlni pi la e. etc. If d< Hi hted,
(2..10 payment* (total J5). Uncondl-
larantoe. You cannot loBel Send l»"' TODAY Your ring, in rich GIFT case, Bhlpped by

ItETTRN MAIL!
BRADLEY. Dept. 391-B NEWTON. MASS.

BEA CARTOONIST

fcml 10 i

\ AT HOME IN VOIR .SPARE TIME
under personal supervision of Uio famous

"RM.\N marsh creator of
"DAN DUNN" appearing every day in

big papers. Success— Fame — Real Money
may he Yours when you learn Marsh's easy

simple methods ami secrets. .s.n'I Dame and address for
free details of MARSH'S Personal course, ACTTODAYI

MARSH CARTOON SCHOOL
Chicago Daily News Bldg., Dept. E2, Chicago, III.

NOJOKE TO BE DEAF
—Every deaf person knowi that—
Mr. Way made himself hear his watch tickafter
being deaf for twenty-five years, with his Arti-
ficialEar Drums. He wore them day and night.
'They stopped hia head
noises. Theyare invisible
andcomfortable.no wires
or batteries. Write for
TRUE STORY. Also
booklet on Deafness.

THE WAY COMPANY
"7-1 Hoftuann Bldg. Detroit, Mfchlemn

ArtificialEarDrum

PHOTOS ot MOVIE STARS
Send for life-like, intimate pictures of your favorite
Mr,vie Star—Ki-ht p),.,ios—lai—e size 8x10. Suit;.!,!.:
fur framing or scrap book. EVF.KY PHOTO AUTO-
GRAPHED.

SET NO. 262—SYLVIA SIDNEY. MARLENE
DIETRICH. CLAUDETTE COLBERT. FRED
IWacMURRAY. CAROLE LOMBARD. CARY
GRANT, GARY COOPER. BING CROSBY.

JADE MOVIE CLUB
' »£»•« •^

EXCLUSIVE

In the June HOLLYWOOD
H 3W Will the Gable-Lombard

Romance End?

HEtPYOUR KIDNEYS
with real santa/u/ood oil

Santal Midy Capsules bring results
because they contain real East Indian
santalwood oil. This soothes kidney
and bladder passages. Used by mil-
lions the world over. At druggists.
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How Jean is Breaking
The Jinx

(Continued from page twenty-nine)

She added, "Going slower has been good
for me as a person—and invaluable to me
as an actress. I believe, sincerely, that
my work has improved. If you live arti-

ficially, your characterizations will be un-
real. A famous director once said, 'You're
only as good as your last picture in Holly-
wood!'
"As to the future—I won't attempt to

make plans. Nothing I've ever planned
in my whole life has worked out, with re-
gard to people, or a pattern of life. I've

been planning to go to New York every
two months for a year, and I'm still in

Hollywood.
"It's the things in the back of my mind,

the big things, that are beginning to come
true for me. Consciously and subcon-
sciously I've worked to better myself in

my profession. They tell me at the studio
that it's beginning to show."

In Libeled Lady critics singled out
Jean's performance for special mention in

a cast that included such rivals for at-
tention as Spencer Tracy, Myrna Loy, and
Ol' Massa Powell himself!
According to studio reports, Personal

Property, opposite Bob Taylor, offers Jean
the best chance of her career.

"I feel the future is a good deal like
walking from one room to another," she
told me. "We see the same windows, the
same walls, maybe even the same type of
furnishing. It's the way we react to things
that makes a progression."

There is more than one word of wisdom
in what the beautiful and talented Jean
says. Progression is the way one re-acts
to things—not only external but internal
things. That Jean has taken this attitude
speaks well for what the future has in
store for her. And it can safely be said
that her new re -actions explain why, right
now, she has conquered, successfully and
forever, the "Harlow jinx."

You may wonder as did the editor just what
it is that is holding the attention of Robert
Taylor. It might be a tooth and it might be
a tonsil but with Jean before one, who cares?

They co-starred in Personal Property

BEFORE—"For years girls whom I

thought less attractive than myself
were getting married and having fun
out of life. Somehow I just couldn't
seem to improve my appearance no
matter how I tried.

"

25&f <fit£.

AFTER—"Now I seem to have
stepped into another world*
All my old friends and scores

of new ones tell me I am fas-

cinating. There is no one in

my crowd as popular as I am."

"My hair," says pretty Miss LucilleW—*, "once was
soft and golden and lovely. But it started to change,

and despite all my care, it turned drab and dingy.

Then a friend told me about Marchand's Golden Hair
Wash. Since using it I've re-discovered my true per-

sonality. Friends say I'm a natural blonde type."

Let Marchand's bring you fresh popularity and a

new, youthful beauty to your hair. If you are

BLONDE, it will restore and keep that radiant, sunny,

freshness everyone admires. If you are BRUNETTE,
you can rinse lovely, glowing highlights in your hair.

With Marchand's you can lighten any color hair to

any nattering shade you desire. Both Blondes and

Brunettes use Marchand's to make excess hair on arms

and legs unnoticeable. Because it is not a depilatory,

it cannot leave unpleasant stubble.

Marchand's Golden Hair Wash is quick and easy

to use. Colorless. Stainless. Odorless. Effective. Gives

perfect results.

"I desperately wanted friends—admira-
tion—popularity. But night after night
I sat home—alone, and discouraged."

FREE—VALUABLE PERSONALITY AND BEAUTY
BROCHURE. ROBERT of FIFTH AVENUE, interna-
tionally famous as "the man who makes you beautiful"
has written an amazing beauty instruction brochure tell-

ing you how to analyze and improve your personality

and appearance. Complete with charts for easy guid-
ance. We will send you this brochure FREE—simply
send in the coupon below with Marchand box tops.

"Then a girl friend told me about Mar-
chand's. Skeptical at first, I discovered
that many attractive girls I knew were
using it."

*NAME ON REQUEST

MARC-HAND'S
GOLDEN
HAIR WASH
(complete simple directions

for use with every bottle)

"Today I think I'm the happiest girl in

the world. I'm popular. And I'm en-
gaged to the one man I've always loved."

CHARLES MARCHAND CO., 521 W. 23rd St., New York City

Gentlemen: Please send me a free copy of ROBERT'S BEAUTY
BROCHURE. I enclose Marchand box tops and a 3-cent stamp to cover
postage costs.

Name.

AddresS-

City -Stale-
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twuutUf kills romance
/ike a /inqerinq body odor

S^ationAi
i These Two Delicioas

Teas Which Have Remarkably Helped
So Many People to

No Dangerous Drugs—No Starvation or

Enforced Exercising

73,073 Packettes of

GERMANIA
|
ORANGE PEKOE
and HERB TEA

FRFFII hh mm
ing oie&is

One of the Most Talked About Offers of the Year!

Here is a special advertising offer made solely for

the purpose of acquainting you with the remarKable
action of these delicious teas. Many people who
were troubled with excess fat and faulty elimination
hare found, to their great delight, that these two
leas helped them to safely and quickly lose their

excess fat and they ate everything they wanted
excepting much, starchy food or fatty meat. Don't
delay Be sure to take advantage of this Sensa-
tional free special offer at once. Test packettes of
both Germania Orange Pekoe Tea and Germania
Herb Tea will be sent you on receipt of a post card
or note bearing your name and address. Send only
your name and address.

SEND NO MONEY-ONLY YOUR NAME
I ne and address toLlply send your

GERMANIA TEA CO., Dept. 45
I^K 544 S. Wells St. Chicago. III. mW£
You can now get Germania Orange Pekoe Tea and
Germania Herb Tea at all Food, Drug and Dept. Stores
Under packer's guarantee of satisfaction or mouey back.

LeRoy Contest Winners Named!

The grand prize of $250 was awarded this de-

sign in the Mervyn LeRoy trademark contest.

The design was submitted by Edward Charles

Denton, 12 Pearl St., Boston, Mass.

Congratulations To Edward Charles
Denton who wins the grand cash
prize of $250 for the best drawing

submitted to the Mervyn LeRoy Trade-
mark Contest, and $50 for the best entry
to Motion Picture Magazine. The judges
were unanimous in their choice since they
believed that this entry, because of its dis-

tinction, its symbolism, its dignity, and its

adaptability to all uses, was superior to
the 15,000 other designs submitted.
The winner of the $50 cash prize among

all the designs submitted to Hollywood
Magazine is Alex Scenna of 440 Irondale
St.. Pittsburgh, Pa.
Other $50 cash prize winners are as fol-

lows: Miss Dorothy Rothermel, 116 Win-
chester Road. Langhorne. Pa.; Hollis E.

Leffel, 602 So. 6th Street. Chickasha, Okla.;

W. Ditzel, 1624 First Ave., New York City.

To those thousands who failed to share
in the prizes, the judges, Director Mervyn
LeRoy, S. Charles Einfeld, vice president
in charge of all Warner Brothers advertis-
ing and publicity, and Edward Selzer,

Alex Scenna, $50 prize winner for the best

design submitted to HOLLYWOOD Magazine

director of Warner Brothers studio pub-
licity, wish to extend their sincerest thanks
for helping to make the Mervyn LeRoy
Trademark Contest such an important
success.

This is Alex Scenna's prize-winning suggestion, chosen by Mervyn LeRoy as one of the five most
effective submitted in the contest conducted through Fawcett Magazines
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When Mowbray Window-Shopped for Food!
(Continued from page thirty-eight)

most un-English Englishman
among the screen's Englishmen.
In place of the restraint and
stoicism which seems character-
istic of most Englishmen, Alan
loves to ignore conventions,
throw dignity and inhibitions to

the winds and freely obey any
impulse that comes to him.
However, when the occasion

demands as sometimes happens,
he can be just as digninedly
English in bearing and manner
as King George himself. For in-
stance, when a British warship
drops anchor off San Pedro, it is

usually Mowbray who plays host
to its officers, entertaining them
as befits their rank and in gen-
uine British style. When a Brit-
ish Armistice Ball or some such
event comes along, Mowbray, re-
splendent in tails and medals,
will be there, strictly observing
customary formalities.

But that is not the real Alan
Mowbray. Such behavior on
his part is taken down, dusted
off and used only on very special oc-
casions.

And he is no "softie." During the World
War, Alan was at the front with a detach-
ment of British artillery. But even the

Alan Mowbray during a tense scene with Fernand Gravet in the

latter's first American picture, The King and fhe Chorus Girl.

Mowbray's film roles are as kaleidoscopic as his private life

war failed to exhaust his abundant phy-
sical energy or satisfy his craving for

vigorous activity. He and others of his

brand enlivened spare moments by en-
gaging in a contest, the rules of which

were simple enough, but ques-
tionable as to ethics and personal
safety. Wrestling on horseback.
Two men, stripped to the

waist, would mount a horse
apiece, bareback. Then all each
had to do was to try to throw his
opponent to the ground, no holds
barred. After a few moments of
tussling, the horses naturally
entered into the spirit of it and
began rearing and bucking. That,
of course, only added spice. Alan
was the champion horseback-
wrestler of his outfit.

There is no sham, no pos-
ing, no "putting it on," with
Mowbray. In Hollywood, par-
ticularly among the foreign
gentry, it is impossible to find
anyone who wasn't a high
ranking officer during the war.
Taking their word for it, Euro-
pean armies were composed
mostly of generals — surely
nothing less than captains. But
proudly displayed in a prom-
inent spot on the wall of his den

hangs a wartime photograph showing
Alan in a uniform bearing only the
chevron of a corporal. "And most of the
time I wasn't even a corporal," he will tell

you. "I was continually being demoted."

IF SHIS COMING OVER
—I'M GOINGour;

BUT YOU PROMISED TO TE/

JEAN THAT NEW DANCE STEP.
|

THAT'S WHY she's COMING!

VVHATS THE MATTER WITH
LATELY, DOT? RAY'S NOT THE
ONE WHO ACTS AS IF I HAD
BREATH OR SOMETHING!

ME
j

ONLY
[

BAD I

MOST BAD BREATH COMES FROM'

DECAYING FOOD DEPOSITS IN HIDDEN
CREVICES BETWEEN TEETH THAT

AREN'T CLEANED PROPERLY. I ADVISE

COLGATE DENTAL CREAM. ITS SPECIAL

PENETRATING FOAM REMOVES THESE j
ODOR-BREEDING DEPOSITS.

""*"

MOST BAD BREATH BEGINS WITH THE TEETH!

Tests prove that 76% of all peo-

ple over the age of 1 7 have bad
breath! And tests also prove
that most bad breath comes
from improperly cleaned teeth.

Colgate Dental Cream, because
of its special penetrating foam,

removes the cause—the decay-

ing food deposits in hidden
crevices between teeth which
are the source of most bad
breath, dull, dingy teeth, and
much tooth decay. At the same
time, Colgate's soft, safe polish-

ing agent cleans and brightens
enamel—makes teeth sparkle!

/VOfV-fiO BAD BREATH
BEHIND HER SPARKLING SMILE!

COLGATE
RIBBON DENTAL CREAM
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REDUCE
Guaranteed

NEW
HDLLYWDDD

METHOD
TRIAL SIZE
AND PROOF OF

HOLLYWOOD STARS Rcduts.Enry method:
When your hvalth, liuiue, happiness and rcry
existence depends up in your ni:urt~—can you
It Idly by—realising i . taklng
Its toll and do nut In: you arc too
Intelligent for thai; 1 i try Rcduce-Earic*

Reduce- Eaziea.
hi ii du) H-.id a few ot the trlectcd nt
random ttstimonlals recolvod in :i <! S3 i

Cook, P«L—Work! like uncle, I lost C5 lbs.. wlili no i I

nr Hogging itktn, reel tronderful. Miss H. 01
Minn.— Lost 8 lbs. on 25e sire, nmazi-.l at result

1 Best, Wash.— Redu tiirurr. elesred
my complexion. Mrs. E. Bmltb, N. Y.— Lost 48 lbs., feel
and look like a young girl, tuid not slept In years, now
sleep like a baby. Reduco-Eadei did n-ondori bj I

the fat away from my heart. Marlon Swanion, 225 N.
Kauklni, Honolulu, Banall— RodllCcVBaxles ore mar
I lost I I lbs.. ;Uo anything 1 wished. They took out the
dark circles from under lay eyes.

LOSES 26 POUNDS
*Tri ' Pcrate.

-

time, feci like a new pej

others so you may u

. Cherokee Road, 1.0

DRAMATIC PROOF
.These act : unfortunate

lile.SO rightfully belonging to every woman, thankfully
praise i - cclebi ted H
Method that set them on llic road to happy slcnd

SEND NO MONEY
You need not tond one cent; Just pay poitman on delivery.
REDUCE-EAZIE9 contain no dlnltrophenol—no thyroid

—

no dangerous drugs. Eat what you like—no strenuous exercise;
a safe Root horb leal and other pure, harmless medicinal
Ingredients method; sold under a certified gold bond

MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE of SATISFACTION
SEND MONEY ORDER. CASH OR CHECK—$1.00 for
60-day trial, 60-day treatment for $2.00. or save money
by getting the proven, most economical six $ 1.00 box treat-
ment—en free money-back trial for only $5.00 for full com-
plete combination, assuring you of no break in treatment.

WHY NOT SEND WHILE THE PRICE REMAINS LOW?

Please rush me boxes of your famous REDUCE-
EAZIES. Enclosed find $ to cover payment or send
C.O.D._ I will pay postman on delivery, lucludo
your priceless FBEE Book on Beduclng.

NAME

HOLLYWOOD STAR PRODUCTS, LTD,
Studio U-2, Box 375

HOLLYWOOD. CALIFORNIA

THIS MONTH
YOU WOULD HAVE TO APPLY ORDINARY MASCARA

60 TIMES... BUT—

I' % "DARK-EYES"
: ^uji (EYELASH DARKENER)

ONLY ONCE!
One application lasts

4 to 5 weeks.
SI at all good Drug and Department Stores.

"Dark-Eyes'. Dept. SO-B
2115 S. Crawford Ave.. Chicago. 111.

I enclose 25c (coin or stamps) for generous
trial package of "Dark-Eyes" and directions.

Name _ Town
Address Slale ...

Later he transferred to the flying corps
and in spite of continued disregard for
army regulations, finally went home the
possessor of a number of decorations and
medals presented to him in honor of
similar disregard for enemy fire.

Ordinarily, Alan is a merry soul, always
clowning and kidding, possessing a temper
not easily ruffled. There are times though,
when perhaps because some injustice has
been committed, he will vehemently insist

that amends be made.
And, like as not, the injustice has not

been done to him at all. He will simply
be protecting another

I remember the time some years back
when we were both members of the
Copley Players in Boston. During a per-
1

1 irmance one night Alan, one of the ladies

of the cast and myself were standing in

the wings waiting to make an entrance.
Nearby stood a group of stage-hands con-
versing in subdued voices but loud enough
that their winds reached us. One of the
men was drunk and suddenly he let loose
a string of language that was, to put it

mildly, very' offensive. Alan reached out
and grabbed him by the collar, yanking
him off his feet.

"Listen, buddy," he said, "cut that kind
of talk. There's a lady here."
The drunk wrenched himself free and

squared off.

Said Mowbray. "I've got to go on now,
but when I come off you're going to
apologize to her."

When the curtain came down on the
act, Alan went t<> the man and asked if he
was ready to apologize. With profane
emphasis the drunk said he wasn't.

"But I am ready," he snarled, "to teach
you to mind your own business." He
picked up a hammer. Others of the stage
crew massed behind him.
Alan laid down his cane and calmly

removed his gloves. He took one step
toward the waiting group and then the
stage manager arrived. He scattered the

and commanded Alan to go to his

dressing room.
"All right," said Alan, addressing the

drunk, "we can't fight in the theatre. But
tomorrow I'll meet you outside the stage
door before the matinee. I'll be there at
two o'clock."

And then, with a wave of his hands
toward the others, "All the rest of you can
come too, if you like."

At lunch the next day I kidded Alan
about what fine shape he was going to be
in for the matinee after six or eight stage-
hands worked him over. He ate his lunch
with relish and then went to keep his
appointment. I went along.
No one was in sight when we arrived.

We waited until two-fifteen and then had
to dash in, make up and dress for a two-
thirty curtain.

We then learned that the stage crew
had gone to the actress and made their

apology.

What would have happened if they had
put in appearance at the stage door, no-
body knows. I, however, would have put
my money on Mowbray.
Don't get the idea that Alan discrim-

inates against stage-hands or anyone else

because .of their position. He would have
challenged the owner of the theatre just

as readily if the owner had been guilty of

the same breach of conduct. To him there
is no such thing as class and he manifests
the same friendly attitude toward grips

and electricians that he does toward stars

and directors.

His rating with studio non-professionals
was demonstrated the day shooting of

Night Life of tlie Gods began. It was
Alan's first starring picture. Between
twenty and thirty people shook his hand
and wished him success. Not a single actor

was among them. All were grips, property
men. electricians, etc. The words of one
ol them expressed the feelings of them
all: "Alan is a first class, twenty-two carat

regular guy."
When I visit him now in his beautiful

home and enjoy the hospitality his charm-
ing wife extends, when I see Alan fondly

romping with his young daughter and son,

there is always one factor which enables

me to realize that he is the man with whom
I used to miss meals and share benches
in Central Park. And that is: While his

circumstances have changed, the man
himself has not.

He is still the same impulsive, happy-
go-lucky, friendly Alan Mowbray I have
always known.

Wallace Beery and Warner Baxter in a scene from Slave Ship, a 20th Century-Fox production
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Daddy Is A Sissy!
(Continued from page thirty-nine)

It seems that Mrs. Morris and he
had the same idea. Glad to be able

to show "the children that daddy,
too, could have a heart of gold, they
sent them to see Counterfeit and
They Met in a Taxi. They were
strangely quiet when they came
back.
"How'd you like it?" Chester

asked hopefully, after one of them.
"It was all right," they said un-

enthusiastically. And later, Brooks
was heard to whisper to Cynthia,
''Do you think Daddy's going sissy

on us?"
Chester Morris is no longer a

hero to his children. He is no
longer their favorite actor. No
longer do they greet him with,

"Saw you on the screen today, dad.
Gee, you were keen."
They don't bring up the subject

at all now if they can avoid it. If

pressed, as they were for an opinion
on They Met in a Taxi, they say
frankly, "It wasn't tough enough,
and besides, there was too much
talk."

Brooks' new hero is his uncle
Adrian Morris, who plays in hair-
raising serials like The Fighting
Marines. Chester has lost Cynthia
too, though not to his brother. In

Taffy-colored Liza Lee, one of Chester Morris' two canine

pets, is not concerned particularly about what type of roles

her master plays so iong as he gives her some attention

her case he has Shirley Temple to
buck. Now that daddy has given
up acting mean, her tastes have
swung to the other extreme.
But disappointed or no, they're

glad daddy's in the movies. It's

been strongly impressed on them
that unless daddy acts, they don't
eat. So now they accept his career
philosophically and hope for the
best. The "best" being news that
Chester has been cast for a role
which will require him to leap off
cliffs, be transported to another
planet, or swing through the trees
of a jungle. Like Uncle Adrian, or
Flash Gordon, or Tarzan.
"Cynthia realizes I'll never be

another Shirley Temple and has
become reconciled," Chester con-
fided to me, "but Brooks hasn't
given up. He still has hopes for

me. In fact, he nearly ruined my
career by nagging me until I almost
promised I'd try to get the part of

Flash Gordon."
That was when Chester was

working on the Universal lot, and
they started to cast for their Flash
Cordon serial.

"It's your own company," Brooks
[Continued on page 75]

How would your laxative

rate with the doctor?
YOUR DOCTOR is your friend. He

wants to help you guard your
health. And he is just as careful about

little matters affecting your welfare as

he is about the more important ones.

The choice of a laxative, for in-

stance, may not worry you. But it's

a definite consideration with the doc-

tor. Before he will give a laxative his

approval, he insists that it meet his

own strict specifications.

The doctor says that a laxative

should be: Dependable . . . Mild
. . . Thorough . . . Time-tested.

The doctor says that a laxative

should not : Over-act . . . Form a

habit . . . Cause stomach pains . . .

Nauseate, or upset the digestion.

And Ex-Lax checks on every point

!

No wonder so many doctors use Ex-

Lax themselves. No wonder it's a fa-

vorite with millions of mothers. No

wonder it"s the most widely used laxa-

tive in the whole world.

Next time you are constipated, try

Ex-Lax. You'll discover that Ex-Lax
is gentle, is thorough. You'll find that

no discomfort attends its use. On
the contrary, such a complete, gentle

cleansing will leave you with renewed

freshness—a sense of well-being. Ex-

Lax tastes just like delicious chocolate.

Children actually enjoy taking it. And
it's just as good for them as it is for

the grown-ups. Available at all drug

stores in economical 10c and 25c sizes.

FREE— Ifyou prefer to try Ex-Lax at

our expense, write for free sample to

Ex-Lax, Dept. FG57, P. 0., Box 170,

Times-Plaza Station, Brooklyn, N. Y.

When Nature forgets—remember

EX-LAX
THE ORIGINAL CHOCOLATED LAXATIVE
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BREAST-O'-CHICKENl

... in fact, all the family
likes this nourishing, non-
fattening food. Breast-O'-
CHICKEN brand TUNA is

adaptable to main-course,
salad and festive dishes,
because of its delicate
flavor and tenderness.

"TUNA ASPARAGUS Cancnoh
Arrange 1 tin uhroddod BBEASTO-
CHICKEN TUNA FISH. ] tin Mparaqm
tips. '< lb.gr.lcd cheese, 2c. whitosduco
,in alternate l.yors in buttered casnorolo.

Top with grated cheese, bake until brown.

also your own Dresses Free ,
4

Ji vmi need money wo will slum- you ^5
how la make it in n new kimi of ^^
easy work, .hi t wear last-minute 1

stylo Fashion
I

and show to friends an I

bora. You can work spare llmi
your home if you wish. New plan makes

house canvassing unnecessary.

No investment now or anytime
Everything is supplied von. it is pleasant

-I'M- women love to look ai andbuy new diwsos. v.iu show them newest
nt surprising savings, because

i I- l-OCKS arc never sold in stores—
• from the worlds larce

Fashi
but o
makir
tilts a

pla Write at .

.1!Y
for details

126 LOVELIEST

SPRING DRESSES?98

Here is a pleasant, dignified way to make money

—

up to S23 in a week and maybe more. Besides you can get

all your own dresses free of a penny of cost. The work Is

easy and interesting. You just take the orders. We ship
direct to your customers and collect. You invest no money.
No special experience is needed. Fashion Frocks are
guaranteed as advertised in Good Housekeeping Magazine.

Get All Details FREE-Just Write
Rush your nai

Jompk
.JneMeA-
Joucattwe&i

ait,

iame and address for this
" amazing free opportunity. Get the
elaborate Spring portfolio of 126
smart new dress styles in actual
colors with samples of beautiful fab-
rics. Just showing it can earn you
a nice income and your own free
dresses. Send no money—just write
fully.

FASHION FROCKS, INC ,

Dept. TT-225 Cincinnati, Ohio^i

Typical American Girl Sought

Frances Farmer won her way to screen opportunity as the result of an essay contest. Here she is

with Edward Arnold in an RKO production. Miss Farmer has not been in pictures long, but her

work has brought her into prominence

If
You Were given a chance for movie

stardom, do you think you would make
good?
Perhaps you think you are not beautiful

enough to be a star—and maybe your
appearance would prevent you from
having a career in motion pictures.

Still, on the word of Oscar Serlin, for

three years head of Paramount Pictures'

talent department, beauty has precious
little to do with success.
Think it over. Just how many of our

best known actresses are truly beautiful?
The answer is, not many of them would

be finalists in a nation-wide beauty con-
test. They are good looking, of course,

but few, if any, will go down in history
as great beauties.

What is it. then, that makes them.suc-
cessful on the .screen?
Part of the answer to that question lies

in an experience you have surely had, the
experience of knowing someone (maybe
yourself) about whom people say, "Doesn't
she look like Joan Crawford," or some
other popular player.

Surely you have heard that said, and
the reason so many people make the com-
parison is that our leading actresses are
typical American girls. So typical are
they of American womanhood that movie
fans often observe friends with the same
physical characteristics or mannerisms as

famous stars.

Where does that conclusion lead us?

Simply to this, that the girls Hollywood
is looking for to star in the movies are
the typical American girls. The stars of

today are typical American girls, the stars

of tomorrow will be typical American
girls—and you may be among those
Hollywood is looking for.

Supposing you are ambitious for a film

career, or believe you are a typical

American girl, just how do you go about
getting in touch with the right people,

the people capable of making the most of

your talents, appearance and ambitions?
That's where Oscar Serlin comes in. He

is actually combing the country, every
city, every hamlet, every square mile of

it, for typical American girls—hoping he
will find girls worthy of a chance at fame
and fortune in motion pictures.

Oscar Serlin, by the way, is the man
who discovered Fred MacMurray for the

movies. He also found Gladys Swarthout,
Frances Farmer, Eleanore Whitney,
Olympe Bradna, and many, many others.

But more about this search for typical

American girls:

Mr. Serlin is no longer connected with
Paramount Pictures, but is an associate

producer with David O. Selznick, the man
who is at present producing Prisoner oj

Zenda and will soon film the famous Gone
With the Wind.
Fred MacMurray is helping Mr. Serlin

in his search and is going to be one of

the judges to determine just which girl

A"tit No Substitutes! Always Insist on the Advertised Brand!



Barbara Read is a newcomer to pictures but Her

stock rose quickly when she appeared as one of

the leads in Three Smarf Girts for Universal.

Here she is shown taking a test. Joseph
Valentine is the cinematographer

will be elected Miss Typical America.
The publishers of True Confessions will

give that girl $500 in cash, a trip to New
York or Hollywood—all expenses paid

—

for a personal talent interview with Mr.
Serlin. She will also have her portrait
painted by a nationally known artist, and
the painting reproduced on the cover of a
leading monthly magazine.
Of course, only one girl is assured of

getting the $500 cash and an all-expense
trip to New York or Hollywood for a
talent interview, but there are hundreds
of other valuable awards for other typical
American girls, and Mr. Serlin has re-
served the right of bringing more than
one girl to New York or Hollywood for a
talent interview.

Here's what Fred MacMurray has to

say about the girls who get his vote
(don't forget, he's going to help select the
winners)

:

"If a girl gets my vote she'll be a
representative American girl. Talented,
perhaps, but surely ambitious. She may
be beautiful, but beauty isn't the most
important qualification; although, of

course, her appearance will have to be
pleasing. She may be doing any one of
the typical American jobs that typical
American girls do. She may be a stenog-
rapher, a young housewife, a hostess in
a tea room, a hat-check girl, a nurse, a
college student, a high school student, a
teacher, an usher in a theatre, a cashier."

Complete details and entry blank for

this most amazing chance at fame and
fortune are in the May issue of True
Confessions Magazine, now on sale at all

newsstands for only ten cents. Tell your
friends about the big contest and the
search for Miss Typical America—but
don't forget to enter it yourself.

Many stars, including Clara Bow, Mary

Astor and Frances Farmer owe their
chance at movie fame, directly or in-
directly, to contests.

Frances Farmer won an essay contest,

the prize for which was a trip abroad.
When she returned to this country. New
York newspapers published her picture.

Oscar Serlin saw her picture, arranged for

a talent interview, and she was given a
screen test.

Maybe Mr. Serlin will do the same for
you. He wants to.

Get your copy of True Confessions
today and send in your photo with the
official entry blank. That's all you have
to do. No entry fee, nothing to buy, no
red tape.
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SHIRLEY DEAN

THE STARS BEGAN IT.

They discovered Marvel-
ous, the Eye -Matched
Makeup. Soon the "star-

lets" took it up. Now in

Hollywood, on Broadway,
all across the country, wo-
men are discussing this

new short-cut to beauty.

IT'S MAKEUP THAT
MATCHES . . . harmonizing
fa^ powder, rouge, lip-

stick, eye shadow and
mascara in planned color

symphony.

AND MAKEUP THAT
MATCHES YOU! Right for

your type, because it's

keyed to your own per-

sonality color, the color

that never changes, the
color of your eyes. -

IF YOUR EYES ARE BLUE,
your nearest drug or de-

partment store will recom-
mend Marvelous Dresden
type. . .face powder, rouge,

lipstick, eye shadow or

mascara; Parisian type for

brown eyes; Continental
type for hazel; Patrician

type, gray. Standard full

size packages, each item 55
cents, (Canada 65 cents).

AND YOUR FAVORITE
MAN . . . he'll tell you to-

night how he likes you . .

.

in Marvelous Eye-Matched
Makeup!

PU RICHARD HUDNUT
Paris . . . tondon . . . New York . . . Toronto . . . Buenos Aires ... Berlin
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BE IRRESISTIBLE TONIGHT Wouldn't You Like to Know?
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WITH IRRESISTIBLE PERFUME
In the JUNE issue of HOLLYWOOD

Rc.id i he sensational storv about Gypsy Lcc
"From Minsky'a Co the Movies"

IOFTIS 34No.SiateSt.
JEWELRY co. Chicaaa. III.

Grand National is soon to star Stuart

Erwin in two features. The first is Small
Tos/i Boy, which concerns a young fellow

who finds a #1,000 bill and his experiences.

The second will probably be Face The
fads by Clarence Budington Kelland, a
story of the "rube" from the big city instead

of the "rube" from the country. . . .

Taking sunbaths and acquiring that "good
old tan"' has again become the fad among
film folk: Greta Garbo suns herself between
scenes of Madame rValewska at M-G-M in

a secluded spot on the back lot . . . Jeanette
MacDonald and her fiance. Gene Raymond,
get their tan at Lucien Hubbard's B-Bar-H
Ranch . . . Joan Crawford is working on
Iiit second coat of tan for the season. . . .

Madeleine Carroll, called "the most
beautiful English actress in Hollywood,"
has been signed by David O. Selznick for

the role of "Princess Flavia" opposite
Ronald Colman in The Prisoner of Z.enda;
upon the completion of this picture, Mr.
Colman plans to Step out of the Hollywood
picture for a period of three months to

rest. . . . Strolling along Hollywood Boule-
vard. Henry Armetta and that charming
Olympic skating champion, Jack Dunn,
impatient to start Hippodrome for Uni-
versal . . . Janice Jarratt (most photo-
graphed girl in America) going places with

Melvin Purvis. Ci Man who shot Dillinger,

refuses to admit there is a romance between

them. Miss Jarratt is seen in Universale
Top of the Town. . . .

Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., who saw so much
of the glamorous Marlene Dietrich in

London, continues to escort her in Holly-
wood since his arrival. . . . Clark Gable
who recently returned from a hunting trip

with a live cougar has been told by studio

officials to find a new owner for it, before
he starts work on Saratoga at M-G-M. The
cougar is now being fed at the studio

zoo. . . .

Ricardo Cortez let 200 patrons know how
he despised "being kept waiting" (in the

lobby of a Hollywood Theatre) before
the preview of his recent picture, Her
Husband Lies—he arrived thirty minutes
too early. . . .

Tala Birell, seen looking at real estate in

the San Fernando Valley prior to building.

. . . Shapely Marlene Dietrich at the Lux
Radio Theatre in black tailored gabardine
suit, white satin blouse with brilliant brooch
at the neckline and black pumps. . . . While
motoring in London's fashionable west end,
Merle Obcron suffered cuts about the head
and face when her car collided with
another.

Phil Huston of RKO tells us he's studying
voice. . . . Francis Lederer goes into Frank
Capra's next Columbia film, Chopin, based
on the romantic life of the famous com-
poser.

Hair blown high, Evalyn Knapp (right) tosses the beach ball to Jinx Falkenberg
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Hollywood Newsreel
(Continued froni page sixty)

Time on Her Hands!

This Machine Age may upset the labor

situation, but it certainly makes life a
lot simpler and happier for Joan Bennett.

Her father has given her a clock, which
is now ornamenting the mantelpiece in

the Bennett home, which strikes the hours
in minor or major tones, depending on the

young lady's mood; turns the radio on and
off at desired intervals; rings for the

maid; and very delightfully performs the
function of a music box. This is all done
by remote control from the arm of her
favorite easy chair.

Smoke Gets in His Eyes!

Wally Beery had never smoked a pipe
before but he had to learn how for his

role in The Old Soak. Wally made the
mistake of trying to learn while flying his

plane however, and got deathly sick. But
he managed to open a window for some
air, and then tossed the pipe out. The
pipe did not start a forest fire as you might
expect of this tale, but it did start trouble
at Metro. It was one of those "one of

a kind" pipes, and since it had already
been photographed in the picture, produc-
tion was held up for a day or so while
a duplicate pipe had to be specially made.

Lois January, Evalyn Knapp, and Suzanne Kaaren spent the day recently cutting up on Edward
Everett Horton's lawn

From Cupid's Diary

Anne Shirley and Owen Davis, Jr.,

are back together again. They split up
not long ago because they were really

afraid of a serious attachment, and felt

they were seeing too much of each
other. But here is one case where dis-

tance really did make the heart grow
even fonder.

Decause it's made with MILK-OILS

Ho other Creme tike

: this! . . . Don't accept
1 any substitute when
iyou want a creme

I
made from geniune

i MILK-OILS
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TUNE IN!
John Nesbitt's PASSING PARADE

NBC RED NETWORK
TWICE WEEKLY

This amazing new face creme

does things for your skin

no creme ever could do before!

Every woman knows that nothing has
ever equalled the effects of real MILK
on the skin. MILK is the most famous
skin beautifierthe world has ever known.
And now,D uart'sCreme ofMilk actually

brings you the beautifying qualities of
milk itself in this amazing new kind of
all-purpose face creme . . . genuine milk
oils extracted from the finest dairy milk.

Use it just a quick minute morning and
night. Fine glandular milk-oils instantly

penetrate every pore and tissue . . . have
natural affinity for the skin, like the oils

in your skin. Start using Creme of Milk
today for cleaner, softer,smoother,more
fresh and youthful skin.

AT AU COSMETIC COUNTERS . . 50< - $1 - $2

DUART, 785 Market Street

Sao Francisco, Calif.

I enclose (10c) for which please send
me 1 special trail JAR.

CLEANSING • SOFTENING • TISSUE TONING POWDER BASE
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The Bridegroom?
We Thought He Was
HER FATHER!

A natural mistake, but easily made when
the head lack sits natural adornment. Many
a young man today looks years older be-
cause his hair is thin. And in nine cases
out of ten the cause is neglect. If you
want to keep the hair you have, begin at

once to do a few sensible, practical things.

Wake Up Your Lazy Scalp
Don't expect an inactive scalp to

{

active hair. Wake up your lazy scalp with
frequent vigorous sca]p n I irbair roots
a chance. Dun'i tolerate dandruff.

TRY THIS TREATMENT
Get a bottle of Lucky Tiger Hair Tonic.

Use 11 two or three times weekly. Fol-
low each application with a vigorous
"wake up" sculp rub. Clinging dan-
druff will disappear. your hair and
scalpv ill be clean and fr

scalp muscles will be mot
d stimulated.

FtJOffTlGE^I

I

Ask Your Barber or Get a
lottlc at Your Drug Store

FOR HAIR
AND SCALP

B, sure IO read
FROM MINSKVS TO THE MONIES

s

Drinking 1 Glass of

ORANGE JUICE
Mixed with 1 Tablespoon of

BONKORA
2 times a day and eating her fill

of the delicious foods as shown in
the Bonkora package made her

LOSE
108 LBS.
UGLY FAT

She lost 6 in. off waist, 4 in.

off hips and 6 in. off bust.
She lost avoidable reducible
overweight and regularized
elimination.

Real vs. Reel Detectives

SEND FOR

Free Sample
and copy of Lola Sharp's letter.

AddressBONKORA.544S.Wells
St., Chicago, Illinois. Dept. 135

few times we've had a call for a full-dress

job, the boys have rented outfits, but if

we had Powell on the staff, we'd be sitting

pretty because most of the boys are about
his size and they could borrow an outfit

from him when they needed one.

"And with all those wisecracks, he"d be
bound to be good for the morale of the
organization. In every group of men you
need at least one cutter upper, who can
keep the rest of the bunch cheerful."

"I know." 1 interrupted, "but I'm talking

about his methods. What kind of a detec-
tive would he make in real life, if he had
a job on your staff?"

"Don't get an idea that my boys don't

know how to dress," parried the captain,

"they can turn themselves out to inter-

mingle in any class of society. You know,
the day of the flatfoot dick is over, they're

all pointed-toe dicks now. Our men look
like average business men and when I

see a detective pictured as a big oaf who
wears a derby in the house and keeps a

cigar jammed in his mouth, it gets my
goat"
"But captain, captain," I moaned, "I'm

asking you what do you think of Bill

Powell's methods'' If he had a job on
your squad, how do you think his methods
would work out?"

"I was coming to that," said the Captain,

"I'm afraid I'd have to change them quite a

bit.

"You'll notice that in After the Tliin

Powell, as the detective Nick Charles,

gets all his suspects together in one room
and questions them.
"Now in genuine police work, that could

never be done. We always question sus-
pects separately and then check their

stories. A guilty party listening to the

evidence against him. would be changing
his story as the other suspects talked.

"Getting suspects to talk isn't considered
as important nowadays as it used to be.

Confessions are often repudiated, state-

ments made at the time of arrest are
denied when the case comes to court, so

the procedure now is to collect evidence
that will make the case stand up whether
the suspect talk or doesn't."

"Well, then," I said, "it seems Nick
Charles as a detective isn't so hot?"

"He's very entertaining," said the cap-
tain, "very entertaining indeed. I'd like to

see Powell do some more of those Thin
Man pictures. I won't miss a one. I'm
still trying to figure out how he can drink
so much and still get his detecting done.

"I've got some boys on my squad who
can handle their grog pretty well, but
if they took on half of what Powell seems
to do, they'd fold up like an accordion.

"A detective on a murder case, working
long hours, in fact day after day to the

point of fatigue until he breaks it, makes
a sad mistake in using liquor for a crutch.

However, I'm sure all my boys understand
it's just a picture and they won't get any
ideas from it."

"As detectives," I said, "have you boys
ever picked up a good idea from a picture,

I mean an idea that could be used in crime
detection?"

It goes the other way around, the cap-
tain told me. The writers borrow their

ideas from the latest advancements in

scientific criminology.
Just recently the Los Angeles police de-

partment adopted the practice of ques-
tioning murder suspects before a motion
picture camera and microphone.
When run off before the jury, the pic-

tures and sound track revealed exactly

how the suspect acted after arrest, the

condition of his clothing, his reaction to

evidence, the presence of wounds, etc.

Already, Wallis told me, this has resulted

in two murder convictions and now the

Hollywood scenarists are writing crime
stories with a camera third-degree in

them, although Wallis said there is no
longer such a thing as the third-degree in

most communities because confessions ob-
tained thereby were generally thrown
out of court. In the camera inquisition

the suspect is treated with the utmost
gentleness and consideration, which is also

bound to impress a jury.

"How do you think Charlie Chan would
do on your staff?" I asked the captain,

who by this time was on his third pipeful

of tobacco and had filled the room with an
aromatic blue haze.

"Well, figure it out for yourself," he
advised me. "We've got a bunch of fast-

[ Continued on page 76]

Wayne Morris, bright star In Warner Bros.' Kid Galahad, looks on while ace director, Mike Curtiz,

employs his finder for the next camera shot. Cameraman Tony Gandio stands by ready to help
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Daddy Is A Sissy
(Continued from page sixty-nine)

said accusingly, "I don't see why you don't
want to play it."

And Chester cringed as he remembered
that whispered "Do you think daddy's
going sissy on us?"
But it's the Tarzan angle that's really

getting Chester down these days. You see,

Brooks is interested in hearing about any
story his father is going to make and
Chester always discusses it with him be-
fore he starts on a picture, so that when he
starts working, his son is almost as familiar

with the script as he is. He was quite

hopeful about I Promise to Pay figuring

that there was enough of a gangster ele-

ment in it to satisfy Brooks. The boy
listened respectfully, said it sounded
pretty good, then blurted out: "But why
don't you ever play in real pictures, like

Tarzan?"
So Chester had to go into a long ex-

planation about how Johnny Weissmuller
had started being Tarzan and would have
to finish.

But his father's loss of prestige is not
the only bad thing about the Tarzan era
in Brooks' life. Chester tells me horrible
tales of being awakened at six in the
morning by the awful Tarzan victory yell,

as loud as his eight-year-old son can
scream it. Even that's not the worst of

it. Just last week, the nurse discovered
that Brooks had strung a rope from his

bedroom window, from which he planned
to leap across the swimming pool.

Co-starring with Helen Mack in Columbia's latest release, / Promise to Pay, Chester wins the
sympathy of his public but loses favor with his offspring

"I had to put a stop to that," Chester
sighed, "even though I know it's meant
to show me that he, at least, is no sissy. I

don't mind all the other ropes on the
place

—

but across the swimming pool—
that was too much!"
Recently, in a desperate bid for the re-

capture of his two former most ardent
fans, Chester got hold of an old print of

Alibi and ran it at home for them. They
loved it. Here at last was the sort of daddy
they wanted. "Keen," said Brooks and
Cynthia at the end of it.

So at the moment, he's ace-high with his

son and daughter again—UNTIL they see

him in his next film, 7 Promise to Pay, in
which he's, oh, such an honorable man,
and so taken advantage of by a lot of
tough guys.
But if he thinks he's having trouble,

what about poor me? I've got to go back
to the Editor and admit that I got him to
worrying about a problem that never was.
That Chester Morris' home life, far from
being serene since he stopped playing
"bad" roles, is practically anything but,
and that while he may be grateful for the
change for the sake of his career, his

gratitude is most certainly NOT because
of the kiddies.

"This New Make-Up
Does Wonders for Me"

'Wh'HAT a pleasant surprise !... to
actually see new beauty in my own mirror.

Such lovely colorings in powder, rouge and
lipstick... and just perfect for my type, too.

Now I know that Max Factor's Color Har-
mony Make-Up is really different."

Every day thousands of girls find new
beaut)7 with this make-up secret of Holly-
wood stars.You, too, will be surprised how
much added beauty you can gain. Try color
harmony make-up . . . and share this secret.

Liipstick is Super-Indel-
ible". ..and moisture-proof,
too, for in Hollywood lip-

stick must withstand every
test.Youapply it to the inner

as well as the outer surface

ofthelips,impartingalovely
color that really lasts. Max
Factor's Super-Indelible Lip-

stick, Si.

ANNE SHIRLEY
in RKO's

"TOO MANY WIVES"

AlcixTaclov * TTolliiwood

Color Harmony Make-Up—Powder, Rouge and Lipstick

GINGER ROGERS
in RKO's "STEPPING HIGH''

MARGOT GRAHAME
inRKO is"MICHAEL STROGOFF"

roivder Clings for Hours"
...amazingly soft and fine in

texture,too,it creates that satin-

smooth effect. Original color
harm onyshades give your skin a
warm, youthful, flattering color

tone. Max Factor's Powder, Si.

Ixouge Looks Lifelike"... that's because the color harmony shades
are created to accent the individual beauty of each type of blonde,
brunette, brownette and redhead. Creamy-smooth in texture, easy to

blend. Max Factor's Rouge, 50^ ...,

ImmiVoVPo'l^
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I WAS IN LUCK
when I spilled the ink

on her dress

—for she had changed to Washable Quirifc,

and it came out without a trace

Ink upsets: i indto ppen in your home.
So tin- only thing to <l" is '<> pkiy safe bj n
ing your old ink with Parker s w isdabli Q

i marvelous nrw ink discovers that dis-
appears from clothes, rut'-: and hands without a
trace when soap and water are promptly used.

Uso, see why Parker Quink docs wha
other ink ran do:

1. It cleans a pen as it writes—a Parker or
any other Pen —because ii contains a secret
harm]* ill that dissolves deposits left

in your pen by pea-dogging inks.
2. i.i 'On Paper, ye( will

nol dry in a pen. It dries by penetration, noi by
evaporation. Always rich, brilliant, never watery.

Parker Quink is made two ways: Washable
and Permanent. The Permanent is for
lasting records— will not fade or wash oul
for homo and school, got Wasuarus Quinjfc
today at any store soiling ink. Parker Quin*
i es in small bottles al 15c and lW, up to
quarts, 5-galion jugs and SO-gallon ki
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Did Gray Hair
Rob Them of S95 a Week?

Now Comb Away Gray This Easy Way
f^LRAY hair is risky. It screams: "You are
*~-* getting old!" To end gray hair handicaps all

you now have to do is comb it once a day for
several days with a few drops of Kolor-Bak
sprinkled on your comb, and afterwards regularly
once or twice a week to keep your hair looking
nice. Kolor-Bak is a solution for artificially color-

ing gray hair that imparts color and charm and
abolishes gray hair worries. Grayness disappears
within a week or two and users report the change
is so gradual and so perfect that their friends
forget they ever had a gray hair and no one
knew they did a thing to it.

Make This Trial Test
Will you test Koior-Bak without risking a single

cent? Then, go "to your drug or department store
today and get a bottle of Kolor-Bak. Test it under
our guarantee that it must make you look 10 years
younger and far more attractive or we will pay
back your money.
1 FRFFEuy a bott1e of KOLOR-BAK today and send
I UI.1- tlip fl np nf carfnn t0 United Remedies. T>epT. 1
| 33. 54J So. Wells Street, Chicago—and receive FREE I
• AND POSTPAID a 50c box of KUBiK Sbampou. a

Real vs. Reel
Detectives

mliiiiii'il i'i

talking, fast-working men here. Suppose
they'd be working on a murder case with
Charlie Chan and come rushing in and
say, "Come on Charlie, we've got to hop a

squad car to 185th and Western where a

stakeout has picked up a hot guy,' and
Charlie would put his hands in his sleeves

and say very slowly, Truth like football,

receives many kicks before reaching goal.'

Just as the boys would get started Charlie

would hold up everything to say, 'Fish in

sea like flea on dog, always present but

hard to catch.' Why, the boys would think

they were playing riddles instead of hunt-
ing murderers. No, I'm afraid C/tar(ie

wouldn't do. I never have seen a Chinese
detective in real life anyway; I've got an
Italian, a German, a couple of Mexicans,
and the rest are just plain Americans,
ranging in age from 35 to 45, bright police

officers who showed a special talent for

investigation and were made detectives."

"I don't think it's right to show the

regular peace officer as a dummy, while
the amateur sleuth is always a brilliant

party who covers up the mistakes of the

regular and solves the crime. The police

to struggle against enough public

prejudice without planting the idea in the

movie fans' minds thai the officers are a

bunch of incompetents who would make
a sorry showing if they didn't have the
amateurs to help them out."

"Well, Captain, who is your favorite

1 wanted to know.
"Well, for mine I'll take Nero Wolfe, as

played by Edward Arnold.
"He doesn't do a thing but sit home and

listen to his arteries harden, while he gets

fatter and lazier every' day, drinking gal-

lons of beer all the while. He never
leaves the house, his assistant does all the

leg work. Nero the brain work, solving all

his mysteries right at home.
"Speaking of improbability, though,

there is nothing more improbable than the

girl detectives shown on the screen. We
don't have any women on our squad, when
we need one we borrow one from the

crime prevention detail."

One thing more I wanted to ask the
captain: What did he like best about the
screen's detectives?

"In the movies," said the captain, "the
guilty murderer always pays the supreme
penalty, takes poison, jumps out of a win-
dow, or is shot by the detective at the
climax. The villain gets his due.
"Now let me tell you how it is in real

life.

"One of our boys worked night and day
for a year to break a case, and incidentally

of the forty murder cases so far this fiscal

year only one remains unsolved!, and
finally brought the criminal to book. The
trial lasted for months, during which the
detective was in the courtroom every day
and spent his nights collecting additional

evidence. He was so all in when the trial

was over, and the defendant had been
given a sentence of from one year to life,

that I told him to take a six months' leave
of absence.

"When he returned one of the first per-
sons he met on the street was the de-
fendant. 'Where have you been,' asked the
con. 'Six months vacation,' said the

detective. 'So have I,' said the con, who
had just been paroled, looking much more
rested than the detective."
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Demonstration Lesson Free!
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LEARN TO PLAY
BY NOTE

Piano Guitar
Violin Saxophone
Organ Mandolin

Tenor Banjo
Hawaiian Guitar
Piano Accordion
Or Any Other
Instrument

No obligation. Write
i umi hi iupplled when
SCHOOL OF MUSIC,
New York City. N. Y.

ocyer
• The basis of all beauty is

a clean skin. Try this smooth-
er, softer, more penetrating

cream, which removes all

surface dirt and pore secre-

tions. It's pink-tinted, allur-

ingly scented. 50c at dealers

or send for test jar. Enclose

10c for postage and packing.

BOYER, Society Parfumeur
2702 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.

MYSTERY
CLEANSING

CREAM

ELEANOR HUNT
('Starunth
Cnnrnd Naael t

•YrltowCari "

Hair
OFF &s

I once had ngly hair on my face and

HdDDV ' chin • j, was nnlovcd . . . discour-a""J * aged. Tried depilatories, waxes, liquids
. . . even razors. JNothinp; was satisfactory. Then I dis-
covered a simple, painless, inexpensive method. It
worked! Thousands have won beauty, love, happiness
with the secret. My FREE Book, "How to Overcome
Superfluous Hair," explains the method and proves
actual success. Mailed in plain envelope. Also trialoffer.

T<o obligation. Write Mile. Annette Lanzette, P. O.
Box 4040, Merchandise Mart, Dept. 391, Chicago.

WAKE UP YOUR
LIVER BILE-

Without Calomel—And You'll Jump Out

of Bed in the Morning Rarin' to Go
The liver should pour out two pounds of liquid

bile into your bowels daily. If this bile is not

flowing freely, your food doesn't digest. It just

decays in the bowels. Gas bloats up your stomach.
You get constipated. Your whole system is poi-

soned and you feel sour, sunk and the world
looks punk.
5 Laxatives are only makeshifts. A mere bowel
uovement doesn't get at the cause. It takes those

good, old Carter's Little Liver Pills to get these

two pounds of bile flowing freely and make you
feel "up and up." Harmless, gentle, yet amazing
in making bile flow freely. Ask for Carter's Little

Liver Pills by name. Stubbornly refuse anything

else. 25c at all drug stores, © 1935, C. M. Co.
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Madeleine's Castle in

Spain
(Continued froin page twenty-seven)

Although Madeleine Carroll is under contract

to Walter Wanger and now is making a picture

for him, her entrancing beauty and talent makes
her in demand by other producers

So strenuous was his argument, that
Madeleine Carroll turned back. The re-
porter (who turned out to be Cornelius
Vanderbilt, Jr., famous millionaire news-
paperman) went on into Spain in pursuit
of headlines, and Madeleine Carroll re-

turned to Hollywood with the memory of

her beloved castle in Spain untouched by
scenes of death and disaster.

"I can't be grateful enough to him," she
said, "because that castle has always
meant something quite detached from the
struggles and sorrows of everyday life.

It really has been to me what you mean
when you say 'Castles in Spain'—some-
thing quite ideal and apart from reality."

She and her husband, Captain Philip
Astley, happened upon the place by
planned chance.
Miss Carroll's mother was French.

Before Madeleine was born, the ancestral
castle was sold, and the little girl dreamed
to herself, while she still was in pig-tails,

of becoming a great success on the stage,

making a fortune, restoring the family
finances, and buying back the castle in

which her mother had been reared.
It was one of the shocks of her life when

she made a trip to France, and discovered
that the lovely old place had been all but
engulfed by factories.

Reluctantly, she was saying "goodbye"
to her dream when Captain Astley sug-
gested the Mediterranean coast as a
possible alternative.

So they began a series of walking tours
along the blue sea in search of the perfect
setting for a castle in Spain.
One day, late in the afternoon, they

rounded a hill, and before them lay

Skin So Bad That

People Talked!
.OTA,

This advertisement is based

on an actual experience re-

ported in an unsolicited

letter. Subscribed and sworn
to before me.

&* \0j-As1A^£jg__ Ci t
NOTARY PUBLIC
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NOTE : The above letter is but one case, of

e. but it is so typical of many othersTthat it more

than justifies a thorough trial of Yeast Foam Tab-

lets in similar cases of skin or complexion disorders.

OU'VE read at the left how
"\ east FoamTablets helped one person,

and you want to know how they may
help you!

Well, this ad is based on a true ex-
perience. And while it is only one case,

it's so typical of many others that it

warrants you in giving a most thor-
ough trial, in similar disorders of skin

and complexion, to Yeast Foam
Tablets.

Yeast Foam Tablets help rid your
system of the poisons which are the
real cause of so many unsightly skins.

This pasteurized yeast is rich in

precious natural elements which often

stimulate sluggish digestive organs—
help to restore natural elimination

—

and thus cleanse the system of beauty-
destroying wastes.

You'll look better—and feel better
too—when Yeast Foam Tablets help
you as they have helped thousands
of others.

Ask your druggist today for
Yeast Foam Tablets—and

refuse substitutes.

^^ - M Mail Coupon

*-rh££! N0W ,or San,p|e

NORTHWESTERN YEAST CO.
1750 N. Ashland Ave., Chicago. 111.

Please send free trial sample of Yeast Foam Tab-
lets. (Only one to a family. Canadian readers please

send 10c to cover postage and duty.) FG 5-37

Name __

Address.

City

by this quick, safe
external method
... or no cost!

Lose many pounds safely, without drugs, limited
diets or tiring exercises! Take off extra superficial

fat at only those places where you want to reduce. Hundreds
of celebrities in the last 2o years have kept slim, youthful-

appearing figures this easy, inexpensive harmless way. Originally pre-

scribed by a doctor for his wife . . . now available to the public.

PROFIT BY THESE AMAZING EXPERIENCES!
"I have lost 47 pounds and think your cream wonderful." L. P., No. Carolina.

''Have had wonderful results . . . lost 30 pounds." Mrs. O. R. S.. Penna.
"Searched for years for some safe, quick means of reduction. Have lost 26
pounds and feel and look like a new person." S. C F., New York.

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE! ACT TODAY!
If you do not lose at least 10 pounds with the first jar of Cream, following' di-

rections, your money will be refunded at once! Write today for full half-pound jar

of Dr. Hatch's Formula Massage Cream 51.00
Send Cash or Money Order or sent C.O.n., plus postage.

YOUTHFUL FACE AND FIGURE INSTITUTE, Dept. FW-1
853 Seventh Avenue, New York City
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•Yet it brings
Satisfying results
JUST cleanse your skin thoroughly

—

at least
once a day—with warm water and Resinol

Soap, using a clean wash cloth made fluffy

with the light, foamy lather. Enjoy its tonic-

like Resinol fragrance as it gently but deeply
cleanses and stimulates the tiny pores. No
harsh ingredients to roughen or irritate.

Rinse well and pat dry, and see how velvety

soft your skin feels.

To any little pimply spot, cold sore,

chapped place, or like surface irritation, ap-
ply Resinol Ointment. Its oily base enables
the Resinol medication to quickly relieve the

soreness and hasten healing.

All druggists sell Resinol Soap and Oint-

ment. Start this simple skin care today and
enjoy the pleasing results. Sample s^^zzz**.
free. Write Resinol, Dept. 3-A, (£_?~2™^j
Baltimore, Md. ^a-.^"^y

Resinol
Ointment and Soap

MOTHER OF THREE

EARNS $32-$35 A WEEK
• "Thanks to Chicago School of Ntras-

ING, I have been able to support my tbree chil-
dren and keep my home together." writes Mrs.
A. E.. Waterbury. Conn. And Mrs. E. is only
one of thousands of men and women who have
found that C.S.N, training opens the way to a
well-paid dignified profession!

C.S.N.-trained practical nurses all over the
country are earning as much as $25 to S35 a
week in private practice, in hospitals and
sanitariums. Others, like Miss C. H., own nurs-
ing-homes. This easy-to-understand course, suc-
cessful for 3S years and endorsed by physicians
—enables men and women 18 to 60 to prepare
themselves at home and in their spare time, for
any tj-pe of practical nursing. Best of all. it is
possible to earn while learning—Mrs. F. McE.
took her first case before completing the 7th
lesson and earned 8400 in three months!

High school not necessary. Cnmplete nurse's
equipment included. Easy tuition payments.

Decide now to send for "Splendid Oppor-
tunities in Nursing," which shows you how
you can win success as a nurse 1

CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING
Dept. 85, 100 East Ohio Street. Chicago, HI.

Please send booklet and 32 sample lesson pages.

stretched the loveliest expanse of coast

they ever had seen. Two and a half miles
of rugged cliffs, gently sloping hills, and a

vast expanse of sea made them turn and
look at each other. Both knew that they
had found the place.

On a little hill stood the remains of an
old building. It needed complete re-

habilitation, but the foundations were
sturdy, and the stone had been made
beautiful by wind and time.

The new part of the house was well

under way when hostilities broke out.

Then messages began to come from the

native workmen, asking for instructions,

inquiring about delayed supplies and
side-tracked materials.

Miss Carroll was on her way to see what
should be done when the advice of

Reporter Vanderbilt at the border turned
her back.
After she graduated from Birmingham

University, she wanted to become an ac-

tress. Her family objected bitterly, so

she took a position as teacher in a girl's

school. But an acting career still was a

"Castle in Spain" to her, and she was de-
termined to possess it. Before she proved
that she could be a success on the stage,

she spent several very hungry months
waiting for tiny parts. She suffered every

hardship and discouragement a young, in-

experienced and sensitive actress can

endure in the search for opportunity. That
Castle in Spain" was built slowly.

She was just as hard to discourage when
a screen career seemed to be the next

"Castle in Spain" on liL-r horizon. Her
first part was not important, and four

difficult months of waiting followed be-
fore her second film role. The second
picture definitely was not a success and
all connected with it suffered. But, rather

more serene than most people would have
I een under similar circumstances,
Madeleine Carroll went along her way.
building for herself a secure position on
the screen.

At present another "Castle in Spain" is

beginning to take shape. When she has
finished with the screen, she intends to

possess that, too.

"It sounds sort of silly because it still

is so indefinite, in my own mind, that I

cannot talk about it very clearly, but
world politics is the next thing that I want
to find out about. I had an opportunity,

once, to be a secretary to one of the im-
portant men at Geneva. That was when I

was just beginning my acting career, so
I didn't take it. But, someday, I'm going

to do something of that sort . . . not take

a secretary's job, but I am going to find

out about some of these vital things that

are going on in world politics. There is

so much strife and discord in this world
that there must be a lot that could be done
about it."

It is still a very nebulous idea, this

"Castle in Spain" which Madeleine Carroll

is planning, but that is the way all of her
ambitions have taken shape, and. so far,

she has not had a disappointment in the

achieving what she set out to acquire.

Certainlv, not so many years ago, the idea

of owning an actual castle in Spain or

anywhere else was no more than the ro-

mantic, improbable day-dream of a little

girl. Certainly, not so many years ago,

her present secure position on the screen
was a matter for a wild gamble against

heavy odds. This fragile young English
actress has a way of making her dreams
come true. So, when you see her next
film, which, curiously enough is called

Castles in Spain, don't forget that you are
looking at the possessor of an horizon full

of dream castles which have come true.

BEFORE

We hope this message may bring for you the

decision now to turn, to change to this modern
powdered starching and ironing compound.
Irons never stick, they don't brown things and

you get no spots or rings as with solid starches.

We, The Hubinger Co., number 363, Keokuk,

Iowa will send our little proof packet. Simply

write for "That Wonderful Way To Hoi Starch".

(pmeto WASHINGTON
Train for a Fine Hotel Position

Graduates Earning Substantial Salaries

-IN.

ii.l 111 Hint illi. M.
In 4 mi.mil— learn mi coal hotel

equipment. Pin i Service FREE
or extra choree. New day clae et start

Si
i

i

. Oct., Jan., Feb. Catalog FREEI
LEWIS HOTEL TRAINING SCHOOLS
Division RPG-9898 Washington, D. C.

From Minsky's io ihe Movies

Read this intriguing story about

Gypsy Lee, the strip tease artist,

in JUNE—HOLLYWOOD

TASTE LIKE CANDY
The Sensational

MCCOY'S
Cod Liver Oil Tablets
Chock Fall of Vitamins "A" end "D" /f^

Put On
Firm
Flesh Starting Today:

Quickly each meal. 60c and
$1 size--all Druggists

&:[
f"SEND FOR FREE SAMPLE™

J

" McCoy's. 544 S. Wells St., Chicago
Dept. 35

- Rush Free Sample of McCoy's Cod |
I Liver Oil Tablets to

I

i^5
Name

Address

City State..
I

Age

Accept No Substitutes! Always Insist on the Advertised Brand!



Secrets of a

Hollywood Doctor
(Continued froni page thirty)

years he has been chief consulting neuroli-
gist at the Los Angeles County Hospital.

He has traveled widely, studied many
types of people, and was a major in the
neuro-psychiatric division of the surgeon-
general's office during the war. This gave
him unparalelled opportunity to study
men and women and nations under stress.

He is a recognized authority on mental
kinks and oddities as well as the usual
processes of the human brain.

To The Query asking if there is any
broad general psychological reason

why divorce and remarriage are so
prevalent among cinema folk, he said:

"Consider the quality of familiarity that
exists among these fold—not the actual
familiarity of film work, that is part and
parcel of the job, but that of principals and
extras during the course of work. Often
they are in some remote place on location
for long periods; thrown wholly upon their
own society and resources, amid strange
surroundings, and without any restraints
provided by ordinary social conditions.
"Midday, midnight, under all circum-
stances, these people, mostly very young,
associate in what amounts to perfect free-
dom. In other words, their world is psy-
chologically the very opposite of the
workaday world in which most of us live.

"They are constantly depicting the raw
emotions of life—passion, hate, love, re-
venge, conflict, and so on—while the most
of us live in a world of tradition, circum-
stance, and the bitterest of all bitter social
experiences—expediency.

"And, again, one also thinks of the youth
of so many of these people. The majority
of them, especially the stars, up to the
present time, seem to have been selected
for their youth as much as for their beauty,
both masculine and feminine.
"Now, as a matter of fact, no one credits

the average individual of the average age
of many stars with that highest quality of
h^iman mentality—sound judgment. Little
children are purely emotional beings—lit-

tle animals. They do things upon impulse
rather than on reason. If they wish to do
a thing, that is 'right' to them, in a large
sense. They are not disciplined to the
facts of life and the needful reactions to
them, or the restrictions that make it pos-
sible for men to dwell together in peace
and unity. Boys and girls in their teens
and early twenties are the' battleground
upon which a dour conflict is waged be-
tween natural emotions and social neces-
sities.

"Many motion picture stars, especially
among the women, begin their careers be-
fore this formative period of their lives,
or too early in it. Beautiful but inex-
perienced, and not equipped with mature
judgment, these youngsters find them-
selves large figures in a world wnere emo-
tions are the commonplaces of conversa-
tion, as well as very frequently the ob-
jects of photography in which they are
the mainspring. All such matters there-
fore become so familiar to them in their
daily occupation that to 'emote' seems
to be the most natural thing in the world.
"So some of these young cinema workers

'emote' and gratify themselves with sex
experiences without formality of marriage.
In others, however, the strictures and
customs of civilization still retain sufficient

• From the city's sweltering heat to the

tonic coolness of the Rockies—that's the

refreshing change Colorado offers you
this summer. And now there's an added
thrill in a trip to Colorado— the thrill

of gliding from Chicago to Denver, just

overnight,on one of Burlington's famous,
air-conditioned, 12-car Denver Zephyrs.

These diesel-powered, stainless steel

wonder trains offer you every conceivable

accommodation— at no excessfare. Their
16- hour schedule gives you two extra

days in glorious Colorado. Denver with
its renowned mountain parks—the
awe-inspiring canyons of Bear Creek
and Turkey Creek— enchanting Colorado
Springs—majestic Pikes Peak—Boulder
and the alpine beauty of Estes Park.

Burlington's special summer fares are
amazingly low. You'll be surprised how
little a vacation in cool Colorado will

cost. Whether you travel independently or
join a congenial ALL-EXPENSE ESCORTED
TOUR PARTY, "go Burlington" for the
greatest travel value. In addition to the
Denver Zephyrs, these luxurious, air-

conditioned Burlington flyers

—

THE ARISTOCRAT— Chicago— Denver

OVERLAND EXPRESS— Chicago— Denver

COLORADO LIMITED—St.Louis—Denver

To California by way of Colorado. Enjoy more than
a thousand miles between Chicago and Denver
aboard the Denver Zephyr with almost a full day
in the beautiful capital city of Colorado without
loss of time en route. Speedy, convenient routing
from Denver, through Salt Lake City, to the coast.
One of the country's most scenic routes.

Burlington

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY-
Burlington Travel Bureau
Room 1431,547 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago, III.

Send me your free illustrated booklets, rates and information about
Colorado Vacations.

Name

Street and Number

City State

Check here for special information about All-expense Escorted Tours

U.S.
Government

JOBS'
START $1260 to $2100 YEAR
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Get ready j. FRANKLIN INSTITUTE
Immediately ^ Dept. B-264. Rochester, N. Y.
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CATARRH and SINUS
CHART- FREE

Guaranteed Relief or No Pay. Stop hawking—
stuffed-up nose—bad breath—Sinus irritation

—

phlegm -filled throat. Send Post Card or letter
for New Treatment Chart and Money-Back Offer.
40,000 Druggists sell Hall's Catarrh Medicine.

63rd year in business. . . Write today!
F.J.CHENEY & CO. Dept 225, TOLEDO, O.
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LIGHTEN YOUR HAIR
the NEW CREAM WAY

Ml > 01.As little
Want— Sately— Quickly!
Not a Drug-Storc Liquid

Lechler'* LtsMninc Hair LtfhUnar

wall
It

make theh»ir life. ffa. dry or
crown dark. Cannot ulroak o

ticial to bleached hair and pi
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1
. "LIGHTENING BAUf

LECHLER LABORATORIES. INC.
56C Broadway (Dept. B.) New York. N. Y.

1. Cannot irritate skin.
cannot rot dresses. -

2. No waiting to dry.

4. Stops i

Prevents under-arm odor. A white,
greaseless, vanishing cream.

ARRID 39£ a jar

hold, so that they insist on marrying first.

Now, since these youngsters only know a
little of each other except in and through
studio life, and have little in common as

to other phases of existence—and since

their depiction of life on the screen is

often so far from its realities in its daily

unfolding—they find close and intimate

contact, in wedded life together, often re-

sults in frequent disillusionment—and di-

vorce.

"TI aving Gone through this cycle, found
1 1 it not so bad, acquired much noto-

riety thereby, and still further climbed
the ladder of fame and fortune despite the

experience—perhaps because of it—they
take on new mates, keep them till the

same conditions arise as before, and part

again. If their proposed new mates be-
long to some one else—well, that may add
a bit of spice and whip up a jaded mind
and appetite.

"Thus you have the factors—propin-
quity or close familiarity: the inmaturity

of mentality; the constant whipping up of

emotions in the playing of fervent love

roles while judgment and control are lack-

ing; instability; ignorance of true life and
its demands and problems. Can you blame
them for the results? The psychology of

the premises inherently projects the out-
comes."
"Have the unlimited adulation, the un-

bounded world-fame, acquired by stars,

tended to make some of them think they
are super-superior beings, who feel that

anything they wish to do or anyone they
wish to possess, makes it all right, and that

they can ignore custom and even law in

these matters?"
"Naturally; such extraordinary success

as has come so suddenly and so un-
boundedly to some of these very imma-
ture victims—and I use that word ad-
visedly—acts upon them very much as
would an earthquake upon a peaceful
land. It throws them off balance and con-
fuses them, frequently to the extent that

they lose all sense of propriety. It gives

them in short course, a sense of their own
super-importance, a delusion of grandeur,
a superiority complex. Many of these
folk are very young, as I said; they haven't
the balance, or the training to stand such
things—nor are they expected to have.
"Living often obscure lives, they find

themselves almost in a day and often with-
out volition or effort on their part, tossed
into a glare of publicity and adoration,

such as in the past only monarchs dared to
assume. Millions are at their feet. Women
rave in idiotic fashion whenever they ap-
pear; men are little better. They find that
they may ask for what they wish and it

is often theirs before they seek it. Their
lightest whim may be gratified, whereas
in other days none could be. Is it any
wonder that they are left submerged,
emotionally, then? Is it any wonder that
their feet have no foundation to stand
upon? What else might you expect?
"So they give way to their emotions,

and marry, and wake up and divorce

—

and do it again, if they so desire. To them,
why not?"
"But is the large monetary return these

players receive in itself a cause of marital
instability, doctor?"
"No—other things being equal, the ac-

quisition and possession of amounts of

money much larger than any to which
they have been accustomed have little to

do psychologically speaking, in causing
movie colony divorces, provided there is

an equality of personality among- couples.

Not being equal, the case may be quite
different.

MANY NEVER
SUSPECTCAUSE
OF BACKACHES

This Old Treatment Often
Brings Happy Relief

Many sufferers relieve nagging backache quickly,
once they discover that the real cause of their trouble
may be tired kidneys.
The kidneys are Nature's chief way of taking the

excess acids and waste out of the blood. Most people •

pass about 3 pints a day or about 3 pounds ofwaste.
Frequent or scanty passages with smarting and

burning shows there may be something wrong with
your kidneys or bladder.
An excess of acids or poisons in your blood, when

due to functional kidney disorders, may be the cause
of nagging backache, rheumatic pains, lumbago, leg
pains, loss of pep and energy, getting up nights,
swelling, puffinesa under the eyes, headaches and
dizziness.

Don't wait! Ask your druggist for Doan's Pills,
used successfully by millions for over 40 years. They
give happy relief and will help the 15 miles of kidney
tubes flush out poisonous waste from your blood.
fact Doan's Pills.

DEAFNESS IS MISERY
Many piuple with defective hearing and
Head Noises enjoy Conversation, Mo
Church and Radio, because thev

Leonard Invisible Ear Drums which
resemble Tiny Megaphones hum
in the Ear entirely out of sight,

No wires, batteries or head piece.

They are inexpensive. Write for 'JL
booklet and sworn statement of Wl/I"

the inventor who himself has been bcnc6ted by the use

of the drums.

A. 0. LEONARD, Inc., Suite 1 61, 70 5th Awe., New York

CORNS AGE YOUR FACE !

A pnlnful rorn put* more wrinkles in

your face in n week than a beauty
(specialist can take nut in n year. Don't

Buffer! Just rub on Motca— itainlesB,

I

. ,,,| |
;, v In i! e, Mosco

removes corn relievi bunions and In-

growing toenails. No knife, plaster^,

cloths or soaking necessary. At drus-

glsu. Jar 30c,

Write for Free Sample
The Moss Co., Dept. FO-7, Rochester, N. Y.

MnCPn REMOVES. CORNS
UollU AND CALLOUSES

rrETm
"S KILLED PERMANENTLY'*-

From faci

to'the skln.'by following 6i
ci [rectione . This electrolys
device is jjuaranloed to remov
hair permanent!' - "~

,0 funded. Electrolys
- ^ Pl

-
endorsed by physicians.— S1.95. Post-Paid or C. O. D. „ ^.^CANFIELD5 & CO., Dept. 1-E, 2675 Broadway, N. Y. City

CHANGE YOUR FACE!
. . . and change your future! I

It may bring a different, happier
Life when you have new straight
features that others admire!
Faces reconstructed by famous
Vienna Polyclinic methods. Dr.
Stotter (Vienna University grad-
uate) quickly corrects Unshapely
Noses, Protruding Ears, Wrinkles,
Signs of Age, Pouches under
Eyes, Large Lips, etc. Low cost.

Write or call for Free Booklet — "Facial Reconstruc-
tion." Dr. Stotter. 50 E. 42nd St., Dept. 48-N. New York.

Free for Asthma
If you suffer with attacks of Asthma so terrible

you choke and gasp for breath, if restful sleep is

impossible because of the struggle to breathe, if

you feel the disease is slowly wearing your life

away, don't fail to send at once to the Frontier

Asthma Co. for a free trial of a remarkable method.

No matter where you live or whether you have any

faith in any remedy under the Sun, send for this

free trial. If you have suffered a lifetime and tried

everything you could learn of without relief; even

if you are utterly discouraged, do not abandon

hope but send today for this free trial. It will cost

you nothing. Address
Frontier Asthma Co., 195-B Frontier BIdg.,

462 Niagara St., Buffalo, N. Y.
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CHAINS^.',
.„ KNIFE

FREE!

OLID Gold effect

case, guaranteed
25 years. Accuracy
guaranteed by
100-year-old Mil-
lion Dollar FAC-
TORY. We'll
send yours on
APPROVAL.
Simply send 25
cents to show
good faith.
Money back if

not pleased. If
delighted, con-
tinue two month-
ly S2 payment^.
Nothing
pay! Send 25
cents stamps or
oin TODAY. Your
airbed shipped by

BRADLEY, 395-C
NEWTON, MASS.

JheBestCRAYHAIR
REMEDY IS
MADEATHOME
YOU can now make at home a.

better gray hair remedy than
you can buy, by following this

simple recipe : To half pintof
water add one ounce bay rum.

\ a small box of Barbo Com-
pound and one-fourth ounce
of glycerine. Any druggist
can put this up or you can
mix it yourself at very little

cost. Apply to the hair twice
a week until the desired

Bhade is obtained. Barbo imparts color to streaked,
faded, or gray hair, makes it soft and glossy and
takes years off your looks. It will not color the
scalp, is not sticky or greasy and does not rub off.
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I* WIRELESS

, TUBELESS
BATTERYLESS
Smallest Real

Pocfeot Jr>

World
Amazing .„_.

complete. Receives nil stations wwi meat
beautiful tone. No static or interference.
Nul.lium to adjust or wear out. Should last
for years. F.NTIRT.l.Y NEW DESIGN! Not to be confused
with cheap su-calle 1

"!'<.. -kot P.-dios." Mush- and programs
come DIRECTLY FROM l

; Rn\'T OK RADIO—not from an ear-
phone glued to the back. Ha* palented new "Speakophone
which Rives more volume ami st a lions—NOT A TOY. Tunes
broadcast band, police and airplane calls! The newest radio
sensation of the year. Absolutely complete with instruc-
tions for use in lintels, autos, boats, in bed. etc. TAKES
ONLY A SECOND TO O >\'NLXT—no nif-v hook-ups to any
current and no extra wires. THOUSANDS OF SATISFIED
OWNERS rcoort wonderful service m ALL PARTS OF THE
WORLD! THESE ARE l-'.U'TS. i'.eaulilol two color cabinets
in almost anv color-, SEND NO MONEY. Pay postman only
$2.99 plus postage on arrival. GUARANTEED. Can be used
hv anyone without experience. A most —

Dept. F-S
(c:

_ BECOME AN EXPERT

Accountant
Executive Accountants and C. P. A.'* cam $:V>"" '> ^1". <""> a year;
Thousands ..I lirm- nivl them. Only 1-1 iii.k) LVrtifu'd Public Account-
ants in the U. S. We train you thoroly at home in spare time for C. P. A.
examination it i'\eciiliv.- .-i.'i'..un!iri^ u".-ilions. Previous experience
unnecessary. lVr.--.Tird tram inn under Mine r vision of staff of C.P. A.'s,
iiirlmiiriK nn-rnners of tin- American Institute of Accountants. Write
for free Dook. "Accountancy, the Profession that Pays."

LaSalle Extension University, Dept 530 H. Chicago
The School That Has Trained Over 1,350 C. P. A.'J

EVENT IN GIRL'S LIFE
Many girls who are

looking forward to

the wedding ring

find their strength

failing. They suffer

from nervousness,

backache and pains

associated with
functional disturb-

ances.

The wise girl

takes a dependable
tonic such as Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription,
which stimulates the appetite and this increases the
intake of food, thereby building up the body.

This herbal tonic is equally as beneficial to the
prospective mother who suffers from loss of appe-
tite, also many middle-aged women find it is just
the tonic they require.

New size, tabs. 50 cents. Liquid $1.00 and $1.35.
Buy now of your neighborhood druggist.

"For instance, should a man who be-
comes a star suddenly, with its usual
financial returns, be married to a woman
with slight ability to adjust herself to the
new situation, a divorce is almost inevita-
ble. Should a woman, who similarly ac-
quired stardom and wealth, be married to

a picayunish or small-natured man, their

marriage would not last long. There have
been such cases, as we all know. However,
it is clear that in these cited instances, the
trouble is not primarily the acquisition of

the fortune, but fundamental inadequacy
for the new phase of married life that the
fortune entails. Only as great money
upsets a person and biases judgment, is

it a factor."

"Then, doctor—what with all these in-
hibitions and complexes and what-nots
that you toss about so freely and know
so much about—I mean, when you come
to apply them to an actor, do you feel that
he or she has to be neurotic or mentally
touched in any way to be an actor or
actress? Can a movie star be a real hu-
man being, and still be a star? No matter
how often he or she may marry?"

"Yes; emphatically so. Of course, a
great actor is always a genius of a sort,

but this does not mean that he is thereby
and therefore neurotic, over-sexed or per-
verted. Not at all. As a matter of fact,

the steadiest and most dependable screen
actors today are very stable persons.
These particular ones may not be making
the most money, or creating the most ex-
citement or getting the most fan mail, but
they do provide the backbone of the actor
business.
"Make no mistake: Many movie actors

do show psychological vagaries, but many
do not. Considerable observation in Holly-
wood during many years confirms this.
It seems reasonable to me to say that a
goodly proportion of the players in Holly-
wood are he-men and she-women, in the
fullest sense of the words."

A HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW!

... of the newest pictures is yours

in Movie Srory Magazine, which

presents enthralling story versions

of your favorite movies. Many
fans enthusiastically say that it

adds to one's enjoyment of a

picture if one has a chance to

know what it's all about before

attending.

In the May issue of Movie Story

you can read the romantic, Ac-

tionized tale of the new Jean
Harlow-Robert Taylor picture,

Personal Property, and discover

for yourself that it suits the mag-
netic personalities of these stars

to the proverbial "T". Then, too,

there's an engaging story about

the new Fred Astaire-Ginger

Rogers musical, Shall We Dance?
as well as the thrilling story ver-

sion of Marked Woman, the new
Bette Davis starring film.

You'll like Movie Story Maga-
zine. 10 cents at all newsstands.

Get acquainted with it now!

Ho» CPN n

#« SHOULD lak

Alka-Seltzer

tasting solution. Drink it ana it

does TWO very important things

for you. First, it relieves the pain

and discomfort in just a few min-

utes. Second, it helps correct the

cause of the trouble when associated

San-excess acid condition Be

wise_alkalize with Alka-Seltzer.

At All Drug Stores... 30c and 60c Pkgs.
A

S/i^tly Hig/ter in Canada

A NEW SKIN!

Read this

Free Offer DAYS
—and learn that what was considered impossible before—
the removal r.f pimnles, blackheads, Ire. -hies. tan, oily skin,
large pores, wrinkles and other defects in the outer skin-
can now be done, harmlessly and economically at home in
three days' time, as stated by the lesions of men and
women, young and old.

It is all explained in a new free treatise called

"BEAUTIFUL NEW SKIN IN 3 DAYS"
which is being mailed absolutely free to readers of this
magazine. So worry no more over vour Humiliating skin
and complexion or si^ns of ;i'r ',mir \T vour outer skin looks
.-oiled ..ml worn. Sinmlv send vour name and address to
MARVO EE41/TY LAKuRAToKIKS, Dept. A-367, No. 1700
Broadway, New York. N. V., and you will receive this new
treatise bv return mail in plain wrapper, postpaid and
absolutely'free. If pleased, tell friends.

When Answering Advertisements, Please Mention May HOLLYWOOD 81
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THE ACADEMY MAKES ITS AWARDS

Winners of the 1935 awards, Bette Davis and Victor McLaglen, Three old friends have their first meeting in a year. Producer-Director

congratulate Paul Muni, 1936s finest actor, according to the Mervyn LeRoy (left), Walter Huston, just back from a Broadway stage

Academy votes. At Muni's shoulder is his studio boss, Jack L Warner engagement, and W. S. Van Dyke, award runner-up, the popular

director of Son Francisco, iove on the Run and After the Thin Man

Georgie Jessel shows Luise Rainer, M-G-M star, her gold statuette as Walter Brennan (left) and Gale Sondergaard, being presented the

Frank Capra, directorial prize winner, looks on admiringly. Miss Rainer's Academy award for best performances by supporting players during the

work in The Great Ziegteld won her acclaim; Mr. Deeds Goes to Town l93° calendar year. Brennan won for his work in Come and Get It, Miss

won Capra his second trophy Sondergaard for Anthony Adverse. George Jessel makes the presentation

Dr. Lee deForest, father of radio, chats with Betfe Davis, Warner Brothers The candid cameraman snaps Louis B. Mayer, M-G-M studio head,

star and 1935 prize winner and Norma Shearer, former Academy prize winner, attending her

first social function since the death of her late husband, Irving Thalberg

—Fawcett Photos by Rhodes
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Worth stopping for

!

BEECH-JYUT GUM and

SEE THE BEECH-NUT CIRCUS
Bi««e»t Little Show on Earth!

A mechanical marvel . . 3 rings of performers

clowns . . animals . . acrobars . .
elephants

'

rmTsic V everythmg! Now touring the

country. See it when it visits your city.

ORALGEN BEECHIES
Gum in a crisp candy coating

The new firmer texture gum doub , deli h[ful that way i

that aids mouth health and peppermint Spearmint Pepsin,
helps fight mouth acidity. vv ' v

"Chew with a purpose."

tyu, c^ ZzjZe OU ctyete*^ £**&%
+P&
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BUT "ON
THE
SHELF"
BECAUSE OF

"MIDDLE-AGE"
SKIN!

I'LL BET YOU'D HAVE PLENTY

OF DATES, IF YOU'D JUST DO
SOMETHING ABOUT YOUR
SKIN ! WHY DONT YOU SEE

THAT BEAUTY EXPERT

EVERYONE IS

RAVING ABOUT?

PAUL EXPLAINS WHY
PALMOLIVE CORRECTS
"MIDDLE-ACE" SKIN!

"Palmolive is made with Olive

Oil, a real beaut)' aid. And Olive

Oil makes Palmolive's lather

gentler, more soothing . . .gives

it a special protective quality all its

own. Thus Palmolive does more
than just cleanse. It protects your

skin against the loss of those

precious natural oils which feed

and nourish it... That's why
Palmolive keeps your complex-

ion soft, smooth and young!"

J?ZL6*f^&«

NOW NO MORE LONELY EVENINGS

...THANKS TO PALMOLIVE

%* g*
T v

1^.

How Palmolive, made with Olive Oil, prevents

dry, lifeless, old-looking skin

IT creeps up on you without
warning . . . this heart-breaking

"Middle-Age" Skin!

You may have a soft, smooth
complexion today. Yet next month,
or even next week, you may look
in your mirror and find your skin

dry, lifeless, coarse-looking.

So right now is the time to watch
out ... to take this simple precau-

tion advised by beauty experts.

Use Palmolive Soap regularly.

For Palmolive, made with Olive

Oil, does more than just cleanse.

Its gentle, protective lather helps

prevent your skin from becoming

dry, old-looking; keeps your com-
plexion soft, smooth, young!

Does the soap you are noxc using

give you this same protection? Do
you know what ingredients go
into it? Are you sure it is as pure,

as gentle and safe as Palmolive?

You know that Palmolive is made
only from real beauty ingredients

... a secret and unique blend of

soothing Olive and Palm Oils.

That's why Palmolive, more than

any other soap, promises to keep
your complexion young and lovely

through the years! Why not start

using Palmolive Soap—today?

CHOSEN EXCLUSIVELY FOR THE DIONNE QUINS!

What a beauty lesson there isforyou in thefact that Dr. Dafoe
chose Palmolive exclusively for the Dionne Quins.' Ifthisfine
beauty soap, made with Olive Oil, is safest and gentlest for

their tender skin, isn't it safestfor your complexion, too?

SHE CONSULTS FAMOUS BEAUTY
EXPERT. PAUL OF FIFTH AVENUE

YOUR COMPLEXION HAS THE
SYMPTOMS OF WHAT I CALL

"MIDDLE-AGE" SKIN! ITS DRY
AND LIFELESS, AND COARSE

' TEXTURED. I SUGGEST THAT
YOU CHANGE YOUR SOAP
•USE ONLY PALMOLIVE,

BECAUSE---

MADE WITH OLIVE OIL

TO KEEP COMPLEXIONS
YOUNG AND LOVELY
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SCENE
The "First Night" film Capitol

•of the World— Grauman's Chi-

nese Theatre, Hollywood!

EVENT
Premiere of a feature film

!

CHARACTERS
The Elite of Motion Pictures,

Stars, Directors, Producers!

COSTUMES
The most luxurious gowns, wraps,

furs, jewels and men's evening

dress that Paris, London, New
York and Hollywood can offer!

TIMEPIECES
Longines Watches— almost with-

out exception!

The movie-great work, play and live—by schedule. For— in producing and
directing, in social life and publicity—time is the essence of the contract!

On the lot and off, Stars demand Longines accuracy on which to schedule

their busy lives. Stars know why Longines Watches hold ten World's Fair

grand prizes, 28 gold medals and more observatory accuracy awards than any
other watch. Moviedom knows Longines, too, as the timepiece of famous

flyers and the International Federation of Aviation's official watch for timing

world's records. No other name on a watch means so much as— Longines,

leading fine watch in metropolitan Los Angeles as well as in 77 world capitals.

See the magnificent 1937 styles in men's and women's Longines Wrist

Watches, priced from $35 to $3,500 at selected jewelers. They include replicas

of the Longines Watches made with diamond-jewelled, solid gold movements
in honor of the Coronation of Their Majesties George VI and Elizabeth. All

Longines Watches contain the same famous Longines Observatory quality

movement, no matter how inexpensive or costly the case you select.

Booklet of 1937 Longines Watches will be sent on request,

LONGINES-WITTNAUER COMPANY, Inc., NEW YORK

LONGINES
PRONOUNCED •*l.ON*JEEN ,

THE W R ID 'S MOST HONORED WATCH
A - Harris Landing : i^: j\

10-Karat Natural
Gold Filled. 17
Jewels. S57.50

B- No. 816: Full Dia-
mond Set. 10%
Iridium Platinum.
17 Jewels. S250.

C-Hainier: Newest
Design. 10-Karat
NaturalGoldFillerl.
17 Jewels. S5U.

D -Windsor - Royal:
14-K Natural Solid
Gold with 6dia-
monde. 17 Jewels.

$100.

E -Corona ti on: 14-
Karat Solid Gold,
Natural Gold Color.
17 Jewels. S100.

F. Florence Nightin-
gale: 10-Karat,
NaturalGoldFilled.
17 Jewels. $50.

WHEN ANSWERING ADVERTISEMENTS, PLEASE MENTION JUNE HOLLYWOOD
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PoSltiVtlq The Most Hilarious

Picture You've Ever Seen!!!

A PAY AT
Hear these new song- hits:

"All God's Chillun Got Rhythm",
"On Blue Venetian Waters", "A
Message from the Man in the Moon"
and "Tomorrow Is Another Day". . .

with Allan JONES • Maureen O'SULLIVAN
A SAM WOOD PRODUCTION • Produced by Lawrence Weingarten

A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture

ACCEPT NO SUBSTITUTES! ALWAYS INSIST ON THE ADVERTISED BRAND!
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There's room and there's

board. Specially posed for

Hollywood Magazine by

Eadie Adams, Ruth Hart,

Mary Howard, Grace Ford

and Lynne Carver

E. J. SMITHSON
Editor

-"-'*••
-

NARY A BICUSPID! Bobby Breen

officially opens the Al G. Barnes-

Sells Floto Circus in Los Angeles,

feeding the elephants peanuts. Bobby

divides his time between the Eddie

Cantor program and motion pictures.

He is now preparing to begin work

upon his third starring vehicle, Make

a Wish, soon to go into production

under the direction of Kurt Neumann.

Oscar Straus is preparing the musical

score. The picture will be produced

by Principal Productions and released

through RKO-Radio Pictures.
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Hollywood Newsreel

A romp with her sturdy young son, Norman Scott Barnes, is all that the

beautiful Joan Blondell needs to help her forget studio work and worries

she s

j?'

Bouquet

ADD reason for liking Claudette

Colbert: the other day she was
mobbed by a gang of unusually bois-

terous autograph seekers, and actually

looked pleased instead of annoyed,

as most stars would have been.

When we asked her how she could

act so graciously and seem so pleased

she replied, "Because I am pleased!

I'd be a hypocrite if I pretended to be

annoyed by such attentions, as some

—

well, I won't speak for others. But I've

wondered how sincere some players

are when they talk about being an-

noyed by well-meant attentions of

fans.

"A certain young actor once com-
plained to me about that, and last time

I saw him out in public his admirers

seemed to be leaving him alone in

droves!"

Couldn't Greet Greta

A CLOSE friend of Garbo's says

the star is feeling more and more
sociable and frolicsome these days.

Not long ago they were walking on

Hollywood Boulevard, and Greta said,

"Do you dare me to speak to the first

man who acts like he recognizes me?"

WHEN ANSWERING ADVERTISEMENTS, PLEASE MENTION JUNE HOLLYWOOD

Receiving an affirmative answer,

Greta waited until the pop-eyed, slack-

jawed expression of a young man at a

street corner indicated he had recog-

nized her. Then, putting on her nicest

the Heid. "Hello,

are you/"

He tried desperately to swallow his

Adam's apple, and managed to nod

[Continued on poge 8]

Our cameraman, Charles Rhodes, sneaked a snap

of Hollywood's latest newlyweds—Lyle Talbot

and Ethel Cramer. And are they beaming!



In One Thrill-Packed Night

YOU'LL LIVE THE ADVENTURES OF A LIFETIME.'
Mark Twain's immortal tale of RED-BLOODED ADVENTURE is yours with its thousand
thrills now! . . . It's as exciting, as breathless, as amazing as the strange adventures of

the two lads whose story has long stood first in the hearts of the world's readers!

BOBBY-THE PRINCE

ft BILLY & BOBBY ft
Patric Knowles • Montague Love

Fritz Leiber • Donald Crisp

Alan Hale • Anne Howard

Directed by WILLIAM KEIGHLEY BILLY-THE PAUPER
WHEN ANSWERING ADVERTISEMENTS, PLEASE MENTION JUNE HOLLYWOOD



Hollywood Newsreel
[Continued from page 6]

Doctors know

the TRUTH about

laxatives-do you?

In PROTF.CTING your health, the doctor makes
no compromise with finality. Every drug or

serum he uses must meet strict standards of

purity ami strength.

Even for a little thing like a laxative, the

doctor has a definite set of requirements. Be-

fore giving a laxative his approval he consid-
ers it fr..m every angle to make sure that it

meets his demands.
Read the specifications listed below. Will

your laxative check on every pointy

THE DOCTOR'S TEST OF A LAXATIVE:

It should he dependable.
It should be mild and gentle.

It should be thorough.
Its merit should be proved by the test of time.
It should not form a habit.

It should /in/ over-act.

It should not cause stomach pains.

It should not nauseate, or upset digestion.

Go right down the list. Ex-Lax checks on
every point. It meets the doctor's demands
fairly and fully. So much so, in fact, that
many doctors use Ex-Lax in their own homes.
Ex-Lax has literally millions of friends. It is

the most widely-used laxative in the world.

LET EX-LAX PROVE ITS OWN CASE
Try Ex-Lax the next time you need a laxa-

tive. You will find that it is mild and gentle.

You will find that Ex-Lax is not upsetting,
"iet it is completely effective. Moreover, you
will appreciate the pleasant sense of well-

being that follows such a thorough internal

cleansing.

Your children, too, can share in these ad-
vantages. For the requirements set up by the
doctor are doubly important to a child.

Once you try Ex-Lax, you'll say good-bye
to harsh, nasty cathartics, for it tastes just
like delicious chocolate. All drug stores have
Ex-Lax in economical 10c and 25c sizes.

FREE! If you prefer to try Ex-Lax at our
expense, write for free sample to Ex-Lax, Dept.
FG67, Box 170, Times-Plaza Sta., Brooklyn. N. Y.

when Nature forgets—remember

EX-LAX
THE ORIGINAL CHOCOLATED LAXATIVE

Peter, the parrot, gets the "bird" from Wallace Beery in this scene from The
Good Old Soak, M-G-M's picturiiatjon of the famous Don Marquis play

as Greta and her friend hurried off,

laughing. He's probably standing

there yet!

• • •

Keeping Up The Tradition

IRENE DUNNE was sewing a tiny

baby garment on the set of High,

Wide and Handsome. Of course it

was for little Mary, her newly-adopted

baby girl, but Irene finally had to ex-

plain why she was hand-stitching infant

wear that could be purchased from

those so-swanky shoppes on Wilshire

Boulevard.

Said Irene, "It's a nice old tradition

for the mother to sew at least one

garment for baby, by hand. And I'm

going to see that Mary has all the

advantages, you know!"

High-brow!

LUISE RAINER speaks almost flaw-

less English now, but sometimes
the way she says things, plus the crag-

to-crag leaping of her thoughts, star-

tles one. For example, after chatting

about her Academy Award she said

It wasn't accidental that Joe E. Brown and wife went Oriental

at the Ivy Wilson party. It was part of the masquerade
ACCEPT NO SUBSTITUTES! ALWAYS INSIST ON THE ADVERTISED BRAND!



abruptly, "Are you interested in

stars?"

"Sure—we're crazy about Jean
Harlow," we said, trying to be funny.

"No, no! I mean the other kind, up

in the sky. That way of calling players

I had for the moment forgotten."

And then she told us about a thrill-

ing visit to the Griffith Park planetar-

ium, where she heard the lecture,
looked through the astronomical tele-

scope and toured the science exhibits!

In the early sequences of One Hour of Romance,
Kay Francis appears as a blonde co/e singer

She's Funny That Way

TYRONE POWER says Sonja Henie

has a cute sense of humor. For
example, when he volunteered to help

her with a crossword puzzle she was
doing, Sonja giggled and asked,

"What is a four-letter word meaning
horse?"

He suggested "pony." Sonja shook

her head, saying, "No, it begins with

'h' and ends with 't'."

After he had wrinkled his brow over
that and several other seemingly im-

possible words for awhile, Sonja began
to laugh. Said she, "Don't look so

discouraged! You couldn't possibly

have guessed the words I gave you, for

the puzzle is in Danish."

"Anyway," chuckles Tyrone, "I

learned a four-letter word for horse.

In Danish it's 'hest.'
"

• • •

And Speaking Of Humor

—

EVER accuse our arty friend,
Edward S. Robinson, of being

without a sense of humor. Forced to

die during three agonizing days of his

[Continued on page 10]
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LADY ESTHER ANNOUNCES TWO, NEW
MAGICAL SHADES OF FACE POWDER!

Two Amazing New Shades That Are Liter-

ally Transforming in the Beauty They Give

You Under the Most Searching Sunlight

or the Unkindest Artificial Light!

Two new shades of face powder, the like of

which you have never before seen

!

Two new shades that give face powder a

magic that has never before been known!
To look at these shades in the box you would

just think them two new strange shades of face

powder.You would never imagine them to have

any marvelous effect.

But they are literally transforming! They do

things for you that face powder has never been

known or dreamed to do. (I do not merely

claim this, I have proved it on the skins of more
than 10,000 women.)

These shades impart the full magic of color.

They do not confine themselves to your skin or

your face.They extend themselves toyourwhole

personality. They definitely flatter. They defi-

nitely "glamor-ize." They create a new "YOU "

!

They are striking examples of the power of

color!

A Dramatic Shade for Day

Daye and Nihte I call these new shades of

mine.

Daye is primarily for daytime wear. It is

a luscious golden tone, magical in its effect.

It is a dramatic shade. It is young and excit-

ing. It gives you the freshness of a Spring

mom, the glow of the heart of a rose. It

creates a gay beauty that is preserved under
the most glaring sunlight.

A Romantic Shade for Night

Nihte is primarily for night-time wear. It is a
romantic shade, suggestive of moonlit waters

and soft music. It casts a pearly radiance about

you. It gives your skin a transparent look, as if

the moon shone through it. It creates a soft

ethereal beauty !that can challenge the most
unsympathetic artificial light.

At My Expense
These new face powder shades and their effect

can no more be described than can a radiant

dawn or a glorious sunset. They have to be seen

to be appreciated. That's why I offer to send a

liberal trial supply to everywoman in America.

Just send me your name and address and by

return, mail you will receive generous packets

of both Daye and Nihte shades. Try on each

shade, Daye during the day and Nihte at night.

See what each does! Step up your appearance,

yourwhole appeal. You will be more than sur-

prised and delighted with what your mirror

shows you and your friends tell you.

Mail coupon today for your free packets of

my new Daye and Nihte shades of face powder.

FREE( You can paste this on a penny postcard) (34)

Lady Esther, 2030 Ridge Avenue, Evanston, Illinois

Please send me trial packets of your two new fac<

powder shades, Daye and Nihte.

Name

City_

ulive in Canada, tcrite Lady Esther, Toronto, Ont.)

WHEN ANSWERING ADVERTISEMENTS, PLEASE MENTION JUNE HOLLYWOOD



GAIL PATRICK
JOHN MEADE'S WOMAN
a ». r. scHuitnc production

rot paramount

Perfectly at home on brilliant Hollywood

tables, adding its own charm to the party,

is this beautiful silverware. And not only

in Hollywood, but from coast to coast, those

who love fine things are delighted to leorn

that a Service for Six, with Mirror Stainless

Blade, Hollow Handle Knives, in a lovely

Tarnish-Proof Chest, costs only . . $14.75

Limited
Qffer.

1881

©ROGERSCS
made by oneiDfi LTD.

Hollywood Newsreel
[Continued from page 9]

// John Boles and Esther Ralston, appearing in Universal's As
Good As Married, have any money up on the outcome of this cock-

fight, they're going to hold this, pose for a long timeawaiting results

latest picture, he was asked by a studio

wit if he had made his will.

"No," flipped Eddie, "but if I did,

I'd bequeath my good looks to Bob

Taylor and my sex appeal to Mae
West."

Raye For Our Side

WE UNDERSTAND that even

Martha Raye is beginning to

laugh at Martha Raye's high-hat act.

There's something about Martha pull-

ing a Garbo exclusiveness plus a Park

Avenue ritz on the Hollywood mob
that slays us.

Perhaps Martha first got self-con-

scious about it when she heard the

guffaws of other stars, most of them
still democratic although a good deal

more important in the movie world

than herself. Their slant is that a girl

with that sort of face and ho-de-hi

voice and manner is a bit out of char-

acter doing a grand dame

—

straight.

Irene Dunne and Randolph Scott are reunited in Paramount's High, Wide
and Handsome. // is the first teaming of this popular pair since Roberta

ACCEPT NO SUBSTITUTES! ALWAYS INSIST ON THE ADVERTISED BRAND!



"And why should she?" marvelled

one famous femme. "If she only real-

ized it, there are altogether too many
grand dames now, and only one

Martha Raye!"

Okay, Kay!

IT'S AGE before beauty on the list

of things about which most screen

stars are sensitive. For example, Kay

Francis didn't mind being seen and

occasionally photographed during the

filming of certain sequences of White
Angel, when wearing a very uncom-

plimentary costume and makeup.

But while doing an aged sequence

in her latest flicker, One Hour of

Romance, our Kay barred visitors and

candid cameramen from the set.

A candid camera shof of Clark

Gable on the M-G-M Parnell set

by candid cameraddict Jimmy Stewart

The Soup's On

MARLENE DIETRICH'S fellow-
workers in Angel were remark-

ing on how ethereal she looked while

moving around on that bedroom set,

clad only in a beautiful, flowing night-

gown. She seemed scarcely flesh-and-

blood. You forgot legs and thought

of wings!

Spying on her in the cafe that day,

however, we saw her do away with

some thick mushroom soup, a hearty

entree, and a dessert heaped high with

whipped cream! Somehow it was a

relief to have this proof of Marlene's

continued earthiness. Others may wish

her to trade her priceless legs for

wings, but for us—nay!

[Continued on page 1 2]

GET WISE, %^&m/~%k&/,
Good brushing isn't enough! You need

the right dentifrice too

!

Chanqe to

PEPSODENT TOOTH PASTE
containinq

||f ||J
Quickly loosens and removes dull, dingy

film . . . Wins flashing new luster on teeth

• Now a thrilling dental discovery ends

Scrub - Hard disappointment— makes your
daily brushing amazingly effective!

irium— the remarkable new ingredient

contained only in Pepsodent— steps up the

cleaning power of tooth paste. Because it

,„,» p. «"•"'"' l^
KCAUSEOF.R1UW-

BECAUSE OF IRIUW- '

wm gently«o«3
Ilinstead of scraping it o t.

BECAUSE OF IRIUM...-.

Pensodent tooth Paste leaves yout

provides a smooth, gentle cleansing action

that speedily loosens dingy film and floats

it away like magic. You clean your teeth

quicker, easier. Your brushing gets results

— in teeth that sparkle with lovely natural

brilliance.

If you would have beautiful teeth, re-

member that proper brushing is only halfthe
formula. The other half is Pepsodent Tooth
Paste containing irium. This modern
dentifrice responds instantly to your brush
— cleans and polishes enamel surfaces in a
way that shows up old-fashioned methods.

Your teeth feel clean and stay bright much
longer after using Pepsodent Tooth Paste

containing irium. Try it! You'll no longer

be a Disappointed Scrub -Hard.

All Pepsodent now on sale
contains irium.

/ rue mew "1<iH i* "3"

PEPSODENT
IT ALONE CONTAINS

| RJUM
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[Continued from page II]

Bennic Bartlctt-Pdramount Junior Star

Home Made
Pee Obeam^

Is the Grandest Treat of All

• The most wholesome kind of

frozen food is old-fashioned Home
Made Ice Cream. The freezing, the

serving, and the eating is a peck of

fun at a children's party. The second

and even the third dish won't hurt

them a bit.

Plan a party for sister's or brother's

birthday and make it a howling suc-

cess with Home Made Ice Cream.

Your local dealer has all the new
freezer models on display now.

BUY A FREEZER
at ifour

HARDWARE OR DEPARTMENT
STORE

Richard Byrd, noted explorer, meets Humphrey Bogart, Warner
Bros, star, while working in a fight crowd scene in Kid Galahad

Deflation Is Here

IT
HAPPENED at a party in a Pasa-

dena mansion, and Warner Baxter's

ears are burning yet—but he chuckles

just the same. A retired Easterner who
lives in the movie colony was holding

forth to mine host and others learn-

edly about his neighbors, the movie

stars. It seemed he knew all about

them.

The host, a well-known California

sportsman, interrupted the monologue
to say, "That's very interesting. By the

way, what do you know about Warner
Baxter?"

Of course, the guest claimed to know
all about Warner. When he got

warmed up he explained that Baxter

was really a Greek whose name he'd

forgotten. Started in the restaurant

business; had been a singing waiter!

Smiling wickedly, the host said, "Sur-

prising! And I know it will surprise

Warner, too. He is a friend of mine

and I see he has just arrived; come
over and meet him!"

• • •

Some Class

ONE morning the movie hostesses

opened their newspapers over

breakfast coffee and gasped for joy.

For the first time on the records of the

U. S. passport bureau, a real Arabian

sheik had arrived in town! And what

a sheik—Khalil Al-Rowaf in his native

habitat ruled 20,000 subjects, had 700

servants! They'd hosted many an

exotic potentate or potentatess, but a

real sheik—

!

Naturally, invitations poured down,

but the sheik didn't accept many of

them; made his only really formal ap-

pearance, in fact, at the Egyptian

minister's house. His excuse was that

he was busy attending American high

school!

Taking The "Mar" Out Of
Marriage

ABSURD as it seems now-a-days, the

stars' bosses are still worrying

about the effect of marriage and par-

ticularly fatherhood on the popularity

of valuable young fillum heroes.

p
JH

^BL ^ /^l

1

1

—

-

*^S"^s^^kl
Growing more serious as if grows older

is the Virginia Bruce-David Nevin romance
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They're in a lather right now, for in-

stance, over Bob Taylor, Tyrone Power

and several others.

But as Lyle Talbot, one of the newer

Benedicts, points out, it didn't hurt

Gary Cooper's fame to be married,

and Bing Crosby's popularity has

mounted since his family (including

twins) were publicized despite studio

frowns. Don Ameche frightened his

employers by not only admitting he

was married but boasting about his

two children, as any proud father

should.

Lyle is hoping his marriage will have

the same effect on his career it did

on those of the other boys!

"
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James Ellison, who is seldom seen in Holly-

wood's gay night spots, was snapped by the

cameraman at the Biltmore Bowl sitting out

a dance with pretty Eleanore Whitney

Little, But Oh, My!

WHEN the movie outfit filming

Shirley Temple's picture, H^ee
Willie Winkie, was on location at the

Iverson ranch in San Fernando Valley

it got in bad with the "natives." It

had been the habit of folks for miles

around to come to the ranch when a

movie company used this popular loca-

tion site. They had even learned to

keep out of camera range and be quiet

during a scene.

But Shirley's small army of burly

guards surrounded the set and drove

them away with scant ceremony. In-

dignation ran high, even against little

Shirley herself, who is in no way re-

sponsible. Said one disappointed fan,

"Who does she think she is, Mussolini

or Hitler?"

Play Ball

YOU'D never think to look at her that

blonde, seemingly fragile Marian
Marsh is a swell baseball player and

[Continued on page 17]
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EVELYN EARLE GRESHAM
"Seorch for Talent" winner

/ HOLD-BOBS

ki£/3 t/ou/i kai/i

READY FOR A "CLOSE-UP"!

€»'HE first lesson that every newcomer
to Hollywood learns is that a glamorous

hairdress is absolutely essential in every

"close-up." That's why Hollywood
Stars insist on HOLD-BOBS. They know that

HOLD-BOBS are invisible, even under the

brilliant Kleigs. They know how securely

they stay in place and keep their hair look-

ing as it did the minute it was fixed, even
after a long day's work before the camera.

Take a tip from these beautiful ac-

tresses. Working, dancing, playing . . .

keep your hair lovely and ready for a

"close-up" at all times with HOLD-BOBS

. . . the only bob pins with so many ex-

clusive features; small, round, invisible

heads; smooth, round, non-scratching

points; flexible, tapered legs, one side

crimped; and colors to match all

shades of hair. You'll find HOLD-BOBS sold

everywhere— accept no substitutes.

THE HUMP HAIRPIN MFG. CO,
Sol H. Goldberg, President

1918-36 Prairie Ave., Dept. F-67, Chicago, III.

Straight Style HOLD-BOB

^Look for the name HOLD-BOBS.

It is your guarantee of the

finest possible bob pin and

a lovely coiffure. Sold

everywhere— just ask

for them by name ... t »- <s

flfl

The perfect bob pin for.
the modern hairdress!

Copyright 1937by The Hamp Hairpin Mfg. Co.
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"Jinx" Falkenburg, Paramount player,

selects this coarse-knit Ganfner &
Mattern swim suit

Carol Hughes and Veda Ann Borg,

Warner Bros, players, clad in Caialina

swim suits

•*

ul

hat south sea island smile

WE CIVILIZED FOLK NEED DENTYNE!

It v/orks in Nature's own way
to help keep teeth sound and

white. Dentyne's specially firm

consistency invites vigorous,

healthful chewing -exercise. It

stimulates circulation in gums

and mouth-tissues — polishes —
cleanses. Helps keep your
mouth healthy — teeth white.

HELPS KEEP TEETH WHITE
MOUTH HEALTHY

ITS FLAVOR'S A TREAT! Spicy yet

smooth — taste it and you'll

know at once why it's so popu-

lar! Notice the fashionably flat

shape of the package (exclu-

sive Dentyne feature)— just right

to carry in pocket or handbag.

DENTYNE
DELICIOUS CHEWING GUM

WHEN ANSWERING ADVERTISEMENTS, PLEASE MENTION JUNE HOLLYWOOD



\l MOTHS WILL NEVER

BRING /^^ TO

ROCHELLE HUDSON'S EYES!

ANNIVERSARY!
—Fawcett Photos by Rhode*

Her Lane Hope Chest gives

absolute moth protection!

ATIC in her Lane Hope Chest are the treas-

ij nri'tl keepsakes and winter woolens of tliis

famous 20th i entury-Fox star. She isn't taking
any chances with the pesl thai causes more I"*-;

in homes than any other thing. Forabsolute moth
protection, store winter's woolens in a genuine
LANE, t lie cedar chest that gives you a moth
insurance policy Free. Exclusive Lane Features

eliminatesticky interiors a ml insure aroma-tight
construction. New, superbly styled Lane Chests
are now on display. See I hese ideal gifts for girl

graduatesand brides atyour Lane dealer's store.

The Lane Company, I"*--. Dent, o, Altaviita, Virginia.
1 liun Distributors: Km-clitel's Ltd., Hanover, Out.

A modern desien with center panel $/^ Qk 7 5
of V-matched American walnut. r* r1
flanked by American walnut stump c, ., ,,„ , • „; —
panels anil ebony inlay. Lane auto- ,„ u> 5 . anj trt

niatic rising tray. Canada

Lane Silver Jubilee Chest

JQQI
panel Bubinga and Oriental woods. «J \^*
Front end panels matched black

siislitl\ hieke
walnut stump. Lane automatic in West ana ii

rising tray, same as shown above. Canada

LANE
CEDAR CHESTS
THE GIFT THAT STARTS A HOME

Startling even to his wife who stands beside

him is Jean Hersholt garbed in one of the

party's most fantastic costumes

Marlene Dietrich, Dolores Del Rio, and

Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., were among the Film

notables attending the anniversary party
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Hollywood Newsreel «
[Continued from page 13]

has been since her brothers, George

and Arthur, taught her to play at the

age of eight. Granting that, however,

it's apparent why several of Holly-

wood's famous nite-ball organizations

featuring the cuties for the sake of skill

as well as their sex appeal in shorts,

wanted to sign the star.

Marian was tempted. She enjoys

playing and there's a thrill in the ap-

plause of the big audiences of en-

thusiastic fans attracted to this past-

time. But a prominent studio lawyer

advised her against it. With film pro-

ducers already annoyed because the

ball-playing sex appealers draw sum-

mer crowds away from movie theatres,

how would they feel—he queried—if

Marian's name on a lineup drew still

more to the ball parks?

? ? ? ?

What current male rave of the

screen blames his studio for

breaking up his romance with his

former girl friend, while all the

time the bust-up stunt—and his

current heart affair with a famous

femme of the flickers—was his

own idea? -

Cold Feet

WE UNDERSTAND Bing Crosby

was considerably worried when
news was broken to him the other day
that he was slated to pick "the most

attractive freshman woman" at Wash-
ington State College. It helped that

the affair was to be conducted long-

distance, via photographs, and that

Wally Westmore, makeup expert, was
to help.

"But a beauty contest judge is in a

tough spot anyway," Bing explained.

"As for a film player who also fusses

around on the radio, should he risk

inferences that he prefers blondes to

brunettes or vice versa, and so on, in

contest judging?

"With a tremble in my voice and

knees, I submit that he should not. I

may turn the job over to Bob Burns."

Tall Tales

GARY COOPER has a new gag and

Sandra isn't sure she likes' it. It

seems friends kidded Gary and Sandra

[Continued on page 48]

FIT FOR
A CORONATION
priced for the purse of a Nation

For beauty as regal as it is timeless, what can
equal the enduring loveliness of Heller Certified

Cultured Pearls .... oyster-grown gems with the

lustrous sheen of moonlight! Long a luxury for

the few, Heller now offers these " heirlooms of
the future" at a price you can afford. Expertly

matched and graduated .... hand -knotted ....
finished with diamond-set solid-gold clasps ....
Heller Certified Cultured Pearls add glowing
elegance to every costume and occasion!

HELLER -DELTAH Company— New York • Paris • Kobe

FROM $19.95 TO $1000 AT BETTER JEWELERS EVERYWHERE
In Luxurious Gift Cases . . with Authentic Registry Certificate

LER

THE "PEARL MARK" OF
PEARL PERFECTION

CULTURED PEARLS
Grown in thelivingoyster
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"I was run-down—
'•...looked pale...
lacked a keen appetite . .

.

was underweight . . . felt

tired.*'

"What did I do?"

"MV intuition told mc I needed a tonic.

ITA Naturally, I ;iru happy and grateful
for the benefits S.S.S. Tonic brought me."

You, too, will be delighted with the way
S.S.S. Tonic whets up the appetite. . .im-
proves digestion. . .restores red-blood-cells

to a healthier and richer condition.

Feel and look like your old self again
by taking the famous S.S.S. Tonic treat-

ment to rebuild your blood strength. . .re-

store your appetite. . .and make better use
of the food you eat.

S.S.S. Tonicisespeeiallydesigned to build
sturdyhealth. ..its remarkable value istime
tried and scientifically proven. . .that's why
it makes you feel like yourself again.

At all drugstores in twoconvenient sizes.

The large size at a saving in price. There is

no substitute for this time tested remedy.
No ethical druggist will suggest something
"just as good." ©S.S.S. Co.

OUR REAPERS

W&TFE
BUT RIGHT OR WRONG OUR READERS

Wo "mike" fright here os Robert Taylor, Cecil B. DeMille, and Jean Harlow
begin their Lux radio program

FRANKENSTEIN'S FAMILY!

Dear Editor:

Why must the theatre have this con-
tinuous downpour of motion picture se-
quels? When a good picture is shown
we like to sit back and enjoy it and then
look forward to some entirely new pro-
duction and not just a copy of what we
have already seen. Motion pictures can
never hope to advance in that way.
We've had Frankenstein, which I en-

joyed because it was new and different.

Soon there came The Bride of Franken-
stein. Perhaps they will next be showing
us All the Little Frankensteins. They
may even make a picture called Frank-
enstein's Uncle On His Mother's Side.

I saw The Thin Man, which was a swell
picture, but why did its successor have to

be branded a copy with the title After the
Thin Man? Didn't the producers think
the picture was good enough to bring in

the profits with a title all its own?
And then those Tarzan sequels—You

know, you could easily make ten Tarzan
pictures by just shuffling the scenes
around.
After they got the Public Enemy

rounded up, they dragged out The Public
Enemy's Wife. Aren't the Public Enemy's
children still running loose?

Here are some other productions which,

I believe, are losing their appeal because
of too many sequels: Gold Diggers, Big

Broadcasts, King Kong and Charlie Chan.
By the way, when are they going to run
out of places for him to solve mysteries?

Dracula, Dracula's Daughter, The Re-
turn of Dracula and now, maybe some
producer will get the bright idea of

making Dracula and His Family Reunion
or The Draculas at Home.

Mr. Floyd Smith,
722 University Avenue, Madison, Wis.

This being the first letter on the sequel situa-

tion, we are anxious to receive other comments
from our readers on whether or not they agree

with Mr. Smith's opinion.—The Editor.

LOCAL ANAESTHETIC

Dear Editor:

Three cheers for the present trend of

movie stars to the radio! At last we're
getting somewhere! It is a treat to be
able to hear our favorites on the air and
get a glimpse of their real selves.

For instance, Basil Rathbone is always
a dyed-in-the-wool villain on the ccreen,

but his appearance on Bing Crosby'? pro-

gram several weeks ago proved him :o be
a very likeable fellow with a keen sense

of humor.
Bing has turned out to be tops as a

master of ceremonies; Fred MacMurray,
a singer of no mean ability, and Jack
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Oakie lives up to his funnyman reputa-

tion. Nelson Eddy's fans enjoy him on
the radio while waiting for his too few
screen appearances, and Don Ameche ac-

quires new admirers each time he's on
the air. Fred Astaire, in my opinion, is

about the only "etherized" movie star who
falls below par and if he'd eliminate the

singing, we could take him too.

Thanks for listening.

Very truly yours,

Kathryn W. Jacocks,

717 W. 36th Street, Norfolk, Virginia.

Miss Jacocks believes in "airing" her views

on the stars broadcasting their talent. The

editor is inclined to agree. Do yoj?—The

Editor.

GENEROUS PRAISE

Dear Editor:

I am glad of this opportunity to tell you
what I think about the generosities of the

stars.

It is truly wonderful the way they re-

sponded in the late flood disaster. I am
certain that each one of them contributed

a great deal to this marvelous cause.

Many of your favorites are well known
for their great generosity. They give and
give gladly, and I, for one, should like to

express my thanks for their kindness.

Mr. J. H. Jones,

114 Francis Street, Bakersfield, Calif.

Many stars are well-known for their generosi-

ties, while many others give just as gladly, but

insist that their contributions of either service

or money be kept a secret. Too often the

public forgets this virtue in criticising expen-

ditures of the stars. Let's all join Miss Jones

in a vote of thanks!—The Editor.

UNHERALDED HELPMATES!

Dear Editor:

One seldom realizes that a movie star

is not wholly responsible for his or for

her own success. There are hundreds of

unheralded stand-ins, hairdressers, ad-
visors, and other kind friends who help
the stars attain screen fame. The movie-
going public sees only Robert Taylor,
Joan Crawford, or whoever the leading
characters happen to be and not the
invisible and tireless workers who are
actually responsible and who remain only
in the background. Maybe that is all

that they desire, but I feel that the fans
ought to give them due praise.

To those who are or have been the help-
ing hands of the movie stars, I salute you!
Your names will probably never have
much significance in filmdom society, but
in my mind there will always be a picture
of you.
To Hollywood Magazine, I give sincere

wishes for success.

Very sincerely,

Michi Yasui,
Hood River, Ore.

We are inclined to disagree with Mr. Yasui
about the efforts of studio workers going un-
noticed. Each month we receive many hun-

dreds of letters praising these same assistants

for their part in the making of a successful

picture. Many of these letters are forwarded
to the studios, so that credit can be given

to the individuals mentioned.—The Editor.

[Continued on page 50]

ikSLAVEt.aSHADE
THAT MAKES YOU
LOOK YEARS OLDER!"

Ihwiu ftioay
Out-of-Date Notions

About Face Powder Shades and You'll

Wake Up to a New Lovelier J/Olli

I don't care what shade of face powder you
are wearing. I know you can't afford to en-
slave your skin with the deadening burden of

a face powder "habit". Habit in small things
is a blessing. But that complexion you worry
about so much isn't a small thing — it's your
most important beauty possibility. And you
can't depend on the same shade of face pow-
der season after season. For as the seasons
roll up behind you your skin changes color.

And a shade that was simply bewitching to

you three months ago may now just be giving

you a comic "false-face" that makes you
look years older.

What Can You Do?

Throw old notions out the window. And you'll

throw off half a dozen years at the same in-

stant. Forget "name-shades" and "types".
For when every "Brunette" shade is different

in color, how could all of them possibly suit

the same "Brunette"? And the same applies

to other "name-shades" and "types."

Here Is the Easy Solution

The only way for you to free yourself, to find

the shade that makes you look your loveliest

and youngest, is to try all five shades of my
glorious new LOVELY LADY Face Powder.

Remove Years—FromYour Appearance
A precious few minutes required to make this

easy experiment will take years off your face

and show you that you have been wearing
the wrong shade face powder all along—just

because of habit when you shouldn't have let

a habit deceive you in a matter of such vital

importance.

LOVELY LADY Face Powder ends "pow-
der-line" and "false-face" appearance. Clings

longer without clogging. Flatters more be-

cause my new BALMITE blending base har-

monizes powder shades more closely with your
natural skin-tones.

I'll supply you with generous vanity size

samplers of all five shades if you'll just send
me the coupon below—and, I promise you
one of the most pleasant surprises of your life.

Sincerely,

<=Kov-€Aaa/' J-..C

FREE

W^I^cqsmc^E^Lm^XWHi^

67
LOVELY LADY,
605 Washington Blvd., Chicago, 111.

Please send free by return mail generous vanity size

samplers of all five shades of LOVELY LADY Face
Powder. Include a week's supply of LOVELY LADY
All Purpose Face Cream FREE.

Name

Street

City Stale

Paste this on a postcard or enclose in envelope
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1/lQJviolaL K_
SUiimS FOR HEALTH
See her in her latest film, Warner Bros.

"Footloose Heiress.'' Her latest Swim Suit

named for her is a Cdiaiind of

Hollywood Youngstars
By PHYLLIS FRASER

The off-again-on-again romance between Eddie Sutherland and
Loretta Young still affords much food for Hollywood gossip experts

swim suits
Style 4695—At better stores everywhere.

Or write, giving weight and choice of color.

Retail price $6.00

PACIFIC KNITTING MILLS
443 So. San Pedro St_, Los Angeles, Calif.

LANA TURNER, whose name now
means nothing to the picture

" goers, will be a well-known movie
figure as soon as Mervyn LeRoy's Death
in The Deep South is released.

Lana's assignment to a coveted role

in this production reads like the mythi-

cal Cinderella story. Lana, then named
Judy, after moving to Hollywood with

her mother from San Francisco and
enrolling in Hollywood High School,

suddenly awoke one morning with the

idea of becoming an actress. Now
most people are satisfied with just

having an idea, but 'not Lana. She
immediately started putting her dream
into form, and at the advice of a friend

began seeking an agent. Whether you
know it or not, an agent in Hollywood
is as hard to get as a job.

After school, she walked down Sun-

set Blvd., which could easily be called

"Agents Row," and when she came to

Zeppo Marx's agency, walked in. For-

tunately for her, Mr. Marx was just

walking out. He saw her, immediately
signed her to his management and took

her to Warner Brothers' studio where

she made a test. Before she was able

to catch her breath Warners had her

signature to a long term contract and
had assigned her to Mervyn's picture.

Mr. LeRoy says that he doesn't have to

direct her scenes for she Intuitively

knows what to do. We think she's a

"natural" and is destined to be one of

your favorites, so watch for her.

EVEN as You and I the youngstars

have favorite dishes. Ginger
Rogers' chief delight is the chicken her

mother fries over an open grate when
they're on a picnic. Warren Hull says

he can eat his weight in spaghetti, and
Jimmy Ellison prefers a medium rare

New York cut steak with a green salad

to any other food, while Tom Brown
can eat a Welsh Rare-bit anytime of

the day or night.

MARY ROGERS, the deceased

term contract with 20th Century-Fox
where they immediately put her into

a lead in a picture, and she just as

quickly walked out, without any ex-

planation. The studio still sends her

weekly check to her home and each
week she returns it. There are rumors

that she has decided she doesn't want
to be an actress and instead is seriously

contemplating matrimony with a New
Yorker. . . .When asked if he and Sonja

Henie would wed, Tyrone Power made
a formal statement to the effect that

he didn't intend to marry any one for

at least two years. Often reports of

this kind are made up by a columnist

. . . hope this one was, for despite the

fact that Tyrone's fans probably sighed

with relief, it still is proper for the boy
to let the girl make an announcement
of this type. . . . Joan Marsh had her
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car stolen and reported it to the

L A. P. D. Three days later, through

a mysterious phone call, she located

her car in front of the Ravenswood

Apt. House, in a loading zone with her

keys on the running board. The irony

of it was that she had been given a

ticket for improper parking, and after

taking the license number down, the

police still didn't discover it was a

stolen car until she told them. Good
work, coppers!

IN OUR town of bragging and pre-

tense this story is a relief and for

that reason I believe it bears telling.

There's a boy who, at one time, was

a New York clothes model and was

brought to the coast by a major studio

as an actor. The boy was very hand-

some, photographed well, and had a

pleasing personality, consequently the

producers on the lot immediately as-

signed him roles in their productions.

As soon as the boy heard of his selec-

tion he went to each producer and

thanked them for their confidence in

him, but assured them that they would

be foolish to put him in their pictures

because he couldn't act. He so con-

vinced them that today his option

hasn't been picked up, because, they

told him, "You can't act!" (A clue to

his identity.) His name appears else-

where in this section.

[Continued on page 71]

Cherish the Privilege

of choosing

A

PERFEC
DIAMOND
RING

\-

YES1 Be proud that you have

chosen a Perfect Diamond

Engagement Ring an American

Beauty Ring . . . hearing the Official

Guarantee certifying its perfec-

tion, quality and blue-white color.

Here are perfect examples of the

craftsman s art . . . the newest

and most striking designs created

by master diamond ring stylists 1

*THIS GUARANTEE CERTIFIES that the
Diamond in every American Beauty Ring to which

///lB.ri..n\\
'*" ''den'ifyinS '"8 is fastened is BLUE- WHITE

//^Bea uty \\ and PERPECT, in accordance with the regulations

l-HJJf'ti ofthe U. S. Federal Trade Commission.

Carlyle Moore and Phyllis Fraser smile as they

look at our photog's "birdie"

FREE . . .

"Write for Booklet
"Perfect Diamonds

PERFECT
DIAMOND RINGS

At the Better Jewelers Everywhere

iUNTEB.MEYER,B.OBBIN,S & CO. .INC., NEW YORK, N.Y., Manufacturers Since 1865
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TO HAVE AND BEHOLD

THE PAIN I BORE
IN SILENCE!

Ifthere's any pain thai is maddening, ii is that

of Piles! There seems to 1"- no relief in any
{losit i. hi you lake. Even a reclining position
id!. Is no relief.

But Piles ilo more tluin torture you. They
drain your strength and \ itality. They line your
face and make you look drawn and haggard.
They handicap you in your every activity.

The worst pan about Piles,however,is thaton
account ot the delicacy oi the ailment,many hesi-

tate to seek relief. \nl. as any doctor will tell

you,Pilescan developinto somethingveryserious.
What you should do it' you have Piles, is to

try Pa o Ointment Pazo acts quickly and defi-

nitely. It almost instantly relieves the distress

due to Piles— the pain, soreness, itching. It is

definitelyefficacious because it doesthreethings.

Three Effects in One!
First, Pazo is soothing, which tends to relieve

inflammation, soreness and itching.

Second, it is lubricating,which tends to soften
hard parts and make passage easy.

Third, it is astringent, which tends to reduce
swollen parts and check bleeding.

Satisfy Yourself!
Pazo comes in tubes fitted with a special Pile
Pipe which permits application high up in the
rectum. It also now comes in suppository form.
Those who prefer suppositories will find Pazo
Suppositories the most satisfactory.

All drug stores sell Pazo, but a trial tube (with

Pde Pipe) will be sent on request. Mail coupon
and enclose 10c (coin or stamps) to help cover
cost of packing and postage.
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GROVE LABORATORIES, INC.
Dept. 72-F, St. Louib, Mo.

MAIL!
Gentlemen: Please send trial tube Pazo.
to help cover packing and mailing.

I enclose 10c 1

4rfWrv.cc i

CitV $,„,„
j

This offer is good only in U. S. and Canada. Cana-
|

dtan residents may write H. R. Mad ill & Co.. 6i i

Wellington Street. West, Toronto, Ont.

By ANN VERNON

IN
A CHURCH aglow with the

soft light of candles and deli-

ACCEPT

cate blossoms, Maureen O'Sul

livan, gowned in satin and lace,

spoke the solemn vows

which made her the wife

of John Farrow. Hers

was a wedding to stir

the imagination, a wed-

ding to cherish in the

memory.
When I asked Mau-

reen the other day, some
seven months after her

marriage, what her ad-

vice to June brides
would be, she said crypti-

cally, "Lovely to make,

hard to break."

Maureen and I were
having lunch at the

Metro-Goldwyn- Mayer
Studio and her sapphire

eyes were serious in

thought as she con-

tinued.

"I believe that every

girl should nave a pretty

wedding and look her

loveliest on her wedding
day," Maureen ex-

plained. "Both she and
her husband will remem-
ber such a wedding as

long as they live. And
a man never forgets how
his bride looked the day
he married her.

"When two people
stand up in front of a

judge and get their mar-

riage over with in the

shortest, dullest way pos-

sible, there is not much
to be remembered. But

anything created in

beauty is difficult to dissolve, and I be-

lieve that girls should start their mar-

riage with the advantage of the pret-

tiest wedding they can manage.
"The age of chivalry is here again,"

Maureen continued. "The era of, shall

I say 'short hair' is gone. Girls are more
truly feminine in appearance and men
have reacted to this change by becom-
ing more chivalrous in their attitude.

Men always have been and always will

be attracted by the truly feminine girl.

If a man's wife isn't feminine, well, he

may find someone at the office who is.

"I believe men have very definite il-

lusions about their wives—illusions of

beauty and illusions of character—and
it is up to the women to keep them.

NO SUBSTITUTES! ALWAYS INSIST ON THE ADVERTISED BRAND!

Charming Maureen
O'Sullivan offers beauty

advice to June Brides

Lovely to look af is Maureen in a dress of ruffled while tulle

over silver lame. You'll see both the dress and Maureen in

A Day at the Races, her latest M-G-M picture

UNFAIR TO WOMEN

Any woman can struggle along with-

out a diamond clip or a fox cape—but

what woman can get along without her

lipstick? ... In spite of this obvious

fact, Congress persists In levying a ten

per cent luxury tax on toiletries, al-

though it has removed a similar tax on

jewels and reduced the fur tax to three

per cent. . . . Unfair to cosmetic manu-
facturers, already pressed by rising

costs, unfair to millions of American
women whose cosmetics are as necessary

to them as food and clothing—It should

be repealed. . . . Why not register your

disapproval of this tax? Write a letter

to your Representative in the House and
one to your Senator!



It is very dull to know people too well.

Every girl should keep a few reserva-

tions about herself. I don't believe in

pulling the emotions out to be dissected

and looked at, nor do I believe in let-

ting your husband in on every one of

your beauty secrets."

Maureen's remark reminded me of

the old proverb "Never show your

washcloth to your husband." If is simple

enough for a girl to appear at her

best on the special occasions that she

sees her husband before marriage,

when he doesn't know or care if she

owns a washcloth, but how to manage
the more prosaic rites of beauty under

the adoring eyes of a new spouse?

To this Maureen said, "I am a great

believer in separate bedrooms. Most
men love their privacy and don't like

to have their own possessions mixed up
with a girl's clothing and toilet articles.

However, if it is impossible to have

separate rooms, I believe it is much
better to have a small bedroom and a

small dressing-room than one large

bedroom . A dressing room, no matter
how small, makes it easier for a girl to

appear attractive to her husband at all

times.

"I believe men like their wives to be
luxurious and a girl should have just as

many pretty bed jackets and negligees

as she can afford. Variety in such ap-

parel is as important as variety in street

clothes. I also think it's a good idea

to be extravagant on little things once
[Continued on page 55]

Maureen is the wise bride who makes a daily

check-up on skin, hair and nails—and then

forgets them

SO MANY THRILLING

PLACES TO GO * . .

Uwuf W/b&ukawnol ^eAM&s Uu^n Alilt

IT'S A REAL JOB to select the ideal place for a

cool summer outing . . . but no trick at all to pick

the best transportation!
K

FIRST—Greyhound reaches far more popular vacation spots

than any other travel system—serves all America and much of

Canada. SECOND — you can go farther, see and enjoy
more thrilling places, return an entirely different route—all

without stretching the most modest budget. Only % the cost

of driving, without the fatigue— far lower fares than other

: transportation. THIRD—complete and courteous information

on trips anywhere, from the nearest Gteyhound agent—or the

coupon will bring bright pictorial booklets and all the facts.

PRINCIPAL GREYHOUND INFORMATION OFFICES
Cleveland, Ohio .... East 9th & Superior Fort Worth, Tex. . , 905 Commerce St.
I'hila.l.-lphia, Fa. . . . Broad Slrnt Stalin S;.n Fr.in.-i: co, Cal

. . !'nu-,t Battery Sts.
Chicago, III 12th & Wabash St. Louis-:. ,Mo. , I ii-.-auwav A- IMmar Blvd.
Nfw Ynrk City 245 W. 60th St. New Orleans, Lit. .. 400 N. Rampart St.
Boston, Mass. ...'... . L'L':M'..u Islon SI .

Mirincatx.il: ., M ir.ri. . MH* S.xl h Ave., N.
Wi^iiiiHaon.H.C. l-ld" Nrwl '..i>: Avr..N.W. Le\in L'iwi. Kv. . . fcol N..rlh Linn-ptone
Dotn.tt, Mn-li. W:i.--liri-fr !.. n I-:i vii.nl (Iran.! Kiv.-r Richmond. Va. . . . -IlL' Fast Broad St.
('harl.-':-il..n.\V.Va., IH'OKanaivi.aVali.-vl'.I.Uv. Wiii.ls--.ur. <>„t. . . . 1"3 Uuellette Ave.
Cincinnati, Ohio '"'0 Walnut St.. London. England
Memphis, Tennessee .... 146 Union Ave. A. B. Reynoldson, 49 Leadenhall Street

BREEZY PICTORIAL BOOKLETS, INFORMATION—FREE
Just mail this coupon to nearest information office (listed above) if you want
an interesting pictorial booklet and travel facts about any of the following:

NEW ENGLAND D, MICHIGAN , AtLANTIC COASt CITIES D, GREAT
NORTHWEST , CALIFORNIA , GREAT SMOKY MTS. , NEW YORK
& PENNSYLVANIA RESORTS , COLORFUL SOUTHWEST D, ATLANTIC
BEACHES (check which one). If you want rates and suggested routes for
any trip, jot down place you wish to visit on margin below.

Name-

Address.
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WANTED
IOOO

SKINNY GIRLS!

The Test That Has
Shown Thousands
of Men and Women
How to Quickly
Build Up Husky
New Red Blooded
Strength, New En-
ergy and at least 5

Flattering Extra
Lbs. or No Cost.

( you are

no i

f.iiitt Oft i-n ll lint Will) tlir

hnenl of many

.

, nn.ii. le t.> extract full

c:;t. The result !- you may he
. noufch good

nol be able to gain freight or

strength.

In Kelpamalt. the new mineral
I

,

ih.'nii. i]

liable in their natural 'y
mcurrinc form, suih
;hnllable iron, copper, man-

calcium, phosphorus,
potassium end magnesium. All contribute to tin- supply 'f
ilial mil I assimilation M"t
import mi. 1 natural in-line (not to

nfnsed with ordinary chemical liquid Iodine). I

sclentisi nd In the blond, liver and
and Important to their normal functioning.

Make This No-Cost Self-Test!
Fir^r. weigh yourselt and see how long you enn work or
how far you can walk without tiring. Tut on your bathing

l look yourself over. Then take :: Seedol Kelpamalt
Tablets with each meal for one week, and notice how mmh
longer you can work without tiring, how much farther y« u
can walk. Notice how much better you feel, sleep and
eat. Watch for increased energy, vigor and endurance.
Again take stock of yourself in a bathing suit and watch
for a marked improvement in your personal appearance.
See how scrawny hollows have filled out. If you do not
gain in weight, strength, endurance and energy the first
week, the trial is free. Your own doctor will approve this
way. Seedol Kelpamalt co>ts but little to use. Try it

today. Sold at all good drug stores. If your dealer has
not yet received his supply, send $1.00 for special intro-
ductory size bottle of 65 tablets to the address below.

SEEDOL

KelpamaltJL^
SPECIAL FREE OFFER

Write today for fas
on How Thousands

1

Quickly.

ating instruct!

Added Lbs.
their effect _..
NATURAL IODINE. Standard

27 West 20tl St.. N. Y. C.

50-page booklet
igth, Energy and
nts of Food and

body. New facts about
ight and measurement
building. Absolutely
It Co., Dept. 1207,

On To Hollywood!

Movieland Tour

guests last year en-

joyed listening to

Henry Armetta tell a

"tall one"

HAVE

JOINED
OUR
MOVIELAND
TOURS?
WITH all plans signed, sealed, and

delivered to make this summer's

Movieland Tours the greatest, the big-

gest, and the most enjoyable of all

these annual tours sponsored by Faw-

cett Publications, applicants will have

to step lively with their reservations if

they hope to board the trains that leave

Chicago July I I and August 8.

If you want to see exactly what goes
on inside the studios, if you would like

to eat with them in the studio commis-

The lovely Hollywood home of Fay Wray, who will be hostess to guests of the

second Movieland tour

24 ACCEPT NO SUBSTITUTES! ALWAYS INSIST ON THE ADVERTISED BRAND!



saries, meet +hem socially at their

homes, attend private previews of pic-

tures still unreleased to the public; if

you would care to participate in sight-

seeing trips through studio lots and to

be a guest at a supper dance at one

of Hollywood's famed night spots

where the stars dine and dance—send

in your reservation NOW and become

a member of either one of the vacation

groups that arrive in Hollywood in

July and in August.

And talking about vacations—what

a vacation it will be for you! And at

no more cost than the cost of a round

trip ticket to and from California!

Starting your two weeks' vacation in

Chicago by boarding a de luxe trans-

continental train, you travel through

the beauty of Minnesota's 10,000 lakes.

After that you have a chance to view

the natural wonders of Rainier National

Park, the Rockies, and the great Pacific

Northwest. Then Chinatown in San-

Francisco, the Golden Sate—and last

of all HOLLYWOOD where represen-

tatives of Fawcett Publications will

show you the inside sights of the film

capital.

Arriving Sunday morning on your

special train you will be taken to the

Clark Hotel, one of Los Angeles most

modern hostelries famed far and wide

for its superb cuisine. The Clark Hotel

which will be your headquarters during

your stay is in the center of the shop-

ping and theatrical district of down-

town Los Angeles. It is also near the

Pacific Electric Depot from which you

can take interurban trips to all of the

best known playspots of Southern Cali-

fornia.

On Sunday afternoon a tour of Holly-

wood will give you an opportunity to

view the famous night clubs of the en-

tertainment capital. The trip will take

you through the swanky residential dis-

tricts where the homes of the stars are

located. Late the same afternoon Basil

[Continued on page 70]

The Movieland Tour will give you the key to this

gate, which leads to the home of Paramount
pictures

SAFELY-

' GIBOLE A"
B RASSIE*

E

at our

OAFETY is the most important factor in
any method of reduction. Diets and drugs
may undermine your health . . . they surely
reduce face and neck, leaving your skin
old and scrawny. Vigorous exercises take
all your energy. But there is one absolutely
SAFE way to reduce without losing health
or beauty, and that is the PERFOLASTIC
GIRDLE and BRASSIERE.

Appear Slimmer At Once !

You will be amazed at the apparently instant

reduction the minute you put on your Perfolastic!

Then, you will be so delightfully comfortable you
will hardly realize that every minute you wear your
Girdle and Brassiere the wonderful massage-like
action and gentle pressure are actually taking off

the unwanted inches at hips, thighs, waist and
diaphragm — the spots where fat first accumulates.
See how, with the loss of excess fat, energy returns.

,*?.., PERFOLASTIC NOT ONLY CONFINES
. . IT REMOVES UGLY BULGES!

Reduces the
Diaphragm/
Hips and
Thighs

You may have
excess fat at
hips and thighs
as well as an na-

si ghtly "dia-
phragm roll."
Perfolastic will
remove this fat

*^j quickly.

Talces Away
Abdominal Rat

and " Bulge
Derriere

"

Perfolastic
reduces line-
destroying
fore and aft
bulges so that

frocks once
again have
sleek, smart,
flowing lin es.

"My hips are 12 inches smaller," says
Miss Richardson. "Lost 60 pounds,"
writes Mrs. Derr. "I used to wear a size

42, now I take size 18," says Mrs. Faust.

"I immediately became 3 inches smaller
in the hips when first fitted," writes Miss
Browne.

if you do not REDUCE
3 INCHES in 10 DAYS

. . . it will cost you nothing!
Because so many wearers have reduced more

than 3 inches we believe we are justified in making
you the above unqualified agreement.

Send Today for Booklet and Free Sample!
Examine the FREE sample of material ._. . see the

wonderful quality. Read about the astonishing ex-
periences of prominent women who have reduced
many inches. Mail coupon today for illustrated

booklet and particulars of 10-day FREE trial offer!

PERFOLASTTc7Tn'c"
Dept. 76, 41 E. 42nd St., New York, N. Y.

Please send me FREE BOOKLET describing and
illustrating the new Perfolastic Girdle and Uplift
Brassiere, also sample of perforated material and
particulars of your

10 DAY FREETRIAL OFFER!
Name

Address

City State

VseCoupon orSend Name and Address on Penny PostCard

SUMMER . . . IS THE IDEAL TIME TO REDUCE
WHEN ANSWERING ADVERTISEMENTS, PLEASE MENTION JUNE HOLLYWOOD 25



THE
sho'-*ow_ooT

SHOWS!

with

an
TH£

«dTcHA „ TOps

•OKAY. AMERICA'
°* ~* to 'EM
ORCHIDS TCI*
ALL-EVEN BERNIE-

«HOW! I
H0P£

SH OUtD HAVE

,A
,OTOBEIHITI

WALTER WINCHELL

BEN BERN IE

ALICE FAYE
PATSY KELLY

NED SPARKS
JACK HALEY
GRACE BRADLEY • WALTER

CATLETT • LEAH RAY

JOAN DAVIS • DOUGLAS
FOWLEY • MILES MANDER

Directed by Sidney Lanfield.
Associate Producer Kenneth Macgowan.
Based on Dorothea Brande's Book.

T»EM *U.

I
* <*-

if

Darryl F. Zanuck
in Charge of Production

The studio that gave you
"Sing, Baby, Sing", "One In

A Million","On The Avenue"
now brings you the great-

est of all musicals!

$

Y<>WSAH § i*

"osta or l
H£

* E S T a ™ £

H^

Galamorous! Galorious! Howlarious!

Winchell's wincing . . . Bernie's burn-

ing ... as they flipcrack face to face

!

Nine Gordon and Revel

hits to make you come

alive all over!

including

%
It's Swell Of You

'

s
I'm Bubbling Over '

* Never In A Million Years
'

* There's A Lull In My Life
'

x Woke Up And Live
'
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A daily visitor at sunny California's famed beaches is the alluring Simone Simon who has recently

added another star to her cinema crown as Diane in the 20th Century-Fox picture, Seventh Heaven

JUNE, 1937 27



Mary Puts the

on

JACK BENNY
By WHITNEY WILLIAMS

H MMMMMMM .

what can you make of a fellow who greets callers

in an old red bathrobe and older slippers?"

No, children of wonder-wonderland, it isn't

Aunt Libby touching upon Uncle Oscar's

eccentricities . . . the above mo-
mentous words are uttered

by no less authority

Mary, os well os Fred Allen.

has helped put "The Bee" on

radio's famous comic

than Mary Livingston, of that immacu-
lously-groomed—in public—Jack Benny.

Mary, you see, happens to know where-

of she speaks. Mary is Mrs. Jack Benny,

a star in her own right insofar as radio au-

diences are concerned, and Jack's own best

pal and severest critic. She knows what

she knows and she sees what she sees, and

Jack . . . well, naturally, he's a bit of a pet

of hers. But . . .

"Honestly," she says, "I never know what

Jack's going to do next.

"Take the time we were married. I was en-

gaged to be married to another man. The

wedding was to take place sometime in March.

Early in January I went east from Los Angeles
to Chicago, to visit with my sister before the

event. I arrived at my sister's on a Sunday. Fri-

day, I was Mrs. Jack Benny.

"How'd it happen? Well, I'd like to know that,

myself. Jack must thave done some fast talking,

or something.

"You see, I had first met Jack

about four years before, when
he was playing the Orpheum in

Los Angeles and I was a buyer in

the lingerie department of

[Continued on page 68]

HOLLYWOOD

Here is the famous
radio team ready to

start one of the most
popular of ether

programs
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Soon to appear in motion picture*,

Gypsy Rose Lee, America's famous
strip tease artiste, hopes that she can
moke, people appreciate her for the

dramatic talent she feels she possesses

WmKBBBBmm

T'HERE'S no place in pictures for

a 'strip tease' artiste," she said,

"but there is a place for Gypsy
Rose Lee, and I'm going to find it." It was the glamorous
Gypsy herself speaking, and, as she gave her first interview

regarding plans for her forthcoming venture into the cinema,

she displayed that characteristic determination that has

carried her through a difficult life but a merry one.

"I hope to make a success in Hollywood," said Gypsy,

JUNE, 1937

By WILLIAM FOREST "not as a 'strip' dancer, naturally, but

as an actress. Having been on the

stage since I was three may be of much
value and if so, I want to make the most of it.

"Just what kind of parts, I will or should play, I frankly

don't know. Certainly I'm not the sweet unsophisticated

type, but somewhere along the line I'll find the right spot

and I'll do my best to give a performance that clicks. I'm

[Continued on page 58]
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DOES HOLLYWOOD

ROMANCE?
By CHARLES DARNTON

WITH marriage bells on her

tongue, it was only fitting

that the melodious Jeanette

MacDonald should have rings on her

fingers, among them one of the en-

gagement variety which gives sparkle

to romance.

Yet its fair wearer sat there in sun-

light like part of her luminous hair and

jealously guarded her romance with

Gene Raymond.
"I'm superstitious about

hesitated to say.

There was no mistaking thi

her voice. But it was

not so readily under-

stood. To be sure, a

bride-elect might well

be superstitious about

a rainy wedding day,

or as to wearing some-
thing old, something

new, something bor-

rowed, something blue.

Call this superstition if

you like, though it's

really tradition. Any-
way, it has nothing to

do with actual fear. Of
what, for that matter,

had Miss MacDonald
to be afraid?

"Hollywood," was
her definite reply. "It

defies romance. Now
you might think, since

its screen aspect is

largely concerned with romance, that

Hollywood would be sympathetic
toward it. But the opposite is true

where individuals are concerned. I'm

willing to grant that an attempt, often

successful, is made to have it appear
that two stars are romantically inter-

ested in each other, but as a rule this

is wholly a matter of box-office busi-

ness. Really, Hollywood is utterly

merciless in its defiance of romance."
Hearing was believing this, for it

carried the conviction of brains. That
pretty head of hers was packed with

them, that blue eye of hers flashed

with intelligence. Yet there was a

30

it," she

dread in

Why is H ollywood the
most difficult of all places

for romance ? Why have

so many film careers been
wrecked because of love

?

Sensible, practical, and
beautiful Jeanette Mac-
Donald, whose marriage

to Gene Raymond is

scheduled for June will

surprise you with her an-

swers to these questions

3 'a',-

—Photograph by Clarence Bull

Heroine of M-G-M's Maytime h golden-voiced
Jeanette MacDonald who co-stars with Nelson

Eddy in an elaborate cast

great deal to be explained. Nothing

could have done it more clearly than:

"Unusual circumstances, peculiar

conditions which exist nowhere else,

make Hollywood the most difficult of

all places for romance. Unfortunately,

we can't keep it to ourselves for the

simple reason that we are public prop-

erty. That's what we're up against in

Hollywood. Everything we do is uni-

versally known. This is only natural,

and there's no defense against it. The

very fact that our faces are known

everywhere makes the public feel it

really knows us. We are known not

just as names but as personalities. So

we can't really blame them for feeling

as they do about us. We work on their

imaginations and play on their emo-
tions so largely tnat they feel they

know what ours are like. Of course

they don't, but this doesn't help us.

We just have to make the best of what
doesn't show inside us and what does
show outside. We have to watch our-

selves every minute, because we are

constantly watched. Why, if we put

on even an added pound of weight it's

noticed.

"At any rate, I don't have to worry

about that. While others are in a

[Continued on page 60]
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MOVI ELAND'S

ODD JOB
MAN

From the extra ranks to an
Academy Award winner within

one year measures the meteoric

rise of Walter Brennan regarded

now as one of the finest charac-

ter actors in motion pictures

tion perhaps is akin to that of a woodpecker
who has just succeeded in drilling a hole

in a concrete pole. In fact, such an achieve-

ment, impossible as it may seem, isn't much
tougher than the climb from extra ranks to

stardom.

[Continued on page 75]

FRED MYERS

IT'S
all very funny to Walter Brennan,

now that he's sitting on top of the

world, possessor of a 1936 Academy
Award for the best character actor in

1936 and with a long-term, fat salary

contract with Samuel Goldwyn.
It's funny because it marks the tri-

umphant climax of a twelve-year strug-

gle to get somewhere. The fact is it-

was even funny back in the lean days

—not so long ago, either—when
Brennan was a mere extra, working
if and when he could get it.

Life itself is funny to Walter
Brennan, but the most comical part

of it all is that Hollywood has just

found out what he's been trying for

a dozen years to prove—that he is

really an actor.

Don't get the impression, however,
that he feels too cocky over his success.

He's not that kind of a guy. His reac-

JUNE, 1937

(Above) Walter Bren-

nan and Frances
'.'?' Farmer in a scene from

Come and Get It.

if''
1

' (Left) As Newt in

Banjo On My Knee



CAROLE LOMBARD, exotic, hoy-

denish and, in turn, very wise,

won't discuss that romance which

is intriguing Hollywood and everyone

who is interested in motion pictures.

She has nothing to say for publica-

tion about her friendship with Clark

Gable—a friendship envied by mil-

lions of women the world over.

"Why," she asks, "must all the Holly-

wood writers use a thousand subter-

32

Affer No Man of Her Own was finished Carole
presented Clark with a big ham with his picture

firmly pasted on the wrapper

fuges to interview me and then launch

a barrage of questions about Clark and
myself? Why can't they let us alone?"

For more than a year—ever since

that fateful Valentine's party of 1936
which resulted in Carole giving Clark

a battered white Ford with a big red

heart on it—she has been hounded by
writers. There has been a steady, clam-

oring procession through the white

dressing room which she occupies at

Paramount studio—and which she will

continue to occupy for the next three

years while she earns more than a mil-

lion under the terms of her present con-

tract. Each and everyone has asked:

"Why not let me have the story of

your romance with Gable?"
This question has put Carole defi-

nitely "behind the eight ball." It isn't

HOLLYWOOD



Clark and Carole were often seen at

the Paramount lunch counter during

the making of No Man of Her Own

fair. The writers, the public, for-

get that Sable, although sepa-

rated from his second wife, Rhea,

is still married to her, and that he

says to the prying, curious ones:

''I do not at this time contem-

plate a divorce from Mrs. Sa-
ble."

Carole's cue is to keep silent.

She, as usual, is being a perfect

gentlewoman by going so far as

to refuse to discuss either ro-

mance or marriage, even in an

abstract way. She tells those who
beg, plead, and cajole:

"Skip the marriage question.

My entire attention, for the next

three years, is going to be de-

voted to my job—making pic-

tures—and nothing else."

AND, in that statement, is a

,

partial answer, if not a final

one, to the question as to how
her romance with Sable will end.

Remember that Carole is a

creature of impulse. She is spon-

t a n e o u s. She said that she

wouldn't marry William Powell

and a few days later her mother,

Mrs. E. C. Peters, on May 27,

1931, announced that the wed-
ding would take place in very

short order. It did. On June 26
of that same year.

JUNE, 1937

In her friendship with Clark Gable,

Carole Lombard is the envy of mil-

lions of women, all of whom are

wondering as to how this intriguing

romance will end. This story should
satisfy their curiosity!

By CECIL DEANE

A back-stage shot of the famous stars when they

teamed in No Man of Her Own

Carole is not in favor of long

engagements. She likes to have

things done and over with. And
that brings out one point which

will be reckoned with later.

She called Powell "Junior."

She played a lot of tricks on him.

She had a right merry time with

him. Until July 7, 1933, when her

mother announced that Carole

already was in Reno establishing

residence. Carole was again of

single status legally on the nine-

teenth day of the next month.

Just like that.

Again, her intimates point out,

she's a creature of impulse.

It was during 1931, when she

was still married to Powell, that

she made No Man of Her Own
for Paramount, with Clark Sable
and Dorothy Mackaill. Clark and
Carole were thrown together

aplenty during the weeks it took

to make that production. They
were grand scouts. They ate at

lunch counters in the commissary.

When there was a lull in produc-

tion they bought ice cream cones

and ate them.

The picture was good, and
people told Sable he was good.

Carole presented him with a

great big ham and his picture

[Continued on page 64]
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GRADUATES
GRADUATION is an important event in

the life of a young girl. Important,

too, is the subject of clothes. She must

look her best.

What type dress is most becoming? What
color? What fabric? These questions and
many more arise months before such an occa-

sion. Then there are the parties before and
after graduation to which she is escorted by
her one-and-only. An equal amount of care

should be lavished upon clothes for each fete

from the prom to a hay ride.

A few dress problems are solved here by
two popular Hollywood players, Suzanne
Kaaren and Irene Hervey, graduates, them-
selves, not many years ago.

A tip for you who received diplomas this

year is to plan your wardrobes carefully, like-

wise choose wearable clothes that will take
you through long summer months of work or

play.

The following are a few suggestions for

**

An ideal dress for the grod-

uafe is this model worn by

Suzanne Kaaren (left) and
Irene Herrey. Fashioned
in taffefa with full skirt

and puff sleeves, the

frock is trimmed with

inserts of embroi-
dered batiste and a

bouquet of flowers
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choice of styles: Because the average girl

is a practical person she might select a

two-piece jacket suit with a contrasting or

matching topcoat. Maybe a two-piece

suit in brown with a lime yellow jigger coat

or a fushia two-piece suit that can be worn

with blouses or with sweaters—and a pale

blue boxy topcoat to wear over it.

For those who don't particularly care to

buy ensembles that can be twisted about

and used in many different ways, there is

the novelty suit with a dashing cape to

match. And for those with imagination,

separate skirts and odd jackets. Mix your

own suit to your own liking and have some-
thing highly individual.

The young miss who finds herself in need

of an afternoon dress will probably cast her

glance of approval on the dirndl style with

a full-gathered skirt because it is so new

—

or on a bolero dress because it looks so

very modern.
No girl knows what this life has in store

for her and the wise one will pick the win-

ner, the dress that may be worn with equal

smartness at social or business functions.

Below right: Studying for final exams Irene Hervey
(left) appearing currently in the Columbia production
League of Frightened Men wears a culotte outfit. The
tailored sports dress in London tan worn by Suianne

Kooren is trimmed with bright green buttons.

Right: Print peasant dresses as worn by
the two stars are new and tre-

mendously smart for the

school girl

—Charles Rhodes
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B y E.SHE is, according to her own
statement, the most unsuccess-

ful successful actress in Holly-

wood! By that, the vivacious, fast talking, confident little

Isabel Jewell means that while she has had good parts in

some forty-odd pictures since her arrival in Flickertown, she

has yet to be given a role that will allow her dramatic ability

full scope.

If you recall her in A Tale of Two Cities, Valiant , is the

36

SM ITH SON Word for Carrie, Go West, Young

Man, Career Woman, Marked
Woman, and Z.osf Horizon—just to

mention a few of the top-flight films she has been featured

in—you begin to feel that her statement isn't as ambiguous

as it sounds.

Those forty-odd pictures to which Isabel lent her talents

likewise present a cinematic oddity that can't be matched
'Continued on page 62]
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A star on the ether waves and
the legitimate stage, Gertrude

Niesen is headed for stardom in

films to become one of the few
three-career women in Hollywood

IF HUSKY-VOICED, exotic Gertrude Niesen,

I star of radio, stage, and screen, were asked

to decide between her favorite food—which,

strange as it may seem, happens to be dough-

nuts and caviar—and her favorite pastime

—

which happens to be parties—it's a 100-to-l

bet that she would chose parties quicker than

your dear aunt Minnie could say Jack Robin-

son, Jr.

Passing up the observation that such a de-

cision would be easy to make on the grounds

that you don't care for a culinary pot pourri

labelled doughnuts and caviar, and that you're

willing to wager a few potatoes that La Niesen

doesn't either, you may be all even on the

10th tee with the Greta Garbo of the air

—

but from then on it's a different story.

Gertrude, if our social activity check-up is

correct, enjoys parties for the fun and re-

JUNE, 1937

By SMITH E. EDWARDS

taxation she gets out of them more than any other film

celebrity in Hollywood. Just mention the word in a

low whisper when she's nearby and then note the added
sparkle that begins to shine in her eyes. She's ready

at the drop of an invitation to become* a party of the

first part, as we students of law like to put it.

The noblest example of them all, so far as parties go,

was the evening she was keeping a dinner date at the

Brown Derby. Before she had an opportunity to dunk
[Continued on page 72]

A scene from Universale Top of the Town in

which lush-voiced Gertrude makes her screen debut
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The mad Merries

ore off o$ usual!

Off their nuts,

and quite often

off their hone,
Pluggo, in their

latest M-G-M
picture, A Day
at the Races

where your

you'd put on

M
By HARRY LANG

This business of being funny as exemplified by

the madcap Marx Brothers is more serious than

you think and the price of a laugh comes high

AYBE you think that being the Marx
Brothers must be fun.

Maybe you think it would be hilarious to have nothing

else to do in life but think up gags on other people and
draw a nice big fat check every Saturday afternoon for it.

Like broiling garlic frankfurters over the fireplace in Louis

B. Mayer's plush office at M-S-M while waiting for him

to come out of conference or someplace!—or wearing (as

Sroucho did) a pair of frowzy old pajama pants with your

snappiest evening clothes, to make an entrance at the formal

party

hoped you a put on your

best behavior to impress

some important relatives

of hers, with no sense of

humor!—or (as Chico
did) phone a friend, dis-

guising your voice as

that of a water company
official, to fill all the

bathtubs in the house

because the water was
going to be shut off!

—

or any of the other in-

sane things the reput-

edly "mad Marxes" have
to do as a matter of day-

in-day-out routine, just

because that's their

reputation.

Well, that may be aw-
fully funny—to you and
me and the fellow
around the corner. But

to the Marx Brothers

themselves, it's all

deadly earnest and seri-

ous. To themselves, the

Marx Brothers and their

gags are about as funny as a funeral.

You see the Marxes work harder than you or I. They
really work at the business of being funny. It may be a

paradox, but being funny is being serious, to them. That
hot-dog-broiling-in-Mayer's office, which utterly convulsed
Hollywood not long ago, was painfully planned for days in

advance. They had to provide themselves with all the props

—a long toasting fork, a nice smelly hot dog, a roll to put it

on, and mustard to smear over it; they had *o plan care-

fully so the timed be ripe, and so there'd be a fire in the

HOLLYWOOD



fireplace; and then they had to pull it all off as casually as

that, to make it look real.

•And those other gags!—unless you see the Marxes at work,

painstakingly working out, far in advance, their every gag
and joke (whether it be for screen use, or just one of their

"impromptu" party-and-social tricks) , then you'll never know
how very, very serious and un-funny this business of being

"the funniest men in movies" really is.

TO REALLY understand, though, how colossally serious this

business of being funny truly is, you must be told that the

little word "missing" almost broke up the remaining three

Marxes, not long agol Over that word, they battled so

bitterly (seeking to be funny!) that Sroucho and Chico

stopped talking to each other. As for Harpo, it

didn't matter, because he doesn't talk anyway
And finally, it took about 132,000 Amer-

icans (maybe you were one of them) to

straighten up the mess and smooth it

out again. It was like this

—

Sroucho had figured out a gag.

You'll see it when you see their next

M-S-M movie, A Day At the Races.

Groucho is in a men's dressing

room, about to wash his hands

Douglas Dumbrille, the villain of

the piece, enters just as Sroucho
is taking off his swell wrist watch.

As Sroucho lays it on the wash-

stand, Dumbrille eyes it hungrily.

Sroucho sees him. Marxishly, he picks

up the thousand-dollar watch, tosses it

into the soapy-water-filled basin, cracks:

"I'd rather have it rusty than missing

Well, when they first thought that up,

Sroucho wanted to say
—

"rather have it rusty than

GONE."
"Nix," suggested Chico, "make it 'rather have it rusty

than disappear.'
"

"That," grunted Harpo, "isn't funny. The word you must

use is 'missing.'
"

That started the fight and .for a while it looked as though
the gag would never get a spot in A Day At the Races,

Groucho stuck to "gone." Chico insisted on "disappear."

And Harpo, between chasing blondes, stood by "missing."

Hours after hours they wrangled. It got to a point where

they couldn't look at a clock

without flying at each other.

Finally, they left it to their

audiences . . .

They were on personal ap-

pearance tour, whereon
they tried out many of the

gags you'll see in the pic-

ture. They figured out

they had 132 perform-

ances left to play—to

an average of maybe
1 ,000 spectators in

each show.

"All right," they de-

cided, "for 44 of those

shows, Groucho will

say 'gone,' For an-

other 44, he'll say

'disappear' when he

pulls the gag. For

the remaining 44,

he'll say 'missing.'

And we'll clock

JUNE, 1937

the laughs. And whichever gets the most ha-ha's, stays in."

That's exactly what they did. And when the compilation

of laughs was over, carefully "caught" via counters and

split-second time-watches, they found that a few laughs fol-

lowed "gone;" a few more came with "disappear," but posi-

tive gales of guffawing greeted the line:

"I'd rather have it rusty than missing]"

So that's the line you'll hear in the film, along with scores

of other sure fire laugh provokers that will tag A Day At the

Races as the best picture the Marxes have yet appeared in.

BUT none of the Marxes can tell you why Americans think

"missing" is funnier than either "gene" or "disappear!"

"That," says Groucho, in one of the few sane moments you

can get out of him in any given interview, "is one

of the mysteries of the business of being funny.

You can't tell what is going to get a laugh

and what isn't, until you try it out."

Most of their gags are concocted and

constructed in what the Marxes term

their office. It's a big, bare-ish room
up over Stage 5, away from places

so the Marxes won't get in people's

hair. It's got a desk in it, and a

big window at one end that faces

the executive bungalows on the

M-G-M lot, and a piano for Chico

to play on, and Rachel Linden.

Rachel is the Marxes' secretary, the

one who doesn't laugh at their gags.

She's been with them ever since they

were in movies, you can figure it out

for yourself, and thinks they're less funny

every day.

This is what happens when they are working out

a corned'y sequence:

There's Groucho, over in the corner, chewing his cigar butt,

wiggling his eyebrows, scowling horrendously. Chico is at

the piano, playing not a note, looking sad. Harpo is staring

out of the window, alternately sticking his tongue out at the

M-G-M executives' windows or ogling blonde extra girls as

they pass by in the street below. Others present are Sam
Wood, who is directing their picture, and Al Boasberg, who

is the Marx gag man. And Rachel. They're all trying to

figure out the funniest way to slam a stable door on Douglas

Dumbrille's you-know as Douglas stoops over.

They talk it out, in meticulous detail, for endless time.

They plot the exact sound the door should make as it im-

pinges on Dumbrille's obvious spot. They argue as to

whether the top half of the door (it's one of those double

doors like you see in

paddocks) should wal-

lop Dumbrille first, or

the bottom half. Fi-

nally Boasberg gets a

bright idea. "Catch

him between the

halves," he crows. "It'll

be a scream."

Dead-panned, they
agree it'll be excru-

ciatinglyfunny. "Make
a note of it, Miss

Linden," they say.

Doleful as a pall-

bearer, Rachel jots it

down. Rachel jots

down all the laughs.

[Continued on

page 80]
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IOU won't know you're wear-
ing "Screen"—as ventilated as it

sounds. It's mighty cool— yet it

molds your figure to a flattering

silhouette. Porous mesh-knit Las-

tex permits cool air to reach and
circulate about your skin. Trimly
tailored to fashion your figure to

the smooth, svelte lines you'll

adore—and so will everyone else.

It's sensible to own all three

—

Foundation, Girdle, Pantie. Have
a cool, fresh, and right garment
for each Summer costume—
sports, about-town and formal.

Two-Way Stretch Lastex

YOU'LL WA NT ALL THREE
BECAUSE YOU NEED THEM

$12 and up for the Set of Three.
May be had separately, of course.

FOUNDATION: Perfect uplift bra. Side
bust control. Streamlined back. $5.00

GIRDLE: Flattens and Hatters hips.

$3.SO and $4.00

PANTIE: Cool, comfortable, controlling.

$3.50 and $4.00

STEIN & COMPANY
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TOP

TOWN
IN

1930 Universal spent a cool million

(and then some) on a red hot mu-

sical called King of Jazi, won an

Academy award and then settled back

to make its money on novelty films, a

few "Frankensteins" and "Draculas"

and a war picture or two. This season

the crowning climax of the New Uni-

versal^ first production year brings an-

other massive musical, Top of the Town.

An extravaganza accurately describes

With more footage than any three

other comedians, the Three Sailors

make a good showing even though folks

won't remember who they are very

long.

McHugh and Adamson who did such

a good job with the tunes for Banjo on

My Knee contributed the music and

lyrics for Top of the Town their "Jam-

boree" providing a reason for the mass-

ing of all the forces for the big finale.

it and the fortune it cost is obvious on One set is just about as big as Rocke-

feller Center and Cameraman Joe

NEW YORK • TORONTO

the screen

But Top of the Town does surprising

things. It makes a star of George

Murphy instead of Doris Nolan as once

planned; it enables Peggy Ryan, a ten-

year-old sprite, (or is a young sprite

called a sprout?) to give the light-

footed Murphy a close race for danc-

ing honors, and it presents the haunt-

ing radio voices of Gertrude Niesen

and Ella Logan for the first time from

the screen. It is a toss up which wins

\

vocal honors. In the early reels Hugh

Herbert in high glee wins most of

,
the laughs by his physical nervousness,

;
Gregory Ratoff by his vocal entangle-

i
ments. Toward the end of the picture

Mischa Auer's Hamlet brings him up

among the leaders, but Henry Armetta,

burdened with a full dress suit, tries

hard but loses out on the home stretch.

Valentine has had a big job getting it

all on the screen, but under the able

guidance of Director Ralph Murphy he

has succeeded nobly. In the last reel

George Murphy goes into his dance

and gives a performance that Fred

Astaire could be proud of and this re-

viewer wonders why Universal execs

didn't have Actor Murphy do some sort

of little jig earlier in the film. Georgie

is a hoofin
1

fool and if his dancing feet,

mannish smile and splendid voice don't

carry him to stardom before 1937 bids

us adieu we'll be a monkey's uncle.

Top of the Town will give you a gay

summer's evening or an enjoyable

afternoon out of the hot sun. Hop to

it.
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RECENTLY IN NEW YORK BEFORE RETURNING TO LONDON FOR THE CORONATION

THE BEAUTIFUL, YOUNG

Tells you how she cares for her

glamorously clear, smooth skin

/

—

he will stand for hours in West-

Si. minster Abbey the day of the

* y Coronation, in a robe of velvet

and ermine—jewels flashing from coronet

and necklace— her lovely skin clear and

luminous against its brilliant setting.

Of all the peeresses who will attend the

Coronation, none will be lovelier than the

slender, young Duchess of Leinster.

Admired for her beauty during her re-

cent visit to New York, the Duchess said

her beauty care is "the simplest and best

— Pond's." "Pond's Cold Cream is a com-
plete facial treatment in itself," she said.

"I use it to invigorate and freshen my

Her Grace—one of the three Premier Duchesses in the British Isles— in

the white satin Court gown she will wear under her Coronation robe . . .

"A treatment with Pond's Cold Cream is more than a cleansing treatment.

It makes my skin feel invigorated, look brighter. I use Pond's Cold Cream
night and morning and for any occasion."

skin for the most important occasions."

Like hundreds of British beauties— the

Duchess follows this daily method:

—

Every night, smooth on Pond's Cold Cream.

As it releases dirt, make-up, skin secretions

—

wipe them off. Now pat in more Pond's Cold

Cream

—

briskly, till the circulation stirs. Your
skin feels invigorated and freshened.

Every morning (and always before make-up)

repeat . . . Your skin is smooth for powder

—

fresh, vital looking!

Day and night, this rousing Pond's treatment

does more than clean your skin. It invigorates

it . . . Fights blemishes, blackheads, lines, coars-

ening pores. Get ajar today. Soon see your skin

growing lovelier!

Send for special 9-treatment tube

and 3 other Pond's Beauty Aids

Pond's, Dept.8-CF. Clinton, Conn.
Rush special tube of Pond's Cold Cream, enough for

9 treatments, with generous samples of z other Pond's
Creams and 5 different shades of Pond's Face Powder.
I enclose 10^ to cover postage and packing.

Namt-

Strat_.

Cuy_
Copyright, 1937, Pond's Extract Company

WHEN ANSWERING ADVERTISEMENTS, PLEASE MENTION JUNE HOLLYWOOD 4
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A tense scene for M-G-M's Captains Courageous starring Lionel Barrymore,

Spencer Tracy, and Freddie Bartholomew

CAPTAINS COURAGEOUS—
(M-G-M)—Bound to be acclaimed as

one of the finest examples of the

motion picture art ever presented.

Movie audiences will be as proud of it

as the producers themselves. It's really

that good! Ably directed by Victor

Fleming, the Kipling story is a deeply
impressive, fast moving, and highly

dramatic film. Spencer Tracy, fine

though he's been in recent pictures, is

finer, by far, in his portrayal of the

Portuguese fisherman. Spencer, who
has surprised his fans with many notable

performances, will surprise even him-

self by his superb acting in Captains
Courageous. Sharing top honors with

Tracy is Freddie Bartholomew. Castas
the spoiled, arrogant and utterly selfish

son of a rich father this youngster

REVIEWS of
[Continued from page 40]

handles his role with intelligence and
sensitive feeling. As the story de-
velops, Freddie is rescued from the sea

by Tracy and the scenes between these

two on board a fishing schooner are

among the most touching ever screened
and will linger long in the memories of

those who see them.
Impressive performances by Melvyn

Douglas as Freddie's father, Lionel

Barrymore as the skipper of a fishing

schooner contribute further to the en-

joyment of the film.

WAIKIKI WEDDING— (Paramount)
Giving credit where credit is due,

Martha (Ultra-Violent) Raye, with her

hilarious exhibit of clowning, steals this

picture; and it's a theft that will please

any movie audience. As the love-

starved miss who gets a touch of

Hawaiian moon madness, Martha puts

on a screen show that is a wow—if

you'll pardon the use of a trite word
from tne Hollywood dictionary. Bing

Crosby, provided with some excellent

Be Sure to get your copy of

wonderful NewDance Book

byARTHUR MURRAY-
Worlds Greatest Dance Instructor- Learn the

Latest Dance Steps from this Expert—

9
o

4
WEEKS
LATER
LOU
s
6gS

B

CARD
PILLED
WITH
LABELS

DAN^E
BOOK

TO HERSELF)
ISN'T IT 3VJST*
HOW HER PACE HAS .

CLEARED UP
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songs, sings in better form than ever
before and turns on the proper ro-

mantic fervor in his courtship of Shirley

Ross. Bob Burns, as a transported hog
caller from the Ozarks, has divorced his

bazooka in favor of a guitar to become
the victim of the Raye lady's fervid

romantic assaults. Shirley Ross, play-

ing the straight role with Crosby, car-

ries out her assignments in grand style

both in the sentimental episodes and in

her singing. Waikiki is a good picture

from every angle and one that you will

thoroughly enjoy.

PERSONAL PROPERTY— (M-G-M)
Don't expect to see the alluring Jean
Harlow and handsome Bob Taylor go
into any breath-taking romantic
clinches in their first co-starring pic-

ture, Personal Property, but you can ex-

pect to see this popular couple, under
the able direction of W. S. Van Dyke,

romp through this hilarious comedy in

a manner that is highly satisfying to the

most critical movie fan. Taylor, as the

i m p e-r t i n e n t younger brother of

Cameraman Karl Struss and Director Frank Tuttle intently watch Shirley Ross
and Bing Crosby during a scene from Waikiki Wedding

Reginald Owen, (a bounder if there

ever was one) saves Jean from a mar-
riage to his brother by leading her to

the altar himself. The alluring Jean, as

the impecunious American girl, handles

her role in her usual faultless fashion;

and Taylor, permitted for the first time

to really let go in light comedy, shows

to fine advantage.

In the supporting cast E. E. Clive as

Taylor's father, Una O'Connor as the

family maid, Reginald Owen as the

elder brother and Forrester Harvey as

the cockney bailiff deserve well-

merited praise. Hilarious caricatures

of English nobility were offered by

Lionel Braham and Barnett Barker.

Personal Property is thoroughly worth-

while. See it!

[Continued on page 44]

toClear upyour Skin! BeaGood
Dancer/ [>M7mMmM^f

BUT, LOU - YOU RE SO
SLENDER. AND LI6HT

""

YOUR FEET >OUOU6HT
i TO BE A BEAUTIFUL.X CANCER

OH, I DON'T BETAMP OUT EN0U6H
\JO KEEP UP WITH THE N6>t

| STEPS — THESE U '

^PIMPUI* — THEY ''

ISORT OF CRAMP
1 AemCtsTYie

THHlNWT I f LOU -I HEARD LATELY

v. m .ucvcr, B ^MfelTHW FLEISCHMANNfc
VK ££E^1li2£iSjYEAST HELP* PIMPLW-
EfflB'SJaK&OU X*T BATJLCAKWASAJN. NOTONf
«N6LB B-BCrV
ASKED ME TO,
D-OANCe

A DAY AND KEEP IT UP
R8BULAW.Y-WHY

NOT TRY IT?

GET THIS FREE FLEISCHMANN
DANCE CARD FROM YOUR GROCER
Don't wait another day! Start

right now to save yeast labels for

the wonderful book of 20 dance
lessons by Arthur Murray!

This book is not for sale. The
only way to get a copy is with
Fleischmann Yeast labels.

Just eat 3 cakes of Fleisch-

mann's Yeast daily for 27 days.

Save the label from each cake.

Paste these on the free Fleisch-

mann Dance Card you can get

from your grocer. Send it in.

If your grocer has no Dance
Cards, save your 81 labels and
send them In an envelope, or
pasted up on plain paper.

Address envelope containing
labels to Fleischmann's Yeast,

701 Washington Street, New York
City. And be sure to include your
name and address. (This offer holds

good until August 31st, 1937.)

(Details of securing Dance Book differ slight-

ly in states west of Denver and in Canada,
see newspapers or ask your local grocer.)

NSXTOWl
| WANT 3CAKM

OF gjUCHMAWNj VfABT PUASSJ

HERE YOU ARE.MlSS -

AND HERE* ONE OF THE
FLftlSCUMANN DANCE

CARM-SAVE VEAfT LABCLS
-STICK 'EM ON THIS AND
YOU SET A FREE BOOK .

^==jiOF DANCE LESSONS
,

i/iL^
Dr. R. E. Lee, well-known physician, says:

"STICK TO IT, and Fleischmann's Yeast will

help to correct ADOLESCENT PIMPLES."

• Important glands develop after the start of
adolescence—from about 13 to 25 years of age
—and final growth takes place. This disturbs
the entire system. The skin gets extra sensi-

tive. Waste poisons in the blood irri-

tate this sensitive skin, and unsightly
pimples break out.
FleiBchmann'a freBh Yeast helps to free

your skin from pimples by clearing these
skin Irritants out of the blood. Eat 3 cakes
every day— a cake about V2 hour before
meals—plain, or in a little water.

Copyright. 1937, Standard Brands Incorporated
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If a romantic story thrills you ... if your
heart bc-.its raster when lovers embrace on the

screen—give a thought to your ou n romance! For

excited emotions stimulate perspiration ghnJs,

resulting in unpleasant body odor.

Are you sure your deodorant lasts through

nerve tingling moments? DEW is the deodorant

which stops perspiration instantly and thoroughly

—and remains sffictiv* under all circumstances.

Also prevents the under-arm
stains that ruin clothes.

Use DEW «nd be sure.

Sarcandgcntlc. Nun-irritating

to delicate skin. 25c. 50c. Jl. 00 ^fc—

\

it circums

at drug and dept. stores.

D£W
DEODORANT
Non Perspirant

I
.LINE -OF. SEPARATION,,

VAIWWTION

2

Maiden Form's "Variation"—for

a fashionable "dividing line"—
has under-breast stitchinu for

uplift support, with or without
diaphragm band—$1.00 to $3.50

I

V
V

*"ETLT>E"'/c/t ha«
smaller-than- average
breast-sections, clev-

erly spiral seamed to
preserve precious
youthful firmness—
S 1 -OOand S 1 -SO. Send
for free Foundation
Booklet FG: Maiden
Form Brassiere Co.,
Inc.NewYork.N.Y.

•H*R.ti.9.e»i.nrr,A\ AT AIL LEADING STORES

There it a Maiden Form lor Every Type ol Fl|ure!

L'.UlJUiUMIHIHniMI
1IL.A S SI ElkES

Reviews of the Month
[Continued from poge 43]

Carole Lombard and Fred MacMurray head the cast in Paramount'* Swing
High, Swing Low

SEVENTH HEAVEN— (20th Cen-
tury-Fox)—Sound has invested Seventh
Heaven with a vitality denied the silent

version, and under the superb direction

of Henry King the film can rightfully

assert its claim as one of the truly fine

pictures of the year. Seventh Heaven
does another thing. It projects James
Stewart for his brilliant portrayal of

that "very remarkable fellow, Chico"
to the status of a topnotch star. This

young man never gave a better nor

more sympathetic performance and
movie fans are going to acclaim him
for his true worth. To Simone Simon,

too, are praises due. Her portrayal of

Diane is a tender, deeply moving one
as she makes believable the faith that

leads her from the bagnio to a garret

heaven with the atheist, Chico. Excel-

lent in support are Gregory Ratoff as

Boul, John Qualen as the sewer rat,

Gale Sondergaard as Diane's hell-cat

sister, Jean Hersholt as the priest,

Edward Bromberg as the eccentric

neighbor, Mady Christians and Victor

Kilian as the helpful couple next door.

This new version of Seventh Heaven is

every bit as enchanting as the silent

one and should prove a box-office mag-
net. See it, by all means.

SWING HIGH, SWING LOW—
(Paramount)—A highly entertaining

picture with Carol Lombard again

proving that she's a top-flight actress.

Team-mate Fred MacMurray has never

been seen on the screen to better ad-

vantage and as Skid Johnson who can

blow sweeter, hotter music than any
trumpeter in the world, he puts on a

screen show that's worth going to see

twice. Borrowing a few situations from
the old hit Burlesque, Swing High,

Swing Low is the story of the stormy
love affair and marriage of Maggie
King (Carol Lombard) a New York
nightclub girl, and Skid Johnson (Fred

MacMurray) an irresponsible, likable

trumpet player. The story travels from
Panama to Broadway—but you'll like

the trip. You'll like, too, Charles

Butterworth and Jean Dixon, both of

Teamed togefhet the first time are Bob Taylor

and Jean Harlow in M-G-M's Personal Property
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whom contribute excellent bits of act-

ing. Put this picture on your "I Must

See" list. It's that good.

THE HIT PARADE— (Republic)—
The title of this Republic release tells

the whole story, for it is really a parade

of hits, offering a variety of talent, un-

surpassed for entertainment guaran-

teed to appeal to any mixed audience.

This picture should establish Phil

Regan as a definite candidate for star-

dom. His role of a radio talent scout

who loses a former protege (Louise

Henry) to her lawyer (Monroe
Owsley) after Phil has promoted her

James Stewart and Simone Simon win acclaim

for fheir fine work in 20th Century-Fox's

Seventh Heaven

to the top rung of radio fame, is one

that offers a wide score for demonstrat-

ing personality.

After a protracted search through

various night spots, Phil finds a rival

songstress (Frances Langford). The

complications involved before she wins

a spot on the prize radio program, form

the balance of the plot.

The talent parade includes Duke

Ellington and his band; Eddie Duchin

and his boys, Al Pearce and his band;

the Tic Toe girls; Carl Hoff's Hit

Parade orchestra, and many others.

Miss Langford's and Phil Regan's

voices register perfectly, and this per-

fection will establish several songs as

sure-fire hits.

A fine group of players fills out the

cast, standouts being Pert Kelton (Miss

Langford's true-blue friend); Edward
Brophy (Sponsor of the top radio hour)

and Max Terhune. The latter, an ani-

mal imitator, scores heavily through-

out the picture, aided by his "smart-

aleck" ventriloquist dummy.
Louise Henry, Inez Courtney, Mon-

roe Owsley, J. Farrell MacDonald,
[Continued on page 46]

• "Hi-ya, Fuzzy! Don't be scared of me—come over here and gel

acquainted! Where did you come from and why the heavy woolies

on a day like this? .

.

. You can't change 'em? . .

.

Say, that's tough!"

~M1Jpjm 14
9j

~

-4

v-
mr
%.
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• "Mother, come quick! Look at this poor guy—has to wear a

camel's hair coat the year around! And he's so hot Ws sticking

tight to him—bring some Johnson's Baby Powder right away!"

• "ISow cheer up, pal—that soft, cooling powder makes you forget

all about prickly heat and sticky hot weather. And every time

Mother gives me a rub-down, I'll get her to give you one, too!"

• "Feel my Johnson's Baby Powder—Ws as sojt as the kitty's ear!

Not gritty like some powders. That'swhy it keepsmy skin so smooth."
. . . Smooth, healthy skin is the best protection against skin infec-

tions, Mothers! And Johnson's Baby Powder is made of the rarest

Italian talc. .no orris-root. ..Don't forget baby's other toilet needs

—Johnson's Baby Soap, Baby Cream and Baby Oil!

ll NEW BRUNSWICK ll NEW JERSEY
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Reviews of the Month
[Continued from page 45]
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Lcfl . . Puritan uW tilth

a separate tkirt, 18.95

Olhen. . IJ.95lo#9.75

If you wear a

i
bra in a formal,

... you need
Floating Bra
on the beachl

Whatever your figure . . this semi-

detached inner uplift makes yon

modern and glamorous ! Floating Bra

cups under the breast, lifting your

bustline smartly. Slims your waist!

Narrows your hips ! Eliminates

embarrassing sagging, wobbling or

slumping! Floating Bra is exclusive

with Gantner swim suits.

At smarter stores everywhere ... or tirite bust measure, weight,

choice of color. (Style book upon request. Canadians, write us.)

GANTNER & MATTERN CO., Dept. G
San Francisco Mdic. Mart, Chicago 1410 Bdwy.,N. Y.

GflnmER

A rose between two thorni. Walter Wincheli, Alice

Faye and Ben Bernie in a scene from Wake Up and Live,

a "be sure and see it" picture from 20th Century-Fox

Pierre Watkin, George Givot and
Sammy White add to the fun.

OUTCASTS OF POKER FLAT—
(RKO)—By the time this picture is

released enough recutting will have

been made this Bret Harte yarn top-

notch entertainment. As a matter of

record the film is a hookup of two
Harte stories—Outcasts and Luck of

Roaring Camp and is highlighted by

splendid performances of Preston
Foster as the romantic roughneck, Jean

Muir as the school teacher, Virginia

Weidler, as "Luck," Margaret Irving

as the "duchess," Bradley Page as a

two gun man and Al St. John as a comic
barfly. The film serves to introduce

another screen personality in Van Hef-

lin who portrays the parson. With
only one previous picture to his credit

he records a grand performance—one

that should start him up the ladder.

THINK FAST, MR. MOTO— (20th

Century-Fox)— In this, the first in a

series of mystery yarns by Fox, Peter

Lorre abandons his "horror" roles and
gives a remarkably true characteriza-

tion of a Japanese detective extraor-

dinary—being possessed of a keen

mind, a sense of humor, a Stanford

sheepskin, a "workable" knowledge of

jiu-jitsu and amazing agility in per-

forming card tricks.

All of these qualities are brought to

light in this exciting story which deals

with a combined attempt by numerous

persons to apprehend a gang of smug-

glers in Shanghai.

Included in the sleuthing party are

—

Thomas Beck (handsome son of the

steamship line's owner); Virginia Field

(beautiful mystery woman, beloved

by Beck); Peter Lorre (amateur detec-

tive and owner of an importing com-

pany) and, Murray Kinnell (foreign

representative of the shipping
line.)

The concentrated efforts of the

above group to round up the opposing

forces results in a thrilling chase which

begins in San Francisco's Chinatown,

continues on a boat headed for China,

and comes to an exciting climax in a

waterfront dive in Shanghai.

Colorful settings and a well-selected

musical score, contribute much to the

general enjoyment of this feature.

THE PRINCE AND THE PAUPER—
(Warner Bros.)—This film version of

the Mark Twain fantasy of the beggar

boy who comes within a hairsbreadth

of being crowned King Edward the

Sixth, is not only excellent movie fare

in narrative and direction, but it goes

farther since it marks very definitely

the rise of the Mauch twins into the

higher brackets of stardom. These two
youngsters, comparatively unknown to

movie fans, carry the burden of The

ACCEPT NO SUBSTITUTES! ALWAYS INSIST ON THE ADVERTISED BRAND!



Prince and the Pauper in a remarkable

manner. Alike in looks and speech,

sensitively responsive to the sympa-

thetic direction of William Keighley,

they carry their difficult roles like sea-

soned troupers. Verbal bouquets are

due Montague Love for his fine por-

trayal of King Henry, Claude Rains for

his role as the scheming Lord Hert-

ford, Henry Stephenson for his per-

formance as the Duke of Norfolk,

Barton MacLane for his portrait of

the burly ruffian, and Errol Flynn for

his performance as the dashing adven-

turer. 7"Ae Prince and the Pauper pro-

vides screen entertainment of a high

order.

WAKE UP AND LIVE— (20th Cen-
tury-Fox)—With Fiddler Ben Bernie

and Columnist Walter Winchell stab-

bing each other in the back with verbal

darts, with Jack Haley scoring a big

hit with his pleasing singing and ro-

mantic comedy, with the beautiful

Alice Faye singing her Mack Gordon
and Harry Revel melodies in better

voice than she ever displayed before,

Phil Regan and Frances Longford

funefully carol their way through

Republic's fitmusical, The Hit Parade

with Patsy Kelly and Ned Sparks put-

ting on a show in themselves with their

clever clowning, with Joan Davis doing

a wow number as a goofy rhumba
dancer—in fact, with every one in the

cast doing something highly enter-

taining—WITHOUT DOUBT Wake Up
and Live is one of the most sparkling,

liveliest filmusicals of the year. Cer-

tainly it will prove an entertainment

target for other studios to shoot at.

You miss this and you're missing some
of the best ear-filling, eye-filling pic-

tures screened this season. Wake up
and live—go see it.

THIS DEODORANT
COMES OFF ON
MY CLOTHES

TERRIBLY!

/C0W! Non-Greasy Odorono Ice

goes on like a vanishing cream

-checks perspiration instantly

FOR YEARS women have com-

plained
—"Why do cream deo-

dorants have to be so greasy?"

—

"They stick to clothes and ruin them
!"

The new Odorono Ice was created

in answer to these complaints— on

an entirely new principle. It van-

ishes completely! It can't leave a

messy film of grease to come off on

your clothes.

And, unlike other cream deodorants,

it gontly checks perspiration. You are

•Trude Mark
BeB.U.S.
Pat. Off.

completely protected from both odor

and dampness for 1 to 3 days.

Try it! It is delightful, entirely differ-

ent in texture. Light and fluffy. It pats

on easily—you don't have to work at it

!

And Odorono Ice never develops a

musty odor of its own after it has been

on a while. Its clean, fresh smell of pure

alcohol evaporates completely the min-

ute it is on.

Really , Odorono Ice is t he perfect cream

deodorant at last ! 80% of the women
who have tried it prefer it to any other

deodorant they have ever used. Buy a

jar of the new Odorono Ice tomorrow —

35i at all Toilet -Goods Departments.

0D0-R0-N0
NON-GREASY ICE

SEND IOC FOR INTRODUCTORY JAR

RUTH
Oept. c

(In Ciin

I ene

i ni* for t

Name

MI1.I.F.R.

-A-T" 1D1

oda. addre

ose 1(V to r

'enermis int

Tin

11m
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Odorono Co., Inc.

nan St., New York City

0. Box M20, Montreal)

cost of posture nnd park-

ictory jar of Odorono Ire

Address

City Stale
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Hollywood Newsreel
[Continued from page 17]

about some perfectly factual fishing

stories they told when they returned

from Florida. So Gary began telling

straight-faced tall ones at any and all

times, to punish and amuse the skep-

tics, according to their sense of

humor.

He may interrupt anything from a

tennis game to an after-dinner speech
to begin, "By the way, that reminds

me of the wrestle I had with an alli-

gator in the Everglades in Florida. He
caught me by the boot and pulled me
under the water

—

"

Or something equally inventive,

each anecdote introduced so casually

and with such a sober face his listeners

fall for the gag—at first. Sandra says

the first hundred times the tales were
told were the easiest—for her to listen

to I

»>*2

• for Foot Comfort
During hot weather especially f^,;,v

--consider QuestpT^^
S%- e pUi,iM de°do«nt powdersoothing, completely effective! Try it „ .£powder and see how QucS t *v« "J l™
spiring feet a new
them fresh and dainty.

life keeps

lUEST... after the Bath
For all-day-long body freshness, use Quest

as a dusting powder, and for under-arms. It

prevents perspiration offense; keeps you dainty

always; yet does not clog pores or irritate the

skin. And, being unscented, it does not cover

up the fragrance of lovely perfume.

Q.lTEST...totally effect!ve~on

Sanitary Napkins
This is the key test for any deodura

powderlProve for yourself t^atQuestne;";&b on samtary napkins - assures complex
personal daintiness. Buy the large can today
-only 35c at drug counters everywh,ere.

USE IT
WITH KOTEX

ACCEPT NO SUBSTITUTES! ALWAYS INSIST ON THE ADVERTISED BRAND!

What? No Tease, Sir?

GYPSY ROSE LEE and Ada
Leonard, strip tease artists lately

acquired by Hollywood, have given

the movie people several jolts.

People who thought they'd been every-

where and seen everything, too!

Ada, for example, won't strip unless

she has her public or at least a regular

movie camera (with film in it) a direc-

tor and crew in attendance. Visioned

by the Hollywooders as an artists'

model sort of a girl or perhaps a new
variation of Sally Rand, she shocked

them no end by revealing that she

considers it immodest to strip in, say,

the intimacy of a dressing-room, before

one or two gentlemen—or even ladies.

When they wanted her to demon-
strate her art for a portrait camera in

the studio gallery, before only the

photographer and his assistant, she

demurred. Maybe she knew Papa Will

Hays wouldn't okay too-nudie shots,

anyway!

Soft Pedal

DON'T think that because you hear

less of the charitable deeds and

projects of Joan Crawford and Marion

Davies these days, the gals have given

up the good work.

What happened is the shushing of

praise agents and all others who in the

past were frequently guilty of at-

tempting to turn charity into adver-

tising. Neither Joan nor Marion ever

wanted to do that, knowing it is bad
taste by either social or humanitarian

codes, Emily Post or Hoyle.



Of course when a big charity affair

needs their names to boost its pro-

ceeds, they come right to the fore.

But none of these little individual

"loaned -the -poor- girl- her- wardrobe-

for-her-film-test" publicity for either

star these days—or someone gets into

troublel
• • •

Reason For Peeve

WAYNE MORRIS (Pasadena Play-

house actor who did the title role

in Kid Galahad opposite Bette Davis)

was plenty angry when studio romance

hatchers fooled some columnists into

linking his name with Jane Bryan. The

stunt got Wayne in wrong with the

real girl friend, Shirley Lloyd.

So the actor, a hard-hitting heavy-

weight who actually knocked out an

even bigger ring opponent while film-

ing the fight classic, threatened to

punch the nose of whoever was re-

sponsible. The perpetrator hurriedly

squared things betweon Wayne and his

girll

• • •

Bonus

BEHIND a recent dispute between

their employers and the brilliant

12-year-old acting twins, Billy and

Bobby (just-alike) Mauch was a unique

circumstance. Warners, forced for

business, banker, and stockholder

reasons to drive the best possible bar-

gain for the twins' services following

their hit in The Prince and the Pauper,

weren't sorry they had to double their

salaries and make concessions about

radio appearances.

They felt the lads deserved good
treatment, having saved an estimated

$25,000 on the flicker's cost simply

by never muffing lines, never being

ill, never being late to work and never

wasting a moment in getting before

the camera when each scene was lined

up!
• • •

Courtly Freddie

FREDDIE BARTHOLOMEW has for

the second time been thoroughly

impressed by the dignity and kindliness

of the American courts . . . when Judge
Robert H. Scott approved the petition

of Freddie's aunt for the young Brit-

isher's adoption, bestowing living ex-

penses on his father and mother, trust

funds for sisters Eileen and Hilda from
the star's salary of $1200 per week . .

.

the other court was that in his picture,

77>e Devil Wat a Sitsy.

"This is jolly, you know," he con-

fided. "It almost makes one wish to

commit a crime—a little, white one

—

3V !

mercy of the court!"

MODERN NECESSITY

!

['CAN'T CHAFE i« 7r|e sides of y .
* i»

''o"ed/n

O

o
K°'eXorec0sn . i

f°"»y cor^'' '' «*. *
•asf/no .. .

n ta Prov;w.

l-CMTC SHOW

3 TYPES OF KOTEX—ALL AT THE SAME LOW PRICE
Regular, Junior and Super— for different women, different days.

A SANITARY NAPKIN
made from Cellucotton (not cotton)
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"It was so simple—so quick and easy to use

Marchand's that I was astonished at the difference

it made in my entire personality."

"There she is, sitting ac

home alone—the girl I left behind me

forever when I discovered Marchand's

Golden Hair Wash," says lovely Louise

A.* "I used to be a Cinderella, but now

ray friends say Marchand's brought out

my true personality—I'm fascinating."

Let Marchand's bring you fresh pop-

ularity and a new, youthful beauty to

your hair. If you axe BLONDE, it will

restore and keep that radiant, sunny

freshness everyone admires. If you are

BRUNETTE, you can rinse lovely, glow-

ing highlights in your hair. With Mar-

chand's you can lighten any color hair

to any flattering shade you desire. Both

Blondes and Brunettes use Marchand's

to make excess hair on arms and legs

unnoticeable. Because it is not a depila-

tory, it cannot leave unpleasant stubble.

Marchand's Golden Hair Wash is

quick and easy to use. Colorless. Stain-

less. Odorless. Effective. Perfect results.

FREEj—Discover your true self—and
how to bring out and accent your appear-

ance and personality. ROBERT of Fifth

Avenue, famous as the man who "makes
you beautiful" has written an amazing
brochure for Marchand's. which tells you
what type you are, what to wear, how
to makeup, new hair styles and other
valuable advice. It's FREE to you—just

send your name and a three<ent stamp
to cover postage. Use coupon below.

*Name on request

"Night after night I used to sit

home alone—worried about my
lack of popularity

—

"then one night mother brought

home a bottle of Marchand's and

insisted that I try it

—

"now I'm the happiest girl in the

world since Marchand's restored

the natural beauty of my hair."

MARC-HAN DS
( complete
simple

directions

for use

bo'tieT
7 GOLDEN HAIR WASH

CHARLES MARCHAND CO., 521 W. 23rd St., New York City

Gentlemen: Please send me A FREE copy of ROBERT'S BEAUTY
BROCHURE. I enclose a three-cent stamp to cover postage costs.

Name

Address^ _

City State-

Our Readers Write
[Continued from page 1 9]

OUR FOREIGN
CORRESPONDENTS

(Significant of the world-wide in-

tereit in HOLLYWOOD Magaxine are
the letters that reach the editor's desk

from such far-away places as Serbia,

China, Japan, Germany, Austria, Swit-

zerland and the Barbados Islands—just

to mention a few. Significant, too, are

our foreign readers' interest in the

movies. We feel that our American
readers like to know what their over-

seas neighbors think of American films,

which stars are their favorites, what
pictures they enjoyed the most.

We plan, therefore, to publish selec-

tive group of these letters from foreign

shores each month for the mutual enjoy-

ment and appreciation of every reader
of HOLLYWOOD.—The Editor.)

NATIONAL ANTHEM!

Dear Editor:

I have recently been purchasing your
Hollywood magazine over here, and wish
to congratulate you on its interesting
articles, and excellent topical photog-
raphy: the natural-colour portraits on the
cover are really beautiful, and increase
the value of your magazine highly.
Your cosmetic and other advertise-

ment positively incite one to try every-
thing they advertise, and I have actually
sent for a sample of powder and cream,
your "ads" have so much more "pep" than
those in our English periodicals. I spent
hours pouring over them. Then again
the letters from your American readers
amused me immensely with their slang

—

I hope you do not mind. Most of them
seem to be Robert Taylor "fans," as in-

deed I am myself.
The articles on screen stars are so much

more informative than any others I have
read, the reason being, I suppose, that

you are in the very center of the "Star"
industry. We over here try to copy their

hair styles and clothes, etc., in the hope
that we, too, may gain a little glamour

—

I hope we succeed. American films are
far ahead of British films as yet, and I do
not suppose we shall ever compete with
them.
Once more may I congratulate you on

your magazine, and hope you may publish
my appreciation in one of your issues.

Thanking you in anticipation, I remain.
Yours sincerely,

Raymonde S. Mangin,
58 Bartholomew Road, London, N. W. 5.

Praise from our English cousins is always

welcome. We feel, however, that an equal

amount of credit should be given to England

for the marvelous strides it has been making
in the promotion of picture perfection.—Con-
gratulations!—The Editor.

FIRST AID TO EDUCATION!

Although I am sure the prize won't be
given outside of U. S. A., am still enter-

ing my letter for your consideration.

I would like to ask you; why please

don't you give us some big Hospital Pic-
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lures to show it to our public, what grand
hospitals you have. This would be an
educational picture too. If you could

show one as Men In White with Clark
Gable, Myrna Loy, and Jean Hersholt,

made a few years ago.

Sincerely yours,

Mrs. Mila Pavlevich,

Safarikeva 4/1, Belgrade, Serbia.

Many films, with a hospital background have

been made since the release of Men In White,

but the majority of them have starred lesser-

known players. They are, however, always

interesting for the background they provide.

—

The Editor.

THE PERILS OF PAULINE?

Dear Editor:

There has been an increasing number
of so-called serial motion pictures that

it is about time someone raised a howl.
There is nothing more tedious or sense-
less than to see a picture whose begin-
ning we have never seen and whose end-
ing is probably weeks ahead. It leaves us
in a state of perplexity. If this is a stunt

to get the customers in at every chapter
then the studio should stop, look and
listen to these elongated nuisances and to

the comments it receives from irritated

audiences. Maybe the kids go for it in

a big way but they too would rather see

a whole subject for a single admission.
Abolish these time-wasting serials and
replace them with more interesting topics.

Yours very truly,

Robert Kobayaski,
2223 S. Beretania St., Honolulu, Hawaii.

Mr. Kobayaski has summed up the serial

situation in a few choice words. However, we
would be interested in the reaction of our

other readers. How do you feel about it?

—

The Editor.

TIME MARCHES ON!

I must say how I enjoy reading the
Hollywood, and when I have read it

through I send it with the other film

books that I buy to the local hospital.

I also have a grievance to make
concerning the time allowed for- the com-
petitions published every month in
Hollywood. Myself, a faithful reader,
can never get my copy until about the
fifth of the month, and as a letter takes
about six days to get to America, I find

that I never have time to enter, if my
letter is published. I am sure that other
English readers will agree with me when
I say please put the closing date a little

later and give those this side of the
Atlantic a chance to enter the competi-
tions.

Sincerely,
Myro Novis,

Caewern Cottage, Dwayfelin Rd.,

Neath, S. Wales, England.

Heretofore our deadline

down to the printers has

were unable to allow aditi

received from any great

have a new arrangement
extra period of time for

department, and are sure

we will be able to includ

from our foreign correspo

66Always worth stopping for"

for sending material

been such that we
onal time for letters

distance. We now
which allows us an

taking care of this

that in the future,

a great many letters

ndents.—The Editor.

Next month much more space will be devoted to our
letters from foreign shores. A 55 cash prize will he

mailed to the author of the letter travelling the
fartherest distance to our office.

rW Cast lade.

'cc

SEE THE BEECH-NUT CIRCUS
Biggest Little Show on Earth 1

A mechanical marvel, 5 rings of performers,
clowns, animals, music 'n' everything ! Now
touring the country. Don't miss it.

WHEN ANSWERING ADVERTISEMENTS, PLEASE MENTION JUNE HOLLYWOOD
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Duart's two-purpose Creme of Milk Lip-

stick is creating a nationwide sensation.

Thousands upon thousands ofwomen
every day are throwing away old style lip

rouge and demanding the lipstick that has

BOTH the qualities every woman wants.

PERMANENT COLORS in beautiful,

glamorous new California shades: WINE
for brunettes with dark skin; SPANISH
for brunettes with light skin; DESERT
FLAME for blonds; and CINEMA, a special

shade for evening wear. SOFTENING
INGREDIENTS in this amazing new lip-

stick protect your lips from becoming
rough or cracked—keep your lips always

soft, smooth and youthful.

TUNE IN "THE PASSING PARADE" NBC

SEND FOR IT!
TRY THE GENEROUS 25c SIZE

Large size $1 ac drug and deparcment scores

Mark your shade—Mail Coupon

Duart, 785 Market St., San Francisco, California

Enclosed is 25c (stamps or coin). Please send
me the shade of lipstick marked below

D Wine O Spanish Desert Flame Cinema

Same _

Address

City

52

WOULDN'T YOU
LIKE to KNOW?

By RUTH CLAYTON

.15

PAUL MUNI has grown a beard again for

his stellar role in The Story ot Bmile Zola.

Joseph Schildlcreut, boyhood friend of Muni
plays Dreyfus and Gale Sondergaard, Mrs.

Dreyfus . . . Irene Dunne seen strolling across

the lot at Paramount dressed for her role in

High, Wide and Handsome . . . 20th Century-

Fox gave a "tea" in honor of Grade Fields,

Britain's foremost comedienne vacationing in

California. She is soon to make a picture for

this company after returning home for the

coronation ... A new studio ruling at M-G-M
makes it necessary for such stars as Spencer

Tracy, Allan Jones and Lewis Stone to equip

their boats with shortwave radio for emergency
contact with the studio's production depart-

ment . . . Jack Smart featured in The Wildcatter

at Universal has a radio in the kitchen of his

new house at Toluca Lake because, (he explains

to surprised guests) that's where he spends most

of his time! Smart weighs 275 pounds . . .

Wallace Beery will star in M-G-M's Stand Up
and Fight, a story of the transcontinental rail-

road construction In 1849 . . . Alan Mowbray
squiring for two of the Bennetts—Joan and

Constance. However, it's only for pictures

competing with Warner Baxter in Vogues of

1938 and acting as Connie's butler in Topper
. . . Andy Devine is looking for a chance to get

even. As a soldier in The Road Back he has

been packing a 40 lb. knapsack around and
every day it seemed heavier. Then he dis-

covered that Slim Summervtlle was adding two

pounds of sand to the pack every day . . . 2,000

invitations for the wedding of Jeanette Mac-
Donald and Gene Raymond in June have been

mailed . . . Joe E. Brown in full Chinese regalia

was master-of-ceremonies at a recent Holly-

wood perty honoring Publicist Ivy Crane
Wilson. Guests included the Paul Munis, the

Warren Williams, the Harmon Nelsons and the

newly-in-loves, Joan and Dick Powell . . . After

a vacation in Europe, Katharine Hepburn will

come back to Holfywood to star in the RKO
feafure, Stage Door (in which Margaret
Sullavan starred on Broadway before her

"blessed event") . . . Despite rumors to the

contrary, the romance of Sonja Henie and
Tyrone Power continues in Thin Ice film, most of

which is being made in the snow and. ice of

Mount Rainier National Park . . .

Buck Jones, Universal star, was recently the

hero of a real life rescue. Driving toward his

ranch he saw a small boy clinging to the neck

of a runaway horse. His stirrup broken, the

child had no control of the animal. Jones

stepped out on the running board of the car

and rescued the child before any harm came to

him, as he had done a score of times in pic-

tures.

Here's a remedy for insomnia, Elizabeth Allan

always reads a detective story before going to

sleep. It takes her mind completely off studio

worries . . . Tala Birell likes the coiffure created

for her last picture, As Good As Married, so

well she insists upon dressing it the same way
for all social functions . . . Fritz Leiber of The
Prince and the Pauper posing beside a crayon

likeness by Lionel Hencken . . . Walter Connolly
becomes a father again (But—only on the

screen). This time he's Ida Lupino's dad in

Let's Get Married.

Reminiscing Adolphe Menjou tells of working

an entire day for a net profit of only 40 cents.

He received exactly $1.50, but of this amount
had to give a half dollar tc his agent who
landed him the job, paying 60 cents for his own

SENSATIONAL
LOLA A. SHARP, INDIANA NURSE NOW SAYS:

Drinking f Gluts ol

ORANGE JUICE
Mixed with 1 Tablespoon ol

BONKORA
2 times o day and eating her fill

of the delicious foods as shown in
the Bonkora package made her

LOSE
108 LBS.

UGLY FAT
She lost 6 In. off waist, 4 in.

off hips and 6 in. off bust.
She lost avoidable reducible
overweight and regularized
elimination.

SEND FOR

Free Sample
and copy of Lola Sharp's letter.

Address HON KO It A ,5 1 1 S. Wells

St., Chlcaeo, Illinois. Dept. 136

Pimples Kill Romance
Many shattered romances may be

traced directly to ugly skin blemishes.
Why tolerate itchy pimples, eczema,
angry red blotches or other disfigure-

ments resulting from external causes

when you can get quick relief from sooth-

ing Peterson's Ointment? 35c at your
druggists. Money refunded if one appli-

cation does not delight you. Wonderful
also to soothe irritated and inflamed feet

and cracks between toes. Free sample,
Peterson Ointment Co.. Dept. K102.
Buffalo. X. Y.

CHANGE YOUR FACE!
.. . and change your future!

|

It may bring a different, happier
Ufe when you have new straight
features that others admire!
Faces reconstructed by famous
Vienna Polyclinic methods. Dr.
Stotter (Vienna University grad-
uate) quickly corrects Unshapely
Noses, Protruding Ears. Wrinkles.
Signs of Age, Pouches under
Eves, Large Lips, etc. Low rout.
Write or call for Free Booklet - "Facial Reconstruc-

Dr. Stotter, 50 E. 42nd St., Dept. *e-p. New York.tton.

EME1
SKILLED PERMANENTLY^

ody ( vlth
.. ithout

harm to the skin, by follow-
ing simple directions. This
electrolysis device is guar-

uiueccl to remove hair permanently
refunded. Your home electric current
needed. Price SI. 95. P._,st-Paid or C. O.

LDS &. CO.. Dopt^-E, 2675 Broadwa y. N. Y. t

'<" WIRELESS
TUBELESS

BATTERYLESS

Pocteet

World'* Smallest Real Performing

' RADIO
ozs. Receive

stations with clear beautiful tone,
ence. Nothing to adjust or wear oi
ENTIRELY NEW DEMOS'! Xot to
•'Pocket Radios"—Mu'-ic and pro*
FROM FRONT OF RADIO. Has
ophone" which gives more vol urn
TOY! Tunes broadcast band, police
newest radio sensation of the yeai

.

with Instructions for use In hotels, autos, boats. In bed. eti

TAKES ONLY A SECOND TO CONNECT—no hook-ups to any
current and no extra wires. THOUSANDS of SATISFIED
OWNERS report wonderful service in ALL PARTS OF THE
WORLD. Beautiful two color cabinets in sis colors.

SFNll Nfl MflNFV Pav Postman only S2.99 plus postaKedCnunumUnCI (m arrival, or send S2.99 iM. O..
Check. Cash) and yours will be sent postpaid. GUARAN-
TEED. Can be used by anyone.
TINYTONE RADIO CO.. Dept. F-6. Kearney. Nebraska

No static or interfer-
t—should Inft for years.
be confused with cheap
rams come DIRECTLY
patented new '-Speak-
; and stations—NOT A
and airplane calls. The

Absolutely

ACCEPT NO SUBSTITUTES! ALWAYS INSIST ON THE ADVERTISED BRAND!



lunch, thus leaving him the grand total of 40

cents to do whatever he wanted to do with it

. . . Helen Jepson, Metropolitan Opera star,

will soon malte her film debut in Hie Goldwyn

Follies . . . You'll see Director William Seiter

on the screen in This Is My Affair, but only as

a shadow of a prison guard on the wall . . .

Ronald Colman takes daily fencing lessons from

Olympic champion, Ralph Faulkner, for his part

in The Prisoner of Zenda . . . Una Merkel has

never been in an airplane . . . William Powell

is a fresh-air fiend. He always sleeps on an

open porch.

It sounds funny but it's true that empty

stomachs are often the cause of spoiled film

scenes. Says Ted Hoffman, M-G-M sound ex-

pert, "The grumbling sounds like thunder

through the sensitive mikes."

Barbara Stanwyck turns blonde for Stella

Dallas directed by King Vidor . . . Upon com-

pletion of Parnell Director John M. Stahl plans

a vacation in Ireland . . . The Allan Joneses are

tickled as can be over their new house, which

is back to back with Garbo's and within a

block of Joan Crawford's . . . Madeleine Carroll

upsets precedent in not naming Robert Taylor,

Gary Cooper or Ronald Colman among the 10

handsomest men in the world. Instead she

chose President Roosevelt, George Bernard

Shaw, Sir Anthony Eden, Averill Harriman,

Raymond Guest, Baron Gottfried von Gramm,
Charles A. Lindbergh, Gene Tunney, Admiral

Richard E. Byrd and Signor Toscanini saying,

"I have always felt that a man is handsome as

much for his achievements in some active thrill-

ing field as for his physical attractiveness."

Jean Harlow follows Myrna Loy in Clark

Gable's screen affections in Saratoga but this

isn't the first time they have been sweeties as

they were together in Wife vs. Secretary, China

Seas, Hold Your Man and Red Dust ... A
Hollywood newsboy was blushingly surprised

when he learned that it was Leon Janney who

had been giving him money for weeks to help

support a sick family . . . True to his character,

odd and different, is the home of Director von

Sternberg near Chatsworth. The entire house

is surrounded by a mote and while one side

of the house is practically all windows the op-

posite side has none. The house is covered en-

tirely with aluminum paint to deflect the sun's

rays and is equipped with a spacious sun-deck

so that individuals may get the full benefit.

Craig Reynolds is a fast talking newspaper

MARY A S T O R, APPEARING IN COLUMBIA PICTURES

When it comet to a matter of jewelry to set

off her jet black dinner gown, dainty Anita

Louise selects pearls

—Pearls by Heller Dcltah

RECOmHIEnOED
nno ENDORSED

If the beauty of your hair was worth thou-

sands ofdollars to you—ifyou knew millions

of people would criticize the slighest fault

—wouldn't you seek the advice of the

world's beauty experts? That's just what the

Hollywood stars have done and the group
ofbeauty experts who care for every lovely

star on the screen is known as the Motion
Picture Hairstylists Guild.

They are Hollywood's "Supreme Court"

of beauty knowledge. Their exclusive en-

dorsement of the Duart Permanent Wave is

worthremembering next time you visityour

beauty shop. Remember that no other wav-

ing method has this endorsement, and that

to be sure your hair is waved by the same
method used in 100 Hollywood Beauty
Salons—just say, "I want a genuine Duart

Wave".The price depends on the artistic skill

and reputation of the hairdresser you select.

DIMRT
PERMANENT WAVES

SIND FOR DUART'S
HOLLYWOOD BOOK OF BEAUTY
Pages of smart screen-tested hair-
styles and other new Hollywood
Beauty secrets. Use Coupon—en-
close 10c for postage and wrapping.

DUART, 785 Market St., San Francisco, California

Enclosed please find 10 cents for my copy of

DUART'S HOLLYWOOD BOOK OF BEAUTY

Name - -

City.

TUNE IN • JOHN NESBITT'S "PASSING PARADE" NBC RED NETWORK
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your figure in a B.V.O.

Swim Suit .. .fashioned to control

and enhance your loveliest curves!

r*/?»•*.-&»

3
B^.D.S.PEt.Off

Ct^fak
A fascinating new "tea yam." The
adjustable white braided straps

and chrome sea horse clips do a

dual job of form adjustment.
Skirted, $5.95. Maillot, $4.95.

Iady, be beautiful! When you
J swim, glorify that form divine

with the glamorous Swim Suits of

B. V. D.! For in their evening gown
backs, moulding fabrics, seamless
side maillots and seamless backs,

beautiful patterns and jeweled col-

ors—you have the way to the body
beautiful . . . alluring . . . goddesslike!

The B. V. D. Corporation. Empire
State Building, New York City.

Copyright 1637. The B.V.D. Corporation

B.V.D,
U.S. Pat. Off,

W0rt

man in Angle Shooter with Pat O'Brien and
Joan Btondell at Warner Brothers studio . . .

Spotted lunching at the Hollywood Brown

Derby, William Hall, Hugh Herbert and Ella

Hall, Universal serial queen of 1915 to 1920

. . . Lee Tracy has the top spot of Tomorrow's

Headlines for RKO with Diana Gibson opposite

him.

Helen Vinson plays the wife of Warner
Baxter in the new Walter Wanger production,

Kogues of 1938 . . . Bruce Cabot returning

from Florida to prepare for Love Takes Flight

found in the title more truth than poetry since

Adrienne Ames, his wife, had hopped across

the border to Mexico for a divorce . . . Despite

rumors to the contrary, David Niven and
Virginia Bruce are still romancing . . , Carole

Lombard now wearing a new diamond and
ruby bracelet to match her famous star-ruby

ring . . . Dimitri Tiomkin will write the musical

score for Life of Johann Strauss at M-G-M
. . . Anna Sten, recuperating after a brief ill-

ness, contemplates a trip to England to make
a picture for Alexander Korda . . . June Lang
and Vic Orsatfl are engaged, but you wouldn't

know it, they're always pretending to argue

about something . . . Lyle Talbot chose the

home of his tailor in which to be married to

Marthy Kramer. Upon completion of the

Affairs of Cappy Ricks they will go to En-

senada, Mexico, New York and then to Europe
... In There Goes My Girl Ann Sothern is

co-starred with Gene Raymond at RKO . . .

Anita Louise sponsored an elaborate bait at the

Cocoanut Grove for charity.

Clarence Brown, now directing Garbo in

Countess Walewska has directed the Swedish
star in seven films—all hits . . . Samuel
Goldwyn sending a company to Samoa for The
Hurricane is the first to use this South Seas
location in several years . . . Frank Tuttle,

Paramount director, is enjoying his first vaca-

tion in three years in Europe.

Mitil Green will return to the screen as a

young lady of 16 to star in Love Below Freezing

. . . Edgar Bergen, the ventriloquist, thinks so

much of his "dummy" that he has left $10,000
to it in his legacy . . . All of the action In the

Goldwyn picture, Dead End, takes place in

one 4*v . . . Ruby Keeler is elated and dis-

appointed all in one; elated that Fred Astaire

asked for her to appear with him in his next

picture and disappointed because her studio

will not loan her for the part . . . Joel McCrea
is carrying out his childhood ambition to be a

cowboy by owning and managing a ranch with

more than 1,000 cattle.

Joan Fontaine, blonde sister of Olivia de
Havilland, is slated for stardom at RKO within

the year . . . Mervyn LeRoy, noted for his

many discoveries is positive he has found a

real dramatic star in blonde Gloria Dickson,

whose low and compelling voice you'll hear in

In The Deep South . . . Constance Bennett wants

to be a producer.

Lois January, graduate of Hollywood little

theatres, is getting a fresh start in pictures

and is following her work in The Singing Marine
with an outstanding role in Miriam Hopkins'

picture The Woman's Touch.
Fredric March was invited to go to Rome to

star in an Italian film, Christopher Columbus
. . . Ann Dvorak has been nursing husband,

Leslie Fenton, back to health after a major
operation.

Eight professors in a New York Mannequin
School maintain that Frances Langford, sing-

ing star of Republic's Hit Parade, has the

most perfect figure of any movie celebrity . . .

David O. Selznick is trying to get Douglas
Fairbanks, Sr. and Jr., to appear in a picture

together . . . When Director DeMille returned

from a recent trip to New Orleans he brought
with him a whole baggage car filled with 19th

century arms, antiques and curios, etc. . . .

Universal is preparing a story called A Queen
at 14 for its young singing star, Deanna Durbtn.

Did Gray Hair
Rob Them of $95 a Week?

.Now Comb Away Gray This Easy Way
GRAY hair is risky. It screams: "You ere

getting oldl" To end gray hair handicaps all

you now have to do is comb it once a day for

several days with a few drops of Kolor-Bak
sprinkled on yon comb, and afterwards regularly

once or twice a week to keep your bair looking

nice. Kolor-Bak is a solution for artificially color-

ing Rray bair that imparts color and charm and
abolishes gray bair worries. Grayncss disappears
within a week or two and users report the change

is so gradual, and so perfect that their friends

forget they ever had a gray hair and no one
knew they did a thing to it.

Make This Trial Test
Will you test Kolor-Bak without risking a single

cent? Then, go to your drug or department store

today and get a bottle of Kolor-Bak. Test it under
our guarantee that it must make you look 10 years

younger and far more attractive or we will pay
back your money.
• FRrCBuv a bottle ot KOLOIt-BAK lode; nnj lend
I
rntL top !!.tp of rnnon to United Itemedlei, Dent. I

| 3B, 544 So. Well. Street, L'hlcasu—end receive FREE I
AMI POSTPAID n iOc box of KL'UAK Shampoo. •

PITCHING
WHY writhe and squirm under the Itching torture of

rashes, eczema, pimplca, Athlete's Foot, Poison Ivy
or similar skin irritations? Hydrosal offers you blessed

relief. Itching stops instantly. Smarting, burning dis-

appear. Angry redness vanishes. Promotes healing. Widely
used by doctors. Ask your druugiat for Hydrosal . . .

Liquid or Ointment . . . 30c and 60c
USE Hydrosal Soap - . mildly medicated. Contain"

skin Vitamin F. Purifiee

and soothes the most sen-
sitive skin. Hydrosal

Relieve

Pain In Few

MinutesRheumatism
To relieve the torturing pain of Neuritis, Rheu-
matism, Neuralgia or Lumbago in few minutes,
get NURITO, the Doctor's formula. No opiates,
no narcotics. Does the work quickly—must relieve
worst pain to your satisfaction in few minutes or
money back at Druggist's. Don't suffer. Get
trustworthy NURITO today on this guarantee.

e* BEA CARTOONIST
{ '?t^» AT HOME IN YOL'R SPARE TIME

under personal supervision of the famous
cartoonist NORMAN MABSH creator of

"DAN DUNN" appearing every day in
big papers. Success -— Fame — Real Money
may be Your* when you learn Marsh's easy

simple methods and secreta. Send na^e and address for

free detallj of MARSH'S Personal course. ACT TODAY!
MARSH CARTOON SCHOOL

Chicago Daily Newt Bldp,, ocpt F-2. Chlcaco. III.

GIRLS INTO GODDESSES
54 ACCEPT NO SUBSTITUTES! ALWAYS INSIST ON THE ADVERTISED BRAND!

\ More
Fascinatinq

With

FAIR SKIN
HAVE IT IN ONE WEEK!Mi
don't let dull , blemished . freckled skinruincharm I

Gentle Golden Peacock Bleach Creme ... re-
moves dull film, surface freckles and pimples,
blackheads almost overnight! Gives you clear,
flawless, younger looking, alluring skin. At any
drug or department store ... or send SOc to
Golden Peacock Inc., Dept. h-265. Paris, Tenn.



To Have and Behold
[Continued from page 23]

in a while. When she is feeling -flush,

a girl should buy something essentially

feminine for herself—boudoir slippers

or a bottle of perfume, perhaps.

"A GIRL should never get into the

/\ habit of going around the house

in cold cream and curlers, excusing

herself by saying 'My husband doesn't

care, he understands.' A girl should

always try to look well—even

when alone," Maureen said.

"An attractive appear

ance can become a

habit as well as any-

thing else.

"It's important, I

believe, for a gir

to make herself pre-

sentable before break-

fast with a touch of

make-up, so that her

colors, too. I believe the most im-

portant beauty rule of all is to be men-

tally alert, if a girl's mind is bright,

she is very seldom dowdy or unattrac-

tive. And the chances are she won't

be fat either if she is actively inter-

ested in events outside her own home.
"However, a girl should never be-

come a bore on the subject of beauty.

It should be incidental. As with other

problems, if she will take care of the

little things, the big things will take

care of themselves. A man
never relishes waiting an hour

or so for his wife while she

primps and fusses before a

mirror. If she takes regu-

lar care of her skin, hair, and

nails, such annoyances need

A white powder depilatory

helps this wise bride to keep

her legs smooth and hair-tree

No matter how much housework she does, any

bride can keep her hands soft and white with

a creamy lotion

husband will retain a pleasant picture

of her during the day. And when he

comes home at night, she should be

dressed and ready for dinner as it gives

a man a feeling of welcome to know
that his wife has made herself attrac-

tive for him."

When I asked Maureen if she dressed

to please her husband, she said, "In-

deed I do. I never take any pleasure

in wearing a dress that I know my hus-

band doesn't like. Anyway, I think

that as a rule men have much better

taste in clothes than women. They are

more conservative, less inclined to go
in for freak costumes. If a girl is the

'pretty type' I think it's much better

to wear blues and pinks than to go
around in black in an attempt to look

svelte and sleek. Men like pretty

For early-morning beauty and soft, smooth
lips, apply cream-base lipstick at night

never occur." Maureen's wild-rose

beauty is too natural, too fresh, to

suggest any complicated artifices of

make-up or involved beauty routines.

SHE said, "I believe in lots of soap

and water for both skin and hair.

It is a theory of mine that the skin needs

water just as growing plants do. How-
ever, the climate of California is so

dry that I use a cream to lubricate my
skin and to remove make-up. Good
circulation is also important and it's

a good idea to slap the face lightly

either with the hand or a small rubber

patter, to arouse circulation."

As a final word of advice to June

brides, Maureen said, "A girl should

remember that the impression she gives

is often more important than what she

really is."

that appeals is yours

in a B. V. D. Swim Suit . . . every

curve is flattered and controlled.

(.Mesh)

A brilliant new pattern in a *Sea

Satin maillot, made with "Lastex"

Shirred bra top moulds the firm

uplift held by adjustable shoulder

straps, $9.95. Skirted, $11.95.

Designed by HELEN WILLS.
Keg.U.S. Pat. Off.

Girls into goddesses— that's the

mission of the glamorous Swim
Suits of B.V.D.! Their silhouetting

fabrics—their evening gown backs—

the seamless side maillots and seam-

less backs that bring that sculptured

look—their brilliant patterns and

colors—all are the 1937 way to the

body beautiful . . . lovely . . . glorified.

The B. V. D. Corporation, Empire

State Building, New York City.

Copyright 1937. The B.V.D. Corporation

FOR THE BODY BEAUTIFUL
WHEN ANSWERING ADVERTISEMENTS. PLEASE MENTION JUNE HOLLYWOOD



THOUGHT HER
NERVES WOULD SNAP.'

„ BJ ' -i.

»
-l

l

^
• I was depressed, jumpy, irritable. Sharp
noises made me want to scream. I knew what
the trouble was but dreaded taking bad-
tasting laxatives. One day I asked my aunt for
advice. "Child," she said, "phone for FEEN -A-
M1NT, the delicious chewing gum laxative."

FEELS *«* .. 1

LIKE HER +w
REAL SELF>4*J^
AGAIN M

4L
• I found FEEN-A-MINT a blessing. It re-

lieved my condition promptly, easily. It's the
chewing that helps make FEEN-A-MINT so
wonderfully thorough and dependable. No
disturbance of sleep, and the action occurs
gently in lower bowel, not in stomach. Try
this modern, non- habit -forming laxative,

praised by over 16 million, young and old.

Write for free sample. Dept. M-5. FEEN-A-
MINT, Newark, N. J.

FEEN-A-MINT
THE CHEWING-GUM LAXATIVE
THE 3 MINUTES OF CHEWINI. MAKE THE DIFFERENCE

HOW MY

DISCOMFORTS WERE RELIEVED

This quotation from one of the thou-
sands of enthusiastic letters we have
received— tells of the gratification of

Siroil users. Through Siroil men and
women in all walks of life have rid them-
selves of the ugly scales and crusts of

psoriasis. Siroil has enabled many wom-
en to wear sheer hose and short sleeved
dresses again without embarrassment
Does not stain clothing or bed linen. If

you are a psoriasis sufferer, try Siroil.

It is sold on a money-back guarantee.

AT ALL DRUG STORES
SIROIL LABORATORIES, INC. DETROIT, MICH.

700 room

!jj! both
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"Lovely to make, hard to break"

—

Maureen's maxim should sing in the

mind of every girl who would keep love

alive and make a success of her mar-
riage. Although her husband may neg-

lect to say so, he is always proud of an

attractive wife. To the world, she is

an emblem of his own success.

Beauty does take time and effort,

yes, and money. But the results far

outbalance any cost or labor involved.

And the sensible bride will find a solu-

tion to each new beauty problem as it

comes up, before serious damage is

done.

If a girl does her own housework,

one of the very first problems that will

confront her is how to keep hands soft

and smooth in spite of dishwashing,

paring potatoes and dusting. Men
somehow expect their wives to have

soft, well-groomed hands that look

pretty dealing a hand of bridge in the

evening even when they have been per-

forming a hundred and one household

chores during the day. The simple an-

swer to this problem is the faithful use

of a good emollient several times a

day, and particularly after the hands
have been immersed in water.

You'll like the cream lotion recently

put out by a famous manufacturer of

face creams which comes in an attrac-

tive oblong bottle with peacock-blue
label. The lotion is soft and creamy
and is absorbed by the skin in a

twinkling, leaving your hands smooth
and comfortable. You can buy a small

bottle for ten cents and it would be

wise to invest in two bottles immedi-

ately, one for the kitchen and the other

for the bathroom shelf. Your husband

will enjoy it, too, as an after-shave

lotion. And now that beach weather

is here again, you'll find the lotion

soothing and beneficial when applied

after a day spent outdoors. Do you

want the name?
Another beach note is a white pow-

der depilatory that will keep your legs

smooth and hair-free for those occa-

sions when you don bathing suits or

shorts. Conspicuous hair on the legs

detracts so much from loveliness that

its regular removal should be a year-

round routine. The powder depilatory

is mixed with water and the resulting

paste is applied with a little wooden
paddle which comes with the powder.

In just a few minutes you can wash off

paste and hair and your limbs will be

as smooth as marble. It is non-irri-

tating and when used regularly (every

two or three weeks) tends to discour-

age the growth of the hair at the roots.

The powder is equally effective for use

on the underarms and a sizable jar

can be had for $1. I'll be glad to send

you the name upon request.
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Many Happy Women Now Say

(PAOM'UMpEN
( Pronounced PAR-I-O-JEN )

•TABLETS*
MAKE

FEMININE HYGIENE
Simple

Quick
Easy

Dependable Parlojten requires no applicator! at
other accessor its. The easy-to-use tablet alone is

luffleletit. Harmless, non-cau^tlc. (treadelesa, odor-
less. Twelve tahlt-ti In class container cost only
one dollar. Don't ho.-ltate to
>!niKR[-t fnr 1'arloiten Tablets.

Iiuuhl he temporarily
hau.ued. write u* for free sample,

a-tk your
If his

ParioSfnTablets

AMERICAN DRUG
AND CHEMICAL CO.

420 8. 8l»lh 81.. Minntapolli. Minn.,

jC

each with radio loudspeaker,

and shower. Every facility for

comfort and convenience. Famed Mary-

land cuisine. Experts in the bars and

Cocktail Lounge. Rates S3, to $6. single.

ttvkl LORD
BRLTimORE
M N BUSICK • MNC.OIP BAlTIMOPE.MO.

Joke To Be Deaf
-Every deal person knows that—
"- Way made himself hoar hia watch tick after

igdeaf for twenty -five years, with hia Arti-
ilEar Drums. He wore them dayand night.

They stopped hii bead
noises. They are invisible
andcomfortab I e.now Iree

or batteries. Write for
TRUE STORY. Also
booklet on Deafnwa. ArUJMatEarDrum

THE WAY COMPANY
4 McKerchey BIdff. Detroit. Michigan

Old LegTrouble
Easy to use Viscose Home Method. Heals
many old lee sores caused by leg conges-
tion, varicose veins, swollen legs and in-
juries or no cost for trial If It falls to

show results in 10 days. Describe the

cauBe or your trouble and get a FREE
BOOK.

Dr. F. G. Clason Viscose Co.
140 N. Dearborn St., Chicago, lit.

Poor I

English*
Mow much is it costing you

in wasted opportunity!
Every day your associates are judging you — by what yoo

fay and how you say itl Hazy ideas, ill-chosen words, halt-

ing sentences, crude, slovenly speech— these mark man aa
loose in thinking. Thoughts clear-cut, words that give
true shape and color, sentences aflame with power and
originality—these are the things that proclaim ability, that
win for their users swift advancement. Stop apologizing
for poor EngliBb — it's inexcusable ! Iu the quiet of your
home — with LaSalle's help — you ean learn to speak and
write with real distinction, learn tomake the words you utter
and the letters you compose stamp you as educated , cultured,
a power to reckon with in the business world. Complete
details In an attractive 32-page book, "Effective Business
English," aent you free upon request. Ask for it TODAY
LaSalle Extension University, Dept. 630-BE, Chicago



SINCE femininity is just another word

for daintiness, please, June brides,

do not overlook the regular use of

perspiration correctives. During the

summer particularly, when sweat

glands are most active, you must be

on the alert to avoid any evidence of

perspiration on person or clothing.

With a little forethought, however,

you'll be able to sail through hot

weather as fresh and dainty as you

please. A highly efficient non-perspir-

ant that has enjoyed great popularity

for many years can be used to stop per-

spiration immediately at any time of

the day, although best results are ob-

tained by using it at night before going

to bed and rinsing the underarms in

clear water in the morning. The latter

method checks perspiration for three

to four days. This is an amber liquid,

simple to use, and harmless to skin and

clothing. The price is 39c and you may
have the name upon request.

When Maureen O'Sullivan spoke of

the need for a touch of make-up before

breakfast I made a note to tell you

about the lipstick which has a special

cream base that protects lips from

chapping and drying and is recom-

mended for use day and night. Ap-

plied the last thing before you go to

bed, it keeps your lips smooth and soft,

and, best of all, you awaken to a new

day with a touch of color in your face.

No more of that faded, wan look which

makes your first glimpse into the mirror

an act of courage. This lipstick has

been developed on the scientific color-

change principle which means that it is

pale orange in the container but when

applied to the mouth, changes to a

deep rose to blend with your own skin

tones. A stamped, self-addressed en-

velope will bring you the name of this

lipstick so suitable for the June bride.

In two sizes at 39c and $1.10.

To make your husband praise your

complexion, or to keep on praising it,

you should squeeze in a few minutes

every day to give your skin special at-

tention. A cleanser and skin condi-

tioner that provides a quick facial pick-

up, embodies all the beautifying prop-

erties of oatmeal in a fine silky powder.

You pour a small amount of the powder

into the palm of the hand, add a few

drops of lukewarm water to make a

creamy lotion and then apply to your

face with your fingertips. Wash off in

warm water and finish with a dash of

very cold water. Your skin is left soft

and pliant and thoroughly clean. To

give yourself a quick facial, allow the

thin paste to dry on your face for two

minutes before washing off. This in-

creases the circulation and helps to re-

fine large pores and oily skin. If inter-

ested, I'll be pleased to send you the

[Continued on page 66]

"You tell her, Edith''

"Who, me?Never! LefJane do it

"

"NO, I CAN'T. YOU TELL HER, MADGE" g

should I ?Anne's the one"
v

i

JOAN must be told! But who will

tell her—and how? No wonder

each one of her friends tries to

pass the problem on to the next one!

It's a hard, thankless thing to tell a

girl that she is personally unpleasant

to be with on account of underarm

perspiration odor. It seems inexcus-

able that she should have to be told,

in these modern days!

It's so unnecessary to offend in this

way. For you can be safe all day, every

day, in just half a minute. With Mum!

Harmless to clothing. You can use this

dainty deodorant cream any time, you

know

—

after dressing, just as well as

before. For it's perfectly harmless to

MUM

clothing. Mum is the only deodorant

which holds the Textile Approval Seal

of the American Institute of Launder-

ing as being harmless to fabrics.

Soothing to skin. It's soothing to the

skin, too., You can shave your under-

arms and use Mum at once.

Doesn't prevent natural perspiration.

Another important thing—Mum does

not prevent the natural perspiration

itself— just the unpleasant odor of

perspiration.

Are you making it uncomfortable

for your friends by your own careless-

ness? Play fair with them and yourself

by making Mum a daily habit. Bristol-

Myers Co., 630 Fifth Ave., New York.

LET MUM HELP IN THIS WAY,
TOO. Use Mum on sani-

tary napkins and enjoy

complete freedom from
worry about this source

of unpleasantness.

takes the odor out of perspiration
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For you— the allure of

natural-looking eye beauty!

- wm.

PINAUD'S IMPROVED

SIX-TWELVE CREAMY MASCARA
PREPARED IN FRANCE

Make your lashes a long sweep of silky, dark

beauty. ..perfectly natural-looking because

of the extra-creamincss of this mascara!

Smudgeproof, permanent. Apply it with or

without water. In black, brown, blue, green.

PINAUD'S SIX-TWELVE EYE SHADOW
PINAUD'S SIX-TWELVE EYEBROW PINCH

J" PI\,\UD
—NEXT MONTH—

Bo sure to read

The Girl Hollywood Couldn't Ileal

Unwanted Hairs Wash Off

with simple application

Nothing kills romance so quickly as hair
on a woman's arms or legs. Now there
is an easy way to remove this hair—
without shaving. Simply use NEET,
an exquisite toilet accessory that leaves
your skin as soft and smooth as a petal.

Like a cold cream in texture, you
merely spread NEET on where the hair
is to be removed. Then rinse off with
water; that is all. NEET is the dainty,
feminine way of removing
hair—quick, easy and safe.
It avoids the re-growth of
sharp -edged bristles that
follow shaving. Millions of
women use it. NEET is

sold in drug and depart-
ment stores; handy trial
size at 10-cent stores.

From Minsky's To The Movies
[Continued from page 29]

willing to cast my lot with Hollywood.
I feel that for the most part motion
picture people know what they are

doing. I know that I would never have

been signed for pictures if the studios

had not figured I would be able to

conform to certain ideas they have in

mind for me. We both will have a

tough job in trying to make people
forget that I was once a 'stripper,' but

I hope that I can prove sufficiently

able, as an actress, to make them
forget the 'strip tease' and appreciate

me for the dramatic talent I feel I

possess."

"Gyps," as her friends call her,

started in show business at Minsky's

Irving Place theatre about five years

ago. She soon became, and continued

to be, the outstanding practitioner in

the art of the "strip tease." (The strip

tease, as you may know, is a decidedly

candid method of exhibition disrobing

and is practiced throughout the coun-

try by some 300 girls who are ap-

pearing in burlesque shows, night clubs

and the like.)

With Gypsy, the "strip tease" was
the stepping-stone to success on the

stage and a method of getting into the

higher salaried brackets of the show
business.

5c ACCEPT NO

GRACED with a body that is but

little short of perfection, Miss

Lee considers her method of practicing

the "strip tease" strictly an "art." Her
seeming nonchalancp as she strolls

across the stage—quoting lines from

Shakespeare, George Bernard Shaw, o r

other famous literary bigwigs, while

constantly "discovering" that snaps

unfasten, shoulder straps fall, garters

unloosen, is a masterpiece of self

ridicule and a tongue-in-the-cheek

chastisement of the business of which

she is a part.

None of the "hot and heavy" style

of dancing displayed by some "strip"

dancers, ever enters into the practice

of Gypsy's art. Hers is a stately prom-
enade, which, aided by a bewitching

smile, dancing eyes, and lovely limbs,

makes it an artistic exposition of what
has become perhaps the most talked

about stage performance in America
today.

When Gypsy was the star attraction

in the Minsky shows it was because she

far outshone all others in the art of

stripping. In fact her performance
was so outstanding that it was easily

conveyed to the Ziegfeld Follies with

scarcely any , changes and there it

became the hit of the show.

Everyone admires a beautiful girl,

SUBSTITUTES! ALWAYS INSIST ON THE ADVERTISED BRAND!

especially when she has matchless

physical charms as well. What Gypsy
brought to the Follies was all of this

plus a new type of act. It wasn't an

act just more daring in displaying the

feminine form divine. Nudity nas long

been a part of musical revues. It was
the saucy, intriguing, bewitching way
in which it was presented. And her

act had to be clever, very clever in

fact, to compete with the fun and frolic

offered by such Follies stars as Fannie

Brice, Bobby Clark, Jane Pickens and
others.

WHEN one first meets Gypsy Rose

Lee one is impressed with

the honest, frank manner she displays.

She's a smart girl—an intelligent one.

She works hard. She saves her money.
And she looks forward to each day with

a keen zest for living it to the fullest.

The folks in the "Follies" company from

prop boy to star are all her friends.

She's "regular" and she's honest. She

can take life as it comes and when the

going gets tough she fights right back.

One surprising thing about Gypsy is

that she never, off the stage, impresses

you as being the type of person you

would visualize as a "strip tease" per-

former. She's polished, refined, and

her conversation—well, it isn't like

what one expects at all. She's read the

latest books, is well informed on cur-

rent news, and never gives the impres-

sion that she didn't have a chance to

go to college.

There's one thing though regarding

coming to Hollywood that bothers her.

And that is to discuss the movies. She's

been so busy with stage shows for such

a long time that she hasn't had much
opportunity to see the latest pictures.

In fact she saw only two pictures with-

in a year. One was Mutiny On The

Bounty and the other one—well she has

forgotten the name of it—but she is

sure Robert Taylor wasn't in it. How-
ever, she wants to see one of his pic-

tures the first chance she gets and find

out what he has that sets all the gals

a-raving.

Getting back to what Gypsy thinks

about herself, she feels that "the pro-

ducers are the doctors" when it comes

to laying out her film career, showing

that she respects those who are ex-

perienced in their work. "Why should

I," she said, "try to tell Hollywood
what roles i should play in pictures?

I'm a newcomer and with the encour-

agement they have given me, backed

by a long term contract at a big salary,

I think they will do everything possible

to make me a success. In Hollywood



I'm just going to take orders. If I win

out that will be fine. If I don't, well,

Hollywood can't say Gypsy tried to

tell the producers how to run their

business."

But to get away from pictures for a

minute. How does this lovely creature

maintain her beauty?

"For one thing," says Gypsy, "I try

to keep regular hours. I get lots of

sleep; lots of exercise. Dieting I have

never had to do. Perhaps when I get

before the camera I'll find I have to do
some of that. But I don't think it will

be difficult as I've found that regular

habits keep me in trim condition. Being

happy, looking for the bright side of

life, is, I think, the best way to keep

your face and figure, ff your mental

state is good your physical side will

likewise be better off. A smile that

you really mean is the keynote of

health. So I'm always smiling."

It is this "body beautiful" which

Gypsy is using in making her way in the

world. Now that it has given her a

chance to win film fame and possibly

stardom she is going to make the best

of that chance and see if she can't

become such a hit in pictures that

they'll forget about her strip tease
days.

"If that time ever comes," says

Gypsy, "I'll know I'm an actress and a

real one."

GYPSY was born in Seattle, Wash-

ington, of Norwegian ancestors.

Her right name is Rose Louise Hovick,

but her family nicknamed her Gypsy.

Her father, Olaf Hovick, was a news-

paper employee. Her parents were

divorced when Gypsy, and her sister,

June, were quite young. This situation

necessitated the Hovick sisters going

into vaudeville at a very early age in

an act called "Dainty June and her

Twelve Newsboy Songsters." June was
the star and stage director. Mother
Hovick managed the troupe, and
Gypsy made the costumes. Today
Gypsy stills makes her own clothes

for her stage appearances, and often

"dashes off" a dress for her friends in

the show.

The Hovick vaudeville act broke up

when June ran away to marry a dancer.

It was then that Gypsy went into stage

shows as a chorus girl and later—Min-

sky's. In 1931 she was a chorus girl

of the Ziegfeld Follies. Later she

appeared in Ziegfeld's Hofcha. Fol-

lowing this she had a small speaking

part in George White's revue Melody

and later was featured in the Casino
De Paree, a theatre-restaurant on
Broadway.
Gypsy found very little time for

schooling and it was only by hiring a

private tutor that she was able to get a

good education. She says all she knows

about college is that you can usually

find a lot of college boys around the

stage door—most any night. She says

she can always tell a college man be-

cause he usually makes the comment
"My only interest in you is your

mind."

When Gypsy gets to Hollywood the

first person she wants to meet is Shirley

Temple. Her present film plans, as she

understands them, call for one of the

roles in Sally, Irene and Mary, Dear
Diary, or Last Year's Kisses.

Gypsy is 23 years old, unmarried,

and says that matrimonial prospects

are very scarce. "What chance has a

girl to have boy friends," she says,

"when she never gets through work
until midnight and sleeps until noon?"
She hopes some day to marry, settle

down and raise a family of not less

than three children, "But," she says,

"We'll take care of that situation when
it comes, and it won't be until I'm

thirty."

I SEE A DARK MAN 6OIN6
OUT OF YOUR LIFE!

"I advise Colgate
Dental Cream. Its

special penetrating

foam removes the

cause—the decay-
- ing food deposits

in hidden crevices

between your teeth

[
wh ich are the

' source of most bad
breath ... of dull, dingy teeth . .

.

and of much tooth decay. At the

same time, Colgate's soft, safe

polishing agent cleans and
brightens the enamel — makes
your teeth sparkle."
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BECOME AN EXPERT

ACCOUNTANT
e Accountants and C. P. A.'s earn S3,000 to SIS, 000 a year,

Thousand!, of firm* need ttiem. Only H,0O0 Certified Public Account
antainlheU. S. Wc tram you thoroly at homr in spare time f^rC. P. A

. I*revwu» nwi '

P*r»oniJ traininc under !>up*r»i>i«n of staff of f.P.A.'n,
including members of the American In: mute of Accountant*. Writs
for free book. 'Accountancy, the Profession that Pays."

LaSalle Extension University, Dept 630-H Chicago
The School That Hat Trained Over 1,350 C. P. A.'*

ATLAST!k
NEW SHAMPOO
FOR ALL BLONDES

!

Brings Back Golden Hue to All Shades of
Darkened Blonde Hair—Keeps Hair Soft,

Fluffy, Lustrous!
Here is an easy way to bring out the full radiant loveliness
of blonde hair—whether it is IigM, ash blonde, sandy or
brownish—a shampoo and rinse that washes it 2 to 4 shades
lighter and brings out the natural lustrous golden sheen,
the alluring highlights that can make hair so attractive.
Called New Elondex. this amazing Shamooo and Special
Golden Rinse costs but a few pennies to use and is abso-
lutely safe. Contains no harsh bleaches or dyes. Used
regularly, it keeps vour scalp and hair healthy and lovely,
gleaming with lustrous highlights. Get New Blondex to-
day. New combination package. SHAMPOO WITH FREE

also 10c si; all

T^BLONDEX JEMNiaSS

Does Hollywood Defy Romance? #
[Continued from page 30]

furor to get thin, I'm trying to gain

weight."

By way of illustration the smilingly

immune prima donna of Moyr/me
plumped a spot of jelly on her daily

bread.

"["AT or lean," she blithely went on,

F "is merely a matter of fashion. I

don't think romance enters into it at

all.

"No, I've never been in love with

my leading man. Some say you must

'live' your role. But Sarah Bernhardt

said the audience, not the player,

should live it, and I've always believed

she was right.

"What can be done to help Holly-

wood romance," pointed out Miss

MacDonald, "is to give it a finer under-

standing than can be gained from the

mere exci+^ment of it. Excitement

should, and no doubt does, make the

actor and actress more nervous than

usual, and it has been said that the

more highly strung they are the better

their performance. But this may also

have a disturbing effect. And I see no

reason why having love in one's life

should interfere with one's work. After

all, doesn't a man say to the woman
he loves that she will be an inspiration

to his work? Well, this is just as true

of a woman. It gives her something

more than she has had, a fuller life.

What romance means most of all is

escape from loneliness, something to

fill the emptiness of life. It is this

same need which accounts for the

success of all the arts—painting, music,

drama and others—bringing with them
as they do moments of forgetfulness

and taking us away from ourselves."

DANCING with the sunbeams
through her hair seemed to be

impish spirits whose antic capers sug-

gested that romance itself might be a

fleeting thing.

"Love can't last," Miss MacDonald
was quick to say, "if you haven't the

mentality to make it last. A person

without the thought and care which

love deserves and requires is not in-

telligent enough to make it survive.

But the mischief doesn't always stop

there. Romance may wreck a career,

especially in Hollywood. But this is

true only when the individual lets

romance control and dominate his life

and work. Then it means the tossing

away of his career. It is unwise to stake

all you have on love. Nor do I think

it was ever intended that love should

be everything in life to us, for in that

case work wouldn't enter into the

scheme of things. I place everything

I hope to get out of life, on an equal

basis. Unfortunately, this is not an
easy thing to do in Hollywood. Here
one's judgment is influenced by con-

sidering what people will say. Now
there are people who say you can't live

without love. But what I say is you
can't live on love. With or without it,

you must have work. I've no patience

with people who talk of the suffering

they endure and the sacrifice they make
because of their work. I always pooh-

pooh those who say this in Hollywood.
If they don't want to work they can give

it up. For my part, I like it. And I'm

frank to admit that one of the nicest

things about work is the pay check."

THERE was no pooh-poohing the sen-

sible, practical Miss MacDonald on

this subject, for she went to work at an

early age and has been at it ever since.

"There's a feeling of keen satisfaction

in it," she admitted. "I still get a bit

of a thrill when I see a presentation on

the stage of a movie theater and won-

der which one of those girls in the

chorus line will work her way out of it

into something better some day. It

always takes me back to the day in

New York when I started at fourteen in

the chorus at the Capitol Theater. If

anyone had told me then that I would

ever appear on the screen of that

theater I'd probably have dropped
with surprise. At that time Hollywood
might just as well have been in another

world. But I must say that since com-
ing here to be with Maurice Chevalier

in The Love Parade it has been a work-

aday world for me. The most difficult

thing for me up to that time was my
reputation as a dancer. I loathed it,

for it meant that no one probably

would ever take my singing seriously.

But I must admit that dancing served

me very well—got me a job and paid

the rent. Singing was always secon-

dary till I got into pictures."

That was six years ago. But appar-

ently she was thinking not of herself

but of the place to which she had come.

"What was true of Hollywood then

is still true," she reflected, "only now
it is a little worse. By this I don't mean
its work, but its interference in private

lives. In this respect it is more brazen,

its remarks are less veiled. But the

shafts which are so deadly to romance

come for the most part from outside.

We are natural targets. Set up as we

are in the public eye, this is only in-

evitable. Yet Mrs. Vandergilt might

sic"
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say, 'You should live in my circle!'

And it's all very well to talk about
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Mrs. Brownington Jones, but that talk

is never heard outside her own neigh-

borhood. Hollywood talk goes 'round

the world."

Miss MacDonald knitted her brows

over the problem, only to challenge it

with:

"When I read Hollywood scandal I

always give it the benefit of the doubt.

But it can't be denied there's no way
to avoid speculation, and it's awful to

be the subject of speculation. There's

no defense against it. All you can do
is lead a conservative, decent life and

hope it will be taken for what it is.

Truth is the only thing that counts. But

when a wrong impression is created it

may prevail even against truth. Mali-

cious gossip can ruin a life. And no-

where is this quite so true as in Holly-

wood, where gossip is published. There

may be just as many marriages,

divorces and scandals in other parts of

the world, but in Hollywood they are

more publicized, and not through any

desire on the part of individuals in-

volved. Now a Hollywood actress may
want privacy just as much as Mrs. John
Smith, but she doesn't get it.

"But understand me, I feel very

kindly toward Hollywood. It has given

me position, financial status and a

Deanna Durbin fs doing the singing, but Eddie Cantor works just

as hard listening, unless the candid camera made a mistake

place to work. For all this I am very

grateful. I want to get everything pos-

sible out of life and work out my own
destiny. But here things are so contin-

gent on one another that this is hard to

do. When romance enters into Holly-

wood life nothing could be harder. No
matter. I've never been easily fright-

ened. And now Hollywood, with all its

defiance of romance, can't scare me
out of mine."

Of course not. It's the Scotch in her!

THEY WEREN'T FOOLING WHEN THEY SAID
DON'T BRING LULU"

I COULDNT HAVE ' B.0" I BATHE

PLENTY AND WITH A WELL-KNOWN
BRAND OF TOILET SOAP

\BUT IT DOESNT CONTAIN

THE SPECIAL PURIFYING

INGREDIENT THAT'S IN

LIFEBUOY

AND LIFEBUOY IS MORE THAN 20%
MILDER THAN MANY SO-CALLED
"BEAUTY SOAPS." "PATCH" TESTS

PROVE IT

I ILL GIVE IT

A TRY

TWO WEEKS LATER—
YOU WERE RIGHT, MAY! MY SKIN IS LOADS

FRESHER AND I FEEL MUCH BETTER

SINCE IVE BEEN USING LIFEBUOY!

YES, LIFEBUOYS A REAL HEALTH

PROTECTIONJOO! I ALWAYS USE IT

FOR MY HANDS_IT REMOVES
GERMS AS WELL AS DIRT

AT THE CLUB JV^s
A GRAND OLD TUNE- "Q vj>"?
BUT I'D CHANGE THE • "

WORDS! I'LL BRING LULU
EVERY TIME ! SHE'S THE SWEETEST

GIRL IN TOWN AND
SHES MINE

Don't gamble with happiness!

Bathe regularly with Lifebuoy and know you're

protected! Its glorious lather contains a special

purifying ingredient

—

not in any other well-known

toilet soap. It stops"B.O."... And makes your body

feel refreshed, extra-clean . . . Lifebuoy is a super-

mild complexion soap,

too . . . Helps bring fresh,

natural beauty to the skin.
IPrTTTt)!

"Patch" tests on the skins

of hundreds of women
show it is 20% milderthan

many so-calIed"beauty
soaps" and "baby soaps." Good Househep^BufJu
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BECAUSE SHE KNOWS
ONE SIMPLE SECRET

• A few simple touches of Maybelline—and presto!—straggly, unattractive lashes are instantly trans-
formed into long, dark, luxuriant fringe— the very
essence of romantic charm.

_ Your eyes are your most important beauty feature.
No longer need you deny them the beauty advan-
tages of mascara. Maybelline ends that bold, artifi-

cial, "made-up" look, which gummy, lumpy, mas-
caras cause. Try the thrilling new Cream-form—or
the popular Solid-form. Both are harmless, tear-proof,
non-smarting. Reasonably priced at your favorite
cosmetic counter.

Have you often wished the color of your eyes were
deeper, brighter? Accent their color and sparkle

—

shading your lids with a subtly blended tint of the
exquisite, creamy Maybelline Eye Shadow.
Are your eyebrows pale, uninteresting? Form them

into graceful curves of loveliness, expressive of
every romantic whim and wish— use the smooth-
marking Maybelline Eyebrow Pencil.

Generous introductory sizes of all the Maybelline
harmonized Eye Beauty Aids are obtainable at 10c
stores. Be beauty-wise when choosing your all

important eye make-up—itt.s2.si on Maybelline.

THE WORLD'S LARGEST SELLIXG EYE BEAUTY AIDS

Maybelline'a world-
famous, economical
Solid-form Mascara, in
beautiful metal vanity.
Black. Brown or Blue.
75c. Refills 35c.

Maybelline Cream Mas-
cara—Black, Brown or
Blue, in dainty zipper
bag. Easily applied
without water. 75c.

Maybelline smooth-
marking Eyebrow Pen-
cil. Black, Brown, Blue.

Mavbelline creamy Eye
Shadow. Blue, Blue-
Gray, Brown, Green or
Violet.

An Uncrowned Jewel
[Continued from page 36]

by any other screen actress. In none
of them has she ever been kissed, and
in none of them has she so much as had
a romantic role! But don't get her

wrong! That isn't the reason why she

calls herself the most unsuccessful suc-

cessful actress in Hollywood!
Isabel has got something on the ball

when it comes to dramatic talent and
any producer or director for whom she

has worked would be the first to tell

you the same thing. But

—

"My progress in pictures so far," she

says, "runs parallel to that old phrase

'often a bridesmaid, but never a bride.'

This may sound like a taste of sour

grapes, but it isn't. I admit that I've

had some fine roles, that I've been

lucky, and that the movies have been

good to me. But . .
."

Here it is in the well-known nutshell.

Isabel sincerely hopes that she is ready

for bigger and better parts and, what's

more, she's going to try to see that she

gets them. And, since she has the

reputation for fighting for what she

wants, don't lay your money on the line

that she won't succeed. Before 1937

has rung down the curtain she'll have

gone places and done things in a larger

and better cinematic way.

Isabel, if you'll pardon us for going

erudite, packs a mean punch for a girl

who has yet to live to see the day when

she can tip the scales an ounce over 100

pounds. What we mean is, she can

stand up to Old Man Fate and give as

good as she takes. With a bright

smile, too. Her success has come the

hard way and she's proud of it. As an

example

—

BEFORE her arrival in Hollywood
had been a day old, she was told

by a prominent ingenue star that she

was wasting her time; that, further-

more, she had neither the talents nor

the good looks to succeed on the

screen. Well, Isabel pinned a chip on

her shoulder, accepted the challenge,

squared off for the battle and, as we
mentioned before, the score now stands

some forty-odd featured parts to her

screen credit.

Not at all bad for a little girl who
hit the town with a lot more courage

in her heart than do-re-mi in her purse.

The Jewell girl's theatrical career

is threaded with incidents revealing

the sort of courage and determination

that has put her where she is in motion

pictures.

Graduating from St. Mary's Hall,

Faribault, Minn., with the highest

honors in her class, she entered Hamil-

ton College for Women in Lexington,
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Kentucky. At the completion of her

second year she decided that it was

time to start her career. No sooner

said than done. She left college and

got a job playing small parts with the

Mintern Stock Company in Chicago.

At the end of the season she happened
to be in an agent's office and heard

that a stock company in Lincoln, Ne-

braska, was looking for an ingenue. The
agent said she was too inexperienced

for the job, Isabel said she wasn't

—

and hopped the first rattler leaving

for Lincoln.

"I talked fast and furiously," she

smiled in recalling the incident, "and
fortunately I got the job! Not only

that, but the company played for

Hugh Herbert of The Singing Marine cast and
a comedian in his own right demonstrates his

latest gadget—a pipe umbrella tor wet weather

NEXT MONTH
Be sure to read

MYRNA LOY—
THE GIRL

HOLLYWOOD
COULDN'T BEAT

eighty-seven weeks and I wound up as

the leading lady of the troupe!"

Three years later found her in New
York, bucking the Big Town, but not

very successfully. Small parts that

proved failures were the best she could

get. That is, until she learned that

Up Pops the Devil needed an actress

for a featured role—and up popped
Isabel to grab off the part on a few
hours notice. From that time on the

Jewell career was really off to the

races.

ISABEL'S introduction to motion pic-

tures was made when she was sent

to Hollywood to enact the same part

she had had in the stage play, Blessed

Event.

"I thought that after the screen

version of this play, everything would
be smooth sailing," she explained. "But

evidently when my introduction had
been made in Hollywood, the powers

that be failed to catch my name. So,

rather than be the forgotten woman,
I did a stage play here in Hollywood,

Counsellor at Law, with Otto Kruger,

and a contract at M-G-M resulted

from that engagement."

There is no better illustration of the

courage and tenacity that has won this

uncrowned Jewell of the screen a place

in the sun than is found in the story of

how she got the role in A Tale of Two
Cities which starred Ronald Colman,
also the star in Isabel's current picture,

Lost Horizon.

"I literally camped on the doorstep

of David Selznick," she confesses. "And
after a while I finally convinced him

that he should give me a test for the

part. Mr. Selznick, who is one of the

squarest-dealing producers in Holly-

wood, presented a long list of argu-

ments against it, but when he saw the

result apparently he was satisfied.

With that off my mind I went to New
York for a vacation before starting

work. You can imagine my surprise

and embarrassment when I read in the

trade papers that another girl was to

play the part of the doomed seam-

stress! Well, I reached for a phone

instead of a Lucky and got Mr. Selznick

on the wire."

The upshot of that conversation was

that Isabel took the first plane out of

New York, took up her position on the

office doorstep of the producer, took

another test and, what's more to the

point, took the part away from the

other girl.

Which all goes to prove that Holly-

wood has not been a pushover for

uncrowned Isabel Jewell. But it also

proves another thing—that the record

shows that this blonde, talented little

lady has got what it takes to get what

she wants.

..,fS POSITIVELY AMAZING,THE

F0S A MAN CAN K.CK UP II HE

DOESN'T GET „,S SHREDDED WHEAT

EVERY MORNING!"

^;e
h
ade

h
dWheafb^Us.T,i

JST WANTED TO KNOW IF

Y

'

OU BOYS HAD ANY SHREDDED

WHEAT AND STRAWBERRIES

HANDY."

Set full sail for your grocer s tight

noJShredded Wheat wtth straw-

berries is the flavor sensation of the

season

!

.. oH YES. MADAM.

sHMODED WHEAT EVERY

I DAY WIU HEIP MAKE

Ji „ER BlG AND STRONG. ^

Mr*
shaded m» !• ««*$*

vital food essentials which help

keep you active and alert.

SHREDDED WHEAT

WHEN ANSWERING ADVERTISEMENTS, PLEASE MENTION JUNE HOLLYWOOD

A Product of NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY

The Seal gpil Bakers of Ritz, Uneeda Biscuit
of Perfect E||! ancJ other famous varieties
Baking ^fiST

More Than a Billion Shredded Wheat Biscuits Sold Every Year
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# How Will the Gable-Lombard Romance End? #

UIINX eu'-cj oAjz-

€U<f£4 That fHjett adofa.

Are your eyes as thrilling as you would
like them to be? Do they fascinate men and
cast a spell of romance? You can make your
eyes sparkling and alluring so easily — so

quickly -- with WINX Eye Beautifiers. A few
strokes of WINX Mascara, and your lashes

become long, dark, curling, silky. Your eyes

look large and starry in a lovely natural way!
Be sure it is WINX Mascara, for WINX is

absolutely harmless, non-smarting and tear-

proof -- in solid, creamy, «r liquid form.

Your WINX Eyebrow Pencil makes even
the scantiest eyebrows graceful and flatter-

ing. A touch of WINX Eye Shadow, applied

to your eyelids, brings out the color of your

eyes and makes them sparkle tantalizinglyl

For eyes that men adore, start using WINX
todayl In economical large sizes at drug

and department stores;

generous purse sizes

at all 10 cent stores.

ULI N X

CORNS
come back Bigger, Uglier

- unless removed Root * and All

• A corn goes deep. When you cut or pare it at
home the root remains imbedded in the toe. Soon
the corn comes back bigger, uglier—more painful
—than ever.

That's why millions of people are using the new
Blue-Jay double-action method. Pain stops in-
stantly, by removing the pressure. Then the entire
corn lifts out Root and All.

Get a package of Blue-Jay today. 2 5 p for 6.

BLUE-JAY
BAUER S. BLACK

ENTIFIC CORN PLASTERS
* A plug of dead cells root-like in form and position. If
left may serve as focal point for renewed development.

[Continued from page 33]

was pasted on It. But neither at

this time, gave any indication of fall-

ing in love.

They parted, a leading man and a

leading woman who, in the course of

their work, had done a good job for

the studio.

In Hollywood, where a dinner en-

gagement is construed as marital en-

gagement, (and two dinner engage-

ments are definite assurance that a

secret marriage has taken place) there

was never any talk of a lasting friend-

ship. And you may rest assured that

when Carole got her divorce there was

no gossip about Gable. He just natu-

rally didn't enter into it.

Carole clowned with "Junior."

BUT she didn't clown when and after

she met serious-minded Russ

Columbo, who came to an untimely

end when a bullet from a gun held in

the hand of a friend ricocheted from

a table.

She was very serious—and a very

good influence for Russ.

Russ, to us who knew him, was a shy,

at times inarticulate young man who
had the soul of a poet and the inspira-

tion of a musician. He lived quietly

and with great dignity. His brother,

his father and mother, were the only

people in his life at the time Carole

met him.

She got him interested in swimming
and tennis. She spent long hours with

him and his parents. She brought her

friends to see him. And they went

everywhere together. She visited him

on his sets at Universal where he was

being groomed for stardom. They went

to motion picture shows, which he en-

joyed more than any other form of

amusement.

She didn't clown. Not with Russ.

Then came that fatal holiday, when

Russ stayed in town—and she went to

the mountains. The word of his injury,

then his death, was flashed to her. She

raced to Hollywood. She found a ter-

ribly upset, distraught family. (Mrs.

Columbo, quite ill to this day, doesn't

know that her favorite son, Russ, is

dead. She thinks he's still in Europe,

making pictures.)

It was Carole who devised this

tragic fiction—for Mrs. Columbo suf-

fers from heart disease and Russ meant
everything in the world to her. Carole

was afraid the shock would kill her, for

the elderly woman had just left the hos-

pital herself.

Carole took charge of the funeral

arrangements.

She arranged that flowers were to be
delivered to Mrs. Columbo at inter-

vals—supposedly from Russ—for many
months.

AND now we go to Christmas of

1 934. There was a gay party in

progress in Carole's dressing room.

Carole's gifts—always lavish—were
being handed out by herself. Mada-
lynne Fields, Carol's attractive and fa-

mous secretary, had a present for

Carole, whom she regards with a very

fine and sincere affection. It was a

small gold locket. Carole opened that

locket—and saw a picture of Russ

Columbo. Tears started streaming

down her cheeks. She turned and, with-

out a word, went out into the dusky

studio streets, walked by herself until

she felt she had herself under control

again.

She came back to her party.

But she wasn't clowning. It was a

very subdued Carole.

And now we return to Gable, the

man who worked in a picture with her

and made only a very slight impres-

sion. No one in Hollywood expected

to see a friendship between these two

—Gable and Lombard. Just a week
before St. Valentine's Day of 1 936,

that very wealthy Jock Whitney gave

a "gag" party in the afternoon. Carole

arrived in an ambulance and was car-

ried on a stretcher into her house. That

was her "gag."

Gable was present.

He and Carole had a very swell time

that afternoon. And, a week later, he

got the white Ford with the big red

heart on it, and Hollywood started to

buzz. It has been buzzing ever since.

All about the big Lombard-Gable ro-

mance.

They've had a lot of fun.

There was that time they were out

driving in the San Fernando Valley and

got mixed up in a parade in Van Nuys.

Yes, they rode right along in the pa-

rade, and had a grand and glorious

time. There are those horseback rides

in that same San Fernando Valley,

where Carole has a ranch run by Jap-

anese.

This last Christmas was a pretty gay
time. Carole was working in Swing

High, Swing Low, with a very good
friend directing—Mitchell Leisen, who
has helped her considerably in her ca-

reer. Leisen and Gable are very good

friends. One night, when all three were

out together, Leisen said:

"There's one thing I've always

wanted—a horse."
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THE next day there arrived on the

set a hobby horse, gift from Clark

and Carole to "Mitch," as the clever

director is known in Hollywood.

Just another gag

—

Two weeks before Carole married

William Powell, she told her closest

friends:

"I think he's marvelous, but I don't

think I should marry him."

Powell was free. She was free. She

acted on impulse and married him.

She cannot become impulsive and

marry Clark Gable. She has, in addi-

tion to legal restriction, imposed upon

herself the ruling:

"I am going to think only of my ca-

reer for the next three years."

Those who know Carole say that in

these things lie the answer to that ques-

tion everyone is asking. Her attitude

toward Powell was a carefree one, a

friendly sort of thing, punctuated by a

great deal of fun. And it was soon

washed up. In just two years. Quickly,

smoothly. (When they were co-starred

in My Man Godfrey they were good
friends, worked well together, but were

very businesslike at all times.)

Her attitude toward Gable contains

many of the same elements, intimates

The ski is the limit says Claudette Colbert after trying to master the mysteries

of this sport at Sun Valley, Idaho, during the filming of She Met Him in Paris

aver. Love's a lot of fun, life's a lot of

fun, and let's be gay.

"Their friendship is too light to en-

dure," the wise ones in Hollywood say

today. "It's going to die before they

ever contemplate marriage."

Yes, Clark and Carole have their

fun. Carole is wild about "Rhythm
Girl," the mare Gable gave her. She

and Clark go on picnics with Gail

Patrick and Bob Cobb, with other

friends. But it's all very casual, very
discreet, and very dignified.

Carole is clowning.

Can she clown for three years more?
Hollywood emphatically says she can't.

The prediction, coming from the inside

circles, is that there'll be a lasting and
sincere friendship which will never cul-

minate with "I do."

There are really too many factors in-

volved.

One of them is a very, very tender

memory of the time when Carole wasn't

clowning—and the other is a little gold

locket.

'^SS-^t

MELT Flakiness Away—

in One Application

DULL and dead looking, or tight and
shiny . . . Dry skin needs the flattery

of powder! Yet powder just won't stick to it!

Try softening that dry, "tight" skin with
a keratolvtic cream (Vanishing Cream) . Then
see how heautifully your skin takes powder!

A distinguished dermatologist explains

this instant softening: "A keratolytic cream
has the ability to melt away dried-out, dead
surface cells. Then the smooth, underlying

WHEN ANSWERING ADVERTISEMENTS, PLEASE MENTION

cells appear, moist and young. The skin

takes on a fresh, softened appearance in-

stantly. Vanishing Cream regularly applied

also preserves the softness of the skin."

Use Pond's Vanishing Cream for more
than just holding your powder. You'll find

it does wonders for

your skin, too.

For overnight—Apply
after cleansing. Not
greasy. It won't smear.

For protection— Apply before long hours

out of doors. Your skin won't rough up!

For flakiness— A film of Pond's Vanish-

ing Cream smooths flakiness away. Make-

up goes on perfectly. Stays.

8D:a«a POND'S. Dept.6-VF. Clinton, Conn.
-fieCe RuBh 8 _piece package containing

special tube of Pond's Vanishing

Cream, generous samples of 2 other

Pond's Creams and 5 different shades of Pcnd's Face

Powder. I enclose lOji for postage and packing.

Package

Lady Smiley
"I use Pond's Vanishing
Cream as a foundation. It

holds powderon so long!"

Name

—

Street

—

City
Copyright, 1937, Pond's Extract Company
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trade name. The powder comes in a

blue and black container, priced at

35c.

Thank heaven for hair! When glori-

ously bright and becomingly dressed in

so often comes to the rescue of an

otherwise plain face. If you shampoo
your hair yourself, it is no trouble to

add a harmless tint to the final rinse

water that will successfully conceal

any tendency to drabness and give

your hair a bright luster. A tint that

has been used for years with unfailing

success can be purchased for a few

cents at drug stores and toilet goods

counters and is ideal for home use. Dis-

solved in water, the amount depending

on the shade of your hair, and applied

as a rinse, it imparts those golden high-

lights that bring your hair alive. Do
you want the name? It is not a perma-

nent coloring but adds as much to your

appearance as lipstick or powder.

Far be it from me to suggest bring-

ing your husband to bankruptcy but

remember Maureen's advice that a man

likes a luxurious wife. So if you have

a box of powder or rouge that you have

found unbecoming, don't feel that you

must use it to the last hateful grain.

Get a new box immediately.

A daintily perfumed powder which

can be had in 10c and 20c sizes, fea-

tures a new soft base that blends its

ingredients into a beautifully smooth

and natural looking powder. It comes

in five lovely shades and the manufac-

turer will be glad to send you samples

for testing on your own skin. This is

an unusually fine product at small cost

and you may have the name of the

manufacturer upon request.

And so, June brides, success to you

in keeping love in bloom. If you want

additional advice on problems that

suddenly confront you, please feel free

to write me at any time. You may have

the name of any of the products de-

scribed in this article by sending

stamped, self-addressed envelope to

me in care of HOLLYWOOD Maga-
zine, 1501 Broadway, New York City.

Write Ann Vernon regarding your

beauty problems. She will be glad to

serve you personally concerning the

skin, hair and figure. Don't hesitate to

ask for the trade names of the interest-

ing products mentioned in this article.

Address Miss Ann Vernon, HOLLY-
WOOD Magazine, 1501 Broadway, New
York. Be sure and enclose a stamped

and addressed envelope for her reply.

There's no other charge!

Look and
Feel like

a New
Person ! /

• She ^LOST
S6 lbs.

Read this woman's story • •

.

# Don't put up with ugly Tat, so often due to causes which
can be controlled. Try this modern way to reduce like
•Dorothy Lawrence of Detroit. She writes: "I reduced 36
lbs. after trying many other methods. I did not deprive
myself of normal strengthening food." Mrs. Jennie Schafer,
1029 Jackson St., Kansas City, writes: "After everything
else failed, I tried RE-Dl'CE-OIDS and lost 50 lbs. My
doctor pronounces me in better health than for years 1" A
Graduate Nurae, Mrs. Gladysse Ryer of Dayton writes:
"Lost 47 lbs." Mrs. Tyler of Crandon, Wisconsin, and
many others write of their success In losing controllable
fat with RE-DUCE-OIDS.
IMPORTANT! Positively NO DINITROPHENOL.
Pleasant to take. Genuine RE-DUCE-OIDS have beeo
sold by leading stores for 22 years.

SATISFACTION ... or MONEY BACK—every cent, it

results do not please you! Sold by your druggist or de-
riiiriment store. If your dealer is out, he can get RE-
DUCK-OTJDS quickly—ask him to phone his wholesaler,
today! FREE—Write today for Free WEIGHT CONTROL
CHART, to Dept. F 376. American Medicinal Products
Inc., 746 Sansome St.. San Francisco, Calif.

HAPPY RELIEF
FROM PAINFUL
BACKACHE

Caused by Tired Kidneys
Many of those gnawing, nagging, painful backaches

people blame on colds or strains are often caused by
tired kidneys—and may be relieved when treated
in the right way.
The kidneys are Nature's chief way of taking ex-

cess acids and poisonous waste out of the blood. Most
people pass about 3 pints a day or about 3 pounds
of waste.

If the is miles of kidney tubes and filters don't
work well, poisonous waste matter stays in the blood.
These poisons may start nagging backaches, rheu-
matic pains, lumbago, leg pains, loss of pep and en-
ergy, getting up nights, swelling, pufuness under the
eyes, headaches and dizziness.

Don't wait! Ask your druggist for Doan's Pills,
used successfully by millions for over 40 years. They
give happy relief and will help the 15 miles of kidney
tubes flush out poisonous waste from the blood.
Get Doan's Pills.

T^POCKET RADIO
MUSIC spoRT5 EHTERTMHHtW

•

BEAUTIFUL CLEAR TONE
DIRECT FROM POCKET RADIO

All one anit—just like the bij? aets, bot weighs
J

only 6 oz. Fits pocket easily, Take It with
//

you. Nothing to adjust. No batteries, tnbea.
or electric socket connections required. Tun*
ins knob is the only moving part.
Costs Nothing to Operate! Guaranteed!

/
ErincaiDBtalions with one tone quality-Tunes \^
broadcast band. Accurately made, precisely

]
assembled, rigidly tested, assures excellent

|
performance. Should last for years, _ Cornea

|

complete with built-in phone with easy instroc- I

tiona for ose in camps, office, picnics, home, <

bed, etc. LiEte.. to mnsic, sports, radio entertainment, etc. The
"Cathedral" Pocket Radio is ABSOLUTELY GUARANTEED.
Thousands in use. An ideal #ift.
SEND NO MONEY! It's enjoyable radio entertainment should deliirht

yon! Combines performance and economy. Get yours today. Pay
postman on arrival S2.99 and postage or send ?2 . 99 [we nay postage I.

Little Giant Radio Co. 1166 Drversey Pky. Dept. 207, Chicago

ON APPROVAL
We defy you to tell this ring
from one costing: S300.00!
To prove it to you we'll
send it for 10 cents to cover
po-t;.!.;!?. packing, etc. If

you do not think it the most
e:o niiiite piece of jewelry
you ever owned: if your

•vel ; thefriends do nm
glorious brilliance of the
magnificent FULL CARAT
facsimile diamond return it

and we will refund your
money. WEAR AT OUR
RISK. Pay two monthly S3
payments (total S6.) Ring
shipped in rich Girt Case,
postage fullv paid to your
door, by RETURN MAIL.
Rush 10 cents in stamps or

BRADLEY Dept. R-396°' NEWTON, MASS.
Here's 10 cents. Rush Ring by RETURN MAIL.
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BRIEF FILM GUIDE

MAYTIME— (M. G. M.)—This gay musical starring

the romantic duo, Jeanette MacDonald and Nelson Eddy,

is as refreshing as a cool spring breeze.

LOST HORIZON — (Columbia) — Thrilling adventures

of kidnaped plane passengers who eventually land in a

valley owned by a Tibetan Lamasary, the breath-taking

beauty of which, alone, is worth the price of admission.

Stirring performances by Ronald Colman and Jane Wyatt.

THE KING AND THE CHORUS GIRL— (Warners)—
A "timely" parallel to the Duke of Windsor—Wally

Simpson romance is this story of an ex-king (Fernand

Gravet) who falls in love with a chorus girl (Joan

Blondell). There is a marriage at sea and a tag ending

that packs a real wallop.

WHEN YOU'RE IN LOVE— (Columbia)—Grace Moore

and Cary Grant touch the heart and stir the soul in a

neatly told story of romantic intrigue in which Miss

Moore again proves herself an entrancing song-bird, and

which gives Cary Grant real opportunity for tine acting.

MARKED WOMAN— (Warners)—Stark drama of the

underworld wherein a vice lord (Eduardo Ciannelli) is

sent to prison when "clip joint" girls, led
_
by Bette

Davis, get courage enough to testify against him.

LOVE IS NEWS— (20th Century-Fox)—Here is a fast

moving yarn that weaves the destinies of a reporter

(Tyrone Power) and a girl of great wealth (Loretta

Young).

CALL IT A DAY— (Warners)—Excellent comedy fare

centering around the effect of Spring—with its accom-

panying birth of new love in the Hilton family.

NANCY STEELE IS MISSI NG— (20th Century-Fox)—
Victor McLaglen crashed through again for Academy

Award honors, with his characterization of a kidnaper

who, after long years of imprisonment, finally decided to

make amends for his crime. Walter Connolly, June Lang,

Peter Lorre and Robert Kent contribute brilliant per-

formances.

GOOD EARTH— (M. G. M.)—Luise Rainer, Paul Muni,

Charles Grapewin, Walter Connolly, Jessie Ralph. Its

concept staggers the mind but does little to the heart.

READY, WILLING AND ABLE — (Warners) — Ruby
Keeler, Lee Dixon, Ross Alexander, Hugh O'Connell,

Addison Richards and Allen Jenkins. Lilting tunes, snappy
footwork and nifty gags.

WINGS OF THE MORNING— (New World)— Henry

Fonda, Annabella, John McCormack and a big English

cast in Technicolor. Best picture to come out of England.

MAID OF SALEM— (Paramount)—Claudette Colbert,

Fred MacMurray, Harvey Stephens, Gale Sondergaard,

Edward Ellis, Bonita Granville, Virginia Weidler,

William Farnum and Henry Kolker. Witchcraft versus

fanatical religionists.

JOHN MEADE'S WOMAN— (Schulberg)—Might that

comes from money is the outstanding theme of this

rather unconvincing story starring Edward Arnold, Gail

Patrick, Francine Larrimore, George Bancroft, Sidney

Blackmer and others.

THAT I MAY LIVE— (20th Century-Fox)—A slow-

moving story of an ex-convict, Robert Kent, whom cir-

cumstances keep from going straight, but who helps the

law, who helps him to turn straight, which helps win

the love of waitress— Rochelle Hudson.

LAST OF MRS. CHEYNEY— (M. G. M.)—There is

sparkle to the lines, finesse in the portrayals of this

modernized story of the "lady raffles" (Joan Crawford)

hobnobbing with England's "top hatters"—Robert

Montgomery, Frank Morgan, Ralph Graves and Benita

Hume—while her debonair butler, William Powell, coaches

her snatching technique.

WHEN'S YOUR BIRTHDAY— (David Loew)—There
are many laugh moments in this astrological extravaganza

starring Joe E. Brown, pursued by Suzanne Kaaren (a

society girl) and pursuing Marian Marsh. Fred Keating,

Maude Enum and Edgar Kennedy join in the fun.

BELOVED ENEMY— (Goldwyn)—Merle Oberon, Brian

Aherne, Henry Stephenson and a big cast portray con-

vincingly stellar characters in Irish revolt.

STOLEN HOLIDAY— (Warners)—Kay Francis, Claude
Rains and Ian Hunter. Interesting story based on French

pawn-shop scandal.

mm m
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TOLD BY DONA RAY

Amazing facts are re-

vealed in the list of in-

gredients printed on the

DONA RAY package.Now

you can be absolutely

certain ofyour cosmetics.

No dangerous chemicals

—no harmful impurities

—no useless materials in

DONA RAY. Everything

that goes into DONA
RAYProducts is purpose-

ful, tested, safe! You

may always be absolutely

certain that DONA RAY
Cosmetics are pure—
they are beneficial to

your skin — they are in-

dispensable companions

to your charm. Ask your

beauty operator to tell

you about DONA RAY!

FREE! VALUABLE COSMETIC

SECRETS YOU SHOULD KNOW!

Would you like to read a
gay and daring booklet
called "THE MOON IS
MADE OF GREEN
CHEESE" — which tells

the inside story of cos-

metics? It's free! simply
write to . . •

DONA RAY, Raymonds, Inc.

Dept. 67 Saint Paul, Minn.

Truth will out! At last, you can find

out what goes into your creams, lo-

tions and powders. You have a right

to know— and now, comes Dona Ray
— bringing her charm secrets out into

the open — printing the ingredients

of every product on the label.

Your beautician knows the chem-

istry of cosmetics. She understands

your skin and she can explain the rea-

son for ingredients used by Dona Ray.

That is why Dona Ray Cosmetics are

sold only in beauty parlors.

Visit your beauty shop often! Between

times— depend on . .

.
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CORNS

NEW TRIPLE-ACTION METHOD
Instantly Relieves Pain— Safely Removes Corns

Stops Corns Before They Can Develop

Only a scientific treatment
like Dr. Scholl's Zino-pads
does all these things for you.

Put these thin, soothing,
healing, cushioning pads on
sore toes caused by new or
tight shoes, and you'll stop
corns before they can de-
velop, and prevent blisters.

They instantly relieve pain
and end cause—shoe pressure.

Use Dr. Scholl's Zino-pads
with the separate Medicated
Disks, included in every box,
and your corns or callouses
lift out with ease.

Dr. Scholl's Zino-pads are
velvety-soft, waterproof. Do
not stick to stocking orcome
off in the bath. Easy to apply. Sizes
for Corns, Callouscs.fiunions, Soft
Corns between toes. Get a box to-
day. Cost but a trifle. Sold every-
where. Don't accept a substitute.

DrScholls
Zino-pads

Who is Hollywood's Man of the Hour? Read the

answer in July HOLLYWOOD Magazine.

"3 Lave REDUCED
M7 WAIST 3 INCHES
WITH THE WEIL BELT!"

B.i/«y

Wear the WEIL BELT for
10 days at our expense!
YOU will appear many

inches slimmer at once
and in ten days if your waist
line is not 3 inches smaller,
it won't cost you a cent.
"I reduced 8 inches". . . wrires
Geo. Bailey, "Lost 50 lbs,"
writes W. T. Anderson. . . .

Hundreds of similar letters.

IF YOU DO NOT
REDUCE your WAIST
3 INCHES in 10 DAYS

™it will cost you nothing

!

You will be completely
comfortable as this
amazing reducing belt
gently but persistently
eliminates fat with every
move! It gives you an
erect athletic carriage . .

.

ja ... supports abdominal
walls. . .keeps digestive

/ organs in place . . . and
with loss of burdensome
fat comes increased pep
and greater endurance.

Send name and address for illus-
trated folder and fall details of
10 DAY FREE TRIAL OFFER!
THE WEIL COMPANY

676 Hni gt## New Haven, Conn.

SEND FOR TEN DAY FREE TRIAL OFFER!

SUPPORTS FALLEN
ABDOMINAL
MUSCLES

Mary Puts the "Bee" on Jack Benny
[Continued from page 28]

May's, a large department store al-

most directly across the street from

the theatre. My sister, the same sister

I visited in Chicago, introduced us

one night backstage—Babe was an ac-

tress herself—and we went out to-

gether after the show.

"The next day, who should enter my
department in the store but Jack. He
and another man walked in and started

to ask for things. Then, they'd go off

and come back, asking to be directed

to something else. And whenever I

waited on them, Jack, in a very loud

tone, would begin to find fault. It was
only an act, I knew, but it began to get

my goat. All the girls and some of the

customers were watching, to make mat-

ters worse.

"This kept up all morning, with me
doing a slow burn. I think Jack knew

I was getting mad, for he began to

make it even more embarrassing for

me. Finally, he asked me to go out to

lunch.

"After that introduction to the Benny
wit and manner, I didn't see Jack again

for a year, when he returned to Los

Angeles on his tour of the circuit.

Every year, then, for three years, I'd

see him for a few evenings while he

was in town, then forget all about him.

"That's why it was all the more sur-

prising, then, when I discovered my-
self married to him. He was stopping

at the same hotel in Chicago as my
sister, and naturally, I saw him as soon

as I arrived back there. But when he

showed up on the scene, he was just

a friend whom I hadn't seen for a long

time. I still can't figure out what hap-

pened."
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JACK entered the room at that mo-
ment, greeted us cheerily, and

flashed "Doll"—that's Mary, whom he's

called that ever since they were mar-

ried—a bright smile.

"Where's Joanie?" he asked.

Joanie, or Joan Naomi, is their small

daughter, dainty in a Dresden-like way
and ruler of the household, whom the

Bennys adopted several years ago.

After he had left the room in search

of the cherub, Mary continued. . . .

"Jack's simply crazy about our little

daughter, and whenever he's home she's

seldom out of his sight. No matter in

how brooding a mood he may be, when
he sees her he seems to brighten up
and is a new man.

"I'm frequently asked if Jack wise-

cracks as much and is as funny around
the house as he is over the radio and
on the screen.

"I can only reply that Jack is a very

SUBSTITUTES! ALWAYS INSIST ON THE ADVERTISED BRAND!

quiet man. He's not over-talkative as

are so many men and frequently, like

all comedians, he's moody. Humor and
comedy, you know, are hard work, much
harder than most people realize.

"Occasionally, we have Burns and
Allen and the Marx brothers and their

wives over for dinner. The majority of

people, I honestly think, would like to

believe that the evening was one wild,

raucous affair. Actually, instead of

the Marxes climbing atop the piano,

Burns and Allen going into their act

and the Bennys trying to compete, the

party is little different from that held

in anybody else's house, with the ex-

ception, possibly, that no liquor is

served. Anybody can have it, of course,

but nobody in that group touches it.

Jack and George go over in one cor-

ner and play Casino, Gracie and I en-

gage in Russian Bank and the Marxes
play Bridge. Exciting, isn't it?

"But that's the kind of an evening

Jack likes. We go out very little

—

just a dinner once in a while at some
friend's house, and the Trocadero once

a week. Jack works too hard for us to

be constantly on the go, even if we
wanted to. But there's no telling about
that man of mine."

And there never was, for that mat-

ter.

THE lure of the theatre got into his

blood back in Waukegan, III., when

he headed a small orchestra and played

at school dances. His mother had pre-

sented him with a violin one birthday,

and Jack, after taking lessons, had

thought it would be nice to play the

instrument in a band.

Deciding to take his orchestra into

Waukegan's only theatre, Jack got only

as far as the front door. He was made
the doorman. Then, he tried the back

door and was made property man.

Finally, after much pleading, he

reached the orchestra pit and spent

several months fiddling. He learned to

play "The Bee." (Page Fred Allen.)

When the Waukegan theatre closed

of old age, Jack teamed up with a

piano player and appeared in vaude-

ville for four years.

Then came the World War. Jack

always had wanted to see the world

from a porthole rather than a stage

door, so he joined the Navy . . . and

was placed in the Navy Relief Society.

Instead of going overseas, his duties

consisted of entertaining.

His first appearance was at the Great

Lakes Naval Station. He played his

violin for a show called The Great
Lakes Review.



Returning to vaudeville after the

War, Jack's violin thereafter spent

most of its time under his arm instead

of under his chin. In time, he became
one of the smartest monologists in the

show business.

January 12, 1927, is the red-letter

day in Jack Benny's life. It was that

day he took unto himself Sadye Marks

—or Mary Livingston, as she's known

today—as wife. Ten years wed last

January 12th, the Bennys today are

among the happiest married couples in

Hollywood.

JACK entered motion pictures dur-

ing that period when Hollywood
producers were raiding the legitimate

and vaudeville stages for talent,

He was doing his regular vaudeville

act—probably you old-timers will re-

call it—in Los Angeles, when several

Metro-Goldwyn executives, preparing

to make a musical revue on the screen,

noticed how clever this fellow was as

a master of ceremonies. A day later,

and Jack Benny signed to play one of

the leading roles in Metro's Holly-

wood Revue of 1929, coming through

with flying colors. More recently,

you've seen him in such pictures as

Broadway Melody of 1936, The Big

Paramount selected Russell Patterson to put art in Artists and Models, the new
Jack Benny film—and this is how he does it

Broadcast of 1937 and College Holi-

day.

Admittedly the most popular figure

on the air, film audiences now are

clamoring for more pictures in which

this star of both the radio and the

screen appears. Only recently, Benny

and his wife gave a Command Perform-

ance—or should I say Command Broad-

cast?—for the English king, George
VI. The British Broadcasting Company

finally selected the Benny program
from all other American broadcasts

with which to entertain their monarch.

No wonder Mary Livingston looks

proudly at Jack Benny and complacent-

ly leans back and murmurs, "Hmmmmm
. . . what can you make of a fel-

low who greets callers in an old red

bathrobe and older slippers?" She has

no wish to change the life and habits

of her lovable lord and pal.

PUT SONE FLESH

ON YOUR BONES
IF YOU WAHTTO MAKE A HIT WITH MEN

HERE'S HOW THOUSANDS HAVE
GAINED 10 to 25 LBS - Quick!
MEN have always admired, and always

WILL admire well-built, alluringly shaped
girls. And, according1 to physicians, there's no
excuse today for thousands remaining skinny,
scrawny and unable to win friends.

Because, thanks to these new "7-power"
Ironized Yeast tablets, hosts of thin, rundown
people have changed to entirely different per-
sons—in 30 days or less! They've put on 10 to
25 pounds of solid flesh—normal curves. Their
skin has cleared to natural beauty. They have
new pep that brings new popularity and good
times.

Why it builds so quick
Scientists recently discovered that thousands
of people are thin and rundown for the single
reason that they do not get enough Vitamin
B and iron in their daily food. Without these
vital elements you may lack appetite and not
get the most good out of the body-building
foods that are essential.'

Now one of the richest known sources of
"Vitamin B is cultured ale yeast. By a new

process the finest imported cultured ale yeast
is now concentrated 7 times, made 7 times
more powerful. Then it is combined with 3
kinds of iron, pasteurized whole yeast and
other valuable ingredients in pleasant little

tablets known as Ironized Yeast tablets.

If you, too, need these vital elements, get
these new "7-power" Ironized Yeast tablets
from your druggist today. Then watch fiat
chest develop, skinny limbs round out to nat-
ural attractiveness, skin clear to normal fbeauty.

Money-back guarantee
No matter how skinny and rundown you may be from
lack of sufficient Vitamin B and iron, try these new
Ironized Yeast tablets just a short time and note the
marvelous change. See if they don't aid in building you up
in just a few weeks, as they have helped thousands of others.
If you are not delighted with the benefits of the very first

package, your money will be instantly refunded.

Only be sure you get genuine Ironized Yeast tablets. Don't
accept any substitute. Insist on Ironized Yeast.

Special FREE offer!
To start thousands building up their health right away, we make this
absolutely FREE offer. Purchase a package of Ironized Teast tablets
at once, cut out the seal on the bos and mail it to us with a clipping
of this paragraph. We will send ynu a fascinating new book on health,
"New Facts About Your Body." Remember, results with the very first,

p;iekag<—or money refunded. At all druggists. Ironized Yeast Co.. Inc.,
Dept. 2S6, Atlanta, Ga.

Posed hv
professiono

model
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If You Seek-
a CLEARER Skin

Simple Daily Care

<2

K

CLEANSE trie pores daily with warm
water and Resinol Soap. Its rich,

Resinol-filled lather gently removes clog-

ging waste and surface grime, malting

your sliin feel really clean—live—refreshed.

Especially agreeable to sensitive skin. To
relieve the itchy soreness and aid healing

of surface pimples or like irritations, ap-

ply soothing Resinol Ointment.

Resinol products sold at all drug stores.

For free sample write to Resinol, Dept.

3-B, Baltimore, Md. --—

^

Resinol
Ointment and Soap

Movieland Tours
[Continued from page 25]

Mae West Tells About

Dangerous C i/rves Ahead

in the July

HOLLYWOOD MAGAZINE!!

BUSY HOUSEWIFE EARNS

^1s

400
Mr>.F. McE. (Penna.)
thought it was looped
to be true when the
read that C (ilea o

School of Nursing stu-
dents were often able
to earn $25 a we«S
while learning prac-
tical nursing. How-
ever, she sent for the
booklet offered in the
advertisement and after much careful thought de-
cided to enroll. Before she had completed the sev-
enth lesson she was able to accept her first ease—in
three months she had earned $400!
Think of the things you could do with $400!

CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING
can train you, as it has trained thousands of men
and women, at home and in your spare time, for the
dignified, well-paid profession of Nursing. Course
is endorsed by physicians. 3Sth year. Lessons are
simple and easy to understand. High school educa-
tion not necessary. Complete nurse's equipment in-
cluded. Easy tuition payments. Decide today that
you will be one of the many men and women, IS to
60. earning $"25 to $35 a week as trained practical
nurses! Send the coupon for interesting booklet and
sample lesson pages. Learn how you can win success,
new friends, happiness—as a nurse.

CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING
Dept. 86, 100 East Ohio Street, Chicago, III.

Please send free booklet and 16 sample lesson pages.

City.

70

Age.. .

ACCEPT

Rathbone, noted English actor, will hold

open house for Movieland Tour guests

and will be host at a cocktail party.

Many of his actor friends will attend

and you will have the great pleasure of

meeting and talking to your favorite

stars.

Sunday night you will be guests of

Grauman's Chinese theatre, where you

will witness a top-flight feature pro-

gram.

ON THE following day, Monday, a

tour has been arranged that will

take you through Paramount studios.

Paramount, as you know, is the home
studio of such famous stars as Claudette

Colbert, Fred MacMurray, Bing

Crosby, George Burns, Gracie Allen,

Jack Benny, and scores of others. This

trip will give you a lasting insight into

just how pictures are made. Following

the tour will be luncheon with the stars

in the Paramount commissary.

On Monday afternoon another great

treat has been arranged for you. James
Gleason will be your host at a second

cocktail party at his beautiful home.
And here, as at Basil Rathbone's home,

you will have an opportunity to meet
and chat with the stars.

In the evening comes the special pre-

view of an unreleased picture at Para-

mount's private studio theatre.

Tuesday morning brings another spe-

cial event. You will be guests of the

famous Max Factor make-up studio and
during this visit you will learn how movie

stars are made up to resemble the

characters they portray in films. Every

visitor will be given a souvenir of the

occasion.

The grande finale arrives Tuesday
evening when Movieland Tourists are

invited to the Wilshire Bowl where a

supper dance has been arranged by

Fawcett Publications representatives.

The Wilshire Bowl is one of Hollywood's

famed playspots and is frequented by
movieland's elite. Film celebrities will

be on hand to serve on the reception

committee and to see that you have a

good time.

Plans for the second tour are almost

identical with the first except that cock-

tail parties for the second tour will be
at the home of Edward Everett Horton
on Sunday afternoon, and at the home
of Fay Wray on Monday afternoon.

More complete details about the

1937 Movieland Tours may be had by
writing for the free illustrated booklet.

Better still, so that you will be assured

of a place in these tours, send in your

$5 deposit. The reservations are rapid-

ly approaching the zero mark and you

Here Is the Contourette with Its 256 molded
rubber nodules that gently rmissagc the chin
line, stimulate circulation and reduce surplus
tissue while you read or rest in comfort. In
youth, as well as a£c. It molds your chin line
t< a graceful contour and makes the skin
tirmer. Flexible, pure dum rubber construc-
tion, molded to keep its shape. Perforated for
coolness and tree skin breathlnjl. Prevents, as
well ns corrects, sa££ln£ muscles and droop-
ing mouth lines. Washable and adjustable to
any head sire. V. S. Patent No. 2.065.191. Can-
not be duplicated. No other contour support
offers exhilarating •'Nodule" Action. Send
check, monev order or currency for $1.50 pre-
paid or $1.65 C. O. I). lull refund made
without question, if you arc not thoroughly
pleased. THE COBEL CO.
1123 Rockwell Avenue Cleveland, Ohio

Acidity Makes

Women Look Older
Kidneys Often to Blame

Women, more than men, arc the victim-; of excess Arid
in On system, due to poor Kidney functions, which may

undermine health and vitality,

dry and coarsen the :.kln ox

can e Bladder distress, Get-
ting Up Nights, Hunting and
Itching, Leg Pains. Nervous-
Hi i 'lzzlne is, Headaches,
Lumbago, Swollen Ankles,
Puffy Eyes, or it h e u m a 1 1 c

Pains. Help your Kidneys
filter 3 pints of Acids and
w.i tes from your system each
day for just one weefc with
the Doctor's prescription Cys-
tex. Guaranteed to fix you
up and make you feel and
look years younger or money

hack. See result? In 48 hours. Telephone your druggist
lor guaranteed Cydtex (Slss-tex) today.

FREE RINGS I

MNSJ

§3JL

zdt Jin

colors. Silver Plate.
25 or more, 30c ea: 7 to 24. 35e
ea: 1 to 6, 40c ea. Gold Plate,
add ]Oc ea. to above prices. Ster-
ling Silver, add 20c ea. Sterllntr
Silver Rinzs as shown, 20 or
more. SI.SO ea: 12 to 25, SI. 00

1 to 11, SI.75

METAL ARTS CO.Inc FACTORY G8-R0CHESTER,N.Y

/Vsw apfyiovtd'fawnuMa

REMOVES

FRECKLES
WHILE YOUSLEEP^
Whether you have a few freck-
les^ or many, fade them out
quickly and gently while you
sleepm Get a jar of Nadinola
Freckle Cream today and apply at bedtime. Day by
day skin becomes clearer, fresher. Usually freckles
disappear in 5 to 10 days. So do other blemishes.
Nadinola Freckle Cream is guaranteed by a famous
laboratory with 36 years* experience in this type of
skin treatment. Only 60c at drug and toilet counters;
10c size at Ten Cent Stores. • Or send a dime for trial
package to NADINOLA. Dept. 134. Paris, Tenn.

NADINOLA fad&Ctuur,
NO SUBSTITUTES! ALWAYS INSIST ON THE ADVERTISED BRAND!



will have to act without delay! MAIL
THE COUPON TODAY!

Fawcett Publications, Inc.,

360 North Michigan Boulevard,

Chicago, Illinois

Without obligation on my part,

send me your complete, illustrated

booklet describing the Movieland

Tours.

I enclose $ Please enter

my reservation for per-

sons, to insure a place for us on

Tour No

(A deposit of $5 per person will

hold your reservation. Please

specify whether for Tour No. I

,

to leave Chicago July II, or

Tour No. 2, to leave Chicago
August 8.)

Name

Address

City State

Hollywood Youngstars
[Continued from page 21]

RIDDLE me these—What young ac-

tress receives many expensive gifts

from admiring suitors and always tells

her friends that she is going to return

them—which she seldom does?

What actress ever so often spreads

reports among her boy friends that

she's going to be married, purely to

create interest?

JEAN RUVERAL'S wedding day will

be May 7th. . . . Phil Houston and

Olivia De Havilland's romance was a

short lived one. Now he's being seen

about here and there with Simone
Simon. . . . The Mary Grace (she's

Marion Davies' ward) marriage to the

New York editor was a great surprise

to me, for I've always seen her dining

and dancing with "Red" Hershon, Carl

Laemmle, Jr.'s right hand man. . . .

Loretta Young and Eddie Sutherland

found a quiet nook at Ginger Rogers

and Al Vanderbilt's skating party to

talk things over. Wonder if they came
to any conclusions about their broken

romance. . . . Alan Curtis and
Constance Worth have decided to just

be friends . . . and the reason Barbara
Pepper is going about looking so sad
is because her boy friend has left town.

She won't tell his name.

Don't Be a Slave

to Cathartics
This advertisement is based on an actual

experience reported in an unsolicited letter.

-jSuhsfoifaed and sworn to before me.

*A friend
adn>

rabUti.'

Yeast 1

W - - *^\7Zi i h°ye
he% '

-^^^\uree months
trial & v,n

I never "e
miBTffllBfflfl

HpjPBH^P

LAXATIV&? J
ANYM0R£!

IF YOU take laxatives to keep "regular,"

you know from experience that drugs and
cathartics give only temporary relief. They
do not correct the cause of your condition.

Doctors now know that in many cases the
real cause of constipation is a shortage of

the vitamin B complex. These precious fac-

tors are sadly deficient in many typical every-

day diets. In many foods the B complex is

almost completely lacking. When these fac-

tors are added to the diet deficient in them,

in sufficient amounts, constipation due to this

trouble goes. Elimination becomes regular

—

complete.

Energy Returns, Headaches Go

Yeast Foam Tablets are pure pasteurized

yeast and yeast is the richest known food
source of vitamins B and G. They should

stimulate your weakened intestinal nerves

and muscles and quickly restore your elimina-

tive system to normal, healthy function,

when, these disorders, as is often the case,

are due to the B and G deficiency.

With the true cause of your constipation

corrected, you will feel better, look better

and be better. Your energy will revive.

Headaches of the constipation type will go.

Your skin will be clearer and fresher.

Don't confuse Yeast Foam Tablets with
ordinary yeast. These tablets cannot ferment
in the body. Pasteurization makes this yeast
utterly safe for everyone to eat. It has a
pleasant, nut-like taste that you will really

enjoy. And it will not put on fat.

All druggists sell Yeast Foam Tab-
lets. The 10-day bottle costs only 50c.
Get one today . . . refuse substitutes.

Q-taz!

NOTE: The above letter is but

one case bid it is so typical of many others that it more
than justifies a thorough trial of Yeast Foam Tablets

in similar cases of constipation or digestive disorder.

Mail This Cou-
pon Today

You may paste this on a penny
postcard

NORTHWESTERN YEAST CO.
1750 N. Ashland Ave., Chicago, 111.

Please send free trial sample of Yeast Foam Tab-
lets. (Only one to a family. Canadian readers please
send 10c to cover postage and duty.) FG 6-37

Address^

City

by this quick, safe
external method

. . . or no cost!
Lose many pounds safely, without drug , limited

diets or tiring exercises! Take off extra superficial

fat at only those places where you want to reduce. Hundreds
of celebrities in the last 25 years have kept slim, youthful-

appearing figures this easy, inexpensive harmless way. Originally pie-

Scribed by a doctor for his wife . . . now available to the public.

PROFIT BY THESE AMAZING EXPERIENCES!
"I have lost 47 pounds and think your cream wonderful." L. P., No. Carolina.

"Have had wonderful results . . . lost 30 pounds." Mrs. O. R. S., Penna
;

"Searched for years for some safe, quick means of reduction. Have lost 26

pounds and feel and look like a new person." S. C. F., New York,

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE! ACT TODAY!
If vou do not lose at least 12 pounds with the first jar of Cream, following di-

rections, your money will be refunded! Write today for full half-pound jar of

Dr. Hatch's Formula Massage Cream SI.00

pend Cash or Money Order or sent C.O.D., plus postage.

YOUTHFUL FACE AND FIGURE INSTITUTE, Dept. FW-2
853 Seventh Avenue, New York City
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DARUNG.WIILYOUPIEASEBEM.NE,

,
GUARANTEE TO TREATYOU FINE!

FOR INSTANCE, LOVE IF

HEARTBURN COMES ...

m OFFER YOU MY ROLL OF TUMS

I

X v\\\ll

YOU'LL LOVE THIS

TASTKUIZT
FOR ACID INDIGESTION

"tX/IIY WAIT for relief when you're troubled
"with heartburn, sour stomach, k;is? Keep
your relief right with you always, for unex-
pected emergencies. Carry Turns . . . like mil-
lions now do! Tunis are pleasant-tasting . . .

only 10c .. . yet they give relief Unit i< scien-
tific, thorough. Contain no harsh alkalies . . .

cannot ovt r-alkalizi your stomach. Just enough
antacid compound to correct your stomach
acidity is released . . . remainder passing un-

our system. For quick relief
. . . Carry Tunis. 10c at any drug store, or the
3-roIl ECONOMY PACK for 25c.

TUMS
TUNIS ARE -**^
ANTACID . . LmOiZ>
NOT A LAXATIVE V

FREE:

FOR THE TUMMY

A. II. L«wlaOo..U«DCi

—NEXT MONTH—
Be sure lo read Raye for Ot
a Martha Raye story exclusive
WOOD Magazine.

r Sidtl It'i

for HOLLY-

Goodbye

r GRAY
^> HAIRS!

/FREE TesfA
I shows way to I

\ end them /

No matter whether your hair is beginning
to gray—or is entirely gray, you can bring
youthful color to every faded strand. The
color will be natural looking. It will match
the original shade, whether black, brown,
auburn, blonde. Just comb a water-white
liquid through hair and gray goes. Leaves
hair soft and lustrous—takes
curl or wave. Nothing to rub
or wash off. This way SAFE.

Test it FREE ~ We send
complete Test Package. Apply to
single lock snipped from hair. See
results first. No risk. Just maiK
coupon.

I
MARY T.GOLDMAN—
3066 Goldman Bldg., St. Paul, Minn.

Name
|

Street
j

City State I

Color of your hair ?
|

Hollywood Party ©irl
[Continued irom page 37]

her doughnuts or carve her caviar, a

huge fire truck, loaded down with a

crowd of Hollywood's young stars that

included such notables as Johnny

Downs, Eleanore Whitney, Owen
Davis, Jr., Anne Shirley, just to mention

a few, came to a screeching stop be-

fore the Derby entrance. Owen Davis

rushed inside, yelled out an invitation,

and before Gertrude's escort had time

to ask "Where's the fire?" he found

himself sitting on top of the truck with

the excited Gertrude beside him. A
long, shrill blast from the siren and they

were off.

"It was," smiled Gertrude, "a sort

of out of a Brown Derby frying pan into

a Hollywood party fire. To make it all

the more thrilling, some young man
whom I didn't know, managed to climb

up on top of the bouncing ladders and

began to make love to me—or so he

thought. At any rate, he raved ro-

mantically about the night, the moon
and the stars at the top of his voice,

and I answered back at the top of

mine whenever I could catch my breath

—and catching your breath on top of

a bouncing pile of fire ladders is a

stunt I can now specially recommend
to those who think they are athletically

inclined. And another thing. At one

time or another men have whispered

sweet nothings into my ears, but this

was the first time—and I know it's the

last—that I was made love to on top

of a fire wagon."

E"
one side, there's an-

reason why this I 14-pound
lUT all fun to

other reason why this I 14-po

bundle of extraordinary talent likes

parties.

Every step she's taken in the ad-

vancement of her career—and during

the past year or so she's taken as many
steps as there are names on the list

of a Hollywood's Who's Whose—has

been the direct result of a party. Every

break she's ever gotten on the radio,

stage, or screen has to be credited, she

says, to some social event to which she

was an invited guest.

To prove it we'll go back as far as

the beginning. Possibly you've heard

or read about girls who stepped from

cabins to cabarets. Well, Gertrude
didn't do that, of course, but she did

come from the parlor of her Brooklyn

home to the microphone of a New York

City broadcasting station in one jump
and to become an air rave the next.

It all sounds incredibly easy and sim-

ple, but back of it all were years of

hard work and preparation. At the

age of two she was singing and danc-
ing, but it was not until the third year

She Lost 1 7 lbs.

• Say goodbye to reducible fat rUbt now.

But don'l Uk< n-k^. Try tin new BQf<

run, i pi. —Mi -I rat dollclou! SLT.N I -RETS
i Pood Wafers (tbej taste like
randy) am! eat normal, satisfying meals.
Remember, this is the ne\v safe all-food
way. no dlDltrophenol, no thyroid, no sails

rtlcs— in fact, no druos what-
ever! SLENDRETS Wafers arc loimedl-

l.'.i | i .

food and you lose reducible fal while
following the es y directlorn with cverj
package. Tin -• i'.' d wofei s re]

toning f" ' thai mil hi otliero Ise

nd make it plea n in
I c i | to

lbl< fal n Ithout "feelln
oi tajtlnn it. in

i

h i lies, "Reduced
17 1 Mrs, I.. Connell I Ma

' ' dj '. n i" i 20. I feel and J
in' It certainly It

' everywhere are discovering
all- food

Slenderly bul toy on the safe tide! SLENDBETS, the
Food Method, i Bold bs loading food, department,

nd druB (tores. Or, if your dealer I* out, send SI direct
for Ihe 84-Wife, package ol SLENDRETS, complete with

i
I lion direction Dse the coupon below. Sent in

plain wrapper, no cmharrai menl

California Sunshine Products, Inc. Dept, V 637
San Francisco. California.

Pica package uf SLENDRETS po t-

i
i

REMOVE
HAIR without

razor, liquid QC
pasteorpowder LvC
Baby Touch Hair Remover is thn
new. amazing way to remove hair

from arms, legs and face—quickly
and safely. Used like a powder
puff. Odorless, painless, better
than a razor. Baby Touch leaves

the skin soft, white and restores youth and beauty to the
skin. Satisfaction guaranteed. At drug and department
stores or send 25c for one or $1.00 for five of the Baby
Touch Pads. Baby Touch Mittens (Two sides) 35c each,
3 for SI. 00.

BABY TOUCH HAIR REMOVER CO.
2326 Olive. St. Louis, Mo.

Thh beautiful MONARCH table model
radio, R.C.A. licensed; A-C, D-C; 5-

tubes. Standard Broadcasts, Amateur
Stations, Police Calls. Get one for your-
self; one for friends—at no cost! Write
fur details at oncel

National Novelty Co., 1407 Diverse* Pkwy. Dept 20-F, Chicago, III*

TASTE LIKE CANDY
The Sensational

MCCOY'S
Cod Liver Oil Tablets
Chock Full of Vitamint "A" and "D"

Put On
Firm
* H35D Starting Today:
it +/s 1 P«...rf« Take - McCoy's Cod
i TO / rounOS Liver Oil Tablets after

Quickly each meaL 60c and
' $1 size-all Druggists

f—

—

SEND FOR FREE SAMPLE—"1
'l McCoy's. 544 S. Wells St., Chicago
tj Dept. 36
2 Rush Free Sample of McCoy's Cod I
I Liver Oil Tablets to

Name |

!:£

Address

City State..

I
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at Brooklyn Heights Seminary that her

voice attracted the attention of Romo
Romani, the voice teacher of Rosa

Ponselle. Gertrude, at this time, pos-

sessed a high soprano voice and Romani

felt she could become an operatic star

with proper study. Weary of inten-

sive study after a time, she forgot sing-

ing entirely to apply herself to school

work. A year later, the urge to sing,

not opera, but "torch" songs struck her

and to her amazement she discovered

that her high soprano voice had

changed and that she now possessed a

lush contralto ideally suited to modern

jazz melodies.

NOT long after this discovery she

went to New York City to see a

show which featured Lyda Roberti. The

next day she astonished her parents

with her clever impersonations of Lyda.

"I even astonished myself," Gertrude

confesses.

A few days later, at a neighborhood

gathering at her home, she likewise

astonished her guests who cast an im-

mediate, unanimous, and emphatic vote

that she go on the stage.

"Finally," she says, "I began to think

that perhaps thirty neighbors couldn't

all be wrong and, being bored with

myself at the time, I looked up a book-

ing agent, sang for him, and got a job

in vaudeville at $100 a week."

It's a part of Broadway history that

"the girl with the bangs went over with

a bang."

Some people go to parties and wake
up with a hangover, a headache, or the

jitters—and here's a giri who goes to

a party and wakes up with a vaud con-

tract at $100 per!

Gertrude spent several weeks in

vaudeville, delighting audiences and

then moved into the "300" Club as a

featured entertainer. From there she

jumped to the Argonaut Club and

finally was given a spot week with the

Brooklyn Paramount where she was held

over a week—an event that caused
quite a furor along Madza Lane. It

caused so much furor, in fact, that the

boys and girls on the papers began
scribbling rave notices and La Niesen's

stock climbed as fast as General
Motors shares before the Big Crash.

Invited to a swanky supper club open-

ing, she was asked to sing. No sooner

said than done, and when she was
through, Columbia Broadcasting
officials who were there made a flying

wedge through the crowd to offer her

a radio contract. She made her air

debut with Rudy Vallee and so well was
she received by the nation's dial twisters

that she was termed "The Exotic Per-

sonality of the Air-lanes."

Party number two deserves credit for

this.

THANKS to

FOR THIS AMAZING
NEW
ALL-PURPOSE
FACE CREME

~k4l

Erin O'Brien-Moore, star in Warner'sTHE BLACK LEGION

IT'S MADE FROM MILK-OILS, RESULTS WILL STARTLE YOU

Thanks to milk, pure, fresh, dairy milk, this

amazing new face creme has special clean-
sing, softening and beneficial qualities not
found in any other beauty preparation. Use
it just a quick minute morning and night
for complete skin care. It's a powder base
too! Results that you can see and feel come

quickly. Dryness, coarse pores, blackheads,
and other marks of a poor complexion soon
disappear as the penetrating milk-oils sink
deep into the tissues, cleansing, softening
and revitalizing them-
Try CREME OF MILK today. Use coupon

for Trial Size 10c.

TUNE IN ™*

PASSING PM£ voiCE

AT AIL COSMETIC COUNTERS. . . 50c, $1, AND $2 SIZES

DUART, 785 Market Street, San Francisco, California

I enclose (10c). Please send me 1 special trial jar.

Name,
:

:
,

*

Address . . ;

City State.

SCIENCE NOW KNOWS WHY
You Lose Hair and Go Bald

Germs get deep into the scalp skin and are not removed
"with soap and water, shampoos, hair tonics, salves and
oils. These germs i flask bacilli of I 'una » create fine dan-
druff to clog up pores and hair follicles, causing itch,
falling hair, and smothering the roots so they cannot
grow hair. So why hide your bald parts with your hat,
when a new method enables men to easily remove the
thin, congested, germ-laden outer layer of scalp skin
and. have a new outer layer that will absorb air, sun-
shine and benefit from stimulating, nourishing prepara-
tions to activate the dormant roots to function and pro-
mote hair growth. This new method is now explained
in a treatise called, "HOW HAIR GROWS" and tells
what to do. It is being mailed absolutely free to read-
ers of this magazine who have hair troubles. Send no
money. Write to Dermolav Lab., Desk 127-B, No. 17.00

Broadway, N. T. You receive it by mail postpaid. If
pleased, tell men friends this good news!
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Presto/sheqotherman
whensheswitchedtoHush

on These Two Delicious
Teas Which Have Remarkably Helped

So Many People to

VOSE FAT

No Dangerous Drugs—No Starvation op
Enforced Exercising

73,073 Packettes of

GERMANIA
fZ^l ORANGE PEKOE
njT| and HERB TEA

ffilFREE
Drink Dor- | M ^^m
inS Meals ™ ^^™ ^^™
One of the Most Talked About Offers of the Year!

Here is a special advertising offer made solely for
the purpose of acquainting you with the remarkable
action of these delicious teas. Many people who
were troubled with excess fat and faulty elimination
have found, to their great delight, that these two
teas helped them to safely and quickly lose their
excess fat and they ate everything they wanted
excepting much starchy food or fatty meat. Don't
delay. Be sure to take advantage of this Sensa-
tional free special offer at once. Test packettes of
both Germania Orange Pekoe Tea and Germania
Herb Tea will be sent you on receipt of a post card
or note bearing your name and address. Send only
your name and address.

SEND NO MONEY- ONLY YOUR NAME
J Simply send your name and address to™^^

GERMANIA TEA CO., Dept.-IG

3^1 B4 * S. Wells St. Chicago, 111.^^
You can now get Germania Orange Pekoe Tea and
Germania Herb Tea at all Food, Drug and Dept. Stores
t*nder packer's guarantee of satisfaction or money back.

GERTRUDE was on Vallee s radio

program more Than three years.

Dramatic experience with the St.

Louis Theatre Group followed, with

Gertrude appearing in the leading sing-

ing roles in Vagabond King, Sonny, and

Good News.

And just to keep this "party" theme
alive and kicking, it might be well to

mention at this point, that La Niesen,

with only one hour's notice, stepped

into a difficult part in Ivor Novello's

comedy A Party, and scored so heavily

that she had the newspaper boys all

a-twitter trying to find superlative ad-

jectives to describe her performance.

Another party came along—this time

one of Elsa Maxwell's famous New York

soirees—with Gertrude's lush contralto

voice weaving such a magic spell over

Lee Schubert that he had her name to

a contract and into the Ziegfeld Follies

before our party girl knew what it was

all about.

"Perhaps the fact that I was born on

the high seas," she explains, "had some-

thing to do with my voice, but I doubt

it because since my voice changed I

haven't been able to reach a high 'C
in years. Yes, indeed; whatever I am
or hope to be as the saying goes, I owe
to parties."

Well, we've found out from long ex-

perience that it doesn't pay to contra-

dict a woman and far be it from us to

contradict the dainty and beautiful star

in Universal's Top of the Town. It just

isn't being done in Hollywood—and,

besides, she's right.

Take her latest Hollywood party for

example.

After the Follies closed, she decided

to come to California to rest—advice

given her, by the way, by Joseph

Schenck at a New York party—and the

rest is history.

After two weeks in Hollywood doing

absolutely nothing but lunching on

doughnuts and caviar and absorbing

California's famous sunshine—and with

no thought of the movies ever entering

her pretty head—she appeared at the

Trocadero one Sunday evening as guest

star and sang her heart out before all

the Cabots and Lodges of the movie

industry.

Yes, indeed she did, and what's more,

she sang her way into a very fat film

contract. Representatives from five

major studios began pounding on her

door the next morning imploring her

to sign on the dotted line. Universal

won out, wrote in a part for her in Top

of the Town—and when you see her

you're due for one of the pleasantest

surprises you've ever experienced in a

movie theatre.

She's that good!

Party girl? Right down to the deep-

est, huskiest note she sings!

8rush Away

GRAY
HAIR
AND LOOK. 10
YEARS YOUNGER.
NOW, without any risk, you

can tint those streaks op
patches of gray or faded hair
to lustrous shades of blonde,
brown or black. A small brush
and BROWNATONE does it.

Prove it—by applying a little

of this famous tint to a lock
of your own hair.
Used and approved—for

over twenty-four years.
BROWNATONE is safe.
Guaranteed harmless for tint-
ing gray hair. Active coloring
agent is purely vegetable.
Cannot affect waving of hair.
Is economical and lasting— will not wash out. Sim-
ply retouch as the new gray appears. Imparts rich,
beautiful color with amazing speed. Just brush or
comb it in. Shades: "Blonde to Medium Brown"
and "Dark Brown to Black" cover every need.
BROWNATONE is only 50c—at all drug and

toilet counters—always on a money-back guarantee.

SOOTHE KIPNEYS
with real santalwood oil

When the genito-urinary passages
become irritated, don't use cheap
drastic medicines. Tell your drug-
gist you want genuine Santal Midy
Capsules. Used by millions. They con-
tain true East Indian santalwood oil.m
Beautiful!
. . . She had her

NOSE CORRECTED
i i'K. RADIX'S New Plastic Methods. Your features
can be changed: OUTSTANDING EARS CORRECTED:
law iiftint: lips rebuilt: lines, wrinkles, blemishes and
scars removed. Reduced fees. Illustrated booklet free.

DR. RADIN, 1482 Broadway, Dopt. F 6, New York City

GIANT
FROGS
GOOD MARKET!

Frog legs in big de-
ind. Good prices the
roundl Easy to shipl

mSt'U to us In addition to
other waiting markets!

n &. Women see what others
doing. Small pond starts you.
book explains unusual offer
Kin

Beautifut £e$s carT/
Slop swelling, soreness, beaded veins, fatigue, etc. , with

PHANTOLASTIC STOCKINGS
INVISIBLE: The lightest yet made. Efficient, inexpensive.

To knee and over same price, by mail postpaid ail parts

United States. Write for details to

SPINDELL SURGICAL CO.
so
l^°ti:i

s '-

SECRETARIES. STENOGRAPHERS
Slid TYPISTS—Becoms An Expert

STENOTYPIST
Stenotypists win today's preferred
jobs and better pay. Stenotype's
machine speed, accuracy and ease
make your work faster, better,
easier—and you get the credit.

Executives welcome this ma-
chine way of taking dictation—faster
than any man can talk. Stenotypy is easy^
to learn — easy to write— easy to read. We train

you thoroughly at home in your spare time— at low
cost and on easy terms. Write for interesting, free

booklet, "Stenotypy, the New Profession," describ-

ing the many opportunities in Stenotypy and telling

how you may master it successfully

.

THE STENOTYPE COMPANY
Dept.630ST 4101 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago, III.
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>Movieland's Odd Job Mam
[Continued from page 31]

For ten years Brennan fooled around

Hollywood without attracting much at-

tention. Casting directors informed

him day after day that there was noth-

ing doing for one of his type and his

boon companion of those lean days

didn't fare much better. The other

guy's name, incidentally, was Frank

Cooper, better known nowadays as

Gary.
With the birth of sound films things

began to pick up a little for Brennan

.because of his natural gifts as a mimic.

If a director needed a baby cry, the

honk of a wild goose, the lusty bray of

a jackass or any other noise, Brennan

usually got the job and the pay was a

-trifle fatter than he received for ordi-

nary extra work. If the picture re-

quired a custom-built noise he was al-

ways ready to make delivery on short

notice. He went along this way for

several years, then one day a kindly

director offered him a chance to pick

up a tidy sum for a few minutes' work.

All Brennan had to do was to drive an

automobile off the pier into San Pedro
Bay at forty-five miles an hour. Would
Mr. Brennan like the job? No, Mr.
Brennan would not like the job but, at

the price offered, he would submerge
his personal feelings in the matter and
undertake it. He drove the car off the

docks, made a twenty-five foot dive

into the ocean and nearly terminated

his earthly, as well as his cinematic,

career. Three days later he was able

to sit up and take nourishment—and
the director called him again. This

time he wanted him to jump off an
eight-foot wall, but Brennan refused.

"Not me!" he exclaimed, with an air

of complete finality. "I wouldn't even

jump off a cigar box! I'm through as

a stunt man!"

HIS first break as an actor came when
Hoot Gibson engaged him to in-

ject some comedy bits into equine
operas, but Brennan quickly discovered
that playing in western films is not the

short cut to stardom.

When Universal made The King of

Jazz with Paul Whiteman as star,

Brennan was again engaged. He played
nine distinct characters and did such

a good job that the director often as-

sured him: "Walter, your lean days
are over. From now on you'll have
nothing to worry about." Perhaps the

prophecy would have come true but

the film-cutter failed to appreciate the

actor's talent and snipped out nearly

every foot of film in which he ap-
peared.

"In those days," the actor recalled,

.SWATHE BOOK YOU WANT
Take your pick and plan a western vacation this

summer—a trip that will give you a new lease

I \ on life, a vacation you will never forget.

ROUTE OF THE AIR-CONDITIONED

NORTH COAST LIMITED

ENTIRELY NEW PWNC/PLE

^DRVSKIN
Restores Lipids Necessary

for Youthful Freshness!

NOW! For the first time you
can replenish your skin with

Lipids— newly discovered sub-
stance Nature uses to keep skin
smooth and soft. Only Barbara
Jeanne's LIPID CREAM con-
tains Lipidol—a combination of

amazing youth-giving ingre-
dients! Try it! See skin grow
smooth, fresh and actually

younger-looking! SI, S3, at

r n £ A U drug an<* dept. stores. Money
L K t A M back if it fails ! Send coupon.

OI32EEP3
~

LIPID

TRIAL
BARBARA .11- w :

Dept.lO-F,

„„j 25c for
"aart

lipid Cream. City-

S^ (/.'« out «•»' u
. _._n knew*,U know"

Indolibla

4i([aienl.

^ s° youc:™'o
„„.tbe=on»»9iascinatino

covet *e <

lust s

coupon i^
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REDUCE
Guaranteed

THE
SAFE
WAY

NEW
HDLLYWDDO

METHOD
TRIAL SIZE
AND PROOF OF

|

QUICK RESULTS /

2.5*

HOLLYWOOD STARS Rcduee-EaTy method:
When your health, limine, happinesj and very
existence depend! upon your figure—can you
it Idly by— realizing excels we Lent la taking

Its toll and da nothing? Of course you are tro

Intelligent fur Hut ; why don't JFOU try Reduce- Eaziec
t-ounded under the

a noted physician. Read a few of the selected at random
testimonials rv<?lted In 3 c! uun Of this

i it hod of redurll'in. 'Mr . B
Pa. —Works like mack-. I lost 65 lbs., with n» 111 rf-
fecis or snKn
Minn.— Lest 6 lbs. on 25c llzi

J. Best, Wash.—Reduce-Katlei Improved my figure, cleared
my complexion. Mrs. K. Smith. N. Y.—Lost 48 lbs., f. -|

and look like a young girl, had not slept In year*, now
sleep like a baby. Beduce-Eacles did wonders by taking
the fat away from my heart. Marlon Swanton. 225 X.
Kauklnl. Honolulu, Hawaii—Reduce-Eatles are marvelous,
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"I had no agent because no agent

would have me. It's a funny thing about

this picture business that nobody wants

you until you have done something im-

portant. It isn't easy to keep your chin

up when the going is tough, but it's the

•first thing an actor must learn."

"My first break came when Victor

Schertiinger called me one day and

asked me if I could do an audition.

Without knowing exactly what he

wanted I told him yes. He explained

that he wanted me to do a scene in a

radio studio in which I, as an ambi-

tious radio-crasher, was to do a series

of imitations while a group of prospec-

tive sponsors and others listened in.

There was no script for the part and

when I asked for it, Mr. Schertzinger

told me to work it out as I saw fit. Well,

I knew that an amateur placed in such

a spot would most likely be very ner-

vous, so I stood in front of a hot arc-

light until beads of perspiration

popped out on my forehead. Then I

walked over to the prop microphone

and told the director I was ready. In

the midst of my audition, when I was

messing things up pretty sadly, the an-

nouncer stepped up, yanked the mike

away from me and told me I was off

the air. On the spur of the moment,

I got burnt up— in character, of course

—and yelled 'nuts to you' Audiences

seemed to think it was funny, I suppose

because of the sudden psychological

twist. That was only a bit, but it helped

a little."

OPPORTUNITY knocked again when
Samuel Goldwyn hired Brennan

for a small comedy role in The Wed-
ding Nighf which was directed by King

Vidor. His job was to tuck in a few

laughs and he did it so well that Vidor

gave him opportunities not anticipated

in the script. Preview audiences sim-

ply howled and it was generally agreed
that Brennan had simply walked away
with the whole picture. Samuel Gold-
wyn, quick to realize the unknown ac-

tor's comic genius, signed him imme-
diately and cast him for a fatter part

in Barbary Coast.

In the role of a toothless old charac-

ter, who acted as steerer for a notori-

ous gambling dive, Brennan turned in

a performance which proved what he

had been trying for more than a decade
to prove—that he was a fine actor.

Goldwyn was convinced and he knew
that something had to be done. If a

mere extra player could steal two pic-

tures in a row from established stars,

he should turn out to be a real invest-

ment.

However, even the critics were still

not fully convinced.

Brennan's reply was to haul off and

do an even better job in his next pic-

tm
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WAKE UP YOUR
LIVER BILE-

Without Calomel—And You'll Jump Out

oi Bed in the Morning Rarin' to Go
The liver should pour out two pounds of liquid

bile into your bowels daily. If this bile is not

flowing freely, your food doesn't digest. It just

decays in the bowels. Gas bloats up your stomach.

You get constipated. Your whole system is poi-

soned and you feel sour, sunk and the -world

lioks punk. . .

a Laxatives are only makeshifts. A mere bowel
uovement doesn't get at the cause. It takes those

good, old Carter's Little Liver Pills to get these

two pounds of bile flowing freely and make you
feel "up and up." Harmless, gentle, yet amazing
in making bile flow freely. Ask for Carter's Little

Liver Pills by name. Stubbornly refuse anything

else. 25c at all drug stores © 1935, C. M. Co.
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When the Wee Willie Winkle company was
on location at Chotsworth, this lamb was born

on the set. Here Is Shirley Temple being very

practical about its diet

ture, based upon Edna Ferber's Come
And Get It, also produced by Gold-
wyn. The producer, having discovered

that Brennan could handle almost any
dialect, decided to cast thim in the

role of "Swan," a Swedish lumberjack.

"Can you talk Swede?" asked

Howard Hawks, director of the film.

"Sure!" was the actor's glib reply.

He confesses now that he was lying be-

cause, although he had mastered nearly

every other dialect—including the

Scandinavian—he had neglected his

Swedish accent shamefully.

"I was in a tough spot," Brennan con-
fessed, smiling at the memory, "and I

realized it. The picture was to be
started within a few days and I knew
the part of Swan was not an easy one

—

even if I could talk like a Swede. So
I started scouting around, looking for

real Swedes with whom I could talk and
pick up some pointers. Incidentally I

made the discovery that, while Holly-
wood is full of Scandinavians, few of

them "have a genuine Swedish dialect.

I couldn'r even find one.' Luckily for

me I didn't come in ai the start of the
picture, so one day I wandered on the
set and started looking around among
the extras who were playing lumber-
jacks. It occurred to me that there
ought to be at least one Swede in that
crowd and that's how it turned out. One
of them had a line with Eddie Arnold
and the moment I heard him speak I

knew my search was ended. Between
shots I called him off to one side and
told him frankly what I was up against.

He said he would be glad to help me
out and he did. Within the next four
days I took a concentrated short course
in Swedish and by the time the director
called me I was ready and rarin' to go.
I made it a point, however, to keep the
Swedish boy around handy in case I

got stuck. The only trouble I had was

Give Tour Husband

CLEAR* TEA
To DrinkJ

WITHOUT MILK OR CREAM—WTIH LITTLE OR NO SUGAR

/"T"1VE him the beverage that lumberjacks and powerful athletes drink
^"^

. . . CLEAR TEA. Satisfy his strong, demanding sense of taste with
the rich satisfying flavor of . . . CLEAR TEA. Millions of men through-
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CLEAR eyed husbands and CLEAR tea go together. Try it . . . for a
week. Get Ridgways Gold Label . . . See its CLEAR golden color ...
taste its CLEARLY superior orange pekoe (100%) flavor!

Ridgways gold label Tea
Those unable to purchase Ridgways Teas locally may order by mail at the
prices listed below. Prices include parcel'post delivery to your address.

RIDGWAYS, Inc., 230 West St., New York, N. Y.
Gentlemen: Enclosed find check or postal money order made out to
Ridgways, Inc. Please send parcel post prepaid to the following address:

Prices Ridgways Package Teas and Tea Bags
Per 100

BLUE LABEL Per Lb. Tea Bags

(Blend of Ceylon-India) $.90
ORANGE LABEL

(Blend of Ceylon-India. Java) .. 1. 10 $.85
5 O'CLOCK

(Blend of Ceylon-India) 1. 10 .90
GOLD LABEL
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"H. M. B."
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Give name of blend and quantity
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is air-conditioned thruout-coaches,
diners, tourist and standard Pull-

mans, lounge-observation cars

Ultra-smart travel service is com-
bined with luxurious economy 3
tasty meals for as little as 90c per
day in coaches and tourist cars

Vacation fares are low.

You want to know and we want
to tell you all about the spectacular
scenery which distinguishes the route
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Here's How I Get

10 WINDOW SHADES
for the Price ofOne!
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tv

T GET 10 lovely Clopays for the price of a SI.50
JL cloth shade—and I like Clopays better! They

look as good as the costliest and give two years' wear
and more! And I can replace soiled shades without
hurting my pocketbook." No wonder millions are buy-
ing 15c Clopay Window Shades. They hang beauti-
fully. Made of patented fibre material that does not
crack or pinhole. And only 15c, mind you! Charming
patterns and solid colors. See them in leading 5c and
10c and neighborhood stores. For FREE color
samples, write to CLOPAY CORPORATION, 1220
Dayton Street, Cincinnati. Ohio.

once when I forgot and lapsed into

Japanese in one scene. The soundman
caught it, however, and we made it

over."

"What is the biggest thrill you get

out of having made the grade?"

THE tall lanky actor shifted un-

easily in his chair and smiled bash-

fully. He even blushed a trifle. Finally

he spoke.

"It's lovely to be able to buy the

things you've always wanted," he said.

"It's great to be able to do things for

the wife and kids that you've always

wanted to do—the things you wish

your own folks could have done for

you. It's simply great to be able to

help people who really need help and

that's the biggest kick I get out of this

business. But it is funny how your view-

point changes with your financial cir-

cumstances. Take me, for instance, I

used to think I'd like to have fifteen

suits of clothes and two or three cars.

Now that I have the money and can

afford to buy them I have found I don't

really want them half as much as I used

to think I did.

"Well, then," I persisted, "how does

your family feel about your success?

Of course you are married."

"Yes, married and have three kids.

Two boys and a girl—and I've bought

each of them a horse—fact is, I even

bought myself a horse, but somehow
my horse and I don't seem to under-

stand each other. I sometimes think I'd

have been better off to have bought a

bicycle—at least one knows what to ex-

pect from a bicycle."

Again Brennan lapsed into silence,

helped himself and your correspondent

to a cigarette and then resumed.

"As far as the money is concerned,"

he said, "it hasn't made much differ-

ence in our way of living. My wife is

not money-minded and I never was. It

is great to have plenty of money, but

money alone—as somebody once be-

fore pointed out, I believe—isn't every-

thing. I have bought a one-acre ranch

out in San Fernando Valley where the

kids can have all the room they need
and we can all do as we like. Some day

I'd like to have a ranch of, say, 150,000

acres, but I'm not worrying about it.

I've made it a rule for years not to

worry—even in the lean days I didn't.

My family never has gone hungry and

neither have I because we stayed with-

in our limits. My wife and I both have

simple tastes and it doesn't cost a lot

of money for us to be comfortable

—

and happy. We take life as it comes, a

day at a time, and personally I try to

squeeze all the fun I can out of every

J&rpA.
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1. Cannot irritate skin. ''

cannot rot dresses,
(j

2. No waiting to dry.

3. Can be used right after shaving.

4. Stops perspiration 1 to 3 days.
PreventsMinder-arm odor. A white,
greaseless, vanishing cream.
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/AnilC REMOVED WITH
CUKNj castor oil^^^ ««^ PREPARATION
Say proodbye to risky razors, and corn-pads. A
new liquid NOXACORN relieves pain and forma
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clean easily with

wonderful powder...
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'UNCLE SAM" JOBS
Start $1260 to $2100 a Year
MEN-WOMEN. Many 1937 appoint-
ments. Government Clerks, Stenog-
raphers, File Clerks, Postal Jobs, etc.

Write today sure, Tor free 32-page
boob, with list of positions and par-
ticulars telling how to get them.

FRANKLIN INSTITUTE
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No matter how gray, faded, streaked
your hair is now, it will soon possess
again beautiful lasting: color bv the use
of our new discovery SHAMPO-
KOLOR. Shampoos and colors the
hair at the same time. No experience
necessary. Takes a few minutes only. Will not rub off.

Colors gray hair close to scalp. Can be Permanent waved.

Free Booklet, Valligny Products Inc.DepL 19E.-254W.31 SU.N.Y.C.
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Free for Asthma
If you suffer with attacks of Asthma so terrible

you choke and gasp for breath, if restful sleep is

impossible because of the struggle to breathe, if

you feel the disease is slowly wearing your life

away, don't fail to send at once to the Frontier

Asthma Co. for a free trial of a remarkable method.

No matter where you live or whether you have any
faith in any remedy under the Sun. send for this

free trial. If you have suffered a lifetime and tried

everything you could learn of without relief; even

if you are utterly discouraged, do not abandon
hope but send today for this free trial. It will cost

you nothing. Address
Frontier Asthma Co., 195-B Frontier Bldg.,

462 Niagara St., Buffalo, N. Y.
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Fat Girl Laughs
and Grows Slim

Without Starvation Diets, or Back-Breaking,

Bending and Rolling Exercises.

Here's a way to get rid of ugly fat that works
hand in hand with Nature. Millions of people
are losing millions of pounds of flabby flesh

and getting back slender figures, without the need
of starvation diets or back-breaking exercises.

Medical science has discovered that one of the
causes of too much fat lies in a little gland.
Doctors correct this condition by feeding this

little gland the substance it lacks— and Mar-
mola Prescription Tablets are based on this same
method. Millions are using them with success.
They are prepared by a famous medical labora-
tory. Their formula is published in every pack-
age so you know what you are taking.
So don't waste time and money with starva-

tion diets or back-breaking exercises. Go to your
druggist today and get a box of Marmola, Try
this simple, easy way to get rid of excess fat.

GET THIS GORGEOUS
RING ON APPROVAL

^ We challenge you to tell it from rings
;— costing up to 5300. Wear it at our
;— risk. Your friends will envy its
^ sparkling beauty. Mail 10c to cover^ shipping costs and we'll send on this
-ZZ exquisite full Carat facsimile Dia-
— tnond, in newest stvle. Pay only S2

.
— monthly until balance of 54 is paid.
t-^ Money back : "

of 54
satisfied. Send

^^ strip of paper showing (inirer size.
State if lady's or man's. Ring sent
postpaid to your door by return mail.
Bush 10c, stamps or coin to:

RAYMOR
203 N.Wabash, Dept. 10, Chicago, 111.

DEAFNESS IS MISERY
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Head Noises enjoy Conversation, Movies,
Church and Radio, because they use
Leonard Invisible Ear Drums which

emble Tiny Megaphones fitting

the Ear entirely out of sight.

No wires, batteries or head piece.

They are inexpensive. Write for

booklet and sworn statement ol t>RVM
itor who himself has been benefited by the use

of the drums.
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Read about Spencer Tracy in
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can instantly conceal a Birthmark,
Scar, Burn, Bruise, Pimples, Freckles,
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discoloration with "Hide-it". Won't
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Ienclose 10c (Canada 15c) for "Hide-it." aCream USlick.
Check shade: D Light D Medium Brunette DSunTan
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day. I mean good, clean wholesome
fun. I'm not a Pollyanna, but I do be-

lieve in looking at the sunny side of

life."

Now that he can relax and look back
over the road he has traveled, Brennan
smiles as he recalls the many heart-

aches and headaches he had to endure
on the way up.

ALTHOUGH still in his thirties,

Brennan's screen characteriza-

tions, almost without exception, have
been those of old men. In his early days
in Hollywood he had no thought of

playing character parts and he seldom
got a tumble from casting directors.

Suddenly, one day, he had an inspira-

tion.

He removed his dental plate—hav-

ing lost his teeth through a gas at-

tack in the World War—donned an old

man's make-up and played his first old

man role the next day.

While his portrayal of Swan, the

Swedish lumberjack in Come And Get
It, led him to the very gates of stardom

and his Academy Award for the best

character actor of 1936,, it was the un-

timely death of the beloved Chic Sale

that brought Brennan his first stellar

opportunity.

Sale had been engaged for the role

of Newt Holly, an old illiterate shanty

boat owner, in Banjo On My Knee, pro-

duced by 20th Century-Fox. Almost on

the eve of the picture's starting, Sale

was stricken by the illness which caused

his death.

Producers were in a quandary for

there seemed to be no other actor

suited for the role. Someone suggested

Walter Brennan and he was sent for.

He believed he could play the part.

In fact, he knew darned well he could.

Critics who witnessed the preview de-

clare he gave his finest performance

thus far and the author, Harry Hamil-
ton, was even more enthusiastic. He
sent Brennan a copy of the book which

the actor treasures very highly be-

cause of this inscription: "To the man
who made Newt live."

The story of Walter Brennan's rise

to stardom recalls the case of the lec-

turer on success who pointed out that

"no man ever really gets to the very

top of the ladder. The best he can hope
to do is to tickle the heels of the man
who is on top."

Character actors and actresses re-

ceive little fan mail as compared to

players of the romantic type, but

Walter Brennan, who seems to make his

own rules as he goes along is an ex-

ception.

Every day it gets heavier and

heavier. And Mr. Brennan being only

human, simply loves it.

NEW RADIO OFFERS

DRUGLESS WAY

TO SOUND SLEEP!
Now Science offers a marvelous new,
drugless way to relax nerves and in-

duce sound, natural sleep—through a

new kind of radio listening.

The secret is the Acousticon Mystic

Ear of the Dictograph Silent Radio.

Music heard this way comes to you
softly, soothingly, as if welling up
from inside—has an ethereal beauty

that banishes mental irritation and
the nervous aftermath of over-fatigue.

It induces wholesome relaxation,

quickly woos you into the kind of

natural slumber that irons out fatigue

lines and renews youthful beauty. So
effective are its relaxing effects that

doctors are using it in hospitals.

LISTEN WHEN YOU PLEASE
This new radio fills many new needs
instance, you can listen to a progran

For
one

else wants to hear. Yet no one complains, for

only you hear it. One can listen while others

sleep, talk. read. Remember—only the Dic-
tograph Silent Radio offers the Acousticon
Mystic Ear in addition to the conven-
tional loudspeaker! A flick of a switch and
either is at your service. Request a home
demonstration today via the coupon below.
Also for sale at Progress Counters in the

better department stores—and at Acousti-

con offices in all leading cities. Consult your
telephone directory for the Acousticon office

nearest you.

MODEL ILLUSTRATED $75.00

OTHER MODELS FROM $49.50 UP

© 1957 Dictograph Products Co., Inc.

U. S. Pal. 101, 980; 1,650,028; others pending

DICTOGRAPH PRODUCTS CO. inc

38O Fifth Avenue, New York, «. V.

FREE HOME DEMONSTRATION

free home den

Dept. 1

mstratic
Silent Radic

Ship model shown (S75.00) C. O. D.

Address __

City & St;
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is'not a mask! White shoes

need more than a "mask"

whitener.. freshen them with

one that cleans and preserves

the leather and will not rub off!
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You Can Regain Perfect Speech, It you

/STAMMER
m Bend today for beautifully lltuitnted book entitled

"DON T STAMMER." which describes the Boeue
M Unit Method (or the scientific correction of itimmer-

Inc and stuttering. Method successfully used at

Boinie Institute for 36 ycirs—since 1901. Endowed
1 1 bv physicians. Full Information concerning correc-

tion of stammering sent free. No obligation.

^9 B*njamJn H. Botus. Dapl- 717, Circle Tewir, Irci^jpei. total
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U/fl07^.. the smartest girls with the

loveliest curls . . . use Hollywood Rapid

Dry Curlers. You can enhance your

beauty, too. in this easy way. Whatever

style of curl you like., .whether a few

large ones or many little close ones...

make them simply, quickly, right at

home, with r '

the Curlers used by the

Stars", . . Insist on Hollywood Curlers.

3 for 10c at 5c and 10c STORES- NOTION COUNTERS

A Day at the Races
[Continued from page 39]

But she never laughs. They take

Rachel's notes, neatly typed out, on

the set with them. And when they

come to a scene, they refer to them

—

to see what they've finally decided to

do—what words to use, what expres-

sions, what gestures, and so on. Down
to the tiniest detail. That's how laughs

are born.

AND yet, foolish as this business is,

the biggest laughs that happen
on the Marx Brothers' set, always, are

the unexpected ones. The Brothers,

despite all this hard-working-out of

ideas, invariably ad lib a wisecrack

right in the midst of the most meticu-

lously-plotted sequence of action and
dialogue. And ten times out of ten,

that unexpected, impromptu, on-the-

spurt-of-the-moment line is so funny

that it disrupts the entire proceedings.

Maureen O'Sullivan, who plays THE
girl in A Day At the Races, breaks down
into laughter when she isn't supposed
to. Dumbrille, who's supposed to

scowl, howls instead. And for ten

minutes, production is held up while

the company pulls itself together and
shoots the scene again, straight.

And so, gradually but surely, the pic-

ture is put together. Dumbrille gets

slammed to hellangone between the

top and the bottom of the stable door;

various and sundry blondes get thor-

oughly chased by goggle-eyed Harpo;
Esther Muir is goo-ily pasted on a sani-

tarium wall behind rolls of wallpaper

by Chico and Harpo; with their antics,

all three Marxes completely disrupt

Allan Jones' singing of "On Blue Vene-

tian Waters;" and through it all, the

Marxes sweat and lose weight, and

Director Wood tears his hair, and

Boasberg weeps bitterly as he tries to

think up new ways to make the Marxes

funnier.

And finally, when it's all over, the

Marxes collect their money and take off

their funny make-up . . .

Groucho wears cold-cream on his

face and wipes off the eyebrows and

moustache. They're only grease paint.

He used to use real crepe hair for the

moustache. Then he lit it one day when
he only meant to light his cigar, and

toasted his nose. Ever since, he has

used grease paint.

Harpo takes off his wig—he has a

half dozen of them, to use in relays

—

. and pops his eyes back into normalcy.

And Chico discards his "wop" hat and

wig and make-up.

And they emerge, looking like three

nice young men, rather mournful, de-

cidedly ascetic—for all the world like

WITHOUT
GLASSES
THE NATURAL

EYESIGHT SYSTEM Gives

Your Eyes a New Deal
If you wear glasses, or think you should, our
FOUR MONTHS' TRIAL OFFER—containing
the inspiring story of glasses discarded for

Nearsight, Farsight, Astigmatism Old Age
Sight, Eyestrain, Weak Eyes, Eye Muscle

Trouble, Etc., as told by USERS AT HOME
of this Revolutionary System—will be mailed
FREE upon request.

NATURAL EYESIGHT INSTITUTE, Ire.

Dept. 76-A, Los Angeles, Calif

Woman 85 Who

Never Looked Old
If you are beginning to show sisns of ago,

listen to the secrets of the woman S5 who
I

looked old.
Pauline Palmer has for years been writlny

articles and telling women how to erase
wrinkles and other marks of age wit limit

lies. Only 5 minutes a day in their own
home by an easy method of facial rejuvenation
that anyone can do.
Her secrets fully explained with photo-

graphs In a thrilling book sent free together
wuh a Facial Analysis Chart also free to

men or women by writing to I'nuliue Palmer.
.i*iV Armour Blvd., Kansas City, Missouri.
Write before supply Is exhausted. —Adv.

ASTHMA?
"If you are sick and tired of gasping and strug-

gling for breath

—

tired of sitting up night after

night losing much needed rest and sleep, write

me at once for a FREE trial of the medicine that

gave me lasting relief. I suffered agony for

nearly six years. Now I have no more spells of

choking, gasping and wheezing and sleep sound
all night long. Write today for a FREE trial.

Your name and address on a post card will bring

it by return mail." O. W. Dean, President,

Free Breath Products Company, Dept. ]J43-_D.

Benton Harbor, Michigan.

This Beautilul Lifelike

HnSHEEB
NEWEST SENS..
TION! Send any NO MONEY!
anapshot or ohoto

•'11 repro-
Juce it In this

.
'. i

:' u I onyx-
Ike rtnar.
Indestructible! (Hand-tinted
Waterproof! 25c extra)

Enclose strip of paper for ring size. Pay post-
~~n plus n few cents postage. If you send 48c

_ pay postaee. PHOTO MOVETTE RING CO.,
1 Dept. F8. 026 Vine Street, Cincinnati. Ohio.

48c

MAKE YOUR MONEY COUNT!

Hollywood's advertisers have

a worthwhile product to offer you.

Don't buy substitutes—demand

the advertised merchandise!

ocyer
FACE
POWDER

• You will like the velvety-

feel and clinging softness of

this superfine powder that

stays on longer . . . Allur-

ingly scented . . . Newest
Paris shades . . . 50c at deal-

. . .,_ . HEATHER ANGEL
ers or mail iUc tor purse /'•£<•?«' wto, Geo.

f~ O Bnen m '^Daniel

size (specifying shade) to B
gSflm

BOYER. Society ParlumeuT
2702 S Wabash Ave., Chicago, III.

i Geo. A.
_n Prod,

for R.K.O.
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SUFFERERS FROM

PSORIASIS
D6RmOIL
Dermoil is being used ny thousands of men
and women to secure relief from the effects
of this Ugly skin disease often mistaken for
eczema. Apply it externally. Does not stain.
Grateful users, often after years of suffer-

ing, report the scales have gone, the red
patches gradually disappeared and their

skin became clear again. Dermoil is hacked by an agree-
ment to give definite benefit in 2 weeks or money is refunded
without question. Beautiful book on Psoriasis and Dermoil
Free, or send 25c for generous trial bottle and amazing
proof of results. Give druggists name and address. Your
name not mentioned. Prove it yourself no matter how long
you have suffered or what you have tried. Don't delay.
Write today. LAKE LABORATORIES. Box 6. North-
western Station, Dept. F-19, Detroit, Mich.

GENEROUS
TRIAL SIZE
25c STAMPS
OR COIN.

GET
RID
OF

,UGLY I

HAIR)

Instantly eliminates every trace of

Special offer with ZiP Cream Deodorant
both for the price of one. Ask your I

dealer or send 50c plus 10c postage to.

Madame Berth*.St2 Fifth Ave.,NewYork

CAN *»*
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REDUCING SECRETS TOLD!
"I lost 20 pounds in S weeks. No strenuous
exercises, no injurious drugs, no starving."
Send $1 today and learn this Hollywood Secret
of weight reduction.

JERRY GIRARD of HOLLYWOOD
BOX 1008 HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA

make the

LIGHTEN YOUR HAIR
the NEW CREAM WAY

As little or as Much as You
Want—Safely— Quickly!
Not a Drug-Store Liquid

Lecblar's Lightning Hair Lfghtener
i.s an amazing product; an antiseptic, white,
creamy paste. It has many advantages over

. You
ida of the hair Tike aliquid. Can't C

brittle. Lightens blond*
urown aarx. uannot atrea« or over- bleach. Actually Bane
ficial to bleached hair and permanents. Used by famoui
atage and acreen beauties for over 20 yeara. Harmless-
guaranteed . Mail complete with appl ication brush foronl:FD T T With first order—36 vane booklet

IS. ML C -THE NEW ART OF LIGHTENING HAIR"
LECHLER LABORATORIES, INC.

560 Broadway (Dept. B.) New York. N. Y.

1

three young fellows studying to be
rabbis.

Un-made-up, unclothed in the funny

Marxian habiliments, offscreen, the

Marxes are nice, quiet young men. Ex-

cept when they're on display—like at

interviews, or public appearances, they

aren't pulling gags. Of course, Harpo,

in that new house he's having built in

Beverly Hills, does have escalators in-

stead of stairs, but he insists that's just

for comfort, not laughs.

In private life, Chico is a bridge ex-

pert, when he isn't a race expert, and
vice versa. He has an official rating

as one of America's top ten bridge

players. But he'd rather play the

horses. At one time production on A
Day At the Races was four days behind

schedule due to waiting while they

dragged Chico away from the tele-

phone, where he'd been calling up

Santa Anita to find who won the fourth

race.

Groucho, whose real name is Julius

(Chico is Leonard, can you stand it?),

reverts, in his offstage life, to the role

of business boss of the Marxes. While
he's the youngest of the three brothers,

contrary to popular belief, he's also the

one who has the business head. He
does the letter writing, check-signing,

contract-talking. When he talks con-

tract, he isn't funny. Take it from the

M-G-M executives.

As for Harpo (his real name is

Arthur, imagine!), he is just the newly-

wed groom of the family, these days.

That and the family harp-player. He
really does play the harp, you know.

He owns a beautiful gold one, and

keeps it in a special room in his house.

Alongside it, he has a new harp, just

given him by Salvatore Dali, the sur-

realist painter who is painting a sur-

realist portrait of him. Dali's harp is

strung with barbed wire. The first time

Harpo tried to play it, he punctured a

thumb and three fingers. Harpo thinks

Dali is just as funny as the Marx
Brothers.

Offscreen, Harpo is just as bashful as

he is aggressive toward blondes on the

screen. The way he chases them! !

"Why," he says, "if I ever really

caught one, I honestly wouldn't know
what to do with her!"

"Oh, yeah?" says Susan Fleming.

Susan is the girl Harpo chased for

years. He finally caught her.

He married her.

—NEXT MONTH—

A genuine story surprise!

Read

Myrna Loy—
The Girl Hollywood Couldn't Beaf

It's in the JULY number
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Coronation

(Above) Heavy weighs the crown on Billy Mauch's head in this coronation scene horn The Prince and the

Pauper. [Right) Director Keighley and Errol Flynn caught in an informal pose. (Below) Claude Rains as

the Earl of Hertford. (Bottom left) Helen Valkis and Montagu Love in a stirring scene. (Bottom right)

Errol Flynn, as the swashbuckling Miles Hcndon, receives first aid treatment after a vigorous fight in

The Prince and the Pauper

i

THIS is Coronation Year and Warner
Bros, have shrewdly capitalized on the

fact by lending unusual emphasis to

the coronation scene which climaxes their

production of The Prince and the Pauper.

It almost overshadows the inspirational

casting of Billy and Bobby Mauch, the

12-year-old identical twins, in the title

roles, certainly one of the smartest

methods of handling a dual role yet de-

vised.

Months were spent on research to insure

the utmost accuracy of the coronation

ceremony, the producers planning to give

the many millions not privileged to witness

the crowning of George VI and Queen
Elizabeth an idea of the impressive rites.

The ceremony as used, is not that of

the actual coronation of Edward VI in the

middle of the sixteenth century, but a com-

posite of half a dozen used from that

time down to the present day, preserving,

of course, the more dramatic sequences

for picture purposes. The only main

variation, however, from the ceremony in

Westminster Abbey in May is that the

young Icing prostrates himself at the feet

of the Archbishop of Canterbury in token

of his submission to the laws of God and

the Church of England. George VI and

his Queen merely kneel before the prelate,

following the custom established by Queen
Elizabeth who refused to prostrate herself

before any man.
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That glamorous little South Seas enchantress, with lips even more charming than

herself. What thrilling color they have; a strangely enchanting, exotic red that no one can

ever forget. But more! Her lips are alive with an iridescent luster ... a sparkle, like silvery

dew in moonlight. And utterly naked of pasty coating. She achieves this captivating loveli-

ness by tattooing her lips with a transparent South Sea red. And now you can tattoo your lips

with the same glamorous color in a shade created just for you. You can give them a luster too

... a sparkle that's fascinating . . . and a new kind of softness that's bewitching. Try it tonight

with the New Tattoo . . . but remember, your lips have never looked so tempting before!

FIVE EXCITING
SOUTH SEA REDS
No. 1 has an orangish pink
cast. Rather light. Ravish-
ing on blondes and titian

blondes. Called "CORAL."

No. 2 is an exotic, new shade,
brilliant yet transparent. Somehow

we just cannot find the right words to
describe it. It is called "EXOTIC."

No. 3 is a medium shade. A true, rich

blood red that will be an asset to any
brunette. It is called "NATURAL."

No. 4 changes hue when applied. Gives
an unusually transparent richness and
warmth. Called "PASTEL."

5 has the rich intensity of Hawaii's most gorgeous
. the wild Hibiscus. It's vivid, very vivid, yet has

ovely softness that's thrilling. It is called "HAWAIIAN."

TATTOO YOUR
TED IN U. S. A



Janet Gaynor says:

Leading artists of the screen prefer Luckies''

The Finest Tobaccos—

"The Cream of the Crop

Zln independent survey was made recently among professional men

and women — lawyers, doctors, scientists, etc. Of those who said they

smoke cigarettes, over 87% stated they personally prefer a light smoke.

Miss Gaynor verifies the wisdom of this preference, and so do other

leading artists of the radio, stage, screen and opera. Their voices are

their fortunes. That's why so many of them smoke Luckies You, too,

can have the throat protection of Luckies— a light smoke, free of certain

harsh irritants removed by the exclusive process "It's Toasted". Luckies

are gentle on the throat.

A Light Smoke
It'sToasted-YourThroat Protection ^SS^SSST



JULY

SIMONE SIMON
Photographed from life

I

THE GIRL HOLLYWOOD
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zi . shades of Lovelv Ladv. See which one shade •
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"False-face!"—your powder may scream out
if you chose it a month ago or chose it to

suit you in a certain light. "She belongs in

the circus!"—friends may whisper behind
your back—all because your skin is a vastly
different color in sunlight than in-the shade.
It's still another color in yellow or blue
nightlights. Winter's blasts, summer's infra-

red rays, diet and general health all change
your skin color constantly.
But if you tried to escape that "false-

face" powdery look by buying enough
HARD-BASE shades to keep up with all

your changing skin colors, you'd be spank-
ing your face with a dozen different shades
every month.

How Can "Balmite" Help You?
No beauty counselor could give you more
sincere advice than this:

—
"Never choose a

HARD-BASE powder. Choose only a SOFT-
BASE powder. "BALMITE" is the sensa-
tional new SOFT-BASE in Lovely Lady
Face Powder. So no matter which shade of
Lovely Lady you choose, "BALMITE"
blends out your shade to meet every vari-
ation of light and of your own skiti color.

Compare—see if your present powder adds
dreadful years. Test all five skin-keyed

shades of Lovely Lady. See which one shade
is the shade you can depend on in any light,
in any season — which SOFT BASE
"BALMITE" shade reveals you at your
loveliest.

"Types" and "Name-Shades"
Cause Confusion

Avoid the risk of choosing powder by "name-
shades" such as "Brunette", as these "Bru-
nette" shades are not all uniform in color.

And often a "Brunette" type needs a
"Blonde" shade, and a "Blonde" type a
"Brunette" shade. With all this confusion
it's no wonder people might think of your
face powder as your "false-face."

Don't "Mask" Your Natural Charm
Don't "mask" your face any longer with a
HARD-BASE face powder that "matches"
your skin in one light and may give you a
"false-face" in another light. Send for all

five FREE shades of Lovely Lady Face
Powder containing "BALMIT E"— my
SOFT-BLEND BASE that brings out so
gloriously and dependably the natural skin
color beauty and charm that is yours alone.

Sincerely,
|

! rnSMETIC COUNTERS EVERYWHErP

LOVELY LADY is equal to face pow-
ders costing you five times as much

—

is smoother, softer than softest down.
. . . Waterproof . . . Non-allergic . . .

Grit-free . . . Ends chalky "false-face"
look—color completely covers each tiny
particle of powder, not just one side as
in ordinary face powders. "Balmite"
brings out the loveliest of your natural
skin tone colors. Actually clings until
you remove it.

)

FREE
LOVELY LADY,
605 Washington Blvd., Chicago, 111.

Please send free by return mail generous vanity
size'samplers of all five shades of LOVELY LADY
Face Powder. Include a week's supply ofLOVELY
LADY All Purpose Face Cream FREE.

Name

Street

City State

Paste this on a postcard or enclose in enveli



Pretty lips cost her a pretty penny
but never a second for her tender gums

How often such neglect leads

to real dental tragedies . .

.

give your gums the benefit

of Ipana and Massage.

LET her study herself in the mirror—

' while she outlines that classicmouth,

powders that pretty nose. Let her fa-

vorite creams and cosmetics add to her

charm. Then let her smile—smile that

dull, dingy, shadoived smile of hers—and

see how quickly her beauty vanishes.

A minor tragedy? Yet this girl might

possess a radiant, appealing smile—but

not until she lavishes a fraction of the

care she gives her lips on her dingy

teeth, her tender, ailing gums—not until

she knows the meaning of that tinge of

"pink" upon her tooth brush.

Don't Overlook "Pink Tooth Brush"

When that warning tinge appears on

your tooth brush—go at once to your den-

tist. Probably no serious trouble is in

store for you. No doubt, he'll lay the

blame at the door of modern menus.

Too-soft foods—foods that deprive your

gums of necessary work and stimulation

—have made the gum walls lazy, flabby.

Usually he will suggest harder,"chewier"

foods—and often the stimulating help

of Ipana Tooth Paste and massage.

For nearly always, Ipana and mas-

sage is a wise precaution against the

warning of "pink tooth brush." Begin

today to help the health of your teeth

and gums. Massage a little Ipana into

your gums every time you brush your

teeth. Watch those lazy tissues grow

gradually firmer, sounder, healthier.

Start today the faithful use of Ipana

Tooth Paste and massage. Let your smile

do justice to your charm.

LISTEN TO"Town Hall Tonight"-everyWed-
nesday night, over N. B. C. Red Network,

9 o'clock, E.D.S.T.

a goo'd tooth paste,

like a good dentist,

is never a luxury.

WHEN ANSWERING ADVERTISEMENTS, PLEASE MENTION JULY HOLLYWOOD
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You will be thrilled

to see them together

again now in the most

exciting romantic

drama since "Mata

Hari"and directed by

the man who made it!
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She's patriotic! When she got a day off from work in Mountain

Music, Terry Walker, Paramounf's new songbird, went down

town and came back with her supplies for the Fourth of July.

Miss Walker is a former dance band singer and artist's model
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George Hayes open
for business...
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Here they are, folks, Martha Raye, the lass with

the over-sized mouth and Bob (Bazooka) Burns,

the gentleman from Van Buren, Arkansas, top-

ping their laugh triumph in "Waikiki Wedding"

with a laugh a minute hill-billy drayma, that'll

have you in stitches . . . Terry Walker, lovely to

look at lady of the networks, has the romance as-

signment with John Howard . . . and a bunch of

the funniest lads who ever came down off the

mountains add to the hysteria . . .

Rufe Davis and His White Mule

try a little hill-billy swing . . .
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AMP C
Adolph Zukor presents

MOUNTAIN MUSIC
A Paramount Picture with

BOB BURNS * MARTHA RAYE
JOHN HOWARD • TERRY WALKER

Directed by Robert Florey
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of course men tlirill to the rosy softness of

Tangee Dps! Men despise a "painted look".

Tangee isn't paint. ..it's tin-- only lipstick with

the Tangee Color Change Principle. Oran

tin- stick, Tangee changes on your lips to warm

blush-rose, emphasizes your charm...!

Tangee Rouge fur lovely color in cheeks.

USE TANGEE LIPSTICK everynight before you
go to bed. Its special cream base soothes ami

softens lips, gives them a lieauly treatment while

you sleep. Tangee won't ruli off on bed linen.

Awake with fresh alluring lips. Try Tat

tin- 2 1-Hour way to loveliness. 39* ami $1.10. Or
send coupon below for Miracle Make-Up Set.

PAINTED TANGEE

T|

World's Most Famous Lipstick

ENDS THAT PAINTED LOOK
BEWARE OFSUBSTITUTES! Thereisonly
one Tangee—don't let anvonc switch you. Be sure

to ask for TANGEE NATURAL. Ifyouprefer more
colorfor evening wear, ask for Tangee Theatrical,

"MIRACLE MAKE-UP SET"
The George W. Luft Co., 417 Fifth Ave., N. Y. C.

Please rush "Miracle Make-Up Set" of sample
Tangee Lipstick, Rouge Compact, Creme Rouge,
Face Powder. I enclose 10<; (stamps or coin).
(15<; in Canada.)
Check Shade of n Flesh j~j Rachel n Light
Powder Desired Rachel

Name

Address

-

City

Hollywood Newsreel

The autograph hounds got busy during an intermission of Tovarich and among the

notables who obeyed the "sign here, please" were Claudette Colbert and her

mother, Claudette is one star who never refuses an autograph seeker's request

w
Limbering-up Exercise

HAT star cannot get a long-

term contract now, because

of fern, enemies who are out to

knife her?

More Sit-Downers

THERE'S many a time in the life of a

film actress, says Miriam Hopkins,

when nonchalance is needed. Just the

other day Miriam left her car unlocked

while she did a bit of shopping in Holly-

wood. Returning, she found that four

high school girls had entered

it and were sitting inside.

Miriam prepared to offer

autographs to ransom her ve-

hicle, but the girls weren't in-

terested. It became apparent

that they didn't even recognize

her. Someone, possibly a joke-

ster, had told them Robert

Taylor owned the car. They

wanted to wait for him, and

were decidedly sulky when
Miriam ousted them in order

to drive away.

Leopold Stokowski, world-famous conductor,

and Deanna Durbin, 14-year-old songbird, re-

hearsing songs in Universal's forth-coming

100 Men and a Girl

They're Funny That Way

IT
GIVES us a chuckle to hear

two of "the sanest film ac-

tresses we know speak of them-

selves as "nutty." They are

Eleanor Powell and Olivia

de Havilland. Olivia will tell

a comical anecdote about
[Continued on page 10]
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HOLLYWOOD STARS can't afford to

take chances with dullness, tiny

blemishes, enlarged pores— Cosmetic Skin!

That's why 9 out of 10 of them use fragrant

white Lux Toilet Soap. It has an ACTIVE
lather that goes deep into the pores, re-

moves every hidden trace of stale rouge

and powder, dust and dirt.

Keep your skin smooth and lovely with

the same gentle care Joan Blondell uses.

Before you put on fresh make-up, ALWAYS
before you go to bed, protect your skin

with Lux Toilet Soap.

Girls everywhere;
follow Hollywood's 1

lead— use Lux Toilet

Soap for a bath

soap, too!
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RflD THE BERCH
Wear a distinctive swim suit

...one with dash and style for

beauty on the beach. From

Catalina's famous line...fea-

turing countless new fabrics,

new designs, and novel detail

I

OLIVIA DE
HAVILLAND

Lovable

W.rn.r Bios.

SUi

J^£/,CTUf-Ze4 FOR THE

STARS OF HOLLYWOOD

via
swim
SUITS

Style 4670-At better stores everywhere, or write,

giviR3 weight end choice ol color. Retail price $6.00

Or send for illustrated bocldet of latest
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Hollywood Newsreel

her own goofiness, and
make that circular gesture

with a finger beside her

head, to show what's wrong
with her. Eleanor's eyes

will widen suddenly, and

she'll say in alarm, "Do you

think I'm crazy?"

Meanwhile any number
of mad-hatters in Holly-

wood consider themselves

Maybe Mae Can't

Tell 'Em!

YOU can't be around

Mae West, her sister

Beverly, her brother,
brother-in-law, and other
retainers without getting

the idea that you're in

the midst of a big, old-

fashioned scrappy Irish

family.

The other day there was

one of those typical argu-

ments, this time about the

refinishing of the star's

apartment. Everyone was vociferating

—except Mae. Just when the rival

faction seemed about to come to

blows, the star ended it by saying,

—Photo by Scotty Melbourne

Betfe Davis, Warner Bros, star, about ready to yell "come and

get it!" alter preparing a sizzling steak on her barbecue pit

"Look here, whose apartment is this,

anyway? And whose money's paying

for it? I don't often stand up for my
rights, but this time I will—because I

have to live in the place after

it's fixed!

Silk Glove Artist

10

AFTER the first week of film-

ing Topper, the Connie

Bennett-Cary Grant picture,

La Bennett become downright

angelic. She found out that

Cary Grant is as good as his

reputation—the sort who gets

along without ruffling stellar

temperament.

It's a little-known fact that

Cary is fast becoming a fav-

orite choice to play opposite

the temperamental girls. That's

one reason why he's getting

$75,000 per picture now, the

other reason being that he's a

good actor. Apparently Cary

has an uncanny knack of get-

ting along with the Katie

Hepburns, Grace Moores and

[Continued on page 1 2]
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Joan Bennett's latest hair-raising stunt with Warner
Baxter the obliging victim. Both will be seen soon

in Walter Wanger's Vogues of 1938



HOLLYWOOD at the CORONATION
By £ Mae Buchanan, HOLLYWOOD MAGAZINE'S Special Correspondent,

Covering the Coronation of H. R. H. George VI
LONDON—
HOLLYWOOD screen stars and world famous support-

ing screen players accustomed to "stealing the show"

in America found themselves inconspicuous, indeed,

among the millions who thronged London for the coronation

of England's new Icing, H. R. H. George VI and his queen

H. R. H. Elizabeth.

Very few of the many who gave out press statements con-

cerning their plans for attending the Coronation actually

arrived, or remained in London for the world's biggest show.

Movie celebrities had to take a back seat for the

brilliantly outfitted Indian Princes and military and naval

authorities whose gold braid glittered in the ceremonial

procession and this writer will confine her report to cine-

malites.

"Looks like a Hollywood set," remarked one star, "except

that all the costumes and sets are real."

Needless to say, after seeing thousands stand on the

sidelines to watch movie celebrities strut through the fore-

courts en route to Hollywood theatre premieres it was quite

shocking to see what little stir

these same stars created on

this day of royal pomp and
ceremony. They were merely

"of the crowd" and more than

one world famous screen star

was content (and lucky) to sit

on rented cushions in the rough

board reviewing stands as

England's most dazzling
display made its way to

Westminster Abbey for the
Coronation. Actually, but a

very few autograph seekers
sought out the film players

and more than one was com-
pletely ignored by the crowd
concentrating on two royal
idols.

Ray Mil land, one of the few
Hollywood actors to receive a

Coronation invitation (because

he was formerly a Grenadier)
couldn't finish his Paramount
picture in time to make the

ceremonies. Hal Wallis,
Warner Brothers production

chief, and his wife, Louise

Fazenda, were unable to leave

Hollywood until the 18th, and
missed everything. ZaSu Pitts,

here for months, returned just

ahead of the big show. Edmund
Gwenn, finished in Parnell, ar-

rived several weeks early. Nat
Pendleton and Noel Madison
have been here several weeks
working with Jessie Matthews
in Gangway.

The biggest and most im-

portant job being attended by
Hollywoodians at the Corona-

[Continued on page 1 4] —Photo by International News Service

700,000,000 Persons Heard
Him Proclaimed King

THE KING—George VI. but really
Albert Frederick Arthur George.

Born in York Cottage, Sandringham.
December 14, 1895. Privately tutored

and at 14 joined the naval training
school at Osborne for two years, then
went on to Dartmouth until 1913 when
he boarded the H.M.S. Cumberland
for an instructional naval cruise to the

West Indies and Canada. During 1914
and 1915 was seriously ill, first with
appendicitis, then influenza. Served
in the battle of Jutland as a sub-
lieutenant and saw other war service.

Ill again in 1017 he was forced to

leave the Navy and transferred to the
Royal Air Force serving actively until

1919. At 24 became an undergraduate
at Cambridge taking a course in history
and economics. By 1926 he had com-
pletely regained his health, become an
expert rifle and pistol shot, the best
cricketer in the royal family and an
excellent golfer and tennis player. He
liked to swim and dance and to drive
his own car. Visited Australia, New
Zealand and other distant colonies in

1927. Married Lady Elizabeth Bowes-
Lyon in Westminster Abbey, April 26.
1923. and gave the SI2.500 allowed as
a wedding gift to poor children of
London. The two children of the King
and Queen are the Princesses Elizabeth
(II) and Margaret Rose (7).
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Home Made
• Pure, wholesome, home-made ice

cream is a wonderful food. Irs popu-
larity again sweeps the nation be-

cause modern hostesses and mothers

have found there is no substitute for

this old reliable type of frozen food.

It's mild, delicious; makes you ask for

the second dish— it's smooth, creamy;
delightful to serve at the most formal

dinner or at the kiddies' back yard

party.

The latest hand freezer models are so

easy to operate, they freeze in a jiffy.

Now home-made ice cream is as

much fun to make as it is to eat.

/M&fee

JtceGeatn
at/fame

-tnrte w/wletome

andcrtti

BUY A FREEZER
at i/our

HARDWARE OR DEPARTMENT
STORE

Using the alluring Ann Sothern as a substitute, Gene Raymond rehearses for his marriage with

Jeanette MacDonald. Actually this is a scene from RKO's romantic film, There Goes My Girl

Connie Bennetts of filmdom. He
keeps them happy and amiable;
largely prevents off-stage fits of tem-

Pat's Pat Answer

ACCEPT NO SUBSTITUTES!

WE LIKE Pat Paterson's sense of

humor—particularly since the

dull the sparkle of flicker scenes. other da Y when we heard her +alkIn<3

to a chorus girl on the set.

The hoofer, a New Yorker who

was behind on her movie data,

went ga-ga when she heard

Pat mention Charles Boyer's

name.

"Do you really know him?"

she asked.

"I've got a date with him

tonight," Pat admitted.

The girl raved about Boyer

at length, and finally asked

whether there was a chance of

getting a date with him, her-

self. Pat replied smilingly,

"Well, I might be able to fix

it up for you. You see, I'm

Mrs. Boyer!"

ALWAYS INSIST ON THE ADVERTISED BRAND!

Helen Troy, Artie Auerbeck and Eddie Cantor preparing

a weekly broadcast over the CBS broadcasting studio
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Hollywood Magazine's Le'ica lens expert
catches Binq Crosby and his beautiful wife,

Dixie Lee, dancing at the Beverly Wilshire

"Berle"sque

THERE is a very amusing story about

Milton Berle being told around

Hollywood. It seems not many years

ago before "he was a man," Berle was

playing a small theatre in Denver. His

mother, who is ever present, caught his

act from the audience. When his act

was over there was a very faint ap-

plause. The manager of the theatre,

a gallant gentleman, when the perform-

ance was over, rushed to comfort

Mrs. Berle explaining it was only the

first show, the audience was light, and
to overlook the cold reception. Mrs.

Berle smiled graciously and grasping

the manager's hand said, "Oh, that's

quite all right. You see this is the first

time they haven't HISSED him!"

Cupid's Diary

YOU may as well stop holding your

breath. George Raft and Virginia

Peine will not be married for many,
MANY months because Mrs. Raft de-

mands $100,000 settlement before she

releases his heart! Jack Peine, Virginia's

brother, is also having heart trouble for

his bride refuses to release him from
his marital contract until he pays her

$5,000, which she claims as expenses

for their flying trip to Yuma!

Candidly Speaking

FLICKER favorites would be making

a lot more fuss about uncomplimen-
tary "candid" photos if they weren't

getting so used to them through their

own photographic hobbies. They take

both still and movie "candid" shots,

[Continued on page 2 I]
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...SINCE

IVE LEARNED THIS
"
LOVELIER WAY"

TO AVOID
offending!

MARVELOUS FOR COMPLEXIONS, TOO!

This pure creamy-white soap has such

a gentle, caressing lather. Yet it re-

moves every trace of dirt- and cos-

metics— keeps your skin alluringly

smooth, radiantly clear!

TO KEEP FRAGRANTLY DAINTY— BATHE WITH PERFUMED

CASHMERE BOUQUET SOAP
ING ADVERTISEMENTS, PLEASE MENTION JULY HOLLYWOOD 13



BETTY M1DDIETON, "Soarch for Talent" Winner

WITH A HOLD-BOB
HAIRDRESS!
C/n the "sets" in Hollywood,

you'll find the loveliest stars using

HOLD-BOBS, for they know how essential c

perfect hairdress is before the camera.

They know that HOLD-BOBS will keep
their hairdress always ready for the

most revealing "close-up." And you,

too, whether your "stage" is in the

office, on the dance floor, or at any
public appearance—can keep your

hairdress a picture of perfection by
using HOLD-BOBS, Hollywood's favorite

bob pins. Remember, HOLD-BOBS are the

only bob pins with so many exclusive

features: small, round, invisible heads

—

invisible in the hair; smooth, non-scratch-

ing points; flexible, tapered legs—one
side crimped—that keep the hair secure

and always in place; and colors to

match all shades of hair. Buy a card of

HOLD-BOBS, today

—

available every-
where.

THE HUMP HAIRPIN MFG. CO.
Sol H. Goldberg. Pre i

1918-36 Prairie Ave., DepL F-77. Chicago, HI

-^ Look for the name HOLD-BOBS

It is your guarantee of the

finest possible bob pin and

a lovely coiffure. Sold

everywhere— just ask

for them by name ... j j-

m o

rhe perfect bob pin for.
the modern hairdress!

Hollywood at the Coronation
[Continued from page II]

tion was in the supervisorial hands of

George Cave and William Slcall, bril-

liant head of Technicolor, making a

natural color cinema record of all

Coronation events even to trying to

photograph (in natural colors) the actual

ceremony in the Abbey (handicapped
though the cameramen were by the poor
light and rigid rules forbidding arcs).

For several weeks the Technicolor

cameraman made pictures inside and
outside of Buckingham Palace, the

King's residence, Windsor Castle and its

paintings of the Royal families and the

camera boys even climbed 'round and
'round the winding staircase to photo-

graph the famous Round Tower. Croy-
don Airport and the arrival of colonial

big-wigs in London were also photo-

graphed in color and black and white.

Technicolor news-reel shots and a

full-length color feature will, for the

first time in all history, bring the bril-

liant Coronation events to the peoples
of the world. Technicolor cameras
were hidden, as inconspicuously as

possible, in the rafters of the historical

old Abbey for the ceremony and
others were spotted on well-protected

parallels all along the line of march.

(Not unlike Hollywood but with de-

cidedly less fuss.)

On the theatrical calendar America
was well represented by Lawrence
Tibbett, screen, concert and radio

star, at Albert's Hall, spacious and ac-

coustically perfect concert hall built

by Queen Victoria in honor of her hus-

band. This American concert star

played to turn away business, but it

must be admitted that Gracie Fields,

British concert, screen and stage star,

(who hurried back from two months at

Fox studios in Hollywood for the Coro-
nation) was given the biggest recep-

tion. Gracie appeared at Alexander
Palace and more than 2,000 Lancashire

and Yorkshire people (mostly mill

hands and their families) chartered

special trains and came to London to

cheer their favorite, after viewing the

Coronation parade. Careful, thrifty

people these mill workers, dressed in

their Sunday bast they came to London
singing and cheering all the way. In

their luggage were many pounds of

Parkin [sweet cake), tea cakes (served

hot, with butter and black tea at all

hours) and scores of presents which

made their way back stage to Gracie.

When these Yorkshire folk, hundreds

wearing heavy shoes with wooden
clogs, marched into the Palace and

stomped and applauded Gracie when

14
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she came upon the stage it was a

spirited demonstration of their affec-

tion indeed.

Mr. Tibbett may have appeared be-

fore more gold braid and formals than

Gracie Fields, but the latter's numerous
encore numbers were the demands of

the deep love of the plain folk from
the provinces who have been most

loyal admirers throughout her distin-

guished theatrical career. Gracie will

return to Hollywood shortly to begin

her first American film.

Grace Moore, originally set to sing

during the Coronation, cancelled her

engagement at the last moment.

PREVENTED from returning to Eng-

land because of her work in

Selznick's Prisoner of Zenda, Madeleine

Carroll had to leave her Coronation

activity to her husband, Capt. Phillip

Astley, who acted as host to 150 slum

children in his spacious apartment

overlooking the line of march. Pat

Annesley, Earl of Annesley, (ad-

mittedly an empty title) for 14 years

playing extra parts and bits in Holly-

wood films, hurried to Ireland for his

official robes en route to the London

ceremonies. Michael Brook, present

Earl of Warwick, listened to the cere-

monies over his radio in the Beverly

Hills hotel, in California, because a

promising theatrical engagement
made it inadvisable for him to leave

the Film City and return to London.

Lady Standing, wife of the late and

beloved Sir Guy Standing, returned to

England at Coronation time after set-

tling her husband's affairs in Holly-

wood and on the lie de France with her

was Elsa Buchanan, who flew to New
York the day she finished her role in

Elissa Landi's M-G-M picture, The

Thirteenth Chair.

June Knight, after a brilliant success

on the London stage and appearances

in several British films, is still here de-

bating whether to return to America or

spend another year in England. June

is currently starring in a musical revue

called On We Go. June Clyde, former

Wampas baby star and Universal

player, is beginning her third year in

English films and got out of a sick bed

to witness the Coronation procession

attended by Director-husband Thornton

V. Freeland, just returned from a pic-

ture making expedition in Algeria and

Egypt.

Fernand Gravet, Mervyn LeRoy s

newest American film sensation (The

King and the Chorus Girl) flew

from Paris with Mrs. Gravet (Jane



Renourdt) and reports he will be back

in Hollywood in late August to star

in a second Warner film entitled

Return Engagement. Gravet is ex-

ceptionally popular here but there is

considerable discussion regarding
whether The King and the Chorus Girl

will be well received in England, or

not. Although it definitely was not

inspired by the Duke of Windsor-Mrs.

Simpson romance (having been written

four months previously) many feel it

has a satirical comparison.

Binnie Barnes is expected in England

shortly to star with Sydney Howard in

Victor Saville's Bicycle For Two at

Denham studios, according to her re-

cently divorced husband, Samuel

Josephs, still her most devoted ad-

mirer.

FRANK CAPRA, Columbia's bril-

liant director, stopping at the

Claridge had his visit interrupted by

many fans who told him how much they

have enjoyed his latest picture, Lost

Horizon, recently trade shown and

most enthusiastically acclaimed.
Robert Riskin, who wrote the screen

play for Lost Horizon and wrote and

directed Grace Moore in When You're

in Love was surprised to see the latter

film billed at the local cinemas as For

You Alone.

Otto Brower, who was sent from

Hollywood Fox studios to Budapest to

direct atmospheric shots for a forth-

coming picture, is in London and has

arranged to remain here long enough

to direct some action scenes for

Lawrence of Arabia. Brower assisted

Frank Lloyd in desert scenes for Under

Two Flags early last year.

MANY American screen stars and

Britons well known to American

movie audiences were featured in pic-

tures which held the screens in London's

bading cinemas during Coronation

ceremonies. Laurence Olivier (for-

merly at RKO] is the star of Henry V;

Gaumont-British's O. H. M. S., di-

rected by Hollywood's Raoul Walsh

has Hollywood's Wallace Ford in the

lead; Paul Robeson of Showboat and

Cedric Hardwicke, of Warners' recent

Green Light, are the leads in King

Solomon's Mines. Hollywood's Richard

Arlen is the star of the British-made

Canadian spectacle, Silent Barriers,

with J. Farrell MacDonald in support.

Jessie Matthews' newest GB picture,

Head Over Heels was among the Coro-

nation cinema favorites and Maytime
with Jeanette MacDonald and Nelson

Eddy was sensationally successful.

Their Majesties, and Queen Mary, re-

cently attended the London premiere

of Darryl Zanuck's Lloyds of London

So a rule

was changed

to give this

Good News

to Certain

People

Jnel-ettet*

>y

I HAD A sister-in-law who was so nervous, in fact

for years, she would say, I am so nervous my body
itches all over and she at times would embarrass me
as she was always either scratching her foot or her

arm or her leg, and I said really you should see a

doctor as you make me so nervous you don't sit still

a minute.

She finally decided on seeing one of the best doc-

tors in Chicago (I could give you his name at any

time) and after he examined her he found nothing

wrong. Just told her to rest more and take things

calmly. He said, have you ever used Linit. She said,

well, I don't do my own washing. He said, No, I

mean for the Bath. She said, No. So he said, now
I want you to buy it, and use y> a box in your bath

every morning and see what fine results you gain

from it.

I can't tell you what a different person she is due
to this product. In fact, her whole appearance is dif-

ferent to me. Her face looks 10 years younger, she

seems so much more relaxful and can truthfully

say, her body is free from that horrible itching,

that she had, all due to this wonderful product.

FOR THE BATH
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FIGURE FAULTS
PERFOLASTIC NOT ONLY CONFINES
... IT REDUCES UGLY BULGES

Reduces
djaphri

hips
and
thighs

if you do not REDUCE
3 INCHES in 10 DAYS

- . . it will cost you nothing!
Thousands of women today owe their

slim youthful figures to the quick,
safe way to reduce ... Perfolastic!
"Hips 12 inches smaller," says Miss Richardson.
"Lost 60 pounds and reduced my waist 9 inches,''

writes Mrs. Derr. "I used to wear a size 42, now I

take sizel8'*says Mrs. Faust. "Never owned a girdle
I liked so much—reduced 26 pounds," writes Miss
Marshall. Why don't you, too, test the Perfolastic
Girdle and Uplift Brassiere at our expense?

Immediately Appear Inches Slimmer!
You need not risk one penny . , . simply try

Perfolastic for 10 days without cost. You will be
thrilled with the results ... as are all Perfolastic
wearers! You appear inches smaller at once, and
yet are so comfortable you can scarcely realize
that every minute you wear the Perfolastic garments
the gentle pressure and massage- like action are
actually reducing hips, waist, diaphragm and thighs
. . . the spots where fat first accumulates.

y No Diets. Drugs or Exercise!
You do not have to risk your health or change

your comfortable mode of living. No strenuous
exercise to wear you out ... no dangerous drugs
to take . . . and no diet to reduce face and neck to
wrinkled flabbiness. The Perforations and soft,

silky lining make Perfolastic delightfulto wear.
And with the loss of excess fat will come increased
pep and energy. <

Send For Ten Day Free Trial Offer
See for yourself the wonderful quality of the

material! Read the astonishing experiences of
prominent women who have reduced many inches
in a few weeks ... safely! You risk nothing. Mail
coupon now!

^II'I'IJI^.IUI^H.I'IAMIJOI^

PERFOLASTIC, INC.
Dept. 77. 4 1 EAST 42nd ST., NEW YORK, N.Y.

Please send me FREE BOOKLET describing and
illustratingthenew Perfolastic Girdleand Brassiere,
also sample of perforated material and particulars
of your 10 DAY FREE TRIAL OFFER.

Name

Address

Use coupon or sendname andaddress onpennypostcard

starring Madeleine Carroll, Tyrone
Power and Freddie Bartholomew.
M-G-M's impressive road-show film,

The Good Earth, has had to be shown,
for a time, on a triple feature program
at the Palace here because of a

British quota law demanding that a

proportionate amount of British-made

film appear with each American fea-

ture. Because Good Earth is 12,285
feet in length, two British films ac-

companied its London presentation five

days a week.

• • •

Pauline Starke (former star at

Warners and Educational studios in

Hollywood) is starring in the West
End in a new Rowland Brown play

In Praise of Love. Brown was author

of The Devil is a Sissy and a director

and writer in Hollywood for years.

Rudy Vallee, just in from New York,

has had two broadcasts for America
from here. He is referred to by local

critics "as one of the prominent Amer-
ican radio headliners."

Clarissa Selwyn, English character
actress, featured in Hollywood films

for 15 years, arrived home in London
the morning of the ceremony.

William K. Howard, for 15 years a

Hollywood director but for the past

year in London studios, has just com-
pleted The Squealer in Denham
studios with Hollywood's Edmund Lowe
and Elizabeth Allan, British star under

contract to M-G-M, starring. Lowe
and Miss Allan made quick trips from
California for this picture and although

Miss Allan tried to take her planned
vacation in Cannes, France, during the

Coronation week she was held in Lon-

don on business and left for Italy after

the big show.

• • •

HOLLYWOOD Magazine readers
may be interested in Her Majesty's

dress and robe which I was fortunate

enough to see my first day in London.
The dress is made of ivory colored

native English silk (the material spun

at the Kent silk-worm farms). The
robe was made at the Royal School of

Needlework at South Kensington. The
dress has a long train and the robe has

a train of purple velvet six yards long

and is five feet in its maximum width.

The dress is embroidered with flowers

representing various dominions of the

Empire, the embroidery being in fine

gold wire. Embroidered on Her
Majesty's state dress are the English

rose, Irish shamrock, Scotch thistle, the

16 ACCEPT NO
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lotus, leek, the Canadian maple leaf,

English oak leaf, various ferns and
wattles representing tropical and
African colonies. Indian lotus blooms

in heavy gold wire are a feature of the

embroidery on the purple robe.

Frank Lawton and his beautiful wife,

Evelyn Laye were Coronation hosts to

Gloria Swanson. After the procession

they retired to the Lawton home where
Richard Tauber, noted German opera

star, sang several numbers for the de-

lighted guests. Miss Swanson, recently

signed with Columbia, may do a pic-

ture in London before heading back to

Hollywood. Mr. Lawton and Miss

Laye will fulfill local stage engage-
ments.

Alexander Korda, head of London
Films, entertained a large group of

film folk at his Denham Court home in

honor of his countryman and lifelong

friend, Paul Lukas, and Ruth Chatterton.

More than 1 00 person of note in cinema

circles attended.

The Celebrity Party at the Dor-

chester brought out a large group of

film favorites. Prominent were Di-

rector Frank Capra and wife and
Writer-Director Robert Riskin, Gracie

Fields, Ruth Chatterton, Gloria Swan-

son, Bebe Daniels and Ben Lyon, Cicely

Courtneidge, Jack Buchanan, Lili Da-

mita, Elsa Buchanan, Marie Tempest
(honored by the king later in the week),

Fay Compton, Elizabeth Allan, Di-

rector Mark Sandrich, Herbert Wilcox,

Jack Hulbert, Harry Richman, Ben

Goetz, Carl Brisson, Paul Lukas, Nils

Asther, Neil Hamilton, June Knight,

June Clyde, Thornton V. Freeland, P.

C. Wren, author of fieou Gesre, R. C.

Sherriff, author of Journey's End and

adaptor of The Road Back, C. B.

Cochran, Laura LaPlante and hubby
Irving Asher, Giovanni Martinelli,

Glenda Farrell and Helen Morgan.

Miss Morgan's blues are popular here

but her engagement very nearly kept

her from seeing the procession.

George Arliss was one of the few
actors who actually got inside of West-
minster Abbey for the crowning of the

King and ueen - Before leaving for

the Abbey, arrayed in all his splendor,

he received a cablegram from the

president of American Hoboes Union

congratulating him on his 68th birth-

day. Arliss may return to Hollywood
before late fall, he says. He is being

paid $200,000 for his role of the



Neil Hamilton, wife and daughter,

and Ruth Chatterton were very close to

each other in the reviewing stand re-

served seats but no one noticed them

and they did not recognize each other.

• • •

To show what an impression the Eng-

lish get from some American movies,

the London police actually added extra

men to the guard of the crown jewels

because it was reported that a score of

American gangsters (similar to those

seen in films, it was pointed out) had

come to London to filch the golden re-

galia valued at several millions.

Cornelius Vanderbilt, American
journalist, here for the Coronation,

lived in an auto trailer.

.* * *

Approaching Buckingham Palace
with her father, just before the "big

show," Elsa Buchanan saw an accident.

Arriving where the crowd quickly gath-

ered it was found that Gunner Sullivan,

V. C, an Australian war hero who had

traveled 1 2,000 miles to view the Coro-

nation, had been struck by a car and

killed. Miss Buchanan's father served

alongside Gunner Sullivan in the war

and saw him perform heroic deeds

without a scratch. Sullivan had just

delivered the ashes of a buddy who
died en route to London with him, to

the man's relatives, only an hour before

he met death himself.

Of all the Hollywood folk at the

Coronation, Director Frank Capra at-

tracted the most local attention.

Flatter your figure in a B.V. D.

Swim Suit . . . fashioned to control

and enhance your loveliest curves!

JADY, be beautiful! When you gift

I. down to the sea and the sandtt

sculpture your silhouette— glorify^j

that feminine form divine with the

glamorous, the artful, the brilliant

Swim Suits of B.V. D.! For in iheir

evening gown backs, their mould-

ing fabrics, theirseamless side mail-

lots and seamless backs, their beau-

tiful patterns and jeweled colors—

you have the way to the body beau-

tiful... alluring... goddesslike! The

B. V. D. Corporation, Empire State

Building, New York City.

Wr.
The look of a lovely "hand- B. V.D.'s "Crosstide" stitch \|
knit" with contrasting straps with adjustable rope straps
tying in "double bow" belt, controlling pennant patterned
$8.95. Maillot model, $7.95. uplift, $4.95. Skirted, $5.95.

Copyright 1937, The B. V. D. Corporation

Er*W» *#•
—Photo by Emmett Schoenbaum

That hurt look in the eyes of Ann Sofhern's

Scottie is not because she has a hard life

. . . it's because she is not allowed to try

playing the piano

WHEN ANSWERING ADVERTISEMENTS, PLEASE MENTION JULY HOLLYWOOD

• Seamless Sides and Backs
• Silhouetting Fabrics
• Extra Seat Fullness

fi&m- FOR THE BODY BEAUTIFUL
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Prove for Yourself that

QUEST NEVER FAILS ON

SANITARY NAPKINS
• Why take chances now thac complete pro-
tection is so easily obtainable? The makers
of Kotex bring you a new deodorant powder
named Quest that positively destroys ail types

of napkin and body odors.

Quest is utterly effective— even on sanitary

napkins. It prevents perspiration offense; as-

sures all-day-long body freshness, yet does
not irritate skin or clog pores.

Try Quest today. Use this cool, soothing
powder on sanitary napkins— after the bath—
under arms and for foot comfort. Quest is

unscented, so does not cover up the fra-

grance of perfume.

And Quest costs no more than other kinds
. . . only 35c for the large two-ounce can.

Buy it at any drug counter.

QUEST
FOR PERSONAL DAINTINESS

&

HOLLYWOOD,
HERE WE
COME!

WITHIN a few weeks the conductor

on the super-special transconti-

nental train is going to shout

"All Aboard!" from the Chicago
station and the third annual Movieland

Tours, sponsored by Fawcett Publica-

tions, Inc., will be under way. If you

haven't made your reservation yet

—

do so' NOW and thus assure yourself

of the best vacation trip you've ever

been on.

Two of these Movieland Tours have

been arranged for. One leaves
Chicago July I Ith arriving in Holly-

wood July 18th, the other leaves
Chicago August 8th and reaches Holly-

wood August 1 5th.

Leaving Chicago you travel along

the shores of Minnesota's 10,000 lakes,

you have an opportunity of viewing the

natural wonders of Rainier National

Park, the Rockies, and the great Pacific

Northwest. You visit San Francisco

v/ith its famed Chinatown, its Golden
Gate Park, the Golden Gate itself

—

and then your train heads for HOLLY-
WOOD. Here representatives of

Fawcett Publications will show you the

sights you've been longing for—sights

that come from trips within the studios

Warren Hull, popular young leading man at

Warner Bros., will he mailer of ceremonies at

Wilshire Bowl supper dance given in honor

of members of this year's Movieland Tours

of the film capital! These representa-

tives will take you to cocktail parties

presided over by your favorite stars,

they will take you to sets where pictures

are being made, they will take you to

the favorite night spots where the

movie stars relax, and in all of these

places you will have an opportunity to

meet and chat with screen celebrities.

But that isn't all! Special previews will

be seen at Paramount Studios, lunch-

eons in the Paramount commissary have

been arranged, you will be guests at

the Sid Grauman Chinese theatre and
likewise you are invited to inspect

XEPT NO SUBSTITUTES! ALWAYS INSIST ON THE ADVERTISED BRAND!



the Max Factor Make-up Studio.

Arriving in Hollywood on Sunday
morning on your special train, you will

register in at the Clark Hotel, one of

Los Angeles' most modern hostelries.

This hotel is to be your headquarters

during your stay and is located in the

heart of the shopping and theatrical

district. On Sunday afternoon you

will be given a tour through the swanky

residential sections where the homes of

the stars are located. Late this same

afternoon Basil Rathbone, famed screen

actor, will be host at a cocktail party

at his home. Scores of famous movie

folk will also attend. Sunday night the

theatre party at the Srauman Chinese.

On Monday comes a tour of the Para-

mount studios with a big luncheon at

the Paramount commissary. In the

afternoon you are to be guests of James
Gleason and his wife at their beautiful

home where a cocktail party will be
given in your honor. At night, back
to Paramount studios for a special pre-

view of a Class
M
A" film. Tuesday

morning you will be taken to the Max
Factor Make-up Studios for a tour of
this famous plant and upon leaving will

be given souvenirs of the occasion.

Tuesday night comes the grand finale

—

a dinner dance at the Wilshire Bowl,

long one of movieland's favorite night-

clubs. Warren Hull, noted screen
actor, will act as master of ceremonies
and has already seen to it that you will

have an opportunity to meet many
famous stars.

The second Movieland Tour will be
the same from an entertainment stand-
point except for the cocktail parties,

/#! II

lMl.^^Ki!»..

James Gleason and his charming wife, Lucille,

invite you to attend a cocktail party to be
given in your honor at their beautiful home

M\JUAA\%> *\

"CAN'T FAIL", "CAN'T SHOW"

1/vtawv lifcui, £eeuf H

CAN'T CHAFE...

The sides' of Kotex are cushioned
in a special, soft, downy cotton
to prevent chafing and irritation.

Thus Wondersoft Kotex provides

lasting comfort and freedom. But
sides only are cushioned — the
center surface is free to absorb.

fyCAN'TFAIL...

By actual test Kotex absorbs
many times its own weight in
moisture! A special "Equalizer"
center guides moisture evenly the
whole length of the pad. Gives
"body" but not bulk— prevents
twisting and roping.

Q) CAN'T SHOW...

ifc
The rounded ends of Kotex are
flattened and tapered to provide
absolute invisibility. Even the sheer*
est dress, the closest-fitting gown,
reveals no tell-tale lines or wrinkles.

EX
ALL AT THE SAME LOW PRICE

Regular, Junior, and Super—for different

women, different days.

WUIlULIlOUl WUILA made from Cellucotton (not cotton)

WHEN ANSWERING ADVERTISEMENTS, PLEASE MENTION JULY HOLLYWOOD



In spite of her daily bath
she's an

UNDERARM VICTIM!
EVERY day she makes the same mis-

take. She expects the bath she takes

at 8 o'clock in the morning to protect her

from underarm perspiration odor at

3 o'clock in the afternoon!

'7/ can't be done. All a bath can do is to

wash away the traces of past perspiration.

It cannot prevent perspiration odor from
cropping out later in the day. A bath
works backwards; never forwards.

You cannot count on your daily bath
to keep your underarms fresh, free from
odor longer than an hour or two.

It takes more than soap and water to

do that; it takes special care.

You can give your underarms this

special care in just half a minute. With
Mum!
Mum takes care of you all day. Smooth
a quick fingertipful of Mum under each
arm and you're safe for that day, no
matter how long and strenuous it is.

No trouble to use Mum. You waste no
time in using Mum. And when it's on,

you're through. No fuss of waiting and
rinsing off.

Harmless to clothing. Mum has been
awarded the Textile Approval Seal of the

American Institute of Laundering as

being harmless to fabrics. So don't

worry — if you forget to use it before

you dress, just use it afterwards.

Soothing to sensitive skin. Mum is SO

cooling and soothing you can use it right

after shaving the underarms. How
women appreciate this!

Does not prevent natural perspiration.

Mum does just what you want it to do—
prevents the ugly odor of perspiration

and not the perspiration itself.

Don't be an underarm rictim! Depend
upon the daily Mum habit as the quick,

easy, sure way to avoid repellent under-

arm odor. Bristol-Myers Co., 630 Fifth

Ave., New York City.

USE MUM ON SANI-
TARY NAPKINS, TOO.

Mum daily gives to

countless women
comforting assur-
ance that they can-

not offend.

one of which will be held at the ranch

home of Edward Everett Horton and
the other at the home of Fay Wray.

This thrilling Movieland Tours trip

is not a bit more expensive than the

cost of a similar vacation alone—and
think of the additional fun you will have!

Do it NOW—send in your $5 for a

reservation to the address indicated in

the coupon below! Hollywood, Here
We Come!

Fawcett Publications, Inc.,

360 North Michigan Boulevard,

Chicago, Illinois

Without obligation on my part,

send me your complete, illustrated

booklet describing the Movieland

Tours.

I enclose $ Please enter

my reservation for per-

sons, to insure a place for us on

Tour No

(A deposit of $5 per person will

hold your reservation. Please

specify whether for Tour No. I,

to leave Chicago July II, or

Tour No. 2, to leave Chicago

August 8.)

Name ...

Address

City State..

Charles Gorin, noted

singer, makes his screenMUM TAKES THE ODOR OUT OF PERSPIRATION
20 ACCEPT NO SUBSTITUTES! ALWAYS INSIST ON THE ADVERTISED BRAND!

concert and radio

debut with Eleanor

Powell in M-G-M's Broadway Melody of 1937



Hollywood Newsreel
[Continued from page 13]

and have garnered some choice speci-

mens of untruthful film art.

In private circulation amongst the

movie elite are three particularly

"candid" 16 mm. amateur flickers.

One, in color, stars Marlene Dietrich as

a most unexotic, comical "hill-billy"

character. Another makes hero Tyrone

Power look like Boris Karloff at his worst.

I he third, filmed by Henry Fonda, takes

advantage of Jimmy Stewart's height,

with weird results. All of these effects

are achieved by camera exaggeration,

rather than make-up.

The Test Supreme!

MYRNA LOY and Elissa Landi, both

red-headed glamour gals, were
strolling down a studio street together.

A friend of Myrna's hailed her, and

was presented to star-authoress Elissa.

"I didn't know you two were friends,"

the visitor remarked.

"Of course we're friends," retorted

Elissa. "Why, Myrna has stood the su-

preme^test—she has read my books!"

In The Good Old Days

BY AND large Jimmy Cagney is a

good-natured guy, but you can

arouse his ire in certain ways very easily.

For example, the other day he sent to

a store for some cheap shirts. Evi-

dently the shirt vender couldn't take

such an order from a movie star seri-

ously. He sent Cagney expensive

shirts.

Jimmy was irked. He made them
exchange what they'd sent for the sort

he'd wanted in the first place—shirts

he could wear while "puttering
around."

"I had the opposite difficulty in the

old days," said Jimmy. "I'd go into a

store- wanting to buy a good shirt.

They'd give one look at me and trot out

a cheap one."

HOLLYWOOD'S big worry at the

moment is how producers intend

to utilize strip dancers, fan dancers and

their ilk, who are hastening to town in

the wake of Gypsy Rose Lee, now at

20th Century-Fox. Naturally, naughti-

ness-detector Will Hays isn't going to

allow the ladies to show their—wares.

And to have Gypsy and her sisters in a

film without stripping, is like having Lily

Pons in one without singing.

utmtl

"Goodness knows I want-

ed popularity and admira-

tion," says Ethel T*, "but

until I used Marchand's,

I never realized that my
hair could make such an

amazing difference in my
appearance. Marchand's

restored my drab and

dingy hair to its former,

natural sunny loveliness.

Now everyone compli-

ments me—my friends say

I'm fascinating."

Let Marchand's Golden

Hair Wash bring you new

popularity and fresh,

youthful beauty to your

hair. If you are BLONDE,
it will restore and keep

that radiant, sunny loveli-

ness everyone admires. If

you are BRUNETTE, you

can rinse lovely, glowing

high-lights in your hair.

Marchand's will lighten

any color hair to any flat-

tering shade you desire.

*Name on Request

"BEFORE I used Marchand's

I envied girls who had at-

tractive sunny hair!"

Both BLONDES and
BRUNETTES use Mar-

chand's to make excess

hair on arms and legs un-

noticeable. Because it is

not a depilatory, it cannot

leave unpleasant stubble.

Marchand's Golden

Hair Wash is quick,

simple and easy to use.

Colorless. Stainless. Odor-

less. Effective. Always

perfect results.

FREE 'Help yourself to

Beauty" an amazing brochure

by ROBERT of Fifth Avenue.

Tells you correct make-up-

secrets of fashion—new and

proper coiffures—what type

you are. Complete with self-

analysis beauty charts. FREE
—merely send in coupon below

with 3$ stamp for postage.

"NOW-everyone admires the

soft sheen and lovely, glow-

ing highlights Marchand's
gave my hair."J

MARC-HAN D'S
(complete?

simple
directions

for use

totieT GOLDEN HAIR WASH
CHARLES MARCHAND CO., 521 W. 23rd St.,NewYorkCity

Gentlemen: Please send me a FREE copy of Help Yourself to Beauty.
I enclose a three-cent stamp to cover postage costs.

State-

WHEN ANSWERING ADVERTISEMENTS, PLEASE MENTION JULY HOLLYWOOD
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ROBERT BARBARA

TAYLOR-STANWYCK
in the picture the world is talking about!

Willi

VICTOR McLAGLEN
in his most powerfy] role

BRIAN DONLEVY • JOHN CARRADINE
DOUGLAS FOWLEY • ALAN DINEHART
SIG RUMANN • ROBERT McWADE
SIDNEY BLACKMER • FRANK CONROY
Darryl F. Zanuck In Charge of Production

Directed by William A. Seiter

Associate Producer Kenneth Macgowan

Gay songs., .love songs. . .songs of emotion
j

by Mack Cordon and Harry Revel

20th Century-

Fox, maker of hits,

presents another of its

entertainment achieve-

ments ... in the mood
of great romance . . .

with the thrill of

mighty drama !

ACCEPT NO SUBSTITUTES! ALWAYS INSIST ON THE ADVERTISED BRAND!



IF
TYRONE POWER only were trip

lets, it would be all right.

Because then there'd be one for

Sonja Henie, who loves him and

wants him and is determined to

have him. And there'd be an-

other one for Loretta Young,

who's told the world she wants

Tyrone very, very badly.

And there'd still be one left

over for Alice Faye, who
wants one, too!

But he isn't, of course.

And so there's heltopay

in Hollywood. And no

foolin'!

All because when three of

the screen's loveliest and
smartest and wiliest stars all

suddenly fall in love with one
and the same man, and start

thinking in terms of wedding
bells, it's dynamite!

The storm centers on the 20th

Century-Fox lot, where all four

are contractees. And a

Hollywood watches with

bated breath—save for an

occasional giggle. Holly-

wood loves these spec-

tacles! But for the prin-

cipals, it's NOT funny;

it's deadly serious. Sonja

and Loretta, neither of

whom is a slouch at the

mad game of man-
hunting, are at each

other with all the

By
HARRY
LANG

THEY CARRY
THE TORCH
FOR

What happens when three

of the screen s loveliest

stars all fall suddenly in

love with the same man ?

If you don't think it's dy-

namite—read this story!

Alice Faye's next picture will be You Can'
Have Everything. But, so gossip has ii,

she can have Tyrone Power

(Upper left) Tyrone and Loretta in a scene from 20th

Century-Fox's Cafe Metropole. (Upper right) Tyrone and
Sonja enjoying a tete-a-tete

tactics used by ladies-in-love-and-war. Alice Faye, no less

clever in the game of get-your-man, stays on the sidelines,

playing the smart game of sympathizing and laughing with

Tyrone.

For Loretta and Sonja, particularly, the battle is gruelling.

You see, neither of them has left herself an out.

[Continued on page 56]



MAN OF THE

From novice to leading man in

three minutes is the speed
record of Pilot John Trent who

promises to fly as high in motion

pictures as he did in aviation

By CY ALLEN

THE feminine population of Hollywood and elsewhere, eagerly

and palpHatingly await the future fate of young John Trent . . .

Movietown's man of the hour, because he is the first and only

person ever discovered for films by women!
Heretofore, the discovery business has been confined exclusively to

the genus male, it being felt that they, and only they, possessed

that lofty perception, that inspired intuition, that keen ana-

lytical sense which enables one to gaze at raw material and

say:

"That one will be a star; this one is ham."
Naturally every female in on the know is watch-

ing young Trent with hawklike eyes. Every

woman with any gumption at all is whisper-

ing softly:

"Young man . . . our reputation de-

pends on you; our pride rests upon
your broad shoulders. If you throw

us down, well, you're just a . . . noth-

ing but a man!"
And is Trent making good?
So far he has justified the faith of

womenkind, who, responsible for his

discovery as "star" material in the first

place, have watched him soar to a lead-

ing role in less time than is required for the

ordinary actor to make up.

Furthermore, his first picture as a leading

man, A Doctor's Diary, has thrown critics

nto raves, women into mild ecstasy, and men
into a state of "armed neu-

trality," so to speak, they be-

ing rather hesitant to add an-

other imaginary rival to their

already top-heavy list, what
with the Tones, the Sables, the

McCreas, et cetera.

However, all that is some-

what beside the point.

The purpose of this brief

story is to find out, if possible.

[Continued on page 72]

Pilot John Trent about to sign the

movie contract offered by Producer
P. B. Schulberg

HOLLYWOOD



Myrna told me long afterwards, "when Henry Wachsman saw me. He picked

out a couple of other girls and myself and made photographic sittings of us.

Rudolph Valentino went into his studio and saw my picture. He became
interested in me and he and his wife (Natascha Rambova) took me up.

They were really marvelous to me. I think if he'd lived, I'd have

arrived a lot sooner.

"They had a test made of me—Natascha even bought
me a dress to wear. When I went to see the test, there

was something the matter with the projection machine and
the test was horrible. I was skipping about so fast on the

screen I could hardiy follow myself. I rushed out of

the projection room, ran home and cried for hours.

was really ashamed of myself. It was so awful I

couldn't bear to face Natascha.

used to sit for days in the casting office at

M-G-M, waiting for someone to notice me. Finally

the casting director called me one day and told

me they wanted me to make a test. I thought,

'Here it comes.' But a minute later my hopes
were dashed to the ground. He added, 'You

don't need to put on any make-up. We only

want to make a color test of a dress

Kathleen Keyes is wearing in Ben Hur.

thought, 'Well, I'm going to put on

make-up, anyhow, and maybe some-
one will notice my face.'

"So I went upstairs to the

dressing rooms, put on some
make-up, came down and made
the test. I felt better after

saw that one. Ben Hur
[Continued on page 67]

In M-G-M's Parnell you'll

see Colleen Myrna Loy

looking like this in her role

of Katie O'Shea

THE Gl
HOLLYWQBpD
COULDN'T BEAT

By S. R. MOOK

HOLLYWOOD is sometimes called

"Heartbreak Town" and it came
pretty near being just that for Myrna

Loy. But Myrna has that iron will power. She
knows what she wants and she has pretty fixed

ideas of how to combat any situation. But all that

is no good when you don't get the breaks.

I can recall years ago that when Myrna was playing

bits in silent pictures, another chap and I used to sit in

his apartment in New York and lament that some studio

didn't get behind her. We knew she had something. But

no one else seemed to realize it. What even we didn't realize

was the struggle Myrna was having to get even those few bits

in which we saw her.

"I was dancing in prologues at Grauman's Egyptian Theatre

JULY, 1937



FIGHTING
IRISHMAN!

By ARTHU R J ANISCH

THERE was only one thing that Spencer Tra

of and that was

—

a horse.

Not just one horse but any and all horses!

This despite the fact that Spence is one of

most expert polo players and breeds fine race

on his Encino ranch.

There was a time when the fear of horses wa

he only fear he knew in the world. He knew

very well that if a horse tried to nuzzle

him it wasn't through affection, but the
jg^

start of an insidious plot to maim him.

And as far as trying to ride one of the

critters—horses don't have brakes, or

gear shifts or steering wheels and he

would as soon have tried to stop a

buzz saw with his bare hands as try

ro ride one.

Things came to such a pretty

pass that he decided some-
thing had to be done about it

soon—and what he did typi-

fies the man's character as
n as anything possibly

could.

He forced himself to over-

come his fear of horses and
learned to ride. How well he did

the job is well known.

Spence revealed this hitherto

about himself during a chat while

for M-G-M's They Gave Him a Gun, in which

he is featured with Gladys George and Franchot

Tone. The location was Sunland, a small town

in the mountains near Hollywood, and the

sequence involved a circus which, complete
even to a fully-stocked menagarie of wild

animals, had been assembled by the studio.

Tracy bemoaned the fact that he hadn't been
aWe +o play polo for six months.

'The studio, you know," he said,

me play polo while I am making

a picture. I spent five solid

months filming Captains Cou-
rageous and the very next day
after finishing that picture I

started on this one. And that's

a long time for a fellow that

loves polo and horses as much
as I do!"

Spencer Tracy conquered his

^ear of horses because he
couldn't admit to anybody, not

even his secret self that he was
afraid of anything. A fighting

'won't let

The greatest fight Spencer
Tracy ever had—ana there

have been many—was when
he fought against himself

and won the d<ecision

.

Spencer Tracy as the circus barker

in M-G-M's They Gave Him a

Gun, about to introduce Zuma,
the wild girl from Madagascar

Irishman knows no fear and
Spence is just that, as his father was before him.

IN
HIS youth he rebelled and fought against the common-

place order of things just as he did in later years. He hated

school and frequency played hookey to find more interest-

ing diverson in the company of "Rattle" and "Mousie," sons

of a South Side saloon keeper in his home town of Milwaukee.

26

When he was !6 he wanted to quit school and become a

business man like his father, John Tracy, who was general sales

manager of the Sterling Motor Truck Company. The World
War came along when he was in his third year in high school

and he tried to enlist in the Marines because they are first to

fight, but two of his most outstanding qualities came into con-

flict and he lost out. His dogged determination to get what

[Continued on page 59]

HOLLYWOOD
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By

LEW
GARVEY

FIGURATIVELY speaking,
Mae West will get down to

bare essentials in her future

pictures. An internationally

famous sculptress recently used

Mae as the model for a marble

statue and disclosed that her

measurements are almost iden-

tical to those of the Venus de

Milo. She advised Mae to discard

the paddings used to accentuate

her curves on the screen and per-

mit the classic lines of a modern
Venus to speak for themselves.

Mae agreed, and now it seems

assured that Venus will remove
her corsets. There is no point

exaggerating or camouflaging a

perfect figure.

with the old Mae, on with the new.

There was a hint of such inten-

tions in Mae's last picture, Go
West, Young Man. Playing in

a modern comedy, Mae was
afforded opportunity to discard

paddings and excess apparel.

The result proved generally
satisfactory to audiences. It em-
phasized that Mae is equally seductive in 1937 creations or

the picturesque vogues of the nineties. Clothes may make
the man but in Mae's case an alluring figure makes the clothes.

Mae has another reason for deciding to exploit her natural

physique in future screen appearances. Medical men have

been voicing protests against the tendency of many stage and
screen actresses to practice various trick diets to insure a

slim figure. Most of these diets are too exacting and with

the desired loss of weight comes loss of health, often per-

manently. The files of Hollywood physicians are cluttereo
L

JULY, 1937

Keep away from too rigid diets and
pe kind to your curves is Mae

West's sincere advice to girls

with case histories of lovely girls who have sacrificed health

on the altar of screen opportunity. Unnecessarily so, declares

Mae. And the medical profession agrees. If you disagree

consider the fact that Mae has banked a fortune by popular-

izing natural feminine sex appeal on the screen. Income tax

figures for 1935 show that Mae received approximately

$500,000 in that year alone. Her 1936 income is reputed to

be almost as impressive. Such vast earnings, such an over-

whelming evidence of public approval, prove that moviegoers

[Continued on page 71]
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FASHIONS
for MEN

Hugh Daniels, studio stylist,

who knows when Hollywood
stars are properly garbed for

all occasions says that—

IHe (Clark Gable) is the epitome

of smartness in sports jackets and
" slack combinations, and has the

reputation of wearing this type garb

with more distinction than any star of

the screen.

2. He (Ralph Bellamy) always

chooses the proper handkerchief for

his sport shirts, harmonizing pattern

and color effectively.

3. He (Fred Astaire), considered

one of America's best dressed men, not

only wears the proper tie for a

occasions but is one of the few men who
knows how to tie them properly.

4. He (Bert Wheeler) selects always

the hat which will be most suitable for

his outfit and takes care that it

also is correctly proportioned for

his small stature.

BERT WHEELER prefers o lightweight

tan gabardine suit tor warmer days.

Hit tie and shirt are both of striped

madras. His Knot hat of light weight

has a snap brim and is proportioned
perfectly to his smalt stoture

5. He (Preston Foster) always
looks exceptionally well in tails.

Unlike most men he always wears
gloves to top his formal evening
wear.

SUMMER HIGHLIGHTS

laces dark1. Light tan

brown shoes.

2. Bold patterned neckwear
handblocked on white foulard.

3. Cocoanut hats with puga-
ree band, handwoven in Nassau,

smart with rough tweed sport

jackets.

[Continued on page 51]

CLARK GABLE is a pace-maker in

sports wear. He is here shown wearing

a pair of heavy tweed slacks, a tipper

gazelle jacket (Note epaulets on shoul-

ders) and natural linen sport shirt

PRESTON FOSTER'S
dress suit is made of

light weight midnight

blue barathea and
his hat is of light-

weight grosgrain. His

linen shirt, linen col-

lar, pique tie and

waistcoat complete

the ensemble

RALPH BELLAMY
wears a eery smart

gabardine sport shirt

with polka dot 'ker-

chief af the throat



Bachelor Bill Powell's idea of heaYen on

earth is to lie in bed all day and read

HOLLYWOOD bachelors—how do they live?

We mean guys like Clark Gable, Bob Taylor,

Bill Powell, Jimmy Stewart, Tyrone Power,

Michael Whalen, Eric Linden, Tom Brown. What are

the real private lives of these foot-loose and fancy

free gentlemen of the romantic brigade, without

benefit of ballyhoo?

Sable—still legally married, to be sure, but cur-

rently the No. I bachelor—lives in a hotel. He is a

wanderer and outdoor man by nature, and home and

property don't mean very much to him. "I like to

live under my hat," he told us. "My Hollywood

mansion is my station wagon." Hunting and fishing

JULY, 1937

THE GAY LIFE
OF

HOLLYWOOD
BACHELORS
By LEON SURMELIAN

equipment mean more to Clark than all

the swimming pools and electric gadgets

of Beverly Hills.

His suite in the hotel consists of two

rooms, a living room and a bedroom.

There is nothing swanky about them. He
has a wardrobe man who goes to the hotel

twice a week to see that his clothes are

pressed, his shoes shined. He has no

[Continued on page 52]

Bachelor Clark Gable's idea of a parfy is to folk and play

cards with two or three couples in the home of a friend



HE'S RUSSIAN-
BUT NOT

Mischa Auer reveals the real

reason for his hatred of So-

viet Russia's doctrines

By DOROTHY SPENSLEY

AROUND the Mischa Auer home
the words "Communism," "So-
vietism," "Bolshevism" are ta-

booed. If guests even so much as men-
tion the cursed syllables, the host—six

feet two inches, slim, sardonic-faced,

brooding-eyed, funny as any man in

fi'ms— is not responsible for what hap-
pens.

Mischa, which means "little Michael,"
is definitely anti-Red. The name, the

creed, the principles of Red Russia are

anathema to him. He knows what he is

talking about. A White Russian, he
lived a childhood in the bloody, murder-
ous Revolution that reddened an era

and toppled a throne.

Mischa as Mussctti

in Universal'* We
Have Our Mo-

ments

.

\

Mischa Auer as he looked at the age
of 12. The reproduction was taken

from a Russian passport

One of the biggest laughs

to Auer, who doesn't carry his

political convictions on his

sleeve, is the rise of Soviet

sympathy that is sweeping

the film colony. As is typical

of people who have more
than ordinary sized bankrolls

Mischa Auer as he appears in Walter Wanqer's

Technicolor production, Vogues of 1 938

and more than ordinary leisure in which

to spend them—in hobbies, sports,

furs or gems—it is smart this sea-

son to wave the hammer-and-sickle flag

of New Russia, and talk about the sec-

ond Five-Year Plan.

Last year it was skeet shooting and

parties at the Venice (California) Fun

House. This year it is Stalin and his

mighty experiment. So enthusiastic have

some of the Soviet sympathizers be-

come that meetings are held in private

homes, and long slim limousines open to

disgorge mink-coated stars, intent upon

learning more of the Russian "share the

wealth" program.

Among the starry horde anxious to

learn about the "new freedom" you will

not find St. Petersburg-born Mischa

Auer, grandson of the famous violin

master Leopold Auer. Mischa has no

mink coat, to begin with; but the big-

[Continued on page 65]
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"Holly
the bunk/ says

Martha Raye. "It's got me
all bewildered. Everybody's

pretending. Me, I don 't put on an act. I don 't

enow how. ou can take me or leave me

Martha found herself

like f h i s after a

difficult scene in

Mountain Music

THE boys and gals of Hollywood, as

is their wont now and then, decided
that a big show should be staged at

the Cocoanut Grove, a palm-filled

night club attached to the Ambassador
Hotel in Los Angele's. The object of the

gala event was charity—a very worthy

charity.

The word got around and a little gal

with a big mouth went to the powers

behind the party.

"I'm Martha Raye," she said. "I guess

maybe you want only big stars for this

show to get the crowd in. I haven't

that rating. But I think I can make 'em

laugh after you get 'em in. How's
about giving me a spot and letting me
do my bit?"

The case was weighed and Martha
was billed.

JULY, 1937

Then came the grief. Paramount said

that Martha couldn't sing. Nope. Not
a chance. And the radio sponsors

weren't in sympathy with her idea of

selling her talents for nothing. Martha
compromised, said she'd just take a bow.

Came the night.

The master of ceremonies called

Martha's name. She rose. And she

looked directly at a bright little man
with a poker face—Adolph Zukor, the

guiding genius of Paramount, also her

boss.

"There's my boss," she told the mob
which packed the Grove. "He's a great

guy. I'm sure he won't care if I do a

little yodeling."

By CECIL DEANE

She paused.

"What do you say, Mr.

Zukor?" she asked.

The answer was yes.
Martha sang one of her

hottest numbers—and she

brought down the house.

THIS little story illustrates

three sides of Martha

Raye. The first is her charity. The second

is her modesty about her place in Holly-

wood and her talents, in face of the fact

that she's being starred with Bob Burns

after only a year in motion pictures. The

third is her ability to get her own way.

Martha's will is certainly something.

Her ambition goads her no end, as you'll

see later.

Meanwhile, these are only three sides

of an amazing personality which hasn't

yet been let loose on an unsuspecting

public. The dame is unpredictable.

She frightened the know-it-all lads

a few days ago by stepping out and
buying a classy car and hiring a

chauffeur. She invested in a pretty col-

lection of fancy furs. The wise ones

cracked:

[Continued on page 50]
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(Left)—A pretty stand-upper who is about to be
a striking sit-downer—Betty Grable, RKO beauty
(Her swim suit is an Allen-A model.) (Below)—
Betty Furness, M-G-M's beautiful entry in our "gal"-axy

of striking sit-downers (Her B. V.D. suit is of red and
white.)



OLD MAN
of the 1

MOUNTAINS

#;«..

From the Pasadena Play-

house to a seven-year
motion picture contract

is the amazing record of

this likeable young man
of the movies!

By E. J. SMITHSON

*l"|w»»v

w

v

M

AYNE MORRIS, the six-foot, broad-

shouldered, blue-eyed blonde youngster who
has been making Old Man Opportunity say

papa" these days out at Warner Bros, studios, can

trace his ancestry back to King Olaf of I Oth Century

fame. Not that this makes even a slight whoop of dif-

ference to Wayne because he is one of the most un-

i affected, yet self-reliant guys you'll ever have the

kl pleasure of looking at or listening to.

But here's a tip. After you've squeezed this ancestral

bit of information out of him, don't stick out your chin

with another question along the same line because if

you do this good-natured big guy is very apt to hint

n his most gentlemanly manner, that he wouldn't mind
popping you one if you suggest that maybe he's

leaning on royal blood lines for support along the road

to screen success.

What is vitally important in this tracing business, since

somebody's brought up the subject, is that this like-

able young giant can trace his course into the Warner
Bros, lot from the Sierra Madre mountains just back of

Mt. Wilson. Believe it or not, it's the truth, so help us!

This tracing doesn't touch any blood lines other than

his own, but it does follow a more than nine months
period during which he patrolled his district in the

Sierra Madres as a forest ranger. And from some-
where atop this range, or as he jumped from crag to

crag and precipice to precipice, he must have ^B
gotten a glimpse of the famed Pasadena Com- YB
munity Playhouse School of the Theatre; for ^U

almost at the very moment his tired feet ^
went on a sit-down strike, Wayne de- ™

cided to become an actor.

'I was tired of being alone," says

young actor Morris. "I was tired of

talking to myself ",nd yodelling like a

Swiss. I was tired of playing "The
Old Man of the Mountains" with

no audience but the birds of the

air and the beasts of the field.'

[Continued on page 48]

(Abore) Wayne Morris smiles

about his good luck. (Leff) As
he appears in Kid Galahad

k
tailiiM



in white Shantung wjfh pleated culottes

and short Basque jacket bound in grtren

wool. The jacket, when removed, reveals

a backless halter top that carries out the

same wool trim

Olivia de Havjlland presents this

new version of the broad sailor hat

/with kettle brim. 0f_ white feltf

the hat shows timarf black gros-

grain ribbon; banding the cirowj)

Beverly Roberts' breton sailor has

a slightly squared crown and is of

natural Tuscan straw while the

sharp, rolling brim is of black felt.

Black taffeta ribbon bands the back
of the hairline



ANITA LOUISE chooses an or-

gandy garden frock fashioned

on seml-failored lines for her new
Warner Brofhers' picture, That Cer-

tain Woman. The body of the dress

and huge puffed sleeves are of navy

blue organdy over a white taffeta

slip. The tailored collar, front

panel, and wide band at the hem-

line are of white organdy. Her
large garden hat is of white felt,

with the lace brim in navy blue

GLORIA STUART, Twentieth

Century-Fox star looks charm-

ing in this elegant hostess robe of

rich coral chiffon velvet over a
slip of cream silk lace. Crystal se-

quins edge the skirt and form the

bands on the interesting bodice.

Herschel, who created her costume,

has marked the high waistline with

a small ruby and diamond clip

QETTE DAVIS, popular WarnerD star, wears Orry Kelly's bright

afternoon dress of peasant influ-

ence in her newest filmplay, Kid

Galahad. Navy blue lustrous crepe

is splashed with rose colored tu-

lips, white daisies and royal blue

pansies. A row of novy blue but-

tons marks the front closing while

the full skirt is gathered into the

waistline under a broad navy blue

suede belt. Her pillbox hat is of

navy blue. The ve// is cerise and
is tied in a dainty bow at the back



DOES MORE THAN
CLEAN YOUR SKIN

-IT INVIGORATES!
• The freshening up before a party that

does more than clean your skin. That gives

it the lovely, vital look the world admires.

That's the Pond's method, whose fame

has spread around the world! Girls have

found that it invigorates their skin !In over 50
countries, they use this rousing treatment.

Every night, smooth on Pond's Cold Cream. As it

softens and releases dirt, stale make-up and skin

secretions—wipe them all off. Now pat in more

Pond's Cold Cream

—

briskly, till the circulation

stirs. Your skin feels invigorated and freshened.

It is softer— and so much smoother!

Every morning (and before make-up) repeat . . .

Your skin is smooth for powder— fresh, vital

looking!

Try this famous freshening-up method your-

self. See your own skin daily growing clearer,

smoother— altogether lovelier!

Miss
Mary Augusta Biddle
Getting ready for a dance, for a canter, or
for a morning out of doors with her
spaniel, Miss Biddle always begins with
Pond's. "A Pond's freshening up
does more than clean my skin. It
gives it a vital look. I always
use Pond's before I go out

"

Miss Biddle has used Pond's ever since she started using
creams! "And I found girls using it in England, France,
Belgium, Holland—wherever I visited last summer."

Sendfor SPECIAL 9-TREATMENT TUBE and 3 other Pond's Beauty Aids

Pond's, Dept. 6-CG, Clinton,

Conn. Rush special tube of
Pond's Cold Cream, enough for

9 treatments, with generous sam-
ples of 2 other Pond's Creams
and 5 different shades of Pond's

Face Powder. I enclose io* to

cover postage and packing.

Street-

City-
Copyriaht, 1937, Pond's Extract Company

WHEN ANSWERING ADVERTISEMENTS, PLEASE MENTION JULY HOLLYWOOD
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c Falkenberg, appearing i

VOGUES of 1938,

Walter Wanger production

Ifyou wear a bra in aformal
. . you need Floating Bra

on the beach!

This semi-detached inner bra

cups under the breast . . control-

ling, dividing and raising by inch-

es ! Light as a feather . . it slims

your waist! Narrows your hips!

Uplifts your bust to give you that

beautiful, high modern line !

In Gantnerswim suits exclusively

!

Top . . Princess line maillot, honeycomb wool . . $5.00

Wilh skin, $5.95. Right . . flattering wool with satin

lastex lapels! $7.95. Other Floating Bra suits $3.95 up

At smart shops everywhere ! Or write us, giving

bust measure, weight, and choice of color. (Style

book upon request. Canadians, write us.)

GANTNER & MATTERN CO., Dept. H
SanFrancisco Mdse. Mart, Chicago 1410Bdwy.,N.Y.

Makers of America's Smartest Swim Suits

REVIEWS of the MONTH
HOLLYWOOD, as well as film fans

all over the world, should give a

great big vote of thanks to David O.
Selznick for making A Star Is Born

because here is perhaps the most color-

ful (no pun intended) and delightfully

enjoyable picture with a movie back-

ground ever made. The plot amounts
to little, but the picture gives a distant

audience a better appraisal of the real

Hollywood than anything we've ever

seen. And the picture sparkles with

fine performances and dialog that is

brilliant because it is so natural.

A Star Is Born might also, quite

fittingly, be called A Star Is Re-born,

because it presents a new, winsome,

lovable Janet Gaynor in a performance

that surpasses the Seventh Heaven
pantomime which won her her greatest

previous acclaim. And, from where

we were sitting it looked as if Fredric

March was more natural than in any

picture since the rollicking Royal

Family of Broadway.

Possibly you may have gathered the

impression we liked A Star Is Born.

That is hardly enough; we thought it

was one whale of a picture and one that

should make every person connected

with this important industry proud that

such entertainment can be made. The

color is so perfect that you are hardly

conscious, of it; the actors so natural in

action and coloring that you hardly

realize they are, after all, but projec-

tions from tiny celluloid strips. Miss

Gaynor certainly could have sold any

producer the idea of making her a

screen star in the screen test scene and

the character Fredric March plays is

that which more than one star has

played in real life. Adolphe Menjou

adds another splendid portrayal to his

already long list and Andy Devine is

splendid. Not even the ridiculous events

40 ACCEPT NO SUBSTITUTES! ALWAYS INSIST ON THE ADVERTISED BRAND!



at the star's funeral are an exaggera-
tion. Lionel Stander jars you just a bit

with his ruthlessness at times, but all in

all it's simply swell and we would be
slackers not to say so. The photography
is not the least of this smart picture's

many attainments and if you were one
who thought that Miss Gaynor was
about "washed up" you've got another

guess coming. A Star Is Born should

make her one of the most popular stars

of the year. Certainly she proves one
of the most charming and competent.
William Wellman becomes Woody Van
Dyke's closest rival as a natural, spirited

director with this film. He is entitled to

far more credit than he has ever been
given.

NIGHT MUST FALL—(M-G-M)—
Divorcing himself completely from his

usual amiable and sophisticated roles,

Montgomery places a shawl about the shoulders

of Dame May Whiffy, the woman he is about
to kill in W-G-M's Night Must Fall

Robert Montgomery, as Danny, the

maniacal murderer in Night Must
Fall, gives a performance which, de-

spite its macabre and sinister tone, will

rank as one of the most outstanding

of the year. Dominating the pic-

ture throughout its entire length,

Montgomery's intensely vivid and real-

stic portrayal of the insane Danny will

nold you spellbound from the time he

appears on the screen until he makes
his final exit. Night Must Fall is a

horror picture, a nerve-tingling thriller

the like of which has seldom been seen

on celluloid—but whether you like film

shockers or not, you should see the ex-

traordinary Mr. Montgomery. Take
our unbiased word for it, he gives you
a genuine film treat.

Rosalind Russell, always to be counted
upon for good work in any picture in

1 1 in/'M-

A/IY DEODORANT
GETS GREASE ALL

OVER ME
AND MY CLOTHES!

\
~ :

-

^VV: YOU MUST TRY THE
NEW NON-GREASy
ODORONO ICE—
IT DISAPPEARS

il£ . » / - m - ML M -,

Non-Greasy Cream
Vanishes Instantly and
Checks Perspiration!

NOW, at last, there is a cream
deodorant that is absolutely

non-greasy. And checks perspiration

immediately!

Just apply Odorono Ice with your

finger tips, night or morning. In no

time, it is completely absorbed, leav-

ing no grease to make your under-

arm or your clothes messy.

A single application keeps your un-

derarm odorless and perfectly dry for

1 to 3 days ! And Odorono Ice leaves

no odor of its own to betray you to

other people. Its own clean, fresh odor

of pure alcohol disappears at once.

Odorono Ice is made on a totally new
principle. Its light, melting texture is en-

tirely different— refreshing and cooling

on your skin. And uidike ordinary
creams, it frees you not only from odor,

but from all dampness.

This means you need never again worry
about ruining your lovely frocks. You'll

save on both clothes and cleaner's bills.

Odorono Ice is so easy and pleasant to

use, so dainty and so wonderfully effective

that 80 per cent of the women who have
tried it prefer it to any other deodorant
they have ever used ! Buy a jar tomorrow.
35f! at all Toilet-Goods Departments.

SEND 101 FOR INTRODUCTORY JAR

0D0-R0-N0
NON-GREASY ICE

RUTH MILLER, The Odorono Co., Inc.

Dept. 7-A-7*. 191 Hudson St., New York City

(In Canada, address P. O. Box 2320, Montreal)

I enclose 10£ {15p in Canada) to cover cost of

postage and packing for generous introductory jar

of Odorono Ice.

Name

—

Address-

City

WHEN ANSWERING ADVERTISEMENTS, PLEASE MENTION JULY HOLLYWOOD
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Get Double Protection

This Way-
Your dentist will tell you that to keep
teeth white and sparkling, gums must be
firm and healthy, too. To do both vital
jobs

—

cUan teeth and safeguard gums—
an eminent member of the dental profes-
sion created Forhan's Tooth Paste.
When you brush your teeth with
Forhan's, massage it gently into the
gums Just as dentists advise. Note how it

stimulates the gums, how clean and fresh
your whole mouth feels! Forhan's costs
no more than most ordinary tooth pastes,
and the new big tube saves you money.
Start using Forhan's today. Also sold
in Canada.

FORMULA OF R. J. FORHAN, D.D.S.

Forhan's
{CLEANS TEETH
SAVES GUMS

Charles Winninger, Beulah Bondl discussing script of Make Way For Tomorrow
with Vina Delmar, author. In back, is Leo McCarey producer and director

ooes
BOTH JOBS

PUNER'/
yjmmmm

I FOR A FLAWLESS VELVETY
SUMMER SKIN

Indoors or out—on dance floor, tennis
court, or beach—bring the sparkle of
youth to your skin with Miner's Liquid
Make-Up. Apply it to face, neck, arms,
legs—your skin feels silky, looks
fresh, tempting, radiant. You're lovely!
Play hours under scorching sun or dance
till dawn—Miner's stays on, won't rub
off or streak. At drug and dep't stores,
50c. Trial sires 25c and 10c at any 10c
counter, or send 10c for a generous trial

bottle, mentioning shade, to Miner's,
« East 20th St., N. Y. C.

MINER/ INC. Maste of Make-up Since (864.

which she appears, wins praise of the

highest sort for her excellent charac-

terization of Olivia. Dame May
Whitty, from the original stage play

cast, plays the part of the testy semi-

invalid in a manner deserving of

plaudits.

To Richard Thorpe for his masterly

direction goes a truck load of those

orchids made famous by Walter

Winchell. Night Must Fall certainly

lifts Director Thorpe up among the

directorial top-notchers.

But we're still thinking about Mont-
gomery. Take a tip from us and see

him in this picture.

SHALL WE DANCE ?—(RKO)—
Lacking the sparkle and spontaneity

characteristic of past Astaire-Rogers

films—due to the samenessinthe Astaire

dance routines and to tunes that are

nothing to whistle about

—

Shall kVe
Dance? is, never-the-less, a picture worth

seeing. On several counts. Asa 'class'

production it is invested with glitter

and lavishness. Eric Blore, as the hotel

keeper, and Edward Everett Horton as

the impresario take full advantage of

the comedy roles and when these two
very capable actors take full advantage
of comedy lines and situations they

really go to town. Harriet Hoctor's

ballet dance is the outstanding dance
offering—one of the best that has been
screened in many a day, and the tal-

ented young lady deserves more than

special mention. Ginger Rogers, a little

thinner than you've seen her in former

pictures, is still an eyeful and contributes

more than her share in saving the pic-

ture from mediocrity.

THE GO-GETTER—(Warner Bros.)—

You'll enjoy this screen treat. The story

featuring Cappy Ricks, Peter B. Kyne's

beloved fiction character, tells how
George Brent wins a job and likewise

Anita Louise, the boss' daughter.
George undergoes some pretty exhaus-

tive tests at the hands of crusty Cappy
Ricks, a role, by the way, admirably

suited to the very capable Charles Win-

ninger. Brent takes over his duties as

the personable job-seeker in grand style.

Herbert Rawlinson, old-time favorite,

stands out in a supporting role.

WOMAN CHASES MAN—(Gold-

wyn)—And you'll chase yourself if you

don't see it! Miriam Hopkins and Joel

McCrea prove a swell comedy team

and turn in performances that rank as

tops. Fresh gags, hilariously done and

speeded up to a sprightly tempo, gives

Woman Chases Man just the right dash

and sparkle. The plot, slightly insane

at times, concerns itself with the at-

tempts of McCrea's father, Charles

Winninger, to wheedle enough money
from his conservative son to start a real

estate project. The father finds an ally

in Miriam Hopkins who believes she

can promote her own career and win a

42 ACCEPT NO SUBSTITUTES! ALWAYS INSIST ON THE ADVERTISED BRAND!



millionaire husband by marrying the

wary and conservativr son. And in the

end she does, but in a manner that will

surprise you. Eric Rhodes, Ella Logan,

Leona Maricle, Broderick Crawford do
grand work as the supporting cast. De-

serving of special mention is John Bly-

stone for his excellent direction.

THE GOOD OLD SOAK—(M-G-M)
—With Wallace Beery in the leading

role, the Don Marquis masterpiece of

mellow hokum gets a noteworthy presen-

tation and will prove prime entertain-

ment for movie fans. In the scenes with

his erring son and in the showdown with

the sly, crime-abetting banker, Beery

is exceptionally fine. Una Merkel, Ted

Healy, Eric Linden, Judith Barrett, Betty

Furness, Robert M c W a d e, Janet

B e e c h e r, Margaret Hamilton, and

George Brent and Anita Louise in a tender scene

in the Warner Bros, production, The Go-Getter

James Bush all contribute earnest ef-

forts to make The Good Old Soak a

worthwhile screen entertainment.

MAKE WAY FOR TOMORROW—
(Paramount)—Directed and produced

by Leo McCarey and featuring Victor

Moore and Beulah Bondi, Make Way
For Tomorrow proves to be an excep-

tionally fine story of the sorrow and
heartache which invariably follows old

people forced to live "with the chil-

dren." Set against the main theme is a

fender love story of the aged parents

for each other which is revealed with

touching beauty. Movie audiences will

find Make Way For Tomorrow closely

fashioned from the comedies and
tragedies of everyday existence and will

enjoy it for that very reason. Victor

[Continued on page 47]

• "Excuse mefor getting personal—but haven't you gone prettyfar
with this nose idea? Enough is enough, I always say. . . It's none of

my business, of course—but what's a nose like thatfor?"

• "You don't tell me!. . .You fill it full of water on a hot day—yes,
yes, go on... Then you throw it up over your head and give yourself

a shower? Boy!. . . Well, I must say you've got something there!"

• "Don't try to sell me one though! Nope—I've got my own system.

A soft cooling sprinkle of downy Johnson's Baby Powder. . . no
prickly heat or rashes or chafing after that kind of shower!"

• "Take one feel of Johnson's Baby Powder—you'll see why it

keeps my skin so healthy and smooth!" Healthy skin, Mothers,
is the best protection against skin infections. Johnson's Baby Poic-

der is made of finest Italian talc—no gritty particles and no orris-

root . . . Remember Johnson's Baby Soap and Baby Cream, too.

And for tiny babies, try the new Johnson's Baby Oil—stainless, not

sticky, and cannot turn rancid.

\J NEW BRUNSWICK {J NEW JERSEY
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Safe Advice
TO

Married Women

IN THE

CONSULT DOCTOR IF IN DOUBT

FEMININE

HYGIENE

EXPLAINED

1. Happy and fortunate is the married woman who
finds the right answer to this grave problem. . .Happy
when she lives withoutfear. . .Prevents that agonizing
worry which upsets so many marriages. ..Fortunate
in being free from dangerous germs !

£• Fear and ignorance are unnecessary. Medical
research now brings you dainty, snowwkite supposi-
tories for Feminine Hygiene. Smart women appre-
ciate the convenience and safety of Zonitors. For
Zonitors embody famous ZONITE ANTISEPTIC
PRINCIPLE. They kill dangerous germs, yet are
free from "burn danger" to delicate tissues.

3. Zonitors are safe and easy to use... greaseless,
snow white suppositories, each in a sanitary glass vial— no clumsy apparatus completely deodorizing.
Easy to remove with plain water. Instructions in
package. All U. S. and Canadian druggists.

FREE -"Booklet containing latest medical in-
formation. Write to Zonite Products Corp., 75 1 New
Brunswick, N. J.

Blondes With
Darkened Hair!

Give Your Hair
That Lighter Nat-
ural "Spun -Gold"
Look With This

New Shampoo and
Rinse— 3 Shades
Lighter in 15 Min-
utes Without Harsh
Bleaches or Dyes.

Here at last Is an easy way to brine out the full radiant
loveliness of blonde or brown hair. Try New Blondes, the

Shampoo and Special Golden Rinse that washes it 2 to 4

shades lighter and brings out the natural lustrous golden
sheen, the alluring highlights that can make hair so at-

tractive. New Blondex costs but a few pennies to use
and ia absolutely safe. Contains no harsh bleaches or dyes.

Used regularly, it keeps your scalp and hair healthy and
lovely, gleaming with lustrous highlights. Get Blondex
today. New combination package, shampoo with FREE
RINSE, for sale at all stores. New size at all 10c counters.mmm THE BLONDE HAIR

SHAMPOO &HINSE

Dixie Dunbar submits to the "pocketbook test"

and comes off with flying colors! You'll see

her soon in Sing and Be Happy, 20th Century-

Fox production. She dances of course

By ANN VERNON

AS AN indexto a girl's personality

and habits, there's nothing more
'revealing than the contents of her

pocketbook.

When I asked Dixie Dunbar, dancing

daughter of 20th Century-Fox Studio,

to submit to a "pocketbook test," she

good-naturedly dumped out the con-

tents of her bag for inspection. And it

didn't require a Sherlock Holmes to

draw a character sketch of the petite

Dixie from the following objects which

came to light:

Tiny flacon of perfume . . . youthful

and dainty

Studio pass . . .

Automobile key

Driver's license

Fountain pen . ,

A spare hanky
Pad of lipstick

A tail comb
Matched cosmetics

Has hazel eyes

How could I tell the color of Dixie's

eyes? P-s-st! By the simple fact that

her matched cosmetics — powder,

rouge, lipstick and mascara—are scien-

tifically keyed to the color of the eyes,

an actress

, . . owns a car

. . . drives it herself

. signs her own checks

. . . a bit providential

tissues . . . fastidious

curly hair, well groomed
discriminating.

/ close-up of Dixie's handbag reveals the

set of matched cosmetics used by the starlet

and the set which Dixie carries is cre-

ated solely for hazel-eyed gals!

IF
CONFESSION is good for the soul,

a self-imposed pocketbook test might

be just as advantageous to your ap-

pearance. A bag stuffed with every-

thing from last year's love letters to a

shoe horn offers a marvelous proving

ground for a self-betterment campaign.

Because the more careless you have be-

come, the more thrill you are going to

ACCEPT NO SUBSTITUTES! ALWAYS INSIST ON THE ADVERTISED BRAND!
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get out of a neatly arranged, perfectly

equipped bag which you will be proud

to open in public.

First of all, there is the important

matter of cosmetics. Chances are, you

will discover a rag-tail assortment of

brands that have been accummulated
simply by accident and that have no

relation in quality or color. Opportunity

No. I for improvement, because it's not

only wise but chic to have your cos-

metics all of one brand in matching

shades and matching containers.

Wo, it's not a lipstick!

It's a deodorant in lip-

stick case carried in

her bag for emer-
gencies

(ft*

Another useful
handbag tenant
—a tiny tube of

magic that stops

runs as soon as

they start

After a day of

shopping, Miss
Modern is being

revived by snif-

fing a vial of

French Smelling

Salts

If you are interested in the brand

selected by Dixie Dunbar, I'll be glad to

send you the name of the manufacturer.

The containers are of chromium in smart

decor, and the matched make-up can

be had in sets keyed to eyes of hazel,

blue, brown or gray. The price is 55c

for each item—and you may select just

the ones you need with full assurance

that the shades blend with each other

and with your personality coloring. In

addition to the powder, rouge, lipstick

and mascara which Dixie uses, there is

also an eyeshadow for the older gals.

Romance insurance can be carried in

a small flacon offered by a famous house

Always worth
stopping for"

•CV^"'

m caa T&de ~tfte dc/jfewtcc C&ca&fc maAe*-

SEE THE BEECH-NUT CIRCUS
Biggest Little Show on Earth

!

A mechanical marvel, 3 rings of perform-
ers, clowns, animals, music 'n' everything!
Now touring the country. Don't miss it.
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When Emotions

ore stirred .

.

At thrilling, intimate moments . . . when emo-
tions are stirred— that's when perspiration glands

are most active—-body odor becomes noticeable.

Be sure to use DEW— the deodorant that re-

mains effective under all circumstances . . . doesn't

let you down at those exciting times when com-
plete daintiness means romance.
DEW stops perspiration instantly, thoroughly

. . . DEW gives you lasting protection against

under-armmoisture;guardsgowns from injurious,

unsightly stains.

Safe and gentle. Non-irritating
to delicate skin. Costs no more
than usual deodorants. 25c. 50c,
$1.00 at drug and dept. stores. __

oew
DEODORANT
Non Perspirant

MAIL" I FORM BRASSIERES

Because there is nothing quite so fresh and

cool under Summer costumes as a while bras-

siere. Maiden Form makes many of vour

favorite styles in white for warm weather

wear. Featured for 1937 is " "Intimo" - the

new brassiere which gives smart breadth and
emphasis to the "dividing line" helween the

breast*. In white, $ 1.00 and $2.00. -

Left: •"Variation" with

three-way adjustable low
back,in white—Sl.OOand
$1.50. Send for free Style

Booklet Ft Maiden Form
Brassiere Co., Inc.,

New York, N. Y.

AT All IEADIN6 STORES

wmnitmfim
BP^A S SI EF^ES
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of perfumes—designed especially for

tucking into a corner of your purse.

There are several delightful scents from
which to choose, ranging from floral to

exotic fragrances, and the flacon is

sheathed in a protective gold-tone case
with colorful base and cap. There is

no danger of spilling or breakage and
the flacon offers a convenient means of

enhancing your charms with a whiff of

fresh perfume during the day or eve-

ning. Want the name? The price is $ I

.

FOOLISHLY enough we have been in

the habit of associating smelling-

salts with swooning ladies of the Vic-

torian era. Now it seems the modern
miss is suddenly discovering that there

is much to be said for this romantic
pick-me-up on warm, tiring days when
shopping or office work has played

havoc with nerves and vitality. A tiny

bottle of rose-colored French Smelling

Salts, flat and compact, is currently

offered for 25c and would make a de-
lightful first-aid addition to your purse.

I'll be glad to supply the name and
tell you where it may be found.

If you have been using your best

hankies for the damaging purpose of

blotting lipstick, you'll pounce with joy

upon the small pads of cleansing tissues

made for toting in your purse. While
the original mission of these tissues was
to keep your lipstick under control, their

uses multiply with acquaintance and
you'll find them handy for such chores

as polishing your eye glasses, removing
flecks of mascara and blending make-
up. Several pads cost but a few cents

and you may nave the trade name upon
request. The tissues are packaged
similarly to paper matches, with pro-

tecting cover, and take up only a

smidgen of space.

Just the thing for freshening up when
you are miles from a shower and in-

creased activity or nervousness makes

perspiration offense likely, is the de-

odorant in lipstick form priced at 50c.

The case is octagonal in shape with

white plastic base and black top, indis-

tinguishable from a lipstick and quite as

much at home in your bag. The de-

odorant is smooth and soft enough to

spread quickly yet solid enough to

hold its shape. It is harmless to skin

and fabric and one application will keep
you dainty for hours. This is a particu-

larly good hot-weather item, so be sure

to write me for the trade name.
If there is anything more maddening

or ruinous to one's appearance than a

stocking run, I can't think what it might
be. But once again necessity mothers

invention! Created for the purpose of

nipping these runs in the bud is a prepa-

ration that doesn't show, won't wash
out and can be applied in a twinkling.

One drop does the trick. A tiny tube
of the preparation comes in red and
black bakelite container and is one of

the neatest little pocketbook tenants

you could wish for. I'll send you the

name if you like. The price is 10c and
there is enough "goo" in one tube to

stop dozens of runs.

WHAT ARE YOUR BEAUTY
PROBLEMS?

Ann Vernon, HOLLYWOOD'S beauty
expert, has helped thousands of girls to

a more attractive appearance. You may
consult her FREE OF CHARGE on any
beauty problems which are keeping you
from happiness and success.

If you are troubled with blackheads,

freckles, enlarged pores, superflous hair,

or need help in the selection of cos-

metics, write Miss Vernon today for her

valuable advice.

Please send stamped (3c U. S. stamp)
self-addressed envelope for reply and
address your letter to Miss Ann Vernon,

HOLLYWOOD Magazine, 1501 Broad-
way, New York City.

Just before the end of a bee-youtiful friendship—with Joe Penner gazing peace-
fully into the middle distance and Milton Berle in a patriotic mood. What's left

of the two boys is currently appearing in RKO-Radio's New Faces of 1937
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Reviews of the Month
[Continued from page 43]

Moore and Beulah Bondi, contributors

of many outstanding performances in

the past, excel themselves in their work

in this picture. Adding to the excel-

lence of the film are the performances

of Fay Bainter, Maurice Moscovitch,

Thomas Mitchell and Barbara Read.

Don't miss it!

CAFE METROPOLE—(20th Cen-
tury-Fox)—Features a bill of fare which

includes a special treat for every cus-

tomer.

This sparkling satire is buoyant with

gay intrigue, lively romance and lusty

fun.

Gregory Ratoff scores in the comedy
role of a bona fide Russian prince re-

duced to the position of head waiter at

the exclusive Club Metropole. He is

forced by Adolphe Menjou, owner of

the Club, to loan his title to the once-

wealthy Tyrone Power (who is indebted

to Menjou) in order to ensnare Loretta

Young, wealthy American girl searching

for a titled husband.

With such a beginning, the picture

travels at a lively tempo, involving all

sorts of complications and resulting in

a hilarious, but happy ending.

Loretta Young and Tyrone Power are

perfect in their particular roles, Adolphe
Menjou gives an exceptionally smooth
performance, Charles Winninger (as

Loretta Young's father who tries to pro-

tect her honor) and Helen Westley (as

her match-making aunt) play their parts

to perfection, while Gregory Ratoff

does more than his share of scene steal-

ing with his comic dialogue and clever

mugging.
The elaborate setting and Continen-

tal background add much to the enter-

tainment value of the film.

THEYGAVEHIMAGUN—
(M-G-M)'—-And they gave Franchot

Tone the best role he has had in quite

some time, and Franchot, in turn, to

show his appreciation, gives his legion

of admirers a performance that matches

in excellence the unusually fine work of

Spencer Tracy and Gladys George both

of whom are teamed up with Mr. Tone
in this intensely dramatic indictment

of war. And when anyone in the same

cast with Mr. Tracy and Miss George
can match either in point of downright,

honest effort he or she has to be very,

very good—and that's why this depart-

ment is glad to pin a couple of badges
of merit on Franchot's chest. His por-

trayal of the soldier gun-man who later

becomes a gangster gun-man is, by far

the best of his screen career. Excellent

support is given the top trio of the cast

by Edgar Dearing, Mary Lou Treen,

Cliff Edwards and Horace MacMahon.

WINGS OVER HONOLULU—
(Universal)—This picture is another en-

tertaining film. Right from its "love at

first sight" beginning, to its adroitly

handled conclusion, the action speeds

along at cannonball velocity. Studded
throughout the story are delightfully

handled bits of business and hilarious

comedy sequences. The direction of

H. C. Potter is superfine. Wendy
Barry and Ray Milland give the best

performances of their respective ca-

reers. Neither has ever appeared to

such advantage as they do in this pic-

ture. Also giving good accounts of

themselves are Kent Taylor, William

Gargan and Polly Rowles.

UNTIL HER DENTIST

TOLD HER WHY...

jL|nlBBL "Colgate's special

HB^^^wk penetrating foam

J gets into every tiny

ty .

hidden crevice be-

tween your teeth
. . . emulsifies and
washes away the de-

caying food depos;
its that cause most
bad breath, dull,

dingy teeth, and much tooth de-

cay. At the same time, Colgate's
soft, safe polishing agent cleans
and brightenstheenamel—makes
your teeth sparkle—gives new
brilliance to your smilel"
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Old Man Of The Mountains
[Continued from page 36]

• Make your eyelashes a natural -looking

fringe ofdark, long, silky beauty with this ex-

tra-creamy mascara. Smudgeproof. Perma-
nent. Non-smarting. Apply with or without
water. Black,brown, blue, green. .

For that extra touch

PINAUD'S SIX-TWELVE EYE SHADOW
PINAUD'S SIX-TWELVE EYEBROW PENCIL

™ PINAUD

UeBesMM HAIR
Remedy is Made at Home
You can now make at home a better gray hair remedy
than you can buy, by following this simple recipe: To
half pint of water add one ounce bay rum, a small box
ofBarbo Compound and one-fourth ounce of glycerine.

Any druggist can put this up or you can mix it yourself
at very little cost. Apply to the hair twice a week
until the desired shade is obtained.

i Barbo imparts color to streaked, faded
or gray hair, makes it soft and glossy and
takes years off your looks.
It will not color scalp,
is not sticky or greasy
and does not rub off.

H LL VUI D

Summertime! Outdoor lime! Play in sun and

wind and water. "Wonderful days... but cruel

to curls. Lucky, isn't it, that Hollywood Curl-

pers can repair tie damage so quickly. Roll your

hair for a little while on Hollywood Curlers

and there you hxve... beauty restored: At Mal-

ibu Beach and Palm Springs, where picture

people play, a "first aid'' supply of Hollywood

Curlers is in every dressing room. Get your

emergency supply for summer needs NOW.
insist on Holtywood Curlers!

3 FOR 10c- AT 5c AND 10c STORES- NOTION COUNTERS

ACCEPT NO SU

In other words, Wayne was just plain

tired, hungry for companionship, and

eager to be an actor. Well, to make
a short story, shorter, the schools two

famous directors, Gilmor Brown and .

Thomas Browne Henry, took this am-
bitious young ex-forest ranger in tow,

gave him "the works" backstage and

upstage so that, when he was graduated

at the end of two years, he had ap-

peared in no less than forty different •

plays.

"But," confesses Wayne, "the curse

of the Sierra Madres was upon me. In

all but the very last of these plays I was

assigned to portray old man character

parts. The Old Man of the Mountains

couldn't step out of character."

FORTUNATELY for the coming
screen star, the last play happened

to be Yellowjack, the New York success

which had proven a stepping stone

from stage to screen for Jimmy
Stewart, Barton McLane, Sammy
Levine, Eddie Acuff, Gordon Hart, and
Owen King. Playing the part of Private

Dean (a role that gave Wayne his first

chance to be himself), Yellowjack

proved more than a stepping-stone

—

it was the springboard from which he

jumped from Pasadena over to the

Warner lot.

After the first act of Yellowjack was

over, Irving Kumin, scouting the play

for Warners, sent a note backstage

asking that the young chap playing

Private Dean come out the next day to

the studio for an interview. The result

of that interview left Wayne gasping

for breath. It still does, for that

matter. In his hand he found a seven-

year contract, signed and sealed, all

without the necessity of a screen test,

and what's more, an assignment to play

a role in support of Pat O'Brien in

China Clipper. (Not bad, brothers,

and sisters, for a guy who, but a short

time before had worn out many a pair

of brogans patrolling the Sierra Madres

fo r a living

Just recently this distant relative of

King Olaf of I Oth century fame com-
pleted a starring part in Kid Galahad
with none other than Bette Davis and

Edward G. Robinson teaming up with

him. Wayne, being inordinately

modest and shy, and too reluctant to

appraise himself in the usual Hollywood

fashion, says he hopes that those who
see the picture will like him. Warner
Bros., on the other hand, being more
experienced in sizing up sure-fire screen

bets, say that they KNOW he's defi-

BSTITUTES! ALWAYS INSIST ON THE ADVERTISED BRAND!

nitely scheduled for stardom in the

lofty brackets. And personally,
"them's" our sentiments, too, stranger."

This boy has that indefinable something

that is sure to lead him into the

promised land of celluloid success.

Not only is he picking up the fine

tricks of the actor's trade faster than

the usuai run-of-the-mine screen players

of his own age, but he seems to possess

a red-blooded, he-man's enjoyment of

wading into things when the going gets

rough and tough. We happened to be
one of several "ringworms" who
watched him do a prizefight sequence

in Kid Galahad with Bob Nestell. Mr.

Nestell, you may remember if you're a

sport page addict, has been having ex-

traordinary success in the prize ring with

a well-organized ballyhoo that may
eventually land him a fight with the

world's champion. Well, again to make
a short story shorter, Wayne, as Kid

Galahad, became slightly provoked

over a neat clip-on the "button" as de-

livered by Mr. Nestell and decided that

the time had come to go to the aid of

the party. The party lasted only two
minutes, maybe less, but during that

time there was more leather flying

more solid punches exchanged pro and

con than you'd see in a regular ten-

round affair at five bucks a seat. To

be fair to Mr. Nestell we'd call the

round even and let it go at that. To

be fair to Mr. Morris we'd say, off-

hand, that the young man with a few-

months' training could climb, over the

ropes into any ring and give a swell

account of himself against a lot of

boxers tagged as expert in the art of

fisticuffs.

BESIDES doing the best that he can

for himself during the immediate

present—which seems to be plenty

—

Wayne is keeping a cinematic eye on

the future.

"Come what may," he says, "there'll

be no benefits played for Morris

Senior's boy, Wayne. If I don't or

can't make good as an actor (which

would be a great surprise to the Pasa-

dena Playhouse and to Warners) I'm

going to be a director. And if that

ambition is never realized, I guess I'll

be a salesman."

Our unbiased guess is that he's got

another guess a coming.

Meanwhile, since the Kid Galahad
filming, the rising star on the Warner

lot amuses himself by "puttering on the

piano," painting, dancing, singing in

the shower, golf and, last, but by no



means least, by earnest study of all the

arts allied with stage and screen.

Seems like this young man knows how
to keep himself busy!

His pet aversions are cigaret bum-
mers and people who say "guess who?
on the telephone. He plays all games
well, but not expertly. "I've carried

them over from my high school and

college days and play them just well

enough to make them fun," is the way
he puts it. His pets are a police dog
and a horse. His favorite hobby

—

collecting suitcase stickers!

And here's one for the oddity
seekers!

While not of Jewish faith, Wayne
swears by a Hebrew mazuza. He
doesn't know what the prayer says, but

he has it pasted under the lid of his

make-up box and there it will stay as

long as he is in motion pictures, which

will be for some time unless the experts

of, talent are all wrong.

"It was given to me by a Jewish

friend with whom I worked in The Trial

of Mary Dugan, my first play. He said

it would bring me luck."

Well, considering the remarkable

rise of this Morris guy and considerinq

how bright the future for him appears
to be, it seems as though it had.

—Fowzett photo by Rhodes

Ground-breaking ceremonies on the new C. B. S. Studios April 27th, was a big

event in radio circles. Photo shows Al Jolson as Chief Ground-breaker. Assist-

ing Al is D. W. Thornberg, Vice President in charge of C. B. S. Pacific operations,

Jack Oakie, Jolly Gillette (the sponsor's daughter on the Gillette program),
Shaw and Lee (with the Oakle program), Bobby Breen and Parkyakarkas

THE BOYS THINK ITS

A PANIC! ANN NEVER.

HAD HER POWDER TOFF

OUT OF HER HAND
AT THE PANCE

fa**"
01

r DRIVES a girl nearly frantic when pow-
der won't go on smooth—won't stay on!

No worries like this if you use Pond's Van-
ishing Cream! "A keratulytic cream (Van-
ishing Cream) has the ability to melt away
dried-out, dead surface cells, ' a famous der-
matologist says. "New cells come into view
—smooth and soft. The skin takes on a
fresh, softened appearance instantly."

This smooth, new skin takes make-up
beautifully. Dry, rough skin can't. Easy to

see why popular girls depend on Pond's Van-
ishing Cream. Thev always use it for perfect
make-up before a date. "You'll find it does
wonders for your skin, too. Use it

For Powder Base— A film of Pond's Van-
ishing Cream melts flakiness away. Make-
up stavs wonderfully smooth!

For Overnight— Use after cleansing. Not
greasv. Mornings, vour skin is soft.

For Protection— Apply before long hours
out of doors. Your skin won't rough up!

HER SKIN'S SO SCRATCHY

THAT5 WHY... SHE

.OU&HT TO TRY POND'S

i
VANISHING- CREAM.

IT MELTS

SKIN SMOOTH

Lady
Milbanke

"First smooth
on Pond's Van-
ishing Cream . .

.

then powder will

look 'just right'

and stay,"

8 -PieCe POND'S, Dept.G-VG. Clinton, Conn.
_ _ Rush 8-piece package containing
POClCQQe special tube of Pond's Vanishing

Cream, generous samples of 2 other
Pond's Creams and 5 different shades of Pond's Face
Powder. I enclose lUc for postage and packing.

Name

City_
Copyright. 1937. Pond's Extract Company
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CORNS
LIFT OUT WITH EASE

Pain INSTANTLY Relieved!
Remove your corns by using
this famous triple-action, sci-

entific treatment,Dr. Scholl's

Zino-pads, and then keep rid

of them. It's easy, safe, sure.

Just these soothing, healing,
cushioning pads alone on
corns, sore toes, callouses

or bunions give you the most
grateful relief imaginable

—

instantly. Put them on tender
toes caused by friction or
pressure of new or tight

shoes and you'll stop corns
before they can develop.

Used with the separate Medi-
cated Disks, included in every box.
Dr. Scholl's Zino-pads quickly re-

move hard corns, soft corns be-
tween toes or callouses.

Dr. Scholl's Zino-pads are thin,
velvety-soft, waterproof. Don't
stick to stocking or come off in
the bath. Easy to apply. Get a box
today. Cost but a trifle. Sold every-
where.

DrScholls
Zino-pads

BeYour Own
MUSIC
Teacher
LEARN AT HOME
to play by note. Piano,
Violin, Ukulele. Tenoi
Banjo, Hawaiian Guitar.
Piano Accordion. Saxo-
phone, Clarinet or any
other instrument. Wonder-
ful improved method. Sim-
ple as A. B.C. No "num.
bers" or trick music. Cost
averages only few cents a
day. Over 700.000 stu-
dents.

U.S. School of Music, 367 Brunswick Bids., New York.NX%Ijuto Ijcmtjtt

BRUSH
AWAY

GRAY HAIR
# Quickly and safely you can tint those streaks of
pray to lustrous shades of blonde, brown or black.
BROWNATONE and a small brush does it. Used and
approved for over twenty-four years. Guaranteed
harmless. Active coloring agent is purely vegetable.
Cannot affect waving of hair. Economical and lasting—will not wash out. Simply retouch as new gray ap-
pears. Imparts rich, beautiful color with amazing
speed. Easy to prove by tinting a lock of your own
hair. BROWNATONE is only 50c—at all drug and
toilet counters—-always on a money-back guarantee.

'Ray For Raye!
[Continued from page 33]

"Can she take it—or is Hollywood
getting her?

For an answer, she closed her sets.

This looked like a pretty sure sign that

Martha was going the way of a lot of

people who hit in the money. She

didn't want to be watched while she

worked.

This was serious—a minor crisis.

But Martha showed she could take it.

When a barrage of unfavorable pub-

licity hit her amidships she took it on

the chin. But she was doing some fast

thinking at the same time, sparring for

time. Within a couple of days she was
announcing to the world that she wasn't

high hat—that the scenes she was doing

were pretty tough going—and she

hadn't meant to give the impression

that, she was doing a Pola Negri.

That blew the minor tempest away

—

that whole-hearted capitulation.

A cheer went up for Raye and she

looked a lot more cheerful when she

found out the boys had given her the

decision.

HERE'S another angle on Raye. Pro-

ducers are always running around

trying to limit scripts to the talents of

their stars. They want the stars to do a

lot more than the stars are capable of

doing. In Martha's case, the scripts are

limiting her right now. She has a lot of

tricks in the personality bag. In short,

you ain't seen nothing. Not even when
you see her do an adagio dance in

Mountain Music.

For another slant on Martha, the little

Butte, Montana, dame who was born

in a trunk and who did a solo in vaude-

ville when she was 3—she's only 20 now
—let's consider her frankness.

She's the most honest, straightfor-

ward gal to hit Hollywood in years and

years.

"Hollywood's the bunk," she told me
not long ago, by way of illustrating the

above point. "It's got me all be-

wildered, no kidding. Everybody's pre-

tending, like a bunch of politicians. Me,
I don't put on an act. I don't know how.

I'm just Martha Raye. You can take me
or leave me."

She means that.

There's the case of Ben Blue. Martha's

sorry about it now. But she had justifica-

tion for what she did. Maybe you saw

Ben and Martha dancing together in

College Holiday.

But, of course, you didn't hear

Martha say:

"You're terrible, Ben. You're awful."

Martha had a reason for the cracks.

The reason goes back to Syracuse, N. Y.

Add several years. Martha at that time

and place was broke. Not only was she

not eating regularly, but she was the

main support of her father, mother,

little brother, and little sister. Ben Blue

gave her a job in a stage review—and

fired her the next week with no ex-

planation.

That rankled.

Martha is sensitive. She had that uni-

versally accepted theory of an eye for

an eye and a tooth for anything you

happen to have stepped on.

When they met on the set in

College Holiday it was for the first

time since the tragedy.

Blue was nonplussed by the heckling

before the cameras.

Later he asked for an explanation.

"You fired me," blurted Martha,

"You've got me wrong, kid," Ben told

her. Then he explained that he was just

carrying out orders from higher up. He,

he explained, was just a creature of fate

like herself.

"Aw, gee, Ben—I'm sorry—" she

said.

And they've been pals ever since.

Now, more about Martha's will. She

has proved her own worst enemy. She'll

do anything before the cameras. If she

can't do it, she'll learn how. She could

have a double if she wanted one.

"Not on your life," she says. "People

pay to see me do my stuff. So I'm going

to do it. None of your movie tricks."

SHE learned to tap dance in I 7 hours

for College Holiday and ended up

so lame that she could hardly walk.

Then she sprained her ankle. And, when
the adagio dance came along, she let

three men toss her around. She didn't

have to do that, either. She got a

sprained shoulder.

"But it's me," she said, gamely. "If

I'm going to get there, I've got to work

at my job."

Hollywood regards Martha as a

clown, however, and this is a great mis-

take. At the risk of going Pagliacci on

you, there's a big heart behind that wild

laughter and that "yea, man!"

It's natural that the town should feel

that way. Hundreds of extras have

taken tales of Martha's "good time

Charlie" attitude on the sets. She's a

born entertainer. She can't help herself.

That's why this writer says she hasn't

been let loose yet. She'll do anything.

She reverses the scheme of things to

this extent:

Most stars, glamorous on the screen,

are just plain people to the extras.

Martha, hilarious on the screen, is
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even greater in the minds of those who
work with her.

One of her favorite forms of amuse-

ment—one which sends the boys and

gals into hysterics— is her act called

'Donald Duck Climbing The Alps." Just

wait until Paramount puts that on the

screen. There are a dozen others which

will do just as well, and will keep the

mob cheering for Raye.

"I just like to fool around like that,"

Martha tells me.

Personally, I believe that is about half

the truth. Martha, because she has had
to fight every inch of the way to where
she is, has developed only one side of

her nature. That's the clown side. She
isn't taken seriously. And that's too bad.

Because Martha is very serious about
things.

"I'd like to marry and settle down and
maybe have kids," she says, solemnly.

Then, in the next breath:

"But who'd have a big-mouthed dame
like me?"

THAT'S her defense mechanism

covering up. For a while it really

looked as if Martha was headed for the

license bureau. The man was handsome
Jerry Hopper, employed in Paramount's

music department. But it didn't jell.

Nobody knows why, because Martha
laughs it off. Right now, she's being seen

places with Robert Florey, directing

Mountain Music, with John Howard,

the romantic young leading man, and

with Michael Jackson, the writer.

There is another measure of Marthas
serious side.

It has to do with her family.

After years together, her father and

mother, Pete Reed and Peggy Hooper,

ex-vaudevillians, have agreed to dis-

agree. Martha lives with her mother,

worships her, gratifies her every wish.

"She was swell to me," she says. "I

guess she's got it coming to her."

But she sees her father, too—and

she's hoping things may turn out

happily, after all.

Not only is she loyal to her parents,

but to her brother and sister. Young
Buddy Raye, 18, is married and has a

baby. Martha's seeing that they have

everything they need.

"We're still trouping together," says

Martha, looking back on the knock-

about vaudeville days, remembering
those early struggles. "Nothing's going

to change that."

Yes, that's why Hollywood likes

Martha with a will, and why America
is saying, " 'Ray for Raye."

Fashions for Men
[Continued from page 30]

4. Printed linen neckwear in colorfu
1

patterns for linen suits and sports coats.

5. Green returns by popular de-

mand in all types of clothing and
accessories.

6. Plain colored silk shirts with

buttoned down collars, very smart for

informal wear.

HOLLYWOOD SAYS:
DO NOT WEAR

1. Wing collar with dinner jacket

during hot summer months. Either a

turned down starched collar or a pique

collar-attached shirt is suggested.

2. Slip-on sweater with a business

suit.

3. Dressy shoes with rough sport

jacket or slacks.

4. Sports slacks without belt no

matter how well they fit, unless the

waistline is covered either by a sweater

or a waistcoat.

5. A double-breasted jacket with a

sport back. IT IS NOT SMART.
6. Trousers from a business suit for

golf. Either wear linen or cricket flanne'

slacks.

IF MEN HATE THE SIGHT

OfWLMA0W&
A FEW
WEEKS
LATER

THOUSANDS OF SKINNY GIRLS

GAIN 10 to 20 LBS. -QUICK
WITH NEW IRONIZED YEAST

BUT BE SURE YOU GET THE GENUINE,
DON'T ACCEPT ANY CHEAP SUBSTITUTE

FOR THIS SCIENTIFIC FORMULA

IF you're skinny, gawky, lacking in that feminine
allure of glamorous curves which attracts the

other sex like a magnet, here's glorious news!
Thousands of girls who'd never been able to add
an ounce before have put on 10 to 20 pounds of
solid, normally good-looking flesh in a few zveeks—with
these new pleasant-to-take Ironized Yeast tablets.

Besides, these girls have gained naturally clear
skin and lovely color, new health and pep, and all
the new friends and good times these bring.

Amazing body-building discovery
Scientists recently discovered that thousands are
thin and rundown simply because they do not get
enough Vitamin B and iron in their daily food.
Now one of the richest known sources of Vitamin E is imported

English ale yeast. By a new process this special yeast Is now con-
centrated 7 times, making it T times more powerful. Then it is com-

bined with 3 kinds of blood-building iron, pasteurized whole yeast
and other valuable ingredients in pleasant little tablets. And these
little Ironized Teast tablets hare helped thousands to gain long-
wished-for pounds—in just a few weeksl

Try them without risking a cent
If you, too, need these vital food elements to aid in building you
up, get these new "7-power" Ironized Yeast tablets from your
druggist today. Then day after day watch fiat chest develop and
skinny limbs round out to natural attractiveness. See better color

and natural beauty come to your skin. Soon you feel like an en-
tirely different person, with new pep, new charm and personality.

If you are not delighted with the results of the very first

package, your money back instantly. So start today and watch
the wonderful change. Only be sure you get the original Ironized
Teast tablets. Don't accept any substitute for Ironized Yeast.

Special FREE offer!
To start thousands building up their health right away, we
make this absolutely FREE offer. Purchase a package of Ironized
Yeast tablets at once, cut out the seal on the box and mail it

to us with a clipping of this paragraph. We will send you a fasci-
nating new book on health, "New Facts About Your Body."
Remember, results with the very first package—or money re-

funded. At all druggists. Ironized Yeast Co., Inc.. Dept. 2S7,
Atlanta.. Ga.
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Science now shows how

SHAVING LEGS
causes stocking runs

Micro-Phoro shows wiry
stubble penetrates silk

stockings, causes runs.

Mtcro-Photoofstocking
X-Bazin leaves no
stubble to tear hos

threads

iry

Runtl Runs I You seldom know how they

•tart— but if you are a "leg shaver" runs

can easily be caused by the sharp wiry

hair stubbles rubbing against hose. Yet to

be attractive, legs must be hairless—and
they can bel Simply apply perfumed X-Bazin

Cream right from the tube, spread it on

lightly, then wash off— in 3 minutes skin

is smooth— soft and hairless.

Insist on X-Bazin, the perfumed hair re-

mover, and remember it's just as dainty

and efficient for arms and underarms. All

druggists— ten cent stores. Try it.

HAIRLESS LEGS ARE ATTRACTIVE LEGS

|O^AZlNt /:

LIGHTEN YOUR HAIR
the NEW CREAM WAY

*2\I
liquid

tc

As little or as Much as Y oi

Want—Safely— Quickly!
Not a Drug-Store Liquid

LechUr's Lightning Hair Llght«n»r
\e an amazing product: an antiseptic, white,
creamy paste. It has many advantages
SriiUeanOflcIc t<r.i(iMen im- ro.-t, fii-..i

heendeof the hair like a liquid. Can't C
the hair lifeless, dry or brittle. Lightens blonde hair ^1

Hxown dark. Cannot streak or over-bleach. Actually Bene-
ficial to bleached hair and permanents. Used by famous
stage and screen beauties for over 20 years. Harmless-
guaranteed. 13 ad complete with appl icatlon brush foronly

*7 J> F F With first order-36 paoe bookletr K £. ZL ••rill-: SKW Ati! <>i- I hilill A7.VG HAIR'
LECHLER LABORATORIES, INC.

560 Broadway (Dept. B.) New York. N. Y.

1

CONCEALS

BLEMISHES
i/VSTAJS/rLY!

The Gay Life of Hollywood Bachelors *

Hide - it I

Don't let a sudden skin
blemish spoil your Sum-

mer Fun. Be clever— use
"Hide-it!" Instantly conceals
pimples, freckles, birthmarks,
scars, bruises and any discol-

oration. Waterproof. Won't
crack or peel. Four flesh shades
to match your skin. Use the

Cream for large areas;
Stick for touch-ups'.

$1 at Drug and Dept. Stores

10c Sire at Ten Cent Stores

Clark-Mltlner Co., 666 St. Clair St., Dept. 1 2G. Chicago
I enclose 10c(Canada 15c) for "Hide-it" a Cream QSlick.
Check Shade: DLight Medium OBrunette QSunTan.
Name
Address

[Confinued from page 31]

secretary, no servants. "I eat out all

the time. For breakfast, usually I have

a baked apple, cereal, coffee and toast.

For lunch, a sandwich or two, maybe
a salad. But I go to town for dinner.

I have no favorite place to eat. When
I am working, I lunch at the studio com-
missary."

You never see Clark Gable in Holly-

wood's celebrated night clubs, and he

doesn't care to dance. "My idea of

a swell Saturday night party is to talk

and play cards with two or three

couples in the home of a friend." He
never entertains. Sometimes he takes

a few people out to dinner, that's all.

Bob Taylor lives in a small, one-story

house on a quiet street in Beverly

Hills. He has a Hungarian servant, Joe.

There is absolutely nothing about this

place to indicate that a movie star lives

there except the long arrays of suits

in the closets and the stacks of freshly

laundered shirts which Joe has a habit

of piling up on beds and dressers. The
living room, with its radio, books, fire-

place and tricky little bar is such as

any successful bachelor living alone

might have. He sleeps in a small bed-
room, almost austere in its simplicity.

There is a guest room, a small gymna-
sium, bathroom and kitchen, all neat

and spotless, but innocent of the arts

of professional interior decoration.
"I've taken another year's lease on this

house," Bob said proudly. "I like it."

Bob loves to dance, anywhere where
there is a good orchestra. He never

entertains in the customary Hollywood
sense. Now and then he takes a few
friends to the Beverly Wilshire Hotel

for a dinner dance.

BILL POWELL gave up his famous

palazzo in an ultra-ultra section of

the movie colony, apparently because

he was tired of living like a lone em-
peror. His present house, a good-sized

one, but far from being a palace, is

located in the comparatively plebeian

atmosphere of West Los Angeles. In-

stead of holding open house, he holds

open court—for tennis players. He
likes to entertain informally. He has

a barbecue pit, and after the feast runs

off a picture in his projection room.

"I'd rather have my friends come to

my house than go out myself," he said.

Bill Powell has devoured a good-sized

library. His idea of heaven on earth

is to rest in bed all day and read. . "I'm

terribly lazy. If I ever build a swim-

ming pool again, I'll have a moat dug

around my house and swim round and

round without the necessity of turning

back after a few strokes. I think I'll

also have a drawbridge."

James Stewart lives in Beverly Hills,

with Joshua Logan and John Swope, two

young men who are interested in the

directorial and production end of

motion pictures. A fourth member of

this gang was Henry Fonda, now sane

and married. "We had a swell house

in Brentwood," Jimmy said, "but when

Fonda got married we moved to a

much smaller place and kept looking

for another house. We had to wait

another month before we found a house

we liked.

"Before I came out here," continued

Jimmy, "I had an idea that this was

a wild town of Babylonian whoopee
parties, that nobody came out of Holly-

wood unsinged, that by signing a movie

contract you signed your death war-

rant, and all that stuff. Who gives

those whoopee parties, I'd like to know!

Why, this is the quietest town I have

ever lived in, and I have never met so

many nice, well-behaved people in my
life."

Jimmy would like to marry and build

a home of his own, "on a hill," as he

explained. Remember that he studied

architecture at Princeton. We were
curious to know why he doesn't have a

steady girl, why he steps out now with

Eleanor Powell, now with Ginger Rogers

or Virginia Bruce, and keeps the movie

snoopers guessing. The color deepened
in his cheeks. "I'm wondering, myself,

why I don't have a special girl! In col-

lege, I usually went to the proms stag.

I used to talce girls to proms and house

parties, but for some reason or other

they were always whisked away from

me." Jimmy doesn't seem to realize

how popular he really is with the lovely

peaches of Beverly Hills.

THE other day we lunched with

Tyrone Power at the 20th-Century-

Fox Studio. This slender, patrician six-

footer with glittering dark eyes is a

vital and vibrant chap, full of the joy

of life, and are the gals crazy about

him.

"I live with my mother in a little

house," he said. "Our house isn't large

enough to accommodate a lot of peo-

ple, so I give only small dinner parties,

or more often, go outside. I stay in

two nights a week, to write letters and

attend to business affairs. When I'm

not working I like to go to Palm Springs.

My hobbies are tennis, bowling and
swimming. Most of my friends are non-

professionals."
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HOLLYWOOD
YOUNGSTARS

BY PHYLLIS FRASER

I

HATE to tell this, because I wish it

weren't true. Alice Moore, who is

Alice Joyce's daughter, is telling her

marital troubles to the judge soon and
asking for a divorce from her singing

husband, Felix Knight. They've been so

happily married for two years . . . may-
be they'll patch it up, but our informers

say, "no."

Sol Lesser is in the throes of creating

a new Tarzan, which means that Johnny
Weissmuller will no longer be the "Me,
Tarzan—You, Jane," man, because
Lesser has bought all of Edgar Rice

Burroughs' stories. At the boxing

matches, which Johnny and Lupe at-

tend every Friday night, (and fight al-

most as much as the paid fighters, about

who is going to win the bouts), the

new Tarzan was introduced by the an-

nouncer and when he took his bow,

Lupe, gave him a salute, which is com-
monly known as the thumb to the nose

. . . and did the crowd love it!

During the hub-bub of Lee Bowman's
cocktail party some one put a record

on Lee's phonograph, and everyone

stopped talking to listen to the singer,

and ask who had recorded it. Lee
finally explained to his disbelieving

guests that the voice on the record was

his own, and that he'd made it while

taking a music lesson so that he could

hear and criticize himself. Our only

criticism was, that a producer hasn't

given him a singing role in a picture,

because his voice is lovely.

The people on the Inside are getting

a laugh out of the story that concerns

a boy and girl who met and married

in New York City and shortly after got
a divorce. Since then the boy has

come to Hollywood under contract to

a studio, as has the girl. The girl is now
the girl friend of a producer, who, not

knowing that she has been married to

him, uses the boy in many of his pic-

tures.

Riddle Me This: What actor's

mother left Hollywood, because her son

insisted upon marrying the girl of his

own choice?

AVEMAN got a break!

Not many comforts in the life of an ancient

caveman! But he had one enviable piece of

luck— tooth troubles seldom attacked him! His

teeth were kept strong and healthy, as Nature

intended, by exercise on the tough, chewy foods

of primitive man's diet.

We civilized moderns eat soft, refined foods that

offer our teeth and gums not nearly enough

wholesome exercise.

DENTYNE HELPS KEEP TEETH

STRONGER, WHITER! We moderns

find Dentyne a wonderful, natural

aid to mouth health. Its specially

firm consistency invites more .

vigorous chewing, gives teeth

and gums healthful exercise. It

works in Nature's own way to help

you keep your

mouth healthy,

gums pink and

HELPS KEEP

TEETH WHITE

firm, teeth sound and white!

LADEN WITH DELICIOUS FLAVOR!

Just taste Dentyne for yourself

— that fragrant pink rectangle

is loaded with mellow, spicy

flavor! And notice the flat

package (an exclusive Dentyne

feature) — made to park

so neatly and
handily in your

pocket or purse.

MOUTH H E ALTHY

DENTYNE
DELICIOUS CHEWING GUM
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FAMOUS

vcJulmjcIol
COSMETICS

SPECIAL

INTRODUCTORY
OFFER!

r- MAIL ORDER COUPON 1

I
ARMAND DUVAL. Suite 332. 200 Fifth Ave.. N.Y.
Please send FREE a 50c box of 600 Valencia Feather-touch .

| Tissues with my purcha.se of 2 Valencia d'Amour Cosmetics as |

• indicated below.

Pore Cleanser. $1.25 Cleansing Cream, $1.20

I SI. 00 Powder (shade)

CARROLL COSMETIC SHOPS
in all principal cities

They Carry the Torch for Tyrone #
[Continued from page 23]

istnorarmask ! White : shoes

ineed_more than~a;"'mask"

whitener .. freshen them with

one that cleans and preserves

the leather and willnot rub off!

whittemore's

CADET lot

BOSTON IAN jCatyt 25U^t

Sonja, for one, has let it be publicly

and widely understood that she con-

siders Tyrone her man, and that matri-

mony is her idea. She's even gotten

her parents' okeh on Tyrone as a pro-

spective son-in-law.

Loretta, on the other hand, has

waded into battle with colors flying for

all to see. She's waved farewell to

poor Eddie Sutherland, the director,

who's head-over-heels in love with her,

and with whom she was making ready

to do the altar-march and her "l-do's"

—until she met Tyrone. One look at

Tyrone, one squeeze in Tyrone's

arms, and Loretta told the world:

"Mmmmmm! He's NICE!!" And right

now, Sutherland is scrambling far, far

in the wake, carrying the torch so high

and loud that all Hollywood is sorry for

him.

AS FOR Tyrone, himself—well, the

poor boy's all in a dither. You
see, Tyrone is really just a kid, yet.

Barely in long pants.

"And anyway," he wailed to a close

friend and confidante the other day,

"I don't want to get married before

I'm 28, anyway!" And, in desperation
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as he's torn betwixt Loretta and Sonja

the lad turns for solace to Alice Faye

—who's smart enough to listen and

sympathize, and dish him out a good
Irish laugh once in a while. That's right

down Alice's alley. And Tyrone, fleeing

predatory females, had better watch

out!! So had Sonja and Loretta, too

busy with their own war to be ade-

quately aware of the Faye menace.

And now, so you at the ringside can

watch this campaign with full knowl-

edge, here's the inside story of how
it all began, and grew:

It was Alice Faye who had the first

real inside-track to Tyrone. It was

before Tyrone suddenly went crashing

into overnight stardom, in Lloyds of

London. Up to then, Tyrone was just

another good-looking lad on the lot.

Loretta, for instance, didn't even notice

him. Loretta's hunting grounds are the

starry heavens, not studio back-lots.

But Alice, whose heart is as big as the

world, met Tyrone, and knew his be-

wilderment in the strange, new world

of movies, and sort of helped him

along. Alice had clicked, and she took

Tyrone, the tyro, under her wing. She

told him movie secrets. She laughed

with him. She met his mother, of whom
Tyrone is fonder than he is of any girl,

as yet. Mother Power loved Alice.

Now Alice calls her "Mom." Maybe
that's significant.

SUBSTITUTES! ALWAYS INSIST ON THE ADVERTISED BRAND

Anyway, until Sonja came into the

picture, Alice and Tyrone palled around

a lot.

THEN came Sonja. It was during the

build-up that preceded One in a

Million. Part of the build-up was a

skating exhibition Sonja was to give in

a downtown Hollywood rink. Busily, in

line with the Nordic determination that

has marked her battle toward stardom,

Sonja busily distributed tickets for her

show, on the Fox lot. One day, she

handed a couple of tickets to a young

fellow. It was Tyrone. They were

never introduced, formally—he was just

one of the men she gave tickets to. But

those tickets started it!

For Tyrone went to Sonja's show. It

thrilled him. When she was done, he

hurried to her dressing room to con-

gratulate and praise her. There, Sonja,

flushed and hot with the excitement of

work and success, saw something in this

handsome, fresh, young lad that did

things inside her. Sonja moved in.

Sonja appropriated Tyrone utterly. She

visited his home. He visited hers.

They exchanged gifts. He went to

Palm Springs on a vacation. Sonja did

likewise. When they were separated,

they long-distanced each other. The

columnists got wise, began to print the

romance.

One day, from an eastern city where

she was personal-appearancing, Sonja

telephoned Tyrone.

"I read in the papers," she coyly

said, "that I am your girl. Am I?"

"That," said Tyrone afterward, "put

me on a spot, didn't it?"

And then in walked Loretta!

IT
WAS during preparation for

Ladies in Love that Loretta first

met Tyrone. That was purely profes-

sional—a matter of business. Besides,

at that time, Loretta was pretty well

sold on Eddie Sutherland and the mar-

riage idea. Tyrone, just then, was just

another actor. But Tyrone clicked,

then, in Lloyds of London. Loretta

suddenly beheld him in a new light.

And then they cast her opposite him

in Love Is News. In that, they were

lovers, and how. They really went to

work on loving. And Loretta took it

seriously, I guess. Anyway, it was dur-

ing shooting of that picture that Loretta

began to fell intimates how she felt

about Tyrone.

Now, when Loretta goes to work on

a man, that man just can't remain frigid.

It complicated life for the lad. Now,

besides giving Sonja gifts and his time
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Still a pupil at Universal's little red school-

house, Nan Grey, former Houston, Texas, miss,

is gradually making her way toward eventual

stardom. Just 17, Nan was one of the Three
Smart Girls last fall, recently appeared in Let

Them Live and will soon appear as the

feminine lead in Love in a Bungalow

and his smiles and his company, he had
to do the same for Loretta. He did.

He gave her radios. He visited at her

house; she at his. The Sonja-Tyrone

business was done all over again; only

this time the cast was Loretta-and-

Tyrone.

THERE came a significant distinction.

Tyrone calls Sonja "Sonja." Sonja

calls him "Tyrone." Half-way for-

malish and standoffish and Norwegianly
un-intimate, if you get what I mean.
But with Loretta and Tyrone, all of a
sudden it was "Gretch" and "Ty."

Gretchen is Loretta's real name; Tyrone
pal-shortened it. And "Ty" is what his

buddies on the lot call him. Loretta

discovered it, and he's "Ty" to her, and
he loves it.

Sonja went east on personal appear-
ances. During her absence, Tyrone
learned his way about the Young house-
hold so well that now, when Loretta has
guests, Tyrone sometimes acts as ama-
teur butler about the place.

Sonja read the gossip, of course.
Sonja hurried back to Hollywood. By
airplane, mind you. She began match-
ing Loretta's wiles with her own de-
termination. Hollywood began to see
fun.

Fun broke out in the open in the
dining room on the 20th-Fox lot.

One day, Sonja entered the dining

room with a magazine interviewer, took
a table where, while being interviewed,

she could watch the door for Tyrone's

arrival.

But before Tyrone arrived, Loretta

barged in, saw not Tyrone, but Sonja.

Without a flicker, she walked to a table

where she, too, could watch the entry.

FINALLY, Tyrone arrived. Now, Fate

so had it that at that moment,

Loretta was busy with several wardrobe
experts at one of the tables, discussing

her clothes for the film she was making.

Sonja, not so busy with her interviewer

that she didn't keep an eye on the door,

saw Tyrone come in. Tyrone, mean-

time, seeing BOTH Sonja and Loretta

there, chose the middle road—took a

table alone.

But not for long. Sonja wound up

her interview with a whiz, and before

you could even say Loreita Young,

Sonja was at Tyrone's table.

Well, how Lorstta did it remains one

of those mysteries that clever women
can manage. But she did manage to

stay there until Tyrone was about done
with lunch. Then Loretta rose to leave,

got into the exit-line a few places ahead

of Tyrone and Sonja. Once at the desk,

Loretta suddenly remembered there

was a back-luncheon bill she wanted to

pay. She asked the girl at the desk

to tote it up for her. And while the

girl did, Loretta took a stance so that

over the cash-register, her eyes were
inescapably fixed on Tyrone and Sonja.

No eye-and-tactic adversary, Sonja

preferred to keep her own eyes on

Tyrone. Tyrone himself, embarrassed

quite obviously, managed to find a lot

of things to look at besides Loretta.

Loretta smiled. One of those smiles.

The girl handed her her account.

Loretta moved out of line, wrote a

check. She finished writing it just at

the moment—odd, eh?—that Tyrone,

having paid his and Sonja's lunch check,

started for the door. Loretta turned

then, bumped kersmack into him . . .!

"Why, Ty!" she screamed. And she

turned on the full caloric intensity of

the Loretta smile.

Flush-faced, while Sonja hurried to

the door, Tyrone stammered: "Why,
hello, Gr—er—uh—hello, Loretta."

Loretta, still smiling like that, carolled

gaily to Sonja, standing at the door

with her back turned. "Oh, hello,

Sonja!"

SONJA had to turn. She even tried

a smile. "Hello, Miss Young," she

said. Then Tyrone and she hurried out.

Loretta, still smiling, swept grandly

after them. And over the crowded

dining room, that had been as hushed

as a theatre auditorium in the midst of

a dramatic scene, during the inter-

change, there swept a sudden sound

• Never again should
you come out of the
surf looking less than

lovely! (Lashtint Liquid Mascara is the
secret ofsummer sirens!) There'll be no more
streaky cheeks or pale, sun-bleached lashes—this mascara is really water-proof! It never
cracks or flakes, and looks completely soft

and natural. Comes in black, «*=3S=a>.

brown, blue or green. $1. vSlsSi/
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The girl with, an eye to
conquest understands the'
allure of a subtle touch of
eye shadow to give her

eyes depth and color under a strong, white
sun . . . or to put glimmering highlights on
her eyelids at night. Shadette comes in

ten subtle daytime shades to match your
gay vacation clothes, and in gold y&ttz^
and silver for evening. 75c.

That the basic secret

of all beautiful eyes is a
frame of glorious curling lashes. Just slip your
lashes into Kurlash, the handy little beauty
necessity that curls them in only 50 seconds,
without heat, cosmetics, or practice. $1.

Other KURLASH products are":

TWEEZETTE—the automatic tweezer for painlessly re-
moving face hair

LASHPAC—a purse-size lipstick mascara with built-in
brush

LASHTINT MASCARA—cased in metal compact with
a patented sponge arrangement that assures perfect
applications at all times

KURLENE—to promote luxurious lashes and brows

TWISSORS—the ingenious tweezers with scissor-handles

MAIL THIS TODAY
To: Jane Heath, DepLF-7
The Kurlash Company, Rochester, N. Y.
The Kurlash Company of Canada, at Toronto, 3

Please send me, free, your booklet on eye beauty,

and a personal coloring plan for my complexion.

Eyes Hair Complexion

Copyright 1037, The Kurlash Company, Inc.
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• MORE BEAUTY
• ECONOMY • CONVENIENCE^"'

3 • USABLE SPACE • ACCESSIBILITY
EXCLUSIVELY IN

ELECTRIC REFRIGERATORS

—NEXT MONTH—
Why I Have Never Married

By Eleanor Powell

CORNS COME
JACK DIGGER-

UGLIER,
M/SSM/SWSWsM

DRAW OUT ROOT
AND ALL

—

this safe, gentle way
# Whenyoupareacorn you onlytrim the surface—
the root remains imbedded in your toe and the
corn soon comes back bigger and uglier—more
painful than before.

But when you use the new double-action Blue-
Jay method the corn is gone for good. The tiny
Blue-Jay medicated plaster, by removing pressure,
at once relieves pain and in 3 short days the corn
lifts out—Root and All (exceptionally stubborn
cases may require a second application).

Try this safe, easy Blue-Jay method today. 23(S
for 6—at all druggists.

BLUE-JAY
BAUER i. BLACK

//SCIENTIFIC CORN PLASTERS
*A plug of dead cells root-like in form and position. If
left may serve as focal point for renewed development.

that made up one huge sigh of relief.

Since then, the paths of Loretta and
Sonja have not crossed. Each has given

parties. Each has invited Tyrone to

her party. But neither has invited the

other girl!

As this is being written, Loretta and
Sonja seem to be at stalemate.

But don't think, in all this Loretta-

and-Sonja-ing, that Alice Faye isn't

still in the picture. Whenever it gets

too hot for Tyrone, he seeks refuge in

her company. More often than either

Loretta or Sonja, Alice is at Tyrone's

home, visiting and laughing with Tyrone

and "Mom."
If Tyrone comes through the battle

unhooked, it'll probably be his mother
who'll have managed it.

You see, every night, after he's taken
out one of the girls—be it Sonja, or

Alice, or Loretta—Tyrone knocks at his

mother's bedroom door, and calls,

softly: "Asleep?"

Of course, she isn't. Mothers never
are, are they? So she calls a cheery
"no," and asks him in.

And then Tyrone sits on the edge of

her bed and tells her all about his

evening. With Loretta. Or Sonja. Or
Alice. Whichever it might have been.

And mother smiles, while Tyrone goes
on to his own bedroom—his own bed-
room, the walls of which are decorated
with framed I I -by- 1 4 photographs.

One of the unheralded persons
largely responsible for the success

of Tyrone Power in motion pictures

is his mother, Patia Power, who was
once on actress in her younger years

The walls are just about covered with

those pictures. They are pictures of

Tyrone with Loretta. And of Tyrone

with Sonja. And of Tyrone with Alice.

But if you count them up, you'll find

there are no more pictures of Tyrone

with Loretta than of Tyrone with Sonja.

And vice versa.

GENEVIEVE TOBIN
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is back from six months of picture

making in London and tells us she has

resumed her role of long distance

commuter. Miss Tobin, a free lance

player after leaving Warners, pur-

chased an estate in Montecito (near

Santa Barbara, California) little more
than a year ago and, finding this home
more restful than Hollywood, she made
the trip (100 miles each way) four days

out of six while recently working in

B. P. Schulberg's The Great Gambini.

Returning to Hollywood in early

spring Miss Tobin brought from Lon-

don, in addition to I I trunks filled with

new wardrobe, five new West Highland

terriers. Her Montecito kennels now
contain some twenty aristocratic Eng-

lish pooches, all winners in various Eng-

lish and Scotch kennel shows. After a

four weeks' appearance on the staqe,

in Tomorrow We Live, the versatile

Genevieve accepted the feminine lead

in The Great Gambini, and with several

studios interested in putting her under

contract again it appears that her third

return to the Hollywood screen may
bring impressive results.
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Fighting Irishman!
[Continued from page 26]

he wanted gave way to his innate hon-

esty. To be accepted by the Marines

he had to be 18 years old. He was 17

years and eight months old then and be-

cause he wouldn't lie about his age he

was rejected.

Later he was accepted by the Navy,

after his pal, Pat O'Brien, enlisted and

the two saw service together—at the

Great Lakes Training Station and at

Norfolk, Va. Spence's only sea service

was pulling an oar in a Navy whale boat

drill—which didn't help his rebellious,

fighting spirit much.

When Spence and Pat returned to

Milwaukee after the Armistice the

young rebel was all for going to New
York and attempting to crash the stage,

but O'Brien scoffed at the idea of either

of them ever becoming actors. Tracy

was determined not to return to school

but when he learned the government

was paying $30 per month to veterans

who wished to complete their education

he decided a little more schooling might

not be at all bad.

He finished high school at Marquette

Academy, attended "Northwestern Mili-

tary Academy for awhile and spent two
years at Ripon College in Wisconsin

toying with the idea that he might be-

come a doctor. A professor by the

name of Boody discouraged that idea

when he induced Spence to join the de-

bating team and engage in the college

theatricals. That awakened the fight-

ing spirit to be an actor to its most
virulent pitch.

WHEN his father agreed to pay his

tuition if Spence would live on the

$30 per month he was getting from the

government, the embryo actor eagerly

went to New York and matriculated at

the American Academy of Dramatic

Art. In New York he accidentally met
Pat O'Brien again who sheepishly con-

fessed he too was entertaining ideas of

becoming an actor and they teamed
together.

Spence's $30 monthly pension usually

lasted two or three weeks at the most
but his pride and determination to fight

it out alone kept him from asking for

help from his father. Sometimes he

could borrow small sums from fellow

students but always his diet for that lean

period consisted of rice and pretzels

washed down with water.

Finally in a period longer and leaner

than usual he missed eight meals in a

row. Tightening his belt and gritting

his teeth he braced the stage manager
of the Theatre Guild production of

R. U. R. told a glowing tale of the-

atrical experience and got a job—at

$ I 5 per week.

He kept right on fighting on the

uphill climb to his success in The Last

Mile, which brought a movie con-

tract, and has never since let up.

Always a splendid actor, nevertheless

he did not progress the way he wanted

to and wild rumors, cruel and merciless

as only they can be in Hollywood,

spread about his supposed escapades.

Then Spencer Tracy took stock of him-

self and decided he had better do

something about it. And do something

about it he did.

"I haven't taken a drink in more than

a year," he will tell you proudly.

Now the surplus energy that used

to be expended in good times is used

up in sailing his boat, playing polo, and
working on his eight-acre ranch in the

San Fernando Valley where he is raising

race horse.s.

In addition to the horses at the ranch

are two Shetland ponies for his children,

Johnny and Louise.

Tracy is very outspoken concerning

his choice of screen roles but curiously

enough the two roles he wanted least

to do probably will do. more for the

advancement of his career than any-

thing else.

He argued long and strenuously

against playing "Father Tim" in Son

Francisco, saying that he was not a

religious man of the type necessary for

the part. It was Director W. S. Van
Dyke who convinced him it was the type

of role he made it and now Tracy is

quick to declare that character parts of

that type are what he prefers to do. He
was nominated for the Academy award
because of this role.

The other role he didn't want is that

of "Manuel," the Portuguese fisherman,

in Captains Courageous. For one

thing he declared, he was no good at

dialect and for another he wouldn't

sing as required by the part. But take

it he did and sing he did, not in an

operatic tenor but in a very pleasing

voice and the role will win him even

greater acclaim than Son Francisco.

Linked with his qualities of fighting

determination and honesty is another

great quality—a superb sense of humor.

He is going to take a six weeks'

vacation in the Hawaiian Islands and

then he will do Mannikin, with Joan

Crawford, and Tell It to the Marines,

playing the part once taken by the late

Lon Chaney.
Which would appear to be an ideal

set-up for a fighting Irishman!

RED.DULL
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• Horrors! Your eyes are red—the
veins are so prominent! It often happens
after late hours, too much reading, ex-

posure, etc. What shall you do? Your eye

beauty is ruined . . .

FEW DROPS

• Quick! A drop of Eye-Gene goes into

each eye. It's a new kind of lotion . . . per-
fected by two prominent eye specialists. It

contains a special ingredient not found in

any other lotion . . .

EYES CLEAR

:#i,K* v;

• In just a few seconds. Yes, almost
instantly, your eyes look clear and white.

So much more beautiful when free from
prominent veins! Sparkling, too. And so

refreshed.

NEW DISCOVERY
• Eye-Gene ! Now used by thousands

before every "date" to make eyes clear and
lovely. Marvelously refreshing

to tired, overworked eyes. Not
like old-fashioned lotions and
washes. Stainless, safe. Large

t

size at all drug ^
and dept. stores, f v -^r—
small size at 5 \S

<",

g5^Sewii'/
and 10c stores. ^S?""™'^

EYE-GENE
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I'VE BEEN

HANKERING
FOR THIS FLAVOR

HE'S a SON of OLD ERIN
By SCOOP CONLON

"So have I. It's a flavor that

fairly melts on your tongue

—a fresh pep and tang that

sends a tingle right through

you. That tight-sealed pack-

age keeps the gum chock-

full of freshness and flavor.

Your digestion is stimulated

too;when busy days demand

quick eating, chew Beeman's

Pepsin for digestion."

Beeman':
AIDS DIGESTION...

ELEANOR POWELL likes to dance
with George Murphy!
The admiration is mutual, of

course, but it isn't news to say that a

gent likes to dance with Eleanor. Who
wouldn't?

Eleanor and George are dancing to-

gether for the first time in Broadway

Melody of 1937, and if the good old

name of Murphy isn't in electric lights

after the fans see him in Top of the

Town, it will be when they get a few

glimpses of the team of Powell and

Murphy on Broadway.

Unlike so many terpsichorean stars

who were brought to Hollywood with a

blare of trumpets, George Murphy sort

of slipped quietly up the back stairs.

Back on old Broadway, in such musical

comedy hits as Good News, Of Thee

I Sing and Roberta, he was equally

famed as a good-looking Irish lad who

could act and sing as well as he could

dance.

—Phofo by Ray Jones

George Murphy is sitting on top of the movie
world after his fine work in Top of the Town

Because he didn't want to be "just

another dancer," George has spent two
years making good in Hollywood as an

actor. Not until he won the featured
role in Universal's spectacular musical,

Top of the Town, and the opportunity

to play opposite Eleanor Powell in

Broadway Melody of 1937, did he

consent to cut loose with his dancing
feet.

There isn't anyone on the screen to-

day quite like this clever, likeable Irish

lad who looks more like a college ath-

lete than a dancing, singing actor. His

charm is clean, wholesome and ingrati-

ating. We'll introduce him to you.

Like his partner, Eleanor Powell, he is

as regular as the income tax.

When George and his pert little wife,

Juliette Johnson, were on their way up

the ladder of fame, they danced in night

clubs for a living. Today, one of the
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biggest kicks George gets out of life

is to take the little woman out dancing

of an evening in a Hollywood night club.

He keeps in tip-top condition by tak-

ing more exercise than almost any man
in town. When George was winning

his "Y" in Yale, he played every game
that Old Eli had to offer. On his studio

days off, he rushes madly from tennis

court to golf course to gymnasium.

GEORGE is the son of the late Mike

Murphy, one of the most famous

of all American athletic trainers and

Olympic coaches, (Yale and Pennsyl-

vania), but he crossed up the sports

columnists when he became a dancing

actor instead of following in his dad's

footsteps. And, George was right.

There could only be one Mike Murphy

in the athletic world.

Just because George is a regular,

don't get the idea that his life and ca-

reer travels along on an even keel. After

all, he is Irish, and like all Irishmen, a

study in contrasts as humorously diver-

sified as that of the renowned W. C.

Fields.

For example: he startles the studio

boys and girls occasionally by lying

down on the floor of the stage between

dance routines and going to sleep. (He

got this way through the necessity of

grabbing cat-naps in night clubs where

there was never sufficient room in the

dressing rooms to rest, except on the

floor.)

He never rehearses in dancing shoes,

always in old street shoes because they

are more comfortable.

He always puts his right shoe on first.

This probably because he is a natural

southpaw. Played baseball in college

left-handed, but plays golf right-
handed, which makes him ambidex-

trous (or something).

Just a couple of pals! George Murphy and his

Kerry Blue terrier, Mr. Dooley

WHEN ANSWER

Around the house, he goes barefoot

most of the time because he doesn't like

bedroom slippers.

He seldom wears a hat in sunny Cali-

fornia, but because of a habit formed in

cold New England, always wears a hat

when he plays golf. Belongs to the

famous Lakeside club of actor-golfers,

which includes Bing Crosby, Dick Arlen,

Johnny Weissmuller, Frank Shields, Alan

Hale, Edgar Kennedy, Humphrey Bo-

gart and others.

Like most actors he loves horse races

and prize fights, but dislikes wrestling

because of the frequent "hippodrom-

ing." For that matter, George detests

anything that has to do with "phoneys"

or "set-ups." (He loathes actors who
read and believe their own publicity

notices.)

His wife tells me with a chuckle that

he also detests caviar, but will eat plain

Irish stew every day.

Like Bill Robinson, (the tap dancer) he

has a passion for ice cream. Believes it

is a great re-vitalizer, restores the ener-

gy ,a dancer must have to do hard

routines over and over. Like Fred As-

taire, he spends many 'weary hours re-

hearsing his dance routines to attain

perfection.

In private life, unlike many profes-

sional dancers he' is a familiar sight at

the Trocadero or the Cocoanut Grove

dancing with Juliette Murphy. He would

rather fox trot or waltz than tango or

rhumba.

George is also a dog-fancier. He
owns two champion collies and a Kerry

Blue terrier, but his greatest dog ambi-

tion is to own Irish wolfhounds. As the

Murphys live high in the Hollywood hills,

he will have to forego the wolfhounds

until he has the space of a country es-

tate.

He has a weakness for writing poetry

and short stories, a weakness he Fras

tried to keep secret. In the Murphy
garage there is a locked trunk that

stores his literary efforts.

By this brief vignette, you will see that

George Murphy is distinctly of a posi-

tive nature, a young man of intense likes

and dislikes. He knows exactly what he

wants and either wins or loses without

compromise.

He would rather be a director than

an actor. No doubt we will be seeing

a picture some day which will read "Di-

rected by George Murphy"-—but in

the meantime he is concentrating on

dancing, singing and acting opposite

Eleanor Powell. He is under contract

to the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studio.
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Make This

Famous
lWeek
Test.J
That Has Shown
Thousands How
to Build up
Husky New
Red Blooded
Strength— New
Energy and
add 5 Extra
Lbs.—Or No

Cost!
Don't be discouraged if

you are weak, shinny,
tired-out, sickly— unable
to gain an ounce of flesh

or strength, no matter
what you eat. Doctors now
know that the fault often

is not with the amount of

food you eat. Your daily
diet may contain enough
potential nourishment of

many kinds, but unless it

contains certain essential

minerals, your system is

unable to extract full

nourishment from the food
you eat. The result is you
may be eating enough
good food to satisfy your
appetite, and still not be
able to gain weight or

strength.

In Kelpamalt, the new
mineral concentrate from
the sea, you can set these
minerals so essential to
the normal chemical proc-
esses of the body in their
naturally occurring form.
Assimilable iron, copper,

- phorus, potassium and
magnesium to bolster tip
the supply of vital min-
erals needed for digestion
and assimilation, the
body's weight and
sli't'iv^lh-lmilihiig processes!
Kclpamalfs natural iodine 'not to be confused with ordi-
nary liquid chemical iodine i. Iodine, scientists say, is
found in the blood liver and glands, and is vitally impor-
tant to their normal functioning.

Make This Simple No-Cost Test

Posed by Professional Model

Most important, It

ThousandsWho Have
Made This One Week
Test Find Kelpamalt:
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1. Im
2. Ad

lbs. of goo
3. Improves
4. Helps ban

Stomach d
5. Helps b r i

Gives new strength,
energy and endurance.
Helps clear up skin.

Try Seedol Kelpamalt for
1 week. See, if, like
thousands of others, you
don't feel better, sleep
better, eat better, and add
at least 5 husky new lbs.
the first week . If you
don't, the trial is free. It
costs you nothing! Your
own Doctor will approve
this way.- Get Seedol
Kelpamalt today. It costs
but a few cents a day to
use and is sold at all good
drug stores. Beware of
imitations. Insist on the
genuine. If your dealer
has not yet received his
supply, send SI.00 for
special introductory

SEEDOL

Keipama!t.Z/2/r
SPECIAL FREE OFFER

Write today for fas
on How Thousand;
Added Lbs. Quick
their effect on tr.

NATURAL IODINE
charts. Daily

:inating instructive 50-page booklet
Have Built Strength, Energy, and

y. Mineral contents of Food and
> human body. New facts about
Standard weight and measurement
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Ccm THE
you CLOSE-UP Body
pass TEST Odor?

I WANT YOU "UnJlUam'

Start S1260 to S2100 a year

MEN—WOMEN. Common education

sufficient. Write immediately for free

32-page book, with list of positions.

Tell me how to get a position.

FRANKLIN INSTITUTE
Dept. D-2S3 Rochester, N. Y.

flowHave

A New Skin

These Pieces of Old Outer Skin
With VisiblePimples, Freckles,

Blackheads, Large Surface Pores,
and FineAge Lines DISAPPEAR!
This new discovery actually removes them harmlessly,

and they're gone, not covered up as with paint and powder,
lost amazing, yet simple, way of removing skin

__._. blemishes and making yourself look years

KlAI/ younger you ever read of. and all explained
_-„_ in a new treatise called "BEAUTIFUL
rKtt NEW SKIN IN 3 DAYS" which is being

mailed to readers of this magazine ABSO-
LUTELY FREE. Send no money, just

name and address and you will receive it

mail, in plain wrapper. If pleased, simply
friends. Address Marvo Beauty Lab.,
37. No. 1701) Broadway, New York. N. Y.

BRIEF FILM GUIDE
LOST HORIZON— (Columbia)—Director Frank Capra

has transferred this story to the screen and makes it

one of the outstanding pictures of this—or any other

year. See it by all means.

MAYTIME

—

(M-G-M)—As pleasing to the eye as it is

to the ear with Jeanette MacDonald and Nelson Eddy at

their best. A grand musical and worth seeing many
times.

MARKED WOMAN— (Warner Bros.)—An expose of

"clip joint" girls and vice overlords. Bette Davis at her

best—and Edwardo Ciannelli, the vice lord, meaner than

in Winterset. See it.

CAPTAINS COURAGEOUS—(M-G-M)—Spencer Tracy
and Freddie Bartholomew in roles done with such excel-

lence that you'll start applauding before the picture

barely begins.

WAIKIKI WEDDING — (Paramount) — Bing Crosby,

Bob Burns. Shirley Ross, and Martha Raye combining
their efforts to make this a MUST SEE fillum.

CALL IT A DAY— (Warner Bros.)—Grand comedy
built around a "It's Spring!" theme as it affects the

Hilton family. Plenty of laughs in this one.

THE KING AND THE CHORUS GIRL — (Warner
Bros.)—Approaches the Duke of Windsor—Wally Simpson
romance with Fernand Gravet and Joan Blondell heading
the cast. A very very sprightly picture, smartly dialogued
and beautifully photographed.

SEVENTH HEAVEN— (20th Century-Fox) —Modern
version of the famous silent picture—only better. Simone
Simon and James Stewart have the leads and both
youngsters deserve great acclaim.

SWING HIGH, SWING LOW— (Paramount) — Carole
Lombard teams up with your favorite actor, Fred
MacMurray, and the two really "go to town," Charles
Butterworth is in it—and that helps any picture. See it.

THE HIT PARADE— (Republic)—Means what the
title says—a parade of hits with Phil Regan disclosed
as a coming star. Frances Langford warbles beautifully,
Duke Ellington, Eddie Duchin, and Al Pearce and their
bands blow sweet music.

THE PRINCE AND THE PAUPER— (Warner Bros.)—
Film version of the Mark Twain fantasy with the Mauch
twins as the prince and the pauper. Claude Rains, Errol
Flynn, Montague Love and Barton MacLane put life and
vigor into the production. Very worthwhile.

THE GOOD EARTH— (M-G-M)—You've probably seen
it by this time—but if you haven't, take a tip, SEE IT.
Paul Muni. Louise Rainer, Walter Connolly, Charles
Grapewin and Jessie Ralph give notable performances.

NANCY STEELE IS MISSING— (20th Century-Fox)—
Victor McLaglen as the kidnaper, Peter Lorre as his
cell-mate, June Lang as Nancy, and Robert Kent as
Nancy's sweetheart, can take plenty of bows for their
excellent work.

WAKE UP AND LIVE— (20th Century-Fox) —
Winchell and Bernie are at it again in this one—only
better! Jack Haley crashes to stardom with his singing
and acting and Alice Faye—always good—gets another
big shove toward the top of the cinema ladder. Patsy
Kelly and Ned Sparks provide the comedy—and how!

PERSONAL PROPERTY— (M-G-M) —Robert Taylor
and Jean Harlow in a rollicking comedy. Not much
cinema "meat" in it, but packed with many laughs.

WHEN YOU'RE IN LOVE— (Columbia)—Grace Moore
and Cary Grant touch the heart and stir the soul in a
neatly told story of romantic intrigue in which Miss
Moore again proves herself an entrancing song-bird, and
which gives Cary Grant real opportunity for fine acting.

LAST OF MRS. CHEYNEY— (M-G-M) —There is

sparkle to the lines, finesse in the portrayals of this

modernized story of the "lady raffles" (Joan Crawford)
hobnobbing with England's "top hatters"— Robert
Montgomery, Frank Morgan, Ralph Graves and Benita
Hume—while her debonair butler, William Powell, coaches
her snatching technique.

READY, WILLING AND ABLE— (Warners)—Ruhy
Keeler, Lee Dixon, Ross Alexander, Hugh O'Connell

Addison Richards and Allen Jenkins. Lilting tunes, snappy
footwork and nifty gags.

HOLLYWOOD
DREAM HOME!

You'll find complete plans for a most

unique, unusual yet economical and

practical dream home In July SCREEN

BOOK! Whether you plan on build-

ing a home, or renovating the one you

now own, you will want to see the

countless suggestions for decorating

your rooms, furnishing them, etc.

John Harkrider's model .home for

Universal's new film, love in o Bunga-

low, is the inspiration for our modified

version. Be sure you read SCREEN
BOOK'S most unusual feature!

More candid photos than ever,

stories about Bob Montgomery, Bette

Davis and other film favorites—lyrics

from Dick Powell's favorite song

—

rhese are other features awaiting you

in your favorite film magazine.

DON'T MISS

JULY
SCREEN
BOOK
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WOULDN'T YOU LIKE TO KNOW?
By RUTH CLAYTON

UNLESS a reconciliation is unexpectedly

effected it looks as if Joan Bennett will

be a divorcee again after she concludes the

feminine lead in "Vogues of 1938." After

denying any marital rift for weeks husband

Gene Markey moved out of the Beverly Hills

home and Miss Bennett "confided" in news-

paper friends that she would have her attor-

ney, Neil S. McCarthy, file suit for divorce.

Naturally Miss Bennett's friends didn't give

the news more than eight columns and so,

since no denials were forthcoming, Hollywood

had to believe the worst. It is expected that

Miss Bennett will finish building the Holmby
Hills home for which ground was broken just

prior to the divorce announcement. Miss

Bennett and Mr. Markey have one child,

Melinda, aged three, and Miss Bennett has

another daughter, Diana, aged nine. Miss

Bennett was married to John Marion Fox of

Seattle before entering motion pictures.

Famous ex-S-man Purvis always "got

his man" when he was in the government serv-

ice but in romance, well, that is something

else. Mr. Purvis and Janice Jarratt, who
waited around Universal studios for six months
for a movie break that never arrived, were
slated to be married in the bride's home town

San Antonio but, two days before the cere-

mony Miss Jarratt kept Mr. Purvis wafting one

hour too long, it is said, and poof—the wed-
ding plans went smash while Janice went to

the home of friends and Mr. Purvis flew to

Florida and Dan Cupid flew out the window.

• • •

HERE'S one of Hollywood's human interest

stories as told to us by a hospital

attache. Recently when a ditch digger was

injured in a cave-in and taken to the hos-

pital he was asked if there was anyone he

desired notified about the accident. The chap

quietly requested that Lionel Barrymore be

called at M-G-M studio. At first the atten-

dants thought him delirious, but acted upon his

instructions. Barrymore responded within fif-

teen minutes, ordered that every care, con-

sideration and convenience be given the in-

jured man. Screen stars have proved good
Samaritans in many such instances, but unfor-

tunately such human stories never seem to at-

tract the same attention as rumors and idle

gossip. Barrymore had worked with the man
fifteen years ago.

HOBERT TAYLOR was so enthusiastic over^ barns constructed for "Saratoga" he

sought permission from the front office to

either purchase them and have them moved to

his Ranch in San Fernando Valley for his horse

or obtain the blue prints. Screen stars are

rapidly becoming ranch conscious. Pinky

Tomlin, composer - crooner - comedian, has

bought a ranch which joins that of Robert
Taylor. Robert Montgomery has his contract

arranged so that he may spend from six to

eight weeks in Westchester County, N. Y.,

where he raises the finest of fruits and vege-

tables on his ranch.

George Arliss, who has been vacationing in

Monte Carlo, returned to theGaumont studios

to start immediate production in "Dr. Syn,"

a dramatic vehicle adapted from the play by

Russell Thorndyke. . . Walter Brennan, prize-

winning character actor, helped pay for his

early schooling by sweeping out classrooms.

He averaged $4.00 a week, which was con-

sidered a splendid salary in those ' days. . .

William Hall gave permission to Universal for

the use of his real name, William Langan, in

the picture, "Love in a Bungalow." Kent
Taylor plays the role . . Noah Beery, Jr.,

adopted an orphan colt and succeeded in get-

ting the colt a bit in "The Road Back" with

him.

• • •

ANDY DEVINE, between scenes of the same
picture, is becoming famous for his trailer-

cooked food. Andy has his own trailer dress-

ing room fully equipped and spends his spare

time concocting new dishes with which to

'sprise Slim Summerville, Noah Beery, Jr., and

other members of the cast.

"Jean Harlow most completely exemplifies

the Swedish ideal of beauty of all of Holly-

wood's feminine stars," says Einar Nerman,

famous Swedish artist and close friend of

Greta Garbo. We hear Garbo walks two

miles each day before reporting to the studio

for "Madame Waleska!" Anyway, that's what

we hear. No one ever seems to "see" Garbo
do anything . . . When Director Edward Sedg-

wick suddenly became ill on the set, Joe E.

Brown took over the directorial reins for "All

Is Confusion." Sedgwick returned the next

day and presented Brown with a four-foot

megaphone inscribed, "To Cecil B. Capri Van

Dyke, Joe E. Brown, from his assistant, Ed

Sedgwick."
• • •

SAM GOLDWYN signed 8-year-old Knulei

DeCleroq for the role of "Tita" in "The

Hurricane." The youngster was born in the

Samoian Islands of a white father and a

native mother ... It was a happy day for

Edward Arnold when his 16-year-old son,

Edward Arnold, Jr., followed in his acting

footsteps to make his debut in "Blazing Bar-

riers."

• • •

Tod Browning, famous director of horror

stories, is busying himself these days truck-

gardening on the sands of Malibu Beach. He
has had top soil brought in and. is most proud

of his beefs, carrots, turnips, etc. . . Paris pre-

dicts that skirts will climb to the knees and

necklines will be much lower, but Hollywood

stars do not stamp their approval. Ida Lupiflo

who appears opposite Ralph Bellamy in Co-

"WHAT D'YA MEAN, FALSE ALARM! Ifj?

IT'S DELICIOUS SHREDDED WHEAT
AND STRAWBERRIES!"

Big, golden-brown Shredded Wheat biscuits,

topped with red, juicy strawberries— it's the

grandest flavor that ever put out a three-

alarm call to appetites.

"I JUST REMEMBERED WE'RE HAV-
ING SHREDDED WHEAT AND STRAW-
BERRIES FOR LUNCH." "

Dive into this delicious dish tomorrow morn-
ing— get its energy-building carbohydrates,

vitamins, proteins and mineral salts

!

•AN' WHY DIDN'T YE SAY IT WAS
SHREDDED WHEAT AND STRAWBER-
RIES YE WAS RUNNIN' AFTER?"

Calling all housewives T Go to your local

grocer today ! Order in a supply of this favor-

ite breakfast of millions!

HMDDEDWHEAf

A Product of NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY

The Seal
.

;

Bakers of Ritz, Uneeda Biscuit
o er ec

^ and other famous varieties
DdKint)

More Than a Billion Shredded Wheat Biscuits Sold Every Year
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50 versatile and delicious new
ways to serve this finer tuna . .

.

pictures of thestars... illustrated

recipes, a different recipe book!

Whimsical Map of Hollywood
2 -page map showing location of
stars' homes and points of interest.

West-wate Sea Products C_.
Dept. p, San Diego, Calii. g
I enclose one 3c slam
and one BREAST-O
CHICKEN TUNA label 1<
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ich Have Remarkably Helped
So Many People to

No Dangerous Drugs—No Starvation op
Enforced Exercising

73,073 Packettes of

GERMANIA
I
ORANGE PEKOE
and HERB TEA

FRFF
ine -ueais
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One of the Most Talked About Offers of the Year!

Here is a special advertising offer made solely for

the purpose of acquainting you with, tlie remarkable
action of these delicious teas. Many people who
were troubled with excess fat and faulty elimination
have found, to their great delight, that these two
teas helped them to safely and quickly lose their
excess fat and they ate everything they wanted
excepting much starchy food or fatty meat. Don't
delay. Be sure to take advantage of this Sensa-
tional free special offer at once. Test packettes of

both Germania Orange Pekoe Tea and Germania
Herb Tea will be sent yon on receipt of a post card
or note bearing your name and address. Send only
your name and address.

SEND NO MONEY- ONLY YOUR NAME

J Simply send your name and address to m
GERMANIA TEA CO.. Dept.' 47

^H 544 S. Wells St. Chicago, IH.flHE
You can now get Germania Orange Pekoe Tea and
Germania Herb Tea at all Food, Drug and Dept. Stores
Under packer's guarantee of satisfaction or money back.

lumbla's "Let's Get Married," explains that

she feels that no set rule for the length of

skirts could ever be made after women real-

ized the unbecoming aspects of the short

dress fashion of a decade ago and that women
will decide their own necklines as well. . .

Richard Dix proved himself a hero in actuality

when he stopped a runaway horse and pre-

vented Fay Wray from being thrown in the

Columbia picture, "Once a Hero" . . . "Girls

Can Play" is the title for Columbia's soft-ball

baseball picture with Charles Quigley, Jac-

queline Wells, Rita Hayworth and Patricia

Farr featured.
• • •

Shirley Temple made 150 little girls happy
at a private birthday party given at Fox

Studio and presented each one with a per-

sonally autographed autograph book. . . Nino
Martini back in Hollywood after concert

tour. . . Leopold Stolcowski back to play orches-

tra conductor in film, claims he'll make Cali-

fornia his permanent home.

ClFTY children used in scenes depicting a

festive day in an orphans' home were paid

to eat candy and popcorn and watch a circus

in RKO Radio's "You Can't Buy Luck" in which
Onslow Stevens and Helen Mack are featured.

In his spare time Mr. Stevens is directing a

play at Pasadena Community Playhouse where
he received his start. . . Cary Grant collects

"funny papers" for his "kid brother," Eric, 'in

England. . . Fred Astaire's fanmail is delivered

to his dressing room in a wheelbarrow, be-

cause Fred receives over five thousand letters

a week. . . Deanna Durbin gets so much fan-

mail that a girl working steadily ever day,

her mother and father helping, cannot begin

to keep it up to date. Among them are many
requests from admirers for her to sing their

favorite songs on the radio, souvenirs, a lock

of hair, etc. . . John and Elaine Barrymore

met at The Brown Derby one evening, kissed

each other and the next day Elaine's divorce

was granted in a Los Angeles court. . . You
write the answer to this one. 1 think Holly-

wood is just a bit tired of it. . . The Gary
Coopers are telling their close friends that

they expect the stork to arrive before Santa
Claus.

ALAN MOWBRAY and Mischa Auer drove

Director Irving Cummings frantic with

their pranks on Walter Wanger's "Vogues of

1938" set. Mowbray pinned a sign on Auer's

back which read "I Can't Act" when he

walked in to do a scene. To get even Auer

had a fake coughing fit while Mowbray was

trying to do his. . . What Michael Whalen
would like to know, but doesn't, is "who" the

girl is that sends him a red carnation daily

—

the florist will not reveal her name so Michael

has decided to wear the flower until he sees

a knowing glint in someone's eyes.

A small-pox epidemic among the Indian area

recently interrupted vacationists from the

movie colony and sent them scurrying back

to Hollywood" from a well-known desert re-

sort. . . M-G-M has been first to announce a

football picture for next fail. It's called

"Navy, Blue and Gold." Jimmy Stewart and
Robert Young may have the leads. . . Radio

will star Joan Fontaine in "Curtain Call,"

which sounds more intriguing, and Cary Grant
Is likely to be co-starred with Olivia de Havil-

land's baby sister. . . Anatole Litwak who di-

rected the memorable "Be Mine Tonight,'

whose romance with Miriam Hopkins seems to

be fair and warmer and who recently directed

Paul Muni and Miss Hopkins in Radio's "The

Woman I Love" is mentioned as the most

likely director for "Tovarich" at Warners.

Claudette Colbert is to be starred and Charles

Boyer seems to be certain of the male lead.

SUFFERERS FROM

PSORIASIS
^DeRmoiL

Dermoil is being used by thousands of men
and women to secure relief from the effects

,, c of this ugly scaly skin disease often mis-

TRiai si7F taken for e^ema. Apply it externally. Does

3'ir stamps l1nt ' t;lin -
Grateful users, often after years

OR COIN 0| suffering, report the scales have gone,
the red patches gradually disappeared and

their skin became clear again. Dermoil is backed by a
positive agreement to give definite benefit in 2 weeks or

money is refunded without question. Beautiful book on
Psoriasis and Dermoil with amazing proof of results Free,

or send 25c for generous trial bottle to make our famous
"One Spot Test". Prove it yourself no matter how long you
have suffered or what you have tried. Don't delay. Write
today. Give druggist's name. LAKE LABORATORIES.
Box 6. Northwestern Station, Dept. F-20, Detroit, Mich.

HAIR KILLED FOREVER
KILLED PERMANENTLY

face or body wi
speed, without harm to
by following simple direc-

This electrolysis device
guaranteed to remove hair
"nently or money refunded.
home electric current not I \ "C

needed. Price Si.95 Complete, ^-\\
post-paid or C. O. D. -L—

IELDS & CO., Dept. 3-E. 2675 Broadway

Cleans White Hats
Just rub in this feathery powder.

It draws grease or stain right out.

Leaves no ring—no odor.

AT DRUG AND DEPT. STORES

ANNETTE'S CLEANSER

THREE—ON MY

HONEYMOON
The tragic truth from the

lips of a wife who loved

two men!

Also many other gripping

stories and helpful depart-

ments!

EYELASH
D ARKENER

SWIM, perspire or cry and always he cer-
tain your lashes and brows remain attrac-
tively dark. Use "Dark-Eyes'" instead of
ordinary mascara. One application lasts 4
to 5 weeks. Ends daily make-up bother,

i Never runs, smarts, smudges or harms
Mashes. Indelible. Try it! §1 at dept. and
" drugstores. *

INDELIBLE DARKENER ftj

'Dark-Eyes,'* 211SS. Crawford Are., Depl. 30-G, Chicago, III.

I enclose 25c (coin or stamps) for generous^
trial package of "Dark-Eyes" and directions.
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He's Russian— But Not Red
[Continued irom page 32]

gest reason for his self-indulged ab-

sence is that he has lived through these

much-discussed experiments. He is a

product and a victim—of the leveling

of the classes. He has lived all through

that and found it wanting.

SO, WHEN the studios send their

private spies around to tab those

players expressing undue interest in

Comrade Stalin's form of government,

which is just what they do, Mischa's

name is eloquently missing. A Russian?

Sure. But so White (as opposed to Red)

that he never refers to Czar Nicholas'

death as anything but "murder." Like

this:

"When I was twelve," says Auer, who
is only thirty-one today, but has lived a

lifetime of horror and suffering, "I was

taken from my mother and herded onto

a train with two or three hundred—may-
be four hundred—other Russian chil-

dren. We were the sons of the aristo-

crats, and the Bolsheviks thought that

if they separated us from all the symbols

of class and culture that were left after

the first days of fighting, that we would

forget that we were off-spring of good
families, and that we would absorb the

principles of Communism.
"They took us from our parents, those

of us who had parents left—some of

them had been killed, shot, died of

starvation—and sent us up into Siberia,

near the town where the Czar was mur-

dered. We were an experiment in child-

rearing. Ultimately we became what
was known as 'wild boys of the road.'

A Russian film was made around our

experiences. I saw it, later, in America.

"As an experiment, we were to be

divorced from all family ties. We were

not to love father, mother, brothers or

sisters, but the State. In the early days

of Communism, that was the idea: to

take all new-born babies, as soon as they

were weened, and put them into com-
munals where such silly things as love

and devotion to family life could be
blotted out. Age-old instincts, they

were to be entirely eliminated from the

future race. We were snatched up—

a

little too old, undoubtedly, to complete-

ly stamp out our bourgeois emotions—
but, nevertheless, we were the guinea

pigs they tried the experiment on.

"As is usual with Russians," says this

Russian, with a snicker as he sees the

humor of himself and his race, "nothing
had been done about our arrival. We
were shoved onto the train, the engine
started up, and that was that. When
we arrived in Siberia there were no
lodgings for us, no food, no clothes.

Soon we were pairing off, searching

for food; stealing, robbing and looting.

"From pairs of marauders, we joined

forces, and five or six of us would ter-

rorize the countryside. Life for the few

farmers and peasants up in that God-
forsaken place was made unbearable by

the bands of children who stole from

their henyards, snatched the drying

clothes from the clotheslines. We had

to eat. No food was provided for us.

No shelter. No clothes. Our only alter-

native was to beg, and begging failing,

to steal.

"We got so out of hand that, finally,

the Reds decided to send us home. It

was a typical Russian experiment, with

no form, no plans, nothing but theory.

And do you know what brought the epi-

sode to an end? We started stealing

from the Red Army. Heaven knows

they didn't have much, but at night we
would sneak in and steal their shoes,

their socks, uniforms. Our feet were

bare, and Winter was approaching Si-

beria. It was a matter of the survival

of the fittest. So, in the late Fall, the

Reds bundled all the kids back onto a

train and shifted us to our homes. I

returned to my widowed mother in St.

Petersburg. My father had been killed,

some years before, in the Russo-Japa-

nese War."

THE Soviet vaccine didn't take.

Mischa was immune to its principles.

Soon he and his mother (Madame Oun-
skowski, daughter of Maestro Auer, who
was teacher to Heifitz, Elman, Zimbalist,

Dushkin) were fleeing to St. Petersburg

with the Cheka, secret police, at their

heels. No aristocrat, petty or great,

was safe from suspicion by the politizia

of the new government.

Cunningly, Mischa and Madame
Ounskowski (the youngster later took his

grandfather's name, legally, when the

violinist adopted him) eluded the police.

Weeks of hardship followed, hiding,

dodging detection, hurrying to the bor-

der, and the two found themselves in

Turkey, then under British domination.

In Constantinople they found safe

haven, but even that was not perma-
Yient. Like so many emigrees Mischa's

mother was not content to remain idle.

She felt she must do something to re-

lieve the suffering that was all about
her. She founded a refugee hospital

and was soon hard at work caring for the

ill.

Mischa, at this time, was small and
emaciated. Malnutrition and hardship

had taken their toll. Later, when he

was fifteen years old, he stood only five

feet tall. Also later, in America, he

shot up fourteen inches in height, in

Here's How To Treat

FOOT ITCH
ATHLETE'S FOOT

PAY NOTHING
TILL RELIEVED

Send Coupon
According to the Government Health Bulletin, No.
3-2S, at least 50% of the adult population of the
United States are being attacked by the disease
known as Athlete's Foot.

Usually the disease starts between the toes.
Little watery blisters form and the skin cracks
and peels. After a while the itching becomes in-
tense and you feel as though you would like, to
scratch off all the skin.

Beware of It Spreading
Often the disease travels all over the bottom of the feet.

The soles of your feet become red and swollen. The skin
also cracks and peels, and the itching becomes worse and

Get rid of this disease as quickly as possible, because it

is very contagious and it may go to your hands or even to

the under arm or crotch of the legs.

Most people who have Athlete's Foot have tried all kinds
of remedies to cure it without success. Ordinary germi-
cides, antiseptics, salve or ointments seldom do any good.

Here's How to Treat It

The germ that causes the disease is known as Tinea
Trichophyton. It buries itself deep in the tissues of the
skin and is very hard to kill. A test made shows it takes
20 minutes of boiling to kill the germ, so you can see why
the ordinary remedies are unsuccessful.

H. F. was developed solely for the purpose of treating
Athlete's Foot. It is a liquid that penetrates and dries
quickly. You just paint the affected parts. It peels off

the tissue of the skin where the gerra breeds.

Itching Stops Immediately
As soon as you apply H. F. you will find that the itching
is immediately relieved. You should paint the infected

' parts with H. F. night and morning until your feet are
well. Usually this takes flora three to ten days, although in
severe cases it may take longer or in mild cases less time.
H. F. will leave the skin soft and smooth. You will

marvel at the quirk way it brings you relief; especially if

you are one of those who have tried for years to get rid of
Athlete's Foot without success.

H. F. Sent On Free Trial

Sisn and mail the coupon and a

bottle of H. F. will be mailed you
immediately. Don't send any money
and don't pay the postman any
money, don't pay anything any
time unless H. F. is helping you.

If it does heln we know you will

be glad to send us $1 for the treat-

ment at the end of ten days.

That's bow much faith we have
in H. F. Read, sign, and mail
the coupon today.

GORE PRODUCTS. INC.

829 Perdido St.. New Orleans. La.

Please send me immediately a complete treatment for

foot trouble as described above. I agree to use it ac-

cording to directions. If at the end of 10 days my
feet are getting better I will send you $1. If I am
not entirely satisfied I will return the unused portion
of the bottle to you within 15 days from the time I
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Made Life Unbearable

fl5lTlT!jl

Relief

If an ugly, broken out
skin makes you unpop-

ular, and you're tormented also by
the itchy, stinging soreness—you owe
it to yourself to try Resinol Soap
and Ointment before giving up hope
of relief.

For more than 40 years the bland
medication ofResinol has been found
effective in the external treatment of
common skin outbreaks. It soothes
the irritated oil ducts where most
surface pimples start and helps nature
heal these red, disfiguring spots.

Resinol Soap is a ready aid to Resinol Oint-
ment because it cleanses so well, yet is gentle
enough for the tenderest skin. Resinol prod-
ucts at all druggists. Try this treatment a
week and watch your skin /^Z^7*n^~^
improve.^ For free sample of if

'- j^' **

\
each, -write Resinol, Dept. (ooodHouick«pine)

3-D, Baltimore, Md. Y, B
"~r"^&

Resinol
Ointment and Soap

jMk'Jif.V.'M'iF-
MOVIE CAMERA

and
PROJECTOR
Get this real Movie
Camera or Projec-
tor, standard 1

6

MM.— without
cost! Help yoar friends
get them. Write for de-

Globe Camera Co.
i 1215 Diversey
Dept. 14G .CHICAGO

Free For Asthma

and Hay Fever
If you suffer with attacks of Asthma so

terrible you choke and gasp for breath,

if Hay Fever keeps you sneezing and

snuffing while your e3'es water and nose

discharges continuously, don't fail to

send at once to the Frontier Asthma
Co. for a free trial of a remarkable

method. No matter where you live or

whether you have any faith in any

remedy under the Sun, send for this free

trial. If you have suffered for a life-

time and tried everything you could learn

of without relief; even if you are utterly

discouraged, do not abandon hope but

send today for this free trial. It will cost

you nothing. Address
Frontier Asthma Co., 247-B Frontier Bldg.,

462 Niagara St., Buffalo, N. Y.

short time, because of care, good food,

lack of worry. However, in Constanti-

nople, he was not too skinny to indulge

in man's duties. He allied himself with

the British troops, and did orderly duty,

ran errands. Afterwards, he joined his

mother in her hospital work.

IN
1919 typhus struck Asiatic-Europe.

It mowed down thousands of humans;
brought grief and despair to Mischa.

His mother died from the plague. This

left him absolutely alone; a waif in the

wilderness of war. Awakening from the

stupor of his sorrow, after his mother's

burial, Mischa thought of only one
thing, the thing that had dominated his

life so far: escape to safety. In his pos-

session were a few jewels, last of his

mother's gems. These he sold, and used

the money to get to Italy. In Florence,

a friend of his mother's took him in;

cabled Maestro Auer in New York and
soon Mischa was America-bound. Ulti-

mately Mischa was delivered to his

grandfather's arms, and a childhood

that had been interrupted by revolu-

tion, terrorism, death, was resumed.

Naturalized citizens, Auerand his wife

spend their flours enjoying life hugely.

She is as great a humorist as he is. Prac-

tical jokes and puns they bar, but other-

wise clowning is the cream of their ex-

istence. The gorilla act that convulsed

you in My Man Godfrey is the result

of Mischa's home merriment. It was so

funny that he began doing it at Holly-

wood parties. Director LaCava saw

him one night; thrust him in his film. The

result was Mischa's discovery as a

comic.

Drinking 1 Glass of

ORANGE JUICE
Mixed with 1 Tablespoon of

BONKORA
2 times a day and eating her fill

of the delicious foods as shown in
the Bonkora package made her

I
L0SE (y

108 LBS.
UGLY FAT

She lost 6 in. off waist, 4 in.
m
i off hips and 6 in. off bust.
f She lost avoidable reducible

overweight and regularized
elimination.

SEND FOR

Free Sample
and copy of Lola Sharp's letter.

AddressBONKORA,544S.Wells
St., Chicago, Illinois. Dept. 137

BECOME AN EXPERT

\ Sal

66 ACCEPT NO

FOR eight years Auer has been a

movie colony resident; appearing in

dozens of films and most recently Lives

of a Bengal Lancer, CUve of India,

The Gay Desperado, Thai Girl from
Paris, Three Smart Girls, Top of the

Town, Pick a Star, We Have Our
Moments. Now Universal has him

under long-term contract; plans to co-

star him in a musical with Bert Lahr; in

the meantime Producer Walter Wanger
has him in his Vogues of 1938.

However conservative Mischa's po-

litical convictions are, his plan for the

education of his son Tony, aged three,

is entirely radical. It's the only radical

thing about the somber-faced comic.

He doesn't want Tony to be a sissy,

but all forms of violent games are out;

football principally.

"When Tony finishes high-school !

am going to give him a thousand dollars

and tell him to go, alone, around the

world," says Auer. "A formal adult

education, like college, is the bunk. I'd

rather my son had a practical knowledge
of world affairs. He'll get it by travel-

ling."

SUBSTITUTES! ALWAYS INSIST ON THE ADVERTISED BRAND!

ACCOUNTANT
Executive Accountants and C. P. A.'s L-arn ?;,' to >i:,.iK>0 a year;
'lii'iusaml; "I iirm- nr-t-d th./m. i.Jnlv 1-i, "'"J Certified Public Account-
ants in the U. S. We train you thoroly at home in -p^rt- time I'orC. P. A.
examinations or executive accounting positions. Previous experience
unnecessary. Personal lr:iinin>r urnk-r supervision of stalTof C.P.A.'s,
including members of the American Institute of Accountants. Write
for free book. "Accountancy, the Profession that Pays."

LaSalle Extension University, Dept. 730-H, Chicago
The School That Has Trained Over 1,350 C. P. A.'s

GOOD MARKET!
Frog legs in big de-
md. Good prices the

year round! Easy to ship!
MpirV Sell to us in addition to

KU I other waiting markets!
>n & Women see what others
doing. Small pond starts you.
•e book explains unusual offer
Beginners.

AMERICAN FROG CANNING CO.
(Dept. 166-IV1) New Orleans. La.

IF I Send YOU
THIS FINE SUIT-
Will You Wear It and Show It to Friends?
1 need a reliable
to-measare. all-'

tiae my famous Un:

q in your town to wear a fine , made-
1 DEMONSTRATING SUTT-adver-
>d clothing—and take orders. You can

„„ 512.00 in a day. My line contains over 160
quality woolens, all sensational values, guaranteed. Yon
need no experience or money. I supply everything
required, FREE of extra cost. Wr"~ me today for FREE
details, w. Z. GIBSON, Dept. U-639 Chicago, Illinois.

Learn Profitable Profession

in QO days at Home

^

of Men and Women in the fascinating pro-
of Swedish Massage run as high as $40 to

$70 per week but many prefer to open their own of-
fices. Large incomes from Doctors, hospitals, sani-
tariums and private patients come to those who
„^^^. qualify through our training. Reducing
^SS^. alone offers rich rewards for specialists.

"^Vv Write fur Anatomy Charts, eamplL' h-s-

|\ son sheets and booklet-They^reFREE.LU

UGLY FEATURES
made beautiful

Noses remodeled. Large
or outstanding ears, re-

ceding chins— corrected

Wrinkle
of sfe

ed.Thou

Small cost-guaranteed.

Write for Free Booklet 50

COSMO PLASTIC STUDIOS
1524 Chestnut St.. Phila.,Pa.

Established 16 years in Phila.



The Girl Hollywood Couldn't Beat
[Continued from page 25]

was so far behind schedule by that time

they had divided it up into units.

Christie Cabanne was in charge of one
unit. He saw the test and did notice

my face. Immediately he wanted me
for the part of the Madonna in the pic-

ture.

"But there were two factions in the

studio. One faction wanted a name
and the other faction thought the Ma-
donna shouldn't be sullied with a Holly-

wood reputation. Christie finally won
out. He came to me one morning and
said, 'It's all set. You're a cinch. The
only possible thing that can happen is

they want Betty Bronson. She's only

played Peter Pan so her reputation

wouldn't hurt the Madonna: But I know
they can't get her.'

"At noon he came back from lunch

looking pretty glum. He told me they'd

got Bronson. Can you realize what that

meant to me? To have an important

part in a picture like that practically in

my clutchesand men lose it?

"I was so broken-hearted I went back
to Natascha. It was the first time I'd

phoned her or seen her since my first

test. She'd seen the test in the mean-
time and told me it wasn't bad—that it

must have been the projection machine
that made it seem so. She gave me the

lead in a picture she was producing her-

self. It was a bad picture and never got
a first run release. But it served its

purpose—so far as I was concerned.

Someone at Warner Bros, saw it and
they signed me for a part in a picture

called Satan in Sables starring Lowell

Sherman. There were about sixteen

women in his life in that picture. I was
the trollop who lured him to parties,

broke champagne glasses and was a

hellcat in general. I got a kick out of

doing it.

.

"My part ran about ten days but
after the third day of shooting they

came to me and signed me up on a con-

tract, and I was off on a long career of

heavies."

"Did you know they were only going
to use you for that kind of part?" I

asked.

"Heavens, no," she laughed. "All 1

knew was I was under contract to a big

studio and I thought I was going to be a

big star."

"Didn't you ever come close to get-

ting a big part out there?" I demanded.

MYRNA shook her head at me pity-

ingly. "Things didn't happen that

way then. There were lots of parts I

wanted to play but they were all for the

Patsy Ruth Millers and May McAvoys.
Stars were that type then."

That was something else this other

chap and I didn't know. All we knew
was Myrna was under contract to a

major studio and we shook hands on it.

Myrna was on her way. She played the

Oriental dancer in The Desert Song
—her first talkie—and made a big hit.

But nothing happened. She went right

on playing Oriental heavies. At the

end of four and a half years they let her

option lapse.

"Fired me," says Myrna bluntly. "Do
you know, I even had to make up my
own dialects in those early talkies.

Scenario writers never even attempted
to write dialect into their scripts and
there was no one in Hollywood at the

time who made even a pretense of

teaching you an authentic dialect. I

used to make it up, recite the speeches

aloud and think, 'Now, that doesn't

sound bad.'

Fox signed her shortly afterwards for

a part in Renegade with Warner
Baxter. She played another heavy. But

before the picture was completed they

had signed her to a contract. At the

end of a year they let her go.

The only comforting part of that

year's work (aside from the regular sal-

ary which, in those days, was not large)

was the fact that William K. Howard
cast her as the loyal little wife in

Transatlantic. It was Myrna's first

American part. Everyone advised Bill

against it but he stood adamant and
was rewarded with a fine portrayal by
Myrna.

When Fox failed to take up her op-

tion she went to her agents, Minna
Wallis and Ruth Collier. "Myrna," they

chorused, "you've got to break away
from these Oriental parts. You'll just

have to take anything we can get for

you until we can establish you as an

American."

"Suits me," the girl from Montana
acquiesced.

SO FOR a couple of years more she

appeared in bits—and I mean bits.

But they were Caucasians. She ap-

peared with Ronald Colman in Arrow-
smith and Devil to Pay. Arthur

Hornblow, the gentleman who is now
her husband, cast her as an American
whenever he had a part in one of his

pictures for her.

Then M-G-M signed her." Instead of

rejoicing, she went into a blue funk. They
specialize in women stars. That was the

trouble. They had Garbo, Crawford,
Shearer and Harlow. Any part that

came up would fit one or the other of

them. Myrna would get what was left

or what they wouldn't do.

MANY NEVER
SUSPECTCAUSE
OF BACKACHES

This Old Treatment Often
Brings Happy Relief *

Many sufferers relieve nagging backache quickly,
once they discover that the real cause of their trouble
may be tired kidneys.
The kidneys are Nature's chief way of taking the

excess acids and waste out of the blood. Most people <

pass about 3 pints a day or about 3 pounds of waste.
Frequent or scanty passages with smarting and

burning shows there may be something wrong with
your kidneys or bladder.
An excess of acids or poisons in your blood, when

due to functional kidney disorders, may be the cause
of nagging backache, rheumatic pains, lumbago, leg
pains, loss of pep and energy, getting up nights,
swelling, puffiness under the eyes, headaches and
dizziness.

Don't wait! Ask your druggist for Doan's Pills,

used successfully by millions for over 40 years. They
give happy relief and will help the 15 miles of kidney
tubes flush out poisonous waste from your blood.
Bet Doan's Pills.
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WOMAN'S GLORY

Keep It

Glorious

With

J-ucki^Jtye*
BEAUTY OIL SHAMPOO

Woman's crowning glory is always her
hair, regardless of how often stylino- may
change. Lucky Tiger Beauty Oil Shampoo
cleanses and beautifies the hairand corrects harsh
brittle hair better than anything you've ever used!

NO SOAP-NO FOAM
Get a bottle of Lucky Tiger Beauty Oil Shampoo.

Use it according; t0 directions for thirty days.
You 11 be amazed at the wonderful improvement
in your hair and scalp. You'll be delighted how
much longer your next permanent lasts.

At Druggists, Beauticians, or write
LUCKY TIGER MFG. CO., Kansas City, Mo.

BASICALLY OLIVE OIL AND OTHER FINE OILS

ocver MYSTERY
CLEANSING

CREAM

• The basis of all beauty is

a clean skin. Try this smooth-
er, softer, more penetrating
cream, which removes all

surface dirt and pore secre-

tions. It's pink-tinted, allur-

ingly scented. 50c at dealers
or send for test jar. Enclose eleanorThjnt
10c for postage and packing. &£'%$*, ,-„

BOYER, 'Society Parfumeur "^SjOw^
0702 S. Wabash Ave.. Chicago, III. tffl^^riM

YOU, TOO, CAN EARN $30

A WEEK
Nancy E "s story
could have been yours!
Left with two little

children to suoDort
. . . not much money
to deDend upon . . .

unable to leave the
children to work in
shoo or office—even
if she could have been
sure of setting a job!
Yet. today Mrs. E—
is makins $30 a week
as a C. S. N. Gradu-
ate and plans to es-
tablish a rest home for convalescents! Those magic
letters "C. S. N." are responsible for her success.
They stand for:

CHICAGO SCH00L0F NURSING
This school for 3S years has been training men and
women. IS to 60. at heme and in tJirir spare time, fnr
the dignified, well-paid profession of nursing. The
course is endorsed by physicians. Complete nurso's
equipment is included. Lessons clear and concise.
Easy Tuition Payments. Be one of the hundreds of
men and women earning S2~> to $35 a week as trained
practical nur>es. Hifth school education not reoiiiied.
Best of all, you car. earn while learning! Mrs. A. B.
K. earned three times the cost of the course while
studying. Doctors say C. S. N. graduates make their
best practical nurses. Send coupon today and learn
how you can become self-supporting as a nurse.

CHICAGO SCH00L0FNURSING
Dept. 87, 100 E. Ohio Street, Chicago, III.

Please send free booklet and 32 sample lesson pages.

Name

City state .Age

Myrna felt differently. "I was under
contract to the biggest studio in the

business. It was a woman's studio and
I was going to be a big star."

She paused and then, "All the heart-

break I'd endured before was nothing

compared to what I felt when I learned

why they had signed me. I made a

silent test for a picture and they liked

it. Then they gave me the dialogue and
asked me to make a vocal test. Tsaid,

'To whom am I supposed to be speak-

ing?' And then it came out. I was
supposed to be speaking to a dwarf

and the picture was to be called

Freaks. Perhaps you remember it. It

was based on the life of the freaks in a

circus. I said, 'No, gentlemen, I'm

sorry. When that picture goes into

production you'll find me with my bags

packed, on my way to San Francisco.'

"But they kept me on. And then

Edward Griffith, bless him, borrowed

me for the part of the wife in The

Animal Kingdom. It was an ungrateful

part but it was one of the leads and it

was a white girl.

"I came back to M-G-M," Myrna

continued, "and they evinced the first

sign of interest in me. They gave me
the lead in Penthouse with Warner
Baxter. And then I played the wife in

When Ladles Meet with Ann Harding.

Robert Montgomery, and Alice Brady.

And then Manhattan Melodrama
with Clark Gable and William Powell.

Then The Thin Man and Evelyn

Prentice with Bill and Una Merkel. It's

been easy sailing since then. But I can

tell you it took a deal of doing to get

away from those Oriental parts."

We were sitting in the den of her new
home. Myrna off-screen is a vastly dif-

ferent person than she is on. There is

no sign of The Glamour Girl. But there

is something so friendly and sincere

about Myrna away from the studio that

it more than compensates for any ab-

sence of glamour. This was the Myrna

I had read about once in a story a friend

of hers had written of her and her

family called The Mad Loys.

"I remember," she nodded, when I

mentioned it. "But that was a case of a

fellow writing about what he really

knew."

"Don't you wish those days were back
again?" I queried, for he had written of

the happily insane life the Loys lived.

"Yes," Myrna agreed promptly. "Of
course, I regret that things aren't that

way now. Bjt I'm elder, and success—if

you can call it that—brings with it re-

sponsibilities and cares that unfit you
for that mad sort of existence. You can't

turn back the clock. All you can do is

get what fun you can out of life the way
you're living it and not mope over the
way you'd like to live it or used to live

it."

Fat Girl Laughs
and Grows Slim

Without Starvation Diets, or Back-Breaking,

Bending and Rolling Exercises.

Here's a way to get rid of ugly fat that works
hand in hand with Nature. Millions of people
are losing millions of pounds of flabby flesh
and getting back slender figures, without the need
of starvation diets or back-breaking exercises.
Medical science has discovered that one of the

causes of too much fat lies in a little gland.
Doctors correct this condition by feeding this
little gland the substance it lacks— and Mar-
mola Prescription Tablets are based on this same
method. Millions are using them with success.
They are prepared by a famous medical labora-
tory. Their formula is published in every pack-
age so you know what you are taking.

» So don't waste time and money with starva-
tion diets or back-breaking exercises. Go to your
druggist today and get a box of Marmola. Try
this simple, easy way to get rid of excess fat.

^Itching
// TORTURE This QuickW?y

For quick relief from the itching of eczema, blotches,
pimples, athlete's foot, scales, rashes and other ex-
ternally caused skin eruptions, use cooling, antisep-
tic, liquid D.D.D. Prescription. Original formula
of Doctor Dennis. Greaseless and stainless. Soothes
the irritation and quickly stops the most intense itch-
ing. A 35b trial bottle, at drug stores, proves it—or
your money back. Ask for D.D.D. Prescription.

This Beautiful Lifelike

Uil'lUilL'H

t'ii

IU mUNEYI

48cthis
onyx-

like ring.
Indestructible! (Hand-ti nted
Waterproof! 25c extra)

Enclose strip of paper for ring size. Pay post-— in plus a few cents postage. If you send 48a
pay postage. photo MOVETTE RING CO.,

Dept. F-9. 626 Vine Street, Cincinnati. Ohio.

Ask Your News Dealer For
This Amazing Exercise Book

—

The Hollywood Way to a Beautiful Body

how to Remove
Leg or Arm Hair

IN 3 MINUTES

Without Danger of Coarser

or Stubbier New Growth
Everywhere you go, everyone is talking

about or using De Miracle. Its vogue

seems to have started when it became
known that this marvelous discovery made
it simple and easy to get rid of leg or arm
hair, without danger of faster, coarser

or stubbier new growth.
]S

T
o Kazor—just dampen hair with

De Miracle and then rinse hair away
with water. It leaves the skin as smooth,
soft and hair-free as a baby's. Leaves
no dark hair stubble and does not make
hair grow faster, coarser, or stubbier.

Try it today.

Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money Refunded

&»iracie
Special Now £n 0*. $2.00 Sire

$1.00 Size w # \r Now $1.33
At All Drug and Department Stores

ACCEPT NO SUBSTITUTES! ALWAYS INSIST ON THE ADVERTISED BRAND!



When Myrna became a star she took

a definite stand on a lot of things. Her

publicity for one. "All anyone seemed
to care about all of a sudden," she ex-

plained, "was my marriage. I can't see

what that has to do with my work. My
husband is a producer—and an im-

portant one.- He doesn't care for pub-

licity and I don't see why he should be

sacrificed on the altar of my publicity.

I had to put my foot down on those

interviews."

"What about your parts?" I asked.

"Are you as firm in your stand on

them?"
She nodded and then added, "But,

really, the studio is very reasonable

about things like that. It's very, very

seldom they ever insist upon our play-

ing anything we feel is not right for us."

The phone rang again. In her absence

I thought once more of the Myrna of

five or six years ago, a member of The

Mad Loys. I wondered if she wouldn't

be willing to give up stardom if she

could go back to the comparatively

simple life she had known then.

"No," she answered promptly when I

asked her. "I have no regrets. When
i was first starting out I read an auto-

biography Fannie Hurst had written. It

went, in part, 'My printed rejection slips

have become urgent letters of invita-

tion. My two-figured checks have

leaped amazingly high into four. There

are those for whom I seem to have a

message—and that (even in its lowliest

realization) is tinctured with the sublime.

Best of all, what popular success I am
enjoying has come, not from pandering

to popular demand or editorial policy,

but from pandering to my own inner

convictions which are like little soul

tapers lighting the way. There are Toll

Houses all along, sometimes seemingly

exorbitant and usurious, but it's worth

if! I haven't found success to be a hol-

low bubble or shekels, tin. Fulfillment,

even the outer rim of it, is carpeted in

star dust and cheap at any price!'

And that explains, I think—that in-

domitable courage, that intelligence

—

that realization that you get nothing

without paying a price for it—and the

willingness to pay the price for the thing

she desired—why Myrna Loy is at last

at the top of the pinnacle—why Holly-

wood couldn't beat her or keep her

down.

HARRIET HOCTOR

-Phofo by John Miehle

WHEN ANSWER

has appeared in but two pictures in two
years (and not yet to her advantage
fhrough no fault of hers) yet the girl

who earned the title "the American
Pavlowa" from Broadway critics has

established herself as a screen artiste

not soon to be forgotten.

The sale of the story and two post-

ponements in its production first pre-

sented Miss Hoctor in The Great Zieg-

feld one year later than scheduled.

Then, after a series of personal appear-

ances in the East, she returned to Holly-

wood for a featured spot in the new
Astaire-Rogers RKO film, Shall We
Dance? Nearly half of Miss Hoctor's

dancing was cut from this picture be-

fore it was released (because the picture

was too long) but what remained clearly

showed the famous ballerina to an ad-

vantage. In her scenes Miss Hoctor
fairly floated onto the stage and her

numbers were presented with a grace
that won merited applause.

Some day Miss Hoctor hopes to ap-

pear in a picture based on the lives

of Isadora Duncan and Anna Pavlowa,

a screen play that will present the hu-

man side of the training and romantic
affairs of world famous dancers much
after the fashion Columbia presented

Grace Moore in One Nighf of

Love, M-G-M presented Jeanette
MacDonald in Mayfime.

ING ADVERTISEMENTS, PLEASE MENTION JU

CHEEK-CHEEK
BUT TANGEE FACE POWDER

CLINGS

This New Silk-Sifted Face Powder is

so "Fine" that even caresses won't

rub it off ...Tangee Face Powder gives

your skin a soft, alluring look. Unlike ordi-

nary coarse powders it doesn't accentuate

lines or "show" on your face, for it is so

extremely fine that it blends with your own
skin tones. Tangee ends shine, gives your

skin a flattering finish. Try Tangee. In two

sizes, 55^ and $1.10. Prove this new love-

liness to yourself! Send the coupon below

for Tangee's Miracle Face Powder Test.

"[/1N555 WorlJsTinetfFace Powder

177

"Miracle Face Powder Test"

The George W. Luft Company
417 Fifth Avenue, New York City

Please rush "Miracle Face PowderTest". (In-
cludes miniature Tangee Lipstick.) I enclose
5t (stamps or coin) (10|8 in Canada) ... Send
sampler checked

:

Sampler #1 Sampler #2 O Sampler S3
Contains Contains Contains
Flesh and Rachel and Flesh and
Kachel Light Rachel Light Rachel

Name
.

Address-

City. _

(Please Print>
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REDUCE
GUARANTEED

NEW
HDLLYWDDD

METHOD
TRIAL SIZE
AND PROOF OF
QUICK RESULTS

2.5*

HOLLYWOOD STARS Reduce-Easy method:
Read a few of the selected at random testi-
monials received in 3 days from happy users
everywhere of this pleasant, safe, easy method
of reduction. *Mrs. B. Cook, Pa.—works like
magic, I lost 65 lbs., with no ill effects or sagginc skin,
feel wonderful. Miss H. Olson, Minn.—Lost 6 lbs. on
25c size, amazed at results. Mrs. J. Best, Wash.

—

Reduce-Eazies improved my figure, cleared my com-
plexion. Mrs. K. Smith. N. Y.—Lost 48 lbs., feel and
look like a young girl, hid not slept in years, now
sleep like a baby. Reduce-Eazies did wonders by taking
the fat away from my heart. Marion Swanaon, 22 5 N.
Kaukinl, Honolulu, Hawaii—Reduce-Eazies are marvelous,
I lost I I lbs., ate anything I wished.

LOSES 2S POUNDS
sfcTried all other methods, was desperate.

Tried Reduce-Eazies, lost 26 pounds in a

short time, leel like a new person. I want
to help others so you may use this letter

in any way you wish.—Miss Penny
Cartier, Cherokee Road, Louisville.

DRAMATIC PROOF
After reading these actual case records, showing how

unfortunate victims of useless fat are now enjoying the
fullness of life so rightfully belonging to every woman,
we feel sure that you too will wish to join them in
their thankful praises.

SEND NO MONEY
You need not send one eent; Just pay postman on delivery.
REDUCE-EAZIES contain no dlnltrophenol—no thyroid-
no dangerous drugs. Eatwhatyou like—no strenuous exercise:
a safe Root herb leaf and other pure, harmless medicinal
ingredients method; sold under a certified gold bond

MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE of SATISFACTION
SEND MONEY ORDER, CASH OR CHECK—SI. 00 for
30-day trial, 60-day illustrative treatment for only $2.00,
or save money by getting the proven, most economical six
S I -00 box treatment—on free money-back trial for only
$5.00 for a full complete combination course.

WHY NOT SEND WHILE THE PRICE REMAINsToW*?
. Please rush me boxes of your famous REDUCE-EAZI ES.
Enclosed find $ _to cover payment or send C.O.D.^
1 will pay postman on delivery. Include your pricelessFREE Boob on Reducing.
NAME
ADDRESS

HOLLYWOOD STAR PRODUCTS, LTD.
Studio C-U. Box 375 Hollywood, California

WAKE UP YOUR
LIVER BILE-

Without Calomel—And You'll Jump Out
of Bed in the Morning Rarin' to Go

The liver should pour out two pounds of liquid
bile into your bowels daily. If this bile is not
flowing freely, your food doesn't digest. It just
decays in the bowels. Gas bloats up your stomach.
You get constipated. Your whole system is poi-
soned and you feel sour, sunk and the world
looks punk.

Laxatives are only makeshifts. A mere bowel
movement doesn't get at the cause. It takes those
good, old Carter's Little Liver Pills to get these
two pounds of bile flowing freely and make you
feel "up and up." Harmless, gentle, yet amazing
in making bile flow freely. Ask for Carter's Little
Liver Pills by name. Stubbornly refuse anything
else. 25c at all drug stores. © 1931, C.M.Co.

—Photo by Bachrach

BRINGING back memories of Holly-

wood in the pre-talkie days, Co-
lumbia's newest production, Once a
Hero, relives the plight of one-time

Western stars who risked life and limb

leaping across yawning chasms and rid-

ing pell-mell to rescue lovely heroines

from dastardly villains—only to find

themselves defeated by an innocent-

looking black disc, the microphone!

Richard Dix is starred in Once a

Hero, playing a character named "Tim

Bart,'' but he is a cinematic composite

of such heroic range-roamers as Tom
Mix, Harry Carey, Bill Hart and other

heroes of that day.

Opening in a children's hospital,

where Dix, in full cowboy regalia, is

making a personal appearance, Once
a Hero moves swiftly to Hollywood

where Dix faces the greatest crisis of

his career. Like scores of other great

silent stars, he is told that he is

"through"—unless he can pass a talk-

ing test. And Dix, in full dress, mouth-

ing pretty speeches about hair like a

gossamer web, is like a bull in a china

shop. The zero hour has arrived. No
more Westerns—and no more cowboy
heroes! How the ex-Bar X range rider

spurns a gangster role because he will

not disillusion his childhood fans and

what happens after his pride subdues

his better judgment give Dix and Miss

Wray an unusual vehicle to add zest to

the summer movie season.

Columbia producers have chuckled

just a bit in recalling the early days and

mysteries of sound films but in trans-

ferring their story of "has-been" cinema

idols to modern talkie entertainment

they have sympathized with the fallen

idols knowing that their vehicle closely

parallels a score of true happenings in

Hollywood's movie revolution.

Did Gray Hair
Rob Them of $95 a Week?

Now Comb Away Gray This Easy Way
/"2.RAY hair is risky. It screams: "You are
**-* gelling old!" To end gray hair handicaps all

you now have to do is comb it once a day for

several days with a few drops of Kolor-BaU
sprinkled on your comb, and afterwards regularly

once or twice a week to keep your hair looking

nice. Kolor-Bak is a solution for artificially color-

ing gray hair that imparts color and charm and
abolishes gray hair worries. Grayness disappears

within a week or two and users report the change

is so gradual and so perfect that their friends

forget they ever had a gray hair and no one

knew they did a thing to it.

Make This Trial Test
Will you test Kolor-Bak without risking a single

cent? Then, go to your drug or department store

today and get a bottle of Kolor-Bak. Test it under
our guarantee that it must make you look 10 years

younger and far more attractive or we will pay
back your money.
ppCCEuy a bottle of KOLOR-BAK today and send '

I rntt top Hon of carton to United Remedies, Dept. ?

I 37. 5« So. Wells Street. Chicago—and receive FREE
s AND POSTPAID a oOc bos of KUBAK Shampoo.

You Can Regain Perfect Speech, Ifyou

STAMMERi
f Bend today for beautifully illustrated book entitled

f "DON'T STAMMER," which describes the Bogue
Unit Method for the scientific correction of atammer-

I Ing and stuttering. Method successfully used at

Bogus Institute for 3G years—since 1901. Endorsed
wB by physicians. Full information concerning correc-

WM Hon of stammering sent free. No obligation.

^1 Benjamin H. Bogue. Dept. 7IB. Circle Tower, Indianapolis, Indiana

OLD FACES MADE YOUNG

PAULINE PALMER,

Look 10 to 15 Years Younger
5 MINUTES a Day Keeps
Wrinkles Away and erases age
lines. This new sensational home
methodSentonTrial—YouRisk
Nothing. Lifts sagging muscles,
fills up hollows. No Cosmetics.

Women, men, all ages, write
today for thrilling book free and
Facial Analysis Chart Free.

14216 Armour Blvd.,KansasCity,Mo.
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Slop swelling, soteness, beaded veins, fatigue, etc., with

PHANTOLASTIC STOCKINGS
INVISIBLE: The lightest yet made. Efficient, inexpensive.

To knee and over same price, by mail postpaid all parts

United Stales. Write lor details to

SPINDELL SURGICAL CO. "fttfEL*-

SECRETARIES, STENOGRAPHERS
and TYPISTS—Become An Expert

STEN0TYPIST
Stenotypists win today's preferred
jobs and better pay. Stenotype's
machine speed, accuracy and ease
make your work faster, better,
easier—and you get the credit.

Executives welcome this ma-
chine way of taking dictation—faster
than any man can talk. Stenotypy is easy"*

to learn — easy to write— easy to read. We tram
you thoroughly at home in your spare time — at low
cost and on easy terms. Write for interesting, free

booklet, "Stenotypy, the New Profession," describ-

ing the many opportunities in Stenotypy and telling

how you may master it successfully.

THE STENOTYPE COMPANY
Dept. 730ST, 4101 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago, III.
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Danger— Curves Ahead!
[Continued from page 27]

are satisfied with Mae's voluptuous

charm.

MAE'S personal advice to girls is to

refrain from too rigid diets.

Exercise, yes. But not too strenuously.

Don't overeat—and don't undereat.

Mae believes that good figures are

born, not manufactured. If you haven't

an enchanting shape you can't deceive

the public for long with an artificial

one. But, if you possess naturally at-

tractive curves, be kind to them. Don't

strive to convert them into straight

lines. Keep nature on your side.

For several years Mae has been
secretly hoping that the popularity of

her natural curves and luxurious fullness

of form would have a healthful influence

on the girls of America. She is gratified

today to see this wish coming true.

Medical and college statistics indicate

that Miss America of 1937 is becoming
more interested in a wholesome life,

and good clean fun, than a tiny waist-

line and an anaemic disposition.
Women's increasing challenge for

supremacy in athletics provides a sound

example of the current feminine trend

toward naturalness.

EXACTLY how close Mae's measure-

ments approximate those of the

famous Venus de Milo may be appre-
ciated from the following figures:

Venus de Milo: bust, 34% inches;

waist, 28'/2 inches; hips, 36 inches;

middle thigh, I9I/2 inches; calf l3l/
2

inches; ankle, 8
'/^ inches.

Mae West: bust, 35 inches; waist,

27|/2 inches; hips, 36 inches; middle
thigh, 1 9'/2 inches; calf, 13 inches;

ankle, 8/4 inches.

Mae's weight and measurements

seldom vary. At least they haven't

since she invaded Hollywood. Sur-

prisingly small off the screen, she tips

the scales at 122 pounds.

No prescribed set of rules restrict

the pleasure-loving lady of the cinema.

She eats when she is hungry—and when
she's hungry she eats plenty.

!N ADDITION to reviving a vogue for

feminine curves and more healthful

bodies, Mae has pioneered to an amaz-
ing extent in taking the sting out of

sex on the screen. By kidding sex, pre-

senting it from a robustly humorous
angle, Mae has dealt a death blow to

the slinky-eyed vampires and exagger-

ated sex problems which previously

infested screen dramas. Scenario
department shelves are crowded with

scripts depicting the "stark drama" of

faithless husbands being ruined by
chorus girls, or wayward sons disowned

because of marrying actresses, or shop-

girls scorned because the boss bought
them fur coats. The studios realize that

Mae has changed the public viewpoint

on such matters. She has demonstrated
the art of treating sex humorously and
solving its problems minus tears and
torment. Maybe because Mae reverses

the dramatic formula in writing her

screen- plays. Whenever anybody is

"done wrong" in her pictures you will

note that Mae is on the doing end.

From Gay Paree come additional

good tidings for Mae's growing legion

of disciples. The world's foremost style

creators have issued a call for Mae
West type of models.

Meanwhile, Mae continues to reign

as the Queen of Figures—physically

and financially. The Golden West!
That's Mae!

Luise Rainer, M-G-M star, selects this new hair style. The hair is brushed off

the face, with the feather bangs and a coronet braid encircling the head. The
long hair in back forms a soft roll at the nape of the neck

There's A New
Thrill To Skin
When cleansed with this

amazing beauty treatment
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EVERYWHERE women are raving about a

thrilling, new beauty cleanser that leaves
the skin unbelievably soft, smooth and alluring.
It is called Lavena, and it works such beauty
wonders because it is utterly neutral in action.
For, while Lavena removes every trace of dirt
and make-up

—

it does not dry the skin as do
virtually ALL alkaline cleansing methods in
use today.

Do These 2 Simple Things Daily
Simply mix Lavena wi th warm water to a creamy
smoothness and rub on gently with your finger
tips. Remove immediately with a wash cloth
dipped in warm water. Do not use soap or cold
cream. Then see how refreshed your skin looks.

How beautiful, how velvety soft
it feels.

Over 4 million packages of
Lavena have already produced
amazing results. Get a package
from your drug, department or
10c store. A week's trial will

thrill and delight you.

SOFTENS —
SOOTHES—
CLEANSES-
BEAUTIF1ES

auena

jet us send you 3 full trial

sizes of th© famous REJUVIA
Lipsticks FREE . . . each in a

r and fascinating color. . .

so you can find your most

flattering, becoming shade.

Just send 10e in stamps to c

er mailing costs. For beauty's

sake, send Coupon TODAY

!

REJUVIA
Lipsfick

REJUVIA BEAUTY LABS Dept. G, 39S
Send me 3 trial size REIUVIA

enclosed find 10c (Stamps 01 Coin) for

NAME
ADDRESS
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//FRECKLES
**^ Send for this true story of a freckled

face girl's life. Learn how her skin freckled
easily— how her homely freckles made
her self-conscious and miserable at four-
teen— how she gave up hope of ever
being popular socially, until one day she
saw a Stillman's ad.

She purchased a jar of Stillman's
Freckle Cream. Used it nightly. Her ugly

embarrassing freckles
soon disappeared, leav-
ing her skin clear, soft
and beautiful.

It's a real experience
that will bring hope to

you too, reprinted word
for word in
our booklet
"Good -bye
Freckles."

Goodtye

h 10

<we£ BOOKLET
SEND COUPON
OR POST CARD

THE STILLMAN COMPANY
Box 107 Aurora, 111., U. S. A.
Name

Stillman's
FRECKLE CREAM

Pocfeot
TUBELESS

BATTERYLESS<
lest Real Performing

RADIO
World's Sma
radio weiffhs only
3 ozs. Receives all
stations with clear beautiful tone. No static or Interfer-
ence. Nothing lo adjust or wear out—should last for years.
ENTIRELY NEW DESIGN! Not to be confused with cheap
"Pocket Radios"—Music and programs come DIRECTLY
FROM FRONT OF RADIO. Has patented new "Speak-
ophone' r which gives more volume and . stations—NOT A
TOY! Tunes broadcast band, police and airplane calls. The
newest radio sensation of the year. Absolutely complete
with instructions for use in hotels, autos, boats, in bed, etc.
TAKES ONLY A SECOND TO CONNECT—no hook-ups to any
current and no extra wires. THOUSANDS OF SATISFIED
OWNERS report wonderful service in ALL PARTS OF THE
WORLD. Beautiful two color cabinets^ _

; postage

LOSE
Controllable 23
*<SUe£odt

55 IU.
Pat usually makes a

woman look years older
and so unattractive—yet
often it can be easily con-
trolled. That was the ex-
perience of *Mrs. L. R.
Schulze of Jackson, Mich.

Bead this lady's exciting
story, in her own words:
"After being overweight
almost all my life I tried
RE-DUCE-OIDS and lost

55 pounds! 1 look ten
years younger." And trust
a Graduate Nurse to know
how to obtain a slender
figure. Mrs. Gladysse
Ryer, Registered Nurse,
of Dayton, writes: "Re-
duced 47 pounds, though
1 did not diet." From
Merlon, Pa., Miss Elnora
Hayden writes: "Reduced 30 pounds." Mrs. Porter Tyler,
Crandon, Wis., writes: "I reduced 67 pounds, from 206 to
139 pounds. I feel like a new woman, and felt fine right
from the start," Miss Loretta Lee of Los Angeles and
many others write of their success.

IMPORTANT! Positively NO DINITR0PHEN0L. Pleas-
ant to take. Genuine RE-DUCE-OIDS have been sold by
leading stores for 22 years.

SATISFACTION—or MONEY BACK—every cent. If re-
sults do not please you. Sold by your druggist or depart-
ment store. If your dealer is out he can get RE-DUCE-
OIDS quickly—ask him to phone his wholesaler today.
FREE — Write today for Free WEIGHT CONTROL
CHART, to Dept. F377. American Medicinal Products,
Inc., 746 Sansome Street, San Francisco, Calif.

Read
\ What
^K Others

Write

Man of the Hour
[Continued from page 24]

just why Mr. Trent, and how Mr. Trent,

captivated femininity and got himself

into the movies.

Also why and if he is to become a

star to the everlasting credit of the fair

sex.

A FEW short months prior to the

date of this writing he had no
thought of becoming an actor and was
engaged in one of the world's most ro-

mantic professions . . . aviation.

He was a Captain Pilot for TWA, also

a- Lieutenant in the U. S. Army Air Re-

serve Corps.

He knew more about aviation than

most actors do anent histrionics and less

about histrionics than most actors ken

regarding flying.

B. P. Schulberg, an. independent pro-

ducer for Paramount, also a celebrated

star finder, embarked for New York via

TWA with a party including Ralph A.

Kohn, vice-president of Schulberg Pic-

tures, Inc., Mrs. Kohn, Mrs. Sam Jaffe,

the wife of a well-known Hollywood

agent and Virginia Ray, young Warner
Brothers actress.

Trent, then known as Captain La-

Verne Browne, his real name, was pilot-

ing the ship. After hurling it into the

air and setting it on its course, the Cap-
tain, according to company regula-

tions, promenaded through the plane

inquiring about the comfort and satis-

faction of his passengers.

Three pairs of feminine eyes (inci-

dentally, the only females aboard) fol-

lowed him to and fro.

"What a man!" breathed Mrs. Kohn.

"My stars, yes," exclaimed Mrs.

Jaffe.

"That's a dish!" chimed in Miss Ray.

"Eh?" queried Mr. Schulberg, "were
you speaking to me?"

"No, but we will right now," said the

trio in unison. "That young man ought
to be in pictures."

"What young man?" asked Schul-

berg.

"Why, the pilot of course. ' Haven't
you noticed him?"

"Certainly not," replied Schulberg.

"Film Find Found Flying! Star Snatched
from Sky! Ha, ha!"

THE women persisted until they got

the producer to thinking and, when
producers think, anything can happen.

"Did the young man shine up to you?"
he inquired.

"No," replied the women. "Why, he

really hasn't paid much attention to us

at all . . . just the usual routine."

"Hmmmmmm," said Schulberg, rea-

soning, he later confessed, that if the

Many Happy Women Now Say

(Pronounced PAR-'l-O-JEN)

• TABLETS*
MAKE

FEMININE HYGIENE
Simple
Quick
Easy

Dependable Parlogen requires no applicators 01

other accessories. The easy-to-use tablet alone ia

sufficient. Harmless, non-caustic, greaseless, odor-

less. Twelve tablets in glass container cost only

one dollar. Don't hesitate to ask your
druggist for Pariogen Tablets. If his

supply should be temporarily ex-
hausted, write us for free sample.

no
Minneapolis, Minn.,

FREE PHOTOGRAPH
/ith

BEAUTIFUL AUTOGRAPHED
PHOTOGRAPHS

2 for $ .25 19 for $2.00
4 for .50 29 for 3.00
9 for l.OO 50 for 5.00

All the latest Stars and Poses. Send
for your favorites.

Hollywood Screen Exchange
Drawer 1150, Dept. C

HOLLYWOOD. CALIF., U. S. A.

The New
CHARM PERFUME
The invisible power of Cleopatra was her
exotic perfume. The new CHARM has that
same never to be forgotten odor. Chal-
lenge the interest of men and the envy of
women. Be the first to wear it. Large
introductory bottle 25c direct from manu-
facturer. Postage paid.

BOWEN'S PERFUMES
364 Bush Street, San Francisco. Calif.

In HOLLYWOOD for August!
Alice Faye Apologizes!

Be sure to read it!

NqJoke To Be Deaf
—Every deaf person knows that—
Mr. Way made himself hear his watch tick after
Lbeing deaf for twenty-five years, withhis Arti-

j/l ificial Ear Drums. He wore them day and night.
^',They stopped his head ^v—™^^ „r—"^

M&. noises. Theyare invisible
dcomfortable

or batteries. Write for
TRUE STORY. Also
booklet on Deafness. ArtificialEarDrum

THE WAY COMPANY
774 McKerchey Bld£. Detroit, Michigan

Help Kidneys
Don't Take Drastic Drugs

Your Kidneys contain 9 million tiny tubes or
filters which may be endangered by neglect or
drastic, irritating drugs. Be careful. If func-
tional Kidney or Bladder disorders make you
suffer from Getting Up Nights, Nervousness, Loss
of Pep, Leg Pains, Rheumatic Pains, Dizziness,

Circles Under Eyes, Neuralgia, Acidity, Burning,
Smarting or Itching, you don't need to take

chances. All druggists now have the most modern
advanced treatment for these troubles—a Doctor's
prescription called Cystex (Siss-Tex). Works fast

—safe and sure. In 48 hours it must bring new
vitality and is guaranteed to make you feel years
younger in one week or money back on return of

empty package. Cystex costs only 3c a dose at

druggists and the guarantee protects you.
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Clark Gable and Carole Lombard were among the screen notables who gave

their enthusiastic okay at the premiere of A Star Is Born

young man charmed three women with-

out effort he ought to charm millions

if he could be persuaded to exert him-

self.

He made the Captain a flattering

offer, a quick road to fame paved with

plenty of cash, much more than is

earned by the finest of pilots.

The Captain turned it down cold.

He continued this frigidity right up to

the last minute, avowing, asserting, and

even shouting modestly but argumen-

tatively that he was NOT an actor and

didn't think he could ever become an

actor.

-It required nearly 18 weeks of solid

coaxing to get him in front of the cam-
eras for a screen test.

Today, in spite of his triumph in A
Doctor's Diary, he continues to insist

that he isn't an actor.

That irritates Mr. Schulberg, who de-

clares that the young man's modesty is

altogether TOO much; that it would,

if reduced to serum and used as an in-

jection, cure every superiority complex
in Hollywood.

However, what John thinks about it

all hasn't much to do with the final re-

sult, because film fans like what they like

when they like it. Furthermore, mod-
esty ever has been a popular quality.

The big question is whether or not he

can act, or seem to act, in a manner that

will please the public.

Miss Larrimore, who appeared op-

posite him in his debut film, John

Meade's Woman, seem to have an-

swered that question, quite adequately.

He had to make love to her.

Prior to the scene he apologized, feel-

ing that he would probably make a

botch of the whole thing.

After the scene, Miss Larrimore

WHEN ANSWER

pulled herself out of his embrace, tidied

her hair, smoothed her garments, took

a deep breath and remarked:

"You may not be an actor, young

man, but, if you continue that sort of

business you won't have to be."

In this picture with Miss Larrimore,

Trent collected a total of three minutes

experience. His showing, however, so

pleased Mr. Schulberg that the pro-

ducer turned right around and made a

leading man out of him for A Doctor's

Diary.

From novice to leading man in three

minutes is some speed record. It never

has been approached and probably will

never be threatened.

ALL things favorable to his success

up to now, there remains John him-

self and, while it may sound silly to say

that he is of the stuff from which heroes

are made, real or reel, it can be safely

said that if he isn't he's a darn sight

closer to being that way than most.

In the first place, he's cast in a heroic

mold ... six feet, the ideal height, and

garnished with 173 pounds of graceful,

not knobby muscles.

This impressive physique is topped

by a thatch of wavy black hair and set

off by a pair of blue eyes.

All in all, the odds ought to be with

Trent.

They are at the Schulberg studio,

where everyone says after watching him

in his latest picture, The Ascending

Dragon:

"Look out for this boy's dust."

But, the big question, the one palpi-

tatingly awaited by all' women, is:

"Will it be star dust?"

We venture a good guess that it will!

NG ADVERTISEMENTS, PLEASE MENTION JULY

PROTECTED AGASNST
IEAUTY SHOP INFECTIONS

Kolsterol
(COLD STERBL-IZATION)

TheQuick,Safe,ErTectiveGermictdefor Sterilizing

Instrumenrsand for Direct Application to the Skin

You know the danger of infection that lurks

in the use of any sharp-edged cutting instru-

ment not properly sterilized. You know the

danger of infection that may result from im-

properly sterilizing tweezers, combs, brushes,

etc. But when you see a KOLSTEROL Certifi-

cate of Hygiene displayed in any beauty

shop you can know that you are assured the

highest degree of protection against infec-

tion. KOLSTEROL effectively sterilizes beauty

shopimplementsand keeps them sterile while

being used. Also by direct application to the

area of operation it sterilizes the skin as well.

Foryourprofecrion patronize beauty shops dis-

playing the KOLSTEROL Certificate of Hygiene.

KOLSTEROL, Inc., 1961 Michigan Ave., Detroit, Mich.

ForAge Liner

FlabbySkin'
Blemishes 1

TryThi*

Look Younger i

Look Lovelier at Once !

t

FREE
Extra Gifts

Mail Coupon
Your skin will look lovelier.

fresher, more radiant tlian ever
before—the first time you use Sem-Pray .To-Ve-Nay creme.
It also smoothes away erasable lines, wrinkles and flabby
appearance. You look lovelier—years younger.

Contains rare beautv-youth oils combined by secret
process. In dainty oval ointniner with push up bottom.

Fingers needn't touch. Carry with
you for use anywhere. Large, eco-
nomical size in new container. 60c.
All toilet goods counters—or mail
coupon today.

Sem-Pray Jo-Ve-Nay
means "Always Young"

Elizabeth Husted. 5e
Suite IS11-JY, Gran.

Send purse size package Sem
In.' hide introductory [>;icK;imi

Rouge and Face Powder FREE,
ing, postage.

Name

Pray Jo-Ve-Nay Creme.
5 Sem-Pray Jo-Ve-Nay
I enclose 10c (or pack-

L
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Just so you won't really

believe this is a candid
camera profile of Edward
Everett Horton we'll tell

you it is really Ernst

Lubitsch who is directing

Horton, Marlene Dietrich

and Herbert Marshall in

Angel at Paramount

Miss Dunne and Robert Taylor

do a dramatic scene—with ges-

tures—before the microphone

Rehearsal over, Mr. Taylor eats

a hasty dinner before going on

the a'tr. It was Magnificent Ob-
session you'll remember that

made Mr. Taylor a screen star



HOW LONESOME IRENE WON ROMANCE
HER NAME IS

IRENE . SHE'S
THE OFFICE
W I DOW . A

"SOCIAL

HERRING"

JACK CALLE D
ME A "SOCIAL
HERRING'VYHAT
DID HE WEAN
JANE? PLEASE

TELL ME.

:V

WELL, YOUR ORESS

SHOWS THAT YOUR
UNDERARMS ARE
WET. .AND WHILE
I HATE TO TELL YOU
DARLING,THEY DO
HAVE AN ODOR
YOU MUST USE
SOMETHI
STOP
IT

BUT JANE,
THE LAST
DEODORANT I

USED ROTTED
MY DRESSES

m,

a mere deodor-
ant isn't enough
honey, use

TABOO-
it KEEPS UNDER-
ARMS DRY AND
ODORLESS AND
WON'T HURT
CLOTHES!

UNDERARMS MUST BE KEPT DRY AS WELL AS ODORLESS

^llvti, dainty, m&w- ucmuaJusuj, c/i&cun dael botk

Perspiration wetness is as chilling to hearts as perspiration odor. TABOO completely disposes of both, by actually stopping the perspira-

tion. Keeps underarms perfectly dry . . . keeps them absolutely odorless . . . freshly sweet. Neither stains nor otherwise harms clothing.

And what a delight it is to use . . . for it's a delicately scented, pure -white vanishing cream . . . smooth as the cream you use on your face.

Completely absorbed by the skin instantly upon application, where it remains for days the guardian of your charm and the loyal friend

of romance. Obtain TABOO at the better toilet goods and drug counters anywhere . . . fifty cents. Introductory size at all 10c stores.

DREAMS COME TRUE WHEN UNDERARMS ARE DAINTY

"ED IN U. S. A
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SO Of(XU WANT A LOVELY

COMPLEXION, TOO? WELL, YOU

CALLED THE RIGHT NUMZE*!

%

THE DIOMHE QUINS give you their "Beauty Secret

•'
If you think your complex-

ion is a problem, you ought

to hear about ours! For

we've always had such sen-

sitive skin. And if it hadn't

been for Dr. Dafoe, good-

ness knows what troubles

we might have had!"

WHY OR. DAFOE CHOSE
PALMOLIVE

Because the Quins were

born prematurely their

skin has always required

very special care. Here is

Dr.Dafoe'sown statement:

'* For some time after their

birth the Dionne Quintu-

plets were bathed with

Olive Oil. When the time

arrived for soap and water

baths, we chose Palmolive

Soap exclusively for bath-

ing these famous babies."

"When we were tiny babies.

Dr. t>afoe bathed us only

with Olive Oil. So when

we were ready for soap and

water baths you can imag-

ine how carefully he chose

the soap made from the

most soothing ingredients."

f SO DONf YOU

I THINK PALMOUVE
I IS BEST TOR YOUR

COMPLEXION, TOO?
"

"Isn't our experience a

beauty lesson for you.

Doesn't it stand to reason,

that if Palmolive is safest

for our tender skin, it must

be best for yours, too? Well

anyway, our advice is. only

Palmolive, the soap made

with gentle Olive Oil."

•Dr.DmfoechosePalmolive,

the soap made with gentle

Olive Oil. We're mighty

glad he did, for we've never

had any complexion trou-

ble. In fact, everyone says

we have unusually lovely

soft, smooth skin!"

Why Palmolive, made with

Olive Oil, makes complexions

soft smooth, young again

Beauty experts advise the

dailv use of PalmoliveSoap

because Palmolive is made

with Olive and Palm oils.

That's why its lather is dif-

ferent—rich, soothing and

penetrating.Palmolive sof-

tens, freshens and stimu-

lates the skin, helping to

restore attractive, natural

color. .
, ..

Why not use Palmolive

regularly? Let its gentle,

different lather help make

your complexion lovelier,

younger-looking!

TO KEEP YOUR OWN COMPLEXION ALWAYS LOVELY
USE THIS BEAUTY SOAP CHOSEN FOR THE QUINS
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She evades close-ups ... Dingy teeth and tender gums destroy her

charm ... She ignored the warning of "PINK TOOTH BRUSH"

HERE is a girl who should own a smile

like sunlight dancing on wind-swept

water—a rippling, dazzling,flashing smile!

The merest parting of her lips should re-

veal teeth that are bright, that glisten with

a beautiful lustre.

But how distressing for her {and how
shocking for you) if when she smiles she re-

veals dull teeth and flabby gums, tragic

evidence of dental ignorance or deliberate

and unforgivable neglect.

NEVER NEGLECT "PINK TOOTH BRUSH"

Don't let such neglect penalize you. Any time

your tooth brush shows that warning tinge

of "pink"— see your dentist and see him

promptly. You may not be headed for se-

rious trouble but it's safer to have your

dentist's assurance. Many times, however,

the verdict will be gums that are the vic-

tims of our modern soft foods—gums that

need more work and exercise—and, very

often, gums that will respond to the wak-

ening stimulation of Ipana and massage.

For Ipana, with massage, is especially

designed to help benefit your gums as well

as clean your teeth. Massage a little Ipana

into yourgums when you brush your teeth.

Lazy gums awaken. Circulation quickens

and stimulates the gum tissues—helps them

to a new firmness that keeps them health-

ier. The theory of Ipana and massage is

approved by many American dentists—is

taught in many schoolrooms all over the

land. And right at home Ipana and mas-

sage can be your dentist's able assistant in

the care of your teeth and gums.

Start today to use Ipana and massage-

to help keep your gums firm and healthy—

your teeth brighter. And your smile will

then be a smile you can be proud of—
radiant, winning, lovely!

• • •

LISTEN TO "Town Hall Tonight"- every

Wednesday night, over N. B. C. Red Net-
work, 9 o'clock E.D. ST.

is Y°° r d
thehorr.ecare
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A/so in the Big Cast:

Binnie Barnes
Charles Igor Gorin
Raymond Walburn
Robert Benchley
Willie Howard

Charley Grapewin
Robert Wildhack
and hundreds more

Directed by

Roy Del Ruth
Produced by

Jack Cummings
Dance direction by

Dave Gould
A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

Picture

The mammoth M-G-M
musical that picks up
where "Gre%t Ziegfeld"
and "Born towance" left

off ! . . . Score^ of stars

!

Gigantic spectacle! Gor-
geous girls ! ThrS|ling ro-

mance ! Swingy tt^nes ! . .

.

It's M-G-M's gayes^ star-

jammed entertainment!

big ^a.
SONG HITS

"Yours and Mine"
"I'm Feelin' Like a

Million"
"Sun Showers"
"Your Broadway
and My Broadway"
"Got a New Pair of

Shoes"
"E*erybody Sings"

and others

ACCEPT NO SUBSTITUTES! ALWAYS INSIST ON THE ADVERTISED BRAND!
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<5"e n e R dym o n d and
'eanette MacDonald photo-
graphed at the church after

jarriage rows were taken

Exclusive HOLLWOOD
Pon. '.ill

oftorn, rig

lup: H e

the bride,

P>^.. Brown 3KUL

SEASON

Ushers were Allan Jones, John Mack Brown, Harold Lloyd and
Basil Rafhbone

Mr. and Mrs. Will Hays. The film czar is not offering a prayer;

merely signalling cameramen to cease "shooting"—Fazi'cett candid photos by Rhodes



WOMEN WERE HIS IDOLS! MONEY WAS HIS GOD!
Revelling, fighting, marching with the

mighty surge of America, they flamed

in gaudy glory through the wild-

est, wickedest city on earth . .

these fabulous"robber barons

of the realm of Rule-or-Ruin

...building railroad empires

by day, and flinging away
their lives and fortunes

on Pleasure's darlings

by night!

At last— the blazing romance of glamorous

Josie Mansfield and flashing Jim Fisk

...reckless titan who battled his way
to a throne of cornered gold, then

madly danced with his love down
the primrose path to Black Friday

. . . The screen sensation of a

decade, played by a galaxy of

stars in a hell-bent world of

wine and women!

EDWARD HRI10LD
CRRYGRfMT-JACKOAKIi
FRRI1CES FARRIER
ii in

Directed by

Rowland V. Lee

An Edward Small

Production

An RKO Radio Picture

THE TOAST
OF NEW YORK

WHEN ANSWERING ADVERTISEMENTS, PLEASE MENTION AUGUST HOLLYWOOD



VirginiaWeidler
Paramount Star Coming In "Souls at Sea"

« That luscious first spoonful is a

sensation all its own . . . and a

promise of a tubful of joy. Home-
made ice cream is the only FRESH

ice cream you can serve. It's that

"just made" character of home-

made ice cream that makes it so

delicious, so wholesome and pure

. . . the one ice cream of which baby
can have all he wants, sis and bud

can have "seconds" and "thirds" and
dad can make~a meal on.

The 1937 hand model freezers are

tripie action, freeze in 8 to 10 min-

utes and are easy to operate..

1

£ /thke
\ 2a

\ atfame
-m&iewfaokiame

Oftdcoiti

BUY A FREEZER
at ifour

HARDWARE OR DEPARTMENT
STORE

HOLLYWOOD NEWSREEL

—Fawcett photo by Rhodes
An off-stage shot of Jean Harlow, Lionel Barrymore and Clark Gable on the Saratoga set

taken four days before Jean was stricken down by her fatal illness. Despite the enormous cost,

Saratoga, according to M-G-M officials, will either be scrapped or held for a year before release

Guess Who Dep't

WHAT glamour girl, reputed

to be a swell person, felt

huffy and insulted the other day
because fans on Hollywood
Boulevard mistook her for Greta
Garbo? One of the most popu-
lar blondes on the screen, she

was dressed a little Garbo-ish,

and somewhat resembles the

won't-talk girl.

F

Shocking Conduct

i ETTE DAVIS nearly gave her press

agent heart failure recently. The
star was asked to meet a relatively un-

important newspaper writer. Bette

agreed, but stipulated that first she

must finish the scene then in rehearsal.

Things went wrong, and she was kept

busy before the cameras for nearly an
hour. Meanwhile, f.ie scribe had to

leave, to keep a previous appointment.
The p. a. fully expected that Bette

would be like most other stars who
are equally important in the Holly-

wood scheme of things—that she'd

probably yell, "Well, why didn't that

fellow stick around, after me agree-

ing to see him? What was the idea of

his walking out on a promised inter-

view?" Instead, Bette apologized for

disappointing the press agent and his

guest!

Doggone!

RED ASTAIRE says he has a re-

markable dog. One of the many
clever things the pooch does is to de-

tect Thespians with unfailing accuracy,

and bite them! So whenever an actor

comes visitinq Asfaire, the dog must

be locked in his yard.

"You say he bites all actors—with-

out exception?" Fred was asked by a

friend. "If that's so, why doesn't he

bite you?"

"I said he bites actors," the star re-

torted. "He never so much as bares his

teeth at me!"

Married

BEVERLY BAYNE, former wife of

Francis X. Bushman, was married

recently to a rich electrical contractor

in New York.

Trout Tennis

THIS may not surprise you if you've

heard that Gary Cooper's greatest

hobby just now is trout fishing.

Dolores Del Rio asked Gary and his

wife to come over one Sunday after-

noon for tennis. The droll Mr. Cooper
said he'd be delighted if he could

bring his new fishing rod. Dolores was

a little puzzled, but of course she

agreed. The Sunday afternoon arrived,

ACCEPT NO SUBSTITUTES!

and so did the Coopers. And while the
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reason she didn't have the fellow ar-

rested was because he escaped into

the crowd!

Ginger subsequently confessed the

hoax.

Punctual Prima Donna

^HEN Grace Moore's wardrobe

fitting dragged on for two weary
hours, she began getting impatient.

She mentioned another appointment.

Still the fittings continued. Finally

Grace—yes, the movie star, the prima

donna, the "temperamental" celebrity

—exclaimed with finality, "I simply

must go now! I have a date with my
husband, and there's barely time to

1 "'
:

|

BP HHH Sl^B

—Bert Six

Leslie Howard, Warner Bros, sfar, rehearses

h!s lines for A Gentleman After Midnight with

his 12-year-old daughter Leslie, recently re-

turned from England

reach our meeting place. You see, I

try never to keep him waiting."

You wives who are always late for

appointments with your husbands—are

you listening?

Tragic Trinity

Completing a trinity of trag-

edy Monroe Owsley, popular
screen star, died in San Fran-

cisco after a short illness at

almost the same moment Jean
Harlow breathed her last. A day
previous Emmett Flynn, former
director for Jackie Coogan, died
in a Los Angeles sanitarium.

Owsley was best known, perhaps,
for his work with Ann Harding
in Holiday. He is the third of

four featured members of this

cast to die within three years.

Ten new—;absolutely new

—

shades of face powder! You
have never seen the like of

them before.

They're new in color.

They're new in color-magic.

They do things for women
never before known.

You Will See a

New You"

One of these shades will

prove the right one for you!

It will prove your "lucky" shade. It

will show you a new "you"—a more

youthful "you"—a more vivid "you"

MID-NIHTE SUN

A
thrilling*

rise for

—a more glamorous "you.

You don't have to take my
word for this. You can prove

it to yourself! Just mail the

coupon and you will receive

all ten ofmy new Lady Esther

Face Powder shades postpaid

and free.

sui'P
every
woman

Try All Ten!

Try, not one or two shades, but

all ten ! The very one you think

least suited to you may prove

a breath-taking surprise to you. It may, for

the first time, disclose your "lucky" shade

of face powder. Clip and mail coupon today.

d) (35)(You. can paste this on a penny p

Lady Esther, 2030 Ridge Avenue, Evanston, Illinois

I want to find my "lucky" shade of face powder. Please send me all ten of your new shades.

Name ' A ddress

City_ State-
(Ifyou live in Canada, write Lady Esther, Toronto, Ont.J

WHEN ANSWERING ADVERTISEMENTS, PLEASE MENTION AUGUST HOLLYWOOD



MARGARET HEHN, A "Search for Talent" Winner

Hollywood Newsreel

irsSwiMTTOUSE
HOLD-BOBS
_#N glamorous Holly-

wood, where a hairdress must always

be ready for the camera, HOLD-BOBS are

the favorite bob pins of the loveliest

stars! They have known HOLD-BOBS for a

long time . . . and know that these bob
pins keep coiffures always at their very

best. You need a perfect hairdress to

be a picture of perfection ... at the

office, where looks are so important . . .

on the beach, where you're the center

of many eyes ... on the dance floor,

where your partner sees your hair in

a personal close-up. That's why you
should use HOLD-BOBS. Remember,they're

the only bob pins with so many exclu-

sive features: small, round, invisible

heads; smooth, non-scratching points;

flexible, tapered legs—one side crimped;

and colors to match all shades of hair.

These superior bob pins are sold every-

where. You'll know HOLD-BOBS by their

brilliant gold and silver cards.

THE HUMP HAIRPIN MFG. CO.
Sol H. Goldberg, President

1918-36 Prairie Ave., Dept. F-87, Chicago, HL

-

—

Fawcett photo by Rhodes
James Ellison and bride (fhe former Gertrude Durkin) take a
day off from studio cares to acquire a deeper shade of suntan

When Bill Concentrates—

!

FOLKS who don't know William

Powell have sometimes thought his

tendency to retire into the pages of

an interesting book under any and all

circumstances is just an affectation. It

isn't. If he is reading a really inter-

esting tome, you may have to shake

him to get his attention.

Bill gave an amusing demonstration

-fc- Look for the name HOLD-BOBS. £
It is your guarantee of the /7

V
'

]

finest possible bob pin and .',/ ;

a lovely coiffure. Sold

everywhere— just ask

for them by name . .

nn

7)e perfect bob pin for.
the modern hairdress/

Copyright 1937 by The Hump Hairpin Mfs. Co.

—Fred Hendrickson
There's something about a soldier even though
this one in RKO's New Faces of 1937 is wooden

of this at a party not long ago. Seated
right in the middle of the noisy shin-

dig, he happened to glance into a book
someone had left beside his chair. He
began reading, and promptly forgot

time and place. A party hound man-
aged to interrupt him at last.

"Beg pardon?" said Bill. And then,

"Oh, I was just reading! I'm afraid I

forgot where I was. Fact is," and he

looked around at the crowd with that

quizzical smile of his, "I thought I was
alone!"

Business Girl

OAN CRAWFORD never fails, to

impress us as a gal of many gifts

apart from acting. Anyone who doubts

that Joan might, for example, qualify

as a business executive, should have

been with her recently during one

crowded twenty minutes.

In that short span of time—we
clocked her—Joan selected three
gowns from eight sent by a Wilshire

Boulevard shop. She answered seven

telephone calls concerning matters to

which no one else could attend. She

conferred with a music teacher. She

checked a party guest list. She read

and signed four business letters. She

autographed several photographs.

ACCEPT NO SUBSTITUTES! ALWAYS INSIST ON THE ADVERTISED BRAND!



Poor Greta!

GRETA GARBO—we saw her with

our own eyes—stopped at a sec-

ond-hand car lot on Santa Monica
Boulevard, and inspected the dealer's

stock. What apparently had caught

her eye was an English-made roadster,

so small she had difficulty climbing into

it. Then she spied a little American-
made roadster tricked up with many
shiny accessories—the kind high school

boys love.

Greta looked over the two little cars

with longing eyes; cast only perfunc-

tory glances at the big, shiny "closed

jobs." Then she shook her head. To
her companion, a woman, she remarked,

"I cannot take either of the little ones.

They would attract too much attention.

I suppose I shall have to buy a big one

after all!"

But for the moment she bought none

a} all.

Such a Cute Monster!

ROBERT MONTGOMERY recently

had an experience that taught him

why "horror men" of the movies gen-

erally seem so well satisfied with their

lot.

Shortly after his super-meanie role

in Night Must Fall had been viewed by

the Hollywood public, Bob was rushed

by a group of hard-breathing young

—Fazvcctt photo by Rhodes

Bette Davis and Fred MacMurray enjoy a
good laugh after their Lux radio broadcast

ladies on the street. Gasped one of

them, "Oh, Mr. Montgomery, do give

us your autograph! We're just crazy

about you since you've become so ob-

jectionable!"

—a
it's YOURSELF VI

1 see a tall, handsome, dark man. He
thought a great deal of you at

first—but he has been estranged.

1 see merry gatherings, parties—but

you do not seem to be present.

I see a trip for you— but you are

going alone.

1 see an enemy. She is a lovely blonde.

It's you, yourself, my dear!"

The most dangerous enemy a woman
ever has is herself. For it is her own fail-

ings which defeat her — of which she too

often is completely unaware.

It's a common experience to meet a

girl who seems to have everything —
beauty, brains, personality. And yet one
personal fault holds her back — a fault

with which the social and business worlds

have no patience. The annoying odor of

underarm perspiration on person and
clothing.

It is the harder to excuse because it is

so easy to avoid. With Mum!
So quick and easy to use! It takes only

half a minute to use Mum. Just smooth a
quick fmgertipful under each arm—

that's all there is to it! No waiting for it

to dry ; no rinsing off.

Harmless to clothing. Use Mum any
time, before dressing or afterwards. For
it's harmless to clothing. Mum has been
awarded the Textile Approval Seal of

the American Institute of Laundering as

being harmless to fabrics.

Soothing to skin. You'll like this about
Mum, too— you can use it on the most
delicate skin right after shaving your
underarms. It soothes and cools.

Lasts all day. Use Mum in the morning
and you're safe for all day long!

Does not prevent natural perspiration.

And this is important! You can always
count on Mum to prevent every trace of

unpleasant body odor and yet it doesn't

interfere with natural perspiration.

Protect that niceness of person which
is such an important part of success, by
the daily Mum habit. Bristol-Myers Co.,

630 Fifth Ave., New York.

FOR SANITARY
NAPKINS there's

nothing quite so

effective asMum
—and so com-
forting to your
peace of mind!

MUM TAKES THE ODOR OUT OF PERSPIRATION
WHEN ANSWERING ADVERTISEMENTS, PLEASE MENTION AUGUST HOLLYWOOD 13



Hollywood NewsreeE

The studio cat and her kits will never have to go on relief so long as

Janet Gaynor is around to see that they get the proper amount of milk

Alice's Spree

NOW it may be told. Once in a

blue moon, Alice Faye goes on

a food spree!

The friend who told us about her

latest gastronomic feat hadn't known
her long, so he entertained some fears

for the star's health. They were at a

party, just about a week before Alice's

latest picture was completed. The
food was wonderful. And either it

was the blonde beauty's time for a

dietary splurge, or she just happened
to be hungry and reckless

—

At any rate, Alice ate ravioli,

chopped chicken livers, stuffed eggs,

cheese, salami, olives, pickles, some
salad, some caviar and other hors

d'oeuvres, and topped it all off with

ice cream and cake. Our friend grew
more and more alarmed. At last he

burst forth, "You'll make yourself sick,

Alice, and hold up production!" She

smilingly assured him she could eat

anything, at any time, with no ill

effects.

And sure enough, next day she was
bright as a new dollar—and claimed

she'd never felt better in her life!

By The Dawn's Early Light!

JACK DAWN, M-G-M make-up ex-

pert has perfected such a revolu-

tionary new make-up and has all the

stars, including Garbo, begging to try

it. Jeanette MacDonald is the first to

use it and actually looks ten years

younger and is more beautiful than

ever. Dawn claims it needs 40 per cent

less light, which is not only easier on

the star but cuts down the electric bill.

Conspiracy

KAY FRANCIS gets no time for

exercise while making a picture,

so she's a glutton for it between films.

As a result, she overtaxed herself at

tennis recently, playing singles for an

hour with a professional, then pairing

with him for three strenuous sets of

doubles.

Her side won, but Kay had to be led

off the court, and given restoratives

by a physician. So now her tennis-

playing friends have a conspiracy,

which Kay will learn about for the first

time when she reads this.

They watch her for signs of over-

exertion, and then make an excuse to

quit playing.

She Likes an Audience

ONLY one of the cast of Kenny

Baker's flicker, Mr. Dodd Takes

the Ah, was aggrieved because no

visitors were allowed to watch scenes

being made. That was Alice Brady,

who likes to spy on her audience out

of the corner of her eye while she acts.

Once, some visitors slipped on the

Dodd set during the lunch hour. They
sat quietly amongst the extras, and
no one noticed them until Alice began
rehearsing the scene. Then her sharp,

roving eye caught them. Director Al

Green soon looked around suspiciously.

"There are strangers on the stage,"

said he. "I can tell by the way Alice

is strutting her stuff in this rehearsal.

She feels the presence of her public!"

Still in the Swim!

HIS years of hectic married life

seems to have taken small toll of

Johnny Weissmuller. He recently came
within one second of equaling his

twelve-year-old record for the 100-

yard swim.

Changed Man

NELSON EDDY returned from his

recent concert tour a changed
man. Long regarded as a "pain in

the neck" to newspaper men and press

agents, Eddy has evidently decided to

start all over again.

June Lang and Vic Orsatti celebrate their

wedding by dancing the light fantastic before

reception guests at the Trocadero immediately

following the ceremony



Okay on Sound Now

SPENCER TRACY didn't speak over

the "mike" at the opening of Cap-
talns Courageous in Hollywood. His

voice wasn't what it should be, due to

a recent goitre operation.

Modest Mug

FRED MacMURRAY has a surprising

obsession. He can't deny even to

himself that he's popular on the screen,

but he credits it all to the skill of cam-
eramen. Desnite the assurance of

friends that he's just as personable off

the screen as on, he considers himself

ugly.

The other day, for example, he hid

out to avoid meeting a group of club

women. Someone asked him if he was

afraid of the ladies. "Not exactly,"

grinned Fred. "But if they ever get

near enough to catch a good look at

this pan of mine, I'll have lost just that

many more fans."

Baby Talk

LUISE RAINER was recently ru-

mored as "blessed eventing." "Do
I look as if I were going to have a

baby?" she asked William Powell. Bill

admitted it seemed unlikely.

Taking a look at the

Weston's first picture

The Singing Marin

future perhaps! Doris

is in Warner Bros.'

3 starring Dick Powell

i 0, SET FO

*Z* VACATION

with • Lowest summer fares ever offered

• Fleet of luxurious new Super-Coaches

• Complete and courteous trip information

IF YOU HAVE THE DESIRE for a cool and thrilling vacation,

Greyhound has everything else it takes! Certainly, expense is no
longer a barrier—for Greyhound fares average only one-third

the cost of driving your own car— far lower than those of
any other type of ttanspottation. And it's eight times as

safe as private car travel, with none of the fatigue or bother.

New Greyhound Super-Coaches are a joy to ride in—smooth-
est-rolling vehicles on the highways, especially designed for

increased comfort and better observation. You can reach
every desirable vacation area in America this way— going
by one scenic route, returning another, at no extta cost.

PRINCIPAL GREYHOUND INFORMATION OFFICES
Cleveland, O. . . E. 9th & Superior
Philadelphia, Pa., Broad St. Station

New York City ... 245 W. 50th St.

Chicago, III 12th & Wabash
Charleston, W. Va

. . . 1100 Kanawha Valley Bldg.

Boston, Mass. . . 222 Boylston St.

Washington, D. C
. 1403 New York Ave., N. W.

San Francisco, Cal
Pine & Battery Streets

Ft. Worth, Tex. . . 905 Commerce St.

Detroit, Michigan
Washington Blvd. at Grand River

St. Louis, Mo
.... Broadway & Delmar Blvd.

Cincinnati, O. . . . 630 Walnut St.

Memphis, Tenn. . . 527 N. Main St.

apolis.Minn
. 509 6th Ave. N.

New Orleans, La

400 N. Rampart Street

Lexington, Ky. . 801 N. Limestone
Richmond, Va. . 412 East Broad St.

Toronto,Ont.,1601 Royal Bank Bldg.

London, Eng. . A. B. Reynoldson.
. 49 Leadenhall Street

GREYHOUND
I

BRIGHT PICTORIAL BOOKLETS, INFORMATION — FREE
Mail this coupon to nearest Greyhound information office (listed above), if you
want an interesting pictorial booklet and travel facts about any of the following
places: New England O, Michigan D, California, All the West D, Across America
through Colorful Southwest D, Great Northwest D, New York and Pennsylvania Mts.
D, Great Smoky Mts. D, Central Atlantic Cities D, Atlantic Beaches , Pan Ameri-
can Exposition at Dallas, & Fort Worth Frontier Fiesta (please check -which one).

Name
Address,
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QUEST...

is completely effective

ON SANITARY NAPKINS

•Why take chances now that complete

protection is so easily obtainable? The
makers of Kotex bring you a new de-

odorant powder named Quest that posi-

tively destroys all types of napkin and
body odors

!

Quest is utterly effective— even on
sanitary napkins. It prevents perspiration

offense; assures all-day-long body fresh-

ness, yet does not irritate the skin or

clog the pores!

Try Quest today. Use this cool,
soothing powder on sanitary napkins-
after the bath—under arms and for foot

comfort. Unscented, it does not cover
up the fragrance of lovely perfume.

And Quest costs no more than other

kinds... only 3 5c for the large two-ounce
can. Buy it today at any drug counter.

ALONG HOLLYWOOD
RADIO BEAM

GOOD evening, ladies and gentlemen. When you hear the sound of the

chimes it will be exactly time to check your Hollywood Radio Beam for

latest news and gossip about your favorite movie stars now on the radio!

Latest of the two-fisted Western stars to go radio in a big way is red-headed

Dick Foran, Princeton graduate, six-feet-two, a smile like a sunburst and a

record of thrilling action Western films at Warners. Dick recently introduced

that haunting cowboy lullaby My Little Buckaroo, and now he is warbling a

melodious, mannish baritone on the Burns and Allen show. Hollywood has be-

come so used to seeing Dick ride pell mell on a fast broncho it forgot he

was a singer before he was a cowboy and the

cinemalltes are staring in amazement at their radios

at the rare quality of his voice. Keep your ear

tuned to Foran.

ANDY DEVINE, gravel-throated Universal
/\ comedian, has received more fan mail during

his few months on radio with Jack Benny than in

ten years in the movies! His voice has been raspy

and husky since he was a small child and tried to

swallow a ruler with a jagged brass edge. Andy's

vocal strain has made
him a fortune. He calls

himself the radio's first

croaker. You should

have heard him sing a

duet with B'tnq Crosby

at a recent benefit. He
can't beat Bing at golf, either, but the two are

friendly enemies every time they tee-off on the golf

course which is directly behind the homes of both

actors.

O 0fi "BAZOOKA" BURNS was once known as

/i "Blue" in the vaudeville team of "Black and

Blue." His first picture work was imitating a negro

drinking soup in Universal's Heaven on Earth,

starring Lew Ayres who

—Elmer Fryer

Dick Foran on the Burns and
Allen show

—Ray Jones

Charles Winninqer back on

Showboat hour

has been Burns' sec-

ond best pal ever since

pion rifle shot

—Lcn Weissma.lt.

Jerry Cooper, emcee on Holly-

wood Hotel programs

Burns also was cham-

f the Allied armies in France dur-

ing the World War beating 1 ,400 of the crack shots

of all allied armies in a competition which lasted

more than a year. He's really got something to

toot about.

ALTHOUGH the new CAase and Sanborn hour

which is leaping up to the top of the popu-

larity poll like a whippet is packed with star names

and talents, Nelson Eddy is to be added to the

program starting in August.

All of which will be gratifying news to the legion

of Eddy fans who never seem to get enough of this

popular singer's golden voice.
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r^DGAR BERGEN who Is the bril-

JtT liant "mouthpiece" for Charlie

McCarthy has printed special sta-

tionery for Charlie and all his future

fan letters are to be answered on it.

(We have the inside dope that Charlie

writes just like he talks.)

ISENNY BAKER, sweet voiced
|% tenor on the Jello Hour, re-

ceived $19.00 a week and a guarantee

of six breakfasts a week for his wife

and himself on his first professional

radio broadcasting engagement.

IN
ADDITION to his regular "live"

Chevrolet broadcasts Dove Rubinoff

appears on 410 radio stations (by

transcription) three times each week,

more than 1,300 weekly station broad-

casts and, although the fact is not gen-

erally known, perhaps the greatest

radio audience of any performer now
on the air. Frank Morgan's radio tran-

scriptions are played over an even

hundred stations weekly and Leon

Janney, who recently returned to

Hollywood from Broadway, makes 200
transcriptions each week.

• -• •

RADIO announcers are now being

unionized in the American Guild

of Radio Announcers and Producers.

(We wonder how pickets would work

on their programs. Guess they would
have to keep running their hands back

and forth in front of the mike to picket

them.)

AFTER an absence of over two years

"Jolly Cholly" Winn'mger goes

back on the Show Boat radio hours as

Captain Henry. Since his Ivory Tent

Show radio days Charlie has been in

Hollywood for Showboat, Three Smart
Girls, The Go Getter and Cafe Me-
tropole, and it will be good to have

this happy old trouper back on the dial

again. Charlie Winninger and Show
Boat are synonimous; no one knows it

like he does and naturally no one can

play it like he does.

HOLLYWOOD doesn't know a great

deal about Jerry Cooper, new
master of ceremonies on Louella Par-

son's Hollywood Hotel hour, but every

week he will meet all of the movie
celebrities in his program and already

the film folk have learned to like his

voice.

We're signing off now. Good night,

folks!
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Correct These Figure Faults

Perfolastic Not Only Confines,

It Removes Ugly Bulges!

STAR POPULARITY CONTEST

Thousands of women today owe their
slim youthful figures to the quick, safe

way to reduce . . . Perfolastic.

"Hips 12 inches smaller," says Miss Richardson.
"Lost 60 pounds and 9 inches," writes Mrs. Derr.
Whydon'tyou, too, test thePerfolasucReducing

Girdle and Brassiere ac our expense ?

if you DO not REDUCE
3 INCHES in 10 DAYS

. • . it will cost you nothing!
Because so many Perfolastic wearers

g
reduce

more than 3 inches we believe we are justified
in making you the above unqualified agreement.

IMMEDIATELY APPEAR INCHES SLIMMER I

You appear inches smaller at once, and yet are
so comfortable you can scarcely realize that every
minute you wear the Perfolastic garments the
massage-like action and gentle pressure are actually
reducing hips, waist, thighs and diaphragm... the
spots wherefatfirstaccumulates. You will be thrill-

ed with the results.. .as are other Perfolastic wearers!

PERFOLASTIC REDUCES SAFELY . . . QUICKLY
WITHOUT DIET. DRUGS OR EXERCISES

You do not have to risk your health or change
your comfortable mode of living. No strenuous
exercise to wear you out ... no dangerous drugs
to take . . . and no diet to reduce face and neck to
wrinkled flabbiness. The Perforations and soft,
silky lining make Perfolastic delightful to wear.
And with the loss of excess fat will come increased
pep and energy.

Send For Ten Day Free Trial Offer
fl See for yourself the wonderful quality of the
material! Read the astonishing experiences of
prominent women who have reduced many inches
in a few weeks . • . safely! You risk nothing. Mail
coupon now!

SUMMER IS THE IDEAL TIME TO REDUCE !

PERFOLASTIC, INC.
Dept. 78, 41 EAST 42nd ST., NEW YORK, N.Y.

Please send me FREE BOOKLET describing and
illustrating thenew Perfolastic Girdleand Brassiere,
also sample of perforated material and particulars
of your 10 DAY FREE TRIAL OFFER

Name

Address
Use coupon or sendname andaddress on pennypostcard

THE votes have all been counted;

the prize winners have been se-

lected; the voters have unmistak-

ably registered their choice of screen

favorites—and so comes to an end our

Screen Star Popularity Contest. That
it proved the biggest of its kind ever

offered movie fans by any magazine
is due to the splendid co-operation of

our readers throughout the country

and in foreign lands. To the thousands

and thousands of voters who helped

make this contest such a grand success

we extend our sincerest thanks. Our
one regret is that there isn't a cash

prize for every voter.

The voters' choice for the most popu-
lar movie star was Robert Taylor with

Clark Gable as a close runner-up.

Shirley Temple captured third position

with Greta Garbo, William Powell,

Claudette Colbert, Nelson Eddy, Joan
Crawford, Ginger Rogers, Myrna Loy

and Errol Flynn closely bunched for

fourth selection.

Winner of the 1st prize of $300.00

is Mrs. H. H. Peck of 82 Wardman
Road, Kenmore, New York. Miss Edna

A. Brown of 2008 Stone Street, Falls

City, Nebraska, wins the 2nd prize of

$200.00. Miss Josephine Zingone of

103-27 Astoria Avenue, Corona, New
York, wins the 3rd prize of $100.00,

and to Miss Majorie Connelly of Up-
land, Indiana, goes the fourth prize of

$50.00.

$10.00 Prize Winners:

Mrs. Edith Wendell, 1 50 Chestnut St.,

Oneonta, N. Y.; Miss Vendla Larson, 6I5 N.

Pine St., Ishpeming, Mich.; Thomas Ledwidge,

care of National Military Home, Sawtelle,

Calif.; Miss Gladys Shaw, Recreational Aide,

American Lake, Veterans Administration Fa-

cility, Wash.; Frances Louise Dowlin, R. F. D.

No. 2, West Chester, Pa.; George H. Wood,
43 1 W. 7th St., Los Angeles, Calif.; Hazel R.

<8 ACCEPT NO SUBSTITUTES! ALWAYS INSIST ON THE ADVERTISED BRAND!



Garvin, 67 Thompson Ave., E. Haven, Conn.;

Mary Sadler, 445 N. Riley Ave., Indianapolis,

Ind.; Edward C. Jabes, 1617 Jaynes St.,

Berkeley, Calif.

$5.00 Prize Winners:

Miss Katherine Kinnaird, Lancaster, Ky.;

Miss Winnie Sandburg, 55 Commonwealth

Ave., Boston, Mass.; Mrs. Landy B. Brown, 6355

Lancaster, Philadelphia, Pa.; Miss June Carroll,

122 E. Howard St., Girard, Ohio; Tex Brunton,

927 S. Spruce St., Casper, Wyo.; Miss Rose L.

Neumann, Alexandria, Mo.; Miss Hilda H.

Bartlett, 2665-63 Ave., Oakland, Calif.; Miss

Nora J. Ahern, Port Costa, Calif.; Clarence

Ramstorf, Ada, Minn.; Miss Edythe Murphy,

1100 State St., LaCrosse, Wis.; Miss Elneda

Petch, 212 Second St. Blakely, Olyphant, Pa.;

Miss Eleanor Moriarty, 25 Edison, Quincy,

Mass.; Miss Viola M. Hokenson, Clatskanie,

Ore.; Miss Joan Wise, 439 S Second St.,

Bangor, Pa.; Alexander Field, 98 Colonial

Place, New Rochelle, N. Y.; Miss Virginia Kapp,

3881 North Third St., Milwaukee, Wis.; Miss

Helen Trousdale, 821 North Thirteenth St.,

Walla Walla, Wash.; Mrs. Kathryn Koester,

821 Jefferson Ave., Cape Girardeau, Mo.; Miss

Alice E. Jones, 4743 N. Rosehill, Philadelphia,

Pa.; Miss Doris May, 182 Ashland Ave., Bloom-

field, N. J.; Dorothea M. Gilfillan, Galena,

Md.; Miss Blanche Burrow, Bethany, W. Va.;

Mrs. Joseph Goffette, 732 Armistice Blvd.,

Pawtucket, R. I.; Miss Eva M. Hill, 1047 Kop-

pers Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa.; Miss Frances Pat-

rick, Waco, Nebr.; Mrs. Julian H. Rosenfield,

2755 Reservoir Ave., New York (Bronx); Mrs.

F. V. Riche, 1100 Huffman Hill, Dayton, Ohio;

Sally C. Sulzer, 1166 Mulford Rd., Columbus,

Ohio; Gene Gabriel, 255 W. 98th St., New
York, N. Y.; Thomas G. Mandelaris, 657 Selden

St., Detroit, Mich.; Miss Jean Carlson, 4208

22nd Ave., So. Minneapolis, Minn.; Va. H.

McDowell, Lewisburg, W. Va.; Miss Caroline

Vitez, 1012 Mechanic St., Bethlehem, Pa.; Miss

Mildred L. Barber, 24 Shorey St., Lynn, Mass.;

Mrs. Angela Capone, 88 Marshall St., Med-
ford, Mass.; Jimmy Brown, 112 Tower St.,

Kingston, Jamaica, B. W. I.; Mrs. Eva L. Smith,

32 Armistead Ave., Hampton, Va.; Germaine

Feda, Harmony, Minn.; Will Gidley, 34 Dor-

chester St., Springfield, Mass.; Miss Mary Emma
Mitchum, 2102 1 0th Ave., So. Birmingham,

Ala.; J. B. Washburn, 1410 York St., Des

Moines, Iowa; Gladys Finnerud, Lanesboro,

Minn.; Mrs. H. C. Green, Seventh-Bernard,

Spokane, Wash.; Louise A. Beals, 12 Suffield

St., Worcester, Mass.; Miss Elizabeth Busch-

meyer, 2146 Gladstone Ave., Louisville, Ky.;

Martha M. Corbett, 163 Calumet St., Rox-

bury, Mass.; Mrs. Irma Bergquist, 86 Dunklee,

Concord, N. H.; Clarence F. Stuhlmacher, 126

S. Ridge St., Crown Point, Ind.; Ruth Von

Harten, 341 E 2nd, So. Salt Lake City, Utah;

Mrs. Ern Wilbur, 915 3rd Ave., Coun.il Bluffs,

Iowa.

friend told
Marchand's".

2) Famous for more than forty

years—Marchand's Golden Hair
Wash.

"I feel like a Cinderella after using Marchand's", writes

Dorothy W*. "Restoring the sunny, golden color to my
hair has really accomplished a miracle in my appearance

and popularity. Now I recommend it to all my girl

friends."

Thousands of BLONDES have brought back the

glamorous, golden loveliness everyone admires, with

Marchand's Golden Hair Wash. You, too, simply and

easily can work wonders with your hair in the privacy

of your home. Marchand's is the completely safe Golden

Hair Wash. Always perfect results.

Both BLONDES and BRUNETTES use Marchand's

to make excess hair on arms and legs unnoticeable.

Cannot leave stubble because it is not a depilatory.

Marchand's is quick-acting. And easy to use. Colorless.

Stainless. Odorless.

rlftC— Get your copy of the amazing beauty guide

by ROBERT of Fifth Avenue — "Help Yourself to

Beauty". Shows correct make-up charts — new and

fascinating hair styles — fashion hints. Helps you tell

your true type and personality. FREE — send in coupon
below with 3c stamp for postage.
* Name on Request

3) "Now everyone says my hair

is my greatest beauty asset —
thanks to Marchand's!"

(On Sale

At All

Good
Dtuggists)

MARC-HAN DS
tiOLDEN HAIR WASH

CHARLES MARCHAND COMPANY, 521 W. 23rd St., New York City

Gentlemen: Please send me FREE, Robert's

for postage. Or, I enclose 50c, stamps, money
'Help Yourself to Beauty". I enclose a 3-cent stamp

order, cheque, for one full size bottle of Marchand's.

N,ir>7P

City
FW. 8-37
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//SPEAKING TO YOU FROM HOLLYWOOD
The film capital now becomes the radio capital—because pic-

tures and radio use the same big names for the biggest shows—and radio increases Hollywood's income $15,000,000 a year!

it

HOLLYWOOD speaks to the

world through 23 major air

shows with nation-wide re-

lease being produced in the film

capital every week. During every

seven days the potential listening

audience for these shows totals

more than 600,000,000 persons.

Within a year's time the name of

Hollywood is publicized via these

23 radio shows alone to 31,200,-

000,000 persons.

Hollywood has always thrived

on publicity. Just a few years

ago the sturdiest press agent

would have had heart failure if

he had had the faintest chance

to get circulation like that for a

star, a studio, or a picture.

But now it happens automat-

ically, as regularly as the hands

of the electric clock go 'round

the dial.

And, Hollywood gets paid for

this great job of publicizing

Hollywood. An annual pay check

totaling more than $15,000,000

goes to the radio stars, film stars,

entertainers, actors, orchestras,

announcers, writers, technicians

and producers who put these 23

major radio shows on the air.

The sponsors spend about $28,-

000,000 in addition for station

time for these shov/s.

Approximately 400 persons
collect the bulk of this income,

but during the past year approxi-

mately 4,000 men, women and
children in Hollywood have re-

ceived some of this money for

their services or talent.

FEW years ago radio head-

quarters were in New York.

Now Hollywood has taken honors

from Broadway. The reason is

motion pictures and radio com-
plement each other. Films use

radio stars, and radio uses film

stars. The picture business cen-

ters in Hollywood and can't be
moved, so radio must move to

Hollywood. That is what has

happened.
By January I, 1938, Holly-

wood fully expects to have at

least 34 nation-wide radio broad-
casts emanating from the film

capital. Both the National and
Columbia Broadcasting Systems

20

"A nose by any other name would be
as red, especially since that punk,
McCarthy, said it would be made of
redwood," muttered W. C. Fields who
is carrying on a feud with his little

high-hat partner, Charlie McCarthy,
over theweekly Chase and Sanborn hour

By JEROME FARWELL

are preparing for the future. Each is building

magnificent new headquarters in the center of the

film city, with enough ground space available to

take care of television studios for the future.

When 1938 comes around, Hollywood figures

the national radio shows produced here will create

an annual payroll of more than 25,000,000 dollars.

Besides the national radio shows and the staffs

of NBC, CBS and Mutual, there are more than 20

transcription and recording companies producing

radio shows in wax for smaller stations throughout

the world. Radio recordings are made in almost

every foreign language, giving welcome employ-

ment to many foreign-born actors and actresses.

Today nearly everyone working in the motion

picture business in Hollywood is also catalogued

in the calling lists of the radio business.

When the telephone rings today in the home of

an actor or actress, the call may be for either radio

or pictures, and the calls for radio work are in-

creasing, because radio in Holly-

wood is having growing pains.

Within a 30 mile radius of

Hollywood are located 17 radio

broadcasting stations, large and

small. They sell everything from

soup to nuts and religion, and get

paid for it. All of these use news

of Hollywood every day, and

from these smaller stations come
much of the talent for the major

air shows. These radio stations

alone issue weekly pay checks to

more than 540 persons on their

studio staffs.

IN
THE outposts of civilization

men, women, and children hear

the voices of famous men and

women coming into their homes

—and from Hollywood. Posses-

sors of many of these voices are

famous in films. Therefore radio

listeners can best visualize these

personalities from films as against

those who work only on the air.

And, liking them on the air, folks

go see them as near in true life as

they will ever see them—in films.

The film stars are wise. They

know today they must make radio

appearances to meet the pub-

licity competition which radio has

created.

Within the past two years

nearly every famous film star has

appeared on one of the major

radio broadcasts. Some of the

few who have never appeared in-

clude: Shirley Temple, Garbo,

Mae West, Charlie Chaplin, and

a few more. Nearly every other

big name has worked before the

mike, and for big money. Most

of the big stars are frightened

when they face the microphone.

They know they must give a

perfect performance, that if they

make one mistake it cannot be

recalled. There are no "re-takes"

in radio. And that is why with

very few exceptions, every film

star has delivered a most credit-

able performance on the air.

The roster of radio names is

also a fairly representative roster

of film names.

Following are the major
air shows with nation-wide re-

lease, emanating from Hollywood

today, with the true names of



the radio stars given in parentheses:

The following are heard over NBC:
Jack Benny (Benjamin Kubelsky) and

Mary Livingstone (Sayde Marks) with

Kenny Baker, Phil Harris and his orches-

tra, and Don Wilson, announcer. (Jane
Froman and her husband, Don Ross,

baritone, headlining show while Benny
and Livingstone vacation.)

Marion Talley with the Paul Taylor
Chorus and Josef Koestner and his

orchestra. Ken Carpenter, announcer.

Walter Winchell, news flashes.

W. C. Fields, Edgar Bergen and
Charlie McCarthy, Don Ameche,
Dorothy Lamour, Werner Janssen, con-

ductor. Donald Briggs, announcer,

with motion picture stars.

Amos (Freeman Sosden) and Andy
(Charles Correll) with Ruby Taylor
Brown (Elinor Harriot) and Bill Hay,
announcer.

Fred Astaire, with Charles
Butterworth, Johnny Green's Orches-
tra, Francia White, Conrad Thibault

and Trudy Wood.
Jimmy Fidler, news commentator.
Tommy Harris, latest song hits.

Bing Crosby with Bob Burns, Jimmy
Dorsey's orchestra, Paul Taylor Chor-
isters, Ken Carpenter, announcer, and
motion picture stars and international

celebrities.

Elsa Schallert Reviews of Holly-

wood. Interviews with motion picture

personalities.

Lum (Chester Lauck) and Abner
(Norris Goff), rural humorists.

George Burns (Nathaniel Birnbaum)

and Gracie Allen with Dick Foran and
Ray Noble's orchestra.

Fibber McGee (Jim Jordan) and
Molly (Marian Jordan) with Bill

Thompson, comedian, Harlow Wilcox,
Tommy Harris and Jimmy Grier's or-

chestra.

The following are heard over CBS:
Lux Radio Theater with Cecil B.

DeMille, producer, Lou Silvers' or-

chestra, Melville Ruick, announcer.

Full dramatic hour starring Hollywood
motion picture stars.

Al Jolson, Martha Raye, Victor

Young and his orchestra, Parkykarkus

(Harry Einstein) and Tiny Ruffner, an-

nouncer.

Jack Oakie, Georgie Stoll's orches-

tra, Carol Tevis, Meyer Alexander, Bill

Goodwin, Judy Garland, Shaw and
Lee, Dean Dayton (Edwin Max).

Ken Murray, Oswald (Tony Labriola)

Shirley Ross, Lud Gluskin, Marlyn
Stuart, and Ken Niles, announcer.

Louella O. Parsons, Frances
Langford, Jerry Cooper, Ken Niles,

Raymond Paige's orchestra, Ann
Jamison, Igor Gorin, with Hollywood
film stars.

Grace Moore, Vincent Lopez and
[Continued on page 57]

SUN lAFLOTION
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NOWYOU CAN TAKE THE SUN

T H SAFETY
. . . and with pleasure. This summer
you will want the smoothest, healthiest,

most captivating sun tan you've ever

had and you can have it because, at

last, from the great KRANK labora-

tories comes TAN-KEEN— a grease-

less sun tan lotion!

Play and swim anywhere under the

sun to your heart's content. Know that

you won't burn, you won't blister

and you won't collect sticky sand
and dirt on greasy arms and legs.

TAN-KEEN is absolutely grease-

less! TAN-KEEN has a fresh fra-

grance which quickly vanishes.

A little bit of TAN-KEEN goes a

long way. Scientific comparison be-

tween this new sun tan lotion and
other preparations, selling at higher

prices, revealed that greaseless TAN-
KEEN is far more advisable for your
skin than ordinary oil preparations.

For this summer's gorgeous sun tan,

use TAN-KEEN. We believe that it's

the best preparation for its purpose
under the sun.

IAN-KEEN
GREASELESS SUN TAN LOTION
Made by KRANK, manufacturers of Ike

world-famous Krank Lemon Cleansing Cream
and other fine toiletries for men and women.

h i) ft t)

on't Fry in Oil Again This Summer!

Science has shown that oil

preparations, in addition to
their uncleanliness, do
not give you proper pro-
tection against burning sun-
shine. Use TAN-KEEN.

TAN-KEEN WINS IN SITN-LAMP TEST

-Slight

• No. 3 — Fur-

:..lted.

without
burn.

a filter

the ben at give

an even, pleasing, saie tan.

TAN-KEEN in generous size bottles is economically

priced wherever fine toiletries are sold. If you cannot get

TAN-KEEN conveniently, write KRANK, Saint Paul,

Minnesota. A trial bottle will be sent to you by return

mail, postpaid. (Enclose 10^ for pack-

ing and mailing.)

FOR TRIAL BOTTLE— MAIL COUPON

A. J. Krank, Inc., Dept. 87, St. Paul, Minn.

Send me a generous trial size bottle of TAN-
KEEN. (I am enclosing 10c to cover pack-
ing and mailing costs.)

Name

Address

City State.
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Elizabeth ALLAN
Mickey ROONEY
GEORGE SANDERS -JANE DARWELL

JOSEPH SCHILDKRAUT
Directed by TAY GARNETT

Associate Producer Nunnally Johnson
Based on a Novel by George S. King

DARRYL F. ZANUCK In Charge of Production
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10 HARLOW
(Below) A photograph of Jean Harlow at

12 when she was attending school in

Kansas City under her real name, Harlean

Carpenter

(Below) The glamorous Jean as she ap-
peared in 1931 who* Columbia Studios,

quick to capitaUie on her coiffure, produced
Platinum Blonde

Red-Headed Woman was Jean's first

M-G-M picture and proved to be a smash
hit that was to establish her as the screen's

leading voi

(Above) Jean as she appeared in Hell's

Anqels, Me film that was to catapult

the blonde beauty info overnight fame
and fortune

(Below) Red Dust was released after her

husband, Paul Bern, killed himself. The
mystery of his death was supposed to

end Jean's screen career. Instead, she

was more popular than ever

By HARRY LANG

•>*

Jean visited Washington, D. C, early this

year to attend President Roosevelt's birth-

day ball. She is shown here as */»e was

greeted by Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt



HAVE A PREMONITION?
CALL it simply "premonition," if you wish.

Or call it, rather, a brave-hearted resignation to a

cruel destiny she somehow, subconsciously perhaps,

recognized as inevitable, inescapable

—

For Jean Harlow knew, even before that final, fatal illness

set upon her, that Death was going to cheat her at last of

the final fruition of a happiness she'd sought so vainly

throughout her strange young life!

"Child of Sorrow," she'd gone through three disastrous

love adventures, in her woman's quest for the man to

fill her life. Then she met Bill Powell—and there flamed

at last in her life the love, the comradeship, the full-

ness of an ideal love. Yet Jean Harlow knew, even

as it burst upon her, that that love was doomed!
"With Bill," she told an

intimate friend, just a few

weeks before, her death,

"I've found everything I'd

never found before. It

makes up for all that's hap-

pened to me. . . .

"And when it ends—as if

probably must, tomorrow,

or the tomorrow after that

—well, even then I won't

feel that life has cheated

me—too much."

Amazing prophecy, that.

And it's not one of those

things that were told after

her passing. It was told

me even before her illness,

by the young man to whom
Jean confided.

SCION of one of Cali-

fornia's richest, oldest

families, he is. It was at a

mountain week-end house

party, on a millionaire's

estate, that Jean Harlow

talked to him—talked as

she rarely talked even to

intimates. Somehow, be-

tween her and this young

man, one of those sudden

close friendships "clicked,"

like that. No love, no ro-

mance—just palship. And
one day, as they walked

ankle deep in pine needjes,

far from the house party

crowd, Jean felt moved to

confidences.

She told of her three

marriages, and of the sor-

row that went with them.

She told things that, in

fairness to others, cannot ever be repeated, now. But she

opened her heart, and told the inside of the story all Holly-

wood knows—and you know, too. Of how for Jean, love

always meant disaster. She went on

—

"I came to believe," she told the friend, "that it was

my destiny that never would I find happiness in love, as other

women do. I was even told so by mystics, astrologers.

This is the last photograph of the beautiful star and was taken

during the final scenes of Saratoga, an M-G-M film in which

she was starred with Clark Gable

'Happiness in marriage—you were never born for it. For

you, it is forbidden,' they said. I've come* to believe it.

"But somehow, it's changed since I've known Bill . .
."

She went on then, with her heart-revelations. Told this

young man, who knew Bill, too, what a wonderful fellow

Powell is, and how he brought to her the things she'd never

found before—a keen-witted mental companionship, a

friendship that is the essential part of a true love between
man and woman, an understanding and a tolerance that

she'd never known from a man before.

Yet, as she told it, there was little happiness in Jean's

voice. "It was," the man told me, "as if she felt the doom
that overhung her newfound happiness." And at last she

said the words I've repeated above— "... when it ends,

os it probably must ..."
"I thought," her con-

fidante told me sadly,

as Jean lay dead, "that it

was maybe the cynicism of

Hollywood that was speak-

ing—that she meant only

that, like so many other

Hollywood 'romances,' it

couldn't last. But now I

know she meant—this. She
knew that Death was going

to rob her of the happiness

that had been always de-

nied her."

YET remember—you who
loved Jean Harlow

—

Jean herself, even in that

realization, felt that in-

stead of having been
cheated, she had, in the

final balance, outwitted her

unhappy destiny. For in

the months of her com-
panionship and happiness

with Bill Powell — even

though it never came to

marriage—she found a full

measure of joy. A measure
that, in her own words,

balanced all the unhappi-

ness that had been hers

until then.

And remember, that at

the moment she died, the

person who was closest to

her in that hospital
chamber of death was Bill

Powell himself. At the

final swing of the scythe

that cut short that gorgeous

but so-young life, the man
with whom she'd learned

the real meaning of love, was holding her hand.

Bill doesn't know—won't, until he reads this—how happy
Jean was with him, and how utterly his love made up to Jean

for everything else. He doesn't know, perhaps, that because

of the love she found with him, Jean Harlow in the shadow
of death was no longer the "child of sorrow" but instead,

was happy—and content.
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GflRBO'S
Forget everything you have ever read or heard about Greta Garbo ! Here is a story

of an untold love that destined the famous star's rise from obscurity to

fame. Revealed by a man who has known Garbo since a child!

IT
WAS in 1920 that Eugene

Nifford, popular star in a folk

play being filmed on "location"

in the basement of the Palladium

Theatre in Stockholm, chose Greta
Gustafson as his dance partner

from a group of extras seated in a

cafe sequence.

"I selected Greta," said Mr.

Nifford, "as I was attracted by her

soft, rounded curves. She was

plump in those days. As we
danced I became fascinated with

the thick, long curling lashes fring-

ing the most unusual eyes I have

ever seen. Smouldering grey blue

eyes that glowed like moonlight on

a blue lake when she looked up at

me and said, 'It must be wonderful

to be a star.'

"In addition to my screen work,

I was starring at the Folkstheatre.

Einar Hansson, a handsome.country

lad who had become a great lady's

favorite playing juvenile leads at

the same theatre, was my room-

mate. The day he dropped over

to our set my casual 'Einar meet
Greta' was the beginning of a

chain of events that eventually led

Garbo to Hollywood.

"In the year that followed, Einar

left the stage to become the pro-

tege of Director Mauritz Stiller,

who was grooming him for screen

stardom. We are all familiar with

Garbo 's progress during this time

when she left her job at the barber

shop, and later gave up modelling

hats at a department store when
she won a scholarship in The Royal

Dramatic Theatre.

FROM the first, Greta and Einar

were drawn to each other.

Although Einar was a reigning

favorite, showered with attention

and ladies' smiles, he was attracted

to this unknown girl of humble

birth. But Einar was tempera-

mental and moody. Often as we
left the theatre after a perform-

ance I have seen him pass Garbo,

huddled in a great coat as she

stood in the inevitable group that

always gathered around the stage

door, with only a brief nod in her

direction.

"At intervals there would be

extended periods when he would

refuse to see her. These times

were usually followed by an ex-

plosion from Einar
—

'I wish Greta

would keep her nose out of my
business!'—when he rushed home
in preference to listening to a

lecture on drinking from Garbo.

"It was Einar who brought Garbo
to Stiller's attention. I can assure

you that by the time Greta had

finished making Gosta Berling
Saga, these two were deeply in

love. This annoyed Stiller who
maintained that romance inter-

fered with a career. The only

discord between Einar and Garbo
was Einar's fondness for liquor.

"Garbo, Einar, Stiller and my-

self had just returned from Berlin,

disappointed that our plans for

filming a picture had fallen

through due to the collapse of

financial backing, when Stiller re-

ceived a call from Louis B. Mayer,

who was making a tour of Sweden.

When Mr. Mayer invited Stiller to

sign a contract to direct pictures

for him in Hollywood, Stiller

agreed to accept, provided that

his protege, Einar Hansson, was

also given a contract. It was not

Garbo upon whom he insisted (as

Hollywood seems to believe) but

Einar- However, before Mr. Mayer
had reached a decision on this

proviso, Einar—according to his

story to me—-came out with the

ultimatum that unless Garbo was

also given a contract he would

not go.

"There the matter stood," Mr.

Nifford laughs. "A triumvirate

that could not be broken. For six

[Continued on page 62]

Although all Hollywood has delighted in

ribbing Garbo about her feet, Jean hiuir, Gloria

Stuart and a doien others have feet much larger

than the Swedish star who wears a 7AAA shoe

AS TOLD TO RILLA PAGE PALMBORG BY EUGENE NIFFORD



If you don't believe there is

magic in a woman s eyes, read

what an encouraging wink did

for your favorite actor's career

|T WAS during the

ballroom scene in Sally, starring

Marilyn Miller, made by First National
in 1929, that Director John Francis

Dillon got into a minor jam. He had to

have a line read and there was no actor

to read it. Dillon turned to an assistant.

"Set me somebody — anybody

—

who can speak that tinel" he ordered.

It was one of those opportunities

that extras dream about. Dillon's

glance selected a six-foot, three-inch

young man who stood out in the crowd.
A handsome fellow, with dark, curly

hair, who had gotten onto the pre-

ferred list at Central Casting Bureau
because he could play several musical

instruments.

"Set that fellow!" Dillon ordered.

The assistant faced his man.
"Can you read lines?" he asked.

"Why— I—ah
—

" the young fellow

stammered.

Dillon and his helper exchanged

disgusted glances and the latter

shot the question at another.

Fate—and a shyness that

amounted to> torture — had
moved success back six years

for Fred MacMurray. It was
Fred who had wobbled through

his biggest opportunity.

Fred told me about that not long

ago while making Exclusive at

Paramount. He told me about a

lot of other experiences in his life

that had been bitter, hard to take

—

all because of his shyness. And he

told me about the grim battle he has

made down through the years to con-

quer his greatest weakness.

PERHAPS some of you think that-te

be shy is silly—some of you devil-

may-care people who have no fueling

of self-consciousness. But those ofybu
who have lived through hell on earth

even during the comparativ#ff> mild

task of meeting a stranger or entering

a room full of people you don't know,

realize what suffering Fred MacMurray
has had as his lot. His is a real suc-

cess story—for today he ranks as one

of the most popular of screen players

—with a brilliant future ahead of him.

Fred says:

[Continued on poge 54]



MAKE WAY FOR A TROUPER!
because Gladys George is one of the

most unusual persons ever to enter

pictures.

And if that comes under the head-

ing of "things I've heard before" con-

sider a few facts and no fancies about

our Miss George.
She is not a poseur. She does not

ev.ade publicity to get publicity. She

is herself with her only thought to do
the very best she can in pictures.

Gladys George is a trouper. And
only an old-timer can tell you what
it means for an actress to have been
an actress since she was three.

[Continued on page 64]

|

By ARTHUR JANISCH

Gladys George has been breathing

theatre air since she was three. She's

in Hollywood, now, making as big a

name for herself under the flood-

lights as she did before the footlights.

It seems to be a way that troupers have

IMAGINE a woman not lying about her age
when the years start piling up!

Then, imagine that woman to be a movie start

And now imagine that movie star frankly de-

claring that she knows she is not beautiful!

Unbelievable? Not by any means.
Gladys George would tell you those things

herself if she could personally talk to you,
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RICHER in entertainment quality than any season that has

gone before, l937-'38 will mark the full growth of Holly-

wood to unquestioned place as talent capital of the world.

Audience response to the best that can be offered has made the

answer easy. Creative brains make pictures, so the producing

companies have gone open-handedly into the world market,

securing "tops" in every line.

Whether it's to tug at our hearts, make us laugh or bring more
miracles of beauty, the new season's pictures will continue the

amazing strides of the past few years. Men who up until recently

thought the screen a sort of junior art, now are ready and eager
to win a place. The talking motion picture, which seems to have
no limitations, has welded all the arts: music, color and design,

dramatic writing, the dance—even interior decorating and
dress-making—using them to enrich direction and acting that

improve from picture to picture.

A glance at music shows the sure advance of creative genius

toward the new center, where it can best express itself. Stravinsky,

world-famous Russian composer, has come to Hollywood and
retired with a sheaf of scripts—he wants to score a picture.

Rachmaninoff has wired that he is ready. Paderewski has com-
pleted a picture in England and no one doubts that the year will

see him with one of the American companies.

By LUPTON WILKINSON

HOLLYWOOD



IN
THE past Hollywood has borrowed bits of score from the

great symphonies. It soon will be the other way 'round.

Many leading symphony orchestras have asked for permission

to play excerpts from Werner Janssen's score for The General

Died at Dawn and George Antheil's music (he traveled 5,000

miles among Indian villages and studied sixty days in the

Congressional Library) for The Plainsman.

People laughed when Boris Morros brought the great

Leopold Stokowslci to direct a Bach Fugue in the

middle of The Big Broadcast of 1937; but movie

fans cheered the number; Stokowski liked the

work; he is now writing the music and will

direct a mammoth orchestra in 100 Men And *******

a Girl, starring Deanna Durbin. Boris Morros

himself directed the Russian Imperial Sym-
phony at sixteen!

The list is long: distinguished newcomers to Hollywood like

George and Ira Gershwin, brilliant veterans like Herbert
Stothart, Max Steiner, Nathanial Schilkret, Erich Wolfgang
Korngold (Academy Award winner for 1 936) Leo Forbstein,

Charles Previn, Oscar Radin, Dr. Akst Franz Waxman (of

Vienna), Heinz Roemheld, former conductor of the Berlin

Symphony, Arthur Lange, Dmitri Tiomkin, Arnold Schoenberg,

Bakleinikoff and Werner Heymann.
With all this genius, the city fathers may have to re-name

Hollywood Boulevard—The Street of the Immortals.

[Continued on page 44]
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//PREZ" OAKIE IS ON THE AIR!

He's a tea sipper and a con-

firmed stay-at-homer since

his marriage, and Prez Oakie

tells you why over this

NationalMagazine broadcast!

JACK OAKIE—or was I dreaming?
—set down a dainty teacup and
grinned.

"Howya, boyohboy!" he greeted me,
expansively.

"You're sure you're Jack Oakie?" I

asked. I've know the Oakie for a goodly
number of years, but this guy came
close to being a stranger to me.

"Yea, brother," he grinned, "Can't

say I blame you for not being sure,

though. Sometimes, I have quite a

time recognizing myself. S'fact." He
took a sip of the brew. "I'm a changed
man," he announced, smacking his lips.

"Who'd'a thought, mister, a year

ago, that the old acorn would be drink-

ing teal Why, mah reputation would'a

gone with the wind—yassuh!—just like

Aunt Minnie's ashes.' He started to

put his feet up on the Victorian sofa.

"Mr. Oakie," a voice bawled from
the direction of the theatre set, "will

you please get in the scene."

"The voice of my public," Jack con-

fided. "Ah me, what we artists must

suffer for our art." He climbed up the

side of the set—instead of ascending

the steps, nearby.

"I'm getting lazy," Poison Oakie con-

fessed a few "takes" later. "Why, mis-

ter, would you believe it, it used to be

that I didn't mind working sixteen

hours at a stretch. And now? Well,

after ten or twelve hours I just seem to

lose interest in my histrionics.

"When I left home this morning, I

said to my wife: 'Venita, I'll be home
early and we'll go surf-board riding

before we go out to dinner.'
" "Like fish, you will,' she came right

back at me, 'you've been telling me
that ever since Christmas . . . and you

haven't been home on time yet. And
we NEVER go out for dinner.'

"Maybe that's why I don't relish

these pictures that go on and on and
on, any longer. Twelve hours is a

[Continued on page 67]

By

WHITNEY WILLIAMS
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By E. J. SMITHSON

IF
EVER a new-comer to the land of the Magic

Lantern got off to a flying start toward film fame
and fortune, it is none other than talented Gale

Sondergaard, the Minnesota girl, who came direct

from the New York stage to make her screen debut
as Faith in Anthony Adverse and who did it so im-

pressively that months later, when the members of

the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences

met to select winners of the 1936 awards, they found,

after the votes had been added up, that Gale had
been chosen as the best character actress of the year!

Well, it seemed that the Academy was mighty

pleased about it. Gale's well-wishers certainly were;

and Gale, who sometimes has the very bad habit of

being too modest and unassuming for her own screen

good, said she "couldn't understand it; that surely

there must have been a mistake; that there were any

number of actresses in Hollywood more deserving of

the honor than she
—

" and so on and so on. What
she probably tried to say was that she hadn't had any

hope in Faith and hadn't expected any charity. Or
words to that effect.

Now for the nice part of all these protestations.

Gale wasn't fishing for pleasant denials when she

showed her concern and doubt over the wisdom of the

[Continued on page 58]



M-G-M' Physical Instructor

Loomis gives Virginia Grey,

featured player, this condi-

tioning exercise

Touching the right knee to

the left elbow and reversing

Is another movement of the

bicycle exercise



A breathing spell

for Lorraine while

Instructor Loom is

tolls her what's

coming next

And here it is—an-

other fat reducer

done by standing

erect, touching the

right knee to the

Ivft elbow and then

'liwwutt

A firefching exercise like this

will limber up stiff musslet

urn



By

ANNABELLE
-ILLESPIE-HAYEK

Read how these two talented

young girls came to America—
how they held on to their ideas

and ideals—andhow eventually

they managed to sell them-

selves to critical Hollywood 40

YOU want +o know how Sonja and

Simone sold themselves to Holly-

wood?
That's an order. We hate to dis-

illusion you with the cold truth, but

behind those coy and fascinating

faces of theirs are two of the

cleverest business heads in the

Cinema City, each possessing a

shrewd capacity for bargaining

and showmanship. Both are en-

dowed with more than an ordi-

nary measure of common sense

and there is no vanity in either

one's make-up, at least so far

as physical appearance is con-

cerned, else how could they

[Continued on page 69]
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FAY BAINTER-FARMER'S WIFE
TWO-YEAR" Bainter has become

"One-Shot" Fayl

Broadway tagged this celebrated

actress with the odd but affectionate

monicker, "Two-Year." because of her

uncanny ability in scoring personal hits

that greatly aided plays to run that

gratifying length of time.

Not to be outdone in the matter of

tossing "bows" to a fine actress, who

has been one of the very last of Broad-

way's "great" to capitulate to the lure

of motion pictures, Hollywood has

tagged her "One-Shot" Fay because

the directors say that one "take" is all

they need when Bainter plays a scene.

"Where has she been?" cried the

theatergoers as well as the critics who

raved about her brilliant performances

in The Soldier And The Lady and

Quality Street.

"Where is she?" cried Hollywood

after each job of picture-stealing be-

cause Fay was nowhere to be found.

The independent, spirited lady had

simply gone home. She wasn't being

artful at all. Reginald Venable, a

former U. S. naval officer whom she

married years ago, and thirteen-year-

old Reginald Venable, Jr., have always

She likes Broadway and she

likes Hollywood, but she loves

her farm and prefers the role

of farmer's wife to all others!

meant much more to Fay Bainter than

her career. And, "home" to Fay

means "down on the farm," a charm-

ing, old-fashioned New York farm

near Ossining in Westchester county,

only thirty-five miles from Broadway.

For many years, the actress has played

the double-role of the farmer's wife.

She not only likes it but loves it.

IT SEEMS incredible that Hollywood

I picture producers haven't "discov-

ered" Fay Bainter before. She is not

only one of our "first" actresses, but

that rara avis, a woman who once seen

is never forgotten. Her charm lies in

magnetism rather than beauty.

By SCOOP CONLON

Those who remember her in the role

of Ming Toy in Coir It West, or, who

recently saw her as the Tartar woman

in The Soldier and The Lady, will swear

she is more exotic than Myrna Loy.

But, those who saw her play Fran

Dodsworth in the original New York

stage production, or, the spinster sister

in Quality Street will be convinced that

$he is no more exotic than Katharine

Hepburn.

LET'S just say that this magnetic

woman of the piquant face and

flashing eyes is a swell actress, and let

the vain attempts at character delinea-

tion go at that.

Even if Fay Bainter were not a dis-

tinguished actress, she could easily

stand absolutely alone in the gallery

of fame. She is a native California^,

—nay, even a native Angeleno who

honestly prefers to live in the state of

New York. ' ,.

We don't believe Bob Ripley can tie

this one. . .

A transplanted flower, she took root

with such enthusiasm and determina-

tion in her ingenue stage days in New

[Continued on poge 73]
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MOORE-OR LESS

ABOUT VICTOR
By E. J. SMITHSON

The report that Victor Moore
is Hollywood's latest "discov-

ery" is slightly exaggerated

and the stage, radio, and

screen star explains why

THE Hollywood boys and girls who
earn their cakes and coffee writing

motion picture pieces for the

papers are at it again!

Once more they've raised their tele-

scopes to the movie heavens and "dis-

covered" a new starl

This screen luminary is none other

than Victor Moore whose exceptionally

splendid work in Paramount's Make

*%r

Way For Tomorrow will be

something to keep fresh in

your movie memory for a long,

long time to come.
The boys and girls have

been tossing Victor enough
verbal bouquets to fill the

Congressional Library with

enough posies left over for

the buttonholes of all the

"We -view- with -alarm politi-

cians who infest the capitoi

city.

We have no quarrel with

the plaudit-tossers. Victor de-

serves all the nice things being

said about him. In fact, the

more (no pun intended) they

praise him the better we like

it, but so far as tagging the

word "discovery" on Holly-

[Continued on page 71]
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Jean Parker brings her own bath-house to

the beach. Neat and exclusive! Life Bagins

With Love is Jean's next Columbia picture

By ANN VERNON

TO BE a sun-browned nymph by day and a

slim, golden princess by night. That is the

paradoxical wish of every girl who loves to

spend long hours in the sun and yet wants to

look her romantic best when stars begin to

twinkle overhead.

This daylight-to-dusk transformation is daily

magic in the movie colony. And no one gives

a more skilled performance than charming little Jean Parker.

Jean spends many leisure hours at the beach, swimming
far out to sea or just relaxing in the warmth of the sunlight.

Evening finds her a picture of exquisite loveliness at Holly-

wood's smartest gatherings, looking as if the wind never touched

her and the sun never saw her.

"My skin is naturally dark and tans very quickly," Jean told

me recently. "And although I love the sun, the studio has issued

an edict against deep tans. This means I can't spend more than

fifteen minutes a day in the sun without a hat or robe. But it's

easy enough to be out-of-doors and still keep from acquiring too

much color.

"I have a favorite lotion which I use on my skin, before, after

and during the time I am in the sun. It is light and fragrant

and protects the skin without making it sticky.

"Another thing. Bright sunshine fades and dries the hair,

AUGUST, 1937

SUNLIGHT and
MOONLIGHT

BEflUTy
Radiant in the' sunlight, glamorous

in the moonlight. Jean Parker tells

how to be a two-in-one beauty

and I wouldn't be in the sun five min-

utes without a scarf or bandanna
around my head."

Jean's hair, which photographs

black, is in reality a rich auburn.

Vigorous brushing and frequent oil

Moonlight and roses (pink chiffon ones

on Jean's net dress) add up to glamour
in any man's language
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shampoos keep it soft and lustrous and counteract the effects

of wind and wave.
Particularly suited to her youthful beauty is the unstudied

arrangement of her hairdress.

"I like to dress my hair myself," Jean said, "and after a

shampoo, I dry and brush it before putting it up on curlers.

I have very large curlers almost an inch in diameter for

the long hair at the back of my head and use bob pins

to make flat pin curls around my face. My hair has a
little natural curl so I dampen it only a trifle when putting

it up.

"I frequently finish off a shampoo with an egg treatment
that I like to use when doing my hair myself. After my hair

is washed I apply the yolks of three eggs beaten together

effect the transformation of play-girl to glamour-girl.

"During the day I use a very light make-up that blends

with my skin tone," Jean said. "In the evening I like a bit

of moist rouge on my cheekbones and a faint touch on
the lobes of my ears. If it can be applied delicately enough,

just a suggestion of rouge at the nostrils and on the chin

gives a radiant look to the face. I use only a small bit

of powder on my nose, as I like the rather moist look which
the rouge gives my skin.

"I love color in clothes and believe women have a right

to wear as much color as they please. Men like color, too,

although they can seldom analyze why they like or dislike

a woman's appearance."

Jean smiled reminiscently and said, "My husband didn't

Whon you novo ono *y* on
the clock, you appreciate

a sparkling liquid cleamer,

areen, coo/ and quick

•
Use a foe* powder In sum-

mer that matches your skin

fones, stands flit test of

bright sunlight

•
To insure glamour in glam-

ourous moments, use o non-

perspiranl thai It easy to

US*, eltectire

with a little bay rum. I massage
this mixture into my scalp, rinse my
hair thoroughly and then apply the

beaten whites over my hair like a

meringue. Then I massage my head again

and give it another rinsing. This is

something I learned from Katharine

Hepburn when we were making Little

Women.
"One thing I wouldn't be without is

an eyewash," Jean went on. "I use an

eyewash night and morning. And in the

sun I always wear sun-glasses to protect

my eyes. The glasses I have are bronze

with a slight green cast and I really enjoy

wearing them because they make every-

thing look so vivid.

"I believe one of the best skin beauti-

tiers is a cold, cold shower.

I stay in my morning shower until

I'm almost numb. But the reaction

makes my skin glow and stimulates my whole system."

Jean has a clever trick of combining the exhilarating

effects of a shower with the luxury of a scented tub bath.

To an atomizer filled with warm water she adds a few drops
of fragrant bath oil and sprays this solution over her body.
However, only those who react quickly to an icy shower as

Jean does, should indulge in this hardy method of bathing,

as a prolonged chill may prove dangerous.

WITH ample protection for her skin, hair and eyes while

she is in the sun, no drastic repairs are necessary when
Jean dons her best bib and tucker for an evening of fes-

tivity. Only a slight change in make-up is required to

40

want me to use either lipstick or

mascara during the day, so for

three days I went without both,

and he kept saying 'Dear, aren't

?ou tired? Don t you feel well?' I was
eeling fine, of course, so that ended the

no-lipstick campaignl

"I have always wanted to be a girl

identified by a certain perfume, but

there are so many I like, I can never

resist switching from one to another.

I am particularly fond of lavender and

lilac for summer evenings but for sports

clothes I like perfumes suggestive of

leather and tweeds. My favorite bath

oil has a delightful pungent fragrance

and I don't wear any other scent when
I use it."

IF
YOU would like to try Jean's method
of applying color to your face, you

should know about the lovely new shade of moist rouge just

put on the market by a famous manufacturer. It has a

soft, fine texture and blends exquisitely into the skin with

a true scarlet blood tone. Completing the make-up en-

semble is the indelible lipstick created by the same house

for use with the rouge. It is a bright scarlet with an en-

ticing transparency, just the thing for adding a vivid high-

light to a sun-kissed face. Both rouge and lipstick are suita-

ble for most every complexion and especially flattering to

the girl with a tan for either day or evening wear. The
lipstick is priced at $1, the rouge at 83c. If you would

like the trade name, be sure to send me a letter of inquiry.

[Continued on page 66)
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«THE PEASANT INFLUENCE

m*
Another trend towards peasant

dress— o tight bodice and
full, ruffled skirt! Jeanette
MacDonald poses in this color-

ful costume of taffeta and lace

before she swings into a gay

dance for her latest M-G-M
film production, The Firefly

I

Vaa

\*4

^A

The peasant influence is exem-

plified in this quaint kerchief

head-dress of embroidered

marquisette. Draped grace-

fully over the head and tied

loosely in a knot under the

chin, it accentuates the

beauty of Luise Rainer as

she appears in The Emperor s

Candlesticks for M-G-M

**&&!"?

•.,,

m

V

Loretta Young, lovely 20th Century-

Fox star, reflects the mystery and
glamour of the Far East in this strik-

ing, golden beige woolen suit with its

alluring turban and veil of paisley,

designed by Gwen Wakeling. Ac-

cessories are of deep copper suede

AUGUST, 1937



3-Star Styles

A suit like the one on the right, selected horn
Helen Vinson's wardrobe in Walter Wanger's
Vogue* of 1938, is bound to be the talk of the

town. Its trim black skirt is topped with a tuck-in

blouse of bright green silk jersey with set-in shirred

bands, worn under a hip length box coat of black

and white plaid, edged in braid. The collar is

rolled and has notched lapels. Her stovepipe hat
is bright green banded with black ribbon. A

design originated by Omar Kiam, stylist

Evening festivities find Dixie Dunbar, (below)
vivacious 20th Century-Fox actress, wearing this

youthful dress with blue chiffon redingote over a
sheath of multicolor print. The corsage matches
the colors in the print, and a coat of rose taffeta

accompanies the frock

Ruth Martin, one of the most photo-
graphed girls in the world, wears this

dress in a fashion show sequence in

Voguei of 1938. // is styled with an
enormous ankle length skirt, with jagged
hemline and a camisole bodice accented
with a row of fluffy bows. The fabric is

a pale blue organza striped in silver mauve
and darker blue. Omar Kiam is the designer
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WINDPROOF LEKTRoLITES!

The cigarette lighters that make

cigarettes taste better-- and do not

yellow teeth or fingers!

THOUSANDS buy Lektrolite cigarette lighters be-

cause they're smart, small, light and windproof

—

and then discover they make cigarettes taste better, too.

The scientific reason is that Lektrolites have no flame.

A platinum heater screen does the work,

and it's 400 degrees cooler than a flame.

No tars or oils are released to taint

cigarette flavor or stain fingers or teeth.

Priced from $1 up. Get one today at your

favorite dealer. If he cannot supply you,

order direct from Progress Corp., 521

Fifth Ave., N. Y. C.

WATERPROOF, TOO!
You can carry the Midget
Glolite or the Dynamique in

your bathing belt. They're %
waterproof!

HAVE A LIGHT!

NO BLADE
NO WATER
NO DANGER

V. S. Patent 1.970.518

USE PACKARD LEKTRO-SHAVER
instead of dangerous blades or harsh depilatories

THt ROtf**

Here's the daintiest and safest way
to remove unwanted hair. Packard
Lektro-Shaver can't cut, pinch or

scrape. It won't cause rash or

blemishes. You need no water, soap,

lather, creams. No messiness; no
odors. Its smooth head is

kind to your skin— its four-

way shearing action is most

efficient. These features are

exclusively Packard Lektro-

Shaver's. Get one! $15.00

at stores everywhere. Made
by Dictograph and nation-

ally distributed by THE PROGRESS
CORPORATION, 521 Fifth Avenue,
New York, N. Y.

SEND FOR BOOKLET OR MERCHANDISE
r—————————-—-—————————

PROGRESS CORP.. Dept. F.S91 Jlh Avenue, X.Y.C.

Ship C. O. D.:

D Pnekard Uktro-Shovcr, $15.00

D Midget Glolite (I; with Fluid, *1.*»

n Dynamique $
I^ktroea-sp l|<

D .Send special booklet

Name.

Address.

City -Slate.
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Hollywood Corners the Art Market
[Continued from page 31]

IN
THE lighter fields of music, who

does not Icnow George Gershwin,

Sigmund Romberg, Rudolf Friml, Irving

Berlin? Perhaps, like Victor Herbert,

these and others will be "classics" in

the future. More than 200 composers

and lyricists—the very cream of the

world crop—enrich this season's musi-

cal menu: men like Cole Porter (Born

to Dance—Red, Hot and Blue—Any-
thing Goes); Jerome Kern (SAowfcoof
—Roberta—Sweet Adeline—Riviera) ;

Gus Kahn (with the director-composer

Victor Schertzinger [One Night of

Love—M archeta— and a hundred

others); Al Dubin and Harry Warren
(Lullaby of Broadway—About a Quar-

ter to Nine, and fifty other hits) ; Mack
Gordon and Harry Revel (Wake Up
and Live—An Orchid to You and / Feel

Like a Feather in the Breeze); Jimmy
McHugh and Harold Adamson (Top

of the Town—Banjo on My Knee—
The Great Ziegfeld) ; Rodgers and

Hart, Dick Whiting, Johnny Mercer,

Nacio Herb Brown and Arthur
Freed (Broadway Melody — Pagan
—You Are My Lucky Star—/ Gotta
Feelin' You're Foolin' — Alone and

other hits); Walter Jurrmann and
Bronislaw Kaper (You're All I Need
and Son Francisco). These last two
are from Vienna, and, more lately ar-

rived from the Austrian capital is the

foreign king of all light music writers,

Oscar Straus (now writing Bobby
Breen's Make a Wish).

THAT'S less than one percent of all

the famous composers and lyric

writers who will make l937-'38 tuneful

for movie audiences. As for the

singing, take a long breath: Jeanette

MacDonald, Grace Moore, Gladys
Swarthout, Lily Pons, Richard Tauber,

Jan Kiepura, Helen Jepson, Kirsten

Flagstad, Marion Claire, Nino Martini,

Lawrence Tibbett, Nelson Eddy, Frank

Forrest, Charles Kullman, Marion Clair,

Allan Jones—whew! That's enough to

sing tears to the world's eyes, then sing

those blues away.

Dancing means music, too, and the

best dancers in the world will do their

finest steps before bands ranging from

famous symphonies to Rudy Vallee and
Fred Waring, both of whom vacated

big Eastern contracts. Musical num-
bers will cause the company treasurers

to groan in their sleep. Metro set

the style, long ago, with a reputed

$125,000 for A Pretty Girl is Like a
Melody, and Universal threw a sec-

ond challenge with one $115,000 act

for 7op o' the Town; Warners with

one $100,000 set for Varsity Show.
The pressure to produce consistently

fine stories never lets up. A survey of

the l°37-'38 motion picture authors is

impossible here. Each large company
has from 75 to 100 writers under con-

tract. Metro will serve as an example;
its writers range from the noted Eng-

lishman, Hugh Walpole, who contrib-

uted so much to David Copperfeld and
Little Lord Fauntleroy, to Dashiell

Hammitt, king of the hardboiled de-

tective fiction genre, who is busy at a

third Thin Man story. They will nudge
such writers as Monckton Hoffe, an

English sensation; Edgar Selwyn,

Samuel Hoffenstein and William
Anthony McGuire. Twenty-eight new
ones have joined this studio during

recent months, including R. C. Sherriff,

who wrote Journey's End; Zoe Akins,

Pulitzer Prize winner; A. E. Thomas,

author of No More Ladies, and two to

laugh with: P. G. Wodehouse and
Ogden Nash.

IN
THE field of art, genius in color

and design has been gathered. Tech-

nicolor has put a spur to that. Robert
Edmund Jones, long a foremost set-

maker for the stage, now puts together

color combinations that will be seen

the world over, not just in a few large

cities. Darryl Zanuck has brought
Haldane Douglas, outstanding color

authority, to Twentieth Century, and
that means Mr. Zanuck was only feeling

his way with Ramona. RK0, blest with

a top art director in Van Nest Polglase,

has brought out Hobe Erwin, who
formerly decorated homes for William
Rhinelander Stewart, Mrs. Jay Gould
and others who demanded results. At
Columbia the only woman set dresser,

Mrs. Babs Johnstone, has the town
watching. You saw her work in the

flawless interiors of Craig's Wife.

Universal has John Harkrider, and then

there's Willie Pogany, Cedric Gibbons,
William Darling, Richard Day, John
Hughes, Stephen Goosson, Jack
Otterson, Merrill Pye, Max Ree, Robert
Haas, Robert Usher, Ernest Fegte,

Russell Patterson and Dan Sayre

Groesbeck—art all over the place.

New directors are coming, like

Gustave Machaty, who wielded an in-

discreet megaphone on Ecstasy, most
controversy-stirring foreign film of last

year. American and European stages

continue to send the best of their acting

talent. Gracie Fields, highest paid of

English comedians, if not in the world,

says she hopes her Yorkshire accent
won't keep American audiences from
enjoying her humor.

MORE significant than any talent

list could be are the actions of

the great broadcast chains. Because

the talent is in Hollywood they are

making the Coast city the world's radio

capital, too. N. B. C. has spent

$1,000,000 on its new Hollywood plant

and has doubled in a year the number
of national hookups originating in the

Western studio. The Columbia net-

work is preparing a $1,800,000 answer

to the rival plant; the Mutual system

has expansionitis and the Warner
Brothers chain of stations hopes to

challenge other networks shortly.

Regular motion picture theatregoers

have a right to feel proud of them-
selves. The constant insistence, now,

on class as well as punch in pictures

comes from a demonstrated success at

the boxoffice. The audiences have sup-

ported the finest, and have shown
impatience at anything else. What we
ask for we will get, and we have asked

for plenty. The answer will come in

music, beauty, tears and laughter—the

greatest massing of creative genius the

world has yet seen.

HERE ARE SOME OF THE NEW SEASON'S

BIGGEST PICTURES

By no means all of the spectacular pictures to

be made tor 1
937-' 38 release but an idea of

what Hollywood has in store for your entertain-

ment. Musicals are marked with an asterisk.

M-G-M

*THE FIREFLY by Friml. Starring Jeanette

MacDonald, Allan Jones.
* GIRL OF THE GOLDEN WEST by Puccini-

Belasco. Starring Jeanette MacDonald,

Nelson Eddy.
* ROSALIE by Sigmund Romberg-Gershwin.

Starring Eleanor Powell, Nelson Eddy.

•BROADWAY MELODY OF 1938 starring

Robert Taylor, Eleanor Powell, Sophie

Tucker.
* HATS IN THE AIR starring Eleanor Powell.

KIM by Kipling. Starring Freddie
Bartholomew.

MADAME WALESKEW starring Garbo.
THREE COMRADES starring Robert Taylor

Spencer Tracy and James Stewart.

IDIOT'S DELIGHT starring Norma Shearer.

•JOHANN STRAUSS.
STAND UP AND FIGHT starring Wallace

Beery.
* ROSE OF ALGERIA by Victor Herbert.
* SARI by Franz Lehar.

20TH CENTURY-FOX

STANLEY-LIVINGSTONE (filmed partially

in Africa.

CHICAGO. Epic story of a great city and

a great fire.

HEIDE starring Shirley Temple. (World's

fifth best seller.)

WEE WINNIE WINKLE starring Shirley

Temple, Victor McLaglen, Michael Whalen.

THIN ICE starring Tyrone Power Sonia

Henie.
* ALI BABA GOES TO TOWN



WALTER WANGER

VOGUES OF 1938 starring Warner Baxter,

Joan Bennett. (Technicolor.)

ARABIAN NIGHTS. (Technicolor)

WITHERING HEIGHTS starring Sylvia

Sydney and Charles Boyer.

*52ND STREET.

SAMUEL GOLDWYN

DEAD END. All star cast.

HURRICANE. Elaborate spectacle by authors

of Mutiny on the Bounty.

ADVENTURES OF MARCO POLO. Elabor-

ate spectacle starring Gary Cooper.
* GOLDWYN FOLLIES by George and Ira

Gershwin. (Technicolor.)

UNIVERSAL

* 100 MEN AND A GIRL starring Deanna
Durbin and Leopold Stolcowski.

« BROADWAY JAMBOREE.
FOUR BLACK SHEEP.
MADAME CURIE starring Irene Dunne.

WARNER-FIRST NATIONAL

LIFE OF EMILE ZOLA starring Paul Muni.

TOVARICH starring Claudette Colbert.

Charles Boyer.
* HOLLYWOOD HOTEL starring Dick Powell.

•VARSITY SHOW with Fred Waring and his

Pennsylvanians.

GOLD IS WHERE YOU FIND IT.

ROBIN HOOD starring Errol Flynn.

•FOOD FOR SCANDAL (Mervyn LeRoy)

starring Carole Lombard, Fernand Gravet,

Ethel Merman.
GENTLEMAN AFTER MIDNIGHT starring

Leslie Howard and Bette Davis.

RKO

STAGE DOOR starring Ginger Rogers,

Katharine Hepburn, Burgess Meredith.

GUNGA DIN by Kipling.
* MUSIC FOR MADAME starring Nino Martini.

DAMSEL IN DISTRESS starring Fred Astaire.

* RADIO CITY REVELS.
NEW FACES starring Joe Penner, Harriet

Hilliard, Milton Berle and others.

VIVACIOUS LADY starring Ginger Rogers,

Jamas Stewart.

COLUMBIA

CHOPIN (Frank Copra) starring Francis

Lederer.

WINNING OF THE WEST.
YOU CAN'T TAKE IT WITH YOU ($200,000

for story rights).

•SOUND OF YOUR VOICE starring Grace
Moore.

PARAMOUNT

THE BUCCANEER (De Mille) starring

Frodrie March.

AN EMPIRE IS BORN.
SOULS AT SEA starring Gary Cooper.

* HIGH, WIDE AND HANDSOME. Musie by
Jerome Kern. Starring Irene Dunne.

ANGEL starring Marlene Dietrich.

EBBTIDE with Oscar Homolka and Frances

Farmer, Ray Milland.
* ARTISTS AND MODELS with Jack Benny, Ida

Lupine, Richard Arlen.
* DOUBLE OR NOTHING starring Bing Crosby.

TRUE CONFESSION starring Carole

Lombard.

SELZNICK INTERNATIONAL

GONE WITH THE WIND.
THE PRISONER OF ZENDA with

Colman, Madeleine Carroll,

Fairbanks, Jr.

[Continued on page 60]

Ronald
Douglas

The
Happy Moment
—-when the show is over

V

BEECHNUT CUM
popularMost

flavor of gum in
America is Beech-
Nut Peppermint.
Try our Spearmint,
too, it you enjoy a
distinctive flavor!

ORALGENE
The new firmer texture
gum that aids mouth
health and helps fight

mouth acidity. "Chew
with a purpose."

SEE THE BEECH-NUT CIRCUS
Biggest Little Show on Earth

!

A mechanical marvel, 3 rings of performers,
clowns, animals, music V everything! Now
touring the country. Don't miss it.
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REVIEWS of the MONTH

ALLBLONDESUSE

New Liqht Hair Shampoo to

Keep Hair Golden, Lustrous
Bring out the full radiant loveliness of blonde or brown
hair with New Blondes, the Shampoo nnd Special Golden
Rinse thnt washes It 2 to 4 shades lighter and brings out

the natural lustrous golden sheen, the alluring highlights
that can make hair so attractive. New Blondes: keeps hair
and scalp healthy and is absolutely safe for It contains no
harsh bleaches or dyes. Try it today. Now combination
package—SHAMPOO WITH FREE K1NSE for sale at all

stores. New size at all 10c counters.

7^BLONDEX r*tXDZ^

SKINNY
WATCH OUT T
DONT BE A BEACH
SCARECROW IN A
BATHING SUIT!

Pmri bn Pro/as lonal Models

ADD WEIGHT-FEEL
GREAT! With Kelpamalt

say Thousands

Results Guaranteed or No Cost!
Don't resign yourself to being a skinny, scrawny physical
wreck—n sight in a bathing suit. Kelpamalt. the new
mineral concentrate from the sea. has put husky flattering
lbs. on thousands who never before could gain an ounce.
That's because it contributes to the supply of natural
minerals, often deficient in the dally diet, and needed for
the body's chemical processes which change food Into flesh,

strength and energy. Kelpamalt's assimilable Iron, copper,
phosphorus, calcium and other minerals, together with its

natural plant Iodine, help your system get the real good out
of food. Try it. Thousands are amazed at quick gains of
5 to 15 lbs. often In few weeks. They look better, sleep
better, feel better, too. Results guaranteed, or It doesn't
cost you a penny. Kelpamalt costs but little to use. Sold
at all good drug stores. Send for fascinating instructive
r.fl page booklet on your Strength and Weight FREE to
Kelpamalt Co.. Dept. 1252. 27 West 20th St., New York
City.

# SEEDOL

KelpamaltJtor

the general all-around excellence of the picture.

—M-G-M.

I MET HIM IN PARIS

THANKS to the expert and pains-taking

guidance of Director John M. Stahl, M-G-M's
screen version of Parnell has lost none of the fine

qualities that marked it as a stage success. The
picture is an artistic triumoh and must be added
to the list of outstanding films of the year. It

may be criticized on the grounds that, despite

its close hewing to history, it lacks the back-

ground of violent physical action so long iden-

tified with turbulent Irish politics. This criticism,

however, is a minor one; for so powerful and
compelling is the story as a whole, so free from

theatrical tricks, and so completely honest is it

from beginning to end that the absence of

physical action is forgotten.

To Clark Gable for his portrayal of the Irish

patriot, Parnell, goes a world of credit. The
role was a difficult one if only for the fact that

it is a distinct departure from any to which he

has been heir to, but the capable Gable pre-

sents a genuinely fine and polished performance,

as he moves dominant yet restrained and tol-

erant through his scenes.

As Katie O'Shea, the woman whose love for

the Irish patriot eventually wrecks his political

career, Myrna Loy shares acting honors with

Gable. Never in any screen role has she pre-

sented a characterization with such emotional

intensity and charm. Played in a fog, her love

scene with Gable is a memorable one and has

seldom been equalled on the screen. Parnell

is her first costume picture and, we hope, the

forerunner of many others.

The story of Parnell is the story of Irish

politics and deals with an obscure, little-known

historical character, Charles Stewart Parnell, to

whom is tagged the title of the "Uncrowned
King of Ireland." He successfully defeats at-

tempts to discredit his demands for the free-

dom of the Irish people until he meets and falls AAAKE this picture YOUR affair, too! See it

in love with Katie O'Shea. The scandal that f Yl by all means if you are hungry for top-
follows eventually proves his downfall.

In the supporting cast Edna May Oliver

presents a delightful characterization in her

role of Katie's elderly aunt. Alan Marshall as

CLAUDETTE COLBERT'S best picture since

It Happened One Night and Imitation of

Life has come at a time when this likeable star

needed it most. / Met Him in Paris is, frankly,

a honey. There are brief moments when it

moves a bit slow but for the most part it goes

rollicking along and the toboganning scenes

have more than one gaspy thrill in them.

The story concerns an American department
store buyer who goes to Paris wildly excited

only to find it rather lonesome until Melvyn
Douglas and Robert Young enter the picture.

Young is amorous but not too sincere; Douglas

is reserved, critical and dependable. Douglas
appoints himself chaperon of the other two on

a trip to Switzerland, gets himself generally

disliked, but when Young's wife suddenly ap-

pears upon the scene Claudette realizes a lot

of things, returns to Paris in a huff and finally

discovers that Douglas is the man she really

loves.

Claudette wears some attractive clothes, does

more than one spill head first into the snow,

skis, skates and goes toboganning at a mile a

minute. Wesley Ruggles directed and did a

right smart job of it.

/ Met Him in Paris has entertainment mag-
netism and you'll be the loser if you resist it

—Paramount.

THIS IS MY AFFAIR

the scapegrace husband and Billie Burke as

Katie's simpering sister give particularly fine

work. Donald Crisp as a devoted Parnell fol-

lower, Montague Love as Gladstone, and

George Zucco as an attorney, Brandon Tyron

as Old O'Brien, Neil Fitzgerald as Pigott, the

forger, Berton Churchill as The Gorman Mahon
and others contribute in no small measure to

notch movie fare. Robert Taylor, cast in the

role of the young naval officer sent to trace the

"man-higher-up" who is conniving with a gang
of bank robbers, does as well in the spirited,

he-man action sequences with the robbers as in

the romantic sequences with Barbara Stanwyck

who is cast as a cabaret singer. The Stanwyck

lady is more appealing and glamorous than ever

in This is My Affair and the way she sings two

Gordon and Revel songs is worth the price of

your ticket ten times over. Victor McLaglen

as the bullying moron with a yen for practical

46 ACCEPT NO SUBSTITUTES! ALWAYS INSIST ON THE ADVERTISED BRAND!



agitation against Birth or a Nation, too, ana

that picture did pretty well, generally speaking.

Claude Rains' performance is outstanding.

Gloria Dickson, making her screen debut, is a

gifted, welcome addition to the Warner con-

tract lists. Ditto Edward Norris and Lana

Turner, as girlishly beautiful a child as we have

seen in months. Clinton Rosemond, a negro,

gives an exceptional dramatic performance

and Allyn Rosslyn, making his screen debut as

a reporter, is fresh in more ways than one.

They Won't Forget should be one of the most

talked of dramas of the year and deservedly

so.

—

Mervyn LeRoy-W arner Bros.

THE LAST TRAIN FROM MADRID

A WELL-SELECTED east relieves the, at

times, confusing portrayal of Paramount's

story on conflict in Spain. The action of the

picture is so diversified that it is difficult to

follow any one set of characters with sustaining

interest. In spite of this, however, the many
dramatic episodes will furnish enough excite-

ment for any person's evening of entertainment.

A quartette of romancing couples — Lew
Ayres and Olympe Bradna, Dorothy Lamour
and Gilbert Roland, Karen Morley and Lee

Bowman, Robert Cummings and Helen Mack

—

runs into alternating adventures of love and
intrigue through their kindred desire to reach

safety from the war-torn area on the Last Train

From Madrid.
Outstanding in their roles are Olympe Bradna

who is convincing as a naive Spanish waif in

love with Lew Ayres, a nonchalant, wise-crack-

ing American newspaperman. Anthony Quinn
also gives an excellent portrayal of an offieer

%

Outstanding performances are given by Edward Norris and Gloria Dickson in They Won't Forget,

o Meryyn LeRoy-W arner Bros, production

who forsakes his oath of allegiance to the army
for a vow of friendship to Gilbert Roland.

—

Paramount.

A DAY AT THE RACES

FOLLOW the advice of this tipster and bet

your last buck that the "Mad" Marxes will

win on A Day at the Races. Groucho, Chico,

Harpo are the racing trio who run true to form

on gags and jockey their positions at the post

with confusing hilarity. If you are a Marx Bros,

fan, and have been waiting a year for their

reappearance on the screen, you won't want to

miss their latest laugh riot. And we mean riot!

Handicappers quote excellent odds on the

supporting cast of Allan Jones, Maureen
O'Sullivan, Margaret Dumont, Douglas

Dumbrill, Sig Rumann and Esther Muir for place

and show honors in a picked field of funsters.

—M-G-M.

WOMAN HATER?
THAT'S WHAT MEN THOUGHT

-BUTGIRLSKNEW BETTER.!. .

.

SIS, WHAT S TH

HIM? IS HE A

—t OR-- /I
^-, . —
M

! BY TH E WAY,

E LOW-DOWN ON

WOMAN-HATER,
j

WOMAN-HATER
NOTHING! GUY LIKES

THE GIRLS, BUT

THE GIRLS DON'T 1

LIKE HIS BREATH!
j

HER BROTHER TAKES A HAND
SIS IS A SWELL GIRL... K

FUSSY ABOUT THINGS LIKE

BAD BREATH, OF COURSE. J~
SHE SAYS HER DENTIST J

TOLD HER-

(

f COLGATE DENTAL CREAN\")

1 COMBATS BAD BREATH I

I

r "Colgate's special penetrat-
ing foam gets into every
tiny hidden crevice be-
tween your teeth . . . emulsi-
fies and washes away the

decaying food deposits
that cause most bad breath, dull, dingy
teeth, and much tooth decay. At the

same time, Colgate's soft, safe polish-

ing agent cleans and brightens the

enamel— makes your teeth sparkle

—

gives new brilliance to your smile!"

SEVERAL WEEKS LATER

m JUST HEARD THE TL THANKS! I OWE ALL

1 G00D NEWS AB0UT r \ MY GOOD LUCK,jS3

20* LARGE SIZE

35* GIANT SIZE

OVER TWICE AS MUCH

COLGATE

GUY TAKES THE HINT

YES, GUY, TESTS PROVE THAT 76% OF ALL 9
PEOPLE OVER THE A6E OF 17 HAVE BAD BREATh),

TESTS ALSO PROVE THAT MOST BAD BREATH
COMES FROM IMPROPERLY CLEANED TEETH.

J
I ADVISE COLGATE DENTAL CREAM .

''

BECAUSE... i
—

—

NoiV— NO BAD BREATH
behind hisSparklingSmile!

...AND NO
TOOTHPASTE

EVER MADE
MYTEETH AS

BRIGHTAND
CLEAN AS
COLGATE'S!
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A gay party . . . laughter and excitement . . .

you are happy and thrilled— but be careful!

Tingling nerves stimulate perspiration glands . .

.

body odor sneaks up on you. "Hi" may notice'.

Be safe with DEW—the deodorant that re-

mains effective at all times. DEW allows for excited

emotions . . . gives you lasting protection in

spite of stress or exertion.

DEW stops perspiration instantly . . . keeps
under-arms dry . . . protects

frocks. And it cannot irritate

sensitive skin.

Costs no more than usual de-

odorants. 25c. 50c. $1.00 at drug
and dept. stores.

D€UU

a
DEODORANT
Non Perspirant

To know your
Hollywood

and kt«p up to data on the lattit gowip
of <h« film city

Read HOLLYWOOD «v*ry month.
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BUT RIGHT OR WRONG—OUR READERS

Appearing as Master of Ceremonies at University of Southern California's "Celebrity Night,"

Gene Raymond is pictured talking over details of the benefit affair with co-eds in charge
of the event. Left to right are Betty Jane Bartholomew, Jean Jacques and Beth Tibbot, all

popular campus leaders

DOES MIGHT MAKE RIGHT?

Dear Editor:

Having read your interesting magazine for

quite some time now I wish to say a few words
concerning articles on the mala stars of films.

It seems that every leading man in pictures

must at one time or another be painted as a

"Hollywood He-man" whether he falls in that

particular class or not. Why is this done when
it is so unnecessary? To expect people to be-

lieve stories telling how Robert Taylor is a

man of brawn detracts rather than enhances
his tremendous appeal to movie-goers; it's too

much to swallow. We all like Taylor for what
he is, a handsome and truly great actor. To
compare him to George O'Brien and several

other well known stars physically would be
silly.

Writers of magazine articles who write of

Taylor's might are wasting their own and the

reader's time.

Sincerely yours,

Henry Pedersen,

Tacoma, Washington.

We are rather inclined to agree with Mr.
Pedersen except that many male stars (Leslie

Howard, for example) achieve screen success

without the "he-man" build up. Also, many of

our handsomest young stars ere truly athletic.

—Editor.

IN OTHER WORDS—SHE UKES HIM!

Dear Editor:

Let's hop6 Warner Brothers gives a good
break to Fernand Gravet. This Frenchman
sure has got what it takes and if his second
picture is half as good as "The King and the
Chorus Girl" he sure will knock them dead.

They say he looks like the Duke of Windsor
but Gravet is really a king. I'm all for Fer-

nand when it comes to romance. He's the

most romantic actor I've ever seen and this

goes for Bob Taylor and all the rest of those

collar ad boys.

Sincerely,

Irma Melchauser,

Allentown, Penna.

We quite agree that Fernand Gravet has

"got what It takes" and in "The King and the

Chorus Girl," he takes what he's got and goes
to town. More power to him I—Editor.

ARE BAD ROLES GOOD?

Dear Editor:

It is very disturbing to us fans to get keyed
up over the performances of many new players
in a "happy" role, then see them emote in

several others as murderers, weakling sons,

cut-throats, villians, and in other such cheerful

occupations.

It may be an excellent way to break in new
players, so think the producers, but a suc-

cession of the "bad" type of role leads even-

Just to stimulate interest among our

letter writers who deluge our desk with

"brickbats and bouquets" we're going
to offer the following cash prizes for

the best letters sent in each month: $15
for the 1st prize; $10 for the second
prixe; $5 for the 3rd prize. Winning
letters will be published from month to

month beginning with the September
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tually to our thinking of the player in question,
in that light.

As long as we have movies we must have
this type, but how about a change of scene
for some of the perennial "bad" juveniles?

Give us a chance to see them in their good
points as portrayed on the screen.

Sincerely.

Mrs. Harriett Hill,

Post Office Box 756, Centralia, Washington.

Very often a "downtrodden" player goes to
the top via the very relet he portrays. We
agree, however, that even the best "bad" man
deserves a chance to reform.—Editor.

IN A TEMPER OVER TEMPERAMENT!

Dear Editor:

Why do we hear so much criticism of Garbo
and Simon? What have they done to hurt

us? Certainly Garbo is seclusive, but is that

our affair? And it burns me up when I hear
anyone say Simone Simon should be sent back
to France because she is temperamental. The
studios are searching for new types, and, cer-

tainly, even the most prejudiced will admit
that Garbo and Simon fill the bill. I think

we should hold back our criticism, because
they are fine actresses, and their private lives

are not our affair anyway.

Sincerely yours,

Miss Myrlene Butler,

284 North Second East, Pravo, Utah.

Word of mouth criticism ii a thing over

which we have no control. HOLLYWOOD
Magazine does endeavor, however, to give

"true" facts to its readers, and is first to make
amends if it is in error.—Editor.

SWING ITI

Dear Editor:

I'd just like to utter a few words on that

greatly debated subject called "swing." I've

noticed that in the few real swing numbers —

and there have been very few—the theatre-

audience is held spellbound, and there is gen-

erally a good round of applause. The few

"swing" scenes to which I am referring, are

Benny Goodman's, "Bugle Call Rag" in the

"Big Broadcast of 1937"; Martha Raye's "Mr.

Paganini," and the jam session of "I'm An Old
Cowhand," both from "Rhythm On the Range"

—also Fred MacMurray's "Hold That Tiger"

in "Champagne Waltz."

I'm not trying to drag down the "finer

music," but it's high time people began to

admit they like those swing numbers. For the

classical minded aren't there enough Grace
Moores, Lily Ponses, Gladys Swarthouts, and

even a Leopold Stokowski to state their type

of music "without" their mournful wail of "too

much" swing, when there is a scene or two of

it in a picture?

For my part, and I don't believe I'm the

only one, I'm wondering why we can't have a

real "swing" picture. Right now I'm hoping

the, "Swing High, Swing Low" picture is what

I've been waiting for.

A Swing Fan.

Mr. John Meister,

121 So. Marguerita Avenue, Alhambra, Calif.

Mr. Meister certainly "swings" into a snappy

tirade on the subject closest to his heart. We
like such frankness. Do you?—Editor.

HAIR-RAISING SERIALS

Dear Editor:

As a movie fan I am becoming tired of see-

ing so many mystery serials so popular with

the children who seem to crave horror, chills

arid the far-fetched, artificial plot situations

found in the majority of them. Such films also

keep their minds keyed up in a false, high

nervous tension. As one mother of a 12-year-

old son remarked to me recently: "After my
boy comes home from seeing such hair-raising

serials his nerves are so on edge that he is

just a bundle of nerves, especially at night."

Of course, parents can refuse to allow their

children to see such pictures, but that's pretty

hard to do when all the other kids go wild

over them too. Why can't they be made less

terrorizing and still retain their interest for

children

Sincerely,

Roy Robert Smith,

Ripley's "Never Never Man,"

115 Sherman Street, Denver, Colorado.

Aware of the problems stated in the letter,

producers have been gradually toning down

their serial thrillers so that they will become

less frightening to the children and yet be

as exciting as ever.—Editor.

watchromstep" AfLf11 *^WzMlTPM

WHAT a penalty people pay for

being mean and nasty-tem-

pered! They forfeit friends and
romance! They're their own worst

enemies!

Still, they're not always to blame.

You know, yourself, that you can't

escape being nervous, irritable,

crabby, if your system is clogged

with poisonous wastes. So if you

really want to be light-hearted . . .

popular, fresh-looking . . . be sure

that your bowels move regularly.

And whenever Nature needs help

—

take Ex-Lax.

Ex-Lax works by the

"GENTLE NUDGE" system

The "gentle nudge" system is a

simple, easy, effective method of giv-

ing you a thorough cleaning-out

Ex-Lax just gives your intestines a

gentle nudge at the point where con-

stipation exists. Evacuation is easy,

comfortable—and complete. You'll

feel clean. You'll feel more alive.

And you'll be grateful for the ab-

sence of the strain and nausea that

make the action of a harsh purga-

tive so unpleasant

Another thing—Ex-Lax tastes

just like delicious chocolate. Chil-

dren actually enjoy taking it, and
Ex-Lax is just as good for them as

it is for you. Available at all drug

stores in 10c and 25c sizes.

FREE! If you prefer to try Ex-Lax at

our expense, writ* for froo sample
to Ex-Lax, Dept. FOS7, Box 170,
TImes-Piaza Station, Brooklyn, N. Y.

When Nature forgets— remember

kAHlaAA
THE ORIGINAL CHOCOLATED LAXATIVE
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pressure

Disk removes corn

QUICK, SURE RELIEF!
The instant you apply
Dr. Scholl's Zino-pads, pain

vanishes. Used with the sepa-

rate Medicated Disks in-

cluded in every box, your
corns or callouses soon lift

right out. Just the pad it-

self on a sore toe, caused by
shoe pressure, will stop a corn

before it can start ! No other

method gives you this remark-
able triple-action, so don't ac-

cept a substitute. Dr. Scholl's

Zino-pads are medically
safe, easy to apply; don't
stick to stocking or comeoffin bath.
Sizes for Corns, Callouses, Bunions,
Soft Corns. Sold everywhere.

DrScholls
Zino-pads
Sell50K»?r*
EARN up to *22!° in a Week

Take orders for this big value! 60 Christ-
mas Cards with sender's name sell for only
SI. Your friends and others will buy on sight
Just show free samples. You make big profit

Extra Money for Spare Time
Our complete line offers you largest earnings. Sell Christ-
mas Card Assortments— Religious Cards, Gift Wrappings
and others, 50c and $1.00. Big profit to you on every sale.

CDEE c.„,„u. Men and women— start earning at
rKCC dampleS once. Write for FREE Selling Outfit.

General Card Co., 400 S. Peoria St. Dcpt. P- 131. Chicago, IU.

Free For Asthma

and Hay Fever
If you suffer with attacks of Asthma so

terrible you choke and gasp for breath,

if Hay Fever keeps you sneezing and

snuffing while your eyes water and nose

discharges continuously, don't fail to

send at once to the Frontier Asthma
Co. for a free trial of a remarkable

method. No matter where you live or

whether you have any faith in any

remedy under the Sun, send for this free

trial. If you have suffered for a life-

time and tried everything you could learn

of without relief: even if you are utterly

discouraged, do not abandon hope hut

send today for this free trial. It will cost

you nothing. Address

Frontier Asthma Co., 247-B Frontier Bid"..

462 Niagara St.. Buffalo. N. Y.
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WOULDN'T YOU LIKE

TOKN'OW
BY RUTH CLAYTON

GYPSY ROSE LEE, late

of the Minsky's and

the Follies, found a new

kind of strip in Hollywood.

After finishing her dra-

matic acting role in 20th

Century-F o x production

You Can't Have Everything,

Gypsy found the title fully

descriptive for the studio

stripped off her famous
stage name and announced
that as a screen actress

(and Gypsy is a good
actress, too) she would be known by

her real name—Louise Hovick. Holly-

wood has Gypsy— (pardon me)

Louise—so frightened she wears high-

necked dresses and won't take off her

coat in public.

• • •

Joan Fontaine gave up

her stage name for her own
name for screen work . . .

Dawn O'Day returned to

Ann Shirley and the former

Ann Pneston has returned to

Shaindel Kalish for radio.

If the movie girls keep up

the practice Mary Pickford

will probably return to

Gladys Smith before her

next movie venture.

• • •

Joan Fontaine, RKO
starlet, changes name

MICKEY ROONEY got that screen

monicker because he reminded
a studio press agent of Annie Rooney's

brother . . . Diana Gibson was so-called

because Rosemary LaBie (her real

name) didn't match her vivacity and

beauty. The Diana came from Diana,

the Huntress; the Gibson from
Rosemary's comparison to

the beautiful Gibson girl. .

.

Arthur Jacobsen, according

to his studio publicity de-

partment, was a composite

of Henry Hull and Glenn
Hunter (speaking of his

talents) and so the fine

young Universal player was

called Henry Hunter . . .

Craig Reynolds used to be

Hugh Enfield . . . Michael

Whalen didn't make an im-

pression with producers or

SUBSTITUTES! ALWAYS INSIST ON THE ADVERTISED BRAND!

studios when he was known
as Joe Shovlin, but with his

last dollar in his pocket and

the change of name he ob-

tained a contract. A rose

by any other name may be

as sweet but to an actor or

actress an easily re-

membered, easily pro-
nounced and spell-proof

trade name is most im-

portant.

Fernand Gravet writes

me from his villa in Saint

Cloud, France, that he will report back

to Mervyn LeRoy at Warners in late

August for a co-starring picture with

Carole Lombard. The romantic Belgian

has grown a moustache for his present

French film The Lie of Nina Petrovna.

Here's the first portrait of him to

reach Hollywood . . .

• • •

The Pat O'Briens cele-

brated daughter Mavour-
neen's birthday with a

garden party of 50 children

of celebrated parents.

Jimmy Gleason, Mavour-
neen's God-father, was
master of ceremonies for

the games . . . Basil

Rathbone cherishes the
sword with which King

George V knighted his

(Rathbone's) cousin for his

work in the theatre. He became Sir

Frank Benson . . . Douglas Montgomery
is turning his Edgcliffe Pasadena
estate into a game preserve by per-

mission of the California State Game
Commission . . . Paul Robeson, after

finishing King Solomon's Mines, for

Gaumont British, has gone to Moscow
to begin production of two
Soviet films, Othello and
Stevedore. The great negro

baritone speaks Russian

like a native and finds an

affinity between the Russian

peasant songs and negro

folk tunes . . .

Gravet returns

i August

Glorit Dickson weeps
real tears

• • •

NE of the strangest

"fan letters" ever

written was received by

Wendy Barrie while she was

o h



working in Samuel Goldwyn's Dead
End. A gold miner in South Africa

scratched his greeting on the smooth
surface of a piece of gold-bearing

quartz and sent it to the young star

. . . Helen Vinson was accompanied
by two insurance company guards

when she went to New York aboard

the United Mainliner Skylounge with

the jewels and wardrobe from the

Walter Wanger production Cogues or*

1938.

• • •

ALFRED LUNT and Lynn Fontanne

of the royal family of the stage

are getting a new screen offer every

day now that they are in Hollywood
. . . Buck Jones is now the legal name of

Charles Frederick Gebhard. After 20
years in pictures Buck had the court

officially re-christen him . . . Garbo
actually wears $500,000 in diamonds in

Madame Walewska . . . Lana Turner

and Wayne Morris of Warners are

kinda sweet on each other . . . Now
Mrs. Benny is having a feud. Shirley

Ross walked out of the cast This Way
Please because she and Mary Livings-

tone were "not in accord" . . . The
Henry Fondas expect their baby in

October. The former Mrs. Fonda

(Margaret Sullavan) now Mrs. Leland

Hayward, expects her baby about the

same time . . . Ted Healy, the co-

median, saved two men from drowning
in a rip-tide at Santa Monica recently

. . . Warren Hull plays the male lead

in Mrs. Wallace Reid's Monogram pic-

ture, Paradise Isle partly filmed in Sa-

moa . . . Trem Carr took cowboy singer

Leland Tumbleweed from a Texas radio

broadcast and will star him in six west-

erns at Universal as Bob Baker.

• • •

WARD BOND, who plays a featured

role in Dead End says he has the

most reasonable wife in the world, be-

cause when he recently accompanied
Director John Ford to San Francisco

for his departure on the China Clipper

to Honolulu, he found a seat available

and forgot to call his wife until he ar-

rived in Honolulu. She didn't repri-

mand him, but told him to have a good
time instead.

• • •

Cary Grant is a problem to make-up
men during summer. He lives at the

beach and tans so easily that it requires

special facial make-up to prevent him

looking like Stepin Fetchit.

ANDY DEVINE'S gravel voice gives

him away every time. He phoned

a theatre the other evening and asked

the starting time of the feature picture.

"Seven-forty-five, Mr. Deviae," said

the girl, sweetly . . . Jack Oakie wears

white tie, top hat and tails in his new

ficture, Super Sleuth. The outfit makes

im look twice as large and girls around

the lot are calling him "Man Mountain

Oakie."

• • •

Ginger Rogers and Lew Ayres were

discovered in one of the less-frequented

cafes. Could it be a divorce or recon-

ciliation? (From observation we'd

say the former, as Ginger shows symp-

toms of being head over heels in love

with Jimmy Stewart).

• • •

GLORIA DICKSON cries real tears

in four different scenes of They

Won't Forget her first picture . . . Al

Jolson, star of Jazz Singer, which revo-

lutionized the business and Warner
Brothers have called it quits . . . The

Merle Oberon-Brian Aherne romance
has apparently ended.

WHY DID HE CALL ME "A COLD WEATHER GIRL"?

I HEARD JACK SAY I WAS A

"COLD WEATHER GIRL" AND NO
GOOD ON SUMMER PARTIES

I'M SORRY HE HURT YOU,

ALICE-BUT YOU SHOULD BE

\ - NM0RE CAREFUL
\(t}- ) IN HOT

*• WEATHER

I AM VERY
CAREFUL! I

BATHE EVERY
SINGLE DAY

BUT ARE YOU USING
LIFEBUOY ? WE ALL
NEED ITS VERY

SPECIAL PROTECTION
IN HOT WEATHER

LIFEBUOY CONTAINS A SPECIAL

PURIFYING INGREDIENT NOT
IN OTHER WELL-KNOWN
TOILET SOAPS

\ IF IT REALLY

\ STOPS *BQ? JANE,
' I'LL TRY IT !

WHAT GLORIOUS
LATHER- I NEVER
FELT SO THOROUGHLY
CLEAN IN MY

LIFE

^HOW DO YOU KEEP

-SO FRESH AND CROSS MY HEART.

DAINTY IN ALL JUST REGULAR
THIS HEAT? LIFEBUOY BATHS!

*' / SMOOTH AS
£ ' CREAM l^

AND YOUR SKINS
THAT COMES FROM
USING LIFEBUOY,

"

TOO!^ \ >
Iifbbuoy freshens, dears, helps condition dull, tired skin . . . And
« it really flatters skin already lovely . . . For Lifebuoy is mild!—

More than 20% milder by test than many so-called "beauty soaps"

and "baby soaps."

Do you know that more
American women—men and
children,too— useLifebuoy for

the bath than any other soap?
It's a fact— revealed when 8

leading magazines questioned

120,000 women!
Appnrtd fo

Gtod Htusikitpint Burtau
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Fred MacMurray's Greatest Weakness
[Continued from page 28]

Remove Unsightly Hair
the modern, feminine way

Are you letting unsightly hair-growth
spoil your feminine charm? Here is the
dainty, modern method of removing
hair on arms and legs without a razor.

Use NEET—easy, sure, effective!

Like a cold cream in texture, you sim-

ply spread it on unwanted hair; rinse

off with water. Then feel how soft and
delightfully smooth it leaves the skin!

That's because NEET removes the

hair closer to the skin surface than is

possible with a razor. Re-
growth is thus delayed and
when it does appear there

are no sharp-edged bristles.

Millions of women depend
on NEET. Get it in drug
and department stores;
trial size at 10# stores.

Eleanor Powell tells why she never

married in the September issue of

HOLLYWOOD. Be sure to read it.

MOTHER OF THREE

EARNS $32-*35 A WEEK
• "Thanks to Chioago School op Nurs-

ing, I have been able to support my three chil-
dren and keep my home together." writes Mrs,
A. E., Waterbury, Conn. And Mrs. E. Is only
one or thousands of men and women who have
found that C.S.N, training opens the way to a
well-paid dignified profession!

C.S.N.-trained practical nurses all over the
country are earning as much as $25 to $35 a
week In private practice. In hospitals and
sanitariums. Others, like Miss C. H., own nurs-
ing-homes. This easy-to-understand course, suc-
cessful for 3s years and endorsed by physicians
—enables men and women 18 to 60 to prepare
themselves at home and in their spare time, for
any type of practical nursing. Best of all, it is

possible to earn while learning—Mrs. F. McE.
took her first case before completing the 7th
lesson and earned MOO in three months!

High school not necessary. Complete nurse's
equipment Included. Easy tuition payments.

Decide now to send for "Splendid Oppob-
tcnities in NrRSiNG," which shows you how
you can win success as a nurse!

CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING
Deot. 88. 100 East Ohio Street. Chicago. III.

Please send booklet and 32 sample lesion pases.

State Aire.

"Anybody can get over shyness.

Even if self-consciousness has ruined a

lot of careers, there's no reason why

it should. It's all a matter of steeling

yourself, of doing the same thing over

and over again, going a little farther

each time—like easing yourself into

cold water to take a dip.

"I'm still jittery. On the air, I get

excited, talk faster than I should, muff

lines. But, before I get through, I'll

have that licked, too."

There was a time, less than three

years ago, when Fred almost lost an

opportunity because he "couldn't take"

the job of facing the lens and the

microphone. A feminine star saved him.

But we'll come to that later.

The event which occurred on that

day in 1929, when Fred got cold chills

up his spine, felt perspiration break

on his forehead, and had a shaking

feeling in his knees, was repeated sev-

eral times—Fred is naturally a fellow

directors would pick out in a crowd

—

before his career as an extra was ended
and he joined the California Colle-

gians, an orchestra, and went to Broad-

way.

"I was licked," Fred confessed. "I

couldn't make the grade."

Fred's memory goes back to the days

when he was in grammar school in

Beaver Dam, and Madison, Wisconsin.

He sees the start of what has been his

life problem. Teachers used to call on

him for recitations.

"And I'd get up, and couldn't say

anything," he declared. "I don't know
what happened. I knew the answers

—

but my mind suddenly went empty.

That continued through eight grades.

Written examinations kept my grades

up, so that I was promoted each

year.

"I saved some money working in a

cannery—canning peas, in Beaver Dam.
I bought myself a saxophone. I could

play the saxophone all right—until

somebody found out I could play it

and I was called upon to do a solo

in the weekly high school assembly. I

had all the symptoms of somebody
about to be frightened to death.

Luckily, I didn't have anything to say

— I just had to play the instrument

—

and my hands managed to get over the

stops.

"My next step," Fred relates, "after

I'd learned to play the saxophone, was
to get a job in an orchestra. I got

away with that because I was one of

a number of people all working to-

gether. I thought of myself as one of

the orchestra, not as a separate unit,

and that was my salvation."

FRED gets a lot of laughs out of his

early jobs, painful to him at the

time because of his shyness. Once he

tried to sell vacuum cleaners, went
from door to door, and never got in-

side of a house. Again, he was a

salesman in a sporting goods store in

Chicago, and it was only with the

greatest effort that he managed to

discuss the articles he had to sell. But

on the latter job, he managed to tri-

umph over his enemy and do his stuff.

When Fred got his job with the Cali-

fornia Collegians, he was again just a

member of the orchestra. But he was

good. He had a sense of humor, a

happy-go-lucky quality which was

quickly recognized. And the Colle-

gians capitalized on it.

"You've got a voice," the boys told

Fred, "and you're going to capitalize

on it. You know comedy, and you're

going to be funny."

That was after Fred had put on a

couple of impromptu acts for them.

By this time he was able to clown if

he knew his audience. But at this point,

you'll give a pathetic little chuckle,

perhaps.

Fred couldn't stand up and sing be-

fore the customers.

"They gave me a megaphone and

let me sing sitting down," Fred ex-

plained. "I was willing to stand but

my knees weren't. This went on for

weeks. Finally, I began standing up

for one chorus. It was that old busi-

ness of wading in and getting used to

the cold water."

About this time a little publicized

figure walked into Fred's life—or per-

haps it would be better to say Fred

walked into his life. The man was Wal-
lace MacMurray, Fred's uncle, a pianist

of note. To Uncle Wallace Fred

poured out the story of his shyness.

"I'll fix that," the uncle said. "First

of all, your voice needs improving, and

we're going to work on it."

Hours, weeks and months of training

followed.

Uncle Wallace finally opined:

"A voice is no good if you don't

use it. We're going places."

THE pair started making calls.

There would be parties. And, with

Fred trying not to look as if he was

going to be guillotined, Uncle Wal-
lace would announce:

"Fred's got a swell voice. You ought

to hear him sing."

Uncle Wallace at the piano, and

Fred, fighting chills, fever, weak knees,

and a tight feeling in his throat,

stumbled through a piece or two.
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"I was afraid of the way I sounded,"

Fred says today. "I think that was half

my trouble. I imagined I was terrible.

But I used to get some applause, and

that heartened me. I began to figure

I wasn't as bad as I thought I was."

Fred has never stopped being grate-

ful to his uncle.

"He did more for me," he says, "than

anyone, except possibly a star to whom
I'll ever be grateful, and to whom i

owe my career in pictures."

The star is Claudette Colbert.

But, before we get to her, it is neces-

sary to record that Fred was a success

in the California Collegians—that he

understudied the leading man in the

musical comedy Roberta when it was

played on the stage—^and that he be-

came the comedy highlight of the or-

chestra.

It was only natural that the hand-

some young comic should be visited

by talent scouts. One was Oscar
Serlin, of Paramount. Serlin will never

know until he reads this that the rea-

son that Fred dodged him was because

Fred didn't think he had the confidence

to make a screen test.

But Fred finally took it after study-

ing his lines for weeks. They gave him

scenes from Michael and Mary and

The Great Magoo. He studied in the
Paramount talent school. He learned
his lines between scenes in the theatre.

Came the crucial moment.
He had all the old symptoms again

—but managed to crawl through what
he had to do. He saw the test and
announced:

"Terrible! I'm going to forget it."

A FEW weeks later, to his amaze-

ment, he was signed to a con-

tract by Paramount, sent to the coast,

coached by Phyllis Laughton in the

west coast talent school. He was ex-

cited, nervous. But he kept all this to

himself. No hint of it leaked out when
he did a fairly large part with May
Robson in Grand Old Girl.

Then, however, came the big mo-
ment. He was approved for the lead

opposite Claudette Colbert in The
Gilded Lily.

Fred had to walk down the street

with Miss Colbert, holding her arm.

The lights were readied. The camera
was set. The microphone was lowered
to pick up conversation. Wesley Rug-

gles, kindly, calm, sat in his director's

chair.

He was confident that his knees were
going to buckle under him.

"I can't do it!"

And then run. It was his finest at-

tack of jitters. He was sure his legs

couldn't carry him the distance he had
to go. And the arm to which Miss Col-

bert clung so nonchalantly shook. He
was about to make a break when he

looked down at Miss Colbert.

She looked up and winked at him.

"That wink did the trick," he says.

"I've been self-conscious since, but

that all-engulfing awful feeling is gone.

I can't tell you how much I owe to Miss

Colbert."

And that's like Fred, too. He doesn't

stop to think how much he owes to

himself and the fine spirit which has

carried him through. All he has is a

word of encouragement for the mil-

lions of shy people whose tongues stick

to the roofs of their mouths, who stam-

mer and stutter, who get weak in the

knees, who feel as if they've just swal-

lowed a mouthful of dry crackers, and

who go hot and cold all at the same

time.

"It's easy," he says. "I did it. You

simply say that you con do something

when something inside you says you

can't—and do it a little harder each

time."

RKO's NEW FACES cL^e til.u

Lip Make-Up Lasts for Hours

Because it's super-indelible. ..

because it's moisture-proof, Max Fac-

tor's Lipstick will keep your lips the

same lovely, alluring color for hours

and hours . . . one dollar.

MAKE-UP
Blonde or Brunette ! . . . here is a neiv

make-up to accent the color attraction of

your type. Note coupon for make-up test.

What A thrill to see a new, a more beautiful, a mote
chatming personality reflected in your own mirror. This

is what you may confidently expect with your own personal-

ized color harmony in this new make-up created by Max
Factor, Hollywood's make-up genius.

i\-Oiige Beautifies

Naturally

Actual lifelike

colors . . . that is the

sectet of Max Factor's

color harmony rouge.

Creamy-smooth in tex-

ture, it blends easily...

fifty cents.

ace Powder is Satin-Smooth

Screen stars know, so you, too,

may be sure Max Factor's Face Powder
will create a satin-smooth make-up that

clings for hours. In color harmony
shades . . . one dollar.

See the magic ofMax Factor's Make-Up in RKO-Radio's

picture..."NEW FACES FOR 1937"...featuring

Patricia Wilder, Thelma Leeds, Harriet Hilliard

'

MaiT'fo" POWDER** *R00GE*A*ND *UPSTlckTN "xOURGOLORH^SP^

7
JVlax Tacior * froIIitwood

111

it Factor's Make-Up Studio. Hoiiywoc-

on booV'Ths New Art of Society Ma ke-Up".

.
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WAKE UP YOUR
LIVER BILE-

Without Calomel—And You'll Jump Out

of Bed in the Morning Rarin' to Go
The liver should pour out two pounds of liquid

"bile into your bowels daily. If this bile is not
flowing freely, your food doesn't digest. It just

decays in the bowels. Gas bloats up your stomach.
You get constipated. Your whole system is poi-
soned and you feel sour, sunk and the world
looks punk.

Laxatives are only makeshifts. A mere bowel
movement doesn't get at the cause. It takes those
good, old Carter's Little Liver Pills to get these
two pounds of bile flowing freely and make you
feel "up and up." Harmless, gentle, yet amazing
in making bile flow freely. Ask for Carter's Little

Liver Pills by name. Stubbornly refuse anything
else. 25c at all drug stores. © 1935, c.M.Co.

looky&ifs

Yotut$£/i

APPROVED

WAY TO

TINT

LAST CALL \

for

MOVIELAND
TOURISTS!

GRAY HAIR
• Quickly and safely you can tint those streaks of
gray to lustrous shades of blonde, brown or black.
BROWNATONE and a small brush does it. Used and
approved for over twenty-four years. Guaranteed
harmless. Active coloring agent is purely vegetable.
Cannot affect waving of hair. Economical and lasting—will not wash out. Simply retouch as new gray ap-
pears. Imparts rich, beautiful color with amazing
speed. Easy to prove by tinting a lock of your own
hair. BROWNATONE is only 50c—at all drug and
toilet counters—always on a money-back guarantee.

Eddie Cantor (above) demon-
strates the technique for taking

snaps of the stars, while Fay

Wray (left), your party hostess-

to-be, poses with her pet spaniel

in the patio of her lovely home

WITHIN a lew days after this issue

of Hollywood Magazine reaches

the stands, the first of the Movie-

land Tours, sponsored by Fawcett Pub-

lications, Inc., will be underway—and

knowing the thrills and excitement that

are in store for you when you reach

the film capital, we hope that YOU
are a member of it. If you have failed

to make reservations for the first tour

which leaves Chicago, July llth, be

sure to send in your application NOW
for the second tour which leaves

Chicago, August 8th.

Think of it! A two-weeks' vacation

trip on board a special de luxe trans-

continental train with stop-overs long

enough and varied enough so that you

can see the beauty of Minnesota's

10,000 lakes, the natural wonders of

Rainier National Park, the Rockies, the

great Pacific Northwest, San Francisco

with its Golden Gate and Chinatown

—

and then Hollywood! And at no more
cost than that of a round-trip ticket to

and from California.

Arriving Sunday morning on your

special train you will be

greeted at the depot by a

welcoming committee of

your favorite stars. The
Clark Hotel, long-famed for

its superb cuisine, will be

the official headquarters for

members of both Movieland

Tours.

On Sunday afternoon the

entertainment committee has

scheduled a tour of Holly-

wood. The trip will give

members of the Tours a

chance to see the swanky

residential districts where
the homes of the stars are

Late the same afternoon

Basil Rathbone, famous film star, will

be host at a cocktail party at his beau-

tiful home and all members of the

Tours are cordially invited to attend.

If you prefer you can witness Eddie

Cantor's broadcast over Columbia.

Sunday evening you will be guests of

Grauman's Chinese Theatre where you

will witness a big feature program.

Monday morning's entertainment

schedule begins with a grand tour of

the Paramount Studio lots. Para-

mount, as you know, is the home studio

of such well-known film celebrities as

Fred MacMurray, Claudette Colbert,

Bing Crosby, Jack Benny, Bob Burns,

Martha Raye and scores of others. A
luncheon in the Paramount commissary

follows the studio tour. In the after-

noon James Gleason will be your host

at a second cocktail party at his home.

As at the Basil Rathbone party, many
stars will be in attendance to help

make this party long remembered. In

the evening back to Paramount again

when studio officials have arranged a
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special preview of a picture yet unre-

leased. Tuesday morning you will be

taken on a tour through the famous

Max Factor Make-up Studio and on

leaving will be given souvenirs of the

occasion. Tuesday evening comes the

grand and glorious finale! A dinner-

dance at the swanky Wilshire Bowl,

long a popular rendezvous of the film

colony. Warren Hull, popular young

leading man, will be the master of

ceremonies and has arranged for a

large delegation of his actor friends to

be present so that you may have

another opportunity to greet and chat

with your favorite screen celebrity.

Plans for the second tour are about

the same as the first with the exception

that the cocktail parties are scheduled

at the homes of Edward Everett Horton

and Fay Wray.
If circumstances prevented you from

signing up for the first Tour, you still

have a chance to get aboard the

special train carrying members of the

second tour which leaves Chicago,

August 8th. More complete details

of the 1937 Movieland Tours may be

had by writing for the free, illustrated

booklet. Better yet, assure yourself

of a place in this cross-country vacation

party by sending in your $5.00 deposit

NOW. Fill in the coupon and mail

TODAY.

"Speaking to You from

Hollywood'
[Continued from page 21]

his orchestra, and Don Forbes, an-

nouncer.

Joe Penner, Joy Hodges, Gene
Austin, Phil Kramer, Jimmie Grier's

orchestra, Jackson Wheeler, an-

nouncer.

Rubinoff and his violin, Walter
Cassell, with Bob Sherwood, announcer,

and film stars.

Victor Moore and Helen Broderick,

Mary Martin, Buddy Rogers and his

orchestra and Carlton Kadell, an-

nouncer.

Eddie Cantor, Jacques Renard's or-

chestra, Saymore Saymoore (Helen

Troy), Pinky Tomlin, Ella Logan, Igor

Gorin, Eddie Stanley (Greek dialec-

tician) and Jimmy Wallington, an-

nouncer.

An imposing list, surely, and to

which will be added before the year is

over, scores of other famous "big

names" in various fields of entertain-

ment.

Meet Hollywood, the radio center

of the world!

Fawcett Publications, Inc.,

360 North Michigan Boulevard,

Chicago, Illinois

Without obligation on my pan,

send me your complete, illus-

trated booklet describing the

Movieland Tours.

I enclose $ Please

enter my reservation for

persons, to insure a place for us

on Tour No

(A deposit of $5 per person

will hold your reservation. Please

specify whether for Tour No. I

,

to leave Chicago July II, or

Tour No. 2, to leave Chicago

August 8.)

Name

Address

City State

Young, blonde and beautiful Princess

Galina Kropotkin, niece of Princess

Alexandra Kropotkin, became the wife

of Mala, the Eskimo actor, in Tia Juana
on May 6. Princess Galina has been
dancing in the movies for about a year

under the name of Galina Liis

It's the main show on millions of breakfast

tables— crisp, delicious Shredded Wheat—
swimming in wholesome milk— sprinkled

with sugar. Try it!

"YES. JUDGE. IHl WELCOME
HER BACK WITH AIL MY
HEART IF SHE'LL JUST GIVE
ME SHREDDED WHEAT AND
PEACHES EVERY MORNING!"

The season's perfect match—Shredded Wheat
and peaches—order this grand flavor combi-
nation from your grocer today

!

"DID YOU SAY SHREDDED
WHEAT AND PEACHES?
WHERE?"

Shredded Wheat is 100% whole wheat. You
get all the vital food essentials that nature
put into wheat— the essentials that help build
energy and keep you active and alert.

SHREDDEDWHEAT

Product of NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY

The Seal

of Perfect

Baking

More Than a Billion Shredded Wheat Biscuits Sold Every Year

Bakers of Ritz,TJneeda Biscuit

and other famous varieties
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Resinol
Ointment and Soap
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MOVIE CAMERA

and
PROJECTOR
Get this real Movie
Camera or Projec-
tor, standard 16
MM.— without
cost! Help your friends
get them. Write for de-
tails at once.

Globe Camera Co.
j 1215 Diversey
Pcpt. 14H,CHICAGO

WFSTICKS^^

£^&£^
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She Wants to be an Actress!
[Continued from page 33]

NAME.

ft
DDBESS. 10* and 20« :

at leading
5 & 10< STORES

ACCEPT NO

Academy's selection. She really meant
what she said.

But the members of the Academy
meant what they said, too, when they

voiced an emphatic "yes" in her favor.

They're too hard-boiled to go around

dishing up their coveted annual awards

to Hollywood new-comers because of

friendship, sentiment, or pull. They

cast their votes for Gale because they

felt she had earned the honor. Which
is a great credit to the Academy's
election procedure as well as to Gale's

exceptional screen talents.

IF
YOU happen to be one of the

doubting screen Thomases who think

that Gale didn't earn her award, draw
up a chair and we'll take a look at the

record.

As far back as her grammar school

days in Philadelphia her determination

to become an actress was glowing at

a white heat. Just why the theatre

had marked her for its very own at such

an early age she can't explain even

now. So far as she can recall, no near

nor distant relative of hers ever had
been connected with the theatre in any

capacity whatever. But here she was

—

"a marked woman in pigtails," chisel-

ing a career out of the hard road of

experience at an age when she should

have been playing with dolls.

"I wrote, staged, acted and directed

my own plays even before I knew what
the inside of a theatre was like," she

says. "Why? I can't tell you. It was
just one of those things. I had my
mind made up to become an actress

and I couldn't act unless I had a play,

and I couldn't have a play unless I

wrote it, and—well—there you are."

That's right. There we are!

Gale moved from Philadelphia to

Minneapolis where she attended high

school, later entering the Minneapolis

Conservatory of Dramatics. During

this time she was careful to select

courses that would give her a basic

histrionic background. Her childish

ambition had grown, now, into some-
thing as vital as her own life. Immedi-
ately after receiving her B. A. degree
at the University of Minnesota, she

joined a traveling Shakespearean com-
pany.

"The training I received in this com-
pany was priceless," she says. "It gave
me a chance to play a varied assort-

ment of roles, including Jessica in

Merchant of Venice, Desdemona in

Othello and Hamlet's Grandmother. I

was a trouper for the first time in my
life and how I loved it!"

Following this tour, Gale joined the

SUBSTITUTES!

Jessie Bonstelle Stock Company in

Detroit and for the next two exciting

years she played every type of role

from fourteen-year-old girls to eighty-

year-old women. To project this worthy

theatrical company into the Hollywood
scene it's pleasant to remember that

playing with Gale in this same com-
pany, were Melvyn Douglas and Lionel

Stander, both unknown to the screen

then, but climbing the cinema ladder,

now, like a couple of steeplejacks.

BOUT this time, the Theatre Guild,

scouting the "sticks" for new
stage personalities, finally decided that

the nice things being said about Gale
were true and handed her a three-year

contract with a "sign here, please."

"I was so excited," Gale confesses

now, "that I don't know whether I

signed it right or left-handed—but I

know I signed it, and I reached Broad-

way in the Guild's production of Faust.

I began to think that I really was an

actress, after all. Not a good one,

perhaps, but an actress, just the same.

And I was on Broadway. I almost

broke an arm trying to pat myself on

the back!"

Gale followed Eve LaGallienne in

Alison's House, and Judith Anderson in

Strange Interlude—both Pulitzer Prize

plays. When Strange Interlude com-

pleted its run at the end of six months,

she created the role of Nina in Red
Dust under the direction of, and play-

ing opposite to, Herbert Biberman to

whom she was married. Then, in rapid

succession, came the role of Anna in

Dr. Monica, Major Barbara, and the

lead in Invitation to a Murder.

And then the invitation from Holly-

wood to play Faith in Anthony Adverse

and later the invitation from the

Academy of Motion Picture Arts and

Sciences to stand up and receive its

coveted award.

Not bad for a little Minnesota girl

who so early in life determined to

become an actress!

Following her introduction into

motion pictures through Anthony Ad-
verse came an important role in Maid
of Salem with Claudette Colbert and

this in turn was followed by her role of

Nana, the jealous and brutal sister in

Seventh Heaven, starring Simone Simon

and Jimmy Stewart. You'll see Gale
again soon as Mrs. Dreyfus in The Life

of Emile Zola.

But with this difference.

You won't see her in this picture as

the crafty, seductive, conniving, sex-

appealing woman she portrayed in her

So powerful andfirst three pictures
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so real were these characterizations

that when she moved across the screen

you felt like asking an usher to bring

you a brickbat so you could knock some
of the meanness out of her.

"The role of Mrs. Dreyfus is the exact

opposite," Gale explains. "There is

nothing mean or cruel or selfish about

her. I'm going to be a lady on the

screen for the f rst time and it's quite a

relief. Eesides, it's the entering wedge
against the chance of being 'typed.'

I don't want my screen life to be

cluttered up with siren parts."

SMART lady, this Minnesota girl.

Smart lady in many ways. For in-

stance, she refuses to sign a studio

contract, preferring to free-lance her

services and so preserve her screen

freedom. Smart, too, because she

refuses to follow the usual Hollywood

customs. She doesn't care for night

clubs or parties. She likes to entertain

occasionally in her own home, enjoys

art exhibits and symphonies, and wants

nothing more from life than time to

devote herself to her husband and her

career. One of her chief ambitions,

she says, "is never to be called 'Holly-

wood's best dressed woman 1

although

Jean Arthur, Director Mitchell Leisen and two dogs take it easy between scenes on Paramount's

Easy Living in which the actress is co-starred with Edward Arnold

I will admit to an extravagant raste in

my wardrobe." She has a fine sense of

humor and frankly admits that she does
not believe in doing today what can

be put off until tomorrow—providing

it has nothing to do with her work.

Although of an exotic and exciting

personality, Sale expresses a prefer-

ence for the quiet life either at her

beach house or in her rambling ranch

home when she isn't working in a

picture. But from the moment she is

cast in a role, she devotes every minute

of her time to a study of its charac-

terization, refusing all social engage-
ments until the picture is finished.

"I still want to become an actress,"

is the way she explains it.

Funny people, these ambitious,
lovely ladies of the screen.

Evidently the 1936 Academy Award
didn't mean a thing so far as her career

is concerned. She stil! wants to become
an actress.

Well, we haven't any complaint

about that. The more she works the

more we'll enjoy her on the screen.

At any rate, right now she's a wel-

come addition to the imposing list of

Hollywood personalities.

And a real SOMEBODY who will

bear watching.

SEE THE DIFFERENCE
WHEN SKINNY PEOPLE
GAIN NEW POUNDS

Well-Known Artist Shows by Dramatic
Comparison How Extra Pounds Can

Transform a Skinny, Unattractive Figure

to Normal Alluring Feminine Loveliness

WhyThousands Have

Gained 10 to 25 Lbs.

-QUICK/
IF you look like the picture on the left-

skinny, rundown, unattractive to the other
sex—don't think for a moment that your
case is hopeless. Thousands of men and
women who never could put on an ounce
before have gained 10 to 25 pounds of good,
solid flesh in a few "weeks with these won-
derful new Ironized Teast tablets.

In addition to their r_w normal attractive
curves and feminine allure, they can also
boast of naturally clear skin and lovely
color, new pep, new popularity and joy in
life that they never knew before.

Scientists recently discovered that thou-
sands of people are thin and rundown for
the single reason that they do not get
enough Vitamin B and iron in their daily
food. Now one of the. richest known sources
of Vitamin B is cultured ale yeast. By a
new process the finest imported cultured ale
yeast is now concentrated 7 times, making
it 7 times more powerful. Then it is com-
bined with 3 kinds of iron, pasteurized whole
yeast and other valuable ingredients in little
tablets known as Ironized Teast tablets.

If you, too, need these vital elements to
aid in building you up, get these new "7-
power" Ironized Teast tablets from your

GIL CREIGHTON
One of New York's best- known
Poster Artists and Art Consultants

druggist today. Note how quickly they in-
crease your appetite and help you get more
benefit from the body-building foods that
are essential. Then, day after day, watch
flat chest develop and skinny limbs round
out to natural attractiveness. See your skin
clear to natural beauty. Note new pep and
energy. Soon you feel like a different per-
son, with new charm

fi new personality.

Money-back guarantee
No matter how skinny and rundown you
may be from lack of sufficient Vitamin B
and iron, try these new Ironized Teast tab-
lets just a short time. See if they don't aid
in building you up in just a few weeks, as
they have helped thousands. If not delighted

with the benefits of the very first package,
money back instantly.

Only be sure you get the original Ironized
Teast tablets. Don't accept any substitute.
Insist on Ironized Teast.

Special FREE offer!
To start thousands building up their health
right away, we make this FREE offer. Pur-
chase a package of Ironized Teast tablets
at once, cut out seal on box and mail it to
us with a clipping of this paragraph. We will
send you a fascinating new book on health,
"New Facts About Tour Body." Remember,
results with the very first package—or money
refunded. At all druggists. Ironized Teast
Co., Inc., - Dept. 288. Atlanta, Ga.
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4 SMART GIRLS
—They Always

Shampoo %
WITH

%
fr

BEAUTY OIL
SHAMPOO

It's smart to have immac-
ulately clean hair—hair
that shimmers with the
sparkle of health and
youth. You can have it too, if

you will shampoo with Lucky
Tiger Beauty Oil Shampoo. It

is the scientific way to culti-

vate your hair—to keep it in
the pink of condition.

Ask Your
Beautician
or Druggist

Lucky Tiger Beauty Oil
Shampoo contains that fin-

est of all hair and scalp
conditioners—rich olive oil. Solves
the dry hair problem. Ideal as a
pre-conditioner for permanents.
Eradicates clinging dandruff.

BASICALLY OLIVE OIL AND OTHER FINE OILS

Young Men and Women

—

STENOTYPY
The Better Way to Better Jobs
Stenotypy— machine-typed
shorthand — offers unmual op-
portunities for better jcbsnow
and larger success all your life.

This machine that types faster than
any one can talk is now used in nine
out of ten conventions, in thousands of
outstanding offices, and increasingly in court rooms.
Its machine speed, accuracy and ease win promotions
and salary raises in secretarial and reporting jobs,
and open up executive opportunities. Now, in your
spare time and at low cost, you can raise yourself
above the competition of the crowd. Get full details.
Ask for interesting, illustrated, free booklet, "Steno-
typy, the New Profession." Write Dept. 830-ST.

THE STENOTYPE COMPANY
4101 South Michigan Avenue Chicago, Illinois

Eleanor Powell, world-famous
lap dancer, tells why she

never married.

In September issue.

Hollywood Corners the Art Market
[Continued from page 45]

TOM SAWYER.
NOTHING SACRED starring Carole

Lombard, Fredric March. (Technicolor.)

GRAND NATIONAL

GORGEOUS starring Anna Sten.

GAUMONT BRITISH

* GANGWAY starring Jessie Matthews.
SILENT BARRIERS starring Richard Arlen.

CHECK these Numbers with

pictures on pages 30 and 31

HERE are a tew of Hollywood's world

famous artists: ( I ) Lulse Rainer of

M-G-M, outstanding actress of 1936;

(2 and 3) Jimmy McHugh and Harold

Adamson, The Great Ziegfeld, Top of

the Town and Banjo on My Knee song

writers; (4) Leopold Stoltowslti, famous

conductor of the Philadelphia Symphony,

now at Universal; (5) Jeanette
MacDonald, M-G-M's beautiful singing

star; (6 and 7) Gordon and Revel, Fox's

outstanding song writing team; (8) Paul

Muni of Warners, outstanding actor of

1936; (9) Cole Porter, whose musical

shows, Anything Goes, Born to Dance,

Broadway Melody and Red, Hot and

Blue, are great hits. He's at M-G-M.
( 10) Harriet Hoctor, premiere danseuse,

now at RKO; (II and 12) Ralph Rainger

and Leo Robin, hit song writers at Para-

mount; (13) Nino Martini, famed opera

star now at RKO; (14) Allan Jones,

M-G-M singing star; ( 15) Grace Moore,

of operatic and radio fame, now a

Columbia star; (16 and 17) Johnny

Mercer and Richard Whiting, Warner
song writers; (18 and 19) Al Warren

and Harry Dubin, Warner song writers

and Academy award winners; (20)

William Wolfgang Korngold, famous

EXPECTANT? Consult your
doctor regularly before and after

baby comes. Ask him about easily

cleaned Hygeia Nipples and Bot-
tles. New patented ridge prevents
nipple collapse. Tab keeps nipple

germ-free . Don't take chances. In-

sist on Hygeia, the safe
nursing bottle and
nipple. ^ —

"

on"

European composer, long associated with

Reinhardt, now at Warners; (2 I ) Jerome
Kern, of Show Boat, Sweet Adeline,

Roberta song writing tame, now free

lancing in Hollywood; (22) Werner
Janssen, celebrated European conductor

and music writer now on radio in Holly-

wood and composing for pictures; (23}

Boris Morros, Paramount musical head,

former European symphony conductor;

(24) Gracie Fields, England's foremost

singer, actress and radio star, soon to be

starred by Fox; (25) Igor Stravinsky,

famous Russian composer, now at Para-

mount; (26) Mary Garden, for 20 years

& world famous operatic star, now a

talent scout and voice coach at M-G-M;
(27) Oscar Strauss, great Viennese waltz

composer now writing for Sol Lesser;

(28) Herbert Stothart, who composed
ooeratic arias for Maytime and heads

M-G-M's musical staff, runs over the

score for Firefly with the composer (29)

Rudolf Friml; (30) Gladys Swarthout,

beautiful operatic and radio star now at

Paramount; (31) Sigmund Romberg,

composer of Mayt'ime and other notable

operettas, now a staff composer at

M-G-M; (32) Irving Berlin, father of

popular song writing, moved from Top

Hat at RKO to Fox for On the Avenue

and other musical pictures; (33) George

Gershwin, composer of Rhapsody in Blue

and various Broadway musical shows,

wrote the score for Shall We Dance? and

remains tn Hollywood to free-lance; (34)

Lily Pons, noted European operatic

soprano, now an RKO star; (35) Max
Reinhardt, dean of European theatrical

producers who made Midsummer Night's

Dream for Warners, is soon to produce

another elaborate picture for the same

studio; (36) Nelson Eddy, concert and
radio star, now one of M-G-M's most

popular screen stars; (37) Gus Kahn,

writer of 100 hit songs, now at M-G-M.

SAFEST because
easiest to clean

There's no wife versus secretary problems in Bob Burns' household because his

secretary (the former Harriet Foster), is now his wife. Our candid cameraman
caught the couple relaxing from their work at the studio
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EYE WITNESS PHOTOS

Kiss and make-up were "blended" when
Martha (Oh Boy!) Raye and Hamilton "Buddy"
Westmore surprised friends and family by

eloping to Las Vegas

OKI EN H EYWARD — NOTED BEAUTY MODEL— NOW A
- B - p - SCHULBERG STAR IN HOLLYWOOD

FLASH! Walter Winchell and Grade Allen
snapped while dancing at the Cocoanut Grove
during the 20th Century-Fox convention

Alice Faye and Tony Martin departing from a
famous night spot after an evening of dining

and dancing —Photo by Rhodes

i&RtotS.
EEEEmam™
COMPLETE^COURSE 'l-
For Beginner and Advanced Student
DesiR-ned to develop quick
^lurr'hinpf and correct drawin -
of the human figure and i;i-v.
Com.-.? on action, proportion,
sit iiriure—m.nku Hpiirt- riiviwini'
easy, Coniplclo cmirse SI. 9s.
Nothing more to pay. We pay

11 postage. C. O. D. if preferred.
W. 49th St.
' York City.

CanYouEqual^OC7
This Home ior J J x*

Shipped
Direct
from Our
Mill

UaU30%to4o%
on your View Home.\

Don't pay several hundred dollars more than necessary
when you build a home! Buy it direct from our mill at
our low factory price. We ship you the material"

—

lumber cut-to-fit. ready to erect. Paint, glass, hardware
nails, etc., all included in the price—no extra charges'
We pay the freight. Plans furnished—also complete build-
ing instructions. No wonder our customers write us that
we saved them 30% to ii)%, compared with builders* prices
Easy terms—3 years to Day.

Handsome Big CD F FCATALOGUE T IyILEj
Pictures wonderful homes in colors at money-
saving prices. Designs to suit everyone.

Write for your catalogue today.

LEWIS MANUFACTURING CO.
Dept. 1678 Bay City, Michigan

IF YOU HAVE

GRAY HAIR
and DON'T LIKE a
MESSY MIXTURE....

then write today for my
FREE TRIAL BOTTLE

As a Hair Color Specialist with forty years' European
American experience, I am proud of my Color Imparter
for Grayness. Use it like a hair tonic. Wonderfully
GOOD for the scalp and dandruff; it can't leave
stains. As you use it. the gray hair becomes a darker,
more youthful color. I want to convince you by sending
my free trial hottleand book telling All About Gray Hair.
ARTHUR RHODES, Hair Color Expert, Dept. 36, LOWELL. MASS.

Summer Shin

of

Radiant

k Loveliness! 4

1 m
Rom

In the searching glare of summer sun—on golf links, tennis court, hikes

—

and in the moonlit evening that fol-
lows—more than ever is your skin on
parade. Keep it looking flawless with
Miner's Liquid Make-Up. Apply to
face, neck, arms, legs. How smooth,
how lovely Miner's makes them! Stays
on all day, won't rub off or streak. 50*
at drug & dep't stores. Trial size at
10* counters, or mail coupon with 10*.

MINER'S, 40 E. 20 ST., N. Y. C. '

Enclosed find 10c (stamps or coin) for l
trial bottle Miner's Liquid Make-Up. •

NAME '

ADDRESS -Shade...
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e Amazing Episodes in Garbo's Love Life!
[Continued from page 27]

I LL VUI D

CURLERS
Summertime! Outdoor time! Play in sun and

wind and water. Wonderful days., .but cruel

to curls. Lucky, isn't it, that Hollywood Curl-

'ers can repair the damage so quickly. Roll your

hair for a little while on Hollywood Curlers

and there you have . . . beauty restored! At Mal-

ibu Beach and Palm Springs, where picture

people play, a "first aid" supply of Hollywood

Curlers is in every dressing room. Cet your

emergency supply for summer needs NOW.
Insist on Hollywood Curlers!

3 FOR 10c- AT 5c AND 10c STORES- NOTION COUNTERS

SUFFERERS FROM

PSORIASIS
D€RmOILspot;
Dermoi! is bcin? used by thousands of me;
and women to secure relief from the effects

of this ufily scaly skin disease often mii-

£li i I taken for eczema. Apply it externally. Does
TRIAL SIZE not stain. Grateful users, often after years

^no T^Ji'm
S of suffering, report the scales have gone,

OR COIN
(ilc n .

L] patches yriulually disappeared and
their skin became clear acain. Dermoil is backed by a
positive agreement to give definite bent-tit in 2 weeks or

money is refunded without question. Beautiful book on
Psoriasis and Deimoil with amazing proof of results Free
or send 25c for generous trial bottle to make our famous
"One Spot Test". Prove it yourself no matter how long you
have suffered or what you have tried. Don't delay. Write
today. Give druggist"* name. LAKE LABORATORIES.
Box 6. Northwestern Stati on . Dept. F-21. Detroit. Mich.

CHANGE YOUR FACE!
.. . and change your future!

It may bring a different, happier
life when you have new straight
features that others admire!
Paces reconstructed by famous
Vienna Polyclinic methods. Dr.
Stotter (Vienna University grad-
uate) quickly corrects Unshapely
Noses, Protruding Ears, Wrinkles,
Signs of Age, Pouches under
Eyes, Large Lips, etc. Low cost.
Write or call for Free Booklet -

tion." Dr. Stotter. 50 E. 42nd St.. Dept. 48.r New York,
"Facial Reconstruo

Ann Harding's Romance

Janssen.

NEXT MONTH—

ith Werner

HflY FEVER

ftS

Ess
"Pe&etrecL

The severity of those distressing at-
tacks of Hay Fever and Bronchial Asth-ma may be reduced . . . use Dr. Schiff-
mann's ASTHMADOR just as thousands
have done for 67 years. The aromatic
fumes help make breathing easier . . .

aid in clearing the head . . . bring more
restful nights. At druggists in powder,
cigarette or pipe-mixture form. Or send
for FREE supply of all three. Dept. e,
R. Schiffmann Co., Los Angeles, Calif.

weeks they dickered back and forth.

In the meantime I sold a play and left

for New York. A few weeks after my
arrival i was at the pier greeting Greta,
Einar and Stiller. Greta and Einar

—

according to Einar— Sad signed con-

tracts paying each four hundred dollars

a week.

"Those three months were without

doubt very happy ones for Garbo and
Einar. Together they went on sight-

seeing excursions. They saw the shows

—visited night clubs. As business

called me to Hollywood two weeks
before the triumvirate left, I was at

the station to welcome them upon their

arrival in Los Angeles.

wITHOUT doubt the next four

months were exceedingly lonely

days for Garbo. A stranger in a strange

land, she was left to herself day after

day. Einar—genial, handsome, gen-

erous, was immediately taken up by the

gay set of Hollywood. The lad who
refused to come to Hollywood without

Garbo, now found gayer companions.

Stiller, struggling under the handicap

of a foreign tongue and strange Amer-
ican ways, was spending most of his

time at the studio. It was during these

weeks that Garbo gained the reputa-

tion for walking alone. Homesick and

alone she filled in the days tramping

along the beach or hiking over the

hills.

"As time went on and Stiller found

himself blocked in his attempt to carry

out his foreign ideas in Hollywood, he

commenced to remain at home. It was

then that Garbo started to drop in to

see him. When she received word that

her first Hollywood tests were no good,

it was to Stiller she turned for advice

and consolation.

"Einar often salved his conscience

for neglecting Garbo by saying, 'I am
glad that Stiller and Greta seem to

enjoy each other's company.' Take it

from me, there never was a romance
between those two. A warm affection,

yes. An understanding and devotion

grew that eventually shaped Garbo's

future.

"It was during these days that Stiller

commenced to seriously coach Garbo.

Garbo, who always looked upon Stiller

as the Great Master, was an apt pupil.

Among other things he kept continually

pounding that she must diet. 'With

your broad shoulders, narrow hips and

sleek head, you can take on the glamour

of the Egyptian beauties of old,' he

would say. 'But you must get slim.

Slim as a match.'

"It was Stiller who taught Garbo
how to walk—the walk that no other

actress has been able to imitate. He
taught her how to carry her body with

the grace of a panther. How to use

her hands and her eyes. They dis-

cussed life and philosophy. In addition

to his technical training, Garbo ab-

sorbed Stiller's outlook on life—his

attitude toward people and the world.

"During this time Stiller told me that

Garbo made around twenty-five tests

at Metro, none of them good. When
the verdict came that she was not con-

sidered screen material, it was Stiller

who arranged for another test. It was
due to his supervision that this test

resulted in her being cast in The
Temptress. From that time on her

progress is a familiar story.

"Stiller's only satisfaction from his

trip to Hollywood was the realization

that his pupil had made good. He told

me that in Garbo he saw the reflection

of his art.

FROM that day the great art of

Mauritz Stiller has lived in Garbo.
That is the secret of her success. Here
lies the explanation of her intangible

charm. This is the answer to her devo-

tion to the memory of the great di-

rector.

"By this time Einar had become in

great demand in Hollywood. He was
earning more money than he had ever

earned before. But he was drifting

farther and farther away from Garbo
and Stiller. As both he and I were

prospering, we rented Conrad Nagel's

beach home on the Malibu road. To
celebrate we gave a dinner, inviting

Garbo and Stiller.

"It was to be an informal, old-time

get-together on the cook's night out.

The kind of evening we all loved.

Garbo, who disliked dressing, came in

her favorite brown tweed suit and low,

heavy English walking shoes. Garbo
was very gay that evening. She came
in calling out her usual greeting to us—'Tjanare,' a slang expression of en-

dearment meaning, 'Hello, my boys.'

"We had prepared Swedish meat
balls, Garbo's favorite dish. That night

she could not seem to get enough of

them. Finally, Stiller protested. 'You

are eating so many meat balls, Greta,'

he frowned, 'that if you do not watch

out you will turn into one yourself.'

"Stiller never saw Garbo as slender

as he wished her to be. If he could see

her today I know that he would be

satisfied.

"During this evening, which was to
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be the last we four ever were to spend

together, everything went smoothly

until Einar commenced to partake too

freely of Swedish punch. Garbo, with-

out a word, abruptly got up and left.

Stiller went with her.

SOON after the door closed, Clara

Bow telephoned, invifing us to

join a party in progress at her house.

When I declined Einar ran outside,

jumped into his high-powered roadster

and was off. At three o'clock that

morning he was found pinned under his

over-turned car in the ditch on Malibu

road. He had been dead for more than

an hour.

"Garbo was stunned. For a week
she refused to leave her apartment. It

was a terrible shock to Stiller.

"In a short time Stiller returned to

Sweden. A few months later, he, too,

was dead. Garbo was left in Holly-

wood to carry on alone.

"Do not these unknown facts of

Garbo's life explain her aloofness, her

attitude toward life, the secret of her

success?" Nifford asks. "Is it not easier

to understand why she lives so apart

from Hollywood? Why it is that her

native land will always be home?
"And another thing—despite all re-

ports to the contrary—Garbo has

seen taken into the exclusive circles of

the finest families in Sweden during

her visits to her native land. As far

back as 1929, she has been a guest of

the Count and Countess Watchmeister.

It is their eldest son who will inherit

the title and the great estates that have

been in the family since the eleventh

century.

"Today, in Sweden, Garbo's close

friends feel certain that before long

she will retire from the screen, return

to her native land, and marry young
Count Watchmeister.

"But recently another of Garbo's de-

voted admirers arrived in Hollywood.

He is Mr. Wallenberg, the son of the

Wallenberg family, aptly called the

'Morgans of Sweden.' Mutual friends

feel certain that he is here to plead his

own cause for Greta's hand before it

is too late.

"Strange story, isn't it," smiled

Nifford as he looked about his exclusive

Three Crowns Swedish Cafe, filled with

groups of Hollywood's most famous
celebrities.

Yes, it is strange. But more remark-

able still is another chapter in the story

—that Garbo now comes to this smart
little restaurant to enjoy food made
from the recipes that Einar and Nifford,

once a star and now a prominent res-

taurateur, prepared for her in the days
when they were just struggling Swedes
in a strange land.

Men like GOOD Iced Tea. Serve him (your
him) Ridgways ICED Tea, and you'll get a big

smile every time!

Ridgways Iced Tea is one of the WISEST of

Summer beverages to serve. Nothing artificial

or over-stimulating—just a pure, natural, re-

freshing beverage—enjoyed for centuries—en-

joyed the world over.

Superior quality tea leaf assures superior quality

Iced Tea—be sure you get Ridgways.

TRY RIDGWAYS GOLD LABEL TEA—AT THE BETTER GROCERS
If Ridgways Gold Label Tea is not obtainable at your store, Ridgways will send you
1 Lb. of this delicious i.00% genuine orange pekoe tea for $1.20 postage prepaid.
Send check or money order (made out to Ridgways no C. O. D.'s) to Ridgways, Inc.,

230 West St., New York, N. Y. '

NqJoke To Be Deaf
—Every deafi person knows that—
"

' Way made himself hear his watch tick after
ig deaf for twenty-five years, with his Arti-

afcfcyficial Ear Drums. He wore them day and night.
^"%They stopped hiB bead

"

noises. Theyare invisible
andcomfortable.no wires
or batteries. Write for _TRUE STORY. Also ^^^^^ ^^^
booklet on Deafness. ArtificialEarDrum

THE WAY COMPANY
774 McKerchey BIdg. Detroit, Michigan

T •M:LJ=I
MEN AND WOMEN TO MAKE « <32S5 '8 WEEK

Introducing Hose Guaranteed 4 to 8 Months
EARNINGS START AT ONCE1 Brand new Ford given
ciu.-.-rs. Kv<M-vl...dy buy;- host. Guaranteed.to wc:t ly-r:

monUiswiib-it h-k-.; i.:u:.-= or runs <

Lr rvj'kwod [ KM-.,

tab-. Griii/cWilt'iT, l»w;., earntd S.'ti.lll in >J hours and
a; Chariot Mill:--. Minn., ,-a.nvd 5120.00

week and received 2 new cars, as —
bonuses. Your own hose given as bonus,

ihose size. Rush name on penny t am
• sample outjit.dctails. ACTNOW!

WILKNIT HOSIERY CO.

GINGER FINDS HER LOST YOUTH
Read this revealing story in September

HOLLYWOOD

HAPPY RELIEF
FROM PAINFUL
BACKACHE

Caused by Tired Kidneys
Many of those gnawing, nagging, painful backaches

people blame on colds or strains are often caused by
tired kidneys—and may be relieved when treated
in the right way.
The kidneys are Nature's chief way of taking ex-

cess acids and poisonous waste out of the blood. Most
people pass about 3 pints a day or about 3 pounds
of waste.

If the IS miles of kidney tubes and filters don't
work well, poisonous waste matter stays in the blood.
These poisons may start nagging backaches, rheu-
matic pains, lumbago, leg pains, loss of pep and en-
ergy, getting up nights, swelling, puffiness under the
eyes, headaches and dizziness.

Don't wait! Ask your druggist for Doan's Pills,

used successfully by millions for over 40 years. They
give happy relief and will help the 15 miles of kidney
tubes flush out poisonous waste from the blood.
Get Doan's Pills.
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how to Remove
Leg or Arm Hair

IN 3 MINUTES

Without Danger of Coarser

or Stubbier New Growth
Everywhere you go. everyone is talking

about or using De Miracle. Its vogue

seems to have started when it became
known that this marvelous discovery made
it simple and easy to get rid of leg or arm
hair, without danger of faster, coarser

or stubbier new growth.
No Razor—just dampen hair with

Be Miracle and then rinse hair away
with water. It leaves the skin as smooth,
soft and hair-free as a baby's. Leaves
no dark hair stubble and does not mako
hair grow faster, coarser, or stubbier.

Try it today.

Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money Refunded

DcjUiraefiiraeie
67cSpecial Now C7« S2.00 Size

51.00 Size v I t» NowS1-33
At All Drug and Department Stores

LIGHTEN YOUR HAIR
the NEW CREAM WAY

J

As little or as Much as '

Wont— Safely— Quickly!
Not a Drug-Store Liquid

Lechlar's LlghtninE Hair Llghtenar

liquid preparations. You can use It' toliahten the root? and ecalp
>nly. Cannot run,to the cnda of the hair-Tike a liquid. Can't C
make the hair l^eleaa. dry or brittle . Lightens blonde hair *l
trrown dark. CafHipt streak or over- bleach. Actually Bene-
ficial to bleached hair and permanonls. Used by famous
Btapreand screen beauties for over 20 years. Harmless—
guaranteed. Mail complete with appl ication brush foronly

F" J? F" P With first ordrr~3e j>aae bookletr 1\ C C "THE SEW Alii (it- LhlHTESlNG HAIR"
LECHLER LABORATORIES, INC.

580 Broadway Dept. B.) New York, N. Y.

1

BECOME AN EXPERT

Accountant
Executive Accountants and C. P. A. 'a turn ?2,0u0 to $15 000 a year.
Thm is iimb- "l" iirm; nr.-rt them. Only lii.OUU Ct-rtihed t'uhlic Account-
ants in the U.S. NVtrnin you thoroly at home in spare time for C. P.A.
examinations or executive accounting positions. Previous experience
unnecessary. Personal training under supervision of staff of C.P.A.'s.
including members of the American Institute of Accountants. Write
for free book, '"Accountancy, the Profession that Pays."

LaSalle Extension University, Dept. 830-H, Chicago
The School That Has Trained Over 1,400 C. P. A.'s

tf^tflnUC REMOVED WITH
^^^ » »*aW ^ PREPARATION
Say goodbye to risky'razors. and corn-pads. A
Jiew liquid NOXACORN relieves pain and forma
a thin protecting film over the corn. Then the
corn (or callus) loosens and comes out with ease.
Absolutely safe. Contains six ingredients-sinciud-
ing camphor, iodine, castor oil. 35<S bottle saves
untold misery. Druggists e^HMnvvmi
refund money if it fails. FrV'^iiialaaAaafcaJ'A »r'2 ^Jj

F REE Offer/
Visible Pimples and Blackheads. Freckles,
Ugly Large Poces and Wrinkles Disappear!

You thought this impossible, but now you can hare a
clear, blemish-free, new outer skin IN 3 DAYS. Look
clean, healthy, years younger and beautiful, this new
harmless, economical way.

It is all explained in a new free treatise called.

"BEAUTIFUL NEW SKIN IN 3 DAYS"
which is being mailed absolutely free to readers of this
magazine. So worry no more over your humili.'Uinr-; skin and
complexion or signs of aging if your outer skin looks soiled
and worn. Simply send your name and address to MARYO
RKATTY LABORATORIES. Dept. 0-3117. No. 1700 Broad-
way, New York. N. Y.. and you will receive this new treatise
by return mail absolutely free. If pleased, tell friends.
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Make Way for a Trouper!
[Continued from page 29]

SHE is not the easiest person in the

world to interview because al-

ready she has learned a lesson about
Hollywood. When she talks she speaks
with the wisdom of her experience, yet

—she has learned that sometimes what
she says has an entirely different twist

in print. A national magazine (not

a fan publication) recently quoted her

as saying that "there are no actors

in Hollywood." What she actually

said bore no reflection on Hollywood
actors as she is now embarrassedly try-

ing to explain to her colleagues whom
she greatly admires.

Like an artisan who has studied under
masters and has had the experience of

years to augment his talents, Gladys
George knows her capabilities. She
will talk endlessly analyzing herself,

telling what she knows she can do; what
she hopes to do.

There is no egotism in her remarks.

On that score she is very emphatic.
"Don't say egotism," she begs seri-

ously. "It is egoism and you know
what a vast difference there is in the

two words. Without egoism nobody in

any walk of life can succeed."

And there is no egotism when she

says simply,

"Regardless of the success or lack

of success of any role I portray, of one
thing I am certain—my reading will

be perfect. I may be miscast, the pho-

tography may show me to disadvan-

tage, and many other things may be
wrong but nobody will ever be able

to say that my reading of lines was
bad."

She makes that statement with the

assurance of any master craftsman

—

as a carpenter would say that any
board he saws will be sawed straight,

or a brick-layer who states he will

never build a chimney out of plumb.
Gladys George will never get out

of hand in Hollywood. She is too

steeped in the traditions of the stage

for that. She is a trouper.

Many are the versions concerning

her success in Personal Appearance
but here is her story of the way she

became a Broadway star overnight.

HEN a New York show is not

tried out in the "sticks" it is

tried out on Broadway as an invita-

tion affair in the manner of a movie
preview. For weeks Gladys had re-

hearsed, playing the part as the stage

director told her to—not as she wanted
to. She had not complained or re-

volted because a trouper uncomplain-
ingly takes orders.

At the invitation presentations the
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show died. The audience was too
bored even to razz it. At the last dress

rehearsal the Brock Pembertons were
the glumest of the glum. They had a

turkey on their hands and stood to lose

a lot of money. And Gladys George
was in despair for this had looked like

her big chance. She screwed up her

courage and went to the Pembertons.
"May I play this the way I think it

should be played?" she asked quietly.

There was no raging and ranting of the
prima donna; no ultimatums of I will

or else—simply "May I?"

Brock Pemberton only stared at her,

but Mrs. Pemberton spoke for them
both.

"For heaven's sake yes!" she cried.

"We're lost now, and we can't be any
worse off."

And Gladys George, so sick with

laryngitis that she should have been
in a hospital bed, went on and played
the movie star as she knew it should
be played and at the final curtain the

audience stood up and cheered and
shouted "Bravo!" And that, my
friends, rarely happens on Broadway

—

except in fiction. Gladys George was
a star overnight because she had been
a trouper since the age of three.

That was not the first time she had
dared fate and, perhaps, the Grim
Reaper. Once in Denver, when she

was playing in stock at the Denham
theatre, she suffered from an attack

of appendicitis for days. Finally one
Friday night it got so bad a physician

remained constantly in her dressing

room to keep her packed in ice bags
between her appearances on the stage.

She insisted on finishing the week but

her condition became so grave that

an operation at five o'clock Saturday
morning became necessary. Two weeks

later she was back with the company.
Which should be a lesson in trouping

for those girls who beg the boss for the

afternoon off because they have a head-

ache!

s
HE still bears a scar to remind her

of another experience when she

was young enough to be still thinking

of beaus and dates rather than a ca-

reer. Playing the real life role of a

housewife, she was frying doughnuts

one day when the grease caught fire.

The flaming grease burned off all her

hair, seared her horribly, and she was
close to death for days. But she re-

covered and wore a wig in a stock en-

gagement which she obtained on her

own!

Let's get back to that age question.

Gladys George frankly admits to
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being in her early -Thirties. Yet, as she

flashed into her dressing room for this

interview she looked like a debutante.

A boyish cap perched jauntily on her

yellow curls and a bolero jacket of

flaming red topped a blue skirt.

"Why don't you drop ten years

from your age?" the suggestion was
made. "You certainly could get away
with it."

"Huh," came the quick rejoinder,

"don't try to kid the public, mister.

I yam what I yam, as Popeye, the sailor,

would say."

She confesses, however, to getting a

huge kick out of the reaction of peo-

ple meeting her for the first time since

seeing her on the screen in Valiant Is

the Word for Carrie. They expect to

meet a mature woman at least in her

forties and are amazed beyond words
to find a girl brimming with pep and
vitality and looking like she was just

out of college.

GLADYS wants to do more roles

like "Carrie." Women who
have lived; women who have tasted

of the bitter and sweet in life; women
who have trouped in their way as she

has in hers. She would love to do The
Woman of Bronze; that is her pet

ambition.

She has just finished a difficult as-

signment for M-G-M in what is defi-

nitely a man's picture

—

They Gave
Him a Gun, with Spencer Tracy and

Franchot Tone. An ingenue couldn't

have handled the role—that of a war

nurse who loves two men and marries

one. A girl whose spiritual quality

overshadows all else.

Gladys grows quite emphatic in say-

ing that she cannot play ingenue roles

and that's when she denies her beauty.

Perhaps Gladys George is not beauti-

ful as rigid beauty standards go—but

she is the type of girl men turn to watch

on the street; the type many men would

be proud to marry.

She knows what she wants to play

and what she thinks she is best qualified

to play. But to those who have known

her through the years; who have seen

her play an endless variety of roles

from coast to coast—playing a show

one week while rehearsing for the next

and studying the lines for a third—it

is obvious that whatever she does she

will do well.

The girl who started at three with

the Poli Stock Company at Waterbury,

Conn., as Little Tommy in Back Among
the Old Folks, who has played every-

thing from medicine shows to stardom

on Broadway, has lived and that's why
she is where she is today.

Gladys George is a trouper!

For ten years Bill Boyd has been Grace Bradley's screen idol. Recently he

became her husband and now Grace is not only his greatest admirer, but his

severest critic
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You know I go for this

Beeman's flavor. I iikethe

neat and nifty airtight

package that keeps it so

absolutely fresh-tasting.

And of course every-

body knows Beeman's is

good for digestion."



Fat Girl Laughs
and Grows Slim

Without Starvation Diets, or 6ack-Breaking
>

Bending and Rolling Exercises.

Hei'e's a way to pet rid of ucly fat that works
hand in hand with Nature. Millions of people
are losing: millions of pounds of flabby flesh
and petting back slender fUrures, without the need
of starvation diets or back-breaking exercises.

Medical science has discovered that one of the
causes of too much fat lies in a little gland.
Doctors correct this condition by feeding this
little gland the substance it lacks— and Mar-
mola Prescription Tablets are based on this same
method. Millions are using them with success.
They are prepared by a famous medical labora-
tory. Their formula is published in every pack-
age so you know what you are taking.

So don't waste time and money with starva-
tion diets or back-breaking exercises. Go to your
druggist today and get a box of Marmola Try
this simple, easy way to get rid of excess fat.

How to Attract and
Hold Your Man

Attract and fascinate the
man of your choice

Any woman or girl of or-
dinary intelligence, beautiful
or plain, can learn from
"Fascinating Womanhood''
how to be and remain at-

tractive to men. It tells you
how to develop the power
that is in you. Learn the
principles of Charm that
men cannot resist. Most

cases of social failure and spinsterhood are due to
lack of understanding man's psychology. Married
or single you cannot afford to be without this
secret knowledge. Send only 10c for the booklet,
"Secrets of Fascinating Womanhood," an inter-
esting outline of the secrets revealed in "Fasci-
nating Womanhood." Mailed in plain wrapper.
PSYCHOLOGY PRESS, Dept. 42-H, St. Louis,Mo.

STOP PERSPIRATION
—KEEP UNDERARMS DRY
—END ODOR INSTANTLY
TABOO does all this and more.
A real delight to use. Not a
medicinal salve, butadainty,
pure-white vanishing cream.
Greaseless, stainless, non-ir-

, ritating. Apply once and be
safe for days. Obtain TABOO at

drug.departmentand 10c stores.

unburn
"LEARN BY DOING
12 weeks training I'LL FINANCEYOUR TRAINING!

My Big FreeBook tails yon how wa
train you in 12 weeks—to start in

the growing field of Electricity by
actual shopwork on real electrical ma-

chinery—not by books or correspondence-
Amazing plan enables many to net train-
ins first . . .then take 18 Months to pay
in small monthly payments starting 5
Months from date you start school. Ex-
perience or advanced education not
needed. Many Earn While Learning.
Free lifetime employment service.Diesel
Engines, Electric Refrigeration and Air
Ccmriitioninp instruction jnr'" J - J *•
COUPON for FREE BOOH a—— ^—— wwr-wii iui rnttDuuniimiiiiirfliis

I ?nf?"c
LEnWI?' President. COYNE ELECTRICAL SCHOOL

I
S0

S
S-flauKnaSt-Dejfc. C7-34, ChicagoVlli.

t-i, t
Dd BlS.Eree 5ook ^itn facts on Coyne training and tell moabont your "Pay-Tuition-After-Graduation*' PlaH

I
NAME - -AGE-
ADDRESS __

• Sunlight and Moonlight Beauty «,

[Continued from page 40]

-I-
I

Even a touch of summer tan means
that you will have io switch from the

shade of powder you have been using

during winter months. A welcome find

for sunlight hours is the "glare-proof"

face powder, scientifically blended to

deflect all but the softest rays of the

sun. Last season only two shades, light

and dark, were offered in this sunlight

powder. But their success was so great

that this year the manufacturer has an-

nounced a third shade, which is a grand
all-summer powder for the girls who
get only a little tan or who lose their

tan quickly. These three powder shades

are not "sun-tan powders" with which

to create a synthetic tan. On the con-

trary, they bring a warm freshness and

muted tone to your summer com-
plexion, be it of darkest hue or just

a natural deepening of color. Availa-

ble in jars at 35c and 70c or in boxes

at 10c and 20c.

With so many enticing creams and
lotions on the market, each with a

specific mission of beauty, it some-
times becomes both bewildering and
expensive to know which to choose.

But the benefits of a good facial

cream must not be overlooked in com-
bating dry skin, dangerous foe to the

freshness of youth caused by loss of

natural oils. A delightful ali-purpose

cream is the one recently developed
which contains the identical oils pres-

ent in pure dairy cream. It is rich and
smooth and upon contact with the skin

melts into a light-bodied cleanser and
skin softener. A film of the cream left

on the skin before applying make-up
forms an excellent powder base, keep-

ing the skin lubricated and permitting

your powder to cling and cling. It is

an effective night cream, and serves

equally well as a sunburn preventive.

A light layer beneath your make-up
protects your skin under ordinary con-

ditions; but if you are frankly after a

tan and want to loll in the sun, apply the

cream generously over face and body.

This would make an excellent item

to take with you on a vacation trip

when space counts so much and your

needs are indeterminate. The cream
comes in attractive red and white jars

and is available in 50c and $1 sizes.

FOR quick, cooling clean-ups in the

summer-time, you'll appreciate a

liquid cleanser that rids the skin of

deep-seated dirt and has a tonic

effect. A bit of the lotion on a swab
of cotton does the work swiftly and

effectively, and leaves your skin look-

ing and feeling fresh as a daisy. This

is another item that will help to make
your vacation trip enjoyable when
traveling light. The lotion is cool

green in color and comes in attractively

cut crystal flacons at 50c and $1. A
boon on hot, hurried days when your

face feels sticky and warm, as make-up
may be applied immediately after

using. Want the name?
Although perspiration and perspira-

tion odors are year-round problems,

they demand renewed attention during

the summer months. And if I seem to

do a great deal of harping on these

offenses, it's because personal dainti-

ness is the only reliable foundation for

feminine beauty. Simple and quick to

use is the new cream anti-perspirant

which stops perspiration immediately
and may be applied at any time of the

day. It is non-greasy and vanishes im-

mediately and is grand for emergency
use while you dress. The effect of the

cream lasts from one to three days.

Designed primarily for use on the

underarm area, it may also be used

without harm on feet where sweat

glands are numerous and across the

back to protect light summer dresses.

If you perspire excessively, there is a

liquid anti-perspirant manufactured by
the same house that is slightly stronger

in action. Best results are obtained

with the liquid if applied just before

going to bed. Both cream and liquid

may be had in 35c sizes.

For names of products send stamped
(3c U. S. stamp) self-addressed en-

velope to Ann Vernon, HOLLYWOOD
Magazine, 1501 Broadway, New York

City.

BE A VACATION BEAUTY

Meeting new friends or old

—

half the fun of a vacation is in

looking your best. If you are

self-conscious about your ap-

pearance, then bring your beauty

problems to Ann Vernon. She

will give you helpful, dependa-
ble advice. This service is FREE
to all our readers. Address your

letters to Ann Vernon, c/o

HOLLYWOOD Magazine, 1501

Broadway, New York City. Er-

close a STAMPED, SELF-AD-
DRESSED ENVELOPE for her

reply.

There is an answer to every

beauty problem and Miss Vernon

has helped thousands of girls to

an attractive appearance. Why
not write her today?
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"Prez"Oakieison the Air
[Continued from page 32]

mighty long period to be away from

the little woman.

I

CAN remember the time when

working late was a joy. I'd hang

around the studio for a while, and then

drop by somewhere for dinner. Now,
I go straight home, like a character

man.

"Before I was married, if I missed a

single night spot before turning in

they'd call out the fire department. I

made 'em allf and knew every busboy

in town. Marriage changes things.

They call me Homing Pigeon Oakie,

now.

"Generally, we stay home nights.

We live at the beach, you know—so if

we want any of our friends to come
down we have to invite 'em. About
three or four evenings a week we have

a couple or two in for dinner and cards,

maybe, or just fooling around. I'm

becoming the squire of Santa Monica.

I think I'll get me a hoss, and plumed
hat.

"Some of our friends still think we
live at Toluca Lake. Those that do
spend hours and hours driving around
trying to find us. Maybe they think

they can hear Venita and me having a

big fight, or something else just as

noisy—if we did fight. I don't know
where they got the idea we live there

unless they've scrambled up that inci-

dent a few years ago when Dick Arlen,

Bing Crosby, and Bill Fields got to-

gether and had a lot of signs painted,

'Keep Poison Oakie Out of Toluca

Lake,' and planted them around. I

was considering buying a home there at

the time, but I located in Beverly in-

stead. The gag, though, got a lotta

publicity and people got it into their

heads that I lived out there.

"You should see the little woman
and me play Russian Bank. It'd be
worth your while, just to watch. Me,
what never gave a rouble about the

game before. Why, I'm as rabid about
it now as I used to be about potatoes

au gratin O'Brien.

"Now, THERE'S a dish, but the way
of all flesh decrees that I desert them
. . . that is, if I want to keep my boyish

figger. I have to cheat now and then,

though.

"I've gone through a lot of changes

during the past year. Take radio . . .

"I used to be known as Mile-a- Min-

ute Oakie when it came to talking.

Now, I'm a man of a few million words.

In the hour that I'm on my radio pro-

gram I talk more than I've ever talked

before in my life.

wiTHY I stay in pictures when I can

make more money and do less

work on the air is beyond me. Radio,

they tell me, is here to stay . . . and I

hope that means me, too.

"Why, all I have to do is rehearse a

couple of hours and have guest stars

on my program. Then, I walk in occa-

sionally, while the guests do all the

work. Easy? Say, it's so easy I'd be

happy if I didn't do a thing beside get

in front of that microphone.

"When Venita and I were in New
York on our honeymoon, we appeared
twice on Ken Murray's radio hour.

Venita was great, and I got a bang out

of it myself. I'd been on the air be-

fore, but until then never seriously

considered doing a program. That sold

me.

"If I had to choose between the two,

pictures or radio, I'd take radio every

time. You know where you are, every

minute. No re-takes. Once you've

said it it's done, and when the hour or

half-hour is ended you're through. No
waiting around for lights, or for the

director to finish with you. It's a cinch.

"I don't mean, though, that I don't

still like pictures. I do like 'em, im-

mensely. If I hadn't been on the screen

for as long as I have, I wouldn't have

any place in radio today. I know which

side my bread's buttered . . . it's the

name that I've made in pictures that

radio is trading on in my program.

"Another change is that I've gone

from Paramount over to Radio Pictures,

and I'm making more pictures than I

did. It used to be that I made only

three a year . . . now, I'm in nearly

twice as many.

"I was with Paramount for nearly

ten years, and it was hard pulling up

stakes. I'm happy here, though, and

I'm looking forward to a busy season.

The studio is lining up some mighty fine

parts for me, they tell me.

"A couple of weeks ago, Venita and

I celebrated our first wedding anni-

versary. I couldn't believe it, until the

crowd we'd invited to our "Come With

the Wind" party began to arrive like

flies buzzing around a Greek restaurant.

"A year is a mighty long time, ordi-

narily, but these past twelve months

have whizzed by faster than my money
used to go sitting in a poker game
with Claude Binyon. Not too short a

time, though, for me not to have taken

on a contented-calf look. Why say,

I'm so contented now that my ears flap

back and forth whenever anybody even

looks at me. I'm a changed man—yas-

suh—and how!"

Jet
Alka-Seltzer
help you keep Feeling Your Best

1A/HEN you suffer with a Headache, Acid
Indigestion, Sour Stomach, Distress after

Meals, an Alka- Seltzer tablet in a glass of
water will usually bring prompt relief and also

help correct the cause of your trouble when
associated with an excess acid condition.

You'll like Alka-Seltzer

because of its pleasant
taste and because it is

so effective. Don't let

common ailments
keep you from feeling

your best—alkalize,

with Alka-Seltzer.

jf- All Drug Stores
B

300 and 600 Pkgs.
(Slightly Higher in Canada)

COVCPAIS
BLEMISHES
lA/STAA/TLV!

D°

Hide -it

von't let a sudden skin
' blemish spoil your Sum-

I mer Fun. Be clever— use
"Hide-it!" Instantly conceals
pimples, freckles, birthmarks,
scars, bruises and any discol-

oration. Waterproof. Won't
crack or peel . Four flesh shades
^to match your skin. Use the

Cream for large areas;
Stick for touch-ups.

$1 at Drug and Dept. Stores

10c Size at Ten Cent Stores

Clark-MillnerCo.,666St.ClairSt.,Dept.l2-H, Chicago
I enclose 10c(Canada 15c) for "Hide-it" UCream \3 Stick.
Check Shade: DLight Q Medium QBrunette Sun Tan.
Name
Address
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Here's
a dueer Way

#
to Leant Music/
BE your own music teacher. Just a simple easy, home-

study method. Takes only a few minutes—averages
only a few cents—a day. Every step is clear as A-H-C
throughout. You'll he surprised at your own rapid progress.
From the start you are learning real tunes by note. Learn
to play "Jazz" or clas>ical si'k'iiiun.-—right at home in
vour snare time. All Instruments.
FREE. Send for Free Booklet and Demonstration Les-

son. These explain our wonderful home studv method
fully. Mention instrument preferred. Write today! In-
struments supplied when needed, cash or credit.

U.S. School of Music, 368 Brunswick Bldg.. New Yo.k City

WakeUpSallow
UNETTE

SKIN..

f
To Clear,

Olive Beauty
..IN 5 DAYS!

D^)ULL. dark skin no longer
invi.1 make brunettes and

blondes IciuVc older! A gentle crome now banishes
dull outer film . . . surface freckles, pimples,
blackheads. 1 n a few days. Leaves skin tluillinRly
soft, clear! Use Golden Peacock Bleach Creme
just one week! At cosmetic counters or send 50c
to Golden Peacock Inc., Dept. L-265. Paris, Term.

GIANT
FROGS
GOOD MARKET!

'rog legs in bis: de-
id. Good prices the
round! Easy to ship!

WF RIIV^ 11 t" us '" addition tont BUI „ther malting markets!
& Women see what others
'ing. Small pond starts you.
book explains unusual offer

Big spare time money-maker! Season's sen-
sation! "Emboss-O" Christmas Cards, with
sender's signature in raised gold! Sell as-
sortment 2 1 beautiful cards with "Em-
boss-O" materials, only SI. Make big profit.
S other assortments, 50c up. Also name-
imprinted Christmas Cards, 50 for SI

.

Write today!

FRIENDSHIPSTUDIOsEgnjjrnTIj
401Ada .N.Y.

Learn Profitable Profession

in QO days at Home

_,._r week but many prefer to open their own of

-

t rices. Large incomes from Doctors, hospitals, sani-
tariums and private patients come to those who

**' ,' ^^^^qaalify through oar training. Reducing
,

..'» ^^Bl alone offers rich rewards for specialists.

* i >- W^**ij| - Write t->r Anatomy Charts, sample les-

T V »\ son sheet* and booklet-They'reFREE.
\ ._ .. * ' THE College of Swedish Massage

Vl601 Warren Blvd., Dept.C-61, Chicago
' ..-

'(Successor toNotional ColleaeofMassage)

ocaer
FACE
POWDER

For a flattering finish to a

perfect make-up, dust on
Boyer's, the powder that really

clings. Ideal for summer wear
. . . daytime or evening. Allur-
ingly scented. Newest Paris

shades. 50c at dealers or mail

10c for purse size. Specify
shade desired.J " t- Vl ' Kny HUGHES.
BOyfJf, Society Parfumeur Republic oatuia

2702 S Wabash Ave., Chicago, III.
P
^BeliSyed"

—Photo by Gene Kornman

Virginia Field, 20th Century-Fox star, doesn t core for herself on the screen because
she doesn't think she has progressed far enough to be called a good actress. Mov/e

audiences, however, seem to think differently

By A. B. WHITNEY

SHE arrived in Hollywood at eight

o'clock one morning, reported at

20th Century-Fox at eleven . . .

and before an hour had passed she had
been signed for an important role in

Little Lord Fauntleroy.

That was Virginia Field's introduction

to the film colony, and she's been on the

go ever since.

If you caught Lloyds of London you'll

most certainly recall Virginia as Polly,

the beauteous bar-maid, who very

nearly walked away with the feminine

honors. Should you have missed her in

this role, she appeared more recently

with Peter Lorre in Think Fast, Mr.
Moto, os the White Russian entertainer.

Typically British both in speech and
thought, much of import has happened
to this tall, golden-blonde beauty—not

yet twenty—who avows allegiance to

Hollywood, but sv/ears she'll never de-

sert her English citizenship.

"When Edward VIII ascended the

throne, he elevated my barrister-father

to the much-sought-after rank of King's

Councillor," she announces, proudly.

"Only eighteen barristers were thus

honored by Edward. So, you see, Eng-

lish stock is too deep-rooted in me ever

to want to change."

VIRGINIA was fifteen when she went

on the stage, through a rather ex-

traordinary channel. Born in London,

she attended school in Paris until the

age of fourteen, then went to Vienna to

continue her education.

While walking along the street, a

stranger seized her by the arm and
dragged her impulsively to a sidewalk

cafe table.

"Do you want to go on the stage?"

he asked. It developed he was a

Viennese impresario, and forthwith, in

almost story book fashion, Virginia

found herself cast in All's Well That

Ends Well, at the Max Reinhardt

Theatre.

Her decision to travel to America
was as suddenly inspired. Gilbert Mil-

ler, the stage producer, two years later

cabled her to come to New York im-

mediately for the lead in Victoria Re-

gina. And as for Hollywood . . . two
weeks into rehearsal for Reqina and a

young actor begged her to work with

him in a screen test. She did, and to

her surprise was offered a contract with

20th Century-Fox. Miller, to whom she

appealed, released her only with re-

luctance, because he considered her a

young actress of unusual promise.

That Hollywood is all the richer for

her presence here is seen in the fact

that everyone who saw the picture re-

calls vividly her characterization of

Polly in Lloyds of London. That tho

studio believes in her is evidenced h
her elevation to leading ladyship.

This daughter of Britain holds no

false illusions about herself. She doesn't

care for herself on the screen because
she doesn't think she has yet progressed

to the point that she may be called a

good actress. Hollywood, however, has
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Sonja and Simone—Sensible Salesgirls #
[Continued from page 36]

appraise themselves so coldly and how
could each pattern her life after a

campaign of studied behavior?

Take the case of Sonja. Hers is a

thrilling story of precise and deliberate

training for success. At seven years

of age she was looked upon as a po-

tential ice-skating champion and was
the pride of her home place, Oslo,

Norway. Since that time she has

rhythmically soared ever onward to

four Olympic triumphs, finally skated

her way directly into screen stardom.

IT
WAS after the last Olympics, when

thousands of blase New Yorkers

stormed Madison Square Garden to

see her perform her ice-ballet miracles,

that Sonja decided it was time to cap-

ture Hollywood. So, with a keen

comprehension of her opportunity,

Miss Henie rented a Hollywood ice-

palace at a cost of $800 and staged

a three-day exhibition of skating, net-

ting a $20,000 profit.

But this was only a preliminary to

her real Hollywood campaign. Born

with an unusual flair for showmanship
Sonja, as a small child, insisted upon
spectacular costumes, all white, and
richly designed. Following immedi-
ately upon her triumphant exhibition

at the Hollywood rink, Sonja leased an

impressive all white house with all

white interior decorations and furnish-

ings, and purchased a huge custom-

built automobile which she had painted

white. All of which set Hollywood to

talking, and pray tell me what could

be sweeter for a movie actress than

to have that right kind of publicity?

It was then that the studios awak-
ened to the fact that here was a per-

sonality indeed, one to tie to. No
less than five studios entered into

competitive bidding for her services.

The first offer was for $10,000, but

soon there were others around $75,000.

Playing one producer against another,

Sonja boosted the ante and when she

finally signed with Darryl Zanuck it is

said that it was for $125,000 a picture,

and a five-year contract for two pic-

tures a year.

WITH Simone it was a little dif-

ferent. Her publicity was not

always favorable; and, besides, she had
to lick Hollywood after she had
already won a $2,000 a week contract,

which she had signed while still in

France. The heart-breaking experi-
ences of many a European actress who

had been forced to return home after

bitter disillusionment in Hollywood

were not unknown to Simone. So when

she entered the Famed City she had

her mind all set. She would lick Holly-

wood! Now when Simone has her

mind set it's set.

At first she was sadly misunder-

stood due to her rebelliousness against

situations which she could not under-

stand, and because of her unfamili-

arity with Hollywood and the English

language. This very spirit of rebellion

attracted attention from the press, and

every time a newspaperman took a

"crack" at her it merely served notice

to the reading world that Simone was

a personality a little different from

the common mold. Sensible as she

was, Simone took advantage of the

situation to further her cause. The

great blast of publicity which greeted

her first day at the studio, when she

walked out of the make-up depart-

ment, typed her as a person of unusual

temperament. Then a week later, when

she suddenly retired to the loneliness

of her home high up in the Hollywood

hills, more fuel was added to the fire.

"Is she going to pull another Garbo?"

someone asked; and, without pausing

for answer, the reply flashed "yes" in

a thousand newspapers.

Yet Simone was pulling no "Garbo."

It was merely her way of making a sale

to Hollywood—a very wise move which

only tended to heighten the mystery

which was enveloping her. Even
though the self-imposed retirement put

her out of circulation, the news-
gatherers persisted in wanting to see

her. Finally she agreed to talk, but

with reservations.

Certainly few screen stars have had

as fine an appreciation of showman-

ship as this little girl from France. She

held on and in spite of all her adverse

publicity scored a great success in

Girl's Dormifory. She scored a greater

one as Diane in Sevenfh Heaven. Now
she is the sweetheart of all Hollywood;

everyone loves Simone. At present she

receives $3,500 a week. From the

$14,000 a month $150 is deducted for

rent and $500 at the most for food,

clothing, etc. The rest goes into a one-

way bank and will remain there until

her picture career terminates.

And so, within one short year, both

Simone and Sonja have sold them-

selves to Hollywood in no small way.

Which one is the better saleslady?

That would be telling and we
wouldn't say if we could.

Science nowshows how

SHAVING LEGS
causes stocking runs

Micro-Photo shows wiry
stubble penetrates silk

stockings, causes runs.

Micro-Photo ofstocking.
X-Bazin leaves no wiry-

stubble to tear hose
threads.

Runs! Runs! You seldom know how they

start— but if you are a "leg shaver" runs

can easily be caused by the sharp wiry
hair stubbles rubbing against hose. Yet to

be attractive, legs must be hairless— and
they can be! Simply apply perfumed X-Bazin
Cream right from the tube, spread it on

lightly, then wash off— in 3 minutes skin

is smooth— soft and hairless.

Insist on X-Bazin, the perfumed hair re-

mover, and remember it's just as dainty

and efficient for arms and underarms. All

druggists— ten cent stores. Try it.

HAIRLESS LEGS ARE ATTRACTIVE LEGS

EXPERIENCED Mothers kn6w
•^ that summer teething must not
be trifled with—that summer upsets
due to teething may seriously inter-
fere with Baby's progress.
Relieve your Baby's teething pains

thissummer by rubbingonDr. Hand's
Teething Lotion, It is the actual pre-
scription ofa famous Baby specialist,
contains no narcotics, and has been
used and recommended by millions
of Mothers. Your druggist has it.

ff
lfound Dr. Hand's such relief

to my Baby that I never needed to
tvorryon the hottestsummerday".

—Mr*. Wnu H. Kempf, Williamsport, Pa,

DR.HANDS
Teething lotion
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Drinking 1 Class ol

ORANGE JUICE;
Mixed with 1 Tablespoon ol

BONKORA
2 times a day and eating her fill

of the delicious foods as shown in
the Bonkora package made her

I
LOSE (_

108 LBS.
UGLY FAT

She lost 6 in. off waist, 4 in.
off hips and 6 in. oil bust.
She lost avoidable reducible
overweight and regularized
elimination.

SEND FOR

Free Sample
and copy of Lola Sharp's letter.

AddressBONKORA.SlI S. Wells
St., Chicago, Illinois. Dept. 138

World's Smallest Real Performin

"^SfitfttJ RAD IReceives all
^*

stations with clear beautiful tone. No static or interior.

£v-rTr»T^°J
ll

.i

ni: ,n *"*Ju*t or wear out—should last for years.
ENTIRELY NEW DESIGN! Not to he confused with cheap
rESS^V^fe1 '05"—Musle ant* Programs come DIRECTLYfrom front of radio. Has patented new "Speak-
S5S?.ne" which gives more volume and stations—NOT ATOl! Tunes broadcast band, police and airplane calls. The
newest radio sensation of the year. Absolutely complete
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comfort and convenience. Famed Mary-

land cuisine. Experts in the bars and

Cocktail Lounge. Rates S3, to S6. single.
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Acidity Makes

Women Look Older
Kidneys Often to Blame

Women, more than men, are the victims of excess Acid
in the system, due to poor Kidney functions, which may

undermine health and vitality.

dry and coarsen the skin or

cause Bladder distress. Get-
ting Up Nights, Burning and
Itching. Leg Pains, Nervous-
ness. Dizziness, Headaches.
Lumbago, Swollen Ankles.
Puffy Eyes, or Rheumatic
Pains. Help your Kidneys
filter 3 pints of Acids and
Wastes from your system each
day for just one week with the
Doctor's prescription Cystex.
Guaranteed to fix you up and
make you feel and look years

iger or money back. See results in 48 hours. Telephone
druggist for guaranteed Cystex (Siss-tex) today.

BRIEF FILM GUIDE

LOST HORIZON— (Columbia)—Director Frank Capra

has transferred this story to the screen and makes it

one of the outstanding pictures of this—or any other

year. See it by all means.

THEY GAVE HIM A GUN—(M-G-M)—A film you

can't afford to miss. You'll discover a new, dramatic

Franchot Tone; a lovely and effective Gladys George; a

dynamic Spencer Tracy and a story packed with drama.

A STAR IS BORN— (Selznick-lnt.)—Janet Gaynor is

a star re-born in this most delightfully enjoyable pic-

ture with a movie background. Fredric March, Adolphe

Menjou, Andy Oevtne and Lionel Stander add to the fun

of this lovely color film.

CAPTAINS COURAGEOUS

—

(M-G-M)—Spencer Tracy

and Freddie Bartholomew in roles done with such excel-

lence that you'll start applauding before the picture

barely begins.

NIGHT MUST FALL—(M-G-M)—Robert Montgomery
switches from his usual amiable and sophisticated roles

and gives a vivid and realistic portrayal of Danny, the

maniacal murderer in this nerve-tingling thriller.

Rosalind Russell and Dame Whitty assist.

SHALL WE DANCE?— (RKO)—A musical funfest

with Astaire and Rogers—Eric Blore, Edward Everett

Horton. Dancing, laughter and music. Need we say

more!

The GO GETTER—(WAR.)—George Brent and Anita

Louise in a story featuring Peter B. Kyne's beloved fic-

tion character, Cappy Ricks. A real screen treat.

SEVENTH HEAVEN — (20th Century-Fox) — Modern
version of the famous silent picture—only better. Simone
Simon and James Stewart have the leads and both

youngsters deserve great acclaim.

SWING HIGH, SWING LOW— (Paramount) —Carole
Lombard teams up with your favorite actor, Fred

MacMurray, and the two really "go to town," Charles

Butterworth is in it—and that helps any picture. See it.

THE HIT PARADE— (Republic)—Means what the

title says—a parade of hits with Phil Regan disclosed

as a coming star. Frances Langford warbles beautifully,

Duke Ellington, Eddie Duchin, and Al Pearce and their

bands blow sweet music.

THE PRINCE AND THE PAUPER— (Warner Bros.)—
Film version of the Mark Twain fantasy with the Mauch
twins as the prince and the pauper. Claude Rains, Errol

Flynn, Montague Love and Barton MacLane put life and
vigor into the production. Very worthwhile.

THE GOOD EARTH— (M-G-M)—You've probably seen

it by this time—but if you haven't, take a tip, SEE IT.

Paul Muni. Lutse Rainer, Walter Connolly. Charles
Grapewin and Jessie Ralph give notable performances.

WOMAN CHASES MAN—(Goldwyn)—And you'll chase
yourself if you don't see it! Miriam Hopkins and Joel
McCrea prove a swell comedy team in this gagfest.

WAKE UP AND LIVE— (20th Century-Fox) —
Winchell and Bernie are at it again in this one—only
better! Jack Haley crashes to stardom with his singing

and acting and Alice Faye—always good—gets anothar
big shove toward the top of the cinema ladder. Patsy
Kelly and Ned Sparks provide the comedy—and how!

THE GOOD OLD SOAK—(M-G-M)—Worthwhile en-
tertainment with Wallace Beery as the lovable "Old
Soak." Una Merkel, Ted Healy, Judith Barrett and
Betty Furness contribute to the entertainment.

MAKE WAY FOR TOMORROW— (Paramount)—

A

truly fine story of the sorrow and heartache which fol-

lows old people forced to live "with their children,"

starring Victor Moore, Beulah Bondi and others.

KID GALAHAD—(WAR.)—A knockout picture with
Wayne Morris getting the hand as prize fighting hand-
getter. Bette Davis, Edward G. Robinson and Adolphe
Menjou have the starring roles. A grand action picture.

See it!

CAFE METRO POLE— (20th Century-Fox)—Starring
Tyrone Power, Loretta Young, Adolphe Menjou and
featuring a bill of fare which includes a special treat for
every customer's palate.

WINGS OVER HONOLULU— (Universal)—W e n d y
Barrie and Ray Milland in a story studded with hilarious

comedy, with speedy action and a clever supporting cast.

^Scratching
RELIEVE Itching (% Insect Bites

Even the most stubborn itching of insect bites, ath-
lete's foot, hives, scales, eczema, and other externally
caused skin afflictions quickly yields to cooling, anti-
septic, liquid D.D.D. Prescription. Original form-
ula of Doctor Dennis. Greaseless and stainless. Soothes
the irritation and quickly stops the most intense
itching. A 35c trial bottle, at all drug stores, proves it—or money back. Ask for D.D.D. PRESCRIPTION.

Relieve
Pain In Few

MinutesNEURITIS
To relieve the torturing pain of Neuritis, Rheu-
matism, Neuralgia or Lumbago in few minutes,
get NURITO, the Doctor's formula. No opiates,
no narcotics. Does the work quickly—must relieve
worst pain to your satisfaction in few minutes or
money back at Druggist's. Don't suffer. Get
trustworthy NURITO today on this guarantee.

Old LegTrouble
Easy to Use Viscose Homo Method. Heals
many old leg sores caused by leg conges-
tion, varicose veins, swollen legs and in-
juries or no cost for trial if it fails to

show results in 10 days. Describe the
cause of your trouble and get a FREE
BOOK.

Dr. F. G. Clason Viscose Co.
140 N. Dearborn St., Chicago. 111.

1 lis Beautiful Lifelike

IJIMI'lilh'H
NEWEST SENSA- SEND
TION! Send any NO IHONEYI
snapshot or Dhoto
nd we'll repro-
duce it In this
beautiful onyx-

rln
Indestructible
Waterproof:

per for ring s

iu muncii

48c
(Hand-tinted
25c extra)

b. Pay post-
postage, ii you send 43c

we pay postatre. PHOTO MOVETTE RING CO..
Dept. F-10. 620 Vine Street, Cincinnati, Ohio.

fi£ A 7/icunrizGL,

PRACTICAL NURSE
Be Independent—have a good income. Study at

home— train the "Pierce Way" anJ be successful.

Home SrudyCoursc and 6-monihs Practical Hospital Course
for resident EtlidenG. Write for free descriptive book. PIERCE
SCHOOL ENDORSED BY AMERICAN TRAINED PRACTICAL

NURSES' ASSOCIATION.

PIERCE SCHOOL OF PRACTICAL NURSING
702 West 17th St, SECRETARY C-23, Los Angeles, Calif.

Splendid opportunities. Prepare quickly in spar
Easy method. No previous experience necessary,
common school education sufficient. Many earn while
learning. Send lor free booklet "Opportunities in Modern
Photography", particulars and requirements.

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF PHOTOGRAPHY
9601 Michigan Ave. Dept. 223-C, Chicago, Illinois

You Can Regain Perfect Speech, Ifyou

STAMMER
Send today for beautifully Illustrated book entitled

"DON'T STAMMER," which describes the BoKue
Unit Method for the scientific correction of stammer-
ing and stuttering. Method successfully used at

Eogue Institute for 36 year3—since 1901. Endorsed
by physicians. Full Information concerning correc-

tion of stammering gent free. No obligation.

Benjamin N. Bosua, Oept. 719, Circle Tower, Indianapolis, Indiana

The gripping confession of a girl

who had too much money.
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Moore—or Less—
[Continued from page

About Victor
381

wood's beloved comedian is concerned,

we're of the decided opinion that the

scribblers have overslid first base and
should be called "out" by the umpire.

"Maybe," says Victor, "they're too

young to know it, but it's on page 10

of the record book that I was here as

far back as 1915. And furthermore,

not only was I here 'in person' but

before I returned East to play in vaude-

ville, I had made more than forty pic-

tures. It's not for me to say how good
they were—but forty pictures make a

tough chore in any man's movie league.

I'd be a lot smarter, perhaps, if I didn't

employ that 'way back when' reference

because I have a better than faint

recollection that the majority of those

pictures were not even class 'B' quickies

and I've got a hunch that I'm going to

be found stewing in a very pretty kettle

of fish if they ever catch up with me
like a man's sins are supposed to do."

IT'S our hunch, however, that Victor's

fears on this score are purely imagi-

nary. He'll never be haunted by the

ghosts of his cinematic past for the

simple reason that, no matter how poor
the pictures were, you can bank on it

that his part in them were above par.

He was too good an actor 'way back in

1915 to turn in a performance that he

wouldn't okay himself.

Victor's arrival in Los Angeles in

1915 while on tour with the Owen Davis

success, The Happiest Night or His

Life,t was far away from being as

pleasant as the title of the play; for

scarcely had he gotten accustomed to

the smell of orange blossoms and to

the taste of avocados, than he was

stricken with a severe attack of appen-
dicitis, wheeled away to the nearest

hospital, and operated upon before he

had a chance to say "Oh, Doctor!"

"They opened the play to a capacity

house," Victor revealed, "and they

opened me with prayers. I had a star

part, but believe me, it wasn't the

happiest night of MY life! Eeing fiat

on my back I couldn't even stumble

through my lines and right after the

grand opening I was so close to the

grand finale that the doctor thought it

was a waste of time to sew me up. He
did, though, 'just for the practice

1

he

said afterward. I had HIM in stitches

the next morning when he came into

my room and found me alive. It's a

funny thing about this motion picture

business—a good many people break

their necks to get a break in films—but

me?—well, I'm different. All I had to

do to see myself on celluloid was to

rupture my appendix!"

IT
WAS while recuperating from the

operation that he met Jesse Lasky

and, since he could not go back to the

strenuous work of the stage at that

period of his convalescence, he ap-

peared for Lasky in five pictures, among
them Chimmie Fadden, The Race, and
The Clown, following these up with the

thirty-five or so others.

"But," Victor admits, "working in

front of the hot lights and cold cameras
wasn't the stage by any measure of

celluloid footage so it was back to New
York and the 'sticks.'

"

The "sticks" kept him occupied for

almost two decades with the famous
skit, Change Your Act, or Back to The
Woods.

Victor hit Broadway with a bang
when Owen Davis wrote another play

for him, Easy Come, Easy Go, in which

he shared acting honors with Otto
Kruger. This success was followed with

starring roles in Oh, Kay, Allez Oop,
Hold Everything, Funny Face, Heads
Up, and Princess Charming, and when
the score was added up Victor found
himself rated as Broadway's sure-fire

comedian v/i+h his popularity increas-

ing tremendously in three musical hits,

Of Thee I Sing, Let 'Em Eat Cake, and
Anything Goes.

In between these shows he also found
time to play on the screen in Dangerous
Nan McGrew for Paramount in 1930,

in several of Warner Brothers' shorts

in 1932 and 1933, and in Gift of Gab
and Romance in the Rain in I 934. Right

now RKO-Radio has his signature to a

long-term contract to play opposite

Helen Broderick in a series of pictures,

the first two of which, Meet the Missus

and Three on a Latch-Key, are already

finished.

HILE it's true that a ruptured

appendix got him into motion

pictures, it was an opening of a differ-

ent sort that got him onto the legiti-

mate stage.

"My father moved from Hammon-
monton, New Jersey, to Dorchester,

Massachusetts, in 1891 and opened a

restaurant. When he wasn't looking I

opened the till and 'gave' myself

enough money to attend the shows.

Rather than become a fill-tapping

addict I got a job—two years later

—

as a super during a run of Babes in

Toyland at the old Boston theatre. It

took me that long to make up my mind
about the show business, but once in it,

even as a lowly super, there was no

stopping me.

"For more than two years I played
super and walk-on bits in various Boston

to a man> M
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WEAST-g<H\CKEK

50 versatile and delicious new
ways to serve this finer tuna . .

.

pictures oi the stars . . . illustrated

recipes, a different recipe book!

Whimsical Map of Hollywood
2 -page map showing location of
stars' homes and points of interest.

it&IMMmSea Product:
, San Diego, Calif

one 3c stamp
BREAST-O'-

CHICKEN TUNA label for

each copy of "Hollywood
n Parade."

(Write name and address
i of page.

&t 5 to 10 "Dags...

Tm
DISAPPEAR
Ukemaqicf
A Here's a wonderful new

formula cream that removes
/ freckles quickly but gently while

,#/ yon. sleep. Simply apply Nadinola
. *miB^ freckle Cream over face and arms at

night. Day by day skin becomes fresher, clearer,
softer. Soon freckles, along with other facial blem-
ishes, disappear— usually in 5 to 10 days. Nadinola
"Freckle Cream is guaranteed by a laboratory with
over 37 years experience in this type of skin treat-
ment. Only 60c at drug and toilet counters; 10c size
at Ten Cent Stores.* Or send a dime for trial package
to NADINOLA, Dept. 136, Paris, Tenn.

NADINOLA TjuckkOutur,
NEXT MONTH!

Ann Harding's Romance With
Werner Janssen

Written exclusively for

HOLLYWOOD Magazine!

Instantly eliminates every trace of hair.

Special offer with ZiP Cream Deodorant
both for the price of one. Ask your
dealer or send 50c for this special to
Madame Berthc, 562 Fifth Ave., NewYork

WHEN ANSWERING ADVERTISEMENTS, PLEASE MENTION AUGUST HOLLYWOOD



8x10 Hand Colored

Photo Enlargement $1 25
In Simulated Leather Frame I 3 "

Get out your album of snaps now . . . send us your
favorite photos. Wo enlarge to 8x10 . . . our ;nu i

who specialize in life p;tintincs hand color to life-like
likeness . . . we frame in our Salon quality.
back, simulated leather frame ... all for only $1.35.
You'll agree it's a S2.SO value. Send clear snap or
negative of any subject or group, bust or full length.
Hush pictures or negatives with name and address.
Your snap returned in perfect condition within live
days. DON'T SEND A CENT! Ju^t -end snap or photo
(any size) and tell quantity wanted. Pay postman
SI. 25 plus postage, ORDER NOW! AGENTS write
for plan telling how to make up to $10 a day.

ECONOMY SUPPLY CO. ,soH.^S%,
e
.1S,,r^

Cleans White Hats
Just rub in this feathery powder.
It draws grease or stain right out.

Leaves no ring—no odor.

AT DRUG AND DEPT. STORES

ANNETTE'S CLEANSER

5°o
l
u°r
r HAIR

THE NEW
FRENCH
WAY

*o matter lion- pray, faded, streak
your hair is now, it will soon possess
again beautiful lasting color by the use
of our new discovery SHAMPO-
KOLOR. Shampoos and colors the
hair at the same time. >To experience
necessary. Takes a few minutes ooly. Will not rub off.
^"lors cray hair close to scalp. Can be Permanent waved.
Free Booklet, Valligny Products Inc., Dept 19-A.254 W.31 St N.Y.C.

HAIR KILLED FOREVER
KILLED PERMANENTLY
From face or body with maximum
speed, without harm to skin, by
following simple directions. This
electrolysis device is guaranteed
to remove hair permanently or
money refunded. Your home cl'
trie current not needed.
51.95 complete. Postpaid

Canfield Electrolysis Co., 4-E, 2675 Broadway. New York City

W^lantalizin
ITCHY XKIN
MaAe tJus FREEfe
IT IS DANGEROUS to squeeze

and scratch itchy pimples. One
1 application of soothing Peterson's
Ointment brings QUICK RELIEF
from the awful irritation of itchy

|

pimples, ugly red rash and other
skin blemishes due to the external
causes. Makes the skin look better,
feel better. Wonderful to soothe

I Eczema, itching of feet, cracks be-
tween toes. 35c atall drug stores. Moneyrefunded
if not delighted. For FREE SAMPLE write to
Peterson Ointment Co., DeptHK-4,Buffalo, N.Y.
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Antoinette de Mauban (Mary Astor) beseeches Black Duke Michael (Raymond Massey)

to forget his plotting for the throne. Scene from The Prisoner of Zenda, a David O. Selznick

production starring Ronald Colman, Madeleine Carroll and Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.

theatres, appearing with John Drew in

Rosemary, and with Ada Rehan. Later

I joined the Ideal Repertory Company
for a tour and played 'heavy' roles.

For a while I earned as much as $10 a

week as a juvenile in the Arthur G.

Sidman Company tacking onto this ex-

perience a tour to the Pacific Coast in

Romance in Coon Hollow. The romance
part of it jumped out the window when
the show stranded in Stockton, Calif.,

and the hollow part of it was located in

the pit of my stomach. I always did

like my victuals. Well, anyway, I man-
aged to work myself back East again

—

and it wasn't by hitch-hiking, either.

"In 1905 I think it was, George M.
Cohan saw me playing the old vaude-

ville skit at Hammerstein's in New York
and promptly wrote the part of the

'Kid' for me into his Forty-five Minutes

From Broadway. The show ran for

something like two years and the rumor
finally got about that this fellow Moore
was worth looking at—at least once.

Cohan must have thought so, too, for

he wrote Talk of New York and gave
me a starring part. This show ran for

three years following its Chicago
opening in 1907.

"Owen Davis, not to be outdone by
Cohan, wrote Shorty McCabe for me,

and it seemed to please the customers.

Then came Davis' The Happiest Night

ACCEPT NO SUBSTITUTES! ALWAYS INSIST ON THE ADVERTISED BRAND!

of His Life—then came Los Angeles

—

and then came the doctor, the hospital,

the ruptured appendix, and finally the

movies."

And not forgetting the radio pro-

grams on which he has been, until

recently, teamed with Helen Brodtrick

for the National Biscuit Company.
"I'm no one to judge how good the

programs were," admits Victor. "It's

probably done me more good than the

listeners. Friends of whom I have heard

nothing in years have sent me tele-

grams and letters saying how glad they

were to hear my voice again. People

located in little, out-of-the-way places

throughout the country send me letters

expressing their enjoyment of the pro-

grams. People whom I have never seen,

mind vou. It's been a great comfort

to me, this radio work."

And this brings us right back to Make
V/ay For Tomorrow—about as honest

and as straightforward a motion pic-

ture as was ever turned out in Holly-

wood and with Victor in a role that

lacks the usual comedy trappings, but

a role, nevertheless, that will give your

heart-strings a good, soul-satisfying

pull. A role that stamps this Moore
person as one of Hollywood's best.

"It was a nice part," Victor admits.

That about makes it even. If he is

satisfied, we are.



Fay Bainter—Farmer's Wife 9
[Continued from page 37]

York that a bewildered Los Angeles
Chamber of Commerce has never been
able to solve the mystery.

Of course, when Fay left here as a

child actress, Hollywood was one big

orange grove and motion pictures were
very much in their infancy.

(Thank heaven no one can pull that

old bromide: "and they are still in their

infancy" because the movies have

grown up to be the finest entertainment

in the world. Artistically speaking,

too.)

At any rate, once Fay had become
"Two-Year" Bainter, which happened
in her late 'teens, there was no reason

'

to leave the New York stage.

Speaking of child actresses, Fay

Bainter should be a shining example to

Shirley Temple and the other Holly-

wood kiddies. She is a brilliant refuta-

tion of the legend that "child wonders"

never grow up to be famous adults.

JOWEVER, Fay's career as a child

actress was far, far different than

Shirley's. After making her debut in

the famous old Burbank Stock Company
in Los Angeles at the tender age of

four, at a salary of five dollars a week,

Fav's fame grew throughout the coun-

try by way of stock companies, air-

domes and even tent shows. Is it any

wonder she is a trouper?

Her first Broadway success was Arms
And The Girl which made her a star

overnight. Highlights in her stage

career, we believe, were also The Wil-

low Tree, The Kiss Burglar, East Is West
and Dodsworth.

But, to Fay the outstanding role of

her stage career was Topsy in the all-

star revival of Uncle Tom's Cabin a

few years ago. It's hard to picture the

immaculate Fay playing Topsy, but the

critics said she was the best of them
all.

THE farmer's wife, however, is actu-

ally her favorite role. While she

blushingly admits the truth of the story

that one day when she was bragging

about selling a batch of eggs for $33,

her husband, with a wry smile, handed

her the $35 feed bill;—Fay insists she

is a practical, down-to-earth farmer.

Despite the size of their estate,

ninety-one acres, the Venables' still

live in the old farmhouse. Those who

have seen and know the wild beauty of

those old estates overlooking the Hud-

son river; the rugged hills, deep woods

and bubbling streams, can appreciate

the love of a native of Los Angeles

for a "foreign land."

We're thinking that Miss Bainter

won't have much opportunity in the

immediate future to pursue her life as

a New York farmer. The picture pro-

ducers and directors are vey deter-

mined to keep her in Hollywood.

Catching up to Fay in her disappearing

act after each picture is as difficult as

annoying. Leo McCarey had to call

her long-distance and read the script

of his very fine picture, Make Way For

Tomorrow, in order to persuade her to

return to Hollywood to play one of

the featured roles. The RKO-Radio

studio, which appears to have the edge

in claiming Miss Bainter's talents, had

to repeal the performance to secure

her services for Vivacious Lady, which

will be directed by George Stevens.

This studio has lost no time in tying

up the actress' services for the summer

in another important picture.

We predict that in no time at all the

Hollywood Chamber of Commerce
will be announcing that "our own"

Fay Bainter has come HOME. And,

who knows? Even stranger things have

happened.

After all, there is an old saying that

"the place a person is born is always

home, no matter if it is a rock in the

middle of the ocean."
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TOP
UERS

''EACH

ed in
SOLO'S famous
line of hair ac-

cessories.

Accent your beauty with 'flatter-

ing, fashionable curls. They're

so easy to make right at ho
with SOLO Curlers. Simply
moisten your hair . . . insert

the SOLO Curlers. Start to-day!

Ask for SOLO Curlers at your
favorite notions counter.

Sold by Leading Dept. Stores,

Dry Goods, 5 & 10 cent stores
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- ///ff,

START 51260 TO 52100 YEAR
Men—Women .

/franklin institute
Common *..Dept " ""' «°ch«te

.
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Education O Sirs: Rush without charge (1) 32-

lufficent 5 nase book with list of many US
^Government Big Pay Jobs. (2) Tell

Mail Coupon o me how to get one.

Today » Name
SURE. 'Address

mot irritate skin
cannot rot dresses.

2. No waiting to dry. "*

3. Can be used right alter shaving

4 Stops perspiration 1 to 3 days.
Prevents.underarm odor A white.

greaseless, vanishing cream

Edward G. Robinson as Napoleon! But we

hasten to add that this is Eddie Jr.—not his

dad, the Warner Bros, star
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Jane Wyman, star in Mervyn LeRoy's Mr.

Dodd Takes the Air, out to land a big one
Mary MacDonald, M-G-M school teacher, takes a stroll with four of her pupils. (Left to right)—John Arlington, Betty Jaynes, Miss MacDonald, Judy Garland and Suzanne Larson

Betty Timmons, Paramount cufie, in a goofy
get-up greets Peter Arno, famous cartoonist

Fred Waring tries to come out of a water hazard in a crazy golf game played during a day

off from the filming of Warner Bros, musical, Varsity Show

74
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Z>c"O YOU carefully powder and rouge, and then allow pale, scanty
lashes and scraggly brows to mar what should be your most expressive
feature — your eyes? You would be amazed at the added loveliness that
could be so easily yours with Maybelline Eye Beauty Aids!

Simply darken your lashes into long, curling, luxuriant fringe with the
famous Maybelline Mascara—in either the economical Solid-form or the
popular Cream-form—see how your eyes appear instantly larger and
more expressive. Absolutely harmless,, non-smarting, and tear-proof.
Keeps your lashes soft and silky and tends to make them curl. At any
cosmetic counter — only 75c.

Now a bit of Maybelline Eye Shadow blended softly on your eyelids,
and notice how your eyes immediately take on brilliance and color, adding
depth and beauty to your expression!

Form graceful, expressive eyebrows with the smooth-marking, easy-
to-use Maybelline Eyebrow Pencil. A perfect pencil that you will adore.

Every time you squint or blink your eyes the tender skin around your
eyes is creased, encouraging wrinkles. Help to avoid these crow's feet,

wrinkles and laugh lines — keep this sensitive skin soft and youthful

—

by simply smoothing on Maybelline Eye Cream each night.

The name Maybelline is your absolute assurance of purity and effec-
tiveness. These famous products in purse sizes are now within the reach
of every girl and woman—at all 10c stores. Try them today and see what
an amazing difference Maybelline Eye Beauty Aids can make in
your appearance.

Maybelline famous, economical
Solid-form Mascara, in brilliant

gold metal vanity. Black, Brown,
Blue. 75c. Refills 35c.

Maybelline popular Cream-
form Mascara, with Brush, in

dainty zipper bag. Black,
Brown, Blue. 75c.

Maybelline smooth-marking
Eyebrow Pencil. Colors to
match your Mascara. Black,
Brown, Blue.

Maybelline creamy, harmoniz-
ing Eye Shadow. Blue, Blue-
Gray, Brown, Green or Violet.

Maybelline Eye Cream1— to

soften, protect and smooth the

tender skin around your eyes.

____^^_
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Judy Canova
and Ben Blue

ARTIST OF WISE CRACKS . . . BENNY'S THE NAME!
Radio's Number One Entertainer, the

biggest laughmaker the screen has ever

seen . . .the one and only Jack Benny at

his super-funniest heads the all-star cast

of "Artists and Models." Above you see

him in an artistic moment, below, at the

head of the parade in one of the huge
production numbers. At the top right

you see Ben Blue teaching Judy Canova
how to swing that thing. At the lower

right is Martha Raye going to town in

blackface, giving you a glimpse of
"Public Melody Number One". . . just

one of the half dozen hit numbers Louis
Armstrong and his Band and Andre
Kostelanetz and His Orchestra help

you to enjoy in "Artists and Models,"
the biggest gag and gal, yes, and the

biggest song and dance show of this

or any year.

WHEN ANSWERING ADVERTISEMENTS, PLEASE MENTION SEPTEMBER HOLLYWOOD

«*st
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SCREEN'S NEWEST LOVE TEAM—Jon Hall and Dorothy Lomour. chosen by Samuel Goldwyn
1o play the romantic Polynesian lovers in the pictvr'notion of the Nordhoff and Hall novel

The Hurricane

Limbering-up Exercise

WHAT honey-haired star was

giving a swell but catty

imitation of a rival star when in

walked the rival star herself, and
saw the whole thing? Hair-pull-

ing was averted by force, but both

glamour girls are still burning!

Business Ethics

C.
HENRY GORDON tells a funny

one about the producer whose son

had just gone into the grocery business.

The boy asked him what was meant by

"business ethics." "A man comes into

your store," says C. Henry, "to pay
you the five dollars he owes you for a

load of food, but he gives you, by mis-

take two five dollar bills. When he

goes out of the door, you wonder if

you should tell your partner. That's

where business ethics come in."

- Crooner Trouble

CLAUDETTE COLBERT was playing

some of her favorite Bing Crosby
records in her dressing room the other

day, when her telephone rang. The

star herself answered. An irate voice

yelled, "Listen! If you must make all

that noise, which disturbs me in my
dressing room, for heaven's sake play

something better than those Crosby
records. That guy's horrible crooning

gives me a pain!"

"I don't know who you are," cried

Claudette angrily, "but you can't make
cracks to me about my friend Bing

Crosby and his singing! If you had any
musical sense you'd know that he has

a fine voice, and doesn't croon!"

Then there ceme to Claudette's ears

sounds of smothered laughter over the

phone. Bing's own voice was saying,

"Atta girl, Claudette! 'Scuse me for

riling you. But when I heard you play-

ing my records, the temptation to pull

a gag was too good to pass up."

Gable's Rival

CLARK GABLE and Carole Lom-

bard told us this one. They were
coming away from the tights the other

night when a newsboy—age about ten

—gave Carole a paper. Clark fished

for a coin, but the boy stopped him.

Giving the burly Gable—ordinarily a

great favorite of youngsters of his age

—a dirty look, ke said:

"Keep your pennies, you big ham!
I'm giving this paper to Miss Lombard
—see?"

Camper Cooper

GARY COOPER'S wife, Sandra, hat

kept Gary pretty well civilized,

but it isn't always easy. After their

marriage they moved in from Gary's

rough-'n-ready ranch to a nice town

home. The star stopped keeping h"u

saddles, chaps and boots in the den

with his hunting trophies and guns.

But—
The other day Sandra caught Gary

studying auto trailer literature. Then

she remembered how he'd gone to a

/ smiling racketeer! Nelson Eddy seems satis-

fied with the net results of his tennis game

big exhibit of trailers. She asked him

what in the world he'd do with a trailer

if he had one.

"Well," said Gary wistfully, "I think

I'd put it in the back yard. Then once

in a while I'd go out there and cook

me a camp meal—bacon, eggs, and

flapjacks!"

Studio Feud

THE Robert Montgomery-Rosalind

Russell feud is the real thing. Love

Live and Learn was delayed because

of it.

[Continued on page 10]



A Revelation

in Entertainment

Set in a big, human, heart-story

by the authors of "Boy Meets

Girl" that will give you the great-

est thrill in years! Girls . . . music

. . . romance . . . stars . . . comedy. .

.

fashions ... all done in Advanced

TECHNICOLOR so dazz-

ling it takes your breath away!

ALAN MOWBRAY-
what a riot of laughs
this guy gives you!

HELEN VINSON-
alluring, but oh ! ... so

aggtavating

!

JDM BENNETT

OF 193

JldenVINSON -Midelui AUER

AlcmMOWBRAY-jewne. COWAN

Murjorie GATESON • Dorothy McNULTY' Alma KRUGER

Polly ROWLES' Victor Young and his orchestra

Directed by IRVING CUMMINGS
Original Screenplay by Samuel and Bella Spewack

Released thru UNITED ARTISTS
with "The Most Photographed Girls in the World" . . . those

WALTER WANGER MODELS
WEARING A MILLION DOLLARS WORTH OF ADVANCED FASHIONS

WHEN ANSWERING ADVERTISEMENTS, PLEASE MENTION SEPTEMBER HOLLYWOOD
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• Splitting headaches made me feel miser-

able. I can't tell you how 1 was suffering!

1 knew the trouble all too well — consti-

pation, a clogged-up condition. I'd

heard FEEN-A-M INT well spoken of. So
I stopped at the drug store on the way
home, got a box of FEEN-A-MINT, and
chewed a tablet before going to bed.

• FEEN-A-MINT
is the modern laxa-

tive that comes in

delicious mint-fla-

vored chewing gum.
Chew a tablet for 3

minutes, or longer, for its pleasant taste.

The chewing, according to scientific re-

search, helps make FEEN-A-MINT more
thorough— more dependable and reliable.

• Next morning—headache gone— full of

life and pep again ! All accomplished so

easily too. No griping or nausea. Try
FEEN-A-MINT the next time you
have a headache caused by constipation.

Learn why this laxative is a favorite with
16 million people
— young and old.

Hollywood Newsree!
[Continued from page 8]

Unless Dan Cupid makes a sudden detour, the Elissa Landi-Nino Martini romance is headed
directly toward the altar

Rising Star

CHARLES GORIN, the singer who
was almost forgot+en at M-G-M

is so good in The Broadway Melody
1938 he is being rushed into The Ugly
Duckling. Several other roles await

him. Like Nelson Eddy, all he needed
was a "break."

Personal Appearance

CAROLE LOMBARD says she makes

so many personal appearances at

M-G-M affairs with Gable she should

get a fee. Carol is under contract to

Paramount.

No Movie Fan

ACCORDING to John Boles, all of

us dyed-in-the wool movie fans

forget that there are some people who
just dorv't follow pictures. The other

day we were talking to John on a busy

Hollywood street corner. Quickly, there

gathered an admiring little group of

fans who recognized John from his

screen appearances. Several asked
for autographs.

Suddenly Boles glanced at a pass-

erby, and his face beamed. "Hi, Ray!"

he called. "Say, old boy, don't you
remember me? We were in the army
together."

The man stared questioningly. "Yes,

your face is familiar," he admitted.

"You're
—

"

John told him. It was the stranger's

turn to beam. He pumped the star's

arm. Then he said, "Well, John, you're

looking great. Prosperous, too. What
business are you in?"

World's Best

WATCHING Sonja Henie making

skating scenes the other day, we
realized that the movie star pays a

penalty for being the best in her line.

Frank Morgan, Charles Butterworth and Robert Benchley get together at the Trocadero for

Slightly higher in Canada. I a bit of Hollywood night life

ACCEPT NO SUBSTITUTES! ALWAYS INSIST ON THE ADVERTISED BRAND!
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EMMETT SCHOENil.A^M

These six gentlemen may roar with laughter before the cameras, but when lunch time comes
at RKO they relax in happy melancholy. They are (left to right) Bert Wheeler, Bob Woolsey,

Milton Berle, Joe Penner, Victor Moore, and Benny Rubin

A stand-in (herself a noted skater)

was trying to go through a difficult ice

routine of Sonja's to give the star rest

between actual scenes. She had to at-

tempt to duplicate what Sonja would
do in the scene, so cameramen and
electricians could adjust their equip-

ment.

But she fell and was badly jarred,

so another expert skater, a man this

time, tried the same stunt. He crashed

hard against the side wall. He was
game to tackle it again, but Sonja

wouldn't hear of it. So, that lights

Dick Powell entertains Rosemary Lane with a
bit of clarinet music on the Varsity Show set

at Warner Bros. Studios

might be adjusted and cameras ar-

ranged, she went out and did her stuff

between scenes—did it so skillfully that

it looked easy.

Tamed!

LUISE RAINER is a much better girl

in her new production Big City with

Spencer Tracy than she was in The Em-
peror's Candlesticks. He-men Tracy

and Frank Borzage, the director,
seemed to have tamed her.

Loretta's Young!

LORETTA YOUNG'S visitor intended

to be really charming when she

said, "Why, Loretta, you look so young
in person—no older than I am! I think

you're remarkably preserved—really I

do."

Loretta is so used to that sort of

thing that she merely thanked the other

girl, and didn't try to explain that she

is only twenty-four, not exactly an age
when "preservation" is talked about.

But that's the price Loretta has paid

for letting her age be "advanced"
when she entered pictures as a substi-

tute for her older sister. She was then

thirteen, but a few months later the

studio began calling her seventeen, so

she might play regular romantic lead-

ing roles!

Cute Custom

THE newest filmtown fashion fad is for

romancing couples to dress alike.

The other day we saw Bob Taylor and
Barbara Stanwyck in matching gray

slack suits and wearing the same type

of moccasin oxfords. At a tennis party,

Tyrone Power and Sonja Henie wore
the same types of white slacks, initialed

shirts, and sweaters of identical color

and trimming. Carole Lombard and
Clark Gable, out horsebacking, wore

yellow turtle-neck sweaters, brown
berets, brown riding breeches and
brown English boots! A cute custom,

we calls it.

Self-Caricature

IF
YOU want to make Katharine Hep-
burn angry, tell her she hasn't the

ability to laugh at herself.

As a matter of fact, she has that

ability. We witnessed a good demon-
stration of it the other day, when Katie

gave an imitation of an imitator imi-

tating Hepburn. Her caricature was
not only like Hepburn—you might

suspect it would be that!—but it was
the funniest and the most unsparingly

satirical of all the Hepburn imitations

we've seen.

Yeow! Johnny Davis, scat trumpeteer of War-
ing's Pennsylvanians, hits a high note in Warner

Bros. Varsity Show

And nobody laughed half so loud as

Katie, when she got through lampoon-

ing herself!

Oakie Jokes

THE Hollywood police are wondering

what to do about Jack Oakie. Not
long ago, nearly every film star had

a siren on his car, and a "Fire Deputy,"

or something of the sort on his license



Hollywood Newsreel

-WILLIAM WALLING

Jack Benny fries his hand af sketching while Gail Patrick and Ida Lupine look on. The trio is in

Paramount's new musical Artists and Models

plate, so that he—or she—could go
tearing hither and yon through the

traffic and across stop signals, headed
for a bite of lunch or a cocktail.

But a reform wave silenced the sirens.

Now only Oakie has one, and while his

Is legal and he doesn't violate traffic

rules, it sometimes scares folks, and
makes timia drivers draw over to the

curb.

As you may have guessed, Oakie's

siren is merely a noise Jack makes with

his mouth (you've heard small boys do
it!) and there's no rule which forbids

that sort of vocalizing!

Marlene's Maria

Spence's Charities

SPENCER TRACY may not like this.

But somehow we feel he should get

a hand for doing things for which many
stars openly take credit. Spence, in

addition to the usual contributions to

various organized charities, is support-

ing what would constitute quite a col-

ony of tubercular victims— if they were

gathered in one spot. But that's just

where the best part of his charity proj-

ect comes in; the patients are scattered

all over. Many tubercular people have

a horror of being placed in sanitariums

with other victims of the disease, and
yet they can't afford to live in separate

dwellings, in climates that will cure

them.

Spence's fortunate beneficiaries en-

joy life as rugged individualists in the

California and Arizona deserts, and
they're all doing nicely.

Antique Department

NEDDA HARRINGTON (Mrs.

Walter Connolly) owns the

oldest theatre program in existence. It

dates back to 1753 and features the

Hallam Family in Congreve's Love for

Love. Nedda inherited it from her

father, of Harrigan and Hart fame.

Bad Luck Sign

WHEN Esther Muir started on the

stage the wardrobe mistress told

her that she'd have bad luck if she

tidied up her make-up box, so true to

the tradition of the stage superstitions,

Esther never straightens up her lip-

sticks, mascara, rouge, etc., when they

get jumbled up.

Art By Anna

DOUBTLESS you've heard that Anna
Sten is getting quite a reputation

for herself as a painter of portraits of

her fellow stars. And in Hollywood
it's well known that Anna will not paint

anyone unless she either likes them
very much, or dislikes them. So stars

she has painted look questioningly at

the excellent likenesses of them Anna
has turned out—seeking a clue to her

feelings toward them!

Her next subject is to be Luise

[Continued on page 52]

REPORTS that Marlene Dietrich ob-

jects to posing in snapshots with

daughter Maria, because she doesn't

want the public to know the child is

"growing up," aren't true. On the con-

trary, Marlene is very proud of Maria,

and takes her everywhere.

It is those in charge of the Dietrich

glamour who object, and not for the

reason that Maria is getting too big

to be seen with Marlene. It is rather

the contrast presented by the buxom,
and very wholesome-looking daughter,

and the hollow-cheeked, romantic
mother. This, they think, might suggest

to fans that Marlene's entrancing

emaciation has been achieved by
make-up.

Which, as you probably know, it has.

12

Jane Withers, Bobby and Billy Mauzh go on a toot af the Freddie Bartholomew party for

Tommy Kelley
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They called her a party wife.

They said she "wasn't fit to

be a mother." But you'll

;recognize Stella Dallas as

one of the greatest, finest

characters on the screen!

lYL %r sou
?S£A/TS

STELL
DALLAS

WITH

BARBARA

STANWYCK
JOHN BOLES -ANNE SHIRLEY

From the noise/ &t/

OLIVE HiGGINS PROUTY
• #£l£ASB0 THftV UNfTCO AftT/STS •
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Correct Your Figure Faults

Perfolastic Not Only Confines,

It Removes Ugly Bulges!

3 INCHES in 10 DAYS
... it will cost you nothing!

Thousands of women today owe their
slim youthful figures to the quick,

safe way to reduce ... Perfolastic!
"Hips 12 inches smaller," says Miss Richardson.
"Lost 60 pounds and reduced my waist 9 inches,"
writes Mrs. Deer. "I used to wear a size 42, now I
take size 18"says Mrs. Faust. "Never owned a girdle
I liked so much—reduced 26 pounds," writes Miss
Marshall. Why don't you, too, test the Perfolastic
Girdle and Uplift Brassiere at our expense?

Immediately Appear Inches Slimmer!
You need not risk one penny . . . simply try

Perfolastic for 10 days without cost. You will be
thrilled with the results ... as are all Perfolastic
wearers! You appear inches smaller at once, and
yet are so comfortable you can scarcely realize
that every minute you wear the Perfolastic garments
the gentle pressure and massage-like action are
actually reducing hips, wraist, diaphragm and thighs
. . . the spots where fat first accumulates.

No Diets, Drugs or Exercise !

B You do not have to risk your health or change
your comfortable mode of living. No strenuous
exercise to wear you out ... no dangerous drugs
to take . . . and no diet to reduce face and neck to
wrinkled flabbiness. The perforations and soft,
silky lining make Perfolastic delightful to wear.
And with the loss of excess fat will come increased
pep and eijer.ev.

See for yourself the wonderful quality of the
material! Read the astonishing experiences of
prominent -women who have reduced many inches
in a few weeks . . . safely! You risk nothing. Mail
coupon now!

SEND FOR. TEN DAY FREE TRIAL OFFER

!

PERFOLASTIC, Inc.
Dept. 79, 4 1 EAST 42 nd ST., New York, N. Y.

Please send me FREE BOOKLET in plain
envelope, also sample of perforated material and
particulars of your 10-DAY ERJBE TRIAL OFFER!

Name

Address

ALONG*HOLLYWOOD
RADIO BEAM

H'
OLLYWOOD'S radio business is growing so rapidly, fhat NBC, which

opened a new million dollar studio less than two years ago, will soon

to move to larger quarters possibly the old Warner Brothers studios

—^^^^m^^M^n (about eight acres on Sunset Boulevard, in Holly-

wood). Columbia's new $1,800,000 Hollywood
home will be opened this winter and now Mutual

Broadcasting System is considering a site and
planning to treble its Hollywood-originated net-

work broadcasts. With most of the nation's radio

talent and picture talent available for radio now
in the film town Hollywood may have to change

its name to Radio City, if things keep up. Some
months ago Warners announced they might start

a national radio chain but today it looks doubtful.

Dick Powell who left Hollywood Hotel (CBS) to

go with a prospective Warner radio unit is slated

\ X to go on a Packard hour.

• • •

Pinky Tomlin readies up n<

songs lor the efher waves

RADIOfans in the

Alice Faye succeeds Kay Thomp-
son on the Chesterlield hour

David Broekman who
goes on a Saturday

night Mutual broadcast with Hal Berger entitled

In-Laws. Broekman, veteran symphony and studio

arranger and conductor, is one of the best musical

showmen the Coast has developed and Hollywood

predicts a brilliant and well earned success for

him on the national air lanes.

• • •

RUBINOFF personally invited a hundred

wounded war veterans to hear his final Holly-

wood broadcast. He tells me that his insurance

policy demands that he have a bodyguard after

I I each night to protect his Stradivarius. The

policy also forbids his taking the violin before

the strong studio lights for more than three

minutes at a time and no one is allowed to carry

it but himself. (Some fiddle). . . .

• • •

BEN ALEXANDER, who grew up with the movies

and the radio now broadcasts his Hollywood

Boulevardier program from San Francisco. . . .

Georgie Stoll, formerly with the Camel hour, will

direct the music for M-G-M's Rosalie, starring

Nelson Eddy. . . . Burns and Allen will appear

in the next Fred Astaire movie, Damsel in Dis-

tress. . . . Tom Mix returns to the Purina hour

for five nights a week in late September. . . .

After a vacation trip to Europe, Jack Benny

and wife Mary Livingston will return to the Jello

program October 3. While his boss is away, Don

Wilson, announcer, will make a picture entitled

Behind the Mike at Universal.
Dick Powell is slated to go on

the Packard program

ACCEPT NO SUBSTITUTES! ALWAYS INSIST ON THE ADVERTISED BRAND!



PINKY TOMLIN is sporting a pair

of hand tooled cowboy boots which

he got at the Texas Centennial for a

song. That is, for singing several

songs. Musical notes and clefts of

leather are a part of the design. Pinky

is working on a new tune entitled

You're Priceless, soon to be introduced

by Glen Gray on the ether waves. . . .

Al Pearce is in Hollywood with a spe-

cially built Ford and a Michigan li-

cense plate which reads simply "9 P.M.

MICHIGAN" (his former broadcast

time).

'EN MURRAY is making his life

story on 16 mm film. His radio

leading lady and wife in private life,

Florence Heller, is most prominent in

the half-sized movie. . . . Alice Faye

of Fox films succeeds Kay Thompson
on the Chesterfield hour, her first big

role assignment since the Rudy Vallee

days of three years ago. . . . Gene
Austin, the crooner, will open at the

new Sardis. Candy and Coco have

re-signed for the new Joe Penner Sun-

day program. .. . Eddie Cantor scored

a big hit at Arrowhead recently, not

singing or cracking wise but by danc-

ing with the young debs vacationing

there.

DETROIT commentator calls at-

tention to the fact that the

"First Nighter" program has provided

a prize class of movie talent—Don
Ameche, Tyrone Power, Henry Hunter,

Ann Preston (formerly S h a i n d e I

Kalish), Barbara Luddy, Henry Tre-

mayne, Don Briggs (now also on the

Chase and Sanborn hour), Stanley

Andrews, Vincent Hayworth, Cliff

Soubier and Bob Fisk. Apparently
Hollywood gets 'em all sooner or later.

VINCENT LOPEZ gave us a private

"hearing" of his recordings and
arrangements inspired by Japanese
folk songs centuries old. The Japanese
government (controling all rights) has

guaranteed a sale of 500,000 on each
record and it is surprising how the Nip-

ponese folk tunes resemble our own
negro tunes in tempo and character.

Lopez is restrained from playing the

music on his own net work broadcasts

until the Nippon government gives him

approval. . . .

We're signing off now, folks. Good-
night!

%U^^t •«%

A LOVELY DENVER BRIDE WRITES
—"What

o pity that every girl doesn't bathe with

Cashmere Bouquet! For this deep-cleansing

perfumed soap removes body odor so com-

pletely , . . keeps you so sweet and clean.

And then Cashmere Bouquet leaves its

flower-like perfume clinging to your skin.

No wonder Cashmere Bouquet is called

the lovelier way to avoid offending!"

MARVELOUS FOR
YOUR COMPLEXION, TOO!

This pure, creamy-white soap has

such gentle, caressing lather. Yet

it removes every bit of dirt and

cosmetics— keeps your skin allur-

ingly smooth, radiantly clear!

SO BEFORE YOU GO STEPPING OUT, fake

this wise precaution! Bathe with Cashmere

Bouquet—the perfumed soap that keeps

you fragrantly dainty! Long after your

bath, Cashmere Bouquet's lingering per-

fume still surrounds you. But remember

that only a perfume as rare as Cashmere

Bouquet's has this lingering quality. You
won't find it in ordinary scented soaps.

NOW ONLY
\^\(t al drug, deparii

IU and ten-cent s!

ent

stores

TO KEEP FRAGRANTLY DAINTY— BATHE WITH PERFUMED

CASHMERE BOUQUET SOAP
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EYE WITNESS PHOTOS BY RHODES

Ruth Hilliard and Rita Hayworth, two pretty Columbia players,

disagreed over one of Umpire "Hap" O'Connor's decisions during

ihe Leading Men vs. Comedians baseball game July 17th, and
gave ihe hapless "Hap" the works

Allan Jones, M-G-M star, was on his way to the Firefly set where

he plays the swashbuckling Don Diego de Lara when sprocket

trouble gave him a chance to plav mechanic

Reading from left to right—Mrs. Pat O'Brien and daughter Mavourneen, Mrs. Dick

Arlen and son "Ricci," Dixie Lee Crosby and ison Gary, Irene Hervey Jones and
daughter Joyce at "Ricci" Arlen's birthday party

Pre-game practice before the Leading Men vs.

Comedians game found Big Boy Williams, the po/o-

playing movie actor, trying out a unique batting stance

Fred MacMurray, May Robson, Bette Davis and JoA*

Beat ready to take their bows after a Lux broadcast



Mrs. Allan Dinehart and Arthur Treacher were

dancing partners at the Biltmore Bowl recently

Douglas Fairbanks and his wile were "pre-

viewers" at the Warner Bros, production, The
Life Of Emile Zola

eddie Bartholomew addresses his radio

audience at a recent preview

CINDERELLA FROCKS inspired by

New Universal Pictures' Star

THEY'RE IVORY-WASHABLE

Back to school, looking pretty as a pic-

ture in Deanna Durbin Fashions! And

they're sensible, too! Every print, every

gay trimming has been Ivory-Flakes

tested for washability. Follow the wash-

ing instructions tagged to every Cinder-

ella Frock to be sure colors stay bright

as new through a whole school year.

Psychologists say: 'Teen-age girls should look

their best. It creates a sense of well-being . . .

makes studies easier." Give your daughter lots

of these delightful Cinderella Frocks. Keep them

sparkling with frequent Ivory Flakes tubbings.

Ivory Flakes keep fabrics new . . .

colors bright . . . because they're pure

WHEN ANSWERING ADVERTISEMENTS, PLEA.SE MENTION SEPTEMBER HOLLYWOOD 17



THE siofiy BEHIND

ESTHER RALSTON'S COMEBACK!

By WHITNEY WILLIAMS

WHEN Esther left Hollywood
several years ago, she defi-

nitely had made up her mind
to abandon the screen. It had
treated her well. She had tasted star-

dom, fame, riches. She was the mother
of a beautiful baby girl. Although her

marriage hadn't fared so happily, she

was by no means embittered. When
she and Mary Esther, her small daugh-
ter, boarded The Chief, then, for stage

Esther Ralston has

returned to the

screen—and back

of this resuming of

a career once bril-

liant lies an absorb-

ing Hollywoodstory

appearances in the east and, later,

Europe, it was in the nature of a fare-

well to her professional life in Holly-

wood, although she intended returning

to make her home in the town she loved

so well.

Three years later, she headed west-

ward, after a successful theatrical tour

throughout the east and a wildly en-

thusiastic reception everywhere she

went on tour in the British Isles. She
was tired of travel, weary of the life

that meant such long and arduous hours

on the stage. She was coming home,
to rest and enjoy herself for the re-

mainder of her life. The idea of even
going near a studio appealed to her

not a whit.

SHE reckoned not upon her young

daughter, however.

Although too young to remember
her mother as a star, this little lady

nevertheless had heard wondrous tales

of those other days. About the house

she listened to her mother's friends dis-

cuss them, and her small playmates
kept touching upon the subject.

"Mummy," she said one day, "can't

I see you in a movie?"
"But, darling," Esther replied, "I've

told you I'm not on the screen any

more. I've retired."

This, however, did not suffice to quiet

Mary Esther. Particularly when her little

friends continued to ask where they

might see her mother on the screen.

Instead of dismissing the incident,

as would the average child of five

—

and forgetting all about it as she played

with her dolls—Mary Esther brooded,

if a child her age could be said to

brood. From a carefree doll-like crea-

ture, she became obsessed with the

idea of seeing her mother once more
an actress, a star of the screen.

Realizing that her continued absence

from the screen was beginning to exert

a serious effect upon her daughter's

health, Esther, with no thought other

than to please Mary, determined to

attempt a comeback. It was all too

ridiculous, of course, that Mary should

be plunged into such a slough of

despondency, but since that was the

case she'd do all in her power to

remedy the situation.

That's why Esther Ralston returned

to pictures, and has appeared in such

productions as Hollywood Boulevard,

Reunion and As Good As Married.

Were it not for this young lady who
enjoys so prominent a position in the

star's life, Esther would still be a lady

of leisure.



SEARCH
for

TALENT WINNER

MADELYN JONES

SALLEY, South Carolina, has sup-

plied Hollywood with its newest

screen hopeful, for Madelyn Jones, five

feet of pulchritude and animation, has

been declared winner of the nation-

wide Search for Talent contest con-

ducted jointly by Fawcett Publications

and the Hump Hairpin (Hold Bob

Pins) Company of Chicago.

Miss Jones arrived in Hollywood two

days after Walter Wanger, Joan

Bennett, and Alex Gottlieb chose her

as the most outstanding screen pos-

sibility among the eight talented

divisional winners, and she is making

her movie debut in Wanger's current

United Artists musical, Fifty-Second

Street, and will later appear in Mervyn

LeRoy's Mr. Dodd Takes the Air. The

divisional semi-finalists in the contest

which took more than a year were:

Jeanne Megerle of Fort Thomas,

Kentucky, Gerda Egloff of Dallas,

Texas; Jeanne Whitney of Duluth, Min-

nesota; Ruth Lucille Brink of St. Louis;

Louise Kaye Karchmer of Chicago;

Evelyn Earle Gresham of Chattanooga,

Tennessee; Betty Middleton of Brook-

lyn, and Miss Jones. Irving Richard

Green of Chicago supervised the

making of the tests and the conduct

of the talent survey.

WHEN ANSWERING

"Now theres a cjirl wlio

KNOWS HERWAY
AROUND

//

JI HAT girl has something?"

"And plenty of it. I've seen pret-

tier girls and known smarter ones,

but Janet will manage nicely with

what she has."
• • •

The girl who knows her way around
men—what is her secret?

It's the happy art of pleasing, of tak-

ing care always to consider masculine

likes and dislikes.

She knows that one of the things

men admire most in a girl is a fresh,

sweet daintiness of person. And that

they dislike nothing more than the odor

of underarm perspiration on her cloth-

ing and person.

And so she takes no chances. For she

knows it is easy to avoid—with Mum!

MUM

Takes only half a minute. Just half a
minute is all you need to use this dainty

deodorant cream. Then you're safe for

the whole day!

Harmless to clothing. Another thing

you'll like— use Mum any time, even

after you're dressed. For it's harmless
to clothing.

Soothing to skin. It's soothing to the

skin, too— so soothing you can use it

right after shaving your underarms.
Doesn't prevent natural perspiration.

Mum,you know, doesn't prevent natural
perspiration. But it does prevent every
trace of perspiration odor. And how im-

portant that is! Remember—nothing so

quickly kills a man's interest in a girl as

disagreeable perspiration odor. Don't
risk it—use Mum regularly, every day.

Bristol-Myers Co., 630 Fifth Ave., N.

ANOTHER WAY MUM HELPS

is on sanitary napkins.
Use it for this and you'll

never have to worry
about this cause of un-
pleasantness.

takes the odor out of perspiration
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WRITE JOE PENNER A LETTER
AND WIN A

A^

E. J.

REGULAR
eader of
HOLLY-

WOOD Magazine
himself, Joe Penner,

popular comedian
of radio programs
and RKO pictures,

has voluntarily of-

fered the newest
Crosley Super II

console model re-

ceiving set as a prize

for a novel letter

writing contest dur-

ing the month of

August. Joe per-

sonally purchased
the handsome Cros-

ley four-band set

(shown here) and

this will be awarded
to the HOLLY-
WOOD Magazine
reader who, in the

opinion of Penner and Editor

Smithson, writes the best 100-word

suggestion for Penner's next picture.

Joe wants to know what type of pic-

ture his fans would like to have him

do. He wants to know whether he

should sing more songs, do more of

his novel dance steps, play a costume

character, a collegian or a "tired busi-

ness man" type. Letters must be con-

cise and constructive. They must not

exceed 100 words in length and should

be addressed to:

Joe Penner Contest,

HOLLYV/OOD Magazine,

6331 Hollywood Blvd.,

Hollywood, Calif.

The contest will close at midnight,

September 10. Only one letter from
each HOLLYWOOD Magazine reader
will be considered. Employees and
relatives of employees of Fawcett
Publications, Inc., are barred from this

competition.

Letters should suggest characters

Joe Penner should play; not comic
gags. The competition is open to let-

ter writers of all ages.

The new Crosley Super I I has an ex-

ceptionally fine tone. Notched dial

bands make tuning both simple and ac-

curate. Foreign stations are easily and
clearly "picked up" and perfect re-

ception of all American stations is a

matter of a simple twist of the wrist.

The winner will enjoy this handsome,

20

lance to win a Crosley

you have to do is read

enner wants—and then

own and send in your idea

HOLLYWOOD
Magazine. Here's
luck to you all!

OUR READERS

WRITE

Here's the $100.00 Crosley radio that goes to th

Joe Penner letter contest

fine-toned new Crosley. A few min-

utes of thought and a few minutes de-

voted to writing your letter to the Joe
Penner Contest, HOLLYWOOD Maga-
zine, 633I Hollywood Boulevard,
Hollywood, may win this splendid gift.

See Penner in New Faces of 1937 , and

hear his Sunday Coco Malt program
and get an idea. Then write.

Announcement of the winner's name
will appear in the November issue of

$15.00 Prize Winner

Throwing a bone to

the bow wows!
Dear Editor:

My applause goes

straight to the dogs!

Films innumerable have

been rescued by the

canny canine. That in-

quisitive, "May I help?"

look in his eyes, his in-

telligent, "I'll stick by

you forever," expres-

sion, and his patheti-

cally obvious desire to

please have undoubt-

edly supplied the neces-

sary human element to

dozens of films.

Take a run around

your memory and dis-

cover for yourself just

what I mean—Didn't the

"purp" practically resur-

rect certain scenes in

After the Thin Man,

When You're in Love

and Shall We Dance?

Without a word the

faithful little pooch has

saved films without number, expecting no

praise, and receiving very little reward. A
friendly pat from his master is sufficient reward

—for this simple reason, he strikes a respon-

sive chord in thousands of hearts, and brings

tears where human beings fail.

Sincerely,

Mrs. Preston Chapman,
711 Piedmont Avenue,

Atlanta, Georgia.

Editor's comment: We agree with Mrs. Chap-

of the



man that it is difficult to keep the pups in

leash once they "put on the dog" and start

stealing scenes.

$10.00 Prize Winner
Double Trouble

Dear Editor:

It used to be a pleasure to go to the movies,

but no more. Why? The double feature pro-

gram is a washout in more ways than one. You

never get two good pictures, and you are

forced to sit through a rotten one in order to

see the good one. Secondly, the show is dragged

out until 11:30 or 12 P. M. and people who

come any distance have to leave the show be-

fore it is over to catch a bus, boat or train.

Two hours is long enough to sit on the hard

seats in any theatre. If they gave one good

feature, the news of the day and a comedy,

more people would attend the movies, and

while we are on the subject, how about hav-

ing more pictures starring Wallace Beery,

Fatsy Kelly, Laurel and Hardy and Jane

Withers? We go to the movies to forget our

worries so why pay to see a picture full of

tragedy and strife. Give the public something

to laugh about and forget their cares. Make
them feel happy enough to want to come back

for more.

Sincerely yours,

M. Dennsion,

154 Essex Street,

Hackensack, N. J.

Editor's comment: A feature argument of the

day rs the double-bill question. The majority

of our readers agree with Mr. Dennsion that

one excellent picture would be received with

more enthusiasm than two "B" pictures. Do
you agree?

$5.00 Prize Winner

Taming The Wilds!

Dear Editor:

Having just returned from the Cariboo

country I feel I must try to tell the" world

(or at least, your readers) how much the

movies do for the isolated districts in that

region. For instance, in the many mines, radio

reception is poor owing to the varied electrical

equipment, but nearly every mining company
has it's "movie room" where films are shown

several times a week, i was told that the men
were twice as happy and contented where

these films were shown, and that they much
preferred to watch a picture to going to town,

where and when possible.

So Movies for Miners are an unmixed bless-

ing, and though the gold may need digging

for, the films on the silver screen are there for

the viewing.

Sincerely yours,

Constance Cowell,

120 Stanley Park Manor,

Vancouver, B. C.

Editor's comment: It is interesting to hear

of the effect movies have on the miners and
we appreciate Miss Cowell's thoughtfulness in

passing the good word along.

Letters From Across The Sea

would award a $5.00 prize fo the author

of the letter coming from the farthest

distance, we are mailing the prize to

Mr. Richard Brachw'itz at Florastr 11,

Berlin-Pankow. Since Mr. Brachwitz's

fetter was written in German, we are

printing our translation which reads as

follows:

Dear Sir Editor:

As I am in the medical profession I would

be interested in determining, if possible, what

importance films have on the sick.

I feel that, in your close association to pic-

ture making, you might have some informa-

tion on the subject, and could tell me if there

has been any definite data on the power of

pictures to aid the cure of neurosis of neu-

rasthesia.

Your magazine is widely read in my country

and many of us feel it is an excellent medium
for study of America and it's people.

Thanking you for your answer,

Richard Brachwitz,

Berlin-Pankow—Florastr. 1

1

(Ueckermann)

Editor's comment: We have never conducted

a survey on this subject, but we judge from

letters we have received that the right type

of pictures do have a helpful influence on those

Suffering from nervous ailments.

A Fond Memory!

Dear Editor:

Do you know that the only actor or actress

that ever packs our theatres, is the beloved

Will Rogers, the one actor that reigns over

them all—even now?

The people of Alaska just will not let him

be forgotten. To us all he is a living memory.

He was the grandest man that ever lived!

We are proud of the fact that we were the

last to see and talk with him. Many of us will

never forget how he laughed and joked about

our rainy weather, and bought raincoats and

boots by the loads.

The people clamor again and again for his

old pictures. Last night the picture that he

was the most proud of, State Fair, was brought

to Juneau for the third time! It is needless

to say every eye was filled with tears as we
solemnly filed out of that packed theatre.

He is instilled in our hearts forever!

Sincerely yours,

Mrs. J. E. Brooks,

Juneau, Alaska

Editor's comment: The love and affection for

"our Will" is a bond that unites people of

every nation for he was a true friend to all.

A School-boy Speaks

As a school-boy living In this little island,

the regular source of amusement is the movies.

I have watched closely the career of Fredric

March ever since I saw him in A Sign of the

Cross, and I have seen nearly all of his films

since then. Truly there Is no greater character

actor on the screen. My vote for the three best

actors who portray their role with consistent

sincerity are in the order named: Fredric

March, Charles Laughton and Paul Muni.

Your recent Star Popularity Contest was

especially interesting to we islanders and I, for

[Continued on page 53]

Editor's note: In accordance with

our published announcement that we
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starring

SHIRLEY TEMPLE

VICTOR McLACLEN
w.-,i. C. AUBREY SMITH - JUNE LANG

MICHAEL WHALEN-CESAR ROMERO
NSTANGE COLLIER • DOUGLAS SCOTT

Directed by John Ford

Associate Producer Gene Markey

Darry! P. Zanuck in Charge of Production

cets. °* ho
*°°

Hollywood paid $2.20 to see it—

and hailed it as one of the biggest

hits ever to come from the

20th Century-Fox "Studio of Hits"

22 ACCEPT NO SUBSTITUTES! ALWAYS INSIST ON THE ADVERTISED BRAND!
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GINGER FINDS
HER LOST

By KAY PROCTOR

Something revolutionary has

happened to Ginger Rogers-

She is now the gayest girl in

town, and here's the reason!

UNTIL a few months ago the town

hardly would have been aware
there was such a person as

Ginger Rogers were it not for her

screen identity. You rarely saw her at

parties and merry night spots and the

things you read of her in the news and

the gossip columns were nothing more
exciting than word of the progress of

her work. Now, suddenly, she is the

gayest girl in townl She goes to all the

big parties and gives them. She has

more devoted swains at her beck and
call than any other young unattached

girl in filmdom. Men must make dates

with her weeks in advance to be sure

of her time and company.
What has happened to her? What

is behind it all? Well, nothing much
except Ginger is finding her lost youth!

Ridiculous, you say, for a lovely girl

in her early twenties to have any lost

youth to find? Not ridiculous. Tragic

—and true.

When I saw Ginger in the midst of

a merry, mad whirl the other night get-

ting a rush from the stag line of Holly-

wood's most eligible young bachelors,

[Continued on page 62]
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I'M JUST AN

nu
g u y

n

says Warner Baxter. Respected

for his dignity, plain living and his

daring to be just "folks," this noted

screen star is proud to be called

Hollywood's Average Citizen No. I

WITH some justice motion picture people have

been accused of bein attitudinarians. Garbo
stresses the "hermit" attitude, Carole

Lombard the "party girl," and Bing Crosby "horses."

The whole credo seems to be: Be different, do some-

thing unusual, and do it in a big way.

So spot-lighted is the life of most film players,

that when one, without thought of effect, lives

conservatively, as an average American, it is news.

Such is the case of Warner Baxter.

So without ostentation, so unspectacular, has

been his conduct that he has become Hollywood's

Average Citizen No. I, respected for his dignity

and daring to be just folks.

"What can you say of me?" asks Warner. "I

work hard, I play a little— I have been happily

married for nineteen years—and that lets me out.

"I figure," he said, munching a hefty club-house

sandwich (he does not diet) as we lunched together

on the Twentieth Century lot, "that excesses burn a

fellow out. And what do they get you? Trouble,

unhappiness to others, ill-health, and the loss of

the respect of one's friends.

"Take my marriage and home." (Warner rarely

talks of his marriage and writers are warned never

to question him regarding it.) "My marriage is

a perfectly normal thing. Let the others have their

divorces, their love lives
—

"I'll keep what I have."

IN HOLLYWOOD, where beautiful girls are beau-

tiful and plentiful, being married nineteen

years is in itself no mean accomplishment. It speaks

well for Winifred's charm and Warner's sense of

values.

And Hollywood well knows the Baxters' devotion

to each other, their mutual understanding. Mrs.

Baxter never interferes with Warner's career, avoids

the studio. They appear together socially, going

to the quieter, more conservative functions. They

neither seek nor avoid publicity.

"I always wanted a home," Warner continued.

[Continued on page 7 1
]
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At he loekt in on early sequence

In The Lift of Emile Zola

By

E. J. SMITHSON

All reports to the contrary, Paul Muni is not going

to retire from motion pictures. The "Business as

Usual" sign is still in front of his screen career

IF
ALL you know about Hollywood is "what you road in the papers"

you are about to enjoy one of the most pleasant disappointments

you've ever experienced—that is, so far as news about a motion

picture personality is concerned.
During the past few weeks, as you know, the public prints have

employed a lot of dollar words in their announcements that Paul

Muni was wrapped up in mothballs, shelved and tagged as Holly-

wood's soon-to-be-forgotten man. For some utterly inexplicable

reason, so the papers said, he had voluntarily retired from the

screen. They quoted him extensively in their daily columns to

prove it.

Included in the recital of reasons why were such items as

—

Paul Muni had earned enough money and so prudently invested

it that he was ready, willing, and able, now, to enjoy the fruits of

his labors on stage and screen in a life of ease and leisure.

Paul Muni didn't want to be alone, but he did want an opportunity

[Continued on page 57]
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Muni at ne appears in the final

scenes in The Life of Emile Zola
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ALICE
n s FAYE

pologizes--
Alice used to think it was funny

when she was mistaken for Jean

Harlow, but it's not so amusing to

have a double who gets her into jams

4*

\+

rfe'

WHEN Alice Faye ar-

rived in Hollywood
several years ago, she

was often mistaken for the late

Jean Harlow. At that time, she was

a resplendent platinum blonde herself,

and the resemblance was truly amaz-

ing.

There was the evening, for instance

—and this only one of many, too—that

two young gentlemen in their late

'teens thrust their respective autograph

books beneath her pretty up-turned

nose and chorused, "Hiyah, Jean, howz

for an autograph?"

"I'm not Jean Harlow," the young

actress smiled. "I'm Alice Faye."

"Now don't try to give us that," the

pair barked in return. "Of course,

you're Jean Harlow. We've seen you

on the screen."

"And when I wrote my own name
they glowered at me as though I had
done them a great wrong," Alice sighs

in recollection. "Even then I don't

think they were quite convinced I

wasn't really Jean."

Time, as many people are wont to

believe, marches on. But now the

tables are turned. . . . Alice herself

is the victim of another who is con-

SEPTEMBER, 1937

By JOHN WHITNEY

stantly being taken for the blonde

singer.

A MORE serious note, however,

enters into this present case of

mistaken identity.

Where Alice was being confused

with Jean, the results were purely

amusing. Now, they are more far-

reaching in consequence, for this girl

who looks like Alice is actually posing

as her, and Alice is finding the situa-

tion an embarrassing one, to say the

least.

Time after time, she has read her

name linked romantically in the public

prints with some man whom she has

never even met, and on more than a

dozen occasions she has been reported

engaged to utter strangers. Moreover,

the girl impersonating her is signing

Alice's name to hundreds of requests

for autographs, and even taking bows
at night clubs and other gatherings

where picture people congregate. Ap-
parently, the similarity between the

two is so striking that even many of

Alice's friends cannot dif-

ferentiate between them.

"It's gotten to the point that

many men are actually afraid to call

me up for a date for fear of the papers

printing we are betrothed," declares

the peaches-and-cream Alice. "So
many men have had their name linked

with mine in a romantic way, men
whom I do not know, that it's no won-

der they are a bit chary.

"Not so long ago, I met a man at

a party. He looked at me, when the

hostess introduced us, in a startled sort

of way.
" 'Did you say your name was Alice

Faye?' he asked.

"When I told him it was, he looked

puzzled.
" 'It's very odd,' he said. 'I met a

girl at a friend of mine's the other

night, and she claimed she was Alice

Faye, too. The resemblance between
you is really remarkable.'

"At the Trocadero several months

ago, a stranger sat next to me at a

large dinner party. He seemed amused
when he was presented. Then, a few
moments later, leaned over and
said:

[Continued on page 60]
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WIVES NEED
n

ffflS
SAYS

MELVYN DOUGLAS

WIVES should have careers. I've

come to this conclusion after

observing the highly satisfac-

tory progress of my own marriage,

my study of similar domestic situa-

tions and the motion pictures in

which I've appeared.

As to my own marriage, I'm proud

of the work which my wife, Helen
Gahagan, has done on the stage and

in motion pictures. We have estab-

lished a scheme of things which has

worked out perfectly.

First of all, I cannot see that

household duties develop a woman
mentally or socially but they do age
her prematurely. Adequate help

can be hired for the routine tasks

leaving my wife free to increase her

social acquaintances, improve her

mind, develop her abilities as an

actress.

I believe that our marital vaca-

tions—caused by the necessity of her

trips to New York to appear on the

stage—have eliminated the deadly
monotony of the "marriage as a

career" relationship. After these

separations we appreciate each

other even more, have countless new
interests, find refreshing company.

There is an added interest in the

fact that my wife is an actress. She

serves as my prompter, my helper

and my critic. Through her intelli-

gent study of my work and the

problems of the theatre, and mo-
tion pictures, she has advanced my
career to a point which I would not

have reached had she been a bridge-

playing, golf-playing, dish-washing,

household-managing housewife.

MY OBSERVATION of other hus-

bands and wives who believe

in careers for the latter have fared

exceptionally well, both out of the

theatre and in it. There are several

advantages to careers for wives. If

the marriage is successful, the wife's

employment means additions to the

general savings. This makes pos-

sible earlier retirement for both

—

funds for a greater enjoyment of the

IB
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Thoroughly sold on the

idea that all wives should

have careers is Melvyn
Douglas, famous screen

star. He gives you on

this page his honest as

well as astonishingly frank

reasons for thinking so

present—money for luxuries which

would not be possible with a single

source of income and, greatest of

all, a- reserve fund which allows the

husband to take advantage of in-

vestment opportunities or to seek

more satisfactory employment.
The wife is given independence.

It has been my experience that the

hardest job which a wife has is to

ask her husband for money. First,

because she doesn't like to impose
upon him. Second, any person, man
or woman, dislikes the thought of

being dependent on someone else

for funds. Many marriages have

gone into the discard because of

this situation—particularly if the

husband is parsimonious.

Another very definite advantage
which I see to the wife plus career

situation is the fact that the wife is

virtually forced to keep pace with

the husband in every way. Miser-

able is the husband who, on dis-

cussing a topic known to everyone

who is in contact with current affairs,

hears his wife ask:

"What are you talking about?"

The employed husband makes
friends outside his home. But the

circle is never very large. It is

doubled—and therefore life is en-

riched—when the wife is able to

add her share of acquaintances.

I think that at least once in the

life of every unemployed wife, the

question pops into her mind:

"Could I do as well in business or

in a profession as my husband does?

Am I as smart as he is? Am I as

capable and as intelligent as other

women?"

I

KNOW many wives who ask them-

selves this constantly. These

women should have a chance to find

out. The ones who work do, and if

they are successful they find a buoy-

ancy and satisfaction in knowing

what they can do. At the same
[Continued on page 64]
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Melvyn Douglas is wrong

declares glamourous
Marlene Dietrich. A wife

with a career has never

been an asset to a happy

marriage, she says. Men
don't want competition—
what they want is love

Iffi
IS ENOUGH!

SAYS
MARLENE DIETRICH

Wives who work are proud.

"See how I contribute dollars and
cents to the family purse," they say.

IN
VIEW of my own employment,

the fact that I urge marriage as

the only career for wives may
prove amazing.

My explanation is that my own
work is keeping me from the estab-
lishment of a home, that I consider
the loss a painful one. As one who
has chosen a career, and who has
followed it for more than ten years,

I speak with a certain personal
authority.

As it is impossible to roll back
these years and make a fresh start,

I cannot again select my course. If

it were possible, perhaps I should
not be Marlene Dietrich, film player.

Mr. Douglas sets forth that a
career gives a wife freedom of
thought and of action—domestic
and economic independence. He
calls this an asset. I list it as one of
the most harmful elements.

I have domestic and economic
independence—and all that goes
with it. So many handicaps! We
will consider only one—the rumor
that my husband and I are separat-
ing, divorcing, which has recurred
again only recently, and which
brings to my lips a fervent denial.
My husband is a good, a fine

husband. We are forced to be
separated, however, by our diverse
employments.

I think this very independence
spells disaster. In marriage, small
quarrels, if nurtured, become big
problems. The woman who has a

career on which to depend, whether
right or wrong in the argument,
saysr

''I'm going to leave my husband.
I can make my own way."
The woman who has no career

arbitrates with herself before she
flies into trouble. Then she arbi-

trates with her husband and the
little mole hill is smoothed over
and marriage goes on its even and
smooth course.
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HOW wrong they arel How little

dollars and cents mean when
they are bought with such sacrificel

Perhaps a woman makes a few
dollars and a few cents in a week
and perhaps, at the same time, she

keeps a miserable home, is of no
comfort to her husband when he

faces tribulations, ignores supplying

him with little creature comforts.

Once I heard a man say:

"My wife boasts of making money,
and we are saving it. Small money.
But this very morning, after a poor
breakfast, I lost my temper at busi-

ness and I lost many times the

amount in a single business deal."

The tactful wife, the wise wife,

the self-improving wife has such a

big career. American women talk

of marriage belittlingly. The time
is not consumed, they say. They
must have something to do. There

is plenty to do and the wife can
give up making dollars and cents to

stay at home, entertain her hus-

band's business friends, interest

them, and in this way make hundreds
of dollars for her husband through

improving his business chances.

I laugh when I hear the career-

wife say:

"My husband and I, with our diff-

erent interests, have so many new
and refreshing things to talk about."

I laugh because I know men, and
because I know they are egoists. I

know that men like to have their

wives think about them, and baby
them, and encourage them, and sym-
pathize with them when things go
wrong.

There is no happiness for a hus-

band to listen all through dinner

and the evening to things about
other men and then awake sleepily

in the morning to find that this wife

with other interests has forgotten to

send his laundry and he has no clean

linen to put on.

[Continued on page 65]
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WHY I HAVE NEVER MARRIED

Eleanor Powell has been so busy tap-dancing her way to

fame that she hasn't had time for marriage, but she has some
very definite—and rather startling— ideas on the subject

THERE'S really no mystery about it.

I'd like to be married. To be a

bit more emphatic, I'd very much
like to be married. In fact, I'd very

much like to be engaged even. I know,

from looking at the matrimonial rec-

ords of such famous tappers as Fred

Astaire, George Murphy, Ruby Keeler,

30

BY ELEANOR POWELL
as told to

TOMMY WRIGHT

Ray Bolger, Charles Collins and others,

all of whom are happily married, that

I'd be happy, too, if I had a man of my
own in a home of my own. It seems to

be a domestic habit that dancers have.

But I've been too busy for love. And
before that I was too bashful. You may
not believe it, but until I was in my
'teens I was too bashful to glance at a

boy.

HOLLYWOOD



As a matter-of-fact, it was to cure

me of my extreme bashfulness that

mother sent me to a dancing school in

Springfield, Mass. Here, under the

tutelage of Ralph McKerman, I learned

my first "heel-and-toe" steps. And it

was here, after months had passed, that

I lost not only my bashfulness, but also

my interest in other people. I had

practicing dance steps to accept their

attentions.

WHEN I was thirteen, I went to

Atlantic City to visit my grand-

parents—a visit made forever memora-
ble by two events. It was here that I

met my first fellow. The romance, if

one could call it that, lasted three days.

into permitting me to make a nightly

dancing appearance at the Ritz Cafe.

All that summer I practiced on the

beach during the day and danced at the

club at night. For the next two sum-

mers I returned to Atlantic City to

dance in the cafe.

When I had completed high school,

the big question in the mind of the

grown to love dancing more than any;

thing else in the world. While other

girls were going to parties with their

boyfriends, I was at McKerman's school

wearing out shoe leather. Sometimes
boys called at my home, but usually I

was too busy with my studies, helping
mother with the housework, or else
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—CLARENCE BULL

"Acrobatic dancing," says Eleanor, "is

the true foundation for tap work." She

is pictured here in four semi-ballet

tap steps which hare helped to make
her "the world's fastest tap dancer"

It might have lasted longer, but on the

fourth day Gus Edwards noticed me
dancing on the sand, persuaded mother

Powell family was my future. Should

Eleanor go to college or should she go
to New York and take up a dancing

career in earnest? Dancing won the

Powell family vote, and at 16 I started

te dance my way up the ladder of fame.

No dates, no boys, during those first

[Continued on page 56]
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A DAY OFF WITH

CLARK GABLE

Give Clark Gable, M-G-M star, a
respite from his picture work and
you'll find him headed for a trout

stream and plenty of open spaces.

These pictures were taken in the

Kaibab Forest in Arizona, Clark's

favorite hunting and fishing spot



a i n g;
EVER LETS
OU DOWN

Crosby, fresh from Gonzaga University,

got his biggest thrill out of those words.

He and Al sang. With the help of

Harry Owens, they graduated to

Fanchon and Marco. Counselled by
the same Owens, they landed with Paul

Whiteman, and accumulated Harry
Barris, making the famous trio.

Time passes to find Bing the man of

many interests, involved in producing
his own pictures, building a race track,

running golf contests, singing over the

radio, editing a magazine, raising race

horses, and heading a corporation

bearing his name. He is in Honolulu

Pals, crooners, stockholders,

relatives— all pay a happy
allegiance to the beneficent

Bing whose heart is as big

as his fortune

WHEN Bing Crosby and Al Rinker

cruised down to Los Angeles
from Spokane in a battered Ford

at the start of Bing's career, the two
boys sought out Everett Crosby,
Bing's big brother.

"We've got something on the ball,"

said Bing and Al. "You're now our

manager."
Everett heard the boys

sing, saw them put on
their act. Everett, when
not selling trucks, was a

man-about-town. He'd
been to the night spots

and knew all the orches-

tra leaders. Among them
was Harry Owens.
"Give 'em a chancel"

Everett pleaded.

"I can't let 'em
down."

Harry Owens
gave them a

chance and made
history. He told

Bing:

"You both can
sing. You've got
a style. You're
hired."

Young Harry L.



MAD ANTHONY QUINN-ACTOR

By DAVID BRAMSON

A versatile young man has

become a veritable Caesar of

the Cinema. He came— he

saw—he conquered. And this

story gives you the reasons

HIS friends call him "Mad Anthony"
because of those mysterious calls

which come to this handsome son
o'f an Irish mining engineer and an
Aztec mother seemingly out of the blue.

There is no other explanation for

them except as Anthony himself says,

"Some people might call them hunches,

but whatever they are and whenever
they come, I have no other course but
to obey them blindly, the urge is so

strong. So far, I have never regretted

following any of them, especially the

one which brought me back to Holly-
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wood." It was only last year that two
stalwart youths were sitting on the dock
at picturesque Ensenada waiting to

"ship out" on the steamer bound for

Mexico City when one of them picked

up a newspaper dropped by a Portu-

guese fisherman, in the drama section

he read that Cecil B. DeMille was go-

ing to produce The Plainsman. Turn-

ing to his companion, Tony Quinn said,

"I belong in that picture. I'm going

back to Hollywood." A sidedoor pull-

man was his coach-and-four.

It was three days before he discov-

ered the wherebouts of the noted pro-

ducer. When at last DeMille himself

came through the main gate at Para-

mount, Tony walked up to him. And
then a strange thing happened. De-

Mille discovered Anthony Quinn! "My
boy," he exclaimed, before the tall

dark youth could open his mouth,

"where have you been hiding yourself?

I've been looking everywhere for some
one of your type." Again Tony Quinn

had answered his call.

DeMille later confirmed his snap ap-

[Continued on page 46]



This informal pose

shows Mr. and Mrs.

Werner Janssen

token when Ann in-

troduced her new
husband to the press

* « ***** >V
* * »*•»» V*

*

ANN HARDING'S

lAoiynct
with WERNER JANSSEN

HE world's eyes turned in amaze-

ment toward London on January

17, of this year, when news was

flashed that Ann Harding, glamorous

star of the films and stage, had that day

married Werner Janssen, the

American conductor.

When and how did these two

international celebrities meet?
How did the courtship

continue without the ever-

watchful eyes of America

and Europe getting even

one peep?
That is the story the

press of the

world wanted

—

the story tif one

of the most
beautiful ro-

mances ever
told; a romance
born in the
world of music

which they both

love. The Philadel-

phia Orchestra was

giving a concert in

Los Angeles. Ann
Harding took a

party of friends.

Werner Janssen,
then in Hollywood,
went to the concert

with Gene Markey,

famous scenarist.
Janssen, who him-

self had conducted
the Philadelphia
Orchestra, came

early with Markey. The two friends sat and chatted a while.

Markey caught a glimpse of his friend, Ann Harding, who pro-

duced his first play, The Eskimo. Markey paid his respects to

Miss Harding and then introduced Janssen.

There were two unoccupied seats in front of Miss Harding
and her party. Markey sat down to chat with her. During

the conversation she invited the two men to come to her home
in the Hollywood hills after the concert.

Markey could not iocate his car and chauffeur after the con-

cert was over and was about to suggest taking a taxi home
when Janssen insisted they hire a car and go to her home.
The two men entered the hill-top home as Wagner's Valkyrie,

was being played on a concert grand by Mrs. Richard

Boleslawski, noted concert pianist.

Walking through the flood of melody, came Ann Harding to

[Continued on page 69]

By JEROME MANFORT

The news that Ann Hard-

ing had married Werner

Janssen gave rumor-wise

Hollywood a between-

the-eyes surprise as it had

not had in years, because

no one dreamed that Ann
had fallen in love. Here

is the exclusive story

of their happy romance
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SHE passed up an op-

portunity to join
Our Gang and never

got another chance at film

work until she was a

mother, but when she did

she began stealing the spot-

light and continues to do so

in every screen role. She

FALLS into this thievery natur-

ally. There's nothing dramatic

about her scene pilfering

—

just a brand of more or less

goofy comedy that lifts audi-

ences out of their seats and lays

them in the aisles.

Joan Davis is a name to conjure

with. It's been known across the

footlights for years. The "fall girl"

is still counting her screen activities

in months, but there's comedy star-

dom right ahead according to 20th

Century-Fox officials.

You can't trace Joan Davis* histrionic

ability to heredity. Her father was a

Minnesota train dispatcher and her

mother a housewife.

"I've explored the branches of my
family tree," Joan smiles, "and the only

professional I could find was my grand-
father, who played a bass fiddle in a small

orchestra."

People began laughing at Joan when she

was three and they've been doing it ever
since. In her home city of St. Paul, Minn.

[Continued on page 58]
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Most people picture glamorous singers

of blues songs against the exotic back-
grounds of smoke-filled cabarets.
Gertrude Niesen, night club singer ex-

ceptional, startled Hollywood by round-

ing up friends for a 3 a. m. start for the

open ocean and pursuit of shy barracuda

to t i . f"»e „
"

" Oyer

'



SONJfl HENIf
AND

TYRONE POWER
together in Thin Ice
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Depend upon the ever glamorous

Dolores Del Rio for the laiest luxury

for summer—a white mutton fur

swagger coat of infinite softness and

beauty to enhance this sports costume.

A white flannel skirt, bright green

sweater, gloves, and the new ankle-

strap kidskin sandals in matching green

are a perfect accent. LeLong's skull

cap of flannel completes her ensemble

.

Barbara O'Neil, charming

recruit from the stage who
makes her screen debuf with

Barbara Stanwyck and John

Boles in Samuel Goldwyn's

Stella Dallas, wears this

hostess gown designed by
Omar Kiam. It is of peqch
chiffon, high-waisfed with sash

which crosses in back and is

held in front by an elaborate

arfificial corsage

Another beautiful creation

designed for Barbara O'Neil
by Omar Kiam is this reddish-

gold metal cloth dinner gown.
Its individuality lies in the

gracefully draped bodice and
sleeves. The dress is fitted

closely to the figure, bringing

most of the fullness to the back
where an inserted panel extends

into a slight train
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FINISHING

TOUCHK
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Lovely Constance Worth, who recently became the wife of

George Brent, is currently to be seen in RKO's Windjammer

Hollywood glamour girls

achieve perfection of beauty

with deft, last-minute touches

By ANN VERNON

THE beauty philosophy of Constance Worth, RKO
starlet, is an interesting one. While she does not

for a moment underestimate the vital importance

of skin care, hair care, and other fundamentals of

beauty, she thinks that the good work done by a religi-

ous attention to primaries of beauty can be nullified in

its entire effect by neglect of those little "finishing

touches" that distinguish the perfectly groomed woman
from the merely pretty one.

She believes that just as a sculptor carefully smooths

away the rough spots on his work of art . . . just as a

writer carefully polishes off the phrases on a completed
novel ... so must the woman who wants to be truly

well-groomed devote time and thought to the little fin-

ishing touches of beauty.

"Searching and experimenting until you have found

the perfect powder for your skin won't do any good if
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you don't apply it correctly," Con-
stance states. "It must be blended
into a delicate, even finish with a pow-

der brush. And the illusion of pow-

dered daintiness will be completely

lost if you don't take care never, never

to forget to powder your neck to match
your face.

"Another little touch of grooming is

harmonizing nail polish and lipstick. So
many girls seem to forget that fingers

and lips are part of the same ensemble
. . . and every time they raise their

hands, their fingertips scream at their

mouths ... or would it be vice versa?

"And hair . .
." Constance says, ".

. .

the most perfectly groomed coiffeur

will be improved if a bit of brilliantine

is sprayed over it to give a soft gloss."

Other Hollywood stars have discov-

ered the rule of the finishing touch to

give their beauty that distinctiveness

that sets them apart. Dolores Del Rio,

for instance, tells me that she never

leaves her mirror without giving her

cheeks and nose a dusting with a darker

and heavier powder than the one ap-

FINISHING
TOUCHES

This rite won't be necessary every /en minutes

if you use a shine-preventing powder base

plied in the first stages of making up.

"This," Dolores says, "gives a girl a

'translucent' look that is very effec-

tive." And Dolores should knowl

Glenda Farrell's windblown look,

I've discovered, is the effect of studied

carelessness. After her hat is adjusted,

she tweaks a curl here, twirls another

there, until the whole has the effect of

belonging solely to her.

CONSTANCE BENNETT discovered

her favorite finishing touch in

England. She found that she can give

her skin that fresh look for which Eng-
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A finishing touch not to be forgotten—the

lost-minute use of a refreshing mouthwash

lish women are envied the world over

by using a mist-iike spray which leaves

a moist, soft bloom on the face, but

does not flake the powder.
Fay Wray never leaves her bedroom

without first brushing eyebrows and
lashes with brilliantine. Lustrous lashes

are one of a girl's most potent aids in

the beauty game, she thinks.

Lipstick is the Waterloo in many a

battle for beauty. Ginger Rogers
solves that problem by blotting her lip-

stick with cleansing tissue to remove
any trace of greasiness or excess color.

Both Anne Shirley and Irene Hervey
powder (yes, powder) their lips lightly

after the lipstick has been applied, and
then brush them ever so lightly with a

soft-haired brush. This, the girls insist,

gives their lips a truly natural look as

well as "setting" the lipstick.

"Watch the hairline" is Harriet Hil-

liard's caution to the finishing-touchers.

WHAT IS YOUR BEAUTY WORRY?

Mid-summer finds every girl struggling

with a seasonal beauty problem. Why
not let Ann Vernon. HOLLYWOOD'S
beauty expert, help you with yours? She

will give you dependable advice on such

problems as streaked hair . . . freckles

. . . dry skin. This service is FREE to

all our readers. Address your letter to

Ann Vernon, HOLLYWOOD Magazine,

1501 Broadway, New York City. Kindly

enclose stamped (3c U. S. stamp) self-

addressed envelope for her reply. There

is no other requirement.

"The make-up must never be seen in the

edge of the hair. Neither must the

powder stop short below the hairline

. . . unless you want to convey the im-

pression you are wearing a mask."

ILLUSIONS are fragile things and even

the most devoted boy friend may
have a change of heart if he sees you

whipping out a compact every ten min-

utes to remove the headlight glare from

your dainty little nose. Keeping noses

and foreheads free from deglamorizing

shine in hot weather is a problem, I'll

admit. But it can be done, and easily

too, if you apply a few drops of color-

less liquid offered by a famous beauty

house before putting on your make-up.

You simply pat it on your face with your

fingertips, and before it is quite dry,

powder over it to give a smooth, flat-

tering finish that lasts for hours, without

a trace of shine. A generous bottle

costs $1

.

While we are considering the likes

and dislikes of men . . . and we might as

well admit that most of this beauty

SAe's not putting lipstick on her face—its

a blemish-concealing cream in stick form

business is for their benefit ... it can't

be stressed too pointedly that men ad-

mire the girl most who is always fresh

and dainty of person.

There is a white cream deodorant for

"last minute" use that takes only a half

minute to apply, doesn't stain clothing,

and is guaranteed to leave you as im-

maculate as if you were just out of your

bath for the entire evening. It is sooth-

ing to the skin, and may be used imme-
diately following a depilatory or shav-

ing. Hot weather should find no girl

without a quickly-applied deodorant.

[Continued on page 61]
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Ramon Novarro and Lola Lane co-star in Republic

Studio's special production. The Sheik Steps Out
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A romantic scene between Sigrid Gurie, as the Tartar Princess Kuka-
chin, and Gary Cooper as the dashing Marco Polo in Samuel Gold-
wyn's rollicking, historical romance, The Adventures of Marco Polo



THIS WAY

Does More Than

Clean Your Skin—
If Invigorates the Skin!

Mrs. A. J. Drexel, III
At parties and dinners . . . in her
simplest play clothes ... or out for

a brisk walk with her Sealyham
"Daffy". . . Mrs. Drexel always
presents the same sparkling loveli-

ness! Mrs. Drexel is an enthusiastic

user of Pond's Cold Cream. "A
Pond's freshening up leaves your
skin more than clean," she says.

"It's brighter . . . invigorated."

FRESHENING UP is more than

* getting your skin clean. That's

what beautiful girls who have found

the Pond's way of freshening up say.

Before they make a single appear-

ance, they give their skin the brisk

toning up as well as cleansing that

sends them forth with such fresh and

vital-looking young faces.

Rousing Treatments Fight Off

Skin Faults . . .

For this Pond's way of skin care, they

find, invigorates their skin. It tones up

faulty oil glands, chief cause of black-

heads and blemishes . . . livens the cir-

culation. Tones the tissues, so lines will

soon be smoothing out, your skin be

clear, fine textured, flawless!

Here is the simple method they follow.

It's a method whose fame has spread

around the world!

WHEN ANSWERING

Every night, smooth on Pond's Cold
Cream. As it softens and releases dirt,

make-up and skin secretions— wipe ofF.

Now pat in more Pond's Cold Cream—
briskh, till the circulation stirs. Your skin

feels invigorated. It is softer— smoother!

Every morning (and before make-up) re-

peat. Your skin is smooth for powder

—

fresh, vital looking!

Begin yourself to use Pond's. See your

skin, too, grow clearer, brighter, smoother
— admired for its youth and freshness.

Send for SPECIAL 9-TBEATMENT TUBE

and 3 other Pond's Beauty Aids

PoncTs, Dept fl-C.T, Clinton, Conn. Rush special tube of
Pond's Cold Cteam, enough for o treatments, with
generous samples of 2 othet Pond's Creams and : differ-

ent shades of Pond's Face Powder. I enclose roe" to
cover postage and packing.

Name '.

Street: *_ .

City™ State
Copyright. 1937, Pond's Extract Company
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Mad Anthony Quinn— Actor
[Continued from page 34]

praisal by including Anthony in his

selection of the ten best supporting ac-

tors of 1936.

The studio received so many letters

from fans inquiring the identity of the

unknown Indian in The Plainsman, that

Tony was given a role requiring expert

histrionic ability in Swing High, Swing
Low. You all saw him sock and be
socked by Fred MacMurray in the pic-

ture, and although he appeared on the

screen for less than two minutes, the

avalanche of fan mail piled high in his

dressing room indicated that already

Tony Quinn was definitely entrenched

in the hearts of the great theatre going

public.

As a result of this widespread ac-

claim, he was awarded a long term con-

tract by Paramount. He next portrayed

the young Kanaka friend of Bing Crosby
in Waikiki Wedding, and was then

given the most important role in The

Last Train From Madrid, with Helen
Mack and Dorothy Lamour.

DO NOT think for one moment that

the road to cinematic fame lies

in merely being seen by a Hollywood
producer. Remember that Anthony
Quinn had much more than that to offer.

He has overcome countless obstacles

and made many sacrifices. He dis-

carded a college career and a chance

to enter his stepfather's contracting

business for the comparatively uncer-

tain profession of acting. His faith in

his hunches was responsible for that.

"I had just graduated from Polytech-

nic High in Los Angeles," Tony explains

it, "and my father gave me the money
to enroll in the University of Southern

California. From somewhere came that

urge to become an actor, so instead of

the university I enrolled in a little thea-

tre. I was doing fine until my father

found out that I wanted to be an actor.

Well, from then on I was on my own."

A ramshackle hut in the gulley on

Maltman Street which rented for the

staggering sum of $8.50 per month,

unfurnished, was Tony's first residence.

"And don't think that $8.50 wasn't im-

portant money to me in those days.

What I didn't do to pay the rent on
timel"

"What did you use for furniture?"

we asked.

"Made it from some old apple
boxes," was his reply. "And the same
pieces are still doing parlor duty for

me."

"But you had to eat?" we asked.

"Easy," was the laconic reply. For

an actor to find means of providing

regular nourishment in the best of times

is no small accomplishment. But it was

easy for Tonyl

"Four a. m. found me hard at work in

the produce markets helping the boys
load crates of vegetables. They used

to give me a big sackful for helping

them. How can you starve when you've

got vegetables? By the way, drop
around any night if you like vegetable

soup. The Quinn cuisine is never with-

out it. I make it myself."

"What did you do with your spare

time?"

"What spare time7" Tony countered.

"Remember that I also had to earn

enough money for my clothing, and
other incidentals during the day so I

could continue with my little theatre

work at night. I washed dishes to pay
the rent."

TODAY, in spite of his meteoric rise

on the silver screen, he is still the

eager youngster, draining the cup of

life by mastering in a short span of

years as many of the creative arts as

possible. His play, 33 Men, is slated

for Broadway production. He is a

sculptor and painter of no mean ability

and his works will soon be exhibited in

a prominent San Francisco art gallery.

He is the only actor in Hollywood
today who spends a greater proportion

of his salary on books and records than

he does on clothes.

A talk with him reveals that al-

though the spirit of creative expres-

sion is strong within him, he is not aware
of the impelling force behind it. That

is his heritage. With the deep intro-

spection and philosophy handed down
by those ancient masters of culture

—

the Aztecs—Anthony searches the hori-

zon of life and selects an ideal ... a

dream. Then the banshees of his Irish

ancestry give vent to a war cry and
show him the way to make this dream a

reality. Else how can one account for

the restless urges that spur this twenty-

two-year-old youngster to accomplish

over a short span of years, in four great

fields of art, achievements that most

of us never accomplish in one during

an entire lifetime?

Much will be written about Anthony
Quinn, the Actor, before another of

those calls takes him from the realm

of the screen into another field of cre-

ative art, because he will not be satis-

fied until he has contributed something

thoroughly worth while in motion pic-

tures. And from present indications it

looks as though he will.

Fritz Leiber, veteran Shakespearean star now in pictures, exhibits his first seven

Shakespearean masks of himself. Lieber's most recent film role was that of

Father Andrew in The Prince and the Pauper



MEET-

SUZANNE!
LITTLE Suzanne Larson hitched her wagon

to a star and arrived in Hollywood six years

later under contract to the same studio as her

idol.

Her parents had taken her to see Jeanette

MacDoneld in The Love Parade. The child was

entranced by the beautiful star. Breathlessly

she drank in the clear golden notes that floated

from the screen. Back home, she could think of

nothing else. For days she posed before a mirror

singing fragments from the melodies of the

picture.

That was the beginning of the development

of a voice acclaimed as destined soon to

astonish the musical world. For at the age of fen

Suzanne could sing B above high C, an achieve-

ment which amazes all who hear her.

Suzanne had no training. But her mother

recognized the unusual talent of her daughter,

and one afternoon had an inspiration. Sitting

through a performance at the Palace Theatre

in Minneapolis, she heard Carl Johnson, director

of the show, play Kiss Me Again on the violin.

As the tones trembled in the air, she realized

here was an artist who could advise her little

Suzanne.

AFTER several days, she succeeded in meeting

Johnson whom she persuaded to listen to

the child. He declared himself astounded by

the high clear voice of the girl, and began to

coach her. In the meantime, he put her on his

concert bill and she met with immediate

success.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's scouts sent some

transcriptions she had made to the coast, and

she was at once signed up.

Though in Hollywood but five months,

Suzanne feels quite at home. She now attends

school with other famous screen youngsters

such as Freddie Bartholomew, Mickey Rooney,

Judy Garland, and Jaunita Qulgley.

Born in Chicago, Suzanne has spent most of

her life in Minneapolis.

She is wide-eyed and eager about the magical

world which is unfolding before her—and

Jeanette MacDonald is still her model.

"If I could some day sing as beautifully as

she, and look half as lovely, I would be

satisfied!" she declares.

I WOULDN'T USE
THIS GREASY

DEODORANT IF I

DIDN'T HAVE TO

No Grease -No Fuss -Vanishes

and Checks Perspiration Instantly

JUST as the permanent wave
antiquated the old-fashioned

curling iron, so does this miracu-

lous new "vanishing-cream" de-

odorant put all the greasy old

cream deodorants out of date!

Not only does Odorono Ice dis-

appear into your skin without a

trace of stickiness or grease—as

easily and pleasantly as vanishing

cream—but also it actually checks

perspiration, as well as odor!

No uiore stained dresses, nu extra

cleaner's bills, no more embarrassing

odors. You just smooth this fluffy,

dainty cream in . . . and forget the

whole problem for as much as three days

!

Odorono Ice has no strange smell to

turn musty after a while. Just the clean.

fresh odor of alcohol . . . and that evap-

orates completely the moment it's on!

It is so simple and pleasant to apply,

and so effective, that 80% of the women
who have tried it prefer it to any other

deodorant they have ever used.

Odorono Ice is only 35i at all Toilet-

Goods Departments. Don't risk your
dresses and your charm another day
... get a jar NOW!

0D0-R0-N0
NON-GREASY ICE

SEND 10? FOR INTRODUCTORY JAR

RUTH MILi.KK, The Odorono Co., I

Dent. 9-A-7* 1»1 Hudson St., New Yu
(In Canada, address P. 0. Box i3H0. M

rk C

ontr

ity

sal)

I enclose 10* (lot

postage and packing

of Odorono Ice.

in Canada) to n
ur generous intr< duct

cost ol

or}' jar

Cily
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dentist will tell you:
for gleaming teeth, keep gums healthy
too. So don't trust to half-way measures.
Begin tonight with the two-way care
dentists advise.

1. Clean teeth by brushing all sur-
faces with Forhan's in the usual
manner.

2. Massage Gums briskly with Vt inch
of Forhan's on the brush or finger.

Results are amazing! Gums are stimu-
lated—soon there's a new youthful lus-

tre to your teeth.
Forhan's toothpaste, created by an

eminent dental surgeon, was especially
designed to do both vital jobs

—

clean
teeth and safeguard gums. It contains a
special ingredient found in no other
toothpaste. End half-way care. Use
Forhan's tonight! Also sold in Canada.

^^FORMUIA Of ft. J. FORHAN. D. 0. 1.

Forhan's
°ocs ( CLEANS TEETH
tTHJOBS

\ SAVES GUMS

REVIEWS of the MONTH
WORTHY companion piece to Er

Remarque l All Quiet

GRAY

HAIR
AND LOOK lO

YEARS YOUNGER
NOW. without any risk,

you can tint those
streaks or patches of gray
or faded hair to lustrous
shades of blonde, brown or
black. A small brush and
BROWNATONE does It.

Frovelt, byapplylngthetlnt
to a lock of your own hair.
Used and approved —

for over twenty-five years
by thousands of women.
BROWNATONE Is safe.
Guaranteed harmless for

Untlng gray hair. Active coloring agent Is purely vege-
table. Cannot afieot waving of hair. Is economical and
lasting—will not wash out. Simply retouch SB the new
gray appears. BROWNATONE Imparts rich, beautiful
color with amazing speed. Just brush or comb It In.
dhades: "Blonde to Medium Brown" and "Dark Brown
to Black" cover every need.
BROWNATONE Is only 60o— at nil drug and toilet

counters—always on a money-back guarantee.

ch Marie

the Western

Front it Universale The Road Back, a somber

penetrating story of disillusionment that comes

to a group of young German soldiers after the

war. Returned to their homes after the Armis-

tice they learn the emptiness of their heroism,

discover the impossibility of rehabilitation, find

that revolution has destroyed their dreams of

peace and quiet and they can find neither

happiness nor understanding. All this, as por-

trayed on the screen, is episodic in treatment

—the battle scenes, the return of full-grown

men to their schoolrooms, the pageantry of the

revolutionists, the violence in the public square,

the killing of a profiteer and the trial of the

murderer—and are handled by Director James

Whele in a brilliant manner. Outstanding per-

formances are given by John King, Richard

Cromwell, Gene Garrick, Andy Devine, Slim

Summerville, Barbara Read, Louise Fezenda,

Etienne Girardot, Spring Byington, and John

Emery. In the short assignments Lionel Atwill,

Al Shean, Edwin Maxwell, Robert Warwick,

William Davidson, and Arthur Mohl do excellent

work. The Road Back is a truly great picture.

— Universal.

is a grand picture.

— 20th Century-Fot.

See it by all means.

BETWEEN TWO WOMEN

SMOOTHLY directed by George B. Seiti,

Between Two Women, starring Franchot

Tone, Virginia Bruce and Maureen O'Sullivan,

the picture Is a convincing story of the loves,

desires and heartaches of thole who minister

to humanity in the general hospital of a big

city. Franchot Tone as the hospital surgeon,

Virginia Bruce as the daughter of wealth, and

Maureen O'Sullivan as the nurse have never

appeared to better advantage than in this

powerful drama.—M-G-M.

R

WEE WILLIE WINKIE

othe

I Shirley Temple—offers the finest perform-

ance of her screen career in kVee Willie Winkie.

Relying not at all on the cute tricks and man-

nerisms she employed in former roles, Shirley

steps out and establishes herself as a real,

honest-to-goodness actress. Victor McLaglen

as the Scottish sergeant and Shirley's closest

friend, scores splendidly. C. Aubrey Smith,

Cesar Romero, June Lang, Michael Whalen and

Douglas Scott contribute outstanding perform-

ances in supporting roles. Wee Willie Winkie

NEW FACES OF 1937

ADIO stars become the screen stars of this

merry-mad musical and the boys and girls

of the ether waves really go to town in front of

the cameras. Joe Penner is perhaps the top

entertainer of the group thanks to some cute

songs and a running gag that knocks all of the

seriousness out of the picture. Milton Berle in

his Hollywood debut is very entertaining.

Harriet Hill iard is sweet and refreshingly

wholesome. Her well-known radio singing voice

is enhanced by some fine pictorial closeups and

smart clothes. Parkyakarkus makes hamburger

of the English language, but finishes strong

among the brace of top comics who are com-

petition. Eddie Rio's imitation of a girl taking

a bath is a wow. Ann Miller's fast tap routine

stopped the show. A midget, a five-ten man,

and a seven-foot-ten giant mado the audience

gasp in astonishment in their dancing. Also

a four-year-old violinist. New Faces of 1937

is new and bright and breezy and well worth

your enthusiasm. Leigh Jason is the director.

—RKO.
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MARRIED BEFORE BREAKFAST

ROBERT YOUNG and Florence Rice top a

cast that puts this unpretentious M-GM
offering right up among the best of the comedy

films offered in recent months. Punctuated

with bright and breeiy dialogue, spotted with

enough rib-tickling comedy situations to fill

a picture twice its length, Married Before

Breakfast has the seal of audience satisfaction

upon it, from beginning to end. See it—just

for the FUN of it!—M-G-M.

SLAVE SHIP

TELLING the tragic story of the slave traffic

in melodramatic style, Slave Ship offers to

motion picture audiences an insight in one of

the blackest phases of international history.

Warner Baxter as the skipper of the slaver,

Wallace Beery as his bucko mate, Elizabeth

Allan as Baxter's wife, and Joseph Schildkraut

as the slave broker, present impressive per-

formances. Mickey Rooney as the tough cabin

boy is provided with a role that gives this

talented juvenile a chance to show just how

capable he is and his characterization in Slave

Ship is the best he has ever done.

—

20th Cen-

tury-Fox.

Victor MacLaglen and Shirley Temple
in a scene from the 20th Century-

Fox production, Wee Willie Winkie

EDW»
a t

WILD MONEY

DWARD EVERETT HORTON in the role of

ightwad editorial auditor gives this

newspaper story a bright and breezy pattern

that never changes. Lynne Overman as the

newshawk and Porter Hall as the managing

editor, aid and abet Auditor Horton in making

this picture worth your admittance money.
—Paramount.

EVER SINCE EVE

FAST-MOVING and entertaining, tver Since

Bve, starring Marion Davies and Robert

Montgomery, proves to be a delightful light

REST AND RELAXATION
• Can you think of anything more relaxing to the body, more refreshing

to the spirit than the caressing smoothness of a LINIT BEAUTY BATH?

Whether in the morning with a busy day's work ahead or in the evening

with a night's entertainment to look forward to, fifteen minutes of complete

relaxation in a LINIT BEAUTY BATH will bring to you the joy of living

and the zest tor going places. Merely swish a handful or two of LINIT in

your tub of warm water and step in. You will find yourself enjoying a de-

lightful and restful BEAUTY BATH that gives the thrilling sensation of

bathing in rich cream. And the LINIT BEAUTY BATH leaves you with a

fresh, rested appearance— your skin soft and smooth

as the Gardenia petals of your evening corsage.
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The Truth
ABOUT

Feminine Hygiene

COMMIT DOCTOR IF IN DOUBT

..r

FEMININE

HYGIENE

EXPLAINED

I . Hiippy and fortunate La the woman whu finds the

right answer to this grave problem . . . Happy when
she knows of a method of Feminine Hygiene that is

modern, safe, effective— and dainty . . . Fortunate in

being free from dangerous germs I

2. Fear and ignorance are unnecessary. Medical
research now brings you dainty, snow white supposi-

tories for Feminine Hygiene. Smart women appre-
ciate the convenience and safety of Zonitors. For
Zonitors embody the famous ZONITE ANTISEP-
TIC PRINCIPLE. They kill dangerous germs, yet

are free from "burn danger" to delicate tissues.

o. Zonitors are safe and easy to use. .. greaseltss.

snow white suppositories, each in a sanitary glass vial

. . no clumsy apparatus . . . completely deodorizing.

Easy to remove with plain water. Instructions in

package. All U. S. and Canadian druggists.

4. For your douche, after using Zonitors, we rec-

ommend Zonite. Its antiseptic qualities, proven by
over 20 years of continuous use, promote feminine
cleanliness— assures additional protection. Use 2
tablespoons of Zonite to 1 quart of water.

Booklet containing latest medical in-

formation. Write to Zonite Products
Corp., 954 New Brunswick, N. J.

FREE
EACH IK

CUSS VIAL
h FOR
BOX OF 12

MAKE EXTRA MONEY
Amulnffly easy to earn cash daily. Just show
season's smartest Christmas Cards. 78 "Artists
Award" designs. Low as |4-Bt> for 100 cards. In-
scribed with customer's name. The war they sell

Is sensational. Make op to (26.00 weekly spare timi

Sails far "GOLDEN TREASURE CHESTS**UI I Wf A1_ M„ of oQa Chrintmaa Cards
aed Metallic Foil I

Chest." Brand n

fast-sdling Assortments. Write today.
JANES AMT STUDIOS. Inc.

10 Anton Place. Rochester, N.Y.

r^GRAYHAIR
Remedy is Made at Home
You can now make at home a better gray hair remedy
than you can buy. by following this simple recipe:

To half pint ofwater add one ounce bay rum. a small

box of Batbo Compound and one-fourth ounce of

glycerine. Any druggist can put this up or you can
mix it yourself at very little cost.

Apply to the halt twice a week until

the desired shade is obtained.

Batbo imparts color to streaked,

faded or gray hair, makes it

soft and glossy and takes years

off yout looks. It will not
color the scalp, is not sticky ot

greasy and docs not rub off.

Wallace Beery, Warner Baiter, and Elisabeth Allan have starring roles in the 20th

Century-Fox picture, Slav* Ship

comedy that should satisfy movies audiences

everywhere. The picture escapes the fault of

other Marion Davios offerings in that it does

not concentrate too much on Miss Davies.

Patsy Kelly, Allan Jankins, Louisa Faienda and

Frank McHugh carry out their various assign-

ments in their usual top-notch manner.

—

Warner
Bros.

THE EMPEROR'S CANDLESTICKS

LAVISHLY produced, heeded by a cast that

includes William Powell, Luiss Reiner,

Robert Young, Frank Morgan, Maureen

O'Sullivan and Henry Stephenson, and ad-

mirably directed by George Fitimaurice, The

Emperor's Candlesticks falls short of being good

screen entertainment, due, in all fairness, to

the story itself which offers nothing in the way

of plot or dialogue for the excellent cast to

distinguish itself.—M-G-M.

THE LIFE OF EMILE ZOLA

DcCAUSE of its splendid production, di-

'"' rection, and acting, the Warner Bros', pic-

ture, The Life of Entile Zola, easily and de-

servedly wins the title "the best picture of the

month." It may become "the best picture of

the year." It's that goodl

Paul Muni, cast in the role of Zola, aicels

by a good margin, his characterization of Louis

Pesteur, the role that won him the Academy
Award for 1936. Never has Muni, by his

skill and artistry as an actor, mad* a character

so vivid, human, and memorable *s that of

Zola, the Frenchman of letters who fights the

army cabal that sends Dreyfus to prison as a

traitor to France. His defense of himself for

his advocacy of an honest, impartial investiga-

tion of the Dreyfus crime as a masterpiece and

because of it the courtroom scene for sustained

The ghost walks and talks in this scene between Roland Young and Constance Bennett

in Topper, produced at the Hal Roach studio
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Interest and drama is one of the greatest ever

filmed.

Joseph Schildlcraut, as Dreyfus, presents a

brilliant impersonation of the convicted, exiled,

and finally exonerated officer. Especially fine

was his work when he learns that he can return

home from Devil's Island.

Sale Sondergaard gives an outstanding per-

formance as Dreyfus' wife. Vladimir Sokoloff

as Cecanne, the artist and garret companion of

Zola, never appeared to better advantage on

Robert Young and Florence Rice feam
up in a highly satisfactory manner in

M'G-M'S fast-moving film Married
Before Breakfast

the icreen. The same can be said for Henry

O'Neil, cast as an officer on the French Army
Staff. Charles RIchman as the presiding court

judge, Montagu Love as minister of war, Frank

Sheridan as the prosecuting attorney help Im-

measurably to make The Life of Em'tfe Zola "the

best picture of the month."

—

Warner Bros.

TOPPER

HAL ROACH'S adaptation of Thome Smith's

popular novel is tops in screen entertain-

ment. Following the plot of the original story,

Mr. and Mrs. Kirby (Constance Bennett and

Cary Grant) are killed in an automobile ac-

cident. Awakening to the fact that their

ethereal bodies are sitting beside the wreckage

instead of wafting Heavenward, they conclude

that their winged flight is being postponed be-

cause they have never done a kind deed. Their

vow to rectify this situation and their manner

of doing so forms the balance of the story and

constitutes the basis for a series of hilarious in-

cidents. Aided by clever trick photography,

the ghosts walk in and out of scenes with

amazing nonchalance, leaving their material

cohorts in a wild state of confusion and leaving

the audience limp with laughter. Constance and

Cary turn in the best performances of their

careers, and are perfect in their roles as is the

entire supporting east of top-notch laugh-pro-

vokers. As the reluctant recipient of the

ghost's good intentions, Roland Young turns in

the best performance of his career, and steals

many of the best scenes from the stars. Alan

Mowbray, Billie Burke and Eugene Pallette add

to the fun.

—

Hal Roach.

GRAND WINNER
in the

HOLD-BOB SEARCH FOR TALENT

Hats off to Miss Madelyn Jones of

Salley^ South Carolina. She was se-

lected by Hollywood judges as grand

winner in the "Search for Talent"

sponsored by HOLD-BOB bob pins,

Walter Wanger Productions and
Motion Picture and Screen Play Mag-
azines! This charming and vivacious

young southern belle is making her

screen debut in Walter Wanger's

new production— "52nd Street" at

United Artists Studios.

Congratulations, Miss Jones!

HOLD-BOBS are very proud of the part

they played in making this glorious

opportunity possible . . . first by

being the sponsor of the "Search

for Talent" contest . . . and secondly

THE HUMP HAIRPIN MFG. CO.
Sol H. Goldberg, President

1918-36 Prairie Ave., Dept. F-97, Chicago, III.

Copyright 1937 by The Hump Hairpin Mfg. Co

Straight Style HOLD-BOB

because these bob pins did their

share in preparing you for a success-

ful close-up and screen test.

You've discovered what Hollywood

stars have known for a long time . .

.

what millions of women have found

. . , that HOLD-BOBS will keep your

hairdress always at its very best.

HOLD-BOBS are invisible yet absolutely

secure. They have small, round, in-

visible heads; smooth, round, non-

scratching points; flexible, tapered

legs, one side crimped and colors to

match all shades of hair. Use

HOLD-BOBS and your hairdress will

always be ready for

a close

Vk' Look for the name
hold-bobs. It Is your

guarantee of the fin- I

est possible bob pin

and a lovely coiffure. ^A
Sold, everywhere

—

just ask for them '#<£SfiS
"""""• ^8k

T
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O
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Hollywood Newsreel
[Continued from page 12]

Tq/re Care/
An evening of romance with "him" ... the
intimate interlude after a waltz

—

art you sun of
yourself? Hearts beat faster at such precious mo-
ments . . . tingling emotions cause excessive
perspiration. Body odors become noticeable!

Use DEW, the deodorant that always remains
effective . . . protects your daintiness in spite of
emotional excitement or physical exertion.
DEW stops perspiration in-

stantly — keeps undcr-arms dry
and sweet —guards frocks from
ugly stains. Effective yet mild.DEW will not irritate sensitive
skin. 23c. 50c, $1.00 at drug-
and department-stores. ^P

DEUU
DEODORANT
Non Perspirant

—NEXT MONTH!—
Frances Farmer. Paramount star, tells why

"She Won't Put On An Act!"
Read her story in October HOLLYWOOD

^v^WWfr / A

.ST

f^QJ Q a *"*

H0LLVUI00D
^r%CURlERS
\Thatever you do in the long, shining days

of summer . . . keep your hair always neat

and flattering. How? Take a tip from Holly-

^%ood's smartest stars.. .use Hollywood Rapid

Dry Curlers. Keep an emergency supply.

Roll your hair for a little while on them...

and frame your face in new loveliness. Then
you'll know why "the Curlers used by the

Stars" are so popular, not only in Holly-

wood, where they are made, hut throughout

America and 52 foreign countries.

Insist on HoUyiwod Curlers!

3 FOR 10c- AT 5c AND 10c STORES-NOTION COUNTERS

The pogo-stick fad is back again, and among those

who have taken it up ore Catherine Hughes (left)

and Dorothea Kent (right), vivacious Universal players

Rainer. In case you're wondering,

Anna likes and admires Luise.

Nest Hunting?

ALICE FAYE and a certain boy-

friend spend holidays enjoying

what some of their friends regard as

the strangest hobby ever—for. a pair

of movie celebs. They visit "open for

inspection," newly-built homes. Some-
times they make notes about the loca-

tion of goldfish ponds, sunrooms and

so on. And it's said both these big-

city reared, apartment-house dwelling

fillum folk are also studying about

cactus and flower gardens, and interior

decoration.

Of course this may simply mean that

Alice and the b. f. (can you guess

who?) have become interested in

architecture and landscape gardening

as an art. But we think it means what

you think it means.

Fan Furore

THE studio is keeping this dark, but

it seems too bad not to divulge an

oddity such as the effect of the Fred

Astaire-Singer Rogers
team split-up on fans.

Probably Hollywood has

never received such a

flood of rabidly partisan

letters as those which
were provoked by Fred

and Singer going their

separate cinematic ways.

It is revealed unex-

pectedly that many
patrons of the team were
violently pro-Astaire and
anti-S i n g e r, or vice

versa. The split causes

them to speak their minds,

and either rejoice, or

blame the partner t. ey

didn't like. They declare

hotly that Fred's singing

and dancing "carried"

Singer to stardom, or

that Singer's personality,

acting ability and pep
were responsible for
Fred's movie triumph.

Behind it all seems to

be a misunderstanding

about the causes of the

split. Each star is being

accused of going high-

hat and heartlessly
"dropping" the other.

Actually, it's merely a

studio decision to star

the two in separate pic-

tures.

Grand National

James Cagney
s Something to Sing About finds

in a sonq-and-dance-man role

ACCEPT NO SUBSTITUTES! ALWAYS INSIST ON THE ADVERTISED BRAND!



Write a Letter and Win a

Radio
[Continued from page 21]

one, should like to suggest that you have a

periodical voting tor the best actor and ac-

tress as it is always interesting to see how our

opinions agree with the majority of fans.

Sincerely yours,

Conroy Allison,

Jamaica College,

Liguamea P. O.

Kingston, Jamaica, B.W.I.

Editor's comment: We have seriously consid-

ered malting our Popularity Contest Poll a

semi-yearly feature as we, too, feel that it is

of great interest to our readers.

WANTED—Tips On Technique

Dear Editor:

Your magaiine is grand! Being cheap In

price it is well informative. Whenever I get

a copy, my first attention is always in the

pictures because they tell half the story. How-

ever, I find that few pictures of the actual

shooting of a production find their way in

your magaiine. Can't you print more pictures

where the camera, director, script man, prop

men, etc., appear? By these we can learn

more technique in picture making. Here in the

Philippines the movie art is still in its infancy.

We still have a lot to learn in shooting a scene.

Will Hollywood do It?

Sincerely yours,

Sergio San Agustin,

1059 Carola, Sampaloc,

Manila, P. I.

Editor's comment: We are making a earnest

effort to include more "off-stage" shots in each

issue of HOLLYWOOD magaiine.

"Hub-bub!"

Dear Sir: *

As the greater majority of films shown in

London, the "hub" of the world, are American,

may I, as the "Voice of the People," voice my
opinion? Praise: I am very glad that most of

the films we see are American, as they are far

superior to British films as yet. It is true, of

course, that your studios have had a start

ahead of ours, but I am afraid that British

films will never catch up on yours: they lack

something vital, "pep," I suppose you would

call it. In short, there is "just that little some-

thing" in American films, that ours will, I am
afraid, never ettiin.

Blame: One thing I dislike intensely in your

films is the raucous voice of the average player,

the lack of careful diction.

Your magaiine is typical of America, beau-

tiful pictures, worthy of being kept, enticing

advertisements, interesting articles on the

screen stars, and in addition, the perfect color

photograph on the cover, all tend to make it

a superior periodical.

Yours faithfully,

Raymonde S. Mangin,

58 Bartholomew Road,

London, N. W. 5, England

Editor's comment: In our judgment Mr. Mangin

makes an excellent critic as his opinions are

unbiased—his praise not too flowery.

MEN IGNORED HER
-SHE WAS SO SKINNY!

— then she gained

11 LBS. QUICK
and loads of

new popularity

New IRONIZED YEAST tablets

give thousands 10 to 25 lbs.

—In a tew weeks!
THOUSANDS of skinny, rundown men

and women who never could put on an
ounce before have recently gained 10 to 25
pounds of solid, naturally attractive flesh,

glorious new pep and popularity

—

in just
a Jew weeks!
They've taken this new, scientific for-

mula, Ironized Yeast, which although de-
veloped and perfected at the cost of many
thousands of dollars, comes to you in
pleasant little tablets which cost you only
a few cents a day!

Why they build up so quick
Scientists have discovered that hosts of people
are thin and rundown simply because they do
not get enough yeast vitamins (Vitamin B)
and iron in their daily food. One of the richest
sources of marvelous health-building Vitamin
B is the special yeast used in making English
ale, world-renowned for its medicinal properties.
Now by a new and costly process, perfected

after long research, the vitamins from this
Imported English ale yeast are concentrated
to 7 times their strength in ordinary yeast!
This 7-power vitamin concentrate Is then com-
bined with three kinds of strength-building
iron (organic, Inorganic and hemoglobin Iron).
Pasteurized English ale yeast and other valu-
able tonic ingredients are then added. Finally,
for your protection and benefit, every batch of
Ironized Yeast Is tested and retested biologi-
cally, to insure Its full vitamin strength.
The result is these new easy-to-take but

marvelously effective little Ironized Yeast tab-
lets which have helped thousands of the skin-
niest, scrawniest people quickly to gain just the
normally attractive curves, natural develop-
ment and peppy health they longed for.

Make this money -back test
If, with the very first package of Ironized
Yeast, you don't begin to eat better and to get
more enjoyment and benefit from your food—
if you don't feel better, with more strength,
pep and energy—If you are not absolutely con-
vinced that Ironized Yeast will give you the
pounds of normally attractive flesh you need—
your money will be promptly refunded. So get
Ironized Yeast tablets from your druggist
today.
Only be sure you get the original Ironized

Yeast. There are many cheaper "Iron and
Yeast" tablets on the market on which the
druggist may make more money—but you lose.
Insist on genMlne Ironized Yeast, with the let-
ters "iY" stamped on each tablet.

Powd by prc/Msfonal mofots

Special FREE offer!
To start thousands building up their
health right away, we make this FREE
offer. Purchase a paokage of Ironized
Yeast tablets at once, cut out the seal on
the box and mall It to us with a clipping
of this paragraph. We will send you a
fascinating new book on health, "New
Facts About Your Body." Remember, re-
sults with the very first package—or
money refunded. At all druggists. Iron-
ized Yeast Co., Inc., Dept. 2S9 Atlanta, Ga.

WARNING: Beware of (he many cheap
substitutes tor this tremendously suc-
cessful formula. Be sure you get the

genuine Ironized Yeast.
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CORNS

Stops Pain INSTANTLY!
Be careful! The feet are easily infected. Use
Dr. Scholl's Zino-pads and be SAFE. These
soothing, thin, dainty, softly cushioned pids are
medically safe and sure. End pain instantly. Stop
shoe friction and pressure; prevent

|
corns, sore toes and blisters.

Dr. Scholl's Zino-pads loosen andl

Remove Corns and Callouses

|

when used with the separate Medi-

'

cated Disks included in every box at
|

no extra cost.

Sizes for Corns, Callouses, Bunions,
Soft Corns between toes. Also made
with THICK soft felt for cases re-
quiring more protection. Be sure
and ask for Dr. Scholl's THICK
Zino-pads.
Don't accept a substitute. Cost but
a trifle. Sold everywhere.

D-rScholls
Zino-pads
Put one on -the pain is gone!

SECRETARIES, STENOGRAPHERS
and TYPISTS— Become An Expert

STENOTYPIST
Stenotypists win today's preferred
jobs and better pay. Stenotype'a
machine speed, accuracy and ease
make your work faster, better,
easier—and you get the credit.
Executives welcome this ma-
chine way of taking dictation—faster"
than any man can talk. Stenotypy is easy
to learn — easy to write— easy to read. We train
you thoroughly at home in your spare time — at low
cost and on easy terms. Write for interesting, free
booklet, "Stenotypy, the New Profession," describ-
ing the many opportunities in Stenotypy and telling
how you may master it successfully.

THE STENOTYPE COMPANY
Dept.930ST 41M S. Michigan Ave., Chicago, III.

V̂e6t/mMHt4n\

V-

t/EWSECRETOFVLINBL EYES
WINS THOUSANDS! Will he see red veins ... or
clear, bright whites? Thousands use EYE-GENE
to clear eyes in seconds after late hours, overin-
dulgence. Eyes look larger, more lustrous. New scien-
tific formula; stainless, too; money back if it fails
At all drug and department stores; also 5 & 10c stores.

EYE-GENE

W O U L D N'T (JYOU LIKE

7i<~NlOW
By RUTH CLAYTON

THE film colony has

just about set a rec-

ord for weddings this

year. While outside the

church the Jeanette

MacDonald-Gene Ray-

mond wedding had much
the typical fan fare, in-

side it was a beautiful,

but simple, old-fashioned

wedding. Thousands of

movie celebrities mar-

veled at the organiza-

tion that made it possi-

ble for the ceremony to

last only fifteen or

twenty minutes. This film wedding at-

tracted the largest crowd of celebrities

in years. Miss MacDonald had diffi-

culty deciding on how to employ the

services of her two sing-

ing co-stars, but her de-

cision was made easy

when Allan Jones, now
with her in Firefly, of-

fered to serve as an

usher and Nelson Eddy
sang two numbers, one
preceding and one suc-

ceeding the wedding
service. . . .

Sylvia Sidney is Hollywood's

champion knitter

B
OB (BAZOOKA)
BURNS, radio and

screen comedian, eloped

by airplane to Las Vegas

and married his secre-

tary, Miss Harriet Ma-
delia Foster. . . . Maria Shelton failed

to answer a call on Walter Wanger
film set, but word came from Salt Lake

City that she had married Jack Dawn,

M-G-M make-up man.

. . . Martha Raye treked

to Las Vegas with Hamil-

ton Westmore, another

make-up artist. . . . June

Lang, 20th Century-Fox

actress married Victor

Orsatti, actors' agent at

an elaborate church
ceremony. . . . Bill Boyd

and Grace Bradley tied

the knot and Colleen

Moore, vivacious star of

silent pictures, chose the

nation's capital for her

honeymoon with Homer

Hargrave, Chicago
banker. . . . Dick Foran

of radio and Western
films took the step with

Ruth Hollingsworth.
They were married across

the border at Tia Juana.

. . . Mary Pickford and
Buddy Roger's wedding
was a very modest and
very private service.

ONE of the most in-

teresting scenes
this writer has ever wit-

nessed was at 20th Century-Fox on the

Thin Ice set where we saw Sonja Henie
skate with a group of 40 boys and 40
girls dressed as Russian Cossacks. The

setting was a huge Swiss

night club roof-garden.

The ice was made an

opaque white by adding

thousands of gallons of

milk to the water and
freezing, preventing re-

flections injurious to

photography. Miss
Henie immediately wins

one over with her charm-

ing, sweet personality.

Many call her the grown-

up Shirley Temple.

PLAYING host to

Judge and Mrs. Ben

Lindsay at a showing of

Captains Courageous, Freddie Bar-

tholomew slept through the entire last

half (he had seen it four times before).

Freddie also set a record by signing

500 copies of Rudyard
Kipling's book at a Los

Angeles department
store and has had a

cramp in his hand ever

since.

GRE
b

Son/a Henie — the grown-up

Shirley Temple

REGORY RATOFF
ought his wife,

Eugenie Leontovich, a

new automobile and
then appointed himself

her instructor. (After

several narrow escapes
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from accidents, Miss Leontovlch hired

a new teacher) ...

FLASH—Ann Miller, whose rapid fire

tap dance in R. K. O.'s New Faces of

1937, is slated to be Fred Astaire's

next dancing partner. If this works out

here's another well earned "break" for

a talented newcomer. . . . Warren
Hull, who left the radio two years ago

for Warners and Warners two months

ago to free lance, is back on the air-

lanes and in the fall he'll do two big

broadcasts each week. ...

IT'S a case of mutual admiration!

Claudette Colbert and Irene Dunne
finally got together at Claudette's

house after living across the street

from each other for a year. Their hus-

bands are both medical men so they

have a good deal in common. . . .

When lovely Mrs. Jack Oakie visited

her comedian husband on the Super
Sleuth set at RKO she immediately be-

came attached to Pete, a trained pen-

guin which appears in the picture. She
wanted to buy the bird for a pet, but

Pete's owner said she'd probably have

no place cold enough to keep it. When
Mrs. Oakie told Jack this, he glibly

replied: "How about a theatre filled

with a Hollywood preview audience?"

HENRY FONDA obtained leave

from his studio when he finished

Carelessly at Walter Wanger's to re-

turn to his first love—the stage. He
stars in an Arthur Hopkins play, Blow
Ye Winds, on Broadway this fall. . . .

Walt Disney, creator of Mickey Mouse
and Silly Symphonies has just com-
pleted the first few episodes on his

first feature length production in Tech-

nicolor entitled Snow White and the

Seven Dwarfs. Likewise the first pic-

ture in which humanized characters,

not caricatures receive consideration.

Sylvia Sidney, (Hollywood's most
rabid knitting enthusiast) has com-
bined business and pleasure on the set

of Dead End. She knitted three

sweaters during the filming of the pic-

ture. Many of the scenes required her

to be at work with the needles, so she
put them to practical use. . . . Tom
Brown, who received his first starring

part at Universal in 7om Brown at
Culver, returns to that studio for the
first time in four years to appear op-
posite Barbara Read (whose work stood

out in The Road Back) in Too Clever
to Live.

"Marchand's is so easy to use and
has made such an amazing improve-
ment in my appearance and popu-
larity.-M.R.W.

> V
CDCE Professional secrets and ad-THEE

rjce by ROBERT OF FIFTH
AVENUE—"Help Yourself to Beauty,"

an amazing guide, shows you hoiv to

make-up and scores of other important

beauty secrets. Send in coupon below.

\ __Z

J-oday's Cinderellas are those who per-

form their own beauty miracles. For in-

stance, popular girls know that the true

secret of personality is glamorous hair.

BLONDES use Marchand's Golden Hair

Wash to restore and keep alive die radi-

ant, sunny loveliness everyone admires.

BRUNETTES use Marchand's to rinse

gorgeous, glowing high-lights in dieir

hair.

Fastidiouswomen use Marchand's to make

excess hair on arms and legs invisible.

Colorless. Odorless. Stainless. Complete

directions with every bottle. On sale at

all good druggists.

MARCHAND'S
tiOLDEN HAIR WASH

CHARLES MARCHAND CO.
Sirs: Please send me a FREE copy

NAMF

5

of

21 W. 23rd St.,

'Help Yourself tc

New York, N. Y.
Beauty." I enclose a 3tf stamp for postage.

^r>r>RF^

rirv STATP
FW-9
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Why I Have Never Married
[Confirmed from page 31]

Aids incountcracting dry condition of skin

around the eyes which causes wrinkles,

crows-feet, etc. Smooths, softens and re-

fines texture of skin. A rich cream contain-
ing the precious vitamin "D".

The first and worst signs of ageorfaticjie
show their traces more definitely and quickly i

tender area around the eyes. Eye wrinkles, lined eye-
lids, crows-feet, puffincss and circles are apt to make
thcirappearanceearlyinthis region. These tender and
sensitive skin tissues lose their natural oils much more
quickly than any other facial area.

jNIaybelline Eye Cream, unlike ordinary facial creams,
is especially designed for the care and preservation of

the youthful appearance of the skin around the i

The fine, rich, blended oils containedin this cream are

highly beneficial to this area, and there is the added
benefit of "sunshine" element in wonderful vitamin
"D". Start giving your eyes this youthifying treat-

ment today with Maybelline Eye Cream 1

Introductory sizes obtainable at 10c stores.

Make Extra Money
New easy way to earn
money taking orders
from friends and others for new Initial Playing
Cards. Also, many other smartly styled decks not
shown in stores. Popular low prices. Start earning at
once. Thousands of prospects near you. No experience
needed. Men or women, write for sample outfit—FREE
General Card Co., 4GQ S.Peoria St., DepL ft-35. Chicago, 111.

Every issue of TRUE CONFESSIONS carries a

complete book-length novel.

This month we give you

—

BURNED BY MY FIRST LOVE
A gripping and startling story that every woman

will want some man to read.

Also in September TRUE CONFESSIONS:

MY KISSES WERE FREE
And many other outstanding stories, features

and departments!

few months. Nothing but dancing les-

sons. Finally I was given a principal

role in the musical, Follow Through.

Now I had enough, just enough, money
to buy the clothes I would need for

social life in New York. But now that

the clothes were in sight, I was too busy

to find time to use them.

When Follow Through finished its

New York run I went on the road. Liv-

ing out of a suitcase, making one-night

stands, always on the go, I found it im-

possible to make the kind of social con-

tacts that I would enjoy. When I re-

turned to New York again, I passed

most of my waking hours in front of the

footlights and in rehearsal halls. I ap-

peared in Fine and Dandy, Ziegfeld's

Hot Cha, The Varieties, George
White's Scandals and in Crazy Quilt.

By this time I was in love with dancing

and nothing else. Men had stopped
trying to get "dates" with me because

the answer was always the same: "I've

got to practice a new routine tonight."

Then I came to Hollywood to appear
in the film version of the Scandals for

20th Century-Fox. This was just a small

part, but it was my first motion picture

and I was so busy getting accustomed
tc camera technique that I didn't even

get a chance to visit the beaches, much
less to go to any of the Hollywood night

spots in the company of the men of the

film city.

ACCEPT NO

IMMEDIATELY after I finished this

S role, I was tested by M-G-M. They
liked my work so I was given the lead-

ing role in Broadway Melody of 1936.

Acting and singing as well as dancing

made it imperative that I almost live at

the studio. Again I had no time for

social life.

Returning to New York to fulfill my
contract to do a leading role in the

stage musical, At Home Abroad, I must

have surprised my friends by having

"dates". I was seen here and there

with the orchestra leader, Abe Lyman.

For me to have a date was almost the

same as announcing that I was engaged,

a+ least that's the way the papers felt

about it. But both Abe and I agree

that it was just a friendship that had

been going on for many years.

Back to Hollywood I came to play in

the musical extravaganza, Born to

Dance. Still unmarried, still unen-

gaged.

Then my name began to be linked

with James Stewart, who is also in the

new musical. We had a few dancing

dates, but we are just friends.

Now that I have signed with M-G-M,

SUBSTITUTES! ALWAYS INSIST ON THE ADVERTISED BRAND!

have my home in Beverly Hills and have
moved my family and grandparents to

the Pacific Coast, I have been thinking

about marriage.

I feel that a career and marriage can

be mixed if the couple have the correct

personalities for such a combination.

But I think it's better if marriage is

made the only and most important

career of the woman.
I've decided one thing, and that is

age. I want to marry an older man. I

enjoy their company more because
years seem to have made them more
considerate than the younger men. If

I were to marry a young man and con-

tinue with my screen career, I'm not

sure that it would work out successfully.

Young men are not inclined to realize

that a woman can be just as tired at

night from her work as a man from his.

During the few "dates" I've had, I've

found that older men were better com-
pany. They seem to realize more
clearly that there is more to life than

always being on the "go".

I really have never tried to avoid

love or getting engaged, but it seems
that I have been too busy.

I could set a million rules as to when,

where, whom and why I will marry, but

I think I'm wise enough to let my heart

rule my head. Only time will reveal

the outcome.

I'm free, white and twenty-one.

I can cook.

I can sew.

I'm agreeable— I hope.

My face and figure are average.

I have my own income.

Perhaps the right man will come
along and I'll have a man of my own.

Only time will tell.

Luise Ra'mer and Husband Clifford Odets had

front row seats at a recent polo game



Business as Usual
[Confirmed from page 26]

to budget his own time as he pleased.

Paul Muni would sign no more movie

contracts, nor would he ever again lend

his talents to the legitimate stage.

Without a sigh, a smile or a tear,

Paul Muni had divorced himself from

Hollywood, said good-bye to a great

and growing screen career—all this

for the dubious pleasure of being a
loafer for the rest of his life.

Or so the public prints said.

lUT happily for all of us who have

enjoyed the excellence of Muni's

notable contributions to the screen (so

notable, in fact, that in 1 936 he won the

Academy of Motion Picture Arts and
Sciences Award for his work in The
Siory of Louis Pasteur) the report of

his retirement, like Mark Tv/ain's death,

has been slightly exaggerated.

You don't have to take this with a

grain of Hollywood publicity salt

—

you can take it from no less an authori-

ty than Actor Muni himself.

"There isn't a shred of truth in what
the newspapers have credited me with

saying," Muni declared to us over the

lunch table in Warner Bros.' Green
Room. "There isn't a shred of truth

in any of it for the very simple reason

that I never said a word about retiring.

Frankly, I don't intend to retire. Why
ir- the world should I? My association

with Warner Bros, has been very pleas-

ant; I enjoyed every minute in the mak-
ing of the Life of Emile Zola just re-

cently completed; I get what I consider

good pay for what I do; and as for

spending the rest of my life off stage,

so to speak, that has been farthest from
my mind."

FARTHEST from his mind for this

reason: Ever since early childhood
he has been closely identified with the

theatre. It's become so much a part

of his life that he couldn't divorce him-

self from it if he tried. And there's

another reason, too. He comes from
a theatrical and musical family, his

father and mother being actors, and his

two brothers musicians. His own love

of the theatre, his theatrical back-
ground, have patterned his thoughts
and actions in definite grooves from
which there is no escape.

"I never uttered one word about re-

tiring from the screen during the inter-

view that started all this," Muni
continued. "I suppose, since I've been
misquoted so many times before, that

I shouldn't object to being misquoted
again. But this particular instance is

somewhat different. In the first place
it's important enough so that the mis-

information forces me to deny some-
thing I never said. And in the second
place when I do that I'm immediately
placed in the disagreeable position of

being regarded as being the party of

the first part to what I consider a cheap
publicity stunt."

Muni paused to light a cigarette.

"What I really said," he went on,

"was that I did not intend to sign any

more long-term contracts. How any

one could twist that statement around

to read 'Muni decides to retire from
the screen' is beyond me. But that's

the way it appeared in print, or words
to that effect. I also said during the

interview that I would not make more
than two pictures a year—perhaps not

more than one a year and not any dur-

ing any stated year unless I could find

a story that I thought suited me. That

doesn't mean retirement, does it? It

does mean, however, that I am going

to find time, each year, to ride a few
of my pet hobbies. I've worked hard."

HAT'S true. Muni has worked hard

ever since early childhood. He
worked hard to obtain an education in

the New York schools, his family having

moved to this country from Vienna

when he was very young. He worked
hard to acquaint himself with the

theatre and its allied arts because his

one ambition as a child was to become
a great figure on the stage. He worked

hard with the Theatre Guild and other

art theatres for several seasons and he

worked harder than ever when the stage

play We Americans brought him his

first recognition in the New York

theatre. And he has worked hard in

Hollywood although his low average
of I '/2 pictures a year for the 13 years

he has been in motion pictures would

appear to prove otherwise. Against

the low average, however, you can

place Muni's intensive, careful 2 to 3

months' study on every script before the

cameras turn.

Muni wants time to ride a few of his

pet hobbies. Leading the list would

be music which he has studied since he

was four years old. He is a rabid fight

fan and has expressed a desire to

manage prize fighters. He likes to

travel and manages to spend a part of

each year in vagabond journeys with

his wife. Music, athletics, vagabond
journeys, reading — he wants time to

enjoy all these things, but, as he says,

he doesn't have to retire from the

screen to do so.

The Muni "Business as Usual" sign

is still up.

IT'S WHAT
I CALL

REAL FLAVOR

Honest — you ought to

try it! You'll know this

Beeman flavor's some-

thing special the minute

you tear off the airtight

wrappings and get that

first tantalizing whiff!

And the taste — smooth

as custard— a real up-

and-doing flavor!"

Let me tell you some-'

thing! Beeman's is fine

for digestion, too! When
you can't resist one of

those rich, indiscreet

desserts — top off with

Beeman's! It comforts!

your digestion!"

Beeman's
AIDS DIGESTION...
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YOU'RE RIGHT!

CORNS DO COME BACK
BIGGER -UGLIER THAN EVER

unless removed Root'and all

Joan Davis—Picture Thief
[Continued horn page 36]

• Paring at home makes corns come back bigger,

uglier—more painful—than ever.

G Play safe! Use the new Blue-Jay method. First

che pain stops instantly, by removing the pressure,

then the entire corn lifts out Root and All.

Blue-Jay is a tiny, medicated plaster. Held in

place by Wct-Pruf adhesive. Get Blue-Jay today.

2 5 ji for a package of 6.

BLUE-JAY
BAUER £. BLACK

SCIENTIFIC CORN PIASTERS
' A plus of dead cells root-lilio in form and position. If

left may servo as focal point for renewed development.

oyer
MYSTERY
CLEANSING

CREAM
It's a mystery how this pinlc-

tlnted, popular priced
cream can do so much. Smooth
and soft, it penetrates deep,

removing pore impurities as

well as surface dirt. Exquisitely

perfumed. 50c at dealers or

send for test jar. Enclose 10c

for postage and packing.

BOYER, Society Parfumeur
2702 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, III.

Cleans White Hats
Just rub in this feathery powder.

It draws grease or stain right ouL

Leaves no ring—no odor.

AT DRUG AND DEPT. STORES

ANNETTES CLEANSER

Free for Asthma

During Summer
If you suffer with those terrible attacks of

Asthma when it is hot and sultry; if heat, dust

and general mugginess make you wheeze and choke

as if each gasp for breath was the very last; if

restful sleep is impossible because of the struggle

to breathe; if you feel the disease is slowly wearing
your life away, don't fail to send at once to the

Frontier Asthma Co., for a free trial of a remark-

able method. No matter where you live or whether

you have any faith in any remedy under the Sun,

send for this free trial. If you have suffered for

a lifetime and tried everything you could learn of

without relief; even if you are utterly discouraged,

do not abandon hope but send today for this free

trial. It will cost you nothing. Address
Frontier Asthma Co. 341-B Frontier BIdg.

462 Niagara St, Buffalo, N. Y.

she lived across the street from a

school and in her pre-kindergarten

days the horizontal bars and other ath-

letic equipment in the school yard

held a strong attraction for her. She'd

tcddle into the school grounds and try

to emulate what she saw other older

children do. Nearly always she would

fall and passersby would laugh. When
she found the clowning stirred mirth,

she got to falling anyway whether the

s^unt she was trying happened to be too

difficult or not. Right then and there

her flair for comedy took root and
clowning became her forte.

From the age of three she was sing-

ing and speaking pieces in church and

other entertainments and when she had

won twenty-seven first prizes for her

entertainment work her father took her

to Los Angeles. She auditioned for

Sid Grauman and the late Alexander

Pantages and the latter was quicker on

the trigger than Sid and signed the

seven-year-old Joan to cover his cir-

cuit as "The Toy Comedienne." Almost
before the ink was dry on the contract

Grauman called her to take a spot he

had found for her in Our Gang come-

dies, but her vaudeville contract pre-

vented.

the precision of an expert. There was
no comedy here.

Sitting in the "ruckus room," a

Moorish adjunct to Joan's home, she

sketched her brief career in pictures.

"Mack Sennett gave me my first

film role in 1934," Joan said, "and the

deal was made right here in this room.
It might have been more like the story-

book tales if I had been grabbed from
across the footlights, but I wasn't. I

was vacationing from vaudeville and
giving a party for a group of friends,

one of whom brought Mr. Sennett. He
thought I was the type for a hill-billy

short he was about to make and that's

how I broke into pictures."

Joan Davis, who has lost count of the

falls she has taken in her life, did a

single—singing, dancing and falling

—

up to March, 1931. Then her manager
teamed her with Serenus "Si" Wills,

another of his clients. Within five

months the professional team became
a matrimonial team.
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\J not in them, made her seek Cali-

fornia during her between seasons in

vaudeville and she and her husband

acquired a home in Beverly Hills. It's

on Beverly Drive, and here in 1933 little

BUT Joan never forgot that missed Beverly Wills (that's no pun on Bever-

opportunity for film work. Throuqh ly Hills) was born.

In 1936 Paramount put Joan under

contract and gave her a small role of

an amateur in a tryout in Millions in

the Air. RKO then began bidding for

her, signed her to a long term con-

tract, and then practically forgot she

existed. Months of idleness palled on

"the fall girl." She wanted activity,

won her release from that contract and

stepped into another contract with

20th Century-Fox the next day.

In eight months at Fox she has worked

in seven pictures, each giving her more

and more to do. First she was with

Jane Withers in The Holy Terror.

Others include Angels Holiday, Time

Out for Romance, Dead Yesterday,

Wake Up and Live, Sing and Be Happy
and her latest in Thin Ice.

"I've been very lucky in comedy falls

all my life," says Joan, with the excep-

tion of one that wasn't in the script for

Sing and Be Happy. In that I am a

window washer—a rather sloppy one

—

and while walking with a pail of sudsy

water in my hand, both feet skidded

out from under me and it seemed like

I hit the ceiling, only it was my back

that suffered and I went to the hospital

for eight days."

When Darryl Zanuck asked her to do
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UT Joan never forgot that missed

opportunity for film work. Through

her childhood and adolescent years the

screen was her goal, but producers

never got very steamed up about her.

Although she has good looks and an

excellent figure, dramatics never ap-

pealed to her and she set about climb-

ing to the heights of comedy.

"I studied the technique of every

stage and screen comedian," says Joan

in explaining her brand of comedy,
"analyzing the slightest differences. I

prefer the sympathetic type of comedy
that carries the elements of surprise. I

make my comedy seem accidental and

I like to have my audiences think 'poor

girl, she tries so hard and everything

goes wrong.'
"

You might think the girl who was a

"washout" as a nurse in Dead Yester-

day, or who stole the spotlight from

Ben Bernie and Walter Winchell in

Wake Up and Live with her comedy
rumba dance, was a clown twenty-four

hours a day, but she isn't. When she

takes off the grease paint at the studio

and pilots her car up into the hills back

of Beverly F'i s, she becomes a mother,

housewife and gardener. On a two-

acre estate, the writer found "film-

land's No. I picture thief" clad in

slacks and working in her garden with



a rumba for Wake Up and Live, Joan

told him she's never done a rumba and

his comback was "well, then, you ought

to look funny doing it." The opinion

is unanimous that she did.

JOAN has set such a vogue in acci-

dentally knocking herself out in

her peculiar screen antics that she has

sent Orientals into spasms. She was

made a very lucrative offer to go to

Shanghai and make a personal appear-

ance at one of the gay night clubs

there. They tell her that the Chinese

and Japanese rate her a great favorite

and have begun slugging themselves in

the jaw just to see if others will laugh

at them as they do at Joan Davis on the

screen.

For Thin Ice they have asked Joan to

do a Russian song, a Russian dance,

and to take Rubinoff's place as orches-

tra director. And according to reports

she has taken care of her assignments

in No. I picture-stealing style. Which
ought to satisfy her bosses and her fans

who claim right now that Joan is "the

funniest girl in films." And the funny

part of it is we think they're right!

RETURN OF THE NATIVE

MOTION picture fans have been asking,

"Will young Fairbanks desert Hollywood

for keeps?"

The answer Is "No!"

Although Doug remains sold on the future of

London motion pictures, he has signed up for

at least one picture a year with David O.

Selznick at Selznick International Studio. He is

back in the Hollywood fold, free to develop a

company with an infant industry across the

Atlantic if he so desires.

"Had it not been for a mass assault by

pneumonia germs," Doug says, "it might never

have happened."

He was in London, scanning the possibilities

there, when he received a call from Ernst

Lubitsch, asking him to come back to Holly-

wood for Design for Living. When Doug reached

New York on his way back, he became ill with

pneumonia. Fredric March took the role in-

stead, so young Fairbanks returned.

There, after almost signing with Korda,

Fairbanks went into the London stage play,

Moonlight is Silver.

Then he decided upon entering a company
In which he would have an executive post as

well as a starring position, and Criterion Films,

Ltd., was formed.

But Doug found himself thinking of

Hollywood. There were executive differences,

too, during the slump that struck British film

circles.

"A couple of offers from Hollywood were

made while Criterion affairs were being

straightened out," says Doug, "but I had no

thought of accepting. But when Mr. Selznick

cabled that the part of Rupert of Hentzau was

open I caught the next boat for Hollywood.

Will I remain in Hollywood all the time? No,

because I have my -film company in London,

and a home there. But I'll be spending most

of my time in Hollywood. Playing in The

Prisoner of Zenda, in the part of "Rupert," with

such talented players as Ronald Colman and

Madeleine Carroll, and under John Cromwell's

direction, has convinced me it is impossible to

divorce myself from Hollywood, no matter how
extensive my career elsewhere."
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O GRAY
n HAIR
GONE

TEST BOTTLE\
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(TEST B

FR
Your hair takes on new
color and lustrewhen you

comb this famous clear, colorless liquid

through it. Gray streaks vanish. Desired
color comes: black, brown, auburn, blonde.
Leaves hair soft, lustrous— easily curled or
waved. Countless women use it. Men too,

for gray streaks in hair or mustache. Get
full-siced bottle from drusqist on money-
back guarantee. Or test it Free.

Test it FREE »Wc send Free complete Test
PackaKe.TrvitonsiniiU-locksnippeJfrnmliair.Sec
results first. Just mail coupon. Give color of hair.

[ MARY T. GOLDMAN - -|
3011 Goldman Bldg., St. Paul, Minn.

I Name j

Street I

State. I1 City

J
Color of your liair? .

NqJoke To Be Deaf
—Every deal person knows that—
Mr.Way madehlmielfheart a watch tick after
beinpdeaf for twenty-fivo years, with his Arti-

j» Vflcfol Eur Drums. He woro them dayand night.
^VThey stopped his head

noises. They are invisible
andcomfortable.no wires
or batteries. Write for
TRUE STORY. Alao '

booklet On Deafness. ArtificialEarDrum
THE WAY COMPANY

74 McKcrctiey BldK. Detroit, Michiicnn

Alice Faye Apologizes--
[Continued from page 27]

Splendid opportunities. Prepare quickly in spare time.
Easy method. No previous experience necessary,
common school education sufficient. Many earn while
tc.irn.nE. Send for free booklcl "Opportunities in Modern
Photography", particulars and requirements.

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF PHOTOGRAPHY
3601 Michigan Ave. Dept. 2236, Chicago, lllinoi*

Autographed - Full Color - Life-Like

MOVIE STAR PHOTOS
Complete Set of 8 photos: 50c

Large SxlC Size—Suitable fur Framing or Scrap
Hook. Every Photo Autographed and in full life

color.
Set No. 12—Jean Harlow. Robert Taylor. Clark
Gable. Greta Garbo. Spencer Tracy, Joan Craw-
ford, Eleanor Powell, Jcanette MacDonald.

Mail 50c for Complete Set. We pay postage.
CINEMA MOVIE CLUB. 67 W. 44th St.. N. Y. C.

FRECKLES
DISAPPEAR
mSbrlOdaqa
Don't worry over un-
sightly freckles. Here's a new

1

way to remove them quickly
and gently while you sleep. Simply
apply Nadinola Freckle Cream over
face and arms at night. Then watch
freckles disappear usually in 5 to 10 days. Your skin is

cleared, freshened, becomes satin- smooth. NADINOLA
Freckle Cream is guaranteed by a laboratorywith over
36 years* experience in this type of ckin treatment.
Only 60c at toilet counters ; 1 6c size at Five and Ten
Cent Stores. Or send a dime for trial package to

NADINOLA, Dept. 137. Paris. Term.

" 'You know, I'm supposed to be en-

gaged to you.'
" 'Why, I've never seen you before in

my life,' I protested.
"

'I know it,' he said, 'but some time

ago I met a girl who looks extraordi-

narily like you and we went to the

fights. The next day one of the

columnists had it that Alice Faye and
I were that way about each other and
were on the verge of eloping.'

"That's what I've been up against,"

Alice confesses, sadly. "Various men
have been seen with this other girl,

very patently my double, and the word
has spread that we are engaged, or,

at least, are casting eyes at each other.

It's really terribly embarrassing, for

some of these men may get the notion

that I have broadcast the report my-
self.

"For this reason, I'd like to apolo-

gize to all those men whom I have never

met, yet whose names have been
coupled with mine in the newspapers
and magazines."
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ALICE sat silently for a moment, in

thoughtful meditation.

"A rather distressing thing hap-

pened some time ago," she continued.

"One of my best friends called me on

the telephone and started berating me
for having 'gone Hollywood.'

" 'What on earth are you talking

about?' I asked her. I was puzzled,

and hurt, because I have never been
upstage in my life and it is farthest

from my thoughts to 'go Hollywood.'
"

'I saw you last night at the Clover
Club and you snubbed me completely,'

she replied. 'I tried to speak to you
but you moved away, as though you
didn't want to see me.'

"And what's even worse ... a di-

rector on the lot accused me of the

same thing, only a few days later. He
was pretty sore. He said I had de-

liberately upstaged him the night

before at a preview and told me I'd

better get back to normal, if I wanted
people to keep liking me.

"Of course, I had seen neither of

them. I'd be the last one on earth

ever to refuse to speak to my friends."

A short while back, an interviewer

printed the story that Alice no longer

haunted the night clubs, as she used

to do when she first came to town.

Quoting the youthful star, the story

went on to say that she spent little time

in the night spots, and many evenings

would remain at home.

"What's the idea of such cracks?" a

friend inquire'd. "Why, I've seen you
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myself in half the clubs in town during

the past week."

"Despite all my protestations that I

hadn't been near any of the clubs my
friend named, I still couldn't convince

her that I hadn't been in them," Alice

says. "Naturally, she must have seen

this girl who looks so much like me.
"Whoever she is, this girl is making

it pretty hard for me to live a pri-

vate life. I'm reported engaged to

strangers, my friends are accusing me
of snubbing them, and I'm supposed
to be leading a life that I no longer

live. It's enough to get one down,
isn't it?

"Why, out at Jim Jeffries' ranch,

where amateur fights are held every

Thursday night by the old-time cham-
pion, I was introduced one night, took

a bow and even made a speech. Every-

thing would have been fine . . . except

it wasn't me. I wouldn't have had the

nerve to make a speech." She smiled

at the thought.

"I'm just learning how to drive my
first car. I bought it only a few weeks

ago. On the very first day I was out

alone, a motor cop whom I know drew
up along side and said:

" 'You must be raking in plenty of

jack, Miss Faye; that's the second new
car I've seen you driving in the last

month.'

"There's a certain small night club

that I sometimes visit. I was there

about a month ago, but the orchestra

leader was decidedly cool to me. Be-

fore, he had always been very friendly

and whenever he had asked me to sing

a song I had always complied.

"On this particular night, he didn't

come near me, so I had a waiter ask

him if he would come over to my table.
" 'What's the matter?' I asked him,

noticing how quiet he seemed. Then,

I learned that I was supposed to have

been there several nights before, and

v/hen he had requested me to sing I had

been very short with him and refused.

He couldn't understand my sudden

change in attitude. I couldn't blame
him, either."

Do you wonder Alice Faye is per-

turbed about her double? There can

be no doubt as to her sincerity when

she repeats:

"I do want to make it clear that I

am in no wise responsible for my name
being linked romantically with men
whom I have never met, but to whom I

am reported engaged. But since this

situation does exist, I want to apolo-

gize to them, and hope they will un-

derstand my position."



Finishing Touches
[Continued from page 42]

And for that final touch of daintiness,

there is nothing like finishing off your

bath with a generous dusting of talcum

powder. It gives immediate freedom
from stickiness and chafing and pro-

tects fragile undies. A great favorite

with the dainty misses of Hollywood is

the talc which comes in a tall red

shaker-container and has a subtle, spicy

scent. It bestows a delightfully elusive

body fragrance, makes your skin feel

soft and satiny and costs only 25c for a

can that will last several months.

Have you ever had to face the world

after a good cry? The cry may be

good for your nerves, but oh, what it

does to your eyes! I know an eye liquid

that solves the problem. A drop in

each eye, and redness disappears—and

you go forth looking as if you had nary

a care in the world. It enhances the

brilliance of healthy eyes, too, and re-

moves the ravages that are sometimes

left by the night before. In addition to

all of which, it's good for your eyes be-

cause it relieves strain. You can buy it

at any good drug or department store.

There's no need to tell you of the dire

things that befall the girl whose breath

is not as sweet as the flowers of May.
There's a very efficient oral antiseptic

that's found in the medicine cabinets

of many Hollywood stars which you can

depend upon for the assurance of com-
plete daintiness. It is safe, refreshing,

and gives that naturally sweet breath

men expect from ruby lips.

And at last we've discovered a

remedy for that bane of woman's ex-

istence . . . the little blemish that ap-

pears on the end of your nose just when
you want to look your best. The remedy
is a cream that you can smooth over the

bad spot . . . and presto! It has dis-

appeared. It comes in lipstick form
for the small spot or blemish, and is put

up in jars for the covering of large

birthmarks, bruises and other disfigure-

ments. Then, too, there is a waterproof

variety which can be used when you are

swimming. Both sticks and jars are

priced at $1.25.

For trade names send stamped, self-

addressed envelope to Ann Vernon,

HOLLYWOOD Magazine, 1501 Broad-

way, New York City.

Too fat? Too thin? Do you want to

gain a figure lovely as a movie stat's?

You can have such a figure. Richard

Kline, physical instructor for Paramount Pic-

tures has prepared in book form the exclu-

sive exercises he uses in beautifying Holly-

wood stars. The book is in color, com-

pletely illustrated with photographs of your

favorite stars demonstrating Mr. Kline's

beautifying system. It's fascinating to really

perfect your figure with the same exercises

used by Paramount stars—and so easy. Or-

der your copy now. Send twenty-five cents

in stamps or coin. Use coupon below and

your copy will be sent postpaid.

Department H. B.,

Fawcett Publications,

22 West Putnam, Greenwich, Conn.

Enclosed find twenty-five cents (25c) in
stamps or coin. Please send my copy of
THE HOLLYWOOD WAY TO A BEAU-
TIFUL BODY to

Name

Street

City State

DON'T be silly!

I KNOW A
SPECIAL CREAM
THAT MEITS
SKIN SMOOTH

OH, JANE,
I CAN'T GO. My

SKIN'S SO ROUGH
FROM RIDING IN

THE RUMBLE SEAT
THAT I'M A SIGHT

THAT WAS A SWELL
STEER ABOUT POND'S
VANISHING CREAM.

NOW MY SKIN'S SMOOTH
POWDER STAYS ON

FLAKINESS AWAY
-IN ONE APPLICATION

ANN'S made a hit! Any girl does if her skin is

_ smooth and soft, if her make-up looks flawless

—

stays looking that way.

Popular girls use Pond's Vanishing Cream. As a

famous dermatologist says, "A keratolytic cream (Van-

ishing Cream) has the ability to melt mvay harsh,

dried-out surface cells when it touches the skin. In-

stantly the skin becomes fresh and smooth."

Just one application of Pond's Vanishing Cream
and dry, flaky bits melt away. An instant

later, powder goes on smooth as silk. You'll

be delighted with the way it clings!

For powder base— Pond's Vanishing Cream makes
a perfect powder base because it smooths your
skin. Make-up goes on with an even finish . . . stays.

For overnight— Apply after cleansing. Not greasy.

It won't smear. Lovely skin by morning!

Copyright. 1937, Pond's Extract Company
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GDDDBYE
FRECKLES

Send for this true story of a freckled
face girl's life. Learn how her skin freckled
easily— how her homely freckles made
her self-conscious and miserable at four-
teen— how she gave up hope of ever
being popular socially, until one day she
saw a Stillman's ad.

She purchased a jar of Stillman's
Freckle Cream. Used it nightly. Her ugly

embarrassing freckles
soon disappeared, leav-
ing her skin clear, soft
and beautiful.

It's a real experience
that will bring hope to
you too, reprinted word
for word in
our booklet
"Good- bye
Freckles."
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THE STILLMAN COMPANY
Box 108 Aurora, 111., U. S. A.
Name
Address

Stillmaris
FRECKLE CREAM

Ginger Finds Her Lost Youth
[Continued from page 23]

WAKE UP YOUR
LIVER BILE-

Without Calomel—And You'll Jump Out
of Bed in the Morning Rarin' to Go

The liver should pour out two pounds of liquid
bile into your bowels daily. If this bile ia not
flowing freely, your food doesn't digest. It just
decays in the bowels. Gas bloats up your stomach,

et constipated. Your whole system is poi-
soned and you feel sour, sunk and the world
looks punk.

Laxatives are only makeshifts. A mere bowel
movement doesn't pet at the cause. It takes those
Kood, old Carter's Little Liver Pills to get these
two pounds of bile flow ins freely and make you
feel "up and up." Harmless, gentle, yet amazing
in making bile flow freely. Ask for Carter's Little
Liver Pills by name. Stubbornly refuse anything
else. "25c at all drug stores. © 1935, c.m <

ATHLETES FOOf
Kespontis Uuickly

—

Unfailingly to Urado Oil, 3 heal-

ing, refined, live Shale Oil, mined in the mountain
]

fastness of western Colorado. Penetrating, stainless,

harmless to the most tender skin. Urado Oil is sold I

with a money back guarantee. Write for Free circular
|

or send 75c M.O. far trial size bottle, suffi-

cient for ordinary cases. Urado Products Co.,
Season Bids., Salt Lake City, Utah.

Over 1,200,000
Satisfied Users

37 Years in Business
Write for FREE Catalog

Nearly 200 Styles and Sizes of
Heaters, Ranges, Furnaces at

FACTORY PRICES. Easy
Terms—aslittle as 12c a day.
Write today for this FREE
CATALOG. New styles,
new features, new colors.
30 days free trial—24-hour
shipments. The Kalamazoo
Stove& Furnace Company,
1101 Rochester Avenue,
Kalamazoo, Michigan,

62
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I could not help but recall the last

time I had seen her away from the

sound stages of RKO and the gruell-

ing work of making musical comedy
pictures. It was in her hilltop home
just a short time before she and Lew
Ayres said adieu to their marriage.

She neither looked nor acted a girl

in her twenties then. She was grave
of manner, a poised young matron who
was mistress of herself and home in

every sense of the word. Of silly things

like beaus and balls she had had her

fill and was full content to settle down
to serious living.

THEN here she was, just one year

later, a vision in filmy chiffon,

laughing, dancing, coquetting — and
loving it! It didn't add up. So I

watched her more closely.

Suddenly it struck me there was a

feverish note in her gaiety as if she

was playing against time. I guessed

Ginger was making up for something.

That guess came pretty close to the

truth, I discovered. Ginger admitted

as much to me the other day on an RKO
set. Not in so many blunt words but

more in what she hesitantly left un-

said did she reveal that she is seeking

and finding what should have been hers

some years ago—the normal fun of a

normal girl growing from youth into

young womanhood.
Let's start in Forth Worth, Texas,

home at the moment, when Ginger was

fourteen. She had just begun to over-

come the handicap of a heretofore

rather nomadic life in making friends

for she and her mother had lived there

some five or six years. Born in Inde-

pendence, Missouri, she was taken to

Chicago, at the age of one week.

Kansas City was home when she was

seven, and Dallas from seven until nine.

In a hop, skip and jump existence like

that there hadn't been much opportu-

nity for making or keeping friends.

A Charleston contest was staged at

a Fort Worth theatre and Ginger
walked off with the first prize. The
upshot was, she and the two runners-

up in the contest were offered a vaude-

ville contract to go on tour and display

their talents. The offer was accepted.

Mrs. Rogers, of course, went along to

care for Ginger.

T FIRST it was thrilling, this busi-

ness of footlights, costumes,
make-up and applause from audiences.

New towns, new faces in quick succes-

sion. Then it became a weary grind of

five, six, and even seven shows a day,

seven days a week.
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"I don't regret it all now," Ginger
said. "I realize it was a means to an
end, although at that time I certainly

had no thoughts of Hollywood and pic-

tures. A career on the stage was my
goal. But I do regret that it meant I

had no education in the usual way.
High school and college, you know."

"And parties, dances, sororities, and
so on?" I asked.

Ginger thought a moment. "Well,

I couldn't have both."

Oh, yes, she had dates now and then.

But what kind of a date is it when you
start out after midnight—the last show
was over around twelve o'clock—and
you'd been dancing your head off all

day long to please customers who had
paid money to see you full of pep?

So it went, from town to town, all

over the country. When the vaude-

ville houses had been played, the act

went into picture houses as a specialty.

The tour wound up on Broadway. Then

followed two shows, Top Speed and
Girl Crazy. From these Ginger made
her debut in pictures, working for Para-

mount at its Astoria studios on Long
Island. Then to Hollywood, for War-
ner Brothers.

Certainly living in Hollywood should

have given Ginger opportunities for

normal fun and parties, you may argue.

She had a home, was settled in one

place, and there must have been scads

of fine boys eager to beau her around.

Unfortunately, it didn't work out that

way. For one thing, Ginger was pour-

ing all her thoughts and energies to-

ward a new goal—stardom. She worked,

and worked hard, towards that end,

always studying and practicing. Go-
ing to bed early that she might have

greater strength and enthusiasm for

the work tomorrow. Then too

—

"I wasn't well enough known for any-

one to bother about," Ginger mod-
estly maintained. "A lot of girls may
have the idea that it is a cinch to be

popular in Hollywood if you are in pic-

tures at all. It isn't so. For every girl

who is fairly attractive, there are ten

who are well known beauties. Anyway,

I didn't go out much."

THEN she met Lew Ayres and mar-

ried him in a little Pasadena chapel

on November 14, 1935.

During their one year courtship and

certainly after marriage it might have

been expected that Ginger would be

seen at the night clubs, the previews

and premieres and the swank big

parties. She was young, beautiful, and

by now, well on the way to stardom.



But Lew disliked crowds. Noisy
gaiety bored him. Strangers thought
him surly and ill-mannered; only those

who really knew him realized he feared
people. That was his basic nature, not

a deliberate attitude.

The marriage broke up about a year
ago. Ginger went to live with her

mother in a simple five-room apart-

ment in a modest neighborhood.
Hurt as any girl is when her idyll of

love is shattered, Ginger withdrew into

a shell. She saw few friends, went out

socially almost never. In work and
work alone she apparently found sur-

cease from the troubles in her heart.

A few months ago she started build-

ing a new home, and with it, a new life.

The home began as a simple dwelling.

Then each week some new change was
made. Extra rooms were added and
more ground had to be purchased to

make room for a swimming pool, tennis

courts, a rumpus room, a barbecue pit

and so on. Obviously, she planned to

have friends, gay friends and lots of

them, around her.

AND as for herself! She began to

acquire steady beaus with amaz-
ing facility, and to be seen at public

functions with them.

Through no efforts of her own, she

pulled off the coup that still rankles in

certain quarters of Los Angeles and
Hollywood. Alfred Gwynne Vander-
bilt, scion of THE Vanderbilts, fell

victim jro her charm and made it pretty

plain to hostesses and the public at

large that he preferred the company
of Ginger as his partner to any more
glamourous star or society blue-blood

the West coast could offer. He sought

every available moment of her time

—

and there wasn't much of it to spare

with the rush a half a dozen other hand-
'some and eligible young men were giv-

ing her—and won one great privilege

over the rest. She chose him as co-host

at a big party she gave, the unique

roller skating party to which every top

name in Hollywood and the 400 clam-

ored for invitations.

Business duties called young Vander-

bilt east, but the rush of Ginger goes

on, as mad and as merry as ever. Some
new suitor for her time and company
turns up every day.

To me, the swellest part of the whole
thing is that none of it involves serious

romance. It's nothing but frivolous,

light-hearted, grand play she should

have had years ago.

No one, not even the girls whom
Ginger has cut out with the beaus, be-

grudges it to her. There are only cheers.

For if ever a girl worked, sacrificed for,

and deserved it, that girl is Ginger.

Now you know the story.
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Men like GOOD Iced Tea. Serve him (your
him) Ridgways ICED Tea, and you'll get a big
smile every time!

Ridgways Iced Tea is one of the WISEST of
Summer beverages to serve. Nothing artificial

or over-stimulating—just a pure, natural, re-
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joyed the world over.
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This Old Treatment Often
Brings Happy Relief

Marry sufferers relieve nagging backache quickly,
once they discover that the real cause of their trouble
may be 'tired kidneys.
The kidneys are Nature's chief way of taking the

excess acids and waste out of the blood. Most peoplei
pass about 3 pints a day or about 3 pounds of waste.
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burning shows there may be something wrong with
your kidneys or bladder.
An excess of acids or poisons in your blood, when

due to functional kidney disorders, may be the cause
of nagging backache, rheumatic pains, lumbago, leg
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Don't wait! Ask your druggist for Doan's Pills,
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tubes flush out poisonous waste from your blood.
Get Doan's Pills.
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"World's Smallest Real Performing Radio"
Amazing: midget radio weighs only 3
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beautiful tone. No static or interfer-
ence. Nothing to adjust or wear out—should last for years.
ENTIRELY NEW DESIGN! Not to be confused with cheap
"Pocket Radios"—Music and programs come DIRECTLY
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which gives more volume and stations—NOT A TOY! Tunes
broadcast band, police and airplane calls. The newest radio
sensation of the year. Absolutely complete with instructions
for use in hotels, aiitos, boats, in bed. etc. TAKES ONLY A
SECOND TO CONNECT—no hook-ups to anv current and no
extra wires. THOUSANDS OF SATISFIED OWNERS report
wonderful service in ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD. Five
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Wives Need Careers
[Continued from page 28]

time, they have comfort in knowing

that should any tragedy overtake the

husband, or the marriage, they can look

forward to security through the ability

to earn a living.

Where children enter into the situa-

tion, I firmly believe that they are

better off when the mother is em-
ployed. Under competent tutelage

these children grow up gracefully. They
have their share of mother-love, but not

too much. The most spoiled brats I

know are those who have been indulged

by doting mothers who believe that

raising these children constitute their

"careers." Too much mother-attention

means a selfish girl-child, a boy-child

unable and unwilling to cope with mas-

culine problems. Children who have

been taught by intelligent teachers are

far more respectful to their parents, are

much better mannered in the pres-

ence of company simply because they

haven't been impressed with their own
importance.

In my own marriage, I find that my
wife, with new interests each day, is

more beautiful because she is careful

about her personal appearance. Time
treats her with extreme tenderness be-

cause she has a youthful outlook and is

always facing a new and fresh tomor-
row rather than a routine today and
has in memory a parade of routine yes-

terdays. This is true with other women
as well. The woman who is employed
cannot for an instant relax that vigi-

lance which gives poise, youthful ex-

pectancy, eagerness for new problems
with which to cope. The wife, faced
with the endless, dulling pain of small

trifles, soon relaxes, loses her fresh-

ness.

The argument is sometimes advanced
that when a woman works the home is

neglected. Perhaps this is true. And
it is a good thing. For it makes the

otherwise lazy husband pitch in and
help with household duties and gives

him a new and real understanding of

what a wife is up against.

He consciously or unconsciously
shares in home problems, just as his

wife, through her career, knows of the

demands which are made on him in the

course of his business.

Should I have occasion to roll back

the years and start over, I'd marry a

woman with a profession—and, to be

more specific—Miss Helen Gahagan.

NO "SHORT CUTS" FOR SOPHIE

!

THOSE who have been working with her on

Metro-Go I dwyn-Mayer's current Broadway

Melody of 1938 starring Robert Taylor and

Eleanor Powell say that her part (and the

inimitable way she plays it) will make a new

star of the veteran Sophie Tucker. In fact so

much do her producers think of her work in

this musical extravaganza that they recently

ordered $250,000 worth of added scenes

made and the buxom Miss Tucker will have

added things to do in the picture before the

public sees it.

Broadway Melody of 1938 will present the

Sophie Tucker that Sophie Tucker has always

wanted to be. It's taken her 30 years to make

up her mind that she wanted a motion picture

career, but now that she has it Sophie is de-

termined to "sell her audiences a bill of goods."

For years Miss Tucker has been crossing the

continent and the Atlantic as a vaudeville star.

"Coon shouting" some of them called her dis-

tinctive style of singing. In England she be-

came a rage and was brought back time and

again after vaudeville faded out of the

American theatrical picture. A few novelty

talkie shorts were among her movie experiences

but no feature pictures until six months ago

when she was cast for her current picture with

Mr. Taylor and Miss Powell.

One day starting for the set Miss Tucker

overheard a chorus girl complaining that movie

opportunities were anything but fairly dis-

tributed. "Listen, child," Miss Tucker told the

plaintiff, "don't expect any short cuts to success.

It's more perspiration than inspiration some-

times, but if you've really got the stuff and

the personality to match it nobody in the world

can hold you back."

And, kissing the youngster on the cheek,

Sophie Tucker hurried on to the set with an

inspired young girl added to the many

thousands of admirers who wish a good trouper

the break she's earned.
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Marriage is Enough!
[Continued from page 29]

In motion pictures I think I find a

certain wish-fulfillment. In such pic-

tures as Morocco, Desire, Shanghai
Express, and even in Angel, I am un-

employed and the picture ends happily.

In such pictures as The Blue Angel, in

which I am employed, the picture ends
unhappily. And these pictures are true

to life.

In Angel, Mr. Douglas contends,

there is a woman who is married and
has no career who has nothing to

occupy her hands and her mind so she

gets into trouble. This is true. But

Mr. Douglas overlooks one thing, and
this is the husband, played by Herbert
Marshall.

HIS husband is a very poor one. He
is running around in diplomat-

circles, to make a joke, and he has no
time for his wife. He does not talk of

love. He talks of big men and big

things. And he is always going away
places where he could very easily take

his wife, who is a very devoted woman.
This he does not do. So, you see, it is

the man and not the woman and not

the lack of career which is to blame for

this painful domestic crisis.

Mr. Douglas says that today we have

washing machines and house cleaning

devices which give women much free

time. But it is not a freedom of the

hands a woman needs. It is a freedom
of the mind. The thinking wife is

always planning and scheming and
mentally working to help her husband

get ahead and it is here she is of

Leo Carrillo as he appears in Walfer
Wanger's 52nd Street

service. One can employ menials to

work with the hands. One cannot

employ a mind inspired by love to do
really helpful things.

Mr. Douglas says, too, that women
who have careers are beautiful. I grant

that many are. But surface beauty

alone is not enough in a wife. What
a man wants in a woman is poise, a

feeling of restfulness. Beautiful women
who work do not have this poise, this

inside beauty which is so helpful to the

husband.

From experience, I advise the woman
of the early twenties to choose between
marriage and career. If she chooses

career, well and good. She should

cling to it. If she chooses marriage,

she should devote herself to this. The
woman of the early twenties is not

developed emotionally, she has no
background of experience, what she

does not know about life, love, home-
making, masculine psychology and
other subjects is really remarkable.

From these years until the golden
age of the thirties, she must study,

improve, make a home, keep in step

with the husband. All these things are

a part of the marriage career and
cannot be interrupted by these outside

interests.

If there are children, she is to be
doubly busy. She will find plenty to

do, from advising her husband in his

business deals, sizing up the people he

brings home, making the home attrac-

tive to those who do come, properly

training the children, to being calm
and unruffled and consoling when he

faces a crisis, which he will do often

in his career.

Not only that, but the children need
both parents for a balance. No mother
is a mother who is away all day.

There are many things of interest to

wives other than employment, includ-

ing sports, such as tennis and golf,

study of all kinds, from interior decora-

tion to gardening, the making and

developing of friendships. But I am
not trying to preach. Each woman
must turn to the things she likes best,

to the things she feels she ought to do.

I am just saying that Mr. Douglas is-

wrong when he believes that good
women can't make good wives unless

they are out of the home most of the

time, competing with the husbands,

antagonizing them in offices, bossing

them in factories, competing with them

in professions, and trying to show how
intelligent they are.

Men don't want competition—they

want love.

SAYS
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ourous with brows run-
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perfectly and naturally curled without heat,
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LAS HPAC—a purse-size mascara in lipstick case with
a built-in brush for instant use.
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FOR MOTHERS ONLY!

Fred Datig, casting director at M-G-M for 18 years, has

something very important to say to mothers who are

headed toward Hollywood with their talented children

THOUSANDS of mothers all over

the country are pretty sure that if

they could just get their little

Marys or Tommies within a mile of a

Hollywood studio they would be
snatched up for stardom. Well

—

maybe they would be.

But there are thousands of mothers

who already have gotten their little

Marys and Tommies right inside the

studio gates time and again—and
nothing has happened. Why? Is there

any sort of test by which you can see

if a child really has a chance in the

We asked Fred Datig, director of

casting at M-G-M. During the last

eighteen years he has been Santa

Claus for many a screen hopeful, both

young and grown up. "At least I can

make a few suggestions," he offered,

"and possibly they may prevent a lot

of useless worry and heartache."

And here are the suggestions in the

form of questions and comments:
"Have you given your child a chance

to be completely his or her self?

"We want natural children on the

screen. Youngsters who are entirely

unselfconscious. That's why they
should not be entered in a professional

t r a i n i n g school
when they're very » VIRGINIA
young. It trains

them out of all spontaneity. Mothers
do that too when they keep telling

them to 'speak your piece for the nice

gentleman, dear. And smile!' . . .

Let them follow their own inclinations

(within reason, of course). They can

be taught to be polite and still be

natural—but any director would
rather have them outspoken than with

stilted manners.

"Incidentally, the more natural
children look as well as act, the better

their opportunity for succeeding.
Little "darlings" with permanent
waves, rouged cheeks, and fancy

dresses or suits are definitely out. . . .

Edith Fellows, who made a very big

impression in She Married Her Boss

with Claudette Colbert and numerous

other pictures, walked into the studio

alone and very much in her everyday

clothes for her first interview. (She

had made the one concession of giving

her hair an extra brushing, I believe!)

"When your child's picture is placed

with a group of other youngsters'

pictures, is it the one singled out for

attention?

"A vivid personality that the camera
registers is as necessary for a child

actor as for an adult. Now, most

children are cute so

it's not strange that

many parents very
LANE
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often get confused on this point. But

if perfect strangers pick Mary or

Tommy out from the crowd, it's fairly

certain they have that 'something' that

captures interest.

"Con your child 'make-believe' con-

vincingly?

"All kids love to 'pretend' but some
use far more imagination about it than

others—and imagination is essential in

the movies for them to get a good
grasp of their role. Little Juanita

Quigley, for instance, was told in one
scene to act as if she were a poor little

girl lost in the woods. 'But I'm not

lost!' she smiled confidently up at the

director. 'You're here and Mr. Bill,

the cameraman, and all the others.
1

" 'But you can make-believe you
are,' he said. She nodded brightly at

that. She knew ail about the wonder-
ful game of make-believe. And
promptly she became a poor little girl

lost in the woods.

"Was your Tommy or Mary any out-

standing talent?

"An exceptionally good voice has

brought several children fame re-

cently. But it has to be exceptional!

Here at M-G-M we signed up eleven-

year-old Suzanne Larson of Minne-
apolis a short time ago without ever

having seen her. But we heard her

really beautiful singing voice on a rec-

ord and that was enough. Judy Gar-
land, who has a part in Broadway Mel-
ody of 1937, is another small girl who
sings with great ability.

"And there is Marcia Mae Jones
who cries in such a way she steals a

place under your vest pocket.

"Does your child WANT to act?

"We had a five-year-old boy here

who was perfect for Garbo's son in

Madame Walewska, but he didn't

want to 'recite pieces.' He wanted to

fight! During the test he bit out the

words as if they were so much cotton,

so we had to send for someone else.

"The child has to We to 'recite

pieces.' Shirley Temple was never

urged to go to the studio. She went

because she enjoyed it and to her the

movies were one big game."

As a final suggestion Mr. Datig

says, "Don't try to make your children

imitate child stars. Don't kill their

individuality for that's the thing that

counts most in Hollywood. If you still

think Tommy or Mary could make good
in the movies, the most feasible plan

would be to contact your local theatre

exhibitor and ask him to help you get

in touch with a studio talent scout.

There are many of them throughout the

country and if the child has actual

ability, they'll do their best to unearth

it."

Injured in an automobile accident, Merle Oberon, Samuel Goldwyn's British star, is shown here

recuperating at the home of her friend, Lady Morvyth Benson. Miss Oberon will return to America
soon to begin work with Gary Cooper in a new Goldwyn production Spring Is In My Hear!
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Don't be fooled by a good appetite, if you are skinny,
weak, tired-out, sickly, unable to gain an ounce of flesh

or strength, no matter what you eat. You may actually
be suffering from "Mai-Nourishment". Doctors now know
that unless the food you eat contains certain minerals
essential for the body's chemical processes, even a lot of

food can fail to yield adequate nourishment. Digestion.
in such cases, is incomplete, assimilation poor, and digested
food isn't being changed to energy, strength and flesh.

In Kelparualt. the new mineral concentrate from the sea.

minerals essential to these body processes are available in

readily assimilable form, such as iron, copper, calcium,
phosphorus, and others, all contributing to the supply of

vital minerals needed for digestion and assimilation. Most
important is Kelpamalt's natural iodine (not the chemical
liquid kind). This is a substance, scientists say. that is

vitally important to the health and proper functioning of

blood, liver and glands. Kelpamalt is richer in iodine than
oysters, hitherto considered the best source.

Make This Simple No-Cost Test
Try Kelpamalt for a single week. Thousands report they
are amazed at the improvement Kelpamalt has brought
them. Gains of 5 to 15 lbs. in a few weeks are not un-
common, new strength, new energy, better digestion and
elimination. They eat better, sleep better, and almost
invariably say they now feel fine. Kelpamalt costs but
little to use and results are guaranteed or money back.
Sold at all good drug stores. Beware of cheap substitutes.

Insist' on the genuine. Send for FREE fascinating, in-
structive 50-page book on How to Build Strength &
Weight. Kelpamalt Co., Dept. 1268. 27 West 20th St..

New York City.

Seet&f Kelpamalt^/^
HaveTheAppearanceUf

FLAWLE555KIN
This 5,'ummer :

SO EASY to make
blemishes vanish from sight! Simply do this: 1. Ap-

ply new, amazing "HIDE IT." 2. Let dry. 3. Add
powder and visual make-up. Gives skin clear-looking
beauty in seconds! Conceals pimples, freckles, birth-

marks, scars, discolorations. Go swimming or sunning,

H0
m « « "HIDE-ITMwon'tstreak or easi-

m a* Am 4T lv rub off. %1 at Dept. and Drug

TRIAL Clark-MiTTner Co., 6S6 St. Clair, Dept. 1Z-J. Chicago

IencloselOc (Canada 15c) for Hide-it." Cream D Stick

Check Shade: UUaht oMedtum aBruneUi nsun Tan
Name Town ---

Address _ —State
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REHEARSING WITH RUBINOFF

Fat Girl Laughs
and Grows Slim

Without Starvation Diets, or Back-Breaking,

Bending and Rolling Exercises.

Here's a way to set rid of ujcly fat that works
hand in hand with Nature. Millions of people
are losing: millions of pounds of flabby tiesh
and petting back slender figures, without the need
of starvation diets or back-breaking exercises.

Medical science has discovered that one of the
causes of too much fat lies in a little gland.
Doctors correct this condition by feeding this

little gland the substance it lacks— and Mar-
mola Prescription Tablets are based on this same
method. Millions are using them with success.
They are prepared by a famous medical labora-
tory. Their formula is published in every pack-
ape so you know what you are taking.
So don't waste time and money with starva-

tion diets or back-breaking exercises. Co to your
druggist today and get a box of Marmola. Try
this simple, easy way to get rid of excel

D
•PRflCTICflL NURSE
Study at borne—train the "PI
Home Studs I

HOSPITA1 -

Write foi I

ENDORSED BY AMERICAN TRAINED
PRACTICAL NURSES ASSOCIATION

PIERCE SCHOOL OF PRACTICAL NURSING
[

702 West 17th St. Secretjfy C-24, Los Angeles. Call!

fl| -* Relieve

Rheumatisms;:;
To relieve the torturing pain of Neuritis. Rheu-
matism, Neuralgia or Lumbapo in few minutes,
get NURITO, the Doctor's formula. No opiates,
no narcotics. Does the work quickly—must relieve
worst pain to your satisfaction in few minutes or
money back at Druppist's. Don't suffer. Get
trustworthy NURITO today on this guarantee.

This Beautiful Lifelike

ij;mij;ii:m

. _llful
like rln-.
Indestructible! IH»nd-tinted
Waterproof! «3"c .«"»,

_l Enclose strip of paper for ring size. Pay post-
tCanadian mnn plus a few cents postage. If you sent! 4Sc
Orders we pay postace. PHOTO MOVETTE RING CO.,

Send Cash) Dept. F-ll, 62G Vine Street, Cincinnati. Ohio.

ACCOUNTING
JL \>the profession thatpays

Accountants command big income,
thousands needed. About 16,000
Certified Public Accountants in
U. b. Many earn $2,000 to S15.000.
«"e train you thoroughly at home
in your spare time for C. P. A. ex-
aminations or executive aeeountin*
positions. Previous bookkeeping
Knowledge unnecessary—we pre-
pare you from ground up. Our train-
ing is personally given by staff of
experienced C. P. A.'s. Low cost-
easy terms. Write now for valuable
64-page book, "Accountancy , the
Profession That Pays," free.

LASALLE EXTENSION „ adu "
T , , ,„,,., b"S'ness training
lheschoollkathastTainedovdTl,M)OC P \ '5

Dept. 930-H Chicago

One for the money—two for the
show—and three cheers for
Maestro Rubinoff as he starts re-

hearsing for his next broadcast

"Sour notes, keep away from
my ears," begs Rubinoff as

his orchestra hits a double
Appoggiatura. Or was it a

rinforzando?

Intermission finds the famous
fiddler ready for refresh-

ments. You see him here get-

ting on the outside of a pint

of milk in three-four time

ACCEPT NO SUBSTITUTES! ALWAYS INSIST ON THE ADVERTISED BRAND!



Ann Harding's Romance with Werner Janssen
[Continued from page 35]

greet her late arrivals in the reception

room.

Janssen's eyes followed his charming
hostess all evening. They stared into

hers as they chanced to chat a few mo-
ments alone. He said little, but when
he was invited by Miss Harding to play,

Werner Janssen, the man whose musi-

cal genius the whole world admires, sat

down graciously.

And then he played. It was the soft

song of a land far off—a land of pines

and fjords, majestic mountains, mir-

rored lakes and tinkling streams, of

long twilights and mystic night. It was
the music of Sibelius, the great music

master of Finland.

When the music ended Ann Hard-
ing and her guests sat silent, spell-

bound, until he spoke.

"I shouldn't have played so long,"

he said apologetically.

"So long!" exclaimed Miss Harding.

"You should play forever!"

Werner Janssen never forgot her

words.

Within a few days Ann Harding left

for London.

Janssen finished his Hollywood as-

signment, and sailed for Europe in

August, to conduct in Europe.

IT
WAS not until months later that the

two met again in London. Miss Hard-
ing was just finishing Love From a
Stranger, for Trafalgar Films, and was
preparing for her appearance in

George Bernard Shaw's Candida on the

stage. They met at the home of a mu-
tual friend.

This time Ann Harding played the

grand piano, and Werner Janssen lis-

tened.

Then followed roses, telephone calls.

Janssen was conducting the London
Symphony Orchestra for the British

Broadcasting Company. Both working,

they had little time to see each other,

but the friendship grew. Their most inti-

mate friends did not know of the ro-

mance. And then, on Sunday, January

17, 1937, they became Mr. and Mrs.

Werner Janssen in London, much to the

surprise of the world, much to the

amazement of even their closest friends

who knew not of the great love the ac-

tress and the conductor had found in

each other.

Just recently Mr. and Mrs. Janssen

returned to Hollywood, he to conduct
the music of the Sunday evening Chase
& Sanborn Radio Hour, she to continue

her career in films. The men and women
of the press who write about Holly-

wood met them at a cocktail party.

They left charmed, intrigued, by the

deep love that Janssen revealed un-

blushingly. But even here they refused

to tell how they had met.

It was weeks later, in a charmed mo-
ment, when they revealed the story of

their meeting, their romance.

"Must that be told?" the conductor

pleaded.

"Sometime it must be told," said

Mrs. Janssen with gracious assurance

as she took his hand. "Let it be of

record." And so it is.

"Will you live in Hollywood?" they

were asked.

"Absolutely. This will be our home."
"Will you follow your careers?"

"Our careers are just beginning,"

said Mr. Janssen. "Of course, the cli-

max of my career is Mrs. Janssen."

"You are very happy.'

"Really, truly happy, living in a new
world," said Mrs. Janssen. "You know,

what Mr. Janssen has doesn't come into

the world very often. Better judges

than I have so stated. I can only real-

ize."

wERNER JANSSEN blushed,

he replied, "Mrs. Janssen is

But

the

world to me. She has such an amazing
aptitude and understanding!"

"Did you find time for a honey-

moon?"
"Yes, for a week," said Mrs. Janssen,

"then I had to go to Brighton with my
play, and Mr. Janssen remained to con-

duct the radio symphony concerts in

London."

"Did you accompany him to the radio

studio and watch him conduct?" she

was asked.

"No, I listened to my husband con-

duct over a portable radio in my dress-

ing room at the theatre in Edinborough,

and I was disappointed, because the

static was bad. I returned to London

with my play for a limited engagement,

but Mr. Janssen received an invitation

to conduct the Helsingfors Symphony
in an all-Sibelius concert, so I cancelled

my contract and went with him to Fin-

land. That was the first time I saw Mr.

Janssen conduct an orchestra, and the

only time until the Sunday afternoon

I sat on the stage in the NBC studios

in Hollywood with him while he broad-

cast. I never saw the audience. I

watched him every minute. I was too

fascinated," she declared.

"You have picture plans, Mrs. Jans-

sen?"

"Oh, yes, we both have. I will do a

picture soon, and Mr. Janssen already

is signed to do music for three different

picture companies, besides his radio

work."

come just show-
J samples to friends and others— full or

spare time. No experience needed. Liberal
profits. Also sell Christmas Card Assortments
25 folders for SI; others low as 60c. Men and
women—earnings start at once. Get free outfit.

General Card Co., 400 S. Peoria St., Dept. P-132 Chicago, 111.

u. s.
Government

joes?
START $12^0 f_°J£l^_YEAR
^cY

1

7c!Id
>

J
nen 7" Tranklin"institutT

Immediately .a/ Dept. F261, Rochester, N. Y.* ^t» Sirs . Rus|) W!t)lllll( ,. lia| .o-e (1) 32-pape
47 book with list of U. S. Government Jobs.

<>" (2) Tell

^ Name,
Address
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TOO FAT for years
m

*Then Reduced

55 lbs.

this

EASY

WAY!
I Look

10 Years Younger"

"NOW I CAN WEAR STYLISH CLOTHES"
#Don't put tip with ugly fat. so often due to causes which
•can be controlled. Try this modern way to reduce without
starvation diets or strenuous exercise. This method supplies

a needed substance often lacking for the control of reduc-
ible fat. Why not do as thousands of other now slender,

happy women have done? Bead what Mrs. L. R. Schulzc.
of Jackson. Mich., writes: "After being overweight lor

years I tried RE-DTJCE-OIDS and lost 55 lbs.! I look

ten years younger I" From Crandon, Wise, Mrs. Porter
Tyler writes: "I reduced 67 lbs., and felt better right from
the start, felt fine when taking RE-DUCE-OIDS. Now it

is a pleasure to wear all the new fashions!" Mrs. \v It.

Smith of Lyons Station. Pa., writes: "I lost 34 lbs., 5 lbs.

the first week." Mrs. Gladysse Ryer. Registered Nurse of

Dayton writes of losing 47 lbs. with very satisfactory re-

sults. Miss Elnora Hayden of Merion, Pa., reports reduc-
ing 30 lbs. Miss Loretta Lee of the Southside Chamber
of Commerce. Los Angeles, and many others write of their

remarkablo success with RE-DUCE-OIDS. the easy way.

IMPORTANT! Positively NO Dinitrophenol. Pleasant to

take. Genuine RE-DUCE-OIDS have been sold by leading
stores for 22 years.

SATISFACTION or MONEY BACK IN F U LL—if results

do not please you. The generous supply package sells for

$2, 3 packages for $;> at your drug or department store.

If your dealer Is out he can get RE-DUCE-OIDS quickly—ask him to phone his wholesaler today.

FREE—WEIGHT CONTROL CHART, tells how others
lost controllable fat. pound after pound. Shows your proper
weight, and gives full instructions for keeping your own
weight control record at home. You need this valuable and
helpful Chart to reduce. Sent FREE and postpaid, no
charge or obligation. Write today to Dept. F 379. Amer-
ican Medicinal Products. Inc.. 74t> Sansome St.. San
Francisco, Calif. Sent in plain envelope, no embarrassment.

\nm wjj» whey
P¥ Sell Personalized Christmas Cards *
Priced .low as S3. 90 for 100, with customer's name ln-
sci'il>cfl. Wi experience needed. Biggest profits. Steno
earned $500 spare time. Housewife S2r,0 in few weeks.
Student S4S0 evenings; clerk S75 in one week. Your
opportunity just as £ood. Earn additional profits with 7
Biff Value Assortments. 60c up. Free Sample Offer. Write
today for details.

JOHN A. HERTEL COMPANY
305 West Adams St. Dept. 922 Chicago, lit.

You Can Regain Perfect Speech, If you

STAMMER
Send today for beautifully illustrated book entitled
"DON'T STAMMER." which describes the Bogue
Unit Method for the scientific correction of stammer-
ing and stuttering. Method successfully used at
Eogue Institute for 3C years—since 1901. Endorsed
by physicians. Full information concerning correc-

tion of stammering pent free. No obligation.

Benjamin N. Bogus, Oept. 720, Circle Tower, Indianapolis, Indiana

Frances Farmer tells why
SHE WON'T PUT ON AN ACT
Read it in October HOLLYWOOD

Werner Janssen will not talk about
himself. But, a\ 37, he has the most
enviable record of any man in modern
music. In 1930 he was awarded the Prix

de Rome for his composition, New
Year's Eve In New York, and went to

Rome. He conducted for five years

and became internationally famous as a

conductor.

He was the first and only American-
born conductor to conduct the New
York Philarmonic Orchestra under Tos-

canini. Just before his recent return to

America he conducted his sixth concert

of Sibelius music at Helsingfors.

Janssen has conducted symphony
orchestras in the following cities of the

world, an unprecedented feat in the

annals of music: Rome, Budapest, Turin,

Berlin, Milan, Naples, Riga, Esthonia,

Prague, Vienna, Copenhagan, Stock-

holm, Tunis, Malta, Paris, London,
Philadelphia, Chicago, St. Louis, De-

troit, Rochester, Cleveland, and this

summer will conduct in the Hollywood
Bowl.

He has a degree of Doctor of Music

from Dartmouth; is a fellow of the

American Academy in Rome; was made
a Knight, First Class, of the White
Rose of Finland, for his interpretation

of the works of Sibelius. He has limit-

less energy, can work 24 hours without

fatigue, has memorized all the sym-

phonies so he may conduct without

scores. He is a student of the sciences,

a linguist, an internationalist by career,

but at heart an American.

His varied successes in music he con-

siders as part of the past.

"If a man writes a thesis for which he

gets a medal, he doesn't talk about that

when he goes into business, does he?

He goes to work. Then, why should I

talk about the long dead past when I

have work to do?"
That is a candid-camera view of the

man who got Ann Harding to change

her name to Mrs. Werner Janssen. Her
friends still call her Ann—but she is

Mrs. Werner Janssen — happy, con-

tented, proud—a grand girl with a

never fading smile for the man who
wrote their symphony of love.

HER TEARS HAVE WON FAME
BEING able to cry real tears on a moment's

notice is one sure-fire way of children with

aspirations to become screen players to break

into the movies.

The case of Marcia Mae Jones, 13-year-old

emotional player who recently had her most

dramatic role with Josephine Hutchinson In

Mountain Justice and who has just completed

a small part in Warners' brilliant production of

The Life of Emile Zola is interesting proof of it.

Marcia Mae was one of the most important

players in Mountain Justice because of her

ability to shed real tears in as many emotional

scenes as the day's schedule directed. All

through her film career she has been a dramatic

"stand-by" because of her ability to cry, win

sympathy for her character and malce all of

the drama about her the more tense by virtue

of her tears.

Marcia Mae Jones cried her way into films

before she had passed her first birthday. In

the arms of her mother, Mrs. Margaret Jones,

Marcia Mae was quietly crying as James

Cruze, famous director of silent films, passed

by their car. Cruze had been unhappy over the

fact that the child then appearing in his pic-

ture (as Dolores Costello in infancy) did not

resemble the star. Marcia Mae's crying at-

tracted the director's attention. Her re-

semblance of Miss Costello. was not so marked

but her crying so impressed Cruze that he

"borrowed" the baby for a day. Other movie

offers followed. With the coming of the talkies

Marcia Mae's ability was aided considerably

by sound recording. A year ago her per-

formance in These Three won wide acclaim. Her

tears won her a dozen engagements in quick

succession.

—HOMER VAN PELT

Now Marcia Mae Jones is firmly established

as one of screenland's truly fine child actresses.

Her tears have kept her busy and made -her

famous. She has a remarkable power of con-

centration and as a result she can cry real

tears whenever the director asks for them. Her

smiles are equally childish, sweet and appealing

but the tears are her chief stock in trade.

It pays to cry in Hollywood.

Don't look pretty for the movie camera

—

70 ACCEPT NO

cry.
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Tm Just an Ordinary Guy'
[Continued from page 24]

"I worked for it. Now I enjoy it. We
don't entertain lavishly nor give wild

parties. Our home is a place in

which to relax, not a night club. Our
friends are always welcome. Ronald
Colman drops in whenever he feels

like it and we have a special Ronald
Colman Room where he can spend the

night if he chooses."

The Baxter home in Bel Air is charm-
ing with its spacious comfort, its swim-
ming pool and tournament-size tennis

court where play the most expert

racqueteers of the film capital.

"I rarely ramble on this way," he

apologized, "but we really enjoy our

home and friends.

"Also I have very definite views on
keeping well. It takes sports, strenu-

ous, sports, like tennis and badminton
to whip up the blood stream. I like

hunting and fishing. It relaxes me after

a picture and takes me away from
the nervous tension and noise of town.

I like to wear old clothes and rough it.

"I have a cabin up in the San Jacinto

mountains where I often go. There are

plenty of deer and other game there."

lUT having his own hunting lodge

does not prevent Warner from
hunting elsewhere. Recently, while

hunting elk in Colorado, he slipped and
broke his ankle. He has hunted wild

boar on the Santa Cruz Island and his

latest exploit is bow and arrow fishing

off the coast of Lower California.

"Well, that's about it," said Warner,
lighting a cigarette, "I like to live

simply, have a little fun, and work.

"But don't think I've always figured

as I do now," he hastened to assure me,
waving his lighter for emphasis. "Years
ago I had entirely different ideas. I

thought success, money, and what it

could buy, were terribly important. My
conception of a good time was night-

clubbing v/ith a crowd. Oh, we still go
occasionally where we can hear good
music er.d have a few dances, but it

isn't the greatest pleasure of our
ives. '

"Do you know what I get a bigger
kick out of doing?" He waited for me
to guess, grinning like a small boy ex-

pecting to be laughed at. "It's gar-

dening."

Encouraged by my lack of surprise,

he continued.

"Some think gardening is for old

men. It isn't. It's a he-man job and
I get a thrill out of digging and plant-

ing and watching things grow. Believe

me, it's great. Much better than sifting

in some stuffy, smoke-filled cabaret

watching people drink themselves into

fighting jags and scandals.

"I'm not against drinking and night-

clubbing. A certain amount is okay.

It's the excesses I'm talking about."

HE PUFFED his cigarette in silence,

then began again.

"As long as I'm breaking down, I

might as well confess I'm studying

music, piano."

"Breaking down" he certainly was.

For it is a rare thing for Warner or any
other star to talk as frankly and about
as serious a subject as was he.

And Warner Baxter taking piano les-

sons! That was, indeed, news!

"For years I wanted to study but

didn't have the time," he explained.

"Oh, I fooled around, played by ear,

could read some music."

Warner's friends know of his love of

music. If there is a piano around, he

drifts to it and plays the old favorites—Trautnerie, Massenet's Elegle. _

"Believe it or not," he chuckled, "I'm

studying the chord method. I have a

good teacher and have learned a lot.

"But, say," he broke off, "I told you
there wasn't anything to be said about

me."
Warner Baxter is right. There is

nothing to be said of him, if, to be
worth saying, it must be sensational.

But there is much to be said of his fif-

teen years of sane, balanced living in

an environment which has a too-rapid

tempo and many temptations.

It is not, however, as simple as that.

Those who have the interests of Holly-

wood af heart know for what he stands.

To them he is a substantial citizen, re-

spected and respectable, a credit to

the moving picture industry. They
know his loyalty to friends as typified

by his long friendship with Ronald
Colman, and William Powell. His

stand-in, Frank McGrath, is one of

his best friends and is very close to

Warner. In fact, Warner refuses to

sign contracts unless one for Frank is

included in the deal.

They know him to be generous and
sympathetic, ready to fight for, or de-

fend a principle. Some years ago, by
his intervention, he prevented a ten

per cent cut in the salaries of grips,

carpenters and electricians. Needless
to say, he is popular with "the gang."
His charities are numerous, secret and
wise.

He honestly deserves his title of

Hollywood's Average Citizen No. I.

"Listen, I'm just an ordinary guy,"

Warner concluded.

There's A New
Thrill To Skin
When cleansed with this

amazing beauty treatment

EVERYWHERE women are raving about a
thrilling, new beauty cleanser that leaves

the skin unbelievably soft, smooth and alluring.
It is called Lavena, and it works such beauty
wonders because it is utterly neutral in action.
For, while Lavena removes every trace of dirt
and make-up—i* does not dry the skin as do
virtually ALL alkaline cleansing methods in
use today.

Do These 2 Simple Things Daily
Simply mix Lavena with warm water to a creamy
smoothness and rub on ftently with your finger
tips. Remove immediately with a wash cloth
dipped in warm water. Do not use soap or cold
cream. Then see how refreshed your skin looks.

How beautiful» how velvety soft
it feels.

Over 4 million packages of
Lavena have already produced
amazing results. Get a package
from your drug, department or
10c store. A week's trial will

thrill and delight you.

aoeria
SOFTENS —
SOOTHES—
CLEANS ES-
BEAUTIFIES

—NEXT MONTH—
"Confessions of Studio Nurses"

Read it in the October issue of

HOLLYWOOD Magazine

BUSYHOUSEWIFE EARNS

'400
Mrs. F. McE. (Penna.)
thought it. was too good
to be true when she
read that Chicago
School of Nursing stu-
dents were often able
to earn $25 a week
while learning prac-
tical nursing. How-
ever, she sent for the
booklet offered in the
advertisement and after much
cided to enroll. Before she had completed the sev-
enth lesson she was able to accept her first case—in
three months she had earned $1110!

Think of the things you could do with $400!

CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING
can train you. as it has trained thousands of men
and women, at home and in your spare time, for the
dignified, well-paid profession of Nursing. Course is

endorsed by physicians. 3Sth year. Lessons are
simple and easy to understand. High school cduration
not necessary. Complete nurse's equipment included.
Easy tuition pat/mrnts. Decide today that you will
be one of the many men and women, IS to 00. earn-
ing $25 to $35 a week as trained practical nurses!
Send the coupon for interesting booklet and sample
lesson pases. Learn how you can win success, new
friends, happiness—as a nurse.

CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING
Dept. 89, 100 East Ohio Street, Chicago, IN.

Please send free booklet and 32 sample lesson pages.

:reful thought de-
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1 1A NEW l

MAGAZINE!
WHY ENVY OTHERS their
opportunities to travel, ob-
serve, gain a broad knowl-
edge of the world and its

history?

YOU TOO can have the
cultural advantages of a
university graduate—by

reading

PHOTO FACTS
WOULD YOU BELIEVE

The Seven Wonders of the World could be
made into a dynamic story that would hold
your attention straight through?

(How many can you name correctly?)

DO YOU KNOW
The amazing tale of the "Mississippi

Bubble"—the plan that wrecked a nation?

(Who blew it? When?)

HAVE YOU HEARD
The tragic truth about the Pied Piper of

Hamelin?

(Who was the author of the poem?)
These are only samples of the fascinating
and valuable information you will find

among the pages of pictures and articles in

Bing Never Lets You Down
[Coniinued from page 33]

THE NEW MAGAZINE
Bringing a New Era of Reading

Out July 16th. 25c at all newsstands; or
write to 22 West Putnam Avenue, Green-
wich, Connecticut. Enclose 25c in stamps
or coin.

Dixie Lee Crosby. He is seated at a

table, listening to Harry Owens' or-

chestra play. When Harry finishes he

joins Bing.

"I've got to have a song -for my next

picture, Waikiki Wedding," Bing says.

Got anything up your sleeve?"

"Sure," says Harry. "It's Sweet
Leilani. I wrote it for my youngster."

BING hears the song played by

Owens' Royal Hawaiians, has Harry
give him a copy, sends it back to the

film capital with the notation written

across the front page in the Crosby
hand:

"This could be the love song he
first sings to the girl, which be-

comes her love theme."

That's what happened. Sweet Leilani

proved to be one of the most popular

pieces in America and Harry Owens is

in the top ranks as a song writer.

WHEN Bing and his crooning first

really caught on while he was at

the Cocoanut Grove at the Ambassa-
dor Hotel in Los Angeles, 3ing was
crooning ballads written for him by

Arthur Johnston. Bing, being modest,

knew that the words and music had a

lot to do with the rise of his star.

So, when he began making motion
pictures, he made sure that Johnston

was hired to put tunes into them. All

went well for a while. Then Johnston

snapped under the strain.

First he lost his job at Paramount.

Then he went into a hospital. He was
there for months. Keeping a watchful

eye on his progress was one Crosby.

Finally, Johnston emerged. Holly-

wood, as usual, made a speech like this:

"Johnston's through. He's lost his

spark. Nobody can go through what he

did and have anything left."

Bing didn't feel that way. He asked

Paramount to hire Johnston and got no-

where. He asked other studios to do
the same and got the same place. He
just bided his time until he invested

his own money in Pennies From Heaven.
Then he hollered:

"Get Arthur Johnston!"

Perhaps it was gratitude, perhaps it

was the inspiration of having a friend

but, whatever it was, Johnston deliv-

ered. It was Johnston's music in Pennies

From Heaven.

money. The county couldn't deliver as

specified. Bing, rancher, is one of the

most influential country gentlemen in

those parts.

A group of commissioners waited on

him one day.

"If you will lease the fair grounds

track for ten years, giving us $100,000
and a percentage," they told him,

"we'll be able to have a fair grounds."

"That sounds very nice to me," re-

plied Bing. Whereupon he formed a

company, sold stock to about 3,000

people, some of the group farmers and

ranchers in San Diego County, others

employed in motion pictures.

"But," Bing added, as he went into

one of the oddest stock promotions in

history, "although I want these people

to benefit from the racing and get divi-

dends on their stock, they mustn't take

any risk. I don't want them holding

the bag if the deal falls through."

The result of this thought was that

the farmers and the picture people put

their money in the stock all right. But

the money was held in escrow and Bing

Crosby actually put up the money

—

every cent of it himself—until the plant

was ready to operate. When it got

under way he withdrew his money, re-

leased that of the stockholders for op-

erations expense.

CRC
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LITTLE over a year ago San Diego

wanted a fair grounds. The
county made a deal with the WPA and
agreed to put up a certain amount of
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ROSBY is technically known as a

pushover." Not only do thin

faced bums get their hands into his

pockets with such regularity that there

has been the suggestion of getting a

strong-arm man to carry his money for

him and reject the appeals of both him-

self and the bums, but bigger things

have been done.

Bing Crosby, Inc., is a very serious

organization, designed simply to keep

Bing's brakes properly lined. He must

be stopped.

People with Rube Goldberg inven-

tions, men with golf courses which

would pay a profit if Bing would only

invest $10,000, idiots with schemes for

raising fur bearing animals, slickers

with highly polished gold bricks in their

pockets, tell Bing stories. Bing listens.

Then, without thought of any profits

accruing to himself, but with the motive

that if he helps somebody'll be made
happy, he says: $|

"Yes!"

Whereupon, he, as president of Bing

Crosby, Inc., is summoned before the

Board of Directors, consisting of him-

self, his brother Harry, his brother

Larry, his father Harry, Sr., and John

O'Melveny, the Crosby lawyer. A vote



is taken after the merits of the propo-

sition are considered and the talley in-

evitably is:

"One vote affirmative. Four votes

NO!"

BOB BURNS was singing a sad song

in the ears of Bing at Santa Anita

race track some meetings ago. Bob, it

seems, had talent, but nobody appre-
ciated it.

"Change your act and go to New
York City," Bing advised.

Bob did. But Bing felt that his obli-

gation didn't cease when Burns began
to click. He put the Arkansan into

Rhythm on the Range with Martha
Raye, whom he also thought had pos-

sibilities. He put Burns on the Kraft

show.

Producers have been accused of

nepotism which, in many cases, has re-

sulted in the hiring of competent rela-

tives. When Bing came to Los Angeles,

Everett, his brother, went to bat for

him. Everett is a fancy dresser, loves

the good old bright lights, knows the

night spots. Bing stays at home. But

the business relationship goes on.

In spite of this social disagreement,

the men are fond of each other, and
Everett does a swell job. When the

corporation was started, there was a
need for an auditor, a secretary and

treasurer. Bing sent for Dad Crosby,

who held such a job in Spokane. When
a publicity and advertising spot

opened, Bing demanded and got Larry,

another brother, qualified for the posi-

tion by years of publicity and advertis-

ing work.

THEN there's Leo Lynn, Spokane

friend who stands in for Bing, and
who, under Bing's supervision, who does

bits in Bing's and other pictures—

a

string of fighters who work in Crosby
pictures when not fighting—and scores

of others who have felt and are feeling

the kindly Bing's helping hand.

Not very long ago the Crosby Board

of Directors was in a dither. Bing's

radio contract was coming up. Bing's

motion picture contract was coming up.

Hours had been appointed and set

aside for deliberations which had at

stake a cool million dollars.

Came a telephone call from the

ranch, more than a hundred miles from
Hollywood.

Bing grabbed his hat.

"I'm going to the ranch," he an-

nounced.

"You can't do that!" said four voices.

"The heck I can't," said Bing. "Listen

—Bon Eva was my first horse. She's just

foaled. I've got to see how she and the

colt are doing."

And he went.

HE MAKES WORRY PAY!

—JOHN' FREULICH

WORRY and excitement are the things which

tear down most people, but to Henry

Armetta—well, he has worried his way into a

fortune and when there is nothing for him to

worry about he invents trouble.

Armetta Is Hollywood's No. I. "explosion

expert." He can worry like nobody's business.

He wins howls where other comedians fret and

stew for a month on some pet gag and win only

a polite giggle. Armetta is dynamite to a pic-

ture. When he comes on the screen audiences

start to laugh. Sometimes he doesn't utter a

word, but Armetta really knows how to look

worried and the more excited he becomes the

more audiences laugh—and love him.

Armetta never tries to be funny. He knows

that a man who is upset, worried into a beady

perspiration, so excited he could fly, or so mad
he cannot retain himself, is funnier than one

who deliberately tries to be cute. So, Henry

has developed his art of being worried and his

worries have paid his bills and built up his bank

account for years.

Coming to Hollywood ten years ago

he had many lean days, a long, hard

struggle before In Old Arizona, The Little

Accident, Forsaking Ail Others, Cat and the

Fiddle and a series of shorts made him famous.

Armetta cancelled a personal appearance tour

(in Toronto) to fly to Hollywood for four days

work in John M. Stahl's Magnificent Obsession,

but felt it worth it. He was also In Stahl's

Imitation of Life. Armetta is a dependable
"pinch hitter." He stays on the screen frequently

for only a reel but—while he's in a picture his

worrying makes him the center of attraction.

Just now he is with Bobby Breen in Make a

Wish. He's made his worry pay. Yes. by the

sweat of his feverish brow.

Fascinating,

Profitable

PROFESSION now
open to more men andwomen
If you are looking for a NEW and BETTER way to make
a living, take un SWEDISH MASSAGE. This Interest-
ing, BIG PAT profession was for years available only to a
few Its secrets were guarded jealously and f;ibulous prices
were paid for instruction. This same instruction is now
available to you at a fraction of the former price and you
need not leave your present work until you have qualified
as an expert and can command an expert's pay.

You CAN learn at home
Turn spare hours into money. Master a profession which
has made thousands of dollars for both men and women.
Many have completed this training in less than two
months, but take your own time, it need not interfere with
work or pleasure. All instruction has been prepared by
teachers in our famous resident school—the same material
is used and a DIPLOMA awarded upon graduation.

Reducing Course alone
of Great Value tn'Mtn

for health

FREE

only, but NOW women have learned that here is the best
way to secure youthful grace and beauty. Hollywood's
stars pay enormous fees to men and women in this pro-
fession and thousands of others pay huge sums to take
off fat. Swedish Massage has performed almost miracu-
lous results in reducing weight, regaining health and
halting the results of passing years. Magazines and
newspapers are full of such stories—YOU can profit by
this publicity.
Lessons include Dietetics, Reducing Diets. Hydro-Therapy,
Anatomy, Medical Gymnastics, in fact everything you
need, to qualify for a Diploma. No high school training
is necessary.

Anatomy Charts and
Sample Lesson Sheets
Write Now for our amazing- offer of
Anatomy Charts and Free lesson,

sheets including illustrations of mas-
sage technique. Send the coupon now—there is no cost or obligation.

THE COLLEGE OF SWEDISH MASSAGE,
1601-1613 Warren Blvd., Dept. 661. Chicago-

You may send me Free and Postpaid Anatomy Charts,
illustrated Catalog and complete details of your offer,
including booklet of photographs and letters from graduates
and illustrated sample lesson sheets.

Name
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City State
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Kay Francis finds her escort Delmar Daves a
smiling and attentive listener at the "Trod'

Cast as Tom Sawyer
in the David O. Selz-

nick production The
Adventures of Tom
Sawyer is Tommy
Kelly fresh from the

Bronx

Shirley Temple, with

Eddie Cantor stand-

ing by, speaks over

the radio for the

first time at the

Wee Willie Winkie

premiere
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ANOTHER "SCHOOLGIRL COMPLEXION' WINS

CLAIRE, YOU LOOK

S.AAPLY BEAUTIFUL!

rV E NEVER SEEN

A BRIDE WITH A

LOVELIER COMPLEXION

,-TS SO SOFT AND
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RADIANT!,
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The act that is "always refreshing"

BEECH-NUT CUM
Most popular flavor

of gum in America is

Beech-Nut Pepper-
mint. Try our Spear-
mint, too, if you enjoy
a distinctive flavor!

i~
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IIV YOUR HOME!

For the first time in history, owners of home movie projectors

can buy Hollywood Home Newsreels for their own 16 MhA
and 8 MM projectors.

Entertain your family, your friends, with home movies

of your Hollywood favorites. These films taken by pro-

fessional cameramen and completely captioned.

See Bing Crosby win Lakeside Golf Club's Movie Star

Tournament. See Shirley Temple attending the world

premiere of her own latest picture at the famous Carthay

Circle. All the stars of filmdom are there, wearing the

latest fashions.

See the stars informally—at play—at work and just

resting. See them as they really are, not "in character"

for a film role.

All this entertainment available at an amazingly low

price. A 100 foot role of 16 MM film will be delivered

to you for $5. The same subjects in a 50 foot roll of

8 MM film cost $2.50.

IMPORTANT: These are not rental prices. Once pur-

chased, the film is yours. Clip the coupon on this page,

attach your money order for the proper amount and place a

checkmark (X) after the proper size. Send money orders

and coupon to HOME MOVIE STUDIO, 22 West Putnam

Avenue, Greenwich, Connecticut. Your film will be sent

from our Hollywood studio. If you do not core to enclose

coupon you may order by letter. Be sure to specify she of

film and amount of money order enclosed.

w
Send coupon with money order to

HOME MOVIE STUDIO
22 West Putnam Avenue
Greenwich, Conn.

For enclosed money order send size reel I have checked

100 foot. 16 MM, $5.00 D ORDER YOUR
50 foot, S MM, S2.50 D HOLLYWOOD HOME

to NEWSREEL TODAY

Name

Street

City ,
State

Send money orders to Greenwich office. Your film will be sent jjost-

]>aid from our Hollywood studio.



She evades close-ups . . . Dingy teeth and tender gums destroy her

charm ... She ignored the warning of "PINK TOOTH BRUSH"

"OURELY," you say, "surely the world's

O at this girl's feet!" Blessed with

beauty and dowered with grace—life seems

to have given her its best.

But there is a thief that robs her love-

liness, that steals away her charm. That
thief is her dull, dingy and unattractive

smile. Tragic? Yes, but that's the price she

pays for neglect—a penalty she could have

avoided.

NEVER NEGLECT "PINK TOOTH BRUSH"

Play safe—don't risk an attractive smile—
don't pay the penalties of tender gums
and dull and dingy teeth! When you see

that telltale warning tinge of "pink" on

your tooth brush—see your dentist immedi-

ately—-let him advise you.

While there may be nothing seriously

wrong, don't take chances—let your dentist

decide. Often, however, he will explain

your condition as a "simple case of sensi-

tive gums—gums that are the victims of

our modern menus—gums robbed of work

by today's soft and creamy foods."And his

advice will probably be "more work and

resistance for lazy gums" and, often, "the

helpful stimulation of Ipana Tooth Paste

and massage."

For Ipana, with massage, is especially

designed to help the gums as well as keep

teeth clean and sparkling. Massage a little

extra Ipana into your gums every time you
brush your teeth. Circulation quickens in

the gums. Gums become firmer—your

teeth brighter, more lustrous.

Millions ofpeople already have adopted

the Ipana Tooth Paste and massage dental

health routine. It's one simple, easy way of

helping to prevent dental disorders—and

with your gums more vigorous and
healthy, your teeth sparkling and bright—

you never need be ashamed of your smile!

LISTEN TO "Town Hall Tonight"— every

Wednesday night over N. B. C. Red Network,

9 o'clock, E.D.S.T.

IPANA plus massage
is your dentist's able
assistant in the home
care of teeth and gums
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G>M0was a cabaret singer.,.Luck

brought her a chance to go to a

mountain resort for a month, posing

as a society belle. Two youths fell

in love with her ! Wait till you see

this exciting story on the screen . .

.

with Joan looking like a million

dollars in the kind of glamorous

production that only M-G-M makes!

lfi£ BRIDE
WORE RED

with BILLIE BURKE
REGINALD OWEN
A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture

Screen Play by Tess Slesinger and Bradbury Foote

Directed by
Dorothy
A r z n e r

Producedby

JOSEPH L.

MANKIEWICZ
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'Xt/MMIRBOM
when you choose
a laxative

EVER notice how often constipation is accom-
panied by an upset stomach? It's doubly

important then, to choose your laxative as you
would your food. Avoid heavy, greasy indigest-

ibles. Take FEEN-A-MINT, the delicious chew-
ing gum laxative. It's not a heavy, bulky dose.

Has nothing to further burden an already over-
taxed digestion. On the contrary, the very act

of chewing increases the flow of mouth juices

that aid digestion.
Moreover, FEEN-A-MINT's tasteless, laxa-

tive ingredient does not act in the stomach. Acts
only in the intestine, which is where constipa-
tion exists—where you want the right results.

No griping, nausea, discomfort, or lost sleep.

Do you feel dull, headachy, out of sorts, due to
constipation? Let FEEN-A-MINT help put the
sunshine back in life. You will like its delicious
flavor, and you'll find that no other type of laxa-
tive can do exactly what FEEN-A-MINT does.
Discover for yourself why more than 16 million
people have already switched to FEEN-A-
MINT! At all druggists, or write for generous
FREE trial package. Dept.107-1, FEEN-A-
MINT, Newark, N. J.

ni!iii!;ri!i!l

Chased from pillar to post the past few months by candid camera fiends, Gary
Cooper took a few seconds off between scenes of The Adventures of Marco Polo

to pose for this authorized camera shot of himself sucking his thumb, something

the lens hounds hadn't managed to get. The actor hopes this candid co-opera-

tion may end his troubles

Guess Who Dept.

'HAT brunette charmer,

famous for her sophistica-

tion, is so afraid she will find

herself alone in a room with a

man that she insists on bringing

a friend along to studio confer-

ences, portrait sittings, and the

like?

1,000 Times No!

AS SOON as Mae West admitted

that Frank Wallace was her hus-

band, a certain promoter in Hollywood

propositioned Mae. Would she make
a personal appearance tour, co-star-

ring with her husband? Mae's reply

isn't on record, which is probably just

as well—but anyway what its sulphur-

ous four or five minutes of steady

verbiage boiled down to was "NO!"

Daffy-nition

ACCORDING to Wayne Morris,

the fast-climbing young actor on

the Warner lot, a HONEY-BUNCH is

a queen bee who can enter a fur shoppe
with an old drone and exit with a

yellow jacket.

Carole Tells 'Em

AN ACTOR who thinks he's Crea-

tion's gift to women accosted

Carole Lombard in the studio park.

He started his campaign by admiring

the Pekinese Carole held in her arms.

First he complimented the dog,

then Carole. Then he petted the dog.

Annoyed, and anticipating his next

move, Carole stepped out of reach.

"Don't take him away," said the actor,

referring of course to the dog. "Surely

you don't think he'd bite me, do you?"
"Not at all," said Carole sweetly,

walking away. "He hates ham!"

[Continued on page 8]
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20™ CENTURY-FOX STAR

lllllll|lllllllll II ft III !E ri! IS

h as a

VACUUM

CLEANER

in her

Hollywood

Home

w

i 4^°
THE P. A. GEIER CO., CLEVELAND, O.

CONTINENTAL ELECTRIC COMPANY, LTD.

Toronto, Ont., Canada

—IRVING LIPPMAM

A bovine visitor interrupts a scene between M/sc/ia Auer and Madeleine Carroll in Columbia

i

It's All Yours while being filmed on location

Agricultural Note

A PRODUCER and

Robert Taylor bough!

tracts of land in San Fer-

nando valley with the

understanding that both

would build to improve the

location. Taylor's stables

are completed. He is draw-

ing plans for his home. The

producer has backed out.

Bob is holding a very empty

sack.

Ball Playing Cuties

STUDIOS aren't advertis-

ing a fact we've lately

discovered, because they

fear box office competition

from soft ball parks. Jusf

the same, the major flicker

plants all have their scouts

looking over the young girls

who play on the various

soft-ball teams around
Southern C a I i f o r n i a,

[Continued on page 10]

—MANATT

Bob Montgomery is a vibraphonist of note—and we don't

mean a sour one, either

ACCEPT NO SUBSTITUTES! ALWAYS INSIST ON THE ADVERTISED BRAND!



Howa Society Brides Sensational DanceStopped a Divorce
Park Avenue Had Convulsions When Wealthy Lucy Warriner

Stopped At Nothing (Well,

Almost Nothing) To Break

"Don't tell me you
got that sun-lamp
tan in Miami!"

stormed Lucy.

WHAT would you
do if your million-

dollar fiancee surprised

you in a very "pally"sit-

uation with a girl she

had never met — and if

that girl happened to be
the wife you were about
to divorce? Jerry War-
riner wormed his way
out by saying "Meet my sister". And "my sis-

ter" proceeded to put on a hair-raising act that

scandalized society, and brought Jerry's house
of cards tumbling round his handsome head.

Let's turn back the calendar and see how it

all started. One fine winter afternoon, home
comes Jerry with a vivid sun-lamp tan. From
what should have been a Florida vacation!
But was it ? No, indeed ! Jerry, the benighted
soul, finally tried to explain that he had whiled
away a week or two in a gin and poker mara-
thon with his one-time pals

!

Now that in itself might have been enough
to besmirch the fairest picture of domestic
bliss. But Lucy was a lady. She was deter-
mined to play dumb and not utter even one
tiny little word of reproach. She was prepared
to welcome her wandering boy with sweetness
and light. Only Fate barged in, as Fate will do,
and upset Lucy's neat little apple-cart.

"Yoo-hoo, Lucy! Surprise! I'm home",
shouted Jerry. But only the dog barked. A
glance at the table revealed the morning paper
still untouched, and Lucy's letters unopened.
When lovely Lucy finally did arrive, it was
in last night's evening clothes, and with her tall,

dark and handsomesinging teacher in tow.Jerry)
still smarting from Lucy's accusations about
his "Florida" siesta, refused to listen to expla-
nations, and the happy home life of the War-
riners was shattered with a resounding crash.

Nothing would assuage Jerry's wounded
sensibilities but a divorce, which he promptly
proceeded to procure.
Time flitted by. Another 24 hours and the

Warriner divorce decree was to become final.

Why did his wife have
to hide Jerry in the
bedroom when her
best friend visited her?

That was to be the

cue for Jerry to an-
nounce his engage-
ment to the madcap
heiress —Barbara
Vance. But Lucy
stamped her pretty foot and shouted "No".
She wasn't going to allow any such thing. She
wasn't giving up her one true love to "the girl

with millions of dollars and no sense", just be-

cause her husband refused to recognize facts.

But oh, what to do ? How to make Jerry see

the light?

Then an idea struck Lucy as lightning strikes

a tree. That night the wealthy Vances were
throwing a hotcha party for' Jerry and their

Barbara. Society's darlings

would be there en
masse— and that,

Lucy decided, was
the time to strut

her stuff.

How she posed as

poor Jerry's sister,

how she threw the

party into an uproar
with a dance that
made the assembled
dowagers' eyes pop,
makes one of the
most hilarious se-

quences ever thrown
on the screen.

But what happens
after that to Lucy and
Jerry's romance is the really big surprise you'll

Coming

IklNE DUNNE
CARY GRANT

vful'truth
, n'ftrcv Joyce Comgton

lph b.i.I»». .»'•»"'""
LE McCAREV

"TAmS-a picture

find in Columbia's
new picture, "THE
AWFUL TRUTH"-
the fastest, gayest,
most exhilarating
comedy in years. Irene

Dunne plays the wife, Lucy Warriner, and
if you saw "Theodora Goes Wild", you have
some idea of her comedy capabilities. In one
scene, Lucy is stopped on the road by two
motorcycle cops because her radio is going full

blast. She's lost the control knob and can't turn
it down. The policeman tries to fix it. "We
don't have to do this", he says. "It's only a
favor to you".

"It's no favor", says Lucy "We enjoy the
music".
COP: "Have you people been drinking"?
LUCY: "No. Have you people"?
COP: "What's your license number"?
LUCY: "I don't know. They change it every
year. What's .the license number on your mo-
torcycle ? No fair looking now"

!

And so it goes merrily on. Cary Grant is

Jerry Warriner — hand-
some, debonair, and
with a charming wit
that gets him out of the
tightest places. You'll
be quoting and requot-
ing his clever lines.

Don't miss "The
Awful Truth". It's a
grand screen play, trje

work of D wight
Taylor and Vina Del-
mar, author of "Bad
Girl", remember?
And none other than
Leo McCarey, of
"Ruggles of Red
Gap" fame, direct-

ed. When is it coming
to your theatre? You'll see it in the papers.
Keep, your eyes peeled for the announcement.^
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Charles Winninger and Warren Hull ready for anofher of fhe popular weekly Maxwell House
Showboat programs over NBC

Among them, they hope to find new
acting talent.

The ball-playing beauties are attrac-

They couldn't keep Edward Arnold away from
the preview of his picture The Toast of New
York . . . even though he did have to come in a

wheel chair

10

tive and don't hide it. They wear form-

moulding uniforms consisting of satin

shorts and shirts. Any time now, we'll

be hearing of some real acting "find"

discovered on a night diamond. But as

in the case of a blonde ball-playing

cutie who was given a screen test re-

cently, the lucky studio may just forget

to mention her athletic past.

Sour Note

RUBY MERCER, operatic star, hur-

ried from New York to Hollywood
to fulfill her contract with M-G-M. As
soon as she arrived, she was given a

four-week's lay-off.

Retakes?

WILLIAM POWELL'S performance

in Double Wedding was so life-

less, there was some talk of doing the

entire picture over again as soon as Bill

had completely recovered.

Home Girl

MARY DEES, the girl who finished

the Jean Harlow picture,

Saratoga, could earn herself a lot of

money making personal appearances.

Instead, she is satisfied with less than

$100 a week at M-S-M. It is doubt-

ful if she is ever given a featured role.

Deserved High Pay

THE slightly egotistical male star

of a new movie was a bit irked when

ho accidentally learned that Edward
Everett Horton, playing a supporting

role in his picture, was making nearly

Countess Di Frasso, gracious lady with the long

cigarette holder, is escorted to the preview of

Topper by Cary Grant

twice the salary he did. When he

fussed about it Eddie snapped:

"Well, they should pay me plenty to

appear in supporting parts with play-

ers like you!"

Job For Guide

RIENDS of Gene Raymond and

Jeanette MacDonald are still kid-

ding the newly weds about the size of

their Bel-Air love nest.

Having a mansion as large as theirs

is so unusual for film stars these days

that it evokes many a witticism such as:

"What if some of your guests or serv-

ants get lost in here—do you just let

them perish, or send out searching

parties?" [Continued on page 12]
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KOTEX* SANITARY BELTS are designed to wear with Kotex
Sanitary Napkins. These narrow-type belts adjust to fit the figure.

Dainty, secure clasps prevent slipping. Three types: "De Luxe",

"Wonderform" and "Featherweight" . . . pticed for any purse.
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FACTORY
TO YOU

NEW REMINGTON NOISELESS
PORTABLE

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE.
10-DAY FREE TRIAL OFFER

AT LAST ! The famous Remington Noise-

. less Portable that speaks in a whisper
is available for only 10i! a day. Here is your
opportunity to get a real Remington Noise-
less Portable direct from the factory.
Equipped with all attachments that make
for complete writing equipment. Standard
keyboard. Automatic ribbon reverse. Vari-

able line spacer and all the conveniences of

the finest portable ever built. PLUS the
NOISELESS feature. Act now while this

special opportunity holds good. Send coupon
TODAY for details.

VOU DON'T RISK A PENNY
We send you the Remington Noiseless Port-

able direct from the factory with 10 days'

FREE trial. If you are not satisfied, send
it back. WE PAY ALL SHIPPING
CHARGES.

GREATEST TYPEWRITER
BARGAIN IN 10 YEARS
Imagine a machine that
speaks in a whisper
that can hardly be
heard ten feet away.
You can write in a li-

brary, a sick room, a
Pullman berth without
the slightest fear of
disturbing others. And
in addition to quiet its

superb performance
literally makes the
words seem to flow
from the machine.

Equipped with all at-
tachments that make
for complete writing1

equipment, theReming-
ton Noiseless Portable
produces manifolding
and stencil cutting of
exceptional character.
Furnishedin black with
shining chromium at-
tachments. Find out
about this special offer
without obligation
Mail coupon todayl

FREE TYPING COURSE
With your New Remington Noiseless Portable we will

send you — absolutely FREE — a 19-page course in typ-
ing. It teaches the Touch System, used by all expert
typists. It is simply written and completely illustrated.

Instructions are as simple as A, B, C. Follow this

course during the 10-Day Trial Period we give you with
your typewriter and vou will wonder why you ever took
the trouble to write letters by hand. You will be sur-
prised how easy it is to learn to type on the lightning-
fast Remington Noiseless Portable,

FREE CARRYING CASE
Also under this new Purchase Plan we will send you
FREE with every Remington Noiseless Portable a spe-
cial carrying case sturdily built of 3-ply wood. This
handsome case is covered with heavy Du Pont fabric.
The top is removed by one motion, leaving the machine
firmly attached to the base. This makes it easy to use
your Remington anywhere— on knees, in chairs, on
trains. Don't delay . . . send in the coupon for complete
details!

SEND COUPON WHILE LOW PRICES HOLD

Remington Rand Inc., Dept. 235-10

315 4th Avenue, New York, N. Y.
Please tell me how I can get a new Remington Noiseless
Portable typewriter, plus FREE Typing Course and
Carrying Case, for only 10c a day. aibo send me, with-
out obligation, new illustrated catalogue

,

Address

City

lll!IU!ill!l!i

Human Fly

IMMY CAGNEY'S bosses are just

recovering from a first-class case

of the jitters. It seems that while

Jimmy's contract prevents the star

from flying, automobile racing, and
indulging in a variety of other danger-

ous activities during production, noth-

ing is said about strolling on the girders

of a skyscraper-to-be. That's where

actor William Haade, a former steel

worker, took C a g n e y during the

making of Something to Sing About.

Haade (of the stage Iron Men and

screen Kid Galahad fame) and Jimmy
strolled about on the narrow naked

girders atop the thirteenth story—not

as high as the New York skyscrapers on

which Haade used to cavort, but plenty

tall enough to make Jimmy's employers

turn white when they heard about it.

"Nothing to worry about," Jimmy
told them. "I found it just as easy as

walking on the ground. All you have

to do is keep your balance!"

Pat O'Brien, Warner Bros, star, on location at

San Diego for Submarine D-l, with his young

daughter, Mavourneen

Tear Gas Awakening

HE studio doctor got a hurry call

to come to Alice Faye's set. Some-
one—the secretary thought it was Miss

Faye—had fainted. "Doc" dashed
over in nothing flat, because not long

before the star had been slightly in-

jured and he was afraid he'd over-

looked some unforseen result

—

Sure enough, there was Alice, lying

on her cot in a dressing trailer on the

stage. "Doc" broke an ammonia cap-

sule under her nose without ado, and

Alice sat up instantly, sneezing. Sev-

eral persons who had seen the incident,

thinking the M. D. had been playing a

joke, laughed loudly.

"Fainted? Naw, Alice didn't faint

—she was just takin' a nap," someone
informed the bewildered medico at

last. "It was an extra girl who fainted,

but she's all right now."

We Hope So

NORMA SHEARER has been having

secret make-up tests for Idioh

Delight and Marie Antoinette. Her
return to screen seems very close.

Two Of A Kind

SEEING as how your reporter

believes the rumor that Tyrone

Power and Janet Gaynor are romanc-

ing, he shares the chuckle of a good

many other Hollywoodians. Both Janet

and Tyrone have piled up a reputation,

deserved or not, for fickleness. Hither-

to, neither has encountered a corre-

spondingly fickle heart interest. But

now each has found a worthy opponent

in the other, and they're off to a nice

even start—if, as we suspect, they're

really cooing.

Filched Fotographs

T HAD to happen, with this great

demand for candid camera snaps.

Verree Teasdale, a miniature camera

addict, began to notice snaps she had

taken at intimate Film Colony social

events appearing in the photo maga-

zines. She thought friends to whom
she had given prints had handed them

out—until one day someone whose pic-

ACCEPT NO SUBSTITUTES! ALWAYS INSIST ON THE ADVERTISED BRAND!



ture had appeared protested to Verree.

So-o-o, Verree as a test made some
tempting shots and sent them to her

usual developing place. When they
were printed she put all films and prints

carefully away—and yet, in due time,

some of the shots appeared in the foto

mags.
Verree has a new photographic

finisher now!

Serious Art Note

CAVORTING on the set of Big City

the other day were a man and a

woman acknowledged to be two of the
greatest players in movie history,

Luise Rainer and Spencer Tracy.

As we watched them vieing with

each other and various movie elec-

tricians and "grips" at imitating barn-

yard animals, steam boats and what-

not, we thought—but not sadly—how
the business of being a Great Artist of

the Theatre has changed.

Robert Taylor, captain of the Leading Men
baseball team arrives at Wrigley Field ready
to assume command against the Comedians,
headed by* Joe E. Brown. The game, which
ended In a tje, was played before 38,000 paid

admissions all of which went to charity

Imagine if you can the late, great

John Drew and the late famed, tragic

figure of Eleanora Duse giving imita-

tions in competition with the stage

hands! Personally, we'd much rather

be the modern sort of player and take

prospective Immortality lightly.

S«of»np^^y
oUlte flower-

,.lke
perfume. ^J oW,ays com-

'
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MARVELOUS FOR COMPLEXIONS, TOO!

This pure, creamy-white soap has

such a gentle, caressing lather. Yet

it removes every trace of dirt and

cosmetics—keeps your skin allur-

ingly smooth, radiantly clear!

NOW ONLY 10^

TO KEEP FRAGRANTLY DAINTY— BATHE WITH PERFUMED

CASHMERE BOUQUET SOAP
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Correct Your
Figure Faults

•

.

Perfolastic Not Only

CONFINES, It also

REMOVES Ugly Bulges!

?**"•

3 INCHES in 10 DAYS
... it will cost you nothing!

BECAUSE so many Per-
folastic wearers reduce

more than 3 inches we
believewe are justified inmaking
the above unqualified agreement.
Thousands of women today owe
their slim, youthful figures^ to
this safe, quickwayof reduction.
"Hips 12 inches smaller," says
Miss Richardson. "Lost 60
pounds and reduced 9 inches",
writes Mrs. Derr.

Immediately Appear Inches Smaller

You appear inches smaller at
once and yet are so comfortable
you can scarcely realize that
every minute you wear the
Perfolastic garments

_
you are

actually reducing at hips, waist,
thighs and diaphragm. Every
move you make putsthe massage-
like action to work at just the
spotswhere fat first accumulates.

No Diet, Drugs or Exercises!

You do not have to risk your
health or change your comfort-
able mode of living in any way
. ..and with the loss of fat come
increased pep and energy.

WhynottestPerfoIasticNOW
. . . and prove what it will do
for you ? ^You do not risk one
penny. If it does not reduce your
waist and hips 3 inches in 10
days it will cost you nothing

!

Learn the details of our 10-Day
Trial Offer in the EREE illus-

trated booklet

!

test:

SEND FOR TEN DAY FREE TRIAL OFFER !

PERFOLASTIC, Inc.
Dept. 710, 41 E. 42nd St., New York, N.Y.

Please send me FREE BOOKLET in plain
envelope, also sample of perforated material and
particulars of your 10-DAY FREE TRIAL OFFER!

N<nn>-

Address
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ALICE FAYE attained one of the high points in her career when she began
broadcasting for Chesterfield (with Hal Kemp) and emoted before the

camera In Old Chicago, her biggest role to date. It was a case of bringing

the band (16 pieces) to the girl, because the girl couldn't go East. Tony
Martin, (Miss Faye's heart throb at the moment) blushed a dark crimson when
she sang Goodnight My Love, and he sat in the first row.

IACQUES RENARD celebrated his twelfth radio anniversary recently. His

J first commercial program was with Morton Downey and ran for a year.

Since that time he has been on eight commercials. (At one time Renard
paid $185 for a program spot but it started him

on his road to success.) Renard and family live

next door to Lupe Velez and Johnny Weissmuller.

Jacques' eight-year-old son (being a Tarzan wor-

shipper) climbed the huge wall separating the two

yards and gave the Tarzan yell; Lupe hearing him

rushed to her window and answered the call. Now
they go to market together every day. The Tarzan

call brought results. Young Renard is learning to

play the violin like his pappy. . . . Kathryn Cravens

of New York (Holly-

wood Through a
Woman's Eyes pro-

gram) was a little up-

set when upon her first

broadcast, the organist

failed to appear. Har-

vey Harding, an-

nouncer for the pro-

gram was able to fill in,

however, and much embarrassment was spared.

Alice Faye's radio and screen

career hits new high

IMAGINE Burgess Meredith's great embar-

rassment when he lost his place in The

Play's the Thing; especially since every one was
ordered to count his Rudy Vallee due in Hollywood

in October for films and radio
pages just before the

program went on the

air. Meredith managed to ad lib until he found

it and few in the radio audience could have noticed

it.

AL PEARCE and His Gang have been having lots

of fun chiding Eileen Harris over a false rumor

in a nationally known newspaper column that she was

"blessed eventing."

They presented her with a large Dresden

china plate inscribed "MOTHER". . . . Ken Murray

says: "A funny voice is the real trade-mark of

any program." He has two on his CBS pro-

gram—one Oswald, who drawls, "Oh, Yeah,"

and Marlyn Stuart who says, "Oh, Ma-ma, that

man's here again."

ACCEPT NO SUBSTITUTES! ALWAYS INSIST ON THE ADVERTISED BRAND!

Jimmy Wallingfon keeps Cantor

alive on Texaco program



I^UDY VALLEE arrives in Hollywood

/\ October 5, for a stay at the

Cocoanut Grove, a picture at Warner
Brothers, and the continuation of his

weekly radio broadcasts . . . Vincent

Lopez returns to Hollywood and the

airlanes September 27, after a swing

around the country.

ALTHOUGH M-G-M studios turned

down a $25,000 a week contract

with Palmolive for a regular nation-

wide broadcast in late September,

Bill Bacher has been signed by that

studio as a radio producer and almost

all M-G-M screen players are on call

for radio when a new deal is set.

Bacher first produced the Show Boat
hour and for the past three years has

produced Louella Parsons' Hollywood
Hotel. He is generally recognized as

radio's outstanding producer. . . .

Miss Berg, producer and player (Molly

Goldberg) of the famous radio Gold-
berg program has left Hollywood after

working on Sol Lesser's Make a Wish,

and has signed a new contract which

brings the Goldbergs back to the ether

waves in late September. . . . Edgar
Bergen is writing a series of lessons

in ventriloquism for film salesmen who
will sell The Goldwyn Follies, his first

feature film, to theatremen. Later the

book will be available to the public.

. . . Werner Janssen's radio programs
scored such a hit that he was engaged
to conduct at Hollywood Bowl's fa-

mous Symphonies Under the Stars. He
is the third radio maestro so honored,
Raymond Paige and David Broekman
both of CBS having been elected last

year.

VIRGINIA VERRILL of Showboat
hour fame sang the late Jean

Harlow's songs in two pictures (dub-

bing in the voice it is called) and says

that Miss Harlow was the most appre-

ciative screen star she ever knew. . . .

Ben Alexander's Not for Ladies—an

intimate NBC broadcast from Holly-

wood goes national as it enters its

second year on the air. . . . Connie
Boswell returns to Ken Murray's net-

work program three weeks in Septem-
ber. . . . Abe Lyman, California band
leader, is beginning his fifth year on

a nation-wide Waltz time program. . .

.

Meredith Willson and Robert Arm-
brusfer, former buddies in the orches-

tra pit, are now conducting rival coffee

programs on the air. . . . Marion
Claire, operatic songbird, finished with

Bobby Breen's current film has returned

East for a season of radio broadcasts.

. . . The new movie season officially

LOVELY FASHION MODEL

REVEALS FIGURE-SECRET

liO^d. UA_'VlAX| f^LCjUftlL-

It pukueuts

118 lbs. of allure! Divinely slim yet divine-

ly rounded. Nature didn't do it all! Like

all smart models, this girl finds that clothe3

simply will not fit unless she wears a gir-

dle. "My girdles fit perfectly for months!"

says Alicia Quigley, famous model, "be-

cause I restore the shape by washing my
girdle often, with pure Ivory Flakes."

This "sloppy girdle" with
unsightly bulges is the result

of too few washings.

The same girdle ... its shape
restored overnight when
washed with Ivory Flakes.

"Use flakes of pure soap"

stores tell me
"When I ask salesgirls in fine stores what they

mean by pure soap, they always say 'Ivory

Flakes'," explains Miss Quigley. "They say Ivory

Flakes are the only soap flakes made of pure

Ivory Soap that's safe even for a baby's skin.

Ivory revives elastic and other fine materials."

Alicia gives you washing hints: "Wash girdle in

lukewarm Ivory Flakes suds, using soft brush.

After rinsing, roll in towel to remove water.

Shake and hang up at once! Girdle will be dry by
morning—as snug-fitting as if new!"

IVORY FLAKES BY PROCTER & GAMBLE
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A DEVASTATING
WAY

TO DESCRIBE

A GIRL

AGIRL might just as well wear a tag when
people refer to her as "Oh, that girl

!"

For she is marked as a person unpleasant to be with— a

person to be avoided because she carries the ugly odor of under-

arm perspiration on her person and clothing.

You can't expect people, men especially, to tolerate this in a

girl, no matter how attractive she may be in other ways.

The smart modern girl knows that her underarms need special

daily care. Soap and water alone are not enough.

And she knows the quick easy way to give this care. Mum!

Quick to use. Harmless to clothing. Half a minute, when you're

dressing, is all you need to use Mum. Or use it after dressing,

any time. For Mum is harmless to clothing.

Soothing to skin. It's soothing to the skin, too. You can use it

right after shaving the underarms.

Doesn't prevent natural perspiration. And you should know this

— that Mum prevents every trace of perspiration odor without

affecting natural perspiration itself.

Don't label yourself as "the girl who needs Mum." Use it

regularly every day and you'll be safe! Bristol-Myers Co., 630
Fifth Ave., New York. . .

MUM
USE MUM ON SANITARY
NAPKINS, TOO and you'll

never have a moment's
worry about this source

of unpleasantness.

takes the odor out of perspiration
ACCEPT NO SUBSTITUTES! ALWAYS INSIST ON THE ADVERTISED BRAND!

starts in August, but from present
schedules it looks like the 1937-38
season begins October 3.

IF
YOU wonder why Jimmy Welling-

ton always says: "Good night,

Eddie Cantor!" at the end of each
summer Texaco broadcast, it's a plug

to let folks know that Cantor is still

associated with the program even
though not appearing on it. Catch
on? . . . Phil Baker the radio ham and
bacon salesman, is In Hollywood for

pictures. . . . Joseph M. Schenck of

United Artists is in London aiding the

promotion of a $10,000,000 Radio
City patterned after New York's great

monument to the air industry (costing

$100,000,000). ... The daffy Marx
Brothers are set for radio and now
RKO has offered them a quarter of a

million for their next picture appear-
ance . . . The Ben Bernie-W alter
Winchell radio feud which carried on
for five years seems to have brought re-

sults. 20th Century-Fox announces that

Wake Up and Live was so successful

because of featuring BB and WW that

two more movies are to be produced

before Christmas . . . Charlie Win-
ninger has appeared on exactly 500
Showboat radio broadcasts and having

played 1,700 performances of the play

and also the Universal picturization of

it one would think he has a right to the

title of "Cap'n Henry" which he uses.

We're signing off now until next

month, folks!

Virginia Verrill's vocals have been featured on

many a network show, and now her melodies

are a highspot of the Thursday night entertain-

ment presented by Captain Henry on his Show
Boat over /VBC from Hollywood

16
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EYEWITNESS PHOTOS

DANCING IN THE FLASHLIGHT—Joan
Blondell and Hubby Dick Powell are doing ihe

light fantastic of Cocoanut Grove, but ihe

distinguished looking lady in the foreground
is more interested in the camera

TRYING TO GIVE PAULETTE A BREAK—is

Charlie Chaplin, sober-faced comedian, here
helping Pauletfe Goddard look her best for

ihe cameraman at the Stella Dallas preview

Hollywood's cameraman catches Mr. and Mrs
Donald rVoods having luncheon at Sardi's

TANGEE GLOWING UPS

*CIRLS, VOtiT LIT A 'PAINTED LOOK' |

SPOIL YOUR ROMANCE • change to I

TANGEE, THE LIPSTICK THAT ISNT "PAINT, S>
THE ONLY LIPSTICK WITH THE MAGIC TANGEE f
COLOR CHANGE PRINCIPJ.E ! MAKES YOUR.
UPS IRRESISTIBLE !! SEND THE COUPON NOW""

SEND COUPON for TANGEE'S MIRACLE

MAKE-UP SET, containing generous samples

of Tangee Lipstick, Rouge Compact,

Creme Rouge, and Face Powder . . .
IOc

\

\

UP SET

WtRACU^HA^ TEST

FREE CHARM TEST!—an amazing new
chart that actually measures your charm! Re-
veals your personality, gives you self-confidence,

ability to attract men. Approved by an eminent
psychologist. Sent FREE with Tangee's 10c Miracle
Make-Up Set.

— an omazing new chart that

.„.»( your

actually
me°

f
,„U^

charm!
?.c.

^eGe0I
fush Miracle MaSe- set oJ sam-

impact.
cretne

rwecfc Shade ol U
powder Desired

Address

39C AND *!•<>
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SO I GAVE HEP,

DEWO/KS, JUDGE}

She always swiped

my Kleenex*/

Stand up for your rights,

men . . . adopt the

KLEENEX
HABIT
during Colds

• When sniffles start, every man knows how
important it is to adopt the habit of using

Kleenex Disposable Tissues. Keep a box of

your own at home, another at the office.

Soft, soothing Kleenex is easy on the nose.

It saves money; costs less than handkerchief

laundering. What's more, Kleenex Tissues

tend to retain germs, thus check the spread

of colds through the family.

And men— don't forget Kleenex to wipe
spectacles, to clean pipes, to dry razor blades.

! Keep Kleenex Tis

And in t

To remove fac

metics . . . Tc
rouge . . . To d

For the baby

.

to wipe hand:

sues in Every Room
he Car, too.

e creams and cos-
> apply powder,
ust and polish...

. And in the car—
, windshield and
greasy spots.

Kw<S^J No waste! No mess!
Pull a tissue— the

next one pops up
ready for use!

KLEENEX"
DISPOSABLE TISSUES

{*1tads Mark Res. U S. Patent Office)
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HOLLYWOOD
YOUNGSTARS

By PHYLLIS FRASER

Tom Brown and Natalie Draper selected July 4 as the date for their wedding,

and were married at 3:45 A. M. twelve'miles at sea on board the yacht Arbutus

WHEN George Brent and Con-
stance Worth were married

Hollywood lifted an arched brow
and said in an undertone: "We didn't

know they knew each other," and
quietly waited for something to hap-

pen. They didn't have to wait very

long.

A week later George went on loca-

tion for a picture. Constance stayed

home, which is unusual for a new bride

—especially when she's not working.

Rumors began to fly. Soon after Mr.

Brent announced that he planned to

seek an annulment. In the meantime
Mrs. Brent was giving out interviews

about her new husband and herself and

vigorously denying that all was not

well. After George's announcement
she was stunned but staunchly declared

she couldn't understand what had hap-

pened; that when George had left

everything had been all right. She

also emphatically added there would

be no separation action.

Though no one actually knows what
did happen Dame Rumor has it that

George Brent, who is one of our town's

most lonesome people, met Miss Worth,

and they were married principally

because George wanted a com-
panion.

On the other hand, Miss Worth says

that she and George have gone to-

gether for sometime . . . and the only

thing she knows that could have hap-

pened is thai when George went away
he decided that he liked being a

bachelor better than a husband.

In either case this / Anow, one week
before George was married he called

SUBSTITUTES! ALWAYS INSIST ON THE ADVERTISED BRAND

another Hollywood star and asked her

to go out the following week. She had a

previous engagement so had to refuse.

He promised to call again the next

week—and two or three days later she

picked up a paper and saw that he was

married.

• • •

TOM BROWN and Natalie Draper

are busily breaking records for mar-

riages. So far they've had two—both

to each other and are preparing for

the third. The first one took place

aboard the yacht Arbutus at 3:45 in the

morning, twelve miles at sea on July

the fourth. Aboard the yacht were
their close friends, namely, Johnny
Downs, Anne Shirley, John Payne,

Psula Stone, George Mason, Bert Kal-

mar, Jr., Bubbles Draper, Carol Stone,

Jimmy Bush, Dorothy and Warren Hull,

and the writer. The marriage was sup-

posed to be a secret but Tom told

Dixie Dunbar—who said she wanted to

get married, too. So . . . Sunday night

after the wedding, Dixie appeared on

Walter Winchell's broadcast and he

carried the flash that Tom and Natalie

were eloping—but she failed to tell

Walter that she, too had been
seriously thinking of taking the

step.

When Tom and Natalie came back

to town they were quietly married

again by a justice of the peace and
now that their families know, the newly-

weds are going to be married again,

this time in a church.



GERTRUDE MICHAEL'S favorite

sayings are, "I love you a mil-

lion times" ... "I knew your mother."

Neither makes any sense but she re-

peats them over and over on the slight-

est provocation.

• • •

JACK COOGAN is now flying in

town week-ends from his orchestra

tour to see his fiancee, Betty Grable.

Betty says that they will be married

in December. . . . Anne Shirley and

John Payne's wedding will take place

in October or November. . . . Lucille

Ball and Al Hall, the director, are a

constant twosome . . . and they say that

Alice Faye and Tony Martin are still

very much in love, but Tony wants to

become an orthodox member of his

church before he marries.

• • •

LEW AYRES has bought almost the

whole top of a mountain to build a

home for himself. He is going to seri-

ously study astrology there, too. Wal-
ter Catlett modestly calls himself, "The

Prince of Comedians." . . . Regardless

of reports, mother-in-law trouble is not

the only reason for the June Lang-

Victor Orsatti surprise split-up.

MEET THE PRE! AND MRS. PREZ—Robert
Montgomery, president of the Screen Actors

Guild, haying a night off, takes his wife step-

ping at the Trocadero

WHY AREN'T BABIES

BOBN WITH BLACKHEADS ?
7 out of 10 women blame their skin for blackheads,

when they should blame their cleansing method

Everywhere I go I hear women say "Oh! well,

there's nothing I can do about it, I guess I

was born with this kind of skin."

They're referring, of course, to hateful,

mocking, stubborn blackheads. But stop a

minute and think ! Did you ever see a baby

with blackheads ? Of course not. Then where

do those blackheads come from?

These blemishes are tiny specks of dirt

which become wedged in your pores.

How do they start?

It's sad but true, blackheads take root because

your cleansing methods fail. You know you

can't wash blackheads away. And they only

laugh at your surface cleanser. The longer

these blackheads stay in your skin, the blacker

and more noticeable they grow.

Switch to a Penetrating Cream

See with your own eyes, the amazing improve-

ment in your skin when a cream really pene-

trates the dirt in your pores.

Let me send you, free and postpaid, a gen-

erous tube of Lady Esther Four Purpose Face

Cream, so that you can prove every statement

I make. It is an active cream. It's penetrating,

because it penetrates pore-dirt. You can see

the results. You can feel the difference.

When your free supply of cream arrives,

smooth on enough to cover your face and

neck. At the very first touch your skin will

perk up. Why? Because my cream is a cool-

ing, soothing, refreshing cleanser.

When you wipe it off, you may be shocked

to see how grimy the cloth looks. But it's a

sign this penetrating cream goes after deep-

down dirt that causes those blackheads.

Write now for your Free supply

Just send me the coupon today, and by re-

turn mail I will send you my generous gift tube

of Lady Esther Face Cream. I'll also send you

all ten shades of my Face Powder free, so you

can see which is your most flattering color—
see how Lady Esther Face Cream and Face

Powder work together to give you perfect skin

smoothness. Mail me the coupon today.

"1
(Youc in paste this on a penny postcard)

Lady Esther , 2030 Ridge Ave., Evanston, 111.

! Please sei

1 Purpose Fa
Face Powde

d me a free supply of Lady Esther Four
ce Cream; also all ten shades of your

r, free and postpaid.

| Name

1 City

!
Wwu live in Canada, write Lady Esther,

Toronto, Ontario) (37)
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Posed by Professioiial Model

SKINNY, PALE

SICKLY?
eating'enough doesn't

prevent dangerous

*Multiple
,

Deficiencies'
VITAMIN and MINERAL

SHORTAGES
Keep You from Getting the Real

Good Out of Food— Often Leave

You Skinny, "Half-Sick", Weak
and Ailing.

Gains of 5 to 15 Lbs. T New Strength, New-
Energy Reported Regularly by Skinny,
Sickly Thousands Who Have Helped
Correct These Multiple Deficiencies
with Kelpamalt Mineralsand Vitamins.
If you are skinny, weak, tired out. sickly—unable to gain
an ounce of llesli or strength no matter what you eat. you
may actually be sulfering from slight unnoticed deficiencies

of vitamins and minerals that may often easily be corrected.

Unless the food you eat contains ALL the minerals and
vitamins essential for the body's chemical processes, even
a lot of food can fail to yield adequate nourishment. The
system itself needs ALL these certain vitamins and minerals
to be able to utilize food. Often it is the lack of minerals
and vitamins required in tiny amounts that cause most of

the troubles. Everyone knows what happens when the body
is short of even a small bit of iodine and iron. The most
eminent biochemists now say nearly one-third of the re-

quired number of minerals cannot he had in the average
daily diet.

Merely adding one mineral or vitamin is not enough when
there is a deficiency of several vital elements. Unless they
are ALL present, digestion is impaired, elimination is

poor, there is faulty grovvth, weakened resistance and the
nourishment in food is not converted to strength and energy.
These multiple deficiencies may go on for years without
causing serious ailments. You may just remain in poor
health, ailing, sickly, until finally major troubles suddenly

Kelpamalt. a mineral and vitamin concentrate made from
an amazing Pacific Ocean plant, contains the resistance
building vitamin A; the growth and body building Vitamin
G: the blood building vitamin C. and the bone building
Vitamin D. It contributes to the supply of calcium, phos-
phorus, manganese, potassium and magnesium: is especially
rich in assimilable iron and copper, and is one of the best
known sources for naturally occurring iodine which is now
known to be vitally important to the health and proper
functioning of the blood, liver and glands.

MAKE THIS TEST
Try Kelpamalt for a single week. Thousands report they
are amazed at the improvement Kelpamalt has brought
them. Gains of 5 to 15 lbs. in a few weeks are not un-
common, new strength, new energy, better digestion and
elimination—in cases due to common mineral deficiencies.

They eat better, sleep better, and almost invariably say
they now feel fine. Kelpamalt costs but little to use and
results are guaranteed or money back. Sold by all good
stores.

SEEDOL

Kelpama!tJ£^£
SPECIAL FREE OFFER

Send for FREE fascinatinq Instructive 50-page Book on
How to Build Strength and Add Weiqht. No obliqation.
Kelpamalt Co.. Dept. 1286. 27 West 20th St., N. Y. C.

Nil mini stuff!

TWENTIETH Cen-
tury-Fox has aban-

doned plans for making

a picture with the

Dionne quintuplets
this year. The quints,

just turned three, are

past the age when they

can entertain an audi-

ence as babies and

are not old enough to

talk, sing or emote as

actresses are supposed

to do. . . . Sonja

Henie's next picture

will be Bread, Butter

and Rhythm, a musical

to go into production after Miss Henie

returns from a long-deserved vacation

in Norway. . . . Lily Pons is back in

Hollywood to make her annual picture

for RKO. Her new ve-

hicle is now called A
Girl in a Cage after

being previously titled

Born to Sing.

Clark Gable studies technique

of screen writing

Janet Gaynor
picture

BUDDY EBSEN, who
is b a r r ed from

barber shops while

making a picture, has a

rival in Franchot Tone

who plays a humble

but gallant moun-

taineer, in the The

Bride Wore Red. . . .

Myrna Loy was pre-

sented with a streamlined, portable

dressing room as her headquarters

while working with

William Powell in

Double Wedding, their

seventh co-starring
picture. ...Robert
Taylor, back from

Honolulu brought with

him ten native surf-

boards although if he

had fulfilled all the

requests of his fellow

players, he'd have had

to charter an entire

steamer Many girls

are envious of Jeanette

MacDonald's charm
Allen Brook gets good assign-

ment at Columbia

bracelets which are

made of Spanish coins

400 years old. (If you
look carefully you'll

see them in the gypsy
sequences of The Fire-

fly).

JOHN BOLES gra-

ciously w rit i n g
autographs at the

Malibu Inn, took time
to tell us how proud he

is of his eldest daugh-
ter. She is at an East-

ern school specializing in the study of

bones. . . . Gertrude Niesen seen with

escorts Owen Davis, Jr., and Elisha

Cook. (Where's Craig Reynolds?)....

Scott Kolk is celebrat-

ing adoption of a new
screen name, Scott

Colton. . . . Fay Wray
on a shopping tour on
the Boulevard stopped
to sign 50 autographs

in a department store.

LITTLE Caesar is de-

viating from' his

usual gangster roles.

Edward G. Robinson is

going in for Shakes-

peare and will soon be

seen in The Taming of

the Shrew, after several radio ap-

pearances in the works of the

Bard. . . . Quietly,

Clark Gable has been

studying motion pic-

ture production and

the technique of screen

writing for three years.

Recently he confessed

that he had written

two screenplays now

up for sale. One has

an oil field background,

a subject he knows by

actual experience. The

other is a sort of

Horatio Alger story.

signs for

a year
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PREXY Harry Cohn of Columbia

is giving the young players at his

studio a real break this year. The latest

to get a good assignment is that hand-

some, young Bostonian, Allen Brook,

who is featured with Jean Parker and
Douglass Montgomery in Life Begins

v/ith Love. The son of a wealthy family,

young Brook has preferred to go it on

his own and in spite of riches which

might be his, he has chosen the

struggles of the average Hollywood
beginner to the influence of friends.

Hollywood likes that type of boy.

Jon Hall is a cousin of James Nor-
man Hall, who, with Charles Nord-
hoff, wrote those virile sagas of the

South Sea Islands, The Hurricane and
Mutiny on the Bounty. When the

novel, The Hurricane, was finished

(three years ago) author Hall sent

one of the first copies to Jon Hall's

parents. Jon read the book, expressed

the belief it would make a great pic-

ture, but considered it too presump-
tuous to voice a secret wish that he

might play the native hero, "Terangi."

Then Samuel Goldwyn sent for him and
his dream was realized.

PAUL MUNI will make one more pic-

ture for Warners before a long va-

cation. Mrs. Muni is persuading him
to take his holiday, because Muni takes

his roles more seriously than almost

any other actor. Most of his roles have
been historical, and he labors, for

months ahead of time, reading up on
the character and studying details to

shape his characterizations. Mrs. Muni
is always with him on the set and he

has the utmost confidence in her judg-

ment and relies upon her reactions.

His next role will probably be a mod-
ern story. . . . Don Ameche's wife, Hon-
ore, always accompanies him to his

broadcasts, but never goes in to the

broadcasting room. She sits in the

automobile and listens to the car radio,

jotting down critical notes.

JANET GAYNOR made such a hit in

A Star Is Born that David O. Selz-

nick has just signed her to a new con-

tract calling for at least one picture

a year and her first, The Angel of

Broadway, (authored by Russell Bird-

well with her in mind) is to be
done in Technicolor. . . . Louis Hayward
has straightened out the contract

trouble at Universal and is having a

holiday in England with his mother.
(Poor, lonesome Ida Lupino!).

When the God of Sleep is playing hide-and-seek and you just can't seem to

get your much-needed rest, there is one pleasant way to entice him.

Merely swish a handful or two of LINIT in your tub of warm water—

step in—and relax for fifteen minutes. As you lie in the enveloping luxury

of its velvety smoothness, close your eyes and think of a rose bathed in

the moonlight of a June evening. Now step out, dry off and slip into bed!

How delightful it is to let the results ofa linit beauty bath caress your

skin and relax your body into slumberland. You, too, will agree that the world's

most pleasant remedy for fatigue is a restful, soothing LINIT BEAUTY BATH.
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THE

By
EMILY NO RRIS

LEO CARRILLO was giving a party. Which
means that a good third of Hollywood was

' streaking it over to the Carrillo ranch for sup-

per, while the other two-thirds, mouth watering, en-

viously awaited turns at the next invitation affair.

Because, when Carrillo invites people to supper,

he invites people. Ten hungry guests constitute a

very small gathering, in his opinion, for which to

get out the soup kettle and the coffee pot; he pre-

fers ten times that many. Merely hint that "com-
pany" is in the offing, and his dark eyes begin to

glow with the spontaneous hospitality he's in-

herited from the spacious times of his Early Cali-

fornian ancestors; one of whom, Governor Carlos Antonio,

was almost as famous as Leo himself for the feasts he spread

before his friends.

Carrillo in his recent film, Fifty-Second Street, found him-

self decked out by Warner Studios in a chef's cap and apron.

They told him to act as if he were a cook. "Act!" cried the

descendant of the earliest aristocracy in America, "I AM a

cook!"

22

Senor Leo Carrillo lets you in on some of the

secrets of his justly famous Spanish dinners

in which red peppers play the part of the hero

He is, too. In spite of his talents for acting and writing,

his flair for Spanish antiques, and his college training (in

Boston, incidentally), Carrillo numbers proudly among his

accomplishments the ability to whip up as fine a meal as

you ever tasted anywhere. He's one of the authorities on

Spanish food; one of the best preparers—and providers

—

of it in the country.

"And why not?" he will contend in that mellow Spanish



voice, his brown glance twinkling, his

attitude gay as befits a man speaking

of victuals, "is there a subject more im-

portant than food? Is there a sub-

ject more entertaining?"

He was standing near the generous

barbecue pit where, because the night

was mild, some of the food would be

roasted. But while the Castilian con-

querors of California cooked their food

over wood and charcoal fires, much of

it in the open or in open shed-kitchens,

it's possible (as Carrillo pointed out)

for moderns with fireplaces or with gas

stoves to adapt the old era recipes to

the new era devices.

HIGH among the Santa Monica hills,

with a wide vista of rolling country

starred with distant lights and of black

sea with a track of golden moon, the

house that Leo built is a perfect ex-

ample of the architecture and furnish-

ings that pleased his forebears.

The Carrillo home, for instance, is of

adobe; mud bricks dried in the sun

—

an ideal construction for a sub-tropical

land because the four-foot walls insure

cool rooms shaded from sun glare.

Scooped in these walls are deep-set

windows and, inside the rooms, lots of

huge fireplaces. This "ranch house"

ranks as a palacio, really, with its

strongly tinted draperies, its great rugs

on wood and tiled floors, its carved

oak and mahogany Spanish furniture,

most of it centuries old.

Beyond the kitchen doorway, Car-

rillo was busy over the soup. Around
him he had collected copper pots and
earthenware dishes, as well as an array

of steel wire spits for the barbecue.

From the red and green peppers, the

Mexican spices and herbs, the meat,

the garlic cloves, the rice and chicken,

he was concocting a variety of viands.

They included "caldillo." The name is

an endearing diminutive which means,

as it were, a "nice little soup." He
reached out for the "oregano" ac-

cented on the second syllable with a

short "e"—with which to season the

mixture; oregano, or Mexican sage.

BUBBLING with humor, as the soup

bubbled on the stove, his wit pun-

gent as the herbs about him, Carrillo

said blithely that another logical dish

after soup would be aroz con polio;

rice with chicken. There'd be carne

assada, likewise; broiled meat, barbe-

cued—with two kinds of sauce. Some-
times one might have a tamale pie in-

stead of, say, the fri joles. Plenty of tor-

tillas, naturally, the Mexican griddle-

cake equivalents of bread.

"You make a small cornucopia of the

tortilla," he explained, "you fill it with

frijoles. And you have a Spanish ice

cream cone!"

Save Big Money on

WINDOW SHADES

Buy 15* CLOPAYS
AT 5 AND 10c and NEIGHBORHOOD STORES EVERYWHERE

Only CLOPAYS Have These

Amazing Advantages*

* TMAGINE having fresh, lovely-look-

_L ing shades at. every window all the

time, for a fraction of what it used to

cost! Yes, you can! Actually get 10
window shades for the price of one . . .

and they look like cosily linen! Wear 2
years and more. No wonder thousands
of women everywhere are switching to

15c Clopays . . . the gorgeous new win-
dow shades made of an amazing new
cellulose material that looks like costly

linen. Clopays won't crack, won't pin-

hole, won't fray or curl. Everybody
mistakes them for expensive shades . .

.

vet Clopays cost only 15c ... in full

6-foot lengths . . . ready to attach to

old rollers in a jiffy with Clopay's pat-

ented gummed strip . . . that needs no
tacks or tools . . . Buy beautiful 15c

Clopays at 5 and 10c and neighbor-

hood stores everywhere. Your choice

of many lovely patterns and plain

colors. Ready to attach to roller, only

15c each. Roller and brackets, 15c

extra. Write for FREE color samples
... to Clopay Corp.,
1250 York Street, Cincin-
nati, Ohio.

CLOPAYICe
WINDOW SHADES III

I Good Housekeeping]
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1 Couldn't Sit,

Couldn't Stand,

CouldiitEven

LieDown!

. . . The Suffering I
Had to Bear in Secret"

WHAT atoll Piles take! The pain is excru-

ciating and a drain physically and men-
tally. The sad part about this affliction is that,

on account ofthe delicacy ofthe subject, many
hesitate to seek relief. Yet nothing is more
fraught with danger than a bad case of Piles,

ending, as it may, in serious trouble.

Real treatment for Piles is to be had today
in Pazo Ointment. Pazo not only relieves the

pain, soreness and itching, but it tends to

correct the condition as •well. Pazo works be-

cause it is threefold in effect. First, itis soothing,

which relieves the soreness and inflammation.

Second, it is lubricating, which tends to soften

hard parts and make passage easy. Third, it is

astringent, which tends to reduce the swollen
blood vessels which are Piles.

Pazo comes in collapsible tube with special

Pile Pipe; now also, for the first time, in
suppository form, 14 to the box. Those who
prefer suppositories will find Pazo supposito-

ries better than anything they have ever used.

Send for Trial Tube—All drug stores sell Pa2oin-Tubes
and Pazo Suppositories. But a liberal trial tube will be
sent on request. Just mail coupon below and enclose
10c (coin or stamps) to help cover packing and postage.

MAIL!Grove Laboratories, Inc.

Dept. 19-F-2, St. Louis, Mo.

Gentlemen: Please send me trial tube Pazo. I en-

close 10c to help cover packing and postage.

ADDRESS..

CITY. STATE. ---
This offer is good in U. S. and Canada. Canadian
residents may write H. R. Madill & Co., SJ, Welling-
ton St., West, Toronto. Ont.

For dessert, little Spanish panoches

or apple turnovers; some preserved

rind, pumpkin rind, and preserved

fruits. Agoodmeal.no? Coffee—but,

mind you, made exactly right. And
then, to top off: "A Spanish cigarette

rolled about the size of a soda foun-

tain straw. Finally, a siesta. And dream
of those you care about."

Here are some of the recipes handed
down in the Carrillo family since the

far days when hidalgoes owned the

Pacific shore line from Santa Barbara

to San Diego.

Caldillo

Frijoles con Queso Aroz con Polio

Carne Assada

Tortillas Olives

Panoches

Preserved Pumpkin Rind

Preserved Fruits Coffee

CALDILLO

Wash jerked venison (or dried beef)

;

drain in collander; put in oven and toast

it to dry well. Mash with hammer to

shred it. Meanwhile, you've chopped
together a large pan of green onion, a

little garlic, and green peppers to

taste; fry this with the shredded jerked

meat, adding a small can of solid

packed tomatoes. Cook about'ten min-

utes, add water and let it boil like

soup. Add, for extra flavor, oregano or

Mexican sage. You will need a deep
pan, of course. If there's a Mexican
section in your town, you can probably

buy jerked beef there, and possibly

jerked vension, and certainly oregano.

FRIJOLES CON QUESO

Buy the small, Spanish, pink beans

—

the frijolitos. Soak then overnight, two
inches of water over the top of them.

Next day you may have to add a little

water but don't take any water out

—

put in a pinch of soda and boil for about
three hours, "till you can bust one be-

tween your fingers and thumb." A mess

of these beans Ought to last a week, if

you want them to do so, because for a

meal you put a ladle full of them into

a frying pan of hot lard, squash them
so that they exude moisture, and let

them simmer slowly. Add salt, pepper,

garlic, and a big piece of American
cheese in the middle of the dish.

AROZ CON POLLO

Remember that a couple of cups of
rice are enough for four people. Wash
the rice well in collander until all the

white water disappears. While rice is

draining in collander, braise about two
handsful of onions, a pinch of garlic,

and a few green peppers; do not fry

these too much. In a pan of very hot
lard, fry the rice to a golden brown
and mix the two together. Or you can
fry the rice first and then add the rest

in the same pan.

Meantime, you have parboiled a

chicken about ten to twenty minutes; it

depends on the chicken. Add to the

rice a can of tomatoes, let simmer
about twenty minutes and cut down the

fire toward the end; never stir it. When
rice is about half done (after ten min-

utes)
,
put in the chicken in small pieces

—each about half the size of your hand.

Flavor all Spanish dishes of this kind

with oregano or quilantro; both are

varieties of sage.

CARNA ASSADA

(broiled meat, barbecued)

Use your own choice of meat. Car-
rillo uses shortribs, the kind with the

most meat on them. For preference,

thread the meat on a five-foot skewer

("assabor" in Spanish) and—whatever
you thread it on—cook over a hard-

wood fire after the fire has been re-

duced to coals and has no flames; if the

fire blazes up, sprinkle a little water to

reduce the flame. Turn the meat slowly

—and now comes the trick. You have
chopped a couple of handsful of pars-

ley very fine with a small amount of

garlic; salt it; float it in a bowl of olive

oil. Take a small green twig, the size of

your finger and about two feet long,

and make a swab by wrapping cloth

around the end of it; with this, dipped
in the olive oil bowl, occasionally paini

the meat as you roast it.

Prepare a sauce, called "salsa," from
peeled green chile peppers, solid

packed tomatoes, and onions. Chop all

these very fine; the onions should be
chopped to about the size of your little

fingernail. Add salt, one tablespoon

of vinegar, and serve with the meat.

Another sauce for this barbecue:

Scald red, dried chiles, or boil them a

little bit; put them through a collander

or a sausage machine, then extract the

juice by squeezing through cheesecloth.

The night before, or a couple of days,

before, take very big olives and punc-

ture each with fork, chop garlic to size

of a pin head, put garlic in jar with the

olives and let stand in olive oil. Add
these olives with chopped onions io

the red sauce (or the chiles), add salt,

and serve with meat.
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PRESENTING Luckyold Highlander

Marlyn Stuart that "that man is here again!"

That man being—

First Chief of his Clan—tradition says this old

Highland warrior never had a toothache! Tough,

chewy foods gave his teeth ample exercise—kept

them in prime condition! His descendants eat

soft, refined foods, giving teeth too little exercise.

WISE MODERNS CHEW DENTYNE -because Dentyne's

firmer consistency invites more vigorous chewing — gives

teeth and gums the active exercise they need! It stimulates

circulation in gums and mouth tissues, helps make them

firmer, healthier —and wakens the salivary glands, promot-

ing self-cleansing. Dentyne helps keep your teeth stronger,

healthier —and cleaner!

IT TASTES SO SPICILY TEMPTING -you'll be keen about

Dentyne's fragrant and delicious flavor! And the flat Dentyne

package (an exclusive feature) is

so exceptionally handy to slip into

your pocket or purse.

Oswald whose "Oh-h-h-h Yeah-h-h-h" convulses

radio audiences
-HOLLYWOOD STAFF PHOTO

HELPS KEEP TEETH WHITE — MOUTH HEALTHY

DENTYNE

1

DELICIOUS CHEWING GUM
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Your eyes

will open wide with wonder!
The picture you dreamed some day
you'd see . . . lovely to look at, lovelier

still as you listen! A musical romance
gay and magnificent, skimming in shim-
mering delight along the silvery Alpine
slopes! Spectacle so splendid, beauty
so breath-taking that it's all you've ever
longed for in entertainment ... as your
"One In A Million" girl finds the boy
in a million!

ARTHUR TREACHER
RAYMOND WALBURN

JOAN DAVIS
SIG RUMANN • ALAN HALE
LEAH RAY • MELVILLE COOPER
MAURICE CASS • GEORGE GIVOT

Directed by Sidney Lanfield
. . . who gave you "Sing, Baby, Sing",

"One InA Million", "Wake Up And Live"

Associate Producer Raymond Griffith

Screen Play by Boris Ingster and Milton Sperling

From the play "Dei Komet" by Attila Orbok

DARRYL F. ZANUCK in Charge of Production

Your guarantee of the best

in entertainment!

26 ACCEPT NO SUBSTITUTES! ALWAYS INSIST ON THE ADVERTISED BRAND!
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Tom Bfiomn
carry the romantic roles in Universal's mystery

drama, Too Clever To Live
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Hollywood's newest glamour
girl! That's what they call

Dorothy Lamour since her

sensational climb to motion
picture stardom within a year!

By WHITNEY WILLIAMS

LET an exotique wear a sarong

(pareu, to you, if you're French)

in a picture, and she's bound to

captivate the cash-customers.

Let that exotique be talented and
beautiful, possessed of a lovely singing

voice and a figure to dream about

—

let her, in short, be Dorothy Lamour

—

and she's little less than sensational.

If you think back a bit, to The Jungle

Princess, you'll readily recall Dorothy
as the native girl who sang so haunt-

ingly "Moonlight and Shadows.' 1 That

was her initial screen appearance, and
in that first picture Dorothy proved be-

yond doubt that she possessed that elus-

ive quality so essential to success on

the screen.

Without any of the mannerisms that

ordinarily brand the newcomer as such,

she sang her way into the hearts of all

who saw her. Quietly, yet convincingly,

she evinced a charm that at once rock-

eted her to a favored position among
the more glamourous ladies of the

screen.

That was why, when Samuel Soldwyn
began casting for the part of Marama
in The Hurricane, he immediately
selected Dorothy Lamour for the

muchly-coveted leading feminine role.

When Dorothy elected to don the

sarong of a Polynesian once again in

a picture, many of the wiseacres in

Hollywood sadly shook their heads.

"Too bad," they mumbled in their

beards. "She'll be typed, certainly,

doing another native girl role."

Dorothy, however, entertains other

ideas on the subject.

"I wouldn't have dared pass up the

chance," she declared. "It's the sort

of opportunity that strikes once in a

lifetime.

"When I finished 7"Ae Jungle Princess,

I never wanted to see another abbre-

viated costume. I was afraid producers

might think ! couldn't do anything but

native girls, and be known as a player

with more curve appeal than acting

ability. But that was some time ago. So

here I am, gone native once more and

enjoying it." [Continued on page 66]
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Hollywood Magazine again scoops the field

—this time with the only story you'll ever

read expounding Gary Cooper's views on

parenthood and his plans for his baby! "THE KID"
AS TOLD BY

GARY COOPER
TO S. R. MOOK

OUTSIDE, the sky was blue, the birds were
singing. Inside, on the set of Sou/s at

Sea, all was gayety and laughter. Gary
Cooper was being repeatedly dunked in the

make-believe sea, following the shipwreck at

the end of the picture. Each immersion was fol-

lowed by shouts and gales of laughter from the

extras who thought it was all too, too funny.

Between takes Gary and I went outside so he

could drip and dry off in comfort.

"Hey, Gary," I said, "what about your

baby?
"Well, what about it, Dick?" he asked

finally.

"What plans have you made for it?"

"You mean the baby?" he inquired vaguely,

as though he was not at all sure what I was
talking about.

"Yeah, sure—the baby," I replied patiently.

"Well, no plans at all. We're just waiting

—

waiting until September." And then he burst

out, "Gee, Dick, you don't just make plans. I

guess kids more or less make their own plans.

You don't get up a schedule for them—or any-

thing like that. They might think you were try-

ing to put something over on them and start

bawling. If you were foolish enough to make
plans, they'd change them for you."

GARY'S outburst was not as coherent as it

sounds. The shy, stammering, hesitant

Cooper is still shy, stammering and hesitant.

Approaching fatherhood hasn't changed him.

"No plans at all?" I persisted.

"None," he averred positively.

manded triumphantly.

Gary looked at me with something like

alarm. "Oh," he muttered vaguely, "we're

putting up an extra room right next to our

bedroom. You [Continued on page 78]



John Payne and Anne Shir-

ley will be married this fall

according to no lea an au-

thority than Anne herself

YOUNG love has lifted its bright

head in Hollywood. Anne Shirley

and John Payne are in love. They

will be married in the autumn.

"Tell me about it," I said to Anne
. . . Anne, nineteen, in blue slacks

and woolly blue sweater and little

t'acket with a sailor collar, her red-

>rown eyes, her red-lily hair as bright

as the diamond she wore on her

"promised" finger. And Anne told me
all about it, guileless and glad, no

shadows across that love nor her talk

of it.

"I fell in love," Anne said, simply.

As if, saying so, she had said it all.

She added, laughing, "we fell in love.

Do you know Johnny? Have you seen

him? Don't you think he is—well, sort

of a combination of Jimmy Stewart

and Ray Milland? All himself, of

course. Not like anyone else, not like

anyone else in the world. But if I had

to try to describe him to someone who
had never seen him, just to give an

idea of him, that's what I'd say . . .

he's wonderful, he's perfect. He's

L IN

L V £
SAYS ANNE SHIRLEY
TO GLADYS HALL

Hollywood doesn't believe that

Anne Shirley is in love, or that

she will get married— but Anne

does, and guileless and glad/ she

reveals why in this touching story

of her romance with John Payne

really perfect! He's so big and strong.

"Well, we met first, about a year

ago, at a party at Lee Bowman's. Lee
is a very nice boy. I'd been out with

him occasionally. He played the part

of Claudette's sort of sappy suitor in

/ Me/ Him In Paris, you know. Well,
we met at Lee's. We were both in

make-up, Johnny was making Hats Off
then. He said 'how do you do' and I

said 'how do you do'—and that was all.

Then we met again, a few months later,

at my birthday party. Johnny didn't

ask me to dance. I never thought
about whether he did or not. I didn't

think about him afterwards, either. It

wasn't love at first sight at all. But

it will be love at last sight, though,

and that's the best.

THEN, just eight weeks and five

hours ago today, we met again.

For the third time. And again at

Lee's. That afternoon Johnny said to

me 'do you ever eat?' 'Now and then,'

I told him. He said, 'Let's have dinner

together [Continued on page 74]
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the most

woman in

BECAUSE she is

a woman with

a remarkable
strength and tenacity

of purpose — because

she has intelligence to

follow a given course

once she has set it

—

Frances Farmer, at this

writing, gives indication

of becoming
misunderstood

Hollywood.

At present she is defi-

nitely a dual personality,

the real Frances Farmer, with

whom few people have
troubled themselves t o be-

come acquainted and, on the

other hand, a mythical person

created by ignorance and heed

less gossip.

Therefore, it's time to get ac-

quainted with the real Frances

Farmer and to forget the woman
who is merely a creation of idle

minds.

Frances, with the tenacity of a

bulldog as one of her characteristics,

is not only going to make good in mo-
tion pictures, but she's going to make
a name for herself on the stage.

The idea of becoming an actress

came to her when she was 14 years old

—

a stockish, not very attractive high school

sophomore. She forthwith went to the

attic of her family's Seattle home, exer-

cised to banish the stockiness until she

was exhausted, sought out her very prac-

tical mother in the kitchen and announced:
"I'm going to get thin. I'm going to be

an actress. You just wait and see."

32

"You'll forget that," replied her mother.

But her mother was wrong. Frances didn't

forget. And, from that time on, an acting

career was the definite, sincere goal of her

ife.

TODAY, in Hollywood, people say that

Frances has a tremendous ego, that she

is temperamental, that she won't co-

operate. Let's consider all of these

charges, any one of them apt to spell

ruin to her.

The charges of ego can be dismissed

with a short story.

The other day I drew an assignment

and went to Frances with it. In ex-

planation of what I wanted, I began:

"Frances, I've got to have some

material from you and the other

stars
—

"

She smiled.

"Then you'd better go and see

the stars," she replied.

There was no ring of false

modesty. There was no thought

of not co-operating. That was

just a plain statement of fact.

You never get anything from

Farmer but fact. She won't,

for the sake of a publicity

story, say things that she

doesn't feel. She wouldn't

do things which in ordi-

nary life she wouldn't do,

for the sake of attracting

{ attention.

And she won't enter into

any of the other Holly-

wood fol-de-rol for the

purpose of being seen.

[Continued on page 70]
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Enshrined in the heart of Hollywood

is Lionel Barrymore who, as writer,

director, and actor has spent twenty-

eight of his fifty-nine years in making

motion pictures and making friends

*
*

IN
HOLLYWOOD, a man is known

by the friends he keeps. Lionel

Barrymore's -friends are legion and

they come from every walk in life, yet

all have this much in common. They
are without pretense, honest and sin-

cere. At the head of the list, stands

Frank Stevens, his stand-in, and Clark

Sable, the star.

Clark is his closest friend. Lionel

discovered him and started him on his

way to fame. Clark has not forgotten

and whenever a role

appears in his scripts

that seems to fit

Lionel, he insists that

he be cast for it.

We had talked

with Lionel one
afternoon during the

filming of Saratoga.

He told us that he

had been suffering

considerable pain
from an old knee in-

jury. And he had
spent the previous

day in the dentist's

chair.

Sitting there,

waiting for his call,

made up like an old

man, he seemed so

worn, that we won-
dered secretly if he
would be able to go
through h I s lines.

Then the director

called him to take

his place and he was
just like a flrehorse

waiting for the sig-

nal. He completely
dominated the

scene. After it was
over, Clark patted
him on the back.

"You old hoss
fhiefl" he chided, as

they crossed the
sidelines for a mo-
ment's rest.

OCTOBER, 1937

By MARY SHARON

While we waited for his return,

we talked with Frank Stevens, his

stand-in.

"I am the only stand-in Lionel has

ever had," he told us pride-fully, "I

have worked with him for eleven years.

In the beginning, I used to free lance

around the studios. Whenever I had

a chance to work some place else,

Lionel would do his own standing-in,

so the studio would not put some
other man in my place."

During his years in

Hollywood, Lionel

has helped so many
people over little

bumps, that he is

universally beloved.

Yet he is quiet to the

point of being self-

effacing.

H E
,'

E DOESN'T care

and can count on one

hand, the interviews

he has given. Yet

one of the studio

publicity writers is

one of his best
friends.

This writer tells

me that Lionel does

not despise publicity

by any means, but

he has lived long

enough to know that

fame and acclaim

are not too im-

portant. He gets far

more actual joy

from h i s etchings

and his music, than

he does from pre-

mieres or banquets

in his honor.

When the Acade-
my gave him their

coveted award for

his role of the father

in A Free Soul, this

writer hunted a I I
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Lionel Barrymore, Clark Gable and Cliff Edwardi in a scene from Saratoga, the

M-G-M racetrack picture in which Gable and the late Jean Harlow are co-starred

over the lot for him, to tell him about

it. He finally found him in a little

cubbyhole of a room he had fixed up

over one of the sound stages, working

away on an etching of a ship. He was

much more engrossed in getting the

proper lines around the masthead on

the vessel, than in hearing about the

Academy prize.

It was this role in A Free Soul that

resulted in his returning to acting. He
had launched a successful ca-

reer as a director. Every

picture he made was a success

from both an artistic and a

box-office standpoint. Among
others, he directed The Rogue
Song starring Lawrence
Tibbett and Madame X star-

ring Ruih Chatterton.

One day, he was given the

script of A Free Soul to read.

The role of the father in the

story gripped his imagination.

It began to haunt him. Finally,

he went to the front office and
told them he wanted to play

that father.

Lionel excels in father roles.

Perhaps he has gained h i s

understanding through the

34

manner in which he has fathered the

Barrymore clan. They all look to him

in emergencies and he never fails to

see them through.

HIS studio-dressing-room is filled

with prints and landscapes, mostly

marine studies. One of his etchings

was included last year by the Society

of American Etchers in New York, in

the "Hundred Best Prints of the Year."

X

There is a story behind his studio

dressing-room. He discovered it while

he was directing. Originally, it was

used as a store-room for props and
Lionel moved in an easel and worked

there. When the studio wanted to give

him some reward for his fine work in

A Free Soul all that he wanted was

permission to fix up this little room for

his art studio.

it is reached by an arduous climb,

which is not so good for his

knee sometimes, but it does

give him sanctuary and quiet

when he wants to be alone.

When he was a young man,

he was athletic and the ma-

jority of his friends were prize-

fighters and wrestlers. He
liked to box and wrestle with

them in friendly fashion.

It is his one boast that he

was knocked out once by John

L. Sullivan. They were great

friends [Continued on page 68]

Lionel Barrymore as he appeared in

Devil Doll

HOLLYWOOD



MEN WHO
LOUIS B. MAYER'S decisions and

moves have more than once de-
' termined a trend for the whole pic-

ture industry. Therefore the big, trans-

atlantic game he is now playing has

Hollywood sitting up nights figur-

ing.

Here are important facts, gleaned

as the M-S-M studio head boarded a

plane for New York tocatch a fast liner

for England:

Robert Taylor is due, quickly, to go
to London and star in Yank at Oxford,

in the giant, modern M-G-M studio

opening there. Bob's comment is brief:

"It's okay with me, so long as I play an

American part. I'd make a poor Duke

or a poor Welsh miner. No matter

where I go or what I do, I suspect I'll

always remain plain American."

Spencer Tracy's first picture abroad

is set. It will be Shadow of the Wing,
with full co-operation from the British

Royal Air Force. This ought to be

duck-wing soup for Spencer.

It's definitely decided that Clark

Gable will follow his famous pals, but

Clark's story hasn't yet been picked.

A dozen questions arise. Important

ones include:

What lucky girls will play opposite

these three top-of-the-world male

stars?

Will the American M-G-M studio re-

ceive top-ranking English stars to try

their talents in Hollywood?
And will our girl stars go abroad?

IT
SEEMS sure that the most popular

women actresses in England and

Europe will receive tests to determine

their suitability for these marvelous

roles. That may mean new glamour
girls for world-wide famel Garbo, Die-

trich, Rainer—many other scintillants

—came to us from abroad.

It's reasonable to suppose that, with

studios running full blast on both sides

the Atlantic, M-G-M will make the

swapping of stars a two-way matter.

Look for an English vogue in Holly-

wood!
Metro's galaxy of women- stars

—

some of the best of them

—

will take

picture-making trips to England. De-

tails are not decided yet.

Another certain fact: British-made

Metro pictures will sparkle with the

technique and snap-pace of American
production methods. Directorial, writ-

ing, artistic and mechanical genius will

OCTOBER, 1937
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The course of movie empire has

been changed more than once by
the decisions of Louis B. Mayer,
M-G-M studio genius — and
unless all Hollywood signs fail,

it will soon be changed again!

By LUPTON}. WILKINSONIPTONi W I L I•

THE STARS
be loaned from Culver City to London
—in quantity.

What does this new development
mean in the future of motion pictures?

LOUIS B. MAYER is famous as "the

man who can't be interviewed."

About his company's policies he talks

less than Ol' Man River. However, the

day he left for England he did say, ex-

clusively for this magazine:

"Hollywood brings the world to the

United States and the United States to

the world. This interchange—of writ-

ing brains, talent, music, traditions

—

is important to world peace. It is

equally important to good entertain-

ment which knows no geography and
has no international boundary lines."

That stirs the imagination. Will

Hollywood some day be a sort of clear-

ing-house, a talent-exchange station,

for picture-making in every country?

The English experiment is being

watched with held breath, because the

idea is big and because its author has

a record for doing big things—success-

fully.

"L. B." is an old ocean-jumper. When
his company was first formed, in 1924,

one of the assets was a picture being

filmed in Italy. One million dollars had

already been spent on it. Mayer crossed

the ocean, took a look, fired the scen-

arist and hired Frances Marion. He
ditched a world-famous star and put in

an unknown extra—Ramon Novarro. A
new ace director crossed the ocean.

Ten thousand critics called Mayer
crazy.

After another year's work in Italy,

Mayer transported the whole company
to Hollywood, built a Coliseum that

made Nero's seem cheap, and finished

Ben Hur. The most daring gamble in

movie history, that single picture put

the new comapny on a solid financial

basis, where it has stayed.

AT THAT time one company was

spending millions for famous

writers, and advertising them. Another

was placing its main hope in great di-

rectors. Mayer said: "The star's the

thing!" People laughed at Metro's

motto: "More Stars than There Are
in Heaven," but the policy of develop-

ing and exploiting vivid screen per-

sonalities has helped keep Mayer's

studio always in the top flight.

How about [Continued on page 76]
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times before—and those fights had ended with him

on the losing end. The man in his corner saw his

rising wrath, tried to cool him down, but they

failed.

He went thoroughly, blindly mad as the next round

opened, advanced swinging wildly. His calm oppo-

nent watched for an opening, found it, whipped a

left hook to the stomach. The black-haired boy

doubled. The crowd, seeing the end approaching,

rose, cheered the victor. As the mad fighter buckled,

the tranquil one swung and clipped him on the point

of the jaw.

George Raft folded neatly to the canvas and was

counted out.

Today, we relived that scene in his dressing room,

George and I. George was busy explaining himself

by incident, anecdote and allegory, which is his

manner of getting his points across. It's very graphic

—and highly successful.

"Now, I get to the point," he said. "First, that

beating was the last one I ever took. I knew I should

quit before I got slaphappy. But that wasn't the

important part of it. It taught me that if I was going

to get along in the ring or out of it, I had to hang onto

my temper. I had a wow of a temper. I've still got

most of it, but it's getting more and more under

control.

"A fighter learns never to fight when out of the

ring. He learns it isn't good business. Since I've

come into pictures, I've held my punches plenty. I

want peace. I don't want to fight, either with words
or with fists. I want to give the other guy a break I

don't start burning until I think the other fellow is

wrong, whether the other fellow happens to be some-
body I work with or a whole studio."

"Then," says George, [Continued on page 72]

George Raft, Gary Cooper and
Frances Dee in a scene from

Paramount's stirring historical

maritime drama Souls at Sea

HE DOESN'T
WANT TO

G H T
By MATTHEW KAY

FOR several rounds the sleek, black-hair

boxer had staged a canny campaign.
Then, as the end of his twenty-second

professional battle drew near, he dis-

covered that the man he faced had split

his ear. He saw red, just as he had seven
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MENACE
FROM

NORWAY

They're gambling a two-million dollar production at

the Goldwyn Studios that slim, blonde Sigrid Gurie

who has never acted before a motion picture

camera in her life, will make good in The Adventures

of Marco Polo ! Meet the new star of the North

!

SHARING responsibility for a two

million dollar production with

Gary Cooper is a slim little

blonde who has been in Hollywood less

than a year from Norway and who
never before has acted in a motion

picture.

She is Sigrid Gurie and she is un-

impressed by the size of the stake

Samuel Goldwyn is gambling that she

will make a striking success in The

Adventures of Marco Polo. She is.

pleased with her own American ad-

venture and delighted with the strange

and fascinating work which keeps her

engrossed at the studio. But flabber-

gasted? No.
Not only has Sigrid brought

new, golden beauty to Hollywood
with truly regal grace, she is a

princess of the screen who lives

incognito in the cinema capital.

"I have no social life here," she said

with a smile that expresses cordial

charm and which never quite leaves.

"I am asked not to make new acquain-

tances in Hollywood and not to go out

evenings to night clubs and not to go
to parties. So I have just kept to

myself. Except for the friends I have

made at the studio, of course."

Since her arrival in Hollywood last

September, Miss Gurie has lived her

hermit's life at Goldwyn's request.

No, she isn't planning to follow the

example of her fellow Scandinavian,

Greta Garbo, whom she has not met.

Sigrid does not want to be alone.

When the film is finished, Hollywood
society can expect the debut of a

gracious, friendly miss who is eager

to meet the charming people she has

Sigrid Gurie as fhe

Princess Kukachin in

The Adventures of

Marco Polo

heard so much about.
They'll like her.

"Mr. Goldwyn explained
that he wanted me to ap-
pear in The Adventures of

Marco Polo, exactly as I

was when we signed our
contract," Sigrid said. "It is hard for
me to imagine how I might change by
making more friends, but it is natural,
I suppose, to be influenced by people
one likes. Since I've said I would,
anyway, I can wait."

Accepting a bargain without re-

bellion seems to be characteristic of
Sigrid.

OF COURSE it is lonely some-
times," Sigrid admitted. "My

maid is nice company and I have ex-

changed home dinners with my studio
friends, to be sure. I'm not in soli-

tary confinement. But there are hours
when I would like to be with someone
—and there is nobody. I read a lot."

All that will be different when Marco
Polo is finished. Unless all the town's
eligible [Continued on page 67]
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THE MOST DANGEROUS MEN

EDWARD EVERETT HORTON: American,

Height 6 ft., Age 48. Shifty grey eyes; ejr-

citable; single; assumes role of neurotic, med-
dlesome, irresponsible society type. Uses

double-talk. Well mannered, soft spoken but

particularly dangerous to romantic scenes where

the heroine and hero wish to be alone

HENRY ARMETTA: Italian-American, Height

S:10, Age 49. Extremely nervous, fidgety,

always worried, veteran assassin of the blues.

Never tails to throw others into utter confusion

and so clever is he that he immediately domi-

nates every scene the moment he enters pic-

ture. Married. Children. Dangerous. (At large)

ERIC BLORE: English, Height S:10, Age 49.

Usually works as butler or valet to become
intimate with associates then ruins serious

scenes with his skillful manipulation of laughs.

Has gained access to best social circles in

Hollywood studios. Frequently seen with

ihe ex-gangster Edward Arnold. (At large)

./X^
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CHARLES RUGGLES: American, Height S:11,

Age 48. Grey hair; blue-grey eyes. Frequently

plays role of a drunk or a tramp to gain

entrance to better pictures then proceeds to

steal best scenes by tricks and smart talk.

Dangerous in any society. Long record for

picture stealing. Last seen at Paramount

ALAN MOWBRAY: English war veteran,

Height 6 ft., blue eyes, Age 43. Married.

Employs wide variety of disguises. Frequently

seen as mad inventor or butler. Poker face and

assumes dumbness to gain inside information

on romantic scenes. Prankster, life of the party

type. Extremely dangerous. (At large)

BEN BLUE: American, Height S:08, Age 36.

Former musician and dancer. When vaudeville

died took up residence in Hollywood and

operates with comedy gang at Paramount. Plays

dumb, working men characters. Unexpectedly

turns up in comedy-drama and always walks off

with scenes. Frequently violent. (At large)
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IN HOLLYWOOD
Filmland's Rogue's Gallery Contains Many
Famous Faces. When These Scene Stealers Get

to Work Taylor, Gable and Power Haven't a

Chance. (Watch Out For Them)

50798
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LEO CARRILLO: American, Height 6 ft., Age
4S. Descendant of early California family and

admitted bandit and badman. Assumes light-

hearted, care-free attitude to meet leading

stars in pictures and then steals scenes with

abandon providing clever alibis when caught.

Has terrorized many quiet dramas. (At large)

HERMAN BING: German-American, Height

6 ft., Age 48. Usually seen as exciteable,

sputtering shopkeeper or cook. Adopts various

disguises to get into best pictures then steals

scenes feigning ignorance when caught. Re-

cently left Hollywood, but threatens another

attack on gloom when he returns. (At large)

FRANK McHUGH: Irish-American, Height

S.08, Age 38. Married. Children. Usually

seen at race tracks, aboard ships and back

stage in theatrical productions where his care-

tree manner gains him advantages. Best known

for stealing serious scenes with untimely appear-

ance in gleeful state. Dangerous. (At large)

ANDREW DEYINE (alias Gravel Throat):

From Arizona, Height 6:01, Age 31. Former

lite guard, football player, radio croaker, golfer

and "heavy". Popular with athletic stars of

pictures. Fast worker. Recently known to have

stolen Jack Benny radio show and war film, Road

Back. Dangerous comedy character. (At large)

HUGH HERBERT (alias V/oo-VYoo): American,

Height, 5:08, Age 49. Given entire lite to

stealing scenes both stage and screen. Usually

works os good-natured, paternal, business man.

Inventive mind and frequently uses own crea-

tions to ruin seriousness of dramatic scenes.

One of famous Warner comedy mob. Dangerous

DICKIE MOORE: American, Height 4:03, Age
9. Raised as scene stealer from infancy. Be-

cause of extreme youth usually given warm
welcome into best pictures then proceeds to

steal scenes and hearts of audience employing

filmdom's most beautiful brown eyes with devas-

tating effect. Must be watched. (At large)

I
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ANOTHER HOLLYWOOD MAGAZINE SCOOP!

FREDDIE AND I—
THE

TRUTH

TOLD

ON APRIL 4th last

Freddie Bar-

t h o I o m e w
legally became my
adopted child with the

consent of his parents.

This is the first time

that I have ever told

something of the truth

behind the litigation

that has unfortunately

centered around his

young head during the

past fifteen months and
which I am afraid is

still unended. All the

lawyers expenses of the

entire case have been
placed upon his young
shoulders and this state of affairs I am contest-

ing.

I have no wish to re-open the matter of the

case which Freddie's father and mother brought

against me last year. Suffice it to say that the

courts decided that it would be in the boy's

interests to remain with me—and that since

that decision was made the parents have done
their best to show that they now have Freddie's

happiness and welfare at heart.

Before this case I had already set aside from
Freddie's earnings about twenty-six thousand
dollars for his future. I was happy in the knowl-

edge that my fight for recognition for him that

I had waged without ceasing ever since I first

GUY

Millicent Bartholomew, aunt

and parent-by-adoption of

Freddie Bartholomew, re-

veals, for the first time, as-

tonishing facts behind the

court battles over the world-

famous juvenile screen star! adopted son. He is

happier today than he

has ever been in his life

in the certain knowledge that I whom he has

loved (as a mother) all through the past ten

years of his childhood, am now really his. But

at what a sacrifice!

You may sit back and feel envious of his

position—and more. Freddie Bartholomew, a

film star at 131 Earning $1,250 a week! What a

fortune! Many a family lives for a year on

what he makes in a week! That is only too true.

Yet I am forced now to realize, unless my
present fight is successful, that in a few years

time many of those $25 a week families may be
better off than we.

Let me state my side of the case to correct

those erroneous state- [Continued on page 62]
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THE SCREE N'S BEST

b n t f
Contrary to gossip, Bette Davis is not the great

star determined to have her own way regardless

of others—she's as "regular" as a trouper

By ARTHUR JANISCH

WOULD you believe that Bette

Davis spends her spare time

pinching tender plants to see

them shrink and wither, scowling

fiendishly at gentle old ladies, and
making babies cry?

Of course not, yet—some people

seem to think that the reason Bette

makes such a success of roles like that

in Of Human Bondage is because that

is the way she is in real I ifel

Bette Davis, more so, perhaps, than

any other star in Hollywood is un-

changed by the roles she portrays on

the screen.

She would not, could not, be the

great actress she is if she were like her

screen characters in real life.

Authority for that statement is none

other than Paul Muni.

"One must look at the character he

is to portray," says Muni, "with the de-

tached, analytical viewpoint of the

intelligent observer. A real thief on

stage or screen would not look like a

real thief. He would not be an actor;

he does not understand why he is a

thief. The actor analyzes the charac-

ter of the thief; he is great as an actor

because he can project the person-

ality of the thief over that of his own
personality.

"ft is ridiculous to assume that an

actor in real life is like the character

he portrays. Being an actor, he dis-

cards his character when he discards

his make-up. Were he not to do this

he would not be an actor and there is

no place on stage or screen for those

who are not actors."

Bette Davis is a fiery individual, de-

termined in her likes and dislikes, yet

kind and considerate.

ANEW man assigned to work on

one of Bette 's pictures often is

ready to admit that he is prepared to

dislike her. Bette is not unpopular in

Hollywood, but Hollywood is a city of

gossip and legends. Her contract dis-

agreement with Warner Bros, studio

—

which cost her at least $50,000—now
happily settled to the satisfaction of all

concerned—and other things occa-

sionally are distorted to the detriment

of Bette.

But the new man meets Bette, con-

vinces her he is a "regular" and comes
back extolling her praises.

To return to her acting ability—she

looks at all pictures with a keen,

analytical mind. If things are not to

her liking she gets what she wants by

her determination which knows no ob-

stacles. She is not the great star

determined to have her own way re-

gardless of the rights of her demands;

invariably she is right, as all who have

worked with her will testify.

In That Certain Woman, she por-

trayed a secretary in the smart offices

of a dignified corporation. It was

decided that Bette was to wear her hair

in a page boy's bob, smooth and sleek

with the [Continued on page 65]





5. For fhe leisure hour Prhcilla Lane wears

wool challis lounging pajamas, of navy blue

with a clever Dutch boy and girl motif in

watermelon, Nile green and white—on ensemble

indispensable to the fair co-ed's wardrobe

2. The necessity for a sleek, sophisticated formal is answered

in this steel blue satin with intricate neckline, and smooth

hipline. Priscilla Lane wears with it a corsage of a single

orchid combined tastefully with lilies of the valley

3. An ideal dress for fhe college girl's wardrobe is this dance

frock of tissue paper taffeta, modelled by Rosemary Lane,

Sparkle is added with silver stitching in a floral pattern

4. Just the thing for the football game is this fur coat of

cream and brown tones with intricately cut collar, broad shoul-

ders and belled sleeves. It is modelled by Rosemary Lane

6. Indispensable to the co-ed is this sweater and skirt outfit.

The sweater Rosemary Lane wears is a carmel shade, the skirt

is made of wood brown wool, and the jacket is old gold suede



BARELY out of her teens, and after

having supported her family since

the age of twelve, little Miss

Roche! le Hudson finds herself a Fox

star, earning a salary of four fig-

ures a week, and yet so wretchedly

unhappy that she can't sleep at night!

At first glance this would seem to
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be a treatise on "Uneasy Lies the

Head that Wears a Bank Account,"

but Rochelle finds nothing amusing or

superficial in her situation.

The troubles of this diminutive bru-

nette are very real to her. As real

as the doubts that assailed Joan Craw-
ford in 1932; for oddly enough there

SHE'S
QUEEN
OF THE

By HALE HORTON

Rochelle Hudson has been
playing"Cops and Robbers" in

class B pictures for so long

that every time a car backfires

she rushes for her make-up kit

is a certain strong parallel between
Rochelle's career and the career of the

dynamic Joan.

Our most vivid recollection of Miss

Rochelle Hudson dates from early in

1931, when she was under contract to

RKO. She was a rather gangling,

wide-eyed kid of thirteen or fourteen,

then. Previously she had been signed

by Fox; signed because of the intrigu-

ing loveliness of her face and her fine

singing voice. And then she was
dropped, without having sung a song.

Whereupon RKO gave her a contract.

We found her youthful enthusiasm con-

tagious although clothed with a dig-

nity strange in one of her age. She
was sure of herself, but not cockily so.

Rather it seemed that her sureness

emanated from a deep inner faith in

her eventual success, a strong life-

giving belief that she simply could not

fail.

WHEN next we interviewed her,

she was wondering rather wist-

fully if ever she would be allowed to

sing. "After all," she pointed out,

RKO also signed me because of my
voice! Of [Continued on page 54]
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Irene Dunne, "Gracious

Lady of the Screen"
reveals the secrets of

lovelier hands— their

care and their training

IRENE DUNNE'S hands look

exactly as you would expect

them to look — don't they?

Beautifully shaped, perfectly
groomed, graceful.

It is no exaggeration to say

that hands reveal even more of

one's characteristics and per-

sonality than the face or eyes.

And while their structure remains

unchangeable, the impression
which the hands create depends
for the most part on grooming, suppleness and the manner
in which they are used. Fortunately, these are attributes

which can be cultivated or corrected.

All modern girls appreciate the importance of soft,

smooth hands tipped by glistening nails. Lovely hands are
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ANN VERNON

as much in the fashion picture

as autumn hats. But many girls

do slip into lazy habits of care,

with unfortunate results . . . and
a great many more never take

the trouble to school their hands

in graceful gestures. It is day-

by-day care that keeps the hands

youthful and unlined, the cuticle

smooth, and the nails strong and

healthy. And it is thoughtful

attention to mannerisms that

creates poise and grace.

Irene Dunne keeps her hands always perfectly groomed
with at least one manicure a week and systematic home care.

While not working, she lives a simple, average life—manages
her house and her child, gardens, and indulges in her
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favorite sport, golf. But her hands are

never made to suffer by these activi-

ties.

"The texture of the skin is of utmost

importance to attractive hands," Irene

says, "and I wear gloves at all times

when this is endangered. I do my gar-

dening with gloves and also wear them
when playing golf. For driving I wear

a pair of white, cream-impregnated
gloves which not only protect but help

to soften the hands.

"The use of a bland soap that does

not rob the skin of its natural oils is

another important consideration," she

continued. "After washing and drying

my hands I always shape the cuticle

around my nails with a

damp towel and then

apply an old-fashioned

hand lotion, rubbing it

in thoroughly."

Irene feels that regu-

lar massage and intelli-

gent exercises for sup-

pleness are a necessary

part of hand care. She

does the piano-scale ex-

ercise with precision and
thinks this is the best.

(Do this by crooking the

finger, raising it as high

as possible and bringing

it down with a sharp tap,

flexing each finger in

turn.) She also inter-

laces the fingers,
stretches them as far and
as hard as she can and
then does the piano ex-

ercise with her fingers

still interlaced. Besides

being an exercise, this

gives finger control.

One thing which she

never, never does is to

pry with her nails or use

them for a lever. She
says it gives her the

creeps when she sees

other girls doing it.

Irene keeps her hands
in repose as much as

possible and seldom makes an un-

necessary gesture. She explains that

although she is never conscious of her

hands, all gestures should come from
the mind. Nervous, fluttery move-
ments indicate lack of mental poise.

If you will watch Irene's hands on the

screen, I am sure you will be charmed
with their grace and beauty. Her cur-

rent picture is titled The Awful Truth,

a Columbia production.

"I suggest that the girl with a spe-

cial date take the time to change
polish and manicure her nails," Irene

says. "It will do as much for the pick-

up feeling as fresh make-up.
"I, myself, use the lighter tones of
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polish, as I feel that they suit my type.

However, others can wear the brighter

and gayer tones to advantage and in

perfectly good taste. Even for active

sports I feel that bright polish is in

good taste and adds to the gayety of

the occasion."

Although Irene has professional
manicures, she always files her nails

herself, because she can shape them

Tricky rubber gadget protects

the toes when applying polish

When leaves come tumbling

down this girl uses a hand lotion

A cream prepared for nails and
cuticle keeps them conditioned

to her liking better than some one

else. She believes that the length and
shape of the nails should be in keep-

ing with the general contour of the

hand and that exaggeratedly long

nails detract from hand beauty. She
never allows her cuticle to be cut but

controls it with cuticle oil and gentle

shaping. Using a buffer regularly be-

fore applying polish helps to keep her

nails exquisitely smooth.

IF
YOU are inspired to follow Irene

Dunne's rules of hand care, remem-
ber, first, your gloves for tasks that

threaten the texture of your skin (rub-

ber gloves should be used for sloshy

kitchen work) and, second, the fre-

quent use of an emollient to replace

natural oils lost through exposure and
constant cleansing. Dry hands soon

become wrinkled hands—and wrinkled

hands are "old" hands! So keep a

bottle of hand lotion near the kitchen

sink, if you are doing housework, and
another bottle in the bathroom.
A lotion that has proven its worth

by many years of popularity is one

which you will find non-sticky and
quick-drying as well as delicately

fragrant. It works wonders on rough,

red skin and is an excellent preventive

against chapping for hands or face

when winter winds begin to blow. The
lotion, which is translu-

cent, comes in a familiar

crystal bottle with green

«K cap and can be pur-

chased at department or

drug stores. Drop me a

H note if you would like to

have the trade name.
This is a dandy family

item for year-'round use.

If nail brittleness is a

problem which makes
you despair of ever
having really attractive

hands, don't give up
until you have tried a

conscientious campaign
with a nail and cuticle

cream designed to

banish t h i s
* bugaboo.

The cream should be
massaged liberally into

the sides and base of the

nails each night before

going to bed and after

every manicure. It not

only helps to make your

nails resilient and strong

but is beneficial to the

cuticle in keeping it pli-

able and free from hang-

nails. The cream which

is nominal in price,

comes in a small, white-

on-black labeled
j
a r,

and you may have the

trade name upon request.

Frequently girls ask me if nail brit-

tleness is caused by the use of liquid

polish. According to the best scien-

tific opinion, the use of nail polish

has nothing whatsoever to do with

this condition. If your nails are

unusually "papery" or scaly, it is quite

probable that your diet is lacking in

certain important minerals. In that

case you should ask a physician to pre-

scribe a diet for you.

Here let me urge that you follow

Irene Dunne's advice in foregoing the

use of scissors on your cuticle. A good
cuticle remover of the oily type should

be used to [Continued on page 69]



SUCCESS
s i o r y
By GLADYS W. BABCOCK

Hollywood had almost forgotten Leon

Janney until it learned that this modest

young man had come into a $300,000

fortune. Here is an amazing success

story that is a tribute to modern youth

WHEN an enterprising Hollywood reporter

recently found out that various trust funds

had dumped some $300,000 into the lap

of Leon Janney there were a few folks who looked

blankly at each other.

Hollywood had almost forgotten Leon Janney.

Swiftly the news of a young man's good for-

tune spread and by nightfall there were a hun-

dred different versions of how this

quiet and unassuming young gent

had acquired his wealth on his

twenty-first birthday. Sud-

denly a young actor's

money had made him

important again and
fair weather friends

began to scratch their

heads hopeful that

they might "remem-
ber when" and find

it profitable to renew
an old acquaintance-

ship. To refresh the

*•**

/

^
(Above) Leon Janney as he appears today. (Left)

Leon os he looked when starring in the New York

stage success, Mulatto, in 193S

memories of those who may have forgotten,

or never heard, this little resume of a per-

severing young man's success story is written.

One reason so many in Hollywood had for-

gotten Leon Janney was that he had never been

a blow-hard, a show-off or a braggart. Another
was that he was pretty much a thoroughbred and

his boyish smile hid the emotion of an aching heart

about as often as it gave evidence of good health and
boyish enthusiasm.

'

AT THREE Leon was in vaudeville with his mother and father reciting with

unusual skill while his parents made wardrobe changes—that is, when local

labor boards did not forbid the exhibition of his infant talents. Tutored by his

parents, and attending schools in Utah when the show season was over, little,

curly-haired Janney showed such a liking for the movies in his early years that

when he reach nine Mother Janney felt there must a place in Hollywood studios

for her son to impress the whole wide world with his brilliance. Mrs. Janney
was not the only proud mother with this thought she soon learned. Day after

day she made the rounds of the studio casting offices searching for work for

herself and planning to exhibit Leon at every opportunity

hopeful that some director might see him and cast him for a

Leon as Penrod in the part. Casting directors, however, were either polite and

'Tsi^fc/fewTJ evasive or blunt and disinterested. "You can get kids like

not the qirl at the left
*na ^ f° r a dime a dozen," one casting director told her, then

h Anne Shirley changed his tune and gave Leon his [Continued on page 64]
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uj y m a n

They told Jane Wyman that

she had one chance in a

thousand of ever becoming

an actress— so she took -it

and now she takes her place

as a screen leading lady

!

By GENE O'BRIEN

JANE WYMAN read the first sen-

tence in her studio biography.

"Jane Wyman and Jesse James are

St. Joe's two most famous contribu-

tions."

The winsome, black-eyed Missouri

miss thought that over for a minute or

so.

"I see the publicity boys were kind

enough to give me top billing over

Jesse," she grinned, "but all the same,

I like to believe that there is some dis-

tinction between notoriety and fame.

The only train I ever held up in my life

was the one out of St. Joe to Los

Angeles and that was only long enough
for me to get on. Maybe the name of

Jesse James will last a lot longer than

mine, but the way he got the claim to

fame— I mean notoriety—rhe's welcome
to it."

Welcome to it or not, Jane had to

employ a bit of the James' technique to

get her start in pictures. Arriving in

Hollywood about the first thing she was

told was that her chances were about

one in a thousand of ever getting into

a studio as an actress. She practically

blackjacked an agent into accepting

her as a client. His reply to what he

considered a bad bargain was to order

her to take off twenty-five pounds.

"The pounds gradually vanished, but

only after a terrible battle," says Jane,

"and as a reward I found myself play-

ing in My Man Godfrey, and shortly

afterward, I signed my name to a long

term contract with Warner Bros."

TO PRODUCER MERVYN LEROY
goes the credit for detecting "star"

possibilities in the St. Joe beauty.

When the time came to cast for The

King and the Chorus Girl he found a

place for Jane as Babette, a French co-

quette. She did so well in that role

that when the producer began looking

around for a leading lady to play op-

posite Singing Kenny Baker in his first

starring vehicle, Mr. Dodd Takes the

Air, Jane was the only girl tested for

the role. [Continued on page 81]
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JOEL MM
does the finest acting of his career in

Dead End, a Samuel Goldwyn production



A scene from Zamboanga showing Moro girls playing in a small waterfall amidst the vegetation

peculiar to the Islands

Cast in leading roles are Danao, the pearl direr The wives of one of the fishermen shown pre-

and Minda, daughter of the ruler of Tictauban paring his fish basket which is woven by hand

Pearling Vintas as seen in Zamboanga coming home in the late afternoon breeze
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ZAMBOANGA
PROBABLY not one American movie fan in

a thousand knows that Manila, the Far

East's miniature Hollywood, is the headquar-

ters for several large motion picture producing

units and many lesser ones, and it should be a

matter of great pride to know that Americans,

as far away as the Philippines, are turning out

meritorious films, the latest of which is Zam-

boanga, produced by the Philippine Film Pro-

ductions, Inc., headed by two former circus

men, George F. Harris and Stewart Tait. They

have a modernly equipped studio.

Starting early in 1933, they developed their

technicians from among the native Filipinos

and have built up five or six native names until

they now are potent enough marquee ammuni-

tion to vie with American stars for the Fili-

pino "fan" mail and plaudits.

The native language features are produced

in "tagalog" (the most widely spoken native

language) and are usually well-known Filipino

stories. The cinema patron likes heavy drama

and a picture is usually judged a success when

it will bring tears streaming down the faces of

the theatre patrons.

To date, thirty-six "tagalog" features and

forty-three shorts have been completed by this

company. The shorts comprising comedies,

native ceremonies, special newsreel events and

a series of native life shorts made in color.

Early in June, 1936, knowing their ability to

produce authentic pictures of the Far East,

they transported twenty-five tons of equipment,

a full staff of technicians and their director to

the islands of the Sulu Archipelago. Actors

were recruited from among the Nomadic Moro

Sea Gypsies, who are wont to leave their homes

for months at a time and remain at sea pearl

diving and fishing.

Rushes were sent back to Zamboanga by

boat and then trans-shipped to Manila where

the lab developed them. The lab would wire

the agent in Zamboanga and he in turn would

send the report out to the location unit by Moro

fishermen.

During the months of filming, many accidents

and a few fatalities occurred among the Moro

actors. One pearl diver was trapped by a giant

mollusk, weighing over three hundred pounds

and died vainly trying to extract his leg from

its tenacious and powerful grip. Others were

dangerously hurt when too much enthusiasm in

the battle scenes on their part, swung their

Kris or Barong too lustily and their opponents

paid dearly for it. The production unit was

forced to set up a field hospital to take care of

the wounded.

Zamboanga will soon be shown to the Ameri-

can public. Further productions are planned

for the Igorote country and Borneo.

HOLLYWOOD
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—RAY JONES

Deanna Durb'm sings to the accompaniment provided by Adolphe Menjou
and Mischa Auer, two top footers in Universale 100 Men and a Girl

ROPING 'EM IN!

$75 Prize Letter

Dear Editor:

May I interrupt all the bravos for our famous

"first name" stars just a moment to- get in a

little handclap for a group of stars that are

known perhaps only to the boys and girls of

America?

Buck Jones, Tom Tyler, Ken Maynard and all

the boys of the boots and saddles.

Do my two boys and one girl rave about

Myrna Loy or Robert Taylor? They do not . . .

emphatically. But ask them about Buck, or Tom,

or Ken (Oh, yes, they are on very intimate terms

with their favorites) and they can tell you all

about them, the name of their last ten pictures,

the names of their horses.

Well, I say, thank Heaven for these stars

who eater to the youth of America. My little

Tommy doesn't have to be told to wash his

hands before coming to dinner. No, no . . .

you see, Buck Jones wouldn't do it . . . And

Bcbby vows he'll never smoke because he wants

to be a big swell man like Ken Maynard.

Any Saturday afternoon, just go to any of
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the neighborhood theatres, and the kids (bless

'em) are there rooting, and yelling and crying,

"Ride 'em Cowboy."

So I say too, "Ride 'em Cowboy" and thank

you for giving my kids . . . and I'm sure all the

kids of America, such grand entertainment . . .

and such splendid heroes to look up to.

Mrs. M. Mersich,

1708 Filbert Street,

San Francisco, California

Editor's comment: Judging from the number of

letters we receive each month, a great many

western fans are grown-up kids.

HERE'S HOW!

$70 Prize Letter

Dear Editor:

I think we are all sick and tired of reading

authorized articles by the movie stars about

how to keep a man interested, how to win a

husband, how to keep that said husband, how

to keep your man from running after other

females, how to
-
be happy though married, how

to prevent a divorce in your love nest, etc., etc.

Maybe the public is too eager and gullible

and the press agents are working themselves

overtime to secure all the opinions in these

articles. After all, movie stars are only human

beings and full of faults as the rest of we

mortals are, so why set them up as so full of

the perfect advicel Surely no class of people

have more divorces, more romances, and more

evidence of what not to do in order to be

content and stay happily married. It is quite

a let down to read an article by some noted

star on how to secure the great Perfect Romance

of your life and in a few weeks or months to

read of that same star securing a divorce from

the husband she referred so devotedly to in

her writing.

Edith Minch,

Box 45,

Belmont, Ohio

Editor's comment: As Miss Minch says: "Movie

stars are only human beings." Their reactions

to romance and marriage is news to them and

news to us.

A CURE FOR ACHES

$S Prize Letter

Dear Editor:

When will Hollywood producers realize that

they cannot skyrocket their pet proteges to fame

overnight? By casting them opposite high-

ranking stars of the motion picture industry

they are not helping them one single bit. They

are merely disappointing the movie-goers.

These selfsame producers instead of giving

them roles equal to new-comers' talents, insist

on handing them parts that the players can't

handle. They are hurting the younger players

chances and it is the surest road to ruin any

potential actor or actress can take. I, for one,

want to enter my plea for the "up-and-coming."

Let them earn their fame the slow, but safe way.

Barbara Roache,

Allston, Mass.

Editor's comment: Right you are, Miss Roache,

many young players would be well on their way

to stardom today if they had had the proper

start, with reasonable competition.

Dear Editor:

Bob Taylor and Clark Gable have been before

the public eye long enough. I admit that

Taylor and Gable are good actors, but so are

some of the other stars.

Just because all the gals think they look

like Greek gods is no reason for every magazine

in the United States to have their pictures,

opinions, likes and dislikes in every edition they

have printed. Maybe we (the readers) would

like to read about some other stars, but we
seldom get the chance.

No matter what magazine one may pick up

he most always finds either Taylor's or Gable's

picture in it. Don't get me wrong— I do like

these stars, but I dislike the idea of seeing them

continually as an insect under a microscope.

Give them a chance to be free. They are

human.

Dorcus Corwin,

258 Partridge St.,

Elmira, New York

Editor's comment: It's a nice thought to give

newcomers a break and we are including more

stories on new players each month. To com-

pletely ignore the favorites, however, would

bring the wrath of thousands down upon this

old grey haid. [Continued on page 77]
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LABORATORY TESTS on rats were

conducted for over three years . . .

« We fed rats a diet completely A Then we applied Pond's new "skin-

lacking in "akin-vitamin." Their ~ vitamin" Creams daily for three

skin grew harsh, dry, scaly—old weeks. The rats were still on a diet

looking. Under the microscope, the completely lacking in "skin-vitamin*'

oil glands were dried up. the tissues —yet, with just this application of the
of the skin were shrunken. t cream their skin improved. It became

smooth again, clear, healthy.

rSOW—t^isnew Cream

brings to Jibmen the active

"SkinAitamin"
Copyright, 1937, Pond's Extract Company
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V Under the microscope, the oil

*^ glands were seen to be healthy

again. The dried-up, flattened skin

cells were rounded out. The shrunk-
en tissues were normal again!

TOUR YEARS AGO, scientists

first learned that a certain known
vitamin heals wounds, burns, in-

fections—quicker and better.

They found that certain harsh,

dry conditions of the skin are due

to insufficient supply of this vita-

min in diet. This was not the "sun-

shine vitamin." Not the orange-

juice vitamin. Not "irradiated."

But the "skin-vitamin."

This vitamin helps your body
to rebuild skin tissue. Aids in

keeping skin beautiful.

Ofgreat importance towomen

Pond's requested biologists of high

standing to study what would be the

effects of this "skin-vitamin" when
put in Pond's Creams.

For over three years they worked.

Their story is told you above. Also

the story of the women who used the

new Pond's "skin-vitamin" Creams!

Today — we offer you the new

FINALLY we gave Pond's new "skin-
vitamin" Creams to women to try. For
four weeks they used the new creams
faithfully—women who had been using
other creams before. Three out of every
four of them asked for more. And these

are the things they said: "My skin is so
much smoother." "My pores are finer!"

"My skin has a livelier look now."

Pond's "skin-vitamin" Creams!

In the same Pond's Creams

The new Pond's "skin-vitamin"
Creams are the same creams you have

always known—with the active "skin-

vitamin" added. They are in the same
jar6, with the same labels—at the

same price. You use them the same
way you did the old. Now this new
ingredient gives added value to the

millions of jars of Pond's Creams used

by women every year.

Try Pond's new "skin-vitamin"

Cream for yourself—today. On sale

everywhere.
f -f i

POND'S COLD CREAM— Cleanses,
clears, softens, smooths for powder. Pat
it in briskly to invigorate the skin; fight

off blackheads, blemishes; smooth out
lines; make pores less noticeable. ISow
contains the active "skin-vitamin."

POND'S VANISHING CREAM—Removes
roughnesses; smooths skin instantly;
powder base. Also use overnight after

cleansing. JVou contains the active

"skin-vitamin."

POND'S LIQUEFYING CREAM —
Quicker melting. tlBe for same purposes
as Pond's Cold Cream. Wow contains
the active "skin-vitamin."

"Lines are disappearing". . .

Exposure is constantly drying the
necessary "skin-vitamin" out of the

skin. Now, Pond's new "skin-vitamin"
Cream helps to bring it back! If your
skin shows signs of deficiency in "skin-
vitamin," try Pond's new "skin-vita-
min" Cream—today.

NOW
Me

WHEN ANSWERING ADVERTISMENTS, PLEASE MENTION OCTOBER HOLLYWOOD

IN POND'S CREAMS
acf/'ve "Sfcrn-Wamm"
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WORLD'SMOSTPOPWRlAXATIVi

SCIENT/F/CAILV
IMPROVED/

EX-LAX NOW BETTER THAN EVER!

TASTES / %
BETTER K*VI
HAN EVER 1

ACTS
BETTER

THAN EVER

MORE
GENTLE

THAN EVER

FOR OVER 30 years, millions of people

have been proclaiming Ex-Lax "the

ideal laxative" . . . "Ex-Lax is everything

a good laxative should be!" they told us.

But, in the world of science, there are no

such words as "good enough." Skilled

chemists are constantly at work, seeking

new means of making good products better!

And in the Ex-Lax laboratories the "im-

possible" has been accomplished

!

After a long period of patient effort, a

way has been found actually to improve

Ex-Lax ... to make it even better than

ever before. A more satisfactory and effi-

cient laxative in every way

!

• TASTES BETTER THAN EVER! No matter
how much you may have liked Ex-Lax
before, it tastes even better now! Its de-

licious all-chocolate flavor is smoother and
richer than ever!

• ACTS BETTER THAN EVERI Always de-
pendable in action, Ex-Lax is now even
more effective! It empties the bowels
more thoroughly—more smoothly—in less

lime than before.

• MORE GENTLE THAN EVERI Ever famous
for its mildness, Ex-Lax is today so re-

markably gentle that, except for the relief

you get, you scarcely realize you have
taken a laxative. No shock—no violence!

Ex-Lax works by the "Gentle Nudge"
system. It simply gives your intestines a

gentle nudge at the point where constipa-

tion exists, emptying the bowels thor-

oughly but easily and comfortably!

Ex-Lax won't upset your system or dis-

turb your digestion. It won't cause stomach

pains, nausea or weakness. Ex-Lax affords

as near a natural bowel movement as any

laxative can give.

If you are suffering from headaches, bil-

iousness, or that dull "blue" feeling so

often caused by constipation—you'll feel

better after taking Ex-Lax! And you'll be

grateful for the absence of "forcing" and
strain that make the action of a harsh

cathartic such an unpleasant experience.

Your druggist now has the new Scientifi-

cally Improved Ex-Lax in 10c and 25c

sizes! The box is the same as always—but

the contents are better than ever! Get a

box today!

FREE! If you prefer to try Ex-Lax at our
expense, write for free sample to Ex-Lax, Dept.

FG107, Box 170, Times-Plaza Sta., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Now Improved— Better than Ever

E#i.™LMA
THE ORIGINAL CHOCOLATED LAXATIVE

She's Queen of the B's
[Continued from page 44]

course some day I hope to develop into

a real actress, but right now there's

very little doubt but that I sing in-

finitely better than act. That's why I'd

kind of like to sing a song in a pic-

ture before I get dropped again!"

We told her to take it easy. "Don't
worry," we said. "They'll do some-
thing about it." And they did all

right! They dropped her thirty days

later.

It was then that Rochelle entered

the most heart-breaking period of her

career; a period that would have
beaten a girl with less faith. Indeed,

she needed and displayed the same
sort of unflinching courage that carried

Joan Crawford through with flying

colors. For the next year and a half

her film activity was confined to a

couple of unimportant pictures for

independents. For the next year and
a half Rochelle couldn't even get the

tip of her pretty little nose inside a

major studiol

FORTUNATELY, not once during this

period of adversity did Rochelle

actually give up hope.

She was loaned to Warners where
she made a decided hit in Harold Teen,

and what's really amazing, she sang a

song! She was loaned to Paramount
where she played in Poppy, with W. C.
Fields and wowed the customers with

her singing of Rendezvous with a
Dream. In this connection it might be
mentioned that after the picture had
received national release Rendezvous
with a Dream, was voted the most
popular song in the country. Finally

Rochelle went to work on the home lot.

She turned out swell jobs of acting

in Curly Top, Imitation of Life and
Les Miserables.

At this point Fox merged with

Twentieth Century and Darryl Zanuck
was put at the helm. Wisely Zanuck
took up Rochelle's option, gave her

a big increase in salary and a good
part in Show Them No Mercy.

Rochelle acquitted herself with her

usual aplomb. A month or so later she

was promoted to stardom. Critics

lauded her. Friends acclaimed her.

Directors wanted her.

B
RIEFLY it looked as though Ro-

chelle's career were finally as-

sured. But that's only the way it

looked. What actually happened was

this: she was suddenly and unac-

countably relegated to a series of

Class B program pictures depicting

gun molls and gangsters.
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We asked her not long ago how she

was getting along with her gangster

pictures. "Me?" she smiled sweetly,

"I'm the Queen of the B's! Honestly,

I've played Cops and Robbers so much
that every time a car backfires I rush for

my make-up kit!" A little later, how-

ever, Rochelle was deadly serious. "I

don't understand why I've suddenly

been demoted to the underworld! It

isn't as though I'd made a smash hit

as a moll! I haven't! And there are so

many other types of roles I could do

and be of real value! It isn't as though

I'm not appreciative of my salary—

I

am. But just as sure as you're alive

my career is slowly but surely being

submerged in a slough of melodrama

and pop-guns."

WE FEEL, however, that Rochelle's

hour is bound to strike soon: for

two excellent reasons. First, outside

of Shirley Temple, she gets moTe for-

eign publicity than any star on the

Fox lot! And although in America she

seems to be getting less publicity than

a leg-man for Burpee's Seed Cata-

logue, her fan clubs are on the increase,

and her fans grow daily more rabidly

prejudiced. But the most important

reason adds up to Darryl Zanuck, con-

sidered by many to be the smartest

production executive in Hollywood.

Zanuck is too astute a producer not

to catch up with Rochelle's box-office

potentialities. He is too wise a busi-

ness man not to capitalize on it. When
the opportunity comes along he'll be

the one to give Rochelle her real break

. . . and then she'll be "The Queen
of the B's" no longer—but rather, an

intriguing "Queen of the A's."

Alluring Joan Woodbury, RKO beauty, stars in

the James Gleason-ZaSu Pitts film Forty

Naughty Girls

• "Gee, I'd hate to be you, Jocko! That get-up may be peachy for
collecting pennies, but you couldn't hire me to wear it on a day like

this. The prickly heat breaks right out on my neck to think of it!"

• "Boss icon't let you take it off, eh? Well, that's life. . . many's the

time Vve been rammed into a sweater. Only thing makes 'em bear-

able is Johnson's Baby Powder. It always fixes those prickles!"

• "I could stand a sprinkle myself—this carpet's itchy. . . How about
some soft silky Johnson's Baby Powder for both of us, Mother?
Jocko will do his best monkey-shines for you. And I'll do mine!"

• "Notice how satiny Johnson 's Baby Powder is... It keeps my skin

like satin, too!". . . Perfect skin is the best protection against skin

infection*, Mothers! Johnson's Baby Powder helps prevent prickly

heat, rashes and chafes. It's made only of finest Italian talc— no
orris-root. Try Johnson's Baby Soap, Baby Cream, and the new

Baby Oil, which is stainless, pleasantly fra- a n A P
grant, and cannot turn rancid. ^St)^*^^*1'

JOHNSON'S BABY POWDER
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Real Freedom

For Women
Feminine Hygiene Necessary

CONSUIT DOCTOR IF IN DOUBT

'

FEMININE

HYGIENE

EXPLAINED

1 . Happy and fortunate is the woman who finds the

right answer to this grave problem . . . Happy when
she knows of a method of Feminine Hygiene that is

modern, safe, effective—and dainty . . . Fortunate in

being free from dangerous germs!

2. Fear and ignorance are unnecessary. Medical
research now brings you dainty, snow white supposi-
tories for Feminine Hygiene. Smart women appre-
ciate the convenience and safety of Zonitors. For
Zonitors embody the famous ZONITE ANTISEP-
TIC PRINCIPLE. They kill dangerous germs, yet
are free from "burn danger" to delicate tissues.

O. Zonitors are safe and easy to use. . . greasetess,

snow white suppositories, each in a sanitary glass vial

. . no clumsy apparatus . . . completely deodorizing.

Easy to remove with plain water. Instructions in

package. All U. S. and Canadian druggists.

4. For your douche, after using Zonitors, we rec-

ommend Zonite. Its antiseptic qualities, proven by
over 20 years of continuous use, promote feminine
cleanliness— assures additional protection. Use 2

tablespoons of Zonite to 1 quart of water.

FREE
Booklet containing latest medical in-

formation. Write to Zonite Products
Coin., 11154. New Brimswick. N. J.

EACH IN
CLASS VIAL

$1 FOR
BOX OF 12

V ^^' i

a * W £

3,125,600 Used in 1936

MADE BY ZONITE

with IndeS) figurfit

SLIPS
Even on the coldest winter days,

INDERA FIGURFIT (Coldpruf)
Knit Princess Slips and Under-
skirts keep you warm and Com-
fortable. Knit by a special process,

these smartly styled slips

smooth and close without bunch
ing or crawling. Choice of beauti
ful colors in cotton, wool
mixture, rayon and wool,

100% wool worsted, silk and
worsted. Easy to launder, no
ironing necessary. Exclusive
STA-UP shoulder straps.

Ask for INDERA FIGURFIT
by name at your favorite

store. Correct sizes for

Women, Misses, Children.

Write for FREE Descriptive
Catalog No. 31.

INDERA MILLS COMPANY
Winston-Salem, N. C, U. S. A.

REVIEWS of the MONTH

kylEASURED by any motion yardstick of ex-

* cellence, Sfe//o Dallas is one of the few

notable screen contributions of the year. It is

doubtful if any other production in 1937 will

surpass it for intelligent direction, stirring

drama, or honest craftsmanship. It is better,

by far, than the memorable silent version pro-

duced in 1925 by Samuel Goldwyn and di-

rected by Henry King.

Barbara Stanwyck as the mill girl who "mar-

ries above her station" delivers a portrait of

this character that will astonish even her most

ardent admirers. It is the best work this

capable actress has done in her entire screen

career.

Anne Shirley's splendid work as the daughter

of Stella Dallas definitely marks her as one of

the screen's ablest actresses. Her portrayal of

the girl whose love and loyalty for her mother

rises above shame and embarrassment is done
with a depth of tenderness and simplicity that

can be classed as sheer artistry.

As the crude and jovial horseman, Ed. Munn,

Alan Hale stands out in singular clearness.

Nothing he has ever done before can match

the skill he employs to blend the humor, pathos

and comedy the role demands. If Alan doesn't

get "bigger and better" opportunities to match
this brilliant characterization, there is definitely,

something wrong with the movies.

While we are tossing out verbal bouquets we
are not forgetting John Boles for his skillful and

sincere work as Stella's husband—an exacting

role handled flawlessly. We are not forgetting

Barbara O'Neil, either. As Helen, the woman
who becomes Anne Shirley's stepmother, she

delivers a performance that can be marked
"completely satisfactory." In brief roles, Jimmy
Butler, Jack Egger and Dickie Jones, cast as

Barbara's three sons, stand out sharply with

splendid characterizations. Cast in the ro-

mantic spot opposite Anne Shirley, Tim Holt's

work is an Indication that this young star is

going far in his screen career.

King Vidor has directed many fine pictures,

but in none of them as in Stella Dallas has he

shown such mastery of his craft. It probably is

apparent, by now, that your reviewer likes Stella

Dallas. He does. And he knows that you will

too, when you have an opportunity of seeing

it.—United Artists.

FIREFLY

A LAVISHLY beautiful musical extravaganza

certain to give you great enjoyment. The

music is inspiring, the setting is impressive and

the acting marvelous. Jeanette MacDonald has

never appeared to better advantage than as

the exquisitely beautiful spy known as "Firefly."

Both in voice and in pulchritude, she surpasses

all her previous performances. Allan Jones

makes great progress as to acting ability and Is

heard with fine effect in his duets with Miss

MacDonald. Warren William, Henry Daniell

and Douglas Dumbrille all add to the general

excellence of the film with marvelous perform-

ances in the supporting roles. If you saw the

stage play, you won't recognize this story, but

don't let it bother you. The substitute is better

than the original. Robert Z. Leonard deserves

a hand for his skillful direction.

—

M-G-M.

HIGH, WIDE, AND HANDSOME

PRESENTING a page from Pennsylvania his-

tory of the oil industry in the late 50's, High,

Wide and Handsome moves along in a vigorous

if not, at times, a coherent manner. Irene

Dunne and Randolph Scott top the cast and save

for a few spots where they try to be coy

do a creditable job. Paramount took a year
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and spent a fortune on this film. Elizabeth Pat-

terson as the testy grandmother wins top acting

honors with Raymond Walburn as the medicine

peddler running a close second. Dorothy

Lamour, as the shantyboat entertainer, Charles

Biclcford, Akim Tamiroff, Ben Blue, Alan Hale

For the first time in her screen career Jeanetfe

MacDonald turns dancer in M-G-M's The Firefly

and William Frawley handle their assignments

nicely in supporting roles.

—

Paramount.

THE TOAST OF NEW YORK

A STIRRING drama of post Civil War days

built around the spectacular life of Jim

Fiske, the peddler, who rose to power in Wall

Street. Edward Arnold enacts the role of

Fiske and his characterization of the gallant,

ruthless rogue who tried in vain to corner the

American gold market is beyond question the

best he has done to date.

Cary Grant and Jack Oakle as Fiske's part-

ners deliver impressive, convincing character-

izations. Frances Farmer as Josie Mansfield

presents a performance that is one of her best.

Donald Meek, cast in the role of Daniel Drew,

owner of the Erie Railroad and bitter financial

enemy of Cornelius Vanderbilt, (played by

Clarence Kolb) almost steals the show. His

deft caricature of Drew is, by far, the best he

ever has done and seldom has the screen pre-

sented a character so genuine and interesting.

The Toast of New York is a MUST SEE picture.

—RKO Radio.

EXCLUSIVE

AN ADAPTION of John C. Moffitt's original

play dramatizing a violent feud between

two rival newspapers one of which is operated

along the line of approved press ethics with

Fred MacMurray as the city editor and Charles

Ruggles as the veteran star reporter, and the

other, a blackmail sheet owned by Lloyd Nolan

and his muscle men with Frances Farmer lined

up with Nolan as the sheet's star reporter. With
these topnotch actors turning in impressive

performances, Exclusive proves itself to be
lively and entertaining screen fare. Best

Lastex Foundations styled by HICKORY

"wvtk that artful uplift"

Impudent youth and a pert young figure always tempt Fate—and
threaten the security of gay carefree bachelors! But who's to blame if

such captivating loveliness is simply and naturally due to thewise con-

trol of two-way stretch Lastex that molds and holds with jaunty com-
fort? Such saucy minimums of discipline to flatter your Fall frocks

. . and you'll adore the artful uplift designed in lace on the all-in-one.

Foundation (for formal)—$5 • Pantie (for sportswear

Girdle (for about-town)—$3.50, $4

Please send us the name oj your corsetiere if, she hasn't the exact

Hickory Foundation you want . . . we'll welcome the opportu-

nity to be of service to you. Address: Miss Ruth Stone,

1155 West Congress Street, Chicago.

BEAUTIFUL
CONTOUR

YOUTHFUL
CONTROL

HICKORY

A. STEIN & COMPANY • CHICAGO, NEW YORK, TORONTO, BUENOS AIRES
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IT'S THE
SMARTEST SET

I'VE SEEN.
LOOKS LIKE A y

v MILLION AND '

> COSTS ONLY Z
V 50*

fa e*

For SehoohFor Business

For M*n • For Women

AT A PRICE

YOU CAN
WELL AFFORD

Brilliantly beautiful I

Guaranteed, smooth-

writing pen point.

Pencil propels, repels

and expels. Includes

eraser and extra
leads. With gift box.

Sold by better stationers

Adopt, stores everywhere Model 30

SALZ BROTHERS, INC
New York, N. Y.

Direct from India

!

Elephant Hair
Curio Charm Jewelry

"~1-.3S5S1.00
r-l.ellevclhcm I»»
)y this charm I —»— I

effect with Jewelry made
from elopliants hair. The hair Is
brought to Far is from India ami— Import for you. Ring

V
Afrtc,

\n bound with r
exotic attractiveness. Price SI.
In same design and material S2.UO. You must i«?
pleased or money back. Order to-day. State size and
articles wanted. Enclose money order or we send
C. O. 1>. plus postage. EASTERN JEWELRY CO..
Oept. 110, 66 Filth Ave., New York.

Yours for
r

]QfaDai\

Rfc Price

Send No

Sent on

lODAY/^ffTRIAt

Th Xrfeet all purpose typewritera at
guaranteed.

LIMITED OFFER—ACT IT ONCE!
Special price slashing literature showing
all makes in full colors seat Frtel Simply
send name and address at once—get
full description also 10 day Freei Trial—without obligition. Limited supply.
Act at once. Avoid disappointment.
FREE—Complete 9-leijon Homo-
Study Course In Touch Type-
writing System Included wTth
each typewriter.

INTERNATIONAL TYPEWRITER EXCHANGE
231 W. Monroe St., Dept. loie Chicago, III.

PORTABLES
Brand new 1937 Fea-
therweight streamline
portable at special low

lOdaylrioLFreeCatalog.

Don Ameche and Gypsy Rose Lee Jn a scene from You Can't Have Everything

comedy gag—the maudlin argument between

MacMurray and Ruggles over the icebox light.

—Paramount.

YOU CAN'T HAVE EVERYTHING

t^ON'T be misled by the title. When a pic-

ture gives you Alice Faye at her best, the

R:ti Brothers af the dizziest, Don Ameche, Tony

Martin, Charles Winniger, Arthur Treacher,

Gypsy Rose Lee, [pardon us, Louise Hovick)

Wally Vernon and the Tip Tap Toe Colored

trio, you've really got EVERYTHING that goes

to make up a sparkling, smart musical. Song-

writers Mack Gordon and Harry Revel deserve

special praise for their tuneful melodies they

turned out for this screen gem.

—

20fh Century-

Fox.

B.c.

Gurantet

offered. Think of it—genuine. -_
erd. fult-siied rtfinUhed office models at far below M mfg.'a original
price. The outstanding value of all times. Up-to-date improvements
Including standard 4-row keyboard, back spacer—automatic ribbon

THAT CERTAIN WOMAN

YY/RITTEN and directed by Edmund Goulding

with sincerity and vigor, That Certain

Woman, co-starring Bette Davis and Henry

Fonda, proves itself an impressive, highly

dramatic picture bound to win a world of

praise from any screen audience. Telling the

story of a gangster's widow (played by Bette

Davis) who wins the love of three men who

need her more than she needs them, That

Certain Woman' packs an emotional wallop

seldom shown in dramas of this type. Ian

Hunter, Mary Phillips, Anita Louise, Donald

Crisp and Hugh O'Connell in their various

assignments deliver grand performances.

—

Warner Bros,

Frances Farmer, Edward Arnold and Cary Grant in a dramatic scene from The

Toast of New York
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IT'S LOVE I'M AFTER

BUT it it's laughs you are after, put this pic-

ture on your movie menu of the week! It

is tuned to a laugh a minute from the opening

sequence in which Leslie Howard, in the role

of a self-satisfied Shakespearean actor, and

Bette Davis in the role of his leading lady,

carry on a private lover's quarrel between the

lines of the death scene from Romeo and Juliet.

Olivia De Havilland is one of the Shakes-

pearean actor's many idolizing followers whose

infatuation he cures by his boorishness at the

request of her fiance, Patric Knowles. Eric

Blore gives one of his best performances to date

as the gentleman's gentleman, protector and

confidante, who is an expert imitator of bird-

Bette Davis and Henry Fonda add to their

laurels by performances in That Certain Woman

calls. Others in the cast who give excellent

accounts of themselves are George Barbier,

Spring Byington, Bonita Granville and E. E.

Clive.

—

Warner Bros.

MR. DODD TAKES THE AIR

NOT quite as elaborate as most musicals, but

much better than most of them, Mr. Dodd
Takes The Air stands out as a film that is bound

to please any motion picture audience. It

brings Kenny Baker to the screen in his first big

role and the young man proves that he is a first

rate actor in addition to being a topnotch

singer. Producer Mervyn LeRoy surrounds

Kenny with a cast that defies criticism. Alice

Brady as the temperamental opera singer, Jane
Wyman as the reception clerk in a radio sta-

tion, Gertrude Michael as the vamp, Frank

McHugh as Baker's manager, and Ferris Taylor

as the mattress manufacturer turn in grand

characterizations. Miss this picture and you'll

regret it.

—

Warner Bros.

THE SHEIK STEPS OUT

IT
IS mighty good to see the romantic Ramon
Novarro back on the screen again and few

(possibly Valentino only) could be better suited

to the role of a romantic Arab sheik. This is

a lively picture with more than a few beautiful

scenic shots, well played romantic scenes, and
some lively comedy. Novarro, as handsome as

MARY'S HAD A BABY

We speak so blithely about the beauty

of Motherhood!

And so little about its pain— dis-

missing it almost casually as the good

news is passed around among rela-

tives and friends:

"Mary's had a baby!"

Of course, through the ages, women
learned to endure silently, so we take

their courage tor granted. But, actu-

ally, there is no need for silence.

For, 61 years ago, a woman shat-

tered this myth that her sex must

suffer silently. She devoted her life

to aiding the relief of their pain.*

Today, the name ofLydia Pinkham

is blessed throughout the world.

Mother tells daughter, friend tells

friend, how, when the ordeal of

motherhood approaches, it can usually

be made easier with the use of Lydia

Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.

Think what that signifies. If the

burden of child-bearing can be eased,

that often means a stronger, health-

ier mother. That, in turn, often means

a sturdier, healthier baby.

Through the years we have received

more than a million letters telling us

of the aid that women have received

through the use of the Compound.
Young girls passing into womanhood,
wives, mothers—they tell us of bitter

suffering that has been relieved, of

nervousness that has been soothed,

and, as a result of this, of unhappy

times that have been made normal

once again.

Lydia Pinkham's Vegetable Com-
pound may help you also to go "smil-

ing through." Try a bottle today.

¥For three generations one woman
has told another how to go "smiling

through" with Lydia E. Pinkham's

Vegetable Compound. It helps Na-

ture tone up the system, thus lessen-

ing the discomfortst which must be

endured, especially during

The Three Ordeals

of Woman

/. PassingfrQin girlhood into woman-

hood.

2. Preparingfor Motherhood.

.?. Approaching "Middle Age."

^junctional disorders

One woman tells another how to go "Smiling Through" with

e^Z^ama Cj- &lJJ^AAamZi Vegetable Compound
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C^y OTH the same person — you'd

hardly believe it, would you ? A few simple brush-strokes of Maybelline

Mascara make all the difference in the beauty-world. Pale, scanty, unat-

tractive lashes—or the long, dark, luxuriant fringe that invites romance

—

let your mirror help you choose.

No longer need you risk the bold, artificial look of lumpy, gummy mas-

caras, when you can so easily have the natural appearance of beautiful dark

lashes with Maybelline Mascara. Either the popular Cream-form or famous
Solid-form lasts all day—and through the romantic hours of evening. Tear-

proof, non-smarting, harmless. Obtainable at your favorite cosmetic counter.

Try Maybelline — and see why 11,000,000 beauty-wise women prefer it.

Try Maybelline's exquisite, creamy Eye Shadow. Blend a delicate

harmonizing shade on your lids— to accent the color and sparkle of

your eyes.

Form your brows into swift curving lines of beauty—with Maybelline's

smooth-marking Eyebrow Pencil.

Generous introductory sizes of the world's largest selling eye beauty
aids are obtainable at all 10c stores. Introduce yourself to thrilling new
loveliness — insist on Maybelline!

yfraifgeMsie

ever, choses a very entertaining method ol

curbing the temper of an adventurous American
heiress who selects a poor method of buying

Prize Arabian horses. Deep in the desert

Sheik Novarro arranges a falce bandit attack,

then he forces the girl (Lola Lane) to marry

him in what seems a pretended Arabic marriage

ceremony. Later the girl runs away from

Novarro, goes to Paris, and, just as she is about

to wed another man, in walks Sheik Novarro

with proof that the girl is already his wife.

Novarro looks fine and sings well (as he did in

the memorable The Pagan) and Miss Lane plays

her best screen role to date with spirit. Gene
Lockhart, Kathleen Burke, Stanley Fields, Billy

Bevan and Charlotte Treadway are well chosen

for their respective roles. Irving Pichel, former,

actor, directed.

—

Republic.

BACK IN CIRCULATION

QPLENDID performances by Joan Blondell and
*^ Pat O'Brien push this newspaper comedy

story up into the topnotch screen entertain-

ment brackets. You can mark this picture down

as a Blondell-O'Brien hit. Never have these

two excellent actors shown to such fine ad-

vantage and it's well worth any motion picture

fen's time and money to see them. Margaret

Lindsay as the woman falsely accused of mur-

dering her husband plays her role in splendid

fashion. Craig Reynolds, George E. Stone and

Eddie Acuff in support of the three principals

are outstanding.

—

Warner Bros.

DEAD END

IN SWIFT, sharp, dramatic strokes, Dead

End, the story of New York tenement life,

comes to the screen with all the highly effective

power of the original stage play, and is thor-

oughly up to the high standard of Samuel Gold-

wyn productions. Sylvia Sidney as the girl

who aspires to better things, Joel McCrea as

the penniless architect, Humphrey Bogart as

the gangster, Wendy Barrie as the rich girl,

are brilliant in their respective character por-

trayals. Appearing in only a single sequence,

Claire Trevor makes a deep and lasting im-

pression as the girl of the streets. Allen

Jenkins as Bogart's gangster pal gives a fine

performance. Long to be remembered is the

superb bit of character acting by Marjorie

Main in her role of the tragic mother of Bogart.

A world of credit goes to Director William

Wyler for his splendid guidance of the six boys

from the original Bel Geddes production. Dead

End is a great picture. See it, by all means.—

United Artists.

IT'S ALL YOURS

M>

THE WORLD'S LARGEST SELLING EYE BEAUTY AIDS

ACCEPT NO SUBSTITUTES! ALWAYS INSIST ON THE ADVERTISED BRAND

WHAT more could you ask for than the

beautiful and charming Madeleine Carroll

in the role of the Cinderella secretary who in-

herits a fortune; the handsome and debonair

Francis Lederer as the playboy who was left

penniless when his uncle favored his secretary

in his will; the comic antics of Mischa Auer,

the Baron who makes marriage his business?

Not to mention a story that fairly bubbles with

clever comedy. It's all yours for an hour's

pleasant entertainment.

—

Columbia.
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ARTISTS AND MODELS

THE best musical comedy Paramount has

fashioned in many a moon. It has the

Yacht Club Boys for rhymed melody, Connie

Boswell tor the blues, the Canovas tor hillbilly

Humor with Judy Canova a show in herself. It

has Ben Blue, Louis Armstrong and his trumpet.

H has Martha Raye, famous illustrators and

England's Sandra Storme. And besides Ida

Lupino and Dick Arlen for the romantic leads

fand very very good they are, too) Artists and

Models has Gail Patrick, Donald Meek, and

Cecil Cunningham who do very well for them-

selves. And it has JACK BENNY to give the

comedy the famed Benny polish. And if that

isn't menu enough for an evening's movie fan-

fare you're mighty hard to please.

—

Paramount.

WALTER WANSER'S VOGUES
OF 1938

MARK this picture down as the best of all

Technicolor films. Mark it down, also,

as the best parade of fashions ever projected

on the screen. If there ever was a riot of sheer

beauty in dress, accessories, salons, boudoirs,

furs and fashions it is to be found in Walter

Wanger's Vogues of 1938. The picture has a

good story, too, with Warner Baxter and Joan
Bennett sharing acting honors. Alan Mowbray
is his usual scene-stealing self and Helen Vinson

Helen Vinson and Warner Baxter as they appear
inoscene from Walter Wanger's Vogues of 1 938

never better than in her assignment as Baxter's

wife. Then there's the capable Mischa Auer,

another scene stealer de luxe, and Georgie

Tapps who tap dances his way through one

sequence in a style that should make Fred

Astaire more than a bit envious. Virginia

Verrill, the radio songbird, sings two songs, the

Olympic Trio, Rocco and Saulter, Victor Young

and his orchestra, the Weire Brothers, and the

Cotton Club dancers all contribute handsomely

to the entertainment value of the picture. SEE

fT.—Walter Wanger.

miRRCLE HT THE
DRESSING TABLE!

I

' W'VE seen too many girls lose their beauty and popularity through

A neglect of the sunny, golden loveliness nature gave their hair," says

Marion R*. "So I'm not going to take any chances—I use nothing but

Marchand's on my hair. It brought back all the glorious blonde shad*

ings and radiant life my hair used to have."

Thousands of enthusiastic Marchand users say, "Only Marchand's can

restore and retain the true glamorous beauty of

BLONDE hair. Marchand's keeps hair soft, healthy,

lustrous." BRUNETTES also use Marchand's to

highlight their hair—-without lightening the color.

Fastidious women use Marchand's to make excess

hair on arms and legs invisible. Absolutely sate.

Colorless. Odorless. Stainless. Leaves no stubble.

For more than SO years, Marchand's Golden Hair

Wash has been used all over the world. It's

guaranteed. Accept no substitute. All reputable"Everyone admires the soft,

sunny abearance March-

and's gives my hair."
druggists carry and recommend Marchand's. Com*
plete instructions for use with every bottle.

B £ C —The professional
™ beauty secrets of

I

ROBERT of FIFTH AVENUE.
Make-up charts. Fashion and

color hints. Hair styles. Beauty

analysis charts. All FREE to

you. Just send in coupon below, j

MARCHAND'S
G0LDEI1 HfilR UJRSH

CHAS. MARCHAND CO., 521 W. 23rd St., New York City. FW10
Sirs: Please send me a FREE copy of ROBERT'S BEAUTY SECRETS. I enclose

3c stamp for postage.

Name.

Address..

City .State.
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A distinct division between the
breasts is a modern fashion essen-
tial. Maiden Form's "Variation"
brassieres give you this smart line

and in addition, use Maiden Form's
popular under-breast stitching for
extra-firm uplift support. With or

;
without bands for control of
the diaphragm— $1.00 to $3.50.

r~! Left: '"Half-Way,"
at tie more than a"fran
^ work" leaves the upper

breasts uncovered, yet
gives perfect support

—

v $1.00. Send for free
i Style Booklet F. Maid-
M en Form Brassiere Co.,A Inc., New York, N. Y.

f AT ALL LEADING STORES
jQ 'Rob. U.S. Put.Off
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ANN SOTHERN SAYS

"Her Face Isn't Her Fortune"

and tells why in November

HOLLYWOOD MAGAZINE!

When you star in yourown romances, take

a tip from the romantic stars of cinema

town. ..look your loveliest and best with a

flattering hairdress made with Hollywood

Curlers! Whether many curls

or just a few will frame your

face most becomingly... you

can have them quickly, easily

...right at home... with the

"Curlers used by the Stars."

Insist on Hollywood Curlers.

3 FOR 10c- AT 5c AND 10c STORES- NOTION COUNTERS

Freddie and I—The Truth
[Continued from page 40]

merits in the public press that have

brought me a great deal of added dis-

tress. I am not trying to have set

aside the court order that Freddie's

parents shall receive, as they now do,

living expenses of $400 a month from

his salary, or to have rescinded the

court order that gives to his two sisters

in England trust funds created for them
from their brother's estate. I have no

quarrel with that. I started this fresh

litigation to recover sums well in ex-

cess of $25,000 that have been charged

against Freddie's present and future

earnings as a film star tor lawyer's fees

and other expenses incurred by his

parents and their lawyers in their suit.

This new litigation was also begun to

recover the management of his affairs

in order to save $ 1 0,000 a year charged

by trustees to handle the boy's money
and business matters. Upon his young
shoulders has been placed the burden

of finding thousands upon thousands of

dollars for costs and fees of a battery

of legal experts fighting for us and
against us.

EDITOR'S NOTE—As this

issue of Hollywood Maga-
zine goes to press Miss Bar-

tholomew has lost the first

tilt in the court battle she

hopes will free Freddie from
financial worries.

DO not feel that there is any need

to be a million-dollar child. He has

too much initiative, too much ambition

for that to be necessary—but he must,

in the short life given to a child actor,

achieve security otherwise I would be
utterly wrong in allowing him to re-

main in motion pictures.

No child of his age in this or any
other country has been thrown before

the lions of the law as has Freddie

Bartholomew, though I have fought

with every fibre of mind and body to

save, or at least curtail, this appalling

drain upon his earnings. And I shall

continue to fight to the bitter end so

that when his days as a child star are

over he shall have something to fall

back upon, something on which to

found a future for his mature years.

The opposing lawyers representing the

parents charged $12,500. Felix Cun-
ningham and Dan O'Shea representing

the boy charged $10,000 plus all ex-

penses.

"But," the cynical may say, "it's your
own fault if you have spent the boy's

money, lived like Hollywood million-

aires, thrown away thousands."

Let me tell you how Freddie and I

have lived since we came to Holly-

wood.

WHEN I succeeded at last in win-

ning for the boy the coveted

role of David Copperfield, we took a

small apartment near the studio at a

rental of $40 a month. We spent care-

fully so that I could start at once to

save some of his money for a rainy day.

After about a year at a salary of $135

and $200 a week, we signed a term con-

tract with Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer at

$1,100 a week. We moved to a small

but comfortable furnished house in

Beverly Hills for which we paid $185

a month. Mr. L B. Mayer generously

gave us a car. Of necessity I had to

hire a colored couple as help. I could

not drive a car, Freddie had to have

someone to take him to the studio, a

body-guard, if you like, to look after

him when he was out of my sight. For

over a year we lived happily and

secure.

Then in London started the prelude

to the fifteen months of financial and

domestic worry that threatened to tear

Freddie and me apart, to destroy his

financial future, to wreck his health and

happiness. The boy's mother had pub-

lished in a London newspaper a series

of articles entitled, "My Fight For My
Child." Almost immediately after-

wards, with every newspaper in

America picking up the story and re-

laying it from coast to coast, Mrs. Bar-

tholomew, my sister-in-law, arrived in

New York on her way to fight for

Freddie. A few months later after

protracted litigation, the lawyers I had

engaged to handle our case, and the

lawyers engaged to argue the parents

case, presented themselves in Superior

Judge Archbald's court in Los Angeles.

They had a proposition that both sides

agreed to. By this time both Freddie

and I were on the verge of a nervous

breakdown. There were signatures all

round. I found that when the smoke

of that legal battle had cleared away
and the lawyers fees were announced

that between them they claimed prac-

tically all Freddie's savings — more

than $25,000. His mother and father

had returned to England. All I knew

—and for which I could be truly thank-

ful—was that I continued to be Fred-

die's guardian. Months later I took

steps to adopt Freddie. His parents,

home again, gladly assented to my re-

quest to adopt the child.
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FREDDIE continues to receive his

$1,100 a week. But every penny

of it is turned over to trustees ap-

pointed by the court to handle his

affairs. Out of his salary is taken ap-

proximately $1,000 a month for state

and federal income and other taxes.

From the balance his parents and sis-

ters get their share. As Freddie's legal

guardian I am allowed under the court

order the sum of $800 a month on his

behalf. From this sum I have to pro-

vide his home, food, clothes, and pay

all the expenses of our life together.

We live now in a small house in

Westwood Hills that I am buying on

a Federal Housing Loan. For the first

six months after we moved there we
could not afford to furnish more than

three rooms. We did not have a rug

on the floor. In fact, I've had to bor-

row part of the money to pay the down
payment for such furnishings. Month
by month we are getting our home to-

gether. Yet what about Freddie?

He is happier now than at any time

in his life. He does not worry about

money. His greatest worry is no more.

He knows now that nothing can sepa-

rate us. Pathetically enough his one

great ambition is to keep free of debt!

At a Los Angeles furniture store where

I looked with longing eyes on some
upholstered chairs and a set of lovely

china dishes, the salesman did his best

to persuade me to take them on credit.

Freddie nudged my arm.

"No, Cis, please! Don't buy them
unless we can pay cash, and we
couldn't do that!"

A week later in Freddie's dressing

room I waited for him to come back
from class. In the mail that morning
had arrived for him a check from a

Hollywood magazine for an article he

himself had written. As he came into

the room I waved the envelope at him.

"Your check's come, darling!"

He tore it open, his eyes sparkling,

his hands trembling in his excitement.

Out came the check. He gazed at it.

Then he jumped up and down in boyish

glee. "Think of it, Cis! This is the

iiist money I have ever earned in my
life!"

FREDDIE, who had earned $50,000

in the past year, was almost hys-

terical with excitement at handling a

check for $75!

He came over to where I sat and
kissed me. "We're going straight

down into Los Angeles and I'm going

to buy you a chair like the one you

saw," he almost shouted. "And a
lamp and table for Mother's Day."

That is my adopted son for whom
I have fought and shall continue to
fight.

Can you wonder that I doubt
whether it is any use letting him con-

tinue to work merely to pay for ac-

cumulated law costs.

He spends hours in his dark room
and with his camera, on his motor
scooter, weeding our garden, and
horseback riding. But all the time he

longs for the free and easy life of

"the other kids." A month ago he was
invited by a friend to go to Grand
Central Airport to look over a private

passenger plane. The child had a mis-

chievous grin on his face as we clam-

bered inside and the pilot took the

controls, "to show me," Freddie said,

"how they work." But the next second

there was a whirr of propeller blades,

the splutter of an engine, and we were
off the ground. I had been shanghaied

for my first—and I sincerely hope—my
last airplane ride. But for Freddie it

was one glorious thrill.

I am fighting for his freedom—his

financial freedom from the shackles

that bind him now—and, God willing,

I shall succeed.

YES I'M STILL SINGLE

TO TELL YOU THE TRUTH, JUDX
I DON'Tl I'D LOVE TO HAVE A
LITTLE GIRL LIKE VOU! | %

#

COLGATE DENTAL CREAM
COMBATS BAD BREATH

"Colgate's special

penetrating foam
gets into every tiny

hidden crevice be-

tween your teeth
. . . emulsifies and
washes away the de-

caying food depos-
its that cause most
bad breath, dull,

dingy teeth, and much tooth de-

cay. At the same time, Colgate's
soft, safe polishing agent cleans
and brightens the enamel—makes
your teeth sparkle—gives new
brilliance to your smile!"

No.c.H0BM>
B«nH

behind her

AND NO
TOOTHPASTE

EVER MADE
MYTEETH AS

BRIGHTAND
|cj CLEAN AS

B COLGATE'S!

THEN WHY DON'T YOU

DO WHAT MAMA
SAID? SHE SAID YOU
WOULDN'T STILL BE

SINGLE IFY0U ASKED

THEDENTISTABOUT
YOUR BREATH PT^—

"^
- s

THREE MONTHS
THAN KS TO CO

RECENT TESTS PROVE THAT 76% OF

ALL PEOPLE OVER THE A6E OF 17

HAVE BAD BREATH. AND TESTS

ALSO PROVE THAT MOST BAD

REATH COMES FROM IMPROPERLY
CLEANED TEETH. I ADVISE

COLGATE DENTAL CREAM
! BECAUSE

AND MISS ELLEN SAYS

I CAN HAVE THE

BI66EST PIECE OF HER
WEDDING CAKE!
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BeYour Own
MUSIC
Teacher
Learn at Home

PLAY BY
NOTE

by wonderful improved
method. Simple as A.
B. C. — a child can
learn it. Your lessons
consist of real selec-

tions instead of tire-
some exercises. When
you finish one of these
delightfully easy les-

sons, you've added a new "piece" to your li*t.

You read real notes, too—no "numbers" or trick
music, Method is so thorough that many of our
700,000 students are band and orchestra LEADERS.

Be Popular
Everything is in print and pic-
tures. First you are told what
to do. Then a picture shows
you how to do it. Then you do
it yourself and bear it. In a few
short months you become an ex-
cellent musician — the life of
every party.

Free Book and
Demonstration Lesson

You may quickly become a fine

player through the U. S. School
home study method. Write today
for Free Book and Free Demon-
stration Lesson which explain all.

Please mention your favorite in-
strument. No obligation. Instru-
ments supplied when needed, cash
or credit.

U. S. SCHOOL OF MUSIC
3610 Brunswick Building

New York City. N. Y.

Piano
Violin
Organ
Cornet
Trombone
Piccolo

Flute

Guitar
Saxophone
Mandolin
Ukulele
Ham

Clarinet
'Cello

Hawaiian Steel

Guitar
Trumpet

Piano Accordion
Italian and

German Accordion
Voice and Soeech

Culture
Harmony and
Composition

Drums and Traps
Banjo (Plectrum.

5-Strinq or

Tenor)

It's

ffl

Extra Money Now
:'s easy to get orders from your

friends and others for our beautiful
new lineof Playing Cards, including
new Initial and Monogram Cards.
Unique, smart styles; low popular
prices! Liberal profits. Make up to
$22.50 in a week, full or spare time.

Send for FREE Samples
You can start earning at once just by
showing attractive samples. Noexperience
needed. Men and women— write today for
information and sample outfit—FREE.
GENERAL CARD CO., Dept. M- 36

400 S. Peoria St. Chicago, 111.

YOU, TOO, CAN EARN$30

A WEEK
Nancy E 's story
could have been yours!
Left with two little

children to support
. . . not much money
to depend upon . . .

unable to leave the
children to work in

shoo or office—even
if she could have been
/ure of getting a job!
Yet. today Mrs. E—
is making $30 a week
as a C. S. N. gradu-
ate and plans to es-

tablish a rest home for convalescents!

lette

Those magic
are responsible for her success.

They stand for:

CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING
This school for 38 years has been training men and
women, IS to GO. at home and in their spare time,

for the dignified, well-paid profession of nursing.
The course is endorsed by physicians. Complete
nurse's equipment is included. Lessons clear and
concise. Easy Tuition Payments. Ee one of the

hundreds of men and women earning $25 to $35 a
week as trained practical nurses. High school edu-
cation not required. Best of all, you can" earn while
learning! Mrs. A. E. R. earned three times the
cost of the course while studying. Doctors say
C. S. N. graduates make their best practical nurses.
Send coupon today and learn how you can become
self-supporting as a nurse.

rTHTc7G^~SlHl3^riDrNU"RSTNG
Dept. 810, 100 E. Ohio Street, Chicago, III.

Please send free booklet and 32 sample lesson pages.

Success Story
{Continued from page 47]

first part, dancing about in a miniature

leopard skin in Kalla Pasha's final Mack
Sennett comedy.

Leon's second part was in one of

Ben Stoloff's comedies at Fox and so

well did he do despite his tender years

that he was signed for four animal

comedies and given daily schooling at

the studio. Then came more weeks of

unemployment.
Early 1927 saw little Leon playing

various stars as children. First it was
Reginald Denny, then Ricardo Cortez,

then Conrad Nagel as a boy.

DURING 1927 and 1928 things were

very slow. There were small parts

with Lillian Gish in Annie Laurie, and
Marion Davies in Qualify Sfreef and
The Red Mill. A death in the family

back in Utah took Mrs. Janney east

and Leon sold papers on two street

corners at once and delivered hand

bills for Groceryman Daly to make
about $12 a week.

One day Leon heard that Abie's Irish

Rose, started by Vic Fleming as a

silent film for Paramount, was to be
partially remade as a talking picture.

Surely, he reasoned, having played

Buddy Rogers as a boy in the silent

version, he was certain of work in the

re-made film; but Director Robert Mil-

ton had arrived from New York with

different ideas and for weeks refused

even to see the boy. Appearing at a

Hollywood theatre benefit at 3:45 one
Sunday morning, Janney gave one of

his dramatic recitations and was called

back for two encores. The following

Monday Director Milton sent for him.

"He's seen me in the silent picture

and now I'll get my old part again,"

Janney said to himself. But, he was
only partially right. Milton hadn't

seen the silent picture and didn't know
Janney had been in it.

"I heard you at the benefit last Sat-

urday," Milton told him, "and I think

you are ideal for the part of Buddy
Rogers as a boy. You have just the

voice and emotional ability for it. Go
see the silent picture and study what

that youngster does with the part.

"I won't have to do that, Mr. Mil-

ton," Janney replied, "I know his per-

formance. I played that part."

After finishing in "Abie," Leon

found the going tough again. So did

Mrs. Janney but they kept trying and

finally Archie Mayo cast the boy for

a big part in Courage, with Belle Ben-

nett and Marion Nixon and an excellent

performance led to a term contract

with Warner Brothers. George Arliss

put Janney in Old English; then came
Doorway fo Hell, with Lew Ayres, the

memorable Fafher and Son, in which

he was "son" to "Father" Lewis Stone,

a role in the German version of William

Dieterle's Sin Flood, a part with

Warner Baxter in Their Mad Momenf,
and the role of Booth Tarkington's fa-

vorite character, Penrod, in Penrod and
Sam. By this time Janney 's voice had

begun to change and when he was

called back to Fox (ten months later)

for re-takes which brought vital

changes to the middle reels of TAeir

Mad Momenf, the finished picture re-

vealed him talking as a boy soprano

in one scene and as a baritone in the

next.

REALIZING that he had reached the

so-called "awkward age," young

Janney planned to do something about

if. He couldn't remain idle so he

worked out a vaudeville act and after

starring in Police Courf, at Monogram,

embarked upon a year and a half of

personal appearances all over

America. In late 1932, Janney was in

Boston in the title role of the stage

play Tommy, with a follow-up engage-

ment of seven months at the Golden

Theatre in New York.

1935 brought Janney the featured

lead in George Bernard Shaw's Simple-

ton of Unexpected Isles, (see portrait)

and in the Theatre Guild sponsored

Parade, with Jimmy Savo. When sum-

mer came again he went back to Ivory-

ton for Ah, Wilderness, then to West-

port for You Never Can Tell, and on

to Minneapolis with Ian Keith. Fall

found him back on Broadway starring

in Mulatto, an intensely dramatic play

which ran nine months.

Back in Hollywood Janney's imme-

diate concern is a new national radio

program, a series of radio transcrip-

tions and offers from several studios.

Also, Booth Tarkington has written a

play for him

—

This Boy Joe, and movie

and stage scripts are being written

simultaneously.

Janney has a business agent now.

He doesn't have to worry about gruff

casting directors or about selling

papers on two corners at once but

"young man 21" is just as eager as the

boy of II to keep busy and employ

his talents and his remarkable success

story is a fine tribute to the spirit and

mental balance of a modern boy.

Leon Janney has really done pretty

well for himself.
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The Screen's Best Bette
[Continued from page 41]

ends turned under—until Bette heard

about it.

"Nothing doing," she said. "If I came
to work with my hair fixed like that in

those dignified offices I'd be fired so

quick my head would swim."

Director Edmund Goulding saw the

wisdom of Bette's reasoning and she

wore a hairdress in keeping with the

scene.

A STUDIO worker dropped into the

wardrobe department at the mo-
ment the head was giving some instruc-

tions to an assistant.

"She wants those mules and sandals

dyed to match her robe," said the ward-
robe head. "In those scenes she is go-
ing to wear the mules when she gets

up and the sandals later on when she is

lounging. She says no one would put on
sandals when she got out of bed and
that it would not be proper to wear
mules while she is lounging

—

"

"Don't tell me," said the studio

worker, striking an exaggerated pose.

"You're talking about Bette Davis."

"Right," said the wardrobe head.

It would have been equally obvious

to anyone else who knew Bette Davis

intimately—for only Bette Davis pays

such close a+tention to what, to others,

might seem inconsequential details in

the delineation of a character.

THE casual visitor to That Certain

I Woman set might have seen Bette

painstakingly manicuring and applying

enamel to her finger nails. And that

casual visitor might have been sub-

jected to a casual inspection by Bette's

great eyes.

Bette is not giving herself a manicure
to deprive someone of a job, for a

make-up man, a hairdresser, and her

personal maid is on the set at all times.

She is giving herself a manicure be-

cause she enjoys it.

Bette Davis is, in real life, as much un-

like her screen roles as—sunlight is like

a cloudy day.

Sally Sage, who has been her standin

for nearly four years, knows her better

than anybody with the exception, per-

haps, of Harmon Nelson, her husband.

Harmon recently gave up a profitable

career as an orchestra leader, inciden-

tally, to be with Bette in Hollywood

and is now enjoying great success in the

agency business.

Harmon and Bette long since have

learned to laugh at Hollywood and its

cruelties. Not since the time they ex-

changed an expensive car for a flivver

and were accused of doing it as a pub-

licity stunt have they taken Hollywood
seriously.

Sally Sage sees Bette at her best and

at her worst. She knows what it is to

have Bette standin for her—Bette's

standin—when the standin is physically

unable to work.

She also knows what it is to be

scolded by Bette for being negligent in

her duties as standin—such as being ab-

sent from the set when Bette needs all

her energy for a forthcoming scene but

has to standin for herself. She also

knows what it means to be encouraged

by Bette to better herself, for Bette is

giving her elocution and drama lessons

and endeavoring to fit her for a career

as an actress. But Sally Sage is so satis-

fied to be just Bette Davis' standin that

she cares little about becoming an ac-

tress.

Sally Sage belongs to the I'm In Love

With Bette Davis Club.

MAY I BE VERY PERSONAL ?

ran

Star of "Personal
History," a Walter
Wanger Production

THE!

COPYRIGHT 1937. BY RICHARD HUDNUT

mnRV€LOu$^^^/mnK€UP
4 RICHARD HUDMIT

C"2®s5 *OUR MAKEUP BY THE

BLUE AS THE SUMMER SEAS
are Madeleine Carroll's eyes
And this lovelyEnglish star very
wisely chooses makeup that ac-
cents their deep charm. It's
makeup that matches ... harmo-
nizing face powder, rouge, lip-
stick, eye shadow, and mascara
... And it's makeup that matches
you! For Marvelous Makeup is
keyed to your own personality
color, the color ofyour eyes.

DREAMS DO COME TRUE when

you wear this new makeup, say
9 out of 10 girls who try it.

Ask at your drug or depart-
ment store for Dresden type
powder, rouge, lipstick, eye
shadow and mascara, if your
eyes are blue; Parisian type if
they are brown; Patrician type
tor gray; Continental type for
hazel Full size packages each
item 55* (Canada 65^).

YOUR OWN MIRROR, your own
leading man, will applaud!

Paris . ..London... New York.'". .Toronto. . Buenos Aires. . . Berlin
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jnom the

HOLLYWOOD
STARS *

{on

BREASTS-CHICKEN
Tuna ^i-^k

After long hours ol hard work

under the studio lights the stars

need an energy -giving food like

BREAST- O'- CHICKEN tuna

fish. It's non-fattening too, and

kind to the figure! Look for the

Good Housekeeping Seal o/

Approval on every tin.

Write For

FREE BOOKLET
"Hollywood Recipes

on Parade"

yours for the asking!

NURSING MOTHERS
Consult your doctor regularly.
Ask about Hygeia Nipples and
Bottles. Nipple, breast shaped,
easily inverted and thoroughly
cleaned. Patented tab keeps nip-
ple germ-free. New inside w

valve prevents collapse. j\

SAFEST because
easiest to clean

MAN-What A Money-Maker!
[EVERY WOMAN
Wants The NEW
PRINCESS;
ROYAL'
HANDBAGI

Breath - taking
beau ty ; unique.
new, exclusive fea-

tures, and VALUE
unequalled in any bag at any price! Just show
this amazing new and different handbag and
take in profits in handfuls! Every woman loves

Its soft, pliable, beautiful, life-time quality,
genuine Steerhide leather — with Stream-line
tooled design ... its self-closing handle and
soft velvety genuine suede lining.

;ited
enthusiastic

when you see the actual "Princess Royal" we
offer you FREE! Don't wait! Start "cashin«-in" now.

i for profit-proving details and FREE SAMPLE

G is for eLAMOUR
[Continued from page 28]

Dorothy really should have no quar-

rel with a sarong. She wears it as

though to the costume born, and has the

sort of figure that lifts it into the class

of a really superior style creation.

NO EASY road has this twenty-three-

year-old Southern beauty tread in

attaining the screen prominence she

occupies today. While attending her

first year of high school in New Orleans,

she walked into the principal's office

one day and announced she was with-

drawing.

"Mother was working hard, earning

the money to send me to school," she

relates, "and I decided to help. I took

a six months' business college course,

then got a job in a real estate office."

It was during this period that her

dearest friend, the late Dorothy Dell,

who was struck down in death just as

she was on the verge of screen stardom,

persuaded her to enter a beauty con-

test. Her friend won, became "Miss

New Orleans of 1930," and Dorothy

Lamour placed second. They went to

Galveston together, where Dorothy

Dell captured the title of "Miss Uni-

verse." Because Earl Carroll and

Florenz Ziegfeld, both of whom offered

her contracts, refused to include her

chum, Dorothy Dell turned down their

offers to go on the Broadway stage, and

the two girls instead signed with Fan-

chon and Marco and toured the West
for six months.

ACCEPT NO

WHEN the tour ended, Dorothy

Dell went east, and Dorothy La-

mour returned home. 1931 whirled

around, and this year she won the title

of "Miss New Orleans," in the annual

contest. But she progressed no farther

—she was left behind in the finals at

Galveston. Then

—

"Mother and I went to Chicago, look-

ing for work. I walked into Marshall

Fields' store, and was a little dazed
when within ten minutes I had been
offered a job modelling. When the

summer slack season started I was asked

if I would be willing to fill in with odd
jobs. A job was a job, so I agreed. I

did everything from wrapping pack-

ages to operating an elevator."

One day, Dorothy Dell came to town

with a road show.

"Now, look here, Dottie," she ad-

vised her friend, "you're too good to be

running people up and down in an ele-

vator. If I can make the grade on the

stage, you can, too. You're going to be

an actress, and I'm going to see that

you are."

SUBSTITUTES! ALWAYS INSIST ON THE ADVERTISED BRAND!

As good as her word, she insisted

that Dorothy enter an amateur singing

contest that very night at the Morrison
Hotel.

"I was so scared," confesses Dorothy,

"I forgot the lyrics of my song, and
right in the middle I had to borrow a

copy of the music from the orchestra

leader."

Herb Kay, the well - known band
leader, was in the audience, and he

straightway offered her a job with his

orchestra.

DOROTHY sang with Kay's outfit for

three years, at the same time hav-

ing her own sustaining program on the

National Broadcasting System and fre-

quently being heard on other programs,

as well. It wasn't until she left Chicago
for Hollywood, to sing over the radio

from that outlet, that she allowed her-

self even to think of pictures.

And she thought of them only when
Paramount insisted she make a screen

test, and she was offered her role in

The Jungle Princess]

"I was so happy I cried there in the

office," she tells. "I telephoned mother
the good news . . . then, as soon as I got

home, long-distanced Herb in Chicago.

He was as excited as I."

Herb Kay had a right to be thrilled.

He is her husband, having married her

after a whirlwind courtship in New
York.

Despite her sudden rise to fame,

there's small likelihood that opulence

will go to Dorothy's head, as it does to

so many newcomers in Hollywood.

"Just because I'm tasting a bit of

success at present—more than I ever

dreamed of—is no reason why I should

change," she avers.

Acting right now consumes her en-

tire interest, but, young as she is, she

is looking to the future.

"I would like," she confides, "to be

a producer some day. But that," she

explains, "is a long way ahead. I have

a lot to learn about this business."

If you liked Dorothy in The Jungle

Princess and caught her, too, in Swing
High, Swing Low and Last Train From
Madrid—you'll like her a hundred-fold

better in The Hurricane. The picture is

going to stamp her as one of the most

glamorous-appearing actresses in Hol-

lywood. A glimpse of her off-screen

furthers that impression.

"I don't want to be glamourous," she

insists. "I'm too down-to-earth and
practical, for that." But you can't

change nature. Glamour is Dorothy La-

mour's middle name.



Blonde M(? menace from iNorway
[Confinued from page 37]

from N<

young men are wiped out in some in-

credible disaster, the only thing

prophets could disagree about is the

size of the stampede of swains at

Sigrid's door. And the first one to get

a date had better plan on visiting the

Trocadero during the evening.

"While night clubs have never been

a special enthusiasm of mine," Miss

Gurie said, "I do want to see what

that one looks like. I've heard about

it and I drive past. What's it like?

"All I've really seen of Hollywood
is buildings, you know. I thought

Hollywood would be a place of broad

avenues and marble villas and palm
trees—like the Riviera. It isn't though.

"The few people I've met are just

as I expected them to be. My brother

told me about Americans. He studied

at Massachusetts Tech and he talks

most of the time about the friends he

made and his fraternity. Theta Chi?
Is that right? He said Americans were

gay and friendly, and I think so, too."

Sigrid's brother is Knut Haukelid.

That's also Sigrid's surname, the ones

she uses professionally being her given

names. With their parents, Sigrid's

brother lives in Oslo and in sight of

the wooded slopes of the Haukeli

Mountains, which have served members
of their family as landmarks of home
for a thousand years.

IN
THOSE dense pine forests, six-

year-old Sigrid played at really

being the Valkyrie Armed For Victory

for whom she was named.
When she was sixteen, Sigrid's par-

ents sent her to finishing school for two
years, and then to Paris for a year and
then for another to Biarritz. Just as

you thought, Sigrid is not working to

lift any mortgage on the old home-
stead. To her studies in French, En-

glish, and German, she added those

of drama, music and art and of court

etiquette to prepare for life.

For a while, Sigrid's enthusiasm cen-

tered on painting. She persuaded her

parents to let her study portraiture in

London, but the Thames was as reluc-

tant as ever to be set on fire. Sigrid

went home to spread her pigments

until the Norwegian National Theatre

offered an outlet for her energies.

Her debut was in the Christmas Play

and painting was forgotten in the new
success.

Hollywood remained Just a spot on
the map, however. Sigrid visited

friends in London, after the play's run

ended, when Goldwyn also was in the

city during his annual European trip.

They met at a dinner party.

"Interested in motion pictures?" he

asked.

"No," said Sigrid.

"You may be," observed Goldwyn.
"And if you ever are and come to

Hollywood, please see me first."

THE suggestion went in one pretty

ear and out the other—almost. At
any rate, Sigrid returned home pres-

ently instead of rushing to buy one

steamer passage, two lipsticks and

three dozen fan magazines, as many
girls would have done at once. When
she finally got around to visiting

America, it was as a tourist.

"We sailed from Norway via En-

gland for Chicago on a pleasure

cruise," she explained. "By 'we' I

mean Liv and Karl Jorgen Bjorge, a

young couple who are my friends. They
own an interest in a line of small

freighters which also have room for

a few passengers and it was on one of

those we sailed.

"The weather at sea v/as dreadful.

Twelve days of it. The ship pitched

so badly that we were thrown from our

bunks one night. It seemed to me the

walls bulged in under the weight of

the waves. It was fine to see the St.

Lawrence and the Great Lakes, I can

tell you."

WhHe in Chicago, the Bjorges

thought it would be nice to see Holly-

wood, so they all got into an airplane

and soared west. Of the three, only

Sigrid knew any one in Hollywood and

Goldwyn was that one. So he got his

wish to be called on first and he re-

membered their London meeting per-

fectly.

In the casual schedule of the sight-

seers, time was made for a screen test

of Miss Gurie. Nobody set much store

by it, fun as it was, until Goldwyn

started having contracts drawn up and

otherwise expressing enthusiasm as only

Goldwyn can. His salesmanship was

irresistible, even to making Sigrid

promise to pretend she was a hermit

whenever she wasn't at the studio pre-

tending to be a Chinese princess in

the high comedy spectacle Robert

Sherwood wrote.

Sigrid liked the stage and she likes

making motion pictures. Playing op-

posite Gary Cooper, moreover, finds

her making her first venture in the

company of another Goldwyn dis-

covery who was able to hold the star-

dom he won from his opportunity

eleven years ago.

So, I think, can Sigrid Gurie.

SHREUOED WHEAT

A Product of NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY.
The Seal ^! h bakers of Ritz, Uneeda Biscuit

and other famous varieties

More Than a Billion Shredded Wheat Biscuits Sold Every Year
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CORNS Salt of the Earth
[Continued from page 34]

Stops Pain INSTANTLY!
The feet are easily infected, so take no
chances. Use Dr. Scholl's Zino-pads, the
medically safe, sure treatment. Ends pain in ONE
minute; stops shoe friction and pressure; prevents
corns, sore toes and blisters; make new shoes fit

with ease. The soothing medication i

in these dainty, softly cushioned |

pads is quickly healing.

Remove Corns and Callouses]

Use Dr. Scholl's Zino-pads with
the separate Medicated Disks, in*
eluded in every box, to quickly loos*
en and remove corns or callouses.

Sizes for Corns, Callouses, Bunions,
Soft Corns between toes. Also made
with THICK, soft felt for cases re-
quiring more protection. If you
need this kind be sure and ask for
Dr. Scholl's THICK Zino-pads.

Cost but a trifle. Sold everywhere.

DrScholls
Zino-pads
Put one on — the pain is gone!

You Can Regain Perfect Speech, I f you

STAMMER
Send today for beautifully illustrated book entitled
"DON'T STAMMER," which describes the Bogue
Unit Method for the scientific correction of stammer-
ing and stuttering. Method successfully used at
Bogue Institute for 36 years—since 1001. Endorsed
by physicians. Full information concerning correc-

tion of stammering sent free. No obligation.

Benjamin N. Bogue, Depl. 721, Circle Tower, Indianapolis, Indiana

^SEND COUPON

FOR^UPSTICKS

AND REJUVIA
MASCARA CREAM

It's our treat! Let us s

you 3 full trial sizes of th^
famous FLAME-GLOJj
Triple Indelible Lipsticks
FREE . . . each in a different fascinating shade,
so you can discover the color most becoming
to you. To introduce our newest achievement,
we will also send you a tube of REJUVIA
Mascara Cream, with brush. It's Guaranteed
Waterproof and Smear-proof; perfectly Harm-
less! Just send 10c in stamps to cover mailing
costs. For beauty's sake, send couponTODAY!

^£cun£~S£&
TRIPLE "INDELIBLE

and John L. had a habif of making play-

ful passes at his acquaintances. Once
he made such a pass at Lionel, and
Lionel ducked the wrong way, getting a

right to the jaw that knocked him out.

ION EL BARRYMORE is one of the

oldest actors in Hollywood in point

of working years. Hardly anyone can

match reminiscences with him. He
worked in The New York Hat, Mary
Pickford's first success; in The Perils of

Pauline, with Pearl White and in hun-

dreds of other melodramas, in which

he was always cast, either as the come-
dian or the villain. He played both

with equal ease. However, he has

never played a love scene on either

stage or screen, which is something of

a record for an actor of his repute.

He used to write scenario plots for

Griffith for $25 each, which was $5
more than Anita Loos was getting at

that time. However, he eventually

preferred acting to writing. Just as

he later preferred acting to directing.

We asked Clark Gable what he

thought of Lionel.

"He is the salt of the earth." Clark
told me simply.

We like that description of him.

Sincerity is the keynote of Lionel

Barrymore's character. He is a man
of few words, but he speaks a language

that everybody understands. And he

means what he says.

He lives simply and his wants are

understandable and few. During his

spare time (and he hasn't had much
of this for ten months now, having ap-

peared in twelve pictures) he reads,

plays the piano or works on his etch-

ings. When he works late at his little

art studio, he likes to munch potato

chips and drink beer.

He smokes Virginia straight-cuts. Is

always out of matches and borrows

from the workers on the set. He calls

the sound technicians the "Science

Department."

He loves to grumble, but doesn't

mean a word of it. Nobody takes his

grumbling seriously. The twinkle in

his blue eyes gives him away.

He hates to comb his hair, so brushes

it straight back.

As this is being written Lionel is in

bed recuperating from a hip injury

suffered while working In his garden,

but take his word for it, it won't be

long before he's back on an M-G-M
set waiting impatiently for a director

to yell "Action! Camera!" And that

is as it should be.

GOOD TROUPER
HOLLYWOOD Magazine thinks the

Academy should give some sort of prize

to Actress Esther Muir for being a good

trouper as well as an outstanding

actress in A Day at the Races. For

three days Miss Muir let the Marxes sit

on her, smother her under cushions and

cover her from head to foot with wall

paper, sticky paste and flour. Cer-

tainly no actress has sacrificed more

for her art. Esther is really one of

SUBSTITUTES!

Hollywood's most alluring troupers.

ALWAYS INSIST ON THE ADVERTISED BRAND!



Winning Hands
[Continued from page 46]

keep the outline of your nails neat and
immaculate.

ONE manufacturing house famous
for its nail polishes has a particu-

larly fascinating array of new autumn
shades, ranging from a soft ashes-of-

roses to the clear rich red of tulips.

They give the nails a smooth, hard-sur-

faced brilliance and do not chip or
peel. An economy note lies in the fact
that the polishes do not dry in the
bottle and may be used to the last

brushful. Priced at 35c
Lacy hose worn with evening sandals

makes it imperative that we keep our
toes as attractive as our fingertips. But

whether they are on display or not, it

gives a comfortable feeling of well-

being to know that our toes are prop-
erly groomed, and a weekly pedicure
should be on every girl's beauty rou-

tine.

If you have ever longed for a gadget
to keep your toes comfortably sepa-
rated while you are applying polish,

your wish is fulfilled by a rubber device

now on the market which fits across the
bottom of the foot and has an open
"stall" for each toe. It eliminates

smearing and flecking the polish and
permits you to walk around (the tele-

phone always rings at this crucial mo-
ment) while the polish is drying. A
pair is priced at $1—and lasts a life-

time.

Another new item which fits delight-

fully into the fall scene of new clothes

and party nights is a gold-tone com-
pact offered by a famous Hollywood
manufacturer. It has a generous sized

mirror, rouge and compartment for

loose powder with puff for each, and
is oblong in shape. The simplicity of

its design and the richness of its ma-
terial make this an ideal compact to
carry either in your business purse or
your evening bag—or in both. A
dandy value at $2.

Since I have reached the face by
way of the compact, I would like to

tell you about a preparation that will

help along the reconditioning of your
skin after summer exposure. It is a

velvety soft powder, containing the

beauty-giving qualities of oatmeal,

which you mix with water to form a

paste before applying. Left on the

face for just a minute or two it helps

to smooth rough dry skin and to nor-

malize large pores by ridding them of

impurities. It is also beneficial in

arousing sluggish circulation when used

as a facial and dries in a twinkling.

Available in 10c, 50c and $1 sizes and
packaged in attractive container. Lest

we forget the hands, this preparation

is excellent for whitening and condi-

tioning them when used for a massage.

Want the name?.

YOUR BEAUTY PROBLEM

... is Ann Vernon's problem. Write

her today, freely and confidentially, on

any question of beauty—skin care,

make-up, new hairdress. She will give

you helpful, dependable advice. This

service is FREE to all our readers, the

only requirement being that you en-

close stamped, self-addressed envelope

for her Reply. Please address: Ann
Vernon, HOLLYWOOD Magazine. 1501

Broadway, New York City.

ARE YOU
ASHAMED
OF YOUR
SKINNY
BODY?

-ftiADTH/S

THOUSANDS GAIN 10 TO 25 LBS.-QWCK
WITH NEW IRONIZED YEAST TABLETS

WHY be ashamed to be seen because of
a skinny, scrawny figure? Thousands

of girls have put on 10 to 25 pounds of
solid flesh in a jew weeks—with these amaz-
ing little Ironized Yeast tablets.

No matter how thin and rundown you
may be, you may easily gain normal, at-
tractive curves this quick way—also natu-
rally clear skin, new pep, and all the new
friends and good times these bring.

Why they build up so quick
Doctors now say thousands of people are
thin and rundown only because they don't
get enough yeast vitamins (Vitamin E)
and iron in their daily food.

Now, by a new process, the vitamins
from the special rich yeast used in making
English ale, world-renowned for its medic-
inal properties, are concentrated to 7 times
their strength in ordinary yeast. This 7-
power concentrate is combined with 3
kinds of iron (organic, inorganic and
hemoglobin iron). Pasteurized English ale
yeast and other valuable tonic ingredients
are added. Finally, for your protection

and benefit, every batch of Ironized Yeast
is tested and retested biologicallya to in-
sure full vitamin strength.

Make this money-back test
Get Ironized Yeast tablets from your drug'-
gist today. If with the very first package
you don't begin to eat better and get more
benefit from your food—if you don't feel
better, with more strength and pep—if you
are not convinced that Ironized Yeast will
give you the pounds you need—your money
promptly refunded. So start today.

Special FREE offer!
To start thousands building up their healtb right
away, we make this FREE offer. Purchase a package
of Ironized Yeast tablets at once, cut out seal on bos
and mail it to us with a clipping of this paragraph.
We will send you a fascinating new book on health.
"New Facts About Tour Body." Remember, results

with the very first package—or money refunded. At all

druggists. Ironized Yeast Co., Inc., Dept. 2810,
Atlanta, Ga.

WARNING: Beware of cheap substitutes.
Be sure you get genuine Ironized Yeasfc
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Complimented for loveliness...

the skin that is ^-aJ-lvti^&d.

FREQUENTLY, admired skin and com-
plexion owe their rose-petal loveliness

to Chamberlain's, the lotion that satinizes.

This clear, golden liquid lotion, used regu-
larly, enhances natural loveliness, encourages
smoothness, freedom from irritation, relieves

chapping. Chamberlain's Lotion is most con-
venient to use, dries quickly, is never sticky,

greasy, gummy nor "messy." At all toilet

goods counters.

3EQXK1
Chamberlain Laboratories, Inc.
Des Moines, Iowa.
Please send free trial size of your lotion.

(Good Only in TJ. S.)

Chamberlain's Lotion

GIRLS AND BOYS I SEND NO MONEY!

GIVEN SEND
NO MONEY!

GIRLS' AND BOYS' Send Name and Address
MICKEY MOUSE WRIST WATCH!
With Chrome Finish Case and metal bracelet as shown. Or
Bi_g Cash Commission—YOURS for Simply Giving Away
FREE Big Colored Pictures with our Well Known WHITE
CLOVERINE SALVE used for burns, chaos, sores, etc..
easily sold to friends at 25c a box (with picture FREE) and
remitting per catalog. SPECIAI^-Choice of 40 "ifts for re-
turning only S3. Our 42nd year. Be First. Write today
for Salve. WILSON CHEM. CO., INC., Dept. 50-K, Tyrone, Pa.

NOW WE BOTH HAVE
LOVELY BLOND

HAIR!

New Shampoo-Rinse Safely Pre-
vents Light Blond Hair from
Darkening—Washes Brownish
Blond Hair 2 to 4 Shades Lighter

without Bleaching !

Bring back the golden glints of childhood with this fasci-
nating new Shampoo-Rinse which, in a few minutes and at
the cost of but a few cents, gives ordinary dull blond hair
a brilliant beauty and life you- never knew it had. Safely,
too. Tou will be delighted with the new. shimmering
highlights and lustre of your hair, its glorious, new, natural
radiance. This amazing Shampoo and Rinse (both in the
same package)—called the New Blondes—hitherto used
only for blondes is just as effective with browns, chestnuts
and "near blondes", whose hair has grown dull, dingy and
Im-less. Start New Blondex today. Not a bleach or dye.
Buy the large size—it costs less per shampoo.
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She Won't Put on an Act
[Continued from page 32]

THE BLONDE HAIR
SHAMPOO &HINSE

"My husband, Leif Erikson, and I go
out when we want to because we want
to go out—not because we're trying to

make an impression," she told me, to
illustrate. "If I can't see where any-
thing I do won't help me go where I

want to go in life, I won't do it."

In almost the same breath she de-
nied another speedily growing piece of

fiction.

"People say that Leif and I are her-

mits," she continued. "That's not true.

We're not trying to shut Hollywood, or

Hollywood people out of our lives. We
go where we please when we please,

whether it happens to be the annual

Academy dinner, a night club or the

home of a friend."

"On the other hand, we like to get
away now and then. One retreat we
have is some distance from Palm
Springs on a rough road and we have
to ford a mountain stream three times

to get there. We are apt to show up
at Mojave, or some other place on the

desert. But we're not playing her-

mits."

Frances does a very hot "burn" when
she sees things printed about her which

are not true.

HERE are some of the stories which

have very definitely started some
of the current misunderstandings about

her.

"One writer said that I stood on my
head, and that I ate carrots," she com-
plained. "Another reporter made an

Amazon of me by printing an un-

founded tale that I had thrown a door-

knob with such force that I had knocked

out my director, Alexander Hall, dur-

ing the making of Exclusive. Another
reporter tried to build a story around
the false premise that college grad-

uates are hard to direct and was going

to use me as a horrible example be-

cause I'd been graduated from the

University of Washington. Photogra-

phers wanted to photograph me in

bathing suits, snap me doing silly things

which hurt my career more than helped.

I put my foot down. So the word has

gone around that I'm hard to handle."

JUMPING back a few years, Frances

told me something about her last

year at the University of Washington
which amazed me, and showed me why
she balked at anything which she

thought would hinder her career. She

has worked to get where she is and she

wants to stay there.

During this year, Frances decided
that to become an actress she'd have

to get to New York City. So, in order
to get money, she did the following in

addition to attending classes:

Worked under the provisions of the

Federal Student Employment Project.

Ushered in a theater in Seattle. Typed
scripts in the university drama depart-

ment. Rehearsed and appeared in col-

lege plays. Entered into and cam-
paigned in a subscription contest
which, if she won, would send her to

Russia and back to New York City.

Played in dramatic skits on a Seattle

radio program.

"Now, perhaps," she said, "you see

why I'm so careful about my career.

When it comes to you in a way as hard

as that, it's pretty precious. I'm

heading for something, and I'll get it

no matter what happens. I'm for any-

thing which will get me places and
against anything that will damage."

Just at present, the word is going
around that Frances is very hard to see,

very hard to interview. She dodges
newspaper people, according to a wild-

fire rumor.

"I dodge people on the set," she

reveals. "I have to. It's hard for the

layman, who has never faced a camera
or never has been beneath a micro-

phone to understand. But I'm new and
green to motion pictures. Remember
that I've never been on the legitimate

stage in a professional role. Remem-
ber, too, that I've been in only five

pictures. I have to concentrate. I

can't divide my attention. It's not fair

to the interviewer—and it's not fair

to the producer."

WITH all this singularity of purpose

and downright hunger for success,

you may think one thing is lacking

—

a sense of humor. Frances has it—one

of the finest in Hollywood. And she'll

poke fun at herself just as quickly as

she'll make some humorously intelli-

gent criticism of her co-workers or of

motion picture making in general.

Much has been made of that trip

to Russia which she made as a cor-

respondent of a Seattle newspaper.

The idea behind it was to get subscrip-

tions. The aim, supposedly, was to find

the most popular girl in Seattle.

Frances wanted that trip to Russia, as

we've disclosed, so that she could get

back to Broadway on the return trip.

She had to have her fling on the stage.

When she saw interest lagging she

got another girl and they went out and

sold subscriptions themselves, casting

the votes for Farmer. Not because

Farmer wanted to be popular, but be-
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cause she had to get to New York and

this, at the moment, looked like her

only chance!

The truth is that the trip was a hard-

ship. She traveled third class. It has

never been revealed that she didn't get

enough out of the contest to make the

trip and was forced to borrow to do
it-

DOES Frances like Hollywood?

The answer, in spite of reports to

the contrary, is an emphatic "yes!"

She likes to work, likes to progress, likes

to see her career develop step by step,

and would be happy anywhere as long

as this was going on.

"But Hollywood is not my goal," she

says. "I had that childhood idea of

going on the stage. I'm going to be
a successful actress."

Romance?
Frances has found time for it, doesn't

discuss it publicly because she feels it's

her own business. She and Leif Erikson

met when neither was getting much
attention from the studio. They at-

tended acting classes given by Phyllis

Loughton, talent coach. Soon they

found they had many mutual interests,

including music. Frances has an ex-

cellent voice, by the way.

A LITTLE FISH STORY WHILE THE SUBMARINE IS SINKING—At least that's

what it looks like as Wayne Morris and George Brent have a bit of an illustrated

talk between scenes for Warner's Submarine D-l

"One day Lief proposed and I ac-

cepted him. It was all over before
anyone knew it was going to happen,"
she explains.

And, with the singularity of purpose

which marks her screen career, she is

making the same splendid go of mar-

riage.

ihe Powder Secret

The perfect color harmony shade for your
type . . . that is the secret of Max Factor's Face
Powder. Your skin will appear more beautiful

than ever before, and you'll marvel at the cling-

ing, satin-smooth effect . . . one dollatt

Helen Vinson
in

"WALTER WANGER'S
VOGUES 0/1938"

illustrates how to create heauty with

Max Factor's Color Harmony Make-Up

AUlu

Hollywood Says:

*The Vogue in Make-Up

is Max Factors''

HOLLYWOOD'S magic wand of beauty Is make-up
created by Max Factor . . .and when you see Joan

Bennett,HelenVinsonand thegalaxyofstars in "Walter

Wanger's Vogues of1938, "you'll marvel at the beauty of
color harmony make-up as revealed by Technicolor.

Now, the luxury of color harmony make-up created

originally for the screen stars by Filmland's make-up
genius, is available to you at nominal prices.

r/Lagicin Rouge
There's a color in rouge to

enhance thebeautyofeach type
of blonde, brunette, brownette
and redhead . . . and you'll find

your shade in Max Factor's
Rouge. Creamy-smooth; life-

like... fifty cents.

M.oisture-proofLipstick

Imagine alipstick so perfect that
it will keep your lips an alluring,

uniform color for hours. . .Super-
Indelible and moiscure-proof, it

will withstand every test. It's Max
Factor's Lipstick one dollar.

Mail for POWDER, ROUSE AND LIPSTICK IHJOURGOLOR

Oil IfWOO
'I

I

MAX FACTOR. Max Factor's Make-Up Studio, Hollywood:

Send Purse-Siic Box of Powder and Rouge Sampler in my color harmony shade;

also Lipstick Color Sjinpki, fniir shades I iiuloic tin irais for postage and
handling. Also send me my Color Harmony M.iU Up Chart and -18-page

Illustrated Instruction Bunk,' R\ N. <* Art cfy,. m-, M.-LUp- EREE
5-10-34
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The Doctor

Says . . "You
Cannot Grow
Healthy, At-

tractiveHAIR
Until YOU—

AND
DOCTORS

RECOMMEND

JluckifJiQet
Clinging dandruff chokes and
smothers new hair growth.
Clean it up with Lucky Tiger.
Every morning give your scalp a vig-
orous massage—then you'll have a
chance to grow healthy, attractive
hair. You'll find LUCKY TIGER

At Druggists and Barbera,

FOR HAIR
AND SCALP

ITCH
«** DRUGGISTS 35c 60"ORUCCISTS 35" 60' • 1.011

p/W#J?i

Corns come back

BIGGER-

UGLIER

unless removed Root* and all

9 Heine paring methods risk infection—only affect

the surface of a corn. The root grows back bigger

and uglier than ever. Don't take chances. Use the

new double-action Blue-Jay method that stops pain

instantly, by removing pressure, then in 3 short

days the corn lifts out root and all (exceptionally

stubborn cases may require a second application).

Blue-Jay is a tiny medicated plaster. Easy to use —
invisible. 25f* for 6. Same price in Canada. Get
Blue-Jay today.

BAUER&
BLACK BLUHAY

CORN

PLASTERS

REMOVE CORNS ROOT AND ALL
* A plug of dead cells root-like in form and position. If

left may serve as focal point for renewed development.

He Doesn't Want to Fight
[Continued from page 36]

He either gets stubborn, or mad, or

both. And he certainly isn't to blame.
Raft is an amazing man. Amazing be-

cause he has pulled himself out of a

hard, brutal, survival-of-the-fittest

world that few know anything about
except by hearsay to become one of
the outstanding box office attractions.

He's had to fight every inch of the way,
from the tenements of 42nd St., and
Ninth Ave., New York, to a penthouse
atop a Hollywood apartment building.

MY GRANDFATHER was German.
He sailed around the horn to

California. He was a carnival man.
He brought the first merry-go-round to
America. He handled carnival men.
He was tough—and he was stubborn,"
George says. "My father ran a ware-
house, and they didn't serve tea at

4 o'clock in the afternoon there, either.

My father was tough, and stubborn, too.

"My mother is Italian. She's fiery.

You know the nation as well as I do.
What does that make me?"

The answer is that heredity, plus

early environment — an environment
which made George scrap his own way
through a hard boyhood, a ring career,

an interlude of dancing to stardom
under the Paramount banner — has
turned out an unusual product. And a
product which very easily can be mis-

understood. George worries about
that.

"It's getting so around Paramount,
they 'Mister Raft' me," he complained.
"It's getting me down. I'm supposed
to be hard to handle. Every time any-

body asks me to do anything lately,

I can see kid gloves on his hands. Why
don't they come to me and say,

'George, I want you to do so-and-so
at five o'clock! I like to be talked
to that way. If the deal's right, I'll

be there on the dot."

GEORGE is famous for his fights

with the studio. He and Para-

mount have had a continual series of

disagreements since he went under
contract six year ago. Yet George,
in most of his fights, has been actually

motivated by loyalty to the studio.

This seems strange until you talk to

George—and he proves it!

His most famous clash is his most
recent. He walked out on a picture.

The studio turned around, suspended
him for six weeks. Here's his slant:

"A name is an asset, after a studio

has built it up for six years. I don't

care what the name is, whether it's

George Raft, or Bob Burns, or Shirley

Temple. Okay. You wouldn't destroy
an asset, would you? But, right after

I was signed to a new contract, the
studio gives me a story which I don't
like, with a brand new, untried director,

a girl who has only been in one pic-

ture. I think this over, and I decide
the odds are against this being a good
picture. I'm afraid it's not going to
be a success. So what do I do? I

walk out!"

Souls at Sea brought George back
into the Paramount picture.

"I'm proud to be in that produc-
tion," he says. "You can say for me
that this guy Cooper is one of the

swellest guys I know. I think the story's

great. Henry Hathaway 's a fine direc-

tor. I like guys like Hathaway. I like

them because I like guys who are fair

and square and know their busi-

ness.

"When I make a noise that I don't

want so-and-so working on a picture

with me, I'm figuring it this way: I

know I don't know everything. I figure

this guy doesn't, either. And if neither

of us is so bright, the picture has big

odds against it. But if I get smart

fellows surrounding me, not only do
I respect them for what they know, but
they make a good picture. The odds
are for that picture's success."

i
AFT, at times accused of being

temperamental and an egoist,

actually considers himself a corporal

surrounded by generals. There is

nothing of the big shot about him. He
feels definitely that he is a very small

part of a very big organization. And
he has that organization at heart be-

cause he is grateful to it.

"Sometimes I make suggestions," he
explained. "I'm sincere about them.

I want to help. But, because of this

phoney reputation of mine, a lot of

people think I'm trying to be tough
and give the orders. They think I'm

thinking of myself, when I'm really

thinking of the studio. Why shouldn't

I? It's done a lot for me. And there

have been times when my tips have
been pretty valuable."

George becomes strangely reticent

when you ask him how he's helped the

studio. This is because he doesn't like

to sound off about himself. However,
others know what he has done.

First of all, George is something of

a talent scout. He probably could

make a pretty good living at it if he
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IT
WAS George who first became in-

terested in Margo. He was dancing
with her in New York at the Waldorf.
At this point, George became sold on
her—long before anybody else even
guessed she had possibilities. My in-

formant told me that George could

have signed her to a personal contract

and could have profited heavily. But

he didn't. Later, he started a Margo
campaign which finally ended in her

being signed.

George sold pretty little Olympe
Bradna in Souls at Sea. Executives

wanted some one older, for the little

French girl is very young.

"But French maids are always
young," George insisted, buttonholing

Hathaway, the director, and every
other executive thereabouts, again with

his customary single-mindedness. "Did
you ever see an old French maid?"
He finally put across his logic.

Another quality which he has, be-

side being straightforward to the ex-

tent that sometimes his very frankness

is mistaken for belligerency, is his

painstaking attention to detail as far

as his work is concerned. For example,
when he finished Souls at Sea, he
learned that he was to play opposite
Sylvia Sidney in You and Me, and with

WRONG AGAIN—Wo, dear reader, Groucho Marx isn't changing teeth, he's merely replacing

his stogie with a stalk of celery for diversion and for the entertainment of lovely Gloria Stuart,

at the Screen Writers ball

Fritz Lang directing. He plays an ex-

convict and already he knows his cos-

tumes by heart.

"Because the guy I play is an ex-

con," he says, "and because he works

in a store—in the stockroom, where
he makes $25 a week—he's going to

dress plainly. Being out of stir, he

doesn't want to attract attention. Sec-

ond, he can't afford much class. This

guy has two suits of clothes, one cf

'em dark, the other a gray sack. He'll

be neat as a pin. He'll wear a belt

but no suspenders. Black shoes, not

tricky. Plain shirts. A quiet bow tie.

How do I know? Say, I've known

plenty of guys like him."

There may be efforts to change

George's mind on this. But George
knows he's right.

"And I won't pick a fight, either,"

he told me. "I don't like to fight. No
good fighter gets into a brawl unless

he's on the defensive."

Yes, Constipation

Is Serious, But It

Can't Poison You!
SAY DOCTORS

Modern doctors now say that the old idea of poisons getting into your blood from con-
stipation is BUNK. They claim that constipation swells up the bowels causing pressure
on nerves in the digestive tract. This nerve pressure is what causes frequent bilious

spells, dizziness, headaches, upset stomach, dull, tired-out feeling, sleepless nights, coated
tongue, bad taste and loss of appetite.

Don't suffer hours or even days longer than necessarv. You must GET
THAT PRESSURE OFF THE NERVES TO GET RELIEF. Flush the
intestinal system. When offending wastes are gone the bowels return to

normal size and nerve pressure STOPS. Almost at once you feel mar
velously refreshed, blues vanish, and life looks bright again.

That is why so manv doctors are now insisting on gentle hut QUICK
ACTION. That is why YOU should insist on Adlerika. This efficient

intestinal evacuant contains SEVEN carminative and cathartic ingredients.
It acts on the stomach, as well as the entire intestinal tract. It relieves
stomach GAS at once and often removes howel congestion in half an
hour. No violent action, no after effects, just QUICK results. Recom-
mended by many doctors and druggists for 35 years.

kdlerika
WARNING!

All REPUTABLE DRUGGISTS know
that Adlerika has no substitute.

Always DEMAND the genuine.

MORE THAN LAXATIVE

Adlerika Co.. Dept. F. W -10-7

St. Paul, Minn.

GENTLEMEN: Send withoutFREE Trial Size of Adlerika.
family. (Offer good in U. S.

oMiK'atinn voiir
Limit one to a

only.)

Sold in Canada by leadi ig druggists
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Lustrous Color for

FADED
HAIR
(

Test Bottle \
FREEJ

Have ever-youthful looking hair this

SAFE way. Clear liquid is combed through
hair. Gray goes— streaks disappear. Color
wanted comes: black, brown, auburn,
blonde. Nothing to wash or rub off on
clothing. Hair stays fluffy— takes wave or
curl. Get full-sized bottle from druggist on
money-back guarantee. Or mail coupon for

Free Test.

FREE TEST~We send complete Test
Package Free. Snip off a lock of hair. Test it first

this safe way. No risk. No expense. 3,000,000
women have received this test. Mail coupon.

I
MARY T.GOLDMAN—,

3022 Goldman Bldg., St. Paul, Minn.

Name. ;::

Street

City,

Color of your hair?.

WAKE UP YOUR
LIVER BILE-

Without Calomel—And You'll Jump Out
of Bed in the Morning Rarin' to Go

The liver should pour" out two pounds of liquid
bile into your bowels daily. If this bile is not
flowing_ freely, your food doesn't digest. It just
decays in the bowels. Gas bloats up your stomach*
You get constipated. Your whole system is poi-
soned and you feel sour, sunk and the world
looks punk.

Laxatives are only Makeshifts'. A were bowel
movement doesn't get at the cause. It takes those
good, old Carter's Little Liver Pills to get these
two pounds of bile flowing freely and make you
feel "up and up." Harmless, gentle, yet amazing
in making bile flow freely. Ask for Carter's Little
Liver Pills by name. Stubbornly refuse anything
else. 25c at all drug stores. © 1935, C. M. Co.

Skin Itch Kills Romance
Many shattered romances may
be traced back to ugly skin
blemishes. Why tolerate itchy
pimples, eczema, angTy red
blotches or other irritations re-
sulting from external causes
without seeking quick relief
from soothing PETERSON'S
OINTMENT. 35c all druggists,

(50cinCanada). Moneyback ifone application does
notdelight you. Wonderful, too, for tired itchy feet
and cracks between toes. For FREE

^SAMPLE write Peterson Ointment f^jg-\
Co., Dept. hk-16, Buffalo, NewYork. fel»sS^

"I Fell in Love"
[Continued from page 31]

tonight.' I said 'All right.' We had
dinner. We didn't dance. Because I

had had a strenuous day on Stella

Dallas and was tired. We got home at

nine o'clock. I introduced Johnny to my
mother and went to bed. Johnny had
told me he would call me. I didn't

think he would and I didn't think he
wouldn't. I just didn't think about it

at all. We hadn't said one romantic
thing. But he did call, the next night.

We went to dinner again and we have
gone to dinner every evening since and
have been together as much as pos-

sible of every day.

"I don't remember," said Anne, "I

don't believe there ever was one
special, startling moment when I knew.
I don't think my heart stood still while

some voice whispered, 'This is it! Here
it is! You are in love! This is for all

your life!' It was more than we just

sort of lived into love.

"And when Johnny proposed . . .

well, we were driving along the beach.

We were talking of anything and noth-

ing and everything in the world, as we
always do. Suddenly, Johnny said,

'Will you marry me?' And just as

naturally and suddenly I said, 'Yes, of

course." And there we were. Just at

first, the first minute he said it, I

thought he was kidding, that it was a

gag. That's what Hollywood does for

you. There are so many gags in

Hollywood, even about sacred things.

You can't tell ... all of us kid all

of the time. Paula Stone and Phyllis

Fraser and Tom Brown and Lee and I,

all of us . . . we're apt to burst into

a group and announce 'I am married'

or just anything. So, when Johnny
first said it, I thought that he was kid-

ding. Then I stole a lock at his face.

Just one, quick look. And I knew that

he wasn't kidding. I knew that he

was a very long way away from kid-

ding.

"And everything," said Anne, "is so

the way it should be with us. Every-

thing we have is so right and so good.
People think that I am too young to

know what it is all about. I know what
it is all about all right. I know what
I want. I know that I have got what
I want. More perfectly than I ever
dreamed I could have. And so, all

fancy free and everything, I— I just

walked into it. Into happiness. Into

love.

DID I tell you about the very first

time I ever laid eyes on Johnny?
Before I'd ever met him or even knew
just who he was? Well, this is the most

m
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dramatic part! Mother and I went to

New York last year to see the plays.

We arrived on a Sunday and there

were, of course, no plays to see. So

we went to a movie. We went to see

Dodsworth. We arrived rather late,

just in time for the scene where Johnny,

who plcyed Dodsworth's son-in-law, is

kneeling by the bed of his wife and
their new baby.

"/VH, AND did I tell you about the

\J day I got my ring? That was

very dramatic, too. For the very day

I got it, the day we were truly and pub-

licly engaged, I did the wedding se-

quence in Stella Dallas. I was 'marry-

ing' Tim Holt, Jack Holt's son. I felt

so queer.

"I know," said Anne, "that some
people don't believe I am really in

earnest, really going to be married.

My mother knows that I mean it, of

course. And so do my best friends.

But I know that there are some people

who think, 'Oh, Shirley is off again.'

Well, that's all right," laughed Anne
—but the steady look in her eyes belied

her laughter, "that will be all the more
surprise for them when they know that

I do mean it, that we are going to be

married in the fall. We can't set a

definite date because we don't know

whether we'll be working, either of us,

or both of us. You can't set dates in

Hollywood; but it doesn't matter much,

the exact date, because we're not going

to have a regular formal wedding, any-

way. We're just going away and get

married . . . somewhere far away from

Hollywood. Mother will go with us,

of course, and some of our friends. We
haven't decided where we will live, at

first. Mother and I are going to sell

the house we are living in now and

mother will live in our other little

house. Johnny and I may take an

apartment. We don't want to settle

down—not yet. We're not old enough

for that. We want to be able to go,

whenever we can, wherever we please.

We want to have fun together, lots of

carefree fun.

"I'm not fiercely ambitious," Anne
told me. "I don't want to be a great

star. I don't want to have more than

I have now. Johnny is more ambitious

than I am. Which is another part of

the rightness of it all. Because a boy
should be more ambitious than a girl.

I just want to get along, we both just

want to get along and have fun and be

together in everything. Its wonder-

ful," sighed Anne, "how together we
are . . . that's what makes me know,

more than anything else, that it's love,

that it's my first love, that it's for all

our lives."

i:i»rwn.Tdii-fwren»i

LADIES EXCUSED NOW WHILE
THEY RUSTLE REFRESHMENTS.
NOW'S YOUR CHANCE , BESS /
YOU'VE BEEN DYING TO
TELL LUCILLE SOMETHING

1 OH LUCILLE/ I COULD HARDLY
WAIT TO TELL YOU. I'VE BEEN
ABSOLUTELY COMFORTABLE
THE WHOLE EVENING.
THANKS HEAPS/

MONTHLY martyrdom to func-
tional periodic pain is out of style!

It's now old-fashioned to suffer in

silence, because there is a dependable
relief for such suffering.

Some women who have always
had the hardest time are relieved by
Midol.
Many who use Midol do not feel one

twinge of pain, or even a moment's
discomfort during the entire period.
Midol brings quick relief which

usually lasts for hours. The principal
ingredient of Midol is one that has

often been prescribed by specialists.

Don't let the calendar regulate
your activities! Don't "favor your-
self" or "save yourself" on certain
days of every month! Keep going,
and keep comfortable— with the
aid of Midol. These tablets provide
a proven means for the relief of such
pain, so why endure suffering Midol
might spare you?
You can get Midol in a trim alu-

minum case at any drug store. Two
tablets should see you through your
worst day.

SAFELY...QUICKLY

By EXTERNAL METHOD

v

Lose many pounds safely, without drugs, harmful diets

or tiring exercises! Take off extra superficial fat at

only those places where you want to reduce. Hundreds of women in

the last 25 years have kept slim, youthful-appearing figures this easy, inexpen-
sive harmless way. Originally prescribed by a doctor for his wife . . . then
friends begged for it . . . now it is available to you!

Money-Back Guarantee! Act Today!
[
If you do not lose at least 12 pounds with the first jar of Cream,
following directions, your money ivill be refunded at once! Write
today for full half-pound jar of Dr. Hatch's Formula Massage Cream

. . $1.00.

YOUTHFUL FACE AND FIGURE, inc., Dept. FW-4
853 SEVENTH AVENUE
NEW YORK CITY

PROFIT BY THESE AMAZING
EXPERIENCES!

iave lost 47 pounds and think your cream won-
ul." L. P., No. Carolina.

ive had wonderful results . . . lost 30 pounds."
. O. R. S., Penna.

YOUTHFUL FACE AND FIGURE. INC., Dept. FW-4.
853 Seventh Avenue, New York City

Send half-pound jar of Dr. Hatch's Formula Massacre
Cream. I will pay postman SI plus postage on de-
li vpt-u [Postage prepaid if SI accompanies older.)

'- ;n 4 weeks, you will return
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CLEAR..MILKYWHITE..LUSTR0U5

THOUSANDS CLEAR EYES..InSeconds..New Easy Way
WHEN eyes are dull, reddened or prominently

veined by late hours, fatigue, exposure— thou-
sands of girls now make them clear and sparkling in
seconds. With new scientific EYE-GENE. And what
a difference when whites are clear—sparkling white!
So soothing, refreshing. Stainless. Get EYE-GENE at
any drug or department store . . . also 5 and 10c stores.

EYE-GENE
ACCOUNTING

JL \Jhe profession thatpays
Accountants command big income.
Thousands needed. About 16,000
Certified Public Accountants in
U. S. Many earn S2.000 to S15.000.
We train you thoroughly at home
in your spare time for C. P. A. ex-
aminations or executive accounting
positions. Previous bookkeeping
knowledge unnecessary—we pre-
pare you from ground up. Our train-
ing is personally given by staff of
experienced C. P. A.'s. Low cost

—

easy terms. Write now for valuable
64-page book, "Accountancy, the
Profession That Pays," free.

LASALLE EXTENSION bus,„ |
ds^aInlnE

The school that has trained-over1.400C. P.A.'s

Dept. 1030-H, Chicago

K More
Fascinating

HAVE IT IN ONE WEEK! }±&les . . .

brunettes . .

.

don tletdull.blemished.freckled skin ruin charm!
Gentle Golden Peacock Bleach Creme . . re-
moves dull film, surface freckles and pimples,
blackheads almost overnight I Gives you clear,
flawless, younger looking, alluring skin. At any
drug or department store ... or send SOc to
Golden Peacock Inc., Dept. p-265, Paris, Term.

Learn Profitable Profession
in QO days at Home

\
Salaries of Men and Women in the fascmatiny pro-
fession of Swedish Massage ran as high as $40 to
$70 per week but many prefer to open their own of-

; 6ces. Large incomes from Doctors, hospitals, eani-
/ tariums and private patients come to those who

qualify through oar training. Reducing
k alone offers rich rewards for specialists.

) for Anatomy Charts, tsample lea-
sheets and booklet—They'reFREE.

never FACE
POWDER

9 For a flattering finish to a

perfect make-up, dust on
Boyer's, the powder that really

clings. Ideal for summer wear
... daytime or evening. Allur-

ingly scented. Newest Paris

shades. 50c at dealers or mail

10c for purse size. Specify
shade desired.

oUrcH, Sociefy Partumeur Eepuwic featured

2702 S WaboshAyg., Chicago,

KAY HUGHES.

Men Who Boss the Stars
[Continued from page 35]

•}he English? How will they react to
this Hollywood American, who began
life as a deep-sea diver and salvager of

sunken ships from the ocean's bed?
The test of a man's ability to get

along with people usually lies among
his own employees. In 1924 Metro,
new and ambitious, hired approxi-

mately 1,100 men and women (exclud-

ing stars, directors and writers) in its

various departments. Today the num-
ber is 2,200, but 1,000 of the orignal

1,100 staff members are still on the job!

"L. B.'s" power of personal friend-

ship and securing loyal cooperation ex-

tends far outside Culver City. People
of all faiths and political parties like

and trust him. For example: himself of

Jewish birth and upbringing, he is an
honorary member of the Ancient Order
of Hibernians in San Francisco. For

the past three years they have invited

him to make the annual St. Patrick's

Day address!

IN NATIONAL life he is widely re-

I spected for diplomatic ability. When
the late King Albert of Belgium, dur-

ing a Republican administration, vis-

ited Hollywood, Mayer entertained
him. When the new Italian Ambassa-
dor, during the present Democratic ad-
ministration, journeyed west, Mayer
again entertained.

With his stars Mayer is warm, genial;

he probably has less "star trouble" than
any other producer.

When Robert Taylor, whom Mayer
has selected, contracted and watched
through two years of careful instruction,

became a smash hit, "L. B." tore up the

old agreement and handed the boy a

dazzling new one. "But I won't let you
sign this, Bob," he added, "unless you
arrange for a large proportion of your
income to go into trust funds." Clark
Gable received the same sort of good
advice, long ago, and can never be
"down and out."

One of the finest stories of Holly-
wood is how Mayer, during the last

months of Marie Dressler's life, when
recovery was impossible, took a long
railroad trip each week-end, carrying

a brief-case full of stories, which he dis-

cussed and argued through with her,

just as if he expected her to resume star-

ring roles any minute!

Mayer—warm, human, diplomatic

—

will get along with the English. They
will cooperate.

But what of the significance? What
will be the future?

Here's what all Hollywood asks:

"Is L. B. again about to change the
course of movie history?"

Fat Girl Laughs
and Grows Slim

Without Starvation Diets, or Back-Breaking,
Bending and Rolling Exercises.

Here's a way to get rid of ugly fat that works
hand in hand with Nature. Millions of people
are losing millions of pounds of flabby flesh
and getting back slender figures, without the need
of starvation diets or back-breaking exercises.

Medical science has discovered that one of the
causes of too much fat lies in a little gland.
Doctors correct this condition by feeding this
little gland the substance it lacks — and Mar-
mola Prescription Tablets are based on this same
method. Millions are using them with success.
They are prepared by a famous medical labora-
tory. Their formula is published in every pack-
age so you know what you are taking.
*So don't waste time and money with starva-

tion diets or back-breaking exercises. Go to your
druggist today and get a box of Marmola. Try
this simple, easy way to get rid of excess fat.

KILL THE HAIR ROOT
Remove the hair permanently, safely, pri-
vately at home, following simple directions.
The Mahler Method positively prevents the
hair from growing again. The delightful re-
lief will bring happiness, freedom of mind
and greater success. Backed by 35 years of
successful use all over the world. Send Gc
in stamps TODAY for Illustrated Booklet.
"How to Remove Superfluous Hair Forever."
D. J. Mahler Co., Dept. 56M, Providence, R. I.

NOW Hollywood brings you the secret

of Screen Star Popularity •

I

The allure and charm of famous stars, now created for
you in an exquisite, lasting fragrance . . . "Harriot of
Hollywood Perfume". A touch of it on your hair . . .

a drop on your lips . . . and you become a star in your
own right ... a pulse-quickening temptation . . . in-
triguing to those about you. Give yourself this new
glamour. Send for a generous sample of "Harriet of
Hollywood" Perfume. Include only 25c to cover packing
and mailing cost. Your trial size of "Harriet of Holly-
wood Perfume" is here waiting for you.

HARRIET of HOLLYWOOD
l̂l̂ Wood?cal?f:

ATHLETES FOOf
Kesponds Uuickly—Unfailingly to Urado Oil, a neal-

ing, refined, live Shale Oil, mined in the mountain I

fastness of western Colorado. Penetrating, stainless,

harmless to the most tender skin, Urado Oil is sold 1

with a money back guarantee. Write for Free circular
)

or send 75c MO. for trial size bottle, suffi-

cient for ordinary cases. Urado Products Co.,

Beason Bldg., Salt Lake City, Utah.

Help Kidneys
Don't Take Drastic Drugs
Your Kidneys contain 9 million tiny tubes or

filters which may be endangered by neglect or
drastic, irritating drugs. Be careful. If functional
disorders of the Kidneys or Bladder make you
surfer from Getting Up Nights,_ Nervousness, L.eg
Pains, Circles Under Eyes, Dizziness, Backache,
Swollen Joints, Excess Acidity, or Burning Pas-
sages, don't rely on ordinary medicines. Fight
such troubles with the doctor's prescription Cystex.
Cystex starts working in 3 hours and must prove
entirely satisfactory in 1 week, and be exactly the
medicine you need or money back is guaranteed.
Telephone your druggist for Cystex (Siss-tex) to-

day. The guarantee protects you. Copr. 1937
The Knox Co.
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• Our Readers Write •

[Continued from page 51]

Male Stars for Sale!

Dear Editor:

HOLLYWOOD'S covers are The acme of per-

fection and beauty. Its hues are so intriguing

that I never pass it up. Its beautiful colors,

in the first place, started me reading it and

now It is a confirmed habtt.

The female stars seem always to get the

cover honors. I feel that the male players

should have a chance. Their faces would be

just a* attractive to the readers, both male

and female, for who could pass by Tyrone

Power without stopping to buy him for five

cents.

Mildred L. Reed,

124 Orchard Street,

Somerville, Mass.

Editor's comment: Don't give up hope. We
may have a pleasant surprise for you within a

short time.

Double Or Nothing

Dear Editor:

I have read the many letters complaining

about double feature bills.

I would like to defend this phase of the

moving picture business. Compared to the

people who do not like double feature bills,

think of the very, very many who do. The

greater majority, of course, are the younger

boys and girls. They are, as a rule, not so well

supplied with money. If they, therefore, get

a chance to see two pictures for the price of

one, they will go.

Not that it is a question of money with me,

but some of the best pictures I could hope to

see were at a double feature theatre. If 1 get

a few hours of joy, a little time of contentment

—then I don't mind sitting through a picture

not quite so interesting. And nobody else

should. After all, when they go they know

full well what they are in for.

Betty Jane Earle,

I 14 Ravine Street,

East Liverpool, Ohio

Still the battle continues,

in favor of the two-in-one

^\\v

Editor's comment:

with Miss Earle al

program.

News Scoop!

Dear Editor:

The news reel has catapulted to first place on

the movie program for two scoops that are

deservedly worthy of Academy Awards. Sen-

sation of sensations was exemplified in the

Hindenburg disaster. It was so pulsating that

since then thrill scenes in pictures are boring.

Then the second big scoop. We have watched

riot and mob scenes in features and felt chilled

to the marrow but we realize their tepidness

after viewing the news reel shots of the Chicago

trouble. I am willing to bet that future thrill

scenes will be patterned after these ace-high

accelerators of stark realism.

John E. Thayer,

18 Creighton Street,

Cambridge, Mass.

Editor's comment: We heartily agree with

Mr. Thayer's suggestion regarding a special

award for exceptional news reel scoops. They

Jeserve some special mention.

%ow-6tcctpf

— AT ALL STORES SELLING INK
ZZ (Offer limited to U. S. A.)

!•? THIS 20,000-WORD, 192-PAGE

WEBSTER'S DICTIONARY
A GENUINE WEBSTER'S DICTIONARY. With the Purchase of

a 15c Bottle of

rarker w

vdnk
—the amazing new writing ink that
cleans a pen as it writes. Made 2
ways—WASHABLE for home and
school—PERMANENT for ac-
counting and permanent documents.
Made by The Parker Pen Co., Janes-
ville, Wis. Get Quink and free dic-
tionary at any store selling ink.

nn:im.'.i !w ! | ! i

Earn up to $22.50 in a Week!
Take orders from friends and others
for amazing new Christmas Card
values! Made-to-order with sender's,
name. You sell 50 folders for only $1."

FREE Samples. Liberal earnings.
Many men and women earn up to $2 in hour.
No experience needed. Also sell SI Assort-
ments of 25 Christmas Cards; others 50e.
Make big money every week now to Christ-
mas, full or spare time. Send today for Free Selling Outfit.

General Card Co., 400 S. Peoria St., Dept. P-133, Chicago, III.

WORRY OVER

GRAY
HAIR

rSow, without any risk, you t those streaks or

patches of gray or faded hair to lustrous shades of

blonde, brown or black. A small brush and Browna-
tone does it. Prove it—by applying a little of this

famous tint to a lock of your own hair.

Used and approved—for over twenty-six years

by thousands of women. Brownatone is safe. Guar-
anteed harmless for tinting gray hair. Active coloring

agent is purely vegetable. Cannot affect waving of

hair. Is economical and lasting—will not wash out.

Simply retouch as the new gray appears. Imparts
rich, beautiful color with amazing speed. Just brush
or comb it in. Shades: "Blonde to Medium Brown"
and "Dark Brown to Black" cover every need.
BROWNATONE is only 50c—at all drug and

toilet counters—always on a money-back guarantee.

VvHEN your baby suffers from teeth-

ing pains, just rub a few drops of Dr.
Hand's Teething Lotion on the sore,

tender, little gums and the pain will

be relieved in one minute.
Dr. Hand's Teething Lotion is the

prescription of a famous baby spe-
cialist, contains no narcotics and has
been used by mothers for over fifty

years. One bottle is usually enough for

one baby for the entire teething period.

JUST RUB IT ON THE GUMS

DR.HANDS
Teething Lotion

BuyD r. Hand'sfromyourdruggisttoday
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FREE

Moth&iA

Full day's supply
of BABYPADS
End disagreeable diaper
washing. Use Babypads in-
side cloth diaper, throw-
away when soiled. Safe,
soft, sanitary, they also pro-
tect baby's tender skin from
risk of diaper rash. At de-
partment and drug stores.
60 for 25c, 250 for $1. For
your free sample package,
send to DENNISON'S, Dept.
BK246, Framingham, Mass.

BABYPADS
SUFFERERS FROM

PSORIASIS
DCRmOIL

mistake eczema for the stubborn.
embarrassing, scaly skin disease

psoriasis. Apply non-staining Dermoil.GENEROUS Thousands of men and women use it.TRIAL SIZE Grateful users, often after years of suffer-
^5«d J^JMm^ *ng> reP°rt tne scales have gone, the redOR COIN patches gradually disappeared and they en-
joyed the thrill of a clear skin again. Dermoil is backed
by a positive agreement to give definite benefit in 2 weeks
or money is refunded without question. Beautiful boolt on
Psoriasis and Dermoil with amazing proof of results Free,
or send 25c for generous trial bottle to make our famous
"One Spot Test". Prove it yourself no matter how long
you have suffered or what you have tried. Shipped to many
foreign countries. Don't delay. Write today. Give drug-
gist's name. LAKE LABORATORIES, Box 6, Northwestern
Station, Dept. F 23, Detroit, Mich.

<X

PHOTO^'seei^i
Clear enlargement, bust, full
length or part group, pets or
other subjects made from any pho-
to, snapshotortintypeatlowpJ

ich: 3 for $1. 00.. Send
7 DhoJ Re-

tarn of original photos guaranteed.

SEND NO MONEY
Just mail photo with name and ad
dress. In a few days postman will
deliver beautiful enlargement that
will never fade. Pay only 49c plus postag<
60c—3for$1.00,andwewillpay postage ourselves

BEAUTIFULLYrOrFITo3cquaintyW llxl4 inch
'

CARVED FRAMErKtE.iw.th the HIGH * l x l* «nches
quality of our work we will frame, until further notice, all pastel col-
ored enlargements FREE. Illustrations of beautifully carved frames
lor your choice will be sent with yonr enlargement. Don't delay. Act
cow. Mail your Photos today. Write NEW ERA PORTRAIT COMPANY
31 E. HURON STREET, DEPT. 724, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

/

£ooc^

by SAFE, EASY, QUICK

SLIMMET METHOD!
If you do not lose at least 10 pounds in
4 weeks by this absolutely harmless
method, it will cost you nothing 1 No
limited diets, strenuous exercises or ex-
pensive massage!
This simple prescription of a famous New
York doctor contains no thyroid, no
dinitrophenol or other harmful drug.
Accent no substitutes!

Both Men and Women Reduce!
"Reduced from 230 to 189 lbs. and feel

fine." says Mr. H. S.
"Very effective. Have lost 37 lbs.,"

writes Mrs. S. B.
"Lost 29 pounds and have more energy
and pep," says Mrs. A. G.

Test It At Our Expense!
Send Si today or sent C. O. D.. $1 plus

postage. If you do not reduce 10 pounds
in 4 weeks, your money refunded at once.

Fat not only ruins your allure, it en-

dangers your health, so mail coupon to-

day! No Canadian Orders.

"f?RveV. N
eew"wi?C!W t . .

53 Seventh Ave., postman cost, v |
! enclose "f.V "please send: S1 .00 .

question. .

Name

"The Kid"
[Continued from page 30]

know, Just fixing up one of those rooms
you fix up for a kid. We don't even
know how to paint it—whether to fix

it up for a boy or a girl. So we're
just fixing up a regular kid's room."
"You say you don't know whether to

fix up the room for a boy or girl," I tried

to lead him on another track. "Which
do you want?"

Gary's long arm shot out and rested

on my shoulder. "Wait a minute, Dick,"

he began earnestly. "What is this—an
interview?"

Knowing how Gary shies away from
anything pertaining to his private life

—his wife, his marriage, etc.— I knew
that anything remotely approaching a

discussion of the expected heir would
be equally distasteful. I felt a twinge
of conscience. So I sought refuge in

Coop's own method of evasion. I sud-

denly became dreadfully shy and stam-
mered and stuttered and ended by say-

ing nothing.

"Is it?" he insisted.

"Well, yes, in a way," I finally ad-
mitted.

"Take it easy, Dick," he cautioned

me. "You know how I feel about those

things. I don't want any stories about
the baby, or anything like that."

"Look, Gary," I exclaimed desper-

ately, " a story on that baby is going to

be written. If you don't give it to me
some enterprising writer is going to

write it from an editorial viewpoint. I

can just see the headlines— 'Gary
Cooper As A Father, ' etc."

"Goliy, Dick," he muttered in real

distress, "I just don't like to do it."

"But why, Gary? Why?" I persisted

doggedly, wondering if ever, in the

history of interviews, anyone had had
as tough a time dragging a few words
from between human lips.

"For several reasons," he announced.
"To begin with, it's the most important
thing in my life right now. And there

are some things a fellow wants to keep
to himself.

"I

KNOW you agree with me because

I remember once you wrote a life

story about Clark Gable. You had
been gouging around trying to find out

a lot of intimate, human interest anec-

dotes to liven up your story. When the

story was all finished, Clark said to you,

'I'll tell you now, there ore a lot of

things that have happened to me such

as you were trying to get me to tell

you. But they belong to me. And I

like to take them out, in my mind's eye,

and sort of look them over every once
in awhile and then put them away again.

If I told you about them and you spread

\ WIRELESS PpCfeot ^<
, TUBELESS \
BATTERYLESStf

WORLD'S SMALLEST REAL PERFORMING RADIO
Amazing Midget radio weighs onl:
complete. Receives stations \vi:

beautiful tone. Very little static
terference. Nothing to adjust or cause trouble—should last
for years. USES PATENTED FIXED RECTIFIER—ENTIRELYNEW DESIGN. MECHANICAL patent No. 2074887. Not to
be confused with cheaply made imitations or UNLAWFUL
COPIES. Music and programs come DIRECTLY FROM
GRILL OF RADIO! New patented * • Speak'ophone" gives
more volume and stations! NOT A TOY. Tunes broadcast
band. The newest radio sensation of the year. Absolutely
complete with picture instructions for use in hotels, offices,
boats, autos, bed, etc. TAKES ONLY A SECOND TO CON-NECT—no hookups to any current or extra wires. SATIS-
FIED OWNERS report wonderful service in ALL PARTS OF
THE WORLD. THESE ARE FACTS! Beautiful two color

SEND NO^MONEY gsj}» •»">£& •SJjg'-'&gg
M. O., Cash) and yours will be sent postpaid. GUARAN-
TEED. Can be used by anyone. ORDER NOW!
TINYTONE RADIO CO., DEPT. F-10, KEARNEY, NEBRASKA

Now it DOESN'T
HURT!Arch Your Own Eyebrows

Painlessly!

Professional Automatic Archer now available for home use!
Split second action removes unsightly hair, root and follicle
from eyebrows, moles, underchin, legs, etc. Safe! Quick!
No drugs, no chemicals. Not a needle. Lasts a lifetime.
Thousands in daily use. Professional beautician says:
"Indispensable part of my equipment for 6 years". House-
wife says: "Among my useful toilet articles for over lO
years. Use it constantly". (Names on request). Sent pre-
paid anywhere in U. S., on receipt of $3.00 (cash, check
or money order), or S3. 15 C. O. D. Money back if not sat-
isfied. Descriptive literature free.

SAB0 AUTOMATIC, 1740 East12thSt., Cleveland,".

P *> f INDELIBLE D 1 R K E H E R

for LASHES and BROWS
One application lasts 4 to 5 weeks. Marvel-

ous, too, for darkening those first gray hairs! $1 at
Drug and Dept. Stores. Try it!

SAMPLE 10c For Trial, Send 10c (15c Stamps) to

"DARK EYES", 2115 S. Crawford Ave., Dept. 30-K, Chicago

Cleans White Hats
Just rub in this feathery powder.
It draws grease or stain right ouU
Leaves no ring—no odor.

AT DRUG AND DEPT. STORES
.

ANNETTES CLEflNSER

MORE CASH
WITH 25 CARD CHRISTMAS BOXES^

NOW, 25 Folder Assortments SI. More cards-
hieh quality-no price increase. Up to 100-'. profit.
As few as 12 cards, name imprinted. 166 different
Personal Greetings. 10 Assortments. Business Greet-
ings.

_
Everyday, and Gift Wrapping Boxes. Send

JBfo£2® «

SORRY I HAVE A DATE/
ARE YOU POPULAR? HAVE TOD A GOOD JOB?

| DO YOD ATTRACT ROMAHCE? WIAT MAKES A GIRL CLICK?

LEARN TO BFcHARMLN^Gr
Send for FREE personal charm test and book-'THE MAN'S
POINT OF VTEW". Answer the questions, grade yourself! If8 fun

-ifa free. In your own home YOU can learn to be .glamorous, al-

luring, sought after, completely charming Write Charm Manor,

Hohm Bldg., 6th and Western, Hollywood, Calif. Division 14

.1JNU!

el
Hollywood has suddenly decided that

there must be something to Gene Autry,

the singing cowboy, who is making a

rapid rise to stardom. Read this re-

vealing story in November HOLLY-
WOOD.

RJfllMS-

HOLLYWOOD LINE FILM DISTRIBUTORS

1431-33 NO.HIGHIAND AVE.,HDllYWDDO, CAUF.
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them across a page of print, everyone

would read them. They wouldn't mean
anything to the people who read them,

except a few minutes' entertainment

and they would be spoiled for me be-

cause they wouldn't be exclusively mine

any more.'

"You know, Dick, that's one of the

things I've always liked about Clark. It

shov/ed me a hidden side of him. Ordi-

narily you'd never suspect Clark of be-

ing a sentimentalist. I feel pretty much
the same way about things that are

close to me. I don't see why I should

have to share them with the world.

"Another reason is that latterly my
experiences with the press have been

none too happy. It seems to me the first

year or two you're in this business every-

body lends you a helping hand and

gives you a boost. Then they concen-

trate on picking at you and tearing you

down. There have been writers whom
I've trusted—who had been nice to me
when I was on the way up. They'd come
to me and want to know the whys and

wherefores of certain things. In order

to make my reactions or feelings clear

I'd confide in them and tell them a lot

of things I never expected them to

print. But when the story came out all

those intimate little details that would
better have been left unsaid were right

there in the full glare of print.

"So, in the end, you come to the con-

clusion that if you don't see anyone

—

don't say anything—then you can't be
misquoted or have your confidence be-

trayed. They can write about you—but
they can't quote you."

IT
WAS my turn to be distressed.

"Gosh, Gary," I blurted out, "I hope
you don't.regard me as just another

writer. We've known each other a long

time. I've visited in your home and I

hoped you felt more towards me like a

friend."

"I do, Dick," he assured me. "If I

didn't look on you as a friend I wouldn't

have been discussing this matter with

you at all. But there are some things

that are just hard to talk about."

"Gary," I said, "do you mean to tell

me it's hard to talk about your future

plans for a baby your whole life is

bound up in? You must have some
plans."

He shook his head. "No," he reiter-

ated. "I don't think any parent should

plan a future for a child until it has had
a chance to grow up a little and sort of

show its personality and talents—its

leanings—and preferences.

"Wouldn't it be awful for a parent to

plan or decide that his son would make
a great doctor and force the child to

study with that end in view all during

its formative years and then discover its

talents or inclinations led towards law

^

^51ote£
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Free for Asthma
If you suffer with attacks of Asthma so terrible

you choke and gasp for breath, if restful sleep is

impossible because of the struggle to breathe, if you
feel the disease is slowly wearing your life away,
don't fail to send at once to the Frontier Asthma
Co. for a free trial of a remarkable method. No
matter where you live or whether, you have any
faith in any remedy under the Sun, send for this

free trial. If you have suffered a lifetime and
tried everything you could learn of without relief;

even if you are utterly discouraged, do not abandon
hope but send today for this free trial. It will cost

you nothing. Address
Frontier Asthma Co. 355-B Frontier BIdg.

462 Niagara St., Buffalo, N. Y.

And Your Own
Hose FREE of Extra Cost I

___re's the way to get the 1

Cash you need. Supply hosiery Guar- 1

anteet) to wear without holes, snags or runf-

for as long as a HALF YEAR or will be 1

placed FREE of charge. Earnings can start first—— day. Grace Wilder earned S37.10
" in 9 hours. Fords given producers.
Send name on penny card for sen-
sational quick starting sample out-

fit offer. Act now! i

ILKNIT HOSIERY COMPANY^
Box 10A9 Midway

GREENFIELD, OHIO

HAPPY RELIEF
FROM PAINFUL
BACKACHE

Caused by Tired Kidneys
Many of those gnawing, nagging, painful backaches

people blame on colds or strains are often caused by-

tired kidneys—and may be relieved when treated
in the right way.
The kidneys are Nature's chief way of taking ex-

cess acids and poisonous waste out of the blood. Most
people pass about 3 pints a day or about 3 pounds
of waste.

If the IS miles of kidney tubes and filters don't
work well, poisonous waste matter stays in the blood.
These poisons may start nagging backaches, rheu-
matic pains, lumbago, leg pains, loss of pep and en-
ergy, getting up nights, swelling, puffiness under the
eyes, headaches and dizziness.

Don't wait! Ask your druggist for Doan's Pills,

used successfully by millions for over 40 years. They
give happy relief and will help the is miles of kidney
trbes flush out poisonous waste from the blood.
Get Doan's Pills.

ANY COLOR.
LIGHT BUOWN^BLACK ^#

Gives a natural, youthful appearance

Easy as penciling your eyebrows in your own
home; not greasy; will not rub off nor interfere

with curling. $1.35 all drug and department stores.

I

— FREE SAMPLE j

BR00KLINE CHEMICAL CO. Dent. F
I

79 Sudbury Street, Boston. Mass.

I

Name .

Street |

I

City State j

GIVE ORIGINAL HAIR COLOR.

FARRS FOR GRflV HAIR
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TOO FATfor years
At

*Then Reduced

55 lbs.

this

EASY

WAY!
I Look

10 Years Younger"

"NOW I CAN WEAR STYLISH CLOTHES"
O Don't put up with ugly fat, so often due to causes which
cnn be controlled. Try this modern way to reduce without
starvation diets or strenuous exercise. This method supplies
a needed substance often lacking for the control of reduc-
ible fat. Why not do as thousands of other now slender,
happy women have done? Read what Mrs. L. R. Schulze.
of Jackson, Mich., writes: "After being overweight for
years I tried RE-DT'CE-OIDS" and lost 55 lbs.! I look
ten years younger!" From Crandon. Wise. Mrs. Porter
Tyler writes: "'I reduced (57 lbs., and felt better right from
the start, felt fine when taking RE-DUCE-OIDS. Now it

is a pleasure to wear all the new fashions!" Mrs. W. B.
Smith of Lyons Station. Pa., writes: "I lost 34 lbs., 5 lbs.

the first week." Mrs. Gladyssc Ryer. Registered Nurse of

Dayton writes of losing 47 lbs. with very satisfactory re-
sults. Miss Etnora Hayden of Merion, Pa., reports reduc-
ing 30 lbs, Miss Loretta Lee of the Soutliside Chamber
of Commerce. Los Angeles, and manv others write of their
remarkable success with RE-DUCE-OIDS. the easy way.

IMPORTANT! Positively NO Dinitrophenol. Pleasant to

take. Genuine RE-DUCE-OIDS have been sold by leading
stores for 22 years.

SATISFACTION or MONEY BACK IN FULL—if results
do not please you. Sold at leading drug and department
stores. If your dealer is out send £2 for 1 package or $.">

for 3 packages direct to us. Currency. Money Order.
Stamps ... or we will ship C. O. D. and your postman
will collect on delivery. Plain wrapper, no embarrassment.

USE COUPON.

American Medicinal Products Inc. Dept. F3"
74G Sansome Street. San Francisco, Calif.

Please send me packages of RE-DUCE-OIDS
Payment enclosed D Will pay postman

10

City

Lovelier Blonde Hair

NEW CINEMA CREAM METHOD
Everywhere blondes are more popular! You,

too, can have beautiful— lustrous— flufly

blondehairthatwinsadmiration lNSTA.NTLV!
Now in 5 to 15 minutes—at home—you can

lighten your hair to any flattering shade you
desire with one application of LECHLERS
"St.9" INSTANT HAIR LIGHTENED the NewVs Cinema Cream Method. Brightens hair

immediately! Looks natural! LECHLERS,
applied as an antiseptic white cream— easy to use— lightens only hair
where applied. Not a liquid bleach! Does not run to hair ends and so
cannot streak! And LECHLER'S does not affect your permanent wave.

SENT POSTPAID IN PLAIN SEALED WRAPPER FOR $1

With each Order: • Special Application Brush

F_fc ^ ^- • 36-page booklet: "The New Art of

H I
Lightening Hair"

• Hollywood's famous eyelash grower and
darkener —"Cinema Long-Lash" in enameled case with mirror
(regularly $1) FREE!

LECHLER LABORATORIES
SSS560 Broadway Dept. F. A., New York, N.Y.HM

1
POOR

BUSINESS
ENGLISH

How -much is it costing you
™

in wasted opportunity?
Every day your business associates are judging you—by
what you say and how you say it! Hazy ideas, ill-chosen
words, halting sentences, crude, slovenly speech—these
mark a man as loose in thinking. Thoughts clear-cut, words
that give true shape and color, sentences aflame with
power and originality—these proclaim ability, win for
their users swift advancement. Stop apologizing for poor
English— it's inexcusable! In the quiet of your home

—

with LaSalle's help—you can learn to speak and write
with real distinction, learn to make the words you utter
and the letters you compose stamp you as educated, cul-
tured, a power to reckon with in the business world.
Complete details in an attractive 32-page book, "Effec-
tive Business English," sent you free upon request. Ask
for it TODAY.
LaSalle Extension, Dept. 1030-BE, Chicago

—or being an actor—or a painter—or

musician?

"You see what I mean, don't you,

when I say you can't plan for a child.

Don't you agree with me? I have an
idea the best way is just to keep the

kid straight, and help him along with

whatever he feels he ought to do—or

wants to do. I believe in guidance
rather than direction.

"But I hope," he added wistfully,

"any child of mine will always feel

close enough to me to come to me with

any problems he has. And I hope I'll

always be able to help him iron them
out. Right now, that's about the only

definite feeling I have—the hope that

there will be a bond of sympathy—of

companionship—between us."

"You keep talking about this child

as a 'him' or a 'he,' "
I interposed.

"You ore hoping for a son, aren't you?"
"Maybe," he hedged briefly. "And

maybe it's only a figure of speech—or

a subconscious desire. I'm telling you

the truth, Dick, I don't know. But I do
know this—boy or girl, I'll be a pretty

happy guy."

"You said you haven't any plans," I

remarked, reverting to our earlier dis-

cussion, "haven't you thought about

what schools you'll send him to or any-

thing like that?"

"No. You can't start picking out

colleges until you know whether you've

got a boy or a girl. As far as early

schools are concerned, I only know
there won't be anything 'private'—no

private tutors or private this or private

that. I don't think it's good for a kid.

A youngster ought to get around with

others of the same age. That makes

for healthy experiences, provided you

know the company they're keeping is

right. And it makes for self-reliance,

too."

WHAT provisions are you making

for his future?" I queried.

"You mean money?" he countered.

"Tes."

"Very little, because the child will

start with a nice home and the assur-

ance of everything he will actually

need. Don't misunderstand me,

though. I don't mean by that that he's

going to be smothered in luxuries. I'll

hope to give him a small allowance

later on and teach him the benefits of

saving."

"For a guy who won't talk," I grinned,

"you've certainly said a lot in a few
words. And for one who hasn't made
any plans, it certainly seems to me you
have things pretty well worked out."

"How are things with you, Dick?" he

asked, ignoring my inferences.

"Fine," I enthused, realizing I'd got
the story I'd come after. "Just great

with me, Gary."
And then the assistant director had

mmmr- iF you ^lai
/.'''/ are in constant fear of ^^SHj
WBr Asthmatic Paroxysms, try Dr. ^S£j

Sehiilmann's ASTHMADOR. This '

im prescription preferred by thousands ^H
W during the past 70 years will give you 'SHM
' the relief you so much desire. When those fl
dreaded, suffocating attacks occur. ..give U
ASTHMADOR a chance. Ask your druggist M
—be sure of the name..

.
Dr R. Schiifmann's m

ASTHMADOR. He has it in powder, cigar- S
ette or pipe-mixture form. Or send for FREE j3m
trial supply of all three. R.SCHIFFMANN Jl|
CO., Los Angeles, CaliJomia, Dept. B

Given
i fflmce' o rini c 7 send name and address!
LAUIC3 CkvSKLd Latest Shape HIGH GRADE
7 Jewell Movement WRIST WATCH with metal bracelet
and beautifully designed chrome plated case. Or big cash
commission. YOURS for SIMPLY GIVING AWAY FREE
big colored pictures with well known WHITE CLOVERINE
SALVE used for burns, chaps, sores, etc.. easily sold to
friends .-it 25e m box (with picture FREE' ;,nd remiUini* per
i-.ital.isr. SPECIAL—Choice of 40 LTifl.s for returning only S3.
Our .\2\-\i\ year. Fie Firsl, Write trxlnv for White- Cloverine
Salve. Wilson Chem. Co., Inc., Dept. SO-H, Tyrone, Pa.

FREE ENLARGEMENT
Just to get acquainted

with new customers, we will beautifully enlarge

one snapshot negative (film) to 8x10 inches

—

FREE—if you enclose this ad with 10c for

return mailing. Information on hand tinting

in natural colors sent immediately. Your
negative will be returned with your free en-

largement. Send it today.

GEPPERT STUDIOS, Dept. 392, Des Moines, Iowa

SELL PERSONAL CHRISTMAS
CARDS and STATIONERY

Make up to S300 before Christmas.
Show newest Christmas Cards and Sta-

scribed. Start with friends. Large
cash profits daily. Also show new 21
Christmas Card Assortment. Retails $1.
Your profit 50c. Six other Assortments.
Write for free samples.

WALLACE BROWN, INC.
225 Fifth Avenue Dept. FG-3 New York. N. V.

HMR KILLED FOREVER
KILLED PERMANENTLY
From face or body without hai
\o skin, by following easy din
tions. Our electrolysis device
used by physicians and is

teed to hill hair forever oi-

refunded. Your electric _

not used. Only SI.95 complete.
Prepaid or C. O. D. plus postage.

CAN FIELD ELECTROLYSIS CO., 6-E, 267S Broadway,N.Y.City

CLEAR-LOOKING

SKIN FOR
^EVERYONE!

kNewCream Hides Blemishes!

NOlonger need a conspicuous blemish
. causeyouembarrassmentiNowyou
can instantly conceal a Birthmark,

f Scar, Burn, Bruise, Pimples, Freckles,

Dark Circles Under Eyes or any skin

discoloration with "Hide-it", Won't
easily rub oil, peel or crack. Unaffected

by perspiration or water. Lasts all day

t-

until removed. $1
atDept.andDrug

.

Stores.lOesizeat

HIDES BLEMISHES Ten Cent Stores.

ffflATaMCffil5«"Ts6"~cra1rSt..Dept.I2-K,Chica |50

1 enclose 10c (Canada 15c)ior"Hide-it." UCreamnSttcH
Check shade: a Light D Medium D Brunette QSunTan

Name Town '

Address State
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to spoil everything by calling him back
to the set.

"I'll be seeing you," I promised as I

started for the gate.

"Wait a minute, Dick," he called.

"Was this an interview or wasn't it?"

"What do you think?" I parried.

"As far as I'm concerned, it wasn't,"

he retorted. "I told you I don't want

any stories about the baby."

"Look, Gary," I protested. "You
have a large and loyal public. They're

interested in you and in everything per-

taining to you. It isn't going to hurt

you and it isn't going to make the baby
less yours if I let them know how you

feel about these things. I think your

views on parenthood— considering

you've never had any children before

—

are pretty fine and you ought to be

proud of them, instead of trying to hide

them."

WELL," he began doubtfully, and

then his voice took on a firmer

note. "But remember this: I didn't give

you any interview. I thought we were

just chewing the fat like a couple of

old friends. Judas, if you want to print

it, I can't help it—but it wasn't an in-

terview."

"Okey, dokey," I nodded. "It wasn't

an interview."

Once more I started off and once

Cherchez La Wyman
[Continued from page 48]

Not bad, by any standard of success,

for a little girl who, in her struggle to

get somewhere has been a secretary,

manicurist, switchboard operator, hair-

dresser, model and radio singer.

She credits her first opportunity of

any kind to the teacher who cast her in

School Days when she was eight. She
wants not to be "just an actress" but

very definitely to be the best actress on
the Warner lot. If she left the screen

she would try to make a living as a

fashion artist and writer. Under a nom-
de-plume she has had two stories pub-
lished in a national weekly.

THE little girl who is striving to make
St. Joe proud of her is five feet, five

inches tall, weighs one hundred and

twenty-one pounds. She is brown-eyed,

brown haired and is occasionally called

"Dynamite" at the studio. She is a de-

mon on gems and collects antique

jewelry pieces. She has one important

philosophy
—

"Have fun."

You may indeed "Look for the Wy-
man," in pictures from now on!

more I was halted by Mr. Cooper. This

time he was at my elbow. "Say, Dick,"

he began diffidently. "After the baby
comes—will you come out and see
him?"
"On one condition," I temporized.
"What's that?" he queried in a

puzzled tone.

"If you'll promise me I can be the

next one after you and Rocky to hear
him talk for the first time. I'm just

curious to see if he can say as much in

a few words as his old man. Why, I'll

bet that kid will be able to say 'Daddy'
by only pronouncing the 'D'!"

"Get out of here!" Gary yelled.

And I got. And maybe you can
understand why this will be the only

story you'll read expounding Gary
Cooper's views on fatherhood and his

plans for his baby.

Conservative Praise

NOT long ago Connie Bennett, who
has both the courage and humor

to laugh at jokes on herself, was listen-

ing to a radio commentator's remarks

about one of her pictures. The critic

lauded all the other members of the

cast most lavishly, but the star he

damned with this faint praise, "—and
Miss Bennett was all right."

Connie took it with a smile. "What,
no hisses?" she exclaimed. "Either

he's slipping, or I'm improving!"

For the benefit of the 8 and 16 mm. home
movie fans, Fawcett Publications' staff of

cameramen have prepared strips of film show*
ing the stars at work and play. The above pic*

ture of Bing Crosby and Bill Frawley is taken

from a strip shot while the two stars were play*

ing golf. For further details see Home Movies
ad on the second cover of this issue of

HOLLYWOOD Magazine
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PERFECT SPECIMEN—says Physical Trainer
Lewis Heppi as he measures Errol Flynn for his

leading role in Warner's The Perfect Specimen

He wanted the IHfle pig to make a hog of
himself—but this trick porker in Carnival Queen
seems to be snubbing the offer of Dave Oliver

82
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No More
Wo R RY
ABOUT DRY, LIFELESS

''MIDDLE-AGE" SKIN!

Every girl should read Peg's story!

LOOK, PEG— BE A SPORT, AND TELL US WHAT
YOU'VE DONE FOR YOUR COMPLEXION ! yOUR
SKIN'S SO SOFT AND SMOOTH NOW- SIMPLY

LOVELY AND. YOU MEAN IT USED TO BE SO

DRY AND LIFELESS: WELL,
YOU'RE RISHT-I REALLY HAD

'MIDDLE-AGE' SKIN, BEFORE I

LEARNED ABOUT PALMOLIVE!

PALMOLIVE SOAR?

YES ! A BEAUTY EXPERT EXPLAIN-

ED TO ME THAT PALMOLIVE IS

SO GOOD FOR DRY SKIN BECAUSE

IT IS MADE WITH OLIVE OIL—
THAT'S WHY PALMOLIVE GIVES

YOUR COMPLEXION SPECIAL

.CARE-KEEPS ,

SKIN SOFTER, \

AT LAST, I GET A DANCE WITH YOU!
BEEN TRYING ALL EVENING, BUT
COULDNT GET NEAR YOU! YOU
CERTAINLY HAVE ALL THE BOYS
DAZZLED WITH THAT LOVELY

SCHOOLGIRL COMPLEXION !

YOUNGER-LOOKING,TOO,

I'D SAY ! YOUVE NO IDEA

HOW MUCH PRETTIER

PALMOLIVE HAS MADE
you, PEG :

\

AND HERE'S ONE GlRL

THAT'S GOINGTO PROFIT

BY YOUR BEAUTY LESSON!

PALMOLIVE IS THEONLY

SOAP I'LL USE FROM
NOW ON.

KEEP THAT "SCHOOLGIRL COMPLEXION GUARD AGAINST "MIDDLE-AGE" SKIN
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Hours for her lovely hands—
Not a minute for her tender gums

How often such neglect leads

to real dental tragedies . .

.

give your gums the benefit

of Ipana and Massage.

«QUCH LOVELY HANDS," her friends ex-

*J claim. Why shouldn't they be the

envy of others, for she lavishes hours

of time and patience upon them.

But look at her smile—her dull, dingy

smile— then watch how quickly her

beauty fades, how her charm disappears.

Shocking, yes—but shockingly true!

Yet she's like thousands of other girls

who might have possessed a radiant

smile—who might have had bright, spar-

kling teeth—had she only learned the

importance of care of the gums. What
a price to pay for neglect—what a pity

she failed to heed nature's warning,

"pink tooth brush."

Don't Neglect "Pink Tooth Brush"

If your tooth brush "shows pink," see

your dentist at once! Very often .he'll

blame our modern menus—soft, creamy

foods that deprive the gums of health-

ful exercise. And usually his verdict will

be, "Strengthen those gum walls with

harder, chewier foods"— and, as many
dentists suggest, "the helpful stimula-

a good tooth paste,

like a good dentist,

is never a luxury.

tion of Ipana Tooth Paste and massage."

For Ipana, with massage, is especially

designed to help gums as well as keep

teeth sparklingly bright. Massage a lit-

tle extra Ipana into your gums each

time you brush your teeth. Gradually,

as circulation increases within the gums,

they become firmer, healthier.

Change to Ipana and massage today

—see how sparkling, how lovely, how
much more attractive your smile can

be—a smile that will be your proud pos-

session for the years to come.

LISTEN TO "Town Hall Tonight"-everyWed-
nesday, N.B.C. Red Network, 9 P.M., E.S.T.

IPANA
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It was the best show

in town!"
Mrs. Jack Greene of Des Moines writes

letter to friend at home
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and it'll be the best show in

town ... and you won't have to

two dollars!

your

pay

Two dollars apiece for the tickets . . . but no wonder
Mrs. Greene says they were worth it ! !

!

*The show which New York, Los Angeles, and London audiences have paid

top prices to see is now on its way tosyour favorite theatre at popular prices,

so you can enjoy the picture which audiences

in these three theatre capitals have cheered

as one of the greatest pictures of all time

"The best show in town."

—

N. Y. Times

"It's magnificent entertainment."
—N.Y, World-Telegram

"Best described by its title, 'High,Wide

and Handsome'."

—

N.Y. Herald Tribune

j\

Irene Dunne

HIGH, WIDE and HANDSOME*
Randolph Scott

Dorothy Lamour • Akim Tamiroff • Raymond Walburn
Ben Blue • Charles Bickford • William Frawley « A Rouben Mamouliao Production

A Paramount Picture • Directed by Rouben Mamoulian

WHEN ANSWERING ADVERTISEMENTS, PLEASE MENTION NOVEMBER HOLLYWOOD



Gracie smiles, while Georgie Burns!
Photos fcy Blvtnenthal-Phillips



This time you -will cheer him

tO the echo. —Screenlancl

Xhe most distinguished and

most important contribution to

the screen this year.

—Kate Cameron,

N. Y. Daily News

Xhe finest historical film ever

made and the greatest screen

biography.

—Frank Nugent, N.Y. Times

Warner Bros, supreme eliort

to garner with one picture vir-

tually all ol the next academy

awards. —Motion Picture Daily

—the rebel genius life never earned— strides

across the screen to become an immortal char"

acter in the motion picture gallery of the great!

Warner Bros, proudly present

<^£.^MUNI * the life of EMILE ZOLA
with a cast of thousands including: C^ale Sondergaaro . . . Josepn iScnilakraut

Gloria Holden • Donald Crisp • Erin O JJnen-A4.oore • Henry O Neill • Louis Calhern •

AA-OrriS CarnOVsky • Directed by William Dieterle " Screen play by Norman Reilly Raine. Heinz Herald and Geza Herczeg.

Soon to be shown at popular prices, the same superb production that

thousands paid $2.20 to see. Don t miss the picture that packed America s

leading theatres lor weeks on end. Coming to your favorite theatre soon,

WHEN ANSWERING ADVERTISEMENTS PLEASE MENTION NOVEMBER HOLLYWOOD 9



GIRLS!
TEACH YOURSELF TYPING

Easy! With Royal's free
Instant Typing Chart and
a latest model Royal Port-
able with full-sized key-
board and other "big
machine

1

' features.

MOTHERS!
SEND YOUR CHILDREN
THROUGH SCHOOL FASTER

Students with Royal
Portables win higher
marks— stand a better

chance for higher-paid

jobs. Let them try a
Royal at home free!

ES!W I V l y : HELP YOUR
HUSBANDS IN BUSINESS

Help him get ahead
faster, make more
money—with a Royal
Portable. See what a
help it is— in your
home at Royal's risk!

ACT NOW! free home trial

WHY WAIT? Today you can own a factory-new,

latest model Royal Portable on your own terms . . .

try it out at home free—prove to yourself what it

will do for your whole family . . . then pay cash, or

as little as only a few cents a day!

Royals are the finest portables made! Beautiful
lines and finish. Sturdy. Simple to use. Standard
fall-sized keyboard and smooth, easy action. The
coupon brings full details. No obligation to buy.

ONLY A FEW CENTS A DAY

FREE
CARRYING CASE. Handsome,
durable, instantly convertible.
Remove the typewriter and have
a perfect week-end case.

OWN A

ROYAL Portable
Typewriter on your own terms

m ROYAL TYPEWRITER CO.. Inc.

Dept. A-201, 2 Park Ave.. New York City

Tell me how I can own—for only a few
cents a day—a latest model Royal Port-

able—with Carrying Case and Instant

Typing Chart. FREE.

Wnnr

Street

T. a T ,Tlte>T

Serial No.
will allow or it as CASH payment

.. Tell me how much you
Royal.

Illllll|lllllllll lll!!ll!i!l!l!l

Limbering Up Exercise

wHAT noted movie couple

agree so perfectly to dis-

agree that for years mo st folks

have been thinking the r mar-

riage one of H ollywood's happi-

est?

Wayne Morris, Warner Bros, star, presents the key to Hollywood when members
of Fawcett Publications second Movieland Tours arrive in the cinema capital

vited them in Grade's name—and, she

thought, Grade's voice—to a party.

But she reckoned without her Parisian

accent. When she said, " 'Alio!

—

thees ees Gracie Allen!" nobody be-

lieved her!

Wed in Haste

WE PROMISED not to name the

well-known judge from whom W3
got the following comment on the

George Brent-Constance Worth an-

nulment case. But here is what he said:

"Hollywood celebrities are prone

to take too many of society's rules and

regulations lightly, and to feel that

being public idols automatically ex-

empts them from obligations that bind

the rest of us. When they begin say-

ing of a marriage ceremony 'Oh, we
were only fooling,' it is time to call a

halt."

Anyway, co-census of Hollywood
opinion on this affair, and such quick

marital wrecks as the June Lang-Vic

Orsatti one, is [Continued on page 12]

Accent on Gracie

HOSE oddly-assorted pals, Gracie

Allen and Lily Pons, enjoy their

practical jokes. The latest was one

Gracie played on Lily. Her talking

voice is remarkably like the opera

star's, so she telephoned several of the

latter's friends, imitating Lily's ac-

cent. This both fooled and surprised

recipients of the phone calls, for the

singer herself hates telephones and

seldom uses them.

Then Lily sought revenge by calling

a group of Grade's friends. She in-

10 ACCEPT NO SUBSTITUTES! ALWAYS INSIST ON THE ADVERTISED BRAND!



HAIL! the conquering hero comes

!

WALTER WANGER
presents

Hollywood hails Atterbury Dodd...the timid

soul who took the studios to town! Are

there laughs? Is there romance? Are there

thrills? Clarence Buddington Kelland, the

Saturday Evening Post author who gave you

"Mr. Deeds" and "Catspaw", never wrote a

funnier adventure...and with this star-studded

cast tossing the excitement together . . .Wow

!

LESLIE JOAN

HOWARD BLONDELL
tf

Wl ,h HUMPHREY BOGART
ALAN MOWBRAY MARLA SHELTON
C. HENRY GORDON • JACK CARSON

Directed by TAY GARNETT

Screenplay by GENE TOWNE and GRAHAM BAKER

Re/eased thru United Artists

WHEN ANSWERING ADVERTISEMENTS, PLEASE MENTION NOVEMBER HOLLYWOOD



GOOD NEWS TO MILLIONS

NOW BETTER THAN EVER!

and you'll

fin itrrx*
*•'*' after takinq it!

People everywhere are praising the new
Scientifically Improved Ex-Lax! Thousands

have written glowing letters telling of their

own experiences with this remarkable laxative

"I always liked the taste of Ex-Lax," many
said, '"but now it's even more delicious !"'...

"It certainly gives you a thorough cleaning

out!" was another popular comment . . . "We
never dreamed that any laxative could be so

gentle!" hundreds wrote.

And right they are! For today Ex-Lax is

better than ever! A more satisfactory laxative

in every 'way! ... If you are suffering from

headaches, biliousness, listlessness or any of

the other ailments so often caused by consti-

pation—you'll feel better after taking Ex-Lax

!

Your druggist has the new Scientifically

Improved Ex-Lax in 10c and 25c sizes. The
box is the same as always—but the contents

are better than ever! Get a box today!

FREE! If you prefer to try Ex-Lax at our
exnpnse. write for free sample to Ex-Lax, Dept.
FG117, Box 170, Times-Plaza Sta., Brooklyn, N.Y.

Now improved— better than ever!

EX-LAX
THE ORIGINAL CHOCOLATED LAXATIVE

Lily Pons and Andre Kostelanetz receive a golden cup for drawing fhe biggest crowd (39,000)

of the year at the Hollywood Bowl

that they will make the film boys

and girls a bit more careful about when
and where they say, "I do."

Not His Public

REGARDLESS of the status of Tyrone

Power's romance with Sonja Henie,

Tyrone is still the gallant gentleman in talking

about her.

F'rinstance, he tells the anecdote about a

young couple he heard talking in a movie

theatre. Between pictures, they began praising

Sonja, and saying they'd like to see her newest

film. The boy asked what leading man played

opposite the star, and his girl friend couldn't

remember. Then they tried to recall the lead-

ing man in Sonja's first film, and didn't place

him, either.

"They certainly ought to give her somebody

one could remember as a leading man!" both

agreed indignantly.

Ribbing Routine

ELEANOR POWELL embarrassed

shy George Murphy no end the

other day on a crowded test set at

M-G-M. Winking at Josephine

Hutchinson and various others present,

she asked George to show her a cer-

tain tap routine. George obliged.

"I don't get it, George," said

"Will you do it again, a ndEleanor

slower?"

George tried it again, slower, and

then again, still slower. That last agon-

izing slow-motion routine was so funny

the spectators burst out laughing, and
George realized he was being

"ribbed."

Three's A Crowd

A CERTAIN young actor whom we won't

name, thinks he's irresistible to the

ladies. During the filming of Wells Fargo his

head swelled more than usual, because he

seemed to be making progress with the or-

dinarily so-aloof Frances Dee.

Frances, with a guileless smile, even accepted

his suggestion to, "slip away from the studio

somewhere for a quiet luncheon." She ar-

ranged to meet him in front of the studio.

Imagine the actor's chagrin when Frances

turned up with her hubby, Joel McCrea. Both

of them grinned impishly at the would-be Don

Juan, and Frances remarked, "We're all ready

for that luncheon! Shall we go in our car, or

yours?"

Golf Scandal

B
1ING CROSBY and Don Ameche sat

ooking out over a beautiful green

expanse of [Continued on page 14]
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Some day they're going
o cut you open and find

rock where your heart

ought to be"

"''

SKi«ost
s ttlMpS

They Fighl It Out!
Terry Randall, born with a

««*| silver tongue in her mouth,

and Jean Maitland, jobless

song and dance girl with a
gift for barbed wire cracks.

What strange fate made
them room mates in a the-

atrical boarding house 1
.

ADOLFHE MENJOU

GAU. PATRICK

Those amazingly wonderful penniless

girls who exist on dreams and live on

hopes and maybes, while awaiting the

call of footlight fame that comes to one in

a thousand! . . . The deep-down story of

their burning hearts, and the low-down

record of their flashing wit, has been told

for the first time in the play masterpiece

of Edna Ferber and George S. Kaufman . .

.

now an RKO-Radio Picture.

DIRECTED BY GREGORY LA CAVA
who made "MY MAN GODFREY" • Produced by

PANDRO S. BERMAN
Screen Play by Mobkie Ryskind and Anthony Veilleb

WHEN ANSWERING ADVERTISEMENTS'. PLEASE MENTION NOVEMBER HOLLYWOOD 13

Broadway's greatest emotion-stir-

ring stage success

.

. . RKO-Radio'

s

brilliant triumph of the screen!



FREE/
MEASURING GLASS

WORTH 354

FREE WITH ZONITE
1

A 1. BAD BREATH— Gargle, rinse, brush

teeth with Zonite dilution. Zonite

i\ removes causes of halitosis— kills to-

ll bacco breath, even onion breath!

1. DANDRUFF — Zonite actually de-

1 stroys dandruff and all scalp germs

—

\ at contact! Ends nasty scalp odor.
™ Use Zonite scalp treatment when
i washing head.

\ 3. CUTS AND WOUNDS— Zonite kills

many kinds of germs, not just one or

.<! two. Then tissues heal in less time!

;
, Apply Zonite wet dressing at once.

4. SORE THROAT—Zonite kills "cold

i bugs" at start I At first sign of irrita-

jj tion, gargle every 2 hrs. with Zonite
™ dilution.

4 5. "ATHLETE'S FOOT"—Zonite treat-

\k ment gives quick relief from itching.

" For prevention, bathe feet in Zonite

solution.

Offer limited. Get yours while

they last—at your druggist!

golf course. As we approached, we 'felt

certain they'd be discussing tourna-

ments, mashie shots, hooks and slices.

But we should have known better. Of
course, Hollywood's two proudest

papas were swapping tall stories

about the bright sayings of their

:hildren!

N
Boudoir Secret

OW we know what that mysterious-looking

gadget in Ginger Rogers' bedroom is

used for. It seems Ginger likes to read herself

to sleep. But with the light on, she wakes up

presently and has to fight insomnia all over

again. So an ingenious friend made her a

clock-like time switch, which she sets like an

alarm. It turns off her light half-an-hour or

so after she expects to drop off to sleep.

Once, says Ginger, a spine-chilling mystery

yarn kept her awake after the estimated time.

At the scariest moment in the story her light

clicked off, as though turned by an invisible

hand.

Her scream, she declares, was heard in

Chicago.

Twin Frocks

ANNE SHIRLEY, who deserves an

Academy Award for her great

work in Stella Dallas, wearing a party

frock that thrilled her to the marrow,

noticed that Loretta Young was wear-

ing one just like it. Far from being

annoyed (you've heard of stellar anger
in cases like that!) she was de-

lighted, for she has always admired
Loretta.

But suddenly she began to wonder
how Loretta would take this duplica-

tion of an expensive, supposedly ex-

clusive frock. Would she think it had
been deliberately copied? Anne ac-

tually began to consider slipping away
from the party, to spare Loretta's feel-

ings. Just then Loretta saw her, and
presently both girls were giggling

heartily.

Mysterious Myrna

ADD to your list of stars-not-recognized-by

fans, our jolly, freckled, red-headed

friend, Myrna Loy.

A rubberneck bus stopped in front of Myrna's

new house, just as the star, wind-blown, slack-

and-sweatshirt clad, returned from a walk.

Myrna found herself locked out, and didn't

remember that it was servants' afternoon off

until she rang the bell.

Then she went out of sight to a rear en-

trance, but not before she heard the tourists

laughing at this crack by the megaphoner in

the bus: "Yes, folks, and there goes an un-

usually bold autograph seeker—or maybe a

saleslady. Apparently she's determined to get

in to see the star, but she won't succeed!"

Shows tea

spoons am
also table

spoons.End

guesswor
wheneve
you ar
measurin
medicine

14

Gypsy Rose Lee (Louise Hovick) ready to show Roland Young a few of the arts and sciences of
making love in the 20th Century-Fox production, Ali Baba Goes to Town
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Ben Blue in a coonskin coat and a pretfy young
Paramount chorine in a bit of bareskin arrive to

attend preview of High, Wide and Handsome

Jilted?

SOME fans must think movie lovers

take their romantic scenes pretty

seriously, judging by letters sympa-
thizing with Ann Sothern over Gene
Raymond's marriage to "another

woman!" Apparently the many films

Ann and Gene made together gave

some literal minded folks the impres-

sion that they were more than good
friends off the screen.

"And me a married woman, too!"

Ann laments.

Pessimistic Optimist

WARNER BAXTER says his wife is a

pessimistic optimist. It seems he went

deep-sea fishing recently, after boastfully prom-

ising Winifred they'd have swordfish for

dinner.

Mrs. Baxter smiled wisely, and said, "Yes,

dear, I'm sure we will." This unusual vote of

confidence in Warner's fishing luck was ex-

plained that night when he returned without his

prey—and found swordfish steak, fresh from

the market, being prepared for his dinner!

Love and Hisses

QUARRELS between romantic stars

who play opposite each other on

the screen are more usual than you

might think. Ordinarily you don't hear

about them.

Rumors of the Rosalind Russell-Rob-

ert Montgomery [Continued on page 1 6]

WHEN ANSWERING

OF LOSING H1R MAN!

Isn't it a shame she doesn't know
this lovelier way to avoid offending?

*#

BtFORE EVERY DATE, wise girls bathe

wi,h Cashmere Bouquet Far th.s

deep-cleansing,
perfumed soap na.

only keeps you sweet one
I

clean

bu, also alluringly fragrant. No need

to worry about body odor, when

you bathe with Cashmere Bouquet.

YO FEEL MORE GLAMOROUS when

you guard your daintiness this (ove-

,ier way. Long after your bath,

Cashmere Bouquet's flower-like per-

fume still clings lightly to your sk.n

-keeping you so completely safe

from any fear of offending!

-Sg
s&*#*/£

0i&t/t'**<?

NOW ONLY I0<7
at all drug, department,

nd ten-cent stores

so alluring to MEN-Cashmere

Bouquet's lingering fragrance! But

remember that only a rare perfume

like Cashmere Bouquet's has that

special lingering quality. Only

Cashmere Bouquet Soap brings you

the lovelier way to avoid offending!

MARVELOUS FOR
COMPLEXIONS, TOOI

This pure, creamy-white soap has such a

gentle, caressing lather. Yet it removes every

trace of dirt and cosmetics—keeps your skin

alluringly smooth, radiantly clear!

TO KEEP FRAGRANTLY DAINTY— BATHE WITH PERFUMED

CASHMERE BOUQUET SOAP
ADVERTISEMENTS, PLEASE MENTION NOVEMBER HOLLYWOOD 15
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wrangle, and the Marlene Dietrich-

Herbert Marshall coolness happened to

leak out. Others, fortunately for the

best interests of all concerned and the

public's enjoyment of cinema love

scenes, remain secret.

Actually, modern screen lovers are

more likely to quarrel than any others

Charles Winninger, leff, has the perfect stand-

in, his brother Adolph, with whom he is seen

here on the set at Sehnick International during

the filming of Nothing Sacred starring Carole

Lombard and Fredric March

in the cast. Each romantic partner Is

the other's hottest professional rival

in a given picture. In times past, a big

star was usually paired with a consid-

erably lower-ranking player. That les-

sened rivalry. Today, it is more com-

mon to pair screen lovers of equal

fame. And that promptly brings up the

question of who's face—and the back

of who's neck—will most often be to-

ward the camera.

Needed: A Liner

GLADYS GEORGE had heard that tor

every guest you invite to a Hollywood

party, at least ten will show up. But she

didn't believe it until it was brought home to

her with an awful wallop.

A friend who went East loaned Gladys and

her husband his yacht, so the star invited nine

friends for a little party on the boat in the

harbor. Thirty-three showed up!

Worse, the uninvited guests resented the fact

that the yacht, which they had imagined was a

big one, was really a trim little craft with room

for about half their number!

So they went off in a huff, looking for another

party to "crash."

Ruby Keeler and Al Jolson at the preview of

Varsity Show. Shortly after this picture was

taken Ruby was rushed to a hospital for an

appendectomy operation
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Punchy Tale

ARBARA STANWYCK, enthused

over boxing as the result of a re-

cent film in which she socked Herbert

Marshall, has installed a punching bag
beside her badminton court. Now if

Bob Taylor ever shows up with a black

eye, he'll not be able to give us that

l-ran-into-a-door explanation.

Busier than a bee was Star Jimmy Sfewart sign-

ing autographs at the Wilshire Bowl party held

in honor of Fawcett's Movieland Tours

Walt Disney, June Lang, and Director Frank

Bonage talking things over at the night polo

game sponsored by the Los Angeles Chamber
of Commerce

IS THAT "PAINTED LOOK" SPOILING YOUR
HAPPINESS? DON'T LET it! USE TANGEE-
the lipstick that isn't paint, the only
lipstick with the magic tan6ee color
change principle.' makes your lips

irresistible!! send the coupon now!

PAINTED GLARING LIPS TANGEE LOVABLE LIPS

SEND COUPON for TANGEE'S MIRACLE

MAKE-UP SET, containing generous samples

of Tangee Lipstick, Rouge Compact, . ~
Creme Rouge, and Face Powder ... | \JC

FREE CHARM TEST!- an ampins new
chart that actually measures your charm! Re-
veals your personality, gives you self-confidence,

ability to attract men. Approved by an eminent
psychologist. Sent FREE withTangee's lOCMiracle
Make-Up Set.

* "^ new chart
that

amaz.ng
new ^Qr!nl

• actually -.«;%U-^ '

Otl<

please

V

Taneee
L.il» inclose

le -i'a..6« powder. 1 «"
ls0

W"S\l«Jl» 0aSSSi Test,

the new T*^ oplesn r_]

Powder Des«"
J

10* I

send
'

I

I

pP.EE I

UE^1
.
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..with the

KLEENEX
zoo sneer

Pull-Out

200 -SHEET KLEENEX

NOW 2 FOR 25*

The handy size for every room
Why tolerate clumsy boxes or inferior tissues

when Kleenex brings you Double Economy?
Plus a world of convenience that others can't

offer because only Kleenex has this patented
Pull -Out Package.

Stop at your dealer's today and ask for 200-
sheet Kleenex. ..now reduced to 2 for 25c. It's

the handy size for every room and for the car!

KLEENEX
DISPOSABLE TISSUES

(*Trade Mark Reg. U. S. Patent Office)
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Florence George on new
Packard hour over NBC

THE busiest radio season in Hollywood's

history is here and keeping this writer

fairly dizzy trying to keep pace with the

last minute changes and developments which

in radio (as in pictures) occur without warn-

ing. Just now the most active topic in Holly-

wood is the race between NBC and CBS for

the completion of new quarters. A year ago

NBC opened a

million dollar home

here. Already it is

far too small. CBS,

In pretty much the

same position, has

the edge on NBC,
for the new CBS

'S^A^bJ studio is now lift-

ing its walls above

ground. NBC plans

to buy a plot which

was the original

Paramount studios

(two blocks from

CBS). Mutual, it is

said, may buy the

present NBC
studio. There is every indication that Holly-

wood will be America's foremost radio

broadcasting center as well as the heart of the

movie world before long.

ONE Man's Family, top ranking radio "con-

tinued story," with a Sunday broadcast

for the Pacific Coast and a second Coast-to-

Coaster on Wednesday, has moved to Holly-

wood after years in San Francisco. Because few

people know much about the actors in this well

written show (Carleton E. Worse) it is only

fair that we introduce the players now that

they are among us. J. Anthony Smythe plays

Father Barbour; Minetta Ellen is Mother Bar-

bour; Page Gllman is Jack; Bernlce Berwin is

Hazel; Michael Rafetto is Paul; Barton Yar-

borough is Clifford; Kathleen Wilson Is Claudia;

Richard Svihus is Pinky; Ann Shelley is Joan;

Winifred Wolfe is

Teddy; Walter Pat-

terson is Nicky;

Barbara Jo Allen is

Beth Holly; Helen

Musselman is Ann

Waite and Bert

Horton is Bill Her-

bert.

THE new Pack-

ard hour will be

without Fred
Astaire but will

feature Charlie

B utte rwo rth , La n n

y

Ross and a delight-

ful new singing miss,

Jimmie Fidler prepares

and delivers Tuesday and
Friday night broadcasts

over the NBC network

Florence George, who was also signed for pic-

tures the moment she finished her first Holly-

wood audition. Miss George has facial beauty

as well as a refreshing vocal distinction and

many happy ether hours seem assured with this

combination. The Log Cabin Hour will pre-

sent Jack Haley, Virginia Verrill and Warren
Hull (recently featured with Charlie Winnin-

ger on the Showboat hour, and Bing Crosby, his

summer at the Del Mar race track behind htm,

will return to Kraft Music HaM in October. Jack

Benny and Mary Livingston back from Europe

are on the Jello show again, and Irene Rich,

for years a favorite Hollywood screen star, is

back in town at the head of the Welch Grape
Juice radio program.

In addition this month will find the greatest

galaxy of talent NBC ever offered the ether

waves gathering for Werner Janssen's

Flelschmann hour; Chase and Sanborn

continuing toward top honors with W. C.
Fields, Nelson
Eddy, Charlie Mc-
Carthy and Edgar

Bergen, Dorothy La-

mour, Don Ameche
and guest stars

with Armbruster's

orchestra (which is

quite some combi-

nation).

M Er

Irene Rich and her lead-

ing man, Henry Hunter,

snapped at the "mike"

during a rehearsal

ARION TAL-

LEY in the Ry-

krisp Sunday show,

Wa I ter Winchell

with h i s Jergen

program, Jimmie
Fidler and Hedda
Hopper hard at

their commentating, Tyrone Power, Jr. (20th

Century-Fox's big heart beat) heading a new

Woodbury show and Rudy Vallee and his Con-

necticut Yankees out here for a spell in behalf

of Royal gelatin. Add to this Amos and Andy's

Pepsodent program (they go Campbell soup

in January) Lum and Abner's Horlick program,

Burns and Allen's new show, and a tri-weekly

"How to be Charming" broadcast, and one gets

a fair idea of how busy Hollywood's NBC wave

bands really are. . . . Andy of Amos and Andy

(whose real name is Charles Correll) flew his

new bride to Del Monte in his private Stinson

plane over the week-end for their honeymoon.

Andy had to be back in time for the broadcast.

. . . Elinor Harriot, who plays four parts (Ruby

Taylor, Mrs. Kingfish, little baby and little girl)

on the Amos and Andy program, recently mar-

ried Frank Nathan, Los Angeles business man,

whom she met in Palm Springs. . . . They sailed

on the Mor/poso for Honolulu for their honey-

moon after a private wedding.
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ONE of the features of the new Columbia

Broadcasting Building will be a broadcast

theatre seating 1,020 persons. Most of the

studios and engineering departments will have

heavy glass partitions which permit all activi-

ties to be watched by the curious without inter-

ference to technicians. Following the acousti-

cal theories of Dr. Vern O. Knudsen, sound ex-

pert from the University of California, no two

walls or sound panels or windows will be set at

exactly the same angle (a revolutionary idea)

and sound will be deflected from the micro-

phones and interfering echoes eliminated. There

will not be an old piece of equipment in the

entire building.

EDDIE CANTOR, now president of the Radio

Artists (he formerly was president of the

Screen Actors) is back on the Texaco hour; Joe

Penner is CoCo Malting each Sunday; the popu-

lar Lux Hour is back again with screen stars

galore, and Al Jolson and George Jessel are

adding zest to the Lifebuoy-Rinso hour at

CBS.

Jack Oakie and Benny Goodman, who proved

such a popular collegiate attraction for the

Camel hour last year are again with us and Ken

Murray and Oswald and Hollywood Hotel, with

movie star guests, are plugging Campbell's

Soup. Jeanette MacDonald is the star of the new

Vicks' show and Phil Baker has moved his Armour

hour to Hollywood; the International Silver

hour show is also new in the local CBS field.

Perhaps the most unique Columbia show now

emanating from Hollywood is the Bisquick pro-

gram "Hollywood in Person" which takes its por-

table broadcasting equipment to the homes and

sets where movie stars join others in im-

promptu programs for morning and noon-tide

listeners.

JIMMY WALLINGTON and Warren Hull

went deep sea fishing with Saymore Say-

more and came back empty handed. Saymore

talked two large bass onto her hook. . . . Fran-

ces Langford, singing star of the Hollywood

Hotel radio program for two years, plays the

same part in Warners' film version of "Holly-

wood Hotel" .... Feg Murray, the sport car-

toonist, is the latest radio star .... Rita Whit-

man made an audition for a singing spot in a

Hollywood radio show by telephone. She got

the right number—and a contract. . . . May

Robson is making a series of radio transcrip-

tions which will make her a regular broadcaster

on more than 200 stations. . . . George (Broad-

way Melody) Murphy will soon be a regular

radio attraction. . . . Oziie Nelson will arrange

to broadcast from Hollywood while wifey Har-

riet Hilliard is busy at RKO in pictures. . . .

W. C. Fields is now amid the luxurious com-

fort of a new Bel Air home (Charlie McCarthy

is forbidden entrance). . . . Norman Spir, foot-

ball prophet, is set for a new series of broad-

casts; also Lloyd Pantages, commentator on

things cinematographic . . . Igor Gorin may soon

join the Metropolitan Opera Co., a dream of

years—and a lot of hard work .... Ken Higgins

of a local station has married Lucille Lund,

former Wampas baby star and Columbia studio

screen player.

Certainly by this time you must be convinced

that Hollywood has taken radio to its bosom

(or vice versa) and the film village which

fought off radio for quite a long time is now

displaying a rare co-operative spirit.

WHEN ANSWERING

To your smart fall clothes

and your lovely self

Don't think cold weather
frees you from the threat of

UNDERARM
PERSPIRATION ODOR

THE first chilly days of fall and winter
should bring this warning to women

:

Don't take it for granted, noiv that sum-
mer is past, that you have no further need

to worry about perspiration.

It's true, you may not need to worry
about perspiration moisture. Few of us
are troubled with an annoying amount
of moisture in cold weather. But per-

spiration odor— that's a different story!

Heavier clothing, tighter sleeves shut
air away from the underarms. Tense in-

door recreations in overheated rooms are

apt to result in unpleasant underarm odor.

Your daily bath is powerless to prevent
it. The best a bath can do is merely to

cleanse the skin from past perspiration.

To be sure of protection that lasts all

day, use Mum after your bath.

Takes just half a minute. Smooth a bit

of Mum under this arm, under that —

MUM TAKES THE ODOR OUT OF PERSPIRATION
ADVERTISEMENTS, PLEASE MENTION NOVEMBER HOLLYWOOD 19

and you're ready for your dress. No
bother of waiting for it to dry and
rinsing off.

Harmless to clothing. Use Mum any time
and don't worry about your clothing.

The American Institute of Laundering
has awarded Mum its Textile Approval
Seal as being harmless to fabrics.

Soothing to skin. Mum is soothing and
cooling to the skin— so soothing you can
shave your underarms and use at once!

Does not prevent natural perspiration.

Mum does just what you want done—
prevents disagreeable odor without inter-

fering with the perspiration itself.

Make Mum a year 'round habit,

winter and summer, and you can dismiss
all fear of perspiration from your mind!
Bristol-Myers Co., 630 Fifth Ave., N. Y.

USE MUM FOR
THIS, TOO. Mum
is a proved friend

to women in an-
other way — for

its protective de-

odorant service on
sanitary napkins.
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Buccaneer De Mille Celebrates

Producer-director DeMille receives the congratulations of his boss, Adolph Zukor, Paramount
president, Franciska Goal and Fredric March, who have the leads in The Buccaneer

William C. deMille, stage and screen director., writer and brother of "C. B." and his wife, flew

from New York to attend Paramount's luncheon honoring the producer-director of The Buccaneer.

In this group are William C. deMille, C. B. DeMille, Mrs. C. B. DeMille and Mrs William deMille

PROVING that a movie studio can be a

gracious host as well as a fascinating work-

shop Paramount feted Cecil B. DeMille on

his 56th birthday and 35th wedding anniversary,

recently with a real Creole luncheon to which

some 250 friends were bidden. A 60 pound

calce topped by a pirate ship (DeMille is now

making The Buccaneer, you know) was among
the features of the intimate party but the least

important. From New Orleans came pralines

wrapped in miniature cotton bales for souvenirs

and the luncheon followed recipes which Idwal

Jones brought from the South expressly for the

occasion.

Adolph Zukor, Paramount president, Mrs.

DeMille, Daughter Katherine DeMille, Brother

William and Mrs. deMille, Star Fredric March,

Franciska Geal, Akim Tamiroff, M argot

Srahame, the Earl of Warwick and Bill Pine

flanked the guest at the head table and studio

waitresses who have been serving Mr. DeMille's

table for many years presented the luncheon

which was hot in spices as well as hot from the

serving kitchen.

Muskmelon cut like baskets with centers filled

with blackberries, cherries, orange, grapefruit

and pineapple slices covered with powdered

ginger provided the first course. Then came
the balance of the meal for which the following

recipes are provided that Hollywood readers

may later enjoy a similar party:

Gumbo Feve

One Small Chicken - One Pound Beef cut for

stewing - One Cup Fresh Okra diced - One
Tablespoon Butter - One Onion - One Cup
Tomatoes - Three Pints Water - One and One-
half Teaspoons Sassafras Leaves - Salt and
Pepper.

Cut chicken and stew with beef and okra with

three pints water. When strong broth is ob-

tained and meat is tender remove bones from

chicken and dice meat. Add pepper and onions

which have been browned in butter. Add sas-

safras leaves and cook slowly one hour.

Jambalayah Buccaneer

One and One-half Cups Louisiana Prawns

One Cup Boiled Rice - Two Large Stalks Celery

One-half Bell Pepper - One Large Onion - One
and One-half Cups Stewed Tomatoes - Salt and

Pepper - Buttered Crumbs.

ACCEPT NO SUBSTITUTES! ALWAYS INSIST ON THE ADVERTISED BRAND!



Mix together coolced prawns, rice and toma-
toes. Cook ten minutes, add chopped onion,

celery and pepper. Turn into baking dish, cover

with buttered crumbs and bake one hour in

moderate oven.

Salad La Fiite

One Cup Cold Diced Meat - Six Tablespoons
Cold Diced Potatoes - Six Tablespoons Diced
Carrots - Six Tablespoons String Beans - One-
half Cup French Dressing - Two Chopped Sweet
Pickles - One-half Cup Mayonnaise - Two Hard-
boiled Eggs.

Mix vegetables and meats with dressing. Let

stand for one hour. Add sweet pickles and
eggs and mayonnaise. Serve on lettuce leaves.

Southern Corn Bread

Two Cups Cornmeal - One and One-half Cups
Sweet Milk - Two Cups Boiling Water - One
Teaspoon Salt - Three Tablespoons Butter

Three Eggs.

Sift cornmeal three times and dissolve in

boiling water until smooth. Add melted butter,

then milk. Separate eggs. Beat whites until

light. Add yolks, then whites. Pour in but-

tered pan and bake thirty minues.

Yam Pudding Mulatre

Grate One Large Cooked Sweet Potato -

Mix with one cup sugar, one-half cup butter and
two large eggs. Thin with sweet milk, flavor

with one-quarter teaspoon cinnamon, nutmeg
and ginger. Beat eggs well before adding to

mixture. Bake in moderate oven very slowly.

A newcomer to ihe screen, but one who will

soon be known fo motion picture audiences

everywhere, is Mary Russell, lovely blonde

actress who is Columbia's latest addition to its

roster of talent. Her first role is in Park Avenue
Dame with Fay Wray and Richard Arlen

r

Have you

tried the New

Magic Milk

Mask? m

No waiting for results when you use the

NEW LIIMIT MAGIC MILK MASK
HERE is a new, complete twenty-

minute beauty treatment that begins

its gentle, toning action as soon as it is

applied, and leaves the skin looking soft,

smooth and refreshed.

If your complexion is dull and sallow,

the Link Magic Milk Mask will help to

clarify it through natural stimulation, and
will heighten the natural bloom.

Look how easy it is for you to make
the Link Magic Milk Mask at home:
*Simply mix three tablespoons of Linit

(the same Link so popular as a Beauty

Bath) and one teaspoon of cold cream
with enough milk to make a nice, firm

consistency. Apply it to the cleansed face

and neck and relax during the twenty

minutes the mask takes to set. Then rinse

off with clear, tepid water and pat the

face and neck dry.

Feel your face— the petal-like smooth-

ness and softness; observe the enchanting

bloom of youth. The Linit Magic Milk

Mask leaves the skin with a velvety "film"

that is an excellent powder base, as it

eliminates shine and helps to keep make-
up looking fresh for hours longer.

Why not try Linit Magic Milk Mask
NOW? If you do not have Linit at hand,

your grocer can supply you.

*lst STEP 2nd STEP

Applying takes a mi

3rd STEP
Resting for 20 minutes.

4th STEP
Rinsing oif completely.
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Correct These Figure Faults

Perfolastic Not Only Confines,

It Removes Ugly Bulges!

Thousands of women today owe their
slim youthful figures to the quick, safe

way to reduce . . . Perfolastic.
"Hips 1 2 inches smaller," says Miss Richardson.

•'Lost 60 pounds and 9 inches," writes Mrs. Derr.
Why don'tyou, too, test the PerfolasticReducing

Girdle and Brassiere at our expense ?

if you DO not REDUCE
3 INCHES in 10 DAYS
... it will cost you nothing!

Because so many Perfolastic wearers reduce
more than 3 inches we believe we are justified

in making you the above unqualified agreement.

IMMEDIATELY APPEAR INCHES SLIMMER I

B You appear inches smaller at once, and yet are
so comfortable you can scarcely realize that every
minute you wear the Perfolastic garments the
massage-like action and gentle pressure are actually
reducing hips, waist, thighs and diaphragm. ..the
spots where fatfirst accumulates. You will be thrill-

ed with the results...as are other Perfolasticwearers!

PERFOLASTIC REDUCES SAFELY ...OUICKL/
WITHOUT DIET, DRUGS OR EXERCISEI

You do not have to risk your health or change
your comfortable mode of living. No strenuous
exercise to wear you out . . . no dangerous drugs
to take . . . and no diet to reduce face and neck to
v/rinkled flabbiness. The Perforations and soft,
silky lining make Perfolastic delightful to wear.
And with the loss of excess fat will come increased
pep and energy.

S3 See for yourself the wonderful quality of the
material! Read the astonishing experiences of
prominent women who have reduced many inches
in a few weeks . . . safely! You risk nothing. Mail
coupon now!

5END FOR TEN DAY FREE TRIAL OFFER!

PERFOLASTIC, INC.
Dect. 711, 41 EAST 42nd ST.. NEW YORK. N.Y.

Please send me FREE BOOKLET in plain en-
velope describing and illustrating the new Perfolastic
Girdle and Brassiere, also sample of perforated mate-
rial and particulars of your 10 DAY FREE TRIAL
OFFER.

Name
Address ...

Usecouponc ; and address on penny postcard

M a y IT
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THE COURT"

All her life Gail Patrick has dreamed of opening her own

law office—and of becoming the governor of Alabama!

E
^VEN when she won the

ither Woma
test, and left her law

Panther Woman Con-
By

BRADFORD
N EWLAN DS

course at the University of

Alabama for Hollywood, Gail Patrick

retained in the back of her mind the de-

termination someday to return and real-

ize her ambition to become a lawyer.

Success on the screen,

however, delayed this in-

tention, but she was never

more serious when she an-

nounced she would be a gubernatorial

candidate in the year 1952.

"I think every woman, regardless of

who or what she may be, should interest
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herself in some sideline," she declares.

"In my case, this is the study of law and

all its problems . . . but it represents far

more to me than a mere side-interest.

I find that after four years on the screen

this subject appeals even more strongly

than before I came to Hollywood."

In line with her declaration, Gail not

only dreams of the day she will be a

lawyer. ..she is actually preparing her-

self for that day.

T THE University of Alabama she

i had completed two years of her

law course—following an A. B. degree

at Howard College—when she signed

her Paramount contract. Since then,

she has studied many phases of the

legal profession, particularly the his-

tories on a vast number of celebrated

cases.

In addition to her individual studies,

she expects to enroll in the law course

of the University of California at Los

Angeles. Naturally, with her screen

work, she will not be able to carry as

many subjects as though she were de-

voting her full time to it, but over a

period of years she will prepare herself

for examinations for the bar.

"I feel that I will be in an unusually

advantageous position, then, to carry

on as an attorney," she says. "I will

have the poise every lawyer should pos-

sess, and a confidence I could not have

owned had I not spent considerable

time before the camera. Thus, when I

retire—and I am sincere when I say this

— I will be ready to step into the pro-

fession for which I think I am best fit-

ted."

WORKED WONDERS T« SKIN
This advertisement is based on an actual

experience reported in an unsolicited letter.

Subscribed and sworn to bejore me.

NOTARY PUBLIC

"My skin was awful. I was
ashamed to even look in a

they've}

WORKED

\

wonders]

"I'm not afraid of a mirror now.

Yeast Foam Tablets are every-

thing you claim— if not more"

NOTE: TIte above Utter is so typical of many others that
it justifies a thorough trial of Yeast Foam Tablets in simi-
lar cases of skin or complexion disorders.

ARE you missing good times—suffering
** needless embarrassment—because of a«
pimply, blemished skin? Then this true
story from real life is meant for you ! It's an
actual experience, not an advertising claim.

It came to us, a simple letter written in

pencil—just one of many from grateful

girls who have regained their natural beauty
with the aid of pleasant-tasting Yeast Foam
Tablets.

Let Yeast Foam Tablets help rid your
system, too, of the poisons which are the
real cause of so many unsightly skins. This
pasteurized yeast is rich in precious natural
elements which often stimulate sluggish

"Then I started taking your

tablets. I've taken them for
a month"

digestive organs—help to restore natural

elimination—and thus cleanse the system
of beauty-destroying wastes.

You'll look better—and feel better

—

when Yeast Foam Tablets help you as they
have helped thousands of others.

Now, with this new Double-Value size

bottle available at drug counters, you can
actually get the full value of the 30-day
course for one-half of the former cost! Re-
member to ask for the 250-tablet size of
Yeast Foam Tablets—and refuse sub-
stitutes.

Ask your druggist today for Yeast Foam
Tablets—and refuse substitutes-

FGll-37
NORTHWESTERN YEAST CO.
1750 N. Ashland Ave., Chicago, 111.

Please send me FREE TASTE SAMPLE of Yeast
Foam Tablets. I want to prove for myself that it is

pleasant to take yeast in this form.

TAW

Name

Address^

CityHenry Fonda does one of his most difficult

roles, a New England college professor, in

Walter Monger's I Met My Love Again

WHEN ANSWERING ADVERTISEMENTS, PLEASE MENTION NOVEMBER HOLLYWOOD
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end 10c to cover postage and duty.
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WHAT THEY SAY
ABOUT

PHOTO-FACT!!

The Pocketbook of Popular

Knowledge

-an excellent job."—
CRITCMELL RIMINGTON,

Prominent New York Publisher

'The magazine has real Indi-

viduality."—
GEORGE ZEHRUNG,
Director, Motion Picture Bureau,

National Council, Y. M. C. A.

"—Photo Facts is promising.

"

—
DR. LYMAN BRYSON
Head of Readability Laboratory,

Columbia University

These and dozens of other

letters pour in daily about

the first issue of

PHOTO FACTS
Gives readers hundreds of en-

tertaining, educational, drama-

tic facts about the world of

past and present, in dozens of

fascinating, thrilling stories.

Don't miss PHOTO
FACTS this month!

On all newsstands Octo-

ber !5th or send 25c in

stamps or coin to 22 W.
Putnam Ave., Greenwich,

Conn,

Busier than o one-armed paper hanger with the hives is Lyle Talbot in this scene from Universal's

Westbound Limited

$15 Prize Letter

MR. P. A.—MASTER CRAFTSMAN

Dear Editor:

May I speak a word of appreciation for that-

muchly maligned gentleman, Mr. Press Agent?
How adroitly he handles one of the most im-

portant, most difficult jobs In Hollywood, yef

he never receives any Oscars or orchids! As
contact man between studio and paying public,

he must sell the movie commodity to fans, and
make 'em like it! But fans want personalities

—

so he must sell pictures in terms of Individual

stars. Critics yell "exploitation," "bad taste,'*

"cheap publicity stunts!" But rather aren't his

activities a justified act of self-preservation for

his stars?

Picture stars are only human beings living

goldfish lives, often innocently enmeshed in law-

suits and connivings, their reputations en-

dangered, careers threatened. Then the press

agent must work his magic spell, must re-gild

the lily, re-build and restore injured prestige

and career. To us, the fans who demand our

movie stars glamorous, unreal and undefiled,

Mr. Press Agent is not only a master craftsman,

but a veritable godsend. Give him room, friends,

and let him work!

Sincerely,

June Cunniff,

1714 29th St., Ensley, Ala.

You certainly may speak a word of apprecia-

tion for the press agent, and we hasten to print

it for you. It isn't very often that we hear from

the movie fans praising the "master craftsman's"

fine work.—Editor.

$!0 Prize Letter

LET'S LIVE IN A WORLD OF DREAMS

Dear Editor:

Let me say first that your magazine HOLLY-
WOOD is the biggest nickel's worth on any

newsstand.

I have attended picture shows since the days

when Theda Bara vamped the footlights out,

and 1 still like them. But please, Mr. Producer,

give us fewer gangster and prison stories, and

more love and glamour pictures. Let the young

hero and heroine look into one another's eyes

and fall hard. Give us gorgeous gowns in

technicolor, and turn the Cinderella from Wool-

worth's basement into a fairy princess. Give us

the love-light that glowed in Margo's eyes in

rYintersef.

Give us the love and loyalty of Carole Lom-

bard as Maggie, In Swing High, Swing Low.

Give us love, beauty, thrills. I am tired of

realism. I've had enough of that in my own

life. Give us beauty as expressed in Lost Hori-

zon, A Star is Born and Wings of the Morning.

Let's have romance by proxy, if we can't have

it any other way.

But I give my hearty thanks and sincere con-

gratulations to the people who made possible
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so many happy hours spent In the movies in the

last twenty-five years of my life.

Sincerely,

Hazel H. Pickett,

226 Cheyenne Ave.,

Colorado Springs, Colo.

Here is another letter in answer to the old

debate Realism versus Glamour. Someday, per-

haps, the producers will find the solution, but

to date it remains six of one and half a dozen

of the other.—Editor. '

$5 Prize Letter

FIRST OFFENSE

Dear Editor:

Oh, Nora! Nora! what would Nick say if he

Itnew? If he discovered you had lost your sense

of humor? No doubt the dear old lady would

take the drink in earnest, and break all past

records In "elbow-bending!"

What made you do it? Pass through that

Kitty O'Shea interlude, during which time you

walked around as one in a trance. . . . Nobility

adding weight to your steps—patience drag-

ging down that quizzical smile of yours—gen-

tility hiding the naughty light in your eyes.

There was only the pert little nose to remind us

that you were Myrna NORA LOY. (We'll not

speak of your partner in crime, Saint Parnell;

we'll let Carole handle him).

Since this Is your first offense In years, we've

decided to be lenient. If you will promise to

reform—to regain that precious light touch,

we'll forget the whole thing, and not tip Nick

off to your alarming lapse.

For it was a lapse, wasn't it? And you wilt

return as your old halo-less self again? Please

say you will, Nora, we and Nick and Asta

couldn't bear to lose you!

Sincerely,

D. H. Chapman,

1000 S. Grandview St.,

Los Angeles, Calif.

It occurs to us after reading D. H. Chap-
man's letter that Myrna Loy will have a hard

time living down a good reputation if very many
of our readers agree with him. Do you?—Editor.

A COMPOSITE MOVIE STAR

Dear Editor:

Recently I experienced the Hollywood influ-

ence on masculine fashions. I grew sideburns

similar to the ones Clark Gable wore in Parnell.

My hair was waved according to Gene Ray-

mond's and my eyebrows were plucked Tyrone

Powerish. Patiently I practiced the MacMurray
grin. I sprouted a Fernand Gravet mustache. I

borrowed my wife's lipstick and carefully

molded my lips like Robert Taylor's.

Said I: "Now I'll land in the movies."

Said my wife: "You resemble Boris Karloff

at his worst."

I gave up!

Very truly yours,

Henry O. Pruet,

Rt. 2, Box 72-A,

Clayton, New Mexico

If it's any comfort to you, we might say that

with those attributes of the male rages of the

screen, you should have at least resembled

Boris Karloff at his besf.—Editor.

THEY ore an improvement., .for the makers
' of the famous HOLD-BOB bob pins know what

girls have been looking for in better hair waving aids.

You'll find all the features you want in the revolution-

ary new HOLD-BOB CURLERS, HOLD-BOB WAVE CLIPS and

HOLD-BOB WAVESET PINS!

HOLD-BOB curlers, for instance, have an exclusive

"self-fastening" feature which makes them so easy to

use and so effective. You just roll up the ends of your

hair as you would with an ordinary curler . . . and then

with one hand and from any position snap the fastener

closed with one simple motion! No pins, no adjustments

. . . quite the easiest and most effective curleryou've ever

used!! Four sizes—Midget, Small, Medium and Large.

And HOLD-BOB wave clips form much deeper, more

natural-looking waves than ordinary clips can, because

of their patented "mesh-lock" feature. Yes, HOLD-BOB

WAVE CLIPS do more than hold the wave— they pull

the hair vp into a beautifvl wave and hold it there!

Three sizes— Small, Medium and Large.

The new HOLD-BOB WAVESET PINS are the very smart-

est way to keep your waves fresh and deeply set. They

are curved to fit the head and hold with just the right

amount of pressure. Three sizes— Small, Medium and

Large.

Try these new, superior hair waving aids— you'll be

delighted with them. If your dealer cannot supply you

—use the coupon below.

THE HUMP HAIRPIN MFG. CO.
Sol H. Goldberg, President

1918-36 Prairie Ave., Dept. F-117, Chicago, III.

Copyright 1937 by The Hump Hairpin Mfg. Co.

THE HUMP HAIRPIN MFG. CO., Dept. F-117, Chicago, III.

I am enclosing cents. Please send me the following:

Quantity size HOLD-BOB CURLERS (5c each)

Quantity size HOLD-BOB WAVE CLIPS (10c each)

Quantity size. HOLD-BOB WAVESET PINS (5c per card)

Name
Address

City and State

Dealer's Name
Address

HOLD-BOB CURLERS; HOLD-
BOB WAVE CLIPS and HOLD-
BOB WAVESET PINS are brand
new. If your store cannot
supply you . . . send the cou-
pon and we will mail them
to you at once. CURLERS 5c
each. WAVE CLIPS 10c each.
WAVESET PINS 5c per card.
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Darryl F. Zanuck

in charge of production

with a glo-roarious cast

of entertainment's top-

notchers!

JOAN D AV I S

TONY MARTIN
GLORIA STUART
FRED STONE • NAT PENDLETON
DICK BALDWIN • JOAN MARSH
DIXIE DUNBAR • JED PROUTY
MAURICE CASS • MARJORIE
WEAVER • ROBERT LOWERY

ION CHANEY, JR.

Directed by William A. Seiter

Associate Producer Harold Wilson . Screen

Play by Karl Tunberg and Don Eltlinger

Suggested by a series of stories by Darrell

Ware • Ritz Brothers Specially Routines by

Sam Pokrass, Sid Kuller and Ray Golden

HI! HI!

HA! HA!
WOTTA^ LIFE!

WOTTA
RIOT!

WOTTA
I.AFFA-

pAtoozM

•»ayb9 :ll*
fo°tball..

r S ab°ut that!
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I'LL NEVER RETIRE//

WE HAD heard that Robert Taylor

planned to retire. We had heard

that Robert Taylor did not plan

to retire. We had heard that he was

contemplating resuming his study of

medicine so he could follow in his

father's footsteps. We had even heard

that he had set a time limit for his re-

tirement—five years. And we had

heard that it was all a lot of poppycock

and that he'd never give up the

screen.

So we went out to Metro to talk to

him about it.

"I don't know where all these rumors

come from," Bob told us, shaking his

head sadly. "In the first place, I'm tied

up to a contract which doesn't expire

for seven years. In the second place,

I loathe and despise medicine. Never

did like it. Science and physics and all

that sort of thing bored me to death.

The only reason I went in for it was be-

cause my father was a doctor and I

thought I could take over his practice.

It's the last thing in the world I'd ever

want to do—now."
"Why 'now'?" I wanted to know.

"Oh— you know— after being an

actor." Bob lit a cigarette. "It's really

the most exciting business in the world,"

he went on, meditatively. "There's

something stimulating about the con-

stant changes and activity on. a studio

lot that is hard to explain. I come over

here all the time when I'm not working,

just to see what's going on. It's fasci-

nating—much more so than Hollywood
swimming pools and tennis courts. For

that matter, I find that there's noth-

ing more relaxing than watching other

people slave away while you loaf and

murmur gentle little encouragements."

"Don't you ever have a desire to go
on the stage?" I asked.

"Nope!" he said, emphatically.

"Don't think I'm a good enough actor."

He laughed. "Why, they'd boo me off

the stage in a really high-class show.

I wouldn't have a chance!"

Which was really something, coming
from the lips of the screen's greatest

"attraction since the days of Rudolph
Valentino and Wallace Reid!

"Would you live in Hollywood if you

weren't in pictures?" we persisted.

"Nope!" he answered, emphatically,

"I'd get me a ranch some place. Maybe
in Northern California or Wyoming or

some place like that. I like the seasons.
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SAYS
ROBERT TAYLOR

TO
VIRGINIA WOOD

The screen's greatest attrac-

tion since days of Rudolph

Valentino and Wallace Reid

emphatically spikes all rumors

he's ready to quit pictures

You know—winter, spring, fall—the

sort of thing you don't get here."

"What would you have on the

ranch?" I queried.

"Oh—cattle, dogs, horses. Mostly
horses, I guess. The thing is, I don't like

city life much. Don't care about night

clubs, parties—that hey-hey stuff."

"Haven't you any hobbies?"
"Nope. I don't do any of the things

I'm supposed to do. I like to take trips

in the car—and ride. That's about all

I do."

At this point, we had a very definite

idea things weren't working out as they

should be. We had a distinct feeling

that this Bob Taylor we'd been hear-

ing about—the matinee idol, the high-

hat individual who considered himself

so important he kept quite aloof from
the common herd—was not running

true to form.

"But don't you want to travel—or do
any of the things screen stars are sup-

posed to want to do?" we insisted.

"Sure. There are a lot of things I

want to do—but not now."

WE BEGAN to realize that Bob is

just a little bit scared of the po-

sition he's in at the moment. He can't

for the life of him understand why
people make such a fuss over him. He
doesn't want people to make a fuss over

him, what's more.
We also discovered tlv-* the reason

he only spent a day and a half in Hono-
lulu when he went there recently, on

a long-anticipated trip, was because he

found himself so deluged with invita-

tions to do a lot of things he didn't

want to do that he wasn't going to have

time to explore any of the out-of-the-

way spots he'd been dying to see. In-

stead of seeing things, it was reversed.

He was being seen.

"The studio is sending me to England
pretty soon. I told them I wouldn't go
unless I could live in the country. I

can't stand the idea of living in London
or any other metropolis." Bob laughed.

"Of course they'd probably have sent

me anyway, no matter what I said, but

I thought I might as well ask. They said

okay."

We were suddenly aware that this

Bob Taylor was a pretty miserable sort

of fellow. In fact, Bob has found him-

self in the unenviable position of being

a small town [Continued on page 81]
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The glamorous Colbert

runs away on a belated

honeymoon and tells

you the reason why

'wES,"saidClaudette

| Colbert, airily wav-

ing her hand to in-

dicate a Warner
Brothers sound stage,

"It's just about time for me to take some
time out for romance."

Her dark eyes twinkled.

"Know where I'm going? I'll take

trains, a boat and an automobile four-

teen thousand miles to introduce my hus-

band to a bowl of fish. I'm going to go
so far away that the people I'll meet
will think that moving pictures is some-

thing you do when you re-arrange your

house."

She sighed.

"So motion picture players have every-

thingl Did you ever hear that? Con-
sider me. Haven't I? I haven't.

Where's my honeymoon? Have you seen

B y anything of it? Married

EDWARD December 24, 1 935.
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Well, I m going to find

it. I'm going to shake
the celluloid out of my hair and tour

France with my husband for two months.

Starting date, January."

"That's positive?" I ask. "You might
change your mind."

"Not Colbert. Look around you. This

is a colorful and expansive picture called

Tonight's Our Night, theformer7"ovor/'cn.

Note Charles Boyer, Anita Louise and
others. Next comes Bluebeard's Eighth

Wife with Gary Cooper, and then comes
January. Add up the score and you find

that Colbert has worked without a real

vacation for eight years. Excepting two
trips to New York. And if New York's a

vacation for anyone in motion pictures,



I'm Shirley Temple. New York's just East Hollywood. We'll

have to go through it. New York's a lovely place, too. !

can imagine nothing better than seeing it after being ship-

wrecked on a two-by-tour island. But when you enter from

the Hollywood side, that's something else again. And Holly-

wood's nice, too," she continued. "I like going out. It has

some nice surroundings. Consider Pebble Beach, Del

Monte, Carmel. But they're just around the corner, after all.

"Or the cafes and night clubs. I

can see where out-of-town visitors

love them. But after eight years,

it's like taking a vacation in a

studio commissary."

HER attitude isn't hard to under-

stand, after all. Work's work,

and even if you're behind a soda

fountain, you find the ice cream

gets tiresome.

"Consider the highways and by-

ways of France," she went on.

"Consider me on a pair of skis

floundering down the Austrian

Alps. Maybe yodeling a bit, even.

Visiting Paris and Le Blanc, both

places filled with childhood
memories. Recapturing and re-

living things the years have taken

away."

Claudette confesses that though

she was born in Paris and spent five

summers in the quaint little town of

Le Blanc, on the banks of the river

La Creuse, she doesn't know the

French countryside—and wants to

get acquainted with it.

Entering into this delightful

scheme for escape, of course, is

Claudette's husband, Dr. Joel D.

Pressman.

"It's not my trip, but our trip,"

she explains. "Jack, born in Phila-

delphia and educated in the east,

has never been abroad. Not only

that, but he hasn't had a vacation

in fifteen years.

"We've got our honeymoon
coming to us. We slipped away,

remember, one December day

—

Christmas Eve, some two years ago

—and drove to Yuma. It was an

elopement, and we dodged re-

porters, hurried home so I could go

to work in Under Two Flags and

Jack could fulfill his professional

obligations.-

"It seemed ironic when, after

rushing back to work, I found my-

self ordered to return to the Yuma
desert and live there for two weeks

while making Under Two Flags.

Jack couldn't- get away to come
down to see me."

Tatiana (Claudette Colbert)
in a scene in Warner Bros.

B
UT back to the proposed
honeymoon. I asked about the fish she mentions.

"Bouillabaise," she replies. "The trip'll end in Marseilles.

Jack'll eat bouillabaise there. I've been telling him about

it for years. He'll get to sample it at last."

"How do you spell it? Can't I just call it fish?"

She writes it down for me.
"You can get fish anywhere. You get bouillabaise only in

Marseilles."

She had a faraway look in her eyes. I think France has

her again. But no.

Funny the way, when you love someone," she confides,

"you think of places you've been alone, and talk about them,

and want that person to see them. I've been talking Paris

and France to Jack for months.

There are so many things I not only

want to see for myself, but show
him." She smiles.

"Jack has to see La Blanc," she

says. "I haven't been there since

I was five. Or six. We used to

leave the apartment in Paris in the

summer time and go to grandfather

Chauchoin's place in 'la villa

haute,' or the high part of town.

The river cut the village in half,

and 'le ville bas' was on the other

side of beautiful La Creuse, the

river."

She laughs suddenly.

CLAUDETTE has places in Paris

to show her husband. Quaint
little places which have gathered

mellowness with the passing of the

years.

"We lived in an apartment near

the Bois de Bologne," she recalls.

"It was like Central Park—a little

bit—and I used to play there. In

later trips I saw other places, other

things, all beautiful. There's an-

other thing I want to do, and that's

call on a friend of my father's

named Pascaud.

"Not long ago he sent my mother
and me a picture of my father,

who died in 1924, as a young man.

We treasure it, and I want to thank

him. And I want to talk to him

about my father, too. There'll be

other old friends to see, other

pleasant hours to be brought back

to life."

Claudette feels a common emo-
tion—an affection for the place of

her birth.

"I'm a little afraid, though
—

"

she says. "Maybe I've told Jack too

much about it, and maybe, when he

sees it, he won't have the feeling I

do because there won't be any

strong associations attached to it.

I hope I haven't over-talked it all."

Claudette and her husband are

really going to tour France. They're

shipping over their small coupe,

and they're going to stay off the

main highways.

"He'll probably gain about

twenty pounds," she says. "He
loves to eat—and when he gets some real French food

—

"

She pauses and eyes me rather skeptically.

"Do you realize what a thrill I'm getting just thinking

about all this—and how I really feel?" she asks.

"Of course I do," I reply. [Continued on page 68]

and Mikail (Charles Boyer)

screen version of Tovarich
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With the coming of cooler weather

comes Grace Moore to present another

operatic revue in her current Columbia
picture, /'// Take Romance. In her first

picture Miss Moore found movie
audiences liked certain operatic arias

and so she has been permitted the choice

of a few for her newest production. From

Mme. Butterfly she sings a duet with

Frank Forrest.

At extreme corners of this group still

she is shown in costume with Director

E. H. Griffith and her Japanese hair-

dresser. At the upper left she appears

as "Martha" and at the lower right the

singer, dressed for La Traviata, turns

the camera on her make-up man, cos-

haird resser and maid
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Hollywood has suddenly decided that there

must be something to Gene Autry, the singing

cowboy who, in no time at all, has crowded his

way among the first ten boxoffice favorites.

And there is, as this story proves . . . .

RSE OPERAS
JESSIE HENDERSON

OU'VE got to help us out of a jam!" cried the Pullman con-

behind and ev'ybody

Threatenin' to bust in

32

"V
I ductor. "They's five day-coaches on behind and ev'ybody

in 'em hollering for your autograph!

here
—

"

So Sene Autry arose, a blond-haired, blue-eyed six-footer in

high boots and a great white hat, and strode back laughing to

the five day-coaches. There he stayed, signing autographs and
singing cowboy songs, for over two hours. Other movie stars were

aboard the train en route to a recent broadcast on a Rudy Vallee

hour, but it was Gene the people wanted to see.

Know why? Well—and it's going to give Hollywood kind of a

shock—because he's a star in Westerns. Yes, sir, Westerns.

Horse operas don't register much with

most of the studios. So while for the past

three years other towns have quivered to

the horsemanship and baritone of Autry,

this young man is still so unknown in Holly-

^^^^^ wood itself that he could probably stroll

^^^M A the length of the Boulevard and not be

recognized. His pictures are made at the

Mr ^L Republic lot out in San Fernando Valley,

^W never previewed in Hollywood, and shown

^7 at just one neighborhood theatre there.

^r fl^V Yet since his first "singing Western" late

in 1934, Autry has been receiving an aver-

age of three thousand fan letters each
month, the majority of them from adults.

He was among the first ten box office

favorites in the latest official checkup. And
in a popularity contest the other day at Day-
ton, Ohio, Nelson Eddy ran second to him.

AS A matter of fact, the long-legged Texan with the white

hat keeps four careers going at once. It would be five except
that he gave up vaudeville to enter pictures. He's a movie actor,

a radio star, one of the most sought-after singers for phonograph
records, and a composer of songs. From the time he was a lad

on the Texas range, warbling and yodeling (he can yodel, too)

around the campfire and to the cattle, Gene has "made up" most
of his ditties.

Not long ago a popular radio sketch team couldn't understand

why a certain dialogue among their recordings had such phe-

nomenal sales. One day they turned the record over and found
on its back Gene Autry's That Silver Haired Daddy of Mine.
Gene's profits from song sheets alone equal many an actor's in-

come; Silver Haired Daddy, for example, has sold more than a

million cppies in sheet music, aside from records.

But, shucks, as Autry would remark—for he talks off the screen

much as he talks in picture—it isn't the money; it's the fun. Autry
gets a good time out of his work, and his work shows the benefit

of that fact. But there's plenty of wotk. He's had to hire a sec-

retary and an office to take care of [Continued on page 70]
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SHE WON'T MARRY AN

flCTOfi
"Actors are swell people," says Mary Carlisle,

"but when I get ready to choose a husband I'm

going outside of the profession— for several

reasons." Here they are— frank and honest!

THIS will probably come as a shock

to Mildred Smith of Kenosha,

Agnes Brown ot Ottumwa and sev-

eral thousand other gals. Those starry-

eyed damsels who look worshipfully at

pictures of Clark Gable, Fred Mac-
Murray and Robert Taylor, and other

movie males.

But the sad and disillusioning truth is

that Mary Carlisle, the very glamorous

and very eligible Mary Carlisle, has just

NOVEMBER, 1937

told us: "I won't marry an actor!"

Mary knows them all. She's been out

with many. Her name has been linked

to several. Suggestions of marriage

have been whispered in her ear beneath

the Hollywood moon.
"No!" Mary says.

"Why?" we asked.

By HENRY BANKHEAD

-WILLIAM WALLING

"Because, of several different rea-

sons," she replied. "I like actors. But,

when it comes right down to marriage,

I'll take someone outside the motion

picture industry. I think—let me see

—a lawyer would just about suit me.

You can skip business men. They're too

busy chasing dollars.

"Why a lawyer? Because a lawyer

has time out for romance. Between

cases. And [Continued on page 66]
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UP UNTIL the day Gloria Dickson

discovered that one did NOT
have to be on relief to join the

Federal Theatres Project theatricals,

she was, to use her own words, getting

along nowhere, very, very fast in her

stage and screen career; and, since she

had dreamed and planned from early

childhood on being a great actress, get-

ting along nowhere, very, very fast just

wasn't in the book. So, being as level-

headed as she is ambitious, she took an-

other hitch in her determination and
set out to see what she could do about
this "progress-in-my-career" business.

As far back as 1934 and 1935 this young lady who, be-

cause of her brilliant work in her first picture, They Won't
Forget, is still stirring the Hollywood welkin with praise, and

who now is accepted as the most promising actress of the

year, was giving frequent dramatic readings at social clubs

and over radio station KFOX at Long Beach, Calif. These

readings were good and Gloria's Long Beach admirers kept

asking for more, but Hollywood, which is only thirty miles

away as the sea gulls fly, wasn't much impressed—if any.

What to do about it was Gloria's immediate problem and to

34

It's only thirty miles from

Long Beach, California, to

Hollywood, but it took

Gloria Dickson five years to

travel that far in her chosen

career. But she's moving

forward much faster now

help solve it if she got herself a job

with the Hart Players of Long Beach.

She was still thirty miles away from
Hollywood, but for the first time in her

young life she was in a seasoned troupe

of players and gaining a world of ex-

perience from it.

"It was my first professional engage-

ment," says Gloria, "with a saiary that

ranged from seventy-five cents a week
when business was poor, to three dol-

lars a week when business was good.
More often than not business was poor
and I had to get along on six-bits. I've

heard of rubber dollars and how far they'll go—but it's

really surprising how far you can stretch a ten-cent piece."

As a matter-of-cold-fact, Gloria kept stretching those

dimes during the following two years, studying harder, act-

ing more, and loving her choice of a career more intensely

each passing day.

FINALLY, in April, 1936, (on the day she learned that one

did NOT have to be on relief to join the Federal Theatres

Project theatricals) she applied to the Los Angeles head-

quarters, was granted an audition [Continued on page 68]



The amazing story of a young

man who suddenly landed

FEET FIRST INTO

THAT supposedly sage advice: "Use
your head to save your heels," isn't

so sage after all, if you ask Buddy
Ebsen. He has reversed it, and that's

no slap at Buddy's mentality either. He
did a lot of thinking under that ragged
chrysanthemum thatch of his before he

elected to educate the other end of his

anatomy.

His feet, like those of all the other

young Ebsens, were the beginning of his

education, principally because the
Ebsen sire is, and long has been, one of

Florida's leading terpsichorean
teachers. In his early years Buddy was
convinced that feet are fine for walk-

ing, or running in baseball games, but

that tap dancing and its kindred capers

were "sissified," so finally he convinced

his paternal ancestor that something

should be done for his other extreme,

now six feet, three inches above his

toes.

If Buddy—christened Christian
Rudolph—-had carried on in his ambi-
tion to be a doctor, the world would
not have known about that funny shock

of hair that now has become so much a

part of his personality that he has to go
around looking like an Airedale. When
the Florida boom burst it shook the very

foundation from under the Ebsen bank-

roll and wrote finis to Buddy's "up-

stairs training." A job that would pay
immediate dividends was essential, and
the question in Buddy's mind was where
to find it.

JOBS were scarce, even in New York

where he had gone hunting for work.

He found a job, finally, as a soda jerker

in the Pennsylvania Station. He never

had to work so fast either before or

since as he did dishing out sodas and
other fountain specialties to commu-
ters and [Continued on page 74]
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1. Jeanette MacDonald and Gene Raymond
with their Skye terrieL Stormy Weather

2. Deanna Durbin, Universal singing star,

has literally "gone to the turtles" for pets

3. An inseparable companion on Aubrey C.

Smith's walks is this worried-looking canine

4. Freddie Bartholomew has the time of his

young life teaching Stooge, his pet Cairn

5. Joan Bennett has a soft spot in her heart for

her two cocker spaniels—the Duke (left)

and the Duchess, (right)

6. Muriel Evans' heart interest in the bow wow
world centers in this English bulldog

7. Boris Karloff doesn't go to the bow wows for

pets. He prefers these wise quackers

8. Helen Mack and Paul Kelly ready to give

Six-Bits, their prize polo pony a truck ride

9. West Basin, Evalyn Knapp's thoroughbred
pointer, points fish by eye as well as bird by

nose—believe it or not!

10. Warren William enjoys his daily petting

party with his wirehairs—Jack, Jill, and Babs





ROBERT MONTGOMERY has long been the puzzle

man of Hollywood.
Bob, the gay one—the rebel—the student—the

gentleman farmer—the fellow who refuses people one

glance at the real Montgomery. Readers are all

familiar with this whimsical character, and puzzled by

it, too.

So, curious about the real Montgomery, and believ-

ing that others are, too, we asked the glamorous Joan
Crawford what she thought of the man with whom she

has played in so many pictures.

And Joan, gracious as always, gladly complied with

our request.

"Bob Montgomery is one of the most serious persons

I have ever known," said Joan as she waited between
scenes of The Bride Wore Red in her portable dressing

room. Her blue eyes were earnest.

"It is strange when you think of it, isn't it? That a

person as earnest as he should have to fight so hard to

be taken seriously.

"And yet it is obvious to any one who knows Bob,

how hard he strives in any work he undertakes. I am
terribly happy to know that he has at last convinced

people that he can do more than shake a mean cock-

tail and utter breezy banalities. N!ght Must Fall

proved it beyond a doubt!" [Continued on page 69]
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Joan Crawford, who knows

Robert Montgomery as do

few others, decides to "tell

on him" and discloses the

real man so long concealed

behind a thick smoke screen

of conflicting conjectures

By MARY HILL
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•WENTY-TWO years ago a

beautiful infant less than

a year old caught the

adoration of the movie-world

in a Universal picture, Hearts

Aflame, starring Jack Clark and

and Jean Guantier.

Fifteen years ago this lovely

baby had grown into a child

actress who had appeared in

feature roles with such favorites

as Ethel Clayton, Mary Pickford

and Charlie Chaplin.

Five years ago the lassie of

the child parts had developed

into a leading ingenue playing

opposite such stars as William

Haines and Douglas Fairbanks,

Jr.

Two years ago this talented

veteran actress who had just

gone into her twenties "quit

Hollywood forever."

NOW picture audiences will

soon see her in a leading role in

the latest Jones family picture,

Too Much Limelight, and as the

newspaper gal heroine of the

next Charlie Chan—in which

the wily oriental, as usual, does

not take it on the chan. She

also has a starring role in Life

Begins at College with the Ritz

Brothers.

After that? Joan Marsh
doesn't know for sure, but 20th

Century-Fox, where she is under

a long-term contract, think they

have a real addition to their

musical stars for the tune-hits

that the Westwood plant so

consistently turns out.

What made Joan quit Holly-

wood in disgust?

"I was sick of the place," she said

during our luncheon date at the studio

cafe. I was fed up with pictures. The

incessant grind of always being charm-

ing. On set, off set, I was under scrutiny.

If I went to a dance and looked a bit

tired, I was slipping. If I got weary

with the affair, I was 'going Holly-

wood.' People didn't realize that I

was still a kid in my 'teens, and merely

JOAN of ARTS
By FRAN K-CUN N I NGH AM

Two years ago Joan Marsh

quit Hollywood because

she was fed up with pic-

tures and tired of being

charming; but she's back,

now, headed for stardom !

a normal girl who had the good fortune

to be successful in pictures.

I

WAS never on my own. Someone
was always telling me how my hair

should be, what dresses I must and must

not wear, what people I should be seen

with and what people shouldn't be seen

with me.
"Temperament? Nothing of the

sort. It was just a case of nerves

and a needed opportunity to be

on my own.

"The industry had gone music

mad. Singers were being

brought in from radio and stage

and signed at big contracts.

"Ever since I was a child I'd

loved music and the idea came
to me, 'Joan,' I told myself, 'if

other people can make a go of

being on their own, so can you.'

"

"But," we broke in, "you say

you always loved music and

we've heard that when your

mother would sing children's

songs to you, you'd burst out

crying."

"You can bet your last lottery

ticket, I would," Joan answered,

"Did you ever hear my mother

sing?"

JOAN laughed. "I guess I was

a contrary kid. The family

would try to make me appre-

ciate better music, but I'd keep

the victrola records twirling

with the light stuff. Now I know

I was wrong, even if I have be-

come a fair singer of popular

tunes and ballads.

"I'll admit that Victor Her-

bert is superb, that Charles

Cadman and Irving Berlin are

excellent, but the truly great

artists are Europeans." Joan
reeled off a list of names that in-

cluded Rimsky, Korsakov, Res-

pighi, and Borodin.

"When I broke with pictures,"

she went on, "I took $200 and
went to New York. I studied in

an effort to improve my voice

which had been almost ruined by im-

proper training in California. I lived

in a girls' club and hoped for a break

in big-time radio.

"True, I had appeared on the air in

the west, as a gag over KHJ, and a

sponsor heard me.
He signed me up and if there was an}

gag to this, I must have pulled it on

him. [Continued on page 80]
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Fields plays the friendly

enemy just long enough to

give Charlie a light

BILL'S back! Bill, of course, is

W. C. Fields, that maestro of

comedy whom everybod y

—

whether he know* him personally or

not—loves. So, the news that Bill had
returned to health, after his long ill-

ness, was music to the ears.

The comedian was stricken nearly a

year ago during the filming of Poppy.
Like a true trouper, however, he carried

on in the face of doctors' protests and
warnings that he could not live unless

he took a long rest.

For months on end, it was feared

that Bill was losing his game battle

against death. Reports filtered back
to the film colony that he could not

hold out much longer, that that stout

old heart of his was slowly growing
weaker.

Once, Bill was declared on the mend.
Then double pneumonia sneaked up on

him. But Fields, like the grand old

fighter that he is, rallied.

And now he's back! and how!

NOT only is the screen going to see

him in the near future . . . he's

on the radio, now, as well, and wowing
air audiences the country over.

When the program on which he ap-

pears launched its new show early in

May, Bill had been signed only for the

initial broadcast. The producers
weren't at all certain how the public

would take the Fieldsian humor, and
awaited his air debut with more than

a little trepidation. They were not to

be held long in suspense; the moment
the comic stepped to the microphone

the program definitely—VERY defi-

nitely—was his!

"I had one great fear, and that

was," Bill confesses, "would I start

yawning when I got up in front of that

mike?
"Ever since I've been home from the

sanitarium, along toward the middle

of every afternoon I get drowsy; can't

seem to hold my eyes open. No mat-

ter what I do, I can't keep from yawn-

ing. I was in mortal dread that would

happen just as I got going on the

broadcast."

Inasmuch as Fields goes on the air

about four o'clock, there seemed ample
grounds for his anxiety.

Appearing with Fields — it's the

Chase & Sanborn hour, presented every

Sunday [Continued on page 67]
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SHE was just another

Wall Street typist

who took dictation.

Then she took a dare.

Eventually she took a

train and came to Holly-

wood.
This was back in 1931 and

since then Astrid Allwyn,

the feminine "meanie," has

appeared in more than forty

motion pictures.

Which isn't such a poor
record for a girl who had
no intentions of ever be-

coming an actress, or who
never would have become
one except for taunts of two
girl friends who accused

her of shyness.

"Just to be doing some-
thing," Astrid reveals, "I

accompanied them on a

Cook's Tour of the booking

agencies one afternoon. I

had no interest in the

theatre except from a cen-

ter aisle seat (and that was
seldom on a typist's salary)

so I'd wait outside while

they went in. Finally, after

the 'nothing today, girls'

had been repeated a dozen
times they began to pick on
me. 'Why don't you try to

get a part in a play?' they
asked. 'You're too bashful,

that's why. We dare you to

try it.'"

Bashful or not, that was a

challenge that couldn't be
taken behind a typist's desk
and the next day and the

next and next Astrid "lone
wolfed" the booking offices.

Well, it was just as the copy
books s a y—perseverance
wins. She was given a

chance to try out for a stock

company in Passaic, New
Jersey, and almost before
she knew the difference be-

tween a "cue" and a "side"
she found herself playing

four different parts in her

first play Lulu Belle. After that there

was no stopping her. When Lulu Belle

had its theatrical burial Astrid played

bits, leads, and dual roles in varicjs

stock companies about New York with

a salary range of from $15 to $100 a

week—if and when she got it.

THEN came Broadway with a minor

part in Elmer Rice's Street Scene,

the theatrical hit of the season. This

was followed by a more important part

in Young Sinners and an even greater

role in Once In A Lifetime. So im-

pressed were the talent scouts from the
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BY ACCIDENT
For a girl who was literally pushed into the

movies, Astrid Allwyn, with more than forty

pictures to her credit, has done pretty well

S M I T H S O N

film factories with Astrid's stage per-

formances that they couldn't get to her

fast enough with contracts. She signed

with Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer and came
to Hollywood in July, 1931. When her

contract expired she signed with Pathe

where she played a second feminine

lead with Constance Bennett in Lady
With a Past, and followed this up with

a good role in Love Affair starring

Dorothy Mackail!. A long series of

ingenue and leading roles in indepen-

and deepl

dent pictures came next

and then came a severe at-

tack of bronchitis that sent

her to the desert for several

months. When she had fully

recovered she signed a

long-term contract with

Fox. At present she is free-

lancing and enjoys the in-

dependence that this gives

her. And if there is any ac-

tress who enjoys her inde-

pendence more than Astrid

we're ready, willing and,

we hope, able, to pin a gold

medal on her. All this, mind

you, in face of the fact that

Astrid up and got herself

married about six months

ago to Robert Kent, 20th

Century-Fox star, and a

mighty good actor in his

own right and a chap who
is going places in the pic-

ture business before he is

through.

"Frank Morgan can take

credit for the start of our

romance," Astrid reveals.

"We were shooting a scene

in the Shirley Temple pic-

ture Dimples where John

was supposed to kiss me.

Whether it was because he

was shy or because he

scarcely knew me, he sug-

gested to Bill Seiter, the

director, that he merely kiss

my hand. Bill had some
suggestions of his own—and

John was told to kiss me the

way a boy should kiss a girl.

Well, the cameras began

to grind and we began to

kiss. Frank Morgan was

supposed to interrupt the

embrace with a bit of dia-

logue but as he said later 'I

didn't have the heart' so we

kept it up until Bill finally

yelled out. From that time

on—thanks to Frank Mor-

gan—we began a friend-

ship that ended where we
are now—happily married

eeply in love.

rHERE Astrid got the theatrical

blood in her veins she doesn'tw:
know. Because of religious scruples her

parents frowned upon the theatre. It

was a year before her father learned

that she was playing in Broadway shows.

What he said when he found out tha+

his daughter was cutting capers before

the footlights would fill a book—maybe
two. But like all fond fathers, he gave

up, finally, and let daughter Astrid

carve out a theatrical career. That she

has been [Continued on page 78]
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DOROTHY PETERSON

SOPHISTICATE
By CAROL WILLIAM

Dorothy Peterson in reel life and Dor-

othy Peterson in real life are two person-

alities as widely separated as the poles

42

HER hair tied tightly into a stupid, drab knot, full

on the nape of her neck; a nurse trim in starched

linens; a mother perennially waiting—those are the

first screen impressions of Dorothy Peterson. But here

she is in person and different.

When you first see Dorothy Peterson in the living room
of her smart and modern Hollywood home, she is the

very epitome of the New Yorker on vacation. Dressed

in the manner made proper for sophisticates by the dic-

tates of fashion, she is every inch at ease in her sur-

roundings.

Within the first five minutes you are completely cap-

tivated by her spontaneous smile, the humor of her spar-

kling eyes, her complete lack of affectation. The camera
unfortunately has submerged much of her amiable charm.

Yet Dorothy has no complaint. She is one of those

persons who is truly unconscious of her own personality.

Since her arrival on the Coast she has been complefely

immersed in the more dramatic roles of the character

actress.

"I expected to be typed as a nurse for the rest of

my life after Country Doctor," she explains, "although

I had never taken care of a child in my life. The role

was such a far cry from those I had done on the stage

in Dracula, The Cobra, and All God's Chillun. Or for

that matter, such film roles as I had played before the

birth of the blessed quints."

STRANGE to hear this serenely sophisticated person

say that her favorite film role to date is not the

nurse by which so many people remember her, but the

very unlovely one of the insane woman in Life Begins.

A check-up on Dorothy's film career would find her

stepping from one role to another in rapid succession.

She is much in demand. Immediately upon the conclu-

sion of her role in Confession, with Kay Francis and Basil

Rathbone, she was cast in Fifty-Second Street. Before

that, Two Shall Meet, Love Trap, Devil Is a Sissy, Under
Cover of Night and numerous other important pictures.

A check-up on her personal life finds her thrilling to

the music of a good swing orchestra . . . never missing

a Ballet (she declares she is an "inhibited premiere

Danseuse") playing a whacking good game of golf or

tennis ... an enthusiast in the raising of tropical fish

... or sending a group of friends into hysterics with

her Swedish imitations.

Romance? Well, she is one girl in Hollywood who

refuses to discuss the subject. One hears rumors of a

single red rose delivered daily to her hilltop home or

wherever she may be. Of orchids meeting her enroute

on her last visit to New York, of a hamper of dainty foods

surprising her on location. And of many other romantic

gifts finding their way to her hilltop home. But when

asked about them, Dorothy Peterson, Sophisticate, winks

a twinkling eye at her screen double and answers, "Oh,

we're just friends, that's all."



WHAT with Wings Over Honolulu,

Thunder Over Mexico, and Fire

Over England, it was easy to

guess that sooner or later there would

be a Storme over Hollywood.

And there is if you care to take the

artistic judgment of six of America's

foremost illustrators who were quick to

name Sandra Storme, the beautiful En-

glish model appearing in Paramount's

Artists and Models, "Lady Perfection."

That may be drawing a pretty fine line

even for illustrators, but Sandra's ini-

tial screen appearance pleased Para-

mount Studio officials so well, that she's

been cast in The Big Broadcast and will

share acting honors along with Jack

Benny, Burns and Allen and other stars.

Not bad for our overseas cousin who
came to America resigned to being a

STOIHflE
OVER

HOLLYWOOD
13 may be an unlucky number to

some people, but not to Sandra

Storme who came to America

resigned to being a model only

to sign a movie contract!

model and ended up by being signed to

a movie contract!

"From my sixteenth year on," says

Sandra, "I began to spend the winter

seasons in London and devoted myself

to the task of getting into motion pic-

tures. The best I could do, for a while,

was to get employment as a model and

I became known as 'England's most

photographed girl'—if that means any-

thing. I modelled everything from

gowns and hats to 'advice on beauty'

subjects. Finally, along with modelling,

I appeared with Elizabeth Allan in The

Lost Chord, with comedienne Gracie

Fields in This Year of Grace and a few

other pictures." Sandra is pretty mod-
est about those English films. "I just

stood around," is the way she puts

it. [Continued on page 59]
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IT'S HALLOWE'EN

ii I ACK-O'LANTERNS all over the

-I place, fit to scare you to death,

ghosts in dark corners with phos-

phorescent eyes, and every time you

open a closet there's a skeleton
—

"

Chico Marx speaking. Of course any

lunch with three Marx Brothers is in it-

self a Hallowe'en party of the first de-

gree—or maybe the third degree—but

it really was of Hallowe'en that they

wanted to talk. They were planning a

Hallowe'en celebration for Harpo's

new house at Beverly Hills, but the more
they planned the more Harpo grimaced

and squeaked till the whole M-G-M
lunchroom paused to watch him Off

the screen, Harpo can talk all right,

only he wasn't getting a chance.

"What if we do smear a little phos-

phorus on the walls by mistake," Grou-
cho argued in response to a more flur-

ried squeak than usual, "what do you

care? You want your brothers to have

fun, don't you? We listen to your harp

playing, don't we? O.K., then we can

swing from your chandeliers."

Harpo's celebrated grin split his face

like the jack-o'lanTerns of Hallowe'en

in six counties. "No chandeliers," he

said in a pause between mouthfuls of

salad, "indirect lights. Aha."
"Listen, fellows," interposed Chico,

"quit kidding. We're planning fun. This

is serious."

"I'll say!" Harpo broke out across

the head lettuce, 'sure it's serious. Funl

In my house! Who pays the repair bill?"

"Lis-sen, lis-sen, not rough; good,

clean fun, and refined." Groucho did

By MARY NETTLETON'

If you are planning on a Hal-

lowe'en party and are not

afraid of being called copy-

cats, why not take a few

tips from the Marx Brothers ?

THE MARX BROTHERS

his best glare at Harpo. "Refined, see?

A word in a dictionary. First we hire

somebody's laundry wagon— I mean,

what we want is the kind of party any-

one can give on Hallowe'en, anywhere.

You don't have to have the laundry

wagon, but that's what we'll have."

"Take your guests to the cleaners,"

Chico agreed.

GROUCHO wiggled his saturnine

moustache in denial. "We col-

lect our guests in this laundry wagon
and it not only gets 'em to the party

but indicates we're going to keep the

party clean. First impressions are im-

portant, see? But each guest has to be

waiting on the corner."

"Why?" asked Harpo.

"Because," Groucho explained,

"each guest comes disguised as some-

thing, he disguises the voice, too, and

the gag is not to let anyone guess who

anybody is till near the end of the eve-

ning. Pick 'em up at their own doors,

and it's a giveaway to everyone else in

the wagon."
"Disguised as what?" Chico inter-

rupted, "Don't tell me! I'll tell you

—

as the skeletons in their own family

closets. Oh, of course, if it's a bant

robbery or something, maybe not so

good. But if it's how he won't let her

throw away his old suits, she can get

herself up like an old clothes man
—

"

"Not in my parlor," mumbled Harpo,

"my parlor's a nice parlor. Old clothes

men go round to the back door."

"Yeah, and [Continued on page 62]
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FOR

AUTUMN

T. A striking effect is gamed in this day-

time dress worn by Pat Peterson by the dou-

ble scrolled bands encircling the neckline

and belt. The Here-back coat has full length

fox fur revers ending at the shoulders

2. There is drama in this crinkly gold cloth

gown and emerald velvet coat worn by

Betty Douglas in Walter Wanger's Vogues

of 1938. Gold kidskin sandals, headpiece

of lacquered fishnet and twin bracelets of

rubies and diamonds complete the costume

3. Simplicity and black velvet spell drama
in this gown Pat Paterson wears in Walter

Wanger's 52nd Street. The full skirt that

dips in back is a graceful note that is

beginning to gain a great deal of popularity

4. A study in browns is Pat Paterson'

s

ensemble. Her dress and brief jacket are

of cinnamon brown wool crepe. Veiled hat

and twill pumps match the brown of her

sable scarf, while bag and g/oves ore darker
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J . Scarlet chiffon is given added delicacy

when it is smocked. Loretta Young wears this

scarlet hostess gown, designed by Gwen
Wakeling, in her new Twentieth Century-

Fox film, Wife, Doctor and Nurse. The only

trimming is a band of matching velvet ribbon

2. This black taffeta formal gown is changed
to a dinner dress by the addition of a quilted

taffeta jacket which is made gay and in-

dividual by a sprinkling of bright em-
broidered flowers, and a ruffle of orange

taffeta at the neck. Florence Rice wears if

in M-G-M's Double Wedding, which is

co-starring William Powell and Myma Loy

3. Singularly suitable for the subtle simplicity

of her "page boy" hairdress is this chiffon

gown worn by June Lang. Panels of pale

yellow, soft pink, grey and mauve form the

gown which is worn over a very full slip of

white crepe. The same colors are used in

the corsage of chiffon flowers. Miss Lang
will be seen next in Twentieth Century-Fox's

AH Baba Goes to Town, starring Eddie Cantor

4. Joan Woodbury wears an evening coat in

Radio's Forty Naughty Girls thai took its

inspiration from the lavish grandeur of the

Far Bast. Heavy black bengatine is decorated
with weighty embroidery of gold and whife,

and the full sleeves are cut to show the

luxurious lining of gold metal cloth
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The girl of charm Is the one with

the winning smile! Read how the

screen's loveliest players achieve

mouth beauty

The winsome smile or

Kay Hughes, beauti-

ful dark-haired Uni-

versal player, above,

reveals pearly teefh

of unusual beauty

Jean Rogers, beauty

contest winner who
became a serial

queen, upper left,

has the fresh, friendly

smile of radian*
youth

Dazzling is the word
for the smile of Lana
Turner, left. She is

a Mervyn LeRoy dis-

covery, seen in Tney
Won't Forget

TASTES in beauty, as in everything

else, differ. Hollywood long ago

discovered that mere perfection of

feature does not guarantee screen

popularity.

But there is one facet of beauty

which, yesterday, today, or tomorrow,

is a prerequisite of success before the

cameras . . . and that is a winning smile.

Youthful Lana Turner, Warner
Brothers player, is a newcomer who may
well smile broadly at her prospects of

fame, as no small share of Lana's beauty

lies in her dazzling teeth and appealing

lips. Kay Hughes and Jean Rogers of
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Universal Studios are two other starlets

whose natural mouth beauty indicates

a captivating charm.

To a great extent, every girl is typed

as a personality by the expression of

her mouth. She may, for instance, have

a laughing mouth, a cynical mouth, a

sad mouth . . . and for no other reason

create an impression of gayety, cyni-

cism, or gloom. Although spoken words

can be controlled, the expression of the

mouth tells a story all its own. Grief,

discouragement, worry—and that bane

of beauty, carelessness—reveal them-

selves in taut lips and unlovely drop-

ping lines. What to do about it?

Well, training your mind to dwell

on the more pleasant aspects of life is

helpful, and keeping the corners of your

mouth curved upward (do it deliber-

ately if you must) is helpful, too. But

perhaps the greatest benefit to mouth
beauty is exercise.

Unfortunately for our teeth and the

muscles which control the contour of

our lower cheeks and jaw, most of the

food we eat these modern days re-

quires little chewing. For this reason
gum chewing has become a popular
mouth beautify- [Continued on page 60]
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Ann Sothern may not be

a second Garbo, but this

Hollywood glamour girl is

fast taking the Silent One's

place in the hearts of her

admiring countrymen

By WILLIAM WHITNEY

with them and listen to their homely

style of expressing themselves. This

was the reason why she appeared so

much at ease as the Swedish girl in

Let's Fall in Love, and why her dia-

lect was sufficiently distinctive to

pass muster with those nationals

themselves.

CERTAIN parallels may be drawn

between Ann and Greta Garbo
which are significant.

Each started her screen career

rather ingloriously. Neither, under

studio contract, could get a chance

to show what she could do. Once
their separate careers were begun,

however, they climbed rapidly . . .

Greta turning to heavy, emotional

drama, Ann to roles in a lighter vein.

While Garbo became the exotic, the

mystic, the charmer, Ann developed

into one of the most effervescent

and glamorous girls in Hollywood.
Even before she ever appeared in

a picture, this glamourous quality

that attaches itself so firmly to the

blonde beauty had attracted atten-

fion. Ann had come to Hollywood

in 1929 to visit her mother who was

training actors and actresses to fulfill

the voice requirements of microphone
work, and found herself a job as a

dancing girl to occupy her time. She

was spotted by Ivan Kahn, discoverer

of stars, who straightway got her a

contract ai Metro-Goldwyn. There,

however, in a studio where so much
glamour and beauty ran rampant, she

was lost in the shuffle, and soon after-

wards went to New York upon Florem
Ziegfeld's invitation and undertook

the second leading role with Marilyn

Miller in the producer's Smiles.

FOLLOWING a number of other

musical shows, Ann returned to

Hollywood to co-star with Edmund
Lowe in Let's Fall In Love. Her work

in this was so refreshing that within

one hour after its first preview her

signature was affixed to a long-term

contract at Golumbia. Immediately

thereafter requests from every studio

in town poured in upon Columbia for

her services, directors and executives

everywhere recognizing in her a po-

tential star. 'Continued on page 77]

HAS a trim, blonde lovely taken

Greta Garbo's place in the

hearts of her countrymen?
Is the Silent One in danger of losing

her crown in her native land?

However startling a possibility this

suggestion may be, it none the less

would seem to be indicated by actual

figures. There is another star in Holly-

wood whom those Scandinavian folk

favor, even to the degree enjoyed by

Garbo. You'll be surprised, no doubt,

at mention of her name, for, at first

glance, the two actresses share little in

common. It's . . .

ANN SOTHERN!
For months, Ann's fan mail from the

northern countries has rivalled that of

the Mysterious Swede. Fans in the

Scandinavian group regarded her with

unusual interest at the very outset of

her screen career—when she portrayed
a little Swedish girl in Let's Fall in Love
—and ever since that initial picture

faithfully have followed her acting.

It's not so surprising.

Ann is of Scandinavian blood her-

self. Her mother, Annette Yde, is a

Dane, born and reared in Copenhagen.
Born in North Dakota, Ann later

moved to Minnesota, and there formed
an intimate knowledge of the Viking

people. Swedes and Danes and Nor-
wegians the little girl came to know,
and love, and understand . . . and she

liked nothing better than to mingle
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BETWEEN SHOTS ON THE MOVIE LOTS

Joan Crawford and Franchot Tone mapped by the candid car

just before they played a love scene in The Bride Wore Red

Claudette Colbert sings two Russian songs in Warner Bros, screen ver-

sion of Tovarich. Her teacher is Max Robinowitch, famous musician

By the Studio Snooper

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

JOAN CRAWFORD halted in the midst of a scene

on Stage 16 at M-G-M Studios. Franchot Tone

heard the excited talk and came out ot his dressing

room. So did Robert Young. Then, every member of

The Bride Wore Red company began moving around a

huge ballroom set, looking downward, peering under

chairs and tables. At last Robert Young yelled in triumph.

He held up a sparkling gem.

All this confusion surrounded the search for a one-

carat diamond which Ronald Rondell, an extra, had

dropped from his ring. Rondell explained that the stone

was worth $500 but had far greater sentiment attached

to it. His grandmother, who was a famous prima donna

had been presented the stone as one of a pair of ear-

rings by the composer of an opera in which she registered

her greatest operatic success.

ROBERT BENCHLEY weighs 188 pounds, normally. He
weighed no more or no less on Stage 24 at M-G-M

the day Rosalind Russell helped Bob Montgomery carry

Benchley for a scene in Love, Live and Learn.

The scene, in which the two stars carry the unconscious

comedian from the room in which their honeymoon is

about to start, will be fine fun for audiences, but it was

just hard work for Rosalind. She had to carry Benchley's

feet.

Between the many rehearsals and "takes," Rosalind

rested—and jokingly protested at the weight of the

comedian's feet.

"Well," Benchley remarked after listening to her com-

plain at great length, "It will do no good for you and

Bob to swap ends. I weigh the same thinking or

walking!"

REGIS TOOMEY and Eddie Quillan have "ribbed'

Spencer Tracy constantly on the Big City set at

M-G-M. In the cast are many old and new stars of the

sports world: Jim Jeffries, Bull Montana, Joe Rivers,

Frank Wyckoff, Jimmy McLarnin, George Godfrey, Man
Mountain Dean, "Cotton" Warburton, Gus Sonnenberg,

Jackie Fields, Jim Thorpe, et al . . . Regis and Eddie,

knowing Tracy's weakness for athletics, introduced Tracy

to extras and visitors, telling him they are celebrated

sports heroes. When Tracy starts a long-winded con-

versation with the "Stooges," Toomey and Quillan

walk away and leave him flat.

Not long ago, Regis introduced Tracy to a Chicago

film critic and Tracy, thinking it was just another "rib,"

walked away from the critic who had planned to do a

feature yarn on the Tracy boy!

WARNER BROTHERS

ALMOST any adventure seemed ready to pop up when
i I visited an ancient lighthouse set at Warner Brothers

Sfudfos in Burbank. As I dodged a bat which flew out of

the darkened recesses of the lighthouse tower, I brushed

against a mass of cobwebs.

"Quiet, everybody!" boomed the assistant director

and snapped me back to reality to see Director William

McGann grinning in anticipation of the scene about to be

filmed for the new mystery screamer, $h~h-h! the Octopus!

A prop man unceremoniously [Continued on page 52]

One of the most exciting scenes of the month—the great fire in

the spectacular 20th Century-Fox production, In Old Chicago



Now—this new Cream
brings to Women theActive

"SkinAltamiif

Applied right on the Skin—

this special Vitamin helps

the Skin more directly

This new cream does more for the

skin than ever before! It contains

a certain vitamin found in

foods—the "sfcin-vitamin."

When you eat foods containing this

vitamin, one of its special functions is

to help keep skin tissue healthy. But

when this vitamin is applied right to

skin, it aids the skin more directly.

Here is great news for women!

First doctors found this out. Then
Pond's found a way to put "skin-

vitamin" into Pond's Cold Cream.

Now everyone can have Pond's new

"skin-vitamin" Cold Cream!

Famous beauty cream now has

"Something More"

Pond"s Cold Cream has always been

more than a cleanser. Patted into

the skin, it invigorates it, keeps it clear,

soft, free from skin faults.

But now this famous cream is better

than ever for the skin. Women say its

use makes their pores less noticeable,

softens lines; best of all, seems to give a

livelier, more glowing look to their skin!

aWZa*** 1
Pond's, Dept. 6-CL.
Clinton, Conn. Rush
special tube ofPond's
new "skin-vitamin"

Cold Cream, enough for 9 treatments, with
Bamplea of 2 other Pond's "skin-vitamin" Creams and
5 different shades of Pond's Face Powder. I enclose
lOe to cover postage and packing.

THE

City-

Copyright. 19.1

-State

. Pond's Extract Company
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# Between Shots on the Movie Lots #
[Continued from page 50]

... But You're Still Not Telling
the Story I Think is Best About

Kelpamalt! ... It's This...

HERE'S HOW! . . . Ballet Master George Balanchine "sets" a dance formation

during a rehearsal session for The Goldwyn Follies. In the center of the group
is Vera Zorina, a star of the Ballet Russe. The other girls are members of the

American Ballet

it, IT MAKES YOU
FEEL SWELL!"

Writes Miss H. R., Bridgeport Conn.

Hosts of Thin, Sickly Tired-Out Men
and Women Find This New Sea-Plant
Iron, Iodine and Vitamin Concentrate
Adds Extra Pounds, New Strength and
Energy the First Week! Results Guar-

anteed Or No Cost.

Don't be discouraged ir you ire weak, ikinny, Un
feellnE miserable, unable to nain an ouno
strength, no matter what you do. or what you eat

tired-out. sickly. Dale and underweight foi

rears, and nerer realls frit well." writes Mbi 11 K
Bridgeport. Conn. "After trying runny thlnsi. 1 Qnal

malt, with surorlslngly excellent result*. ^

Kelpamalt builds pound; and strength. It doe*, but I still

think you are not telltnc the most Important thing, which
is tills; it makes you feel iwelll"

Malnourlsbmeot (an in.-utile lent supply of minerals and
vitamins) often explains why folks -lay thin, siting

out. with weakened resistance. Doctors know appetite satis-

fying foods are deceiving because frequently they lack

vital minerals and essential vitamins needed for bods
building. As a result you do not set the good out of tits

food you cat and your system lacks in strength, energy
and weight
Many thousand.- of sickly, pale. aillnK folks have found
tdorlous relief with Kelpamalt. This amazliiK iron. Iodine

and vitamin concentrate is rich in vital element- nee
for the body's chemical processes. It contains assimilable
iron. Clipper, phosphorus, and calcium vitally needed for

blood and tissue building. Important, too. is Kelpamalt'

s

natural Iodine (don't confuse this with ordinary liquid.
chemical iodine ) a substance which scientists now ncree is

vitally important to the health and norma! functioning of

liver, glands and blood—Relnanialt is one of the world's
richest sources of natural iodine.

In addition to these precious minerals. Kelpamalt con-
tributes to the supply of the necessary vitamins A. C. I>

and G It is only when there is an adequate supply of

vitamins plus minerals that you can get the good out of

your food.

MAKE THIS SIMPLE TEST

but a few cents

nothing! Your i

ij*. Get Seedol Kelpamalt nc
a day to use and is sold at ai

of cheap substitutes. Insist

SEEDOL

KelpamaltJZ^s:
SPECIAL FREE OFFER

Send for FREE fascinating, instructive 50 page book
on How To Build Strength and Add Weight. Informa-
tion on Minerals. Iodine and Vitamins and their effects
on the human body. Weiqht and measurement charts.
Daily menus. No obligation. Kelpamalt Co.. Dept.
1303. 27 West 20th St.. N. Y. C.

doused Hugh Herbert, Allen Jenkins. John

Eldredge and Marcia Ralston with water from

a bucket and sprayed water onto their faces

from a spray gun, for they were supposed to

have come out of a storm in this scene.

Hugh Herbert carried a flashlight which had

been flattened and twisted in a series of gro-

tesque angles in an encounter with the

"Octopus"—but the torch still worked, which

will give you an inkling as to what may be

expected to happen in this side-splitting farce

mystery.

Nobody, not even the actors, knows who the

"Octopus" is until the picture is completed.

QUAINT gables, chimneys and Bohemian

buildings feature Tovarich at Warner

Bros. The sad-eyed Charles Boyer, teamed

with Claudette Colbert, is having a picnic

working in the story of two delightful Russian

emigres which Anton Litvak is directing.

I watched them making one scene in which

Boyer and Claudette crawled on their hands

and knees across a narrow plank which spanned

space between two buildings. The plank was

fully twenty feet above the sound stage floor.

Platforms had been built beneath the plank and

covered with mattresses, to save the stars in-

jury should they lose their balance and tumble

from their precarious perch.

In the scene, Boyer and Claudette were sup-

posed to have been "sneaking" into their hotel

room by way of the rooftops, trying to avoid

the landlord whom they had no money to pay.

Whenever I have tiptoed Into a place, I have

avoided making the slightest noise. Not so

Boyer! He was singing The Song of the Volga

Boatman at the top of his healthy lungs, as

Claudette struggled vainly to make him keep

silent . . . telling him that his singing not only

would arouse the landlord but that it upset her

sense of balance. After five or six "re-takes,"

with Claudette and Boyer crawling across the

plank each time, the scene finally satisfied the

exacting Litvak. After he had directed the

cameraman to "Print it!" Claudette showed

me a network of runners in her sheer silk stock-

ings. It seems she had been forced to change

them for almost every crawling excursion across

the plank.

• • •

20TH CENTURY-FOX

HUGE circus tent was erected on the 20th

Century-Fox lot to accommodate extrasA
working in scenes for In Old Chicago. One

day I watched hundreds of men and women
line up In front of the tent, enter one by one,

and emerge carrying costumes of 70 years ago.

Following them to Stage 17, I learned that

the picture, in addition to all others under

p oduction, had so taxed the capacity of the

wardrobe department that the tent necessarily

was put up as an emergency annex.

The set on which the extras were working

represented a saloon of the I860's in Chicago,

with a bar almost a city block long, tables which

could seat about 300 persons, and a stage on

which musical shows could be presented. Con-

fusion reigned while assistant directors placed

extras at tables and ai the bar.

While Director Henry King supervised every-

thing, the scene began to take shape. Then the

principals arrived for rehearsal. Tyrone Power

welked in with Alice Faye, with Don Ameche,

Brian Donfevy and Andy Devine trailing after

them.

Tyrone Is excited over his starring role

which, he says, gives him more opportunity to

"act" than has any previous role. Director

Hathaway insists that the story is strong enough
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to make d thrilling picture even without the

great Chicago fire which 'forms the film's

"punch" finale. After watching the thrilling

fire scenes In work, I am anticipating the se-

quences in which flames, fanned by high winds,

reduce the thriving little Chicago of 1871 to

smoking embers.

"Prop" men have constructed replicas of Mrs.

Molly O'Leary's (Alice Brady, in the film)

French Laundry and the barn in which "Daisy,"

the historic heifer, kicked over the lantern

which started the fire that destroyed the city.

UNITED ARTISTS

JOAN BLONDELL'S role in Walter Wanger's

Stand-in is worth a chuckle. Although she

has been a real star for several seasons, Joan

is starring in this greased-IIghtntng comedy

as a STAND-IN . . . Maria Shelton, a newcomer

(but a comer!) portrays the la-de-dah movie

queen . . . Tay Garnett, the cane-carrying di-

rector, is megaphoning the screenland satire

. . . Alan Mowbray (as the panicky Russian pro-

ducer) is keeping the company floor-rolling

with his kibitzing, holding up production with

qags, yet squawking volubly about being forced

to wait for his turn before the lens.

FANCY blue velvet sleeves, adorning one of

Gary Cooper's stunning costumes for

Adventures of Marco Polo at Samuel Goldwyn

studios, caused the laconic Cooper to whisper

to me: "This is the first time I've ever worn

velvet ... and BLUE velvet, at that. I feel

like a damned bluejay!"

Archie Mayo, after many years with Warner's,

took over the Marco Polo directorial assign-

ment after E. H. Griffith had walked off the set

in a huff. (He's now directing Grace Moore

'at Columbia.) Archie started the whole pic-

ture over again and is as excited as a kid over

results. He has great faith in young Sigrid

Gurie who has the feminine lead. Basil Rath-

bone affects ornate and weird draperies and

turbans for his role as Ahmed, the Moham-

medan prime minister of Kublai Khan's court.

He's the rat who tries to poison Marco Polo's

(Gary Cooper) cheese . . . and who shows

Gary the torture chambers of the Khan's palace,

as a warning to the adventuresome young man.

PARAMOUNT

HOLLYWOOD is going down to the sea in

ships . . . First large production to be

made under sail was Souls at Sea followed by

Lucien Hubbard's Ebb Tide, a technicolor drama

of the South Seas and more specifically the

island of Tehua ... In this is seen the first

torrential rain storm ever to be recorded for

the screen in technicolor . . . Researchers dis-

covered apple cider can be jacked up to the

social strata of champagne when mixed with

an equal amount of carbonated water . . .

Frances Farmer was visited three times weekly

by husband Leif Erikson who would water taxi

from the mainland to Catalina Island late at

night only to return the following morning to

report at work at M-G-M . . . Lloyd Nolan

lost his footing on a hillside during filming and

rolled down embankment to land in large cactus

• "Now wait a minute, Mrs. Zebra. What's your hurry? Stop and
culch your breath. Look at your poor little colt—he's winded and
all of a lather! You really shouldn't let a baby get so hot."

• "I'M fix him up, though. Just leave it to your Uncle Dudley. A
good rub-down with gentle, cooling Johnson's Baby Powder and
he'll be fit as a fiddle and rarin' to go again."

• "Imagine, Mother—Mrs. Zebra has been trying to raise a baby
without Johnson's Baby Powder!...She'd no ideahow to stop chafes,
rashes and prickly heat. Seems odd in this day and age, doesn't it?"

• "/ love the feel of Johnson's Baby Powder—it's so much Sftfler

and finer than lots of powders. Keeps my skin just perfect." . . .

And perfect condition, Mothers, is the skin's best protection against
infection. Johnson's Baby Pouxler contains no coarse, scratchy
particles—it's made entirely of finest Italian talc — no orris-root.

Your baby needs Johnson's Baby Soap and Baby Cream, loo—and
if he's very young, the new Johnson's Baby n .

g
Oil, which is stainless, pleasantly fragrant (HJH4t^^tiUofWv>OH
and cannot turn rancid. «™ «»»•»«» •"""**»"

JOHNSON'S BABY POWDER
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TO MAKE

TEETH GLEAM 9*
For teeth that gleam with jewel-like
lustre gums too must be cared for. So
don't trust to ordinary tooth pastes. Get
the two-way protection so many dentists
advise.

1. Clean teeth by brushing all surfaces
with Forhan's in the usual manner.

2. Massage gums briskly with ij inch
of Forhan's on the brush or linger.

Results are amazing! Gums are stimu-
lated, soon teeth show a new brilliance.

Forhan's Tooth Paste was originated by
Dr. R. J. Forhan, eminent dental surgeon,
to do both vital jobs

—

clean teeth and
safeguard gums. It contains a special in-
gredient found in no other tooth paste.
End half-way care. Buy a tube of
Forhan's today!

Forhan's
CLEANS TEETH
SAVES GUMS

DOES
BOTH JOBS

It's oui treat! Let ui l__

you 3 full thai sizes of ti

famous FLAME -GI
Triple Indelible Lipstic
FREE

. . . each in a different fascinating shade.
so you can discover the color most becoming
to you. To introduce our newest achievement,
we will also send you a tube of REJUVIA
Mascara Cream, with brush. It's Guaranteed
Waterproof and Smear-proof; perfectly Harm-
less! Just send 10c in stamps to cover mailing
costs. For beauty's sake, send couponTODAY!

TRIPLE 'INDELIBLE

-PHOTO BY LONGWORTB

Pat O'Brien, who is really steamed up over his role in Warner Brothers' super seo
thriller, Submarine D-l, talks things over with Director' Lloyd Bacon as they relax

for a moment between scenes

bed . . . Skipper Arey. of Golden State,

schooner on which picture was filmed is sure

Hollywood is a crazy town . . . was ordered

to steer toward a storm center to obtain a

certain scene . . . After all his years!

C. B. DeMHIe's The Buccaneer started pro-

duction on board the interior replica of Jean

LaFitte's dining room on the shore of Barataria

Island . . . Exterior sea shots were made at

Ca talma where the pirate island was repro-

duced . . . LaFitte was last of the buccaneers

of Caribbean fame and fate gave him the

chance to decide for better or for worse the

destiny of his country when the United States

was engaged in a struggle for existence in the

War of 1812 . . . Fredric March plays LaFitte

and Franceska Gaal Gretchen, the Dutch im-

migrant girl . . . DeMille estimates her present

value as exceptionally high, judged from the

talent she has shown In early scenes. He's never

been known to go overboard about a player

and thi? enthusiasm would indicate a new star

is on the horizon.

PROBABLY the busiest man in town is Frc.nk

* Lloyd whose production scale is so tre-

mendous he has two units filming scenes simul-

taneously for Wells Fargo, starring Joel

McCrea and Frances Dee. The studio's inability

to reach them one morning on a hurry call

disclosed the season's oddest paradox . . .

while in the picture, their lives are wrapped up

in the development of more rapid communica-

tion as a means of advancing civilization, in

private life they live on a ranch where there

is no telephone.

Makeup people copied producer Lloyd's eye-

brows for Bob [Bazooka; Burns, third principal

of the cast, who portrays a plainsman and

guide. While on location at Kernville, Burns

was set upon by a leading citizen named Wof-

ford who resented the comedian naming his

screen pig after him.

RKO-RADIO

AFTER a lull during June, July and early

i August production at RKO-Radio is now

progressing at a rapid clip and with Ginger

Rogers back from a refreshing vacation in

Banff, Alberta, for Vivacious Lady; Ann Sothern

back from visiting hubby Roger Pryor in Chi-

cago; Gene Raymond back from a Honolulu

honeymoon with Jeanette MacDonald; Lily Pons

here from New York to make her one picture

for the year, and la Hepburn showing a kindlier

feeling toward her fellow beings, Mr. Briskin's

' moom pitcher lot" has quite some sparkle

these days. Just like magic the studio con-

verted a blueprint into a massive Tudor castle

set with lots of long, winding stairs—for Fred

Astaire in Damsel in Distress—practically over

night. In his first picture without Ginger

Rogers, the dancer plays a dapper American

who gets into London society and falls in love

with the daughter of a British lord (who hap-

pens to be Joan Fontaine in her best role to

date). Astaire plays a Sir Walter Raleighlsh

character in this new one and it is pretty much

a give and take affair.

Katharine Hepburn (who was simply gr-and

in Sroge Door) has a wild hilarious comedy for

her next vehicle. Bringing Up Baby is the title

of this new film and la Hepburn has a pet

leopard (weight about 100 pounds) who runs

through the scenes with her. The leopard has

a passion for perfume and taking no chances

with the animal suddenly becoming a candid

cameraman Katie comes on the set well armed

with "Evening in Paris" (a perfume—not a

theme song) and the jungle cat fairly melts in

her arms.
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The WINNAH!

REQUIRING several days more than origi-

nally planned to read, sort, and decide

upon the winner of Joe Penner's handsome new

Crosley Super II radio set, HOLLYWOOD
Magazine's editors have finally chosen Miss

Uriine Sargent, 1495 Wager avenue, Laltewood.

Ohio, as—the winnah!

Miss Sargent not only put her suggestions

for Mr. Penner's future comicalities into con-

cise, comprehensive form but also in rhyme

and made the first letter of each line con-

tribute to spelling out "Joe Penner" which was

no easy task. Runners up in this novel contest

were Miss lone Williamson, Redwood City,

California, and Carl R. Pennington, 4718

Astral avenue, Jacksonville, Florida. Mr, Penner

Is mailing personally autographed portraits to

each of the three winners and Miss Sargent will

soon be listening to Mr. Penner's broadcasts

over the latest model Crosley receiving set

realizing that it pays well to be able to have

ideas and the ability to put them into letter

form with originality and grace.

"Oh, boy, what a mail storm!'' said Penner

when E. J. Smithson, editor of HOLLYWOOD,
showed him the huge stacks of letters that have

fairly poured into the HOLLYWOOD editorial

offices during the month of the contest. Letters

came from England, France, Mexico, Canada,

Guatemala, Hawaii, the Philippines and virtu-

ally every state in the union.

The idea proved conclusively that Mr.

Penner's radio and screen comedy is much ap-

preciated by his fans.

EAUTIFUL
OUTHFUL
"ONTOUR
CONTROL

Lastex Foundations styled by HICKDHY

with that artful uplift"

Its slimming smoothness skillfully guides

your figure to youthful firmness. You'll

adore the artful uplift designed in lace on the

all-in-one. Never an unrestrained curve or impudent
tummy to mar your silhouette or break the flowing, clinging

lines of your Autumn wardrobe. Two-way stretch Lastex

urges your contour to greater grace and new comfort . . .

delightfully disciplines and flatters your new Fall frocks!

Foundation (for formal)—$5.00

Girdle (for about-town)—$3.50

Please send us the name oj your corsettere if she hasn't the exact Hickory
Foundation you want . . . we'll welcome the opportunity to he oj service to you.

Address: Miss Ruth Sione, 114-t West Congress Street, Chicago.

BEAUTIFUL • YOUTHFUL

CONTOUR CONTROL HICKORY
A. STEIN & COMPANY • Chicago, New York, Toronto, Buenos Aires
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CORNS REVIEWS OF THE MONTH

PAIN STOPS IN ONE MINUTE

!

Dr. Scholl's Zino-pads will give you relief

in one minute. These soothing, healing pads
stop the cause by lifting nag-
ging shoe pressure off thel
irritated nerves. Result—nol
more pain, sore toes or blis-L
ters from new or tight shoes.^

Remove Corns and Callouses
Dr. Scholl's Zino-pads quickly.
safely loosen and remove corns or
callouses when used with the sept*
rate Medicated Disks included foe
that purpose. Get this sure relief to-
day. Sizes for Corns. Callouses, Bun-
ions and Soft Corns between toes.
Cost but a trifle. Sold everywhere.

D-rScholls
Zino-pads

Put one on -the pain is gone!

How to Attract and
Hold Your Man

Attract and fascinate the
man of your choice

Any woman or girl of or-

dinary intelligence, beautiful
or plain, can learn from
"Fascinating Womanhood"
how to be and remain at-

tractive to men. It tells you
how to develop the power
that is in you. Learn the
principles of Charm that
men cannot resist. Most

cases of social failure and sninsterhood are due to
lack of understanding man's psychology. Married
or single you cannot afford to be without this
>ecret knowledge. Send only 10c for the booklet.
"Secrets of Fascinating Womanhood" an inter-
esting outline of the secrets revealed in "Fasci-
nating Womanhood." Mailed in plain wrapper.
PSYCHOLOGY PRESS, Dept. 42-L,St. Louis, Mo.

ANY COLOR
LIGHT BR.OWN6BLACK

Gives a natural, youthful appearance

Easy as penciling your eyebrows in your own
home; not greasy; will not rub off nor interfere

with curling. $1.35 all dru£ and department stores.

I

FREE SAMPLE 1

. BRO0KLINE CHEMICAL CO. Dept. Ft 137 '

|
79 Sudbury Street. Boston. Mass.

I

Name j

Street I

I City State
GIVE ORIGINAL HAIR COLOR.

FARR'S F0R GRflV HAIR

BROADWAY MELODY OF 1938

WITH George Murphy and Eleanor Powell

teaming up tn dancing numbers superior

to anything you've seen on the screen in a long,

long time; with Bob Taylor scoring heavily in

a romantic role, with Sophie Tucker putting

over a smashing hit as an old-time Broadway

Favorite; with Buddy Ebsen stealing every scene

he appears in; with Judy Garland never better;

with Igor Gorin, Robert Benchley. Binnie

Barnes, Charley Grape win, Barnett Parker,

Helen Troy, Robert Wildhack and Willie

Howard brilliant in their respective roles

—

without a shadow of a doubt, Broadway Melody

of 1938 Is TOPS in filmusicals. See it.—

M-G-M.

THIN ICE

Finlayson, and Blanche Payson contribute the

principal comedy support. You'll find plenty

of laughs all through All Oyer Town—Republic.

MAKE A WISH

THE second of the Sonja Henie's ice-skating

pictures and, in many respects, better than

the first, One In A Million. Ice skating ballets,

Sonja's own extraordinary skill on the slippery

blades, skiing episodes, spectacular production

numbers, a romance that places Tyrone Power

opposite the skating star, help no little in

fashioning Thin Ice into the smart, fast-moving,

thoroughly acceptable film that it is.

Arthur Treacher, Raymond Walburn, Alan

Hale, George Givot, Melville Cooper and

Maurice Cass in supporting roles turn in

splendid performances. Special mention to

comedienne Joan Davis for her uproariously

clever role as the leader of an orchestra.

—

20th Cenfury-Fox.

PROVIDED with music by Oscar Straus and

lyrics by Paul Webster and Louis Alter

Bobby Breen's latest screen vehicle, Moke A
Wish, offers satisfactory film fare. Bobby's

fine soprano voice is particularly effective in

Music In My Heart. Campfire Dreams, and

Mote o Wish, the three outstanding songs of

the picture. Marion Claire, making her screen

debut from the stage and radio, carries out

her assignments in splendid fashion. Basil

Rathbone, cast in the role of composer, hasn't

a part that offers him an opportunity to exer-

cise his splendid acting talent, but does well

in what is required of him. Louis Armetta and

Leon Errol provide the comedy relief, with

Ralph Forbes, Donald Meek, and Herbert

Rawlinson in supporting roles.

—

RKO-Radio.

ALL OVER TOWN

FEATURING the comic team of Olson and

Johnson, All Over Town moves merrily along

propelled by the usual brand of the O. & J.

humor. Fred Kelsey, Franklin Pangborn, James

BIS CITY

SAVE for the hocus-pocus taxicab battle in

the last reel, Big City has everything in it

to make it a great picture. And despite the

last reel, the thread of tried and true hocum

that runs through it, and the familiar plot, Big

City is a BIG picture and well worth going

many miles to see. It's well worth going miles

to see if for no other reason than to watch

and thoroughly enjoy those frequent sequences

in which Spencer Tracy and Luise Rainer ap-

pear. Never have these two stars shone more

brightly. This reviewer, having already elected

Mr. Tracy for a I937 Academy Award, may be

biased in his opinion, but after watching him In

Big City, he's more sure than ever that the
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aforesaid Mr. Tracy Is the most natural actor

on the screen—and the best.

In the supporting cast, Charley Grapewin,

Janet Beecher, Eddie Quillan, Victor Varconi,

Clem Bevans, Guinn Williams, Regis Toomey
and Edgar Dearing present notable character-

izations.

—

M-G-M.

SOMETHING TO SINS ABOUT

SOMETHING TO SING ABOUT is something

that Grand National should crow about,

for this sparkling, bright and breezy new

Cagney picture is packed with the kind of

Kay Francis and Preston Fosfer in a scene from

the Warner Bros, picture First Lady

screen entertainment that motion picture

audiences like to see and hear. Something to

Sing About is a sort of travesty on Hollywood

life, and Cagney, surrounding himself with a

capable cast, presents it in a clever fashion.

Evelyn Daw,' Bill Frawley, Gene Lockhart, Mona

Barrie, William Davidson, Phillip Ahn, Richard

Tucker and others in the supporting cast con-

tribute fine performances. As for Actor

Cagney himself—this young man is never

better.

—

Grand National.

PRISONER OF ZENDA

THIS "royal romance in a mythical kingdom"

comes to the screen under the David O.

Selznick banner, leaves nothing to be desired

in the way of thrilling entertainment. Ronald

Colman turns in a brilliant performance as the

swaggering Englishman who becomes "king for a

day." Madeleine Carroll complements Colman's

impressive efforts with as splendid a character-

ization as this capable and charming young

actress has ever given. Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.,

as Rupert of Hentzau, the soldier of fortune,

presents an outstanding performance as

Colman's antagonist. Mary Astor as the un-

willing accomplice of the would-be usurper of

the throne, Raymond Massey, handles her

difficult assignment with sincerity and a depth

of teeling that will surprise her many admirers.

FREED
Woman's place was in the home!

Not many years ago, it was un-

thinkable that women would ever

compete with men in business, in

sport, in art! The ordeals of her sex

made it apparently impossible.

Yet today, woman is freed. Every-

where, in every field, she competes on

a basis of strict equality. Her's is a

new life.

And the greatest contribution, per-

haps, to this new freedom, was one

woman's courage in defying tradition.

She dared to say that women were not

meant to suffer. She dared to claim

that no wife or mother must spend

one-quarter of her life wracked with

pain. She dared to assert that the

ordeal of motherhood could be eased.

We know now that Lydia Pinkham
was right. And it is doubtful whether,

throughout the entire world, any sin-

gle aid to woman has won more eager

gratitude than Lydia Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound.*

We have received more than a mil-

lion letters blessing Lydia Pinkham

for enabling the writers to go "smiling

through" the ordeals of a woman's life.

The bitter aches and pains, the ter-

rific mental and nervous strain that

so many women undergo, are often

needless. As wife, mother, daughter,

you owe it to those about you to test

whether Lydia Pinkham's Vegetable

Compound will not help you, also, tc

go "smiling through." Why not get a

bottle today from your druggist?

For three generations one woman
has toid another how to go "smiling

through" with I.ydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound. It helps Na-
ture tone up the system, thus lessen-

ing the discomforts (functional dis-

orders) which must be endured,
especially during

The Three Ordeals

of Woman
/. Passing/rom girlhood into woman-

hood.

2. Preparingfor Motherhood.

J. approaching "Middle Age."

One woman tells another how to go "Smiling Through' with

^LMa/"a 0. <^Z/nAAam*i Vegetable Compound
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IIMVIZ-A-GRIPS
ASSURE SMOOTH SILHOUETTE

Don't mar that lovely silhouette of your

close-fitting gown with unsightly garter

bumps. Modern Inviz-a-grips assure a

sleek waist-to-toe line because they're

flat. Inviz-a-grips, too, save on hosiery

—

eliminate garter-button-strain that causes

garter runs. Easier to fasten and much
more comfortable; no garter knob to sit

on. Anchor foundation garment securely.

Choose The Foundation Garment Equipped

With Inviz-A-Grips— It's A Smarter Buy!

INVIZ-A-GRIP • HOLLYWOOD

C. Aubrey Smith, Ronald Colman and David Niven present outstanding per-

formances in the David O. Selznick production, Prisoner of Zenda

C. Aubrey Smith, as the stalwart Capt. Zapt,

and David Niven as Tarlenheim stand out in

their respective characterizations. John
Cromwell deserves special praise for his in-

telligent direction.

—

Selinick-lniernational.

FIRST LADY

MOTHER OF THREE

EARNS $32-$35 A WEEK
• "Thanks to Chicago School of Nues-

ino, I have been able to support my three chil-
dren and keep iny home together." writes Mrs.
A. B., Waterbury. Conn. And Mrs. E. is only
one of thousands of men and women who have
found that C.S.N, training opens the way to a
well-paid dignified profession!

C.S.N.-trained practical nurses all over the
country are earning as much as $25 to $35 a
week in private practice, in hospitals and
sanitariums. Others, like Miss C. H.. own nurs-
ing-homes. This easy-to-understand course, suc-
cessful for 33 years and endorsed by physicians—enables men and women 18 to BO to prepare
themselves at home and in their spare time, for
any type of practical nursing. Best of all. It is

possible to earn while learning—Mrs. F. McE.
took her first case before completing the 7th
lesson and earned $400 In three months!

High school not necessary. Complete mirse'3
equipment included. Easy tuition payments.

Decide now to send for "Splendid Oppob-
tcnities in NmsiNG," which shows you how
you can win success as a nurse!

CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING
Dept. 811, 100 East Ohio Street. Chicago, 111.

Pleas? send bonbl?t and 32 sample les-on pages.

Name

City State Age.

WITH a cast headed by Kay Francis, Verree

Teasdale and Norman Foster, First Lady,

a farce designed to show up the politically

clever and designing women In Washington,

comes to the screen as topnotch movie fare.

Louise Fazenda, as president of a woman's

league, supplies the comedy in a character-

ization that literally "steals the show" every

time she appears on the screen. Best sequence

—the quarrel between Verree Teasdale and her

husband, Walter Connolly. Anita Louise, Victor

Jory, Henry O'Neill, Grant Mitchell, Eric

Stanley, Marjorie Rambeau, Lucile Gleason,

Sara Haden, Harry Davenport and Olaf Hytton

do exceptionally well in supporting roles.

—

Warner Bros.

100 MEN AND A GIRL

INTRIGUED by Three Smart Girls, Deanna

Durbin's multiplying host of fans have waited

impatiently for a year for her second picture.

They will be happy to know 100 Men and a Girl

surpasses their expectations. Backed by a

splendid symphony directed by no less than

Leopold Stokowski, America's maestro No. I,

and supported by Adolphe Menjou, Mischa

Auer and a huge cast, 14-year-old Deanna

takes rank among the first singers of stage or

screen in this new film. The story might be told

on your five fingers but the music and the

acting are superb. Elaborately mounted, the

second Durbin film presents the little star in

five operatic selections and two outstanding

songs "It's Raining Sunbeams" by Frederick

Hollander and "The Heart That's Free" by

Robins and Riley. Every mother and every

mother's daughter will find delight in this

super-musical.

—

Universal.

Basil Rathbone and Bobby Breen in a sequence from the RKO-Radio motion

picture, Make A Wish
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# Storme Over Hollywood «
[Continued from page 43]

FINALLY she got tired of standing

around and on January 13, of this

year, she left England for New York.

Then she left New York for Miami. A
short vacation in this winter resort and
then back to the Big Town until April

13, when she left for Hollywood where
(numerologists please note) on the

13th of the following month she went
out for a social evening which proved
to be the prelude to her American
screen debut.

Dancing at the Cocoanut Grove with

a friend, and having no thought of the

unusual succession of "I3's" in her life,

Sandra attracted the attention of Lewis

E. Sensler, producer of Artists and
Models, and of the six distinguished

illustrators who were his guests—Peter

Arno, McClelland Barclay, Arthur
William Brown, Rube Goldberg, John
LaGatta, and Russell Patterson.

To make a short story shorter, as a

result of the interest of the producer
and the illustrators, Sandra was given

a screen test and later signed on the

dotted line of a movie contract.

"Ironically enough," declares Lady
Perfection, "after trying for years to

progress from modelling to pictures

and then winning a chance to make my
American screen debut within a month
after arriving in Hollywood, I was cast

in the picture as—a model."

Since you're going to see a lot of this

English girl in coming productions, a

few vital statistics are in order:

Sandra is five feet, seven inches in

height, weighs 120 pounds and is the

only blonde in her family. She has a

complexion which artists describe as

"golden." Her eyes are blue in the day-

time and green at night. She neither

smokes nor drinks.

Definitely, there's a Storme over
Hollywood!

Don Hulberf, sensational fen-year-old accor-

dionist, appears in Make a Wish, starring Bobby

Breen

"TREAT YOURSELF TO BEAUTY

FAMOUS N. Y. MODEL TELLS

HER SECRET OF POPULARITY

AFTER—"I'm only starting to

realize the wonderful change
Marchand's made in restoring
my hair to its natural shade."

"I was born blonde," says Miss H. C. "but my hair gradually darkened as I

grew older. Then, one summer vacation, overexposure to sun. and water
caused my hair to become lighter in streaks. In desperation, I went to a
famous beauty specialist for advice and he recommended that I use
Marchand's Golden Hair Wash—to restore my hair to its original, natural
sunny, golden shade. Now I'm more popular than ever and everyone
admires my hair."

Thousands of other smart, successful, popular women use Marchand's
regularly—to restore and retain the glorious lighter shades of hair every-
one admires. Marchand's is guaranteed safe—always gives perfect results

and is easy to use. Marchand's Golden Hair Wash will lighten any color
hair to any attractive shade desired.

All good druggists carry and recommend Marchand's. Get a bottle
today—and treat yourself to beauty. P.S. Fastidious women use Marchand's
to make arm and leg hair invisible. Colorless. Odorless. Stainless. Cannot
leave stubble. Complete directions with every bottle. For perfect residts

always use Marchand's Castile Shampoo.

ARCHAND'S
GOLDEN HAIR WAS H

FREE
The professional beauty secrets of ROBERT of FIFTH AVENUE.
Make-up charts, fashion and color hints. Hair styles. Beauty
analysis charts. A copy FREE to you. Just send in coupon below.

Charles M.vrchand Co., 521 W. 23rd St., New York City

Sirs: Please send me a FREE copy of "Help Yourself to Beauty." I enclose
if stamp for postage.

NAME

ADDRESS-

CITY STATE pwii-87

FREE— Send in this coupon today— for valuable Beauty Guide—FREE
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GUARD AGAINST

LINES AROUND YOUR EYES

B with ?Hcu/M£iru,
Jperiai EYE CREAM

Aids incountcracting dry condition of skin

around the eyes which causes wrinkles,

crows-feet. etc. Smooths, softens a

aire of skin. A rich cream contain-

ing the precious vitamin "D'\

The first and worst signs of ace or fatigue
show their traces more definitely and quickly in the

r area around the eyes. Eye wrinkles, lim d

lids, crows-feet* puffincssand circles are apt to make
theirappearanceearlyinthia region. These tenderand
sensitive skin ti icir natural oils much more
quickly than any other facial area.

Maybclline Eye Cream, unlike ordinary facial creams,
i^ especially designed for the care and preservation of

the youtliful appearance of the skin around the

The fine, rich, blended oils contained in this cream are

highly beneficial to this area, and there is the added
benefit of "sunshine" element in wonderful vitamin
"D'\ Start giving your eyes this youthifying treat*

ment today with MaybelHne Eye Cream 1

Introductory sizes obtainable at 10c stores.

In the December issue

Read details about the

$100.00 cash prize contest

sponsored by Jane Withers

HOLLVUIOOD4k^ CURLERS

*

ft

&
When you star in your own romances, take

a tip from the romantic stars of cinema

town. ..look your loveliest and best with a

flattering hairdress made with Hollywood

Curlers! Whether many curls

or just a few will frame your

face most becomingly ...you

can have them quickly, easily

...right at home... with the

"Curlers used by the Stars."

Insist on Hollywood Curlers.

3 FOR 10c- AT 5c AND 10c STORES- NOTION COUNTERS

LJp Lore
[Continued from page 47]

ing exercise. Anytime you have a few
odd moments—when faking a bath,

dressing or performing household tasks

—you can enjoy this little beauty exer-

cise. The thing is to forget you're a lady

while you're chewing. Take two or three

sticks at a time, and attack them with

vigor. Fifteen minutes a day devoted

to the right kind of chewing will do
wonders for sag-

ging jaw lines as

well as for lips in-

clined to be stiff

and unrelaxed, or

loose and flabby.

A manufactur-

ing house, which

has a long list of

delicious flavors

in high quality

gum, has worked

out a routine of

exercises helpful

in warding off pa-

renthesis wrinkles

about the mouth
and in keeping

your neck firm

and young. I'll

be glad to give

you more information about these exer-

cises if you will send stamped, self-

addressed envelope for reply.

Your i

ieature
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THIS is the era of the natural mouth

—for which let us be thankful. The

too, too generous mouth of a year or

so ago is as passe as the cupid's bow of

the last decade. Of course, nature

hasn't endowed all of us with the kinds

of mouths best suited to our particular

facial contours. Many girls, as a matter

of fact, find that their appearance can

be improved a hundredfold by chang-

ing the shapes of their mouths just a

little. For this purpose, Hollywood

stars use the indispensable lipstick

brush and a heavily pigmented lipstick

that will be certain to conceal the re-

vealing edge where art has improved

upon nature. If you cannot readily pro-

cure a lipstick brush, the pointed end

of an orangewood stick tipped with lip

rouge will serve adequately to outline

your lips.

If your mouth is too small, arch the

color on the curves of the upper lip and

carry it out to the very ends of your

lips. This will tend to make your mouth

appear larger and softer.

If your lips are too thick, apply your

lipstick with a light hand and always

keep the color well within the edge of

the lips.

SUBSTITUTES! ALWAYS INSIST ON THE ADVERTISED BRAND!

To improve the appearance of a thin

mouth, let the red of your lipstick ex-

tend a little above and below the

natural line of your lips.

Always blot your lipstick by biting

onto a piece of cleansing tissue after

you have finished making up your

mouth. This not only removes any

excess lipstick but sets the color on

your lips.

A lipstick that

is particularly
recommended for

"putting on and
blotting off "

—

while the color

remains tena-

ciously on your
lips—may now be

had in a new
junior size at 50c.

Since all greasi-

ness is wiped from

the lips after the

color is set, the

mouth has an ap-

pearance of love-

ly, natural color-

ing. There are

several smart

shades from
which to choose, ranging from exciting-

ly vivid red-orange to the rich warmth

of blood tones, and the stick comes in

a neat silver and black container

which will be at home in any purse.

To keep your lips soft and youthful,

the manufacturer of the lipstick offers

a product for this exclusive purpose.

It contains Vitamins D and F and a small

amount smoothed on your lips before

going to bed guards against any danger

of parching, chapping or roughness.

Even a single night's application will

prove beneficial in bringing a youthful

smoothness to your lips. The price is

35c. If interested, I'll be glad to send

you the trade name.

TOOTH

loufh is your most tell-tole personality

—so don't neglect any of these aids to

lovely lips and oral hygiene

HOLLYWOOD'S picture players

recognize the importance of

lovely teeth by having any deficiencies

immediately corrected by a competent

dentist. (If they didn't, I can assure

you that they wouldn't be picture play-

ers very long.) Braces are used to

straighten crooked teeth, while porce-

lain caps are fitted over imperfect or

uneven ones. Never, never does one

see a filling in the mouth.

Thanks to modern dentifrices, no one

need detract from mouth beauty with

dull, filmy teeth. To merit constant use,

a toothpaste should be an energetic

cleanser of the gums as well as the

teeth and should be pleasant to the



taste. A wide favorite for these two
important reasons, is the toothpaste

which comes in familiar red and yellow

tube at a nominal cost. A thrice-daily

brushing with this dentrifice will help to

bring a new gleaming beauty to your

teeth and a healthy glow to your gums

. . . besides leaving your mouth cool

and pleasantly flavored. Would you

like to have the trade name?
However, remember that just brush-

ing your teeth isn't enough—they must

be brushed correctly and the gums well

massaged to keep them in condition.

A toothbrush to make history is a

brand new model which makes correct

brushing a fool-proof procedure. A
special feature of this brush is a

uniquely twisted handle which give you

a grip on the brush which insures the

right kind of movement—that is, you

brush up and down automatically,

know this sounds a bit intricate, but if

you will write me for the name of this

new brush, I'll be glad to give it to you

and let you discover its excellent quali-

ties for yourself.

If you are casting about for a really

effective oral antiseptic, I'll be glad

to recommend one that has proven its

worth through years of popular use. It

is effective in action even when diluted

with three parts water—an important

economy note on an item which is used

several times daily. It is a near-color-

less liquid which comes in a round crys-

tal bottle, is coolly refreshing to the

taste and guards against infection while

defeating any suggestion of unpleasant

breath. It has, of course, many uses

as an antiseptic other than that of

mouthwash and will prove one of the

most popular "first aid" items on your

bathroom shelf. A seven-ounce bottle

is priced at 50c. Want the name?
For trade names of items mentioned

in foregoing article, send stamped, self-

addressed envelope to Ann Vernon,

HOLLYWOOD Magazine, 1501 Broad-

way, New York City.

FREE BEAUTY SERVICE

Is some beauty problem making you self-

conscious and unhappy? Then bring that

problem to Ann Vernon, HOLLY-
WOOD'S beauty expert, who has had

years of experience in helping girls to

make the most of their appearance. She

will advise you on the care of your skin,

hair or figure—or recommend new make-

up and hairstyles. This service is FREE

to all our readers, the only requirement

being that you enclose stamped, self-

addressed envelope for Miss Vernon s

personal reply. Address Miss Ann

Vernon, HOLLYWOOD Magazine, 1501

Broadway, New York City.

I LIKE
SOMETHING
DIFFERENT"

-'X

For three years one of radio's most popular singers of popular songs on Columbia s Hollywood

Hotel hour, petite Frances Longford is likewise one of the outstanding entertainers in learner's

movie version of Hollywood Hotel. Die* Powell, who headed the radio bill for two years, is also

the "head man" in the film production with Lola and Rosemary Lane also among the list of song-

birds in this gay tunefilm

WHEN ANSWERING ADVERTISEMENTS, PLEASE MENTION NOVEMBER HOLLYWOOD

y "I've got it! Biggest lot

' of flavor ever sold for a

nickel! A smooth, zesty

flavor that slides along

your tongue as satisfy-

ingly as cream, yet re-

freshing as a cold shower.

You get this flavor fresh

— in scientific, airtight

packages— in Beeman's,

the gum so many people

buy to aid their digestion

but chew often because

it's so downright good."
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THIS BEAUTY SECRET

Most women don't need beauty par-

lors. Your own doctor will tell you

that sallow complexions and pimply

skins are rarely matters for cosmetics.

Because most skin blemishes are

aggravated by constipation.

Dr. F. M. Edwards treated hun-

dreds of women for constipation

and frequently noted remarkable im-

provements in their appearance. He
used a purely vegetable compound
—Dr. Edwards' Olive Tablets. This
laxative is gentle, yet peculiarly

effective because // increases the bile

flow -withoutshocking the intestinal sys-

tem. Try Dr.Edwards' Olive Tablets.

At all druggists, \5<f, 300 and 60^.

Be Sure To Enter
the

JANE WITHERS
$100.00 Cash Prize Contest

in the December HOLLYWOOD magazine!

FOR
CHEST
COLDS

It's Hallowe'en
[Continued from page 44]

Didistressing cold in chest or throat should
never be neglected. It generally eases up
quickly when soothing, warming Musterole
is applied.

Better than a mustard plaster, Musterole
gets action because it's NOT just a salve.

It's a "counter-irritant"— stimulating,

penetrating, and helpful in drawing out local

congestion and pain.

Used by millions for 25 years. Recom-
mended by many doctors and nurses. All
druggists. In 3 strengths: Regular Strength,
Children' s (mild) , and Extra Strong,40^ each.

the party isn't in your parlor!" Groucho
informed him, "of course if you didn't

have any other room, O.K. But you
have a cellar and that's where this party

is; planks on barrels for tables and
chairs, round the heater. All the phos-

phorescent ghosts we want, and it won't

hurt the walls, who cares anyway, and
a barrel of cider in the corner. And a

tub of water to bob for apples."

"Chafing dish?" Harpo inquired

brightly.

"The boy's crazy about chafing dish

food," Chico explained, "yes, you can
make curried eggs in your chafing dish."

"I want sausage smacks," added
Groucho.

"Gingerbread," said Chico.

"With whipped cream or I don't

come," said Groucho.
"Who invited YOU?" asked Harpo,

"and salad with faces in it."

"And bread with bumps," said Chico.

THE three of them sighed and looked

at me in great content, as if they

tasted the goodies already. Salad with

faces in it? I queried, glancing at

Harpo whose face was once again in his

salad.

"With cloves," Groucho explained,

"I'll tell you how in a minute. But, to

begin, every guest has to do a stunt;

an act, or a song or dance. To pay for

the ride in the laundry wagon. See?

Then at the end of the evening, every-

body has to tell the story of why this

family skeleton he portrays really is the

family skeleton. Lot of laughs."

"Lot of bones," muttered Harpo pro-

phetically.

"And the cake with lucky tokens in

it," Chico proceeded, "a ring, a thim-

ble, a dime; or they could be in ginger-

bread. I like gingerbread. There's a

hat, too
—

"

"Whose?" demanded Harpo with in-

stant suspicion.

"Your wife's."

"No!" yelled Harpo, a bridegroom

not so long ago.

"And folded papers in the hat,"

Groucho went on, "so everybody takes

one and has to do what it says. Like

a scavenger hunt, see? Bring back

within a certain time a wishbone or a

raw cabbage with the roots on or the

bed Napoleon slept in at Waterloo."

F YOU want to listen to a din, listen

to the Marx Brothers on the subject

of dinner. From the melee, however,

emerged this menu. Harpo, who likes

chafing dish things, supplied the in-

structions for Eggs Calcutta; Groucho
those for Sausage Smacks and Ghost

Salad; Chico for Bump Bread. But they
had to call up their cooks a couple of

times, at that; and they agreed that the

caterer could supply such extras as

the fancy jack-o'-lantern ice cream, the

individual pumpkin pies, and even the

gingerbread.

Hallowe'en Supper

Eggs Calcutta Sausage Smacks

Bump Bread Gingerbread
Ghost Salad

Individual Pumpkin Pies Whipped Cream
Fancy Ice Cream

Cheese Apples Nuts

Cider Coffee

Eggs Ca
(for

Icutta

6

2

2

1

hardboiled

tablespoons

tablespoons

cup milk

eggs

flour

butter

V2 teaspoon curry powder

l'/2 cups boiled rice

Seasoning, plus a little paprika

Make a sauce of butter, flour, seasonings,

milk; bring to scalding point in chafing dish

(or on stove), add rice, add eggs cut in

quarters. Serve hot.

Sausage Smacks
(for 6)

1/2 lb. bulk sausage

1 cup milk

2 eggs

2 heaping tablespoons flour

Divide sausage into 6 portions, roll into

mounds, place each in lightly greased muffin

tin. Beat eggs till light, then add milk, then

flour, beat till smooth; pour over sausage

mounds; bake in medium oven 45 to 60

minutes, till sausage is well done and tops

nicely browned.

Bump Bread

2 cups flour

72 teaspoon salt

4 teaspoons baking powder

% cup milk

3 tablespoons shortening

I cup brown (or maple) sugar in lumps

Sift the flour with the salt and baking pow-

der, work into this the shortening, then add

gradually from three-quarters to one cup of

milk—don't get the dough too damp. Work

into the soft dough the cup of lumpy maple

sugar or brown sugar. Fit the rolied out dough

into a greased frying pan, brush with melted

butter and sprinkle with more of the sugar.

Bake in very hot oven.

Ghost Salad

62

Lettuce, salad dressing, and any kind of

pale, roundish fruit (like canned pears) that

resembles a face when eyes, mouth, etc., are

added with cloves or bits of cinnamon stick

—

at various crazy angles.
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With all the "It" that once sent her skyrocketing into stellar heights, Clara Bow returns to Hollywood after a three-year

sojourn on her 600,000 acre ranch in Nevada, to take over, with her husband, Rex Bell, the Cinnebar— retitled the" It" Cafe

I HEAR SHE A! N'T DOING
SO WELL IN THE CITY

I JUST KNOW THAT'S WHAT
THOSE GOSSIPS ARE SAYING

—AND I WON'T 60 BACK
HOME WITH YOU AND LET

1 THEM SNEER AT ME!

NONSENSE,

AMY!

AT

SUE.WECAME ^

TO NEW YORK
TOGETHER.YOU'VE

HAD THREE RAISES,

BUT HERE I AM
OUT OF A JOB
AGAIN! WHY?

SOMETIMES IT'S

!
BAD BREATH TH ATI

HOLDS PEOPLE

BACK,AMY. WHY
DON'T YOU TALK

TODR.BROWN?

YOU SEE, TESTS PROVE THAT 767o OF
ALL PEOPLE OVER TH E AGE OF 17 HAVE
BAD BREATH. AND TESTS ALSO PROVE

THAT MOST BAD BREATH COMES
FROM IMPROPERLY CLEANED TEETH.

I ADVISE COLGATE DENTAL CREAM
BECAUSE...

COLGATE DENTAL CREAM
COMBATS BAD BREATH

"Colgate's special

penetrating foam
gets into every tiny

hidden crevice be-

tween your teeth

. . . emulsifies and
washes away the de-

caying food depos-
its that cause most
bad breath, dull,

dingy teeth, and much tooth de-

cay. At the same time, Colgate's

soft, safe polishing agent cleans

and brightens theenamel—makes
your teeth sparkle—gives new
brilliance to your smile!"

THREE MONTHS LATER—
THANKS TO COLGATE'S

AND SUE, I'VE SAVED ENOUGH FROM)
MY RAISE TO BUY CLOTHES AND A
ROUND-TRIP TICKET HOME,TOO!

j

NOtV-m BAD BREATH
BEHIND HER SPARKLING SMILE!

TOOTHPASTE
EVER MADE
MYTEETH AS

BRIGHTAND
CLEAN AS

COLGATE'S!
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FOR YOUR WIFE

CANTON PAJAMA SUIT
SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY PRICE

These lovely new Oriental
Jinken Satin Pajama Suits
are the smartest of garments—for louiiElnt. sleeping, etc.— tnalte ideal cifts. Come
in rich Black Satin with
trim In Chinese Red: also
Itoval Blue Satin with Gold
trim. Red with White:
Green with Gold. All hand

2
$095

POST
PAID

(Sella regu-
larly for

$5.00)
mbroidered

•ilk floral deslRns to match trim. Belt
to match. State Size: Large, medium,
small.

SEND NO MONEY
Shirmed C.O.D. or send check, stamps or

money order on my money back guarantee.
DOROTHY BOYD ART STUDIO
148 Davis St.. San Francisco. Calif.

Write for cataloque of wonderful kimonas and other
Oriental Articles from $2 to $50.

ACCOUNTING
JL \J^e profession that pays

Accountants command big income.
Thousands needed. About 16.000
Certified Public Accountants in
U. S. Many earn $2,000 to $15,000.
We train you thoroughly at home
in your spare time for C. P. A. ex-
aminations or executive accounting
positions. Previous bookkeeping
knowledge unnecessary—we pre-
pare you from ground up. Our train-
ing is personally given by staff of
experienced C. P. A.'s. Low cost

—

easy terms. "Write now for valuable
64-page book, "Accountancy, the
Profession That Pays," free.

LASALLE EXTENSION tmlJti^u
Theschoolthathastrainedovcrl,400C.P.A:s

Dept. H30-H Chicago

TO WOMEN, AGE 27!

What does it cost

to dress you smartly?
This is an average young woman
. . . age 27 . . . she might be
you. She probably has the same
clothes problems you have . . .

she wants smart, well-made
clothes on a slender budget . . .

how will she get them?
Let us solve this problem for

all you 27-year-olds! In your
spare time at home you can learn
to express your individuality in
clever styles.

_ Mail this coupon
for complete information— free.

WOMAN'S INSTITUTE
Dept. 96-Y, Scranton. Penna.

Please send me, without cost or obligation, full in-
formation about course checked and a Sample Lesson:

How to Make Smart Clothes for Myself
How to Become a Professional Dressmaker

D Advanced Dressmaking and Designing
Cookery Tea Room Management

Name Age ,

(Please specify whether Miss or Mrs.)

Address „
Associated with Internatiottal C(irrt:.-puv<l< nc-> Schools

HOLLYWOOD YOUNGSTARS

Anne Shirley and John Howard Payne (now Mr. and Mrs.) attended the Fawceft
Movieland Jour party at the Wilshire Bowl with Paula Stone and a group of friends

By PHYLLIS FRASER

AYNE MORRIS has become the
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ERSONALITY of the month:
GINGER ROGERS. Ginger is five-

feet-four in her stocking feet, weighs
only a hundred and eight pounds and
has "Ginger" colored hair . . . does
caricature work with charcoal . . .

writes songs and stories, and reads in

her spare time. Never starts anything

she doesn't eventually finish . . . When
she's trying a typewriter out she writes

the words, "Find that woman" over and
over again. Her favorite song is

"Night and Day." She likes to sing

with the radio. She always harmonizes
with the vocalist . . . She drives her

own car . . . and does it very well . . .

she prefers convertible models and
drives an inexpensive make. When
she's dressing she takes more time with

her hair than anything else . . . She's

fond of all kinds of sports but excels

in tennis and ping pong. Always slices

her drives when playing golf . . . She
likes to learn new words and is con-

stantly poring over a dictionary . . .

Is never moody . . . has a keen sense of

humor . . . She sleeps with her head
at the foot of the bed so she can get
her face in a draft . . . can't stand for

it to be warm . . . She's a fixer and a

putterer. She's very well liked and
has many friends. She's seldom seen in

Hollywood night spots.

SUBSTITUTES! ALWAYS INSIST ON THE ADVERTISED BRAND!

WAriNt mukkis nas

rage of the movie goers as well

as Hollywood girls . . . they all have

secret, some not so secret, crushes on

him. I first met Wayne two years ago.

At that time he was a stock player at

Warner Brothers and hoping for a

break. It was at a kids' party and
Wayne came in a wig of long blond

curls and rompers . . . Imagine "Kid

Galahad" going to a party that way
now.

P

• • •

ICK UPS . . . Johnny Downs dances

the same off the screen as he does

on . . . without the taps of course . . .

and very good too . . . Vic Orsatti is

trying to get Lana Turner's phone

number and June Lang, who Vic re-

cently divorced, is being seen places

with another Vic . . . McLaglen is the

last name . . . Mary Carlisle was watch-

ing a group of the younger set acting

silly at Paula Stone's beach party and
kiddingly said, "I guess I'm getting too

old for you all." They grabbed her

and rubbed cake in her face, just to

prove she wasn't . . . Constance Worth
is keeping Hollywood puzzled by the

actions she's taking in George Brent's



fight to get an annulment of their mar-

riage . . . She refuses to take his money,

or a settlement of any kind, has re-

turned all of his gifts but refuses to

give him a divorce . . . The autograph

hunters never bother Sylvia Sidney

simply because they never recognize

her . . . She was out dancing with Willie

Wyler. She wore a beret which she

soon discarded . . . and horn rim glasses

which she never took off . . • and no

make-up ...

• • •

PAULA STONE and George Mason
who surprised a great many people

with their engagement are going to be

married at Mrs. Will Rogers' ranch

instead of Santa Barbara which they

had originally planned . . . Cary Grant
and Phyllis Brooks are seeing all the

night spots together . . . Carole Stone

and Jimmy Bush are together con-

stantly and it wouldn't surprise this

writer if they soon joined the rest of

our newlyweds . . . Frances Robinson,

new Universal contractee, can't make
up her mind v/hich she likes best, John

King, or Dick Cromwell so she goes out

with them both every other night . . .

and Jean Rogers, who has darkened

There's music in the air! Gladys Swarthouf, Jeanetfe MacDonald, Lily Pons, and Grace Moore
caught by our staff photographer at the Basil Rathbone garden party given in honor of the newly-

weds, Mary Pickford and Buddy Rogers, Jeanetfe MacDonald and Gene Raymond

her blond hair to brownette and looks

lovely is twosoming it with Robert

Wilcox . . .

Riddle me these: What young
actress is being pitied and ridiculed by

the way she acts with her boy friend in

public places?

What actress' friends after trying to

get her to take the "cure" for drinking

are now avoiding her?

V
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DON'T LET
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ROB YOU OF
ROMANCE
AND FUN

• Life is so different for girls who know this se-

cret—the easy way to relief from constipation's

"blues." Millions depend on it— Feen-a-mint, the
delicious chewing-gum laxative. Feen-a-mint
rates 3 stars for 3 special benefits: *1, NO
STOMACH UPSET-With Feen-a-mint you don't
swallow a heavy, bulky dose : there is nothing
to further burden an already over-burdened di-

gestion, ifl. CHEWING AIDS DIGESTION-
The chewing stimulates the flow of the same
natural alkaline fluids that help food digest.

*3. ACTS WHERE YOU NEED IT-Feen-a-
mint's tasteless laxative ingredient does nothing
in the stomach. It passes to the intestine and
does its work where it should—easily, pleasantly,

comfortably.
Why don't you let Feen-a-mint help you keep

fit and healthy—ready for all life's joy and ro-

mance. Get a package today at your druggists',

or write for generous FREE sample package.
Dept. 69. FEEN-A-MINT. Newark, N. J.
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use in hotels

WORLD'S SMALLEST REAL PERFORMING
Amazing Midget radio weighs only 3
complete.'. Receives station!
beautiful tone. Very little ;

lerfoien.e. Nothing to iiliust or cause tr>>uMe. I'SES
PATENTED FI.XHP RFCT1F1FR—ENTIRELY M'W PKSPiN
MECHANICAL patent No. 2U7-ISS7. Not to be confused
with cheaply made Imitations or UNLAWFUL COPIES.
Music and programs come directly from grill op
K.U'IO! New patented "Speakoplionc" gives more vulume
and stations! NOT A TOY. Tlic newest radio sensation of
the year. Absolutely complete with picture Instructions for

'"'s, Offices, boats, anus, lied, etc. TAKES ONLY
,A SECOND TO CONNECT—no ho.-.fcuns to any

".. S\TISf'IED OWNERS report wonder-
vice in ALL PARIS ul THE WORLD.

| THESF ARE FVCTS' lle.iutiful two .-.-.[or rvil.i-

I nets. Send nnlv SI. Oft ami p;iy postman hal-
"

i charges or .send S2.'.'i'J (Check. M. O.,
nd \'nursj.viM Lc sent postpaid. GU.Ut-

icy. Nebr.

KILL THE HAIR ROOT
Remove the hair permanently, safely, pri-
vately at home, following simple directions.
The Mahler Method positively prevents the
hair from growing again. The delightful re-
lief will bring happiness, freedom of mind
and greater success. Backed by 35

si ul theill '

TODAY for

• Co.. Dept. SON. Pro

-Id. Se

IT'S FUN TO WRITE!
It's fun to write short stories, articles, novels, plays,

etc.—and profitable, too. as witness tlie accomplishments of

our students. If you have the urne to write—and want to

start—you will be interested in our book CAREERS IN
WRITING—absolutely FREE. CAREERS IN WRITING
deals exhaustively with every phase of the writing field,

and indicates the money-making opportunities in each.
Send a post-card today, requesting your free copy. Write
promptly!

U. S. SCHOOL OF WRITING
20 West 60th St.. Dept. 29. New York Citv

nAWHIST WATCH
For Boys • Girls . Men

TVEN for selling 16 boxes ROSEBUD
e at 25o each. Order new catalog

! salve on trial. Send No Money. |

PERFUME C8, Bx .39, Bqddsbdro, mWland, I

SUFFERERS FROMPSORIASIS
dcrIoil

EST / Bon't mistake eczema for tlie stubborn,
usly. embarrassing, scaly skin disease
psoriasis. Apply non-stainins Dermoil.

GENEROUS Thousands of men and women use it.

TRIAL SIZE Grateful users, often after years of suffer-
25cSTArviPS ing, report the scales have gone, the red
OR COIN patches gradually disappeared and they en-

joyed the thrill of a clear skin again. Dermoil is backed
by a positive agreement to Rive definite benefit In 2 weeks
or money is refunded without question. Beautiful hook on
Psoriasis and Dermoil with amazing- proof of results Free,
or send 25c for generous trial bottle to make our famous
"One Spot Test". Prove it yourself no matter how long
you have suffered or what you have tried. Shipped to many
foreign countries. Don't delay. Write today. Give drug-
gist's name. LAKE LABORATORIES, Box 6, Northwestern
Station, Dept. F-24. Detroit, Mich.
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• She Won't Marry An Actor
[Continued from page 33]

time for the things I like to do. Golf,

tennis, motor trips, swimming. I hate

to admit this, but I'm very selfish about
the whole thing. Someone outside pic-

tures would be a more Romeoish hus-

band—because I'm an actress. To ac-

tors, I'm just another actress."

MARY, now 22, surrounded by a

dozen courtly leading men, says

she considers Claudette Colbert, mar-
ried to Dr. Joel Pressman; Irene Dunne,

married to Dr. Francis Griffin; Jean
Arthur, who has Frank Ross, Jr., real

estate operator, for her husband, Gail

Patrick, wed to the Brown Derby's Bob
Cobb, the luckiest young matrons in

Hollywood.
"To their husbands they're glamor-

ous, because they're on the screen," she

says. "They're always receiving atten-

tion from them. Their husbands can

take time off for trips and sports. It's

perfect. Just think! They don't have to

talk about pictures all the time!"

Mary makes another confession:

"Actresses receive a lot of attention

when they're single. They get used to

it. After a while it becomes necessary

to their happiness. Actors are up
against the same circumstance. Women
are always going out of their various

ways for them. Imagine a woman who
demands attention married to a man
who wants attention, and you have an-

other reason why I'm matrimonially go-

ing to skip actors."

Just at the moment, even the lawyer's

chances seem just a little bit thin. Mary
is launched on a new career, moving
steadily toward the top. She returned

from Europe, did a small role in Hotel

Haywire to get the feel of her work, is

reported to be excellent in Double Or
Nothing with Bing Crosby, her favorite

ector, and she's just about set for an-

other Crosby picture.

"If I had to marry an actor, and Dixie

Lee hadn't gotten there first, I think I'd

choose Bing," she admits.

|
ARY can't say too many nice things

about the actors she knows.

"They're all swell people," she says.

"Jimmy Blakeley's a grand actor, and I

think he has a real future. Lee Bow-

man's very serious about his work and

he should make the grade. Lew Ayres

is a lot of fun when you get to know
him—and he has a serious side that

makes him very fascinating.

"Billy Bakewell's grand company.
Johnny Downs is a natural comedian.

There's never a dull moment."
But as husbands?
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"There's another angle on the prob-

lem, and that 's financial security.

There's very little of this. Salaries come
in big lumps—and then, one day, they

don't come at all. A lawyer, for in-

stance, usually has a gradually growing
business which reaches a peak long after

the average actor knows where his next

check is coming from. Lots of girls,

outside of Hollywood, probably

wouldn't consider it, but Hollywood
does. So do girls in Hollywood. Be-

cause they've seen what has happened,"
Mary says.

Children?

Mary would like to have them.

"And that's another reason why I

don't want to marry an actor," she says.

"Having spent my young girlhood in

pictures, and knowing now that there's

a great deal of artificiality in the life,

I'd like to have any children I might

have grow up outside of the Hollywood
circle."

BECAUSE Mary has seen her own

childhood go up in smoke, so to

speak, she wants plenty of time for real

romance. Like the shop girl who longs

for surcease from counter work the

whole day through, she likes to think

of getting away from sets, forgetting

about them completely, and finding re-

laxation, even love, amid different and

more stimulating surroundings.

"Maybe that's why I like to travel so

much," she confides. "I like to get

away from Hollywood and the things

that are Hollywood's. Not because I

don't approve of them, not because I

don't like them, not because I'd have

them any different, but because I have

had too much of them."

She thinks her hypothetical lawyer

will supply much of the change she

wants and needs.

"I hope," she says, "that he talks

about the people he meets, the cases

he handles, the problems he faces.

And I think I'll break down and have a

good cry the first time he shows enough

interest in my work to want to know

all about it.

"When that happens the honeymoon
will be over."

And so, Mildred Smith of Kenosha,

Agnes Brown of Ottumwa and you thou-

sands of others who dream of having

an actor for a mate, consider the case

of the ash blonde girl from Boston who

has seen Hollywood from the inside and

now, running true to type, would like to

meet the kind of man whom you, and

you, and you meet every day.

SED BRAND!

BS"1'6*



Fields and Screams
[Continued from page 40]

afternoon from Hollywood—is Don
Ameche, who acts as master of cere-

'monies. Edgar Bergen, the famous
ventriloquist, contributes his bit, and
his equally-notable dummy, Charlie

McCarthy, accompanies him.

REMEMBER, some years ago, that

Fields carried on a feud with

Baby LeRoy, on the screen? How the

two would battle, and even in his in-

terviews Bill would never fail to men-
tion his rivalry (?) with the film baby?

That was nothing compared to his

ether raves against Charlie. It's an

air vendetta that promises to be the

radio brawl of the year!

It all started on the first program.

Charlie—he may be only a dummy,
but he's as human as you'd like him

—led with some quip, to which Fields

replied in that nasal monotone of his:

"Aw, you're just carved out of wood."
"They'd have to use REDWOOD for

YOUR nose," Charlie struck back, and

the imbroglio was on. Fields'

schnozzle, as you probably know, is

both bulbous AND red.

Well, that was all that Bill needed.
That remark was sufficient to ignite the

flame that burns continually in Mister
Fields' manly bosom, and in righteous

indignation he went to town.

Every time thereafter—both in that

first and subsequent broadcasts—that

the dummy would try to be friendly

—

Fields would let him have it, threaten

him either with a woodpecker or ter-

mites. When he told Charlie he was
"nothing but a second-hand piece of

wood with paint on," Charlie boiled

over and returned in kind.

From all appearances, it's going to

be a very pleasant season. It's the

kind of fracas radio audiences love,

and although thus far it has progressed

only a comparatively few weeks it bids

fair to outshine the feud existing be-

tween Walter Winchell and Ben Bernie,

and Jack Benny and Fred Allen. The

whole thing is so ridiculous as to in-

trigue the popular imagination, and if

there's even a ghost of a sense of humor
in your soul you're bound to get a

terrific kick out of the battle.

HESE radio excursions into hysterics

always are written by Fields him-

self. For many years he has been com-

posing his own dialogue, and when the

air-lanes called he agreed to their

terms only if he could fashion his own
lines and situations.

While Fields enjoys the radio as a

new experience, he still prefers the

screen, unlike so many picture per-

sonalities now going on the air.

"When I appeared first on the screen

—that was back in ! 9 1 5— I liked the

stage better. I couldn't use my voice.

And that again interfered, for I always

play to an audience with my voice as

well as my hands. Maybe I'll come
around to liking radio as well as I do
the screen now."

lY THE time this story reaches the

stands, Fields' initial film since his

illness probably will be about ready

for release. Things Began to Happen
is its title . . . and with Fields enact-

ing a role that takes him, an average
American business man, to Europe with

his wife, and sees his embroilment in

the affairs of an English family over

there, things WILL begin to happen.

At any rate, get ready for a treat.

Bill Fields is back!

A VANITY BOTTLE
OF AMERICA'S NUMBER ONE

>1

for anyone who has not tried it!

Right now, cold weather and raw
winds are making many a pretty

woman's skin coarse, red and un-

pleasant in appearance. And there's

no need for it because you can enjoy

the nation's most widely-used skin

protector, Italian Balm, for a cost

of far less than V-z cent a day.

Italian Balm prevents

apping. For more than

;eneration, this famous
in preparation has

een"firstchoice"amono;

your outdoor- loving neighbors in

Canada. And in the United States,

too, it has no equal in popularity.

Women who use it have a chap-free

skin regardless of weather or house-

work. And thousands of profession-

al people, too— physicians, dentists,

nurses — are enthusiastic in their

praise of this scientifically made
skin softener.

Try it! Send for FREE Vanity
Bottle !— enough to give you several

days' supply. Mail coupon today.

Italian Balm
"America's Most Economical Skin Protector"

CAMPANA SALES CO.
191 Lincolnway, Batavia, 111.

Gentlemen : I have never

n Balm. Please send me
VANITY Bottle FREE and postpaid.
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In Canada. Campana, Ltd. FG-191 Caledonia Rd. Toronto
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Millions End "Shabby-Shade"
Nuisance With 1

E

P PI APAVQ
• Why have shabby •'»'« VLVlftlO
window shades? Women everywhere win com-
pliments of friends on lovely 15c Clopays.
Look like linen, won't pinhole, crack or fray.
Wear 2 years and more. Attach to rollers in
a jiffy— no tacks. *New roller and brackets
15c extra. See Clopays in smart, new patterns
and colors at neighborhood and 5 and 10c
stores. Write for FREE color sam- ^^--•,^.

pies to Clopay Corp., 1288 York L^VwJ
St.; Cincinnati, Ohio. v— -v^

ASTHMATIC
ATTACKS

If you
are in constant fear of

Asthmatic Paroxysms, try Dr.

Schumann's ASTHMADOR. This
prescription preferred by thousands

during the past 70 years will give you
the relief you so much desire. When those
dreaded, suffocating attacks occur. ..give

ASTHMADOR a chance. Ask your druggist

-be sure of the name. ..Dr R. Schiffmann's

ASTHMADOR. He has it in powder, cigar-

ette or pipe-mixture form. Or send for FREE
trial supply of all three. R. SCHIFFMANN
CO., Los Angeles, California, Dept B

Outfit

guaranteed to_ . childr
without holes, si—„_
HALF YEAR or will be replaced FREE. Fords
given as bonus. Grace Wilber earned S37.10
in 9 hours, receive) 3 now ca.-s. Chas. Mills,

Minn., earned S120 in a week and received 2 new cars.
Mr. Poirer earned Si 27 in 6 days. Your eamines can

Extra fine hosiery for your own personal
~ _ extra cost—send size. Send no

penny postal for Sample Outfity.ney
Offe

it with outfit, i

Rush name
ACT NOW.

cllA9 Midway, Greenfield. Ohi<

WAKE UP YOUR
LIVER BILE-

Without Calomel—And You'll Jump Out
of Bed in the Morning Rarin' to Go

The liver should pour1 out two pounds of liquid
tnle into your bowels daily. If this bile is not
flowing freely, your food doesn't digest. It just
decays in the bowels. Gas bloats up your stomach.
You get constipated. Your whole system is poi-
soned and you feel sour, sunk and the world
looks punk.

Laxatives are only makeshifts. A mere bowel
movement doesn't get at the cause. It takes those
good, old Carter's Little Liver Pills to get these
two pounds of bile flowing freely and make you
feel "up and up." Harmless, gentle, yet amazing
in making bile flow freely. Ask for Carter's Little
Liver Pills by name. Stubbornly refuse anything
else. 25c at all drug stores. © 1935, C. M. Co.

» The Luckiest Girl in Hollywood
[Continued from page 34]

and signed to join the troupe at the
Mason Opera House. Her first F.T.P.

role was that of Diane, the lead in Sev-
enth Heaven. Then came the Jane Cowl
role of Moonyean in Smilin' Through. A
Warner Bros, scout saw her in The Devil

Passes, offered her a screen test that

proved good enough to win a picture

contract. Shortly after, Director

Mervyn LeRoy, who not only kept his

eyes but his ears, nose, and throat open
for new talent and who knows it when he
sees it, looked over the test and im-

mediately signed Gloria for the femi-
nine lead in They Won't Forget.

The title is an apt one so far as the

scores of critics who witnessed Gloria's

screen debut are concerned. Despite

the fact that critics are credited with

very short memories, it's going to be
a long, long time before they forget

the splendid performance Gloria gave
them in her first motion picture. And,
unless all signs and prophecies fail, they

aren't going to forget future perform-

ances, either, for this earnest, hard-

working, easy-to-look-at young lady,

now less than two years out of high

school, isn't a flash in the well-known

Hollywood pan. She's made this far

the hard way as the boys who watch
the galloping dominoes say, and she's

more than willing to travel the same
road toward future progress. Long
Beach is only thirty miles from Holly-

wood as the sea gulls fly

—

"But," admits Gloria, "I wouldn't

want to go back to Long Beach. How-
ever, I am going to New York where
I'm going to play on the legitimate

stage again for a little while in Wise
Tomorrow. I'm deeply grateful for all

the nice things said about me—but I'm

smart enough to know that one picture

doesn't make a permanent success. I'm

not a good screen actress yet, and
there's a lot to learn before I am. New
York will help."

That, certainly, is turning the movie
mirror on yourself in a level-headed,

practical fashion and Gloria, for one,

isn't afraid to do it.

There's another reason why she

doesn't care to leave Hollywood for

long. She's called time out for romance
and the lucky man is Perc Westmore,
head of the make-up department on

Gloria's home lot, Warner Bros.

"I'll answer your next question be-

fore you ask it," Gloria smiled over our

table in the studio Green Room. "Mar-
riage isn't going to interfere with my
career any more than it is with Perc's.

Why in the world should it? I know he

is going to be as proud of my progress

as I am going to be of his. We're both
'in the movies,' but we're in different

fields, and so far as eventually being
bored by 'talking shop' is concerned, we
really ought to—and will—learn a lot

from each other. Frankly, I think ro-

mance—and marriage—are the great-

est things in any actress' life—if the

right man comes along. And in my
case I'm more than certain that he has."

GETTING down to a few vital sta-

tistics, Gloria, whose real name is

Thais Dickerson, was born at Pocatello,

Idaho, where as a small child she spon-

sored, managed, directed and starred

in childish theatricals staged in the

basement of the family home. After her

father's death in 1929 she moved to

Long Beach, and graduated from Junior

High School in 1932. She entered Poly-

technic High, majoring in dramatics

under Arthur Gleditzsch and Lillian

V. Breed, and graduating in 1935. Then
radio broadcasting over KFOX, then

the Hart players, then the Federal

Theatres Project plays in the Mason
Opera House—and then Hollywood
and her screen debut in They Won't For-

get. If you're interested in weights and
measures, Gloria tips the bcales at 107

pounds and stands five feet, three and
one-half inches in her stocking feet.

So much for that. Now getting

down to the title of this story. Con-
sidering what's happened to her so far

this yea r—stardom and romance

—

Gloria says she's the luckiest girl in the

world. Being always the gentleman
we've waited until now to disagree.

Personally, we think she's

—

The Happiest Girl in the World!

Time Out For Romance!
[Continued from page 30]

"Anybody who is transplanted has that

longing to return to the original roots

—and anybody in love wants to try to

recapture and share memories which

have originally brought happiness."

"And what's more," she says,

"whether you work in a department

store, or get yourself printed all over

a lot of celluloid, whether you live in

a jungle or in Hollywood, the time

comes when place and work get tangled

in your locks, you need a change."

"And so
—

" I interpose, "you go four-

teen thousand miles to get your hus-

band some fish
—

"

"Bouillabaise. What do you think I

spelled it out for you for?"
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Hollywood "Smoothie"
[Continued irom page 38]

JOAN paused thoughtfully, "with

all his seriousness, Bob has another
side," she continued. "He likes to

clown. Does it most of the time when
he isn't working. People mistake this

method by which he relaxes as being

the real and only Robert Mont-
gomery.

"You would hardly expect one as

poised and self-assured to be easily

hurt. But Bob is very sensitive, and I

know for a fact that when he is gayest

it is often when he has been deeply
hurt by some careless thing someone
said or did.

"If Bob is silent, it is because people
would rather hear something other than

what he likes to discuss. His private

life, for instance. I know for a fact that

Bob refuses to make public his domestic

affairs. And can you blame him? It

isn't indifference, either. He often

tells me about his children—what

they've said or done. But it isn't for

publication. He will discourse hours

on end about subjects of world interest,

give opinions and arguments."

AT THIS point Joan was called back

to the set. As she walked across

to her place in the Italian garden, it

occurred to us that she never looked
better. Her hair, in page-boy fashion,

was straight, shimmering dark copper.
And in her crisp brown peasant dress

she looked like a sixteen-year-old.

After the "shot", she returned.

"Where were we?" she asked with a

smile.

"You were speaking of the things Bob
was interested in—."

"Oh, yes," she resumed. "Bob is

such a busy person. For one thing, he is

president of the Screen Actor's Guild.

He is very serious about his work here.

His sense of justice is keen, and no

problem of a small player or extra is

too minute to escape his interest and
attention.

"When I am working, I find it impos-

sible to attend the Guild meetings. But

not Robert."

Asked if Hollywood changed the

actor in the five years that she has

known him, Joan replied:

"If you mean as far as gaining fame,
no. Bob's attitudes and feelings con-

cerning himself are practically as they
were when I first met him. Of course,

he has matured. That is the only change
I have noticed. Not long ago there was
an opportunity to discover this.

"We were making a scene in The Last

of Mrs. Cheyney. The script called for

my throwing a glass of wine in Bob's

face. I simply hated to make that

scene. Bob in immaculate full dress

there before me, and I having to dash
cold, red wine right at him. First it

seemed impossible, I just couldn't. But

pictures have to be made, and finally

I mustered up the courage. Something
went wrong with the sound and the

scene had to be retaken!

"I went up to him, and pleaded with

him to forgive—since I had to do this

thing all over again.
" 'Please don't think anything about

it!' he told me. 'Throw it again—it's

all for the scene!'

"And so again, I dashed the wine in

his face—which must have been hard to

take, picture or no picture—yet he took

it with magnificent good grace. Bob
Montgomery is one of the most sincere,

warm-hearted and intelligent individ-

uals that I could hope to meet."

THE MEN RAN AWAY
- till she gained 20 lbs. Quick This New Easy Way

FROM HER

SKINNY SHAPE!

10 to 25 lbs. gained quick

with new IRONIZED YEAST

TXTHY lose all your chances of making- friends,
VV and enjoying- life as you deserve—because
of a skinny, scrawny fig-ure? Thousands of girls
have recently put on 10 to 25 pounds in a fezv

weeks—with these amazing; little Ironized Yeast
tablets.

No matter how thin and rundown you may be
from causes given below, you too may easily
grain normal, attractive curves this quick way
—also naturally clear skin, new pep, and all
the new friends and good times these bring.

Why it builds up so quick
Doctors now say thousands of people are thin
and rundown only because they don't get
enough yeast vitamins ("Vitamin B) and iron
in their daily food. Without these vital ele-
ments you may lack appetite and not get the
most body-building good out of what you eat.

Now, by a new process, the vitamins from
the special rich yeast used in making English
ale are concentrated to 7 times their strength in
ordinary yeast. This 7-power vitamin concen-
trate is combined with 3 kinds of iron (organic,
inorganic and hemoglobin iron). Pasteurized

"I used to be so thin that none of the fel-
lows paid any attention to me. At last I
tried lionized Yeast. In 5 weeks I gained
21) pounds. Now I am told I have a very good
figure and my skin is lovely and smooth, too.

Now I have dates almost all the time
and am very popular."—Celia Slonaker,

Hughsville, Pa.

Celia Slonaker

English ale yeast is then added.
Finally, for your protection and
benefit, every batch of Ironized

Yeast is tested and retested biologically,
to insure its full vitamin strength.
The result is these new easy-to-take but marvelously

effective little Ironized Yeast tablets which have helped
thousands of the skinniest people who needed these
vital elements quickly to gain the normally attractive
curves, natural development and peppy health they
longed for.

Make this money-back test
Get Ironized Yeast tablets from your druggist today.
If with the very first package you don't begin to eat
better and get more benefit from your food—if you
don't feel better, with more strength and pep—if

you are not convinced that Ironized Yeast will give
you the normally attractive flesh you need—your
money promptly refunded. So start today.

Special FREE offer!
To start thousands building up their health right
away, we make this FREE offer. Purchase a package
of Ironized Yeast tablets at once, cut out the seal on
the box and mail it to us with a clipping of this
paragraph. We will send you a fascinating new book
on health. "New Facts About Your Body." Remem-
ber, results with the very first package—or money re-
funded. At all druggists. Ironized Yeast Co., Inc.,

Dept. 2811, Atlanta, Ga.

WARNING: Beware of the many cheap
substitutes for this successful formula.
Be sure you get genuine Ironized Yeast.
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Be Your Own
MUSIC Teacher
LEARN AT HOME Jl.
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child can learn it. Your lemons consist of real selections.

Instead of tiresome exercises. Each of these delightfully
easy lessons ad.ls a now "niece" to your list. You read
real notes, too—no "numbers" or trick music. Method i-

so thorough ih.it many of our 7 n i>.fiilu students are band
and orchestra LEADERS.

Be Popular
Everything Is In print anil pictures.
V ni you are told what to do. Then
a pirture slinws you how. In n few
short months you may become an ex-
cellent musician—the life of every
partyl

Free Book and Demonstration
Lcaaon

Write at once for our Illustrate.! Free
Book and Free Demonstration I

please mention your favorite

Supplied when needed, cash or credit.

U. S. SCHOOL OF MUSIC
3611 Brunswick Bldg., New Yoik Ul», N. Y.

Everywhere blonde* are more popular! You.

too, can have beautiful — lustrou*— Huffy

blondehairthat»in.% admiration rVSTANTLYI
Now in 5 to 15 minutes—^it home—you can

lighten your hair lo any flattering shade you

derire with one application ol LECHLERS
-SB" INSTANT HAIR LIGHTENER. rhe Neu
Cinema Cream Method. Bnghte
immediately! Looks natural! LECHLERS.

applied as an jnriseptic white cream — easy to use— lightens only hair

"litre applied. Not a liquid btea^ht Docs not run (o hair end* and so

cannot streak! And LECHLER-S docs not affect your permanent wave.

SENT POSTPAID IN PLAIN SEALED WRAPPER FOR SI

lfl//l each Order: • Special Application Brush

F__
^ • 36. page booklet: "The New Art ofD p r Lightening Hair"

» ™ « • Hollywood's famous eyelash gru-.t ^ tod
darkener

—

"Cinema Long-Lash" in enameled case with mirror

(regularly Si) FREE!

LECHLER LABORATORIES
BH 560 Broadway Dept F- B., New York, N. Y.mmh

Over 1,200,000
Satisfied Users

| 37 Years in Bus:
Write for FREE Catalan

Nearly 200 Styles and Sizes of
"eaters. Ranges, Furnaces at

FACTORY PRICES. Easy
Terms—asl ittle as / 2c a day.
Write today for this FREE
CATALOG. New styles,

features, new colors.

30 days free trial—24-hour
shipments. TheKalamaz'
Stove& FurnaceCom pan
1101 Rochester
Kalamazoo, Michigan,

AKaiamazQQ
xgjss Direct toYou"

U. S.
Government

JOBS'
START $1260 TO S2100 YEAR
Get ready • — _-»_
Immediately ./ FRANKLIN INSTITUTE,

C^ Dept. H263, Rochester, N. Y.
Comn

Z°
n ^? Sirs: Rush without charge (11 32-page

education ^ book with list of v s Government Jobs,
suffic.ent. o (2) Tell me how to get one.

Mall coupon ''-Name
today sure. ' Address .
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King of the Horse Operas
[Continued from page 32]

business details and fan mail. When a

picture isn't in production out at the

studio, 9 A. M. finds Gene at the office

in a tall business building that rises

from the very center of Hollywood.

HE TAKES the fan mail very seri-

ously. He hands good advice to

the kids who want to come West; he

considers the advice of their elders,

whose letters, as has been said, far out-

number the kids. One woman fan regu-

larly criticises his pictures, scene by

scene, for points she likes and points

she doesn't; sometimes Autry and the

studio executives run the picture again

in the projection room to see if she was

right. To another pair of fans, twin

girls injured in a motor accident on

their way to an Autry film, he writes

weekly without fail.

Gene was born in a log cabin. Yes,

just like Abraham Lincoln and Daniel

Boone. A log cabin in Tioga, Tex., the

town which in planning to change its

name to "Autry". The inhabitants re-

call mirthfully how Gene as a child used

to go to church with his mother and,

to her embarrassment, try to outsing

the choir. Often he succeeded.

"Westerns?" Autry repeated in his

quiet voice when we dropped in at his

office the other forenoon, "well, I like

Westerns. Always did. They're clean.

Wholesome. The whole family can go
to 'em, because there's no double mean-
ings, and cowboys never swear—you

know, on the screen. And another

reason I like to make Westerns—they

keep you out in the open air.

"Besides, they're full of horses and

I don't think people will ever get over

loving a horse. A beautiful horse is

about the most beautiful thing anyone

ever saw. Then, from a practical point

of view, a Western's good because

—

except for sound—you could run an old

Western right now, some of Bill Hart's,

for instance, and it'd be pretty well in

style. Run any other type of film from

the silent days and the clothes are old-

fashioned, and so are the automobiles,

and the thing's outdated.

NO, AUTRY added, he didn't be-

lieve the movies could ever put

cowboys into motor cars and speed-

boats and airplanes—as some of the

super-Westerns have occasionally done
—and get away with it for long. "A
cowboy could use a car to get to town

and back," he conceded, "but there's

only one place a cowboy going some-

where really belongs. That's in a saddle

on a horse." horse-valet glumly.

ALWAYS INSIST ON THE ADVERTISED BRAND!

Autry should know. He didn't have

to remain a cowboy, nor did he have

to return to being a cowboy through

any necessity other than the love of it.

Once he left wrangling cattle to be-

come expert telegrapher for the Frisco

Railroad at Sapulpa, Okla. Before this

he managed to win permission from his

mother to travel for a season with a

medicine show, an adventure he craved

because the show had lots of music. It

v/as music eventually that brought him
back to his cowboy beginnings, even

though it brought him there through the

medium of the screen.

For even the click and rhythm of the

telegraph instrument turned to music in

Autry's mind. He made up songs to

that rhythm, and took his guitar to the

depot to while away the hours of the

"graveyard shift" from midnight till 8

in the morning. Finally, on the ad-

vice of a fellow dispatcher, he went to

New York during vacation to try for an

audition with a phonograph recording

company. He had no appointment, so

for days he sat in the outer office. On
the fourth day he brought the guitar

and crooned to himself while he waited.

That's when an official, rushing through

—Nat Shildkret, now of RKO Studios

—heard him and stopped. The results

were a contract with radio station

KVOO in Tulsa, Okla., where, as "the

yodeling cowboy", Autry was immedi-

ately swamped by fan mail; then a

vaudeville tour in The Naflonal Barn

Dance sketch; and—Hollywood.

FOR his first picture he played a

secondary role in a Ken Maynard
Western, and got so much fan mail that

he stayed for a second film; only, this

time it was a picture of his own with

Autry as the star

—

Tumbling Tumble-

weeds, the title. Only three years ago,

but time enough for Gene's reputation

as a Western hero to spread not merely

through this country but also to

China.

"I like Hollywood," Gene said, his

ruddy-tan face breaking into a flashing

smile, "as long as they let me sing and

ride a horse."

The horse he rides, the black horse

with the white markings, is "Champ."
And fame is rather hard on Champ, who
in the future will, when needful, have a

bodyguard. Autry after a personal

appearance tour noticed that Champ's
mane and tail were thin. "What's

this?" he frowned, "where's Champ's
mane? What's happened to his tail?"

"The fans done took it," replied the
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Wo holds are barred in scrimmages by the line-plunging Rifzes in the 20th Century-Fox production, Life Begins At College

What Two Things Happen
When You Are
Constipated?

When you are constipated two things happen. FIRST: Wastes swell
up the bowels and press on nerves in the digestive tract. This nerve pres-
sure causes headaches, a dull, lazy feeling, bilious spells, loss of appetite
and dizziness. S'ECOND: Partly digested food starts to decay forming
GAS, bringing on sour stomach (acid indigestion), and heartburn, bloating
you up until you sometimes gasp for breath.

Then you spend many miserable days. You can't eat. You can't sleep.

stomach is sour. You feel tired out, grouchy and miserable.

To get the complete relief you seek you must do TWO things. 1. You must
relieve the GAS. 2. You must clear the bowels and GET THAT PRESSURE
OFF THE NERVES. As soon as offending wastes are washed out you feel mar-
velously refreshed, blues vanish, the world looks bright again.

There is only one product on the market that gives you the double action you nee
It is ADLERIKA. This efficient carminative cathartic relieves that awful GAS
almost at once. It often removes bowel congestion in half an hour. No waiti'

for overnight relief. Adlerika acts on the stomach and both bowels.- Ordi-
nary laxatives act on the lower bowel only.

Adlerika has been recommended by many doctors and druggists for

35 years. No griping, no after effects. Just QUICK results. Try
Adlerika today. You'll say you have never used such an efficient

intestinal cleanser.

CLIP COUPON
|now!
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Tint aivay the

STREAKS
o/GRAY

Test Bottle FREE)
Have ever-youthful looking hair this

SAFE way. Merely combing clear liquid

through hair brings desired color: black,

brown, auburn, blonde. Gray goes—streaks

disappear. No fear of washing or rubbing

off on garments. Hair stays soft, fluffy.

Takes wave or curl. Ask druggist for full-

sized bottle on money-back guarantee.

Insist on Mary T. Goldman's.
Or test it Free.

FREE TEST ~ We send
complete test package Free. Snip
offa lock of hair . . . Test it first

this safe way. No risk. No ex-

pense. 3,000,000 women have
received this test. Mail coupon.

-MARY T. GOLDMAN—

,

|
3021 Goldman Dldg., Si. Taul, Minn.

|

1 N IName .

I Street

| City State 1

| Color of your hair? I

Free for Asthma

During Winter
If you suffer with those terrible attacks of

Asthma when it is cold and damp; if raw. Wintry
winds make you choke as if each Rasp for breath
was the very last; if restful sleep is impossible
because of the struggle to breathe; if you feel the

disease is slowly wearing your life away, don't fail

to send at once to the Frontier Asthma Co. for
a free trial of a remarkable method. No matter
where you live or whether you have any faith in

any remedy under the Sun, send for this free trial.

If you have suffered for a lifetime and tried every-
thing you could learn of without relief; even if

you are utterly discouraged, do not abandon hope
but send today for this free trial. It will cost you
nothing. Address
Frontier Asthma Co., 357-B Frontier BIdg.
462 Niagara St., Buffalo, N. Y.

FREE ENLARGEMENT
Just to get acquainted

with new customers, we will beautifully enlarge

one snapshot negative (film) to 8x10 inches-

—

FREE—if you enclose this ad with 10c for

return mailing. Information on hand tinting

in natural colors sent immediately. Your
negative will be returned with your free en-

largement. Send it today.

GEPPERT STUDIOS, Dept 393, Des Moines , Iowa

Kidneys Must
Clean Out Acids
Your body cleans out excess Acids and poisonous

wastes in your blood thru 9 million tiny delicate
Kidney tubes or filters. If functional disorders due
to germs in the Kidneys or Bladder make you suffer
from Getting Up Nights, Nervousness, Leg Pains,
Circles Under Eyes, Dizziness, Backache, Swollen
Joints. Acidity, or Burning Passages, don't rely on
ordinary medicines. Fight such germs with the
doctor's prescription Cystex, Cystex starts working
in 3 hours and must prove entirely satisfactory in
1 week and be exactly the medicine you need or
money back is guaranteed. Telephone your druggist
for Cystex (Sisstex) today. The guarantee protects
you. Copr. 1937 The Knox Co.
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troducing a

star was a hunt break-

fast given in honor of

Rosita Diaz, Spanish
actress, here to make
pictures for Cantabria

Films, filmed entirely

in Spanish. Pretty
brown-eyed Rosita has

family members on
both sides of the fight

in Spain. She appears

in La Vida Bohemia co-

starred with Gilbert

Roland and in which

Barry Norton resumes

his film career. Miss Diaz is now busy

taking lessons in English and is doing

very well for a be-

ginner.

ALAN HALE'S char-

acterization of a

detective in RKO's

Music for Madame,
Nino Martini starring

filmusical, will be his

400th screen role.

Also, it will be only

the second time in

twenty years that he

has diverted from the

role of a "heavy" ... on

Juanita u '9' e y^ wno ' s

a frequent visitor to Catalina Island,

suddenly discovered that she has sailed

there on yachts and

boats, but has never

gone by air, whereupon

the six-year-old M-G-M
starlet promptly sug-

gested a flight to her

mother. Mrs. Quigley

is timid about flying

but says she would

never let Juanita know

it . . . Virginia Bruce

seen practicing daily

at a pistol range for the

shooting she must do in

Bad Man of Brimstone.

CARY GRANT and

Irene Dunne hav-

ing a terrific argument
in a courtroom scene

for The Awful Truth,

while the judge pounds

for order, and Asta the

famous dog of The
Thin Man, barks until

he is declared in con-

tempt of court. Cary
is seen a great deal

with Phyllis Brooks.

Alan Hale completes his

400th screen role in RKO's
Music for Madame

Frieda tnescourt goes fo

Republic Studios for Portia

on Trial

ELEANOR POWELL
is leading a double

life. During the day she works with

Robert Taylor in scenes for Broadway
Melody of 1938, and at

night she rehearses her

dances for M-G-M's
Rosalie, with Ray
Bolger . . . Joe Penner

calling at the fanmail

department and kid-

dingly asking if any
fan letters have been
put in his box by mis-

take . . . Fred Astaire

has his heart and sole in

his work all right! Ob-
served whilepassingthe

RKO barbershop,
Astaire sitting in the

chair unconsciously tap-

ping out a routine while

the barber works on him.
Hottest movie romance of the mo-

ment is that of Andrea Leeds and Jon
Hall. Andrea, on loan

to RKO, visits Hall on
The Hurricane set when
she gets a day off; when
she's working Hall

manages to be on hand
to drive her home. Jon
has a new watch, but

won't admit it's a gift

from the lovely lady.
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Tim Holt wins a long-ierm

contracf w i f h Walter
Wanqer
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SO in love—it may be a trip to the altar

before this print is dry . . . Every year on

their wedding anniversary Dolores Del

Rio and Cedric Gibbons make a pil-

grimage to the Santa Barbara Mission

where they were married. Mr. Gibbons,

art director, has just drawn a new long

term contract with M-G-M.

EARLY calls from the studio forced

Joel McCrea and Frances Dee to

desert their distant ranch and take up

residence closer to Hollywood during

filming of Frank Lloyd's new Paramount

picture, Wells Fargo, in which they

are featured. Imagine the director in-

structing Joel how to make love to his

pretty wife! . . . Mary Phillips is di-

vorced from Humphrey Bogart. He
says "married life is a bore" . . . Joan
Bennett will next be seen in Para-

mount's Money from Home, opposite

Bob Hope . . . Lionel Barrymore goes

to England to appear in M-G-M's
British production, Yank at Oxford.

AFTER finishing Taming of the

Shrew for CBS, Frieda Inescourr

goes to Republic for Portia on Trial.

Hobart Bosworth, who recently cele-

brated his 70th birthday, also appears
in the Republic picture, his 526th film

. . . Cesar Romero dancing practically

every dance at the Trocadero with Vir-

ginia Bruce, which is probably one
reason why this night club doesn't have

to hire a dance team for the audience

to watch. Judy Garland joins Mickey
Rooney and Douglas Scott team in

M-G-M's Thoroughbreds Don't Cry . . .

Reginald Owen has one of the finest

wig collections in Hollywood. He Has

103 wigs, many of which he has worn
in screen and stage productions. They
are valued at more than $3,000.

AN OIL painting of Gladys George,

four and a half by five feet,

painted to decorate a wall of the set

in Madame X, will be presented to the

star by the studio art department . . .

Because of his outstanding perform-

ance in Saratoga, Walter Pidgeon,

Broadway star, has been placed in tho

top spot of My Dear Miss Aldrich, at

M-G-M. The stage star plays opposite

Maureen O'Sullivan in the comedy . . .

On the strength of her hillbilly per-

formance in Paramount's big new Jack

Benny musical, Artists and Models,

Judy Canova has won for herself a

nice, shiny new contract and her next

work will be in Summer Romance, which

is being made by the famed woman
producer Fanchon.
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The announcement of the Jane Wither's $100.00 cash prize coritest in the

December issue of HOLLYWOOD MAGAZINE

LEMONS HAVE AN

ALKALINE
FACTOR

(IMPORTANT TO COLD RESISTANCE)
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TO

MARRIAGE
HYGIENE

y
TO the perplexed woman seeking to do away

with the bother of measuring and mixing
solutions, we suggest Boro-Pheno-Form. This
forty-six year old product is widely preferred
for Marriage Hygiene because it needs no water
or accessories for its use. Each dainty supposi-

tory is complete in itself. No clanger of "over-
dose" or "underdose."
Soothing, harmless, odor-
less. At all drug stores.

'lerresr-))r.pi<

BORO-PHENO-FORM
COCCI Mail Coupon today for
IVEE. "TheAnswer"—an Inform-

ativc booklet on Marriage Hygiene.

Dr. Pierre Chemical Co., Dept. M-10
162 N. Franklin Street, Chicago, III.

Please send me booklet "The Answer.

Town State..

r^GRAYHAIR
Remedy is Made at Home
You can now make at home a better gray hair remedy
than you can buy, by following this simple recipe:

To half pintofwateradd one ounce bay rum, a small
box of Barbo Compound and one-fourth ounce of
glycerine. Any druggist can put this up or you can

mix it yourself at very little cost.

Apply to the hair twice a week until

the desired shade is obtained.

Barbo imparts colortostreaked,

faded or gray hair, makes It

soft and glossy and takes years

off your looks. It will not
color the scalp, is not sticky or

greasy and docs not tub off.

FREE LIST OFNEW OONTE STS
And Descriptions

Write For Yours Today!
Subscribe to ray bulletin service which no contestant can
afford to be without. Full details, rules and prizes, fully
slated. Send $1.00 for Special ij months subscription,
issued twice a month. Be a winner; learn the methods and
other valuable information written by consistent winners
in Contestants Scrapbook. The Slogan Builders Guide.
Prize Contests From the Inside, and others. HURRY!

DONAHUE CONTEST BULLETINS
4525 No. Drake Ave.. Chicago. III.

FIFTY STOCKINGS!
6 It's a small investment—but a big saving

to carry Camille RUN-R-STOP in your
purse. One drop of RUN-R-STOP cream
will stop a run or snag. Will not wash out.

FREE RED & BLACK VANITY protects tube
from sharp objects in your purse.

Rim-R-Strp is guaranteed by Good Housekeep-
ing as advertised therein. Ask for it at all chain,
department, hosiery and shoe stores.

RUN-R-STOP
CAMILLE, INC., N. V. C.

Feet First Into Fame
[Continued from page 35]

others rushing to or from trains. When
you see him doing some intricate steps

in one of his picture routines, chalk up

part of the speed to footwork of a soda

fountain.

No matter how hard and fast Buddy
worked, he couldn't keep ahead of ex-

penses. Among the things he did with-

out were haircuts. He insisted he

wouldn't get a haircut until he got a

better job. He knew there were easier

ways of making a living than jerking

sodas and he kept his eyes open for pos-

sibilities. One came along in the form
of an advertisement for chorus men
dancers "of the country boy type" for

the Eddie Cantor's show, Whoopee.
Buddy's long locks made him stand out

among all the types that applied and
won him a stage job.

Buddy likes to think that it was his

dancing ability that won him his job

with Cantor, but he knows that his

tousled thatch won him attention be-

fore his feet got a chance to do their

bit.

When he knew he had the job he sug-

gested maybe he had better get a hair-

cut, but met opposition then just as he

does today if he even hints he might

visit the barber. That matted mass of

hair has become almost as essential to

holding his job as his highly-trained

feet.

"I actually do sit in a barber chair

once in a while," confided Buddy, "but

I have to keep close watch on the bar-

ber to see that he don't rob me of my
country-boy look."

Long locks have become as much a

part of the Ebsen personality as are his

gestures and his drawl. Life in the

South gave him his drawl, Eddie Cantor
started him off with a "sheep dog" hair

dress, and that graceful clumsiness

came as the result of effort to make his

dancing different from other dancers.

BUDDY admits he looks a lot funnier

than he feels. He enjoys parts

where he can play himself, but says

there are trials and tribulations in be-

ing a funny-looking guy. After each pic-

ture is finished he confides that a De-

lilah-like inner voice frequently whis-

pers, "get a haircut," but the few times

he has mentioned it "everybody fcom
the script girl up wants to know how
scenes could be matched up if there had
to be retakes," so Buddy waits and when
he is assured there will be no retakes,

it's time to prepare for his next role

which always callsfor him to be shaggy.

So life goes on and the Ebsen locks flow

where they may.
Somewhere in his ancestry were

PICK UP STICKS
J/Exciting/

Get going with the crowd! Ploy

this fascinating new gome that h
thrilling millions at parties, club

. meetings, gotherings of every kind. It's a notional

sensation. You con learn in half a minute . . . have
oodles of fun for hours. Try it on your family ...your

ends . . . and get your

•#%•* nv*°

set today. Toy counters

everywhere. 25c, 50c, $1.

Manufactured by

O. SCHOENHUT,
INCORPORATED
Philadelphia, Pa.

GIVEN!
MICKEY
MOUSE
WRIST WATCH!
or Choice of Cash Commission— Send No Money— Send
Name and Address! Hoys! Girls! Mickeys on the dial and band
in colorsl Chrome finish case and bracelet — Unbreakable
rry^tul. American make. WHAT A WATCH1 SIMPLY GIVE
AWAY FREE pictures with famous White Cloverlne Salve
which you sell at 2Ec a box (ffivinpr picture FREE I) and remit
as per premium plan hook. Other watches. 42nd year. Be
Firht. Write for trial order of salve and pictures NOW.
WILSON CHEMICAL CO, Inc. Dept. SO-F, fy rone.Pa

JfffR.
Only 10c a Day

JERVz Price

modi

SEND NO MONEY"
Benmtional n.-u-inr to rOl late- models cl
I Wriv rtl.nwh..-.] lite im-w. FULLY GUAR-
ANTEED. D„- !>«; < ".-it-.l.-c bLowohII makcain,
full colors. Scad pout-card for lowest prices.

SPECIAL PORTABLE BARGAINS—
Brand New FEATHERWEIGHT— Latest Model Portable—op-to-<Ut*
Ftrrnmline fealurrn—now of/ r-red at amaxfec low price- Fully Guaran-
teed— 10 day trial—only lUc a day. J/uIl details Mat tree!

Fnm course* In typing Included.

LEG SUFFERERS0Why continue to suffer? Do some-
thing to secure quick relief. Write
today for New Booklet—"THE LIEPE
METHOD OF HOME TREATMENT."
It tetlB about Varicose VeiDS. Varicose
Dicers. Open Leg Sores. Milk or Fever Leg,
Eczema. Llepe Method works while you
walk. More than 40 years ol success.

Praised and en dorsed by thousands.

LIEPE METHODS. 3284 N. Green Bay Ave., |

Dept. M-69 Milwaukee, Wis.

Hair
OFFBS

I once had ngly hair on my face and

HflDDV ' chio » s _5 was unloved * * * discour-rrW * aged. Tried depilatories, waxes, liquids
; 4 s even razors. Nothing was satisfactory. Then I dis-
covered a simple, painless, inexpensive method. It
worked I Thousands havewon beauty, love, happiness
with the secret. My FREE Book, "How to Overcome
Superfluous Hair,'* explains the method and proves
actual success.M ailed in plain envelope. Also trial offer.

No obligation. Write Mile. Annette Lanzette, P. O.
Box 4040, Merchandise Mart, Dept. 417, Chicago.
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Norsemen and Buddy loves the sea. As
a sailor in Born to Dance, he was right

in his element, even if the setting was

a bit synthetic. He feels "shut in" un-

less a breeze from the briny can reach

his nostrils. Most of his life has been
spent close to the sea.

"While my sister and I were en route

to Monte Carlo to fill a summer danc-

ing engagement," said Buddy, "I

looked at my feet and smiled as we
passed Gibraltar, because it was my
feet that made that trip possible. If

I'd stayed with medicine, I might never

have gotten beyond the limits of some
small Florida town."

Buddy Ebsen's religion is: "Do no

harm to any one," his success formula:

"Do some one thing better, or differ-

ent, than any one else does it."

He declares that there is nothing new
left to do in dancing only redesigning

Rocfielle Hudson, 20th Cenfury-Fox star, ready
to try her hand at night polo at the Victor

McLaglen Stadium

of what has been done. What some
might call "polite thievery," Buddy
calls "adapting for your own use." He
thinks a dancer has as much right to

use dance steps as a writer has to use

words. Others may have used the

dance steps, or the words, but each puts

individual meaning into what he has

taken by fitting them together accord-

ing to his individual mental picture.

Not being a dancer, this author has

no definite means of knowing whether

or not Buddy is right in his philosophy

of hoofing, but he does know that the

young man is regarded as "tops" in

the "taps" field.

?/KH£Cr/flGaSHOJO£
MISS WRIGHT, GET A BITE \
OF SUPPER AND THEN /
COME BACK FOR SOME /

IMPORTANT LETTERS. )

I HAVE TO WORK. TONIGHT
AND MY PAINS HAVE COME ,J§
ON SO HARD THAT MY EVES jH
ARE CROSSED. , _-
WHAT A BREAK.'

_ / 4I~

VHAT A BREAK <

YOU METMC.
HERE, TAKE

THIS, DRINK
SOME WATER,
AND FORGET
THE TIME
OF MONTH.

THAT WAS A LOT
OF WORK, BUT YOU
DIDNT SEEM TO
MIND IT. THANKS.

YOU'RE QUITE
WELCOME,

MR. DAVIS. IT
WAS NO EFFORT.
GOODNIGHT.

ITm

THERE IT IS -MIDOL RELIEVES
"REGULAR" PAIN; IT SURE DOES
AND THAT REMINDS
ME TO GET A

RIGHT NOW.
BOX

tMooM

MODERN women no longer give-in

to functional periodic pain. It's old-

fashioned to suffer in silence, because
there is now a reliable relief for 'such

suffering.

Some women who have always had
the hardest time are relieved by Midol.
Many who use Midol do not feel one

twinge of pain, or even a moment's
discomfort during the entire period.

Don't let the calendar regulate your
activities! Don't "favor yourself" or
"save yourself" certain days of every

month! Keep going, and keep com-
fortable—with the aid of Midol. These
tablets provide a proven means for the
relief of such pain, so why endure
suffering Midol might spare you?
Midol brings quick relief which

usually lasts for hours. Its principal

ingredient has often been prescribed

by specialists.

You can get Midol in a trim alum-
inum case at any drug store. Two
tablets should see you through your
worst day.

-Gg!33HR!s^AOinL7

FOREST FIRE

RADIO LAMP
Forest fire in full colors seems to really burn.
Smoke and flames rise through the trees—re-
flect on the lake. This striking effect is created by an auto-
matic revolving cylinder inside. Amazes and delights every-
one. A novel and beautiful lamp. Picture is a handsome
reproduction of oil painting on parchment. Artistic metal
top and base. Full size. Complete, ready to plug in.

Tioiv Only £ ^f Qi
Send $1.00 bill or money order for prompt ship-
ment, postage paid. PRINT your name and address plainly.

No lamps shipped C. O. D. or on approval.

GIFT SPECIAL
Special discount to those who
order several. Dozen lots. $10.

Six, $5.50. Shipped postpaid to

you or to separate addresses.

IGNITION COMPANY
60 Tompsett Blvd. Omaha, Nebr.<- PATENTED

WHEN ANSWERING ADVERTISEMENTS, PLEASE MENTION NOVEMBER HOLLYWOOD

NIAGARA
FALLS LAMP

Beautiful new picture

Falls really seems to

flow. Price same as

above.
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Tfm/l/J / HOW TO MAKE
TfUC&; THESE CLEVER

MEXICAN DOLLS
Make these novelty dolls for deco-

ration, for gifts; also ecissor-painted
lampshades, peasantcraft orna-
ments, flowers. Make them easily

of Dennison "Veri Best" Crepe,

t
at little cost. 50 lovely colors at
department, stationery, and
many drug stores. Send for

k
FREE instruction folders

—

"Flowers" and "New Home
^Crafts." DENNISON'S,
""Dept.L-246.Framing-ham, Mass.

S£j&tmid01V'VERI BEST CREPE

PAY
TUITION

AFTER GRADUATION
Prepare now for a better job and a future by 12 weeks"
trainingbereinthefaraousCoyneshops.Notbvbooksor
lessons—actual shop work. Don't let shortage of cash
hold you back. Send coupon for all details of my "Pay
ArterGraduation"pIan,howrnany earnwhilelearning*,
how we give our graduates job help after graduation.

Ha£vLE,WIS - President, COYNE ELECTr7cAl"ho"
™

I 500 S. Paulina St., Dept. 87-34, Chicago, in. I

c "PayAfter.Graduation" Plan.
trailing and tell n

| Name
I Address |

! City State
J

AND LOOK JO YEARS YOUNGER

• At home—quickly and safely

you can tint those streaks of
pray tolustrousshadesof blonde, \*
brown or black. A small brush
and BROWNATONE does it. Guaranteed harmless.
Active coloring agent is purely vegetable. Cannot
affect waving of hair. Economical and lasting—will

not wash out. Imparts rich, beautiful color with amaz-
ing speed. Easy to prove by tinting a lock of your
own hair. BROWNATONE is only 50c—at all drug or
toilet counters—always on a money-back guarantee.

fetching
// TORTU R E This QuickWw

For Quick relief from the itching of eczema, blotches,pimp es, athlete a foot, scales, rashes and other ex-
ternally caused skin eruptions, use coolinp. antiscp-

S'tSX , n°-? -
?.
RESCf«lPTI0N. OrigmaS formula

cf Doctor Dennis. Greaseless and stainless. Soothes
the irritation and quickly stops the most intense itch-
ing. A 3oc trial bottle, at drug stores, proves it oryour money back. Ask for P. P.P. PRESCRIPTION.

CATARRH or SINUS
Irritation Due to Nasal Congestion

CHART FREE!
Hall's Catarrh Medicine relieves phlegm-61led~
throat, stuffed up nose, catarrhal bad breath, hawk-
ing.and Sinus headaches caused by nasal congestion.
Relief or Your Money Back. At all Druggist's. Send
Postcard forFreeTreatmentChart.65yearSfn business.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Dept. 2211, TOLEDO, 0.

iiHi;mii».mi:»'fll
~

.KILLED PERMANENTLY,
» i~W From face or body without harm

to skin, by following easy direc-
tions. Our electrolysis device fa
used by physicians and is fruaran-

. teed to kill hair forever or money
I refunded. Your electric current
' not used. Only SI.95 complete.
Prepaid or C. O. D. plus postnire.CANFIELD ELECTROLYSIS CO.. 7-E, 2675 Broadway,NY.City

TRAIN FOR

NINE years ago when he was begin-

ning to make a dent in Broadway's
consciousness, a New York producer
told him he liked his work and that he
would have a part for him "one of these

days." That promise is coming true

later this year, when he will play a role

in The Girl of ihe Golden West, for

the man who promised him a part in

1928, is finally giving it to him in 1937.

Buddy hates to think what might have
happened to him if he had waited for

that particular part these last nine

years.

Buddy's sister, Vilma, who teamed
with him in much of his stage work, and
who came to Hollywood to work with

him in his picture debut in The Broad-
way Melody of 1936, married Bobby
Dolan, orchestra leader, to celebrate

the first Ebsen victory over Broadway,
and Buddy followed suit by marrying
Ruth Cambridge, Walter Winchell's
"girl Friday."

While Buddy and Vilma were danc-
ing at an Atlantic City club, Winchell

caught their act and gave them an
orchid in his column. Overnight nearly

a hundred job offers swept the Ebsens

off their trained dancing feet. From
then on they hit the high spots and
wound up on Broadway in Flying

Colors, which established them in Man-
hattan, but cost Winchell his first effi-

cient secretary.

THE Monte Carlo trip was a honey-

moon-business jaunt for the Ebsens.

They sent casino patrons away singing

their praises, and when the season

ended Buddy and Vilma returned to

America in time to join the last Zieg-

feld Follies. When that closed they

toured with Abe Lyman's band and
then were booked as the featured act

at the Central Park Casino in New
York, where an M-G-M talent scout

spotted them, arranged a test, and the

gates of Hollywood opened.

That was more than two years ago
and Buddy hasn't played a footlight

engagement since, although he admits

he gets hungry at times for a live audi-

ence.

It will be a fairly safe bet for you
to wager a few shekels that Buddy
Ebsen isn't entirely lost to the stage.

Like the postman who goes for a walk

on his day off, Buddy can think of no

better holiday between films than a

stage engagement, unless it would be

sailing the briny.

But stage or screen, there'll be no

haircuts for Buddy—maybe a few trims

—and when he's at sea — well, that

ragged chrysanthemum thatch never

leaves him uncertain which way the

wind blows.

WE deryyoutotellthis
vv magnificent new

ring from one costing
$300.00.To prove it we'll
send ic by return mail.

ON APPROVAL
You will be thrilled with the
fiery. flushing, FULL CARAT
1 i.mulated diamond. Kichly de-
signed mounting of lifetime
ttLtimp; in the charm and
rich pleam of lifetime plati-
num. WE TRUST YOU. Only
2 easy monthly S3 payments, • viii- > "* « •"——"«
(total $6) nothing more to pay. No references reeded-immediate shipment. Simply send 25 cents to cover postage
[i:i.-kir>-, etc .

" **c»

i?„
3£-IL "?W00!?

e?tTa ain ond daintyWRISTWATCH. Jewelled for ACCURACY; Yours__ ___ without one cent of cost when you pav forha exquisite ring. Simply send 25 cents TO-DAY! Yourorder shmned by RETURN MAILS
BRADLEY. Dept. C-3911. Newton. MASS

'I

BEA CARTOONIST
-AT IIOME IN TOUR SPARE TIME
under personal supervision uf tho famous
cartoonist NORMAN MABSH creator of
'HAN DUNN" appearing every day in

big papers. Success— Fame — Real Money
may be Yours when you learn Marsh's easysimple methods and secrets. Send nnrac and address for

free details 01 MARSH'S Personal course. ACT TODAY]MARSH CARTOON SCHOOL
Chicago Daily News Bldg., Dept. K-2. Chicago. III.

NEXT MONTH

Watch for the announcement of the Jan
Withers $100 Cash Prize Contest!

NoJokeTo Be Deaf
-Every deaf person knows that-
Mr. Way made himself hear his watch tick after
.being deaf for twenty-five years, with his Arti-

st fficial Ear Drums. He wore them day and night
w**They etopped his head JrVm ^—*^

noisea.Theyare invisible ™
andcomfortable.nowires

I

or batteries. Write for
TRUE STORY. Also '_
booklet on Deafness. Artificial ISarDrum

THE WAY COMPANY
4 McKerchey Bids;. Detroit, Mlchlsao

WOOD FIBER FLOWERSi
Materials and instructions 25c. Cut rate

prices on Foliage, Chenille, Silk & Velvet
Petals. Filler in quantities 7^4 pack. Send
fcr wholesale price list.

FLOWERCRAFT CO.,
PA-2415 Jackson. Seattle. Wash.

2Sa^n-Ofel
INDELIBLE DARKENER

O/ for LASHES and BROWS
, / One application lasts 4 to 5 weeks. Marvel-

ous, too. for darkening those first gray hairs! SI at

Drug and Dept. Stores. Try it!

SAMPLE 10c For Trial, Send 10c (15c Stamps) to

"DARK EYES", 2115 S. Crawford Ave., Dept. 30-M . Chicago

PHOTO Enlargements
Clear enlargement, bast, fall ^[^
length or part group, pet:
other Bubiecta made from any

:

to, Bnapehotor tintype at low p:

of 49c each; 3 for $1.00. Send _
many photos as yoa desire. Re- _

tarn of original photos guaranteed.

SEND NO MONEY
Just mail photo with name and ad-
dress. In a few days postman will ? fp?iu0O
deliver beaotifal enlargement that * * * * "

will never fade. Pay only 49c pics postage or sen_
60c—3for$1.00,andwewillpay postage oaraelves,

BEAimFULLYpppplToacqnaintypu uxM inchesCAHVED FRAMETIf tt-with the HIGH * * "
, ,

quality of oar work we will frame, until farther notice, an pastel col-

ored enlargements FREE. IllostrationB of beautifully carved frame*
for your choice will be eent with your enlargement. Don'tdelay. Act
now . Mai 1 your Photos today . Write NEW ERA PORTRAIT COMPANY
11 E. HURON STREET, DEPT.727, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
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Baby Garbo
[Continued from page 48]

Ann suggests everything a star

should be. Essentially feminine in every

particular, there is a warmth and
friendliness about her that draws one
instinctively to her. Shapely figure,

starry eyes, an inviting presence, all

these combine to crystallize one of

the most glamourous actresses in Holly-

wood.
Greta Garbo most certainly is being

challenged . . . and by another Scan-

danavian . . . for high honors in her own
country. Whether by coincidence of

design, she has announced a desire to

do comedy . . . which causes one to

wonder if she recognizes the hold that

Ann Sothern exerts on her people.

To Ann, Garbo is the ultimate in

artistry.

"Why," she exclaims, "it's sacrilege

to mention any other actress in the

same breath with Greta Garbo. There

is no one like her. No one," she adds,

decisively.

Ann's ideas, though, do not alter the

fact that she ranks with the Swedish

star among her own people. Ann is . . .

THE BABY GARBO!

WEDDING BELLS

An addition to the Hollywood newly-wed colony now includes Miriam Hopkins and Anafol Litvak,

married Saturday, September 4th, in Yuma, Arizona. Reading from left to right: Fritz Land,

Miriam Hopkins, and Anatol Litvak

Don't Fool

Around with a

COLD!
A cold is an

Internal Infection

and Requires

Internal

Treatment

Saturday, September 4th, also marked the wedding day for Alice Faye and Tony Martin who

flew to Yuma for the ceremony

Every Four Minutes Some One

Dies from Pneumonia, Traceable

to the "Common Cold!" *

F\ON'T "kid" yourself about a cold. It's

^-^ nothing to be taken lightly or treated trivi-

ally. A cold is an internal infection and unless
treated promptly and seriously, it may turn into
something worse.

According to published reports there is a

death every four minutes from pneumonia
traceable to the so-called "common cold."

Effective Treatment
A reliable treatment for colds is afforded in

Grove's Laxative Bromo Quinine. It is no
mere palliative or surface treatment. It gets at

a cold in the tight way, from the inside!

Working internally, Grove's Laxative Bromo
Quinine does four things of vital importance
in overcoming a cold: First, it opens the bowels.
Second, it combats the infection in the system.
Third, it relieves the headache and fever. Fourth,
it tones the system and helps fortify against
further attack.

Be Sure— Be Safe!
Bromo Quinine now comes sugar-coated as

well as plain. All drug stores sell both kinds.

Get a package at the fitst sign of a cold and
play safe! Ask for— and insist upon— Grove's
Bromo Quinine!

GROVE'S LAXATIVE

BROMO
QUININE
Listen to Gen. Hugh S. Johnson on Radio!

NBC Blue Network. Mon. ci. Thurs. 8-8:15 p.m.
EST;Tues. &Wed. 10-10:15 p.m. EST.

WHEN ANSWERING ADVERTISEMENTS, PLEASE MENTION NOVEMBER HOLLYWOOD 77



ONE SICK
HEADACHE
AFTER ANOTHER

BUT THAT
IS ALL OVER

NOW ./j FEEL grand since I

1 began taking the
ALL-VEGETABLE Laxative, Nature's Rem-
edy (NR Tablets). OneNR Tablet convinced me
... so mild, thorough, refreshing, invigorating.
Dependable relief from sick headaches, bil-

ious spells and that tired-out feeling, when
caused by or associated with constipation.

Without Rick get a 25c box of NRs from any
IIIIIIUUI man druggist. Use for a week. If
not more than pleased, return the box and we
will refund purchase
price. That 's fair.

Try it—NR Tonight
-Tomorrow Alright.

flciM&)

LADIES and GIRLS Intent shape htph (Trade si* jewel lever
movement wrist wateh with metal bracelet. Beantifullv !.-
siirne.1 chromium plated case, or BIG CASH COMMIS-
SIONS. Simply (five nwav hie colored art pictures with our
famous WHITE CLOVERINE SALVE for chaps, cuts,
bums, sores, etc.. at 25c n box [with picture FREE! nnd re-
mit as per new c-emium plan book. SPECIAL: Choice of 60
other premiums FREE for Belling; one doxen boxe. Salve and r*Iorn-
lnu|3.00. per can,!.k. Cloverino uned tn moet even1 hum., J'Jnd year.
Be llret. Offer lid. Send for order of ealee on petal -»rd today.

WILSON CHEIY1. CO. Dent. 50-DD. TYRONE. PA.

ocaer
M0 It's a mystery how this pink-

tinted, popular priced

cream can do so much. Smooth
and soft, it penetrates deep,

removing pore impurities as

well as surface dirt. Exquisitely

perfumed. 50c at dealers or

send for test jar. Enclose 10c

for postage and packing.

BOYER, Society Parfumeur
2702 S. Wabash Ave. Chicago, III.

MYSTERY
CLEANSING

CREAM

Learn Profitable Profession
in QO days at Home

f Men and Women in the fa^ cin&tiny. Pro-
f Swedish Massage ran as hich as $40 to

per week but many prefer to open their own of

-

i. Larue incomes from Doctors, hospitals, sani-
9 end private patients come to those who
qualify through oar training. Reducing

' ane offers rich rewards for specialists.
tVrite for Anatomy Charts, sample les-
son sheets and booklet—They 'reFREE.
THE College ol StMdlsb Maasage

1601 Warren Blvd.. Dept. 661, Chicago
tsortoNationalColl&o»ofMamtaotl

SECRETARIES. STENOGRAPHERS
and TYPISTS -«e|-e

rf

STENOTYPIST
Stenotypists win today's preferred
jobs and better pay. Stereotype's
machine speed, accuracy and ease
make your work faster, better,
easier — and you get the credit-
Progressive executives welcome
this machine way of taking dic-
tation. Stenotypyiseasy to learn
-^easy to write—easy to read.
You can now become a Stenotypist
in your spare time — at low cost and on convenient
terms. Write for interesting, free booklet, "Advantages to
You m Stenotypy," describing the many opportunities in
Stenotpy and telling how you may master it successfully.

THE STENOTYPE COMPANY
Dept.1130-ST, 4101 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago, III.

Actress by Accident
[Continued from page 41]

pretty adept at her carving is attested

by her stage and screen record.

Actress by accident! If Astrid had
not accepted the challenge of her two
girl friends during a tour of the book-

ing agencies to win a part in Lulu Belle

she might today be recognized as a top-

notch concert singer. As a child of 13

she made a concert appearance in

Springfield, Mass., her home town, and
later was offered a scholarship at the

Boston Conservatory of Music but she

turned it down because she didn't want
to live away from home. On gradu-

ating from high school she went to New
York in search of a career only to dis-

cover that young concert singers

weren't much in demand—and when
they were you could buy them for a

dime a dozen. When she found that

out she attended a business college

and obtained a typing position in a

Wall Street office. And then it wasn't

long before she quit pounding away at

a typewriter to pound away at the door
of opportunity marked "Stage and
Screen."

Now it may be that this blonde, am-
bitious young lady became an actress

by accident but it's no accident that

brought her where she is today. That

can be credited only to hard work and
talent.

Affable hosfs at a cocktail party in their beau-

tiful home in honor of Fawcett's Movieland
Tours were Dick Arlen, his wife, Jobyna Ralston,

and their son, Richard Junior

Good For Kidney
and Bladder
Weakness

LOOK AND FEEL YOUNGER
ALL over America men and
women who want to cleanse
kidneys of waste matter and
irritating acids and poisons
and lead a longer, healthier,
happier life are turning to
GOLD MEDAL Haarlem Oil
Capsules.
So now you know the way to

help bring about more healthy
kidney activity and stop get-
ting up often at night. Other

Bymptoms are backache, irritated bladder—difficult
or smarting passage—puffiness under eyes—nervous-
ness and shifting pains.
This harmless yet effective medicine brings results—you'll feel better in a few days. So why not get a

35* box of GOLD MEDAL Haarlem Oil Capsules to-
daj— the original and genuine—right from Haarlem
in Holland—Don't accept a counterfeit—Ask for and
get GOLD MEDAL.

NEURITIS
To relieve the torturintr pain of Neuritis, Rheu-
matiBm, Neuralgia or Lumbago in few minutes,
pet NURITO, the Doctor's formula. No opiates,
no narcotics. Does the work quickly—must relieve

worst pain to your satisfaction in few minutes or
money back at Druggist's. Don't suffer. Get
trustworthy NURITO today on this guarantee.

This Beautilul Lifelike

50c
and we'll repro.
duce tt in this
beautiful onyx-
like ring.

I^?ir^«l

«/.
eI IH«nd.tl ntedWaterproofJ 25c extra)

Enclose strip of paper for ring size. Pay post-
man plus a few cents postage. If you send SOc
we pay posiaer-. I'HOTO MOVETTE HING CO..
Dept. F-15. 626 Vine Street, Cincinnati. Ohio.

REMOVED Permanently.
lectrlc needle without i\t > skin bs

Method ._
>vr-d hy physicians. Money refunded If it
not kill the hair roots. Battery can he
red. Only 99c cortif.lclf. Superior model
twn needles SI. 08. Either model prepaid

^.- sent C. 0. D. plus postage.

C. D. ELECTRIC COMPANY, Dept. F-4. Ruxton, Md.

^ **
?

Francis X. Bushman

"YOU CAN ACT"

W ^^ STAGE-SCREEN-RADIO
W "1? c ^i Write at once for Free

W- .KK&at^H Information

Francis X. Bushman, Inc., Box 908, Hollywood

YDUR FACE chatigcd
regular features! Charm
beauiv/ They can bo yours
ter Igrad. of University o:

reconstructs faces by fa
ii-nna Polyclinic methods

Protruding Ears
Signs of As<geLipL

.are all quickly corrected. Low 1

t. Write or call for Free Booklet
atrial Reco7tatruclion," (mailed

S toiler. 5o" East 42nd St.,

Dept. 48-S. New York
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ANN RUTHERFORD is one in a

million!
L During the past thirty-odd years,

a million or more people have at-

tempted to crash the movies. Most
of them failed. But not Ann Ruther-

ford! She chose the one entrance that

offers the quickest and surest achieve-

ment of the goal of the one success

out of 1 ,000,000.

She knew her motion picture history,

she knew that great stars like Gloria

Swanson, Charlie Chaplin, Harold

Lloyd, and Wallace Beery had received

their initial experience in one and two-

reel pictures. She learned that Robert

Taylor stepped up the ladder from a

"crime-does-not-pay" short subject,

Buried Looi.

Most of all, she knew that short sub-

jects offered opportunities for good
roles, because their casts were small.

A player in a short subject, with any

kind of a speaking part, would com-

mand the entire attention of the audi-

ence while on the screen.

Bit players in big pictures would be

overshadowed by big names and

powerful roles. Any excellence in the

player's performance might go un-

noticed.

She knew, too, that studio executives,

realizing the importance of short sub-

jects as testing grounds for new talent,

study them in their ceaseless search for

promising personalities.

Ann Rutherford went to Jack Cher-

tok, in charge of short subject produc-

tion at Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer and ap-

plied for a part.

Ever on the look-out for new faces,

Chertok assigned her the leading femi-

nine role in a miniature musical,

Carnival in Paris.

WISDOM displayed by the petite

brunette in making her bid via

short subjects was rewarded by a bit

of good luck, for William Thiele,

famous European director, was chosen

to direct the musical. Famed as a

developer of talent, he took an interest

in the girl and gave her the benefit

of years of experience.

The careful production accorded

modern short pictures, insuring intelli-

gent camera work, direction and story,

resulted in a picture which was a fea-

ture in everything but length.

Studio executives, looking at the fin-

ished picture, were impressed with

Miss Rutherford's performance, so

much so that they called her from her

dinner table, rushed her to the studio

and signed her to a long-term contract

—and an actress in feature-length pro-

ductions.

Ann Rutherford, one in 1,000,000,

recognized the logical path to motion

picture fame. Skipping bit parts in big

pictures, she won notable success in

short subjects. Unless all signs fail,

Ann will be seeing her name in marquee
lights—and very soon.
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CLEARS EYES
in Seconds!

1

Eyes that are red and veined . . . from,
late hours, fatigue, exposure, etc
now made clear and white in sec-
onds. Your money back if new, scien-
tific EYE-GENE fails! Clears dull-
ness, makes eyes sparkling . . . more
alluring. Just as superior for refresh-
ing tired, overworked eyes. Acts
almost instantly. Stainless, too.

EYE-GENE
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ope with name, address,

number of article desired

and brief note stating

age [must be over 20] oc-

cupation, employer and

other facts. We will open

o 10 month charge ac-

count and send selection

for approval and trial. If

satisfied, pay balance In

10 equal monthly pay-

ments. Otherwise return

and dollar will be refund-

ed. Everything confiden-

tial — no direct inquiries.

Brown Haired
Qirls-be Blondes
AGAIN
Get Back the Love-
ly Golden Light-
ness of Childhood

Makes Hair 2 to 4
Shades Lighter in

1 Shampoo

Try this fascinating new
ShamDOo-R i n s e which,
in a few minutes and
at the cost of but a few
cents, washes your hair
2 to 4 shades lighter. Safely, too. You will be delighted
with the new shimmering highlights and lustre of your hair,
the glorious, natural golden radiance that usually comes
only in childhood. This amazing shampoo-called New
Blondes (now in a combination package with FREE Golden
Rinse)—hitherto used only for blondes, is now just as
effective with browns, chestnuts and "near blondes" whose
hair has grown darkened and dull. Start New Blondes
today. Contains no bleach or dye. prevents brittleness and
dandruff, rejuvenates the roots, makes your permanent
"take" better. Sold at all stores. Buy the large size—it
costs less per shampoo.

^BLONDEX KSSS

Joan of Arts
[Continued from page 39]

"My picture name, I thought, would
be a big asset in the east. Oh, yes,

people had heard of me. But they

also had heard of Tony, Tom Mix's

horse.

"Jean Paul King, the ace announcer,

called me one day and said he knew of

a spot for a singer and that he'd take

me over to the sponsor's office.

"My reception at the office was none
too warm. 'Movie star! We certainly

don't want any movie people. We've
heard about their outbursts of tempera-
ment and we want none of them! Any-
way, we've got a singer and all she had
to do is sign the contract.'

"

But the sponsors finally agreed to let

Joan audition. They made her harmo-

nize, something she'd never done be-

fore. Then they asked her to do some
of her songs. "But there's no piano,"

she responded. "Sing," they replied.

So Joan sang.

She did the numbers she'd made such

a hit with when she'd made personal

appearances in such towns as Gotham,
Ind., Chicago, III., and Washington,

D. C. Then she went into her finale, a

specialty on Little Man You've Had a

Busy Day.

The sponsors were almost in tears but

Joan didn't know whether it was be-

cause her singing was good or bad.

For some time she wondered what

was to be the real finale to the audi-

tion.

ONE afternoon Joan was sitting at

a counter-lunch down to her last

five bucks.

She thumbed carelessly through her

New York paper and, as a matter of

habit, glanced at the radio section.

There staring at her was a picture of

the radio singer to be starred on Andre
Kostelanetz's program.

Ah, you know whose picture it was.

And so it was that the actress en-

tered into a new phase of her career.

After her triumphs Joan came back to

Hollywood to visit her family.

Today the twenty-two-year-old ac-

tress is back in major motion pictures

because she believes that she has some-

thing besides a pretty face, a swell

figure, and average dramatic ability to

offer.

She has the background of radio and
stage appearances. She has the valu-

able confidence that being her own
boss has given her. She has a feeling

for the great musicians and their work.

So with Joan, it's Forward, Marsh!

MANY NEVER
SUSPECTCAUSE
OF BACKACHES

This Old T-eatment Often
Brings Happy Relief

Many sufferers relieve nagging backache quickly,
once they discover that the real cause of their trouble
may be 'tired kidneys.
The kidneys are Nature's chief way of taking the

excess acids and waste out of the blood. Most people •

pass about 3 pints a day or about 3 pounds of waste.
Frequent or scanty passages with smarting and

burning shows there may be something wrong with
your kidneys or bladder.
An excess of acids or poisons in your blood, when

due to functional kidney disorders, may be the cause
of nagging backache, rheumatic pains, lumbago, leg
pains, loss of pep and energy, getting up nights,
swelling, puffiness under the eyes, headaches and
dizziness.

Don't wait! Ask your druggist for Doan's Pills,

used successfully by millions for over 40 years. They
give happy relief and will help the IS miles of kidney
tubes flush out poisonous waste from your blood.
Get Doan's Pills.

In Old Chicago
Starring Tyrone Power and Alice

Faye, will soon be shown in the

nation's leading movie theatres. But

you can get a preview glimpse of

this spectacular production in the

November issue of

Movie Story Magazine
Also in this 4 ::::;:::::

'

: issue are fiction versions

of Double Wedding, starring William

Powell and Myrna Loy; Stand-in, with

Leslie Howard and Joan Blondell; Breakfast

for Two, with Barbara Stanwyck and Her-

bert Marshall; and Wife, Doctor and Nurse,

with Loretta Young and Warner Baxter.

You Can Regain Perfect Speech, If you

STAMMER
Pent] today for beautifully Illustrated book entitled
"DON'T STAM3IER," which describes the Bogue
Unit Methori for the scientific correction of stammer-
ing and stuttering. Method successfully used at
Bogue Institute for 36 years—since 1901. Endorsed
by physicians. Tull information concerning correc-
tion of stammering Rent free. No obligation.

Benjamin N. Bogue, Dept. 722, Circle Towar, Indianapolis, Indiana

Best Support

for Rupture
l Is the Human Hand

f * Why worry and Buffer with that rap-

t? tare any longer? Learn aboutmyper-
fected invention. It has brought ease,
comfort and happiness to thousands

1
who suffered from reducible rupture.

I
It has an Automatic Air Cushion

I which softly yet securely holds the
u rupture in

—
position.

No steel

w^*--
*^^ springs or pads. No

salves orplasters. Durable . cheap.
Sent on trial to prove it. Beware of imita-

p 1 nons. Never sold in stores nor by agents. Write to-

day for foil information sent free in plain, scaled envelope.

BROOKS CO., 139-C State St., Marshall, Mich.

80 ACCEPT NO SUBSTITUTES! ALWAYS INSIST ON THE ADVERTISED BRAND!



"I'll Never Retire"
[Continued from page 28]

boy turned loose in a most sophisti-

cated environment and not liking it at

all.

"You know," he said, "it's the hard-

est thing to explain, all this fuss.

People are so darned kind to you,

everywhere you go. And it isn't that

I don't appreciate it. I'd probably be

awfully sore if they weren't. But some-

times a guy feels like he just has to cut

loose and do at least some of the things

he wants to do in the way he wants to

do them. Half the time you can't be

yourself for fear of hurting someone's

feelings."

AT THIS moment, the assistant direc-

tor called Bob away to the set.

Things hadn't been going so well that

day. One of the actors had been hav-

ing difficulty in getting his lines right.

So far, they'd tried at least ten times

to get one scene. He came back pres-

ently and flopped down in an easy chair.

"Tell me," we asked, "Do you act

mostly because you want to act, or for

what you'll be able to get out of it ma-
terially?"

He grinned.

"So that's what you've been getting

at—a barb in every interview! Okay

—

here's your answer!

"Both! I like acting better than any

other profession. But like everything

else, you have to take the bad with the

good. In my case, the bad part of it

is all this celebrity business—having to

be an actor twenty-four hours a day.

In most other jobs, you put in your eight

hours a day and then quit being a book-

keeper and start being yourself. In

Hollywood, you can't do that.

"So my plan is that when I've run

out of parts that I can play—I'm not

good enough to be a character man,

you know— I'll retire to that blessed

anonymity, raise my live-stock on what-

ever I've been able to save out of the

material proceeds of the game and
then start traveling about on the bal-

ance.

"And then will I have the fun! I'll be

one of the guys that does the staring.

I'll be able to rubber all I want to. I'll

take snap-shots of my fellow man, the

leaning tower of Pisa and the surf-

boarders at Waikiki."

He fished in his pocket for a bit

of paper.

"Please, Ma'am—c'n I have your

autograph?"

And right then and there we got the

idea that the interview was over!

Among the screen celebrities who attended the Fawcett Movieland Tours supper

dance at the Wilshire Bowl were Craig Reynolds and Gertrude Niesen. Jimmie

Fidler, radio commentator, is shown introducing them to the guests

Like a new
food discovery

Toasted Malt
makes hot wheat
cereal taste far

more delicious

iXJeLdJUh.

IN

SOULS AT SEA'
A Paramount
Producti6n

JLo&kl
Virginia Weidler is

NOT eating an unfavored

wheat cereal

&rl& 4- eating that new kind

with the flavor that's different

. • • the flavor of Toasted Malt
AMERICAN men, women, boys and girls eat
x\ Ninety-five Million packages of Hot Wheat
Cereal a year. But lately thousands have been turning
from unflavored wheat cereals to a far more delicious
kind—a cereal flavored with Toasted Malt, called
MALT-O-MEAL.

This new-type Cereal, due to its Toasted Malt
flavor, stimulates the appetite and makes breakfast
more enjoyable.
When a prominent athletic coach at a great univer-

sity asked 440 men which Hot Cereal they preferred
for its flavor, 354, or 80%, said they preferred MALT-
O-MEAL.

Please servethis Toasted Maltflavored WheatCereal
for breakfast tomorrow. MALT-O-MEAL gives you
65% more food energy value for the money than an
average of 9 popular ready-to-eat cold cereals or flakes.
Get a package at your grocery

store today. Itcosts no more than
the unflavored kind and you'll

see a vast difference in how the
whole family responds to a call

for breakfast. Don't forget the
name. There is no other like it.

For 4 servings free, to try, mail
coupon below.

MALT-O-MEAL
CO U PON —

I
Campbell Cereal Company,

I Room 1212, Foshay Tower, Minneapolis, Minn.

I

Please send me free introductory size package of

MALT-O-MEAL, so I can try this Wheat Cereal
I that's flavored with Toasted Malt.

Nan

l_.
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ill
SHOTS

OFF
THE

MOVIE
LOTS
Photographed exclusively for

HOLLYWOOD Magazine

Our candid camera tenser got this picture of
Gary Cooper and his wife at the preview of

Souls At Sea

On the Nothing Sacred lot, Carole
Lombard warns the cameraman not to

shoot—but he does!

Dapper William Powell as he looks in

one of his style creations in M-G-M's
Double Wedding

Jeanne Cagney, 18-year-old sister of

James Cagney, ready to cut Jimmy's
birthday cake

Leslie Howard snapped as he dodges
tomatoes during an exciting sequence in

Walter Wanger's Stand-in
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"We're SO happj-and we've been mar-

ried almost a year! I often sit by our big

window after breakfast, and think back how

it all started . . . how we worked out our prob-

lem of getting married without much in-

come. Bob was making only $21 a week,

then, and I had just finished high school and

was working as a stenographer in an office.

We were terribly in love, but everything

seemed so hopeless as we looked into the

future—our future!

"Bob often had to work until 8 or 8:30 at

night, and I'd sit around waiting for him—
wishing there was something I could do in

that extra time to help out the finances. And
then one night the idea struck me! Why not

work during those lonely hours? I didn't say

a word to Bob about it at first. I bought a

Royal Portable Typewriter—paid just a few

pennies a day—and went into 'business.' I

typed restaurant menus, bills for a drug

store, typed two medical papers for our fam-

ily doctor—you'd be surprised how things

mounted up. I'll never forget the night I

FREE CARRYING CASE. Mail the coupon for

complete information on how to buy a brand-
new Royal Portable for only a few pennies a

day. Also how to get a beautiful CARRYING
CASE FREE and the famous Tangora Touch
Typing Course FREE. Send the coupon.

VALUABLE FREE BOOK. Get the free book.
"Your 14% Better Chance for Success." Con-
tains valuable tips on standing out in school,

on getting ahead in business and social life.

Fascinating true-life stories. Send the coupon.

showed Bob the savings

book with my 'extra' earn-

ings in it! We were on our way!
"Bob got interested, too. Soon

he was typing as much as I was... only

his was in connection with his regular job.

He typed all his reports, and sent in typed

suggestions to the boss about ideas he had

for the business. It was this extra work that

showed the company what / knew Bob had

-and he got a raise—and another in three

months.

After marriage, too
"We've called that Royal Portable our

'Golden Chariot' ever since—and I honestly

believe I wouldn't be in Bob's arms tonight

if we hadn't had it two years ago. I still make
all our 'dancing' and entertainment money
on the Royal—and have swell fun doing it!

I should think every married woman, too,

could profit by my experience. It's so easy

to make 'pin-money'—and there's nothing

like a Royal Portable to help her. husband
get ahead- I know!"

You, too, can earn the extra money that rings "Wedding Bells"

ONLY A FEW PENNIES A DAY buys a

ROYAL PORTABLE
"The Tvoewriter Everyone Can Use

Royal Typewriter Company
Dept. PL-1,2 Park Ave., New York, N. Y.

D I should like to know how 1 can get a Royal Portable for only
a FEW PENNIES A DAY, with FREE Carrying Case and
FREE Touch Typing Guide.

D 1 would like a FREETRlALof a Royal Portable in my home,
without any obligation on my part.

Also send FREE copy of your book, "Your 14% BetterChance
for Success.

Name



Her Singing Coach Advised

Carole Lombard prefers luckies

BECAUSE THEY'RE EASIER ON HER THROAT

WHEN I had to sing in a recent picture,"

says Carole Lombard, "I considered giv-

ing up smoking. But my voice teacher said I

needn't if I'd select a light smoke— Luckies.

"I soon found that even when singing and
acting 12 hours a day, I can smoke as many
Luckies as I like . . . without the slightest

throat irritation."

The reason Luckies are easy on Miss
Lombard's throat is because the process "It's

Toasted" takes out certain throat irritants

found in all tobacco— even the finest.

And Luckies do use the finest tobacco.

Sworn records show that among indepen-
dent tobacco experts— auctioneers, buyers,

warehousemen, etc. —Lucky Strike has twice

as many exclusive smokers as have ail other

cigarettes combined.

In the honest judgment of those who
spend their lives buying, selling and
handling tobacco. . .with men who know
tobacco best. . . it's Luckies — 2 to 1.

*Star of the new Paramount
production "True Confession"

A Light Smoke
EASY ON YOUR THROAT — "IT'S TOASTED"

V *

Wrm f/A

WITH TOBACCO EXPERTS..,

WITH MEN WHO KNOW TOBACCO Bl



Sigrid Gurie

Gary Cooper
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FACTORY TO YOU
NEW REMINGTON NOISELESS PORTABLE

A DAY
AT LAST! The famous Reming-
ton Noiseless Portable that speaks

in a whisper is available for only

lOp a day. Here is your opportu-

nity to get a real Remington Noise-

less Portable direct from the fac-

tory. Equipped with all attachments that make
for complete writing equipment. Standard key-

board. Automatic ribbon reverse. Variable line

spacer and all the conveniences of the finest

portable ever built. PLUS the NOISELESS
feature. Act now while this special opportunity

holds good. Send coupon TODAY for details.

YOU DON'T RISK A PENNY
We send you the Remington Noiseless Portable

direct from the factory with 10 days' FREE
trial. If you are not satisfied, send it back. WE
PAY ALL SHIPPING CHARGES.

FREE
TYPING COURSE
With your New Remington Noiseless Portable
we will send you—absolutely FREE—a 19-page
course in typing. It teaches the Touch System,
used by all expert typists. It is simply written
and completely illustrated. Instructions are as
simple as A, B, C. Even a child can easily understand this method. A little

study and the average person, child or adult, becomes fascinated. Follow
this course during the 10-Day Trial Period we give you. with your type-
writer and you will wonder why you ever took the trouble to write letters

by hand.

MONEY-MAKING OPPORTUNITIES OPEN. Hundreds
of jobs are waiting for people who can type. A typewriter
helps you put your ideas on paper in logical, impressive
form. ..helps you write clear, understandable sales reports,
letters, art icles, stories. A Remington Portable hasstarted
many a 'young man and woman on the road to success.

CLIP COUPON NOW...
Remington Rand Inc., Dept. 235- 12

465 Washington St.. Buffalo. N. T.
Please tell me how I can get a new Remington Noiseless Portable typewriter, plus
FREE Typing Course and Carrying Case, for only 10c a day. Also send me without
obligation, new illustrated catalogue.

Name :

MONEY
BACK

GUARANTEE

10-DAY
FREE TRIAL

OFFER

GREATEST TYPEWRITER BARGAIN

IN 10 YEARS

The gem of all portables. Im-
agine a machine that speaks in a
whisper . . . that removes all lim-

itations of time or place. You can
write in a library, a sick room, a
Pullman berth without the
slightest fear of disturbing others.

And in addition to quiet is a su-

perb performance that literally

makes the words seem to flow

from the machine. Equipped
with all attachments that make
for complete writing equipment,
the Remington Noiseless Port-

able produces manifolding and
stencil cutting of truly excep-

tional character. Furnished in

black with shining chromium
attachments. Mail coupon
today

!

FREE
CARRYING CASE
Also under this new Purchase Plan we will send
you FREE with every Remington Noiseless

Portable a special carrying case sturdily built of

3-ply wood. This handsome case is covered with
heavy Du Pont fabric. The top is removed by one motion, leaving the

machine firmly attached to the base. This makes it easy to use your Rem-
ington anywhere—on knees, in chairs, on trains. Don't delay . . . send in the

coupon for complete details!

A GIFT FOR ALL THE FAMILY. If you want a gift for birth-

day, Christmas or graduation . . . one Father, Mother, Sister or Brother will

use and appreciate for years to come . . . give a
Remington Noiseless Portable. We will send a

Remington Noiseless Portable to anyone you
name, and you can still pay for it at only 10c
a day. Few gifts are so universally pleasing as

a New Remington Noiseless Portable. Write
today.

Address-

City

SPECIFICATIONS. Stand-
ard Keyboard. Finished in glistening

black with chromium attachments.
Takes paper 9.5 inches wide. Writes
lines S.2 inches wide. Standard size,

12 yard ribbon. Makes up to 7 clear,

legible carbons. Back spacer. Full

size platen. Paper fingers, roller type.

Black key cards with white letters.

Double shift key and shift lock.

Right and left carriage release.

Right and left cylinder knobs. Large
cushion rubber feet. Single or double
space adjustment. All the modern fea-

tures plus the satisfaction of NOISE-
LESS operation.

PRINTED IN U. S.
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H Apple of the Hollywood eye now is

none other than that chip off the old

block, that wisecracking gallant . . .

CHARLIE MCCARTHY. Charlie, you
know, is W. C. FIELDS' nemesis on his

radio program—all right, he's a dummy, if

you insist, but to Hollywood he's more
than human—and so sensationally did he
go on the air that Samuel Goldwyn de-

cided he and his papa, EDGAR BERGEN,
should be on the screen. So, you'll be
seeing them, Charlie particularly, in The
Goldwyn Follies.

A gay blade, and a bold one, is Charlie.

He's already hired a Filipino valet—hon-
est!—and the things he doesn't think up
. . . ZORINA, the dancer, who appears in

the film with him, made her first scene with
Charlie on her knee, so ever since Charlie

has been shouting, to the delight of the

company and Zorina's confusion, "Where's
Zorina, she's my girl."

B8 Panic note: Andre Kostelanetz, LILY
PONS' orchestra - leader - beloved

who's been flying to Hollywood from New
York every week-end to see her and re-

turning east regularly on Mondays . . .

changed his mind about leaving the diva

and remained in Hollywood an entire

week! Airline officials simply couldn't

stand the strain, so Kostelanetz had to ex-
plain to each individually that no, he really

wasn't hopping east until NEXT week.

B We've heard of all manner of gifts

that stars present fellow workers upon
finishing a picture, but those of

ELEANOR POWELL, when she com-
pleted the big chorus number in Rosalie,

take the cake.

In this number, two hundred chorus

boys assist her. Eleanor asked one what
he thought they would like, and without
hesitating a moment the chap cracked,

"They'd like a kiss."

"Oke," twinkled the dancing star, and
a moment later two hundred delighted

young men, grinning to a man stood in

line while Eleanor went down the line im-
planting a hearty smack upon the lips of

each.

K Mention of kissing brings to mind the

case of one ALLEN CURTIS, JOAN
CRAWFORD'S new leading man in

Mannequin.
For several weeks young Mister Curtis

had maintained a calm bespeaking years

of practice and experience. But . . . came
the day when Joan was to kiss him, long

and passionately.

It was another young man who came

out from under that clinch. He was in-

articulate, perspiring, a bundle of raw
nerves. So jittery did he wax that he re-

quired an hour to regain composure suffi-

ciently to continue with the glamorous

star.

LIFE IN THE HOLLYWOODS:

f§ JEANETTE MacDONALD always

wears a wig, to protect her hair from

the glaring set lights, whenever she makes
a picture . . . you've never seen her real

tresses on the screen . . . ordinarily,

CHARLIE CHAPLIN is a retiring soul, but
invest him with the mood and he's the

gayest of the gay . . . he and PAULETTE
GODDARD staged an impromptu Rumba

So you think that the proper costume for skiing

includes mufflers and mittens! Virginia Grey,

featured M-G-M player has other ideas, but

that is not snow she is standing in. It's sand,

and she is ready to practice slalom racing in the

dunes near Hollywood for mid-winter sport

at one of the night spots that will be the

talk of the town, lo, these many, many
months to come . . . RICHARD ARLEN
adds a square-cut emerald to the

specially-fashioned links of the spouse

—

Joby's diamond and emerald bracelet,

every wedding anniversary . . . what will it

be like in years to come? . . SHIRLEY
ROSS gave her parents a trip to Europe

as a silver wedding anniversary present

. . . WILLIAM GARGAN has purchased

the home occupied by JEAN HARLOW
before her death . . . PHIL BAKER lost

twenty-five pounds for his role in The

Goldwyn Follies, only to discover that he

had to wear Eskimo raiment for his first

scenes in the picture . . . and so he dropped

another ten, just like that . . . because she

just loves thrills, MARGOT GRAHAME
subscribes to twenty-two—yes, 22—de-

tective magazines . . . mebbe that's why
she always looks so mysterious! . . . AND
because she wanted atmosphere, and
plenty of it, for her role with CAROLE
LOMBARD in True Confession, UNA
MERKEL spent three days visiting the

Los Angeles and Hollywood jails . . .

OLIVIA DE HAVILLAND is having

trouble with her eyes . . . even though
studios no longer use Kliegs, lights are

so powerful that the dainty starlet was
forced to remain in a darkened room for

several days ... to look at her you'd never

suspect it, but JANE WYMAN, for all that

baby-appearance, is a poker fiend . . . and
she ALWAYS wins ... WE KNOW!

SB He'll probably maim us for mention-

ing this, but ARCHIE MAYO can't call

his life his own in his very own home. And
Archie, as you probably know, is as hard
and as tough as the pictures he directs.

Reason: The little woman has furnished

several rooms in cream satin and taffeta

. . . and if she finds Archie lolling at his

ease on any of the pieces he's in the dog-
house FOR DAYS. Archie, our heart

bleeds for you . . . we have a new green

rug ourselves that we can't even WALK
on!

H BRITISH CORONATION ECHO:
Since his return to England DOUG-

LAS FAIRBANKS, JR., has sent a num-
ber of his friends in Hollywood complete

sets of Coronation phonographic records.

It takes an entire evening to play them.

U Pals of WALLACE BEERY, once sat-

isfied that the actor wasn't danger-

ously injured by that accidental gunshot

wound incurred during the filming of

[Continued on page 8]
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Every medicine
cabinet needs one!

Shows ieaspoons

and tablespoons.

Ends alt guesswork

whenever you
measure medicine.

Offer limited. Get yours while

they last— af your druggist!

FREE WITH 6 OUNCE
BOTTLE OF ZONITE

1 . BAD BREATH—Gargle, rinse, brush teeth

with Zonite dilution. Zonite removes causes

of halitosis— kills tobacco breath, even
onion breath!

2. DANDRUFF— Zonite actually destroys

dandruff and all scalp germs

—

at contact!
Ends nasty scalp odor. Use Zonite scalp

treatment when washing head.

3. CUTS AND WOUNDS—Zonite kills many
kinds of dangerous germs, not just one or

two. Then tissues heal in less time! Apply
Zonite wet dressing at once.

4. SORE THROAT—Zonite kills "cold bugs"
at start! At first sign of irritation, gargle

every 2 hrs. with Zonite dilution.

5. "ATHLETE'S FOOT"— Zonite treatment
gives quick relief from itching. For preven-

tion, bathe feet in Zonite solution.

DfiflUll) L £ s s o n
Eleanor Fisher, chosen
i4Miss Typical America"
in the contest conducted
by Trne Confessions
magazine, won a week in

Hollywood. But pro-
ducers saw her.and she is

starting a screen career
in Paramount'^ True
Confession, starring

Carole Lombard

John Barrymore, who plays a prominent

part in True Confession, realized that the

lovely contest winner might be camera
shy, and offered to give her a drama
lesson on her very first day on the set

"That's pretty!" glares the helpful John,

"but where's the emotion, the action, the

thrills?" So he goes into real action

Above, "Try this for a fright scene," sug-

gests Professor Barrymore, proving that

Martha Raye has a serious rival in him.

Eleanor tries her best to keep up . . . and

down, and out. Left, "Can you look cross-

eyed? It has nothing to do with acting,

but it's fun," concludes Barrymore. "And
that's the point of Lesson Number One:

Make your work fun. Then it won't be

work and you'll succeed at it." Eleanor

agrees that it's fun, and plenty of it

Accept No Substitutes! Always Insist on the Advertised Brand!



Adolph Zukor presents

Oscar Homolka
(By arrangement with Gaumont British

Picture Corporation Limited)

Frances Farmer
Ray Milland
"EBB TIDE

A Lucien Hubbard Production with

Lloyd Nolan • Barry Fitzgerald
Based on the story by

Robert Louis Stevenson and Lloyd Osborne

Directed by JAMES HOGAN
Photographed in Technicolor

A Paramount Picture

Paramount gives you
"ebb tide"...the first sea

llCTURE IN

The story of a man
who thought
he was God! . .

.

HUISH, the little Cockney, had sobered up long enough to

take a fling at stopping this madman with the rifle. Now
he lay, dying a rat's death in a pool of vitriol. Thorbecke,

outcast of the Seven Seas, had done the same. Now his

hands pointed in mute surrender at the cobalt heaven of this

island of pearls. Only Herrick was left to defend the girl

against this man who thought he was God. Herrick! Uni-

versity man turned beach-comber. The madman's gun lifted

again, cocked. The girl saw his eyes, the eyes of a devil. The

gun leveled . . . the shot rang out to shatter the somnolent

quiet of the island . . . forever.

Had the madman won ? Had Huish's pitiful little life been

tossed on the lap of the gods in vain? Had Thorbecke

brought them through the fury of the hurricane for this?

Was Herrick to lose his one last chance to

prove himself a man ? Was this beautiful white

girl to descend into the pit of a madman's

private hell forever?

The South Seas . . . Robert Louis Stevenson's South Seas, with

all their haunting beauty . . .with all their primitive, soul-searing

adventure . . . with all the vicious fury of their mighty ship-de-

stroying typhoons . . . now at last brought to the screen as

Stevenson himself saw them in this greatest of all adventure-pic-

tures, produced in natural color . . . Another thundering triumph

for the company which gave you the first natural color adventure-

picture, "The Trail of the Lonesome Pine" . . . PARAMOUNT!

When Answering Advertisements, Please Mention December HOLLYWOOD
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BINNIE BARNES
NEW UNIVERSAL Fl

CMu/Uf^

PALM SPRIN

There s a very special reason why you

should choose your silverware service

now. . . With the $4.75 Quantity Saving,

your dealer is offering the PALM SPRINGS

CHEST— a 60-pieceService for 8, at only

$29.75. And you receive a $2.50 Pierced

Pastry Server, plus a tarnish-proof Wood

• Chest worth $5.00, Free. Visit your dealer

— see the PALM SPRINGS CHEST at once.

1881

W ROGERSm
made by oneiDfl LTD.
THE SERVICE OF THE STARS

Copyright 1937 Oneida Ltd.

Hollywood IV
Tewsreel

[Continued from page 3]

This picture was taken just before Martha Raye and her husband, Hamilton (Buddy) Westmore,

decided to call the whole thing off. Little Diane Toy, featured entertainer at the Hawaiian
Paradise night club didn't know it, but she was singing the "Farewell Blues" for the Westmores

Bad Man of Brimstone, framed the he-
man of the movie. The day after he was
taken to the hospital, large and elaborately

tied packages began to arrive at the bed-
side of the disgruntled star. Opened, they

revealed all manner of toy pistols and
other juvenile western regalia. Wally was
all for getting up then and there and beat-

ing up—in a nice way, of course—the kind
donors.

H Here's a new idea for husbands and
wives . . .

EDDIE CANTOR never knows where
he's going upon completion of a picture

until he's actually there. No, we're NOT
talking in riddles . . . Eddie's wife, Ida,

the celebrated Ida, packs his bags herself

and drives him to a destination known
only to herself and a hotel manager. That's

her way of making Eddie take a much-
needed rest.

ROMANCE? NOW YOU MAY KNOW:

LORETTA YOUNG and JOE MAN-
KIEWICZ still that way ... so, too,

MARGO and FRANCIS LEDERER, and
IDA LUPINO and LOUIS HAYWARD . . .

both NAN GREY and WAYNE MORRIS
swear they'll marry soon, despite all re-

ports to contrary . . . JOHNNY DOWNS
now headman in MARY CARLISLE'S
life . . . but occasionally Johnny's still

glimpsed with ELEANORE WHITNEY . .

.

evidently MICHAEL BARTLETT'S war-

bling has found response in FLORENCE
RICE'S heart, for she seldom goes out

with another . . . JUNE LANG and
MORRIE MORRISON, polo player, spat-

ting . . . then making up when Morrie sent

her a baby lime tree for her garden . . .

it's young JACK WARNER now who's
squiring pretty, dark-orbed MARY MA-
GUIRE about town . . . and mere mention
of VIC ORSATTI, JUNE LANG'S recent

ex-spouse, bringing soft blushes to the

cheeks of VIRGINIA FIELDS . . . MAYO
METHOT and HUMPHREY BOGART
claim they'll merge as soon as their re-

spective divorces are final . . . SIMONE
SIMON always seen with GENE
MARKEY of evenings ... and ANITA
LOUISE confining herself to one BUDDY
ADLER . . . MICKEY MOUSE still mak-
ing google-eyes at MINNIE!

DOROTHY LAMOUR, despite her

calm and serious face, is one of the

greatest ribbers in the film colony. During
filming of The Hurricane, in which she en-

acts the leading feminine role to JON
HALL'S male, she drove young Mister

Hall nearly to distraction by refusing to

believe he did the high diving in the pic-

ture. She claimed—loudly, too—that he
used a double.

Hall, from Tahiti and practically born in

the water, burned. Long and earnestly he
tried to convince Dorothy that he per-

formed all the diving and swimming him-
[Continued on page 12]
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THE MOST EXCITING SCREEN EVENT OF ALL TIME!

'Tonight's our night

— there may never
^

fee a tomorrow

WARNER BROS.pr

COLBERT
cVt£e6 BOYER

in the most lovable, laughable comedy of a decade!

TOVARICH
f

supported hy a huge cast of famous stars including

BASIL RATHBONE
/ * ANITA LOUISE * *

MELVILLE COOPER • ISABEL JEANS I _
MORRIS CARNOVSKY • VICTOR KILIAN • Directed by V-. W-

Anatole Litvak • Screen play by Casey Robinson • Adapted

from the play by Jacques Deval • English Version by Robert E. '--{*'

Sherwood • Music by Max Steiner • A Warner Bros. Picture -w«~

* :A
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DO XXXS

SIGNIFY KISSES?

• Wlien people could not write, they used to

"make a cross"—and often kissed it as a sign

of good faith. Hence the cross (on paper)

came to represent a kiss.*

Today, Campana's label on a bottle of

Italian Balni is a "mark of good faith" with

you. Close inspection has safeguarded your
confidence in Italian Balm from the moment
the "raw materials" enter the Campana labo-

ratories until the bottled product has been
shipped to a store in your community.
Many physicians, dentists, nurses and other

professional people will tell you that with
Campana's equipment lor

making a skin protector
— plus scientific analysis

and control of manufac-
ture— there's no doubt
that Italian Balm is a su-

perior skin preparation.

Why not try it-FBEE?
Get a Vanity Bottle— use
Italian Balm for several

days. Compare results.

(•Authority: "Nutlets of Knowledge"
—Geo.W. Stimpson, Pub., Blue Ribbon
Books.)

ItalianBalm
An Exclusive Formula— A Secret Process

CAMPANA SALES CO.
192 Lincolnway, Batavia, Illinois

Gentlemen: I have never tried Italian

Balm. Please send me VANITY Bottle

FREE and postpaid.

JANE WITHERS PLAYS

miss smith emus
TO HOLLYWOOD MAGAZINE READERS!

Jane Withers is singing with pleasure because she thought up the happy

idea of giving a piano just like her new one to the winner of this contest

a, Ltd.. F-192 CaUdonia Ed.. Ton

B Jane Withers, talented little starlet at

20th Century-Fox studios, has played
a great many roles to the vast delight of

motion picture audiences in this country
and abroad, but none has given her such
pleasure as the one of "Miss Santa Claus"

which she is playing for Hollywood
Magazine readers this month.
Playing Santa Claus means, of course,

giving things away—and that is exactly

what she is going to do! And. here's the

reason why!
Jane has just finished a starring role in

her latest picture, 45 Fathers, and in a short

time will begin work in Checkers with
Stuart Erwin and Una Merkel. When this

picture is completed she is scheduled for

a great part in Salome Jane.

Like adult movie stars, little Jane is

curious about the kind of roles her ad-
mirers like to see her in and to satisfy her
curiosity she has decided, since Christmas

is just around the corner, to sponsor a con-

test among Hollywood Magazine readers.

As "Miss Santa Claus," Jane is going

to give away the following presents to the

winners:

1st Prize

A $120 miniature piano—an exact dupli-

cate of the one her mother recently gave

her.

2nd Prize

A standard make radio.

Consolation Prizes

Ten of the famous "Jane Withers" dolls.

H These are the prizes—and here's the

way to go about winning them!
All you have to do is to write a letter

addressed to the Jane Withers Santa Claus

Contest, and state, in TWENTY-FIVE
WORDS OR LESS, the kind of role you
prefer to see Jane play in future motion
pictures at 20th Century-Fox Studios,

and why.
You can write your letter in pen, pencil,

or on the typewriter—the main idea is to

WRITE. And since this contest will close

December 10th there isn't much time to

do that if you want Jane to play her "Miss
Santa Claus" role in your home.

This contest is OPEN to ALL readers,

young and old!

Address your letters to the:

Jane Withers Santa Claus Contest,

c/o Hollywood Magazine,

Fawcett Publications, Inc.,

1501 Broadway, N. Y. C.

Sole judges of the contest will be Jane
Withers and the editorial staff of Holly-
wood Magazine.

No entries will be returned. In case of

ties, duplicate prizes will be awarded.

Ej Now that you've read the rules and
details of this easy contest, learned

what grand prizes the talented and gen-

erous Jane is offering, the next step is to

SEND IN YOUR LETTER TODAY!
And a very merry Christmas to the win-

ner!

10 Accept No Substitutes! Always Insist on the Advertised Bra^td!
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Not since the days of Chaplin

and Harold Lloyd has so much

money,talent and creative effort

been devoted to pure comedy
— zestfully spiced with music,

youthful allure and romance.

THE NEW UNIVERSAL presents

ft

MS

*fliV

s
^^0j

MISCHA AUER JEMMY SAVO BERT LAHR

HOUSE

THE 4 HORSEMEN
OF HILARITY

ERRYGO
ROUNDS
%$T A TEN-STAR FUN FROLIC
t|3

with BERT LAHR JIMMY SAVO • BILLY HOUSE

ALICE BRADY • MISCHA AUER • JOY HODGES

LOUISE FAZENDA • JOHN KING • BARBARA

READ DAVE APOLLON and His Orchestra

Screenplay by Monte Brice and A. Dorian Otvos

Directed by Irving Cummings
Original story by Monte Brice and Henry Myers

Produced by B. G. DeSYLVA
CHARLES R.ROGERS

When Answering Advertisements, Please Mention December HOLLYWOOD 11



WITH MY

LANE HOPE CHEST"
says Rochelle Hudson

20th Cenlury-Fox Star

Give This TRUE Love Gift

WHEN you select this romantic gift in

which your future home will start, be
sure it is a genuine LANE—the glorified mod-
ern Hope Chest, with exclusive features that
give absolute moth protection—backed by a
free moth insurance policy. Your Lane dealer
is now showing a glorious array of the latest
Lane models at surprisingly modest prices. See
these ideal gifts for sweetheart, daughter,
sister, or mother before you make up vour gift

list. The LANE COMPANY, Inc., Dept. G,
Altavista, Virginia. Canadian Distributor:

Knechtel's, Ltd., Hanover, Ontario.

LAN E
CEDAR CHESTS

Hollywood Newsreel
[Continued from page 8]

self. In sheer desperation, he finally had
frames from the picture blown up (en-

larged) , to prove it really was he who took

all the risks.

EDUARDO CIANNELLI, screen vil-

lain par excellence seen in such films

as Winterset and Marked Woman, always

takes his nine-year-old son to see his pic-

tures himself, so that he may explain to

the boy just why he took such menacing
roles. The first time the son ever saw
his father on the screen he returned home
with wonderment in his eyes, and re-

garded his father with awe, and some
little suspicion. Ciannelli pere sees to it

that his son views his pictures only when
he himself is with him.

| No column of this nature is complete
these days without some mention of

JOHN BARRYMORE. Generally, such
mention is made in regard to ELAINE
BARRIE.

Just to be different, we're offering the

following incident that occurred re-

cently . . .

A lady visitor on the Paramount lot,

arriving at the Barrymore set, whispered
loudly to the boy escorting her that she
wanted to shake hands with the star.

"Nothing doing," quoth her guide.

Barrymore, sitting nearby, chanced to

overhear the request, and perked up his

head, indignantly, at the boy's retort.

"Of course, she can shake hands with
me," he declared, and, turning to the lady,

thrust out his hand and inquired, "How
are you?"
Reports have it that the entire company

swooned dead away.

Paulette Goddard chose a striking topcoat

of heavy wool, neatly nipped in at the waist-

line to bridge the climatic jump from Holly-

wood to New York when she took an American

Airlines sleeper plane recently. The snug

flat collar of fur is the newest 1937 note

THE GIFT THAT STARTS A HOME

12 Accept No Substitutes!

Si We're continually hearing acts of

kindness on the part of the stars, but
none warms our heart this month as does

that concerning TYRONE POWER.
As an investment, Tyrone purchased

the apartment building that housed him
when he was a struggling young actor in

Hollywood, still to be discovered and still

to soar to the heights. Sentiment, too,

played some small part in his choice of

this particular building, but in the main
the transaction was made because it

seemed like a sound business proposition.

But . . . that isn't all. Not by ANY
means. The first thing Tyrone did upon
taking the apartment over was to demand
a list of the names of tenants . . . and
issuing a paid up receipt to another young
actor he knew who was in arrears on his

rent! Pretty swell, don't you think?

LITTLE LOOK-SEES:

HUMPHREY BOGART is the only
film-gangster not fearful of firearms. The
majority—like EDWARD G. ROBINSON
and JAMES CAGNEY—are scared to

death of the guns they handle, despite the

fact they don't show it visibly.

[Continued on page 14]

Always Insist on the Advertised Brand!

Not the least part of the difficulty in playing

The Great Garrick was getting the proper swag-

gering swing on the cape. Here is Brian Aherne

in full action in the Warner Brothers film



ITS

From the pages of

greatest story comes

MOVING DRAMA OF A WOMAN^HO FACED

THE WORLD, ALONE, FOr/j^/Z^ ;'...

The picture with the perfect cast!

REPUBLIC P\CTURES presets

mm
MS TRIM

flffiBk TKStBKt

OTKTHER kNGEL
WITH WraELLY

«l:vu

PICTURE

Directed by GEORGE NtCHOLLS, JR.

Original story by Faith Baldwin

Associate producer ALBERT E.LEV0Y

When Answering Advertisements.. Please Mention December HOLLYWOOD 13



Hollywood Newsreel
[Continued from page 12]

ROYAL
VACUUM
CLEANER

in her

Hollywood

Home

Between scenes of Republic's Manhatfan Merry-Go-Round, Ann Dvorak

learned to play the Hawaiian steel guitar. Clyde S. Seeger is giving her a

lesson in her set dressing room while she waits for lights to be changed

-NX

/ ' 'iitf \ ^~-

SHIRLEY TEMPLE insists upon play-

ing "Holy Night" on the piano every time

a caller drops by the Temple home. She's

quite a trial to Mama Temple, at times . . .

with ALL her good points.

VICTOR McLAGLEN'S fifteen-year-

old son, Andrew, towers over him by
several inches. Andrew is six feet six

inches tall.

JOAN CRAWFORD is the most imi-

tated actress in South America. A writer

recently returned to Hollywood from a

jaunt through our neighboring continent

and everywhere, he declared, he saw girls

trying to emulate Joan. Especially in the

way of lip stick, may Heaven help them.

BUCK JONES, the western star, who
owns one of the largest yachts in the film

colony, ALWAYS gets sea-sick the first

day he puts out to sea for a cruise.

FRANCES FARMER is scarcely the

popular conception of a movie star. She
owns a single evening gown, drives an
old rattle-trap car and lives with her

husband, Leif Erickson, in a very modest
apartment. Her interest lies exclusively

in acting, and learning how to improve
her technique.

BERT WHEELER is planning a tour

of the English music halls, where he will

appear alone for the first time in several

years.

IRENE DUNNE cut short her Canadian
vacation two weeks so that she might re-

turn to her newly-adopted daughter,

Mary Frances. The star always carries

pictures of the baby around with her, and
upon the slightest provocation produces
them . . . along with a whole string of

anecdotes about the child.

H Hollywood has a bit of old England
all to itself in the eating line.

ROSCOE KARNS has opened a pic-

turesque little restaurant which he's

named BIT O' ENGLAND, and special-

izes in typical English dishes.

Back of this venture there's an amus-
ing story.

Roscoe always has been a dodo for big

mutton chops, but nowhere in Hollywood
could he find one. You know the kind,

twelve inches long and even more, and
broiled on an open charcoal grill fit for

kings.

Well, sir, to remedy this disheartening

prospect of going through life without

mutton chops, Roscoe was seized with an
idea. He was inspired, no less. He would
start a restaurant where nothing but mut-

Accept No Substitutes! Always Insist on the Advertised Brand!



ton chops—and, oh, yes, other English

dishes—were served. Hence, BIT O' EN-
GLAND was born, and Roscoe has his

chops and is clearing a pretty penny in

addition.

| Another mighty nice gesture that's

come to our attention concerns the

MAUCH TWINS. Billy and Bobby had
an interview date with a prominent
writer. Only Bobby, with his mother,
showed up.

"Billy will be a few minutes late," Mrs.

Mauch vouchsafed. "He insisted upon
going up to the front office. He wanted
to ask them to build up Bobby's part in

the picture they're making."
We're glad to be able to report that

his efforts were successful. The execu-
tives DID listen to his plea, and the reason
you'll see so much of Bobby in Penrod
and His Twin Brother is because Billy is

so devoted.

H While on the subject of juveniles, the

twelve kids playing in The Adven-
tures of Torn Sawyer—six boys and six

girls—have organized a Ten-Years-
From-Now-Club. Its object is to meet
for a banquet exactly ten years from the

date of completing the picture, to see what
has happened to the various members.
Among these are TOM KELLY, who
plays Tom, Jackie Moran, Cora Sue
Collins, David Holt and Marcia Mae

Freddie Bartholomew, veteran of legal battles,

also is a veteran of boyish mishaps, and seldom

is seen without a bandage or two on his exposed

portions. This time, his knee lost the decision

to the sidewalk in a soap-box scooter race. His

Aunt Cissie does not look worried, however

POPULAR MODEL GIVES

TIP ON SAVING

STOCKINGS!

ML in half &4

Here's the girl you see in lots of fashion

photographs— lovely Evelyn Kelly. "I

furnish my own stockings," she says, "and

Ivory Flakes save me money. Stockings

washed with pure suds

wear twice as long.'

ACTION! DEMANDS PHOTOGRAPHER. Look at the
strain on Evelyn's sheer stockings! They
can take it, because they're kept fresh and
strong by Ivory care!

Pure soap prevents weakening

of silk stockings

"Protecting the freshness of silk is the

whole secret of getting real wear from
stockings," say fine stores. "That's why we
advise the soap flakes made from the fa-

mous pure Ivory Soap— the soap that pro-

tects even a baby's young skin."

Don't pile up stockings you've worn

—

don't use any soap less pure than Ivory

Flakes

—

don't let your stockings get stale.

All these make silk grow weak and old.

Start tonight with Ivory Flakes. One
minute of daily care can add weeks of

wear—Ivory Flakes are pure economy!

When Answering Advertisements, Please Mention December HOLLYWOOD 15



STOP THAT
COLD!

Curb It Before It

Gets Going!
A cold once settled is a hard thing to dislodge.

You want to treat it quickly. You want to treat

it seriously.

Grove's Laxative Bromo Quinine (LBQ
tablets) are what you want to take for a cold.

First, they are no cure-all. They are made ex-
pressly for colds and for nothing else.

Secondly, they are internal medication. A
cold is an internal infection and should be
treated as such.

4 Important Effects!

Grove's Bromo Quinine tablets do four im-
portant things in the treatment of a cold.

1

.

They open the bowels.
2. They check the infection in the system.

3. They relieve the headache and fever.

4. They tone the system and help fortify

against further attack.

Bromo Quinine tablets now come sugar-coated

as well as plain. They are sold by all drug stores,

a few cents a box.
The moment you feel a cold coming on, turn

to Bromo Quinine tablets. Taken promptly,
they'll usually
break up the cold
in 24 hours—and
that's the speed of
action you want.
Ask for Grove's

Bromo Quinine
tablets and accept
nothing else.

A Cold is an
Internal Infection

and Requires

nternal

Treatment

GROVE'S LAXATIVE

BROMO
QUININE
Listen to Gen. Hugh S. Johnson on Radio!

NBC Blue Network. Mon. & Thurs. 8-8:15 p.m.
EST; Tues. & Wed. 10-10:15 p.m. EST.

Yes, it's hard work ihey do in the movies. Here are the Sultan and the Sultana

putting in a strenuous day's labor in Ali fiofco Goes to Town at Twentieth Century-

Fox. Come out from behind that beard, Roland Young, we know you. The

beauteous lady beside him is Louise Hovick, better known as Gypsy Rose Lee

Jones. It's interesting to note that all the

girls want to be actress, while not one
of the boys cares a whoop about it.

I So now you know how styles are

born, especially hats. . . .

Directly following the premiere of
Enrile Zola five budding stars accosted
MILO ANDERSON who designed all the

costumes for the pictures, and asked him
to design hats for them, "like Muni's in

the picture."

At a loss, at first, Anderson asked for

particulars.

"You know," came back the reply,

"Muni's NIGHTCAP, the one with the
tassle!"

Ohmigosh!

HOLLYWOODOINGS:

M Whenever ANN SHERIDAN wants to

rib her husband. EDWARD NORRIS
—you saw him in They Won't Forget—she
uses his real name and introduces him as

Septimus Norris . . . and he comes right

back with hers, Clara Lou . . . CRANE
WILBUR, the erstwhile motion picture

favorite, is directing for Warner Bros. . . .

CLAUDETTE COLBERT spoke French
throughout the filming of Tovarich to Di-
rector ANATOLE LITVAK, in all her
dealings with him . . . and on the same set

ANITA LOUISE tried to keep cool by rub-
bing her wrists with ice ... it was that hot

. . . LUPE VELEZ, at the harbor to see

about having her boat painted, got more
paint than she bargained for . . . she
walked under a ladder—and Lupe's SO
superstitious, too—and received a spray-

gun full of green paint head-on . . . little

Melinda Markey, JOAN BENNETTS
younger daughter, will accompany her fa-

mous mother on tour with the Stage

Door company . . . the girls are baby-
showering again for DIXIE LEE CROSBY
. . . Dorothy McNulty, playing the lead

with HUMPHREY BOGART in Swing
Your Lady, is a niece of Postmaster-Chief
James Farley . . . JOAN "CRAWFORD'S
niece, three-year-old Joan Le Sueur, in-

sists that she be called Joan CRAWFORD
. . . MOVITA (Mrs. Franchot Tone in

Mutiny On the Bounty) is starring in a

series of pictures for Monogram . . . great

excitement at the MISCHA AVER manse
when Tony, the young hopeful, fell out of

bed trying to mimic his father's now-his-
toric monkey act, and broke two teeth . . .

ANDREA LEEDS is the most rushed

young lady in town, and with reason . . .

she is one of the most fascinating, not to

mention one of our most promising ac-

tresses . . . SHIRLEY TEMPLE now cooks

IRISH STEW on her miniature electric

stove . . . give WARNER BAXTER a few
days off and he's bound to hire a boat and
go fishin' . . . ANN DVORAK really incon-

solable after her pet bird, Benito, that she

had nursed up to young manhood, de-

cided he'd see a bit of the world, and flew

away . . . Ann had raised him from a pup
. . . JIMMY DURANTE—can you stand it?

—will CROON in College Follies oj 1938!

. . .GERTRUDE NIESEN, ensconced in her

new home in Holmby Hills, ripped out the

elaborate staircase she had had put in and

substituted a mammoth marble staircase

. . . JAMES CAGNEY turned over his

Beverly home to Edward L. Alperson,

president of Grand National—to whom he

is under contract—when he went east on
holiday . . . since appearing in Thin Ice,

ARTHUR TREACHER has received a lot

of "crush" fan mail . . . ANN SOTHERN
gave her husband ROGER PRYOR a pair

of platinum and sapphire cuff links, notes

of music being etched in sapphires . . .
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those who enjoyed FERNAND GRAVET
in The King and the Chorus Girl will hear
him sing several songs in his new flicker,

Food for Scandal ... the PAT O'BRIENS
so crazy about green that their entire

house is an orgy of that color . . . china,

linen, bric-a-brac, tiles, all green . . .

BARBARA REED such a candid camera
fiend that she snapped the officer arrest-

ing her for speeding.

B Two former stars, MARY MILES
MINTER and CLARA BOW, have

gone into business. Mary now is an
interior decorator and has a swanky shop
filled with antiques, and Clara, with REX
BELL, recently opened the IT Club, di-

rectly across the street from the Brown
Derby. It is a night spot . . . done mod-
ernistically—to which the film crowd is

flocking, and thrice a week Clara puts in

an appearance, to greet old friends and
welcome new.

B GRETA GARBO has nothing on
DEANNA DURBIN, when it comes to

guarding her address. Only two men in

the entire Universal studio know where
she lives. Reason for this lies in fact that

Deanna's parents don't want a bodyguard
for their daughter—they think it's too

undemocratic—and by closely guarding
the whereabouts of the home Deanna
won't be bothered by kidnapers.

H Fury note: Since an item appeared
that CAROLE LOMBARD planned

building on some ranch property, she has

received in the neighborhood of forty calls

a day from contractors and other building

men. And all the while Carole wants to

SELL the place!

ANTHONY QUINN, remembered as

the young officer in Last Train from
Madrid, is the reason for KATHARINE
DE MILLE'S standing luncheon date,

while LEE BOWMAN is the latest high-

[Continued on page 63]

What do you think of Ann Sothern's very,

very long bob? That is Frank Milan with

her, and evidently the Pacific-Southwest

tennis matches are going to suit them
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&6& CANTOR
1001 SIGHTS!

002 LAUGHS!
s Eddie turnsBagdad in-as Eddie turnsBagdad in-

'gag-dad and streamlines

be Sultan's swinedom!

Hund

WITH ALL THESE MERRY-MAKING ENTERTAINERS

TONY MARTIN • ROLAND YOUNG
JUNE LANG • LOUISE HOVICK

JOHN CARRADINE DOUGLAS DUMBRILLE
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plays a determined whirlwind of a little girl whc

finds jobs for an entire symphony orchestra in Uni-

versale charming comedy-drama, 100 Men and a G>rl
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LEAD WITH VOIR LEFT
I* LOVE

The battle of the sexes goes on

and on. but here is one way to

have romance without tears

By JESSIE HENDERSON

| "In love," said Robert Young, "it's a good idea to lead with

your left. Oh, not literally! Psychologically."

Munching a sandwich in his shiny new dressing-room at

Metro-Goldwyn-rMayer, ear alert for the call back to the set.

Bob was talking about the several recent pictures in which he's

played the role of carefree jokester. Played it especially with

the girl whom he's supposed to love.

"It's a mental angle," he made clear, "that's very important.

Courtship ought to be a joyous game instead of a series of

raptures and quarrels. I say it ought: I don't say it

ever will be, except on the screen. Off the screen,

people don't have to obey a director, more's the pity

"At that, why can't the boy friend take a tip from

the movies? Why doesn't the Boy lead with his left and
keep the Girl guessing? The best scenarios work it out

that way."

| Young assumed a posture of self-defense. Protected

by his right, he made playful dabs at an imaginary

adversary with his left, jerking his head from one side

to the other as if to dodge return dabs coming thick

and fast.

"See?" he inquired, "only do it conversationally, not

with your fists. Keep her guessing because you're

funny, like that character I played in 7 Met Him In Paris.

He always spoke lightly. He always joked, and the

result was that she never felt sure of him. He never
let her take the lead.

"It should work the same way for the girl. No reason

why she can't always dance lightly through a courtship,

too; no reason why she can't lead with her own left and
save herself from being hurt, if there's even the remote
possibility of disillusionment or of disappointment. The
heroine of J Met Him In Paris was all right, you remem-
ber, so long as she didn't let herself get too serious in her
humorous affection for the two men.

"Now," admitted Bob, resuming his chair and his

coffee, "I think I can qualify as an expert in giving

advice of this kind—a screen expert, so to speak. You
see, I've led with my left in

several pictures. I've been the

playboy frolicking a b o u t

—

fond of the girl, but never
without a laugh on the lip and
a jest on the instant, no mat-
ter how crucial the situation.

In fact, the more crucial the

situation, the more the sce-

narist made me joke and jape
and clown . . . And I believe

Robert Young, ve+er

many screen triangles,

you some illuminating hi

to the successes of h

souciant characters. You

him put the formula into

tice next in The Bride

Red >*ith Joan C r a *

life (and certainly love) would be better if people went about it

with a lee-eetle more merriment."

As he intimated, Bob Young ought to know—cinematically-^if
anyone does. Consider his cinema record of late. He laughed at

fate in Married Before Breakfast, with Florence Rice as the girl.

He positively guffawed at fate in The Bride Comes Home and J

Met Him In Paris, with Claudette Colbert as the girl both times.

And he's still jauntily tweaking the nose of fate in The Bride
Wore Red, with Joan Crawford as the bride of whom Young,
engaged to another, is enamored.

"But you can overdo it," Bob gave warning, "I mean, in

real life. Once I knew a fellow who tried to follow out what
he'd watched succeed on the screen. He forgot that the success
of these debonair characters on the screen is due to what the

scenarist puts in the plot.

"Instead of being fairly subtle, he went in for practical jokes.

The girl was rather dignified. He wanted her to catch the spirit

of play. When he pretended to be deaf, and let people yell at

him all evening at a party, it bored her. When he collected a

bunch of firecrackers somewhere and set 'em under her window
at three o'clock on Christmas morning, it made her mad. But
when he sent a beautiful white box on her birthday and she

opened it and found it full of beautiful white mice, it scared her
half to death and she broke the engagement with a bang you
could hear in the chatter columns clear across the country.

"That's a case of being too darned funny. It's much worse
than not being funny at all.

"But if only the Boy can be joyous and lightsome in the right

degree, and the Girl can respond in kind, there's nothing more
enjoyable than courtship. Let them both spar pleasantly, neither

one gaining a chance for a swift right to the jaw, and it's an ideal

engagement. The trouble with most lovemaking is that instead of

leading with his left, the Boy leads with his chin. I guess the

Girl does, too. [Continued on page 65]
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SHE SHALL HAVE

music
WHEREVER
SHE U O E S

BY JOHN LEROY JOHNSTON

| At the peak of one of the world's

most brilliant careers Joan Crawford

admits she is counting the days until she

can prepare herself for a second career

—

the ultimate career of her dreams. For

Joan Crawford aspires to the opera and

to the concert stage, and when Joan Craw-
ford sets her mind to a thing she usually

accomplishes it.

Joan Crawford's great passion is music.

Few actresses have surpassed her in the

ranks of movieland's famous stars; in pop-

ularity; in beauty or industry, but Joan

is far from satisfied with her attainments.

By 1940 she wants to win the plaudits of

her friends and critics, not by her motion

picture work, but by the sheer merit of

her singing voice. To reach such heights

Joan Crawford has quietly but consistent-

ly carried out a well organized plan to

perfect herself for the singing roles she

hopes to play a few years hence, and she

sincerely looks upon her brilliant movie

career as a mere prologue to what is

planned for the future.

No star in the history of the screen has

evidenced day after day a more honest

love for music or has taken greater in-

spiration from the finer works of musical

composition, of interpretation and of in-

dividual expression than the star of The
Bride Wore Red, and Mannequin.

In her home the restful music room
contains a huge combination radio and
orthophonic phonographwhich is switched

on most of the time the actress is at home.

There are special musical selections for

early morning when she makes ready for

the studio, others for breakfast, others

still for evening. Hers is not an artificial

or affected love for music but a deeply

genuine dependence upon music and a

true appreciation of its influence.

At the studio, her portable Colonial

dressing room is never more than ten

feet from a special phonograph and Eddie
Claremont, whose sympathetic under-

standing of music and of Joan's moods
has kept him steadily employed at that

phonograph for nearly four years.

In 1933 Eddie Claremont came to Miss

Crawford's dressing room to deliver 20

operatic records the star had ordered by
phone. His manner and his interest in the

records impressed his customer. Today he

has 5,000 records catalogued (most of

them memorized and within easy reach)

and without instructions he

proceeds, as Joan says, "to

work out a musical score for

every day of the picture." He
senses Miss Crawford's moods
by her morning greeting.

Throughout the day he plays

recordings which he feels

will help build the spirit in

her work.

"One day recently I had

some excited, staccato

scenes to . do," says Joan.

"Scenes that forced me to act

mentally upset, impatient,

cranky. Miss Arzner, our

director, explained the tempo.

I went to my room to read

over my lines and rehearse

by myself. Suddenly Eddie

started playing Poor Johnny
One Note. He played it and

played it until I thought I

would go frantic. When I was
called to the set I gave him a

wilting look but he smiled

and played the song twice

more before the scene was
shot. I was certainly in the

mood for that scene! We
finished the whole thing in a

minute or two! Eddie kept

out of the way for a few
minutes afterward, but he
knew he was really helping

me, even though I didn't

appear exactly pleased by the

song."

| Miss Crawford has a

standing order for 200

recordings each month and frequently

orders 50 and 100 English, French and

German records from Europe. She has

2,000 European records. She has every

record Bing Crosby has made; the last

records made by the late Russ Columbo.
Her file on Henry King, Benny Goodman
and Eddie Duchin is complete. She likes

Gertrude Niesen's throaty recordings and
the records of Frances Langford and
Ruth Etting. Ray Noble's recordings put

her in a dancing mood and when she

appears in romantic scenes there are

always a dozen Gene Raymond (British)

or Wayne King records near the studio

phonograph. Henry King's recent My
Day Begins and Ends With You is a

favorite. She admits being thrilled by the

singing of Paul Robeson and Lawrence
Tibbett, and a negro choir always wins
her enthusiastic applause.

Among her most played records are

La Traviata, Rigoletto, La Tosca, Madame
Butterfly, de Bussey's By the Light of the

Moon, Tristan and Isolde, Overture to

Rienze, Schubert's Unfinished Symphony,
Walk to Paradise, Afternoon of a Fawn.
Sibelius' Swan of Tuonella, and most any
instrumental number chosen for record-

ing by Stokowski. Her supreme favorite

among songs is When I've Sung My Songs
to You. Verdi's Requiem is possibly her

second choice. None But the Lonely Heart

and Aiidante Cantabile, Broken Heart and
Whisper and I Sliall Hear are others which
rank high in this music lover's favor.

Joan Crawford on the set of The Bride Wore

Red with Eddie Claremont who delivered some

records to her four years ago, and who has been

playing music for eight hours a day ever since

She aspires to sing many notable relig-

ious songs in concert when she is ready and
says that few singers have thrilled her as

Marion Anderson, the negro contralto, in

her program of spiritual numbers.

"Franchot should be ready for opera

in two years," says Joan. "He has

a splendid voice and is studying all the

time. My concert ambitions must wait for

the completion of my movie contract but

I hope to be ready for an honest trial in

three years. No person can give proper

attention to two careers at once so I don't

attempt it. I take my screen work very
seriously and try very hard to bring some-
thing new into each new picture, but,

when they turn out the lights on my last

picture, then I'm off to Europe for broader
study and I hope—a new success."

Both Joan and Franchot Tone have been
studying voice for some time with Signor
Morando, a well known operatic voice

coach in Los Angeles. They have daily

vocal exercises that are never neglected.

Only a few close friends have ever heard
Joan Crawford sing because she refuses to

sing even before friends until she feels she
is ready, but Joan Crawford is still a very
young woman and a very talented one.
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Fascinating Stu Erwin Is popular. Studios can't

get enough of him, proved by the fact that

he is playing in three films, /'// ToJfce Romance
with Grace Moore at Columbia, Second Honey-
moon with Loretta Young 6f Twentieth Cen-

tury-Fox and Mr. Boggz Buys a Barrel with

Helen Chandler at Grand National. One of

his rules for social success is "dress properly.

If your hostess doesn't know you're coming.

m*ke things easy for her by wearing a disguise

HOW TO It K A HO W L I X 4.

SOCIAL SUCCESS
KAY PROCTOR

"The important thing," Stu Erwin
said pontifically. "is to use finesse."

"Hold on," I reminded him. "We're
not talking about bridge. We are discuss-
ing the famous Erwin System for Social

Success."

"Exactly," he continued, nonchalantly
polishing a signet ring on the cuff of his

pants. "I must ask you not to confuse
the issue. Now. for example: your hosfs
seven-year-old daughter clutches your
freshly cleaned white flannels with sticky
fingers. It is a situation, granted. You
are quite justly irked. But do you clop
the little darling on the head then and
there?

"Certainly not! Wait until her papa
goes to the kitchen to mix another round
and then let fly. That, my dear, is finesse!

Again. Take the matter of family argu-
ments, the backbone of the American
home of today. Never take sides, unless,
of course, you have advance dope on the
winner. Above all, don't try to stop it

That absolutely spoils the good, clean
fun. Besides, it is. disconcerting for your

hostess to aim one at hei

husband and connect with
you by mistake; it throws
her off balance for the next
swing. See what I mean?"

"I'm beginning to get the

idea." I admitted. "It's

really quite simple, no?"
"Quite," he agreed, care-

fully unraveling his hand-
knitted tie. "Moreover, I

might point out that the
Erwin System covers an
unusually wide range of

subjects, all for the price of one
"What subjects, for instance?"
"For instance." he said, drawing a No. 3

needle from his pocket and beginning to

reknit the tie. "for instance like being
meticulous about returning to your host-
ess any stray silverware you may find in

your pocket next morning. Unless, of
course, you have determined it to be
sterling in the meantime
"Or refraining from teaching your

host s parrot to swear unless von have

Center, Never fall to do your part. Hostesses never forget

the guests who read out loud some story everyone else

has seen. Above, Beau Erwin demonstrates the

guest whose laugh carries around the block. A hostess

always remembers a party when the neighbors complain

ways of knowing his mother-in-law has
prolonged her visit beyond the agreed
time."

It might not be a bad idea at this

point to clear up how we happened
to approach Mr. Erwin on the subject of

social success and how to achieve it. A
few days before we had sat next to a

table where three young men were sip-

ping something palely yellow in medium
tall glasses Quite by accident we over-

HOLLYWOOD
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heard part of their conversation. They were audibly lamenting they

couldn't figure something out.

"It isn't as if the guy was good looking," the first said scornfully. "He
could haunt people with that face."

"He has no sex appeal," the second said positively.

"As for his figure!" the third added mournfully. "My tailor says his

shoulders are impossible."

And yet, they had to admit, he was the social lion of Hollywood, this

guy with no looks, no lure, and no shoulders! They finally decided
he must have a system. It turned out they were talking about Stu.

We wouldn't go so far as to concur in that triple indictment of his

failings, but they were right no end about his social success. For
paradoxical as it may seem, quiet Stu, who could double for Mr. Rural
America, is the delight of Hollywood's most exacting and sophisticated

hostesses. Printers keep slugs reading "Mr. and Mr. Stuart Erwin (June
Collyer)" ready to slip into all society stories because guest lists of

swank soirees and important affairs that don't include their names are

the rare exception.

He looks like a home-body who ought to be puttering around in

his garden or tending to his philately of an evening. No argument
there. Yet night after night he's a home-body—but always in some-
body else's home. Time after time you'll bump into him where the

night life is gayest, the pet of the party. It's amazing how that quiet

little guy gets around.

We put it to him on the set at Columbia where he is playing in the

new Grace Moore picture, I'll Take Romance. How did he account for

his colossal popularity as a guest? Did he, as was so darkly hinted, in

truth have a system? He said he did, and that started things.

"I call it Erwin's Advanced Etiquette," he said flatly. "Now you take

Emily Post. She's a nice gal and she's got a good system too. I recom-
mend it for all beginners. Only one trouble with it; it doesn't go
far enough. It's all well and good to know that the little butter

spreader is not the knife proper for peas. But you must have
the opportunity to use that knowledge. That is where my good
work comes in. [Continued on page 59]

Center, man-about-town

Erwin demonstrates how

much wiser it is to do one

thing at a time. Don't put

in that long distance call

while you're washing the

dishes, , , or any other time

Below, if your host's pets

take a fancy to you, don't

take it personally . . . they

may have a sense of

humor, too, you know

Arrive on time, and it

helps to pick the right

house, advises socialite

Stu, the man who knows

DECEMBER, 1937
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ARE VOl REALLY IN LOVE? ALICE F A V E - S

R m fl H C E T€ST'
IS O X E WAY OF ARRIVING AT AN ANSWER!

™
By JERRY LANE

| In this day of hit-and-run romances it's pretty hard to tell

the Real Thing.

Is it love—or infatuation? Little Danny Cupid is in the driver's

seat and his visibility isn't always good!
"A modern girl has to follow the Stop, Look, and Listen sys-

tem," said Alice Faye. "It doesn't take a bit of the glamour away
to stop and consider, look before you leap, and listen—a little."

"Every part I've played on the screen has taught me some-
thing about love," mused Alice. "The things that make it beauti-

ful and lasting—and the things that kill it. The right technique

—and the wrong. This girl I'm playing in In Old Chicago, for

instance, she has all the answers! She knows the Sign Posts

that help you steer a straight course in any romance!"
And knowing them can save many a heart-break. They're

a short cut to happiness!

So Alice has worked
them out in the form of

a test, a Romance Test.

Try it and see if you're

really in love ... if you're

using the proper tech-

nique. . . . All you have
to do is answer "YES"
or "NO" to each ques-
tion. (Be honest now!)
And then turn to page 59

to get your scoring.

Twosome Technique

1. Are you just a little

hard to date—at first?

—

some complimentary remark, do you (a) laugh? ; (b)

say, "I'll bet you tell that to nil the girls!"?
;
(c) smile and

murmur a soft "Thank you?"
Do you let Him do most of the telephoning?

8. Supposing he takes you to the neighborhood movie when
you'd hoped for a Gala Evening, can you grin and bear it?

2. Do you make him.

feel he's Head Man even
though the Local Hero
enters the scene?

3. Do you (a) sing at

frequent intervals when
you're with him?

;

(b) tell him about your
other boy friends toshow
you're popular?

4. Every once in a

while do you go misty-

eyed on him and ask
gently, "Do you remem-
ber tulten we heard this

tune the first time?"

5. Are you (as a rule)

on time?

6. When he makes

24

Alice Faye took time out from her parts in the

Twentieth Century-Fox film, In Old Chicago, and
the Universal film, Young Man's Fancy, to conduct

a test for the benefit of those who are losing sleep

over the question, "What is this thing called love?"

PHOTO BY HLTtRKLI.

9. Do you think a rapt look accomplishes far more than con-
versation?

10. If you beat him at golf or bridge, do you give him advice

on his game?
11. What if you had planned a very Special Dinner (for two!)

and things go wrong. . . . Can you get up a meal with him
(maybe a fried egg for two!) and make it seem a lark?

12. Are you really in-

terested in what he does

—and do you show it?

Love—or Infatuation

1. Is he as attractive

to you in his workaday
clothes in a rain storm

... as he is in his Best

Suit on a ballroom floor?

feel2. Do you ever

lonely anymore?
3. After that altar-

ation, would you like to

"make him over!"?

4. Are you cuh-razy

about him because he

looks like Somebody
Else—Lindbergh, for in-

stance?

5. Do you pity him
instead of respect him?

6. Would you wear
last year's hats (the acid

test!) . . . and cook for

hours over a hot stove

. . . just to be with him?

7. Do you feel just a

teeny b i t superior to

him?
8. Does being "that

way" about him often

[Continued on page 58]
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SO HE TOOK THE

A X D THREW IT AWAY

Hay .Milland** formula for success is

a strange one .... hut it works!

B CHARLES DAGGETT
| "Starvation tastes

the same on Monday
as it does a month from
Monday. Besides, on a

month from Monday
you've got nothing to

show for it—you're just

as hungry."
That's a maxim out of

the Ray Milland copy-
book. Going hungry isn't

a very original experi-

ence, but Milland has had
wrinkles in his stomach
so many times that he's

evolved a little philoso-

phy all his own, though
he doesn't have to worry
—at the moment—about

the next meal. He's too

busy working, anyway.

The natives of Mada-
gascar have the same
idea about an unbal-

anced budget. If one is

on the verge of bank-
ruptcy one simply takes

one's store of cash, spends

it and throws away the

merchandise. Milland's

point of view is a little

different. When he has

enough money left for

one lavish evening, or for

one month of dreary mal-
nutrition, Ray takes the

lavish evening. Then he
waits for the worst to

happen. Funny, but the

best has always followed

one of Ray's glittering,

expensive "last suppers."

That's how he got in the

movies.

Here is Ray Milland smoking one of the cigarettes which changed the

whole course of his career. The career, ifself, is doing very nicely, for he

is making Women Hove a Way at Radio with Miriam Hopkins

I Before he grew to

the ripe old age of \
22 and stepped, with the aid of his last $50, right into a screen

role, this young Welshman had nursed a passion for the sea. He
was born and reared at Neath, Glamorgan, just inside the border

of Wales. His father was a steel construction engineer and had the

usual notion of a Continental parent that the sprouting branch of

the Milland tree would also grow up to be a steel construction

engineer with a comfortable income and a comfortable home in
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Neath, Glamorgan.
Wales, where he would
live for the rest of his

days. But Ray, given to

an avid reading of ad-

venture books and some
salt water in his veins.

inherited from a few sea-

going ancestors, de-

veloped the desire to be

master of a sailing vessel.

He admits now that he
never thought much
about the lack of sailing

ships. Just let him
scamper up the rigging

and make the main -sail

fast at the height of a ter-

rific gale, saving, inci-

dentally, the crew, the

-n ship, the cargo and the

life of the owner's beau-
tiful daughter, and pretty

soon he'd own the com-
pany. He'd still command
the flagship, though.

Outside of this cloud-

castle building, Ray lived

an uneventful life. When
he reached 16 the family

packed him off to Cam-
bridge to prepare for the

University. Along with

him he took his automo-
bile, a gift from his

father, and a fair-sized

allowance. Although it

was against the rules for

a young first-year Cam-
bridge student to main-
tain an automobile, Ray
kept his car in a nearby
town. On week-ends
he'd dash over to the

place where his car was
stored and drive up to

London. Somebody re-

ported him for breaking the rules. He was called on the carpet

and finally quit Cambridge, determined to be a sea captain in real

earnest.

His harassed mother thought an ocean voyage to Australia

might get the wanderlust out of Ray's system. So she

booked very comfortable passage for [Continued on page 50]
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everyday speech, are

being illustrated for your

amusement in their literal

terms by S I e n d a Farrell,

Hugh Herbert, Una Merlcel,

Lee Tracy and Fred Mac-

Murray. The answers are

to be found on page 60.

Just to give you a hint

Miss Farrell is "batting her

eye" in the first picture
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M E N W H O ?-??-? THE STARS
| If your favorite theatre distributes

headlines from this morning's news-
paper as a program for tonight's show,

don't be amazed. They're probably
screening one of the pictures conceived

and produced by Darryl Francis Zanuck.
The 128-pound dynamo, who can make

a crack polo pony say "Papa!" and seventy

feature pictures a year neigh "Box
Office!" rides the news of the world. He
knocks production ideas through enter-

tainment's goal.

Even comedy can have—should have

—

a tie-up with what's novel, exciting, up-
to-date. So believes this young, blond,

nervous, whirlwind producing head for

Twentieth Century-Fox.

When Ali Baba Goes To Town goes

to your town, will you see old Bagdad
with all the Persian oompah and trim-

mings? You will, but you will also see

the hilarious consequences of the Ameri-
can New Deal transferred back to that

ancient hot spot. Wait until you glimpse

Grand Vizier Eddie Cantor organizing a

Federal Project for Oriental Dancing.

Wait until you learn how Inflation can
save a man's life. Laugh at Yesterday
and Today at the same time. Be up-to-
date. That's Darryl Zanuck's approach to

pictures.

The lad with the fancy name is partly

of Swiss extraction and partly English.

His mother's family name was Torpin.

There's a yarn that, way back in En-
gland, the name was changed from Turpin
so that the pre-Darryls wouldn't be con-
fused with Dick Turpin. Britain's No. 1

highwayman-gangster—but that's an op-
position lie.

There's no highwayman blood in

Zanuck. He's an honest man. He has
never denied he was born in Wahoo, Ne-
braska.

His mother came West for her health

when Zanuck was eight. He ran
away from school and knocked off fifty

cents a day as extra on the old Essanay
lot. He played Indian kids. One day
they sent him on a street-car to a cos-

tume store, to get a new head-dress. He
was dressed as Little Lord Hiawatha, all'

except the topper. Mrs. Zanuck happened
to catch the same street-car. A great
actor—mat/be—left Hollywood.
He didn't get back till he was eighteen.

He wanted to be a writer. He caught on.

For three years he was in demand. Then
the "great novelist" craze hit Hollywood.
Every other type of writer was out. At
twenty-one. the bold Indian's career was
over.

Not much is recorded about that bitter

period, but the writer of this article has
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Darryl Zanuck, producing head of Twentieth

Century-Fox, rides the news as hard, as fast and

as expertly as he rides his polo ponies. A few

years ago, he didn't even have a buffalo on a

nickel, but now . . . well, read for yourself the

tale of his remarkable adventures in Hollywood

By LUPTON WILKINSON

heard Zanuck say: "I walked the long

distances from studio to studio, because I

couldn't afford carfare. I'd have thought
thirty-five a week a fortune."

The young man's vitality, honesty and
charm had made him many friends. He
buttoned his lip for the most part, but

he did moan once to D. W. Griffith.

"Well," Griffith countered, "Why not be

a novelist?"

Zanuck had another friend, a hair

tonic manufacturer. This man agreed

to put up $1,100 for the publication of a

book, if it plugged Yuccatone. The
budding author wrote a melodrama, with
plenty of build-up and the promised plug.

He combined it with three rejected stories,

so as to make a thick book. He had it

bound in cloth -of-gold and sent out en-
graved announcements. Personally he
took seven gold-leaf-bound, specially-

inscribed copies to important producers.

They fell. He was in again. Neither
fads nor fashions have checked him since.

He has stayed a mallet-length ahead of

fads, fashions—and news.

After useful comedy experience (he

was scenario editor for Mack Sennett and
writing partner to H. C. Witwer) he be-
gan a rapid rise at Warner Brothers. He
galvanized the country with the first

gangster pictures, then blasted the gang-

ster cycle out of existence with the sear-

ing realism of Public Enemy. He seized

hard-to-handle topics, as in the case of

I'm a Fugitive from a Chain Gang, and
made the newspapers seem pale.

Success and more success. Then—zut!

—he quarreled over policy with the

Brothers Warner; walked out of a $4,500

a week job; formed 20th Century Films

in partnership with Joseph M. Schenck,
and proved he could handle classics and
biography as brilliantly as comedy and
spot news.

The House of Rothschild, startling the

film world, was an historical film, but it

keyed to the modern problem of inter-

national bankers. One of the best gags
credited to Darryl Francis concerned
Les Miserabies. He said: "It's I'm a

Fugitive From a Chain Gang in costume."
Clive of India was the beginning of

Zanuck's passion for biography—ever-

living news.

In a year came the merger with the

giant Fox organization. Zanuck brought
as his biggest asset his brains, his drive

and his news sense. He became top of the

combined studio, at one of the fanciest ex-
ecutive salaries in the business.

Thus we see why the Bernie-
Winchell feud suggested a picture to

Zanuck. Why [Continued on page 56]



IDOLS py
FOR THEIR PEDESTALS

Sereen stars have a fine time ... some of the time

but the greater the fame, the higher the priee paid

and Loretta Young tells you just how it happens

By SERENA BRADFORD

"Do you realize," said Loretta Young as they called her to
go on the set, "that acting before a camera is only one-

quarter of the job of being a star? And do you realize what a
player has to give up—the ordinary privileges and comforts
other people enjoy—in order to gain star rating?"
With this, in an extraordinary and very handsome pair of

hostess pajamas ending in a long train that swished, she swept
to that spot beneath the hot, white lights where a scene of Second
Honeymoon was in progress. She left me at the doorway of the
trailer-dressing-room to digest her words, to figure out the other
three-quarters of the star job as well as the strange sacrifices

at which she hinted. Loretta had spoken seriously. She was
in dead earnest.

Yet to see the lady, gay and lovely, joking with other players

before the sequence began, nobody would suppose she had a
care in the world. Surely, being a star is one of the nicest jobs

imaginable. Beautiful face, beautiful figure—and hovering
beauty experts at hand to keep them so. Beautiful clothes, and
the right people to design them. Beautiful income. Not to

mention beautful waves
of idolization and envy
from every sector of the

globe. The darling of

unnumbered million
fans. . . .

"Yes, it's inspiring, it's

splendid," Loretta a c -

knowledged when she
returned to the dressing-

room, "I'm thankful for

it, and it makes me glad.

But, on the other hand,

what does all this in-

volve in sheer surrender
of the things a human
being most desires?

H "Do you realize that

to be a star, a girl

frequently has to forego

the things dearest to any
woman's heart? Not
love, but the privileges

of privacy when that
love comes along? Not
decency and high stan-

dards, but (only too
often!) personal reputa-

tion, unfairly clouded,

no matter how straight

and decent she may in

reality be?

"I'm well aware of the

gratitude a star owes for

the fact that she is a

star. But I'm also aware
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Lovely Loretta is ready for winter's harshest winds in a

mink bolero, blouse of soft suede and a cap that is

faintly reminiscent of Daniel Boone's famous headgear.

She is now to be seen in Wife, Doctor and Nurse, and

is making Second Honeymoon at Twentieth Century-Fox

of the malice that stardom seems to bring out as candy brings out

ants. A conspicuous position seems to attract this malice whether
the victim's a star or a statesman.

"Idols pay for their pedestals! They pay in cruel and unjusti-

fied whisperings circulated about them; they pay for public

prestige with their private peace of mind, no matter how crazy

and unfounded the gossip may be. In politics or pictures, and
especially in pictures, the moment a man or woman achieves a

pedestal the whispering campaign begins. I don't know why.
Perhaps psychologists do. Not for the majority of people, be-

cause most people are good and wholesome, but for the cynical,

the comparatively few, a star is a target. And unfortunately the

cynics have the loudest voices."

She flung out shapely fingers in a philosophic gesture. No
bitterness darkened her shining eyes; she has too much sense

to grow bitter about an annoyance that befalls each and sundry

when Fame arrives, for Fame never arrives without Gossip tag-

ging at heel.

But while no bitterness gleamed in Loretta's look, there gleamed
n o resignation, either.

What gleamed was the

determination for once to

speak her mind on the

subject. Calmly, but
completely.

"My little sister
came home crying

not long ago," she said.

Then she paused and
again flung out her
fingers, this time in a

motion indicating many
varied threads caught up
into one handful.

"It's all mixed to-

gether," she explained,

"that part of the star job

which doesn't involve

acting before a camera,
and that phase of it

which involves"—her
voice supplied quotation

marks—"what 'they say.'

One's bound up with the

other.

"Well, my little sister

came home crying. She
ran to her room and
threw herself on the bed
and cried as if her heart

would break. 'Darling,

what is it?' I asked.

'Oh, do you know what
the girls at school said

[Confirmed on page 44]
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BORED
A N II

r u m o fi s

With amused dowpair. Carole

Lombard makes a loud outerv

a^ainsl whispering campaigns

By EDWARD CHURCHILL

All was quiet and tranquil when I arrived at Paramount
Studios, where she is making True Confession, to find out

what Carole Lombard had on her mind. But all was not kindli-

ness and light for long as I greeted Carole with:

"I didn't think I'd find you here this morning."
Carole's eyes widened and her eyebrows lifted an inch or so.

"Heard you were running amuck last night on the Venice pier.

Lots of fun—lots of excitement."

"And where did you hear that?" she asked, with a calmness
that frightened me.

"I really—don't know," I faltered. "I— I just picked it up
on my morning rounds. Somebody said

—

"

"Get me Fieldsie!" she ordered, waving her arm as if it

were a red flag.

Fieldsie was produced. This stopped Carole's pacing.

Carole eyed me coldly.

"Repeat what you just told me."
I did.

"Where was I, Fieldsie?"

"At home in bed."

Carole turned to me.
"You see?"

I wasn't quite sure. But I nodded and wished I'd gone fishing

instead. When Carole burns it's a four-alarm event. In com-
parison, the Chicago fire just smouldered.
"Where did it start and who started it?" she demanded.

"Where do rumors come from? How could I be in bed and at

the Venice pier at the same time?"
"So we're playing riddles?" I mumbled.
"It has me stopped." Carole continued, unmindful of my inter-

jection. "I tell you, I'm afraid to do anything and afraid that

if I don't do anything somebody'll say I did."

"Consider my case." I moaned. "Constantly. I'm taken for

Shirley Temple."
Carole turned to her amanuensis, fixer, lady-in-waiting, et

cetera.

"You tell him, Fieldsie."

"You tell it better, Carole."

"Very well. Fieldsie and I were sitting at home playing cards.

One of the big social shindigs was on. We had the radio turned
on to a station that was broadcasting the doings. Very colorful.

Very beautiful. Until the announcer said, 'And. folks, there's

Carole Lombard.' Well, Fieldsie and I forgot the score. That
baby described what clothes I wore, who I was with, what a

swell time I was having. It was really something. Sometimes
I surprise myself at the way I get around."
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Carole's quite healthy, but there are times she doesn't be-
lieve it herself.

"Six times in six months," she complained, "the rumor goes
out that I'm dying with pneumonia. People must think that
I'm a walking, all-year round resort for germs. They can't
resist me and I can't resist them. I was making a picture last

winter and asked Mitchell Leisen, the director to give me a

day off. Some fun! The word started bouncing around that
I had a cold, the next thing it was pneumonia. And this is the
worst of it

—

"Mother was actually seriously ill. She worries when any-
thing is wrong with me. The rumor grew and grew until I

was supposed to be gasping my last. In some way she heard
the wild story, and she became so upset her recovery was set

back several days. It just goes to show you the dam-
age that idle gossip can cause.

Carole burns because every time anyone gets away
with a gag she is blamed for it. True, she has a repu-
tation for pulling a few harmless ones on Clark Gable.
Barbara Stanwyck, Mitchell Leisen and a few
others.

But now it's getting pretty tough. Just as nearly
any ungrammatical joke is attributed to Sam Gold-
wyn so many gags she never heard of are credited to

Carole.

"A gag can be mean, it can be unfunny, it can be
thoughtless," Carole said. "It's not very nice to find

myself blamed for all the gags in Hollywood, and some
that don't happen at all. Who thinks up the gags
that don't happen and who puts my name on them?
What do the fans think? I have a reputation for

giving crazy parties because I staged one or two a
few years ago. I pull a few gags and I'm the queen of practical

jokers. Judging from some of my fan mail I must be a first-

class nit-wit by the time the phoney stories reach good old

Pawtuxet"
Carole reveals that she is so afraid of the false stories which

never get into print but which have such a huge and damaging
circulation that she has gotten rid of her collection of star

sapphires.

"I used to love them," she said, "but I've heard so many
untrue stories that I've sold them all. Why? Because heavens
only knows what might happen if the tales keep circulating.

My collection was small, very modest. But word of mouth
advertising had them growing like weeds in a California sub-

division. Both in numbers and size. The last reports I heard

—the ones which fright-

ened me into getting rid

of them—sounded as if

I'd cornered the star sap-

phire market. You can't

enjoy things and be

afraid of the conse-

quences of having them
at the same time."

Two big films of the winter season

offer Carole Lombard opportunity

to display her justly famous talents

for wearing lovely clothes in a

lovely manner. Both in Paramount's

7>ue Confession and in Selznick

International's Nothing Sacred she

has striking wardrobes. The gown
on the opposite page is from the

latter picture, and features the

new low square neckline which will

be seen frequently this winter

| Rumors concerning

herself and Clark
Gable have worried
Carole to such an extent

that she won't mention
his name within a mile

of anyone who might be

apt to gossip. She and
Hollywood admit that

she and Gable see each
other. Jack Benny, on his last broadcast of the current season,

made that clear when he said he thought Carole was wonderful
but that he was afraid of Clark Gable. He was kidding about

the whole thing, of course, but there may be some who took

him seriously and have fabricated rumors about a triangle in-

volving Benny, Gable and Carole. That may sound farfetched

but it isn't.

Carole, through me, makes a serious plea to all her fans to

believe nothing which doesn't come through definite and legiti-

mate news channels. "I think that should go for rumors con-

cerning everyone in the industry, or out of it," Carole said

seriously [Continued on page 37]
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I Here are clothes for the outdoors as Holly-

wood liites them. Below, Muriel Evans, star

of a score of western pictures, sponsors

"Stnders," the newest in corduroy velvet

dresses for active sports. The collar buttons

up or down. The sleeves are long for pro-

tection from the sun or chilly breezes, and

roomy for swinging that car around. Buttoned,

the skirt becomes sedate for everyday wear.

But look to the right, and see Ruth Mix, daugh-

ter of the famous cowboy star and herself

an actress, uses her "Striders" for hiking
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I On this page Lyda Roberti, soon to be seen

in Hal Roach's Rood Show, poses in two

effective winter costumes. Above, box pleats,

reminiscent of a school girl's swinging skirts,

are of soft beige, brown and maroon plaid which

is used for trimming the beige blouse. Right,

grey and claret are the colors of this striking

costume of pincord velvet. The top coat is re-

versible. A saucy cap and suede shoes complete

the practical and very different ensemble
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Above, also featured in The Goldwyn Follies is

the glamourous Helen Jepsen, Metropolitan

Opera star. She is wearing the smart half length

evening wrap, fashioned in brocaded satin

Right, Vera Zorina, lovely ballerina who will

make her American debut in The Goldwyn Fol-

lies, poses in a sophisticated and graceful eve-

ning gown of black and white. A simple bodice,

a full skirt and smooth lines through the waist

allow the design full value. Miss Zorina is 20

years old, Norwegian, and won fame in Europe

as premiere danseuse of the Ballet Russe
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Now this New Cream with

"Skin-Vifamin
»

Helps Vffomen'sSkinMoreDirectly

"It keeps skin faults

away more surely"
— ELEANOR K. ROOSEVELT

A NEW KIND OF CREAM is bringing

more direct help to women's skin!

It is bringing to their aid the vitamin

which especially helps to build new skin

tissue, the vitamin which helps to keep

skin healthy—the "skin-vitamin."

When there is not enough of this

"skin-vitamin" in the diet, the skin may
suffer—become undernourished, rough

and subject to infections.

For over three years Pond's tested this

"skin-vitamin" in Pond's Creams. In

animal tests, skin became rough and dry

when the diet lacked "skin-vitamin."

Treatment with Pond's new "skin-

jor K. Roosevelt on the steps of

Roosevelt Hall, her ancestral home, at Skan-

eateles. Pi. Y.

{Right) Sailing with a friend on the lake be-

yond the sloping lawns of the estate.

vitamin" cream made it smooth and

healthy again—in only 3 weeks

!

When women used the creams, three

out of every four of them came back

asking for more. In four weeks they

reported pores looking finer, skin

smoother, richer looking!

Same jars, same labels, same price

Now everyone can enjoy these benefits. The
new Pond's "skin-vitamin" Cold Cream is

daughter ofMrs. Henry Latrobe Roosevelt of Washington,
D. C., photographed in the great hall at Roosevelt Hall.

She says: "Pond's new 'skin-vitamin' Cold Cream keeps
my skin so much smoother."

in the same jars, with the same labels, at the

same price. Use it your usual way for day-

time and nightly cleansing, for freshening-

ups before powder.

Every jar of Pond's Cold Cr*eam now
contains this precious "skin-vitamin." Not
the "sunshine" vitamin. Not the orange-

juice vitamin. Not "irradiated." But the

vitamin which especially helps to rebuild

skin tissue. Whenever you have a chance,

leave a little of the cream on. In a few weeks,

see how much better your skin is.

fOfi

s0?jr*#» ! -

th*
Nt# TEST IT IN 9 TREATMENTS

Pond's. Dept. 6-CM, Clinton, Conn. RuBh special

tube of Pond's new "akin-vitamin" Cold Cream,
enough for 9 treatments, with samples of 2 other
Pond's "skin-vitamin" Creams and 5 different

shades of Pond's Face Powder. I enclose lOp to

coyer postage and packing.

Name

Street—

City
Copyright, 1937. Pond's Extract Company
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f THIS NEW 3-WAV
I TREATMENT HAS PUT
I ON SOLID POUNDS
(FOR THOUSANDS OF

^^SKINNY
^PEOPLE

Rich red blood, necessary
to properly nourish and
iniihl up every part of the
body, Is especially pro-
moted by this now discov-
ery where iron is needed.

A healthy dluestinn which
BOtfl ALL the «ood out of
your food requires an ade-
quate supply of Vitamin
B. Tills new discovery
supplies this element,

Normal, regular ellmlna-
tlon to remove poisons
and thereby promote
heulth and growth calls
for adequate Vitamin B.
This is the third purpose.

QUICK GAINS ofI0to25lbs.

REPORTED WITH NEW

IRONIZED YEAST
NOW thousands of

skinny, rundown men
and women can say good-
bye to bony angles and
unsightly hollows that
rob them of natural at-
tractiveness. For with
this new easy 3-way
treatment, hosts of peo-
ple who never could gain
an ounce before have put
on pounds of solid, nor-
mally good-looking flesh—in just a few weeks!

Why it builds
Scientists hare discovered
tliat many are thin and run-
down simply because they do
not cot enough yeast vitamins
(Vitamin B) and Iron In their
daily food. Without these ele-
ments you may lack appetite
and not get the most body-build-
ing good out of what you eat.
One of the richest sources of
Vitamin B is the special yeast
used in making English ale.

Now by a new process, the
vitamins from this imported
Knglish ale yeast are concen-
trated to 7 times their strength
in ordinary yeast I Tliis 7-power
vitamin concentrate is then com-
bined with 3 kinds of strength-
building iron (organic. Inorganic
and hemoglobin ironl; also pas-
teurized English ale yeast. Fi-
nally, for your protection, every
batch of Ironized Yeast is tested
and ret est ed biologically, to in-
sure full vitamin strength.
The result is these new easy-

to-t3ke little Ironized Yeast tab-
lets which have helped thousands
of the skinniest people who
needed these vital elements
quickly to gain normally attrac-
tive flesh and peppy health.

Posed by professional models

Make this money-back test
If. with the very first package of Ironized Yeast, yon
don t begin to eat better and get more enjoyment antl
benefit from your food—if you don't feel better, with
more strength, pep and energy—if you are not convinced
th3t Ironized Teast will give vou the pounds of normally
attractive flesh you need—your mnnev wii] be promptiy
refunded. So get Ironized Teast tablets today.

Special FREE offer!
To start thousands building up their health right awav
we make this absolutely FREE otter. Purchase a package
of Ironized Teast tablets at once, cut out the seal on Uie
bol and mall It to us with a clipping of this paragraphWe will send you a fascinating new book on health, "New
Facts About Your Body." Remember, results with the very
first package—or money refunded. At all druggists Iron-
ized Teast Co.. Inc., Dept. 2S12, Atlanta. Ga.

WARNING: Beware of cheap substitutes.
Be sure you get the genuine Ironized Yeast.

FASHIOXS IN FRAGRANCE
Hollywood has a new approach to per-

fume, and its all very upsetting if you

' thought you had that problem solved

By ANN VERNON

| An era of elegance is upon us. No
gown is too glittering, no wrap too

sumptuous for this heyday of befurred

and bejeweled feminine splendor. And
how we love it!

With the art of being "utterly femi-

nine" in revival, perfumes catch the at-

tention of the fashion-minded as a sig-

nificant accent to charm.

However, lavish collections of perfumes
are no novelty to Hollywood's glamour
girls. Captivating scents have always
been as much a part of their beauty en-
sembles as smart coiffures and flattering

make-up . . . and we can learn much in

perfume experience from them.

First of all, they disprove the theory
that perfumes should be chosen accord-

Una Merltel is funny about most things,

but she is very serious about her huge

and varied collection of perfumes

ing to personality. If you are the "modest
violet" type of girl, you must choose in-

stead of a shy or quaint perfume some-
thing bewitching and heady—something
to live up to! That is Hollywood's new
perfume principle. Accordingly, if you
are the vivid or exotic type, you can well

afford to be conservative in your choice

of perfumes . . . delicate flower fragrances,

perhaps, to subdue instead of startle.

Fiery little Lupe Velez, for example,

chooses the modest Jasmine as her fa-

vorite scent, and prefers a perfume made
especially for her in France. She uses

it abundantly and applies it to the back of

her neck as well as to her hair.

Helen Vinson, golden haired and ultra

feminine, prefers [Continued on page 46]
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Bored and Rumors
[Continued from page 30]

"The best way to spike a rumor is to

ask the one who passes it along, 'Do you
know that to be a fact? How can you
be sure? Who told you?' Usually the

rumor spreader will back down with the

admission that he or she heard it from
so-and-so, who knows so-and-so, who
heard so-and-so say."

| Carole let me in on a new angle as

far as she is concerned—something
which is not rumor, but fact. You hereby
have it on good authority that she is going

to take things easy from now on. In spite

of rumors of parties galore and gags and
other things, she's had plenty of work
to. do and has done it. The last ten years

have been a constant struggle for im-
provement, and she claims that she's for-

gotten how to have fun.

"I'm going to have a little now," she

asserted. "I take a lot of pride in making
my home a real home. I like to fool

around in it, buy knick-knacks for it.

I'm going in for more riding and more
tennis. I own a ranch in the San Fer-
nando Valley. I've never owned a house
of my own and I'm thinking of building

there. I'd like a farmhouse type of place

with a couple of horses. Besides, I've got

to do something with my personal me-
nagerie. My rented place is getting too

small for several dogs, a burro, cats, a

rooster and a couple of hens."

Carole's face brightened as she con-

siders this prospect. Then, of a sudden,

her face clouded. She sighed heavily.

"Nope," she said, "it might not work
out—the word might get around that I

was giving up my career and going in

for the simple life. The gossips might

have me all washed up. Poor Carole!

No jobs, no future. So she has to build

a ranch and retire to it."

The thought got her down for a mo-
ment.

"Maybe I ought to take a trip around
the world instead?" she said doubtfully.

"On second thought, no. Can't you see

the stories? Carole Flees From It All—

"

She weighed the matter.

"Maybe I might take a few weeks off."

"Try that," said Fieldsie, "and the re-

port'll go out you're having your face

lifted."

"Then how about a week-end in the

mountains?"

"Nix," said this writer. "They'll have
you eloping to Yuma with Freddie Bar-
tholomew."

"Fieldsie," she said weakly, "will you
please call the newspapers and tell them
that I wasn't romping on the Venice pier

last night?"

"What's the use?" asked Fieldsie,

wearily. "I'll only have to do it again

next week."

NEXT MONTH
—you'll get some chuckles out of Jimmy
Durante* t impassioned claim that he is the first

crooner. and that all other warbl e-boys are

imitators
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MARVELOUS FOR
COMPLEXIONS, TOOI

Use this pure, creamy-white soap

for both your face and bath.

Cashmere Bouquet's lather is so

gentle and caressing. Yet it gets

down into each pore— removes
every bit of dirt and cosmetics.

Your skin grows clearer, softer

. . . more radiant and alluring!

THE ARISTOCRAT OF ALL FINE SOAPS
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I'LL GO WITH

* YOU-JOHN,

Alka-Seltzer
y&^4 *

ff " Dac/sO

mto- Pleasant Dcu//)
When a Headoche, Upset Stomach, Cold
or some other common everyday ache or
pain threatens to spoil your good time—
be wise—Alkalize with Alka-Seltzer. A
tablet in a gloss of water mokes a pleos-
ant tasting, effervescent solution, which
brings quick relief in TWO ways. Be-
cause it contains an analgesic (sodium
ocetyl salicylate) it first relieves the
pain and then because of its alkalizing

properties, it corrects the cause of
the trouble when associated with on
excess acid condition.

All DRUG
STORES

30c -60c

RELIEF
forFEET^f
Same AC Cb!mr\r>t4lclt lira -^^^^^Same as Chiropodists Use

Apply Dr. Scholl's KUROTEX on
corns, sore toes, callouses, bunions
or tender spots on feet or toes
caused bynew or tight shoes—pain
stops! Removes the cause—shoe
friction and ptessure. Cut this vel-
yety-soft, cushioning foot plaster
in any desiied size or shape and ap-
ply it. Economical. At Drug, Shoe,
Dept.and lOj! Stores. Sample and
FOOT Booklet free. Write Dr.
Scholl's, Inc., Depc 54, Chicago.

DZScholh
KUROTEX
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FOOT
PLASTER
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-PORTRAIT RY ROBERT W. COBLTRK

You think of Alan Hale as a fine actor, but his friends

think of him lovingly as the man who is to bring the

greaseless potato chip to the eagerly waiting world

| Have you ever heard of

the Grav-i-matic chair?

Or, the non-segmental auto-

mobile brake?
Or, the greaseless potato

chip?

You will, dear readers, and
how you will!

Alan Hale . . . dynamic, enthusiastic,

eloquent, persuasive and determined Alan
Hale ... is going to sell every man, woman
and child in these United States the above-
mentioned inventions . . . maybe and per-

haps.

For the nonce, we'll skip the Grav-i-
matic chair because that happens to be
Hale's famous oscillating theater chair, in

which you will be sitting soon watching
the guy that sold them to you, up there

on the screen selling himself to you as an
actor.

And, let's skip the automobile brake too,

By

SCOOP
CON LO N

say that any improvement on
a brake is a good thing, if it will

save a few more lives.

But, what intrigues us . . .

and what must intrigue you . . .

is the greaseless potato chip.

Now, there is an invention!

And, we have the real lowdown from no
less an authority than the Missus . . . the

Little Woman ... or, the lady who was
known as Gretchen Hartman, once a pic-

ture star herself in the silent movie days.

Said Mrs. Hale: "Regarding the theater

chair I say to Alan, 'Dear, I think you've

got something there,' but about this

greaseless potato chip—I wouldn't know.
"You see, Alan likes to putter. I under-

stand that all inventive minds do. I didn't

mind him puttering around until he got

into the kitchen. Then we—the family

—

threw him out. It appears that he has

been puttering around with his partner,

Accept No Substitutes! Always Insist on the Advertised Brand!



Merrill Hard, in the latter's kitchen. Mr.

Hard is really a very noted inventor, his

latest being the Grav-i-matic chair. In

puttering around the kitchen, the pair of

them claimed to have invented a grease-

less potato chip.

"I hope it is true, but if my kitchen

could have been used for evidence, the

potato chip is greaseless only because all

the grease is on the ceiling."

This will give you readers a general

idea of the sense of humor that runs

rampant in the Hale household. Ordi-

narily, a fellow feels a bit touchy about his

pet hobby, but Alan has too grand a sense

of humor to resent the Little Woman's
ribbing.

"Gretchen is my balance wheel," admits

Alan, "she helps keep my feet on the

ground. At times I probably get a bit

visionary. Today, when I speak of the

million or so we hope to make on the

theater chair, Gretchen usually suggests,

dryly, that it might be a good idea to get

some of it back first."

(Approximately $200,000 would cover

the Hale investments in various inventions

in the past twenty years.)

The Alan Hale we know in Hollywood
is as rare and colorful a character study

as one might find in a book. He, himself,

is stranger than fiction.

More than six feet and 200 pounds of

boundless energy and restless urges, his

tremendous mental and physical vitality

is truly amazing. He literally throws him-
self wholeheartedly into everything he

does.

| He has played every sort of role in his

twenty-seven years of motion pic-
'

tures, but he has never been an extra.

He started back in 1910 at the old Lubin
company in Philadelphia, where he had

been attending school at the University of

Pennsylvania. He was born in Philadel-

phia . . . studied all sorts of things, in-

cluding osteopathy . . . before going on the

stage in New York.

Alan's first picture was a comedy called

Uncle Tom's Cabin In Ragtime. Alan
played both Uncle Tom and one of the

bloodhounds. (Mrs. Hale said the latter

is true. He chased himself.)

He first came to Hollywood in 1915 with
the old Biograph company. Of the old

silent pictures Alan considers that a role in

Pudd'nhead Wilson with Theodore Roberts

and Thomas Meighan was his first real

break . . . that The Four Horsemen of the

Apocalypse, Robin Hood and The Covered
Wagon were his outstanding pictures.

Recently, switching from "heavies" to

comedy ... by way of diversion . . . Alan

has achieved the feat of portraying fea-

tured roles in no less than four of the

most important pictures of the year ... in

rapid succession. These are High, Wide

and Handsome with Irene Dunne, Stella

Dallas with Barbara Stanwyck, Thin Ice

with Sonja Henie, and The Adventures of

Marco Polo with Gary Cooper.

Sometimes, Alan talks of buying a

ranch. Then Gretchen tells a funny

story of the time years ago when all he
wanted was a Hollywood bungalow with a

big yard, trees and flowers. On a day

off he started to cut the lawn. When
Gretchen departed to do some shopping.

Alan was leaning on the lawnmower talk-

ing to a passerby on the street; when she

returned two hours later, Alan was still

leaning on the lawnmower talking to the

same passerby. She claims he hasn't

touched a blade of grass since.

Despite his gregariousness, there are

times when he likes to be alone.

Breakfast, for example. When he wishes to

be detached, to think out the proper por-

trayal of a role, or details of an invention,

he hies himself off alone to breakfast

somewhere.
Or, he drives home the long way. He

believes that everyone should be alone at

least one hour a day.

His Grav-i-matic chair will probably

make him rich. We happen to know that

scores of theater owners are planning to

install this oscillating chair which will not

only economize on space, but greater com-
fort for patrons.

But, about that greaseless potato chip,

we are in the same boat with Mrs. Hale

—

we wouldn't know.

£^/"OKAY OFFICER...HERES

A TICKET FOR YOU

'

THEN SHE MAKES THAT CRACK

ABOUT MY BREATH AND HANDS

ME THIS DENTISTS ADDRESS!

WHAT DO YOU MAKE OF IT, JOE?

I'D TAKE THE

T1P,DAN-

BETTER60SEE

THAT DENTIST!

/§& v

j^T

..THATS THE STORY. SO I CAME TO SEE YOU.

WEU.DAN, TESTS PROVE THAT 76% OF ALL

PEOPLE OVER THE A6E OF 17 HAVE BAD
BREATH. AND TESTS ALSO PROVE THAT MOST

BAD BREATH COMES FROM IMPROPERLY

1 CLEANED TEETH. I ADVISE

j> I COLGATE DENTALCREAM

I
BECAUSE..

iy ii ' '\

BAD BREATH. HUH? MAVBETHArS WHY
™ MARYi BEEN 6IVIN6 ME THE RUNAROUND.

WELL.ME FOR COLGATE'S FROM NOW ON!

I £

lATER-7W/W/ff TO COLGATE'S

WHAT!

ANOTHER

TICKET,

TICKET? NO MA'AM! I'M JUST

WANTIN6 TO THANK YOU FOR

YOURTIP. ITSURE FIXED

THINGS UP BETWEEN ME

Now— HO BAD BREATH
behindhisSparklingSmite! I

J£-

AND NO
TOOTHPASTE

EVER MADE
MY TEETH AS

I^W BRIGHTAND
Wk\ CLEAN AS

A 1 COLGATE'S!

COLGATE DENTAL CREAM
COMBATS BAD BREATH

~S\VISjP "Colgate's special pene-

W tratmg foam gets into

every tiny hidden crevice
between your teeth . . . emulsifies

and washes away the decaying food
deposits that cause most bad breath,

dull, dingy teeth, and much tooth
decay. At the same time, Colgate's
soft, safe polishing agent cleans
and brightens the enamel—makes
your teeth sparkle—gives Dew
brilliance to your smile!"
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INVIZ-A-GRIPS
PREVENT GARTER RUNS!
Women throughout the nation are

changing over to Inviz-a-grips this

season. Economy is one reason: the dis-

astrous garter-button-strain is elimina-

ted, and hosiery lasts longer. A smooth

silhouette is another: Inviz-a-grips are

flat, can't show underneath the clos-

est-fitting gowns. No uncomfortable

garter-knobs to sit on. Inviz-a-grips

are quickly and easily fastened, re-

duce stocking twisting, and anchor

the foundation garment securely.

Inviz-a-grips, modern

and fashionable, pre-

vent garter runs by dis-

tributing the supporter

strain around the welt

of the stocking, not

down over the knee.

Choose the Foundation Garment Equipped

with Inviz-a-grips . . . It's a Smarter Buy!

7045 ROMAINE STRErT HOLLYWOOD

BUSY HOUSEWIFE EARNS

400

in

Mrs.F.McE. iPenna.)
thought it was too

Rood to be true when
3he read that Chicago
School of Nursing stu-

dents were often able

to earn £25 :i week
while learning prac-

tical nursing. How-
ever, she sent for the

booklet offered in the
advertisement and after much careful thought de

elded to enroll. Before she had completed the sev

enth lesson she was able to accent her first cai

three months she had earned $400

!

Think of the things mm could do with $400!

CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING
can train you. as it has trained thousands of men
and women, at home and in your spare time, for the

dignified, well-paid profession of Nursing. Course is

endorsed by physicians. 3Sth year. Lessons are simple
and easy to understand. Hich school education not

necessary. Complete nurse's equipment included.
Easy tuition payments. Decide today that you will

be one of the many men and women, IS to 60. earn-
ing $2o to $3r> a week as trained practical nurses!
Send the coupon for interesting booklet and sample
lesson pages. Learn how you can win success, new
friends, happiness—as a nurse.

CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING
Dept. S12. 100 East Ohio Street, Chicago, ill.

Plea=p *end free booklet and 32 sample lesson paces.

studio lo
By KITH CLAYTON

Frank McHugh

Frank McHugh, who was reared on

a theatre stage, can't forget the days

when he was a kid actor. His father ran

an itinerant stuck company which toured

the country, stag-

ing heart-rending

mellerdrammers
that soaked the

handkerchiefs of

the yokel seat-

pressers. There
were six children

in the McHugh
family circle and
as each child grew
old enough, he was
put to work in the

plays.

Human Hearts,

the pride and joy

of the McHugh
players, came to life recently at Frank's

home during a party. Dick Powell, Joan
Blondell, James Cagney, Gloria Blondell.

Al Hacketb (author of Thin Man), and
Frances Goodrich were Frank's guests.

When he told them of the old gas-light

drammer, everyone wanted to see the

script.

Frank dug the play out of a trunk in

the storeroom, handed out the scripts and
the party was turned into a theatre.

Cagney was the heroic tramp; Dick

Powell was the blue-shirted and honest

blacksmith; Joan Blondell was the ad-
venturess from the big city; Gloria

Blondell was the unsullied heroine;
Hackett was the villain; McHugh was the

"prompter" and Frances Goodrich was the

kind-hearted mother of the piece.

The crowd had such an hilarious time

with Human Hearts, that they- are plan-

ning another get-together soon, at which
A Spy at Gettysburg will be the play

of the evening. Sounds like a bus man's
holiday to me!

| Jokes are sometimes very costly. A
recent "rib" on The Hurricane set

i caused Joil Hall a sleepless night. In scenes

depicting his escape from an island, Hall

was to be shot at while swimming under

i

water. Three famed marksmen who
i have put bullets within an inch or two

of many of the most famous heads in

Hollywood, were to do the shooting.
! Knowing their reputations, Hall wasn't

i
the slightest worried until the night be-

fore the shooting when the three muske-
teers appeared to be very, very inebriated.

Finally the sharpshooters, all actually,

teetotalers, were carried away to bed.

When tired-eyed Hall appeared for work

Karloff

next morning, the first thing he saw was
the three marksmen oiling their guns with

shaky hands and not until he was about

to go into the water for his scenes did

Director John Ford (instigator of the

joke) let him know that it was all in fun.

Hearing of the birthday of the

daughter of her Tovarich stand-in.

Claudette Colbert arranged a surprise

party for the youngster and twenty of

her friends . . . Janet Gaynor and Tyrone

Power are going

everywhere to-
gether these days;

Tyrone even
helped her re-

hearse her lines

for the diminutive

star's fi r s t Lux
broadcast . . .

Karioff.the bogey-

man of the screen

is broken hearted.

Violet, a 125 lb.

pig given him by
an admiring friend

when two weeks
old, decided to call

it a day, curled up his toes and died at

the actor's Cold Water Canyon Rancho.

Proving that the studio was broad-

minded Twentieth Century-Fox gave

Alice Faye a birthday party at Universal

where the actress is starring in Young
Man's Fancy . . . Charlie McCarthy is no
dummy when it comes to making a movie

contract. Not only will Charlie and his

mouth-piece, Edgar Bergen get $50,009

for their Universal picture, but their con-

tract provides for the best director on

the lot.

Reciprocity is not a forgotten thing in

Hollywood. At a recent preview, Pro-

ducer Mervyn LeRoy personally met all

the critics and asked them to be sure to

credit Director Al H. Green when writing

their reviews. Thirteen years ago Green
gave Mervyn his start and used to call the

attention of critics to his clever gags in

pictures . . . Fred Stone is having sketches

made of scenes of his various musical

comedy hits to be incorporated in a wall

paper design for the den of his new home
which will be called Stone House.

Craig Reynolds visited a ranch in

San Fernando Valley near Hollywood

owned by an English couple. Craig was

all sympathy when they announced that

one of their cows had a "cawf," which

seemed to puzzle the couple greatly. Then

he realized that though over here we
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call a throat spasm a "cawf," the En-
glish refer to a small cow as a

"cawf" . . . Mae Robson is back in

Hollywood after a New York vacation

and writing her memoirs. Her 54 years

in the theatre and in pictures would make
a large and very

interesting volume

.

Shirley Ross
played her long

role in Blossoms
on Broadway

,

dressed in buck-
skin and wearing
heavy leather
boots. Much of

her work was dur-

ing an "unusual"
California hot
spell. "They may
blossom on Broad-
way this way but
they only wilt in

Hollywood," quipped the actress who lost

nearly ten pounds during production . . .

Those two funny looking things bobbing

up and down in Jimmy Gleason's pool are

Frankenstein, pardon me, Boris KarlofJ

and Russell Gleason in their homemade
diving helmets. They're staging a stay-

under-without-drowning contest with air

furnished by bicycle pumps manned by
Jimmy and Don Woods . . . C. Henry
Gordon saves golf tees scrupulously, and
spends a fortune on balls and clubs.

Shirley Ross

There were just two reasons why
little Mary MacArthur, daughter of

famed actress Helen Haye.s, wanted to

visit Hollywood. One was to meet Shirley

Temple and the other to hear Lionel

Barrymore "Hr-m-m-ph!" . . . While
working in Behind the Mike, Don Wilson

spent a great deal of time between scenes

on plans for his new home. He was espe-

cially interested in keeping the design

of the den exactly as he had it and so

marked the rough drawing which he sent

to his architect insisting that whatever
other changes were necessary he should

not change the den. A few days later

Wilson received the following note from
his architect: "It's a grand plan for a

den, but unless you plan to hibernate you
will have to allow for a door by which
to enter and leave." Whereupon the

architect went ahead following his own
ideas.

Lady diaries Cavendish, the former
Adele Astaire, Fred's sister, is now mak-
ing her movie debut with Jack Buchanan
and Maurice Chevalier in a production

being filmed at Pinewood Studios, Buck-
inghamshire, near London, England . . .

We found out today it's actually true that

Bing Crosby will do a movie based on

his career, which Wesley Ruggles and
Claude Binyon are working on, and it

will follow The Badge of Policeman

O'Roon. The yarn depicts all of Bing's

sidelines and personal idiosyncracies.

The most inconspicuous person at the

Stage Door preview was Ginger

Rogers in black coat and dark glasses,

hidden in the middle of the balcony loges.

The most conspicuous was Adolphe Men-
jov, in a smartly tailored checkered top-

coat with his pretty wife, Veree Teasdale

... At the premiere of 100 Men and a

Girl (which was a very elegant dress

affair) we saw John Barrymore with

sport shirt and no tie and Elaine Barrie

seated in the gallery. They had come

directly from their Shakesperean broad-

cast and did not have time to dress . . .

Paul Kelly spends a great deal of time

commuting these days between his

Rancho in San Fernando Valley and

the M-G-M studio

where he plays the

role of the coach

in Navy, Blue and
Gold, with Lionel

Barrymore . .

Richard Arlen had
to paint a new
name on the
dinghy of his

cruiser the "Di-

Jo." The name is

"Ridijo," adding
the first two let-

ters of his son's

name to those of

Dick and Jobyna.

Ricky insisted on

Richard Arlen

the billing too!
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Slrin-Mtamin

BETTER
THAN EVER
FOR SKIN

DOCTORS have known for some time that a
certain vitamin is particularly beneficial to

the skin. When we eat foods that contain it,

this vitamin helps to keep skin healthy.

Then doctors applied this vitamin right to

skin in cases of wounds and burns—and found it

healed the skin more quickly! This is

the "skin-vitamin" that you now get

in Pond's Vanishing Cream.

Always grand forflaky skin. Pond's
Vanishing Cream has always been espe-

cially good for a powder base and overnight

softener.

But now, this cream is even better for the

skin. Use it for helping your skin in every
way. Its use makes the skin smoother,

softer, softens lines; best of all, gives the

whole skin a livelier, glowing look!

MRS. W. FORBES MORGAN
OF WASHINGTON, D. C.

The same jars, same labels, same price

The new Pond's "skin-vitamin" Vanishing
Cream is on sale everywhere.

Remember— it now contains the pre-

cious "skin-vitamin." Not the "sunshine"
vitamin. Not the orange-juice

vitamin. Not "irradiated." But
the vitamin that especiallv helps

to maintain skin health.

SMOOTH
ROUGHNESS A#

AY

"I have always depended on Pond's Vanishing
Cream," Mrs. Morgan says, "for smoothing lit-
tle rough places. It's a grand powder hase and
overnight softener. But now with the new 'skin-
vitamin* in it, it is better than ever formy skin.'*

1

SEND FOR THE NEW CREAM!
Try It In 9 Treatments

Pond's, Dept. 6VM, Clinton* Conn. Rush special tube
of Pond's new "skin-vitamin** Vanishing Cream, enough
for 9 treatments, with camples of 2 other Pond's ''skin-
vitamin** Creams and 5 different shades of Pond's Face
Powder. I enclose lOi! to cover postage and packing.

Name,
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TAeKURFORMSLIP
... IT GIVES YOU A

Movie Star FIGURE
Features galore! A dia-
mond shaped lastex gore
under each arm makes
the slip conform to your
every movement, fit per-

fectly and prevent hik-
ing or riding up. The
16 dart double top gives
new uplift effect and
makes your dress fit bet-

ter. Beautifullytailoredof
rayon fabric with Mount
Hope finish. Money back
guarantee with each slip.

White or Tea Rose.
Sizes 32 to 44.

1.25
Postage Prepaid

KOPP MERCHANDISE CO.
IJ85 Broadway. N.Y.C.

I am enclosing check or money order for S

Please send mc Kurform Slips. Size

Color „0 White Tea Rose
Check color desired.

Same

Address

City

£•*
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Hollywood has its own Ten Commandments, ac-

cording to Fredric March, who discusses these

rigid rules in next month's Hollywood magazine.

Olympe Itrudna just lived on her family

for the first eighteen months of her life,

but then she pulled herself together and

beeame a

success AT 16

By HELEN BUNCH
| You are seeing Olympe Bradna, a

little French girl, on the screen in

Last Train from Madrid, and Souls at Sea,

and you hear she is just sixteen. Perhaps

at first you don't believe it. Then you
begin to say, "Isn't she lucky!" and "Aren't

motion pictures amazing!" and "It couldn't

happen anywhere but in Hollywood," and

"That girl's getting the breaks," and "I'll

bet I could do just as well if I tried to get

into the movies."

Summing it all up. it seems very easy

—

from the outside. Olympe is just junior

high school age, but she has lived a couple

of life-times.

I think you'd like Olympe, al-

though she would amaze you. You
feel that you are meeting and

talking with someone who is very

young and very naive, and yet

someone who is very, very wise,

and is just one jump ahead of the

questions you ask her. You say to

yourself, "Here is an infant," and at

the same time you say to yourself,

"Here is a person who knows more
than I do."

Olympe, physically, is brown.
Her skin is brown from the sun

and the sea. Her eyes are brown.
Her lashes are brown. Her hair is

brown. She has a voice still softened

with a quaint French accent.

"How does this accident of me
being in pictures happen to me?"
she asks. "Accident? It is no acci-

dent."

Olympe is called Olympe be-
cause she was born between the

matinee and evening shows at the

Olympic Theatre, in Paris, an only

daughter. Her father and mother,
now in California with her, jealous

guardians of her career and her
future, were proprietors of a dog
act.

At eighteen months of age,

Olympe started her career— an
amazing career which has as its

background a series of hotels from
Stockholm, Sweden, to Rome, Italy,

and from Prague, Czecho-Slovakia,

to Marseilles, France. Olympe Bradna is

old today, far older than her years, for she

was raised with older people, always

—

the worldly-wise, shrewd, sophisticated

people of the stage.

"At eighteen months," she says, "I am
dressed as a soldier, and I carry the

French flag and I lead the dozen dogs, all

dressed as soldiers, and marching in file,

across the stage.

"Later, my father promotes me and I

become Jackie Coogan. Jackie is the rage

in Europe, so my clothes imitate

him. I am the trainer of one of the



dogs in a boxing match on the

stage."

This is the start of success at sixteen.

Gruelling? Certainly. Music rehearsals

in the morning whenever the Bradnas
open in a new theatre. From one to five

shows a day, starting at two o'clock and
ending at nearly midnight seven days a

week. At six and seven, Olympe gets a

tutor, who works with her on German
and French and English, and at seven she

begins her acrobatic dancing, which leads

her to fame.

"We will learn to dance," says Joseph
Bradna, who knows acrobatics from years
in an equestrian act.

| From now on, it's real work. While
most children have dolls, make mud

pies, and play with the children next door

and down the street, Olympe is preparing

for that moment of the "accident" which
sends her skyward. Her childhood is

washed out at seven and eight with
dancing instruction from Robert Guinault,

and with acrobatics taught her by her

father in the morning—a long subway ride

to the School for the Children of the

Theatre in Paris to study from twelve-

thirty to four-thirty, and stage appear-

ances in the evening as her fame grows.

"I do not mind this," she says, "it is

my life."

Her success actually starts when she is

eight, for she does a specialty and acro-

batic dancing in the French version of

Hit the Deck, and she is tagged "the

smallest sailor in France." She tours

Europe with her own act—a solo acrobatic

dance number, with her father, her mother
and her fox terrier, "Bobbie."

"The dogs of the act, they are given

away," Olympe says. "They go to friends

who will love them and will not use them
on the stage any more. Bobbie, he is given

to me by a stage manager."

| Olympe remembers hotels, and she

hates them. Always she has wanted
to stop traveling, and have a home of her

own. She recalls a year and a half with

the Folies Bergere, her stardom at the

French Casino is still bright in her

memory, and she was a favorite per-

former for Gustav, king of Sweden, after

appearing for six months at Ernest Rolf's

theatre in Stockholm.
"And I am only fourteen when this

happens," Olympe says.

And she is only fourteen when she

appears in two French motion pictures,

dances and sings at Cannes, Biarritz, and
Monte Carlo, talks to a man from Chicago
about a contract to appear at the Rainbow
Gardens in that American city, goes there

from the Riviera to appear eight weeks
and stays six months, hurries to New York
to appear at the French Casino, signs a

Paramount contract and comes to the coast

to make motion pictures.

"Work?" she asks. "Oh, yes. I am very

busy."

Thirteen hours a day for seven years.

This is the "accident" which brings

success to the Bradna girl. From re-

hearsals starting at nine, through school,

through the shows until ten o'clock at

night.

Olympe emerges so practical you laugh

at her.

"How did I get my contract to go to

Chicago?" she repeats. "You should know.

You perform, someone sees you. That
someone comes to you, and says, 'I have

a proposition.' You say, 'What is it?' That
person tells the story and you say, T am
interested' or 'I am not interested,' de-

pending on whether the work is good, and
you have faith in the man, and the salary

is worth while. If you decide to work for

him, you get the best price you can. Then
you shake hands and he brings a contract,

and you sign it. That is the way I got to

Chicago."

When Olympe hit New York, she

worked at the French Casino and the Earl

Carroll Theatre, Winchell, Sobol, Sullivan

and the other columnists all raved. Oscar

Serlin, who was a Paramount scout, had
already caught her act in Chicago, so he

moved onto the ground floor, so to say,

when she arrived at the entertainment

capital. He tested her and she signed.

"Of course," she explains, "I cannot

work in pictures right away then because

my French accent, it is terrific, and I must
overcome it. This I am doing now, with
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one hour study and one hour with a

tutor."

Olympe's hard work to become an
"accident" and to "find success over-

night" is still going on. She still hasn't

had a childhood in any sense of the word.
And she still isn't getting it. Her educa-

tion as it stands today is oddly developed
in relation to our set standards of progress:

she goes to no public school, does not meet
children of her own age. Her days begins
very early in the morning. She has that

hour or two of English reading, writing

and speaking. There is a workout of half

an hour of acrobatic dancing so that her
muscles will stay firm and supple.

"Then I have an hour's singing lessons

with John Adridzoni," she says, "because
1 must improve my voice."

From nine until twelve she attends the

Paramount school in accordance with

state law.

She takes time for lunch, and then at

about two-thirty she has a lesson in ballet

dancing. From the time she finishes this

lesson until bedtime at nine o'clock she

is free to do as she wishes, except that she

takes a piano lesson once a week at night.

"Of course," she says, "this is when I

am not working. When I am in a picture

from nine o'clock in the morning until six

o'clock in the night, the story is differ-

ent."

Joseph Bradna thinks that his daughter
needs no late hours, no association with

young men at this time. Only twice since

her arrival in Hollywood two years ago

has she been out to night clubs or evening
entertainment.

"Once I go to the Cocoanut Grove with

my parents and again I go to the Trocadero
with my parents," she says. "I do not like

this. Why? Because I have been in places

like these for many years as an enter-

tainer, and I do not like the close air and
the smoke and the late hours. This is not

fun for me, it is too close to my work."

"Do I like my life?" she repeats after

me. "I love it. I have always loved

it. Yes, I know I have missed many things,

and I know I have not had the childhood

like most children, but to have the things

you want, you must work, work, work.

Success, she isn't an 'accident,' she doesn't

just come to you and knock on the door
and say 'Come out, Olympe, and take a

bow for the people.'

"Romances? I have no time for the

romances now. This perhaps, she come
later."

Olympe rose, smiled, headed for the

door.

"I must go now. I have the work."

And she was gone.

Now you have the story of just fourteen

and a half years of hard work out of a

possible sixteen. In some ways, she has

lived a couple of life-times already. In

others, she hasn't lived at all.

But let it be a lesson to you, young- lady
of sixteen, who feels that success is handed
you with a silver bow on it. If you start

to make Hollywood your goal right now,
you're just fourteen and ;• half years

behind!

Idols Pay for Their Pedestals
[Continued from page 29]

about you?' she sobbed, and she told me
the silly, stupid falsehoods they'd been
putting into her mind. Fortunately, she

knows me too well to believe them. But
I can't go back,' she kept saying, 'I can't

go back any more!'

"She didn't have to go back. We sent

her to a different school.

BJ "Now, the point is that if I hadn't been
in pictures those children would

never have heard their elders talking me
over. My little sister would never have
been grieved, with a shock she may
always remember, through having these

untruths repeated by her young friends.

And what if she had believed these

things? It could have been real tragedy

for both of us.

"When I say that acting is only a quar-
ter of the business of being a star, I

don't exaggerate. Acting's the least of it.

Acting's important, of course. Only, in

addition to work before the camera, here's

what a star has to consider:

"She must be seen often in the right

places with the right people, and in the

right clothes. If she travels to Tientsin

or Tampa or Timbuctoo, she still must
remember—even on vacation—that she's

a public personage, and must continue to

frequent well known cafes and whatnot
with well known people.

"She must be available to her public,

which is no more than right. She must
think out what kind of pictures she ought
to appear in, and likely as not she must
try to persuade producers to let her ap-
pear in them. For years I've been argu-

ing at various studios for a chance to play

comedy. Oh, no; I had to be romantic.

Finally, I got that part in Love Is News;
remember?
"So everybody said: "There! W e

always knew you could play comedy!' As
if they'd thought up the idea themselves!

"The first time it was brought home
to me that there were penalties at-

tached to being a picture player," she-

recalled, "was not long after I got my first

movie contract. 'They'—those anony-
mous creatures—began to talk. 'They'

said truly horrid things; 'they' said I had
designs on one of the important producers,

was trying to marry him. I happened to

be only fifteen years old at the time! I

ask you! It madS me furious—I hadn't

learned then that 'they' talk the same
way about everyone.

"A few years later I went on a visit

to New York. A boy took me to dine and
dance, a nice boy; we were practically

in love—I believe I might have married
him, except

—

"Except that as we sat at the table, some
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man recognized me. I'd never seen him
before, but he came across the room and
asked me to dance with him. In the

course of the evening, four other men
came to our table and asked me to dance.

It was quite all right. They were fans.

They were gentlemen.

"Still, if I hadn't been a picture star,

none of those men would have dreamed
of asking a girl he hadn't met for a dance.

You see?

"The boy with whom I was supposedly
spending the evening, the boy I liked so

much—he was first disturbed and then
desperate. For the first time it struck

him that the girl in whom he felt in-

terested happened to be a person on whom
the public thought it had a claim. Her
time wasn't her own, nor his. He pro-

tested. I said: 'But it's nothing They
mean it as a compliment.' Another re-

quest for a dance interrupted us.
" 'I can't compete with this,' he said

finally. He saw how it would be in the

future; that my leisure would belong
largely to the public rather than to him.

We talked it over, and over. But there

was no way to change it. Things simply

were like that. It broke up our friend-

ship.

"One evening in Paris, in a charming
private home belonging to a wealthy

young aristocrat, I suddenly became
aware that the young man's mother was
opening her heart to me. But opening it!

When the younger generation steps out, it's

news. Maxine Jones (daughter of Buck Jones)

and Noah Beery, Junior, are rumored engaged.

Certainly they look pleased, but maybe it

was the preview of 100 Men and a Girl

Actually, she felt afraid that I would try

to marry her son; she was, adroitly, try-

ing to fend me off, to keep me from luring

him! I was a picture actress, he was rich,

and accordingly—voila!

"This proved the last straw. "Why
should I want to marry your son?' I

asked as gently as possible, 'he's hardly

more than a youth, he isn't even well

known outside his own circle, and I earn

a salary probably as large as his income.

I don't need to marry for money. Ex-
actly why should your son interest me?

"Well, she said, I was a 'cinema actress.'

That seemed to account for everything.

"I don't say stardom isn't worth
while," Loretta summed up.

"But, it isn't all sugar, by any means.

In exchange for the sugar, the chief thing

you give up is what nearly everyone else

takes for granted, and consciously or sub-

consciously, prizes above everything else.

If you're a star, you give up your private

life. You give up your independence."

An assistant director approached as she

turned toward the lights. "Telephone

message," he reported, "they say don't

forget about those photographs in the

portrait gallery tomorrow."

"Tomorrow!" cried Loretta, aghast,

"but I was going swim—

"

The man spoke firmly. "Portraits at 2."

Loretta threw me a look of humorous

resignation. "See?" she said.

How Constipation Causes

Gas, Nerve Pressure /
Many Doctors Now Say It's Nerves, Not Poisons *

That So Often Cause Headaches, Dizzy Spells, Coated Tongue

When you are constipated two things- happen. FIRST: Wastes swell up the bowels and
press on nerves in the digestive tract. This nerve pressure causes headaches, a dull, lazy
feeling, bilious spells, loss of appetite and dizziness. SECOND: Partly digested food starts

to decay forming GAS, bringing on sour stomach (acid indigestion), and heartburn, bloating
you up until you sometimes gasp for breath.

Then you spend many miserable days. You can't eat. You can't sleep. Your stomach is

sour. You feel tired out, grouchy and, miserable..

To get the complete relief you seek you must do TWO things. 1. You must relieve the

GAS. 2. You must clear the bowels and GET THAT PRESSURE OFF THE NERVES.
As soon as offending wastes are washed out you feel marvelously refreshed, blues vanish, the
world looks bright again.
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35 years. No griping, no after effects, just QUICK results. Tr
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Fashions in Fragrance
[Continued from page 36]

"I Couldn't Sit

Couldrit Stand,

Couldn't even Lie Down!
TXTHAT ft terrible affliction, Pile*' What they do to
*' pull you down physically and mentally! The
worst part of it id that Piles are such an crubarraiwinK
subject, that many people hesitate to seek relief. Vet
t hero's nothing more serious than Piles, for they can
develop into something malignant.

There is no more satisfactory treatment of Piles

thnn Paso Ointment. Pnro supplies the needed effects

First, it is soothing, which relieves pain, soreness and
itching. Second.it is lubricating, which makes passage
easy. Third, it is astringent, which tends to reduce the
swollen blood vessels which are Piles.

RESULTS 1

Pazo comes in Collapsible Tube with Detachable
Pile Pipe which permits application high up in rectum
<n here it reaches and thoroughly covers affected parts.

Pazo also now comes in suppository form. Paro Sup-
fiositories are Pazo Ointment, simply in suppository
orm. Those who prefer suppositories will find Pazo
the most satisfactory as well as the most economical.

All drug stores sell Paio-in-Tubca and Pazo Sup-
positories.
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save a pair of stockings!
Carry a tube of RUN-R-
STOP in your purse. Handsome RED &
BLACK VANITY

—

FREE with each tube
—protects it from sharp objects. RUN-R-
STOP will stop a snag or run permanently.
Will not wash out. Ask for it at any chain,
department, hosiery or shoe store— 10c.

Include RUN-R-STOP With Your Gilt Hosiery

Camllle RUN-R-STOP
Good Housekeeping as

RUN-R
i Camille Inc., 49 E

nn tout bin hosiery

i) auaranteed by
advertised therein. I

STOP )
21 St., N. Y. C. *•

BABY COMING?
See your doctor regularly.
Ask him about breast-
shaped Hygeia Nipples
and wide mouth Hygeia
Bottles. New valve inside
nipple helps prevent col-
lapse. Tab keeps nipple
germ-free. Smooth, round-
ed inner surface and wide
mouth make cleaning bot-
tle easy.

SAFEST
BECAUSE EASIEST TO CLEAN

HYGEIA
NURSING BOTTLE AND NIPPLE

a beguiling mystic scent and always puts

a drop on her lips before she applies her
lipstick. (Something to remember for

your next dancing date!)

Joan Bennett loves all kinds of per-

fumes that have a flower scent. Although
she is a heavy perfume user, she makes
every drop count. She sprays her per-
fume onto her hair, puts a drop on each
eyebrow and on the lobes of her ears and
also uses it on all her handkerchiefs.

Madge Evans has a vast collection of

perfumes and uses them profusely. Her
tastes are fickle and she confesses to fall-

ing in love with

each new master-

piece of the par-

fumeur's art. At
present, she tells

me, she is partial

to a very new
scent that is ex-

pressive of youth
and chic.

Mary Boland
uses her perfume
conservatively but

in a most effective

manner. She puts

two or three drops

on her hands and
rubs them together

much as she would
wash her hands,

so that it is thor-

oughly absorbed.

| Although the

stars have fa-

vorite scents
which they use

frequently, their
perfume selections

vary according to

their mood, their

dress and the oc-

casion of wearing.

The second per-

fume theory,
therefore, to be
exploded by Hol-
lywood is that you
must identify
yourself with any
particular fra-

grance.

A perfume, ac-

cording to the

screen's most gorgeous sophisticates,

should be chosen as an accessory, as one
would select a pair of gloves. A heavy
oriental fragrance may be devastating

with a satin evening gown but entirely

unsuitable, even ridiculous, when worn
to a football game.
And speaking of football games, if you

are a devoted fan you are going to want
an outdoorsy perfume to wear to the big

games this season—something crisp and
youthful that won't "blow away" the

minute you get in the open.

Just such a perfume is the one offered

by a famous manufacturer which was
created especially for the American girl

with her likmg for uutduor sports It

has a tangy freshness and unusual last-

ing qualities and is well within the reach

of modest pocketbooks. I'll be glad to

send you the trade name if you are in-

terested. A month or so more and you'll

be using it for skiing and skating parties

and, of course, it's equally suitable for

golf and tennis if you live in southern

climes.

This would also make a dandy Christ-

mas gift for any girl and an easy-to-buy

item for your shopping list.

Another Christmas item about which
I am prompted to

tell you—and an

answer to what to

get for boy friend

or brother — is a

new eau de co-

logne created ex-

clusively for men.

It is redolent of

seasoned leather
and cedar forests

and imparts a ra-

d i a t i o n of well

being without
being the least bit

"sissy." Because
it gives an assur-

ance of finer
grooming, the man
in your life will

dote on it for use

after a shave or

shower. The cost

is $1 for a two-
and-a-half ounce
bottle or $2 for a

six ounce bottle.

Let me know if

you would like to

have the name.

Taking a key-
note of ele-

gance from fash-

ions, make-up to

blend with both

pastels and rich

tones is receiving

meticulous atten-

tion. Here again

Hollywood comes
to the fore with a

new line of "type-

harmonized" cos-

metics created by five brothers who for

years have been famous as directors of

make-up in major Hollywood studios.

Included in the line are creams, refresh-

ants, cosmetics and make-up brushes with
'

jars and containers in green and gold

decor.

Worthy of special mention is the pow-
der base of this new line—a tinted smooth
blending cream which creates a "mat"

finish and forms the basis for the entire

make-up. It comes in five shades to

blend with your natural coloring and not

only gives the skin a glowing even tone

but keeps make-up in perfect condition

for hours on end. The price is $1.50. This

For spectator sports this chic co-ed wears a

perfume of lasting quality and crisp fragrance

A refreshing cologne, created especially for

men, brings a smile of assurance to this

handsome Romeo
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foundation is one developed by the manu-
facturers through long experience with
screen make-up and justifies the pride

which they take in it. Delightful, too.

is the cream rouge which comes in deli-

cate pastel and rich blood tones. It gives

a lasting, realistic effect and is designed
to blend into the skin with utmost deli-

cacy. The price of the rouge is $1.

You may also procure through the

manufacturers of the cosmetics a cleverly

illustrated booklet which analyzes basic

face types and shows clearly just how you
should apply your make-up and arrange
your hair to make the most of your par-

ticular assortment of features. I'll be
glad to send you the name of the manu-
facturer, with Hollywood address, so that

you can avail yourself of this informa-
tion.

| Soft, white hands are so characteristic

of feminine loveliness and so. neces-

sary to elegant grooming that you must
be particularly faithful in their care dur-
ing the winter months to guard against

chapping or roughness. However, this

requires only the faithful use of an emol-
lient each time after washing your hands

to keep the skin well lubricated and to

counteract the effects of exposure.

A brand new hand beautifier to come
to my attention—recently developed by

a famous manufacturing house—is a

"vanishing lotion" which really does van-

ish on application without leaving any
annoying stickiness or dampness. Just a

few drops are needed to soothe dry or

chapped skin and, if used regularly, will

keep your hands in a permanent state

of ladylike well being. The lotion can

also be used on the face with excellent

results as it proves a tenacious powder
base. The 59 cent size has a top dispenser

which ejects just enough lotion for one

application. There are 10 cent and 39

cent sizes, too.

For trade names of products send

stamped, self-addressed envelope to Ann
Vernon, HOLLYWOOD Magazine, 1501

Broadway, New York City.

RELIABLE BEAUTY ADVICE

If you have wished for someone

to solve your beatify problems

—

someone who has had years of

practical experience, who knows

the make-up secrets of the stars,

who is fully informed on the

latest developments in cosmetics

—bring your problem fo Ann
Vernon, HOLLYWOOD'S beauty

expert. She will be glad to help

you FREE OF CHARGE. Write

her today on any question per-

taining to beauty and she will

give you expert, personal advice.

Kindly send stamped (3c U. S.

stamp) self-addressed envelope

with your letter and address Ann

Vernon, HOLLYWOOD Maga-

zine, 1501 Broadway, New York

City.

FOR FLAVOR, FUN AND
MOUTH-FRESH FEELING

CHEW WITH

PURPOSE

1. ORALGENE is a

firmer, "chewier"
gum. It gives your
mouth, teeth and
gums needed exer-

cise.

2* ORALGENE
contains milk of
magnesia (dehy-
drated). It helps to

mouth freshness.

r \

3. ORALGENE
helps keep teeth

clean— and fresh-

looking throughout

the day. Chew it

after everv meal.

ORALGENE
pronounced oro/ gene (moufh health)

A' DELICIOUS BEECH-NUT PRODUCT
SOLD WHERE BEECH-NUT GUM IS DISPLAYED

The Rita Brothers feel very strongly that readers of this magazine should have benefit of their

experience in receiving Christmas gifts and giving appropriate thanks. So they have illustrated

the various degrees of warmth and different kinds of embraces suitable for thanks at the holiday

season. You'll find this funny feature in next month's HOLLYWOOD Magazine, on the stands

December 10.

Each piece individually wrapped
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From a MEDICAL JOURNAL: "The researches (of these

doctors) led them to believe that colds result from an acid

condition. To overcome this, they prescribe various alkalies."

BECAUSE . . .

THEY ACT

%9 Soothe inflamed mem-
branes.

© Menthol helps clear the

f£j Build up alkaline reserve.

(Important to cold resistance)

.
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Bad breath is death to romance. And
bad breath is frequently caused by

constipation. Just as headaches,

sleeplessness, weakness can be pro-

duced by it, or most skin blemishes

aggravated by it

!

Dr. F. M. Edwards, during his

years of practice, treated hundreds of

women for constipation and fre-

quently noted that relief sweetened
the breath and improved well-being

and vitality. For his treatment he
used a vegetable compound— Dr.

Edwards' Olive Tablets. This laxative

is gentle, yet very effective because

it increases the bileflow without shock-

ing the intestina I system.

Help guard against constipation.

Use Olive Tablets. At all druggists,

15((, 30c<aD.d 60)i.

Poor f
English/

How much is it costing you
in wasted opportunity?

Every day your associates are-judging yoa — by what too
•ay and how you say itl Hazy ideas, ill-chosen words, halt-
log sentences, crude, slovenly speech— these marie n man aa
loose in thinking. Thoughts clear-cut, words that give
true shape and color, sentences aflame with power and
originality—these are the things that proclaim ability, that
win for their users swift advancement. Stop apologizing
for poor English — it's inexcusable [ Id the quiet of your
home — with LaSalle's help — you can learn to speak and
write with real distinction, learn toroakethe wordsyou utter
and the letters you compose stamp you as educated, cultured.
a power to reckon with in the business world. Complete
details in an attractive 32-page book, "Effective Business
English," sent yoa free upon request. Ask for it TODAY.
USalle Extension University. Dept. 123 - BE, Chicago

Free for Asthma

During Winter
If you suffer with those terrible attacks of

Asthma when it is cold and damp; if raw. Wintry
winds make you choke as if each gasp for breath
was the very last; if restful sleep is impossible
because of the struggle to breathe; if you feel the
disease is slowly wearing your life away, don't fail

to send at once to the Frontier Asthma Co. for
a free trial of a remarkable method. No matter
where you live or whether you have any faith in
any remedy under the Sun. send for 'this free trial.

If you have suffered for a lifetime and tried every-
thing you could learn of without relief; even if

you are utterly discouraged, do not abandon hope
but send today for this free trial. It will cost you
nothing. Address
Frontier Asthma Co., 357-B Frontier Bldg.
462 Niagara Si., Buffalo. N. Y.

Nadine Connor

|
Virginia VerriH's three cousins,
Virginia Bradley, 16, and her two

brothers, Larry, 18, and Billy, Jr., 12—
are the Show Boat singer's inseparable

companions. They have been Virginia's

closest friends since early childhood and
their every wish is a command for

her. . . . Tommy F r e e b a i r o n -Smith.

announcer for
the Jeanette
MacDonald
show astounds

the natives at

each broadcast

by wearing a

new bright-
colored outfit.

At one broad-
cast he'll show
up with a

bright orange
wool sport coat,

at another he'll

wear red sport

shoes with yellow socks. Smith was
announcer for Nelson Eddy last year on
the "Open-House" program.
Radio audiences on the west coast won't

have to decide whether they should listen

to music by Jeanette MacDonald or the

comedy of Jack Benny—they are fortu-

nate enough to be able to hear both, but
in the East they will have to choose one
or the other. A check-up revealed a

fifty-fifty break, but Miss MacDonald is

ahead in the box-office of pictures.

Pretty blonde Camille Soray (one time
mystery singer on the air) has replaced
Joy Hodges on the Joe Penner program.
She was called the mystery singer because
she always appeared with a mask and
never revealed her pretty face. She is

now appearing "straight" . . . Miss Hodges
is on the New York stage in Hold Your
Hats, Boys. . . . The well-known pair,

Coco and Candy
will now be
named Coco and
Malt on the
Coco Malt pro-

gram with
crooner Gene
Austin. They
were with
Austin last

year. . . . Joe
Penner is quite

proud of his
126 - pound
catch. 126
pounds might

not sound like much to a lot of fishermen,

but Penner says if you tried pulling in a

marlin swordfish of that weight, you'd get

a thrill too!

Frances Langjord, Louella O. Parsons,

Ken Niles and Raymond Paige of

"Hollywood Hotel" program will all be
seen in the Warner Brothers picture of

that same name. This will be Raymond
Paige's first appearance before the

cameras. For the Orchid Room, Warner
Brothers have imported orchids from
South America and other places to make
it realistic.

Here's news! Martha Raye will do no
more hotcha songs or stills, but will sing

songs of a more soothing nature. Too, she

has dieted and exercised and lost a

lot of weight to become a "glamour
girl" for radio. . . . Mel Ruick, announ-
cer on the Lux
hour, tossed
aside his neat,

white, linen
suit for a day
to become a

swashbuck 1 i ng
pirate i n The
Buccaneer
which Cecil B.

DeMille di-
rected.

Three
summe r s

ago Henry
Hunter was on ten different NBC
programs a week in Chicago when
a Universal talent scout saw him and in-

duced him to come to Hollywood. Now
he runs from movie studio to radio studio

because he's back on the ether waves with

Irene Rich. Recently you saw him on

the screen in The Road Back . . . Holly-

wood got quite a kick out of the two Marx
brother's, Chico & Groucho, first broad-

cast as guest artists on the Packard hour.

Harpo (the silent partner) couldn't make
up his mind whether he should speak for

the radio or not.

Warren Hull, announcer for the "Show
Boat" program on NBC is studying

navigation at U. S. C. I am told the

officer's uniform which he wears at all

Show Boat broadcasts had nothing

whatsoever to do with it, but rather

a desire to know more about naviga-

tion because of a new cruiser which he
recently purchased.

W. C. Field's most prized possession

is a picture of himself taken with

Will Rogers and Wiley Post just before

they took off for their fatal flight. It

Henry Hunter
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hangs above his desk in his Bel Air hilltop

home. . . . Virginia Verrill has had her

picture on 86 different songs in the past

six years. Some record we call it!

If you want our candidate for the softest

job in all radio we give you Joseph
Gallicchio, violinist, late of Chicago, now
of Hollywood and Palm Springs. Signor
Gallicchio is the leader of the orchestra

which plays the same eight or twelve bars

of "The Perfect Song" each and every
night on the Amos and Andy program.
It goes without saying that Gallicchio can
play his portion of the program with his

eyes closed and his fiddle thrown over his

shoulder. He has played the same strains

six nights a week for over six years and
they have become a short, sweet sym-
phony to him. Incidentally this theme
song was written originally for Tlve Birth

oj a Nation by Breio, a Hollywood ar-

ranger for D. W. Griffith. It is not de-

termined whether Gallicchio will go with

Amos and Andy on their new broadcast

January 1, but at least this chubby, good
natured, musician doesn't look worried.

All during the hot summer months Miss

Nadine Conner wore a dress of the Civil

War period with many petticoats, ruffles

and pantaloons. Now that cooler weather

has set in, Miss Conner will change her

costume to something a little more
modern and no doubt cooler.

Frequently seen together are Simone Simon

and Gene Marltey, producer and former hus-

band of Joan Bennett. Here they are shown

leaving the preview of Angel. Notice
Simone's bulky short silver fox jacltet for

a hint on the Hollywood fad in furs

Partiesthey'resemng

LAKE
SHOREHONEV

MOTHER NATURE Produces

a WHOLESOME SWEET
... Brings 8 Minerals the Body Needs— and

gives twice the Food Energy

All over America people are turning to Na-
ture's Sweet—pure, natural Honey—instead of
artificial sweetening on foods and in foods.

Largely this is due to a new-type, pure Honey
now available. This Honey, of uniform natural
flavor, is called Lake Shore Honey. It is a
revelation to thousands. For many have not
realized that only about one-third of the Honey
produced in America has a flavor desirable for

table or kitchen use. Honey flavor depends
upon the blossoms from which the Honey was
gathered, and many of these are not the flavor
that people like.

We determine by flavor tests from which
blossoms the Honey was made. And we reject

each year twice as much as we accept. We
avoid Honey gathered from sage, buckwheat,
and other blossoms which might give it a
strong taste.

HONEY LIKE MILK

Tlxmr

PASTEURIZED

We guarantee Lake Shore Honey full

strength always. It contains no indigestible

wax. You pay for no waste matter. We spend
thousands of dollars a year to Pasteurize this

Honey. Thus both foods of the Promised Land
—Milk and Honey—are now pure and Pasteur-
ized for your protection.
Now that Honey of uniform flavor is available, let

it add delight to all your foods. And give yourself the
minerals, the energy benefits it brings.
To introduce, we offer two gifts. Note coupon. Ask
for Lake Shore Honey at your grocer's. Be sure you
get Lake Shore Honey if you want depend-
able success with these tested recipes.

"The only Honey bearing
this Seal of ApprovaP'

COUPON — - -

Lake Shore Honey
5520 Northwest Highway, Chicago, 111.

For enclosed Lake Shore Honey box
top or label send me 32-page "Recipe
Book. 10c eoclosed to cover postage and
packing brings a beautiful de luxe jade
green Catalin handled Pancake Tui

f I™ Easy Terms^H

'A Price

Only 10c a Day
Sat* ever M Mfg.'o OricL Price <

nil standard up-to-date office model

SEND NO MONEY"
Sensational tuwlns on all late models eon.
xJctdy rofininhedlike now. FULLY GUAR.
ANTEED. Big Free Catalog shown nil makes fa
full colors. Send pout-card for lowest piioeo,

SPECIAL PORTABLE BARGAINS—
Breed Now FEATHERWEICHT—Lotert Model Portable—up-tojafri
etroomlino feature,—now offered at nmaxinr low prion. Fully Ouarac,'
toed—10 day trial—only lOo a day. Full detail, scat Irool

Free court* In typlm Included.

International Typewriter Exch.. ^.Taie'cueA.

Give or Wear
This Beautiful

PHOTO RING
of your loved one
A for Indies, a beautifully de-w signed PHOTO DINNER RING

which carries a colored nor-
trait of sweetheart, husband,

father, child or other loved one. Men, Rive HER one with
your own picture In It. Newest, smartest way to express
love and admiration. A constant remembrance of a loved
one. Ladles' rings come in colors: Jade, Red. Blue and
Jet Black. Also beautiful onyx-like rings for men with
portrait in place of jewel. Portrait in life-like colors is
made inseparable prut of ring. Cannot wear or rub off:
heat, dirt, water will not hurt it. Mall sharp, clear
snap or photo, not larger than 5x7, measurement for
ring and color desired, with <-.-iu!i. stamps, or monev ord^r
We pay postage.) Or send for descriptive circular.

The World's Largest Photographers
GRANT PHOTO CORP., Dept. F-12, 16 W. 22nd St.. New York

-iWr.W/fQfC Ofa
SEND COUPON

fohKupsticks,3
AND REJUVIA
MASCARA CREAM

It's our treat! Let us sei

you 3 full trial sizes oi t'

famous FLAME' ~~

Triple Indelible Lipsticks""

FREE . . . each in a different fascinating shade,
so you can discover the color most becoming
to you. To introduce our newest achievement,
we will also send you a tube of REJUVIA
Mascara Cream, with brush. It's Guaranteed
Waterproof and Smear-proof; perfectly Harm-
less! Just send 10c in stamps to cover mailing

costs. For beauty's soke, send couponTODAY!
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MUSCULAR

RHEUMATIC

PAIN
it takes more than "just a salve" to draw
it out. It takes a "counter-irritant"! And
that's what good old Musterole is — sooth-

ing, warming, penetrating and helpful in

drawing out local congestion and pain when
rubbed on the sore, aohing spots.

Muscular lumbago, soreness and stiffness

generally yield promptly to this treatment,

and with continued application, blessed

relief usually follows.

Even better results than the old-fashioned

mustard plaster. Used by millions for 25

years. Recommended by many doctors and

nurses. All druggists. In three strengtht:

Regular Strength, Children's (mild), and

Extra Strong, 40< each.

So Ho Took tho $50 and Throw it Away
[Continued jrom page 25]

W> |\THRILlElif

Pick Up Sticks

TRY your luck and skill <jt this fascinating, intriguing

new game. It's the big entertainment feature at

gatherings of every kind. Nothing can equal it fof

sheer enjoyment, laughable fun. Play it at home. Let

the whole family join Tryiton your friends. And get

your set today, wherever toys are sold. 25c, 50c, $1.
Put 4-5-6 on your Christmas List

Manufactured by Two Other Hits
O. SCHOENHUT FANTEL that tells

INCORPORATED feS^Hi
25̂ ' ' '

and

ftL-i j . l- n
BKOUI the great

Ph.ladelph.a, Pa. gdme of chAnce $1.50

ALL

BLONDES
and BROWNStoo!

Wash Sunlight into Your Hair with
New Shampoo and Rinse. 3 Shades
Lighter in 15 Minutes Without Harsh

Bleaches or Dyes.
Bring out the full, radiant loveliness of blonde or brown
hair with New Blondex, the Shampoo and Special Golden
Rinse that washes it 2 to 4 shades lighter and brings out
the natural, lustrous, golden sheen, the alluring highlights
that can make hair so attractive. New Blondex keeps hair
and scalp healthy. Absolutely safe—contains no harsh
bleaches or dyes. Get it today at any store and buy the
large size—it costs less per shampoo.

fl^BLONDEX s
t
h%Vo

n
o
dSr

e

him and for herself and they set out for

the Antipodes.

Ray liked the trip but that wasn't his

idea of going to sea. In Australia he saw
the full-rigged Cecile Herzogin, famous
old Finnish four-master which was used
as a government training ship for naval
aspirants, and insisted upon returning

aboard her to England. His mother con-
sented.

That trip was enough for Ray. His
ardent love for the sea disappeared after

88 days around Cape Horn from Port

Lincoln to England. Maternal wisdom, in

letting the growing boy try his hand at

the toughest job in the world—deckhand
aboard a sailing vessel—won the argu-
ment.

| Several months of working in his

father's office irked him, however. He
hated a desk job. The family sent him off

to the stock farm of his uncle, a breeder

of horses. To this day Ray is an ardent

riding fan. He broke, trained and exer-

cised racers and jumpers, winning cups

and medals in many contests.

After a year Ray joined the Cheshire
Yeomanry, a territorial cavalry corps,

where he improved his expert horseman-
ship and learned to handle firearms. Later

his horsemanship helped win him a place

in the ranks of the British Household
Cavalry—the King's personal bodyguard.
He was an excellent shot, once winning the

British Army championship with a rifle.

Riding and shooting and swanking
about in elegant uniforms which fetched

the girls like honey brings ants finally

became a bore. Being one of the King's

escorts was pleasant, socially, but it didn't

seem to have any future.

In England every boy of good family

has an Aunt. When one is young this

Aunt invites him to tea; gives him extra

cakes to eat; fills his pockets with spend-
ing money and spoils him in a hundred
small but charming ways. Young Ray had
an Aunt, a lovely lady who paid him all the

traditional attentions and then left him
some $17,000 when she died. That inheri-

tance came to him just as he began to

find army life monotonous.

The small fortune looked inexhaustible

to Ray. He quit the Army, bought a

splendid wardrobe, and set out to con-

quer the night club sector of the Conti-

nent.

"All I wanted to do," he laughs toler-

antly now in telling the story, "was to

make every headwaiter in France call me
by name. The height of my ambition was
to impress every charming girl I took out

to dinner with my savoir-faire. The tech-

nique was simple, but expensive. In ten

months the $17,000 was down to a few
hundred. But I HAD made all the head-
waiters remember my name."

Ray was soon back in England, still re-

splendent, to all outward appearances. In

his pocket was $50. And that was all-he

had in the world.

"I couldn't go home. I'd disappointed

my family. I was a ne'er-do-well—but
boy, I had some memories!"

When in doubt, and if you've still got

$50 in your pocket take a pretty girl to

dinner, if you follow the Milland formula.

Ciro's was the best restaurant he knew
in London and Estelle Brody, a motion
picture actress, was the prettiest girl he
knew. The combination was irresistible,

expensive, and, as it turned out, highly

profitable. Miss Brody invited him to the

British International Studios as her guest

next day to watch her work. Broke, and
with nothing else to do Ray went to the

lot. There the casting director asked the

young sportsman if he wouldn't like to

work as an extra "just for fun." He did.

And it was fun.

After that experience as an extra, Ray
thought he was an actor. For four months
he alternately starved and lived high,

waiting for another job. The high living

periods, brief though they were, came
each time his family sent him money from
Wales. In one of his moments of affluence

Ray met an actor's agent and hung around
the agent's office, hoping to pick up tips

on possible studio jobs. One day, he heard
the agent talking over the telephone to a

studio which was trying to locate an ex-
pert marksman.
Ray was off like a bolt of lightning. He

got the job, which was vastly better than

being an extra, for it paid $12 a day. He
likes to tell the story:

"The director handed me a type of rifle

I'd never used before and pointed out a

target, the size of a small coin, painted on

a wall, 135 feet away. My first shot was
just a bit low. The next 13 shots were
bullseyes!"

Ray didn't get in front of the camera

with his marksmanship. He cut quite a

figure on the set with rifles and pistols,

though, and the director who had given

him his first extra job asked him one day

to take a test as the lead in The Flying

Scotsman.

The part was a natural for Ray. He
played the role of a cocky, devil-may-care

type. The picture was highly successful.

That was the beginning. J. Robert

Rubin, one of the big men of Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer, happened to be in Lon-
don and saw Milland lunching at the

Carleton. He offered him a job in Holly-

wood. Ray shrugged. He was having a

good time in London, and Hollywood
seemed pretty far away. The next morn-
ing at nine o'clock M-G-M's English office

telephoned his apartment, insisting that

he come down and sign a contract. Ray
went back to sleep for a couple of hours.

But he did go down and he did sign the

contract.

"Now," he said, "all I've got to do is to

get out of my stage contract with Andre
Chariot."

"I really had to put on an act," Ray
says about that episode in his career.

"Chariot refused at first, because he
thought I could develop into a first-rate
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dancer. So I just burst into tears. Finally,

he said he'd throw the contract out the
window if I'd give him $100 for the Actor's

Orphanage and quit crying.

"Then I came to Hollywood and died on
the vine. That was in 1931. M-G-M put
me in a picture, Bachelor Father, with
Marion Davies and in Bought, with Con-
stance Bennett, then forgot that I was on
earth."

So back he went to England only to

learn that he'd forgotten the formality of

cancelling his contract with M-G-M.
Tears, particularly cabled tears, he knew
wouldn't do any good, so Ray sailed to

America for the second time, settled up
the contract and returned to England.

B "Funny how little things will change
the course of your life," Ray said at

that stage in the interview. "England,

after California, was too darned cold. I

couldn't find a laundry that could do my
dress shirts without fraying them and
chafing my neck, so I wenf back to Holly-

wood. The first job I got was at M-G-M,
where I promptly died again. Then En-
gland looked attractive once more.
"But those visits to America were too

much for me. American cigarettes were
60 cents a pack in London and I couldn't

get any orange juice. I had no prospects

in Hollywood, but I knew I'd soon be broke
again anyway if I kept on smoking Ameri-
can cigarettes, so I took one more trip to

California."

It didn't take him long to go through
his spare cash. A friendly drug store

proprietor let him eat on credit—$35 worth
at 35 cents a meal—while he hunted a job

as a gas station attendant.

"One week," he says, "I got as far as

the Standard Oil personnel manager's

office in Los Angeles. He took my name
and address and told me I'd hear from
them when a job was open. The next day,

Saturday, Joe Egli, the casting director

at Paramount, called me for a job in

Bolero. I interviewed Wesley Ruggles the

director, and was told to report for work
at ten o'clock Monday morning. I went
back to my room and found a special de-

livery from Standard Oil telling me to

start to work at eight o'clock Monday
morning!
"Monday morning, I was at the Standard

Oil office at eight o'clock. I figured that

if my part in Bolero was bad I'd better

have a little job insurance all ready. I told

the oil company manager that my mother
had died in Omaha and asked if he'd hold

the job open for three weeks. He did. At
ten o'clock I was working at Paramount.
Since then things have been okay. And
if things go wrong, I've still got a chance

—

I hope!—wiping windshields!"

THINGS EVERY DOG SHOULD KNOW

Have you a problem purp? And would

you like to know how the stars train

their dogs? Judy Garland had a puppy

with great charm of character but no

manners, and the story of how she

trained him makes fascinating reading.

Next month in HOLLYWOOD Magazine.

LOVE'S WITCHERY lives, and

keeps on living, in the softly exquisite

moon -glow of Heller Certified Cultured

Pearls. Whether you pay $19.95 or $1000,

you enjoy in them the precious heirloom

quality and beauty of genuine oyster-

grown gems, carefully matched and

graduated, hand -knotted, and graced by

diamond-set clasps of genuine solid-gold.

From $19.95 to $1000
AT THE BETTER JEWELERS

HELLER
CULTURED PEARLS

HELLER DELTAH CO.
New York Boris Kobe
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Corns come back

BIGGER

M? UGLIER
unless removed

Root' and all

9 A knife is always dangerous, and parins corns
leaves the root imbedded in the toe to prow back
bigger—more painful. Why risk infection? Use
the new, safe, double-action Blue-Jay method thar

stops pain instantly, by removing pressure, then

in 3 short dm'S the corn lifts out root and all (ex-

ceptionally stubborn cases may require a second
application). Blue-Jay is a tiny medicated plaster.

Easy to use— invisible. 25c for 6. Same price in

( anada. Get Blue-Jay today.

CORN

^PLASTERS

BAUER&-
BLACK f>

REMOVE CORNS ROOT AND ALL

A pine of dead Cells root-like in form and posll

EAvy
LASTI NG- *

ERFUMES-

6

CACM QUITE OlfrtRtNTrHOM IMlOlHtSS

OALWArS ©GARDENIA ©DESERT FIOWER

OHEA1HER ©STARDUST

Oductory offer: Send Only 30< H
rlilvtrforthtSg
A BIG PERFUME

, VALUE/

omen of30*50

LookYounqer Lovelier

Gift ifYou
I Send Qfiick

T OOK years younger, many times lovelier this
lj amazing way. Use Sem-Pray Jo-Ve-Nay Creme
3 minutes a day. Contains special cosmetic oils,
covering every skin need, blended by exclusive
process. This one creme is the only beautv aid you
need. Smoothes away erasable wrinkles, fines, due
to skin dryness, freshens faded skin, makes rough
skin soft, velvety. Large economical size 60c All
toilet goods counters. Or mail coupon.

sem-PRflY
joven ay

means "Always Young"

Elizabeth Husted. Sem-Pray Jo-Ve-Nay Co. I

Suite 161 l-D. Grand Ranids, Michigan
Send purse size Sem-Pray Jo-Ve-Nay Creme. T en-
close 10c for packing and mailing. Include introductorv
packages Sem-Pray Jo-Ve-Nay Face Powder and Rouge I
FREE. I

NAME j

ADDRESS

PULL UP A r IB A I 16 AND
SHARK THE JONES FAMILY'S

THflllKSGIVinG
Spring I* > i ii ui o n. screen mother of

i h «' famous Jones Family, gives u

lew timely pointers on how to pre-

pare your "Turkey Hay*' dinner

1

| "There's an art in eating," B y
remarked Spring Byington.

The topic of conversation was EMILY
Thanksgiving Day. "To dine

is to do better than gulp down N O R R I S

food. You should eat the kinds

of food that go gracefully

together, served in a graceful way."
The screen "mother" of the Jones

Family, that captivating collection of

celluloid parents, brothers and sisters

native to the 20th Century-Fox Studios,

gave a decided wag of her shiny blonde

head. She stood in the hall between the

living room and dining room and pointed

out what would be the final arrangements
for the Thanksgiving dinner to which the

"Joneses" are bidden.

Certainly she didn't look like any-
body's mother, but since the scenarists

have presented her with five lively off-

spring. Miss Byington intends to live up
to her maternal duty. "The family" alone

constitutes rather a handful.

There's "Dad," you remember
(Jed Prouty); "Grandma"
(Florence Roberts) ; "Bonnie,"

the older daughter (Shirley

Deane) ; "Jack," the oldest son
(Kenneth Howell) ; "Roger,"

the next son (George Ernest) ; "Lucy,"
the young daughter (June Carlson) ; and
"Bobby," the baby (Billy Mahan). And
of course "Mother" herself.

"Planning the table is almost as im-
portant as planning the meal," Spring
went on, "and there are as many 'don'ts'

as 'do's.' For example, don't have paper
bonbons with hats inside; they look ri-

diculous, and they are. Yet you do need
something humorous to start people talk-

ing with each other. There's nothing any
worse than the strained silence when
strangers are seated around the table.

Well, I'm having a funny favor for each

guest. It breaks the ice.
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"You know those log cabins in the

toy departments? There's to be a

fair-sized log cabin on the middle of the

table, a brown cabin on a cloth of coarse,

natural-colored linen. Round the cabin

stand little Pilgrims and Indians and
turkeys that add a dash of red, blue,

green; and the dishes, ivory with an old-

fashioned Delft blue figure, add color, too.

From the cabin windows run yellow and
bronze ribbons, a ribbon to each place.

"Pull the ribbon, and out pops a me-
chanical toy. They're funny animal toys

that you can wind up and send prancing

across the tablecloth, for the guests to

play with while the turkey's being served.

First aid to conversation.

"Instead of a lot of preliminary appe-
tite-stealers on the table, I'll have a big

bowl of chipped ice in the living room,
with sliced raw carrots, Utah celery,

radishes, both kinds of olives, and little

pickled onions. Appetizers, not fillers.

No crackers, absolutely! Save their appe-
tites for the turkey dressing.

"When the guests come to the table.

I'll serve the turkey immediately with
lots of chestnut dressing. Cranberry jelly

in large moulds; asparagus—not tips, but
the fattest possible stalks. A grapefruit

salad with French dressing. Floating

Island. Or nice, old-fashioned Indian

pudding. Crystallized ginger. Cider, and
black coffee. The pumpkin pie I'll save

till later—it's so rich.

"That," said Spring, drawing a sat-

isfied breath, "is a really good dinner.

And really good because it doesn't cloy

or overload.

"Oh, about the pumpkin pie: before the

folks leave for home, I'll serve it, with

good old American cheese and cider."

This is the menu which Miss Byington
planned:

Chilled Carrots Olives Utah Celery

Pickled Onions
Turkey with lots of Chestnut Dressing

Currant Jelly in Moulds Asparagus
Grapefruit Salad French Dressing

Floating Island Crystallized Ginger

Cider Black Coffee

And these are the recipes:

CHESTNUT DRESSING

(For a 12-pound turkey)

2 lbs. fresh chestnuts

8 cups medium breadcrumbs
2 cups boiling water
2 eggs

1 cup melted fat

1 large onion, minced
2 teaspoonsful parsley, minced

Over crumbs, in mixing bowl, pour

the 2 cups boiling water (or enough to

moisten well), let soak 20 to 30 minutes;

squeeze all excess moisture from crumbs.

Add eggs, beaten lightly and melted fat

(butter is best). Add onion, parsley and
chestnuts. To prepare the fresh chest-

nuts: put in hot water to crack open;

then blanch them; chop into fairly big

pieces.

mythesavage?Yfas/

This ancient savage had to work hard to get a

fire— and his cookery wasn't expert. But his

rough, primitive fare exercised his teeth— kept

them strong and healthy. We moderns eat

soft, civilized foods — our teeth get too little

healthful exercise.

DENTYNE HELPS KEEP TEETH

SOUNDER, WHITER. You find your-

self chewing more vigorously

because of Dentyne's specially

firm consistency. Mouth and
teeth get wholesome exercise,

salivary glands are stimulated,

promoting natural

self - cleansing.

Dentyne'sa proved

HEUPS KEEP
TEETH WHITE

DENTYNE
CHEWING GUM
HELPS KEEP TEETH WHITE

K2I

aid to stronger, whiter teeth!

THE FLAVOR'S A JOY! Spicy,

smooth-tasting, delicious! You'll

welcome Dentyne for its flavor

alone—and you'll find the Den-

tyne package specially conven-

ient to carry in pocket or purse (its

smartlyflatshape

is an exclusive

Dentyne feature.)

I MOUTH HEALTHY

DENTYNE
DELICIOUS CHEWING GUM
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RELIEVE ACID INDIGESTION

WITH AMAZING SPEED
YES, TUMS, a remarkable, new discovery

brings amazing quick relief from indiges-
tion, heartburn, sour stomach, gas, and con-
stant burning caused by excess acid. For TUMS
work on the true basic principle. Act unbeliev-
ably fast to neutralize excess acid conditions.
Acid pains are relieved almost at once. TUMS
contain no laxatives; no harmful drugs. Guar-
anteed tocontain nosoda.OverlJ^billionTUMS
already used—proving their amazing benefit.
Try TUMS today. Only 10c for 12 TUMS at
all druggists. Most economical relief. Chew like

candy mints. Get a handy 10c roll today, or the
three roll economy package with metal con-
tainer for only 25c. .. .

HANDY F^>S!a. -etvA \-V»^-v^*^ NAmm
TUMS FORTHETUMMY
IN ACID INDIGESTION

FLOATING ISLAND
(4 large portions)

3 eggs

6 tablespoons sugar
pinch of salt (small)

2 cups milk
vanilla

a little jelly

Beat the 3 egg yokes slightly, add the

sugar, and salt. While stirring, add 2

cups scalded milk. Cook in double boiler

till it thickens and forms coating on spoon.

Pour at once into shallow baking dish.

Beat eggs whites, add 6 tablespoons sugar,

vanilla, place in spoonfuls on the custard

and dab jelly on each island. Brown for

12 or 15 minutes.

INDIAN PUDDING
(6 good portions)

5 cups milk

Vs cup cornmeal

Vz cup molasses

1 teaspoonful ginger

1 teaspoonful salt

Vz teaspoonful cinnamon

Pour milk not too fast on cornmeal,

cook in double boiler 20 minutes. Add
the rest of the materials; pour into greased
baking dish, set in pan of hot water and
bake two hours. Serve with cream.

PUMPKIN PIE

(2 fair-sized pies)

2 cups pumpkin
3 egg yolks

1 cup brown sugar

Vi teaspoon salt

% teaspoon grated nutmeg
3 egg whites

Vz teaspoon ginger

Vs teaspoon ground cloves

Vs teaspoon allspice
JA teaspoon cinnamon
3 cups scalded milk

Peel pumpkin, remove seeds, cut into

pieces, steam till tender. Drain, mash
through sieve. (Canned pumpkin is all

right.) To 2 cups pumpkin, add the egg
yolks, brown sugar, salt, nutmeg, ginger,

cloves, allspice and cinnamon, and mix
well. Add 3 cups scalded milk and fold

in the stiffly beaten egg whites. Have pie

plate lined with pastry and coated with
white of egg. Pour the mixture in; bake
in hot oven 10 minutes; reduce heat and
bake 30 minutes longer.

IT'S YOUR MOVE

is the provocative title of a story about

Rosalind Russell's new home in Holly-

wood, and anyone who ever has joyously

set out for a new house, only to discover

that the light hasn't been turned on,

and the movers stopped for a three-hour

lunch will enjoy her adventures

In next month's HOLLYWOOD magazine

VQ
("VITAE ORE")

A FAMILY MEDICINE
Tonic—Astringent—Styptic

For both Internal and
External use.

PRAISED BY THOUSANDS
Contains Iron, Sulphur and Magnesium

Essential Mineral Elements of Human Body
$1.00 per package— One month's treatment.

Your druggist may not carry V. O., but he can
easily get it from his wholesaler. Refuse sub-
stitutes, if offered. We will mail you a package,

postpaid on receipt of $1.00.

THEO. NOEL COMPANY
320 So. Franklin St., Chicago, U. S. A.

USES

WORLD'S SMALLEST REAL PERFORMING RADIO
Amazing Midget radio weighs only 3 oz=
complete. Receives stations with
beautiful tone. Very little static ;

t «:-
1 loicnce. Nothing to ndiust OI

I'ATl'XTKD FIXFD RECTIFI FR—ENTIRELY NEW DESIGN.
MECHANICAL patent No. 2074887. Not to he confused
with cheaply made imitations or UNLAWFUL COPIES.
Musi C and programs come DIRECTLY FROM GRILL OP
l-:.\l*l(»; Now patented "Spealcophone" gives more volume
and stations! NOT A TOY. The newest radio setisatmn of

Absolutely eomulete with picture instructions for
offices, boats, autos, bed, etc. TAKES ONLY
A SECOND TO CONNECT—no hookups to any
current. SATISFIED OWNERS report wonder-
ful service in ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD.
il'i-F \':i facts: rse.-uitiful two color cabi-
nets. Send only SI.OO and pay postman bal-
ance plus ch.-i<-t.'t'S .;„• tyinl S2.!i'.l (Check. M. O..
Cash) and yours will he sent postpaid. GUAR-
ANTEED. ORDER NOW!
Tinytone RadioCorp., Dept. F-12, Kearney, Nebr.

hotels.

W£

Has Anyone Ever Told You

When a whole city was given as a

wedding present?

Why we raise our hats?

What the Massacre of Balangiga was?

The answers to these questions, with hundreds

of other fascinating, amusing and educational

facts, will be found in the December issue of

PHOTO FACTS
Out October 15th on all newsstands

Don't M/ss Tn/s Number!
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Oh, the boredom of it all! Eddie Quillan posed for this camera study of a young man

waiting in Hollywood, and says that it is a fine piece of work, though he complained

bitterly about not having a few artistically draped cobwebs as a finishing touch

When Eddie Quillan first arrived in

Hollywood, some well meaning souls

told him that patience was a virtue; that

everything came to men v/ho waited. The
moon-faced comic believed it, acted on it.

Now, several years older (and wiser)

Eddie says, "Patience may be a virtue but

not in Hollywood. From now on liT Eddie

is a go-getter." And Eddie's fans will be

happy to know he's getting his movie legs

again and is chasing old man opportunity

all over the lot.

After years in vaudeville with his Dad,
Brother Johnnie and the several other

versatile Quillans, Eddie came from the

"two-a-day" theatre circuits to Mack
Sennett's in 1926 for short-reel comedy
stardom.

Hopeful of getting into feature pictures

young Quillan quit Sennett to wait for the

lead in Harold Teen because Carl Ed, the

creator of the cartoon character, thought

hewas ideal for it. But—producers thought

differently. After a few months Quillan

found himself under contract to Pathe

studios and starring in The Sophomore
instead. As a smart cracking, boyish, col-

legian Quillan was a great favorite. Big

Money and Night Work won him even
greater success. Sweepstakes, Tip Off and
Big Shot followed before Pathe was ab-
sorbed by RKO and Quillan waited plac-

idly for the next opportunity to seek him
out.

About this time Harold
Lloyd had an idea that he
might retire as a screen actor

and become a producer of

comedies instead. He had long

admired young Quillan and

BY
GLADYS

W. BABCOCK

when Eddie returned from a season of

personal appearances throughout the

country he gave him a long term con-

tract. But Lloyd found that Paramount,
which released his pictures, and millions

of fans who patronized them didn't want
the bespectacled comedian to retire. Lloyd
deferred his production plans. Eddie
Quillan waited, became an exceptional

golfer—and waited.

Over a year the young comedian was
off the screen. Finally he got a release from
his agreement with Lloyd and went out

on his own. He admired Lloyd and Lloyd
admired him but they had both waited

too long. Lloyd could make a single pic-

ture a year and still remain a big star, but
with Quillan it was different.

Back on his own feet Quillan found out

how quickly Hollywood forgets a face and
a reputation. He appeared in Broadway
to Hollywood with Frank Morgan and
Alice Brady and in Hollywood Party and
then waited another several months for a

break. After Gridiron Flash and Strictly

Personal he waited for a time to play his

memorable role of Ellison in Mutiny on
the Bounty. This performance brought his

old followers rallying to his cause again.

Now Quillan is well started toward
new recognition. Recently he completed
London By Night with George Murphy
and Rita Johnson at M-G-M and The Big
City starring Spencer Tracy at the same

studio. Meanwhile he is put-
ting some comedy ideas into

script form and one of these

days don't be surprised if The
Sophomore returns as one of

our Senior college comedians.

But NOW he$ eatinq

A New Kind

FLAVORED
with

TOASTED MALT
YOU don't have to be in the movies to discover the

latest in delicious foods. Thousands who formerly
ate unflavored wheat cereals now eat a wheat cereal

that's flavored with Toasted Malt. A cereal called

MALT-O-MEAL that costs no more than the un-

flavored.

Please get a package of this more delicious kind.

All grocers either have it or can quickly get it for you.

MALT-O-MEAL, due to its Toasted Malt flavor,

stimulates the appetite Hence it encourages a good
breakfast instead of a skimpy one.

MALT-O-MEAL gives you 65% more food energy
value for the money than an average of nine popular
ready-to-eat cold cereals or
flakes. And it cooks in two to

three minutes.

Get a package at your gro-

cery store today. If grocer

doesn't have it mail coupon for

four servings free to try- ^Ej££&

MALT-O-MEAL
. c OUPON-

Campbell Cereal Company.
Room 1213, Foshay Tower, Minneapol
Please send me free
MALT-O-MEAL,
that's flavored '

troductorv size package
can try this Wheat Ce:

th Toasted Malt.

L.

Addre.

City...
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JOAN PERRY
Columbia Player

FOR

CURLS

To look your loveliest tonight and through all the

exciting nights of the holiday season. ..go Hollywood!

Dress your hair as the glamorous girls of movie-

1 town do. ..with Hollywood Rapid Dry

Curlers. Frame your face for romance

with a soft, gleaming aura of curls. Ar-

range them at home... easily, quickly,

more becomingly... with the "Curlers

used by the Stars."

INSIST ON

HOLLVUJOODi ;fA CURLERS
3 FOR 10c AT 5c AND 10c STORES AND NOTION COUNTERS

HAPPY RELIEF
FROM PAINFUL
BACKACHE

Caused by Tired Kidneys
Many of those gnawing, nagging, painful backaches

people blame on colds or strains are often caused by
tired kidneys—and may be relieved when treated
in the right way.
The kidneys are Nature's chief way of taking ex-

cess acids and poisonous waste out of the blood. Most
people pass about 3 pints a day or about 3 pounds
of waste.

If the 15 miles of kidney tubes and filters don't
work well, poisonous waste matter stays in the blood.
These poisons may start nagging backaches, rheu-
matic pains, lumbago, leg pains, loss of pep and en-
ergy, getting up nights, swelling, puffiness under the
eyes, headaches and dizziness.

Don't wait! Ask your druggist for Doan's Pills,
used successfully by millions for over 40 years. They
give happy relief and will help the 15 miles of kidney
tubes flush out poisonous waste from the blood-.
Get Doan's Pills.

• HOW TO CHARM AND
INFLUENCE MEN WITH
YOUR FACE and FIGURE
Learn, now, the secrets of influencing
men and women. Your natural beau-
ty, improved and applied in the right
way, will help you winwhatyou want!

Want Secrets of Allure?
There are Secrets of Attraction that
can be yours. Let me show you how
to look vital, interesting, compelling,
youthful! Let me help you smooth
lines of suffering and age from your
face! See how quickly my secrets help your
double chin . . . crows feet and neck lines . . .

without special creams, straps, masks, facial
surgery! Here's quick help in rounding out
cheeks, making eyes lovelier, smoothing out a
corded neck, improving bust, slimming hips!

PPPr Write, today, for my abso-rntt lute iy FRCC BOOH-'How
to Charm With Vour Face and
Figure'. Send Penny postal card
or clip this ad, today ! Lydia Lane
Inc., 1161 McGee St., Kansas City,
Missouri.

Men Who Boss the
Stars

[Continued from page 28]

Sonja Heme's world fame made him scent

a new star. Why big news on his own
lot—romance between Tyrone Power and
Sonja—made him pair them in Thin Ice.

When five tiny babies wiggled pink toes

to the front pages of the world's news-
papers, a reporter in Chicago jotted on
one page his idea of a screen plot to dra-

matize them. A major studio turned it

down. Who ever heard of starring five

infants?

The reporter had met Harry Brand,
genial publicity chief for Zanuck. He
mailed the one-page idea to Brand.

Brand exploded into Zanuck's office.

Before the blond dynamo finished read-

ing the one-page, he reached with his free

hand for a long-distance telephone. Re-
sultant were the Dionne Quintuplets

pictures, clinking profit enough in them-
selves to make any production chief up-
sadaisy with his Board of Directors.

B One asset every top producer must
have, to survive: the nose for a star.

Zanuck has it, plus the gambler's daring

to develop his own. Tyrone Power, Don
Ameche, Alice Faye, Sonja Henie and the

Ritz Brothers are recent proofs.

In earlier days he whammed James
Cagney from hoofer to star in one picture,

Public Enemy. He pleaded with an em-
ployer to sign Clark Gable, but was over-
ruled. "Just a mug" was the verdict.

"His ears are too big. An old-fashioned

gangster type" . . . Oh, my!
Zanuck's capacity for work is in-

credible. His day begins at 8: 30 a. m. and
frequently lasts until the following 3: 00

a. m. Each day, when at Westwood Hills.

he confers with all associate producers;

checks writing progress on each story in

preparation; sees all rushes from the day
before; talks with casting and budget di-

rectors.

H Zanuck is married to the gracious,

attractive Virginia Fox, former screen

actress. They have three children.

Among his characteristics on the lot, an
important one is the ability to let his mil-

lions of dollars worth of surrounding
brains think for themselves. His own
mind spells speed, speed, speed. He thinks

so fast that he keeps dictographs all about
him, at the studio and at home, so he can
dictate thoughts immediately and make
room for more.
Zanuck himself says:

"Entertainment must always be alive,

never dead. When we use the rich past

it is for those dramatic emotions that are

ever new. Unless something applies, deep
down, to living, breathing people today,

it doesn't belong in pictures."

One of these days (I may register this

idea with the Screen Writers' Guild) a

rival company will scoop all Hollywood.
They'll make the fastest, most exciting

biographical film in history. It should be
better than any of 20th Century-Fox's. It

will be titled, "The Career of D. F.

Zanuck."

Is Your Rupture

HERE?
Why continue to suffer with
rupture? Stop yourworries and
fears. Send for the facts about
my perfected invention— the
Brooks Appliance for reducible
rupture— with the automatic
AIR-CUSHION support that
gives Nature a chance to close the I

opening. Thousands bought
by doctors for themselves and patients.

Sent on Trial—Made-to-measure, individual fitting for
man, woman or child. Low-priced, sanitary, durable. No
obnoxious springs or hard pads; no metal girdle to rust. Safe
and comfortable. Helps Nature get results. Not sold through
stores—beware of imitations. Write today for full information
sent free in plain sealed envelope,

BROOKS APPLIANCE COjggjgjg
You Can Regain Perfect Speech, If you

STAMMER
Send today for beautifully illustrated book entitled
"DON'T STAMMER." which describes the Bogus
Unit Method for the scientific correction of stammer-
ing and stuttering. Method successfully used at
Bosue Institute for 36 years—since 1901. Endorsed
by physicians. Full information concerning correc-
tion of stammering sent free. No obligation.

Benjamin N. 6ogua, Dept. 723. Circle Tower, Indianapolis, Indiana

HAIR KILLED FOREVER
KILLED PERMANENTLY
From face or body without harm
to skin, by following easy direr

, tions. Our electrolysis device
used bv phvsK-Kins and is ffuara)
teed to kill hair forever or mom
refunded. Your electric currei
not used. Only SI.95 complet.
Prepaid or C. O. D. plus postag.

CANFIELD ELECTROLYSIS CO., 8-E, 267 5 B road way, N.Y. City

OLD FACES MADE YOUNG
Look 10 to 15 Years Younger
5 MINUTES a Day Keeps
Wrinkles Away and erases age
lines. This new sensational home
method SentonTrial—YouRisk
Nothing. Lifts sagging muscles,
fills ap hollow?. No Cosmetics.

Women, men, all ages, write
today for thrilling book free and
Facial Analysis Chart Free.

PAULINE PALMER. 1421H Armour Blvd., KansasCity.Mo.

KNITTING YARNS
Buy Direct From Manufacturer At

LOWEST PRICES Typeofyi\rn
MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED

SEND FOR FREE SAMPLES
PICKWICK YARNS, Slumlord, Conn., Desk 71

DIAMONDS-WATCHES
GenuineUiamoiulsbuarantL'ed

>< vCASHqbCREDIT / Be

BUY OF LOFTIS
Direct Itnpor ters

Use Loftis Easy Payment
Plan— order direct from
these illustrations.

jfoaftfoFRH CATALOG
PAY ONLY ONE-TENTH DOWN—10 Months

tO Pay. Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money
Back by this Reliable 79-year Old House.

Pay
Little

By
Little

v Sell All Standard
akes of Watches on
edit at Cash Prices.

NO.90G-ENCAGF
Three sparkling _
Solid 1-1 -K Yellow or White
Gold S29.7S

75c A WEEK
No. 907— WEDDING RTNG.
Seven blue white perfect Dia-
in, .mis; Solid M-K Yellow or
White Gold ring . . . $18.50

50c A WEEK

/ SEND *££ WITH COUPON
Name

W Town State

,

Occupation. .R.F.D..

, 34No.SfateSt.
Jewelry co. Chicago, III.

DEPT.
P-t
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MOVIE CROSSWORD

i.

5.

o

10.

11.

13.

14.

15.

16.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

24.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

32.

33.

34.

36.

37.

38.

39.

40.

41.

42.

43.

44.

46.

47.

ACROSS

Shirley Temple's latest film.

of Old Wyoming.
Artificial settings for movie scenes.

Lucie Dreyfus in Life of Emile Zola.

Initials of Dorothy Lee.

Good Married.

He is better known as "Alfalfa."

Joan Davis is married to

Wills.

Stage .

Slave .

• Can't Last Forever.

Over Town.

His last name is Huston.

Wide and Handsome.

First name of Miss Pringle.

Monsieur Cheval in TheLady Escapes.

First name of Miss Gordon, character

actress.

Something to amuse Charlene Wyatt.

You Can't Love.

Capt. Breen in The Shadow Strikes.

Director of Wee Willie Winkie.

Boroff in S O S Coast Guard.

Faces of 1937.

Initials of Robert Young.

Irene .

Singing star of Rosalie.

Short for Mr. Lowe.

Rodents such as Disney's Minnie and
Mickey.

Think Fast, Moto.

Initials of Shirley Mason, former star.

Conrad Nagel starred in

Alarm.

Nana in Life of Emile Zola.

Feminine lead in The Awful Truth.

What heroine feels for the villain.

10.

12.

14.

15.

17.

18.

21.

23.

25.

26.

28.

28.

30.

31.

35

37.

38.

40.

41.

43.

45.

DOWN
First name of Miss Hopper.

Love On The Air.

My Miss Aldrich.

All Yours.

Harpo plays it.

Mary Astor's native state (abbr.).

Mervyn Roy directed They
Won't Forget.

Shirley Temple's screen grandfather

in Wee WiHie Winkie.

Cynthia in Artists And Models.

Feminine lead in The Sheik Steps

Out.

Janet Gaynor has a dimple here.

What Mr. Rumann is called (poss.)

.

M-G-M character actress.

Gloria's last name.

Beulah Potts in Meet the Boy Friend.

He was the manager in This Way
Please.

Captives.

Rita Johnson had feminine in

London by Night.

Kibbee's screen wife in The Big Shot.

Miss Belinda in On Such a Night.

He had title role in Hopalong Rides
Again.

That Man's Again.

His last name is Sparks (poss.)

.

Flora Jackson in One Mile from
Heaven.

Bulldog Drummond Comes .

She had romantic lead in Mr. Dodd
Takes the Air.

Worasii and Horses.

Male lead in Here's Flash Casey.

The Who Cried Wolf.

The Last of Cheyney.

Sing and Happy.

The Girl Said .

WORKED WONDERS

FOR HER SKIN!

ashamed to even hoi

„r tablets helped

othe"-
It see results-

lKE you missing good times—suf-

fering needless embarrassment—because of a
pimply, blemished skin? Then heed this story!
It's the actual experience of a grateful user
of pleasant-tasting Yeast Foam Tablets.

Let Yeast Foam Tablets help you as they
have helped thousands of others. This pas-
teurized yeast is rich in precious natural ele-

ments which stimulate sluggish digestive or-
gans—restore natural elimination—and rid
the body of the poisons which are the real

cause of so many unsightly skins. You'll look
better—and fee' better.

Ask your druggist for Yeast Foam Tablets today-

—

and re/use substitutes

Yeast Foam Tablets

Double Value n»&R^jjj

30-V*y£ty

TZee Took Sample
NORTHWESTERN YEAST CO.
1750 N. Ashland Ave., Chicago, Illinois

Please send free introductory package of Yeast
Foam Tablets. fg 12.37

Name

Address

-

(Solution on page 64)

When Answering Advertisements. Please Mention December HOLLYWOOD

City Stale
Canadian readers please send 10c to cover postag-e and dnty
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£ARN GOOD MON-EY

Learn at Home in Spare Time
Eight in your own home, in your

spare time, you can easily learn

Costume Designing; and not only en-
joy the thrill of originating your own
clothes, but also prepare for a splen-
did position in this lucrative field.

Many attractive openings with manu-
facturers and smart style shops.

Thrilling surroundings, fascinating

work, excellent salaries. Or you may
have your own style shop and be the

fashion authority of your community.

Be a College Trained Fashion Expert

This 50-year-old college, located

in the new style center of America,
will quickly teach you Professional

Costume Designing in your spare
time at home. No previous experi-

ence necessary. Practical, personal-

ized training, easy to learn. Low
cost, small monthly payments. Com-
plete outfit of professional design-
er's equipment furnished without ex-

tra cost; also monthly fashion fore-

casts. Free placement service.

TEND -FOR fRt€ BOOK
WOODBURY 00 LLEGE. Dept. 207M. Los Angeles. Cal.

Send me FREE your new book. "A Career in Cos-
tume Designing," and full particulars of your home-
study course. My age is

Miss—Mrs

Street

City State

^P^ Here is a quick, safe and^E"* approved method. With a
small crush and BROWXATONE you just tint those
streaks or patches of gray to lustrous shades of blonde,
brown or black. Easy to prove by applying a little of
this famous tint to a lock of hair. Cannot affect wav-
ing of hair. Over twenty-three years success. Guaran-
teed harmless. Active coloringagent is purely vegetable.

If BROWNATOXE does not give your gray,
streaked or faded hair alluring, rich, youthful-appear-
ing color, your money back. Only 50c. At drug and
toilet counters everywhere.

ti'ii'J'WMim

r Fit* 1933 Catalog

ASTIAN BROS., COESS
In Hollywood it's

ALLEY-OOP

Jimmie Gleason, caught "flipping Oops" between scenes

of his latest screen role in Republic's super-musical,

Manhaltan-Merry-Go-Round. This new game has Holly-

wood completely ga-ga—and it's sweeping the country by

storm. See it fry it—buy if at all Department Stores, 5 and

10's, toy shops, etc., 51.00. 50c and 25c.

'Romance Test*
[Continued from page 24]

make you melancholy and distrustful and
a little nervous?

9. There's a gorgeous goofiness to

thinking you're in love—but are you sure
(careful now!) that you couldn't be happy
again if you didn't marry him?

10. Would you turn to him as a good
friend, somebody you could count on,

even if he were not your beau?
11. Have you felt that he was the One

and Only for more than five months?

12. Do you feel at your most exciting

Best when you're with him?

What's He Really Like?

1. Is he apt to haggle loudly over the

dinner check with the waiter?

2. Has he any line of talk except soft

talk (you may be listening to him the

rest of your life remember! ) ?

3. If you want to go dancing and he

wants to go to the fights do you usually

end up at the fights?

4. Do other men (especially your
brother or father) like him?

5. Does he have IDEAS (such as send-
ing you a gardenia once in a while or

arranging a picnic) instead of a single-

track mind that's glued to the stock mar-
ket and football scores?

6. When other men find you attractive,

does he get all sulky and bothered?
7. Does he interest and amuse you

nine-tenths of the time?

8. Has he made any definite plans for

his career

—

and is he sticking to them?

9. Does he like most of your friends?

10. Does he like your family?

Romance Insurance

1. Have you more than three of the

following things in common with him?
Love of sports; of the outdoors; of music;

dancing; books; gay parties; home life.

2. Do you save your wisecracks for

your girl friends?

3. Does his career interest you as

much—or more—than your own?
4. Do you try to make a habit of look-

ing your best—instead of "glamourizing"

only for a party?

5. If he says some other girl is a Won-
der, can you keep from playing her down?

6. Do you, act the hostess graciously

for his pals?

7. Are you a good sympathizer?

8. Do you avoid (a) talking baby talk

to him?
; (b) making suggestions

more than twice? : (c) cutting in

on his best jokes with, "But you've told

that before?"

9. If business keeps him from keeping

a date (and you know it's business!) do
you show annoyance?

10. Do you tell him you love him?
(But not more than once a day!)

Here's the way to score!

Good For Kidney
and Bladder
Weakness

LOOK AND FEEL YOUNGER
ALL over America men and
women who want to cleanse
kidneys of waste matter and

_ irritating acids and poisons

$& jlk^fl anc
* ^eac* a I°n£er - healthier,

happier life are turning- to
GOLD MEDAL Haarlem Oil
Capsules.
So now you know the way to

help bring- about more healthy
kidney activity and stop get-
ting- up often at nig-ht. Other

symptoms are backache, irritated bladder—difficult
or smarting- passage—puffiness under eyes—nervous-
ness and shifting- pains.
This harmless yet effective medicine brings results

—you'll feel better in a few days. So why not get a
35j* box of GOLD MEDAL Haarlem Oil Capsules to-
day—the original and genuine— right from Haarlem
in Holland —Don't accept a counterfeit—Ask for and
get GOLD MEDAL.

CATARRH or SINUS
Irritation Due to Nasal Congestion

CHART FREE!
Hall's Catarrh Medicine relieves phlegm-filled

throat, stuffed up nose, catarrhal bad breath, hawk-
ing,and Sinus headaches caused by nasal congestion.
Relief or Your Money Back. At all Druggist's. Send
PostCard forFreeTreatmentChart. 65 yearsin business.

F. J. CHENEY & CO., Dept. 2212, TOLEDO, 0.

Trnra
tfktk / Improvement Guaranteed
IW/0 or Tuition Refunded/

I Yon to be Bole jodpel Strengthen and master your*—;-e—Tiotir ith aunnni) h-:-y.oiis~\>\n \<\ eciiTit i!ic silent
ssfnlly ?:m>/i,t for over u century. MnTvi-lous suc-

cesswith. DEFh.CTIVl-: V,,:.-.s. Write for Free Voice Book. LearnWHY ,n,.] I!i .\\ y,.,;
.

: l:i r -v. .' :.<_- I:.c v..i,o you want If under
17, we require i..ari-nt 's signature. With nm i~ imr.'n.vement guar-
anteed- will you faithfully f.,|l..w instruct inns? If bo, WRITE:
Perfect Voice Institute. Studio 1589. 64 E.Lake St., Chicago

5?* BEA CARTOONIST
AT HOME IN YOUR SPAKE TIME
under personal supervision of the famous

t
cartoonist NORMAN MARSH creator of

"DAN DUNN" appearing every day in
g papers. Success— Fame — Real Money

may be Yours when you learn Marsh's easy
simple methods and secrets. Send name and address for
free details of MARSH'S Personal course. ACT TODAY

i

MARSH CARTOON SCHOOL
Chicago Daily News Bldg., Dept. L-2, Chicago, III.

TACTICAL NURSE

D Study at home—train the "Pierce Way."
Home Study Course or 6-mouths Practical
HOSPITAL Course for resident students.
Write for free book. PIERCE SCHOOL
ENDORSED BY AMERICAN TRAINED

a PRACTICAL NURSES' ASSOCIATION.
I PIERCE SCHOOL OF PRACTICAL NURSING

702 West 17th St. Secretary C-28. Los Angeles, Calif.

Francis X. Bushman
SAYS

y "YOU CAN ACT"

W «^ STAGE-SCREEN-RADIO
W "j$-^*-T^^P Write at once for Free

Francis X. Bushman, inc., Box 90S, Hollywood. Calif.

ITCH
•STOPPED IN A HURRY BY ODD-
Are you tormented with the itching tortures of eczema,

rashes, athlete's foot, eruptions, or other externally

caused skin, afflictions? For quick and happy relief,

use cooling, antiseptic, liquid D.D.D. PRESCRIP-
TION. Greaseless and stainless. Soothes the irrita-

tion and swiftly stops the most intense itching. A 35c

trial bottle, at drug stores, proves it—or money back.
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Compare your answers with those given
below and give yourself TEW for every
one you have right.

The highest score is 490.

Twosome

Technique

1. Yes
2. Yes
3. a) No

b) No
4. Yes
5. Yes
6. a) No

b) No
c) Yes

7. Yes
8. Yes

9. Yes (Oh
my, yes!)

10. No
11. Yes

12. Yes

150 points

Love—Or

Infatuation

1. Yes
2. No
3. No

4. No
5. No
6. Yes

7. No
8. No (There's

something
wrong if it

does!)

9. Yes

10. Yes
11. Yes (Time is

the one sure

proof!

)

12. Yes

120 points

What's He

Really Like

1. No
2. Yes
3. No
4. Yes
5. Yes
6. No
7. Yes
8. Yes

9. Yes
10. Yes

Romance

Insurance

1. Yes
2. Yes
3. Yes
4. Yes
5. Yes
6. Yes
7. Yes
8. a) Yes

b) Yes
e) Yes

9. No
10. Yes

100 points 120 points

If you
450 and

410 and
370 and

330 and

270 and
200 and
120 and

and

r score is between:
490—THAT'S ROMANCE! Grade

A and ultra plus!

450—ROMANCE. Grade B.

410—Romance (skimmed milk

variety)

.

370—It's De-lovely—but will it

last?

330—No altar-ations . . . !

270—False Alarm!

2C0—"Let's Call the Whole Thing

Off!"

120
—

"Pick yourself up, dust

yourself off—AND START
ALL OVER AGAIN!"

How to be a Howling Social Success
[Continued from page 23]

"My system insures your having a table

to sit at as the guest who knows his

knives because it brings the invitations.

That's the crucial thing, the invitation.

Or rather, the repeat invitation to the

same table."

"Seriously," I said, "that's what I really

wanted to talk about. Granted there is

an art in being a perfect host or hostess,

isn't it likewise true that there is an art

in being a perfect guest? The kind who
becomes more welcome with each suc-
ceeding visit?"

Stu dropped his clowning banter at

once. "Gosh, yes, if there is anything
I know that would help somebody," he
said warmly.
As a starter in advice, Stu said there

was a certain amount of truth in his gag
about not taking sides in unexpected fam-
ily arguments, however innocuous they
seemed at the time.

"It's a funny thing, but you come out
loser even if you are on the winning
side," he said. "After the argument is

settled, even the winner starts getting

resentful of your intrusion because you
stuck your nose in something that was
none of your business.

"Next, remember you are expected to

pay your way at the party by being as

entertaining as you can. Contribute your
share willingly. If, for instance, you can
amuse others by playing the piano, do

it graciously and promptly without a lot

of false modesty cracks when you are

asked to play. But stop playing before

you have worn everyone out; it's better

to leave tliem wanting more than thank-
ful you finally have quit.

"Whatever you do, don't try to be the

'life of the party,' particularly if you are

a comedian or think you are," he warned.
"People can walk out of a theatre if they

don't like your humor but at a party they

must suffer in silence. And boy, have I

seen them suffer!"

When it comes to general conversation,

there are a few basic do's and don'ts to

remember, Stu said. Don't monopolize it.

Don't interrupt others, even if your par-

ticular gem of wit or information even-
tually gets lost in the shuffle. Don't use

the word "I" to excess. Don't pretend

you have read some book, seen some play

or heard some music you haven't. Admit
frankly you haven't, but are interested

in what others have to say of them.

H Be a good listener," he advised, "and
you'll be invited back. It's astound-

ing how many people want to talk and
how few are willing to listen. A good
audience is a joy forever."

Stu listed the next "Don'ts" under Mis-
cellaneous.

"Don't insist on playing your pet game,"

he said. "Don't even suggest it unless

requested. But if your hostess suggests

some game, play it with enthusiasm and
good grace if it kill you. Don't bank any
gambling game, however small the stakes;

let somebody else be the sucker for the

dark suspicions that a little juggling of

the books was done to lose track of that

thirty-seven cents.

"Don't play practical jokes. Don't en-

tlofuMBLIE—
No JUMBLE...

Ho Grumble/

NEXTONE POPSUP\

READY FOP. USE/

200 sheet KLEENEX now 2 for 25e

. . . The handy size for every room

KLEENEX
DISPOSABLE TISSUES

VTraJe Mark Reg. V. S. Patent Office)
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ARE YOU ONLY A

THREE-QUARTER WIFE?

THERE are certain things a
woman has to put up with and

be a good sport.

Men, because they are men, can
never understand a three-quarter
nife—a wife who is all love and
kindness three weeks in a month
and a hell cat the rest of the time.
No matter how your back aches

—no matter how loudly your
nerves scream—don't take it out
on your husband.

For three generations one woman
has told another how to go "smil-
ing through" with Lydia E. Pink-
ham's Vegetable Compound. It
helps Nature tone up the system,
thus lessening the discomforts from
the functional disorders which
women must endure in the three
ordeals of life: 1. Turning from
girlhood to womanhood. 2. Pre-
paring fcv motherhood. 3. Ap-
proaching "middle age."

Don't be a three-quarter wife,
take LYDIA E. PINKHAM'S
VEGETABLE COMPOUND and
Go "Smiling Through."

She Got *400
cc

for a Half Dollar
Wunll pay CASH for]

10LD COINS, BILLS gWSTAMPS]

I POSTYOURSELF! It pays! /ftS\
I I paid S-iOO.OO to Mrs. DowtyfeS^j)
I of Texas, foroneHalf Dollar: V-:J

Jk J.D.Martin of Virginia S-'! 1

' .00

for a single Copper Cent. Mr.
Mannineof New York, S2.500.00 for

"oneSilverDollar. Mrs.G.F.Adams,Ohio,
received S740.00 for a few old coins. I will pay big prices
for all kinds of old coins, medals, bills and stamps.

I WILL PAY $100.00 FOR A DIME!
1S94S. Mint: Sr'O.O'i f,r 1913 Liberty Head Nickel (not Buffalo) r.'

and hundreds of other anw.inf; prices lor coins. Send 4c for
Large Illustrated Coin Folder and further particulars. Iti
mean much profit to voa. Write today to

B. MAX MEHL, 1 41 Mehl Bldg., FORT WORTH, TEXAS
CLareest Rare Coin Establishment in U. S.)

end No
Money !

? SEND NAME AND ADDRESS!I AfMCC'O rmiC,SEND NAME AND ADDRESS!LHUIC9 OLVIKL9 Latest Shape HIGH GRADE
7 Jewel Movement WRIST WATCH with metal bracelet
and beautifully designed chrome plated case. Or bis cash
commission, YOURS for SIMPLY GIVING AWAY FREE
big colored pictures with well known WHITE CLOVERINE
SALVE used for burns, chaps, sores, etc.. easily sold to
friends at 25c a box (with picture FREE) and remittins per
r.itiih.-. SPECIAI—Choice of 40 £ift s for returning: onlv S3.
Out- 42nd year. Be First, Write Unlay for White Olovpnne
Sa lve. Wilson Cham. CO.. Inc.. Dept. 50-H. Tyrone. Pa.

Getting Up

Nights Caused

By Kidney Germs
_Are you worried and annoyed by Getting Up

Nights? If so, you should know that the true cause
may be irritating Germs in the Kidneys or Bladder,
which may also cause other distressing symptoms
such as Nervousness, Leg Pains. Swollen Joints,
Backache, Dizziness, frequent Headaches, Puffy
Eyelids, Burning Passages, Loss of Appetite and
Energy, so that you feel old before your time.
Ordinary medicines can't help much because they
don't combat such germs. The Doctor's formula
Cystex starts fighting Kidney germs in 3 hours,
checks pains, stimulates and tones the Kidneys and
Bladder. Users often feel younger, stronger and
far better in a day or so. Cystex must prove en-
tirely satisfactory in 1 week and be exactly the
medicine you need or money back is guaranteed.
Telephone your druggist for Cystex (Siss-tex)
today. The guarantee protects you. Copr. 1937
The Knox Co.

force your favorite radio programs on
others. There is nobody more poisonous

than the guy who rushes in, says 'hello'

and then beats it for the radio to catch

the tail end of a serial. Or the social

blight who interrupts a bridge game or

nicely flowing conversation with 'Pardon
me, do you mind? It's time for Kiddie
Kut-ups; I never miss them if I can help

it. They're too cute for words, don't you
think?' and dials them in whether any-
body thinks so or not.

"Don't bring your dog, however well

behaved he may be at home. Accidents

will happen, and some people are funny
about not liking hair all over their

clothes. And don't feed your host's dog!

"Don't criticize your host's liquor,

clothes, home, pets, children or wife, even
if asked to express your honest opinion.

That way lies social suicide.

"Don't overdress or deliberately un-
derdress for an occasion. One is em-

barrassing, the other insulting. Deter-
mine in advance your host's wishes in the

matter and respect them.

"Don't fail to arrive at the designated

time if it is humanly possible. If you
find you are going to be late, have the

decency to call and inform your host of

the fact. That lets him out of a tough
spot and he can do as he pleases about
waiting for you.

"Don't be careless with his possessions,

but don't keep harping apologies if an
accident happens. Say you are sorry,

show you mean it, and let it go at that.

"Don't ignore his children, but don't

patronize them or make too much of a

fuss over them. Greet and treat them
exactly as you do other guests. Don't

rough-house with them on the floor. Both
they and their parents secretly will think

you silly—and be right!

"Don't be the last one to go home."
In other words, Stu summed it up, be

yourself!

"Because there is nothing more deadly
—or unwelcome—than a phoney."

If You Believe AH
You Hear

i. She batted her eye

2. The weight of the world on his

shoulder.

3. They chewed the rag

4. She fell for him

5. They put the finger on him

6. She cried her eyes out

7. He swept her off her feet

8. Her eyes fell

9. She glued her eye to the door

10. They held up the bank

1 1. He burned

12. Angry enough to bite nails

13. He hit the nail on the head

14. He blew up

15. He placed her on a pedestal

16. He broke his word

VEGETABLE
LAXATIVE
What a Difference!

IF you think all laxatives act alike . . . just
try the ALL-VEGETABLE laxative,

Nature's Remedy (NR Tablets) ... so mild,
thorough, refreshing and invigorating.
Dependable relief for sick headaches, bil-

ious spells and that tired-out feeling, when
caused by or associated with constipation.

Wlthftllf PiclrSeta25cboxofNRsfromanyII

I

UlUUimsn druggist. Use for one week;
if you are not more than pleased, return the box
and we will refund
the purchase price.
That's fair. Try it— NR Tonight — ......
Tomorrow Alright. d » i~«M-mfcaj:

KILLTHE HAIR ROOT
Remove the hair permanently, safely, pri-
vately at home, following simple directions.
The Mahler Method positively prevents the
liair from growing again. The delightful re-
lief will bring happiness, freedom of mind
and greater success. Backed by 35 years of
successful use all over the world. Send Gc
in stamps TODAY for Illustrated Booklet.
"How to Remove Superfluous Hair Forever."'

O. J. Mahler Co., Dept. 56P, Providence, R. I.

FftJE TPEASUttE goo
This Class Pin. anv letters, any

Plated 25 or more, 30/ each: 7 i.

to 6. 40/ each. Gold Plated add
to above prices: Sterling Silve

d20/each:SterlingSilverRinS asshown,
jore $1.50 each; 12 lo25.S175 each: 1 to

ach. Write for Bfe FKEETreasurcBook
of Pins. Rings, Emblems. Trophies. Medals. Etc

\MafM&M FA" - veB
'.. ROCHESTER,NY

NqJokeTo Be deaf
—Every deaf person knows that—
"Jr. Way made himaelf hear his watch tick after
ieing deaf for twenty-five years, with his Arti-
ficial Ear Drums. He wore them day and night.
'They stopped taia bead
noises. They are invisible

/ andcomfortable.nowires (

/ or batteries. Write for
|

' TRUE STORY. Ala-
bookleton Deafness.

THE WAY COMPANY
774 McKerchey Bldg. Detroit, Mich lean

fS^^B:' ^K^fF

ArtificialEarDrum

PSORIASIS J
Don't suffer needlessly from this ugly, stubborn, scaly
skm ,1im.-isp fsm-iasis. often mistaken lor «7.eraa, Use
Psora-Derma the new guaranteed treatment. No matter
h<,,v had vour '~a>c is. or what you have previously tried,

li r.stc.ni^li vim. Psora-Derma is a scien-
a pharmacist after many

„ guaranteed to trive you
relief in two week- or vour monev refunded without
uuestion. You risk nothing. Send 25 cents for generous
Trial Size of Psora-Derma at once. Use *
hiess- the day you read tins advertiscmen

UNION LABORATORIES, Dept. A3.
Linwood Station. Detroit, mt

Don't delay.

3ox 115

I WANT YOU
Work for "Uncle Sam"

Start SI 260 to $2100 a year

MEN—WOMEN. Common Educa-
tion usually sufficient. Many liut>

.U'pnuilments. Short hours. "Write

today sure for free 32-page hook,

with list of positions and full par-

ticulars telling how to get them.

FRANKLIN INSTITUTE
Dept. J263 Rochester, N. Y.

PHOTO Enlargements
Clear enlargement, bast, full

lenpth or part croup, pet9or
other subjects made from
to, snapshot or tintype at I

of 49c each; 3 for 51. 00. t

tarn of original photos guaranteed

SEND NO MONEY*
Just mail photo with name and ad-
dress. In a few days postman wilt
deliver beautiful enlargement that
will never fade. Pay only 49c pins postage
60c 3 forjl .Hi), and we will pay poatagi

BEAUTIFULLYCDFFIToacqnaintyon tl x 14 j„ che9
CARVED FRAMETlf tt.w.th the H 1 G H .. „ "

, ,CARVED FRAME
quality of our work
ored enlargements

3^*1°-°
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Reviews In Brief
THE GREAT GARR1CK (Warners)

David Garrick was the idol of the
English stage two centuries ago. Brian

Aherne plays the vain, brilliant and dash-
ing actor with great swagger, supported
by lovely Olivia de Havilland, Edward
Everett Horton, Lionel Atwill, and a large

cast which seems to enjoy the extravagant
goings-on as much as the audience.

THE BRIDE WORE RED (M-G-M)

| When Count Armalia decided to prove
that all humans are equal, he picked

a girl (Joan Crawford) from a waterfront
dive, dressed her lavishly, and sent her
to a fashionable resort to demonstrate that

she could get by in unaccustomed sur-

roundings. The girl determines to make
her exciting luxury permanent by marry-
ing playboy Robert Young, even though
she is more than attracted to the village

postmaster, played by Franchot Tone.

Eillie Burke, Reginald Owen, George
Zucco and Mary Phillips help confuse

matters and build a very funny film.

MADAME X (M-G-M)

B This notable tear-jerker still can
make audiences reach for handker-

chiefs, mainly due to the moving per-

formance of Gladys George, for the prob-
lem is a little out-dated, and the senti-

mentality is not of this generation. John
Beal plays the son.

EBB TIDE (Paramount)

This film is a remarkable combination
of exceptionally telling photography

in Technicolor, and the portrayal of sinis-

ter and evil characters of the South Seas.

Oscar Homolka, remembered as Oom Paul
of Rhodes the Empire Builder, plays the
renegade sea-captain with a heart of soft

gold. Frances Farmer, Ray Milland,
Lloyd Nolan and Barry Fitzgerald head
the cast. The most spectacular moment is

the onslaught of a tropic typhoon.

ANGEL (Paramount)

H The good old solemn triangle, dressed
up in party clothes, is back. Marlene

Dietrich plays "Angel" who loves her hus-
band (Herbert Marshall) but also man-
ages to fall madly in love in her own quiet

way with a chance acquaintance (Melvyn
Douglas). All of them talk about it in

nice low voices at great length, changing
their costumes frequently for even better

looking ones.

DOUBLE WEDDING (M-G-M)

B Double Wedding is a double ration of

gay nonsense dealing with the troubles
of a movie director (William Powell) with
the business-like sister (Myrna Loy) an
actress in his company (Florence Rice).

Lots of fun if you have nothing on your
mind and want to stay that way.

DANGEROUSLY YOURS

(Twentieth Century-Fox)

| If you like guessing games, see if you
can keep the crooks separate from the

innocent victims of this jewel-thief yarn.

Cesar Romero, Phyllis Brooks, Jane Dar-
well and Alan Dinehart are kept busy try-

ing to get possession of the diamonds.

OVER THE GOAL (Warner Brothers)

H Why do football stories always have
an injured hero out of the game until

"one minute to play?" Well, maybe be-

cause it's exciting. June Travis and Wil-
liam Hopper are central characters in

this one with Johnny Davis contributing

fresh comedy as a fresh freshman.

FIGHT FOR YOUR LADY (RKO)

H Jack Oakie as a bankrupt sports pro-

motor, helps John Boles, as a concert

singer, out of one romance into another.

Ida Lupino as a dance-hall singer and
Erik Rhodes as the champion duelist of

Europe add to the fun and the pleasantly

satirical over-tone.

DANGER—LOVE AT WORK
(Twentieth Century-Fox)

H It started out to be work for Jack
Haley, as the junior partner of a law

firm, to get signatures from an erratic

family played by Mary Boland, Ann
Sothern, Walter Catlett, Margaret Seddon
and Margaret McWade (better known as

the pixilated sisters). But it ended up
as love for our hero and fun for audiences,

especially when Edward Everett Horton
enters the scene as a jealous rival.

THERE GOES THE GROOM (RKO)

9 The whimsical good-nature of Bur-
gess Meredith as the rich man from

Alaska who visits his school girl sweet-
heart and falls in love with her younger
sister, Ann Sothern, is in direct contrast

to the grim unhappy role he played in

his first picture, Winterset. Here is some-
thing new in film heroes. See it and add
your name to Burgess Meredith's fan fol-

lowing.

THE PERFECT SPECIMEN (Warners)

B Young Gerald Wicks (Errol Flynn)
was the heir to thirty millions and was

to inherit factories employing thousands of

men. So gruff, opinionated grandma (May
Robson) decided to make him the moral,
mental and physical superior of everyone
of his employees. Max Baer taught him
how to box. Barney Oldfield's assistant
taught him how to drive. But life was dull
behind the high fence of the Wicks estate.

WAS THINAND
RUNDOWN ALL

HER LIFE

!

. . .Yet She Gained 20 lbs.

"Nerves" and Headaches
Vanished Almost At Once

Like Thou-
sands of Others
She Found the

lron,lodineand
Vitamins in

Kelpamalt
Quickest Way
Yet to Add
Pounds, Build
New Strength
and Energy

Iliad this
actual Let-
ter • m • .

"It is with sreat pleas-

ure that I write to you
to tell you of the mar-
velous change in my
health since I started

taking Kelpamalt.

"All my life I have been
underweight and easily

rundown, and after a

very serious motor acci-

dent I found it impos-
sible to regain my
strength. For several

years I was in a very

had state, I had advice
from several Doctors
both in England and the

Vnited States. I spent

a large amount of money
in medicine but without
result. I had almost
decided that I should
never feel well again
when I read of Kelpa-
malt. I got a bottle

thinking I would give it

a trial and was amazed
to rind a change almost
at once. I became less

nervous, my headaches
disappeared, and alto-

gether I have become a

totally different person.
Where my bones used to

stand out, I have firm
flesh, and after 3 bottles

of Kelpamalt I have
gained 20 lbs.

"I can never be too
grateful to Kelpamalt.
and my only regret is
that I did not know of
it earlier, it would have

>ial Model saved me much misery.
I recently met a friend

I have not seen for three years and she was astonished at
the change in me as she had never seen me so well or so
happy for years."
Thousands are dangerously rundown because of mainour ish-

Pustd by Profe

nent—due to a lack of iron,
for the body's chemical processes, kelpamah, made iY.mV— Pacific Ocean plant contains not only the four i

ry

and
. . D and G, but ._

ributes to the supply of other essont rti
These prc-ciotis elements are vifnllv important to

the health and proper functioning of the blood, liver and
glands. They enable you to set the good out of your food.

MAKE THIS SIMPLE TEST
Try Seedol Kelpamalt for l week. See if, like thousands
of others, you don't feel better, sleep better, eat better,
and add at least 5 husky new lbs. the first week. If you
don't, the trial is free. It costs you nothing! Your own
lmct.ni- will .approve ihis way. (iei seedol kelpaniall nmv.
It costs but a few cents a day to use and is sold at all £ood
thug: stores. Beware of cheap substitutes. Insist on the

SEEDOL

Kelpamalt Z/2/r
SPECIAL FREE OFFER

I Wri today for fascinating uctiv b 50-pa n*»
1 on tow Thousands Have luilt Stre igth. E
\ ?

dd >d Lbs. Quickly. Mine ral and Vi -nts of
L fooc and their effects on t ie hu v facts
I abo, t NATURAL IODINE. Stan dard weight anr
1 urerlent charts. Daily n for W..,qht hi
| fibs lutety free. No ol Kelpa Co..

|
U-ep 1350. 27 West 20th St., N. Y C.
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CLEARS EYES
in Seconds!

1

Eyes that are red and veined . . . from,
late hours, fatigue, exposure, etc. ...

now made clear and white in sec-
07ids. Your money back if new, scien-

tific EYE-GENE fails! Clears dull-

ness, makes eyes sparkling . . . more
alluring. Just as superior for refresh-

ing tired, overworked eyes. Acts
almost instantly. Stainless, too.

ACCOUNTING
1 \the profession that pays

Accountants command big income.
Thousands needed. About 16,000
Certified Public Accountants in
U. S. Many earn $2,000 to $15,000.
"We train you thoroughly at home
in your spare time for C. P. A. ex-
aminations or executive accounting
positions. Previous bookkeeping
knowledge unnecessary—we pre-
pare you from ground up. Our train-
ing is personally given by staff of
experienced C. P. A.'s. Low cost

—

easy terms. Write now for valuable
64-page book, "Accountancy, the
Profession That Pays," free.

LASALLE EXTENSION UNIVERSITY
Tfze school tkatkastrainedover1 ,400 C. P. A.'s

Dept. 1230-H Chicago

this

book
free/

a jj

ocuer
FACE
POWDER

For a flattering finish to a

perfect make-up, dust on
Boyer's, the powder that really

clings. Ideal for summer wear
.. .daytime or evening. Allur-

ingly scented. Newest Paris

shades. 50c at dealers or mail

10c for purse size. Specify
shade desired.

KAY HUGHES.
BOVCR, Society Parfumeur Republic featured

2702 S Wabash Ave., Chicago, III. '" '",--,[ W. '
'

Learn Profitable Profession
in QO days at Home

"i M i'ii ni.i.-j \\ iisii.-n in !m- I'-i- rinahn,. [-ro-

an of Swedish M ;l . -iu.-e run n, hish as 5-10 to
erweek but many prefer to open their own of

-

;. Large incomes from I 'odors, hospitals, sani-
tariums and private patients come to those who

through our training. Reducing
offers rich rewards for Specialists.

«x "rite for Anatomy Chart3, sample les-

. - B\son sheets and booklet-They'reFREE.
I ... -.-* / THE College ol Swedlth Massage

7 1601 Warren Blvd., Oept, 961. Chicago
J (Successor to National College of Maeaaoe'

^qui

MIDWEST MOTORIZED TUNING -

Save S0°Z--- Factory-To-You!
TODAY'S radio sensation! Just touch

electric burton and corresponding

station flashes In! Save up to 50%
by ordering this bigger, better, more
powerful 18-tube. 6-band radio direct

from factory. Pay

ek. Write for FREE 1938 catalog.

18TUBES-6BAHPS

MIDWEST ' |^
Radio Corporation

Dot.HH 177.[iminnatl,or'
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How dull the perfect specimen did not

realize until he crashed out in pursuit

of a "girl who crashed in (Joan Blondell).

Edward Everett Horton as a flustered

secretary, Hugh Herbert as an off-balance

poet, Allen Jenkins and Dennie Moore as

a belligerent truck driver and his be-
loved, Beverly Roberts, Dick Foran and
a large comedy cast supply something fast

and different in the way of laughter.

MERRY-GO-ROUND OF I938 (Universal)

There's nothing very new about the

plot dealing with the vaudeville

troupers who promise a dying pal to

guard her infant daughter, but it is the

players in this film rather than the in-

volved tale which gave that something
different. Jimmy Savo gets a break in

the movies at last. Bert Lahr brings his

goofy comedy back. The enormous Billy

House and the shred-like Mischa Auer,
fluttery Alice Brady and Louise Fazenda
brings the cast up to the saturation point

with comics. There is plenty of song,

and you'll be hearing one number in par-

ticular, "Six of One, Half a Dozen of the

Other," over and over in the next months.

LANCER SPY (Twentieth Century-Fox)

H Something very different is this war-
time tale, and something very excep-

tional is the performance of George
Saunders in the dual role of German
officer and of an Englishman who bears

him a striking resemblance. When the

German officer is captured, his English

counterpart is sent to Germany to try

to get the date of the big drive from the

high command. Dolores Del Rio as a
Spanish dancer and Berlin spy-catcher,

Maurice Moskovich as the generai who
knows the futility of war, Joseph Schild-

kraut as a weak princeling, Peter Lorre,

Sig Rumann, Lionel Atwill, Virginia

Field are among those contributing nota-
ble parts. Saunders will be remembered
as the offensive husband of Madeleine
Carroll in Lloyds of London, and is an
actor to watch.

Now..

Maybe the sun was bright, or maybe Clark

Gable didn't like the way the Southern Pacific

Tennis Tournament was going, anyway, his pres-

ence there with Carole Lombard spiked the

rumors that their friendship is at an end

Plugged into any electric socket ....
the vanette Make-Up MirOlite ends
those uneven, streaky "make-up"
mistakes due to poor lighting and
faulty mirrors. Diffuses a concen-
trated, non-glare light between the
French Plate Circle Mirror and Re-
flector Globe that banishes confus-
ing shadows. Insures a flattering,
perfect -blend "make-up" in half |LJUj|*|J.l C1|4J
the time. Men lik..- the MirOlite too, "^'"I^TaW
for a shadow-free shave. Portable! Smartly designed and
richly enameled metal base equipped with Pull-Out Drawer.
Has electric socket for curling iron, electric shaver, etc

Sent On 30 Day's Trial
Write today— for 30 Day Trial Offer! Prove the shadow-
free "make-up" feature of the "MirOlite" by actual test.

SUFFERERS FROM

PSORIASIS
D€RmOI L
Don't mistake eczema for the stubborn,

Q.r.£>~^
. _ m

^^ ugly, embarrassing, scaly skin disease

. ciir _. psoriasis. Apply non- staining Dermoit.
GENEROUS Thousands of men and women use it.

TRIAL SIZE Grateful users, often after years of suffer-
25cSTAIVIPS ing, report the scales have gone, the red
OR COIN patches gradually disappeared and they en-

joyed the thrill of a cl<?:ir skin atr;im. Dermoit is backed
hy a positive agreement to s*ive definite benefit in 2 weeks

•i !!,•! \ ,- it-liin.leil without question. Beautiful book on
Psoriasis and Dermoil with amazing pi-oof of results Free.

-I -i'ii. I j < n>r ^viKToiis trial bottle to make our famous
"One Spot Test". Prove it yourself no matter how lonq
you have suffered or what you have tried. Shipped to manv
("Mi-eifiTi countries. Don't do lav. Write today. Give druff-
irist's name. LAKE LABORATORIES, Box 6, Northwestern
Station, Dept. F-25, Detroit, Mich.

Unwanted Hair Overcome
I once had ugly superfluous hair on face and limbs

—

was worried—discouraged— tried all sorts of remedies
but nothing was satisfactory. Then I discovered a
simple, safe, inexpensive method. It worked! Thou-
sands have won beauty, love, happiness with my
secret. My free book "How to Overcome Superfluous
Hair" explains the method and proves actual success.

Mailed in plain envelope. Also Trial Offer. No obliga-

tion. Write ANNETTE LANZETTE. P. O. Box
40-10, Merchandise Mart, Dept. Ml, Chicago.

This Beautiful Lifelike

UilMlili.'H
NEWEST SEN3A-

{ TION! Send any
|

I snapshot or Dhoto
and we'll repro-
duce It in this
beautiful onyx-
like rlns.
Indestructlblel (Hand-tinted
Waterproof! 2Sc extral

I Enclose strip of paper for ring size. P3y post-
ian man plus a few cents postage. If you send 50c
s we pav postaee. PHUTn MnYETTE RING CO.,
ws/i) Dept. F-1G, 62G Vine Street, Cincinnati. Ohio.

U fflUNLI I

50c

Relieve
Pain In Few

MinutesRheumatism
To relieve the torturing1 rain of Neuritis, Rheu-
matism, Neuralgia or Lumbago in few minutes,
get NURITO, the Doctor's formula. No opiates,
no narcotics. Does the work quickly—must relieve
worst pain to your satisfaction in few minutes or
money back at Druggist's. Don't suffer. Get
trustworthy NURITO today on this guarantee.

GO toARTSCHOOL
A complete training in Fine and Commercial Art.

Our two-year course is equivalent to the usual four-

year course and qualifies you as a professional artist.

Individual instruction enables you to enroll at any

time. Intensive practical training equips students

to fill positions capably and turn their talents into

money. Day and night classes. Send for free book

"Art As Your Career."

MEINZINGER FOUNDATION
Dept. 62. 4847 Woodw »it. Mich.

FREE ENLARGEMENT
I BmBBM just { get acquainted

with new customers, we will beautifully enlarge

one snapshot negative (film) to 8x10 inches

—

FREE—if you enclose this ad with 10c for

return mailing. Information on hand tinting

in natural colors sent immediately. Your
negative will be returned with your free en-

largement. Send it today.

GEPPERT STUDIOS, Dept. 394, Des Moines. Iowa

Accept No Substitutes! Always Insist on the Advertised Brand!



Hollywood Newsreel
[Continued from page 17]

light in LANA TURNER'S extremely busy
romantic existence. And, for more RO-
MANCE, JOAN BLONDELL and DICK
POWELL finally got away for a few days
in their trailer . . . ALONE. They camped
on the beach of Ensenada.

When NINO MARTINI'S Music for

Madame, in which she appears as lead-

ing lady, was previewed, JOAN FON-
TAINE didn't attend. She was too fright-

ened and nervous. Instead, she and a boy
friend sat at a table in Lucy's, where, dur-
ing the unreeling of the film, she brooded
in a quiet way.
For two days, even after reading the

very complimentary reviews, Joan roamed
the city, trying not to think of the picture.

But all to no avail . . . she couldn't stand

up under the strain, and had the studio

run the picture off for her. Joan has so

pronounced a case of inferiority that she

was afraid even to look at herself on the

screen. Now WHY?

S Similarly, BETTE DAVIS feels so

strongly about the character she in-

terpreted in Human Bondage that, though
she has looked at the film at least a dozen
times, she refuses to watch certain scenes

of herself, particularly in the closing reels

of the production. Incidentally, she has
purchased a print of Human Bondage.

CECIL B. DE MILLE'S views on
bright red nail polish on women are

well-known in Hollywood, but never has

he been so scathing in his sarcasm as

when he asked a secretary assigned to

him for special dictation . . . "Is all that

paint necessary to take shorthand?"

H Strange indeed are the ways of child-

hood. JANE WITHERS had a day
off from the set of her latest starring pic-

ture, 45 Fathers, and Papa Withers sug-

gested going on a long-promised fishing

trip, one that Jane had looked forward

to for weeks. But would Janie go? . . .

not on your tin-type. She protested she

couldn't miss the current chapter of the

Dick Tracy serial running at the neigh-

borhood theatre!

| One of the most amusing incidents

of a recent preview was PRESTON
FOSTER losing his wife. No foolin'.

Pres induced several friends to aid in the

search, and finally the missing frau was
located across the street from the theatre,

calmly watching the antics of a little me-
chanical man stand on his head.

| The first of the approaching Italian

hegira arrived in' Hollywood in- the

person of beauteous ISA MIRANDA, who
will support FRED MacMURRAY in

La'dy of ihp Tropics. Isa landed in the film

city with twenty-eight pieces of luggage,

maid, manager and a Hungarian sheep-

dog that already is the wonderment of the

Hollywoods. There's nothing small about

Isa, except her trim figure . . . she imme-
diately engaged three large apartments

at the Chateau Elysee, and seriously is

considering renting a fourth. She needs

room, does Isa. . . .

When you read this, LEW AYRES
probably will be in India. At least,

that's his plan, as this note is being writ-

ten. While we're on the subject of India,

did you know there are more than three

hundred separate motion picture studios

in that far-off country?

PATRICIA ELLIS has fallen so in

love with rural England and its ar-

chitecture that she intends building a

home in Hollywood the exact replica of

the cottage she lived in while visiting in

Bucks County, during her recent sojourn

in the British Isles. " She had the plans

copied, and a Hollywood architect already

is at work preparing erection of the new
home.

| A vast number of movie-famous are

moving into new homes. Little
OLYMPE BRADNA discovered a small

cottage in San Fernando Valley and took

her family there to complete negotiations,

while NELSON EDDY and his mother are

taking over a large, formal establishment

with five bedrooms and a mammoth gym-
nasium. TILLY LOSCH and HER mother
have packed, too ... to move next door,

and others with the moving bug include

the ROBERT MONTGOMERYS, VIR-
GINIA BRUCE and ROSALIND RUS-
SELL. Last, but certainly not least, is the

fact that FANNY BRICE has taken a

year's lease on the COUNTESS DI FRAS-
SO'S house . . .which should mean plenty

of something or other.

HITHER, THITHER AND DITHERS:

B LORETTA YOUNG breaks out in a

rash whenever she eats strawberries,

and in her two past pictures she's had to

consume huge handfuls of the fruit. . . .

NORMA SHEARER is going in for goofy

It must be a fascinating story that Buddy

Adler is telling Anita Louise, caught by

the camera at the Basil Rathbone party,

one of the biggest of the season

HERE'S. WHY THE NEW

SCIENTIFICALLY

IMPROVED
EX-LAX

OFFERS YOU GREATER
BENEFITS THAN EVER!

and you'll

ttU *****
* after takinq it!

Now improved— better than ever!

EX-LAX
THE ORIGINAL CHOCOLATED LAXATIVE

<£&.&««
ANY COLOR.

LIGHT BR-OWNtoBLACK
Gives a natural, youthful appearance

Easy as penciling your eyebrows in your own
home; not greasy; will not tub off nor interfere

with curling. $1.3 5 all drug and department stores.

I
-FREE SAMPLE 1

BROOKLINE CHEMICAL CO. Dent. FI2-37

I
79 Sudbury Street. Boston. Mass.

1

I

Name 1

Street |

I

City State I

GIVE ORIGINAL HAIR COLOR. !
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Like a thoughtful son, Harold Lloyd took

his mother to the preview of Angel

hats, the goofier the better. . . . Attend-
ing a Walkathon at a beach resort, DON
AMECHE nearly stopped the show when
the fans mobbed him BOBBY CLARK
smokes so many expensive cigars in The
Goldwyn Follies that the prop men are

growing gray in supplying him with the

weeds . . . now it's ROCHELLE HUDSON
and IVAN LEBEDEFF . . . 'tis a strange

hobby for a lovely singing lady, but
HELEN JEPSON raises prize rabbits on
her farm at Chadwick, N. Y., and recently

captured sixty-six prizes out of sixty-

nine entries at a rabbit show in the east

. . . there's a sign outside the stage where
LILY PONS is making her latest picture

. . . "Visitors enter at own risk—lion loose

on stage" . . . really surprising how few
callers drop by the set, for a lion actually

does roam at large . . . but he's harmless
. . . OH, YEAH!

Crossword Puzzle Solution

A and modern. The
Mayfair Vanity is eagerly bought
and highly prized. Finished in

block ond beautiful pastel shades
of green, blue, flesh and ivory,
with gold-colored trimmings. At
cosmetic counters of best stores

PARK SHERMAN CO. SPRINGFIELD. III.

H E I D I H I L L S

E S E T S G A L E M
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D O o R S H I P I T

A L L P H I L H I G H
A I L E E N C A S S
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B E A T H A R L A N
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E D M I C E M R S M
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WAKE UP YOUR
LIVER BILE-

Without Calomel—And You'll Jump Out
of Bed in the Morning Rarin' to Go

The liver should pour out two pounds of liquid
bile mto your bowels daily. If this bile is not
flowing freely, your food doesn't digest. It just
decays in the bowels. Gas bloats up your stomach.
You get constipated. Your whole system is poi-
soned and you feel sour, sunk and the world
looks punk.
A mere bowel movement doesn't get at the

cause. It takes those good, old Carter's Little Liver
Pills to get these two pounds of bile flowing freely
and make you feel "up and up." Harmless, gentle,
yet amazing in making bile flow freely. Ask for
Carter's Little Liver Pills by name. Stubbornly
refuse anything else. 25c at all drug stores.

ANY PHOTO ENLARGED
Size 8x10 inches
or smaller if desired.
Same price for full lenE th
or bust form, groups, land-47part of group picture. Safe
return of original photo —
guaranteed. 3 for $1.00
SEND NO MONEY 2™%™' ft*?
(a 'ithin
your beautiful enlargement, guaranteed fade-
less. Pay postman -17c plus postage — or send 49c
with order and we pav postage. Big 16x20-
inch enlargement sent 0. O. D. 78c plus poBt-
oge or send 80q and we pay postage. Take advan

. Send yuur phutu, today. Sp<
T '

104 S. Jeffer-
STANDARD ART STUDIOS

I St. Oept. 227-W, CHICAGO. ILLINOIS

Who doesn't like the crack made by Paul Muni
when they told him at Warners that he was to be
billed as

Mr. Paul Muni
in THE LIFE OF EMILE ZOLA

and he replied, quickly, modestly and intelligently,

"It should be Paul Muni in THE LIFE OF MR.
ZOLA."
STATEMENT OF THE OWNERSHIP. MANAGEMENT,

CIRCULATION. ETC., REQUIRED BY THE
ACT OF CONGRESS OF AUGUST 24, 1912,

AND MARCH 3, 1933
Of HOLLYWOOD, published monthly at Louisville, Ken-
lucky, for October 1, 1037.
State of Connecticut )

County of Fairfield j
SS4

Before me. a Notary Public, in and for the State and
county aforesaid, personally appeared Conway Bolstad, who,
having been duly sworn according to law, deposes and says

that lie is the Business Manager of the HOLLYWOOD
and that the following is. to the best of his knowledge
and belief, a true statement of the ownership, manage-
ment (and if a daily paper, the circulation), etc., of the

aforesaid publication for the date shown in the above
caption, required by the Act of August 24. 1912, as

amended by the Act of March 3. 1933. embodied in section

537, Postal Laws and Kegulations, printed on the reverse

of this form, to wit:
1. That the names and addresses of the publisher, editor,

managing editor, and business managers are: Publisher,

W H Fawcett Greenwich. Connecticut; Editor. Llewellyn
Miller. New York. N. Y. ; Managing Editor. Ralph Daigh,
New York, N. Y. : Business Manager, Conway Bolstad, Old
Greenwich. Conn.

2. That the owner is: (If owned by a corpora t ion, its

name and address must be stpted and also immediately
thereunder the names and addresses of stockholders owning:

or holding one per cent or more of total amount of stock.

If not owned by a corporation, the names and addresses of

the individual owners must be given. If owned by a firm,

company, or other unincorporated concern, its name and
address, as well as those of each individual member, must
be given.)

Fawcett Publications. Inc., Greenwich, Conn. ; W. H.
Fawcett. Greenwich. Conn. ; Roger Fawcett. New York,

N Y" AY H Fawcett. Jr.. Greenwich, Conn.; Marion
F Bagg Tulsa. Okla. ; Gordon Fawcett, Hollywood,

Calif.; Roscoe Kent Fawcett, Greenwich, Conn.; Frances

M Fawcett Greenwich, Conn.; Margaret Connor. Seattle.

Wash- Eva Adams. Seattle. Wash.; Clarence Fawcett,

Portland Oreg. ; Gloria Fawcett Trust, La.Tolla. Calif.;

Virginia Lee Fawcett Trust. La.Tolla, Calif.; John Fawcett
Trust. New York, N. Y. ; Nellie O'Brien Trust, Waseca,
Minn. a .,

3. That the known bondholders, mortgagees, and other

security holders owning or holding 1 per cent or more of

total amount of bonds, mortgages, or other securities are:

(If there are none, so state.)
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4. That the two paragraphs next above, giving the names

of the owners, stockholders, and security holders, if any.

contain not only the list of stockholders and security holders

as thev appear upon the books of the company but also,

in cases where the stockholder or security holder appears

upon the books of the company as trustee or in any other

fiduciary relation, the name of the person or corporation

for whom such trustee is acting, is given; also that the

said two paragraphs contain statements embracing affiant s

full knowledge and belief as to the circumstances and con-

ditions under which stockholders and security holders who
do not appear upon the books of the company as trustees,

hold stock and securities in a capacity other than that of a

bona fide owner: and this affiant has no reason to believe

that anv other person, association, or corporation has any

interest direct or indirect in the said stock, bonds, or

other securities than as so stated by him.
5. That the average number of copies of each issue of

this publication sold or distributed, through the mails or
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preceding the date shown above is— (This information is

required from daily publications only.)

CONWAY BOLSTAD.
Business Manager.

Sworn to and subscribed before me this 21st day of

September. 1037.
HELEN M. LANO.

(My commission expires February 1. 1941.)
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Lead With Your Left in Love
[Continued from page 20]

"Keep looking at the amusing side of

any predicament (love rates as a predica-

ment) , and nobody can get your goat. It's

nicking the other fellow's feelings and
having your own nicked in return that

turns love into a prize fight, with no pri^e

but a broken heart—or am I growing
poetic? Jealousy itself can't last before a

good laugh.

"No game is so keen as pleasantly out-

guessing somebody about whom you're

crazy, and occasionally having that some-
body pleasantly outguess you. All in fun,

however. Just keeping the courtship full

of sparkle and repartee, and a rollicking

good time had by all—including the spec-

tators.

H "If the lady of your heart playfully

suggests that she'd like to swipe a red
lantern from a street excavation, don't

swipe it for her—that's crude, and besides

you'd get arrested—but next day send her
a red lantern in a nest of gardenias. If

she speaks well of milk, have a cow em-
bellished with ribbons delivered at her
front door. If she complains that you're

never serious, send her a bound copy of a
year's Congressional Records.

"Be elfin, the complete playboy, the per-
fect prankster. That's the proper attitude.

Not snickering all the time, you know,
but always a gleeful turn of mind and an
airy outlook.

"If she wants to consider things gravely,

break out some quip that makes her burst

into laughter. Or if you can't wring a

laugh from her, at least don't let her make
you consider things gravely, unless you
want to leave yourself wide open. It's

obvious, isn't it, that when you won't be
serious about anything—no matter how
much you're interested in the girl—then
you can't be hurt. There's nothing to

worry about when you laugh, is there?"
There's wrinkles, I reminded him.
"A sour face gets as many wrinkles,"

Young responded, "and worse ones. Take
a face that's laughed all its life, and a face

that's scowled, and which would you
rather have?"

"Vanilla," I said; getting into the spirit

of play.

"Listen," Bob expostulated, "don't go
talking like a scenario. Love's like a world
war. It's O. K. if you don't take it too

seriously. But who can help taking it

seriously?

El "That's the real difficulty about the
gay and gleesome stuff. There's noth-

ing more enjoyable than not taking any-
thing seriously—until you begin to get
serious about a girl. The moment you're
truly interested, you're lost. You can't

take courtship lightly any more. Love's
no joke the minute it's actually love.

"Oh, certainly you can laugh even when
you're engaged. And you and she can be
merry and bright every time you talk with
each other. But in your heart neither one
of you can regard your romance merrily.
Other people's romances, sure; but your
own is something else again. What ro-

mance needs, I'm thoroughly convinced,

is more laughs. But it won't get them,

except as usual from people on the side-

lines.

"As a matter of fact, more laughs are the

greatest need of modern civilization. You
ought to have a sense of humor for your
romance, and also for your marriage. I'm

thankful that my wife has a swell sense of

humor. We had plenty of laughs when we
first met, but the minute I realized here

was the girl I wanted for my wife, I began
to grow solemn.

H "A man is more likely to lose his sense

of humor when he falls in love. Per-
haps sometimes it's just as well. A man
may be the irresponsible cutup as much
as he likes on first acquaintance, but if

he's going to marry the girl he'd better

know when to stop being so fearfully

funny.

"Because, at these times humor can be
dangerous. There's no greater weapon
than a laugh. A well-timed chuckle can

break up an international crisis, or an en-

gagement. That's why these carefree play-

boys and laughter-loving tomboys have to

know when to stop laughing. People in

love have sandpapered nerves. Kidding
remarks that would hardly register ordi-

narily, will nearly kill them then, and a

misplaced giggle can start less repartee

than riot. The girl who yesterday would
cap your whimsical sarcasm with a scin-

tillating retort is ready, as your future

wife, to crown you for it v/ith a brick. And
just because she loves you!

"Naturally, the same goes for the man.
He becomes a sensitive creature, easily

wounded by a word. Does he caper

through his romance with mischief in his

eye and a smart handful of epigrams for

every occasion? Ha! Courtship is like any
other game; lots of fun as long as you're

taking part for the fun of it. But as soon

as you begin to care awfully about whether
or not you're going to win—try and think

up an epigram!

"I don't say it ought to be so. In fact,

it oughtn't. I think love should be full of

laughter, the way the scenarists arrange

it. Only—perhaps I'm prejudiced—I think

the Boy should laugh first. Perhaps this

means that the Girl will laugh last; but
she will, anyhow."
Bob finished the coffee. A slow smile

spread over his face.

"So? So I laughed in Married Before
Breakfast, and the heroine married the

other fellow. The same thing happened in

The Bride Comes Home, I Met Him in

Paris, and The Bride Wore Red. Be funny,

eh? Be carefree, though lovesick. Keep
your left out and your chin down. That's

what I did in all four pictures, and it's

a beautiful theory. But, look—I didn't get

the girl!"
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Who would think

that a nickel CS5^
could buy so much
relief? Cure a cold?

4^1 No! But a

single package^ of

BEECH-NUT
COUGH DROPS
BLACK OR MENTHOL

can give welcome
relief from "throat\
tickle" that comes
from a cold.

BeYour Own
MUSIC £|
Teacher
LEARN AT HOME
to play by note
Violin, Ukulele
Banjo, Hawaiian

derful improved method.
Simple as A B C. No
"numbers" or trick music.
Cost averages only few
cents a day. Over 700,000

• nts.

FREE BOOK or Free Booklet Mid F
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detail. Tell w 1

address plainly. Instruments BUpnlied when needed, caah or credit.

U.S.School of Music, 3612 Brunswick BIdg., New York, N.Y.
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1. Is lightweight . . . one piece.

2. Is utterly comfortable . . .

awake or asleep.

3. Will not split or break hair.

4. Makes smoother, more last-

ing curls, quieter.'

5. Does not conduct heat.

CURLERS
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U5E THIS FREE COUPON
RIS CURLER CORP. HOLLYWOOD,
en: Send me Free PARIS CURLERS
Q 1 Curler (5c for handling ond p
G 6 curleri (20c
(coin) (stumps) to cover costs.
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LAST
MINUTE
PHOTOS

Perhaps you think lovingly of Mischa

as a comedian, but he likes to think

of himself as Man-Mountain Auer.

Here he demonstrates his mighty

muscles to Howard (Hangman)
Cantonwine, famous wrestler, who
appears with him In Universal's

Merry-Go-Round of 1938

Above, Wallace Beery
having fun with toys

from his pals while he

recovers from the acci-

dental gunshot in-

curred in the making
of Bad Man of Brim-

stone. Below, "What
is this I see in my dress-

ing room?" asks Robert
Montgomery of prop-

man George Lee. The
visitor in mittens is

Robert Benchley

Above, Cliff (Ukulele

Ike) Edwards tunes up

for M-G-M's The
Women Men Marry.

Below, "Why did they

name me Grade, ex-

cept I can dance some-
thingdivine?" demands
the little lady. Fred

Astaire seems less than

convinced as he and

the Burnses rehearse for

A Damsel in Distress
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Improve^ »A dsQg Make!
Eye Beauty "i"'—

N ©o YOU carefully powder and rouge, and then allow pale, scanty
lashes and scraggly brows to mar what should be your most expressive
feature — your eyes? You would be amazed at the added loveliness that
could be so easily yours with Maybelline Eye Beauty Aids!

Simply darken your lashes into long, curling, luxuriant fringe with the
famous Maybelline Mascara—in either the economical Solid-form or the
popular Cream-form—see how your eyes appear instantly larger and
more expressive. Absolutely harmless, non-smarting, and tear-proof.
Keeps your lashes soft and silky and tends to make them curl. At any
cosmetic counter— only 75c.

Now a bit of Maybelline Eye Shadow blended softly on your eyelids,

and notice how your eyes immediately take on brilliance and color, adding
depth and beauty to your expression!

Form graceful, expressive eyebrows with the smooth-marking, easy-
to-use Maybelline Eyebrow Pencil. A perfect pencil that you will adore.

Every time you squint or blink your eyes the tender skin around your
eyes is creased, encouraging wrinkles. Help to avoid these crow's feet,

wrinkles and laugh lines— keep this sensitive skin soft and youthful

—

by simply smoothing on Maybelline Eye Cream each night.

The name Maybelline is your absolute assurance of purity and effec-
tiveness. These famous products in purse sizes- are now within the reach
of every girl and woman—at all 10c stores. Try them today and see what
an amazing difference Maybelline Eye Beauty Aids can make in
your appearance.

Maybelline famous, economical
Solid-form Mascara, in brilliant

gold metal vanity . Black, Brown,
Blue. 75c. Refills 35c.

Maybelline popular Cream-
form Mascara, with Brush, in

dainty zipper bag. Black,
Brown, Blue. 75c.

Maybelline smooth-marking
Eyebrow Pencil. Colors to
match your Mascara. Black,
Brown, Blue.

Maybelline creamy, harmoniz-
ing Eye Shadow. Blue, Blue-
Gray, Brown, Green or Violet.

Maybelline Eye Cream—to
soften, protect and smooth the
tender skin around your eyes.
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